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INTRODUCTION.
§

1.

Thb

Titlb,

—

1. The Bevelatton.
The name g^ven to this book in onr Bibles is the
English form of the Latin equivalent of the Greek title 'AiroKaXui/ris." This
Greek title is as old as the book itself, and forms the first word of the
original text, where it constitutes an essential member of the openiug
sentence and paragraph. It was consistent with the Hebrew cast of the
whole document that the Hebrew fashion of naming books by their initial
words should be followed in this instance; but the classical and modern
method of designating a literary work by the name of its principal theme
happened here to lead to the same result: ottokoXv^is is not only the initial
word of the book, but also a subject-title, descriptive of the largest portion

of the contents.

In the Vulgate version the Greek word is retained, both in the title and
commencement of the text. Its proper Latin equivalent, however, is
not found by mefely writing it in Latin letters, apocalypsis, but by combining
the Latin renderings of its two component parts, taking re to represent wtto,
and velatio as synonymous with koXvi/tis. According to the etymological
genius of the respective languages, just as the simple substantive velatio,
or KoXinj/is, signified the act of covering with a veil, so the compound
at the

The word

Greek

Plutarob (a contemporary of
it can be found
he uses it in its primary literal sense, and also in its secondary figurative meaning. Tlie
canonical books of the Septuagint only furnish a single (and literal) example of it, though
the corresponding verb occurs many times. In the New Testament the substantive is fouijd
seventeen oi eighteen times, and always with a figurative signification,
'

iiiroK<i\v^ts is

rare in profane

literature,

the apostles) being apparently the earliest author in whose extant works

,

ftSVULATIOM,

b

;

INTBODUCTION TO

11

meant the act of removing, turning back, or
such a manner as to dis-cover what previously was

re-velatio^ or ojro-KaXu^is,

taking

off

the

veil, in

hidden from view.
The Latin compound, unaltered except by the Anglicizing of its terminaand on
tion, has become thoroughly naturalized in onr English language
;

that account

it is,

for biblical

and ministerial

use, preferable to the original

title, which, even in its Anglicized form, " Apocalypse," has never ceased
to be " Greek " to ordinary English ears.
In the English title the preposition " of " must be taken in the
2. Of.
sense of "to" or "by." The revelation was made by Jesus Christ to his

servant John, and then the record of it was penned by John for the
information of other servants of God. The things previously hidden were
shown to John in visions, and were then described by John iu writing, so

that his fellow-servants might see them in his book. The true author of
the primary act of revelation was Jesus Christ; Saint John wrote an

account of what had been by Christ revealed to him, and that written
account then became a revelation to all others who should read it or hear
The things that were shown to John in a vision were shown to the rest
it.
This book was not a revelation to John himof the world in John's book.
self, who merely recorded therein what had been shown to hi-m in vision
but to us it is " The B,evelation " of that new knowledge which Christ disclosed to John in another and a more mysterious way.
The Greek epithet properly signifies " the one
3. Saint John the Divine.
who discoursed about God " one who not only spake God's messages, but

—

one who did not confine himself to proclaiming
the works of God, but was emboldened to declare the deep mysteries of the
Divine existence.
described God's nature

;

§ 2. AUTEOB.

Both internal and external evidence lead us to accept the theory of the
authorship of this book which ascribes it to the Evangelist Saint John.
Pour times the author designates himself by the name of John (ch. i. 1, 4,
9 xxii. 8), and on the first occasion adds that he was the same John " who
;

bare witness of the

Word

of the Fourth Gospel

of God," thus identifying himself

and the

first of

with the writer

the Johannine Epistles.''

Clear

external testimony begins with Justin Martyr about the middle of the
second century ; he refers to " John, one of the apostles of Christ, who prophesied in a Revelation made to him that the believers in our Christ should

unknown to classical Latinity, bnt Is not infrequent in ecclesiastical
used in the Vulgate (1 Cor. i. 7), and in the African writers Tertullian,
Ainobius, and Augustine. It may therefore be added to the list of Africanisms in the
Vulgate, vhich was first drawn up by Wiseman, and has been so largely increased by
'

The word

literature.

revelatio is

—

It is

Westcott.
' If,

as seems not improbable, the

i. are (not an integral part of
members of the primitive Chuiob
part of the evidence is in no way weakened.

first

the original book, but) an attestation

—perhaps the elders of Ephesua—this

three verses of oh.

by some

influential

—
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spend a thonaand years in Jemsalem " (' Dial, cum Trypho,' o. bcxxi. p.
308). IrensBus, in the latter half of the second centnry, knew the book well,
quoted it largely, and plainly attributed it to the John who leaned on Jesns'
breast ('Adv. Heer.,' iv. 20. 11, etc.); he also appeals to genuine and ancient
copies, as well as to others in which the text had already become corrupt
Explicit statements that the Apostle John wrote the
(ibid., v. 30. 1).
Apocalypse are also found in TertuUian, Hippolytus, Origen, and many
later Fathers.

§

3.

Dath.

There are two principal theories regarding the date of the Apocalypse
it to about the year 69, or even earlier
and the other to
about the year 96, or later. The reversed figures are easy to remember.
The advocates of the earlier date refer St. John's banishment to the
Neronian persecution, and believe the Apocalypse to have preceded the
Fourth Gospel by a period of nearly or quite thirty years. Those who
support the later date hold that the author was banished under Domitian,
and that the Gospel was written before the Apocalypse, or, at latest, very
the one ascribing

soon after

it.

;

We

believe that the earlier date is the right one, for the

following reasons.
1.

The

internal evidence in support of it

phenomena, the

doctrinal

expressions,

is

The

very strong.

linguistic

and the methods of conveying

Christian truth, in the two books are such as irresistibly lead the student
much earlier than the Gospel. This

to the conviction that the Apocalypse is

argument has been ably drawn out by Canon Westcott (Introduction to St.
John's Gospel in the Speaker's Commentary,' pp. Ixxsiv. Ixxxvii.).
(1) Regarding the linguistic phenomena, he says, " Nor is it difficult to
see that, in any case, intercourse with a Greek-speaking people would in a

—

'

short time 'naturally reduce the style of the author of the Apocalypse to that
It is, however, very difficult to suppose that
of the author of the Gospel.
the language of the writer of the Gospel could pass at a later time, in a
Greek-speaking country, into the language of the Apocalypse."
" The Apocalypse is doctrinally
(2) Regarding the doctrinal expressions
:

the uniting link between the synoptists and the Fourth Gospel. It ofEers
the characteristic thoughts of the Fourth Gospel in that form of development which belongs to the earliest apostolic age. It belongs to different
historical circumstances, to a different phase of intellectual progress, to a
different theological stage, from that of Sb. John's Gospel and yet it is not
;

only harmonious with it in teaching, but in the order of thought it is the
necessary germ out of which the Gospel proceeded by a process of life."
" Of the two
(3) Regarding the methods of conveying Christian truth
:

books the Apocalypse is the earlier. It is less developed, both in thought
and style. The material imagery in which it is composed includes the idea
The symbols are living. On the other hand,
of progress in interpretation.
to

go back from the teaching of the Gospel

to that of the Apocalypse, to

tv

•

INTRODUCTION TO

clothe clear thought in figures, to reduce the full expression of truth to its
rudimentary beginnings, seems to involve a moral miracle, which would

introduce confusion into life."

The

positive external testimony against it is not strong, being
seems to us) to the solitary statement of Irenaeus, near the
end of the second century, that the Apocalypse was seen towards the close
of Domitian's reign.
Domitian was emperor from A.D. 81 to 96. Ireneeus,
writing a century after the fact, may easily have made the mistake of putting
the name of one famous persecuting emperor instead of the other, and it is
remarkable that his statement is supported by no other writer earlier than
Yictorinus of Pettau, after a second interval of a century. Eusebius and
Jerome, in the fourth century, do not strengthen what they merely repeat.
3. The remaining early evidence as to the time when the Apocalypse was
written is certainly reconcilable with, and seems rather in favour of, the
earUer date. We refer particularly to the oft-quoted passages of Clement
2.

clear

reducible (as

and

it

of Alexandria, Tertullian,

and Origen.

? '
§ 42, quoted in Eusebius, ' Hist.
23) says that St. John went from the island of Patmos to Ephesns
" after the tyrant was dead (tou Tvpawov reXeuTijcrai'Tos) ; " that from Ephesus,
as his head-quarters, he used to go when required to the neighbouring

(1)

Eccl.,'

Clement

('

Quis Salvus Dives

iii.

Gentile districts to appoint bishops in one place, to regulate whole Churches
that in one of these journeys he
entrusted a youth to the bishop's care, with a special charge that the youth
was nurtured and brought up by the ecclesiastic, and at last (to TeKevrawv)
in another, to ordain clergy in a third

;

;

baptized

;

that afterwards

(/xsto.

tovto) the guardian's care relaxed,

and the

bad company, who at first (irpioTov /tcv) enticed him to love
xar' 6\iyov
elra
their society, then led him on step by step (etra
.,
irpotreidC^ero), until at length (tsXhos) he renounced his religion, and became
a daring criminal and a chieftain of banditti ; that after a lapse of time
(ypdvot iv /u.€(r<p koX) an occasion arose when the apostle's presence was again
needed at the same place, the people sent for him, and he came that after
settling the matter for which they had requested his visit, St. John inquired
of the bishop respecting that which he had entrusted to his care ; that the
bishop did not at first understand what was meant, but, when St. John
youth

fell into

.

.

.,

.

.

;

explained himself, told the youth's sad history; that the apostle, exhibiting
most poignant grief, demanded a horse and guide, and rode off at once
(buTirep ct^Ev) to seek the lost youth, and that he succeeded in reclaiming

him.
Clement's language leaves no doubt that he believed the whole of these
events of St. John's stay in Asia, with Ephesus as his centre of operations,
" death and so Eusebius understood
to have been posterior to " the tyrant's
name
the
of " the tyrant " to whom he refers
not
give
Clement
does
him.
but Eusebius, influenced (as we may reasonably suppose) by the express
statement of Ireneeus, with whose writings he was very familiar, takes it
for granted that Domitian is meant ; and many modem writers agree with
;

:
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Archdeacon Lee, for instance, in the ' Speaker's Gommentaiy,' p. 415,
goes so far as to say that " the tyrant " could be no other than Domdtian. But
when we reflect that Domitian's death did not take place till September, 96,
and that it is highly improbable that St. John outlived the first century,
him.

we feel

that

it is

impossible to compress the events of the foregoing narrative

—

most four years to say
nothing of the diflBcalty of believing that St. John, in such extreme old age
as he must have attained at the time of Domitian's death, could have commenced and carried on the active life which we have abundant reason for
supposing he spent at Ephesns, even if we set aside the story of his riding
on horseback into the mountains after the guerilla captain. If, therefore,
Easebius Was right (as he probably was) in placing the long stay of St.
John at Ephesus after his exile in Fatmoa, we hold that he must have been
mistaken in supposing that "the tyrant" mentioned by Clement was
Domitian. We differ so completely from Archdeacon Lee on this point,
that we avow our conviction that "the tyrant" mtut he some other than
Domitian.
And any schoolboy would perceive the fitness of the designation as
applied to Nero, so proverbial for cruel tyranny, and so terrible a persecutor
of the Christians. He died in the year 68, and we quite believe that ho
was the tyrant referred to by Clement. This would allow a period of about
thirty years for the apostle's subsequent life and work in and around
Ephesus, and some such period seems required by evidence derived from
other sources and by the probabilities of the case.
(2) Tertnllian is constantly associated with Irenfflus and Clement of
Alexandria ^he completes the trio of eminent contemporaries whose works
have in considerable bulk been preserved to us from the latter years of the
second century. In a famous passage (' De Praescr. Haer.,' 36) he speaks
of Rome as the place "ubi Petrus passioni DominicsB adajquatur; ubi
Paulus Joannis exitu coronatur; ubi Apostolus Joannes, postea quam in
oleum igneum demersns nihil passus est, in insulam relegatur" "where
Peter suffered a death like our Lord's; where Paul was beheaded like
John the Baptist; and where the Apostle John, after being plunged
into burning-hot oil without being hurt, was banished to an island."
We are quite willing to concede that this passage proves nothing as to
the date of the Apocalypse, but we claim that it lends more support
For,
to the earlier than to the later of the alternative dates proposed.
in the first place, it closely associates the banishment of St. John with
the deaths of St. Peter and St. Paul, who are generally believed to have
suffered martyrdom under Nero. And secondly, it expressly states that
the banishment of St. John took place at Borne, which answers one
objection made against the earlier date, viz. that the Neronian persecution
was confined to Rome. TertuUian's view, whether right or wrong, seems
to have been that St. John was once at Rome; that there he was accused,
tried, and sentenced to exile; and that his place of exile was an island,
into the short intervening space of three or at the

—

—

.

INTBODUOTION TO
Another passage of his writings (' Apol.,' 5), sometimes brought forward ai
indirectly bearing npon the present question, says that Domitian was a
milder persecutor than Nero, and implies that he himself restored those
whom he bad banished but makes no mention of St. John. And indeed,
npon the supposition that the case of St. John was in Tertulliau's mind
when he wrote this passage, it would not agree with the theory most in
favour with the advocates of the later date for the Apocalypse, namely,
that St. John was one of the exiles set free by Nerva after Domitian 's
death; neither would the general tenor of it agree with the notion that
Domitian rather than Nero was styled emphatically " the tyrant."
(3) Origen, about the middle of the second century, having occasion in
his commentary on St. Matthew ('Huet.,' i. 417 B) to mention. that, "as
tradition teaches, the Emperor of the Romans condemned John to the island
of Patmos," goes apparently out of his way to remark that, in the Apocalypse,
John himself does not say who condemned him. But Origen's language
does not imply that there was any doubt as to whiah emperor had banished
the apostle; much less does it assert that the name of the emperor was
not given because St. John .himself had not given it. It simply points out
that it was from an external tradition and not from internal evidence (in
St. John's own work, the Apocalypse) that people in the third century
learnt the fact that St. John was banished by " the (not an) Emperor of
the Romans." We cannot tell whether Origen had or had not any definite
knowledge or theory as to which emperor the tradition blamed for condemning St. John he certainly does not repeat Irenasus's assertion that it waa
Domitian and there is nothing to show that he did not think it was Nero.
,

;

;

;

§ 4. Plack.
It has always been the general opinion that the Book of Revelation was
written in the same place where the revelation was seen, that is, in the island
of Patmos, situated in the south-east of the iEgsean Sea.
Patmos is about

the same distance east-south-east of Miletus, as Miletus is to the south of

about 37° 20' north latitude, and 26" 35' east
of the great ./Egaean which classical
geographers designate the Icarian Sea and in that group of its innumerable
islands which the ancients well named the " Sporades," i.e. the " scattered "
BphesttS.

longitude;

It is situated in

in

that

subdivision

;

mountainous and almost barren. In the
the cave which tradition asserts to have been
the very place where the apostle was favoured with the visions recorded in
his book. And in the book itself St. John tells us (ch. i. 9) that he " was in
ones.

It is quite a small island,

side of

one of

its

eminences

is

the isle that is called Patmos." Then he immediately (vers. 10 and 11)
"
relates that he heard a voice, saying, " What thou seest, write in a book ;
it is fairly inferred that it was in the island of Patmos that the
was heard, that the visions were seen, and that the book was written.
few commentators have, however, held the opinion that the book waa

from which
voice

A
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not written until after the apostle had left the island. They have supported
their view by alleging the improbability of a banished man in St. John's
circumstances
writing

;

possessing

the time and materials

but such an allegation

is

not, after

all,

and opportunity

of very

much

weight.

for

And

one passage of the 'book itself (eh. x. 4) seems to imply that what the saint
saw and heard he wrote down at once, on the spot for he says, " When
the seven thunders uttered their voices, I was about to write and I heard
a voice from heaven saying. Seal up the things which the seven thunders
;

:

and write them not." The fi-eqaent reiteration of the command to
which occurs at the beginning of each of the seven Epistles to the
Churches, and five times besides (ch. i. 11, 19; xiv. 13; xix. 9 xxi, 5), is
perhaps best understood on the supposition that the book was written
piecemeal, each, vision seen and utterance heard being at once recorded by
him who beheld and listened.
Therefore, while we readily admit the possibility of the theory that the
Book of Eevelation was written after the author had left Patmos a theory
as ancient as the time of Victorinus of Pettau, and supported by Arethas,
who assigns the Ionian district about Ephesus as the place of writing we
hold that internal evidence concurs with the mass of external opinion in
supporting the probability that the book was committed to writing on that
same island of Patmos, where the visions and Toices were Touchsafed to
"the disciple whom Jesus loved."

uttered,
write,

;

—

—

§ 5.

Manuscripts.

Of the original Greek text of the Apocalypse there are about a hundred
and twenty manscripts known to scholars and probably there are also in
existence others whose existence is not at present known to any one beyond
the owners and a small circle of friends, if even to the very owners themIt is also possible that some of the manuscripts which are now
selves.
reckoned among the hundred and twenty containing the Apocalypse, may
The list of
hereafter be found not really to contain that book at all.
Greek Apocalyptic manuscripts has had to be seriously modified during
recent years from each of these causes.
The known manuscripts of the Greek text of the Apocalypse are thus
only few in number compared with those of other parts of the New Testament. Of the Acts and Catholic Epistles there are more than twice as
many, and of the Pauline Epistles thrice as many, to say nothing of the
hundred and twenty-seven copies of the Praxapostolos or Lectionary
containing the Church Lessons taken from the Acts and Epistles.' Of the
holy Gospels there are about eight hundred Greek mannscripts known,
besides about four hundred copies of the Evangelistarium,' or Lectionary
containing the Church Lessons taken from the Gospels.'
So that we may
fairly say there is ten times more material, in the form of Greek mannBcripts, for settling the text of the Gospels than there is for that of the
;

'

'

'

'

'

—
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Apocalypse.

No

portion of the Apocalypse seems to occur in any Greek

lectionary.

Moreover, we are obliged to confess that the mannscripts which have
hitherto been fully used for the criticism of the text of the Apocalypse form
only a small portion of those which are paraded in our lists. Tischendorf,
in his latest edition, does indeed refer to seventy-seven different manuscripts

book but to many of them his references
he had only an imperfect knowledge
of more than half of those which he cites.
Tregelles, in 1872, only used
thirteen, but all of them had been carefully collated throughout. Scrivener,
writing after the publication of the Revised Version, states that only thirtyone manuscripts of the Apocalypse had at that time been satisfactorily
collated
and we shall therefore be approximately right in supposing that
to be the number upon which the Gb-eek text of the Revisers, as well as
the special edition of Weatcott and Hort, is based. At the present time,
there are at least fifty Greek manuscripts of the Apocalypse, the texts of
which are practically unknown. The Greek text which is represented by
our Authorized Version was probably based upon no more than four manuscripts, two of which
employed by the Complutensian editors and by
Lorenzo Valla respectively are now unknown, or at least unidentified.
As a partial justification of this strange neglect of the materials which
have been spared to our times, it ought to be remarked that in all likelihood those manuscripts that have been most carefully examined include
those which are intrinsically of the highest value, and that most probably
a thorough investigation of all the rest would not seriously affect the form
of the Greek text with which critics and Revisers have now made us familiar.
But we hold that it is neither dutiful to God nor satisfactory to devout men
to rest content with probabilities in such a matter, and that we ought to be
ashamed of apathetic idleness, when by industry and effort something more
might assuredly be done to restore the true words of God and to purify
them from human error and corruption.
All the hundred and twenty known manuscripts are now preserved in
European libraries, and are distributed as follows Italy possesses fortyseven thirty-five in Rome, five in Florence, four in Venice, one in Turin,
one in Ferrara, and one in Messina. France has twenty-three ^twenty-two
England comes next, with twenty-two
in Paris, and one in Poiotiers.
ten in London, six in Oxford, two at Cheltenham, two at Parham Park in
Surrey, one at Cambridge, and one at Leicester. There are seventeen in
Germany ^Vienna, Munich, and Dresden have four each ; Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Oder, Wolfenbiittel, Majhingen, and Zittau have one each.
Russia claims seven, of which five are at Moscow and two at Petersburg.
Ireland, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland have one apiece, located in Dublin,
the Escurial, Upsal, and Basle respectively.
Those which have been satisfactorily examined are thus distributed nine
in London ; four each at Oxford and Moscow
two each at Rome, Paris,
in the critical apparatus for this

are very rare, and

;

certain that

it is

;

—

—

:

—

—

—

:

;
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one each at Vienna, Dresden, Frankfort-

on-the-Oder, Majhingen, Leicester, and Cheltenham.

the bulk of those not yet folly

known

It is thus seen that
are situated in Borne (thirty-three)

and Paris (twenty).

The manuscripts vary in age very widely, the earliest belonging to the
fourth century, and the latest having been written as recently as the
seventeenth century. The average age is less than in the case of manuscripts of any other portion of the New Testament, and a surprisingly large
number were written after the invention of printing. It is not always easy

to fix the date of

a Greek manuscript, even within a century

;

and

different

scholars have expressed different opinions regarding the dates of several
of these hundred and twenty manuscripts of the Apocalypse; but they

may

be approximately classified in date as follows
One belongs to the
fifth, one to the eighth, one to the ninth, perhaps
two to the tenth, sixteen to the eleventh, fifteen to the twelfth, eighteen to
the thirteenth, twenty-one to the fourteenth, eighteen to the fifteenth,
seventeen to the sixteenth, and one to the seventeenth ; of the remaining
;

fourth centuiy, two to the

is not known.
most ancient of these manuscripts are written in uncial chaIn critical apparatus the uncials are
racters; all the others in cursive.
designated by capital letters (A, B, C, P, and the Hebrew letter K [called
" Aleph"]); the cursives are indicated by Arabic numerals (1, 2, 3, etc.)All the five uncials have been well collated.
The usual material of Greek manuscripts is vellum or parchment, and
the majority of the manuscripts of the Apocalypse are made of this sabstance.
But it is a natural consequence of the late date at which so many
of them were written that no less than forty out of the hundred and twenty
are made of paper. Three others are made partly of parchment and partly

seven the age

The

five

the Leicester manuscript is of this kind.
of the Apocalyptic manuscripts are very various, only a few
codices (about a dozen) containing the Apocalypse alone of the books of
the New Testament. At least four combine St. Paul's Epistles with the
of paper

;

The contents

Hevelation,

more

and at

least

of the iSospels.

another four combine the Revelation with one or
far larger groups, including more than thirty in

But

New Testament or aU except the Gospels.
some part of the Greek version of the Old Testament.
And a large number include much matter which is extraneous to Holy
Scripture, such as patristic treatises and lives of the saints.
Often the text of the Apocalypse is accompanied by a Greek commentary,
either in full, or epitomized, or in fragmentary parts. Thus, in some form
or other, the commentary of Andreas is known to exist in twenty-one ot
these manuscripts, that of Arethas in seven, and that of (Ecumenius in
three while six others are known to contain some Greek commentary, and
each case, contain either the whole

At

least ten include

;

probably these are not all that are similarly enriched.
Until the manuscripts have been properly examined,

it

cannot be known

;
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how many of them contain the whole of

the Book of Revelation, but probably
only in rare exceptions that this book is mutilated. As may be expected,
when a mutilated copy is found, the lost portions are either the beginning
it is

or the end of the book. The Basle manuscript is a mere fragment, containing
only twenty-seven verses the Barberini codex at Borne has but seventy-one
verses the one belonging to Moscow University contains about one-third,
and " Vaticanus, 1904 " at Rome only about one-fifth of the Apocalypse
;

;

and eighteen other manuscripts have less considerable mntilations, which in
few verses. But the great majority of the
copies are believed to contain the whole of the 405 verses of the Book of
several instances affect only a

Revelation.

The primary authority for the Greek text of onr book is the fourthcentury uncial, N (Aleph), the famous Sinaitic manuscript discovered by
Tischendorf in 1844, brought to Europe in 1859, and first published at
Petersburg in 1862.
Each of the two fifth-century uncials must also be placed in the front
rank of dooamentary witnesses. They are A, the Alexandrian manuscript
in the British Museum, first used for New. Testament criticism in Walton's
Polyglot and 0, the Ephrami codex at Paris, first used in Kuster's reprint
;

of Mill's

Greek Testament in 1710.

Then, separated by the broad gap of three or four centuries, we have a
second rank of authorities, consisting of the two remaining uncials, B and
P. B is the manuscript numbered 2066 in the Vatican Library at Rome,
first mentioned by Bianchini in 1748, but very imperfectly known until a
century later: it must be specially borne in mind that this is a totally
distinct

P is

manuscript from the one called

B

m other pa/rts of the New

Testament.

Bishop Porphyry's manuscript at Petersbm-g, published by Tischendorf

in 1865-9.

The cursives have been so imperfectly investigated that it is premature
Some of those
as yet to attempt to classify them as to their relative value.
which are still nncoUated may be among the best. If, however, we were
asked to select the cursives which seem to us the best among such as are
well known, and whose readings have been made accessible to all echolars,

we should chooso those numbered 1, 7, 38, 93, 94, and 95.
The following tables may be osefol for refereno* i—
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from the one numTjered 99 ; if so, clearly we ought to strike 28, 79, and 80
ont of the list of independent authorities the four together possess no
more weight than any one of them taken separately. Similarly, it seems
probable that 35 is a transcript of 100, that 92 was copied from 14, that 101
perhaps
is a duplicate of 88, and that 82 and B are very dosely connected
copied from the same exemplar.

—

—

§ 6. Vebsions.

As with Greek manuscripts,

so with versions or translations

the Greek, those available for the

number and

late in date,

Book

of

Be v elation

compared with those of other

made from

are both few in

New

Testament

books.

The great Syriac version of the Bible, known as the Peshito,
1. Syriae.
did not contain the Apocalypse. The Curetonian Syriao version, which
many critics suppose to be older than the Peshito, does not seem to have
extended beyond the four Gospels and the known range of the much later
Jerusalem Syriac is similarly limited. But there are two other versions in
Syriac, the Philoxenian (a.d. 508) and the Harklensian (a.d. 616), which
have recently been proved to be much more distinct from each other than
was once supposed and each of these includes the Apocalypse. There are
eight Syriac manuscripts mentioned in literature as containing this book,
but the present locality of three" of them is unknown, and one other is a
mere fragment. They may be enumerated as follows
;

;

:

(1)

(2)
(8)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

De

Dieu's, in the University Library, at Leyden, designated " Scaliger, 18," of
the sixteenth century, first published in 1627. Harklensian.
Ussher's, in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, marked " B. 6. 16," written
in the year 1625. Harklensian.
Gabriel Sionita's, now unknown, used for the Paris Polyglot in 1633 probably
the same that was written by Andreas de Leon for Pope Paul V. Harklensian.
Moses of Mardin's, now unknown, but mentioned by De Dieu. Uncertain.
One mentioned by Adler, formerly in the Library of St. Mark's, at Florence, but
now missing. Harklensian.
Earl of Crawford's, of the eleventh or twelfth century ; the only known Syriao
manuscript wliich contains the whole New Testament. The Apocalypse is
Philoxenian.
B. M. Addit., 17127, with a commentary ; eleventh century (dated 1088).
B. M. Addit., 17193 (f. 14 b), containing eight verses only. ? Philoxenian.
;

For a fuller account of these documents, see the articles on " Polycarpns
Chorepiscopus and " Thomas Harklensis " in Smith and Wace's Dictionary
of Christian Biography,' written by Dr. Gwynn, Begins Professor of Divinity
in Trinity College, Dublin, who informs us that he is preparing for publication the Syriac version of the Apocalypse in Lord Crawford's manuscript,
with a G^reek re- version. The Syriao Lectionaries do not contain any lessons
from the Apocalypse, and with this agrees a phenomenon of Lord Crawford's
manuscript of which we are assured by Dr. Gwynn, viz. that the Apocalypse
"is not included in the lectionary-divisions with which, as regards the
'

'

'

—
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Yet the ApocalTpse itands
Gospels and Acts, the codes is marked."
between the Gospels and Acts in this manuscript.
All the printed editions of the Syriae version of the

Book

of Bevelation

have been, up to the present time, based upon very modern manuscripts of
the Harklensian type; and that version was not made until the seventh
century (a.d. 616). It evidently follows that the testimony of the Syriao
version, as at present published, possesses no great value ; the case may be
quite different when the older exemplars of the earlier and closely literal
Philoxenian translation become better known.
2. Latin.

The Latin

version, in its various forms, is

able of all that are yet published, for the text of this

by far the most valubook perhaps it is
:

and absolutely the best. In its latest form it ia known as
But we
the Vulgate, and dates from the end of the fourth century.
fortunately possess continuous texts of the Apocalypse in two earlier (anteHieronymian or Old-Latin) forms, known respectively aa the African OldLatin and the European Old-Latin.
The African form of this version is chiefly to be derived from the writings
of Prvmasitis (fl. 550), Bishop of Adrumetum, or Jastinianopolis, in North
Africa, whose commentary on the Apocalypse (in which the text of the
book is given piecemeal) is printed in the sixty-eighth volume of Migne's
Patrologia Latina.' A purely African text is also found in the Paris manuscript numbered " Lat., 6400 G," a palimpsest fragment, of which only parts
of three pages of the Apocalypse are legible ; it dates from the fifth or sixth
century, was transcribed by Mr. Vansittart, and published in the ' Journal
It is usually designated by the italic letter h.
of Philology,' vol. ii.
The European Old-Latin exists in two manuscripts one continuous, and
the other giving detached passages. The whole book is found in g, i.e.
Codex Gigas Holmiensis, at Stockholm, of the thirteenth century, published
by Belsheim in 1879. Bishop John Wordsworth intends indicating this
copy by the Greek letter y. The extracts are given in m, which is at Rome,
*'
Bibl. Sessor. 58," published by Mai, in 1852, and often spoken of as Mai's
Speculum; it was formerly, wrongly, ascribed to St. Augustine; it was
also intrinsically

'

—

written in the sixth or seventh century.

Of St. Jerome's Vulgate Latin version the manuscripts are innumerable,
and even the printed editions (especially the Clementine of 1592) are often
referred to in critical matters. The manascripts which have been selected
by Bishop John Wordsworth for use in his forthcoming critical edition of
the Vulgate, and which contain the Book of Revelation, are the following
:

= Codex Fuldensis, at Fulda, in Hesse Cassel ; written for Victor,
Bishop of Capua, and corrected by him, a.d. 641-6 ; published by Banke in

(1) P, or /«.

1868.
(2) A, or am. = Codex Amiatinus, in the Laurentian Library at Floreace; written
in the county of Durham, at either Jarrow or Wearmouth, by order of the

Abbot Ceolfrid, between a.d. 690 and 716; published by Tischendorf in 1850,
and again 1854, and also by Tregelles in his Greek Testament; generally
considered the best copy of the Vulgate.

;;
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Harleian., 1772, in the British

Museum

;

eighth centuiy

its

;

Bentlay*!

from Rev. xiv. 16 to the end is lost. The Vulgate text of this copy is ao
much mixed with Old-Latin readings that it ought, perhaps,: to be called an
;

Old-Latin manuscript.
The Book of Armagh, at Trinity College, Dublin ; of the eighth
(4) Dg, or arm.
or ninth century ; the Apocalypse stands between the Catholic Epistles and the
Acts; represents the British recension of the Vulgate.
" Grermanum Latum," or "Lat., 11553," at Paris; ninth century;
(5) Q-, or germ.
called II by Walker, who collated it for Bentley ; exhibits a mixed text, sometimes cited as Old-Latin under the notation g ; considered by Wordsworth to
represent the Galilean recension of the Vulgate.
Cavensis, at the Abbey of the Holy Trinity, close to Corpo di Cava,
(6) C, or cav.
near Salerno ; probably ninth century ; collated by Wordsworth, who classes
this and the next in our list together as represeotatives of the Spanish

=

=

=

recension.
Toletanus, now in the National Library at Madrid ; tenth century
(7) T, or tol.
collated in 1588 by Palomares, whose papers were published by Bianchini, in
1740 ; re-collated by Wordsworth in 1882.
Earolinus, the noble volume called " Charlemagne's Bible," in the
(8) K, or Jear.
British Museum, Addit., 10548 ; ninth century ; exhibiting the Alcuiniau
revision executed by order of Charlemagne in 797.
Vallicellianus, in the Library of Sta. Maria in Vallicella at Rome
(9) V, or vail.

=

=

=

ninth century; also Alcuinian.
(10) e, or theod. (N.B. This is quite distinct from Tischendorf s theo. or theotiie.,
which signifies some fragments of a bilingual manuscript, in Latin and OldGerman, of St. Matthew) = Theodulfianus, Lat. 9380 in the National Library
at Paris; ninth century; of great value, as a text thoroughly revised by
Tbeodulfus, Bishop of Orleans from a.d. 788 to 821.

The Apocalypse was comprised, as an appendix rather
3. Egyptian.
than an integral part of the canonical New Testament, in each of the two
great Egyptian versions. These versions were made at so early a date that
they would be of first-rate importance if they were well known and careand the Latin translations
fully published, bnt unfortunately they are not
of them, from which alone critical editors have usually drawn their material,
are very untrustworthy. The Egyptian text of the Apocalypse has never
yet been critically edited, so far as we are aware ; it is printed in the
S.P.C.K. edition (Tattam's) of the New Testament in Coptic (Memphitio)
;

and Arabic.
The best-known Egyptian
Coptic, is

now

version,

sometimes loosely desigpoated the

generally called the Memphitio

;

it is

in the dialect formerly

spoken by the inhabitants of Lower Egypt, of which the Arabic name was
Bahirah, and the ancient capital Memphis. Bishop Lightfoot has devoted
much attention to this version, and states that there is not a single authenticated case of a manuscript of it in which the Apocalypse is treated as of
equal authority with the other canonical books. In the majority of cases
the Apocalypse is contained in a separate manuscript; and in the two
known exceptions, where it is bound up with other books, it is distinguished
from them in some marked way. Lightfoot enumerates twelve Memphitio
copies of the Apocalypse, but they are all of very late date, the earliest being
dated a.d. 1321 all but one, if not that one also, are written on paper and
all but one are bilingual, giving the book in Arabic as weU as in Memphitio.
;

;
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Four

of

in Great Britain, four in Borne,

them are

them has yet bien

critical collation of

any

we cannot

much importance

attach

of

hitherto cited in textual criticism.

Greek Testament, 1675, and

Fell's

and two in Paris. No
and consequently

published,*

to the testimony of this version as

The

first

use of

it is

found in Bishop

Mill, in 1707, quite recognized its im-

portance.

The second great Egyptian version is the Thebaic, in the dialect of Upper
Egypt round about ancient Thebes, the district known to the Arabs as Sahid.
The extant materials for a good edition of this version of the Apocalypse
abundant, or at all events are not so well known to ordinary
have been assured in conversation by Mons. Am^lineau, who
has made extensive literary researches in Egypt, that he knows of manuscripts which would enable him to publish a continuous and complete
edition of the Thebaic version of this book but from printed sources we
have only been able to obtain information respecting four manuscripts that
are

much

scholars.

less

We

;

three are in the Library of the Propaganda at B.ome, and
and all four together do not contain one-fourth of the
book. Add to these some detached quotations in Tnki's Coptic Rudiments,'
and parts of four verses (not one in fall) printed in Ford's Appendix to
Woide, and you have all the available material for a knowledge of the
Thebaic version of the Book of B>eve1ation. The book seems to have been
excluded from the Thebaic canon of the New Testament, as it was from the

contain any of

one

is

it

at Paris

:

;

'

Memphitic.

Since

we

at present

know nothing

of the date of the Thebaic

manuscripts, nor even at what time the version of this book was made,

we

cannot attach any importance whatever to its testimony as regards the
Apocalypse. Portions of it were published, for the first time, in 1778, by
Tuki and others in 1810, in Zoega's ' Catalogue.'
4. Armenian.
The Apocalypse is included in the Armenian version of
the New Testament, which was probably executed in the fifth century, and
made directly from the Gtreek original. The best printed edition is that
edited by Zohrab at Venice, in 1789, and many manuscripts of it are in
existence.
But they are all recent in date, and the original form of the
version has certainly been tampered with and corrupted (partly under the
infiuence of the Latin Vulgate) in the intervening centuries.
The value
of the Armenian version is therefore not great.
The ^thiopio was the earliest printed of all the Oriental
6. ^thiopic.
versions, our book having been published by some natives of Abyssinia at
Borne in 1548. It was reprinted in Walton's Polyglot with many errors
of the press, and with " an unusually bad Latin translation."
The best
The .^thiopic is a
critical edition is said to be Bode's (Brunswick, 1753).
feeble version, and the extant mannscripts of it are even later in date than
those of the Memphitic or Armenian.
No other version of the Apocalypse is worth mentioning. The Arabic,
;

'

Although

it ig

known

bM collated one, and

that Paul Boettiober

(who

that Tattam possessed aaothei;.

in 1854 took the

name

of Lagarde)
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at Leyden, in 1616, seems to have been derived

from the Memphitic. The Slavonic, in
than the sixteenth century.

It is well
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its

present form, cannot be earlier

Quotations.

7.

the available aids for the restoration of the true

form of the original text of the New Testament are usually grouped under
three divisions, viz. Greek manuscripts, versions, and patristic quotations.
Having briefly treated of the first and second, we now come to the consideration of the third of these groups.

The Apocalypse is only seldom quoted by the Greek or Latin Fathers,
with the exception of such as have written special commentaries upon this
peculiar book. It happens, however, that the commentators are somewhat
numerous, and for this reason we have a much greater abundance of
Apocalyptic quotations than would otherwise have been the case.
Moreover, the extant manuscript copies of some of the commentaries
give the text of the book itself in a complete, or almost complete, form.
We have already mentioned the groups of cursives which Delitzsch terms
the Andreas-texts and the Arethas-texts ; and in the Old-Latin version
(African form) we have alluded to the continuous text that is famished
in the

commentary

Among

of Primasius.

writers of the second century, Irenaeus

is

remarkable for citing

does not specifically mention any
and Tertullian makes quotations from,

by name, although he

the Apocalypse

other book of the New Testament
or allusions to, almost every chapter in this book.
;

The following list includes all the most famous Fathers whose writings
give important testimony to the language of the Book of Hevelation. The
Roman numerals indicate the century to which their evidence may most
fairly be reckoned to belong and the names marked with an asterisk ar9
;

those of Fathers

who have

written commentaries on this book

:

List of Fathers.
Greek.

Clement of Alexandria, n. and m.
*Hippolytu8, ui.
Origen, in.
Methodius, iv.
Eusebius, iv.

Gregory of Nazianznm,
Gregory of Nyssa, iv,

Latin,
Cyprian, in.
•Tichonius, iv.
•Victorinus of Pcttau, rr.

Ambrose,

rr.

Jerome, v.
Augustine,

iv.

Cyril of Alexandria, v.

*Andreas of Cassarea in Cappsdocia, n.
*Arethas of the same, x.
'(Ecumenios, x.

v.

*Prima8iu8, vi.
•Cassiodorus, vi.
Bseda, vni.

Anshertus (AmbroseX vm.
*Berengaudu8, ix.

•Haymo,

ix.

Important quotations of the Apocalypse also occur in a Latin work

unknown authorship,

entitled

'

De

of

Promissionibus' or 'DimidiumT«mportji,'

INTKODUCTION TO
often appended to the writings of Prosper of Aqaitaine, and sometimei
printed with the works of StAngnstine. It is generally believed to belong
to the fourth centnry.

The

earliest Apocalyptic

it is

mixed up with

That
which
views; and that of Ticbonius principally from

commentaries are almost completely

lost.

known from an obscure Arabic summary,

of Hippolytns is only

later

in

The work of Victorinus of Pettau is
extant in two forms, a longer and a shorter, but both have been undeniably
Our next
interpolated, and it is impossible to pronounce to what extent.
notices in Augustine and Bseda.

and there are grave difiSculties
commentary of Andreas.
Nevertheless, there are very many instances where we can feel quite certain
interpretations belong to the sixth century,

in ascertaining the true form of the original

as to the text of the Apocalypse used by a commentator, altbongh we may
be uncertain about his comment upon it ; and the saored text is, after all,
the chief thing we wish to ascertain.

§ 8.

The Greek

HiSTOBT OF THB PbIKTBD TeXT.

Book

of Revelation was first printed, togfether with
Testament, in the fifth volume of the Oomplntensian Polyglot Bible, at Alcala or Complutum, in Spain, in the year
1514. The promoter of the undertaking was Cardinal Ximenes, Archbishop
of Toledo ; the chief editor was James Lopez de Stnnica and the master
printer was Amald William de Brocario. Wetstein, Mattheei, and other
scholars consider it certain that the Complutensian editors only used
one Gtreek manuscript for the Apocalypse; this manuscript has not yet
been identified with any in the foregoing lists, but it was decidedly
superior in many respects to the one used by Erasmus two years later.'
Erasmus, in 1516, edited the earliest-published Greek Testament, printed
by Frobenius of Basle. He had but one manuscript of the B«velation,
that now numbered 1 ; it was not quite perfect at the end of the book,
and contained Andreas's commentary written in such a way as not to be
always clearly distinguishable from the sacred text. Moreover, Erasmus
prepared his edition with great rapidity, and harried it through the press
without due revision and correction. Hence his text, although substantially

text of the

the other books of the

New

;

correct, is full of errors and imperfections in detail.
While writers on
textual criticism are justified in denouncing this edition as extremely bad,
based on one mutilated manuscript, and that one not represented with the

scrupulous accuracy required by modern scholarship, it must yet be borne
in mind, and cannot be too often repeated, that as regards doctrine and
general drift and practical value, there is no serious difference between the
earliest and latest editions, the worst and the best.

wm

' Imttrndl evidence 1b very strongly in support of the theory that number 87
tha
nuumieiipt from which the Complutensian editoi-s derived their text of this book; bat
thera i« no Mttemal evidence whatever in its favour.

-
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Erasmas supplied the deficiencies (real or supposed)
by Greek of his own composition, taking the Vulgate
Latin version as his guide and that words and phrases which originated in
this way, unsupported by any known Greek manuscript, cling to the received
text at the present day. But the importance of these errors of judgment
has been greatly exaggerated, and unmerited censure has been heaped upon
an editor whose achievements, fairly considered, rather deserve our grateful
It is quite true that

of his single copy

;

praise.

Three editions of Erasmus's Greek Testament were published before he
He soon recognized the superiority of
of the Complutensian.
the text of the Apocalypse in the Spanish Bible, and in his fourth (and
fifth) edition he amended from it at least ninety readings in this one book.
Thus the later editions of Erasmus may be said to have been based upon
two Greek manuscripts, besides a few readings which he found in the
Annotations of Lorenzo Valla upon forty-three scattered verses of the book.
The famous French printer, Robert Stephen of Paris, used two other

saw a copy

now called 2 and 3, of the Apocalypse, but still his text is in
the main a mere reprint of the later Erasmian text. Matters stood thus
when the English Authorized Version was made in 1611, and when the

manuscripts,

famous Textus Beeeptus of the Greek was published at Leyden in 1633, by
the brothers Elzevir.
Indeed, it was not until a hundred and forty-three years after the first
printing of the Apocalypse that the readings of a fifth manuscript were
made available for the improvement of the text. In 1657 Walton's

monumental Polyglot Bible was published, and

therein were given all
the variants of the Alexandrian manuscript, the excellent uncial in our

British

Museum.

Exactly half a century afterwards, in 1707, Mill's Greek Testament came
from the Oxford press, and astonished the learned world. Besides some
readings of foreign manuscripts at present xmknown, it contains full collations
of six English cursives of the Apocalypse. Kuster, in 1710, added the
at Paris, and of one other cursive.
readings of the uncial
To the great Cambridge scholar, Bentley, belongs the credit of making
the first attempt to apply all the then available materials to the formation

more accurate Greek text. In 1720 he made public his Proposals for
which contained the twenty-second chapter of the Book of
Revelation in Greek and Latin, by way of specimen; but no further portion
of his proposed edition was ever printed.
In 1734 John Albert Bengel published a new Gh-eek text of the whole
New Testament, which was very greatly in advance of anything of the
He paid special attention to the
kind that had previously appeared.
essay
on the textual criticism relating
valuable
wrote
a
and
Apocalypse,
He
thereto; ho was also a very laborious commentator on the same.
reckons the number of Greek manuscripts of the book, known directly or
of a

Printing,

indirectly to himself, as twenty.

;
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Wetstein, in 1752, increased the
additions

was the Vatican nncial

B

number

IX)

to thirty-one, and

among

the

of the ApocalypBe.

Riga in 1785, was the
that was prepared (since the Complntensian) from Greek manuscripts

Matthaai's edition of the Apocalypse, published at
first

only, without reference to previous printed editions.

Matthaei's apparatus for this book

was limited

But, unfortunately,

to five cursives (47, 48, 49,

and 90), and he ignored the collations published by previous scholars.
In an appendix he gave collations of two other cursives (30 and 32), and
in this way increased the stock of materials for future editors.
Similarly,
F. K. Alter, a German Jesuit, by his independent work, provided additional
material, but cannot be said to have used it himself ; he collated four copies
of the Apocalypse (33, 34, 35, 36), all at Vienna.
Also the Lutheran
Bishop, Birch, a Dane, published, in 1800, collations, more or less complete,
of ten other cursives (37
46), all in Italian libraries.
Griesbach, in 1806, took account of all these materials, besides adding
50,

—

a fresh collation (29) of his own.
1836, made known the existence of about forty previously
manascripts, bat he only gave a thorough collation of one (61).

Scbolz, in

unknown

Lachmann's celebrated edition of the Greek Testament was weakest in
the Apocalypse, which was published in 1850. He so restricted himself
a hundred and sixty-five verses of this
the uncial manuscript A.
Tregelles, in many respects an imitator of Lachmann, nsed only thirteen
manuscripts in preparing his edition, published in 1872. But most other
recent editors, e.g. Tisohendorf, Alford, and Wordsworth, have made use
in the use of authorities that for

book

his sole

Greek witness

is

Probably the most carefully
are those edited (1) by Westcott and Hort,
of Revisers, both of which were published in 1881

of all the material previously published.

prepared texts of our

own day

and (2) by the company
as

may be

expected, they are very

much

alike.

Westcott and Hort say (ii. 262), "We are by no means sure that we
have done all for the text of the Apocalypse that might be done with
But we are convinced that the only way to remove
existing materials.
snch relative insecurity as belongs to it would be by a more minute and
complete examination of the genealogical relations of the documents than
we have been able to accomplish, nor have we reason to suspect that the
result would make any considerable change."
We ought to mention that the Greek text of the Apocalypse has been
several times published apart from the rest of the New Testament.
The
best

known

of these special editions are those

by Tregelles (1844), Words-

worth (1849), and Kelly (1860).

§

9.

Ghauctbb or thb Gbbbk.

The Greek of the Apocalypse presenta wider and more frequent deviations
from the ordinary style of classical Greek than that of any other book of
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Testament. It may be generally described as Hellenistic Greek,
has so many distinctive features that Winer considered it to need
special treatment at the hands of any 'writer on the grammar of the New
Testament. Most, if not all, of its pecnliarities may be due to the Hebrew
training of the author of the book; and, on the other hand, many of them

the

but

it

have parallels in profane Greek literature; but their frequency in this
book, and (in some cases) their extreme form, give it a unique character.
The writer gives ample proof that he was acquainted with the rules and
even the subtleties of Greek grammar yet he departs from those rules and
neglects those subtleties with such apparent carelessness that he has been
accused of the grossest ignorance of the Greek language. But to students
acquainted with Hebrew, the style of the Apocalyptic Greek presents very
;

little

difficulty,

and

its

roughnesses occasion

so-called

little

surprise.

Bengel's explanation of the character of the Greek of this Book is as
satisfactory as it is simple " Johannem tibi, lector Apocalypseos, propone
Hebraice cogitantem, Grsece scribentem ; et tute, quae Greece legis, Hebraice
:

omnia senties expedita."
Without discussing the equally remarkable though

recogita

:

less obvious peculithe use of the tenses, the order of the words, and the cuncatenation of clauses, we will enumerate some of the most easily recognized
deviations from ordinary Gfreek that are found in this book and for the
purpose of this examination we will use the text which has been adopted

arities in

;

and published by the recent Eevisers.
For the sake of convenience we will arrange these deviations in two
divisions, which we will term respectively " soloeoisms " and " Hebraisma."
But we must not be understood to use these terms in any rigidly scientific
or etymologically accurate sense. We acknowledge that many of our socalled soloecisms are capable of being brought under well-known usages,
whereby even the best classical authors are held to be justified in departing
from ordinary grammatical laws. And we freely allow that Greek writers
who never felt any direct Semitic inflaences are occasionally found to use
the particular forms of expression which we are here denominating
Hebraisms.
We further admit that our classification is not logically
But we hope
defensible, and that our divisions are not mutually exclnsive.
that our nomenclature is convenient, and our arrangement practically
The following
useful, and therefore we make no further apology for it.
are the chief superficial peculiarities of the Greek of the Apocalypse
I. Soloecisms : deviations from the ordinary rules of Greek grammar.
1. Discords of gender: instances where pronouns, adjectives, and participles, possessing distinction of gender, have not been made to agree with
the substantives to which they severally refer e.g.
:

;

Cb.
Gh.
Ch,

ii.

ili.

27, aiiTobs, referring to eBya.
4, &|ioi

It. 1,
8,

Oh.

—

.

K4yav

\eyovTes

M/MTo.

.

.
.

.

So

<pa>vi\.

.

.

.

V. 6, RTcffTaA/icVoi

.
.

ch. ix. 14

fwa.
.

irviifiaTQif

;

xl. lA.

—

INTEODUOTION TO
Ch. vi. 10, \4yovTes . . . ^uxo< (in ^"X''*)Ch. xii. 5, ipaev . , . vtov.
Ch. xiv. 3, 01 jiyopaaiievoi . • . x'^<'(S<i (contrast
Cb. xvii. 3, yiitavTa . . • yuvciiKo.
. . Kipara and Brtptw.
16, oStoi
Ch. xix. 14, iiiSeSvfi4yot . . . irTpaTei/utTi.
Ch. xxi. 14, ^x"" • • • TeTx"* (oomp- ch. iv. 8).

ver.

I^

.

2. Discords of number : instances where declinable words have not been
adapted in number to the other words with which they are connected; e.g.

—

Ch. vi. 11, iieiffTif . . . cmrois.
Ch. Tiii. 9, Steit>6dpri<rai> . , . rh Tplriw,
Ch. xix, 1, \ey6rrca> , , . Sx^v,
Ch. XX. 13, iKpi9i)aar , • . iKcurrot , •

.

afrrai^.

examples in which words employed in apposition, or
3. Discords of case
with reference to the same person or thing, are not put in the same
:

case;

e.g.

—

Ch. 1. 5, &ir^ *Ii}(rov XpitrroVf 6 fidprv^, eto.
Ch. ii. 20, riiv yvvaiKa 'le(e$t\, t] XiyovatL
Gh, iii. 12, rris Kaivrjs 'lepovaaJvliHf ii KaTa/Salvovird.
Ch. Ti. 1, (pav^ instead of ^mrfir or <pa>VTis.
Ch. vii. 9, iiTTares . . . irfpt0e$\rintvovs,
Ch. viii. 9, tUv KruriiArav rav ... to (xovtiu
Ch. ix. 14, T^ iierip ir/yiKif 6 ixay.
Ch. X. 1, 2, trfY^Tvov . . . fx""Ch. zL 18, rots <poPimfi4i>ots . . . roiis iiiitpobs, etO>
Ch. xiv. 6, 7, &yye\ov . . . \iyay.
12, Tur ayiiav , . . o/ Tt\povvTft.
Ch. xvii. 4, fiiiXvyiiATar . . . ri iLKaBapra.
8, KaToiKoiVTes ... P\ev6vTay (attr. to Hv),
Ch. xxi. 10, 12, riiv injAw . . . Uxovtra.

Ellipse of the transitive verb

4.

tive case; e.g.

Ch.
Ch.
Ch.

xiii. 3, [elSov]

before

6.

Finite verb used as participle

7.

Preposition not followed

e.^.—
i.

by

The designation
"

—

4, t

Jiy.

usual case;
4,

iir!)

It

may be

e.g.

—

i &y.

of the Deity in this verse

very remarkable.

Was " and

i.

its

Ch. L

16, ^x'"'

e.g.

;

Ch.

tlie

necessary to explain an accusa-

filay.

;

Ch.

n'lleied,

is

iv. 4, [eTSoi/] before tiKoiriTfa-o-opas irpfo-fivrdpovs, eto.
x. 8, [iJKov(ra] repeated before \a\ouiray and Kfyomrmrw

Participle used as finite verb

5.

which

—

literally

is, when grammatically conrendered : The "Being "and

the " Coming."

Sebraisms : deviations from classical Greek style, produced by the
influence of a greater familiarity with Hebrew style.
1. Eedundaney of personal pronouns
(1) After a noun or its equivalent (with definite article) which is, by
the use of the extra pronoun, left " pendent."
II.
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e.g.-—'

Ch. U. 26, i viKuy Ka\ 4 Tfpav
Oh. iii. 21, similarly, i vmav
Ob. iii. 12, i vutuv, roili<rta airiv.
.

.

(6) Dativus pendens

;

Gh.
Ch.

e.g.
ii.

tdirti tJbrf.

.

.

.

Siiira

airy.

—

7,

vi. 1,

rf i>ik£>^i, tiaa avr^. Bo rer.
T^ KoSruifyif
iiiiit abr^.
.

(2) After a relative.
(o) After a relative pronoun
Oh.

;

,

e.g.-

iii.

8, t)v

.

.

.

17.

xxi

";

INTRODUCTION TO

«xvi

Perhaps we Bhonld group with, these the very difficult genitive infinitive
xii. 7, o Mt^a^X koX oi SyytXoi auroS toB iroX-e/ujcrai /uera tov SpoKovrot,
In conformity with the Hebraizing character of the Greek, we find
a somewhat frequent use of pure Hebrew words afit^v, ch. i. 6, 7, and often
i\Krj\ovia, ch. zix. 1, and thrice afterwards ; aySoSSuv, ch. iz. 11
and
La oh.

:

;

;

'ApiiayeSdvf ch. xvi. 16.

The character

of the

Greek of the Apocalypse has been generally

discussed in connection with the question of the authorship of the book.

Most frequently it has been compared with the language of the Fourth
Gospel. But the evidence of grammar, vocabulary, and style is not conclusive either for or against the identity of authorship between the two
books. In 1851 Davidson wrote that from evidence of this kind "men
of learning and acuteness have entertained contrary sentiments respecting
the authorship of the Apocalypse.
KolthofF,

Schulze, Donker-Curtius, Seyfarth,

and Dannemann attribute the book

to the apostle

on the ground

of its remarkable agreement with his authentic writings, in ideas, expres-

and manner; while Ewald, Liicke, Credner, and De Wette believe
the diversity to be so great as to justify a denial of John's authorship."
are ourselves much impressed by the many and weighty coincidences,
and think that (on the theory of the early date of the Apocalypse) there is
sufficient reason to be found in the differences of date, subject-matter, and
circumstances, to account for the numerous diversities in the language of
sion,

We

the two books.
§ 10. AUTHBNTICWT.
It is often difficult to see what is intended by writers when they use the
term " authenticity," and perhaps a distinction should be drawn between
the authenticity of a document and the authenticity of a statement. In
the former case the term is almost synonymous with " genuineness
in the latter, with " credibility " or " trustworthiness."
By the authenticity of the book entitled, The Revelation of St. John
the Divine,' therefore, we mean the identity of the present book so called
with the manuscript original work so called, of which St. John the Divine
was the ov6em/s. Taking it for granted that St. John wrote with his
own hand a revelation, when we say that the last book of our New Testament canon is authentic, we aver that it is the same revelation which
If we adhered to the etymological and strictly literal
St. John wrote.
signification of the epithet, no form of a book could be properly styled
" authentic " except the original autograph and such copies as may have
been transcribed by the author himself. But for all practical purposes we
are justified in calling a book " authentic " when we merely mean that it
is substantially and virtually the same as the author originally wrote it
and in this looser sense the epithet is applied to all faithfal transcripts
and printed copies, and even to translations.
;

'

Textual criticism proves that our Authorized Version of the Revelation
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words and phrases, most (but not all) of
importance bat the authenticity of the
book, considered as a whole, is not open to doubt. No one has ever hinted
that our ' KeTelation of St. John the Divine ' is a totally different work
from the original book similarly entitled; no chapter is supposed to be
a later interpolation no copyist or redactor is accused of having, to any
large or serious extent, wilfully corrupted the text by mutilating or altering
All references to the book by name, and all
it in any way whatever.
express quotations from it, correspond with our present book so exactly as
to furnish no ground for the least suspicion that a different book was at
any time in circalation under the same title.
is

unauthentic in

details of

which are of comparatively

little

;

;

The authenticity
liarly difficult to

of the statements contained in the Revelation

establish,

owing

description of visions, written

to the character of its

is

pecu-

contents.

A

by the only person who beheld them; a
only human being who heard them a series

record of words penned by the
of prophecies that belong, at least in part, to the f atnre ; these statements
are, from their very nature, incapable of being tested and attested, confirmed and verified, supported and illustrated, in the same way as ordinary
;

But so far as the narrative can
be tested, it stands the tests well. The " isle called Patmos " was suited
for a place of banishment ; and banisbment was a practice common in those
historical statements of matters of fact.

times.
The epistles to the seven Churches of Asia are singularly in
harmony with what is known from other sources concerning the respective
communities to which they are addressed. The diction of the whole book
remarkably corresponds with the period and the authorship to which it
is

generally ascribed.

So

far, therefore, as

the authenticity of the book called,

*

The Revelation

of St. John the Divine,' and of the statements therein contained, forma
a separate subject for consideration, we hold that it i« satisfactorily establisbed.

,
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER L
The

The

Titlk,

narratives, to correspond with the twenty-

simplest form of this, as

hooks of the New Testament, is the
oLlest : ' The Bevelation Of John ' ('AiroicdOther forms worth noting
\iffns 'la>avi>ov).
are : ' The Revelation of John the Apostle
and Evangelist ; ' ' The Revelation of the
holy and most glorious Apostle and Evangelist, the virgin, the heloved, that leaned on
of other

the breast, John the Divine.'

'

The

divine ' as

John, which is retained here
in both the Authorized Version and the Revised Version, is certainly as old as Eusebius
('Prsep. Evan.,' xi 18). Recent discovpries
at Ephesua have shown that "divines"
(fieohSyai) was a title of the chief priests in
the temple of Artemis at Bphesus. It is
possible, but hardly probable, that this
suggested the title for St. John. It prob-

a

title for St.

ably points to his witness to the Divinity
of the Logos or Word. Eusebius (' Hist.
Eccl.,' III. xxiv. 13) remarks that John
omitted the human genealogy of the
Saviour, and began with his Divinity (ttjs
Se 6fo\oytat ctndp^affdai),

Ver. 1

—oh.

22.

iii.

The iNTRODTTonoN.

Most writers agree that the

first

three

chapters are introductory. They may be
thus subdivided ch. i. 1 3, the superslrip-

—

:

tion; vers.
vers.
iii.,

9

4—8,

—20, <A«

the address

and

greeting i

introductory vision} oh.

ii.,

the epistles to the seven Churehet of Asia,

The

earliest systematio

commentator on

the Apocalypse in the Greek Church, Andreas of Csesarea, in Cappadocia (a.d. 450
500), divides it into twenty-foui \6yoi, or

BEVELATIO^.

four elders; and each of these into three
Kf^iKaia, or chapters, to correspond with

body, soul, and
chapters in
1

Vers.

spirit,

making seventy-two

all.

—

3.

The mpenoription.

This

consists of a brief description of the con-

tents

and origin of the book, and a comit to the reader and hearer.

mendation of
Ver.

1.

—The Bevelation

of Jesus Christ.

This phrase occurs elsewhere in the New
Testament only in 1 Pet. i. 7, 13 (oomp.
1 Pet. iv. 13; 1 Cor. i. 7; 2 Thess. i 7;
Oal. i. 12). It means the revelation which
Jesus Chiist makes, not that which reveals
him. John is the writer, Jesus Christ the
Author, of the hook.
Revelation (dwoKd\v\liis) is a word reserved for the gospel ; no
Old Testament prophecy is called a revelation (contrast 1 Sam. xx. 30). It means the
unveiling of Divine mysteries (Eph. iii. 3),
and from this it easily slips into meaning
the mystery unveiled. Christ is both the
Mystery and the Revealer of it. He comes
to reveal himself, and in himself the Father,
whose Image he is. Thus in its opening
words the book takes us beyond itself. What
is revealed is not secrets about the future,
but u Person. And the Revealer is not
man, but God; not John, but the Divine
Son, commissioned by the Father. For even
the unincarnate Word receives from the
Father that which he reveals. Which God
gave unto him. This is remarkably in harmony with the Christology of the Fourth
Gospel (v. 20; viL 16; xii. 49; xiv. 10;
comp. Mark xiii. 32 Acts i. 7).
xvii. 7,. 8
The simple infinitive to express a purpose
"
after
give " is common to Gospel and Apo;

;

calypse (iii. 21; vii. 2; xiii. 14; John iv.
His servants. All Chris7i 10; vi. 62).

";

THE EBVBLATION OF
tians,

ST.

not exclnsively seers lite St. John.

"Even the thinge which" (Revised Version)
makes "things which" in apposition with
" the Eevelation," which is probably right.
Must (Set); because God has so decreed.
This Divine "must" is frequent in the
Gospel (iil. 14, 30; ix. 4; x. 16; xii. 34;
XX. 9). Shortly. The meaning of in t&x^i
is much disputed.
But, like " firstborn " in
the question about the brethren of the Lord,
" shortly " ought not to be pressed in determining the scope of the Apocalypse. Calling
Jesus the firstborn Son of Mary tells us
nothing as to her having other children.
Saying that the Apocalypse shows tilings
wMch must shortly come to pass tells us
nothing as to its referring to events near St.
John's own day. Probably it refers to them
and to much else in the Christian dispensation.
In the language of the seer, past,
present, and future are interwoven together
as seen by God, and more truth is contained
than the seer himself knows. " Tlie whole
book ought to be received as a single word
uttered in a single moment " (Bengel)
It
does not follow, because St. John had events
near to his own day in his miud, that his
words are limited to those events for us
(oomp. Luke xviii. 7, 8 Matt. xxiv. 29 2
Pet. iii. 4, 8; Hab. ii. 3; see Westcott, 'Historic Faith,' pp. 74, 75, and note on 1 John
ii. 18 in the Cambridge Bible for Schools')Signified.
Jesus Christ signified, i.e. made
known by symbol and figure, the things
which must come to pass. " Signify" (ariiiaiytiv) is characteristic of St. John, to whom
wonders are "signs" (o-ij/teTa) of Divine
truths. " This he said, signifying [by means
of an allegory] by what manner of death he
should die " (John xU. 33 ; comp. xviii. 32
xxi. 19).
By his angel ; literally, hy means
of Ma angel (Sii toS ayyiKou). "Angel"
here probably has its common meaning of a
spiritual messenger &om the unseen world
but it is the fact of his being Christ's
messenger, rather than his heavenly cha;

;

'

racter, that is specially indicated.

Whether

oue and the same angel is employed throughout the Bevelatinn is not clear. He does
not come into the foreground of the narrative until ch. xvii. 1, 7, 15 (comp. ch. xix.
9 xxi. 9 xxii. 1, 6, 9). The Eevelation is
begun (vers. 17—20) and ended (ch. xxU.
16) by Christ himself; but the main portion
is conducted " by means of his angel." Thus
St. Paul says of the Law that it was " administered by means of angels in the hand
of a mediator," i.e. Moses (Gal. iii. 19).
In
this case the mediator is John, a " servant
;

;

JOHN THE DIVINB.

[on.

1.

1—20.

—

Ver. 2. Who bare reoord. "To bear witness " (jiaprvfttv) and " witness," or " testimony" (jiaprvpta), are oharaoteristio of St.
John's writings, and serve to connect together his Gospel, the First Epistle, and the
Apocalypse. Such words should be carefully
noted, and, so far as possible, uniformly
translated, in order to mark their frequency
The Authorized
Id the English Version.
Version rings the changes on "bear witness," "bear record," "give record," and
"testify," for /mpTvpeiv; and on "witness."
" record," and " testimony," for jiaprvpla.
The Bevised Version has here made great

improvements, To bear witness to the truth
and the Word of God was St. John's special
function throughout his long life, and to this

he calls attention in all his chief writings (see Haupt on 1 John t. 6). The testimony of Jesus Christ, like "the Bevelatiou of
Jesus Christ " (ver. 1), means that which he
gave, not that which tells about him. And
of all things that he saw ; better, as in the
Revised Version, even of all things that he
saw, taking Sira eiSev in apposition with
what precedes. The seer is here speaking
of the vision of the Apocalypse, not of the
events in Christ's life. The aorists, ^/tapTipri<rev and fiSiv, are rightly compared to
the irweypaifie of I'hucydides (i 1 ; vi. 7, 93).
Ver. 3. He that readeth this book publicly in the church, and they that hear the
book read, are equally blessed. There is grace
promised to both minister and congregation
who live up to the .spirit of the Scriptures.
St. John here suggests that a usage common
in the Jewisli Church (Luke iv. 16; Acts
XV. 21; 2 Cor. iii. 15) may be adopted in
the Christian Church. Probably this verse
is the earliest authority for the public readingof theNewTestament Scripture. Itisvery
precarious to argue that " the Apocalypse,
which points to this custom, cannot have
been composed in the year 68," because this
Christian custom is of later origin than 68,
The ofSoial communications of apostles were
sure to be read publicly in the churches (see
Lightfoot on Col. iv. 16). Until the new
lectionary came into use, the blessing here
promised to the liturgical use of the Apocalypse was sadly neglected in the English
Church. One might almost have supposed
that a blessing had been pronounced on
those who do not read and do not hear the
prophecy.
The words of this prophecy;
literally, of tlie prophecy ; i.e. "the prophecy

fact

—

of this book" (ch. xxii. 7, 18>
That which
is a revelation in reference to Christ is a prophecy in reference to John. "Prophecy"

four grada-

must not be narrowed down to the vulgar
meaning of /oreielling future events ; it is

tions the primary Agent, the Father; the
leGOudary Agent, Jesus Christ; the instrumeai, his angel; the recipient, jolm.

the /ortAtelling of the mind cf Grod. Prophecy, in the narrow sense of prediction,
cannot well be kept. It is God's call to

specially selected for this

5;

Amos

—

iii.

7).

work

Thus we have

(Isa. xlix.

—

OH.1.

—

;
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and

Colossse,

prayer that must be kept by both reader
and hearers in order to bring a blessing.
And if the words are to be kept, they can
be understdod. We have no right to set
aside the Bevelation as an insoluble puzzle
(comp. Liike xi. 28, where, however, we
have (pvKiaina/, not TTjpetv). The time is at
hand. The appointed time, the season foreordained of God (jcaip6s, not xp^'os), is near.
We may ask, with F. D. Maurice, " Did not
the original writer use words in their simple,
natural sense? If he told the hearers and
readers of his day that the time was at hand,
did he not mean them to understand that it
wag at hand?" Ko doubt. But that does
not preclude ua from interpreting the inspired words as referring, not only to events
near St. Joha's time, but also to other events
of which they were the foretastes and figures.
To us the meaning is that the type of the
end has been foretold and has come, and the
end itself, which has been equally foretold,

Miletus.

repentance,

obedience,

must be watched
Vers. 4

—

eteadfastnesa,

for in all seriousness.

The address and greeting.
vers. 4
6 are, strictly
speaking, the salutation vers. 7, 8 constitute a kind of summary, or prelude
ver. 7
being more closely connected with what pre-

Of

8.

this section

—

only

;

—

Hierapolis,

what

follows.

The

salu-

—

tation proper (vers. 4 6) should be compared
with the salutations in St. Paul's Epistles.

Ver.

4.

—John.

Evidently

some well-

known John, otherwise some designation
would be necessary. Would any but the

Magnesia,

saith to the Churches," proven that the
praise and blame distributed among the
seven are of universal application. Asia

means the Boman proconsular province of
Asia, I.e. the western part of Asia Minor
(comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 19). Grace be unto you,
and peace. This combination occurs in the
salutations of St. Peter and St. Paul. It
unites Greek and Hebrew elements, and
gives both a Christian fulness of meaning.
Trom him which is. Why should not we be
as bold as St. John, and disregard grammar
for the sake of keeping the Divine Name
St. John writes, oib i &v, k.t.\.,
not dirh ToS oi/Tos, k.t.x. " If in Exod. iii. 14
the words may run, ' I AM*hath sent me unto
you,'' may we not also be allowed to read
here, from he that is, and that was, and

intact ?

'

THAT

IS

TO come'?" (Lightfoot, On KeNote the i ^y to represent
'

vision,' p. 133).

the nominative of the past participle of cTvcu,
which does not exists and with the whole
expression compare " The same yesterday,
and to-day, and for ever" (Heb. xiii. 8). Here
every clause applies to the Father, not one
to each Person; the three Persons are
marked by the three prepositions, "from
. .
and from . , and from." It is a mistake to interpret 6 ipxi/ifvos either of the
mission of the Comforter or of the second
advent.
The seven Spirits. The Holy
Spirit, sevenfold in his operations (ch. v.
6). They are before his. tlu:oae, ever ready
for a mission from him (comp. ch. viL 15).
The number seven once more symbolizes
.

cedes, ver. 8 with

Tralles,

The repeated formula, " He that
hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit

.

and

apostle have thus written to the Churches

universality, plenitude,

Paul had some need to insist
upon his being an apostle; St. John had
none. To the seven Churches. From the

unity amidst variety which marks the work
of the Spirit and the sphere of it, the Church.
Ver. 5. The faithful Witness. This was
his function " to bear witness nato the

of Asia f

St.

has been pointed oat that
the number seven here is not exact, but
symbolical ; it does exclude other Churches,
but symbolizes all. Thus the Muratorian
Fragment: "John in the Apocalypse, though
he wrote to the seven Churches, yet speaks
to all." Augustine: "By the seven is signified the perfection of the universal Church,
and by writing to seven he shows the fulness
o/the one." So also Bede: "Through these
seven Churches he writes to every Church
for by the number seven is denoted universality, as the whole period of the world revolves on seven days " and he points out
that St. Paul also wrote to seven Cliurches.
Compare the seven pillars of the house of
wisdom (Prov. ix. 1), the seven deacons
(Acts vi. 3), the seven gifts of the Spirit.
The number seven appears repeatedly in
the Apocalypse; and that it is arbitrary and
symbolical is shown by the fact that there
were other Choiohes besides these aeveu
earliest times it

;

perfection; that

——

truth" (John

xviii.

37).

The rainbow

is

called " the faithful witness " (Ps. Ixxxix.
37). The Firstborn of the dead, Christ was
the first who was born to eternal life after
the death which ends this life (see Lightfoot on Col. i. 15, 18 ; and comp. Ps. Ixxzix.
27).
"The ruler of this world" offered
Jesus the glory of the kingdoms of the
world, if he would worship him. He won
a higher glory by dying to conquer him,
thus the crucified Peasant became the
Lord of Boman emperors, " the Ruler of the
Mugs of the earth." The grammar of this
verse is irregular; "the faithful Witness,"
etc., in the nominative being in apposition
with "Jesus Christ " in the genitive (comp.
ch. ii. 20; iii. 12; ix. 14; liv. 12). Unto
him that loved us. The true reading gives
" that Umeth us " unceasingly. The supreme
act of dying for us did not exhaust his love.
In what foUowg it is difficult to decide be-

uA

—
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tween "washed" (Xoiaavri) and "loosed"
(KiaavTi), both readings being very well
supported; but we should certainly omit
" own " before " blood." The blood of Jesus
Christ cleansing us from all sin is a frequent
thought with the apostle who witnessed the

U

piercing of the side (ch. vii. 13,
1 John
;
7: T.6-8).
Ver. 6. And hath made
kings and
priests; rather, as in the Bevised Version,
and lie made ua (to he) a kingdom, (to be)
" Made us " is not co-ordinate with
priests.
"loosed us;" the sentence makes a fresh
start.
"Kingdom," not "kings," is the
right reading. Christians are nowhere said
to be kings.
Collectively they are a kingdom ^" a kingdom of priests" (Exod. xix.
6), or, as St. Peter, following the LXX.,
gives it, "a royal priesthood" (1 Pet. ii. 9).
Each member of Christ shares in his eternal

—

M

—

priesthood.

TTnto

God and his Father ; more

probably we should render, with the Kevised
Version, unto his God and Father (comp.
John XI. 17 ; Kom. xv. 6 ; 2 Cor. i. 3 ; Eph.
Alford objects that when St. John
i. 3).
wishes a possessive genitive to apply to

more than one

substantive, he commonly
repeats the genitive; and he quotes John
ii. 12; vi. 11; ix. 21.
But in these passages he repeats not only the genitive, but
the article. Here the article is not repeated, and T^ 0e^ Kol lIoTpl abrov must
be taken as one phiase. To Tiiin he the
glory. The construction returns to that of
the opening clause, " Unto him that loveth
us." St. John's doxologiea
increase in
volume as he progresses— twofold here,
threefold in ch. iv. 11, fourfold in oh, v. 13,
sevenfold in ch. vii. 12. In each case all
the substantives have the article "the
glory," " the honour," " the power," etc. For
ever and ever ; literally, unto the ages of the
ages (eis robs atavas T&p aidivav, in sxcula,
sseetihrum). It occurs twelve times in the
Apocalypse, besides once without the articles
(oh. xiv. 12). In his Gospel and Epistles
St. John uses the simpler formula, "for
ever," literally, "unto the age" (eii thv
amva). (See Appendix B. to St. John, in
the 'Cambridge Greek Testament.') An
indefinite period of immense duration is
meant (comp. Gal. i. 5 and Eph. ii. 2, 7,
where the countless ages of the world to
come seem to be contrasted with the transitory age of this world; see also Heb. xiii.
21 and 1 Pet. iv. 11).
Vers. 7, 8.—It is difficult to determine the
exact connexion of these verses with one
another, and with what precedes and follows.
It seems best to make ver. 7 a kind of appendix to the salutation, and ver. 8 a kind of
prelude to the whole book.
TLey each
give us one of the fundamental thoughts
of the Apocalypse: ver. 7, Christ's certain
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return to judgment; ver. 8, his perfeot
Divinity.
Ver. 7. He oometh. He who loveth ni
and cleansed us and made us to be a kingdom will assuredly come. While interpreting the verse of the second advent, we need
not exclude the coming to " those who pierced
him " in the destruction of Jerusalem, and
to " the tribes of the earth " in the break-up
of the Koman empire. With the clouds.
This probably refers to Mark xiv. 62, " To
shall see the Son of man . . . coming with
the clouds of heaven " (comp. Dan. vii, 13,

—

"Behold, one like the Son of man came
with the clouds of heaven "). Aquinas and
other writers make the clouds symbolize the
saints, " who rain by preaching, glisten by
working miracles, are lifted up by refusing
earthly things, fly

And they

also;

by

lofty contemplation."

better,

and

all

they

who

(oVtivcs) pierced

him. This is strong evidence of common authorship between the
Fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse. (1) St.
John alone mentions the piercing. (2) Here
and in John xix. 37 the writer, in quoting
Zech. xii. 10, deserts the LXX. and follows
the Masoretio Hebrew text.
The LXX.
softens down "pierced" into "insulted" (waTupxhffaro), "piercing" appearing a violent
expression to use respecting men's treatment of Jehovah. (3) Here and in John
xix. 37 the writer, in translating from the
Hebrew, uses the uncommon Greek word
tKKevT^v. The reference here is to all those
who " crucify the Son of God afresh," not
merely to the Jews. In what follows the

Revised Version is to be preferred : "and all
the tribes of the earth shall mourn over him."

The wording
and the
ing

is

is

aimilar to Matt. xxiv. 30

LXX. of Zech. xii. 10. The

mourn-

that of beating the breast, not wailing,

and it is "over him" Qit' auTiiv). Even so,
Amen. Na(, 'A^uiV, like "Abba, Father"
(Mark iv. 36; Eom. viii. 15; Gal. iv. 6),
combines a Hebrew word with its (jreek
equivalent (comp. 2 Cor. i. 20).
Ver. 8.—
prelude to the book. In the
simple majesty of its solemn language it reminds us of the opening of St. John's Gospel
and of his First Epistle. " I am the Alpha
and the Omega" is here not followed by
" the Beginning and the End," which the
Vulgate and some other authorities insert
from ch. xxi. 6 and xxii. 13. Who is " the
Lord," that utters these words ? Surely the
Christ, as seems clear from ver. 17; ch. ii. 8;
xxii. 13.
To attribute them to the Father
robs the words of their special appropriateness in this context, where they form a prelude to " the Eevelation of Jems Clirist " as
God and as the Almighty "Euler of the
kings of the earth." Yet the fact that
similar language is also used of the Fatlior

A

(ch. vi. 6; xxi. 6)

shows how dearly St

—

OH.

;;
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John teaches that Jesus Christ

is "eqxial
to the Father as touching his Godhead."
These snbiime attributes are applicable to
each. Like the dozology (see on ver. 6),
the statement of these'Divine attributes increases in fulness as the writing proceeds.

Here •' the Alpha and the Omega " ver. 17
and ch. ii. 8, " the First and the Last " in ch.
zxi. 6, " the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End;" in oh. xxii. 13, "the
Alpha and the Omega, the First and the
Last, the Beginning and the End." Of these
four, the second and fourth certainly apply
to the Son, and the third certainly to the
Father, the first probably to the Son. The
;

;

WUh

the exception of 2 Cor.
occurs in a quotation, this
expression (i tlavTOKpdrup) is in the New
Testament peculiar to the Apocalypse, where
it occurs nine times.
In the LXX. it represents more than one Hebrew expression;

Almighty.
18,

vi.

where

e.g. Jer. iii.

Vers.

9

it

19 ; Job v.

—20.

This section

is

The

17.

introduetory

vision.

introductory, not merely to

the epistles to the Churches, but to the

whole book.

In

it

the seer narrates

how he

received his commission ; and with it should
be compared Isa. vi. ; Jer. i. 1 10 ; Ezek.
1

—3

—

Ban. x., especially vers. 2, 7, where
« 1 Daniel " is exactly parallel to « I John "
here. The Revised Version is again much
to be preferred to the Authorized Version.

i.

;

Ver. 9.

—In the tribniation and kingdom

and patience.

The

order of the words

is

surprising ; we should have expected " kingdom " to have come first or last. But " and
patience" seems to be added epexegetically,
to show how the tribulation leads to the kingdom (comp. ch.ii. 2,8,19;iil. 10;xiit 10; xiv.
"In your patience ye shall win your
12).
souls" (Luke xxi. 19). " Tribulation worketh
patience " (Rom. v. 3) ; and " through many
tribulations, we must enter into the kingdom
of God " (Acts xiv. 22). Bengel notes that
it is in tribulation that believers specially
love this book. The Church of Asia, particularly after the prosperous time of Constantino, had a low opinion of the Apocalypse; while the African Church, which
was more subject to persecution, highly
esteemed it. "Everything tends to show
that the Apocalypse was acknowledged in
Africa from the earliest times as canonical
Scripture " (Westcott, ' On the Canon of the
New Testament,' p. 238). Was in the isle.
Here and in ver. 10 "was" is literally
"came to be" (^tytvSiaiv), implying that
such was not his ordinary condition ; comp.
That is
f>i>6ntvos if 'Pdftn (2 Tim. i. 17).
called Fatmos.
St John does not assume
that his leaders know lo Uisignlficaut a

ST.
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He does not say simply * In Patmoe."

place.

Luke says "to Rhodes" or "to
Cyprus," but "in the itle that is ealhd
Patmos." Now Pahno or Patino, but in the
Middle Ages Palmota. Its small size and
rugged character made it a suitable place
Banishment to a
for penal transportation.
small island (deportatio in insulam, or intula
"Aude atiquid
vinculum) was common.
brevibus Gyaris et carceredignum" (Juv., i.
Compare the cases of Agrippa Pos73).
tumtts (Tac, ' Ann.,' i. 8) and of Julia (iv.
71). For a full account of the island, see
Gu^rin's • Description de I'lle de Patmos,'
Pai'is; 1856.
For the circumstances of St.
John's banishment, see Introduction. It was
in exile that Jacob saw God at Bethel ; in
exile that Moses saw God at the burning
bush; in exile that Elijah heard the "still
small voice;" in exile that Ezekiel saw " (he
likeness of the glory of the Lord " by the
river Chebar; in exile that Daniel Saw " the
Ancient of days." Tor the Word of God, and
the testimony of Jesus. No doubt the Greek
(Slit rhv \6yov} might mean that he was in
Patmos for the sake of receiving the word
but oh. vi. 9 and xx. i are decisive against
this (comp. Sick rh ivojA fnov in John xvi. 21).
These passages and " partaker in the tribulation " here prove that St. John's " coming
to be in Patmos" was caused by suffering
The testimony o/
for the Word of God.
This, as in ver. 2, probably means
Jesus.
the testimony that he bore, rather than the
testimony about him. " Christ " is a cormpt
addition to the text in both places in this
as St.

verse.

—

Ver. 10. I was in th« Spirit. I came to
be (see on ver. 9) in a state of ecstasy
capable of receiving revelations; like yeveaSai ne in iKataaa (Acts xxU. l7; comp.
On the lord's day.
X. 10 ; 2 Cor. xii. 2—4).
The expression occurs here only in the New
Testament, and beyond all reasonable doubt
This is, therefore,
it means " on Sunday."
the earliest use of the phrase in this sense.

means Easter Day or Pentecost is
The phrase had not
yet become common in A.D. 57, as is shown
from St. Paul writing, " on the first of the
That

it

baseless conjecture.

week "

(1 Cor. xvi. 2), the usual expression
in the Gospels and Acts (Matt. xxviiL 1
Mark xvi. 2 ; Luke xxiv. 1 ; John xxi. 19

Acts XX. 7; oomp. Mark. xvi. 9). But
from Ignatius onwards, we have a complete
chain of evidence that ^ Kvpiavli became the
regular Christian name for the first day of
the week and Kvptoucii is stUl the name ot
Sunday in the Levant. " No longer observ
ing sabbaths, but fashioning their lives after
the Lord's day " (Ign., ' Magn.,' ix.). Melito,
Bishop of Sardis (a.d. 170), wrote a treatise
TTtfil KupiaKiis (EusebiuS, 'Hist. Eccl,,' IV.
xxvt 2). Diouysius of Corinth (a.d. 175), is
;

"

;;
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an epistle to the Bomans, mentionB that the
Church of Corinth is that day keeping the
Lord's holy day (Busebins, ' Hist. Ecol.,' IV.
Oomp. also Clem. Alex., ' Strom.,'
VII. xii, 98 (p. 377, Potter); Tertull., 'De

xiiii. 11).
OoT.,' ill.

and

'

De Idol.,' xiv., where Dominicua

obyionsly a translation of Kvptaxii
Vf'po; and fragment vii. of the lost works
of IrensBus. That " the Lord's day " (^ Kupi' the
aitii riiiepa) in this place is the same as
day of the Lord " (^ inifpa rod Kvlov) is not
at all probable. The context is quite against
any such meaning as that St. John is spiritually transported to the day of judgment.
Contriist ch. vi. 17 ; xvl. 14 ; 1 John iv. 17
John vi 39, 40, 44, 54; xi. 24; xii. 48.
Whereas, seeing that the visions which
follow are grouped in sevens (the seven
candlesticks, seven seals, seven trumpets,
seven vials), the fact that they begin on the
first day of the seven is eminently appropriate. Great voice. The voice is evidently
Christ's; but throughout the Apocalypse
the speaker is frequently not named. By a'
"
construction common in Hebrew, " saying
agrees with "trumpet," the nearest substantive, instead of with " voice " (comp.
Ezek. iii. 12; Matt. xxiv. 31). "Therefore
it is from hehirtd, for all the symbols and
references are to be sought for in the Old
Testament " (I. WilliamB) ; comp. Isa. xxx.
dies

is

21.

—

On ample evidence (K, A, 0, and
" I am Alpha .
. the Last
"
and must be omitted also " which are in
Write
literally,
into u
Asia."
in a book;
hook (eis PtP\lo»). Over and over again,
twelve times in all, St. John reminds us that
he writes this book by Divine command
(ver. 19; oh. ii. 1, 8, 12, 18 iii. 1, 7, 14 xiv.
13; xix. 9; xxi. 5; comp. ch. x. 4). The
seven Churches.
The order is not haphazard. It is precisely that which would be
natural to a person writing in Patmos or
travelling from Ephesus. Bphesus comes
first as metropolis; then the city on the
coast, Smyrna; then the inland cities in
order, working round towards Ephesus again.
In short, it is just the order in which St.
John would visit the Churches in making
an apostolic circuit as metropolitan. With
the exception of what is told us in these
chapters, the history of the Churches of
Ver. 11.

all versions),

.

;

;

;

Pergamum, Thyatlra, and Sardis in the
apostolic or sub-apostolic age is quite unknown. It was an ancient objection to the
Apocalypse thut in Thyatira there was no
Church

(see on ch. ii. 18).
^To see the voice.

Ver. 12.
iii.

8,

—

"the voice"

is

put

As

in Gen.

for the speaker.

This is the right method in studying the
Bevelation ; we must, like St. John, " turn
to lee the voice," We must look, not to
the events about which it seems to us to
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speak, but to him who utters it. The book
is " the Bevelation," not of the secrets of
history, but " of Jesus Christ." Seven golden
candlesticks.
The word \ux''la occurs in
Matt. V. 15; Mark iv. 21; Luke viii. 16;
xi. 33 ; Heb. ix. 2 ; and seven times in this
book. In Exod. xx. 37 we have seven ^ix""'
on one Xvxria, seven lamps on one lampstand.
So also in Zech. iv. 2. It is by no
means certain that a similar figure is not
meant here ; the seven-branched candlestick familiar to all who know the Arch of
Titus.
If the Christ stood " in the midst of
the candlesticks," his form would appear as
that which united the seven branches. But
it is perhaps more natural to understand
seven separate lamp-stands, each with its
own lamp ; and these, in contrast with the
seven-branched stand of the temple, may
represent the elastic multiplicity of the
Christian Churches throughout the world
in contrast with the rigid unity of the Jewish
Church of Jerusalem.
Ver. 13. ^In the midst of the candlesticks.
" For where two or three are gathered together in my Name, there am I in the midst
of them" (Matt, xviii. 20; comp. 2 Cor. vL
16). Like unto the Son of man. Here and in
ch. xiv. 14 we have simply v'lbs avBwdvov, as
also in John v. 27 and Dan. vii. 13 ; not i
viiis Tov &v6pd7rov, as in Acts vii. 5Q and
everywhere else in all four Gospels. It is
not certain that the absence of the articles
forbids us to render the phrase, " the Son
of man ; " but it is safer to render, " a son
of man." The glorified Messiah still wears
that human form by which the beloved disciple had known him before the Ascension
(John xxi. 7). With the exception of Acts
vii. 56, the full form, " the Son of man," is
used only by the Christ of himself. A garment down to the feet. The word itoStjp^s,
«c. x'T'^r (yeitis talaris), though frequent in
the LXX. (Ezek. ix. 2, 3, 11 ; Zech. iii. 4,
etc.), occurs nowhere else in the New Testament. The robe is an oflBcial one.
The
Bhemisb renders it " a priestly garment
down to the foote." Compare Joseph's " coat
of many colours," which literally means a
"coat reaching to the extremities."
In
Exod. xxviii. 31 " the robe of the ephod
of the high priest is uttoSiJtjjs iroSjjpTjs. The
angel in Dan. x. 5, 6 is described in similar
language: "whose loins were girded with
fine gold of Uphaz " (comp. Isa. xxii.
21, "I will clothe him with thy robe, and
strengthen him with thy girdle, and I will
commit thy government into his hand").
"Enough is said to indicate that the Sou of
man claims and fulfils the ofBoe which was
assigned to the children of Aaron that he
blesses tlie people in God's Name; tliat he
stands as their Bepresentative before his
Father" (F. D. Maiirioe>

—

;

"

OH.
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Ver. 14. His head. From the gaiments
of the great High Priest, St. John passes on
to himself.
What he had seen as a momentary foretaste of glory at the Transfiguration,
he sees now as the abiding condition of the
Christ. In Dan. vii. 9 "the Ancient of
days " has " the hair of his head like pure
wool." This snowy whiteness is partly the
brightness of heavenly glory, partly the
majesty of the hoary head.
The Christ
appears to St. John as a son of man, but also
as a " Bivine Person invested with the attributes of eternity."
As a flame of fire.

"The Lord

thy

God

is

a consuming fire"

(Deut. iv. 24).
"I the Lord search the
heart, I try the reins " (Jer. xvii. 10).
The
flame purifies the conscience and kindles
the affections.
Ver. 15. ^Fine brass. This may stand as
a translation of xi^ito\l$avos, a word which
occurs here and in ch. ii. 18 only, and the
second half of which has never been satisfactorily explained.
It may have been a
local technical term in use among the metalworkers of Ephesus (Acts xix. 24 2 Tim.
iv. 14).
The Bhemieh Version renders it
" latten." In what follows, the Revised Ver-

—

;

sion is to be preferred

:

" as if it had been rehis voice as the voice
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be found in the double character of God's
Word, which not only smites the wicked, but
searches the good ; which cuts sometimes to
punish, sometimes to heal. Thus in these
very epistles to the Churches, penetrating
words both of blessing and condemnation
are uttered. The word for " sword " {poiiipaia) occurs six times in Revelation ; elsewhere in the New Testament only Luke
ii. 35.
In classical Greek it is the heavy
Thracian broadsword.
In the LXX. it is
used of the " flaming sword" of the cherubim
which kept the way of the tree of life (Gen.
iii. 24) ; also of the sword of Goliath (1 Kings
xvii. 25).
His countenance was as the sun
shineth. It is the " Sun of Righteousness "

and "the Light of the world."

The exceptional glory of the Transfiguration has
become constant now.
Ver. 17.— I fell at his feet as dead; literally, as one dead
as a dead man.
St.
Peter had fallen at Jesus' feet when he
became conscious of the ineiTable difference
between sinlesanes.s and sinfulness (Luke v.
How much more, therefore, would con8).
sciousness of the glorified Christ overwhelm
St. John
Long years of contemplation of
the incarnate Son would not prevent that.

—

I

fined in a furnace ; and
of many waters." It is tempting to think
that " the roar of the sea is in the ears of
the lonely man in Patmos ; " but the image
seems rather to be that of the sound of many
cataracts (comp. Ezek. i. 24 ; xliii. 2 ; Dan.
X. 6).
There is singularly little of the
scenery of Patmos in the Apocalypse.
Ver. 16. He holds the Cliurches in his
band as a precious possession, which he
sustains as a glory to himself.
These
Churches are as planets, which shine, not
vrith their own light, but that of the sun;
which shine most brightly in the night of
"tribulation," which (like him who holds
them in his right hand) are a guide to the
wanderer, and are ever moving, yet ever at
rest.
Ont of his month a sharp two-edged

In like

word. This metaphor runs through both
Old and New Testaments. It is frequent in

has been improperly inserted after " for evermore " (see on " for ever and ever," in ver.
Most English
6) from liturgical usa<;e.
versions omit it. The keys, as so often, are
the sign of authority (ch. iii. 7 ix. 1 ; xx.
Matt. xvi. 19). Christ, as the absolutely
1
Living One, who " has life in himself " and
is the Source of life in others, has control,
not merely over the passage from this world
to the other, but over the other world itself.
He can recall departed souls from their resting-place.
The error of rendering "AtSrjs
" hell " has often been pointed out it is not
a place of punishment, but the temporary
home of the departed, who are awaiting the
day of judgment. " Death," in all the best
manuscripts and versions precedes " Hades
and this ia the logical order.

—

book (ch. ii. 12, 16 xix. 15, 21 comp.
Ps.
u. 35 ; Eph. vi. 17 Heb. iv. 12
xIt. 3; Ivii. 4 ; lix. 7 ; Ixiv. 3 cxlix. 6 ; Prov.
this

Luke

;

;

;

;

;

18; Isa. xi. 4; xlix. 2, etc.). The sharp
words of men and the searching words of
God are both spoken of under this figure of
the sword. Tertullian and Bichard of St.
Victor explain the two edges as the Law and
the Gospel. Other still more fanciful ex"
planations have been given. " Two-edged
(Sio-To/iOs) is literally " two-mouthed," and
xii.

perhaps expresses no more than the thorough
It occurs in ch. ii.
efiScieucy of the sword.
12 and Heb. iv. 12 ; also in classical Greek

M equivalent to the
If

more common B/it(^Ki)$.
a double meaning be insisted on, it may

manner, Joshua (v. 14), Daniel
27), and St. Paul (Acts ix. 4)
are affected by the Divine presence.
Fear
not.
Thus Christ encouraged the terrified
apostles on the lake (John vi. 20) and at
the Transfiguration.
So also the angel
cheered Daniel (x. 12), Zacharias (Luke i.
13), Mary (Luke i. 30), the shepherds (Luke
(viii.

17,

ii. 10), and
the women at the sepulchre
(Matt, xxviii. 5).
Ver. 18.—I am he that liveth.
This
should be joined with what precedes. " I am
the First and the Last, and the Living One;
and I became dead, and behold I am alive
for evermore, and I have the keys of death
and of Sadet." " Became " or " came to
be " {iyevSiaiv), as in vers. 9 and 10, indi"
"
cates an exceptional condition.

The Amen

;

;

;

-

'

—

;
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The true
Ver. 19.—Write the things.
reading and most English Versions give,
"write therefore the things;" ».«. because
thou hast Been me and receiTed thy commission from me. The omission of " therefore " comes from the Genevan Version. The
threefold division of things probably refers
to past, present, and future visions, not to
the past, present, and future in history. But
it is possible that " the things which thou
sawest" refers to the visions, and "the
things which are," etc., to the realities symbolized in the visions.
Ver. 20. The mystery. In construction
this is the accusative after "write."
mystery is the opposite of a revealed truth
it is a sacred truth kept secret, the inner
meaning of something which is perceived,
but not generally understood. The angels
of the seven Churches. The meaning of
these "angels" has been very much disputed. The common explanation that they
are the bishops of the Churches is attractive
on account of its simplicity. But it has very
grave difficulties, especially for those who
assign the Apocalypse to the earlier date of
A.D. 68.
It is highly improbable that at
that very early time the seven Churcheg
were already so fully organized as each to
possess its own bishop. And granting that
they were, and that the bishops might fitly
be called "angels" or "messengers," would
they not be called messengers of God or
of Christ, rather than messengers of the
Churches " ? And would not the primitive
Church have preserved this title as a sy-

—

A

nonym

for "bishop"? "St. John's ovm
language gives the true key to the symbolism.
'The seven stars are the angels of
the seven Churches, and the seven candle-

'
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This conbetween the heavenly and the earthly

sticks are the seven Churches.*
trast

—

the star shining steadily by its own
inherent eternal light, and the lamp flickering and uncertain, requiring to be fed with

fires

—

fuel and tended with care cannot be devoid
The star is the suprasensual
of meaning.

counterpart, the heavenly representative;
the lamp, the earthly realization, the out-

ward embodiment. Whether the angel is
here conceived as an actual person, the
celestial guardian, or only as a personification, the idea or spirit of the Church, it is
unnecessary for my present purpose to consider.
But whatever may be the exact conception,

he

is

identified

with and made

the Church to

a degree
unsuited to any human officer.
Nothing is predicated of him which may
not be predicated of it. To him are imputed
all its hopes, its fears, its graces, its shortcomings. He is punished with it, and he is
rewarded with it.
. Nor
is this mode
The 'princes' in
of representation new.
Daniel (x. 13, 20, 21) present a very near
if not an exact parallel to the angels of
the Revelation " (Bishop Lightfoot, 'Philippians,' p. 198).
The ident&cation of the
angel of each Church with the Church itself is shown in a marked way by the fact
that, although each epistle is addressed to
the angel, yet the constantly recurring refrain is,'" Hear what the Spirit saith to the
Churche$," not "to the angelt of the
Churches." The angel and the Church are
the same under different aspects: the one
is its spiritual character personified; the
other is the congregation of believers who
responsible for

wholly

.

.

collectively possess this character.

HOMILETICa

—

3.
Vers. 1
Introduction : the purport of the look. In commencing a scries ol
sketches vrhich shall furnish in outline a homiletic exposition of such a book as this,
the writer may well feel borne down with a sense of the responsibility of the task he
has undertaken. And yet such responsibility, great as it is, is prevented from being

overwhelming through the infinite joy and comfort he has himself derived from
a repeated study of it a study extending over some fifteen or twenty years, and now
renewed for the special purpose of giving utterance to convictions of its value and glory,
which deepen with each succeeding examination of its contents. Into the detailed
opinions of the varied expositors as to whether the preterist, futurist, or historical
interpretations are the most correct, it will neither be in his province nor to his taste
There is another order of exposition the spiritual which, accepting whatto enter.
ever can be verified in the other three, sees rather throughout the Apocalypse an
unfolding of the principles on which the great Head of the Church will carry forward
his own work, and a parabolic setting of the fortunes of his Church as she moves
forward to the final consummation of all things. As Dr. Lee remarks,* "the historical
system assumes that single events, as they come to pass in succession, exhibit the full
accomplishment of the different predictions of the Apocalypse," while " the ' spiritual

—

—

>
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'
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—
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CppUoatian u never exhausted, but merely receives additional illustrations as time rolls
on." HengBtenberg's remarks are worthy of being remembered : * " That the Christian
may remain steadfast and fearless where he is, even though it should be in the midst
of a falling world, this book is fitted to render for such a purpose a most important
nervice.
It has thus proved a blessing even to many who have very imperfectly understood it. For it is wonderful how the edifying power that resides in the book forces
its way even through the most imperfect understanding of its contents, if only the soul
that applies to it is hungry and thirsty, weary and heavy-laden, if it only stands in
living faith on the Divinity of Scripture and the glorious consummation of the kingdom
of Christ." In full accord with the convictions of the value of the Apocalypse, thus
admirably expressed by the great evangelical German divine, do we now commence for
homiletic purposes to unfold its plan. Our first sketch must needs be like the first
three verses introductory. Introductory, however, though the verses are, they are
amazingly full of holy and blessed teaching. We have here—
" The Eevelation (ImoKoKiilits •) " (ver. 1). At
I. The name oiveh to the book.
the forefront of the book this is its avowal. It declares itself to be nothing less than
the disclosure of what was behind a veil, and so invisible to mortal sight, until the
veil was drawn aside and unseen things were thereby disclosed.
That there are other
realms than our globe, peopled with moral and spiritual beings, is again and again declared
in Scripture; that there are mysterious forces of good and of evil in the distant places
of creation is also told us. That there is many a contest over man in these far-off
realms; that there is a Divine Being who watches over the conflict, and who will
" bring forth judgment unto victory ; " that the theatre on which the issue is to be fought
out is this globe ; and that at the consummation the direst enemies of the world and
of man will be put to an utter shame; all this could no philosophy forecast, nor any
science teach ; all this lies behind an impenetrable veil.
If we are to know these
things, they must be revealed to us, and this can be done only by our God
Note
As this is declared at the outset concerning this book, as such it must be regarded
until its claims be disproved, they should be reverently accepted.
II. The method of the eevelation.
The several steps are shown us the
terminits a quo and the terminus ad quern.
We have 1. Its origin, " God " God
the Father. If God be the Father of all men, that he should let them know something about himself is most reasonable. To suppose that he cannot, is to suppose
that a father would build a ho\ise for his children, of such a kind that they could never
" Jesus Christ." God gave it to
find out where their father was
2. Its channd.
him. He is the Medium, the Mediator between God and man ; and the clearest disclosures of God and his purposes come to us through the everlasting Son.
3. Its
agents.
(1) " He sent ... by his angel." Angelic ministry is one of the steps by
which the revelation is brought to us. The existence and ministry of angels are very
clearly shown to us.
(2) " To his servant John." The beloved apostle, in his old age
and exile, received the revelation fi-om angelic hands. 4. Its mode. " He signified it."
The word means " to signify by symbols." 5. For whom f " To show unto his servants,"
etc.
The Word of God is committed as a trust to those who love and serve him. The
faith was "once [for all] delivered to the saints."
Why to these? (cf. Matt. xiii. 10,
Note ! Here in outline is a wondrous sketch of how God reveals his truth.
11).
III. The contents of the revelation.' 1. Events, " Things which must shortly

—

—

!

—

—

:

!

Hengstenberg on ' The Revelation,' vol. ii. p. 285.
See Grimm's 'New Testament Lexicon on this word (Dr. Thayer's edit., 1888).
* The student will find the following writers and works on the Apocalypse worthy of bii
attention: Alford, Bengel, Barnes, Doddridge, Godwin, Tregelles, Porter, Maurice, Lowman,
Stuart, Fairbairn, Trench, Eobinsun, Stier Dr. Lee's Commentary article on ' Revelation,'
;
in ScbafTs ' Herzog ' Elliott's Horse Apocalypticse ' Grattan Guinness on ' The Approaching End of the Age; ' also his ' Light for the Last Days; and ' Romanism and the Reforma;
Commentary by Rev. Samuel Garratt Auberlen
tion : ' Dean Vaughan on the Bevolation
on 'Daniel and the Revelation;' Gerhardt's 'Doctrine of the Apocalypse;' Archdeacon
;
*
Farmr'g Early Days of Christianity ' and Rev. E. Storrow's work, ' The Millennium : a
;
Spiritual Reign of Christ,' 1886 ; also Dr. Boyd Carpenter's ' Exposition of the Revelation
an article on the Apocalyptic "beast," by Rev. F. B. Proctor, in the Clergyman's Magan»e. October, 1887 : ' The Bevelatiou of St. John,' by Dr. MUligan, 2nd edit. 1887
'

*

'

;

;

;

'

'

'

'
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to pass." 2. Buck eventt as are necessarily involved in the tringing about of the
Divine purposes. "Must" (ver. 1). 3. Fvents which, in the prophetic forecast, ar»
near at hand. " Shortly," i.e. in the reckoning of Heaven (of. 2 Pet. iii. 8). The
next great crisis of the world is the second coming of the Son of God. He is on
the way. But at what point of time the Son of man will be revealed it is not given
The series of events that prepare the way for the second coming
to man to know.
began immediately after the first and are going on now. Not a moment is lost.
Heaven's great harvest-day is coming on.
IV. Tub USB to be made op this bbvblatioit. (Ver. 3.) Beading, hearing, doing.
" He that readeth," equivalent to " he that reads it
1. It was to be read in the Chwrches.
in the assemblies of the saints." The Word of God is not to be hid in a corner, but publicly
2. The people
It is not the preserve of the few, but the charter for the many.
read.
The doctrine that
are to hear. God's truth was to be set before men through the ear.
it is more effective when set before the eye, finds in such a passage as this no support.
Note : If the book is so obscure
3. The hearers must Tceep the things written therein.
that no one can understand it, it is hard to say how men can keep the things that are
herein written. The blessing pronounced on those who do keep them implies that they
How, then, are we to " keep " these things ?
are sufficiently plain for that purpose.
(1) Seize the principles of the book, and abide in them. (2) Study its prophecies, and
wait for them. (3) Learn its promises, and lean on them. (4) Ponder its precepts,
and obey them. "If ye know these things, happy are ye if ye do them."
V. 'iHB BLESSEDNESS OP THOSE WHO RIGHTLY USE THIS REVELATION. " BlesSed is
It is not difficult to see in what this blessedness consists,
he," etc. (ver. 3).
1. Such
will have a good understanding; for they will know the meaning and plan of the
2. "They will have a sure resting-place in the absolute
world's course and destiny.
certainty of the final triumph of truth and righteousness.
3. They will have a good
hope. " Looking for the mercy of the Lord Jesus Christ vmto eternal life."

come

—

6.
Salutation and song. The writer of the book again gives us his name
It is extremely unlikely, as the name John was by no means uncommon,
that any other John than the apostle would have given his name thus briefly and
without a word of explanation.' Those to whom the book was addressed are "the

Vers. 4

" John."

seven Churches which are in Asia."
It does not lie within our province here to
inquire whether these seven Churches are selected from others, " to symbolize the whole
Church of God."
rather regard them as indicating the circle over which the
influence of the Apostle John was chiefly felt, from his home at Ephesus.
They range
over about one-third of the district of Asw., called Asia Minor, not far from its western
sea-board.' There is a separate letter for each of the Churches, which are distinct in
their formation, responsibility, danger, duty, and fault.
But what precedes these letters,
and also what follows them, is for the whole of them, that they may read, hear,.keep,
and transmit to those that should follow after. We have in these three verses
I.
SALUTATION. Here is evidently an outbreathing of holy love. But in what
Ught are we to regard it? Is it the aged apostle himself expressing his own fervent
desires that grace and peace may rest upon the seven Churches ? or does he pen these
words by commission of the Holy Ghost, as Heaven's own benediction? Exegetically,
either view is tenable.
Dootrinally, both would undoubtedly be included, since the
actual difference between the two resolves itself into this if the words were suggested

We

A

:

The Parousia,' by Eev. J. Stuart Eussell, D.D., 2nd edit., 1887. In the ' Popular Commentary on the New Testament," edited by Dr. Sohaff, the ' Commentary on the Eevelation,' by Dr. Milligan, will be found worthy of careful study, especially
his introduction,
his interpretation of the mysterious number 666, and of the thousand years' reign
though
we cannot think Dr. Milligan as sucoeesful in building up his own views as he is in
demolishing those of others. A recent work, entitled ' The Book of Revelation,' by
Dr
Israel P. Warren, of Portland, Me., U.S. (1886), has an admirable introduction
on the
aim of the Apooalypae.
That venerable and wise expositor, the Eev. Principal David
Brown, D.D., has commenced (Oct. 1889) a series of paperj on the Aprcalypse, in
th«
'

;

Expositor.
'

Of. Dr. Lee's 'Introduction to the Eevelatlon,' § 1.

• Of.

'The Seven Golden

Candlesticks,'

by Dr. Tristram.
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would be the Holy Ohost that commissioned him thus to write if they were
prompted by his own apostolic fervour, it would be the Holy Ghost who stirred in him
thus to feel; either way, therefore, the outbreathing is the result of a Divine
inbreathing. This greeting to believers resolves itself into two parts. 1. Here are great
blessings specified.
They are two. (1) Grace. It is one of the most interesting
historical features of early Christianiiy, and one of the most striking evidences that
with it a new life dawned in the world, that from the very beginning of the Christian
era there are both new epitaphs over the pious dead, and new benedictions for those
who are living. This is an illustration. The word " grace," though a translation of
• w<*d that was common enough in the Greek language (xip'O, yc* puts on a vastly
to him, it

;

grander meaning as soon as ever it is applied in distinctively Christian thought. The
writings of the Apostle Paul had given it a sublimity before unknown. The word is
used a hundred times in his Epistles, but only six times by John. Yet, in his use of
it, it conveys a world of meaning (John i. 14, 16, 17; 2 John 3; ch. i. 4; xxii. 21).
(2) Peace. Another word which, as light from Christ and his cross shines upon it, has
a beauty not its own (John xiv. 27 ; xvi. 33 xx. 19, 21, 26 ; cf. also Eph. ii. 14 ; Col.
There is a peace (a) possessed, (6) made, (c) imparted and sustained
i. 20 ; Phil. iv. 7).
—peace with God peace in God ; peace of conscience ; peace in hope. 2. The Divine
origin of these blessings is here named. They come from the Trinity in Unity. The
doctrine, of the Trinity is never taught in Scripture as an ontological abstraction, but
a glorious reality for faith to accept and life to receive.* (1) From the Father. " Prom
;

;

—

The great I am eternally selfis, and which was, and who is coming."
and yet who is, as it were, ever moving forward, unrolling on the page of
history his unfinished and unfinishable Name. (2) Prom the Holy Ghost represented
here in bis sevenfold majesty, as the Source of the manifold energy which streams from
the eternal throne. (3) Prom the Lord Jesus, as (a) a Testifier of the truth from
heaven, (6) the Beginaer of the new realm of life, (c) the King of kings. Here are
truth, life, power.
The sovereignty of the world is Christ's. In him only are the
temporal and spiritual authority rightly and effectively joined. How rich and full is
this salutation
If such blessings come from such a Source, then they are (1) sure,
Thus we
(2) constant, (3) eternal, (4) personal, (5) beyond the reach of allen_ forces.
are brought within sight of another theme for meditation, though it is not possible for
us here to enlarge thereon ; viz. the real endowment and large wealth of the Chvu'ch
of God.
II. A SONG or PBAiSE.
The apostlej ere he launches forth on the disclosures which
have been made to him, seems to give relief to his overburdened soul in the rapturous
words of the fifth verse. He would have all believers join with him in one united
chorus of gladsome thanksgiving. In expounding this song, let us first examine the
Again and again do
1. The basis of the song.
basis of it, and then its contents.
prophet and psalmist invite us to " sing unto the Lord." Apostles oft bid us " rejoice
in the Lord." But people will not, cannot sing joyously, unless there be something to
make them glad, and thus to inspire the song. The basis of this song is twofold
" Loosed
(o) Evil removed.
(1) There has been a great work effected. A double work,
us from our sins " (so Revised Version). The burden of sin and guilt once rested heavily.
The guilt is cancelled by a forgiving word, the sin cleansed by purifying grace. And
" by his blood."
this has been done at no less a cost than the sacrifice of himself
Blood. Not the material fluid. Even the Levitical Law should raise our thoughts above
that.
"The blood thereof, which is the life thereof" (Lev. xvii. 11, 14). The blood
He came
of Christ is so precious because of the life in laying down which it was shed.
and stood in our place, and, by bearing our burdens and atoning for our guilt, acquired
a perfect right to loose the penitent for ever from his load. (J) Privilege bestowed,
" He made us to be a kingdom." The pardoned and renewed souls form a new creation
" Priests." Every believer
of redeeming grace the kingdom of heaven upon earth.
He stands, as it were, between a world that knows not God, and
is a priest unto God.
him whom to know is life that so he may point the way, yea, lead the wanderer
home; that he may plead with him for God, and plead with God for him; ^thus
(2) There is a lovi
fulfilling the truly priestly function of helping man Godward.
*anstantly vouchsafed. "Unto him that loveth us (ti? iyoTSvTi) " (Revised Version),
>
Bee a great sermon on this theme in Huntington's ' Christian Believing and Living.*
him which
existent,

:
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The love which resteth on helievers abideth evermore.
effected is complete.
perpetually an object of redeeming love may well move the heart to joy, and
tune the lips to song I But what will the song be? Let us notice : 2. The contents
As
see at once that it is a song of praise to the Lord Jesus Christ.
of the song.
the blessings descend from him and through him, so shall the praises of helievers rise
"To him be
to him. (1) The hyiumr of achieving all this good is attributed to him.
The work

To be

We

the glory"

—

all

the glory.

"Nothing bronght him from above,
Nothing but redeeming love."
could, as Creator, have blotted man out of being for his transgressions, and have
brought nobler souls into life. But no ; he rushed to our rescue, and gave up his lif«
He did all the work, and of it he shall hear the glory. (2) The
to ensure our own.
" And the dominion (t^ Kpi/tos)."
The word
tverlasiing royalty is ascribed to him.
Hflre all three are
means one or more of three things strength, sway, victory.

He

—

included. Infinite might is his, who spoiled principalities and powers, and triumphed
over them in himself. The sway of souls is his. He who died for them and he alone
is worthy to rule them.
To this end Chvist both died, and rose, and revived, that
he might be Lord. And the ultimate victory shall be his. " He must reign, till he
hath put all enemies under his feet." It seems as if this song were the gladsome echo
of the words, " the Euler of the kings of the earth." For to this royalty of the Son of
God the believer responds in triumphant jubilation. The will of the saved one is not
only in entire acquiescence therewith, but he could not endure the thought of the
Tea,
world's sovereignty being anywhere else than in the hands of the Son of God.
more, it is the thought of this sovereignty of Christ that makes his heart swell with
noblest joy. For only those pierced hands can be trusted to guide earth's chariotwheels. Only he who died for man shall by man be owned as Lord. Only this will
be his fitting recompense for Calvary's woes, that the royal diadem encircling his brow
shall be there amid the hallelujahs and praise of those whom he has redeemed,
pardoned, sanctified, and glorified 1 How vast will the " gathering of the people be " I
How ecstatic their cry, " Crown him, crown him, King ol kings and Lord of lords " I

—

—

Ver. 7.
The outlook : the second coming of our Lord?- There are one or two more
introductory themes presented to us, before we are fairly launched on the exposition of
the visions and scenery of this book. In this verse we have a summing up of its
specific outlook.
The apostolic seer beholds the Son of man enthroned in heaven, and
unfolds, in symbol, the movements on earth till the Lord returns again.
Hence the
view which bounds the scene is this " he cometh."
propose in this homily to set
forth the place which the New Testament assigns to the second coming of Christ, in
its relation to the Divine dispensations, to the faith and life of the Church, and to the
outlook of the world.
hope, in doing so, to avoid some evils which have given us
much concern, and which seriously impede the preparation of the Church for her Lord's
return.
must not, in thinking of our Saviour's coming again, be led to think of
him as now absent from his Church in such sense as to leave her lonely, helpless, and
forlorn.
He is not only near his Church, but in it the Holy Ghost is her Comforter.
She is not desolate ^the real presence is in the heart of every believer, in the
assemblies of the saints, and at the feast of the Holy Communion. Nor must we let
our attention bo taken off from the responsibilities our Lord has entrusted to us, by
any of the interminable and profitless disputes as to the day or the hour of his appearing.
It may be questioned whether the evil one ever used a more powerful engine for
perplexing and injuring the Church, than by dragging her into disputes of days and
years, and so far taking off her attention from the words, " Be ye ready."
Nor will it
accord with the demands of our Lord on our fidelity if we allow ourselves to drift into
the notion that the world is getting worse and worse, that the gospel is meant to be
a failure, that the great work of winning the globe for Christ will never be done by any
missionaiy effort, but will be brought about by the reappearing of our Lord.
have
no scriptural warrant for any such conclusion, and we regard it as a most lamentably

—
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We

We

—

—
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arrangement of passages on the second coming of our Lord
by Bev. J. B. Russell, D.D., 2nd edit. (Fieher Unwin).
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•aoceisfal temptation of the devil to lure the Chnrch of God awayfrom throwing all
her energy to the task of preaching the gospel to every creature. We may not think
<tf the coming of Ohrist as if it were to effect the new creation of God's grace, or to
huild the temple of th« Lord. That is being done now. Christ will come biscause the
harvest of earth is ripe, and when it is ripe. Eis work will be that of judgment. He
will come, not to assume his sovereignty, bnt to reveal it to an unbelieving world and
to an exultant and victorious Church. There are nine views which we may take of the
reappearing of our Lord.
I. Thm asooND coMma is thb next obeat event in the detelofment of the
Divine dispensations. There are three points on which Old and New Testament
prophecy bids us fix our gaze, all gathering round the word " coming : " the Bedeemer
IS " the Coining One
" coming in weakness to suffer ; " " coming in the energy of his
;
Spirit to create and build up and consummate the Church " " coming in sublime
manifestation to judge the world." All is, however, in the scriptural view, an unbroken
unity the working out of a Divine plan, not an evolution of blind force. Our Lord,
in the discourse to his disciples recorded
the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew,
speaks of two events then in view one, the destruction of Jerusalem ; another, the
end of the world. Of the former he says, " This generation shall not pass till all these
things be fulfilled." Of the latter, " Of that day and hour knoweth no man," etc. And
the latter is " the end of the age." When Peter spake on the Day of Pentecost, he
declared that the outpouring of the Holy Ghost began on that day, as spoken of by
Joel, ushering in, as it were, a period which was bounded in the far distance by " the
day of the Lord." And so throughout the Epistles, " the day of Christ," " that day,"
'* the day
of the Lord," is uniformly the far point beyond which none can peer, and
for which all things are waiting (of. Acts i. 11 ; Phil. i. 10 ; 2 Tim. i. 12)—" looking
"
basting unto," " waiting for the manifestation of the sons of God."
for,"

"—

—

—

II.

It

is

an event which

is

m

even now on the way.

He

is

coming

(?px«Toi).

He

as it were, moving towards us every moment. Not as if nothing were being done
now, nor as if there were even a pause for a while. Not as if it were indifferent to us until
Not so—not so
certain signs meet our eye which tell that the end is close upon us.
Ee is coming. He is actually on the way. The train of
is the meaning of the text.
events which will bring him to us has long ago begun to move ; and oaly, only as we
recognize this do we understand the meaning of the dispensation under which we live.
Of old, whether men knew it or not, every event was made subservient to the first
appearing ; and now every event is being so guided and controlled as to prepare the way
for the second.
Not a moment is being lost.
and unknowable.
III. Though cebtain as, to fact, it is unknown as to time
"Of that day and hour knoweth no man ;" "It is not for you to know the times and
the seasons, which the Father hath put in his own power." Ever since the beginning
of the Christian age there have been ever and anon men who have professed, by
calculations of prophetic time, to assign dates for this or that ; but again and again have
When even such a one as Dr. Gumming* was obliged to own
their systems failed.
that if he could tell when the twelve hundred and sixty years began, he could tell
when they would end, but that he must confess that the former was a mere conjecture,
who does not see the filtility of thus wasting time in the attempt to reveal what our
Lord meant to conceal ? There are manifestly high and holy ends to be served in this
concealment. Did we know the precise moment when all things are to come to a
stand, such knowledge would bring them to confusion. Besides, the texts in Mark
44 are decisive on this point.
xiii. 35 and Matt. xxiv. 36
IV. There will bk signs which will pbbobde the coming of the Lobd. Prom
those convulsions of nations, etc., of which many make so much, we gather no light,
since they are to mark the entire duration of this ..dispensation, and hence neither of
them can be taken as a sign of its immediate close. Nor will there be any change in
the dsdly movements of men, any more than there was in the days of Noah, " until the
flood came, and took them all away." True, " the heavens and the earth which are now,
are reserved unto fire," etc. ; but that fire will be one of the accompaniments of the
second coming, not a sign to precede it. ITie sign which will indicate the approaching
end will be the ripening alike of tares and wheat bad and good. The bad will get
is,

—

—

—

>

Ib • The Great Tribulation.'
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Both will ripen.
worse, and the good will get better.
thrust in the sickle because the harvest is ripe.
v.

When

the Lobd

1—3; Col. iii.
" weary man and
iii.

4,

Then the

end.

[oh.

The

1.

1—20

angel will

he will appbab in his globy. (Matt. xxv. 31 ; 1 John
he is;" of. also Heb. ix. 28, "Without sin.") Not as a
of woes," but in majesty and might, " with great power and
(X)me8,

"As

full

glory."

VI. The second coming will close the pbobation op the eaob.^ This preeent
time is " the day of salvation" (Isa. xlix. 8; 2 Cor. vi. 2), during which "whosoever
Ere it closes, we
shall call on the Name of the Lord shall be saved " (Acts ii. 21).
cannot doubt that, in some state of being or other, every soul will have been brought
into direct contact with the Saviour for acceptance or rejection, so that when the
Saviour comes men will give account to One who has all things in readiness for judging
the living and the dead (1 Pet. iv. 5, 6). And as has been the soul's attitude towards
How can it be otherwise
Christ, according thereto will be the sentence trom him.
(cf. Matt, vii.)?
VII. The second comino will be foe judgment. This word "judgment " means
;
very much and the judgment-period may be as long as " the day of salvation " and we
have long thought that in these two positions is the clue to the solution of the difficulties of the millenarian controversy.
For the righteous it will mean manifestation,
For the wicked it will mean manifestation, condemnation,
vindication, glorification.
shame. Both are Included in Paul's description in 2 Thess. i. 7 10. Hence the earth
wiU " wail because of him."
:

—

Vin. The second coming is consequently the "blessed hope" of the Chuech,
AND THE DBEAD OP THE GUILTY. (Tltus ii. 13.) Tiiis js emphatically " the hope
is so repeatedly referred to in the New Testament ; it is the distinctive feature of
the Christian's faith (1 Thess. iv. 14 18). But guilt dreads it.

which

—

The second coming op ouk Lobd fob awabd oe punishment casts a hue all
its own on the meaning and outlook of our daily life (Matt. xxv. 1
30 1 John ii.
28 2 Pet. iiL 14 2 Cor. v. 10 Horn. xiv. 9—12 Matt. vii. 21—27 1 Cor. iii. 13—15).
IX.
;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

This this is the intensely practical end which the disclosures of our Lord's reappeariiig
are intended to serve.
Not that we may dispute with one another who has the most
exact calculation as to the day, the hour, the how ; but that our only rivalry may be,
who shall be most faithful in doing the work of the day in the day, and thereby best
prove himself to be ready, ever ready, let the Lord come whenever he may ! Of little
worth will it be to any to know the moment, unless at the moment they are ready to
in unto the King. Only as we are ready can we say from the heart, " Even so, come,
fo
!
lOrd Jesus

Ver. 8.
The august Speaker declaring his Name from the throne. One theme alone
remains before we enter on the visions of this book. Ere we are told what is said, we
have once more to be assured Who says it? An all-important question, on the answer
to which the value of what follows entirely depends, inasmuch as the Speaker declares
himself, as if it were from him that the revelation proceeds, and as if it were from his
lips that the words went forth.' This being the case, since, according to the first verse,
the Lord Jesus Christ is he who receives the revelation, and who, as the Mediator
between God and man, is the channel through which it reaches us, we seem shut up
to the conclusion that the words in the eighth verse are those of the Almighty Father
himself (see Alford, in he). As such we now propose to study them. They set him
before us in four aspects.
" I am the Alpha and the Omega, saith the
I. In his sublime self-existence.
Lord God." The A and the a. These letters, being the first and last of the Greek
alphabet, enclose, as it were, all the rest. These words should be compared with Isa.
xU. 4; xliii. 10; xliv. 6. Note also the iyi «'|ni, the pronoun declaring the personality
of the Speaker ; and the verb being that which indicates being, not becoming. The
precision of the Apostle John in the distinctive use of these two verbs is remarkable
There is no " coming to be " in the Divine nature. He only
(see John i. 1
14).
The I AM that I am. Note: In these words is the standing and sufficient
"is."

—

—
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answer to the cbai^e of anthropomorpUsm in Bible r^resentations of God. But it
will not be adequately profitable for ub merely to admire the sublimity of the words we
must also set forth their vastness of meaning< What, then, do they import ? The
Most High is the A and the n, enclosing all. Then 1. All space is enclosed in his
;

:

infinite presence.
ts

(Ps. exxxix.)

no passing away.

He

but

All time it included in his endless age. With him
Events, as they move on, pass beneath hia eye.

2.

is.

"All thou dost make

lies like a lake
Beneath thine infinite eye.
Tears on years, and all appears
Save God, to die."

AU

events are encompassed hy hi* chamgeless, boundless Being. The (1) origin, the
(2) progress, the (3) issue of each one, are perfectly known to him. 4. All created
beings are supported im the hxMhigs of his power. The " hollow of his hand " contains
them. 5. All history, from the beginning of creation to the consummation of all things,
Scripture speaks of a beginning (Gen. i. 1).
is encircled by his Spirit.
It also speaks
of an end (1 Cor. xv. 24). With God is neither beginning nor end. The beginning
and the ending which are enclosed within the limits of Divine revelation do but
occupy, as it were, one instant of Jehovah's being ! At a glance he surveys the whole.
" Which is to come." Here, it must be
II. In hib snBLiME self-manifestation.
noted, is a verb, not of becoming, but of movement (cf. margin, 6 ipxi/ievos).
is
the Coining One? The Lord Jesus is, in both the Old and New Testaments, " he that
Cometh," and in the entire scope of Revelation his coming is regarded as a unity a fivefold one : by the angel of his presence, to the patriarchs ; by his Spirit, to the prophets
by his incarnation, to suffer; by Pentecostal gifts, to inaugurate his kingdom; and by
his indwelling with the Church, to complete it ; and hereafter by his reappearing, to
consummate it. Yet in the text the Almighty Father speaks of himself as "the
Coming One." It is even so. The Father is perpetually carrying on the process of
a self-revelation to the world ; and it is by the Lord Jesus Christ and his work that the
Father is revealed. There is a ceaseless outgoing of the infinite energy. "
Father
In this the Father is : 1. Always moving and enerworketh hitherto, and I work."
3. Always controlling events so as to ensure determined
gizing.
2. Always advancing.
6. Always bringing things out
issues.
4. Always revealing himself more and more.
This this is the sublime outlook for
to light ; judging, administering, all in equity.
Each as it rolls on will open up some new phase of the mysteries
this and every age.
of Providence, and in so doing will disclose some new letter in the unfinished and
imfinishable Name I
" Saith the Lord God (x^€«)." This
III. As HB WHO IS sow SPBAKINO TO MAN.
is one of those utterances which compel us to form some theory of the origin and
authority of this Book of Revelation. An utterance of some well-known and selfevident truth, which is known to be true, whoever may say it, will allow of almost
any theory of authorship without vitally affecting the value of the words themselves.
But it is not so here. The words of this verse are distinctly declared to be Divine.
And as such they must be regarded, until adequate reason to the contrary is shown.
The claim they make cannot be too reverently treated, if it be valid ; nor too sternly
The high and holy
are not left in uncertainty.
rejected, if it be otherwise.
Their grandeur
elevation of the words is utterly inconsistent with invalidity of claim.
is like that ot the words of the Lord Jesus, which create the faith they require, and
The words are of God. Then they are authoritative.
sustain the faith they create.
The question of authority in religion is much disputed nowadays. But there are
three kinds of authority which will be admitted must be as long as the world stands.
2. The authority of superior
1. The authority of intrinsic and self-evident truth.
knowledge. 3. The authority of rightful supremacy. It is the third kind which
The Lord God speaks : then the words must be authoritative, beyond
exists here.*
8.

Who

—

My

—

We

—

dispute.

IV.

As HE WHO, BY ANNOrmCINa HIMSELF AS THE SPEAKKB, CALLS FOB OUB ATTEN-

This attention and reverent regard should be shown in: 1. Listening. 2.
See a pamphlet on ' Is the Authority of the Church Divine f ' by the present writer
(Hodder and Stoughton).
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4. Trusting promise, finding in the attribute of
Studying.
8. Obeying precept.
abnightrnesa • Divine and infimte pledge that not one thing will fail of all that the
Lord hath spoken. With a sense of holy awe, let ns now await the visions which are
to be opened up to us, and hearken to the words which the heavenly Speaker will
address to the Churches.

We

may divide our Saviour's
Vers. 9—19.
The Baviour'$ revelation of himself.
There are (1) the
teaching about himself into three parts, in chronological order.
words which he uttered in the days of his flesh, before his Passion ; (2) those which he
spake during the forty days after his resurrection, and (3) those which came from
As stage succeeded stage, the
heaven to the aged apostle when in exile at Patmos.
words became richer in glory. During the forty days after the Resurrection, the
teachings concerning himself were in advance of those which preceded it (cf. Luke zxiv.
" to the exile were greater than all the rest.
And those on " the Lord's
46, 47).
What a Lord's day that was for the prisoner ! Many would gladly share John's
banishment if then heaven were brought so near. Let us reverently study the paragraph
before us.
In it we have a vision, a touch, a word.
" I saw . . . one like unto the Son of man." Where * " In the
VISION.
L
midst of the seven candlesticks." In accordance with Old Testament symbolism, and
the use of the figure here, the meaning is " that the Saviour was beheld in the midst
of the Churches." His countenance was familiar, although it gleamed with a splendour
which was concealed on earth, save when to the favoured three he was transfigured on
the mount.
His face did shine as the sun (ver. 16). He had about the breasts a
golden girdle ^the mark of royal state, and the emblem of dignifi^ed repose. His head
and his hairs were white as white wool, signifying his prerogatives of majesty and
glory.
His eyes were as a flame of fire, piercing men through and through, bumiug up
all hypocritical pretence.
His feet like uuto burnished brass, symbolizing firmness,
might, and splendour. His voice was of unutterable majesty, as the sound of many
waters. In his right hand seven stars, holding those who have the place of responsibility in his Church, in the place of security, honour, and renown.
The overseers of
the Churches are Christ's special care. Out of his mouth went a sharp sword. The
sword of the living Word, which, with its diacritic power, is two-edged. It would not
accord with the reverence due to our glorified Lord to attempt to transfer to canvas
the symbols here employed. Bather is it for us to apprehend, spiritually, the meaning
of each, and transfer that to our heart and conscience.
And if this be done wisely and
reverently, our eyes will see " the King in his beauty."
II.
TOUCH. Although there is no reason to suppose that the Lord appeared in the
" I fell at
fulness of his glory to John, yet the vision was more than he could bear.
his feet as one dead."
It is in mercy to us that so much of the glory of the Saviour
is concealed from us.
could no more bear to see it in its fulness than our eyes
could bear to gaze on the splendours of the noonday sun. Hence it is a necessity for
us that as yet we should see only as through a glass, darkly. But in the case of the
apostle, the fact of his being so overpowered by the disclosure was the occasion for
a fresh display of Divine tenderness in a touch of love. " He laid his right hand upon
me," etc. There was in this touch an assurance of Divine regard, in spite of the
apostle's sense of his own unworthiness.
There was an expression of love. There was
an impartation of power, which revived and recruited the drooping and exhausted
frame.
If Jesus is apart from us, we are soon overpowered.
But if he comes with
a vivifying touch, making us feel how truly we belong to him, and how closely we are
bound up with the dearest interests of his heart, this revives us.
live again.
can look up anew, and wait joyfully for the sound of his voice.
III.
WOKD. This is twofold. 1. Of commission. (Vers. 11, 19.) For remarks on
the seven Churches, see homilies on ch. ii. and iii. 2. Of revelation. This is a marvellously comprehensive revealing of the glory of our Lord.
It includes five disclosures.
" I am the First." Here the Lord Jesus identifies
(1) What he was from eternity.
himself with the living God who spake by the prophets. There cannot be two firsts 1
He who is the First is Jehovah, Lord of hosts. Jesus is the First. Therefore Jesus
Ere suns or stars were made, ere the angel-hands were
is the one living and true God.
created, ever, ever had the Son of God existed in the eternal recesses of the infinite
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We are here taught: (2) What he hecame in time. "I was dead;" Greek,
became dead." Into this new experience he entered by means of his incarnation in
human form. As man, he died. The infinitely strange experience of dying became
his, by reason of the humiliation to which he" stooped and of the sorrows beneath
which he groaned. (3) What he was when John saw him. " The Living One." He
was no more in the hold of death. He had come out victoriously on the other side,
and had left death behind him for ever and for ever. The life of the Lord Jeaus
cannoi be derived, or he would not- be " the First." He lives and gives life. " He is
the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever." '« I am alive for evermore." (4) What
office he holds. " I have the keys of Hades and of death." ^ The word " Hades " means
the realm of departed spirits. " Death " is the passage thereto. Over both Christ has
supreme controL He has the " keys." •' The spacious world unseen is his." All the
departed dead are under the sway of the Lord Jesus. His mediatorial kingdom is far
more there than Jiere. At his own time Hades and death will both cease to be. And,
note: (5) The Saviour discloses what he will be at "the end." "I am the Last."
"He shall give up the kingdom toGtod,even the Father," aixd thus close his mediatorial
work yet then, then, he still will be the everlasting Son of the Father 1 3. 0/ cheer.
" Fear not." Christ demands reverence but he would not have us dread him. He
would not terrify us. But that sublime and transcendent greatness which would crush
us if wielded by power alone, becomes, in the sway of his tender love, a refuge and
pavilion in which we can hidel What can we not entrust to such a Redeemer? We
can run no risk when we are in his keeping. We know whom we have believed, and
we are persuaded that he is able to keep that which we have committed to him against
age!

"

I

;

;

that day.
Ver. 18.— 2%e extent of the Saviow'i mediatorial dominion.* As we pursue our
studies of the Divine messages to the seven Churches, we shall find that our Lord
addresses himself in some one distinctive aspect of his character and work to each

Church, in accordance with the main burden of the letter which is to follow. But ere
the letters to the separate Churches begin, our Lord makes an announcement respecting
his mediatorial glory, which is of equal application to all the Churches, wherever they
may be, and whatever may be their spiritual condition. It is this, "I have the keys of
Eades and of death." We will inquire
It is
I. What is the pkebogativb which oub Lokd here dbclabeb to be his?
evident that there is some office of authority indicated by the word " keys." Keys are
the symbol of authority, the token of office (cf. ch. iii. 7).
The authority of our
Saviour is here said to be over " Hades " not over " hell," the region of the bad ; but
over Hades, the realm of the departed, good or bad. Both. The word " Hades " carries
with it no moral significance at all, except as the connection in which it is used gives
The authority of our Saviour is over " death " also.
it a moral aspect (Luke xvi. 23).
This is, as it were, the gate opening to the invisible realm. The meaning of the words
Death is the last step, the
is that our Saviour has entire control over human destiny.
one out of this life. Hades is the realm in which the departed are. All mankind, at
death, pass into " the spacious world unseen." They go over " to the majority." To
Over the realm itself, and the entrance to it,
this realm death is the entrance-gate.
Christ has the supreme control the " keys " hang at his girdle. Let us indicate a few
1. The Ume of ths departure of every individual from
of the details of this doctrine.
Christ gives us our moments, and withdraws
this world is under Christ's control.
them. And when our time has come, ready or not ready, through the strange avenue
2. The entrance of a spirit into the invisible realm is under
of death we must go.
Christ's control.
In this unknown ' region there are two great moral divisions, even as
here.
There is no confusion of souls. The believer departs to be " with Christ " (Phil.
;

—

See a great sermon by John Howe, ' On the Kedeemer's Dominion over the Invisible
;
' and Eev. George Steward's ' Mediatorial Sovereignty.'
' See a sermon by tlie present writer on Matt. xvi. 18, in <To the Light through the
Cross ' (Dickinson).
* So tlie etymology of the word "Hades" indicate*.
See an able article thereon by Di,
Craven, in Lange's ' Commentary.'
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the unbelieving and ungodly, to " torments." * Their spirit carries with it its
and unrest. All are under Christ's sway. He is Lord of the dead and of the
living.
The state of any spirit in the invisible world will be according to its attitude
with reference to the Lord Jesus Christ. 3. Every believer will be, in Eades, as much
in the guardianship of Christ a$ when on earth. " Christ died for us, that whether we
wake or sleep, we should live together with him." 4. During the entire period until
the cornpletion of the mediatorial kingdom, the Redeemer will have sole authority in
Hades. To this end he died, and rose, and re-lived. 5. At the time appointed by the
Bodies shall rise,
Lord Jesus, the gates of both death and Hades shall be reopened.
All must stand before the
spirits shall put on the new and mysterious vesture.
All
tribunal of Christ, to receive through the body the things done (2 Cor. v. 10).
Death and Hades vdll no longer exist
this tiie Lord Jesus will direct and control.
!
(ch. XX. 14). The great separation-day shall have come ; and as men hear the " Come
or " Depart " will heaven or hell be theirs I But at every stage in the advance of souli
1.

23)

own

;

sin

!

Lord of all
II. The Lobd Jbsub Cheist fittingly holds an office bo sublimb.*
L 2%e
right to do so is his.
(1) Aa the eternal Son of God, all creation is his dominion. And
by virtue of his supreme and eternal sovereignty over all, he must be the Head of the
human race, as well as of every other order of created beings. But if he be the Head
of our race, by eternal, native right, he must sustain such relationship to it in every
stage of its existence.
Be it so that this mysterious invisible realm of departed spirits
would not have existed except as the result of the Fall; be it so that it is a part of the
mischief which has smitten our race; yet, that such a state does exist is the clear
teaching of Scripture, and that Christ is Lord of it is in accord with what we know of
his position in the universe for in all things he has become the Pre-eminent One.
(2)
He has also an acquired right as the Son of man, owing to his death-struggle on behalf
humanity,
of
in which he spoiled principalities and powers.
Who else should sway
man in the unseen realms, but he who died for men? How long will it be ere
believers apprehend the vastness of the mediatorial dominion of the Lord Jesus ?
He
is Lord both of the dead and of the living
(3) It is an appointmerit of God the Father,
that in all stages of man's being the Lord Jesus should have dominion over him.
Who can read John vi. 37 40 without seeing that there is a great entrustment made
ever to our Lord as Mediator ? This entrustment, according to John xvii. 2, is twofold,
(a) He has power over aU flesh.
(6) He gives eternal life to those who are
made over to him. We know not, indeed, Christ's method of governing souls between
death and the resurrection. What we know not now we shall know hereafter. It is
enough for us that Christ rules all, and will do, till the end. 2. Those attributes are
his that Jit him for such sway.
He knows (o) the Father's plans,
(1) Omniscience.
(b) what is in man, (c) the appointed time for the consummation, (d) how to bring it
about with unfailing certainty. (2) Omnipotence is his. He is able to keep us from
falling, and to present us faultless before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy.
He is all-sufficient. (3) Faithfulness. The great trust which he so perfectly comprehends, and is so able to fulfil, will find his faithfulness equal to his knowledge and
power. His own self-sacrifice for the Church is guarantee of this. (4) He is the
Living One.
He is " the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever." He has an
unchangeable priesthood, and is able to save to the uttermost because he ever liveth.
III. The doctrine of the text is of infinite valde to ub.
1. Let us in faith
and love adore him who makes the majestic daim of ruling life and death. 2. We
have hare a due to thi wondrous mystery of human existence. In a lecture reported
to have been delivered in tlie Senate House, Cambridge, on Wednesday, May 26, 1880,
by Dr. Humphiy, Professor of Anatomy, on the topic, ' Man, Pre-historic, Present, and
Future,' the lecturer closed with the fiallowing words: "After all, to the burning

Christ

is

1

;

!

—

'

Luko

xvi. 23.

See Qrimm's

'

New

Testament Lexicon,' under the words

oSjis

and

ic\«j

(Dr. Thayer's edit., 1888).
' John Howe has an incomparable sermon
on this theme, entitled, 'The Eedeemer'i
Dominion over the Invisible World.' Dt. Warren remarks, " At his resurrection, Jesus had
come from that world, aud had carried away its keys; in other words, hai abolished it."
But the abolition of Hndes does not take place till we reach the scenes described in

ch. XX. 11
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questions, whence? and where? whence comest thou, O man, and whither dost thou
go? to which it might have been expected, by those who do not fully know theii
difficulties, that I should make, as regards the body at least, some answer, I am compelled to reply that we find ourselves simply floating on the streams of time.
SiifBcient for the day must be the knowledge thereof.
Whether we peer fore or aft,
it is

We are still

obscurity.

" ' Children crying in the night,
Children crying for the light.
but a cry.*

And with no language

science is compelled to leave off, the Saviour begins. And our faith, weaned
from those who confess they know nothing, is transferred to him who is the Light of
the world.
3. In regard to questions which still remain unanswered, we have perfect
rest in Jesus.
4. We have abounding comfort concerning the death of helievers, a/nd
entire peace as concerns our own.
The writer was preaching from this text in the
north of London, thirty years ago. A Christian lady was present who had been all
her lifetime subject to bondage, through fear of death. The theme led the preacher
to dilate on the guardianship of Christ over departed souls. The fearful one heard, was
soothed, and on going home said, "Oh! my dread of death is gone. I liave no fear
now. Whenever my Father calls me, I am ready " That night she was seized with
a fit, and passed away. " Absent from the body, at home with the Lord." Finally,
it is in this direction that the great difBculties which confront us as to the ultimate
destiny of the great human family receive the only approximate solution. The great
Eedeemer's sway is over the whole race. But only a minute fraction of the race is on
earth at any one moment !
Where, where are the countless millions on millions who
have gone hence ? We can only answer They are all under Christ's sway. He is
guarding all his own with infinite love, and governing all others with absolute equity,
getting all things in readiness to judge the living and the dead.
This is all we know.
It is enough.
For fuller disclosures we can wait. As yet we could not bear to know

But where

!

more.

Christ

is

Loird of all.
" Hail to the Prince of life

and death.
keys'of death and hell t
spacious world unseen is bis,
And sovereign power becomes him weU."

Who holds the

The

Ver. 20.
The seven Churches. It does not fall to our province to inquire into the
reason why seven Churches only are here specified ; nor do we enter into the symbolism
of the number seven, nor burden ourselves with the inquiry whether these seven
Churches are supposed to represent the whole of Christendom. These and other
vexatcB questiones we leave for the student to ponder in his study.
Hints for earnest
pulpit teaching are alone our care. Historically, the seven Churches here specified did
exist at the time of the Apostle John ; they were not very far from each other, nor any
of them at any great distance from the extreme western sea-board of Asia Minor.
When studying the several letters to each Church, we shall endeavour to take note of
what was peculiar to each. Here we note only some features that were common to

them

all.

" Seven golden candleso many centres of light.
The change irom the Hebrew symbol of
a light-bearer.
a seven-branched candlestick to the Christian one of seven candlesticks is noteworthy.
In the Mosaic dispensation the Jewish Church was but one, with a priesthood at its
head. Now there is not merely a Church ; there are Churches. As the late Dean
Alford remarks, " Their mutual independence is complete. Their only union is in him
who stands in the midst of them." * Each of them, moreover, is a candlestick, or
lamp-stand. Churches exist as light-bearers. Apart from this they have no raison
d'etre.
They receive their liglit from Christ the light of truth, that they may teach,
I.

The seven Churches abb

sticks."

Each Church

is

:

Contemporary Beview, vol. xv. p. 7. See also Arohbiehop Trench's ' Commentary on
the Epi sties to the Seven Churches ; ' Dr. Tristram's ' Seven Oolden Candlesticks ;' and Canon
Tait's ' Messages to the Seven Churches.'
•
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guard, and extend it; the light of purity, that they may keep themselvefl unspotted
from the world ; the light of love, that they may gladden others therewith. Churchei
are the only institution in the world that exist solely for this purpose. Hence tb^
are composed of those who are the highest part of God's creation on earth—of thosa
who are " born again," who are " being saved." Note further that they are likened to
golden candlesticks.
see by this figure how high a value God sets on the several
Churches, which are to be the light-bearers in their several localities.
II. The seven Chukches find their centre op tjnitt in him who is in the
MIDST OF THEM. " In the midst of the seven candlesticks, one like unto the Son of man."
In him they find their oneness. To him alone are they distinctly and severally
responsible.
It is quite possible to boast cf a counterfeit independence.
The independence of isolation, the independence of self-will, and so on, have no warrant in the
Word of God. There is no Church independence sanctioned by Scripture which means
anything less, or anything else, than absolute loyalty to the Son of God, and responsibility to him alone.
At the girdle of our great High. Priest alone hang the seals of
authority and power.
On earth he has entrusted the keys of the kingdom to the
entire body of believers as a Christian priesthood j and woe be to any Church which
allows any earthly ruler to wrest them from its hands!
The events of the day are
forcing this principle to the front after it has been obscured for ages.
III. Bach Chubch has its own excellence, defect, danger, and duty.
So
we find it with Ephesus, Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardis, and Laodicea. Two only are
imrebuked Smyrna and Philadelphia. Thus the state of things in the entire Church
of Christ may be compared to that in a vessel built in water-tight compartments,
where, though there may be a leakage in one part, the others may be sound.
see
this in several Churches even now.
One may be loyal to its Lord, and another not so.
One may be losing its first love, and another may be all on fire. One may have a
great reputation, and yet be dead.
Another may be in poverty, and yet be rich in
faith.
One Church may be fast asleep, another may be abounding in every good

We

—

We

work.
IV.

The Saviour,

in

the midst of the Churches, manifests himself to each

ITS OWN SPIRITUAL STATE.
To Ephesus, as " he that walketh
in the midst "
to survey, to mark, to correct.
To Smyrna, as " the Living One " to
give the crown of life.
'J'o Pergamos, as "he that hath the sharp sword"
to sever
and to smite. To Thyatira, as " he whose eyes are like a flame of fire " ^to see through
and through, and to burn up evil. To Sardis, as " he that hath the seven SjjiritB of
God" to quicken the Church from death. To Philadelphia, as " he that hath the key
of David " ^to open to the faithful the temple of God. To Laodicea, as " the Faithful
and True Witness " to undeceive them in their sluggish conceit. Thus our Lord will
be to his Churches according to what they are. And if there be a nominal Church
which is not doing its Lord's work, it will certainly not have its existence prolonged
for the sake of its own.

church ACCOEDiNa TO

—

— —

—

—

—

—

V. Whatever mat be a Church's difficulties, our Lord expects it to overcome. Not one of the letters to the seven Churches gives us the slightest reason to
suppose that the adverse force might be so strong that any Church whatever would be

succumbing to it. There is abundance of power, of love, and of faithfulness in Christ to sustain any Church under any trial whatsoever.

justified in

a Church's fidelity or otherwise, so will be its destiny.
Church will be judged, chastised, and possibly swept away. If
faithful, her Lord will set before her an open door, and no one can shut it.
Note
1. Churches have nothing to fear except from their own sluggishness and inaptness to
meet the demands of their age. No artificial help can, in the long-run, perpetuate
a dead Church ; no artificial aid is needed for a living and faithful one. 2. There must
not only be an overcoming on the part of a Church if it is to be continued, but also
a personal overcoming on the part of each individual, if he is ultimately to share his
Lord's victory. Let us not forget that just as a Church may be dead though a few
in it are alive, so individual souls may be dead even where, as a whole, the Church
is alive.
The Lord is commg. Every one of us shall give account of himself. Every
man shall bear his own burdoL
VI. According to

If unfaithful, the
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
"The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him."
belongs to the Holy Scriptures, and is peculiar to them. None of the
Qreek writers use it in the sacred sense which we always associate with it. And this
is not to be wondered at, for they had naught to tell with any authority on those
profound questions with which it is the province of revelation to deal, and upon which
the mind of man yearns for light. But when that light first flashed upon men, no
wonder that tbey spoke of its manifestation as an unveiling, as an apocalypse, as a
And the record of that revelation is our Bible. The word has become so
revelation.
familiar to us that we are apt to forget that the unveiling implies a previous veiling,
and that both the one and the other fact sug;;est questions, not merely of great
Therefore let us
interest, but of much and practical importance to every one of us.
consider
The writer of the Book of Proverbs affirms that
I. The veiling in the past.
" It is the glory of God to conceal a thing; " and undoubtedly God did see fit for long
ages to bide from the knowledge of men not a little of that which he afterwards
was pleased to reveal. So that those dark days of old St. Paul called " the times
of ignorance," and adds the too much forgotten and most blessed fact that "God
winked at " those times ; i.e. he did not hold men accountable for them, and would not
bring men into judgment because of them. 1. This ignorance hung like a pall over
vast regions Inhuman thought. (1) God. Some denied his existence altogether. Yet more,
forced to believe that the universe and themselves could not have come into being by
chance, multiplied gods many and lords many, and invested them, not with the noblest,
but the basest characteristics of humanity, so that they worshipped devils rather than
gods monsters of might and malignity, of lust and lies. So was it with the mass of
men. (2) Man. They knew not themselves more than the true God. They knew that
they were miserable, but how or why, or how to remedy their condition, they knew
not.
Of sin as the virulent venom that poisoned all the veins and arteries of their life
they were ignorant, and of holiness as the alone road to happiness they knew still less
the very idea of holiness had not dawned upon them. (3) And of immortality, the life
Nothing could be more dim or vague, more uncertain or
eternal, they knew nothing.
They
unsatisfying, than their views as to what awaited them when this life was done.
beheld the sun and stars set and rise, but they bitterly complained that for man there
was the setting, but no rising again. Over aU these topics and those related to them
the veil of ignorance bung down, and no light penetrated through its thick folds.
2. But why was all this f is the question that irresistibly rises in our nunds as we concomplete answer no man can give ; we can only
template this most mournful fact.
suggest some considerations supplied to us from the Word of God, and from our observation of God's methods of dealing with men.
(1) Man's own sin was, doubtless, one
chief force that drew down this veil. This is St. Paul's contention in the opening
chapters of the Epistle to the Romans. And the universal experience, so terrible but
so true, that let a man will to be ignorant of God's truth, ere long it will come to pass
that he is so, whether he will or no. Furthermore (2) such times of limited knowledge
serve as tests of character. The faith of the good is tried, and thereby exercised and
developed. Such faith shines out radiant on the dark background of the Ignorance and
Hence Abraham became the father of the faithful and the
sin that stretch all around.
But the evil of evil, working in surroundings congenial to it, mounts
friend of God.
to such a height, and becomes so glaring and abominable, that the justice of God in
judging it is seen and confessed by all. And yet again (3) such times cannot be
done away until the instruments and conditions requisite for the hringing in of tetter
Hence the advent of Christ was so long delayed.
times have 'been,prepared.
people cosmopolitan the Jews ; a language universal the Greek ; an arena large, comthe Roman empire ; a period when the
pact, organized, with free intercommunication
strife and din of war were hushed, and the different nations of the world had become
welded into one the period of the Roman peace ; ^not till these all and yet others
were had the fulness of time arrived. Till then the veil must yet hang down, and
darkness cover the land. (4) The futility of all other means of uplifting and raising
Ver.

1.

Bevdation.
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to be made manifest. Hence one after another, military force, statecommerce, philosophy, art, religion, had successively or simultaneously striven to
show what they could do in this great entorprise. Scope of space and time had to be
given them, and not till each had been compelled to confess, " It is not in mis," was the
way clear for " the bringing in of the better hope." Man had to be " shut up " to God's
way, or nothing could keep him from believing that he could find, or from attempting;
It has always been so; it is so still.
We will
to tind, some better way of his own.
not turn to God until we are made to see that it is the best and the only thing to be
Some light is surely shed on this
done. And man takes a long time to see that.
protracted ignorance, this long-continued veiling, by such considerations as these, and

mankind needed
craft,

we may

well wait, therefore, for the larger light in which we shall rejoice hereafter.
^the revelation that has been given to us.
Note : 1. Its nature.
In Christ he is made known to us. Atonement, how to
It has shown to us God.
obtain acceptance with him ; regeneration, how to be made like unto him ; immorall this has been unveiled for us on whom the
tality, our destined dwelling with him ;
2. Its necessity.
The darkness of which we have told
true light has now shined.
above on all these great questions so momentous to our present and eternal well-being.
3. Its probdbUity.
God having constituted us as he has, with religious capacities and
yearnings, and being himself what he is, it was likely that he would interpose for our
good, and not let the whole race of man die in darkness and despair. Granted that
God is, and that he Is what the nature he has given us leads us to believe he is, so far
from there being any antecedent objection to the idea that he should have interposed
to save us out of our sin and misery, the great probability is that he would do just
that which we believe he has done, and give us such revelation of himself and his will
He who has planted in us the instincts of mercy and comas we possess in his Word.
passion, who has given us yearnings after a purer and nobler life, who prompts us to rescue
and to save whenever we have opportunity, is it likely that in him there would be
nothing akin to all this? The probability is all the other way, so that a revelation from
him, whereby our evil condition may be remedied and man may be saved, comes to us with
this claim on our acceptance, that it is in keeping with his nature and what that nature
leads us to expect. 4. And when we examine the revelation itself, it is commended to
us by the fact that we find in it the full setting forth of those truths which men had
been for long ages feeling after, but had never yet found. Take these three amongst the
chief of them. (1) The Incarnation. Man has never been content that the gulf between
him and God should remain unbridged and impassable, and hence, in all manner of
ways, he has striven to link together his own nature and the Divine (cf. on this subject
Archbishop Trench's Hulsean Lectures, « The Unconscious Prophecies of Heathendom ').
Beason cannot discover the doctrine of the Incarnation, but the history of man's efforts
after a religion give ample proof that this is a felt necessity of the human spirit ; " For
where is the religion of human device, where mythology, that has not sought to bridge
over the awAil chasm between the finite and the Infinite, between man and God, by
the supposition of a union of some sort between the human and Divine ? Sometimes
by supposing God to be a Spirit dwelling in men as in the material universe ; sometimes by fiUing heaven with deities possessed of bodies, and having passions little
difiering from our own; sometimes by supposing actual descents of the Deity inhuman
form upon the earth ; and sometimes by celebrating the rise of great heroes and eminent
men by an apotheosis unto gods, the heathen have sought to alleviate the difBculty
which men must ever feel in seeking to have intercourse and relations with the Infinite
and Eternal. How can the weak and sinful come nigh to the AU-Perfeot ? How can the
finite enter into relations with the Infinite ?
He cries out for a living, a personal, an
;
incarnate God " and this his great need is met by the revelation of God in Christ, and
because so met the revelation is thereby commended powerfully both to our hearts and
minds, (2) The atonement. This, too, has been a felt necessity of the human spirit.
To answer the question How can man be just with God? what have not men done?
II.

The unveiling

—

—

—

—

what do they not do even now ? Scoffers think to make an easy conquest over the
gospel by calling its doctrine of atonement " the religion of the shambles " and by that
;

sneer to dismiss the whole question of the truth of revelation to the region of ridicule
and contempt. But at once there confronts them the whole force of human conviction
as to the necessity and craving for atonement, which has found and yet finds expression
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In ten thousand fomu, some of them, without doubt, horrible enough.
No religion haa
ever found acceptance amongst any people in any age that ventured to ignore, much
more to scoff at, this ineradicable demand of the human heart. " Be the origin of sacrifice what it may, its universal prevalence amongst men, and its perpetuation amongst
peoples the most widely separated from each other, and in spite of changes of manners
and customs and usages, in other respects of the most radical kinds, incontestably
show that it has a firm root in man's deepest convictions, and lies embedded in his
religious consciousness, to be parted with only as he ceases " to care for religion at all.
Our revelation, therefore, coming to us as it does with blessed light on this great theme,
and showing us how God in Christ has provided the perfect Sacrifice, of which all
others were but vain attempts or dim types, commends itself thereby to every man's
conscience in the sight of God. (3) And so, too, with the doctrine of immortality.
" Let us eat and drink ; for to-morrow we die," has been the practical outcome for the
mass of mankind of the darkness in which they dwelt in regard to this great truth.
" Without God, and without hope : " what blessedness above that of the mere sensual life
was possible to them ? What can keep men, taken as a whole, from living like the
brutes if you tell them that they are to perish like the brutes ? Down to that dread
But a revelation wiriich " brings
level they have gravitated more and more, and must.
life and immortality to light " cannot but be welcome to the hearts of men, uplifting,
strengthening, regenerating them, so that if any man embrace it he shall, he must,
become " a new creature." Thus does the revelation given us of God draw us to itself
and to him ; and our duty and delight should be to receive, believe, and commend it to
all men everywhere, that they, too, may become partakers of the like precious faith.
If in virtue of this revelation we can any of us say, and do say of the Lord, " He is my
Refuge and my Portress ; my God, in whom I will trust," our next duty surely is to
turn to our brother, who as yet knows not what we know, and say to him, " Surely
he will deliver thee!' S. G.

—

Ver. 3.
The benediction on ministers and people who observe the sayings of this hook.
" Blessed is he that readeth," etc.
By the readers are meant those who, in the congregation, should read this book ; and by the hearers, the congregations themselves ; but
neither readers nor hearers, ministers nor people, win this benediction unless, in addition
But, notwithstanding the solemn
to the reading and the hearing, they keep its sayings.
commendation of this book, it is known to all studeots of God's Word that for a while
Doubts were
it was not regarded as a constituent portion of the sacred Scriptures.
entertained concerning it by many writers of the fourth century, and some of them of
much eminence in the Greek Church especially ; but it has outlived all their objections
and others of more modem days, and it was never more accepted as a genuine part of
Holy Scripture than it is at this day. As one says, " We have seen its rise, as of a pure
fountain, from the sacred rock of the apostolical Church.
We have traced it through
the first century of its passage, flowing from one fair field to another, identified through
them all, and everywhere the same. As it proceeded lower, we have seen attempts to
obscure its sacred origin, to arrest or divert its course, to lose it in the sands of antiquity,
We have seen these attempts repeated in our
or bury it in the rubbish of the dark ages.
own times. But it has at length arrived to us such as it flowed forth from the beginning." The book is, therefore, all the more worthy of our reverent regard because of
the ordeal through which it has had to pass, and its benediction on those who bear and
obey it may be all the more confidently expected. Nor is that blessing barred by the
unquestionable fact that very much in this book is difficult, obscure, and hard to.be
understood. No doubt it is so. But " even in the darkest parts there is already a
glimmering light. Already we can see a clear testimony running through it to the
holiness of God, to the power of Christ, to the providence which is working in or overruling all things, to the Divine purpose which all things and all men are willingly or
unwillingly subserving, and to that final triumph of good over evil, of Christ over
antichrist, of God over Satan, which will be the last and most decisive justification of
the ways of God to men. All this lies on the surface of the book. And I know not
that a more profitable occupation could be found for men of the world ^men of busithan the repeated perusal of a
ness, men of activity, men of intelligence and influence
part of God's Word which says to them, even in its most obscure and mysterioua
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at work, God has a purpose, God will at length manifest hi» reign,
you treat too much for the present as if it were all your own.'
Take heed that you he not disregarding, that you be not ' even fighting against God,'
and destined, therefore, to be overthrown when he triumi^s. I know not that there is
one chapter of the Bible which does not enforce upon us this great lesson " (Vaughan).
But if it be asked, as it will and should be asked wherein does the blessedness consist
of which this text tells? we reply, in the beautiful words of the Litany, that they
who read, hear, and keep the sayings of this book will find that these sayings do, by
disclosures,

'

God

1b

in this world which

—

God's grace, " strengthen such as do stand, comfort and help the weak-hearted, raise up
them that fall, and finally beat down Satan under our feet.*^
L They " stbencwhbn such ab do stand." 1. Those to whom St. John wrote for
he it was, we feel persuaded, who wrote this book ; he, the " son of thunder," who was
so prompt to desire that fire might fall from heaven on the Samaritans who received
not his Master, he would find in the denunciations of the dread judgments of which
this book tells, a theme not altogether uncongenial ^ but those to whom ho wrote
sorely needed to he strengthened.
Whether the fiery trial which was to try them " the
great tribulation " as it is called in the seventh chapter was the persecution under Nero
or that imder Domitian we cannot certainly say, but only that it was very terrible.
The fear of it, falling on them with its frightful force, might well bear them off their
feet and down into the depths of apostasy and denial of their Lord ; and doubtless, but
for the strength imparted through the sayings of the prophecy of this book, it would
have done so. 2. But these sayings gave them strength still to stand, and to stand firm.
(1) For these sayings showed them Christ in the midst of his Church. St. John saw
him, not now as the despised and rejected of men, but in might and majesty ; and saw
him, too, walking amidst the seven lamps of gold, and holding in his hand the circlet
of the seven stars, symbol Of the angels of the Churches, as the lamps of gold were of
the Churches themselves. So then they were not left forlorn and helpless ; not left
like a tempest-tossed ship bereft of her skilful helmsman, and for whom, therefore, no
other fate than to he driven on the rocks or otherwise completely shipwrecked was
possible. No ; it was not so with them ; for ther« in the midst of his suffering Church,
walking amid the several congregations of the faithful, with eyes like a flame of fire,
and feet like brass, there was their Lord ; and what, then, need they fear the worst that
their enemies could do ?
Yes ; they were shown this by these sayings. And we of today are shown the like amid " all our troubles and adversities, whensoever they oppress
us." " Lo, Jam with you alway," was said, and this glorious vision of the Lord in the
midst of the seven lamps of gold was given, not for believers of the primitive Church
alone, but for us also on whom the ends of the world are come.
Shall we not, must we
not, tiierefbre, be blamed if we read and hear, and keep not these sayings ? (2) Furthermore, they showed t?ie Lord actually using these very trials to a,ccomplish his own gracious
purposes towards his Church.
For by them he was drawing the faithful closer to
himself; compelling them, by the very stress of the storm that was beating on them,
to come, as he would have them do, yet more closely within the sure shelter of his love
And was he not also by these terrible trials fulfilling the word spoken by his forerunner and herald, who said of him, "his fan is in his hand, and he will throughly
purge hb floor, and will gather the wheat into his gamer, but the chaff he will burn
with unquenchable fire " ? Yes ; he was in this terrible way winnowing out the chaff,
sifting the wheat, ridding the Churches of those elements which werefelse and hurtful,
and making it undefiled and pure. The army of the Lord would thus be delivered
from those who would only bring defeat and disgrace upon it, and those only would
be left in it who could be depended upon to fight manfully the good fight of faith.
And this testing would be also a revealing time, as all such times are, to every
individual amongst them. It would find out their weak places,, and make every one of
them, who was really Christ's servant, take to himself afresh tihe whole armour of God.
And was he not establishing a testimony through their fidelity, by which future ages
hould be enabled more manfully to confess, and more steadfastly to endure, for his
sake, as they, by like testimony of those who had gone before them, had themselves
been enabled? The blood of the martyrs has ever been the seed of the Church, and
even if they did " go forth weeping, bearing this precious seed," doubtless they should
* come again with rejoioing, bringing their sheavea with tiiem." " The noble army of
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martjrrs praise thee." So we delight to sing ; but how more mightily do they or could
tiiey piaise him than by bearing testimony, as they have done and do, that the grace
of Christ can sustain, and the love of Christ inspire, and the approval of Christ compensate, for all that here on earth man may inflict or our weak flesh endure? (3)
And these sayings showed them also the end of all that was then hefailing them. For
the vision of St. John pierced the gloomy clouds of this lower world, and penetrated
into the very presence-chamber of God.
And there what was it that was shown to
them ? What but the sure triumph of Christ, the utter downfall and doom of all his
foes ; and the glorious recompense of reward which awaited his faithfvd ones when they
shall have come out of the great tribulation, and God shall have wiped away all tears
from their eyes ? If, then, these sayings were not only read and heard, but also kept,
how could they do otherwise than impart strength of spirit, of heart, and mind ?
II. And so also would they "comfobt and help the weak-heaeted."
No
doubt there were many such, as how could there but be, amongst those to whom St.
John wrote? What fear and misgiving would throng many hearts in those dreadful
days ! What an agony of inward conflict would they have to go through ere ever they
could take their stand firmly for their Lord ! How would dear life, and ease, and the
entreaties of beloved friends, aud the many ties which bound them to life,
how would
they all plead against the martyr-spirit and endeavour to overcome it, and to persuade
the soul threatened with persecution for Christ's sake to some easy compliance, some
plausible compromise, whereby the awful fate of those who refused obedience to the
persecuting power might be escaped I What wavering of the will there must have
been in instances not a few ! what making and unmaking of resolution ! How would
timidity and weakness clamour and weep and break the heart of the terrified one 1 And
whence was their help to come ? Whence but in the promised presence of their Lord,
that presence which the sayings of this book showed to them, realized in their hearts ?
Then, as troops dismayed and ready to retreat are rallied and recalled to resolute
action by their leader coming to them and placing himself at their head, and encouraging them by word and look and deed, so would the weak-hearted to whom St. John
wrote fiud comfort and help as they saw their Lord with them, at their head, beckoning and enc< luraging them on, and holding out to them the glorious promise of his
reward. "To him that overcometh;" seven times over are these heart-stirring words'
addressed to the Chm'ches{ and at the hearing of them, as the soldier at the hearing of
the trumpet-call, so would the faint and faltering follower of Christ recognize and
respond to the summons to follow on, though his heart had been faint enough

—

—

tieretofore.

III. Blessed, too, would he be who rightly received the sayings of this book ; for they
would do not a little to lift up the fallen. 1. And there were fallen ones amongst
them. Those who like the recreant Church at Laodicea, had gone utterly astray from
Christ, and to whom no solitary wurd of praise could be addressed, but only loud call
to repentance and solemn warning against their sin. 2. But these sayings of this book,
how they would reveal their Lord whom they had so forsaken coming to them hoth in
anger and in love I He could say to them, " I know thy works " and to the hardened
and impenitent his eyes flashed as a flame of fire, but to those who confessed and would
forsake their sins these same sayings would show him as standing at the door and
knocking for admittance, and promising that all should be forgotten and forgiven as in
the fellowship of love they sat together at the same board, he with them and they
with him. These sayings would be like the firm strengthening grasp of the Lord's
hand to his sinking apostle, who but for that had perished amid the waves upon which
he had ventured to walk. So would many a one who had stumbled and fallen And
their feet again uplifted and upborne by the exceeding great and precious promises
made to the repentant in these same sayings of this book.
IV. And so will the other great necessity of the Christian man that he should
BEAT DOWN Satan undeb his feet be greatly aided if he hear and keep these
sayings. For that vauquishment of Satan is no sudden act, no victory gained all in a
moment, but is the result of long-continued Christian habit against which the assaults
of our great adversary rage in vain. No rush of holy emotion, no mere giving up of
But it is the daily practice of
ourselves'to devout meditation, will ensure our victory.
Christian obedience in avoiding evil and following after that which is good, which
;
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more and more hopeless for the tempter; he is compelled to give np tha
and by hU withdrawal from the contest confesses his defeat. So is he beaten
down under our feet. The experience of every faithful Christian man confirms all this,
He is not tempted as other men are, for it would be of no avail to try and seduce such

make*

It

attack,

The habits of his life, the principles of his conduct, are far too settled in the
as he.
opposite direction to that in which the tempter would lead him; he has so long
resisted the devil that the promise has been fulfilled for him, " Resist the devil, and he
will flee from you."
But the great service which the sayings of this book, when they
are heard and kept, render to snch is that they foster and cherish those habits tha
The realization of Christ's presence, the dread
result of which is the victory desired.
^how
of his displeasure, the longing for his approval, the love which he has enkindled,
do all these, how must they, steady the wavering will, holding it back from what would
displease Christ, and urging it on to that which he would approve ? Fear, love, hope,
these mighty motives are ever at work, and all in the same direction of holy habit
and obedience, until that which was painful and difficult at first has by long practice
become easy, and that from which at first he shrank back he now goes forward to with
cheerful alacrity and undaunted courage. It is the love of Christ, that love of which
*he sayings of this book so frequently tell, that love which carries along with it both
hope and fear, it is this which constrains him, and by means of it he comes off more
than conqueror in this holy war.
CoKCLusiOM. And for them and for us in all like circumstances of trial the force of
these sayings of this book is greatly increased by the recollection that " the time is at
hand." If a man deem that he may procrastinate and delay, if repentance and
obedience be resolved on only for some future time, he will miss the benediction
promised here. But if, on the other hand, he live day by day in view of his Lord's
coming and the coming of the Lord is for us practically the day of our death if he
feel that the time when all that the Lord has said shall be fulfilled is indeed at hand,
then will all that this holy book has urged on him be listened to with yet greater
attention, and the obedience rendered will be yet more prompt and eager.
When he
realizes, as God grant we all may, that the opportunity for winning the blessing
promised is but short-lived, and that lost now it is lost for ever, how will, how must

—
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and make us diligent indeed to make our calling and election sure ?
the more earnest heed to the things that we have heard, lest at any
time we should let them slip," or " drift away from them," as the truer rendering is.
The shortness of time, the nearness of Christ's judgment, will lend fresh force to the
assurance, " Blessed is he that readeth," etc.
S. C.
this spur us on,

We shall " give

—

Vers. 6, 6.
Doxology; or, the uptpnnging of praise. "Unto him that loved us," etc.
It has been remarked that the writer of the Revelation had hardly set himself down to
his work ere he felt that he must lift up his heart in joyful doxology.
The very
mention of the name of the Lord Jesus, by whose Spirit he was writing, starts him off
in this heart-song of praise.
He could not go on until he had given utterance to the
irrepressible love for his Lord with which his soul was filled to overflowing.
And this

way. How many are the outbreaks of praise which we find in this book 1 It is
a land full of foimtains and springs and wells, out of which flow this river whicU
makes glad the city of God. And St. John does not stand alone in this respect. All
those holy men of old who were so privileged as to come into blessed contact with the
Lord caught the contagion of praise. St. Paul is continually breaking forth into
doxologies.
"Now unto him that is able to do exceeding," etc. (Eph. iii. 20; and of.
Rom. xvi. 25 ; xi. 36 1 Tim. i. 17 ; Heb. xiii. 20). And so St. Peter (1 Bpist. iv. 11
V. 11).
And so St. Jude (ver. 24), etc. Thus is it with all the sacred writers. Truly
might it have been said concerning them all, " They wiU be still praising thee." And
blessed are they whose hearts are thus attuned, ever rea^y to give forth praise,
sweet, clear, strong, fiiU, whenever the spirit of Christ's love touches them.
Like as
in those great concerts where royalty is expected to be present, the whole vast
orchestra stand ready the moment the royal personages enter to begin the National
Anthem; so should "praise wait" for God in all our hearts. And it has been pointed
out how these doxologies grow in volume and emphasis as this book goes on. Here in
these verses we read, " To him be glory and dominion for ever and ever," But in tha
is his
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fourth chapter (ver. 9) we read of there being rendered " glory and honour and
;
thanks to him that sat on the throne " and in ver. 11 we read the same, " Thou an
worthy,
Lord, to receive glory aind honour and power." The doxology has grown
from two to three notes of praise in each' of these verses. But in ch. v. 13 we
read, " And every creature . . . heard I saying, Blessing, and honour, and glory, and
power, be unto him," etc. Here we hav6 four of these notes. But by the time we get
to ch. vii. 12 we have reached the number of perfection, and may not ask for
more : " Blessing, and glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving, and honour, and power,
and might, be unto our God for ever and ever. Amen." If you begin praising God,
you are bound to go on ; like a river which at its outset is but a tiny rill, yet increases
more and more as it flows along. But what waked up this heart-song of praise which
we have here t There had been various and most blessed thoughts of Christ in St.
John's mind. In this very verse he tells how Christ is " the Faithful Witness," i.e. the
Witness which told to men the perfect truth as to God and the life eternal. And here
he is " the First Begotten from the dead," «.«, the pledge and guarantee of the resurrection of all the dead, as were the firstfruits of the harvest of the rest of the harvest
Then was he not " Prince of the kings
(1 Cor. XV. 21). Oh, blessed revelation this
of the earth," i.e. supreme Lord and Master of them and of all that they do ? In his
hands they all are, and it is by his permission alone they rule. It was blessed and
heart-inspiring to know all this, but the fount of St. John's praise was opened when his
thought turned to those truths of which our text tells. When he thought of the Lord
Jesus and of his great love, then he could contain himself no longer, but burst forth in
Amen." Let us look a
this beautiful song of praise, " Unto him that loved us
.
.
little at these words of praise, and tty and discover the springs from which such praise
flows forth. And they seem to me to be mainly three.
I. The vivid bealization of Christ himself.
" Unto him, unto him" the apoatle
repeats, and it is evident that before the eyes of his soul the Lord Jesus Christ was
evidently set forth. He seems to see him his looks, his movements, his Person ; to
hear his words, and to catch the accents of his voice. Christ is to him as real as any
And this is most important to the enkindling of love within our
of his fellow-men.
own souls. For the mere contemplation of love in the abstract will not stir them.
You may tell me ever so much about maternal love, for example, but whilst it is contemplated in a merely general way, as that which belongs to many, it will not move me
much. But tell me something about my own mother, and of her love to me, and that
The most hardened and depraved have often been broken
will be quite another matter.
down and subdued to better things by memories of their mothers' love. But it was
Because it was their mothers' that it moved them so. And it is the same in regard to
Had it been apart from a living person, apart from the
the love told of in our text.
Lord Jesus Christ, only a vague quality moving in the midst of men, however much it
may have benefited them, it would never have aroused their gratitude or stirred their
For that you must have such love centred in a person whom you can know and
hearts.
anderstand ; and better still if you have already known him and he you. And if we
have not known Christ, if his Name be to us a mere word, if he be to us shadowy and
unreal, scarce a person at all, we ofinnot enter into or sympathize with such enthusiasm
Is it not a constant and just reproach against our poor
as his disciple here expresses.
laws that their administration of relief elicits no gratitude on the pai t of those relieved ?
But let a benevolent person go himself or herself
It benefits neither giver nor receiver.
to those who need relief, and come into living personal contact with them, so that they
may feel the good will for them that beats in their benefactor's heart, and how different
Conduct like that will wake up a response in almost the most
the result will be then
insensate hearts, and the relief itself will be more prized for the sake of him or her who
And so, did even Christ's love come to us apart from him ; did
gives it than for itself.
we not know and see him in it all ; were we forgiven and saved we knew not how, or
why, or by whom ; we should feel no more gratitude on account of it than we do to the
But when we see that it is Christ who loves us,
air we breathe or the water we drink.
Christ who-washed us from our sins in his own blood, Christ who made us kings and
priests unto God and bis Father, then all is changed, and gratitude wakes up and
Oh,
praise bursts forth, and with Christ's apostle we also say, " Unto him that,'- etc.
my brethren, try to get this personal realization of Christ. It was the sense of its
!
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importance that first led to the use of pictures, crosses^ crucifixes, and the like aids to
They have been so much abused that many fear to use
such realization of Ohrist.
them at all ; and they are by no means the only or the best way to attain to the result
which is so much to be desired. But by the devout reading of the Gospels and the
Word of God generally, by much meditation thereupon, by frequent and fervent prayer,
the image of Christ, now so faint and dim in many hearts, will come out clear and
You know how
vivid, distinct and permanent, to your great joy and abiding good.
the picture on the photographer's plate is at first almost undiscernible, but he plunges
it into the bath he has prepared for it, and then every line and form and feature become
visible, and the picture is complete.
Plunge your souls, my brethren, into the blessed
bath of God's Word and thought and prayer, and then to you, as to St. John, Christ
will become visible, and he will be realized by you as he has never been before.
And
the result will be that prayer will become to you delightful, as is converse with a dear
friend ; and faith will keep her foothold firmly as ofttimes now she fails to do ; and
love will come and stay and grow towards Christ in our hearts ; and heaven will have
begun below. Such realization of Christ was one mainspring of this outburst of
praise.

Another was

St. John's beep sense of the greatness of Chbibt's lovb.
four great facts. 1. Its compassion. "Unto hjm that loved us." Before the
apostle's mind there seems to rise up the vision of what he and his fellow-believers had
once been so foul and unclean, not with mere outward defilement, but with that
inward foulness of the heart which to the Holy and TJndefiled One could not but have been
repulsive in the highest degree. And yet the Lord loved him.
can understand his
pitying men so miserable, even whilst he condemned their sin ; and we can understand
how, on their repentance, he might pardon them. But to take them into his favour, to
make them the objects of his love, that is wonderful indeed. And thus has he dealt with
all of us.
And his love is not a fitful passing thing a love that has been, but is not."
The real reading of our text is in the present, the abiding sense : " Unto him that loveth
tis."
Christ always loves his people. " Having loved his own, he loved them to the end."
And It is so wonderful and unique a thing, that to mention it is description enough
whereby it may be known that Christ is meant. For John does not mention our Lord's
name, but just as the expression, " the disciple whom Jesus loved," was sufficient to
identify John, so " him that loved us " is sufiScient to identify our Lord. For none such
as he was ever loved such as we were, or loved us in such a way.
But for such love,
when realized and felt as St. John felt it, how could he do other than render praise ?
"
2. The costly cleansing.
Hath washed us from our sins in his own blood." There is
many a distressful condition into which a man may fall, and grateful will he be to him
who saves him therefrom, as from sickness, poverty, afiSiotion, disgrace, death ; but
there is no condition so truly terrible as that of sin. That is the root-evil, the fans
et origo of all else.
Let that not be, and the rest change their nature directly, and
can easily be borne ; but where sin is there they all become charged with a sting and
venom which but for this they could not have. Therefore to be delivered from all
other evil and not from sin would be no deliverance worthy of the name ; but to be
delivered from sin is deliverance, salvation indeed, bringing along with it deliverance
from all other evil whatsoever. And St. John felt this. He had heard how the Lord
had said to the poor palsied one who had been let down through the roof into his
presence, that he might be healed, " Son, be of good cheer ; thy sins be forgiven thee."
That word told the man himself, and all mankind beside, that our sins are our greatest
enemies. There is no evil that can befall a man comparable with that. But it is from
this sum of all evils that Christ cleanses.
And at what cost f Nothing less than " his
own blood." _ All manner of questions may be asked as to the relationship between the
blood of Christ and our cleansing, and all manner of answers have been given, some
more, some less satisfactory. But that is not now our concern. Only the fact that
"without shedding of blood there is no remission," and that it is "the blood of Jesus
Christ which oleanseth from all sin." And he was ccmtent to suffer death that so we
might be saved. St. John hnd stood beneath the cross of his Lord, had been with him
II.

He

tells of

—

We

—

Gethsemane, and he knew what this " washing us from our sins in his own blood "
meant, what icfinite love alone could have submitted to such a death. What wonder
that his heart should overflow with praise? 3. And then there was also the c</ronation.
in
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He " hatb made us kings." Surely none could look less like kings than the shivering
crowd of persecuted people to whom St. John^addressed his book. In what sense, then,
could it be that Christ had made them kings ? Only, for the present, in the lordship
he had given them over themselves, and over all the power of their adversaries. They
oould compel, by the force of the regal will with which their Lord had invested them,
their trembling flesh, their wavering purpose, their crowd of earthly affections, to a
steadfastness and courage which of themselves they had never known. And when thus
equipped, strengthened with all might, crowned as kings, by God's Spirit in the inner
man, they could meet and defy, endure and vanquish, all their persecutors' power. It
gave way to them, not they to it. Thus had the Lord made them kings. 4. And
lipally, tJie consecration.
He " hath made us priests." True, no mitre decked their
brow, no sacerdotal vestments hung from their shoulders they belonged to no separate
order, they claimed no ecclesiastical rank.
But yet Christ had consecrated them.
They were by him dedicated to God, they were holy unto the Lord, and in their prayers
and supplications and manifold charities they offered, as priests should, "gifts and
sacrifices for men,"
To hearts inflamed with the love of Christ this power of blessii»g
and helping men, appertaining as it ever does to the priestly ofBce, could not but be a
Yes ; the compassionate love, the costly cleansfurther cause of gratitude and praise.
these did, as
ing, the coronation as kings, and the consecration as priests unto God,
they well might, call forth this fervent praise. But there was yet a third cause, and
it was
III. His certainty that these blessikgs webb eeallt his. If he had doubted,
he would have been dumb. Zacharias became so because he doubted, but his glorious
song of praise burst forth when doubt and dumbness were together gone. And so will it
be with ourselves. If we only hope and trust that we are Christ's, and Christ is ours
if we have not " the full assurance of the hope " which God's Word is ever urging us to
strive after; but are often saying and singing
;

—

**

a point I long to know,
Oft it oanaes anxious thought:
Do I love the Lord or no?
"
I his or am I not?

'Tis

Am

until a better

John

did.

and brighter condition of mind be

He was

his sins, that Christ

whatsoever.

Oh

—

ours,
we cannot praise Christ as St.
certain that Christ loved him, that Christ had washed him from

had made him king and

for like precious faith

priest unto

God ; he had no doubt

of

it

I

Conclusion. If we do truly desire such faith, it is proof that some measure of it
in us already. If, then, we do know what Christ has done for us, let us join in this
" unto him," and render to him : Qlory the glory which our renewed trust, our faithful witnessing for him, may bring to him.
Dominion over our own hearts chief of all,
keeping back no faculty or power, no feeling or desire, no purpose or will, but surrendering all to him. And this " for ever and ever." Not a surrender made to-day
and recalled to-morrow, but one to which, by his grace, we will for ever stand. Oh that
we may 1 Give, then, your heartfelt " Amen " to all this. As we read this verse, let
us join in the " Amen," let it be our praise also. Amen and Amen. S. C.
is

—

—

—

"Behold, he cometh with
Ver. 7.
The mowning at the coming of the Lord.
For the parallels and explanations of this mourning, we must turn to
clouds," etc.
Zech. xii. 10, and to our Lord's words in Matt. xxiv. 30. These show that the mourning will be of very varied kind. There will be that contrasted sorrow of which St.
Paul tells when he speaks of the " godly sorrow " and " the sorrow of the world." The
firmer, that which will be the result of the outpouring of "the Spirit of grace and
supplication" of which Zechariah tells; and the latter, that which has no element of
hope or goodness in it, but tendeth only to death. Let each one of us ask Which shall
mine be ? Consider
" Behold, he cometh with clouds." This tells : 1.
I. The coming op the Lokd.
0/ the manner of his coming. In majesty (cf. the cloud of glory at Transfiguration).
See the frequent gorgeous magnificence of the clouds; fit and apt symbol are they of the
august majesty of the Lord. Mystery. " Clouds and darkness are round about him."
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Who by searching can find out God? " How incomprehensible by us are his movemen ts
and ways Might. How the clouds rush along! with what speed, volume, force! They
they darken the face of the earth. So
blot out the radiance of sun, moon, and stars
"
Mercy. The clouds herald " the times of refreshing
will he come with great power.
So will he come to all them that love his appearing. Hence the ChurchV
(of. Acts ii.).
cry, "Amen. Even so, come. Lord Jesus : come quickly." 2. This coming ts to he under
stood literally. If the words of Scripture have any meaning, they affirm this. Why
should it not be ? So was it at Sinai so, in forecast, at the Transfiguration. Announcing it a short time previously (Matt. xvi. 28), our Lord spoke of it as " the Son ol
man coming in his kingdom." It is evident that the apostles and first followers ol
Christ understood his coming in a literal sense, and it is difficult to see how they cou^'
have understood it otherwise. True, their wish was father to their thought when thiy
spoke of it, as they so often did, as close at hand, as likely to happen in their own lifetime. But they were not taught by Christ to affirm this; rather the reverse. For hu
But they were right in
said, "It is not for you to know the times," etc. (Acts L).
believing the nearness of Christ's spiritual advents. For: 3. Christ's coming ia to be
understood in a spiritval sense as well as literally. All advents of Christ, though he
be personally unseen, to judgment are real comings of the Lord. What else were the
destruction of Jerusalem, the downfall of pagan Bome, the Keformation, the French
Revolution, and yet other such events ? Aid to every man at death (of. Heb. ix. 27).
" After death, judgment."
Therefore it ia ever true that he comes quickly. The
Lord is at hand. He shall suddenly come ; in an hour when ye look not for him
as a thief in the night.
And in the sudden and marked manifestations of the Lord's
displeasure which come now and again upon ungodly men ; and as the (Jireet consequences of their sin
in these also should be seen the coming of the Lord. This truth,
therefore, of Christ's coming should not be relegated to the region of speculative,
mysterious, and impractical truths, but should be, as God grant it may be by us all,
held fast as of most momentous present and practical import to bear upon and
influence all our daily life and thought and conduct.
But St. John, in our text, has
undoubtedly in view the literal coming of the Lord, and he tells of
" AQ . . shall mourn because of him."
II. The MODBNmo that shall attend it.
So then 1 None will he indifferent. Many are so now. Try we ever so much to arouse
them to religious thought and action, we cannot do so. The world and its concerns
baffle all our efforts.
But at the Lord's coming, the one thought of all will be concern•'

1

;

;

—

;

.

:

.

ing their relation to him. In the parable of the ten virgins (Matt, xxv.) we are told
that " all those virgins arose and trimmed their lamps." The foolish had been careless
about this hitherto, but now all were aroused and eager, though for them it was all too
late.
And so at our Lord's coming, " every eye shall see him," and all " shall mourn
because of him." But : 2. The mourning will he of different kinds. (1) There will
be that which belongs to hatred the mourning of vexation, rage, terror, llius will
it be with those who shall be found impeoitentat the last
the hardened, the reprobate,
who persist in saying, "
will not have this Man to reign over us."
Such is the
deceitfulness of sin, that no truth, though none be more sure, is more commonly disbelieved.
Ministers of Christ know too well, by experience gained at many death-beds,
that "there shall be mourning at the last." What frantic efforts to hurry up the work
of salvation that has been neglected all the life long what vain looking to outside
help there is when none such can avail ! The writer has scenes of this sad kind vividly
in remembrance, when the dying ones, do what he would, would in their fear persist
in looking to him to help them.
Such facts force one to believe that there will be
mourning of this hopeless sort at the coming of the Lord. Yes, it is " a fearful thing "
for an unforgiven man " to fall into the hands of the living God.
(2) But there will be
other mourning than this the mourning of love. Love that grieves for good left undone
or but imperfectly done, and for evil done.
Of such mourning not a little will be
foimd in those spoken of or suggested in our text, as : (o) Mankind generally. " Every
eye shall see him," etc.
And this looking upon Christ shall be the look of faith and
lore. Zechariah, in the parallel passage, teaches this—even of those who have " pierced
him.''
James, the unbelieving brother of the Lord, seems to have been converted by
the Ixird's appearing to him.
Saul the persecutor became Paul the apostle by the
same means. And so, doubtless, not a few amidst the masses of mankind, who have
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known and felt how little their heathenism and varied miBbellefs could do for them, will,
when they behold the Lord, exclaim, " Lo, this is our God ; we have waited for him."
And they will mourn their long estrangement, and the darkening of their hearts that
their own sin has caused, (b) Isrctel. Special mention is made of them here and in Zech.
xii.
It was they " who pierced him."
But it is told how they shall bitterly mourn
when they see him, as if they mourned " for an only son." And it shall be a godly
sorrow, though, as

it

should be,

it

will be heartfelt

and deep.

How

could

it

be other-

when they remembered how they ought to have received Jesus as the Christ
" He came to his own " and they were " his own " " and," etc. They rejected him,
wise

—

—

I

him cruell}', persistently, generation after generation, age after age, and yet
the Lord bore with them all this time ; and now they see him him, coming to help
and save them. Yes; though they pierced him, hung him up and crucified him, yet,
behold, he cometb, and not to destroy, but to save ; and the sight of that breaks them
down, as well it may. Ah! what tears of penitence will flow then 1 Yes; Israel shall
mourn, (c) The spiritual Israel the Church. The ancient prophet plainly has them
in view as well as the literal Israel. And will not the Church of God mourn at her
Lord's coming when she thinks what she might have done, and should have done, but
did not do ? It is the one sorrow that we shall take into the presence of the Lord, that
we so ill served him who did all for us. Then the Church will see, as now oftentimes she is slow to see, that she is but an unprofitable servant, even when she has done
her all. How will the Church think then of her apathy and indifference in regard to
the masses of the ungodly outside her borders ; of the half-hearted service she too
commonly renders, her members spending more on their own luxury and ease than
they surrender for Christ during a whole lifetime ; of the strange things that have
been done in the name of Christianity, and of the dishonour many so-called Christians
have brought upon the holy name they bear ? The Church, when she beholds her Lord,
will mourn for these things.
Would it not be well if she. mourned more now, and
so set herself to alter and amend her ways ? (d) Families are spoken of as sharing in
those whom St. John speaks of as " all the tribes of the earth," and
this mourning
Zechariah tells of as " all the families of the land." And he specially dwells on this
family, household, mourning, naming a number of these families as representative of all
the rest. How suggestive this is to us all 1 For whatever else we may not be, we are
all members of some family or other.
And this divinely appointed institution of the
family, how immensely powerful it ever has been and must always be for good or ill.
What the families are the nation wiU be. And amid the families there will be mourning when the Lord comes. Godly parents, cannot you understand this ? Do you not
now, or would it not be much better if you did, mourn over your many failures in
duty as regards the position God has placed you in? How intent you are on your
children's secular good! and so you ought to be; but how little solicitude you display
that their young hearts may he yielded up to the Lord ! And how much more was
thought of what the world and society would say, than of what would please Christ, in
regard to the business, social, or marriage relationships into which you allowed or
And if they have lost their love for Christ and his
caused your children to enter
blessed service, whose fault is it? Oh, how will these things look in the presence of
your Lord ? Then let them be so to you now, and so is there less likelihood of your
being " ashamed before him " at his coming, (e) Individuals are not omitted in this
enumeration. " Every eye " means every individual person. There will be matter
Yes ; that we were so
for the mourning of each one, one by one, separate and apart.
late and laggard in coming to him ; that when we did come, too often, for all the service
we rendered him, we might almost as well have stayed away ; that our conversion is so
imperfect ; that sin lurks and lingers in us, and often breaks out and overpowers us even
now. The language of many a heart will be then
rejected

—

—
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"Oh, how I fear thee, living God,
With deepest, tenderest feais,
And worship thee with humble hope.

And

penitential tears I"

will it be for us often to review our own personal lives in the light of the coming
For it will send us swiftly to that "fountain opened for all »in and
of the Lori

Well

—
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uncletnness," which Zeohariah tells of in connection with this mourning—that most
And it will lead us to pray with greater
precious fountain of the Saviour's blood.
heart ; pmYO mo," etc.
fervour and frequency, " Search me, O Lord, and know
(Ps. ciixix. 23).— S. C.

my

Vers. 9—20.— The vision of the Lord. That St. John should have been favoured
with this glorious vision is but in keeping with what was often granted to the prophets
of the Lord to Moses, at the burning bush to Isaiah, in the temple ; to Jeremiah,
at his consecration to his prophetic office, and likewise to Ezekiel ; and to the three
chief apostles, SS. Peter, James, and John, at the Transfiguration ; St. John, at Patmos;
and St. Paul, at Damascus and when caught up to heaven. All these visions were
designed the better to fit and qualify them to speak for Christ to his people, and they
teach us that those who are successfully to speak for Christ must have exalted ideas
concerning him. lu some form or other they must see his glory, or they will have
but little to say, and that little they will not saj as they should. " I beseech thee
show me thy glory " may well be the prayer of all those who are to speak in the
Lord's name. Such was
But it had a far
I. The purpose op this vision as regarded St. John himself.
more general one to bless the Church of Ood. They were dark days for the Church,
days of fierce persecution, whether by command of Nero, or Domitian, who followed
him ttrenty-five years after, we cannot say. But in those days, whichever they were,
Christianity had not become a religio lidta, and, therefore, was not as other religions,
under the protection of the laws. It was looked upon as a branch of Judaism, which
of all religions was the most hateful to the paganism of the day. And Christianity, in
the popular estimation, was the most hateful form of Judaism. It would be certain,
therefore, that if the chief authorities at Borne sgt the example of persecuting the
Hence we
Christians, the pagans of the provinces would not be long in copying it.
can well understand what a flery trial was now afflicting the Church of Christ. They
were suffering, and needed consolation ; fearful and fainting, and needed courage ; in
some cases, sad and shameful heresies bad sprung up^ and they needed to be rooted
out ; and in others, so-called Christians were leading careless, impiire, and ungodly
Now, this vision, the
lives, and they needed solemn warning of Christ's displeasure.
letters that follow, and this erMre book, were all designed to meet their great necessities.
What need have the iDeople of God ever known but what he has made provision
And this, let us be well assured, he ever
to meet it, and has met it abundantly?

—

wiU

;

do.

The cmcuMSTANOBB of the vision. We are told : 1. Of the heholder. John.
There may be doubt as to what John, and it does not much matter, for we know that
we have here the Word of God, and that it was written by one of the most honoured
servants of God. See how humble his tone. He does not "lord it over God's heritage,"
but speaks of himself as " your brother and companion in tribulation." He was so at
that very hour. And " in the kingdom of Jesus Christ." For thtkC he and they were
to look forward with eager hope and confident expectation.
'And " in patience." This
was the posture of the believer at such a time, the mind he needed to possess. We
can bear tribulation if, as St. John was, we are cheered by the hope of the kingdom of
our Lord, and are enabled to be patient unto the coming of the Lord. 2. Where h»
was. Iq Patmos; a dismal rock, lonely, barren, almost uninhabited save by the
miserable exiles that were doomed to wear out their lives there. But there John had
this glorious vision, and it teaches us that dreary places may become as heaven to us
II.

if

we

are given to see the glory of Christ.

3.

When

he

law

this.

"On the

Lord's day."

There can be little doubt but liiat " the first day of the week," the Christian Sunday,
is meant, and what we are told of here as having taken place on this Sunday ia
but an early instance of what in substance and reality has taken place for many faithful
worshippers in all parts of Christ's Church on every Sunday since. What wonder
that the Sunday is precious to Christian hearts, and that all attempts to secularize it
or in any ways lessen its sanctity are both resented and resisted by those who know
what a priceless boon for heart, for home, for health, for heaven, the Lord's day is?
" I was in the Spirit." His heart
4. He tells us the frame of mind in which he was.
was much uplifted towards OtoA ; there had been a rush of holy fseling amounting ta
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religions rapture and ecstasy, and then it was that this glorious vision burst upon him.
Neither holy days nor holy places will avail us unless our hearts be in harmony with
both day and place. But if they he, then the Lord often " brings all heaven before our
eyes."
What might not our Sundays be to us if our hearts, instead of being so earthbound, as they too often are, were in the mood for drawing near unto God ? 5. Next he
tells ?tow Ms attention, was called to the vision. " I heard a great voice as of a trumpet
(ver. 10).
The trumpet was an especially sacred instniment. It was associated with
the giving of the Law (Exod. xix. 6), with the inauguration of festivals (Numb. x. 10),
with the ascension of the Lord : " God is gone up with a noise, the Lord with the
sound of a trumpet " (Ps. xlvii. 5). And so shall it be at the coming of the Lord
and the resurrection of the dead (1 Thess. iv. 16 ; 1 Cor. xv. 52). The voice he heard
was, therefore, not alone loud, cl"ar, startling, like a trumpet, but also admonitory of the
sacredness and importance of what he was about to hear and see. 6. W^hat the voice
" I am Alpha," etc. (ver. 11). Many manuscripts omit this sublime statement,
said.
but it seems in keeping with the trumpet-voice, and with what comes both before and
after.
The " great voice," simply commanding the apostle to write in a bonk what he
saw, appears incongruous, but not with the august announcement, " I am Alpha," etc.
The Church had believed this of " the Almighty " (ver. 8), but now it was to be
thrilled with the assurance that this was true of their Lord.
He, too, was Alpha, etc.
(cf. for meaning, homily on ver. 11).
Then, as Moses (Exod. iii. 3), turning to see
whence the voice came, he beheld
III. The vision itself.
He saw : 1. The whole Ohwrch of Ghrist represented by
the seven lamps of gold. Seven, the specially sacred number, the number of completeness.
These seven are mentioned because their names were familiar to those to whom

he was writing.

He

Lord

Jesv^s Christ.
These verses tell: (1) The form
unto the Son of man." He of whom Ezebiel and
Daniel had told in those prophecies of theirs, which this so often and so much
resembles. But it was a vision of awe and terror to any mortal eye. Like so many
Hebrew symbols, it is unrepresentable in art. The form is one which is almost inconceivable, and were any to seek, as some have done, to make a pictorial representation of
But the Hebrew mind
it, the result would be grotesque, monstrons, and impossible.
cared nothing for art, only for spiritual truth ; the external form was nothing, the
inward truth everything. Art is careful to portray only the external, and it has attained
to wondrous perfection in this respect ; but the Hebrew desired to represent the inner
nature ^the mind, the heart, the soul. Hence it fastened upon whatsoever would best
serve this purpose, and joined them together, utterly regardless of congruity, symmetry,
or any other mere artistic law.
Therefore we must look beneath the often strange
symbols which we have in this vision would we know what it meant and said to the
beholder.
The golden-girdled garment told of royal majesty and authority ; the hoary
hair, of venerable age and profound wisdom ; the eyes like fire-flame, of searching
intelligence and of fierce wrath ; the feet like molten brass, of resistless strength, which
should trample down and crush all that stood in its way; the voice like the sound
of the sonorous sea-waves, which are heard over all other tumults and noises whatsoever,
subduing and stilling them, tell of that word of "all-commanding might " which once
was heard hushing into silence the noise of many waters on the tempest-tossed lake of
Galilee, and which, wherever heard, every tumult subsides and all at once obey.
The seven stars grasped in the right hand told of power and purpose to defend them or
dispose of them as he willed; the two-edged sword proceeding out of his mouth,
of that awful soul-penetrating Word by which the secrets of all hearts should be mad«
known, and by which all adversaries of the Lord should be slain ; the coimtenanca
radiant like the sun, of the Divine majesty, so dazzling, so confounding, so intolerable,
to aU unhallowed and unpermitted gaze of man.
(2) And this awful form was seen
surrounded by the seven lamps of gold, as the dwellings of the vassals of a chieftain
are clustered round his castle and stronghold, which rises proudly in their midst as
if proclaiming its lordship and its protection over them.
(3) And that this vision was
designed to meet the manifold needs of those varied characters and conditions in the
several Churches is evident from the fact that allusion to one or other part of it is made
at the beginning of each of the letters which St. John was commanded to write and
send ; and that part is chosen which would most minister to the need of the Church
-
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whom the letter was written. But it was as the invincihle Champion of his Church
that Christ came forth, and to persuade their fainting hearts of this he appeared in
And the vision is for all time, and every anxious heart should
tliis wondrous form.
steadily look upon it, and strive to learn the comforting truths which it was designed
" I fell at hii
to teach.
(4^ But the effect of the vision was at first overpowering.
feet as dead.*^ Well might it have been so.
to

"O

God

of mercy,

God

of might.
bear the eight,
surely here,

How should weak sinners

as thy power is
Thine open glory should appear?"
If,

St. Peter cried out,

" Depart from me, for I

am

a sinful man,

Lord ! " though -there

How

much more when
in the appearance of Jesus to alarm and terrify.
snch a vision as this was seen, and such a voice was heard I " Fear was far more in
the ascendant than holy joy. I will not say that John was unhappy, but certainly it

was nothing

was not delight which prostrated him at the Saviour's feet. And I gather from this
that if we, in our present embodied state, were favoured with an unveiled vision of
Christ, it would not make a heaven for us ; we may think it would, but we know not
what spirit we are of. Such new wine, if put into these old bottles, would cause them
But (6) we are told how the Lord restored his prostrate disciple. By his
to burst."
touch of sympathy he laid his hand upon him. He was wont to do this for the
many that he healed when here on earth. And there was the touch of power. It was
bis right hand. Then came the Lord's "Fear not;" and when we hear him say that to
:

us, our fears, as

" The cares that infest the day.
Shall fold their tents like the Arabs,

And

silently steal

away."

He

gave him most comforting instruction. He told him w
he was the incarnate Jehovah ; the Saviour " who became dead," not who mer
died, but, as the word denotes, "voluntarily underwent death." Surely John knew him,
and would not be afraid of him. But now he was alive for evermore he, the same
in heart and will, though not in form. And possessed of universal authority.
He had
the keys, the insignia of authority, over the unseen world. Therefore, should any of
them be hurried thither by their persecutors' rage, he would be there, and Lord there,
so they need not fear. But he had the keys of death also. Hence none could open its
gates unless he pleased ; and none could be put to death whom he chose to keep alive.
He " openeth, and no man shutteth, and shutteth, and no man openeth." Entrance
there was governed, not by the will of man, but by his will.
And finally, he explains
part of the vision, and directs it to be written and sent to the seven Churches. The
stars, they are, such as St. John himself was, the angels, the chief pastors of the
Churches; and see, Christ has hold of them, grasped in his right hand, and who shall
be able to plnck them thence, or separate them from his love ? What comfort this for
the fearful but faithful heart of the minister of Christ
And see again, Ae is in the
midst of the seven lamps which represent the seven Churches. He is there as their
Christ is in the midst of his Churches chiefly to protect, but also to
sure Defence.
rule and to inspect, and if needs be to judge and to punish.
Even now he is walking
amid his Churches. Let us remember this, and consider " what manner of persons we
ought to be in aU holy conversation and godliness." The voice of this vision says to
us all, " Be of good comfort, but watch and pray." 8. 0.

And

this

—

was not

all.

—

!

—

—

2%e eternity and unchangeableness of Christ. "I am Alpha and . . .
Ver. 11.
Last." The vision St. John had just seen showed him indisputably that all the low
and inadequate ideas which, during his Lord's life on earth, and during the times of
trial, he and others had cherished concerning his Person were altogether wrong.
And>
though we cannot but "believe that in the apostles' mind there must have been •
great advance in their thoughts concerning their Lord, even yet it was needful, and
now and in the terrible times before them it was more than ever needful, that they
should rightly regard him. They would lose much, as we ever do, by wrong thoughts
•bout Christ, and all thoughts that fell short of his true dignity and nature were
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wrong thoughts. Now, to bring the Church generally to true knowledge and undergtanding on this great matter, not only was the vision vouchsafed which St. John had
then hefore him, but also the trumpet-like voice of the Lord himself was heard
declaring who and what he wasi And the importance of this declaration is seen by
the prominence that is given to it, and its frequent repetition in more or less full
form. We meet with it again and again. Its meaning and teaching are similar to.
It asserts
that word in Heb. xiii. 8, " Jesus Christ, the same yesterday," etc.
I. The bteknitt op the Son op God.
In the eighth verse it is spoken of the
Almighty God himself. Here, and continually in other places, it is asserted of the
Lord Jesus Christ. In the face of Scriptures like these, and they are very many, how
can the honest believer in their authority assent to the popular modern hypothesis
which would place and keep our Lord on the level of humanity, even though it be
humanity at its highest level ? If he were no more than man, how could words such
as these be spoken and written concerning him ? Now, if it had been desired to show
that he was God incarnate, could language more clearly asserting it have been devised?
Beject the Scriptures, the testimony of the Church from the beginning, the experience
of believers, and the confirmation of the truth which we find in religions outside our
own, and then we may reject the Church's faith ; but assuredly it cannot else be done.
But the text teaches also
II. The unohangbablbness op the Lord Jbsus Christ.
It was needful that the
former truth should be deeply impressed on the minds of the persecuted Church. It
was the remembrance of the Eternal One that had steadied the minds and encouraged
the hearts of their fathers in the days of old. On the plains of Dura, in the courts of
Nebuchadnezzar and of Darius, that blest memory and faith had given invincible courage
in the face of the fiery furnace and the fangs of fiercest beasts.
And therefore it was
reasserted here when like perils would hare to be met and endured and overcome.
But this further truth of the unchangeableness of Christ was no less needed to abide in
memory and heart if they were to be found faithful even unto death. For: 1. There
would be great temptation to tamper with his commands. Might not their stringency be
relaxed? would rot many of them admit of compromise, or of delay, or of some other
departure from their literal and strict import? Under the pressure of fear, or worldly
conformity, or the lurking love of sin, would there not be, is there not now, this temptation perpetually assailing? And therefore was it and is it ever well to remember
that such setting aside of the Lord's commands cannot be suffered. They change not any
more than himself. They were not lowered or relaxed for the tried and troubled ones
of former ages, even when they had far less of sustaining truth to cheer them than
had the apostolic Church, and still less than we have now. The Lord has cancelled
no command, nor does he claim from us any less than he demanded at the first. He
accepts half-hearted service no more now than when he said, " Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart." But there were not a few to whom St. John wrote, and
there are as many and more now, who from various motives would try to explain away
For them the reminder
this command and that which the Lord had laid upon them.
of his unchangeableness, which is given in this his Name, was indeed necessary. 2.
And their fidelity would be helped by the remembrance that he was the same in hii
What had he done for the most faithful of his servants that he had not done
love.
Did he die for the martyrs more than for them? Were they not included
for them ?
when it was said, "He loved us, and gave himself for us " ? Were not the unsearchable
riches of Christ as open to them as to any believers ? Did they owe less to Christ ?
or were they under less obligation to him than others ? He had come from heaven to
earth ; he had lived, and suffered, and died, and risen again for them as for those whose
hearts had most truly responded to all this love. Yes as unchanged in his love toward
them as in what he asked for from them, in what he deserved as in what he demanded.
How well for them to femember this I 3. And in the grace he would bestow. They
The treasury of his grace was not
were not and could not be straitened in him.
;

exhausted. He would supply all their need, as he had supplied that of all his servants.
No good thing would he withhold from them more than from the saints and ;martyrs
who by his grace had obtained so good report. " I am the Lord, I change not " such
was one chief meaning of his word, " I am Alpha," etc. And that immutability
concerned his nature ai^ his character, and there was no class amongst them in thes«
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Utt Living One: an Hosier Sunday set mon. "Fear not," eta 1
good to «ay words of good cheer. The cheerful word, the pleasant smile, the
encouraging shake of the hand, all these are good and helpful. As when with ringing
cheers we send our troops off to battle. 2. But it is better still to be able, along with
such words of good cheer, to show reason for them, and the solid ground you have for
bidding your brother be of good cheer, and that he has for being so. If we can do this,
how much more helpful our words are
Now, this is what our Saviour does here for
St. John, and through him for all Christians always and everywhere.
And if, as is
possible, from the use of the expression, " the Lord's day," and St. John's naming it
in close connection with our Lord's death, the day was not merely the first day of the
week, but an Easter Sunday, and so especially " the Lord's day," then all the more
may we well consider those reasons wherefore our Lord bade his apostle and all of us
"Fear not." Now, our Lord declares in these verses four great facts, every one of
which says, " Fear not " to him who believes it.
He says : 1. " lam the First
I. His eternal esjstenob.
the First Begotten (cf. Ps.
;
xl. ; John the Baptist's, " He was before me " also our Lord's words, " Before Abraham
(vas, I am;" and John L 1, " In the beginning was the Word ").
2. " The Last."
(Cf.
" He must reign till he hath put all enemies under his feet ; " " Then cometh the end,"
"
"
"
"
3.
The Living One
equivalent to
1 Cor. XV.)
I am he that liveth
Jehovah.
The claim is no less than this. Great, august, but intolerable if not true. But because
true, it justifies our adoration and worship, and that to him every knee should bow.
But it also says to us, " Fear not j " for it assures us that what he has been to his people
he will be to them always (cf. homily on ver. 11). He had been everything to his
disciples.
"Lord, to whom shall we go?" said Peter in the name of them all: "thou
hast the words of eternal life." Hence to lose him was to lose all.
But this Divine
title which he claims assured them that they should not lack any good thing.
What
he had been to them, he would be. And so to us.
II. His perfect brotherhood.
He shares in all our sorrows, even the greatest of
them. "Ibecamedead;"thisisabetter rendering of ver. 18, than"! was dead." It does
not say merely, " I died," or " I was dead ; " that might be said of any saint in heaven,
and will be said of all of us one day ; but *' I became dead " it visli his own voluntary act
(cf. St. Paul: "He humbled himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death
of the cross "). Now, our Lord's declaring this fact tells no doubt 1. 0/his sacrifice and
atonement. That he was " the Lamb of God, which taketh away," etc. But I think the
Vers. 17, 18.

It Is

—

!

—

—

—

:

chief reason for its declaration here is to assert 2. His perfect brotherhood and sympathy with us. That he was our very Brother-Man, who has been in all points tried as
we are. Hence, however low any of us may have to go, he has been lower still. As
:

Baxter sings
"Christ leads ua through no darker room
Than he went through before."

was as if he would say to all to whom this book should come, " I know, my brethren,
you have to bear trouble, perhaps to endure cruel death, but I know all about it ; 1
became dead, I have been through it all, I have sounded the lowest depths of sorrow
and go, my beloved ones, where you will, underneath you shall find my everlasting
arms. So fear not." And on Easter Day the joy of it is that the Lord comes to u^
not merely as triumphant, but as One who haa suffered, and to us who are suffering
And the message of the day is
It

"

m. Hm viotort.
means

As surely as 1 overcame,
And triumphed once for you.
Bo surely you who know my Naras
Shall through me triumph too."

am

"Behold, I
alive for evermore."
that, in spite of all that death and hell could do,

Note thnt word "behold."

he is nevertheless alive for
evermore. They sought to destroy him, but in vain. And the message of all tliis to
those to whom it was sent was, "Fear not them which kill the body, but after that
It
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have no more that they can do." Tour enemies can do you no real harm. And this it
his word to ua to-day. He points to himself, and says, " Behold " me ; "I am alive
for evermore."
Therefore " Pear not."
IV. His lobdshif ovbb the unseen. " I have the keys of death and of hell."
The "key" means authority, power, possession; "death," him who had the power ol
death, or the state of death ; " hell," the imseen world, the place of departed spirits
also the forces and strength of Satan (cf. " The gates of hell ").
Now, Christ declares
that he has authority over all this. Therefore, he having the keys : 1. The door of
death and the grave can only le opened hy him. Therefore their lives were unassailable,
invulnerable, unless he gave permission. " Men of the world," their persecutors, were
but his " hand." 2. Ee can enter there when he pleases. If, then, any of them should
be put to death, he would not be debarred from them nor they from him (cf. " Though
I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil : for thim art with
me ; thy rod," etc., Ps. xxiii.). Death and the unseen world are his absolute possession.
3. He can shut their gates when he pleases.
Therefore death and bell have power only
so long as he pleases. If he lets them loose for a season, he can restrain them again.
And he will finally shut the door upon them for ever. " The last enemy that shall be
destroyed is death ; " "He came to destroy the works of the devil." He shall shut the
gates of heU, and when he shuts, no man openeth. Therefore " Pear not." Such is
the message of Easter Day. S. 0.

—

Ver. 17.
The " Fear nots " of Christ. " Pear not." This is a characteristic word of
the Bible, but especially of the Gospel, and chief of all, of our blessed Lord. Por he not
only, as in our text, spoke the word many times, but his whole message and mission to
mankind was to banish the bondslave fear which had haunted them so long from their
minds. '"Pear not' is a plant that grows very plentifully in God's garden. If you
look through the flower-beds of Scripture, you will continually find, by the side of other
flowers the sweet • Pear nots ' peering out from among doctrines and precepts, even as
violets look up from their hiding-places of green leaves."
Take any concordance, and
count the number of times and note the occasions where the heart-cheering word or
its equivalent occurs, and it will be seen that it is indeed a characteristic word of God
to man. Prom Genesis to Revelation, from earliest patriarch to latest apostle, the
sweet echo and reverberation of this word is clearly audible. Dr. Watts's Catechism
?
says, in its answer to the question, " V?ho was Isaiah " "He was the prophet that
spoke more of Jesus Christ than all the rest." And this is so, and for this very reason
he is richest in comfort to the people of God, and you will see more of these " Pear nots "
in his writings than anywhere else. "They grow like the kingcups and the daisies,
and other sweet flowers of the meadows, among which the little children in the springtime delight themselves, and the bank that is the fullest of these beautiful flowers is
that which Isaiah has cast up." Bat let us listen now to those blessed words spoken
by Christ himself, rather than by his Spirit through his prophets.
I. And first this one in our text which drives away dbbad and dismat in pbeSENOE OF THE DiviNE GLOET. Not but what there is good reason for such dread at
the thought of God. Por how stands the case as between our souls and God ? We have
sinned there is no doubt about that. And then there rises up before the soul the awful
vision of God's majesty and might and of his wrath against sin.
And the dread which
this vision causes is deepened as we hear the accusations of conscience, as we listen to
the reasonings founded on the necessity of penalty following sin. " Plato, Plato," said
Socrates, " I cannot see how God can forgive sin." As we observe the reign of law,
and note how therein every " transgression receives its just recompense of reward "
(Heb. ii. 2), all this fills the awakened soul with dread, as indeed it cannot hut do.
But to such soul Christ comes and says, " Pear not." In many ways he says this ; but
chief of all by his cross and sacrifice, whereby he shows to us how without dishonour
done to the Divine law, but rather with all honour rendered to it, God can " be just and
yet the Justifier," etc. To him, our Redeemer and Saviour, let the soul convinced of sin
and in dread on account thereof, at once turn, and soon shall be heard, in spite of all
accusing, condemning voices, the blessed word of Clirist that silences them all, and says
to the soul that trusts in him, " Pear not." This same word
II. MeBTB THE BEKEWED OONSOIOUSirESS OF SIN WHICH THE SENSE OF God'B GOODNESS
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OFTEN PBODUOKg. " Feat not," said our Lord to Peter " from henceforth thou shalt
Peter was overwhelmed at the magnitude of the blessing
catch men " (Luke t. 10).
bestowed on him. " He was astonished at the draught of fishes which they had taken."
Had the number been but small, he would not have been astonished, but being what
it was, he could only cast himself down before the Lord and cry, "Depart from me;
Lordl " He had known and seen much of Christ before this
for I am a sinful man,
he had heard John say of him, "Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh," etc. and
he had believed and followed him. But never before, that we know of, had there been
wakened up in him such sense of his own unworthiness as he gives utterance to now.
What led to it? Not the quickened belief that Jesus was the Christ; not the sight of
a miracle only, for he had seen other miracles before this that at Cana, for example
but it was the sense of the Lord's goodness to him, not in this great haul of fish
merely or chiefly, but in his condescension that he should make such as he was his
And such sense of the Lord's great goodness does have
friend, companion, and apostle.
this humbling effect.
;

;

—

" The more thy glories strike mine eye.
The humbler I shall lie."

Where there is borne in upon our minds the great love of God to usward, the light of
It will not puff any
that love makes us see more clearly our own unworthiness of it.
man up with pride, or make him thank God that he is not as other men are, but will
work in him such humility and lowliness of heart as, whilst it qualifies him the better
to do Christ's work, will need, and will have, Christ's " Fear not " to prevent it becoming
over diffident and doubtful as to whether he can serve Christ at all. They who have
been most honoured, as Peter was, " to catch men for life," as the Lord promised him
he should, know how the sense of such unmerited goodness prostrates them before God
in deepest self-abasement and in " penitential tears." And it is to this mood of mind
so blessed every way that the Lord speaks his " Fear not." Let each one of us,
would we know more of the Lord's goodness, especially in regard to success in all
spiritual work, ask ourselves
What effect does that goodness have upon me ? If it
makes us proud and self-sufficient, that will be the sigual for its coming to an end
but if, as it should, it humble us and make us feel more than ever how uuworthy,
because how sinful we are, then that will be the token that there is for us more blessing
yet in store.
III. FOEBIDS THE GIVING DP OF HOPE EVEN IN 8BBMINGLT HOPELESS OASES.
This
If ever
is the lesson of the " Fear not " of our Lord's which is given in Luke viii. 50.
there was a seemingly hopeless case, it was that of the recovery of the little daughter
of Jairus, after the messengers bad come and told him, " Thy daughter is dead." No
doubt he had fretted and fumed inwardly at the, as he would think it, deplorable
interruption and delay which had occurred owing to the poor woman's coming and
touching the hem of the Lord's garment, and so being healed, all which led to her
discovery and confession, but likewise to much loss of time. But when the word came
to Jairus that his dear child was dead, his distress and anguish must have been terrible,
and were clearly visible to the Lord, who at once meets it with this " Fear not : believe
only, and she shall be made whole." Now, this is a typical instance and a never-to-beforgotten lesson for us all.
Where Christ is concerned, or rather concerns himself for
us, we need never, we may never, despair.
may apply this lesson largely to
1.
temporal events, though not universally, because oftentimes his wiU plainly is not
to deliver us from the temporal trouble which we fear.
But even then we should not
fear, for though not in form, yet in substance, he will give deliverance and help.
He
will always do what is best, though that best be in soine other form than that which
we have desired. 2. But the lesson is of universal application in regard to spiritual
blessings which we seek at his hands.
Many a dear one lies spiritually at the point
of death, and if we have gone to Christ with the entreaty that he will come and heal,
we are not to despair of our prayer being answered.
may not see the answer in
this world
God's providence may have rendered that impossible, but still we are
"
never to give up hope.
It is told of a woman who prayed long for her husband, how
she used to attend a certain meeting-house in the north of England ; but her husband
never went with her. He was a drinking, swearing man, and she had much anguish
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of heart about him. She never ceased to pray, and yet she never saw any result.
She went to the meeting-house quite alone, with this exception, that a dog always
went with her, and tiiis faithful animal would curl himself up under the seat, and lie
quiet during the servico.
When she was dead, her husband was still unsaved, but
doggie went to the meeting-house. His masler wondered whatever the faithful animal
did at the service. Curiosity made him follow the good creature. The dog led him
down the aisle to his dear old mistress's seat. The man sat on the seat, and the dog
curled himself up as usual,
God guided the minister that day; the Word came with
power, and that man wept till he found the Saviour" (Spurgeon), That instance is
but one cut of many more, all of which go to confirm the blessed lesson of this
" Pear not." Let ministers and teachers, parents, and all who have those dear to them
as yet unsaved, be encouraged to persevere in fervent prayer and believing endeavour
on their behalf. "Pear not: believe only, and" thy beloved one "shall be made
whole." And we may each one substitute our own selves for the daughter of Jairus,
and read, "thy own soul" shall be made whole. Por not seldom we are prone to
despair about ourselves and to give up the contest. Old sins breakout again, old habits
reassert themselves, and we seem delivered over to them, and all our prayer and effort
" Pear not," says the Lord to all such. Another of these " Pear
to be of no avail.

nots"
IV. Defies pesseoution.
Matt. x. 28, "Pear not them which kill the body."
That entire chapter is an armoury of weapons wherewith the war with the world may
be successfully waged. Not much of open and violent persecution exists in our day.
The serpent has had its fangs drawn, and the mouths of the lions have been shut ; but
still the enemies of Christ know well enough how to inflict much of pain on those who
Many a working man and
will not take their side, but are faithful to the Lord.
working woman who have to mingle in their daily employ with large numbers of others
in warehouses, workshops, factories, and the like, can bear witness to the truth of this
and many a boy at school likewise. To all such this " Pear not " of Christ's specially
comes. To be despised by men may be hard, but will it not be worse to be rejected of
the Lord if you give in to the fear of man ? And is not the glad welcome and " Well
done " of Christ worth winning, even at the cost of a sharp, though short-lived persecuAnd think how little they can do. They cannot touch yoa.
tion now ? Surely it is.
They may mangle and murder your poor body, though they are not likely to go so far
as that ; but -that is not you. And when they have done that, they have no more that
One would have
they can do. And how utter has been their failure in the past
thought that the Church of Christ must have been exterminated long ago, considering
what a ceaseless storm of hell's artillery has been beating upon her devoted head. But
lo 1 here the Church of Christ is, invincible in him who himself is invincible.
Satan,
the prompter of all persecution, soon tires when he finds that failure follows all he does.
" Pear not," therefore ; be bold for Christ. Confess him, and he will confess you. This
!

word
V. Dispels anxibtt about the supply of eabthlt wants.

In Luke xiL 32
your Pather's good pleasure to give you the
kingdom." He had been warning them against troubled, distracting thoughts about
temporal provision, bidding them seek first the kingdom of God, and all needful things
should be added. And, to uplift them far above such anxiety, he bids them fear not, for
the kingdom is to be theirs. And in confirmation of this word, does not observation
^there are, no doubt, exceptions
the wants of the servants of
attest that, as a rule
good man has written against that verse in
Christ are, somehow or other, supplied ?
"
I have been young, and now am old ; yet , . . nor his seed
the psalms which says,
begging bread " against this he has written, " Then, David, I have." Well, once and
again he may have; but the rule is, "all these things" are added unto them. How it
The cupboard may ba
is done, whence it comes, or how much, is often a great puzzle.
very tare sometimes, and the cruse very dry ; but supply comes as mysteriously but
as surely as the ravens brought to the prophet his daily food. Yes ; Christ makes good
" Pear not," therefore. And let this blessed
bis word, and he will, brother, to thee.
word serve us as it served St. Paul ; for it
VL Sustains ctndeb appabbht failubx. •• Fear not," said the Lord to St. Paul
" lot ^1^ ^'^^ given thee all them that sail with thee " (Acts xxviL 24), It was the
Christ says, " Pear not,

little flock

;

for it is

—

A

—

—

—
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time of Paul's shipwreck. There seemed but a step betwixt him and death. The ship
was going to pieces; there seemed no hope nor help. And this was to be the end,
Rome not seen, his work incomplete. But then,
apparently, of his apostolic career
by liis angel, the Lord sent to him this " Pear not." Let us be assured all things ^all
And they
events, circumstances must work; they do; they can never be quiet.
must work together. They seem at times to pull different ways and to lead far apart
from one another. But no ; they are interlinked and connected one with the other by
all manner of associations, so that they must work togethei', whether they will or
no.
And they must work together for good, and not evil, to them that love Grod.
When the warp and the woof of the fabric are complete, good shall be seen to be the
outcome of it all. So was it with all Paul's life and, not least, with this very shipwreck. And tliis " Fear not " was sent to tell him that it would be so. Oh, hpw
constantly God is better to us than all our fears ! Our wurst troubles are those that
never come at all, but which we are afraid will come. We often think we are brought
to a dead halt, but, lo as in many a lake and fiord you come up to a promontory or
what seems like a wall of rock, and lo! there is an opening through which you glide,
and there you are with more room than ever. Then " Fear not ; " but cast thy care on
Ood, and he will sustam th(e. Apparent failure is not real, and out of the darkest
perplexity he can bring forth light.—S. 0.

—

—

—

1

The seven Chv/rches : their common characteristics. Seven times is heard
Ver. 20.
the solemn charge, given at the close of each of the lottery addressed to these Churches,
" He that hath an ear," etc. And we would obey this word so far as we may, and, ere
considering these letters one by oue, would glance at their common characteristics. To
the most superficial reader it is evideut that in arrangement and plan they are all alike.
The "angel of the Church" is addressed in each; theu comes the title of the Lord,
setting forth that aspect of his character which it was especially well for the Church
Then tolluws the Lord's solemn, " I know thy woiks,"
addressed to take heed to.
meaning that he had perfectly seen and so perfectly knew all they had done and
Then, where, as in most cases, there was
Buffered, all that they were or might be.
aught of good to commemorate, it is named first, before accusation of failure or faithThen follows the earnest warning, and finally comes the promise to
lessness is made.
all that overcome, and the exhortatiou to hear and heed what has been said.
This is
the order of thought in them all, and the aim and purpose of all are one.
But, looking
at these letters as a whole, the teachings that they convey may be summed up under
these three heads.
For we may gain from these epistles some clear outlines and
I. Ecclesiastical.
learn some of the fundamental principles of the primitive Churches.
The picture may
not be complete, the portraiture only a sketch; but what it does tell is distinct as well
We leara concerning the Churches 1. Their spread and increase. (1)
as important.
are not told why these seven are mentioned and not others. It was not (a) because
they were all, or for the most part, chief cities. Outside these tliere were, of course,
many far more important ^Antioch, Jerusalem, Alexandria, Rome, etc. And even
near to these seven there were others greater tlian they, as Miletus, Colossse, Hierapolis,
and probably others.
Some that are mentioned are quite insignificant. But perhaps,
(b) being near one to the other, and all not far from Ephesus, St. John knew more of
them. They all lay within the area of two ordinary English counties, and, following
the order of their names, they formed a complete circle, starting from and returning to
And (c) yet more, because in them the character and conduct told of
Ephesus.
were conspicuous. (2) Nor are we told why these seven only are named. Why not
less or more?
But the reason probably was to show, by the use of the symbolic
number, seven, that what was said concerning these Churches was of world-wide and
world-enduring importance. For " seven " is the sacred number, and indicates Diviu«
selection, and so enforces the charge that those who hear what the Spirit saith should
give all heed thereto. (3) But these being mentioned, the spread of the Church of Christ
is shown.
For if in places so obscure as some of these were the faith of Christ was
iound, how much more in larger places ? We know the tide has come in when we see
that the little inland creeks are filled.
We have no doubt, then that the whole stretch
of the sea-shore which, when the tide was out, uas left uncovered, is now bright and
:

We

—

"
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sparkling with waves. So if to Thyatira and such places the gospel had spread, much
more might we bo assured that in more populous places it would also be found. 2.
Tlieir fundamental principle.
That the Church should consist of true believers in
Christ, whose faith worked by love and produced holinessof life. For when and wherever praise is given, and large and bles.sed promises are held out it is ever to those
who are faithful followers of the Lord. On the other hand, censure and threatening,
warning and expostulation, are addressed only to those who are found unfaithful, or
are in peril of becoming so. It is, therefore, evident that the place of any in the Church
was due to their being regarded as sincere and true believers. If it was not expected
of thorn to be this, wherefore such terrible blame and threats pronounced against them
for not being so ?
It is plain that purity and holiness_ are regarded as their proper
character that as holy they were called into and continued in the Church, and that
on no other ground had they a right there. No nationality and no religious rite could
make men living members of the Church ; only they were so who so believed in Christ
that they became renewed in heart and life.
And it is so Ktill; God help us to
remember it
3. Their form.
Prom the mention of these several Churches it is surely
evident that at the first there was no idea that the Church of Christ was to be one
believe in "one holy
visible organized body coextensive with the whole world.
CathoUo Church," but we dispute the right of any one organization to claim so august
a title. Christ's prayer, " That they all may be one," is heard, and its answer is seen
And
in the fact of the identity in love, faith, and character of all who are really his.
it is these in their totality, visible and known only to him, found in all sections of the
"
Church, but confined to none, who make up the holy Catholic Church." But, so far
as visible form is concerned, we read not of " tlie Church," but of " Churches." Nor
were these Churches national or provincial one Church for a nation or province. All
Nor was their form presbyterian, for they
these seven Churches were in one province.
were not welded together into one, but remained distinct and apart. Nor were they
congregational; the Church consisting only of those worshipping in one building.
For so there might have been, as there were not, many such Churches in any one of
these seven cities.
But their form seems to have been municipal rather than aught
beside.
The believers in one town or city mivht meet in several congregalions, and
probably in large cities did so but we rea uf only one Church at such places ; as
the Church at Philippi, Corinth, Antioch, Home, etc. ; not " the Churches," but "the
Church." But for the several congregations there were bishops and deacons, as many
Hence we read of " the Church, with its bishops and deacons
as might be needed.
(Phil. i. 1).
Each congregation seems to have had its presiding officer and assistants,
but such congregation, with these, did not form a separate Church the Church consisted
of all the believers in the city or town to which they belonged. And, surely, it was an
" excellent way." But what matter the form in which the Church or Churches may be
organized ? It is the life within, the Divine life, begotten Of the Spirit of God, that is
the all-important thing. Without that the best form is no better than the worst ; and
with that the worst form serves almost as well as the best. 4. Their ministry. (1) The
Churches were presided over by pastors. For by " the angel of the Church " we seem

—

—

;

1

We

—

—

;

i

;

obliged to understand its chief pastor. No doubt it looks more simple and reasonable
to regard the word " angel " as meaning an angel in the ordinary sense of the word.
And those who say we should so understand it refer us to the fourth chapter of this book,
;
where we read of " the angel of the waters " and also to the words of our Lord, who
speaks of the " angels" of little children (" Their angels do always behold," etc.); and
it is urged that, as we must understand these passages as telling of angels who presided
over, had charge of, " the waters " (as in ch. iv.) and of " children " (as in the Gospels),
80 here we must understand, by " the angel of the Church," the angel who had the
charge of the Church, and was, therefore, its representative before God. And it is also
urged that Michael is in Daniel represented as the guardian of Israel. And the Jews
beUeved in such angels. " It is his angel " so said those gathered at Mary's house
whei; Peter, whom they thought to be in prison, knocked at the door. But in reply to
How could Jolin write a letter to an angel and
all this there is one conclusive answer
send it to him ? He could write and send to the Churches and their pastors ; but to
an angel 1 Hence we resrai-d the chief pastor as meant by the angel. In Haggai and
Malachi, prophets are called " messeugera," or angels and such, we believe, are meant

—

—

;

—

;
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pastoral office and its solemn responsibility we get when
They are addressed as representing and responsible for

—

the Churches oyer whom they preside. Well might St. Paul cry and well may we
" Brethren, pray for us." (2) And there seems to have been a modified episcopate ;
for the chief pastor had others with him (cf. Acts xx., " Elders of the Church "),
Evidently there were several. But the angel seems to have been chief over the rest,
as he is held responsible for the faith and practice of the Church. But this need not
hurt any one's conscience. Means are not ends.
cannot follow exactly the scriptural
pattern in all details.
Were we to do so, it would hinder, probably, rather than help
forward the end the Church seeks.
And our divergences of practice should teach
mutual charity and striving after oneness of heart even where there is not oneness of
form.
II. DocTBiNAi.
Note the sublime titles given to our Lord. They are all drawn
from the vision told of in this chapter. But how plainly they teach the Divine glory that
belongs to our Lord t As we read them over one by one, can we doubt, whilst we regard
this book as inspired, as to who and what our Lord was ?
Here are titles that no
creature, of however high an order of intelligence, or sanctity, or power, could dare to
assume to himself or permit others to asciibe to him. There is but one conclusion,
that he to whom these titles are given, and by whom they are claimed, is in truth one
with the Almighty, the uncreated, the supreme God. Therefore let all the angels of
God, and every creature of God, and, above all, every sotil of man, worship him.
III. Eeligious.
For they show, concerning the Christian life: 1. /<s soZemraiiy.
are under the eye of him who says as none other can, " I know thy works."
Thus he
speaks to us all. Others do not, cannot, know us as he does. Who, then, will dare to
disobey ?
" Ann me with jealous oaie,
As in thy sight to live
And oh, thy servant, Lord, prepare
A strict account to give."

We

We

(1) It is a battle. All have to wage a warfare. None are exempt. Not
poor Sardis and Laodicea alone, the weakest and worst of the Churches, have thii
warfare to wage, but Smyrna and Philadelphia also, the strongest and best. Every
one is spoken to and of as engaged in a conflict in which, if he do not overcome, he will
be overcome.
cannot "sic and sing ourselves away to everlasting bliss." But
a battle has to be fought, and only to those who overcome will the prize be given.
Which excel in intensity, the promises to the
(2) This battle has tremendous issues.
faithful or the threatenings to the unfaithful, it is hard to say.
But they are thus
vividly contrasted in each letter, that we may the more readily see and deeply feel that
this is no holiday pastime, no child's play, to which we are all inexorably called, but a
serious, stem, and awful waR
True, to-day, our foes are spiritual rather than tangible
and visible ; not cruel and bloody men who hunt our lives to destroy them, but the
unseen forces of hell which are within and all around us, and are the more mighty for
that they are unseen.
have need to watch and we have need to pray. But there
are (3) vast encouragements
for (a) it is assured that all may overcome.
are not
mocked. Even to Laodicea this was said, thereby implying that even for them, poor
fallen miserable ones that they were, victory was possible, even they might overcome.
And so now; they who most of all are "tied and bound by the chain of their
sins" (and some are dreadfully so), yet even they, "through the might of Christ
their Lord," may conquer in the fight. (5) And we are told how. For the titles of the
Lord in these several letters show him to be an all-sufficient Saviour, However many
and varied are the wants of his Church, he meets them and ministers to their needs
Are they in peril ? He is their Guardian, holding them fast in his right hand. Are
they beset by the powers of hell ? He is their eternal, their glorified Saviour, possessed
of all power. Are they troubled by fierce persecutors or by false friends ? He who
hath the sharp two-edged sword will avenge them. Are they wandering in heart and
life, gone and yet going astray ?
He whose eyes are as a flame of fire sees them and
will follow them, and will surely and, if needs be, sternly correct them.
Are they
almost worn out with toil and trial ? He will uphold them, for has he not the seven
Spirits of God ?
Does he bid them set out in arduous service, telling them that thfire
2. Its nature.

We

We

;
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an open door before them ? He encourages and cheers them, in that he hath the key
of David, and that when he opens no man shuts. Does he tear off the false coverings
by which their true and evil state is hidden? As he does lo he reminds them that he
is their faithful Friend and Counsellor.
Surely here, then, is the general lesson to be
learnt from these varied letters of the Lord
that there can be no stress or strait in
which his servants may be, whether by their own folly and fault or by the malice and
might of others, but what he has grace sufScient for all, and his grace shall supply all
their need. Finally (c) observe the heart-cheering promise with which these letters all
end. Imagery of the most sublime and exalted description is employed to set forth the
glorious reward which now to some extent is given, but in the future far more fully
shall be given to the faithful Christian.
He is to eat of the tree of life, which is in the
midst of the Paradise of God ; the second death is to have no power over him ; he is
to be invested with kingly authority over the nations, like to that which Christ possesses ; he is to be arrayed in triumphant and beaiitifiil vestments, with white raiment
is he to be clothed, and his name is to be confessed by the glorified Bedeemer before all
heaven he is to become a pillar in the temple of Gk>d, and on him is to be written the
Name of God, and the name of the city of God, from which he is to go no more out
he is to sit with Christ on his throne, as Christ is set down with the Father on his
throne ; he is to eat of the hidden manna, and to receive the white stone on which a
new name is written, a name which no man knoweth, saving he who receivoth it. How
great then are the encouragements held out to us all to cheer us on in our warfare ; so
that, if the battle be stern and the issues tremendous, we are not left to wage it at our
own charges, but are daily helped by the grace of our Lord now, and animated by the
sure prospect of that prize which shall be given hereafter to all who truly strive for it.
Such are some of the teachings common to all these letters. Others of a more special
and particular kind they doubtless have, but these alone justify and enforce the sevenfold word, " He that hath an ear, let him hear," etc.
S. C.
is

—

;

—

Vem.

—3.—

The interpretation of the Book of Revelation conin particular ; hence many differing views.
But the
book designed for practical purposes ; throughout it a rich vein of practical instruction.
The homily seizes upon the practical truth that truth which can be worked up into
the practice of daily life.
I. The oeigin of the eevelation
God. It is the revelation " which God gave.''
Fountain of all truth ; stamps its high character ; to be received with becoming reverence,
thankfulness, and obedience.
II. The peocbss of the eevelation.
Gradation of thought. " Ood gave " the
revelation to " his servants " by Jesus Christ, " the Word of God," who " sent and
signified it by his amgel" who made it known unto the " servant John" who bare
witness of "all things that he saw " unto all the " servants '' of Jesus Christ. It is a
word for the faithful bondservants, the true disciples of the Lord Jesus in all lands
and in all ages.
HI. The substance of the eevelation.
It is " the Word of Ood" the outbreathing of the Divine thought, the Divine will and purpose. Of this Word of God,
Jesus is the Medium of testimony. This " Word," testified by Jesus Christ, was made
It was a holy vision.
to appear to John ; all things that he saw.
1

fessedly difficult,

77ie revelation.

some portions

—

—

IV.

The

blessino pbonounoed upon the faithful beoeption of the eevela-

tion. 1. To "him that readeth." 2. To " them that hear." 3. To "them that keep
the things that are written." 4. For its fulfilment is near; " The time is at hand." It
brings the blessing: (1) Of present comfort, light, and peace. (2) Of confidence in the
Divine government of the world. (3) Of daily advancing preparation for the future
kingdom of heaven to which it leads. (4) It is impossible to receive, hear, and keep
any Divine word without therein receiving blessing. R. G.

—

—

Vers. 4 7.
The apostolie salutation. The servant John, by no other name known,
in fulfilment of his duty as the one by whom the great revelation was " sent and
signified," hurries to pronounce his salutation to " the seven Churches which are in
Asia " ^typical examples of the one Church in its sevenfold, universal experience.
The salutation invokes blessings: 1. Of the highest character: "grace and

—

L
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The entire revelation is, for the Church, a revelation of " grace and peace."
peace.'
It hegina in grace; it terminates in peace.
These the alpha aad omega of gospel
All is of Gbd's grace ; all tends to peace in man to
blessings, the origin and end.
peace universal. 2. From the Source of all good, the Triune Source of all blessing.
From the Eternal " him which is, and which was, and which is to come " ^the I am
Jehovah ; from the sevenfold Spirit ; and from Jesus Christ, " the faithful Witness, the
Firstborn of the dead, the Kuler of the kings of the earth." These ascriptions have
special reference to the condition and necessities of the Church, whose living Head is
" all in all." Christ, the Revelation of the Father, becomes prominent.
II. The salutation, therefore, ascbibes globt and unbndino dominion unto him
declaring (1) his love ; (2) his redeeming work, fruit of that love ; and (3) his constitution of his Church as a priestly kingdom
a kingdom of which he is the supreme
Sovereign ; a kingdom of priests, to offer up spiritu^ sacrifice continually, acceptable

—

—
—

—

—

nnto God.

The

III.

who

is

the second coMiNa of that Lord Jesus Christ
the following revelation. 1. The lact of it. 2.
" with the clouds." 3. In view of all : " Every eye

salutation further proclaims

the central theme of

all

•

Accompanying

circiimstances of it :
4. Special reference to offenders : " And they which pierced him."
6. Consequence
universal mourning : " All the tribes of the earth shall mourn over
him." Our hearts echo the cry, " Even so, come. Lord Jesus. Amen." ^B. G.
shall see him."

Vers. 9

—20.

—

—

The vision granted for the comfort of
To a " brother and partaker " in all " the tribula-

The vision of the Son of man.

the s\iffering Church was

made

:

1.

and kingdom and patience," sharing at the very hour, «' in the isle that is called
Patmos," the consequences of faithfully proclaiming the Word of God and bearing big
testimony to Jesus. 2. He was in an exalted spiritual state : " in the Spirit " ^under
the control of the Spirit ; sensitively alive to the teachings of the Spirit ; tilled with the
Spirit* 3. On the Lord's day.
4. A great voice arrests his attention, and commands
him to write and proclaim to the seven named Churches the vision which should be
granted to him. The vision embraced
L A 6YMBOLI0AI. VIEW OF THE Chubch. " Seven golden candlesticks."
single
seven-branched lamp-stand, representing the Church in its essential unity and seven" And the seven candlesticks are seven Churches." The purity and
fold diversity.
glory of the Church may be symbolized in its being " golden."
tion

—

A

A

II.
VIEW OF THE LOBD DWELLING IN AND EULINO OVER THE ChURCHES. 1. The
presence of the Lord in the midst of the Churches is the one essential and abiding
source of consolation to all believers, especially in the times of danger, persecution, and
sorrow.
The attention of the seer now confined to the vision of him who, though like
a Son of man, is " the Purst and the Last, and the Living One." 2. Testimony to the
Divine nature of our Lord. " I am the Alpha and the Omega, saith the Lord God ;
" I am the First and the Last," saith the " one like unto a son of man." Truly God was
manifested in the flesh 1 The descriptive view of the Lord is not to be imagined or
delineated as a picture.
It is grotesque ; its symbolical meaning only to be regarded.
3. The dress indicates his high-priestly office
the head, hair, eyes, feet, and voice
are symbolical representations. 4. The Lord's care and control over the messengers
of the Churches symbolized by, " And he had in his right hand seven stars ; " " The
seven stars are the angels of the seven Churches." 5. The Lord the Source of truth, and
the truth the one weapon of the Lord's might : " Out of his mouth "proceeded a sharp
two-edged sword." 6. The human humble awe in presence of the Divine Lord : "And
when I saw him, I fell at his feet as one dead." 7. The consolation of the Divine Lord
to his affrighted, humble servant : " Fear not ; " oonfinned by the glorious assurance,
"I am the First and the Last, and the Living One; and I was dead, and behold, I am
alive for evermore, and have the keys of death and of Hades."
From this, the manifested Lord, the sacred seer receives command to " write the things which thou sawest,
and the things which are, and the things which shall come to pass hereafter." B. 61.
;

Vers.

Human
study.

1—3. Aspecti of human history. " The Revelation of Jesus Christ," etc.
history seema to be presented here as (1) a revelation, (2) a record, and
(3) a

;
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" The Eevelation of Jesus Christ " (ver. 1).
BBVEiiATioN.
*AiroKaA.%s
Xfurro» To " reveal " moans to uncover, to disclose. A revelation is an unveiling
of the hidden. Whatever has not appeared, whether things or persons, is hidden or
concealed from view. There are universes hidden from us as yet, that in the future
may appear. There is only One Being in immensity that can reveal such things
because he sees them, and that is God. Hence all that is known of " things which
must shortly come to pass," or, indeed, things that will ever come to pass, is " the
revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him." Observe that the revelation
is Divine.
Who can reveal the unseen and unknown hut God? Christ was once
unknown. He revealed him. His advent to earth was a revelation of himself to mankind. No one can reveal God but Christ, and no one can reveal Christ but God. But
the object to which the revelation here refers is not any particular person. Divine or
human, but the future history of mankind. This is hidden. " We know not what
" It is not for you to know the times or the seasons, which
ghall be on the morrow."
the Father hath put in his own power." He reveals the future history of mankind in
two ways. 1. By disclosing its essential principles. All the events of human cond uct are
caused and controlled by two principles good and evil. AU human actions are traceable
The colossal image and the little
to one of these, and they are in constant conflict.
stone,- grace and truth, are ever here on this planet battling in human souls throughout
the race. These principles Christ hath revealed, not merely in his teachings, but in
They shone out in lightning, and broke out in thunder
his agony and bloody sweat.
on the ghastly heights of Golgotha. He who understands these opposing principles can
foretell all human history.
He who thoroughly knows the laws of material nature can
tell to the hour when a comet will sweep the heavens, when the tide will overstep its
boundaries, when celestial eclipses will occur; even so he who duly appreciates the
force and tendency of these opposing moral principles will not greatly mistake in his
auguries of the future of the race. " That which hath been is now, and that which is
Christ is the Maker and Manager
will be."
2. By the dispensations of Providence.
of all human events. He is in all events ; they are his comings to men, his advents.
And present events are types and prophecies of the future. In this age the future can
be seen, as in the buds and blossoms of this Spring you may see the buds and blossoms
I.

'IriiroS

—

of all the springs that are to be.
1. Here is a commission from heaven to record certain things.
II. As A EECOKD.
He sent and signified it by his angel unto his servant John who bare record of the
Word of God " (ver. 2). " Messenger is the literal translation of iyy4\ov, and makes

"

:

'

'

sense everywhere, which 'angel' does not, for the 'thorn in the flesh' was not an
angel."
No one can tell who the angel or messenger was ; probably Christ himself.
" revelation " is one thing, a " record " another. What we call the Bible is not a
"revelation," but the "record" of a "revelation." The things to be revealed are
" things which must shortly come to pass." What we call providence is never at rest
In the case of every man, family, community, nation,
its wheels are ever in motion.
there are things that " must shortly come to pass." Those things continue from period
to period and from seon to seon, and however differing in form, are identical in spirit.
These all deserve " record." They are all streams from an inexhaustible fountain of
Things of the future grow out of the
life, branches from an eternal root of being.
present by the eternal law of evolution. Countless generations will come and go; new
revelations will have to be recorded. And thus the Bibles of the race will multiply
2. Here is a commission from heaven to reveal certain things,
through all time.

A

addressed to a man. " His servant John." He is a man. Men, not angels, are to be
the chroniclers of tbe Divine for man. John is here the commissioned chronicler. He
was in all likelihood the same disciple whom Jesus loved, the author of the Gospel
bearing his name, and he to whom the Saviour, on the cross, entrusted his beloved
mother. 3. Here is a commission from heaven to record certain things, addressed to
a man of the highest moral class. He is here called his " servant," the servant of God-^
In his Gospel he had borne " record of the Word of
his willing, loving, loyal servant.
God, and of the testimony of Jesus Christ, and of all things that he saw." Heaven
commissions men to record the things that are " coming to pass," and the men to do
Morai
it are men in thorough sympathy with the true, the beautiful, and the good.

goodnem

is

an

essential qualification

of a true historian.
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is given, the " record " is made, and now comes
" Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this prophecy,
and keep those things which are written therein " (ver. 3). Observe : 1, That historic
events are of moral significance.
There is a Divine meaning in everything that is
There is not a
either produced or permitted by the All-wise and the All-good.
circumstance that transpires in our individual life that does not say to us, " Thus saith
the Lord." 2. ITiat the moral significance involves a Divine law. Apart from its
element to excite feeling, rouse the imagination, and stimulate speculative thought,
it contains law.
Hence it is not only said here, " Blessed is he that readeth, and they
that hear the words," but they that " keep those things that are written therein." The
moral lessons which historic events teach are Divine laws, and come on the subject of
them with binding force. 3. That in practical obedience to this Divine law there is
true happiness. " Blessed is he." " We then," says an able expositor, " as living actors
^keep in mind and action
in the world, have not only to read and hear, but to keep
those principles which preside over the development of all human history." " Be ye
doers of the Word, and not hearers only." " Blessed are they that hear the Word of
God, and keep it." He, and he only, who incarnates the great moral principles of history
brings sunshme and music into his soul.
D. T.

HL

As A STUDY. The " reyelation "

stndy.

—

—

Vers. 4, 6 (first part).
Man divinely dignified. " John to the seven Churches
which are in Asia : Grace be unto you," etc. These words lead us to look on man as
divinely dignified. Morally, men are degraded creatures they have degraded themselves and they degrade one another.
Man may and should honour his brother, but
he cannot dignify him if he is to be dignified at all he must dignify himself, and this
he can only do as God wills and helps him. In these words he appears as divinely
dignified in two respects.
L Man is divinklt dignified as a eepresentative of the Divdji:. John is
here employed to represent Divine things " to the seven Churches which are in Asia "
The men who are employed by worldly kings though they may be in a
(ver. 4).
moral sense contemptible beings esteem it a great honour to be their representatives
in foreign courts.
But how infinite the honour of him who is employed by the King
" eternal, immortal, invisible "1 1. He represents Divine good. " Grace be unto you, and
peace." Divine favour and Divine bliss, the sum total these of the highest good in all
worlds and times. 2. Se represents the Divine Being. He represents him : (1) In his
" From him which is, and which was, and which is to come "(ver.
absolute existence.
This is a periphrasis for the incommunicable name of Jehovah, the " I am," the
4).
Unnamable and the Nameless, who is without beginning, without change, without
succession, without end.
Such a Being exists, and aU men instinctively feel after him
and forge for him names of great variety, but none appropriate the Unknown and
" Prom the seven Spirits which are
the Unknowable. (2) In his spiritual influence.
before his throne " (ver. 4). Does the seven mean the totality, or variety in unity, the
;

;

—

—

—

one essence multiform in influence ? The One Eternal wields endless influences through
every part of his universe material, intellectual, and moral. The well has many
" And from
streams, the sun unnumbered beams.
(3) In his transcendent Messiah.
Jesus Christ " Christ the Anointed, the Messiah of God. This divinely anointed One
" Who is the Faithful
is here set forth in three aspects,
(a) In relation to truth.
Witness." What is truth ? Reality. Christ came to bear witness of the reality of
realities.
As a Witness of God, Christ was a competent Witness. He was intellectually
competent. He knew God. " No man hath seen God at any time ; the Only Begotten
of the Father," he alone knew the Absolute.
He was morally competent. He had
no motive to misrepresent him. He alone had the moral qualifications fully to represent him.
You must be pure to represent purity, just to represent justice, loving to
represent love.
The " First Begotten of the dead"
(6) In relation to immortality.
(ver. 5). How was he the First Begotten of the dead ; for did not Lazarus rise from the
grave ? Not in time, but in importance. He arose by his own power. No one else
ever did.
He arose as the Eepresentative of risen saints. "Our vile body shall be
" The
fashioned and made like unto his glorious body." (c) In relation to empire.
Prince of the kings of the earth." All power is given unto him. " He is exalted fsf
above idl heavens.
Thrones, principalities, dominions, all are subject to him.

—

—

—
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II. Man 18 DIVINELY DiaNIFIBD AB A BEPRBSENTATIVB OF THE DlVDfB TO MAN.
* John to the seven Churches which are in Asia " (ver. 4). " The enumeration which
presently follows," says Dr. Vaughan, " of the Churches designed, shows that Asia is

here used in

its narrowest sense : not of the quarter of the globe so denominated, not
even of Asia Minor, but of one province on the western side of that country, expressly
distinguished in two well-known passages of the Acts of the Apostles, from Cappadocia
and Pontus, from Phrygia and Pamphylia, from Galatia, Mysia, and Bithynia." Not
only is he divinely dignified who is employed as the Messenger of the Divine, but he
to whoM the Divine is sent. The seven congregations in Asia Minor were highly
honoured of God as the objects of his redemptive message. How dignified of God is
the man who is made at once the Bectpient and the Messenger of Divine thoughts
D. T,

—

—

Vers. 6 7.
Christ and the soul. " Unto him that loved us, and washed us from
our sins in his own blood, and hath made us kings and priests unto God and his
Father ; to him be glory," etc These words suggest a few thoughts concerning Christ
and the soul.
" Unto him that loved us " (ver. 5).
I. Christ is the Loyeb of the sotji,.
Other beings may love the human soul angels may, saints may ^but no one has loved
it as Christ has.
1. He loved it with an absolutely disinterested love.
Alas we know
but little of disinterested affection. With all our love for each other, there is generally
a mixture of selfishness. But Christ had nothing to gain from the human spirit ; its
damnation would not diminish his blessedness; its salvation would not add to his
ineffable bliss.
He loved the soul for its own sake, as the offspring of God, endowed
with wonderful capabilities, possessing in itself a fountain of influence that would
spread indefinitely through all time and space. 2. He loved it with a practically selfIt was not a love that existed merely as an emotion, or that even
sacrificing love.
wrought occasional services; it was a love that led to the sacrifice of himself. " He
loved us, and gave himself for us." " Greater love hath no man than this, that a man
lay down his life." 3. He loved it with an earnestly forgiving love. " When we were
enemies Christ died for the ungodly." He loved those who were not only out of
sympathy with him, but who were in malignant hostility to him ; and his love was not
only such as to incline him to listen to petitions for pardon, but as inspired him with
an intense longing to forgive his enemies. "Herein is love." Who ever loved like
Here is a love whose height, depth, length, breadth, passeth all knowledge.
this ?
" And washed [' loosed '] us from our
II. Christ ib the CiiBANSEE of the soul.
sins in his own blood " (ver. 5). The moral restoration of the soul to the knowledge,
image, and enjoyment of God is represented in a variety of figures in the Bible, which
When the lost state of the soul is represented as a state
is a highly figurative book.
of condemnation, then its restoration is represented as forgiveness or justification ; when
its lost state is represented as enmity to Ood, then its restoration is set forth under the
metaphor of reconciliation; when its lost state is represented as a state of death or
sleep, then its restoration is set forth as a quickening and awakening ; when its lost
state is represented as a bondage, then its restoration is set forth as an erifranchisement
when its lost state is represented as a state o£ pollution or undeanness, then its restoraAll these figurative expressions
tion is represented as a washing or. a cleansing.
represent one thing
the moral restoration of the soul ; and this is spoken of in the text
"
Washed us from our sins in his own blood." To be washed
as wrought by Christ.
in blood is an expression that sounds incongruous and somewhat offensive ; but it does
not mean material blood, as the vulgar and the sensuous understand, but the spiritual

—

—

!

—

which is his moral life, his self-sacrificing love. The cleansing influence which
here applied to the blood is elsewhere applied to the " Name of Christ." Now " ye
;
are clean through the word I have spoken " again, " Sanctified throngh thy truth."
Then to the "water of the Word," " That he might sanctify and cleanse it with the
washing of water by the Word." The " Name," the " Word," the " Spirit," the " Truth,"
which are represented in such passages as cleansing the soul, must of course be regarded
as meaning essentially the same thing as " blood " here, which stands for the moral
^rit of Christ, which is the same thing as Christ himself. He it is who cleanseth the
»oul cleanseth it by his life. The figurative language here is purely Judaic, taken
blood,
is

—

;;
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from the old temple ceremonies; for "almost all things were purified hy the Law
through hlood." The grand mission and work of Christ are to put away sin from the
soul.
Sin is the guilt, sin is the curse, sin is the ruin of human nature. Sin is not so
engrained, so wrought into the texture of the human soul that it cannot be removed
it can be washed out, it is separable from it, it can be detached.
HI. Christ is the Bnnoblbb of the soul. "Hath made us kings and priests
nnto God " (ver. 6). 1. Christ malces souls'' Icings." " I appoint unto you a kingdom,
Souls in their unregenerate state are paupers,
as my Father hath appointed unto me."
prisoners, slaves; they are the mere cnatnres of internal passions and external
circumstances. Christ enthrones the soul, gives it the sceptre of self-control, and enables
2. Christ makes
it to make all things subservient to its own moral advancement.
souls "priests."
True priests are in some respects greater than kings. Kings have to
do with creatures, priests with God. Christ, then, is the Ennobler of souls. Worldly
sovereigns may and do bestow titles of greatness on men. The wonder is that they
should have the audacity to attempt to ennoble by bestowing titles. They caunut
bestow greatness itself. Christ bestows true greatness greatness of thought, heart,
sympathy, aim, nature. He alone is great whom Christ makes great; all others are
in the bonds of corruption.
IV. Chbibt is the Dbitt of the soul. " To him be glory and dominion for ever
and ever." The souls whom Christ has loved, cleansed, and ennobled feel that he is their
God, and render to him the willing and everlasting homage of their nature. " Unto
him that loved us, and washed [loosed] us from our sins in [by] his own blood." God
in Christ is the grand object of human worship, and those whom Christ has thus
restored candot but worship him.
Worship with them is not a service, but a spirit
is not obedience to a law, but the irrepressible instinct of a life.
"Behold, he cometh with clouds, and
V. Christ is the Hope op the soul.
every eye shall see him " (ver. 7). The high probability is that this is a prophetic
description of Christ as he caoie in his providence to the destruction of Jerusalem.
Between his final advent and this there are so many striking resemblances that the
description of the one is remarkably applicable to the other.
Applyin.; the words to
the final advent, we have, four facts concerning it. 1. Christ will come. Reason and
conscience, as well as the Bible, teach this. Enoch, the seventh from Adam, prophesied
of it; Job knew that he would stand again upon the earth.
Christ and his apostles
frequently and nnequivocally taught it (Luke ix. 26).
2. His coming will be terribly
grand. " On the clouds of heaven." The grandest objects to mortal eyes are the
heavens that encircle us. Their vast expanse and immeasurable height, all radiant
with rolling orbs in boundless variety, seem to bear us into the awful depths of infinitude.
Anything strange on the face of those heavens has always a power to strike
Christ is represented as coming on the clouds. Daniel, in a
terror on human souls.
vision, beheld him thus (Dan. vii. 13).
Christ himself declared that thns he would
come (Mark xxiv. 30; xxvi. 64).
Angels have declared the same (Acts i. 11).
John beheld him on a " great white throne," so effulgent that the material universe
melted away before it. How unlike the despised Galilsean
3. His coming will be
universally observed. " Every eye shall see him " (ver. 7). It is an event in which
all are interested. Men in all ages and lands, from Adam " to the last of woman bom."
Men of all social grades and mental types are all vitally concerned in this stupendous
eTent. Hence all shall see him. (1) All shall see him immediately. Now we see him
representatively by his words, ordinances, and ministers.
But then we shall see him,
Not one shaU have a partial view, a mere passing aspect,
(2) All shall see him fullyi
but a full, complete vision. His full Person will fall complete on every eyeball. (3)
All shall see him impressively. The universe had never had such an impressive sight
of him before. 4. Bis coming will be differently regarded. (1) To some it will be
a scone of poignant distress. " They also which pierced him: and all kindreds [the

—

1

tribes] of the earth shall wail because of

him [mourn

over him] " (ver. 7).

What

Inexpressible and inconceivable anguish will the rejecters of Christ ex[)erience then 1 (2)
To others it will be welcomed with delight. " Even so. Amen." The good, in all ages,
hare said, " Come, Lord Jesns." To his true disciples it will be a period in which all
difficulties will be explained, all imperfections removed, all evils ended for ever.
But
it is not in an outward or objective sense that this appearance of Christ ia to be

——
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practically regarded.* It is a subjective appearance.
The heaven on which he is to
appear is the individual soul, and the "clouds of heaven" are the clouds of thought and
feeling that roll within us.
D. T.

—

worJcs.
"Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our
blood " Washing in blood is an incongruity. The word translated
•' washed" should be "loosened," and the general idea
undoubtedly is, "Unto him that
loosed us from our sins by his own life [or, 'by himself] be glory." The words refer to
the work of works.
I. This is the most important of all works.
Loosing a soul from sin.
Sin
is a ohaia of darkness, a chain that enslaves, not the mere body, but all the faculties
of the soul, and confines it in the cell of moral ignorance and corruption.
Fallen
angels are represented as manacled in tins chain of darkness.
What a chain is this
It is (1) heavy, (2) galling, (3) strong, and (4) becomes stronger with the commission of

Ver.

5.

sins in his

every

The work of

own

!

sin.

This, the most important of ail works, is effected by Christ, and bt
HIM ONLY. He is here represented as doing it by his own " blood." Sometimes the
work is ascribed to " water," to the " Word," to " truth," to " grace," and to the " Spirit."
The word is here used as a symbol of his self-sacrificing ministry. This is the work to
which Christ gives his life. There is no other being in the universe that can break
this chain save Christ.
He camo into the world to open the prison doors, and to set
the captives free. " Te shall know the truth, and the truth shall sot you free."
III. That for this, the most important of all works, Christ receives the praises of
eternity. " Unto him that loved us." True gratitude implies a belief in three things.
II.

A

of the service rendered. Where the service is trivial, and of
will not be very stirring or strong.
2. A belief in the kindness of the motive which inspired the service. If a man renders us a semce, and we feel
that his motive was sordid and selfish, we could scarcely feel gratitude, however greatly
he benefited us. 3.
If we
lelief in the undeservedness of the service on our part.
feel that the service rendered was merited by us, and that the author was bound in
Now, for these three
justice to render it, we could feel but little if any gratitude.
reasons gratitude to Christ must rise to the highest point—a greater service could not
be rendered ; a kinder motive could not be imagined ; a more undeserved benediction
could not be oonfeiTed. " Unto him that loved us," etc. I— D. T.
1.

belief in the value

no importance, gratitude

A

A transcendent Being, and a remarkable character. •* I am Alpha and
Vers. 8, 9.
Omega, the Beginning and the Ending," etc. Here we have two objects arresting our
attention and demanding thought.
" I am Alpha and Omega, the
I. A Being whose existence is tranboendent.
Beginning and the Ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, and which is to
come." Although these words are considered of doubtful authority, and probably an
They not only agree with
interpolation, they are a representation of the Infinite One.
Here is :
other declarations of him in sacred Writ, but they are repeated elsewhere.
" I am Alpha and Omega." (1) Eternity in relation to all the past.
1. Eternity,
"I am Alpha" that is, the First, the Beginning. There is not a creature throughout
;
immensity that had not a " beginning " but there is no point in the past in which
Go back through all the million ages and through all the million
he was not.
millenniums, and you reach no point in which he did not exist. He occupied the
boundlessness of immensity alone. No one thought or felt or moved but he. It was
with hira to determine as to whether there should be any other existence besides his
own. The universes that have been, that are, and that are yet to be, were all in bis
eternal mind, in archetype and possibility.
(2) Eternity also in relation to the future.
" The Beginning and the Ending." AH that have had a beginning will peradventure
have an end j yea, certainly so, unless he determines otherwise. Both the commencement and continuance of all things hang on bis will ; but he will never have an end.
All life may be extinguished, the whole universe go back to chaos and be lost in th«
abysses of nonentity ; but he will be.
'

See homily Voices and Visions from Eternity,' on

EBVELATION.
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Even

as daikneBB, self-impregned, brings forth
Creative light and silence, speech ; so beams,
Known through all ages, hope and help of nun,

One Ood

omnifio, sole, original,

Wise, wonder-working wielder of the whole.
Infinite, inconceivable, immense.

The Midst without beginniug, and the First
From the beginning, and of all being Last"
QFeatna.*)

Mm

to do but
Omnipotence. "The Almighty." There is nothing impossible for
wrong. " It is impossible for God to lie," to deceive, or defraud. This moral weakness
" Gcd is truth, and light is shadow," says Plato. " The Lord is great in
is his glory.
power ... he hath his way in the whirlwind and in the storm, and the clouds are the dust
of his feet.
He rebuketh the sea, and maketh it dry, and drieth up all the rivers :
Bashan languisheth, and Carmel, and the flower of Lebanon languisheth. The mountains quake at him, and the hills melt, and the earth is burned at his presence, yea,
the world, and all that dwell therein."
2.

:

A

II.
A MAN WHOSE CHARAOTKB 18 KEMAEKABLE. Here Is ! 1.
character of
" I John, who also am your brother, and comdistinguished excellence described.
panion [partaker] in tribulation." John describes himself: (1) As a "hrother." His
heart glows with a Christly fraternity for the good of all the Churches throughout
all the world.
(2) As a sufferer. He is " in tribulation." The best men on earth are
subject to suflfeiing.
He was a member of the kingdom of Christ, a loving, faithful,
"The kingdom and patience of [which are in]
loyal subJ3ct of his spiritual empire.
Jesus Christ." In that kingdom he was a companion with all who suffered, a fellowpartaker of their tribulations. There has always been suffering in connection with the
kingdom of Christ, and all the sutferers feel a blessed companionship. During the first
hundred years, persecutions in this kingdom were very sanguinary and severe. 2.
character of distinguished excellence banished 'by bloody persecutors. " In the isle that
is called Patmos."
This was the scene of his banishment: a rocky island in the
Mediterranean, about fifteen miles in circumference a most wild, barren spot ; a convict settlement, whither the Romans banished all criminal wretches they deemed unfit
for liberty.
On this desolate island, amidst the greatest villains of the age, this great
character was banished. Strange that the providenqe of Heaven should have allowed
one of the most Christly men on the earth at that time to live for an hour in such a scene.
But Patmos to John and Patmos to the other residents was a different place. To John
it was a theatre of sublimest revelations, the very gate of heaven.
He was not alone
there ; he felt himself surrounded by a great " multitude which no man could number,"
with countless thousands of angels; and there he wrote a book to bless humanity
through eveiy coming age.
character of distinguished excellence banished by
3.
bloody persecutors/or the cause of Christ. " For the Word of God, and for the testimony
of Jesus Christ."
He was there, not because he had perpetrated any crime, but
because he had rendered the highest sevice to his age. He bore " testimony of Jesiis,"
and preached the " Word of God." " John had now," says Dr. Vaughan, " reached a
late point in his long pilgrimage.
The storm of persecution had broken upon him in
his gentle and steadfest ministry at Ephesus, and had driven him to the little island of
Patmos for the testimony of the truth. In that solitude, however, he was not alone.
Shut out as he was now from all Christian converse, he was only the more fitted for
converse with Christ. Debarred by no fault of his own from all Christian ordinances,
expelled from that congregation in which for so long, day after day, he had uttered the
message of truth and the call of love, he was admitted now to worship in the very
sanctuary above, and to receive, if he might no longer give, instruction from the lips
of the Divine Master himself."—D. T.

A

—

A

— —

" I was in tie Spirit on the Lord's
Voices and visions from eternity.
Vers. 10 17.
day," etc. Concerning this vision, and, indeed, nearly all the visions recorded in this
Apocalypse, there are three facts to be predicated at the outset. 1. It is mental. What is
hero reported as heard and seen by John was not seen by his bodily eye or heard by his
It w»s, I consider, a purdy mental vision.
bvdily «*r.
It is one of the chartwst^ristio

—
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and distinctions of man that he can see and hear objects that come not
within the range of his senses. Though the eagle is reported to have a keen and farreaching eye, and has borne its pinions into the region of sunny azure, it has no glimpse
of the spirit-domain ; whereas a man who may be even sightless and deaf has the
power of seeing wonderful things and hearing wonderful things. The sightless bard of
England lived in a bright world ; his genius bore him aloft into regions where there
was no cloud.
These mental visions are of two classes the voluntary and the
involuntary. The former are the productions of creative genius, the latter are those
dreams of the night when deep sleep falls on man. Mental visions are not necessarily
illusions. They are often more real than those of the physical ; they come further into
the depths of our being, and convey to us impressions of things of which material
phenomena are but the effects and expressions. 2. It is credible. Had it been reported
that John saw with the outward eye, and heard with the outward ear, the things here
reported, the report could not have been believed.
The objects are so unique, so incongruous with all that is natural, so grotesque, and, we may say, so monstrous and
un%sthetic, that we could not believe a man who said he saw them with his outward
eye or heard them with his outward ear.
Being " clothed with a garment down to
the foot, and girt about the paps with a golden girdle. His head and his hairs were
white like wool, as white as snow ; and his eyes were as a flame of fire ; and his feet
like unto fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace; and his voice as the sound of
many waters. And he had in his right hand seven stars : and out of his mouth went
a sharp two-edged sword : and his countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength."
Who could believe a man who said he beheld these with his bodily eye ? But as a
mental vision it is credible enough. What grotesque shapes appear to us in dreams
what strauge monstrosities rise to our mentoTeyel The deities that arose out of the
imagination of Nineveh, Greece, and India, and throughout the whole domain of
heathendom, were as unnatural and incoherent in their forms as the aspects of the Son
attributes

—

A

of man before us. The reports of mental visions, however extraordinary, are credible
men believe in them. 3. It is symbolic. It has a deep spiritual meaning, it adumbrates

What are the great truths here
lessons, it is a picture of eternal realities.
symbolized ?
That a wonderful voice from eternity comes to man a wonderful
personage from eternity appears to man ; and wonderful impressions from eternity are
made upon man. Notice
" I was in the
I. That a wondbeful voice fbom btbbnitt comes to mah.
Spirit on the Lord's day, and beard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet." We are
The
told also that the voice that came to John was " as the sound of many waters."
mighty

;

spiritual condition of

John when the

voice

came

is

worthy of

note.

He was

" in the

This means, I trow, something more than being in the spirit in a moral sense
In this condition all true men are
in the spirit of heavenly loyalty and devotion.
they are led by the Spirit; they walk by the Spirit. It is being in an elevated state of
mind, a kind of ecstasy in which a man is lifted out of himself, in which, like Paul, he
He was in such a conis taken up to heaven, and sees and hears things unutterable.
All men who are in
dition as this at a certain period here called " the Lord's day."
the Spirit in the moral sense in the sense of vital godliness feel and regard all days as
" the Lord's day." But the days of spiritual ecstasies and transports are ever special.
Perhaps the first day of the week is here referred to the day of our Saviour's resurrecProbably the association of that wonderful day served to raise his
tion from the dead.
soul into this ecstatic state. Concerning the voice that came to him when in this state,
"
great voice,
1. 2%e voice was marked by clearness.
it was marked by two things.
It was a voice to
as of a trumpet." The voice was clear, loud, strong, as a trumpet.
which he could not close his ears if he wished to ; its clarion-notes rang into him. 2.
Hie voice was marked by fulness, " As the sound of many waters." " Daniel described
the voice of the Ancient of Days as the voice of a multitude (Dan. x. 6) ; but the voice
of the multitude was io earlier Hebrew writings compared to the sound of the waves
of the sea, which the voice of the Lord could alone subdue (Ps. Ixv, 7 ; xoiii. 4). This
image the evangelist adopts to describe the voice of Christ, strong and majestic amid
the Babel-sounds of earth. That voice whose word stilled the sea sounds as the waves
of the sea which St. John heard him rebuke." Is there any voice in nature equal to
the voice of the old ocean majestic, fiill, contin-aous, drowning all other sounds ? TIm
Spirit."

—

—
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clamour (md the din of a thousand armies on the shore are lost amidst the roar of the
incoming waves. Such was the voice that came to John from eternity, and such a voice
comes to all men in every condition and in every age, clear and full, bearing messages
True, clear, full, and continuous though
to the soul from the great Father of spirits.
that voice he, it is only heard by those who, like John, are " in the Spirit "—whose spurits
are aUve and elevated with the real and the Pivine,
II, TgAT A WONDEBFUL PeBSOJTAQE FROM ETERNITT *PPEAB8 TO MAN. "Like UntO
the Son of man." Christ was indeed the Son of man, not the son of a tribe or of a
class, but the Son of humanity, free from all national peculiarities, tribal idiosyncrasies,
Observe here two things, 1. The scene of the appewor ecclesiastical predilections.
" In the midst of the seven candlesticks." The seven Churches, viz. those of
ance.
" Bphesua, Smyrna, Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardia, Philadelphia, and Laodicea," are here
represented as " golden candlesticks;" they are precious lights, they bear and diffuse
the light of God. Why these seven Churches are here selected and addressed rather
than other Churches, of which there were several, some more important than these,
such as the Church at Corinth, Theaaalonica, etc., I know not. it might have been
because they had in their combination all those excellences and defects, needs and
duties, which together represent the universal Church, the Church of all times and
It was in these Churches, these "candlesticks," that the " Son of man" now
appeared to John. He who would see Christ must look for him in true Churches, the
communions of holy men. 2. The chwaeteristics of the appearance. Mark the
description.
He was "clothed with a garment down to- the foot, and girt about
the paps with a golden girdle " a long, ample robe of regal authority. " His head and
his hairg were white like wool, as white as snow." Does the white hair indicate decay ?
It frequently does so with us.
Snowy looks are at once the sign and consequence of
declining strength. Not so with him.
He is " the same yesterday, 9nd to-day, and for
ever." '"Pire," says Trench, " at its highest intensity is white ; the red in fire is of the
earth, earthy ; it implies something which the fire has not yet thoroughly suhdued,,
while the pure flame' is absolutely white. This must be kept in mind whenever we
"
read of wlute as the colour and livery of heaven," " His eyes were as a flame of fire
eyes that penetrate into the deepest depth of the soul, discern moral distinctions, and
burn with a holy indignation at the wrong. " His feet like unto fine brass, as if they
burned in a furnace." This indicates strength at once enduring and resistless, " He
had in his right hand seven stars," These seven stars represent, it is supposed, the
An ideal pastor is a moral star, catching and
chief pastors of the seven Churches,
" Out of his mouth went [proceeded] a
reflecting the light of the Sun of Righteousness,
sharp two-edged sword." This is the Word of the truth, elsewhere called the " sword

lands.

—

—

of the Spirit," quick and powerful, etc. The sword by which Christ fights his moral
battles and wins his moral conquests is not the sword of steel, but the sword of truth,
" His countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength," " Of the angel by the
vacant tomb it is said his countenance was like lightning (Matt, sxviii. 3); here the
countenance of the Lord is compared to the sun at its brightest and clearest, in
the splendour of the highest noon, no veil, no mist, no cloud obscuring its brightness,"
Here, then, is the wonderliil Personage which has appeared to us, the children of men,
from eternity.
Though he is " the Son of man," thoroughly human, he has an
His voice clear as a " trumpet " and full as
attitude and aspect that are superhuman.
an ocean, his regal robes girt with a "golden girdle," his "hair white as snow,"
radiating effulgent purity, his feet strong as " brass," his hand clasping " seven stars,"
his mouth flashing out a " two-edged sword," and his countenance luminous as the
" sun in his strengtti." What manner ol' man is this ? The symbolical representation
here indicates : ^1) Royalty. He is robed as a king " clothed with a garment down to
the foot." Christ was a royal Man in the truest and highest sense royal in thought,
sympathy, aim, character, (2) Purity. His brow encircled with looks white as snow.
" His head and his hairs were white like wool." The only morally spotless man the race
has ever known. (3) Penetration. His eyes pierced into the deepest depths of human
thought; they were " as a flame of fire." (4) Firmness, There was no vacillation of
purpose, but inflexible and invincible. " His feet like unto flne brass." (5) Dominion,
Having the brightest and purest intelligences in his possession and at his command,
" He had in hia right hand seven stars." (6) Victory, His victories are bloodless.

—

—

;
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conquers mind J he slays not existence, tut its curses and its wrong*s. " Out of his
mouth wenta sharp two-edged sword." (7) Brightness. No dark thoughts clouding his
brow, indicating anger or sadness, but bright looks withal. " His countenance was as
the sun shineth in his strength." This Man was the greatest gift of Heaven to the
race.
In him dwelleth not only all the fulness of what is purest and grandest in
human nature, but all " the fulness of the Godhead bodily."
III. That a wondekful impression from eternity is made upon man. "And

when

I saw him, I fell at his feet as [one] dead."
It is a physiological fact that a
sudden rush of strong emotions will stop the heart and arrest the current of life in its
flow.
What were John's emotions? Was there amazement f Was he amazed at
seeing One whom he loved above all others, and with whom he had parted, some
few years before, on the Mount of Olives, when a cloud received him out of sight,
now in form sublimely unique and overwhelmingly majestic? Was it dread f Was
he terror-struck at the marvellous apparition ? Was it remorse ? Did the effulgence
of its purity quicken within him such a sense of guilt as filled him with self-loathing
and horror ? 1 know not. Perhaps all these emotions blended in a tidal rush that
physically paralyzed him for a while. When Isaiah, in the temple, saw the Lord on
high and lifted up, he exclaimed, " Woe is me for I am undone." When Job heard
the voice speaking out of the whirlwind, ho exclaimed, " I abhcjr myself in dust and
ashes."
When Christ appeared to Peter, he cried out, "Depart from me; for I am a
sinful man,
Lord." When the Roman ruffians, in the garden of Gethsemane, saw
the moral majesty on his brow, and heard his words, such emotions rushed up within
them as stopped their hearts, and they "went backward and fell to the ground."
Eternity is constantly making solemn impressions upon man. In most cases, perhaps,
the impressions are superficial and fugitive, but frequently in certain seasons and conditions of life they are terrible beyond description.
There are but few men who have
not felt at times something of the moral terrors Of Eliphaz " In thoughts from the
visions of the night, when deep sleep falleth on men, fear came upon me, and trembling,
which made all my bones to shake." No impressions, however, from eternity are So
deep and salutary as those conveyed to the heart by profound meditations on the
doctrines, the history, and the character of Christ.
Such impressions are the means
by which the all-loving Father renews the moral character of his children and makes
them meet for his everlasting fellowship and service. ^D. T.
!

:

—

—

Vers. 17, 18,
Chfisfi ministry on earth, and his existence in heaven. " And he
laid his right hand upon me, saying' unto me. Fear not ; I am the First and the Last : I
am he that liveth, and was dead ; and, behold, I am alive for evermore, Amen and
have the keys of hell and of death." These verses lead us to consider two subjects-the ministry of Christ on earth, and hia existence in heaven.
;

" And he laid his right hand upon me, saying
I. Christ's ministry on earth.
unto mo. Pear not." John's vision of Christ struck him to the ground with fear. The
remarks of Trench on these words cannot be overlooked: "The unholy, and all
flesh is such that it cannot endure immediate contact with the holy, the human with
the Divine. Heathen legend, so far as its testimony may be accepted, consents here
with Christian truth. Semele must perish if Jupiter reveals himself to her in his
' Thou
canst not see my face
glory, being consumed In the brightness of that glory.
For every man it is a
for there shall no man see me, and live' (Exod. xxxiii. 20).
The beloved disciple who had handled
dreadful thing to stand face to face with God,
the Word of life, lain in his Lord's bosom in the days of his flesh, can as little as any
other endure the revelation of his majesty, or do without that ' Pear not ' with which
the Lord reassures him here. This same ' Pear not ' is uttered on similar occasions to
Isaiah (vi. 7), to Daniel (x. 12), to Peter (Luke v. 1), to the three at the TransfiguraNor is this reassurance confined
tion, of whom John himself was one (Matt. xvii. 7).
the Lord at the same time lays his hand upon him something
to words only
parallel to which goes along with the ' Fear not of three among the instances just
referred to ; and from the touch of that hand the seer receives strength again, and is
The ' right hand ' being
ii. 1, 2).
set, no doubt, upon his feet once more (Ezek. i. 28
ever contemplated in Scripture as the band of power alike for God (Deut. xxxiii. 2
Matt. v. 30),
Isa. xlviiL IS; Acts viL 55) and for man (Gen. xlviii. 14; Zech. iii. 1
:

—

;

'

;

;
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that with the right hand of the Lord he should be thus strengthened and

The point here to be observed is that ChrisCs 'ministry on earth is to
remove fear. Of all the passions that take possession of the soul there are none more
revived."

unvirtuous in nature and pernicious in influence than fear. It implies a lack of trust
It is hostile to all heroism and moral
in the personal, loving care of the great Father.
nobility of soul.
Now, Christ's ministry is to remove this. He says to man, " It
By unfolding the Fatherly
is I: be not afraid."
(1) He removes fear of poverty.
providence of God. (2) He removes fear of punishment. By proclaiming the forgiveness of sins. (3) He removes fear of death. By unveiling a heaven beyond the grave.
" In my Father's house are many mansions.''
" I am the First and the Last : I am he that
II. Chbist's existence in heaven.
liveth [the Living One], and was dead [and I was dead] ; and, behold, I am alive for
evermore. Amen; and have the keys of hell [death] and of death [Hades]." One
might have thought that, after Christ had received such malignant treatment on this
earth, his departure from it would be an everlasting termination of all his communications with it; that his last word on earth to men would be his last word to them until
the day of doom ; that on his ascension to heaven he would withdraw himself with a
righteous indignation from this corrupt planet, turn away from it, and speak only to
Not so, however. Here,
intelligences who would devoutly hail his every utterance.
after a few years of personal absence from this earth, with unabated love for our
fallen race, he breaks the silence of eternity, and makes such communications to John,
on the isle of Patmos, as would be for the good of all coming generations. The words
lead us to consider now his existence in heaven. Notice : 1. His life in heaven is a
" I am he that liveth, and was dead." Life
life that succeeds an extraordinary death.
Such a life we have never seen. But
after death is a life in itself truly wonderful.
the life of Christ in heaven is a life succeeding a death that has no parallel in the
history of the universe. There are at least three circumstances that mark off his
death at an infinite distance from that of any other being that ever died. (1) Absolute
epontaneity. No being ever died but Christ who had the feeling that he need never
that death could be for ever escaped. Christ had it. " He had power to lay down
<fie
his life."
Every other man that ever died, died for himself,
(2) Entire rdativeness.
died because he was a sinner and the seed of death was sown in his nature. Not so
with Christ ; he died for others. (3) Universal influence. The death of the most
important man that ever lived has an influence of a comparatively limited degree. It
extend* but over a contracted circle. Only a few of the age feel it ; future ages feel it
not ; it is nothing to the universe. But Christ's death had an influence that admits of
no measurement. It extended over all the past of humanity. It was the great event
anticipated by the ages that preceded it. This is the grtat event that will be looked
back to by all coming men. It thrills the heavens of God. " Worthy is the Lamb
that was slain," is the song of eternity.
Christ's death fell on the universe as the
pebble ou the centre of a lake, widening in circles of influence on to its utmost
boundary. 2. His life in heaven is a life of endless duration. " I am alive for evermore." (1) His endless duration is a necessity of his nature. " I am he that liveth."
There are moral intelligences, we amongst them, that may live for ever ; but not by
necessity of nature.
We live because the Infinite supports us; let him withdraw his
sustaining agency, and we cease to breathe. Not so with Christ. His life is absolutely
iudependent of the universe. He is the " I am." (2) His endless duration is tne
glory of the good. " Amen." When Christ says, " I am alive for evermore," the
unfallen and redeemed universe may well exclaim, " Amen."
Whatever other friends
die, the great Friend lives on. 3. tiis life in heaven is a life of absolute dominion over
" I have the keys of hell [death] and of death [Hades]." Ha
the destinies of men.
has domiaion over the bodies and souls of men as well when they are separated
from each other as previous to their dissolution. " He is the Lord of the dead and of
the living." From his absolute domiaion over the destinies of men four things may
be inferred. (1) There is nothing accidental in human history. He has the key
of death.
No grave is opened but by his hand. (2) Departed men are still in
exitteijce.
He has the key of Hades (the world of separate souls) as well as of the
grave. They live therefore. (3) Death is not the introduction to a new moral kingdom.
The same Lord is here as there. What is right here, therefore, is right there, and

—

—
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shall be swallowed

up

in

viclory.— D. T.
Vers. 19, 20.

Christ en/oining the record of hit revelation to

man and

explaining

" Write the things which thou hast seen, and the things which are, and
the things which shall be hereafter," etc. These words suggest iwo general remarks

its

meaning.

concerning Christ.

L That he bequibeb men to becord the revelations he hakes to them.
He is the great Revealer of God to humanity, and his revelations are ever-recurring
and constant. And here we are taught that they are not only to be taught and
studied, but to be recorded.
The revelations here referred to are of three classes. 1.
" The things which thou hast seen." What things
Tliose which had been experienced.
John had already seen ! How manifold, wonderful, significant ! What man of any
reflection or conscience has not seen things from God ? 2. T/wse things which were now
" The things which are." Things that were at hand, that came within his
present.
ubservation and consciousness. There are eternal principles that underlie and shape
These principles are as present as the air we breathe, although
all human history.
the majority of the race are unconscious of them. There are some which reveal themthese shall be recorded, their images shall be photoselves in vivid consciousness
graphed on the heart. 3. Those which were approaching. " The things which shall

—

be hereafter." With that inspiration of him who sees the end from the beginning,
the human sonl may catch a glimpse of all future times. The divinely inspired
genius becomes to some extent independent of all space and time, overleaps all
boundaries, geographic and chronologic. It seems to have been so with John on this
occasion.
In his visions the future ages of the world appeared down to the final trump
of doom.

John seems
"

to have

Dipt into the future, far as

Baw ^e

human

vision of the world,

aad

eye conld see
wonders that would be."

all the

—

those that had unfolded
thesB lluee classes of things John had to write down
themselves, those that were unfolding themselves, and those that would be to the end
Whatever man has seen or will see of the Divine, he is bound to record.
of time.
" Write." Literature, though sadly corrupted and the source of enormous mischief,
Rightly employed, it is one of the grandest forces in human
is a Divine institution.
life.
Truth orally communicated is inexpressibly important and immeasurably
influential.
He who speaks truth rationally, faithfully, earnestly, devoutly, touches
the deepest springs in the great world of mind. What bloodless and brilliant victories
Albeit truth written, has some advantages over truth
the truth has won in all ages I
spoken, for man seems to multiply himself by the book he has written. His book is a
kind of second incarnation, in which he may live and work ages after the fingers that
held his pen are mouldered into dust. Thank God for books, our best companions,
always ready with their counsel and their comfort. They are arks that have borne
down to us, over the floods of centuries, the vital germs of departed ages. Let men
write them, but let their subjects be not the trashy things of time and sensual
pleasure, the visions of a wild fancy or the speculations of a reckless intellect, but the
revelations that Christ has made.

Now,

tecb HEANiNa op the revelation he makes to
" The mystery of the seven stars which thou sawest in my right hand, and
the seven golden candlesticks." There are two kinds of mystery, the knowahle and
unknowable. (1) The unknown of the knowahle. It is conceivable that the whole
Yet what the most
created universe is knowahle, even to the intellect of finite man.
enlightened man knows is but a fraction of what to him is still unknown a mystery.
Hence every step in the advance of an earnest inquirer is turning the mystery of
to-day into an intelligible fact of to-morrow. What is mystery to one man is not so
The
to another ; and what is mystery to a man to-day is no mystery to-morrow.
other kind of mystery ii (2) the unknown of the Unknowable. He whom we call
God is the great Mystery, the. absolutely Unknowable whom no man "hath seen or
can see." Now, in the former sense the meaning of the word "mystery" ia hew
II.

That he explains to men

THEM.

—

—

—
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employed.* In Chriat's explanation here we have two things worth note. 1. Tha
ideal Christian pastor. " The seven stars are the angels of the seven Churches." Who
the angels were is a matter of speculation. Every settled Ghristifin community,
whether religious or not, has some leading person or persons amongst them. In these
Christian congregations in Asia Minor there seems to have been some leading man. He
was, no doubt, like Timothy in Bphesus the pastor. Every true Christian minister
or angel is a "star." His light is borrowed, but borrowed from the primal source
the
" Sun of Righteousness." His orbit is Divine. Faithful teachers are stars that shall
shine for ever (Dan. xii. 3) ; false teachers are wandering stars (Jude 13), or stars
which fall from heaven (ch. viii. 10 ; vL 1 3 ; xiL 4). 2. The ideal Ghristian Ghurch.
" The seven candlesticks which thou sawest are the seven Churches." Observe : (1)
"Candlesticks." (2) They are precious lights.
Christian congregations are lights.
They are " golden." They throw the best kind of information upon an ignorant world.
lamp is a composite and requires constant care. No
(3) They are imperfect lights.
finite power can make the sun brighter or larger.
Not so with the lamp. The lamp
may grow dim and go out the " golden candlestick " may be there, but no light issues
therefrom. " It was thought by the ancients that if ever the fires which burned on
the altar of Vesta became extinct, they could not be rekindled unless by being brought
in contact with the sun." D. T.

—
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The epistles to
Once more we have
22.

Of

to

we
which make

consider rival interpretations.

may

the

Bafely set aside all those

these

the seven letters to be pictures of successive
periods in the history of the Church. On
tlie other hand, we may safely deny that

the letters are purely typical, and relate to
nothing definite in history.
Bather they
are both hislorieal

and

typical.

They

refer

primarily to the actual condition of the
several Churches in St John's own day,
and then are intended for the instruction,

encouragement, and warning of the Church
and the Churches tliroughout all time. The
Catholic Church, or any one of its branches,
will at

any period

find itself reflected in one

or other of the seven Churches.

For two

Churches, Smyrna and Philadelplda, there
is nothing but praise; for two, Sardis and
Laodicea, nothing but blame for the ma;

and among them the chief Church
of all, Ephesus, with Pergamum and Thyatira, praise and blame in differout degrees

jority,

intermingled.

The

student will find it instructive to
place the epistles aide by side in seven
parallel columns, and note the elements
common to each and the order in which
these elements appear.
These common
'

See an exposition on the

F.B.S.E.,

'

elements are: (I) Chrisffs command to the
seer to write; (2) his title, which in most
cases is taken from the descriptions in ch. i.
(3) the praise, or blame, or both, addressed
to the angel, based in all cases

personal knowledge

(4) the charge or warning, generally in connexion with Christ's coming ; (5) the promise
to the victor

;

(6) the call to each individual

to give ear.

Vers.

1—7.— The

epistle to the

Church at

Ephesus,
Ver. 1.— Unto the angel (see on ch. i. 20).
angel" seems to be the spirit of
the Church personified as its responsible
guardian.
The Church of Ephesus. "In
Ephesus" is certainly the right reading;
in all seven cases it is the angel of the
Church t» the place that is addressed. In
St. Paul's Epistles we Lave "in Eome," "in
Corinth," "in Colossse," "in Ephesus," "of
Galatia,'' "of the Thessalonians."
Among
all the cities of the Boman province of Asia,

"The

Ephesus ranked as " first of all and greatest."
It was called "the metropolis of Asia."

Romans

visiting Asia commonly landed
at Ephesus. Its position as a centre
of commerce was magnificent. Three rivers,
first

theMseander.theOayoter, and tlie Hermes,
drain Western Asia Minor, and Ephesus
stood on high ground near the mouth of the
central river, the Cayster, which is connected
by passes with the valleys of the other two.
Strabo, writing of Ephesus about the time

when St John was bom,

three chapters of this book by
Messages to the Seven Churches.'
first

on

intimate
—" I know thy works;

says, "

Owing to
Andrew Tait -"^J^,
LLD

;
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favourable situation, the city is in all
other respects increasing daily, for it is the
greatest place of trade of all tlie cities of
Asia west of the Taurus." Patmos was only
ita

a day's sail from Ephesus and it is by no
means improbable that the gorgeous description of the merchandise of " Babylon" (ch.
xviii. 12, 13) is derived from St. John's own
recollections of Ephesus.
The Church of
Ephesus was founded by St. Paul, about
;

A.D. 55,

and his Epistle

to that

and other

Churches, now called simply " to the Ephesians," was written about a.d. 63.
When
St. Paul went to Macedonia, Timothy was
left at Ephesus (1 Tim. i. 8) to check the
wild speculations in which some Ephesian

had begun to indulge. Timothy
piol.ably followed St. Paul to Eome (2 Tim.
iv. 9, 21), and, after bis master's death,
returned to Epliesus, where he is said to
have suffered martyrdom at a festival in
honour of " the great goddess Artemis." He
may have been still at Ephesus at the time
when this epistle was written ; and Flumptre
has traced coincidences between this epistle
and those of St. Paul to Timothy. According to Dorotheus of Tyre (ciro. A.D. 300),
Cliristiaiis

he was succeeded by Gaius (Rom. xvi. 23).
in the Igriatian epistles we have Onesimus
(probably not the servant of Philemon),
Bishop of Ephesus. Ignatius speaks of the
Ephesian Church in terms of high praise,
showing that it had profited by the exhortations in this epistle. It was free from
heiesy, though heresy hovered around it.
It was spiritually minded, and took God as
its rule of life (Ignatius, ' Ephes.,' vi.
viii.).
Write (see on ch. i. 11 ; and comp. Isa. viii. 1
xzx. 8 ; Jer. xxx. 2 ; xxxvi. 2 ; Hab. ii. 2).
Holdeth Qxparav).
Stronger than "had"
(Ix'x') in ch. i. 16. This word implies holding fast and having full control over. In
ver. 25 we have both verbs, and again in

—

A

Church that had fallen from
love (vers. 4, 5) had need to be
reminded of him who " holds fast" his own;
and one whose candlestick was in danger of
removal had need to turn to him who is ever
active (not merely is, but " walketh ") " in
the midst of the candlesticks," to supply
them with oil when they flicker, and rekindle
them when they go out. It is he, and not
the apostle, who addresses them.
Ver. 2.— Owing to the inaccurate use of
a corrupt text, the Authorized Version is
here very faulty. The Eevised Version is
to be preferred throughout. I know thy
works. This introductory "I know" appears in all seven letters. Ho whose eyes
are "as a flame of fire " (ch. i. 14) has perfect knowledge of his servants, and this
knowledge
the basis of the praise and
••Worts,'' » favourite word with
blame.
8t John, aad verv frequent in both Gospel
ch.

iii.

11.

its first

U

;
,
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and Apocalypse,

is used in a wide sense,
including the whole of conduct (comp. JohH
ill. 1 9, 20
V. 36 vii. 3, 7 ; viii. 39, 41, etc.
1 John iii. 8, 12; 2 John 11; 3 John 10)
Thy toil and patience. Explanatory of "thy
works;" the Ephesians know how to toil
;

J

and how

to suffer patiently.
They have
" learned to labour and to wait." St. Ignathat he must be trained "in
patience and long-suffering" by the Ephesians (' Ephes.,' iii.). And that thou canst
not bear evil men.
Again St. Ignatius
supplies a commentary : " Now, Onesimus of
his own accord highly praiseth your orderly
conduct in God, for that ye all live according
to truth, and that no heresy hath a home
among you; nay, ye do not so much as
listen to any one, if he speak of aught else
save concerning Jesus Christ in truth"
(' Ephes.,' vi.). The word for " evil " (KaK6s).
though one of the commonest in the Greek
tius says

it occurs
language, is rare in St. John
only here and in ch. xvL 2 (see note);
John xviii. 23; 3 John 11. Didst try them
which Call themselves apostles, and they are
;

not.
St.

It

is

Paul.

incredible that this can mean
Even allowing the prodigious

assumption that the " Jewish Christianity "
of St. John was opposed to the "Gentile
Christianity" of St. Paul, what chance would
an opponent of St. Paul have had in a
Church which St. Paul founded andfostered?
And had such opposition existed, could St.
Polycarp, St. John's own disciple, have
spoken of " the wisdom of the blessed and
glorious Paul" (' Phil.,' iii.) ? This mention
offalse apostles is doubly interesting: (l)as a
fulfilmentof warnings given by St. Paul himself to the Ephesian Church (Acts xx. 28
30;
comp. 2 Timothy, passim) ; (2) as a strong

—

mark of the date of the book. In
when contemporaries of the apostles
were abundant, the claim to be an apostle
might with some show of reason be made
in A.D. 95 such a claim would be ridiculous.
This Trench admits, and hence tells us that
the meaning of "apostles" must not be.
pressed, "as though it implied a claim to
have seen and been sent by the Lord Jesus."
But this is just what " apostle " does imply
(Acts i. 21, 22 1 Cor. is. 1).
Ver. 3.' The text followed in the Autho.rized Version is here very corrupt; we must
read with the Eevised Version, And thou
hast patience (as in ver. 2), and didst bear
for my Name's sake, and hast not grown
weary. The last verb (KCKOirlaKis) is closely
akin to toil (kijitos) in rer 2. The seeming
contradiction between "I know thy toil"
and " thou hast not toiled " has caused confusion in the text. Yet oli Kenomaxes does
not mean " thou hast not toiled," but " thou
bast not wearied of toil." It is all the more
probable that tins play of words ia intenincidental
A.D. 68,

;

—
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tional, because "bear''(;8o(rTtJfEii/)isn8ed in
two diiferent senses in ver. 2 and ver. 3:
"canst not tolerate evil men," and "didst en-

dure suffering" (comp. John xvi. 12). " So is
patience set oyer the things of God that one
can obey no precept, fulfil no work wellpleasing to the Lord, if estranged from It.
The good of it even they who live outside
it honour with the name of highest virtue.
Grand testimony this is to it, in that it
.
.
incites even the vain schools of the world
unto praise and glory 1 Or is it rather an
injury, in that a thing Divine is bandied
about among worldly sciences " (Tertullian,
.

'

De

Pat.,'

i.).

—But

I have (this) against thee, that
then didst leave thy first love. The Authorized Version unwarrantably softens the censure by inserting "somewhat;" the Greek
means rather, "I have (this grave thing)
In "hath aught against
against thee."
thee " (Matt. v. 23) and "have aught against
any" (Mark xi. 25), the "aught" (t<) is
expressed in the Greek; here nothing is
expressed. " Thy first love " is expressed
very emphatically with the article repeated;
" thy love, thy first one." The meaning of
It cannot mean " thy
it is much disputed.
former gentleness towards evil men and

Ver.

4.

false apostles."

the brethren," so

may mean "thy love of
much insisted upon in St.

It

John's First Epistle. More probably it means
"thy first love for me." Christ is here
speaking as the Bridegroom, and addresses
the Churoh of Ephesug as his bride (comp.
This thought would be
Jer. ii. 2
13).
familiar to the Ephesians from St. Paul's
teaching (Eph. v. 23 33). It shows strange
ignorance of human frailty and of history
to argue that "a generation at least must
have passed away, and the thirty years from
Nero to Domitian must have elapsed, ere the
change here noted could come to pass."
Does this writer forget the Epistle to the
Galatians ? In a very few years the Churches
of Galatia had left their first love. The
frequent and rapid lapses of Israel into
idolatry show the same thing from the time
when Aaron made the calf down to the

—

—

Captivity. This verse is certainly no obstacle
to the theory that the Apocalypse was
written about a,d. 68.
Ver. 5. The exhortation and threat are
clear as trumpet-notes : " Remember, repent,
and return, or I will return and remove
modern heathen philosophy
thee."
teaches us that in this world to be happy
That is not the teaching of
is to forget
The past is both an encouragement
Christ.
and a warning to us therefore " remember."

—
A

;

Some have to remember heights from which
they have fallen ; others, depths from which
they have been raised ; others again, both.
Cicero ('Ad. Att.,' iv. 16) would remember

JOHN THE DIVINE.
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the one and forget the other.

Non

1—29.

recordor

unde ceoiderim, sed unde resurrexerim. The
present imperative here shows that the
remembering is to continue; on tha other
hand, the repentance (aor. imp.) is a thing
to be done immediately, once for all. " The
first works " means " the fruits of thy first
Christ will have worJes, not feelings.
love."
There is no " quickly "^ in
I come to thee.
the true text ; and the verb is present, not
future (comp. John liv. 18). The coming,
of course, refers to a special visitation, not
The removing of the
to the second advent.
candlestick is not the deposition of the
bishop, but the dethroning of the Church,
cancelling its claim to the kingdom, severing its union with Christ. Compare " The
of God shall be taken away from
you, and shall be given to a nation bringing
forth the fruits thereof" (Matt. xxii. 43).

kingdom

The warning would seem to have been
heeded at first, judging from the account of
Ephesus in the Ignatian Epistles. But the
Church has long since ceased to exist.
Ephesus itself is a heap of ruins. Except
thou repent. This repetition drives home
the charge given above; repentance is the
thing absolutely necessary, and at onoe.
This shows that what Christ has against
them cannot be a mere "somewhat"
(Authorized Version in ver. 4). It is nothing less than this ^that with all their discernment of evil, and zeal against it, they
lacked reality.
Their light still burned,

—

but in a dull, lifeless way ; theii service had
become mechanical.
Ver. 6. They are again commended for
their good points.
But it is possible to hate
what Christ hates without loving what he

—

It is possible to hate false doctrine
lawlessness, and yet be formal and dead
the Nioolaitans were we
one's self.
cannot now determine with certainty. The
name Nioolaus may be intended as a Greek
equivalent of Balaam, but this is by no
means certain. Irenseus and Clement of
Alexandria write as if the sect of Nioolaitans existed in their day.
common belief
was that their founder was Nicolaus of
Antioch, one of the seven deacons. Irenseus
(i. 26), followed by Hippolytus ('Refut.,'
vii. 24), supports this view ; Ignatius (' Trail.,'
loves.

and

Who

A

9) and the Apostolic Constitutions (vi. 8),
are against it. Tlie Nicolaitans may have
claimed him as their founder, or similarity
of name may have caused confusion with
The doctrine of the
a different person.
Nicolaitans, and that of Balaam (ver. 14),
and that of the woman Jezebel (ver. 20X
seem to have this much in common—a contention that the frtedom of the' Christian
placed him above the moral La-w. Neither
idolatry nor sensuality could harm those

who had been made

free

by Christ

The

—

OH.n.
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moral enactmentB of the Law had been
abrogated by the gospel, no less than the
ceremonial. The special mention of "the
pollutions of idols" and "fornication," in
the decrees of the Council of Jerusalem
(Acts xv. 20, 29), seems to show that this
pernicious doctrine was already in existence
in A.D. 50.
In 2 Pet. ii. and Jude 7—13
a similar evil is denounced. It appears in
other heretical sects, especially those of
Gnostic origin, e.g. Cerinthians, Cainitea,
Carpocratians. In this way we may explain
the statement of Eusebius ('Hist. Eool.,' iii.
29), that the Nicolaitan heresy lasted only
for a short time i.e. its religious libertinism
did not die out, but passed over into other
sects.
Note that it is "the works of the
Nicolaitans," not the men themselves, that
Christ hates.
He loves the sinner, while
he hates the sin. "It would have been
well with the Church had this always been
;

remembered"
Ver.

7.

(Alford).

— He

that hath an ear, let

him

hear.
These solemn conclusions of these
epistles remind us of the conclusion of
many of Christ's parables (Matt. xi. 15;
xiii. 9,
viii.

in

43;

Mark

iv. 9,

8; xiv. 35; not iu

Luke
St John's Gospel,

23, [vii. 16];

which there are no parables).

It is very
the epistle is

noteworthy that, although
addressed in each case to a Church in the
person of its angel, yet the concluding exhortation and promise are always addressed
the individual Christian.
Each must
hear for himself. His Church may perish,
yet, if he overcomes, he shall live.
His
Church may be crowned with eternal life,
yet, if he is overcome, he will lose the reward. What the Spirit saith to the Chorohes;
not " what he saith to thit Church." The
contents of each epistle are for all for each
individual Christian and for the Church at
large, as well as for the particular Church
addressed in the epiiitle. The epistle in
each case is not from John, who is only the
instrument, but from the Son of God and
from the Spirit of God (ch. i. 4). In the
first three epistles the exhortation to hearken
precedes the promise to the victor; in the
four last it follows the promise, and closes
the epistle. Is Una change of arrangement
accidental or deliberate? There should be
a full stop at " Churches." In the Authorized Version it looks as if "what the Spirit
saith " were confined to the promise in the
second half of the verse. This error was
avoided by Tyudale and Cranmer. It comes
from the Genevan and the Ehemish Verilons.
The verb to " overcome " -or " conquer" (vi/c^y) is strongly characteristic of
St John. It occurs seven times in the
Gospel and the Fiist Epistle, and sixteen
times in the Revelation ; elsewhere only in
Luke iL 22 ; Kom. iii. 4 (quotation from
to

;
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comp. especially ixi.
li. 6) and xii. 21
where, as in these epistles, it is not stated
v>hat is to be overcome. We might render,
" to the victor," or " to the conqueror." The
expression, "tree of life," of course comes
from Genesis we have it again in ch. xxii.
It means the tree wliich gives life.
2, 14.
So also " the water of life " (oh. xxi. 6) and
Ps.

;

7,

;

"the bread of life" (John

vi. 3.5).

In

all

these cases "life" is (aii, the vital principle which man shares with God, not 0tos,
the life which he shares with his fellowmen. The latter word occurs less than a
dozen' times in the New Testament ; the
former, which sums up the New Testament,
occurs more than a hundred times. The
The word " Paradise "
Paradise of God.
occurs only thrice in the New Testament
(Luke xxlii. 43; 2 Cor. xii. 4). It is of
Persian origin, and signified a park or
pleasure-ground.
In the New Testament
it seems to mean tlie resting-place of departed salntd. There is strong evidence (B,
versions, Cyprian, Orlgen) in favour of reading, "the Paradise of my God " (see notes
on oh. iii. 2, 12). In considering tbis passage, Gen. iii. 22 should be carefully com-

pared with John vi. 51. "For him who
oonqueig " the curse which barred Adam
from the tree of life will be revoked by
Christ.

Vers. 8

—

11.

The

epistle to the

Church at

Smyrna.
Ver.

8.

—The

metropolitan,

setting out

from Ephesus to visit the Churches of Asia,
would naturally go first to Smyrna. It
ranked as one of the most beautiful cities
in Asia; but its magnificence must at times
have seemed poor compensation for the neglect of the architect, who, in planning the
city for Antigonus and Lysimachus, omitted
the drains. In time of floocis the streets became open sewers. For its fidelity to Rome
against Mithridates, it received exceptional
privileges, but suffered heavily when Dolabella laid siege to Trebonius, one of Caesar's
assassins, who had taken refuge there.
When eleven cities of Asia competed for
the ^lonour of erecting a temple to Tiberius,
the senate decided in favour of Smyrna.
Tbis temple was no doubt standing in St.
John's time. But just as Artemis was the
great goddess of the Ephesians, so Dionysus
was the great god of Smyrna. Dionysus
represented the mysteriously productive
and intoxicating powers of nature ^powers
which are exhibited most abundantly In
the vine, which in the neighbourhood of
Smyrna is said to have borne fruit twice in
a year. He was regarded as the dispenser
of joy and fertility, the disperser of srirrow
and care. Hence the myth of his death
and resurrection, which was frequently re-

—

—

"
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heaiBed and acted at Bmyrna a fact which
gives special point to the greeting in this
epistle " Prom him who became dead, and
lived." The priests who presided at this
celebration were presented with a crown ; to
which there may be allusion in the promise,
" I will give thee the crown of lite." Not
long after the martyrdom of its first bishop,
St. Polycarp, Smyrna was destroyed by an
earthquake, in A.u. 178, and Was rebuilt by
jyiarcus AureliuS.
Earthquakes, fires, and
pestilences have always been common there.
But in spite of such calamities, it continues
From the large proportion of
to flourish.
Christians there, it is known among Mohammedans as " the infidel city." Christianity seems never to have been extinguished
In Smyrna, which shares, with Philadelphia,
the honour of receiving unmixed praise in
these epistles. "Down froUi the apostolic
times a Church has elisted here, and she
has repeated, with more nr less boldness
and distinctness, the testimonyof her martyr'
'
bishop, ' I am a Christian " (R. Vaughan),
in which he suffered may still
be seen there. We have already (see on oh.
that "the angel" of each
decided
i.
20)
Church is probably not Its bishop. But,
even if this were the meaning, this epistle
could not be addressed to St. Polycarp, if
he was martyred a.d. 155, in the eightysixth year after his conversion, and the
Apocalypse was written iu a.d. 68. The
First and the Last, who became (iyeyero)

The stadium

dead, and lived (see notes on ch. i. 17, 18).
As in the epistle to Ephesus, the Words of
the address are taken from the titles of
the Christ given in the opening. It is no
mythical deity, with his mock death and
resurrection, but the absolutely Living One,
who indeed died, and is indeed alive for
evermure, that sends this message to the
Buffering Church of Smyrna. In the epistle
to the Church in Tliyatira we have what
seems to he an allusion to the worship of
Apollo, similar to that to the Worship of
Dionysus here.
Ver. 9. 1 know thy tribulation, and thy
poverty. "Thy works" has been inserted
here and in ver. 13 in order to make the
opening of all seven epistles alike. The
Uncials A, C, P, and the Vulgate, Coptic,
and .^thiopio Versions omit tlie words in
each place. The SinaitiCus inserts them here
and omits them in ver. 13, where they are
plainly awkward in construction. Like all
wealthy cities, Smyrna showed the extremes
of Wealth and poverty side by side. It would
be among the poor that Christians would in
tlie first instance be found, and their Christianity would lead to their spoliation j in
this much of their " tribulation " would consist
But thou art rich (compare the close
parallel, 2 Cor. vL 10; viii. 2; Matt. .vi. 20).

—
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the blasphemy from them which say
they are J'ews, and they are not. We have
here strong evidence of the early date of the
Apocalypse. Throughout this book "Jew "
is an honourable name for the worshippers
of the Christ; "Gentiles," a name of reproach for those who oppose the Christ (ch.
ii. 9; iii. 9; xi. 2, 18; xii. 5; xvi. 19; xvili.
These persecutors of
3, 23; xix. 15, etc.).
the Church of Smyrna are Jews iu name,
but in reality are rather Gentiles opponents,
and not worshippers of the Messiah. The
view taken in the Fourth Gospel is utterly
different. There " the Jews " are almost invariably the opponents of Christ the word
occurs about seveiity times, and nearly
always with this shade of meaning. Assume
that the Gospel was written a quarter of a
century later than the Apocalypse, and there
is nothing strange
this. Long experience
of Jewish malignity in opposing the gospel
has changed the apostle's views respecting
his countrymen.
He has become fully convinced of the inveterate and widespread
character of the national apostasy. To him
" the Jews " have become synonymous with
the enemies of the cross of Christ. Assume
that the Apocalypse was written about the
same time as the Gospel, and how shall we
account for this utter difference of view in
the two books? Assume tliat the Gospel
was written long before the Apocalypse,
and how shall we explain the toot that experience of Jewish hostility has turned the
apostle's abhorrence of "the Jews" into such
admiration that to him a Jew has become
synonymous with a believer in Jesus Christ?
It is remarkable that, in the Martyrdom of
St. Polycarp,' the Jews are said to have
been present in great numbers, and to have
been foremost (jia\i(TTa 'lovBaiovs Trpod{tft»s)
in Collecting wood with which to bum him
alive.
A synagogue of Satan (comp. ch. iii.
9 John viii. H). This is in marked con-

—

;

m

'

;

trast

to

(Numb.

" the
xvi.

3

synagogue of the Lord
;

xx. i

exception of Jas.

;

xxxi. 16).

With the

in the
Testament, always used of Jewish
assemblies, never of Christian. This usage
soon became habitual in the Church (see
Trench, ' Synonyms of the New Testament,'
ii.

2, (rui^ayayfi is,

New

p. 4).

—

Ver. 10. Ffiar not the things which thou
art about to Suffer.
must bring out the
difference between " to be about to " (ueWeo'),
in the first two clauses, and the simple future
(eJeTc) in the third ; compare " I will show

We

him how many tilings he must suffer for my
Name's sake " (Acts Ix. 16). The devil, who
inspires tlie "synagogue of Satan," is to be
allowed to afflict them, as he afflicted Job
(For " behold," see note on ver. 22.) The
expression, "some of you" (4f iiiHv), is an
interesting link of style between this booli

—

";
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and the Fourth Gospel and the Second
Epistle; we have a similat copstruction ia
John i. 24 ; vii. 40 ; xTi. 17 2 John 4. (For
» warning of like impoi't, hut to the per;

secutora, not the persecuted, cotnp. Matt,
xxiii, 34,) That ye may be tried. The oomuion meaning of veipii(eiv, aa distinct from
SoKiniC^ty, is here conspicuous; it is "to
try " with the sinister intent of causing to
But what is temptation on the devil's
fall.

side is probation on Gpd's side (comp. 1 Pet.
iv, 12
14). Ten days. It is unwise to make
anything either mystical or rigidly literal
out of the number ten, which here ie prob-

—

round number. The question js
whether the round number denotes a small
(Gen, xxiy. 55 ; Numb, xL 19) or a large
number (Numb. ziv. 22 ; 1 Sam, 1, 8 ; Job
?ix. 3). The former seems probable. It is
not impossible that some analogy between
their case and that of the " four children
(Dan. i, 12, 15) is suggested by the ten days'
Be thou faithful unto death;
probfition.
literally, become thou faithful ; show thyself
Note how comto be such (jhov wkttos).
ably a

pletely the angel of the

Church

is identified

with the Church. In this one yerse we haye
complete mixture pf the two modes of ad.
some
dress " Thou art about to suffer
ye sbuU have ... I will give
of you
thee." " Unto death" does not merely mean
" to thy life's end," but " even if fidelity involves death;" compare "becoming .obedient
even unto death, yea, the death of the
.

:

.

.

.

.

croas"(PhU. ii. 8), The crown of life. The
Authorized Version, by ignoring the article
("a crown of life"), sadly detracts from the
meaning. It is the well-known crown, the
crown which is truly such, in contrast to
earthly crowns, and perhaps with a special
reference to the crowns given at Smyrna to
the priests of Dionysus at the expiration pf
their year of oflSce. The worJ (TT^<l>ai>7i't>'lpos
has been found in inscriptions at Smyrna in
this connexion (comp. Jaa. i 12, where the
same phrase occurs; also 1 Cor. ix. 25; 1
Excepting ch. xii. 3 xiii. 1
Pet. V. 4).
xix. 12 (where we have StdSrina), aT4<pa,VQs
is the regular word for " crown " in the New
Tes lament. "Of life" is the genitive of
;

the crown, just as in
"the Word of life " (I John i. 1) the life is
the Word. It is impossible to determine
whether St. John has in his mind the crown
of a king, of a victorious athlete, or of a
triumphant warrior. The XII. Tables provided that he who had won a crown might
have it placed on his head when liis dead
body was carried in the funeral procession.
St. John, both at Bome and in the East,
would have seen this ceremony, possibly in
the case of a crowned priest at Smyrna.
"The crown of life" would be the exact
The narrative of the
opposite' of that.
apposition

;

the

life is

ST.
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martyrdom of

St. Polycarp draws to a close
with these words " Having by. his patience
vanquished the unjust ruler, and having
thus received the crown of immortality," etc.
The writer seems to have had ch, ii. 10 in
his mind,
Ver. II. He that hath an ear (see on ver.
Shall not be hurt of the second death
7).
more literally, ehall in no wise be injured at
the hands of the second death. The negative
is the strongest form
the injury seems to
be of the nature of a wrong, and the second
death is regarded as the source of the wrong
(ou /i^ aSiKrieji ««). In oh. XX. 6 "the second
death " is almost personified, as here; " Over
these the second death has no authority."
The phrase is peculiar to this book (see ch.
XX. 14 and xxi. 8, where it is defined to be
"the lake of fire"). The corresponding
phrase, "the first death," does not occur.
The one is the death of the body, to which
the faithful Smyrnseans must submit; the
other is the death of the soul, from which
the crown of life secures them though they
die, yet shall they live, and shall in no vrise
die, for ever (John xi. 25, 26).
This second
death, or death of the soul, is absolute exclusion from God, who is the Source of
:

—

;

:

eternal life. The expression, " the second
death," seems to be borrowed from Jewish
theological phraseology, (On the repetition
of the article, "the deaths the second
(death)," see note on ver. 13.)

Vers,
at

12—-17,

The

epistle to the Cliurch

Pergamum.

—

Ver. 12, Pergamum is the usual form
both in Greek and Latin writers " Porgamus " is very rare. And if nepya/ios were
right here, why " Pergamos " any more than
" Epbesos " ? The city lies north of Smyrna,
in Mysia Major, or the right bank of the
Caiicus.
Pergamum is first mentioned by
Xenophon, and becomes important and
magnificent under Attalus, the friend of
the Romans (b.o, 241 197), and his son
Eumenes (n.o. 196 159), Its library was
second only to that of Alexandria ; but
Mark Antony took it to Egypt, and gave it
;

—

to Cleopatra.

—

Parchment gets

its

name

from Pergamum, and Galen the physician
was born there. Pliny writes of "longe
clarjssimum Asise Pergamum" a description which probably has reference to its
buildings. It still exists under the slightly
changed name of Bergamah, or Bergma;
and its ruins still tell of the magnificent
public edifices which have caused it to be
described as a "city of temples," and
again as " a sort of union of a pagan cathedral city, a university town, and a royal
residence." Its idolatrous rites were frequent and various, and the coutamination
which they spread is manifest from this

—

""

;
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compare ^

notes on ch.

6 Sfilrepos (ch.

tliis

The sharp two-edged sword (see
How much
i. 16 and ii. 13).
weapon is needed is shown by the evils

protested against.
Ver. 13. I know

—

where then dwellest.

words, " thy works and," are certainly
an insertion here both external and Internal
Even where
evidence are against them.
must translate 9p6vos
Satan's throne is.
" throne " here, as in ch. 1. 4 ; iii. 21 ; iv. 2,
Throughout the Apoca3, 5, 6, 9, 10, eto.
lypse heaven and hell are set over against
one another; and as God has his throne, so
The Authorized Version
also has Satan.
Inconsistently alternates between " seat

The

—

We

1 6
xiii 2 xvi. 10 ; Luke 1. 52) and
" throne," even in the same verse (ch. iv. 4).
" The throne of Satan " has perplexed commentators. It probably refers to tie infamous

(ch. xi.

;

;

idolatry practised at Fergamum, which
had a cluster of temples to Zeus, Apollo,

Athene, Dionysus, Aphrodite, and .^sculapius.
These all lay together in a beautiful grove called the Nioephorium, the
pride of Pergamum, as the temple of Artemis
was the pride of Ephesus. Some have
thought that the mention of Satan points
to the serpent, which is bo prominent in
the cultus of ^seulapius. But the context leads us rather to undeistand the
abominations connected with the worship
of Dionysus and Aphrodite. Others, again,
think that " the throne of Satan " indicates
the persecuting judgments pronounced against Christians for Pergamum
ft
was
great judicial centre. We must be
content to leave the question open. Thou
We have the same
boldest fast my Kame.
expression (/cpaTeu' with the accusative)
three times in this epistle and again in ver.
25 and oh. iii. 11. Just as in the literal
sense Kpareli/ with the accusative means " to
seize " a man, i.e. his whole person (Matt.
xiv. 3 xviii. 29 ch. vii. 1 xx. 2), as distinct
from laying hold of a part (Matt. ix. 25;
;

;

;

;

Mark

t. 41), so in the figurative sense
KpareLv with the accusative is " to hold fast
the whole of (Mark vii. 8, 4, 8 ; 2 Thess. ii.
15), as distinct from keeping a sliare in a
possession common to many (Heb. iv. 14
vi. 18). On the emphatic repetition obtained
by denying the opposite, " boldest fast and
didst not deny," see notes on oh. iii. 8.
The Greek text in what follows is a good
deal confused, and cannot be determined
but the general sense is
with certainty
In any case, " my witness, my faithclear.
"
(Revised Version), is more accurate
ful one
;

than

"my

faithful

The

martyr" (Authorized

reduplication of the article
is frequent in St. John's writings, but in
some oaae* it produces clumsiness to reproduce it in English : ijiAprvs i TriirTiis occurs
here of Antipas, and ih oh. i. 5 of Christ;
Version).

'S,yiin\

ij

[ch.

trpiri) (ch.

ii.

xx. 14

ii.

4),

1—29,

iBimTot

xxi. 8), ^
po/iipala fi SiiTTo/ioj (ch. ii. 12), rh fuiyna t4
KfKpvunevor (oh. ii. 17), S Se<riT6T7is 6 liyios (ch.
ii.

11

;

;

vi. 10), with John iv. 9, 11 ; T. 30; vi. 38,
42, 44, 50, 51, 58; vi. 38; vii. 68; viii. 16;
xii. 26; xiv. 15, 27; xv. 9, 11; xvii. 13, 24;
Of
xviii. 36; 1 John ii. 7; 2 John 13.

Antipas nothing is known. The name is a
shortened form of Antipater, as Nicomas of
Nicomedes, Artemas of Artemidorus, Hermas
of Hermodorus, Zenas of Zenodorus, Menas
of Menodorus, Lucas of Luoanus, Demas of
Demetrius; and therefore is not derived
from iu'Tt and jrSs. Much mystical trifling
has been expended over the name Antipas,
which no doubt is the actual name of a once
well -known sufferer for the truth. Probably
of the Fergamene confessors, Antipas was
the only one who was called upon to suffer
death. The silence of Church history respecting a martyr thus honoured in Scripture is strange.
Attains, one of the
chief martyrs of Lyons, was of Pergamum
(Eusebius, 'Hist. Eccl.,' V. i. 17; oomp. IV.
XV. 48). The repetition of "where Satan
dwelleth ". emphasizes this point, like the
repetition of " repent " in ver. 5. It rather
confirms the view that by " Satan's throne"
is meant the judgment-throne where the

martyrs were condemned.
Ver. 14. But I have a few things against
thee.
They are few iu comparison with
the things commended
but they are very
serious and there must be > sad want of
care in the Church at Pergamum to allow
such things. These corrupt teachers are
alluded to in 2 Pet. ii. 15 and Jude 11.
Like Balaam, they debased spiritual gifts to
the vilest purposes, and thus became a a-xiy
SaKov, a snare or stumbling-block, to others.
Like the Nicolaitans, they held that the freedom of the gospel placed them above the
moral Law, and conferred licence to commit
the foulest sins. The liberty to eat meats

—

;

;

which might have been

made a

offered to idols

was

plea for liberty to take part in idolatrous rites (1. Cor. viii. 10 ; Justiu Martyr,
' Trypho,'
xxxv. ; Irenseus, I. vi. 3), and
for introducing heathen orgies into Christian
ceremonies. The doctrine of these antinomian teachers was "the doctrine of Balaam,"
because, like him (Numb. xxxi. 16; .Tosephus,
•Ant.,' iv. 6. 6; Philo, 'Vita Mosis," i. p.
647), they prostituted their influence to the
seducing of God's people into idolatry and
impurity. The similarity of this doctrine with
that of the Nicolaitans is obvious ; but that
N icolaus (which is equivalent to " conquering the people ") is intended as a translation
of Balaam (which is possibly equivalent to,
"lord of the people") is mere conjecture.
That there were two sects side by side at
Pergamum is the natural meaning of thi-

"

OH-h.
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pMnge; and thotigh their doctrine* were
•like in being antinomian in principle and
licentious in reBnlt, yet there is no need to
identify them. Among countless small improvements made by the Bevisers, note that
the remarkable word (iSa\i8uTov, which in
the Authorized Version is rendered in eix
different ways, is by them rendered consistently (Acts XV. 29 ; zxi. 25 : 1 Cor. viii.
10; X. 19; oh. ii. 14, 20).
Ver. 15. So hast then also some that hold.
As in vers. 13 and 14 "hold" is KpareLv
with the accnsative (see notes on ver. 13).
What does "bIbo" mean? Probably, "As

4,

—

bad Balak to seduce them, and IBalak
had Balaam, so hast thou," etc.). Others
take it, " As the Church at Ephesus has
Israel

Nlcolaitans, so liast thou."

The reading

of

the Authorized Version, " which thing I
hate," must certainly yield to that of the
Bevised Version, " in like manner," which
is supported by all the best manuscripts
and versions. In the Greek there is much
similarity between the two readings, OMISA

and 0M0I02.

"In

like

manner"

refers to

the similarity between those who hold the
doctrine of the Nicolaitans, and those who
hold the doctrine of Balaam. It confirms
the view that two sects are meant.
Ver. 16. Bepent therefore; or else I come
Some take
to thee qniokly (see un ver. 5).
"in like manner" with this verse: "In
like manner (as Ephesus) repent therefore
but this is not probable. Repent of having
allowed some members to follow the examples of Balaam and of the Nicolaitans.
With the sword of my month (comp. ch. i.
16 and ii. 12). It is possible that there is
here another allusion to Balaam. It was
with a drawn sword that the angel of the
Lord withstood him (Numb. xxii. i23), and
with the sword that he was slain (Numb,

—

;

Josh. xiii. 22). Those who follow
his sin shall follow him in his
punishment ; and the Church which allows
xxxi. 8

;

Balaam in

such things will have to suifer along with
those who commit them (comp. 2 Thess.
ii.

8).

on

— He

ver. 7).

that hath an ear (see notes
To him that oveioometh. Again

made

clear that the individual can free

Ver. 17.
it is

himself from the corruption and condemnation of his Church. He may live in the
very abode of Satan, and within hearing of
yet if he overcomes
damnable doctrines
the wiles of Satan, and listens to the Spirit
rather than to the seducers, " he shall eat of
the bidden mauna which restores the spirit
that the flosh-pots of Egypt have weakened.
He shall have the white stone of absolution,
the true spiritual emancipation, wliich the
Balaamite and Nicolaitan emancipation has
"The
counterfeited" (F. D. Maurice).
tiULuna, the hidden manna" (see notes on
;
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repetition of the article, the epithet " hidden " is made very distinct. There is probably some allusion to the manna stored up
in the ark in the holy of holies (Exod. xvi.
83), and also to the true Bread from heaven,
whose presence is now hidden from us or
the reference may be to the loss of the ark,
with its contents, when Nebuchadnezzar
took Jerusalem (2 Esdr. x. 22). Thore was
a tradition that Jeremiah had hidden the
manna, and that it would be brought to
light again in the Messianic kingdom. A
share in those things which eye saw not,
and ear heard not, and to the heart of man
;

never occurred (1 Cor. ii. 9), will be granted
a foretaste of them here,
to the conqueror
and a full participation hereafter (comp.
ch. xxii. 4 and 1 John iii. 2). "To cat"
(<t>ay(tv) is an insertion into the true text
I will give him a
borrowed from ver. 7.
white stone, and upon the stone
t^iu
" White " and
ij/rji/jov) a new name written.
" new," as Trench points out, are keywords in the Apocalypse; and it is natunil
White is "the
that they should be so.
livery of heaven," where white robes, white
and
white thrones
horses,
white
clouds,
abound (ch. i. 14 ; iii. 4, 5, 18 ; iv. 4 ; vi. 2,
11; vii. 9, 13; xiv. 14; xix. 11, 14; xx.
And " new " is almost as frequent as
11).
" white " in the book which tells of a new
heaven and a. new earth, in which is the
new Jerusalem where the inhabitants have
a new name, and sing a new song, and
where all things are made new (ch. iii. 12
But in spite of
xxi. 1, 2, 5).
v. 9 ; xiv. 3
the familiarity and appropriateness of the
two epithets, "white" and "new," a sure
interpretation of the white stone with the
new name upon it cannot be found.
Trench's dictum, that " this book moves
exclusively within the circle of sacred,
that is, of Jewish imagery and symbols,"
and that an allusion to heathen or profane
customs is inadmissible, is arbitrary and
cannot be proved. As already shown, there
may be references to the rites of Dionysus,
to the games, and to the crown placed on
the corpse of a victor. Here there may be
an allusion to the wliite pebble of acquittal
used in courts of justice, or to the lot used
in elections; and the word )|(7J(/)os favours
these views. Or again, the reference may
be to the te^tera, or ticket, which the victor
in the, games received to admit him to the
tables where be was fed at the pubUo expense.
Among Jevrish symbols a reference
to the "stone with seven eyes" (Zech. iii.
9) seems to be quite out of place. Nevertheless, Trench's explanation of the "white
stone " as an allusion to the Urim and Thummim, which the high priest wore behind thfl
gquare breastplate of Judgment, has muo'

—

(M

;

;

;

—
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very nttractive. This precious thing
well have been a diamond, for there
was no diamond among the twelve stonea
of the breastplate. On each of these stones
was written the name of a tribe ; but what
was written on the Prim none but the
high priest knew. The usual supposition
is that it was the saored Tetragrammaton
the ineffable name of God. All this seems
to fit in singularly well with the present
passage. But if this explanation is to liold,
" he that receiveth it " must mean he that
receiveth the white stone, rather than be
that receiveth the new name. The "new
name " is not a fresh name for himself (Isa.
Ixii. 2 ; Ixv. 15), but a fresh revelation of
God's Name and nature, which only those
who have received it can comprehend
(comp. oh. xiv. 1; xii. 12).
variety of
other explanations will be found in the
Speaker's Commentary,' Smith's ' Dictionary of the Bible,' art. "Stones," in
Alford, and elsewhere. Whatever the allusion may be, the general sense is clear. He
that overoometh shall be admitted to the
heavenly holy of holies, and to a glory and
knowledge incomprehensible to those who
have not experienced it (1 Cor. ii. 9). He
that

ie

may

that overcometh."

made a

priest nuto

it,

Church of

ancient

have I begotten thee;" for Ps. ii. 9 is
quoted in ver. 87 (comp. also ver. 26 with
Ps.

ii.

8>

—

Ver. 18. Who hath his eyes like a flam*
(see notes on oh, i. 14, 15).
Ver. 19.—-I know thy works ... and thy
works. This glaring tautology ia a mistranslation. The Bevised Version is correct
both in the order of the words and in the
rendering.
have first the general statement, found in most of these epistles, asserting intimate personal knowledge: "I
know thy works." Then we have, in two
pairs, these works particularized, " thy love
and faith," and "thy ministry and patience."
Finally, we have the knowledge " that thy
last works are more than the first." " Thy,"
in the central clause, belongs to all four
substantives. Whatever may be thought of
1 Cor. xiii., iyiwri in St. John's writings
must certainly be translated " love," and not
" chai ity." Love and faith produce as their
natural fruit ministry to the sick and needy
and patience in enduring tribulation.
Atmovia, excepting here and Heb. i 14,'
occurs only in the writings of St. Luke and
of St. Paul it is specially frequent in the

We

inscrip-

which

.

Thyatira and the neighbourhood ('Iliad,'
iv. 141) were so famous, to which guild
Lydia belonged (Acts xvi. 14). There is
no allusion to the trade hero and modern
;

survives

or not at the present day. But the statement that " large quantities of scarlet cloth
are sent weekly to Smyrna" (Maodonald's

;

Acta

(i.

17,

in 2 Cor.

'Life and Writings of St. John,' p. 187)
seoms to be decisive. Apollo, the sun-god,
was tlie chief deity at Thyatira, where he

was worshipped under the Macedonian name
of Tyrimnas. There is, perhaps, a reference

The

John tbe Divine has been

St.

" The Son of God," frequent in the Gospel
and Epistles of St. John, occurs nowliere
else in the Apocalypse. It may be suggested
by Ps. ii. 7, " Thou art my Son ; this day

Lydia of Thyatira is found
(Acts xvi. 14). An inscription in Greek
and Latin shows that Vespasian restored

it

Of

In the introductory vision the expression used is " Son of man " (ch. i, 13).

donia, that

whether

fortress formerly stood.

duced.

Thyatira is on the Lycus, close to
the Boman road between Pergamum and
Sardis. It was refounded and named Thyatira by Seleucus Nicator, after the conquest
of Persia by Alexander. It was strongly
Macedonian in population j and it is worth
noting that it is in Philippi, a city of Mace-

authorities differ as to

of

turned into a mosque.
This fourth and therefore central epistle
is the longest of the seven. In some respecti
it is the most solemn of all.
Here only ia
the majestic title, " the Son of God," intro-

Pergamum, was movement almost due

Three other

on which a

of the place in their bands.

north.

the roads thereabouts.

The modern name

is

the nine thousand inhabitants, about three
thousand are Christians, who have the trade

Church at

tions mention the dyers (of pafsis'), for

A similar allusion to the

Ah-Hiisar, " the white castle,"
so called from the rooky hill overhanging
the town

Thyatira. The circuit now turns southwards.
From Ephesus to Smyrna, and from Smyrna
to

Smyrna,

epistle to

God.

18— 29.— Tfta epiitle to the

In the epistle, in the

worship of Dionysus was traced in the

A

Vers.

him

contrast to

[oh. n. l*-29.

opening description of the Son of God, and
In "the morning star" to be given to "him

'

shall be
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I

25

(iii.

vi.

1,

7, 8,

9

;

4
;

;

xi. 29, etc.)

iv. 1

;

v.

and

18, etc.).

That thy last works are more than the first.
With the momentous change of ir\elova for
Xelpova, this looks like a reminiscence of
Matt. xii. 45 (comp. 2 Pet. ii 20). TlAeiova
probably means more in value rather than

;

ciT.

n.

;
;
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more in number; compare irXelova (rrifttia
(John vii. 31) ; irKsiova Kttpir6v (John

TovTtov

XV. 2) ;
But
xi. 4).
excellenoe and number may be included. In any case, the Ohuroh at Tliyatira exhibits growth in good works, which
is the lurest sign of life.
Like Ephesus,
Tliyatira is both praised and blamed ; but
jrXedjva Bvaiav (HeJ).

botli

whereas Epheaus has gone back (ver. 5),
Thyatira is going forwards.
The two
Churches are in some respects tiie exact
opposite one of the other. In Ephesus there

much zeal for orthodoxy, but little love
in Thyatira there is much love, but a carelessness about false doctrine.
Ver. 20. But I have against thee that
is

—

thou sufTerest. This is certainly right. " A
few things" (0X^70) is an insertion in some
inferior authorities.
Others insert "many
things " (v6\Xa) ; the Sinaitio inserts
" much " (Wau) while the best authorities
have nothing between /corek <roB and Sti;
and then Sti must be rendered "that"
rather than "because." The conatruction
ia the same as in ver. 4.
There is a right
and a wrong suffering; and the Ohuroh in
Thyatira exhibits both. The enduring of
tribulation (wo^or^) is commended; the
toleration of evil (ocfeis) is rebuked.
It is
not said that Jezebel receives sympathy or
is
encouragement, but merely that she
let
alone; her wickedness is left unchecked,
;

and that is sinful. For this use of a,(piimt,
comp. John xi. 48; xii. 7. It is diffii^ult to
decide between " the woman " (tJij/ 7i/>'ar)ca)
and " thy wife " (rifi' yvvaiKa ffoD), authorities
being much divided the balance seems ia
favour of the former. But even if "thy
wife" be preferred, there is no need to
;

understand Jezehel as indicating a distinct

We are in the region of figures and
metaphors. Perhaps all that is indicated is
that the angel of the Ohurc'.i at Thyatira is
suffering from the tolerated presence of a
baneful iniJuence, as did Ahab, " whom
Jezebel hie wife stirred up" (1 Kings xxi.
And if it is not oertein that any indi25).
vidual false prophetess is signified, it is
scarcely worth while to speculate as to who
this individual is. Jezebel may be a person,
or she may be a form of false doctrine perIf the former, Jezebel ia doubtsonified.
less not her real name, but a symbolical
name of reproach, and what her name and
person.

we have no means of knowing.
In any case the error represented by. the
name is closely akiu to that of the Nieolaitans and to "the doctrine of Balaam."
status were

Whatever differences of detail there may
have been, all three made Christian liberty
a plea for an antichriatian licence which
claimed to be above the moral Law. And she
This is an indeteacheth and seduceth.
pendent statement, and must not, aa in the
BBTEIiATION.
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Authorized Version, be made to depend upon
" thou sufferest." For the construction r^v
yvvataa 'U(aPii\ ^ \4youira, compare rflj
Koic^s '\epov<ra\hli, v Karaffahovtra (oh. iii.
The word for "seduce," or "lead
12).
astray" (ic\av^v), in the active is frequent
in St. John, especially in Revelation (xii.
9; xiii. 14; xix. 20; xx. 3, 8, 10; John
vii. 12
1 John i. 8 ; ii. 26 iii. 7).
comparison of these passages will lead to the
conclusion that the word implies seduction
into erroi- of a very giave kind.
It is not
clear whether " fornication " is to be understood literally, or, as often in the Old Testament, in the spiritual sense of idolatry.
The former seems more probable. "My
servants " means all Christians, as is clear
from ch. vii. 3 and xxii. 3 it must not be
limited to those in authority in the Church.
(For " things sacrificed to idols," see notes
on ver. 14.)
Ver. 21. Here again the Revised Version
must be preferred the Authorized Version
follows a corrupt Greek text.
With the
construction, " I gave her time that (Ti/a) she
should repent," comp. ch. viii. 3 ix. 5 ; xii.
14; xix. 8; John xvii. 4; 1 John iii. 1 ; t.
20.
With " willeth not to repent," comp.
John vi. 21, 67; vii. 17; viii. 44. Jezebel
"despised the riches of Christ's forbearance
and long-suffering, not believing that his
goodness led her to repentance " (Rom. ii. 4).
The whole passage should be compared with
this (see also Ecoles. viii. 11
IS; Ps. x. 6j
2 Pet. iii. 3, 4, 9).
Ver. 22.
Behold!
The exclamation
" arrests attention, and prepares the way for
something unexpected and terrible." It is
one of the many differences between the
Fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse, that in
the former tSe is the dominant form, while
in the bitter I'So^ is the invariable form (koiI
fSe in oh. vi. 1, 5, 7 is a spurious addition);
iSoi is very rare in the Gospel ; iSe is foun(l
nowhere in the Apocalypse. In the Epistles
neither form occurs. I do cast her into a
bed. BdW'ji, not |8a\u, is the true reading
the future has been substituted for the present to match the futures in ver. 23. Forbearance having failed, God tries severity
and, as so often in his dealings with man,
the instrument of wrong-doing is made tlie
instrument of punishment. The bed of sin
becomes a bed of suffering. 0>mpsre " In
the place where dogs licked the blood of
Naboth shall dogs lick thy blood, even
thine;" and "I will requite thee in this
plat, saith the Lord" (1 Kings zxi. 19;
2 Kings ix. 26).
BiWa is one of many
words which has become weakened in meaning in late Greek it often means no more
than "place" or "put" (John v. 7; xii. 6;
xiii. 2 ; xvlii. 11
xx. 25). In the passive it
ia rather common of being laid up in sick;

A

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;
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the

reins

But perhaps we should rather compare such

viii.

27; Ps.

expressions as "cast into prison, into the
sea, into the fire, into Gehenna " (Matt, xviii.
30 ; xxi. 21 ; xviii. 8, 9). It may be doubted
whether there is any significance in the fact
that her sin is spoken of as iropyela (ver. 21),
whereas those who sin with her are said
Idolatry is spoken of both as
liotx^viui.
whoredom and as adultery. In the one case
it is a contrast to the marriage tie between
God and his faithful worshippers ; in the
other it is a violation of it. Jezebel anticipates the harlot of oh. xvii., as Balaam anThe
ticipates the false prophet of ch. xiii.
remarkable construction, "repent out of"
(ji^Tavorjaai e/c), is peculiar to this book (vers.
21, 22; ix. 20, 21; xvi. 11; but in Acts

But

neBs (Matt.

viii. 6,

14

;

ii.

2;

vl. 30).

22 we haye /ifravirjaoy iarS, and in Heb.
we have fierapola avi (compare the
converse, neravola tls. Acts XX. 21). " Her
works " is to be preferred to " their works."
AuTi)$ might easily be changed to aOrS;',
either accidentally, owing to the preceding
ipywv, or deliberately, because it seems
strange to talk of repenting from the works
viii.

vi.

1

But
who have become

of another person.
tliose

sins

the point is that
partakers in her

have abandoned thuir own works

for

and it is therefore from her works
heis
that they are bidden to repent (compare
" my works " in ver. 26).
Ver. 23. And her children (placed first,
;

—

distinction from those who
have been seduced into temporary connexion
With
witli her) I will kill with death.
aTtoKTevio iv BavaTc^, comp. LXX. in £jZek.
xxxiii. 27 and Lev. xx. 10 and 9avi,Tif tc\€uToTO), Matt. XV. i and Mark vii. 10; the
phrase recurs in ch. vi. 8. Those who have
not merely been beguiled into sin by her,
but are united to her in a permanent moral
relationship (John viii. 44), shall perish in

in emphatic

;

some signal manner by the

visitation of
three parties marked
th<j
source of all
off: (1) Jezebel herself,
children, who are
the mischief; (2)
even such as herself ; (3) her victims, who
have been led astiay by lier. She and her
children are to be visited with sickness and
death, because they will not repent, and the
others with tribulation, if they do not
repent.
Her doom and that of her children
is certain ; that of her victims may yet be
Moreover, the one seems to be
averted.
And all the
final, the other remedial.

God.

Thus we have

K

Churches shall know ; literally, shall come to
know, shall learn by experience. This statement seems conclusive with regard to the
Although adSurpose of these epistles.
ressed to local Churches at a particular
are
for
the
instruction
of " all
crisis, they
the Ohurcheg" throughout the world, and
throughout all time. He whioh learohstb

vii.

[oh. n.

1—29,

the heart (comp. Som
9; Jer. xi. 20; xx. 12)

iptvv^v in this connexion ia a Now
Testament word the LXX. do not nse it,
but Iri^fiv, a word which is not found in
;

the New Testament, or Soxi/ul^eii', eto.
'Zpevv^v occurs thrice in St. John's writings
(John v. 39 vii. 52), and thrice elsewhere
(Eom. viii. 27; 1 Cor. ii. 10; 1 Pet. i U).
We need not attempt to make any sharp
distinction between the reins, which were
believed to be the seat of the desires, and
the fteort, which sometimes represents the
affections and sometimes the conscience.
Put together they are equivalent to "the
devices and desires of our own hearts."
And I will give to each of you. From the
angel of the Church the Lord turns abruptly
to the individuals in the Church (comp.
Malt. xvi. 27 Eom. ii. 6).
Ver. 24. But to you I say, to the rest in
Thyatira. The " and " after " I say " in the
Authorized Version is a false reading, which
" to
it shares with the Vulgate and Luther
you "and "to the rest" are in apposition.
Which know not the deep things of Satan,
as they say. Two questions con&ont us
here, and it is not possible to answer either
with certainty: (1) Who is it who say
something ? (2) What is it that they say ?
(1) Note that "say" (Revised Version),
not " speak " (Authorized Version), is right
the Greek is \iyouaiv, not KaKovaiv.
The
nominative to "say" may be either the
faithful in Thyatiia, " who have not this
;

—

;

:

doctrine," and who show their detestation
of it by calling it "the deep things of
Satan ; " or the holders of this doctrine, who
profess to be in the possession of profound
knowled°;e of a mysterious kind. Of these
two the former is rather tame in meaning.
Moreover, we should have expected " as ye
say " to harmonize with " to you I say."
Therefore we may suppose that it is those
who have this doctrine who are indicated in
" as they say." (2) What, then, did they
say ? Did they call their doctrine " deep
things," whioh the Lord here enlarges into
" deep things of Satan," in order to declare
its true character ?
Or did they themselves
call their knowledge " the deep things of
Satan," which they fathomed in order to
prove their mastery over them ? The former
seems better.
It is improbable that any
sect, nominally Christian, would in so many
words claim special knowledge of " the deep
things of Satan." Bather, he who condemns
the "synagogue of Satan" (ver. 9) at
Smyrna, and the " throne of Satan " (ver.
13) at Pergamum, here condemns the
"deep things of Satan" at Thyatira. In
any case, "deep things" is the prominent
thought It is some early form of Gnosticism
that ia indicated, and we know from varioaa

—

;

1—29.]
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Bonrees that "deep" was a favourite expression of theirs with regard to the knowledge which they professed. " The Valentinians have formed Elousinian orgies, conBeorated by a mighty silence, having nothing
heavenly in them but their mystery. If, in
good faith, you ask questions with contracted
forehead and frowning brow, they say,

M

•It
profound'" (Tert., ' Adv. Valent.,' i.).
Similarly, Irenseus states that they claimed
to have found out the " deep things of By-

thos "

—" profunda

Bythi

adinvenisse

ee

dieunt"

(II. xxii. 1).
BveSs (equivalent to
"depth") Is the primary being or god of

the Valentinian system, another

name

for

iB'ApprjTos (equivalent to "unspeak-

which

able ").
Hence elsewliere, for profunda
Hythi, Irenseus uses the expression profunda Dei in speaking of these Gnostic
claims (II. xxii. 3). Similarly, Hippolytus
(' Eefut.,' v. vi. 1) stales that the Naassenes
called tbemselves Gnostics, saying that they
alone knew the depths xa ^iBn yivdxrKf^,
which is singularly close to what we have
here.
Note, however, that here the true
reading is ri BaSia, neuter plural of the
adjective fiaSis, not (as in 1 Cor. il. 10)
ra Pdeti, plural of the substantive BdBos.
See also the fragment of a letter of Valentinus, preserved in Epiphanius (' Contra
Hser. adv. Valent.,' i. 31).
I oast upon you
none other burden. An obvious echo of the
decision of the Council of Jerusalem respecting these very sins, fornication and idolatry, in reference to Christian liberty (Acts
XV. 28, 29), where the very same word
C^apos) is used for "burden." In Matt. xi.
80; xxiii. 4; Luke xi. 46; Gal. vi. 5, the

—

"burden" is ipopriov, whereas
used in Matt. xx. 12 2 Cor. iv. 17
Gal. vi. 2 ; 1 Thess. ii. 6. Here, as in ver.
22, the true text gives flc^Wai, not Pa\u ; and
obviously the word should be rendered in
the same way in both verses, not " cast " in
one place and "put" in another. "Kone
other " means none other than a more determined opposition to these specious abominations. Hold fast your own doctrine, and
denounce the false. Others, much less probably, interpret "none other burden " than
the Bufferings in which they exhibit the
" patience " for which they are praised (ver.
This gives a very poor meaning, and,
19).
moreover, breaks the connexion with what
follows ; they are certainly not told to hold
fast their sufferings, but Christ's precepts as
word

for

jSipoj is

;

and conduct.

to faith

Not simply aWi or
but Trxijv, which occurs nowhere else in
Although no other
St. John's writings.
burden than this is imposed, yet remember
Ver.

25.—Howbeit.

Se,

what

it

faith,

growOi

implies.

Hold

fast the love,

and

service, and patience, and the
in theM Tirtuei, for which thou hast

and
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been commended (ver. 19). Oomp. ch. lit
11, where a similar charge is given to the
Church at Philadelphia. The Greek for
"till I
5(Jo);

come"

is

remarkable

&xp"

oZ tv

where the hv conveys a touch of

in-

definiteness as to the date specified tmtil
the time whensoever I shall come.
have
a similar construction in 1 Cor. xv. 25.
Ver. 26. And he that cveroometh. The
usual promise (vers. 7, 11, 17 ; ch. iii. 5, 12,
21) is here closely connected with the charge
which immediately precedes. In this and
in the remaining three epistles the proclama-

We

—

"He that hath an ear," etc., foUowi
instead of preceding the promise. Eeepeth
This is a phrase thoroughly characteristic of St. John's style ; compare for
this use of " keep," ch. i. 3 ; iii. 3, 8, 10, etc.
John viii. 51, 52, 55; ix. 16; xiv. 15, 21, 23,
24, etc.; 1 John ii. 3, 4, 6; iii. 22, 24, etc.;
and for "works," in the sense of works
which Christ does or approves, comp. ch.
XV. 3; John vi. 28, 29; vii. 8, 21; xi. 3, 4,
" My works " here are in marked conetc.
trast to "her works" in ver. 22, "He that
overcometh, and he that keepeth" ia a
nominativus pendens ; and such constructions
are specially frequent in St. John (comp. ch.
iii.
12, 21; John vi. 39; vii. 38; xv. 2;
Links of conxvii. 2; 1 John ii. 24, 27).
nexion between the Bevelation and the Gospel
or Epistles of St. John should be carefully
noted.
The phrase for "unto the end"
(SxpiT^Xous) occurs only here and Heb vi. 1 1
but comp. Heb. iii. 6, 14; 1 Cor. i. 8. "Unto
the end " (eij reXoi) in John xiii. 1 probably
means " to the uttermost," not " to the end
Authority ever the nations.
of life."
tion,

my works.

"Authority"

is

better than

"power"

for

not merely as implying that the
power is rightly held and exercised, but also
to mark the parallel with " Have thou
authority over ten cities" (Luke xix. 17;
comp. Matt. xxi. 23, 24, 27; Acts ix. 14;
i^avtria,

xxvi. 10).
Ver. 27. The verse is not a parenthesis.
He shall rule them. Here ch. xii. 5 ; and
in xix. 15, the LXX. rendering of Ps. ii. 9 is
adopted ; Tro^ixavits avTois, " Thou shalt rule
them," or more literally, "shalt shepherd
them," instead of" shalt ftrcoS them," which
almost certainly is the meaning of the
Hebrew. The Hebrew original, trhm without vowel-points, may represent either
tirhem or terdhem; but the latter is required
by what follows; "shalt dash them in
pieces." Nevertheless, the gentler rendering
better suits the requirements of these passages in the Apocalypse. The rule over
the nations is to be strong, but it is to be
loving also. To those who obey it, it will
be a shepherding ; only those who resist it
Precisely the
will be dashed in pieces.
same expression is used in ch. vii. 17 of the

—

;

—

—
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eamts, and in John
zxi. 16 in the charge to St. Peter to shepherd Ohrist's sheep. It is not easy to deter-

mine whether the " rod " QifiSos) is a king's
sceptre, as in Heb. i. 8, or a shepherd's staff,
as in 1 Sam. xvii. 43; Micah viL 14; and
Zeub. xi. 7. As the vessels of pottery are
broken to shivers. The future tense is a
false reading; the insertion of "tliey"
" shall they be broken" is a false rendering.
SucTpi/Seii/, " to shatter," occurs in a literal
eense in Mark v. 4 and John xix. 36 ; and
in a figurative sense in Luke ix. 39 and
'Rom. xvi. 20. As I also have received from
Father. The Greek is &s xiyi) ^Kv(pa,
not KaBiis iyit iKafiov. He shall receive

—

my

;;
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&om me, as I also have reoelved
Father (comp, John xvii. 18; zz.
21 ; Lnke xxii. 29 Acts ii. 33).
Ver. 28. I will give him the morning
star.
In cb. xzii. 16 Christ himself is "the
Bright and Morning Star." Therefoie here
he promises to give himself to him that
overoometh.
The morning star has ever
been proverbial for brightness and beauty,

anthority

from

my

—

;

and, as the harbinger of the day, is the
bringer of light, life, and joy. Moreover, a
star is often a sign of royalty : " There
shall come a star out of Jacob, and a sceptre
shall rise out of Israel " (Numb. xxiv. 17)
and as such it appeared to the Wise Men
(Matt. u. 2>

HOMILBTICS.

—

Vers. 1 7. Ephesus: the declining Church. This letter to the Church at Ephesus,
as well as all the others, is sent to the Church through its "angel."
It is not very
easy for an English reader to understand to what office in the Church such an expression can refer. The various meanings of " bishop " or " over.seer," "pastor,'" " messenger,"
do not accept either to the exclusion of any other.
have been assigned.
will,
however, indicate some historic matters concerning Church officers, and then leave the
student to draw his own conclusions. It is well known that some of the offices of the
earliest Christian Churches were named after those of the later Jewish synngogue.^
The word " presbyter " is one of these. Among the synagogue officers we find one to
which, by reason of our different form of organization and worship, we have no exact
parallel.
This officer was appointed to be the leader of Divine worship, going up
before the ark, to conduct the service.
He was not one ordained to a permanent office
but exercised it only as he was occasionally appointed thereto. Any lay member of
the congregation might thus serve, provided he possessed the necessary qualifications.
He was required to be in sympathy with the people, pure in life, ordering well his
family, with a good voice, able to read and expound, and to conduct with a devotional
spirit the worship of the people, to whom he must be acceptable, as their representative
therein.
He was regarded as their legate ; the mouthpiece of those who were present,
and the deputy of those who were absent through illness or otherwise. There should
not be any Qerce disputation about this, for evidently we have no such officer in any
of the main forms of Church government.
There are those whose duties correspond in
some respects, but none whose position is precisely the same. What name should we
give him? Not bishop, and not pastor; for his was not a permanent office. Not
a president; for he did not belong to the rulers of the synagogue he acted only
for the time as leader of the worship, as expounder of truth ; as the people's mouthpiece in prayer.
The Jews had a name for such a one. He was called the "angel
of the Church." Now, it is far more likely that, at the outset of Christian Church-life,
it would be easy to find men who could occasionally than such as could permanently
discharge such duties. In the transition period between the passing away of the
synagogue-forms and the settlement of new ones, it would be natural to use the old
and familiar phrase, " the angel of the Church," although the office indicated by the
name in former days was merging into the more sacred one of a permanent overseer of
the Church. Although, therefore, there is now no office in the Church precisely corre•ponding to this old Hebraistic phrase, yet it is intensely interesting to find it retained
as one of the last dying echoes in Scripture of the ancient forms ; as a connecting link
between the old and the new. At that time, if any message were sent to a Church, it
would be sent to them through the " angel," who had to conduct their worship, at
any rate pro tern. But whether Ephesus or any one of the seven Churches had, at

We

We

—
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the time of receiving these letters, substituted a temporary by a permanent officer,
Can we not well imagine the interest and
there are no data to enable iis to affirm.
excitement of the people, when the leader of their worship opened a roll ^prefacing,
perehance, the reading thereof by saying, " Our loved Apostle John, who used to teach
among us, but who is now in banishment at Patmos, has been caught up in the Spirit
on the Lord's day, and has been moved to send, in the Name of the Lord Jesus, the
following letter"? With what deep emotion would its words be heard
In it there are
six lines of thought suggested.
L The aspect in which the Savioue presents himself to them. It is two2. As walking in the midst of the
fold.
1. As holding the stars in his right hand.
seven golden candlesticks (see homiletics on ch. i. 9 19, sect. I. ; 20, sect. II.). The
first indicates the special care of Christ over the ministers of his Church.
It is not
for a minister to "lord it over God's heritage," or to attempt dominion over their
faith; but he is guilty of a sinful and a mock humility if he does not "magnify his
office," and if he does not regard it as a trust from the Lord Jesus.
He will also wrong
his Saviour if he does not take comfort in the thought that, as a minister of the
Church, he is the object of his Lord's especial care. The second indicates the active
energy of Jesus in watching over his Churches, to administer stiength, help, comfort,
commendation, cheer, rebuke, or warning, as the case may require. There is also a
reminder that the Lord has an omniscient eye, to discern the state of things in every
one of his Churches. "I know thy works." This attribute of the Lord Jesus is one
which should awake the utmost solicitude in any Church, that it may be approved
of him.
1. There had been much good,
II. The Saviour's estimate of the Church.
which, indeed, had by no means died out. They had laboured, even unto toiling (ver.
They had endured, when work had to be done under trying circumstances, in
2).
the midst of a great city, the inhabitants of which were carried away by the worship
of the great goddess Diana. There was still an abhorrence of evil, and a keen and
They had applied to some false a^wstles
faithful detection of error in doctrine (ver. 3).
a test so severe and so successful, that they were exposed and put to shame. And
towards the close of the epistle the commendation is again renewed, as if to show how
lovingly our Lord notices every virtue. 2. But still there is a grave charge against
charge not modilied by the word "somewhat," which the >4uthorized
the Church.
Veision thrusts into the translation. " I have it against thee thou hast left thy first
love.i Note : It is quite possible for all the machinery of a Church to be in full working
order, while at the same time the spirit of love and zeal which first set it agoing is on
the decline. This is a great evil ; for (1) it is no part of the structure of the spiritual
constitution that any decline should befall it ; (2) there is no difficulty against which
Christ has not warned us; (3) there is no emergency for which his grace is not
all-sufficient ; (4) there is no other object to which our love can be legitimately transferred ; (5) Christ is very jealous of our love ; (6) it is a grief and dishonour to him,
whose love is a constant flame, to let our love flicker as it does (7) outside work and
energy will not continue long where love is on the decline. No engine will continue
to run long after the fire has gone out.
"I have it against thee." "As many as I love, 1
III. The Saviour's rebuke.
rebuke ami chasteu." Although it be the case that we must all stand before the
tribunal of Christ, it is also the case that we are under his all-searching eye even now.
" I the Lord seardi the heart."
IV. The Saviour's direction. " Repent," etc. There is a way back to the cross.
Repent. There must ba
It is the same as that by which the sinner came at first.
It is indeed a great wrong done to
direct, personal confession to the Lord Jesus.
a Church when its members bring a current of cold air with them, and leave it behind
them everywhere but the greatest wrong is towards that Saviour whose cause has
been so solemnly espoused, and for whom the professor has sworn to live and die.
Cold-hearted professor! thy Saviour calls to thee to renew thy broken vow, and to
return to him.
V. The Saviour's warning. It is twofold. 1. The declining Church will sooner

—

I

—

A

—

;

;
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or later receive from Christ gome stem reminder of its sin. " I will come unto thee."
" The time is come that judgment nust begin at the bouse of God." 2. If the warning
be unneeded, the Church will in time disappear. "I will remove thy candlestick
out of its place." Our Lord Jesus does not desire the prolonged continuance of a
cold Church does not and cannot represent
Church whose love is on the decline.
Jesus in the world ; it is no longer accomplishing the object for which Churches are
formed, and therefore there is no reason why it should continue. Where our Saviour
would be most gracious he will, in such a case, be most severe. Churches, as such,

A

are judged in this life.
It is made
VI. The Savioub's promise.
cometh." It pertains to another realm, even
"paradise" means an enclosed, park-like place,
It is first used in Scripture
comfort, luxury.

to individuals.

"

To him that

over-

" the Paradise of Grod." The word
with all arrangements for refreshment,
for the garden of Eden, in which was
a tree of life. At the Pall, man was barred both from Paradiso and from the tice
of immortality. We read no more of it till Christ says to the dying thiof, " To-day
the word being used to denote the realm of the
ghalt thou be with me in Paradise"
Still the tree of life appears no more till we get it
blessed in the invisible world.
mentioned here, as in the higher realm of everlasting life, in the Paradise of God.
That
There it is in Christ's own keeping. The fruit of it he will give to the victor
is, to drop the figure, whosoever overcomes, to him, in the nobler and the deathless
realm, Christ will be the Giver and Sustainer of a life that shall never, never die. There
there will be no temptation to decline, for within the gates of that Paradise no tempter
can ever come ; and the supply of vital power shall be so rich and constant that
What a motive power is this I
all inward tendency to decline shall pease for ever.
Earthly cities, with their witchery and glare, may be before us and around us to-day.
But beyond, beyond is the Paradise of God, with its liatoyon rest, its genial clime,
its steadfast life.
And, oh let us not lose sight of the words, " / will give." The
commxmion with Christ will be close and intimate ; we shall see face to face. Here
the provisions of God's love and grace are often marred through coming to^us by such
to

—

!

!

But there the Lamb who is in the midst of the throne shall
How large the
feM them, and shall lead them to the fountains of the water of life
promise how attractive the vision how glorious the reward! Surely it is worth
while to struggle for a little here, that we may pass for ever to a realm where we
imperfect channels.

!

1

1

" Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that
shall struggle no more.
ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand."

—

Smyrna : words of cheer from a reigning Saviour to a suffering
Vers. 8 11.
Church. In some respects this letter awakens more interest in the Church to which
Out of the seven Churches, two only are
it was addressed than any other of the seven.
unrebuked. Of these two, Smyrna is one. It is a poor Church, but Jesus calls it rich.
It is beset with opposition, but it has the Lord for its Advocate, and is addressed
by him in words of cheer and of hope. Not only, however, is this Church interesting
to us on account of its high moral and spiritual standing, but also on account of the
historical details which are preserved to us concerning it.
The Book of Revelation
was io all probability written about the year a.d. 96. Under Marcus Aurelius, in the
year 168, there was martyred that venerable teacher of the gospel Polycarp. When
he was urged to deny Christ, he said, " Eighty-six years have I served Jesus Christ he
has been a good Master to me allthese years, and shall I forsake him now ?" Deducting eighty-six years from 168, we come back to the year 82 as the time of Polycarp's
conversion.
This being so, Polycarp would have been a Christian for fourteen years
at the time when this letter was addressed to the Church at Smyrna.
Ignatius tells
us that in the year 108 he found Polycarp the overseer of the Church there, and
Tertullian says that he had been placed in that office by the Apostle John.
This
being the case, there can be but little doubt that this letter was sent when Polycarp
was in office in the Church to which it was addressed ; while there can be no reasonable
question that he was a prominent sharer in the sufferings which afterwards came upon
the believers there.' We leave to the student the task of showing the striking illustration this letter receives from the history referred to in the footnote, as all the space
"
See Eusebing's Eoclesiftatical History,' bk. It ch xlv and it.

—

;

'

—
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command is required for the itrictly homiletio exposition of it. There ar« n«
fewer than seven lines of meditation here suggested.
have
I.
LIVIN8 Savioub oveb ALL. (Ver. 8.) To the members of this poor and struggling Church the Lord Jesus presents the fact of his mediatorial dominion to them
for their comfort and support.
For a struggling Church to see enthroned on high the
Son of God as Head and Lord, is " better than life." " The First." Then he was
" The Last." Then he will be after they shall
before these changeful scenes began.
at our

We

A

have closed.

"Who

was dead."

Then he understands what

it

is

"to

resist

unto

blood." "And lived." Re-vixit!
Then he has conquered death. He reigns. And
as a reigning Saviour he addresses the suffering Church.
II.
LIVING Savioub knowing all. Other epistles begin, " I know thy works."
This and the next begin, " I know thy tribulation." It is possible for a Church so
to be placed that activity is out of the question.
Endurance may be the only possible
form of service. It may be a duty to give up any attempt at sowing or reaping for
a while, in order to secure the field on which the harvest must be won. In the old
times of persecution, with the Jews, religion was regulated by priestcraft, and among
the pagans, by statecraft. Christians knew no priest but Jesus, and no law for the
conscience but the law of the truth and the S|)irit of God.
If for a while the itorm
would beat about this Church, it would be an unspeakable comfort to hear the voice of
"
Jesus saying,
I know it all."
Note : There are some professors now who delight
to make a show, and never dream of pleading poverty except when they are asked to
give to the cause of God ! But here the plea of poverty comes not from the Church
the recognition of that came from the Lord Jesus.
This makes all the difference!
III.
LIVING Saviour estimatino all. " Thou art rich."
These words, as

A

A

Lord Jesus, speak volumes for the genuineness of the life and for
the power of faith and love which were in the Church. " Hath not God chosen the
poor of this world rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom which he hath promised
to them that love him?"
It is all-important that we should learn to see light
in God's light
to reckon silver and gold as corruptible things, and to regard faith,
love, and the good hope through grace as the only durable riches.
Note Christ
values his Churches according to what they are, as well as according to what they do.
If their trials are such that all they can do is to bear them, and to wait Gud's own
time ^weU. So, if in old age Christians find their powers of active service fail them,
though they may do less, they may 6e more. It is not only needful for us to quicken
sluggish Christians to a( tivity, it is also needfiil (and perhaps, in this age of feverish
heat and restlessness, even more so) to show to believers that it is by being as well
as by doing that they can please, serve, and glorify their Lord.
There may be much
activity with a very defective inner life.
But if the " being " is right, the right
a testimony from the

—

:

—

"doing"

is

sure to follow.

A

—

" Ye shall have tribulation
LIVING Savioub fobesbbing all.
tKalns,
tribulatio.
In this the devil would have a hand. The persecution of Christians is here
regarded as the work of the evil one. Paul's thorn in the flesh was a "messenger
of Satan." He wanted to do this or that, but Satan hindered. Satan goes about as
a roaring lion. The object was, "that ye may be tried." Satan tries for a bad
Satan, to destroy the faith ; God, to prove and
purpose ; God, for a good one.
Note
strengthen it. Satan, to put out the fire ; God, to make it blaze the more
All this is foreseen by Christ. Not one trial shall befall that is unforeseen and unprovided for by him. He is planning to outwit the evil one, by making his grace so
conspicuous in the evil day, that men shall glorify God the more when they see what
IV.

''

!

his grace enables believers to bear.

V.

A

living Savioub limiting all.

expression to be equivalent to

" Ten days."

"A little while, and it will

We take the force of this
be over I"

" Griefs of God's sending all have an ending
Sunshine will come when the tempest is past"
Hostile
It is not always that the Churches of God shall be harassed by the enemy.
power shall rage not a moment longer than our heavenly Father shall please.
"
Fear not." " In the world
VI. A LIVING Savioub cheering them amid all.
ye shall have tribulation; but in me ye shall have peace," "Fear not them which

—
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body, and after that have no more that they can do." "Lo, I am with you
"
alway, even unto the end of the age.
and I
LIVING Saviouk pbomising life at the end of all. " Be
VII.
will give thee a crown of life. ... He that OTercometh shall not be hurt of the second
death." There is underlying the word " hurt " the notion of injustice, and the phrase
It shall
is equivalent to " The hand of injustice may strike once," but that is all.
be powerless then. " Neither can they die any more." The promise is, however, no!
" Life." And surely it must be, as Canon Tristram
me.rely negative ; it is positive.
suggests,' something more than an accidental circumstance, that out of the seven cities
whose Churches are addressed, only those two in which the Churches are unrehuked,
viz. Smyrna and Philadelphia, "have retained their importance, their population, and
even their Churches in comparative freedom through the trials and vicissitudes of
And as it is
centuries, to the pre.'ent day;" not, however, without much tribulation.
in the sphere of discipline, so in that of reward. Churches in this life; individuals also
in the next and those believers who have, like the Master, " endured the cross, despising
the shame," shall in another state realize the promise, " Where I am there shall also
my servant be." They shall have a crown a crown of life, of glory, of righteousness.
These shall be the crown, not merely its characteristics. Life, that lives on and is
evermore to be. Griory, that shall be fadeless in its splendour. Righteousness, that
shall be spotless in its perfection.
The evolution of the spiritual iuan has infinite ages
before it. This age cannot limit its being.
This earth has no scope for its growth.
As there is a life beyond the present life, so there is a death beyond the present death.
He who is born twice can die only once, but he who is bom only once will die twice.
But if the first death were extinction, a second would be impossible ; and if the first
death had no notion of extinction in it, so neither may the second. Better, far better,
a life of suffering iUj with, and for Christ, than to have all possible luxury and no life
in Christ! And, by the help of God, we may be "faithful;" a»d this is all that is
required of us.
We are but imperfect servants at the best, but we need not be
unfaithful.
Our position may not be one of ease, but we can be faithful. It is not
said, "Well done, ^ood and rich servant;" nor "Well done, good aud successful
servant; " but " Well done, good and faithful servant." "Ah!" say some, "in such
stirring times, methinks it was easy to be faithful.
Give me a chance of immortalizing
" Ah! how easy it is for distance to throw
myself by martyrdom, and then
a romantic glamour over even the sufferings of the past. If they who speak like this
had to lie upon a hed of spikes, it would be a severer test than they now deem it. But
this is not likely to be required of us.
"He that is faithlul in that which is least,
kill the

A

.

.

.

;

—

is faithful also

trials,

amid the

in

much."
and

glare

desert the standard,

A

daily fidelity in cross-bearing, in small vexations, in little
and the incessant temptations to
this is what the Master asks for fcom us. " Be faithful unto death."

—

glitter of a deceptive world,

—

Vers. 12 17.
Pergamos: the impure Church.
In studjring this letter to the
Church at Pergamos, we will arrange our thoughts in two divisions.
I. Let us study the Church itself.
We gather four things concerning it. 1.
is directly under the eye of Christ, and responsible to him.
This is a feature common to
all the Churches.
But it is impeiative on us ever to keep this fact in the foreground of our
thinking about Church-life. 2. It was in a very peciUiar situation. Some three days'
journey north of Smyrna, on the banks of the Caicus, in the province of Myaia, was
Pergamos situated.' The ruins of it even now attest its greatness in ancient times,
when it stood high on the roll of famous cities. It was the abode of royalty ; it was
the metropolis of heathen divinity. Our Lord looks at it as the place " where Satan's
throne is." Not all its palfces, temples, and towers, not all the prestige of its worship,
could hide its iniquity from our Saviour's eye. When we are taught to look at the
world's great cities in the light in which Jesus views them, while many are sayiug,
" What a noble city " we shall say, " Satan's throne is there." Not that the beautiful in art, and the costly in material, and the strong in structure, are not reckoned by
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where they are used to hide corruption, and where impurity of motive and of life poison
" Man looketh on the outward
all, material beanty is forgotten in the moral badness.
appearance ; the Lord looketh on the heart." We have, however, a further clue to th«
reiison why Pergamos was called "Satan's throne."
There paganism reigned supreme;
impure, sensuous, licentious worship was observed. Its tutelary deity was ^sculapius.
His grave was a place of refuge.
His emblem was the serpent.
His name was
"Saviour." His priests performed charms and incantations; crowds resorted to his
temple, where lying miracles of healing were alleged to be pevformeil. The eating of
things offered to idols would make it impossible for Christians to enter into the social
life of the Fergamenes without a compromise with idolatry
and so fierce was the opposition of the citizens to the Christian faith, that in the early days of the Church, Antipas
had to seal his testimony with his blood. Are there not many of our cities of which
our Lord would say, "Satan's throne is there"? 3. This Church was weakening its
power of resistance by tolerating mischief within its pale. (Vers. 14, 15.) Some held
the teaching of Balaam, leading to a compromise with idolatrous rites. Others held
the teaching of the Nicolaitans ; i.e. there were those in the Church who held false
doctrine, turning the grace of God into lasciviousness, and who, by a time-serving
;

policy, ingratiated themselves into the tolerance, if not into the good will, of the
idolaters, while they did not keep themselves from the lusts of the flesh.
In a word,
instead of the Church being and giving a protest against the world, the world was
creeping into the Church, and corrupting it. The Church grievously lowers its position

when

it endures sin within its pale, and when it retains within it those who, while
nominally holding the Christian faith, do not live the Christian life. How can a
Church give a bold, unflinching, and powerful testimony for Christ against the world
if its own hands are not clean, if it is seen catering for the smiles and pandering to the
tastes of those who are " of the earth, earthy " ?
4. This looseness in discipline and life
was the more disappointing because of its contrast with thepast. Time had been when the
Church was known for its staimch adhesion to Christ, and for fidelity even unto death
(ver. 13).
Of Antipas we know nothing more than is named here. No historic roll,
save this, refers to him. But Christ never forgets. To be remembered by him is fame
enough. But at that time when Antipas was martyred, the Chtirch itself held fast
Christ's Name, and did not deny the faith.
So that it is the more saddening to see such
a declension. The fact cries aloud to Churches as well as to individuals, "Let him
that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall." No prestige of the past can serve
for the future or even for the present.
It is comparatively useless for Churches to proclaim a past fidelity unless they can show a present one. Nor is it enough to remain
nominally true to Christ's Name and doctrine, if looseness of morality, or if conformity
to the world, finds a place within.
If so much of the wooden and earthy is built up
into the fabric of the Church, it will have a sore trial by fire. " The time is come that
judgment must begin at the house of God."
II. Let ub see how the Savioub appears to this Church, and what he bays to
IT.
We have observed before that our Lord shows himself to the Churches according
to what they are.
It is remarkably so here.
1. How does our Lord here represent him'
(Ver. 12.) As having a sharp, two-edged sword. This indicates (1) That our
self?
Lord has the supreme right of critically judging, not only the state of the whole Church,
but of every member in it. No one else has any such right. It belongs to Christ
alone.
We all stand, even now, before his tribunal. (2) That there is infinite power
of discrimination. There is no confusion.
Worthy and unworthy members may,
perchance, be mixed up in a common fellowship. Christ never confounds one with
another. At every moment the two-bladed sword discriminates between the precious
and the vile. (3) The action is as precise as the discrimination is severe. The sword
is " sharp."
Even of earthly judges it is true that " they bear not the sword in vain."
Much more is it true of the Supreme Judge. Let careless ones tremble. " Woe unto
them that are at ease in Zion " No one can be lost in a crowd. No one can poison a
Church of Christ with impunity. Hearts awake to righteousness will thank God for
this; but it is enough to make careless and inconsistent professors tremble; for if ever
the hypocrite attempts to pass with the true Israel of God, down will fall the lightninggleaming sword, and divide infallibly between them
2. What does our Lord say f
Supposing a Ohurck
(a) On the whole Church.
(1) H( calls on the Church to repent,
:

I

I
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men within its pale, how can it " repent" of that ? There is but one way.
be wrong to have them, repentance cannot consist in retaining them.
They must
he " put away " (1 Cor. v.). Discipline is an imperative feature in a Church's life.
Without, it, any Church imperils its very existence. (6) On the false ones to repent.
The guilt of a hypocrite within the Church is, cceteris paribus, greater than that
of the worldly without the Church, hecacise committed under the cloak of religion.
mouth."
(2) He warns (ver. 16). " I will fight against them with the sword of
" Begin at
sanctuary " (of. Ezek. ix. 6 ; 1 Pet. iv. 17). (3) In spite of difficulty,
" To him that overcometh." DifiSoult, indeed,
our Lord expects men to conquer.
it would be.
To resist evil anywhere in the world is hard enough. To resist it
where Satan's throne is, is harder still. To conquer it when it is poisoning the Church
is ttie very hardest of all.
Yet Christ expects this. The conquest ol difficulty is
the world's glory; and shall the Church do otherwise than delight therein?* For
no forms of evil can be so strong as to overmatch the power with which he will
supply us. (4) For the victor there is a glorious promise (ver. 17). (a) The " hidden
manna."
If the heliever will shun the idol-feasts, a'ld renounce the luxurious
banquets in which the ungodly revel, he shall hereafter feed on richer food, eren
the "hidden manna." What is this? Surely the Lord Jesus Christ himself Bnt
does not the Christian feed on him here?
But so much interferes
Yea, indeed.
with the enjoyment. Who can enjoy a feast, however rich, with unalloyed delight,
when the songs of revelry and lewdness, and the cries of woe and sin, are sounding in
the ears, or while earth's impurity and corruption are ever before our eyes ? Here our
enjoyment of spiritual food is mixed with alloy. But there is a feast provided for us
out of sight. Whoever reserves himself wholly for Christ's service here is one of those
for whom the hidden feast is reserved.
Among some, white
(6) The " white stone."
stones were symbolic of happy days with others, signs of acquittal ; in the Olympic
games, white stones with the victor's name were given to the victor.
white stone
was thus often a mark of honour among the heathen. But from none of these heathen
customs do we get our conceptions of our Lord's meaning here.
The passage will
interpret itself.
This white stone is (a) a token between the victor and Chri.st ; ($) a
token between him and Christ alone ; (y) a token which it was a privilege and honour
to possess (5) a token the privilege and honour of which were read in the name
inscribed upon it.
Surely with these data we can, by comparing Scripture with Scripture, easily see what that secret token may be in heaven, between Christ and the
" I will give to
believer, which shall certify to him his special privilege and honour.
him
upon the stone ... a new name written, wliich no one knoweth hut he that
receiveth it " (cf. ch. iii. 12).
The new name is Christ's own new name Jesus. No
one knows the meaning of this Name but the victor. None but saved ones can possibly
read it.
They can read it fully when they have overcome. And even then it will
require an eternity to understand it ; for as the salvation grows from more to more, so
will it ever expound the meaning of the great, the infinite Name.
Thus as his life as
a Christian on earth was a secret between him and Lis L(rd, when in the midst of the
struggle so shall it still be a secret between him and tiis Lord when, having overcome,
he is perfected in heaven. Note ; In the presence of this letter, so solemn and yet so
gracious, let us remember
(1) That each member in each Church is distinctly and
personally responsible to the Lord Jesus Christ.
With him alone our account stands.
(2) Each one stands as it were between these two alternatives
between the two-edged
sword of judgment, and the white stone of honour. The one discovers, divides, judges,
avenges, pierces; the other is an eternal love-token between the Saviour and the
saved.
(3) If there has been hitherto any unreality in our confession, or any impurity
in heart and life, or any compromise with the world, let us heed the words, " Repent
or
else I will fight against thee."
In one hand Christ holds the sword, the sharp edge
which
of
we must feel except we repent. In the other he holds the gem, flashing and
gleaming with the brightness and whiteness of the star, and says, " If thou wilt leave
thy sins and cleave to me, that sparkling diamond of purest lustre is thine, a love-token
for ever between thee and me."
to have evil
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very similar to the last. In one respect it is unique. Its similarity arises
from the fact that in Thyatira, as in Pergamos, there was much that was excellent
clogged with much that was impure ; that the Saviour stood hefore the Church as a
heart-searching Saviour; that unless the evil were put away tlie Church would he
severely judged, as a lesson and warning to the Churches round about ; that the evil
ones themselves would be visited with tribulation and with death ; that the only
burden which the Lord would put on the Church was that it should put away the evil
and hold fast the good " until he come." The feature in this epistle which is absolutely
unique is the remarkable promise which is given to " him that overdometh " a promise,
verbally at least, unlike any other in the New Testament, and one which has given rise
to some interpretations which are totally repulsive to Christian feeling, and alien from
the spirit of the Word. And we confess that it would not surprise us if some Christian
should say, " Either I do not understand this promise, or else its fulfilment would be
little joy to me ; to promise me that I should ' rule the nations with a rod of iron,' is
to promise me something from which I altogether shrink.
I have no wish to break
this letter is

—

We

people into shivers."
are the more anxious, therefore, to clear up this part of the
epistle (the only intricate one), since some, of coarser mould than others, have gathered
therefrom that it would be the work of the righteous, in the millennium, to go about,
sword in hand, slaying the wicked \ One hopes it is not irreverent to say, we trust other
should lose the spirit of the promise in the letter if we were
work will be ours.
to put any such interpretation thereon; we should be guilty of neglecting to compare
Undoubtedly, Christ promises to the victor power over the
Scripture with Scripture.
nations.
Whether or no it would be a blessing for us to have it must depend on what
the power, or authority, is. There is the power of the sword as wielded by the warrior
the power of the sceptre in the hands of a king ; the power of the staff as borne by a
shepherd ; and the power of the truth in the mouth of a faithful witness. To ascertain
which kind of power is here intended, we must advance slowly aud thoughtfully, and
For to attempt to interpret the words as
in harmony with the whole Word of God.
if they stood absolutely alone, and out of appropriate relation to the entire revealed
plan of God, would be foolish and even reckless.
I. Thb Lokd J esds Christ has received from his Father power (i[,ov<ria) over
THE NATIONS. Siucc the promise is " to him will I give ... as I also have received of
my Father," it is all-important, for the elucidation of the promise, that we should see
are told in the following
what this authority is which Christ has received.
cxxxii. 11 ; 2 Sam. vii. 11, 12 ; Isa. ix. 6, 7
passages : John xvii. 2 ; Ps. ii. 7 10
We must
Jer. xxiii. 5; Acts ii. 29—36; v. 31; 2 Pet. iii. 22; 1 Cor. xv. 25, etc.
allow no such falsification of Scripture as is involved in the affirmation that the kingdom of Christ is not yet in being. For the word fthiitpa (ver. 27) is decisive against
that.
The kingdom of Christ has, indeed, varied stages of development. There is the
present state of things, during which our Lord is subduing evil by the Word of his
The next stage of it will be reached when " he hath
grace and the Spirit of his power.
put all enemies under his feet." The final development of it (so far as revealed to us)
There is, however, one special method of Christ's ruling
will be in the heavenly state.
which is here specified. In ver. 27, iroi/iavt! aurofir iy ^d$Sif (riSripf ; but in Ps. ii. 9
the same verb is used (LXX.), and is translated " break " Troi/iweis airobs iv pifiSif

We

—

We

;

—

Again, in Micah viL 14 it is also used, and is there translated "feed,"—
So Micah V. 4, Kal iroifiavcT rh icoliJiviov aurov 4p ttrxiii Kvplos.
irotftaivs Ka6v ffov iv ^d^Stfi crov.
Thus the same word is rendered "break," "tend" "feed," "rale." The fact is that
the Lord is regarded as a Shepherd of the flock. The shepherd's care is to " tend " the
flock ; in doing this he feeds and leads the sheep, and breaks the power that would
ravage among them. This is precisely the case with the Lord Jesus as the Shepherd
and Bishop of souls. He feeds, leads, and rules his own, and breaks the opposers'
power. He will rule in judgment ; " he will not fail nor be discouraged till he hath
;
brought forth judgment unto victory." His Word is the " rod of his strength " his
Spirit is the breath of his power.
li. The Lord Jesus and his people are united in a close fellowship of wab
AND of victory. Evcn now they are planted together, crucified together, dead, buried,
risen, sitting, living together ; and they are destined hereafter to be glorified together.
They are one with him in heart, life, and suffering ; they will be united with hun ic
o-iSijp^.

;
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From this point of ylew, is not the puzzling »nd repelling
glory.
aspect disappearing from this promise ? and docs it not begin to gleam with glory ? Oat
of this present oneness with Christ, the fulfilment of the promise in the text must
certainly come.
Several steps of thought will show this.
1. Those who are contending
with sin without and within are fighting for Christ. To them life's great conflict is
all for Christ.
And to tliem the world and life seem to have naught' in them that is
worth all the responsibility and care of a battle, save as Christ is oominc; thereby to be
enthroned in, and the evil one dethroned from, the hearts of men. The life of the
inilividual Christian, and the collective life of Churches, are of value only as they help
on this end.
2. Wherever souls are won for Ohri-st believers share the joy of their
Saviour's victory.
It is, in fact, a triumph for them when their Lord wins any
trophies of honour.
For them to live is Christ. Their joys are indissolubly bound
up with that of their Saviour.
3. Believers are constituted by
Christ as a great
triumph «nd In

commonwealth of kings and priests unto Qod. Priests, to lead men to God; kings, to
sway them for him. With the sceptre of a right royal dominion they are to sway the
world for Jesus, and we hesitate not to say they are doing it. (1) By the power of
clear and strong argument they are breaking the false philosophies of the day to
shivers.
(2) By the power of holy living the people of Christ are shaming the world.
Men like Paul and John are not found save in the Christian camp. (3) There is a
growing yearning in believers to draw closer together, and to combine their forces
against the foe.
And they will do it ! For : 4. Christians are an army of warriors as
well as a fowerjid commonwealth. (Eph. vi.)
Their weapons are not carnal but they
are mi-ihty through God.
Their watchwords are, " The Word of Go^l only I " " The
" The might of the Spirit only t " 5. Chriitians will win the
cross of Christ only 1 "
day ; and the day of Christ's triumph will le the day of theirs. They will lift up their
heads when the enemy has iled. 6. TTieir ultimate triumph will involve the " breaking
to shivers" of all opposition.
"If we suffer, we shall also reign with him.'' Having
been co-workers with him, we shall have taken part in crushing his enemies and ours.
And we must not lose sight of the piomise,^ " And I will give him the morning star."
Christ says elsewhere, " I am . . the Morning Star."
So that the promise is equivalent
to, "I will give. him myself."
Yes.
But as a morning star. When the long and
weary struggle is over, and the dark night of sin has passed away, then will be seen,
distinct and clear, ere break of day, the star heralding the approach of morn.
Prom
the obscurity of the conflict Christ shall shine forth in clear and cloudless splendour,
blest presage of a heavenly day which no dimness shall obscure, no sin shall mar, no
night shall close. And then then, where will they be who have raged against our
Lord and against his Christ? " As the vessels of the potter they shall be broken to
shivers " Then the dominion shall belong to the saints of the Most High.
They
" which have followed " hira, " in the, regeneration, when the Son of man shall sit upon
the throne of his glory, they also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve
tribes of Israel."
What may be the detail of all this none may venture to say. But
the principles on which that share in Christ's sway will be based, and the methods by
which it is even now being wrought out, are perfectly clear, and are intended to have
an inspiring influence upon Christian workers and warriors. For note : (1) What an
encouragement this is to cleave to Christ through evil and through good report I
;

.

—
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" For right
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is right,

right the
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God
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God,

day must win

To doubt would be disloyalty.
To falter would be sin."
(2) What an argument for tho.se who are halting, to cleave forthwith to their Lord, and
to take part with him in breaking evil to shivers !
By stern loyalty to Christ in the
struggles of this sinful world, we may prove our fitness for larger trusts in the world
where the struggle shall be over. (8) Let each one remember the dread alternative

between which he stands
to ihiverg."

— either that of " reigning

with Christ," or of bein" " broken
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77le epis<2e to tJie Ghtirck at Ephestii.
EpheeuB was a ontable place in
th« days of St. John. It and Corinth, on either side of the ^gean, and between which
there was a regular traffic, have been likened to the Liverpool and New York of our
day, on either side of the Atlantic. Ephesus was large, populous, wealthy, the capital ol
the province and the centre of the religious worship of the great Diana, whose magnificent
temple was accounted one of the wonders of the world. Nor is the place less notabls
in sacred history than in secular.
The great names of SS. John and Paul, of Timothy
and ApoUos, are intimately associated with it; and the history of the planting of the
Church there, given in Acts xviii. 19 and six., is full of interest. It was the chief of
the seven Churches to which St. John was bidden to write.
have previously spoken
of the title which in this letter the Lord takes to himself, and will therefore come at
once to the contents of the letter itself. Noting
I. The commendation so great and high that is given to this Chuboh.
It is
indeed a great thing to have such commendation bestowed on any Church or individual
Christian.
Happy they or he who deserves it. The Church at Ephesus is commended
" I know thy works." No idle, listless people were they, but
for : 1. Their works.
active, alert, open-eyed to note and enter where the kingdom of Christ might gain new
subjects.
The Lord looked down upon them with approval, and here tells them, " I
know thy works." 2. Their labour. Twice is this mentioned (vers. 2, 3), and it
denotes the Divine delight in the quality as well as the quantity of their works. It
was strenuous, whole-hearted, earnest. Too many who work for the Lord do so as if
with but one hand, or even with one finger. It is the merest shred of their activity
that they give to the Lord's work. But here it was as " with both hands earnestly."
And they did this though it involved 3. Tlieir suffering. Thou " hast borne " (ver. 3).
It means that they were not allowed to labour as they did unmolested.
There would
be plenty, as we know there were, from all manner of motives, to raise opposition and
to resent what they so little liked, indeed hated. Cruel, fierce, relentless, unjust, the
sufferings might be and were that tlieir enemies inflicted, and which they had borne;
but these did not daunt, dismay, or deter them from going right on. For next: 4.
Their patience IS commended. Generals in the armies of earth value highly what is
called elan in their troops
the dash and rush and enthusiasm with which the brave
fellows spring to the attack; but they value yet more "staying power"
that which
depends more on dogged pertinacity and enduring courage than on aught beside. And
there is the like of this in the spiritual warfare.
High, eager courage at the outset,
hearts filled with enthusiasm,
yes, these are good ; but better still is what will ever be
needed, and that is the grace of patience, the power to endure and not to faint. Thrice
is this great and indispensable grace commended in this epistle, as if the Lord would
show in how high esteem he held it. Oh for this power to labour on and not weary in
well-doing, to be patient and faint not!
For one who has this there are many who will
set out and set out well, but they soon get hindered and turn aside or stop altogether,
and some even turn back to the world they had professed to leave. Blessed, then, is
There is an intolerance, and there
this grace of patience.
5. Their holy intolerance.
is far too much of it, which is the fruit of conceit, of spiritual pride, of abject narrowThey in whom it is found are perhaps
ness, of gross ignorance, and blind bigotry.
amongst the very chiefest enemies of the Church of God, although they loudly boast to
belong to its very elect. The intolerance of such is never holy. But, on the other
hand, there is a tolerance which is a mere giving in to wickedness because we have not
enough zeal for God and righteousness to withstand it. Such people boast of their
broadness, but it is far too much of what Carlyle once called it when indignantly
repudiating some of its teachings, " None of your heaven -and-hell amalgamation societies
Of such people it could never have been said, as is here said of the Ephesian
for me "
Church, " Thou canst not bear them which are evil." They would have palliated and
Now, in
explained and found some plausible pretext for even the mobt evil deeds.
righteous contrast to these, the Ephesian Church would have no compromise with evil,
That which is told in Acts xix. indicates this admirable quality in them. They
Drought their costly books of magic and burnt them not selling them, or giving tl.em
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away, or shutting them up, but getting right rid of them altogether, though 80 mucli
might have been urged for milder measures. But these books, contaminated as they
were with the foulness uf idolatry, burning, they believed, was best for them, and
burnt they were. It was a prelude to that after-excellence of charKCter which is here
commendeil of the Lord. Under the ban of this righteous wrath two sets of persons
deservedly came, both being generally described as " them that are evil." (1) Pretended
apostles.
Benan and those who with him accentuate so strongly the undoubted
differences that there were between Christians of the Pauline and the Petrine types,
affirm that by "those wlio say they are apostles, and a'||not," John meant Paul.
But
they seem to forget that it is added that the Bphesian ohuroh had " found these pretended apostles false." If, then, Paul was one, it is strange that, instead of finding him
out as false, the Bphesian Church and its bishops in the scene at Miletus should
have cherished the most tender affection and reverence for him and that Polycarp, one
of St. John's most distinguished disciples, should speak of Paul, as he does, as " the
blessed and glorious Paul." No it was not such as Paul that St. John meant, but
wolves in sheep's clothing, base, bud men, lured by the bait of the influence and power
which they saw the true apostles had, and pretended to be such in order that they
might make gain for themselves. But' it could not have been very difficult to detect
such as these, and, being put to the test, they were cast out for what they were. Woe
to the Church that tolerates, knowingly, impostors in her midst! that lets them remain
amongst the true, though they be false
They
(2) The Nicolaitans (see Exposition).
were practically antinomiRns. The sect flourishes still. Nicolaitans are everywhere,
because everywhere there are men who will profess, believe, and do almost anything
by which they think they may escape the hard necessity of obeying the moral laws of
Christ.
Well is it for the Church, well is it for every one of us, to allow no p'otence
whatsoever to palliate evil deeds. Even the grace of God may be turned into lasciviousness, and it seems impossible to keep men back from presumptuous sins
sins, that is,
for which they find, or think they find, encouragement in the doctrines of God's great
mercy, and the all-atoning ellicaoy of our Saviour's death. Bit the Lord hates the
deeds of such men, and may he help us to hate them too. The Church at Ephesus
hated them, and are especially commended of the Lord for that they did so. But now
the Lord says to them, ' One thing thou lackest." Surely if ever there was a Church
that seemed able to ask, without fear of an unfavourable reply, " What lack we yet?"
this Church was such a one ; but now, behold, the Lord turns from commpndation to
"I have . .
because thou hast left thy first love" (ver. 4). And
II. The OENSUBB.
It speaks of the conduct it condemns as 1. A grievous fall.
this censure is very grave.
"Eemember . . . whence thou art fallen." That which they had left anl lost had lifted
them high in the Divine love, had made them exceeding precious in his sight. But
now all was changed. The Lord looked not on them now as he once did they had
"with shame to take a lower place." 2.
calling for prompt and practical repentance. They were to "repent" and " do" their "first works."
3. Terrible i-' its consequences if there were not this repentance (ver. 5).
Let Gibbon tell hnw, after more
than a thousand years had passed such was the Lord's long-sufioring the dreadful
threat was fulfilled, and the light of the lamp of gold that represented Ephesus was,
with all the rest, faithful Smyrna and Philadelphia alone excepted, finally quenched.
Then " the captivity or ruin of the seven Churches of Asia was consummated and the
barbarous lords of Ionia and Lydia still trample on the monuments of classic and
Christian antiquity. In the loss of Ephesus, the Christians deplored the fall of the
first angel, the extinction of the first candlestick of the Revelation ; the desolation is
complete; and the temple of Diana or the church of Mary will equally eluiie the
search of the curious traveller. The circus and three stately theatres of Laodicea are
now peopled with wolves and foxes; Sardis is reduced to a miserable village the god
of Ma! oniet, without a rival or a son, is invoked in the mosques of Thyatira and
Pergamos; and the populousness of Smyrna is supported by a foreign trade of tha
Franks and Armenians. Philadelphia alone has been saved by prophecy or Courage.
At a distance from the sea, forgotten by the emperors, encompassed on all sides by th«
Turks, her valiant citizens defended their religion and freedom above four score years,
»nd at length capitulated with the proudest of the Ottomans. Among the Greek
colonies and Churches of Asia, Phihidelphia is still erect, • coluna in a icene of niiiLS
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a pleasing example that the paths of honour and safety may sometimes be the same "
(oh. Ixiv.).
But this grave censure, and the awful consequences that ultimately ensued,
lend urgency to the inquiry as to—
III. The bad Church-condition the censube indicates.
Probably it pointed 1.
To a slackening in those qualities/or which they had been commended. And the moral
atmosphere of a place like Ephesus could not but try them very severely. Even
Timothy had to be warned against yielding to the sensuality of the place, and also
against that rigorous asceticism to which tempted ones often resort as a sure defence
against such sin.
But the needs-be that there must have been for such exhortation
shows how strong the stream of evil tendency was in the place, and how difBcult to
continuously maintain that firm stand which in the first ardours of the Christian life
they had taken and for a long while been faithful to. And undoubtedly this is how, in
our own day, this leaving of our first love shows itself. What sincere Christian heart
is there that has not once and again been pierced as he has remembered how true this
censure is for himself? That sad but well-known hymn of the saintly Cowper, " Oh for
a closer walk with God 1" is but one continued comment on this all too common sin.
And so common has it become that we now almost expect that there will be this
slackening of zeal when the first novelty of discipleship has passed away. The "goodness " of such will be, we all but assume, " as a morning cloud and as the early dew that
goeth away." And the present all but impossible practice of personal and private
pastoral dealing with individual pouls lets this condition of things go on with all too
much facility. But he who is faithful with himself will mark with sorrow the decline
of his own spiritual life. When he has to drag himself to duty; when prayer and
worship and work for Christ are turned from, in heart if not in act .when there is no
longer any glow or fervour of feeling Christwards; when temptation, once resisted and
spurned, now approaches and solicits, and is suffered so to do ; all these, and others like
them, are symptoms, sure and sad enough, that the Lord has this against him, that he
has left his first love. And this fact shows itself also: 2. In the altered spirit in which
work is done. And this, we expect, was the gravamen of the charge as it leferred to
the Ephesian Church. We are not told that they had left off their works. But it wag
possible for them to continue and even to increase them, and yet this censure to be
deserved.
For it is the motive at which the Lord looks. Ere ever he would restore
the recreant Peter to his apostleship, thrice over was the question asktd, " Lovest thou
me ? " as if the Lord would teach him and all of us that love to himself is the one
indispensable qualification of all acceptable service. And if from any one out of a
multitude of other motives mixed, and maybe mean, manifold certainly, as they are
the works we do are done, for all acceptance with Christ they might as
sure to be
well, and sometimes better, have been left undone.
You may work and labour, suffer
and be patient under it, hate many evil things and persons, and yet there be scarce one
:

;

—

—

—

shred of love to Christ in it all (cf. 1 Cor. xiii.). It is well, indeed, for us to ask ourselves
not merely what we do, but why? The answer to that might lead to some strange
Without doubt they would be if
self-revelations, but they would be salutary too.
tlioy led us to listen to

IV. Chkist's encoceaqino call to come back to himself. For he does not close
which may " he who hath ears to hear " hear indeed. In
what was said on the common characteristics of these letters, it was noted how they
Victory was possible to all ; none need despair.
all taught that all might overcome.
And this lies in these last words of the letter. It said to the Church at Ephesus, " You
need no longer yield to that which draws you away from me ; you can resist, you can
overcome, and so return to me whom jou have lelt." Such is the force of the words,
" to him that overeometh." And then, that the possible may become the actual, Christ
holds out the prize of victory, the recompense of their return to their first love (ver. 7).
The promise seems to point back and on. Back to the primeval Paradise from which
our first parents and all their descendants were shut out, lest they should eat of the
Now it is promised that that prohibition shall be withdrawn, the flaming
tree of liie.
sword of the cherubim " which turned every way, to keep the way of the tree of life,"
But the Paradise shall not be the
shall be sheathed, and access granted once more.
primeval one, but the heavenly, " the Paradise of my God " so the Lord speaks of it.
Far more, then, than sil that has been lost shall be theirs if they repeat and retvirn,
this letter without such call,

—

—
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and 80 win the victory and overcome. The temptationg to which they were exposed
were for ever clainouriDg that they should seize upon the sensual pleasures of thU short
But the Lord's promise holds out to
life, and fill.it up with them, such as they were.
them the prize of a pure and perfect and perpetual life in the presence of God, and
amid the pleasures for evermore which are in the Paradise of God. And that prize is
hold out to us as to them, and if it work in us our Lord's will and purpose, it will lead
to that diligent culture of the soul, hy constant and fervent prayer, and by the
cherishing of all spiritual affections, and by yielding to all the Christward drawings of
which once and again we are conscious; and so the soul's first love left and lost shall
S.
"ee found again ; though it was as dead, yet shall it be alive once more.

—

and the Lord. " He that holdeth . . , golden candlewell pause on the threshold of the first of these letters to the
Churches to consider, as we have not done before, the truths that underlie the sublime
•ymbols of the stars and the lamps of gold and the holding of the stars in the Lord's
right hand, and his walking in the midst of the lamps of gold. Here, as well as throughout these letters, " He that hath an ear, let him hear."
I. The staks.
The Lord himself has told us whom these represent the angels of
the Churclies; and in a previous homily we have given reasons for understanding these
angels as the chief pastors of the several Churches. " If each Church had its angel, who
had a letter adflressed to him, who is spoken to in words of rebuke and exhcirtation,
who could sill and repent, who could be persecuted and die, who could fall into heresies
and be per'ected by suffer! ni;, it seems to me a violent and unnecessary hypothesis that
a superhuman being is in question." Furthermore, the name " angel," when applied
to these august beings who dwell in the immediate presence of God, does by no means
set forth their nature, but only their office and function of" messenger," which is what
And is it not a most appropriate name for a Christian pastor? Not
the word means.
alone does he represent the Church over which he presides, and is largely responsible
for -its character and condition; but also he is, or should be, strictly speaking, their
messenger, their angel. For is it not his bounden duty to go from them to God, and
from God to them ? Woe betide him if he fail herein ! "God forbid," said the venerable
Samuel, "that I should sin against the Lord in ceasing to pray for you" (1 Sam. xii.
And God forbid that any pastor now should sin against the Lord and his own
23).
soul and the snuls committed to his charge by ceasing to pray for them. The path to
the throne of grace should be a beaten track by him, and he should carry to their Lord
their sins and sorrows, their cares and wants, and plead them as his people's messengers
and representative before the Lord. And he should come from GJod to them. It is il)
when he goes into his pulpit or pastoral work if he has not first been with God, and
come from him to his people and his work. Yes, pastors are, or should be, " angels,"
in that their office is to go to and fro between their people and God as his messengers
and theirs. But wherefore are they called " stars " ?
are not distinctly told ; we
can only conjecture and suggest. Stars : 1. Are symbols of honour, dignity, authority,
star," it is said, "sJiall come out of Jacob;" and this is explained by the
rule.
added parallel sentence, "and a sceptre shall arise out of Israel" (Numb. xxiv. 17).
And wherever stars are symbolically spoken of, this idea of dignity and authority u
seldom wanting. The Lord lovingly appoints this symbol that he might let all men
know, however much his faithful pastors might be despised by the world for their
poverty and manifold meanness, as the world counts meanness, nevertheless in his
esteem they rank high, they are as stars. Now, if any pastor, on the strength of this
august symbol, should demand all manner of deference and submission, and find that
instead thereof he gets only contempt and disregard, let him not blame anybody but
himself.
If he demand deference, he will not get it; but if he deserve it, he will be
likely to get too much of it.
The honour and authority of the ministry must be such
ns is spontaneously given ; it can be had in no other way.
But this symbol tells also
2. 0/ the pastor's duty. (I) He is to lighten the darkness of men, as the stars were to give
light by night ; the darkness of ignorance, of sorrow, of sin.
(2) He is to reflect the
light of the Sun of Righteousness. Not by his own light, but by light reflected, is he to
enlighten others. (3) He is to keep his appointed course, in obedient, reverent terrice
rendered imto Qod. " Wanderiag itars" are outcast
QeA.
Men should «v«r
Ver. 1.

sticks."

Tlie stars, the J/impn,
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mmloter of God ; Ws orWt the holy ways of God—he should
should be above the world—his conversation in heaven, hia
citizenship there. (6) He should he a sure guide for men's souls, as are the stars to
the benighted, the traveller, the mariner; and, like the star of Bethlehem, he should
ever guide men to Christ. (6) And passing from the symbols to that which is meant,
we find that pastors and Churches will very much resemble each other. "Like priest,
like people," is true, but so is " Like people, like priest."
minister who, though he
should be, is yet not as an angel, nor as a star, may, by his faithlessness, dim and
darken, if not destroy, the light of the lamp he was appointed to tend,
congregation, a Church, a parish,
^to what depths may It not fall under the influence of a prayerless pastor I
And, on the other hand, one who comes to the sacred ofScfi in all the
ardour of his " first love" may, by the chill freezing atmosphere in regard to God and
his cause which he finds around him, be gradually dragged down to their level, and
become even as they. Ah what would any do were it not that the Lord holds the
stars- in his right hand, and walketh amidst the lamps of gold ?
II. The lamps.
regard this word as every way more congruous than "candlestick,"
Candlesticks are not only a modern and mean article of furniture, but they
were never used in the temple or tabernacle at all, and they suggest anything but the
sacred and elevated idea that is here intended.
We know that by these golden lamps
the Churches are meant.
Bnt why are they thus called ? Not without reason, we
may bf sure. 1. The lamps art to give light. That is their function. They are " lit
not for themselves, but for their uses." Continually is this emblem made use of to tell
of the character and conduct of Christ's people, what it is or should be. Badiaut,
cheering, silent, penetrating, beneficent, revealing, manifesting its source, but not
itself.
We see the sun, but not the rays which stream from it. So men are to see our
light, but to glorify not us, but God.
Such should the Churches be. 2. Hieir light is
not their own. The lamp must be lit and fed. In vision Zechariah saw this truth set
forth when he beheld the great temple lamp, and by the side of it the two olive trees, from
which, through golden pipes, the sustaining oil was continually supplied. Christ lights
every one of these lamps, and if, like John the Baptist, We are a burning and shining
lamp lamp, not light; Christ is the Light-giver and if, as he was, we are light, it is
because " we are light in the Lord." And the Holy Spirit nurtures the light. That
was the meaning of Zeohariah's vision. " Not by might, nor by power, but by my
Spirit, saith the Lord of hosts"
such is the added explanation of the vision. Thug
the light of these lamps of gold is not their own ; they neither impart it at the first nor
sustain it afterwards. Christ and the Spirit of God are the sources of the Church's light.
3. Their light is combined light.
Each lamp has one burning light, but that one is
made up of the combined illumination of every member of the Church. Just as the
character of any given Church is the resultant of the varied spiritual forces that each
member supplies, so the light of its lamp is the combined effect of the light in each
individual. "A Church is not to he merely a multitude of separate points of brilliancy,
but the separate points are to coalesce into one great-orbed brightness." 4. It is to he
oonsecrated light. All in the ancient tabernacle and temple that was used in the
immediate service of God was to be of gold. The gold showed that the service of the
vessel, or instrument, or whatever it w is, was for God, dedicated and due to him. And
Churches are for God,
this truth the gold of which the lamps are formed sets forth.
for his service and glory.
May all Churches heed this I
What is the relation between the stars, the lamps, and the Lord ?
III. The Lord.
Is it not that of: 1. Owner t He holds the stars in his strong right hand. They are his.
He walks amid the lamps of gold as amid the possessions of his own house. 2. Protector f
Who shall pluck the stars from his hand, or loosen his blessed hold? Who
shall touch one of those lamps to hurt or harm it whilst he walks continually in their
midst? 3. Searcher t The stars and the lamps are ever beneath his eye. He says to
each one, " I know thy works." 4. Disposer ? We are in his hand and power, to be
dealt with as he wills.
Though none other but he, yet he can unloose the grasp in
which the stars are held, and can remove the lamp out of its place. May he forbid that
this awful necessity should ever arise, for then the light of stars and lamps alike are
quenched, and the blackness of darkness for ever is their portion I And : 5. All this
" Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the
(veri. 1—4) he it evtrmore,

know where
never quit.
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world."
Not for the primltlTe Ohnrch alone, but for the Church of all ages, is this
most surely true. To-day may every faithful pastor say to himself, " I am my Lord's;
he holds me in his right hand." And every Church of Christ may by faith behold him
walking to-day to cheer, to bless, to restore, to uplift, to chide, to strengthen, to
quicken, to console, to save amid the lamps of gold. S. G.

—

—

—

Ver. 4. Going back in the ways of God. " Nevertheless I have . . . first love."
There is no stage of our heavenward journey that is so hard as that which we go over

When in the ardour of our first love we first traversed that part of
the road, we went alon^ vigorously, with a strong elastic step. And when we went
hack, though we went slowly enough at first, like as when the boy's ball, which he has
flung high into the air, when ceasing its upward ascent, begins to descend, that beginning
is slow, but quickens every second. And so on the backward road we quicken speed in
a mournful way. But when we have finished this retrogression, and with a startled
shock discover what we have lost, but, by God's exceeding grace, resolve to recover it
Our text brings before us the case of those
this is toil indeed.
hie labor hoe opus est
who have thus gone back, and whom the Lord is lovingly rousing to the resolve that
they wiU regain what they have lost. Note'
It was that blessed early condition of peace and
I. What thet left and lost.
joy Godward which the beginning of the religions life so often witnesses. " All things
were new Christ was new, the Word a new light, worship a new gift, the world a
new realm of beauty, shining iu the brightness of its Author ; even the man himself
was new to himself. Sin was gone, and fear also was gone with it. To love was his
The day dawned in joy, and the thoughts of the night
all, and he loved everything.
were songs in his heart. Then how tender, how teachable in his conscience how true I
It was the Divine childhood, as it were, of his faith, and
in his works how dutiful 1
the beauty of childhood was in it. This was his first love and if all do not remember
any precise experience of the kind, they do at least remember what so far resembled
There was fervour of feeling a great outthis as to leave no important distinction."
going of the soul towards Christ; much prayer, and that very real ; hearty service;
delight in worship the sabbath, the sanctuary, the sacred service the avoiding, not
sin only, but its occasions, the "hating of the garment spotted by the flesh;" in
Blessed, blessed time, the primeval Paradise
short, there was a close walk with God.
of the soul, the golden age, the leaving of which one might mourn, even as our first
parents mourned when they were driven forth from Eden to the thorns and briars of
the wilderness 1
Many are the explanations that might be given.
II. How FT OAHE TO BE LEFT.
In some, absorption overmuch in business ; in others, the influence of unspiritual and
worldly companions; in others, intellectual doubts, insinuated into the mind by
unbelieving or sceptical books; in others, the chill moral atmosphere of the Church
itself; in others, some lingering, lurking lust reasserting itself; and so on in everinweasing variety ; but each one knows for himself how the going back was brought
about. But that we may not make sorry those whom Grod has not made sorry, we
would add the caution not to regard every fluctuation of feeling as proof of this gclng
back.
Some are for ever tormenting themselves in this way, and so kill the very love
they are looking for, and in looking for it. " The complications of the heart are infinite,
and we may become confused in our attempts to untwist them." Men dig at the roots
of their motives to see that they are the right ones, and the roots of tender plants
cannot stand such rough handling. But whilst there are some who distress themselves when they have no need, there are more who have great need, and yet are not
distressed as they should be.
Let such consider
III. What comeb of leaving our first love.
1. The Spirit of God is grieved.
Can a father see his child turn cold and sullen towards him, and not be grieved ? And
in view of such turnings back from him, must not our Lord be in a very real sense " the
Man of sorrows" still? 2. Sinful men are hardened in their sin. Their boast is that
there is no reality in religion ; that it is all a spasmodic passing thing ; that the fervour
of it in the beginning will soon cool down, and here is another proof that there is
nothing in it. 8, The Chureh of God is distressed. Its members had relied upon
those who have gone back, had hoped for much good from them, had looked to
for the third time.
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them carrying on and extending the work of God around them; and now tliey are
disappointed and made ashamed. The enemies of God blaspheme, and those who have
gone back are the cause. 4. And they themselves suffer most of all. (1) They are
miserable ; they have enough of religion left to give them disrelish for the ways of the
world, but not near enough to give them the joy which belongs only to those who are
whole-hearted in the service of God. (2) And they are on the yerge of great and awful
judgment. If they still go back, it will be "unto perdition ;" and if, in God's mercy,
they be made to stop ere they have gone to tliat last length, it will most likely have
to be by some sharp scourging process, with many tears, and amid terrible trouble both
without and witliin. What a pitiful journey that must have been when the wretched
prodigal resolved at length that he would "arise, and go to his Father"! In what
Immiliatibn, fear, shame, distress, he had to urge his weary way along the return road 1
Only one thing could have been worse that he should not have come back. Oh, you
who are forsaking Christ, if you be really his, you will have to come back ; but no
joyous journey will that he for you. No, indeed
It never has been, and never can be.
Still blessed be the Lord, who forces you to make it, difScult and hard though it be. It
is the hand which was nailed to the cross, and the heart which there was pierced for
you, that now wields the scourge which compels you, in sorrow and in shame, to come

—

!

back to him whom you left. But—
IV. What folly it is to leate him at all.
well they may be, of proclaiming God's pardoning

Ministers of Christ are so fond, as
they too much pass over
his preserving love.
take it too much for granted that men will go off into " the
far country," as that foolish younger son did ; and we forget that much-maligned
elder son who stayed at home with his father, and who was therefore far more blessed
than the other could ever be. He could not understand his father's gentleness to that
ne'er-do-well brother of his as many still, and ever since the gospel has been preached,
have failed to understand God's gentleness to returning sinners and so he complained.
But how did his father answer him? It is too little noted. " Son, thou art ever with
me, and all that I have is thine ; " the meaning of al'l which was, " What, my son you
complain at my forgiving and welcoming your poor wretched brother 1 you who are so
much ietter off, you complain!" Yes, he was better off; his lot, as is the lot of all
those who never leave their first love, is far the preferable one, and there is no need
that we should choose the other. Never let it be forgotten that he who brought you
to himself will keep you near to and in himself, as willingly ap, surely more willingly
than, he will receive you after you have gone astray. To be pardoned, ah well may
we thank God for that ; but to have been preserved, to have been " kept from the evil
BO that it should not hurt us," to have been " kept in the love of God,"
for that more
thanksgiving still is due; and may God grant that we may be able for ever and ever
in his blessed presence to render it unto him.
S. G.
love, that
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Vers. 8

— 11.

The qpistle to the Church at Smyrna. This city was situated in the
Asia Minor, some forty miles to the nor^h of Ephesus, in which at"
these seven Churches were, at the mouth of a considerable river, in a most beautiful
bay. The lands lying round were very fertile, bearing grapes in abundance, as befitted
the city where the god Bacchus was the deity most honoured by the people. The city
It was called, "The lovely one;" "The
itself was large, beautiful, populous, wealthy.
crown of Ionia;" "The ornament sf Asia." It still exists and retains much of its old
prosperity. Many Jews were there then as now and as is ever the case in busy trading
seaports, and they would easily supply that contingent of Jewish persecutors by which
the Church there was afflicted. We will speak
This is attested in this letter.
I. Of the saintlinbss or the Church at Smyrna.
No blame is given; there is not one word of censure, as there certainl
1. Negatively.
would have been had there been occasion for it. He who could say with the author!
of omniscience, " I know," and whose eyes were as " a flame of fire," would have at on
No ; this Church seems to have come near
discerned fault if fault there had been.
of all to that ideal Church which is " without blemish, having neither spot, nor wrink
nor any such thing." But this is attested also : 2. Positively. Direct affirmation
their high and holy character is given by the Lord's declaration, " Thou art rich " (vet
Tea j rich in the favour and lore of God ; rich in the gifts of the floly Ghost ; ricb
8).
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in the blessed prospect of the crown of life, which assurerlly should be theirs ; rich in
present knowledge, consolation, and hope ; rich in the help and blessing they should
impart to others. Poverty there might he and was in regard to this world's wealth,
but over against it was to be set, and doubtless they did so set it, the wealth of the
kingdom of God which they knew was theirs. Let us ask ourselves Would we have
sided with them in their estimate of the relative value of the two riches? Would we
have counted the spiritual wealth they chose greater riches than all the glittering,
Pray for grace
present, and tangible treasures of the world? They made such choice.
to do the same.
" Many sorrows shall be to the wicked," saith God ; but once
II. Their bokrowb.
and again, and maybe yet again it will be so, many sorrows have befallen God's saints,
even the most loving and faithful of them. It was so with the suffering Church at
Already the storm of
Smyrna.
Their sorrows are described as : 1. Tribulation.
persecution had burst and was beating fiercely on the despised community that dared
defy the pagan population, and the worship that was established in the city. Judging
from what we know actually took place there and elsewhere at this period, there would
be no lack of persecutors of all sorts in whom the deep hatred of the Christians', which
had become all but universal, would urge them on to the infliction of all manner of
suffering which might well be, and could only be, described as " tribulation." 2.
Poverty. In wealthy cities such as Smyrna, where buying, selling, and getting gain
was the all-absorbing occupation, and where success, which meant wealth, was, as
elsewhere and as in our own day, all but worshipped, poverty was not merely odious,
but even infamous. And in all probability the poverty of not a few of the Christians
They would he
at Smyrna was directly traceable to the fact of their being Christians.
shxmned and disliked, and it is easy to see how soon, under such circumstances, men
who had been pr(«perous hitherto would fall into poverty. And the temptation to
abandon a faith which involved such results must have been very strong, especially
when they could not but know that they would abandon their miserable poverty at
the same time, and return to the prosperity which they had lost. Ah 1 if now Christ
could only be served at the cost which the Christians at Smyrna had to bear, how many
would come to his service ? how many would continue in it ? But Christianity has
long ago found out a way to make the best of both worlds, though whether to the
enhancement of her power and glory may be gravely doubted. 3. Slander. The
strong word " blasphemy " is employed, for the revilings of their enemies would, as
such ever do, glance off from the Lord's servants to the Lord himself, and would
become blasphemies revilings against the Lord. What form these took, or on what
they were based, we do not certainly know but with the records of the New Testament
and of Church history in our hands, we may reasonably infer that they had to do with
the relations of the Christians : (1) To the government of the day ; accusing them of
sedition and disloyalty, for which their persistent refusal to offer sacrifice to the emperor
would afford plausible pretext. (2) To society. Not a few of the popular games and
festivals, as well as more social gatherings, involved sacrifices to idols, and from these
Thus they would be regarded as morose,
the Christians would stand rigidly aloof.
They would be, as they were, denounced
tiiisanthropical, and in other ways odious.
as haters of the human race. (3) To morality.
It was charged against them that
their assemblies, which they were commonly obliged to hold at night, were for the
There was no vice or crime which was counted too bad to charge
vilest of purposes.
them with. (4) To God. The Jews would say of them, as Christ forewarned his
disciples that they would, even as they had said it of him, that they were servants of
Beelzebub (cf. Matt. x.). Hence any who slew them thought they did God service.
Such probably were some of the blasphemies which were spoken against them, and
which they had to bear as best they might. Foul-mouthed Jews, " synagogues of
Satan," and no true children of Abraham, as they said they were, but were not, together
with those of " the baser sort " amongst the heathen, would be quick to invent and
spread these slanders, and to wound with worse than wordt, if but they had the power.
And they were to have it (ver. 10) ; for : 4. ITieir prospects were ever darkening. Very
interesting in the light of this letter is it to read what is told us of Polycarp, St. John's
own disciple, and who was, if not the very angel, yet an angel of the Church at Smyrna
possess a litter of his writiig, a description of his
to whom this letter was unt.
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character, and a detailed record of his martyrdom.
And thia laat so beautifully illustrates the prophecy, the charge, and the promise of this letter, that it is well worthy of
our notice in connection with what is here said of the Church of which he was the
beloved, the honoured, and faithful pastor, when he won the martyr's crown. In the

year of our Lord 167 a cruel persecution broke out against the Christians of Asia Minor.
Polycarp would have awaited at his post the fate which threatened him, but his people
compelled him to shelter himself in a quiet retreat, whore he might, it was thought,
safely hide.
Anl for a while he remained undiscovered, and busied himself, so we
are told, in prayers and intercessions for the persecuted Church.
At last his enemies
seized on a child, and, by torture, compelled him to make known where he was.
Satisfied now that his hour was come, he refused further flight, saying, " The will of
God be done." He came from the upper story of the house to meet his captors, ordered
them as much refreshment as they might desire, and only asked of them this favour,
that they would grant him yet one hour of undisturbed prayer. The fulness of his
heart carried him onfor two hours, and even the heathen, we are told, weie touched
by the sight of the 'old man's devotion. He was then conveyed back to the city, to
Smyrna. The officer before whom he was brought tried to persuade him to yield
to the small demand made upon him. "What harm," he askpd, "can it do you to
offer sacrifice to the emperor ? "
This was the test which was commonly applied to
those accused of Christianity.
But not for one moment would the venerable Polycarp
consent.
Rougher measures were then tried, and he was flung from the carriage in
which he was being conveyed. When he appeared in the amphitheatre, thu magistrate
said to him, " Swear, curse Christ, and I will set thee free." But the old man answeied,
" Eighty and six years have I served Christ, and he has never done me wrong how,
then, can I curse him, my King and my Saviour? " In vain was he threatened witti
being thrown to the wild beasts or burned alive ; and at last the fatal proclamation
was made, that " Polycarp confessed himself a Christian." This was the death-warrant.
He was condemned to be burnt alive. Jews and Gentiles, the whule " synagogue of
Satan," here desciibed, alike, hastened In rage and fury to collect wood from the hatha
and workshops for the funeral pile. The old man laid aside his garments, and took his
place in the midst of the fuel. Wheu they would have nailed him to the stake, he
said to them, " Leave me thus, I pray, unfastened
he who has enabled me to brave
the fire will give me strength also to endure its fierceness." He then uttered this brief
prayer : " O Lord, Almighty God, the Father of thy beloved Son Jesus Christ, through
whom we have received a knowledge of thee, God of the angels and of the whole
creation, of the whole race of man, and of the saints who live before thy presence ; I
thank thee that thou hast thought me worthy, this day and this hour, to share the
cup of thy Christ among the number of thy witnesses " The fire was kindled ; but
a high wind drove the flame to one side, and prolonged his sufferings at last the
exeeutioner despatched him with a sword." So did one of Christ's poor saints at
Smyrna die, " faithful unto death," and winner of " the crown of life," and never to
" be hurt of the second death."
But if these were, and they were, the sorrows and
sufferings that they had to endiu:e, what sustained them?
Note, therefore
IIL Theib sttppoets. For it is evident such would be needed. .The very word of
the Lord to them, " Fear not," indicates how great the peril was of their bein;; crushed
and heart-broken under the tribulations through which they were called to pass.
Despondency and despair threatened them. To meet this thefr Lord was ready with
his aid. It was given in manifold ways. He did not merely say to them, " Fear not,"
but showed them abundant reason wherefore they should not fear. 1. And flrst and
" (ver. 8).
" I am the First and the Last
Here, as
chief: Eis own Name,
. alive
throughout these letters, that aspect of our Lord's character is turned to the Church
addressed which it most needed to consider and lay to heart. It was so with the
Church at Ephesus. They were reminded of the Lord's nearness to and knowledge
of them and of his power and purpose to dispose of them according as their work
should be. And now here, when he would comfort und strengthen the fearful, lie
tells them that about himself which could not but lift up their hearts, as doubtless it
" / am the First ; " Le. " I am at the head and beginning of all things ; all were
did.
ordered and arranged according to the counsel of my will; nothing comes by chance;
;
aothfBg has been left unprovided for. " And the Last " i.e. " When men and Satan
:

;
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have done their all, and nothing is left more that they can do, and they shall have
gone to their own place, I shall remain, and of my kingdom there shall be no end.
Therefore, remember, the eterual God is thy Eefuge, and underneath thee are the ever" Which was dead ; " i.e. " I have entered into all that can by any
lasting arms."
I, of my own will, went down into the pain and darkness
possibility be before you.
my people, and know how you feel, for I was in all
of death ; I know all about it,
points tried like as yon are. And I entered into death that I might be the better able
And see, I live! Sin and hell did their worst against me, but, behold,
to help you.
When the apostle saw the vision of his Lord, and fell
I am 'alive for evermore.'"
at his feet as dead, it was this same word, this same august Name of the Lord, that
And it was to do the same for the depressed and desponding
lifted him up again.
Church at Smyrna. And next : 2. Eis knowledge, so perfect and complete, of them
and all that concerned them. "I know thy works," he tells them, and then he goes
on to give them details which showed the fulness of his knowledge. And that which
they could not but believe, for the proof of it was before their eyes, would help them
to believe in his knowledge when it affirmed what as yet was very far from being
evident to them. He said to them, " Thou art rich." He, then, knew of treasurestore of good which they did not; of recompense of reward so vast that their present
poverty should be all forgotten. And he knew that all the accusations of their enemies
were not true, as, perhaps, sometimes, in their more misgiving moods, they had half
But
feared some of them might be, and were in consequence staggered beneath them.
now he came and declared them to be not true, but " blasphemies." They need trouble
And he knew the future as well as the
themselves, therefore, no more about them.
He knew it
present; what the devil, through his willing workmen, would do to them.
" that they might be tempted," not tried, but seduced,
all ; knew why he woulil do it
and made to deny their Lord. He saw through it all, and now told them of it to brace
them more firmly for the struggle before them. And he knew that the struggle,
mere
though sharp, should as certainly be short. " Ten days," he says, as we say, "
;
nine days' wonder " by which we mean a merely passing, temporary, brief thing. So
their trial should be so short that it should hardly have begun before it was ended.
And should some of them be condemned to die, as they would be, let them be faithful
right up to that point, and death should prove to them the goal of the race, where they
should find their Lord, the Judge, waiting with the crown of victory in his band, reaching
And this is how further the Lord cheers them, by—
forth to bestow it upon them.
That prize was life; the crown was the life;
3. The glorious prize he promises them.
So that the moment the headsthe life eternal, blessed, holy, for ever with the Lord.
man's axe, or he flame of fire, or the fangs of fierce beasts, put an end to the poor
troubled life they now had, that moment the Lord should give them, in place of it,
this crown of the eternal life.
So that even death could only do them good, and as to
such is the force of the Greek that should do them
the second death, most assuredly
no harm ; that which should be the overwhelming horror of Christ's enemies should
not even come nigh unto them, the overcoming ones, but life, eternal life, life with
their Lord for ever, thait should be theirs.
Oh, is not all this a " sursum corda
indeed? And it is but the type of what the same ever-blessed Lord will ever do.
Hence he says, " He that hath an ear, let him hear." Well, then, my tried and tempted
brother, mind that you hear.
And you, godly working man in shop or factory, with a
multitude of mocking mates, who w;ell-nigh wear your life out with their ungodly
ways ; and you, dear boys or girls at school, who have to run the gauntlet of sneers
that stab, and taunts that torment your very soul ; and whosoever you may be,
child of God, that has to bear tribulation for Christ;
you have ears to hear; then do

—
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S. C.

The severe law of Christ, " Be thou faithful," etc. Beneath the city of
Ver. 10.
there is a long succession of subterranean streets and galleries, quarried from th»
rocky strata of the soil. These are now opened, and strangers may visit them. They
are remarkable ; they are even wonderful ; they are the most astonishing cemeteries in
They are called the Catacombs ; they are the burial-places of the martyrs
the world.
The inscriptions over innumerable tombs are to be read
of the young Christian faith.
even yet ; they seem fresh almost as if nainted yesterday, and they are fragrant with

Rome
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the flowers of immortality. Many of the inscriptions are passionately, touchingly
They speak tenderly of the star of hope which had just riien on the
confines of the grave ; they stand in wonderful contrast to the despair of paganism and
the poetry of Horace.
Thithei-, from torturing racks and burning coals, the early
Christians conveyed revered and beloved forms, precious dust. They deposited them
there with tears, but in the full assurance of the life beyond the death, beyond the
flame and dungeon. It is remarkable that in these low Catacombs Christian art had its
birth
art, which is always the struggle of mind with death; and in this palpable
carving in the stone, and the floral delineations of the pencil, the chisel and palette
were first consecrated there. When John wrote, the martyrs were crowding into the
Catacombs; and, not only so, the profession of the Christian faith everywhere had an
outlook to martyrdom. It is said these words were addressed to Polycarp, and were
the prophecy of his death beneath the persecution of the mild Aurelian; for, however
mild and merciful an emperor could be to others, he could only be merciless to Christians.
But there is a deeper lesson than the merely pleasant revival of an historical story, however venerable and affecting that story may be; it is that which vmderlies all such
stories and all such texts as that before us now
the lesson that every crown is won
only as we bear the cross. Such are the conditions imder which we llTe. This is the

affectionate.

—

—

everlasting lesson

" On whose still-Teoiirrlng page
Naught grows obsolete with age."

Let us trace It for a little while. It is true
I. In physical life.
The body that is to become agile, healthy, strong, muat not
be pampered or allowed to lie at home in indolence. Athletes are not made so. But

by

discipline, toil, severe exercise.

In mental life. What drudgery and grind at tasks arid as sand, and demanding
severe effort of mind in proportion lo their dryness, have to be submitted to ! Scholarship is not to be attained by mere wishing for it. Look at the men who have won
prizes in this department of life, and the traces of their toil will be seen furrowed in
their countenances, and, too often, in worn and wasted frames.
ill. In moral life.
Innocence is pleasing enough, but if it is to be uplifted into
Temptation is the athletic of the soul, the
virtue, it must be tried and disciplined.
indispensable training for its attainment of high moral excellence.
cloistered virtue
is rarely a robust one ; it is in the arena of the world, where the stress and strain of
fierce temptation will have to be endured, that we gain real strength.
And so
IV. In the spiritual life. Excellence in any of those regions of life of which we
have already spoken is not easily attainable ; one obstacle and another stand in the
way, and must be overcome. But most of all must we expect to meet opposition when
we strive for excellence in the spiritual life. The school is so hard a one that we should
never go to it of our own accord, and therefore God sooner or later sends us all there.
And some be sends early and keeps them late. And in it are heard strong cries and
tears, agonized prayers, and often the moan of pain and the wail of the bereaved. There
are broken hearts not a few, and souls overwhelmed with woe.
What is the meaning
of it all the disappointment, the weariness and distress, the whole creation groaning
and travailing together in pain even until now what means it, but that our ^irits are
thus being taught and trained and educated for the higher life of God? Verily for
this crown there is no other way than the way of the cross.
And that we may the
less shrink from it, our Lord himself came down from heaven to earth, and lived here
our life, and, above all, bore our cross, only that his was much heavier and sharper than
" I love to lie here and look at that," said a poor dying girl to the writer, whe
ours.
was visiting her one day, and noticed a porcelain cast representing our Saviour bearing
his cross, which was hanging at the side of her bed; "it helps me," she said, " to bear
pain better." Ah ! yes ; that ,Christ has borne his cross does help all who trust in
him the better to bear theirs, and so the better and sooner and surer to attain to that
spiritual excellence for which all the often stern disciplines of life here are preparing
II.
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take the title of this letter from that which our Lord takes as his own, atiJ
The sharp two-edged sword." For this letter is largely illustrative of its work.
we saw it in St. John's vision; here we see it in the experience of the
But whilst the main reference is to that vision, there is further appropriatethe allusions to the wilderness-life of Israel, with which this letter abounds,
Balaam's vile work against them the tin into which they fell, the sword which Balaam
saw in the hands of the angel of the Lord seeking to stay him in his evil way, and the
sword with which at last he was slain, seem all to he suggested. Then the mention of
the manna belongs also to that same wilderness-life. It was well that the ungodly at
FergamoB should be reminded of that sword, and the faithful of that manna. But it is
from the vision told of in ch. L that the name our Lord here assumes is mainly taken.

fitting to

term it, "
In ch. i.
Church.
ness from

—

Note-

L What is meant by this swoed. With the Bible in our hands, we cannot long
be in doubt on this question; for at once there occurs to the memory the familiar text
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, which tells how the Word of God is " quick and powerful,
and sharper than any two-edged sword." And there is that other which is like unto it
in the Epistle to the Ephesians, " The sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God."
And in Isaiah we have a similar expression, " He hath made my mouth like a sharp
•word." And even human and evil words are thus symbolized, as in the Psalms:
" Their words are swords and arrows, even bitter words ; " and again, " Their tongue
And the comparison is a frequent one. The Word of God, therefore,
is a sharp iword."
Is evidently what is meant by this sword with two edges.
IL The manner or its opbbatioh. In this letter this power of the sword is seen
at work. In the vision, St. John had observed that the breath proceeding from the
mouth of him who was " like unto the Son of man " took the form and shape of a sharp
two-edged sword, such as was in common use in the armies of the day. Hence St. Paul,
speaking of this sword, says, "The Lord shall destroy the wicked one with the breath
And in the brightness of the gloiy with which the
of his mouth " (2 Thess. ii. 8).
entire vision was surrounded, the sword-like form seemed to flash and glitter as if it
were a veritable sword proceeding out of the mouth of the Son of man. And in this
letter we see that sword which the vision symbolized exercising its mighty power. We
see
1. Its point, piercing even to the dividing asunder of that which had been so
blended together as scarce to be distinguished or separated. For the character of the
Church at Pergamos was like that of well-nigh all other Churches, a mixture of evil and
good. There was that which could be urged in its favour, and that also which cou!d
be charged againtt it to its shame. And this sword is here seen dividing them. (1) It
separates the good, and there were such, (o) They had been faithful to Christ's Name.
They had loyally stood by it even when to do so had involved awful peril ^peril in
which one Antipas, who had been eminent for bis fidelity, had been slain by the
infuriated foe.
Yet in those fearful days days like those of the persecution which
arose about Stephen in Jerusalem
the faithful at Pergamos had not flinched. (6) And
the Church had been fruitful. It Vas no small honour to have nurtured in her midst
such a soul as that of Antipas. It is a sign of the marked grace of God when a Church
becomes the home, chosen and beloved, of holy souls ; when they find in it an atmosphere
helpful and stimulating to all that is good within them,
(c) And all this under great
disadvantages. " I know," the Lord says, " thy works, and where thou dwellest, where
Satan's seat is ; " and this is told of again lower down in the same verse ; thus implying
the Lord's recognition of the fact that to serve him there was indeed diiScult, and so all
the more honourable and meritorious. Now, why Pergamos came to be regarded as the
devil's head-quarters, his seat and throne, it is not easy to say.
The place was one of
great beauty, adorned with magniflcent temples, possessed of a superb library containing
hundreds of thousands of volumes. Our word " parchment " is derived from the dressed
skins which were so largely used at Pergamos, and on which the books were written.
Hence these skins came to be called by the name of Pergamos, or parchment. The
place was not, as Ephesus or Smyrna, famous for trade, but for its culture and refinement. It was a sort of union of a pagan cathedral city and university ; and a royal
Jupiter was said to have
resldeacc, gorgeous in its magnificence, further adorned it.
been bom there, and temples to him and to innumerable gods were on every hand. The
whole toAe of the |ilace must, therefore, have been utterly opposed to the faith of Christ,
:
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had no liking for the purity, the eelf-denial, and the unworldlineBs of the Chnrch, but
reveUed in the very reverse of all these thiogs. All that could sap and undermine the
faith and the faithful was there in full force.
It was Satan's throne indeed.
Now, for
that even there they held fast Christ's name, they deserved, and here receive, high commendation from the Lord. But the sword (2) separates the evil ; for there were amongst
them (a) men who held the truth in unrighteousness. This was what Balaam did.
No man ever knew, no man ever professed, a purer futh, a holier doctrine, than did he;
and yet, blinded by his greed of gain, he held it so imprisoned in unrighteousness that
it had no power over him, and left him unchecked to aU the wickedness of his heart.
Now, there were such men at Pergamos ; and where have they not been and are they
not still ? And (6) there were those who perverted the gospel to licentiousness. There
were the Nicolaitans. And they, too, have had, and have still, their successors: God
keep us from being of their number ! But then the good and the evil were so blended
together that to separate them was beyond mere human power. In the br%htness of
the good some might not perceive the evil ; in the darkness of the evil others might
not perceive the good. But the sword of the Spirit severs them. For Churches, for
individuals, Christ by his Word does this still. Pray him to do so for ourselves. 2. JU
double edge. For it had this as well as its piercing point. And this, probably, that as
with the literal sword the soldier in the thick of the fight might strike on the right
hand and the left, with the back as well as the front, so with this sword of the Spirit
foes on either hand might be smitten down.
Thus is it in this letter. (1) It smites
presumption and all high-handed sin. Bead the awful threatenings here. How they
hew down those who set themselves against the Lord I (2) Despondency and despair.
This is a peril on the other side, a foe to faith as formidable as the other ; and by this
Bword the Lord smites this adversary also. Read the sweet, soothing, soul-assuring
promises (ver. 17). (a) " The hidden manna." It means that support and sustentation of the soul as it presses on through the wilderness of life, heavenward, which the
Lord wiU give, and does give, to his faithful ones, as the manna sustained Israel on their
march Canaanwards. " I am the true Bread from heaven," said Christ (cf. John vi.).
It is real, substantial, effectually supporting the soul, as ten thousand facts testify.
But hidden, because unseen and unknown by the world. " Your life is hid with Christ
in God." What, then, though weary leagues of barren, burning sand lie between God's
Israel and their home? here is promise of all need sujiplied, every want met,
(&) The
white stone with the new name ; i.e. Christ's faithful shall have given them personal
assurance of their membership in the family of God (cf. " The Spirit beareth witness
with our spirit that we are the children of God "). Now, the white stone is that on
which a communication is written (cf. Luke i. 63). Hence it tells of a communication,
real, in writing as it were, to the soul of the believer.
And this communication consistt
of " a name." When a child is born into a family, a name is given it. So in God's family
To the children of the world it will be said, " I never knew you ; " but for his owr
children there is a name given. And a new name, indicating admission to higher
privilege and favour, as did the names of Abraham, Sarah, Israel, Hephzibah, Beulah.
Peter. They were all new names, and all told of new grace and favour from God. And
a name unknown to all but the receiver. The proofs of the believer's sonship are known
only to himself and God. The Spirit's witness : who can put that into words, and' tell
it out to others ?
Many a one cannot tell you why he knows he is God's child, but he
does know it. The white stone has been given to him, and blessed is he. And is not
this a stay against all despair, despondency, and everything of the kind?
A* the
well-known verse aings
It

"

When

I

can read

my

title oleftt

To mansions

I

in the skies,
bid farewell to every fear.

And wipe my weeping
\i " to

come.

him

By

eyea."

This wora
All this supposes that you are of the overcoming ones.
Not to them that are overcome. But you may overthat overcometh.
fervent prayer, by unreserved consecration, by constant " looking imto
use of all means of grace, so abide in Christ, and he shall make you " mors
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Epistle to the Church at Thyatira.
Careful readers of these letters
and the foregoing ones St. John seems to be contemplating
great historical events recorded in the Old Testament.
In the first, the allusion to
" the tree of life " and the " Paradise of God " carries us back to the story of the Fall
and the expulsion from Eden. In the second, Noah and the Flood are apparently
referred to in the promise of life as the reward of fidelity, and the not being " hurt of the
;
second death " for the Flood was the second death of humanity, and the waters of the
Flood may point us to that awful lake by which the ungodly at the last shall be overwhelmed, and which St. John calls the second death. In the third, the wilderness-life of
Israel, the ruin wrought on them by Balaam, and " the manna " which was their food,
29.

how

will observe

in this

groundwork of the letter to Pergamos. Then in the fourth, that before
us now, we come on to the times of the mouarohy, and that dark period when Ahah
ruled over the northern kingdom, and Jezebel led him and his people into all the vileness of idolatry.
thorough Jew as St. John was, and having complete knowledge
of the ancient Scriptures, they being his one book, would be quick to find analogies and
illustrations of the spiritual condition of the Churches in the checkered history of mankind, and especially of Israel, as recorded in those Scriptures. And the tragedy ^for it
was no less associated with Jezebel (cf. ' Macbeth,' and see whence Shakespeare got his
nsplration) and the flasliing fire in the eyes of the fierce Jehu, and the burnished brags
of his swift-revolving chariot-wheels as he furiously drove along on his journey of
vengeance to slay the proud, idolatrous queen who had led all Israel astray, this
avenger might well come into the mind of St. John as he thought of the spiritual
tragedy at Thyatira, and of an avenger more awful still, " the Son of God," whose eyes
were " as a flame of fire and his feet like molten brass," and who was swiftly hastening
to take vengeance on the guilty leader of whom Jezebel was the prototype, and that
guilty Church.
fit name for this letter would be " The wrath of the Lamh" for
these form the

A

—

—
;

—

A

much

concerning that wrath is shown in it,
I. Its reality.
The letter is full of fearfulness to those whom it concerns, and was
without doubt intended so to be. There is scarce a soft, gentle word in it, but all is
stern from first to last. The inscription, the contents, the very promises at the end, are
all marked by the same character.
The Church had connived at, or at least had offered
no strenuous opposition to, most awful and flagrant wrong, which had been taught
and practised in her \ ery midst and in the wrath that this aroused all their righteousness and they had much is little more than named, and seems scarcely mentioned.
The letter is hardly anything else than one vehement outpouring of the Lord's wrath
and threatenings of his sore displeasure. The symbols show this. The eyes like as
a flame of fire, and the feet of incandescent, glowing, molten brass, suggest strongly the
twin ideas of rage and ruthless resolve to execute it upon those against whom it is
directed.
They bring before us a truly terrible aspect of the character of our Lord,
hut one which is real and actual, though far too much ignored both in thought and
teaching.
say and sing far too exclusively, " Gentle Jesus, meek and mild " and

—

—

;

We

;

notwithstanding the very Gospels themselves give not a few indications of a power
of holy and awful anger which he who so graciously took up little children in his
arms yet evidently had within him.
Hearken how he speaks to the scribes and
Pharisees listen to his reiterated " woes" denounced upon hypocrites; and observe as
a momentous fact that the most fearful utterances of the whole Bible fell from our
Saviour's lips.
And this Book of the Revelation, is it not like the prophet's scroll,
written both within and without, and full of scarce anything but "lamentation and
mourning and woe " ? And all of it is the Lord's doing, either directly or through his
agents.
The Bible, therefore, gives but little countenance to that far too general idea
that the character of Christ is only gentleness and love.
And there is, and there
ought to be, no such character anywhere. That love which is said to go out to everybody generally goes to nobody in particular, except the man's own self above all. It
is a mere easiness and softness, utterly unreliable, and of lilitle moral worth.
But when
there is real luve, the obverse side will be a corresponding wrath against all that injures
what is so much loved. What is tenderer, and at the same time fiercer, tlvtn a molier's
love ? Even amid the beasts of the field it is so.
bear robbed of her whelps, woe
betide the despoiler if the mother overtake him
And all that wrath which is told of
in the Bible, and especially in this book, those eyes which, against the Jezebels that
this,

;
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*eAuoe his people, are " as a flame of fire," once wept over Jerusalem and by the grave
of Lazarus. If he could not hate, he could not love ; and because he does so Icve, therefore is the wrath of the Lamb so real and terrible a thing.
II. Its SBVBKiTr.
(Vers. 22, 23.) God does do even now what is meant by these
expressions.
Out of men's own wickedness he makes whips to scourge them. How
dreadful and irreparable is the ruin which even here and now often overtakes th«
ungodly! There is no need for- laboured argument to prove that there is a hell hereafter
many men spend their lives in hell now. Their intense realization of their
shame, their fall ; the horror which good men have of them ; the ruin they have brought
upon themselves, and yet more upon those wlio trusted and loved and depended upon
them ; all this is hell, and is a fearful corroboration of the sure teaching of God as to
the judgment he forewarns us of hereafter.
" I gave her space to repent." Sentence upon an evil work
III. Its forbearance.
is not executed speedily, and heuce men too often, therefore, all the more set their hearts
:

—

steadfastly to do evil.

IV. Its justice. The Lord denounces here, we think, not a person, but a party
evil knot of persons in the Church, who were to the rest what the woman Jezebel,
Ahab's wife, was to Israel their seducer and leader in all abominable ways. Vers. 22
and 23 seem to imply that there was not one person merely, but a dominant party in
the Church, who were guilty of the sins which had so roused the wrath of the Lord.
True, we have the phrase, "thy wife Jezebel," and this' has led some to suppose that
the pastor of the Church was afflicted with a detestable woman as a wife such things
do happen; hut when we remember how "the harlot" is the continual name with
which corrupt Churches are branded, we are permitted to regard the whole as symbolical.
The phrase may therefore be regarded as telling of a pestilent and powerful set belonging to the Church, and therefore it could be said, " thy wife," who were as Jezebel.
And we must regard the sins spoken of as being literally what they are said to he.
And who that knows the power of these sins to waste the conscience, pollute the mind,
ruin the body, paralyze the will, and every way turn man into worse than the very
brutes, and so to make the Church in which they were practised a byword, a hissing,
and a rebuke, can wonder that, as has ever been the case, the wrath of God arose
against them until there was no re.nedy ? Because of them the Flood came, the cities
of the plain were overwhelmed with fire, the nations of Canaan were exterminated ; and
to-day, given the sin, there, not far off, is the judgment of God.
Beware of them, for
they " war agaiust the soul," and against all the well-being of mankind, so chat, in
mercy to the human race, God has branded them with his severe displeasure.
v.- Its disommination. "The Lord kaoweth them that are his," and his eye was
upon them even in that corrupt Church. They had refused to be beguiled by the
specious pretences of these ungodly teachers that their doctrines were profound, not
that they were " deep " things deep things of the devil, the Lord
for the uninitiated
though they pretended that they came from above. But this
in indignation adils
" rest of you in Thyatira " would have none of the doctrine ; they spurned it as they
should.
And now the Lord tells them that no other burden should be put upon them.
To have to endure such people amongst them, and to have the Name of Christ so
dishonoured, this was burden enough.
Therefore only let them abide in all those
good and blessed qualities which characterized them, and which he commemorates in
ver. 19, and then in that coming glory foretold in Ps. ii. they shall share, and from
being despised and borne down with the burden of the wicked, they shall with Christ
rule over them, and restrain them effectually as with " a rod of iron," and as now they
were powerless to do ; and best of all, he who is " the Root and the Offspring of David,
and the Bright and the Morning Star " (ch. xxii. 16), he will give himself to them; tha
day-star should arise in their hearts, the joy of the Lord should be theirs for evermore.

some

—

—

;

—

—

" Grant, Lord, that I may come
To thy saints' happy home.
Where a thousand years one d»y appears;
Nor go
Where a day appears
As a thousand years.
For woe
I

—
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— 7.— 2%« epitths to the

Churchei s (1) Th» epistle to the Church in Sphesus
the decay of early lov'e.
The Ephesiaa Church highly commended for many things
for "toil" in service and for "patience" in tribulation; unwearied endurance in suffering ; repudiation of " evil men," and fidelity in trying them " which call themselves
;
apostles, and they are not " and even " hating the works " which the Lord says, " I also
hate." But the works of the Church are all known to him who " walketh in the midst
of the seven golden candlesticks;" and he has an accusation to bring against the
otherwise faithful Church: "I have this against thee, that thou didst leave thy first
love."
Love is the very core of the Church's life ; it is the central, hidden spring of
all good service ; it is the truest evidence of the purity and reality of the Church's
health.
The departure from the first love is
L The signal op the loss op the vital spring op the Church's bbliqioub life.
The outward forms may be perfect, zeal may be maintained, patience unwearied, orthodoxy untarnished ; but if love the soul's secret energy be impaired, time only is
needed to bring the Church to utter decay.
II. It is at onob the cause and indication op a fallen condition op the
Chubch. " Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen."
"Or else I come to thee, and will
III. It exposes to the judictal loss or all.
move thy candlestick out of its place." The means of recovery are : 1. Recollection.
The thoughtful recall of the Church to its earlier condition. The very watchword of
the epistle is "remember" compare, contrast thy present with thy past state. 2.
Repentance ever to follow the recollection, which is the needful after-thought, the
How would a faithful review bring the
first step in the piocess of true repentance.
keen sense of loss, and lead the Church to rue its loss and fall and danger 1 3. Renewal.
" Do thy first works."
true repentance will declare itself in works answerable to
amendment. To every one that truly heareth and " overcometh," the words of promise
hold out the cheering assurance of life " in the Paradise of God."—B. G.

—

—

—

—

A

—11.—(2)

Chwch in Smyrna: the (Jhurch exposed to
of coming sorrow gather about a Church alieady distinguished by tribulation and poverty and rude reviling. "The devil is about to cast
some of you into prison ; " so saith he " which was dead, and lived again." Even death
Tlie All-seeing One discerns
in bitterness of persecuting violence will fall upon some.
the coming storm, and cheers his faithful people to stand firm in the day of their
"
faithful even unto death."
suffering, and to be
Great is that fidelity which can
remain unimpaired, even though life be forfeited in the struggle. The Lord of life
promises life to them who fall in the great cause ; and though they be hurt severely
in the present or the coming afBictions, yet sliall not "the second death" " hurt" him
that overcometh. The watchword of this epistle is " Fta/r not." This rallying word
of the great Captain is strengthened, and the heart of the Church is assured
" The First and the Last, which was
I. By the ohabaoteb op him who utters it.
dead, and lived again." The assurance from the revived Lord, who had conquered
death and proved himself superior to it, would be the most cheering to them who were
threatened with death. If they suffer with him, they shall also reign with him.
Vers. 8

suffering.

The

epistle to the

The dark shades

IL Bt the assertion that all
" I

know thy

tribulation."

are not forgotten

—forsaken.

is

The eye

endured in view op the Lord op the Church.
Lord is upon them. They

of the sympathizing
Jesus is near.

affliction. " Ye shall have tribulation
ten days." It is a measured time, and a brief one. It is not for ever.
The Lord, who
placed bounds to the sea, has put a limit to the sufferings of his Church.
It shall pass
away. " Weeping may endure for a night, but joy cometh in the morning."
IV. By promise op the final bewabds op eternal life, and by assurance of
exemption from the " hurt of the second death." The first death may conquer them
and lay them low, but they shall ultimately triumph. If fidelity be maintained even
unto and in spite of death, the highest rewards shall be given. " Be thou faithful unto
death, and I will give thee a crown of life."
R. G.
III.

By the temporary duration of the

—

Vers. 12

— —(3) The
internal decay.

vaningfrom

17.

epistle to the
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Church in

Pergamum i

" that hath the iharp two-edgod

the faithful

Chwch

sword" bears
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a keen weapon of judgment against all adTersaries, and may be a true
warning to faithless ones within the Church and threatening ones without.
The adversary has his seat in the city where this Church finds its centre. With
persecuting violence assailing it, this Church has maintained its faithfulness to its
Lord. External opposition was met by a noble fidelity : " Thou holdest fast my Name,
and didst not deny my faith." Yet did evil lurk'-errors in " teaching," corruption
in worship and in manners.
Heretical departures within the sacred enclosure were
more to be feared, because more truly a source of danger, than outward foes. The
call of the Lord to the Church is clear as a clarion-cry.
It is in the one watchword
of the epistle, " Repent." This is the one immediate and imperative duty, and it is
urged by the following motives.
That he should Uttcr
I. It 18 THE IMPBBATIVE DEMAND OF THE RIGHTEOUS LOBD.
the word of warning and admonition is sufBcient. No one ought to wait to find other
motive for obedience ; every motive is folded up within this one. It is the Lord's
cry to repentance. His word only has authority within his Church.
n. It is the just and neoessabt step in the process of becovebt. Bepentance
alone can save them. Without it judgment must come. The " therefore " throws
the Church back upon the consideration why it should repent. The error, the wrong,
the departure, demand the lowly penitence, the humble confession, the renewed devotioi
III. By the terrible alternative of the Divine invitation.
"Or I come to
thee quickly." The Lord comes to his needy Church to supply its wants; to his
Church in sorrow to comfort it ; but in judgment if it be unfaithful.
IV. By the heavy judgments which are threatened if repentance be withheld. " I, will make war against them with the sword of my mouth." That sword
pierces to the depths of the sensitive soul.
Of all judgments the Lord's sword is the
heaviest.
It is the sword of his mouth, his word of condemnation, in which, as in a
kernel, all judgment lies hidden.
V. Bepentance is further urged by the gracious word of promise, which also is
a word of encouragement to the faithful and incorrupt. 1. To him that overcometh
will I"
the righteous Judge "give of the hidden manna" the secret nourishment
" Instead of feasting on things offered to idols, I will satisfy him
(if his spiritual life.
with the true Bread that which cometh down from heaven. I am that Bread. I will
myself he his daily satisfying Portion. He shall feed on that which was sacrificed
to God."
Christ is the soul's Bread, the soul's Portion, and in him the soul has every" if of acquittal, how precious
thing.
2. To him also shall be given " a white stone
To be acquitted at his bar is not merely to be acquitted, but to be received into favour
and to be enriched in the highest degree. 3. " And in the stone a new name." Is
this a revelation of his own ineffable Name ?
The greatest bliss of heaven will be in
knowing the Divine Name. Truly to know him is life eternal. But it shall be special
to each, each having his own position and his own special vision, " which no one
knoweth but he that receiveth it," E. G.
in vain.

and

It is

effectual

i.

—

—

—

—

—

—

— —

29.
Vers. 18
(4) The epistle to the Church in Thyatira: the growing Church
exposed to corruption of doctrine.
With the highest title, " the Son of God," the
Lord' of the Chunh speaks the Lord who searches as with eyes of flame and with
burning, consuming fire, and treads down his enemies beneath his feet. The vision is
unusually impressive, as the state of the Church is unusually momentous. The letter
is extended, and describes the commendable condition of the Church, the subtle danger
that threatens its life, the terrible judgments pronounced upon the corrupters of the
Church's purity, the one word of demand, the wa'chword of the epistle " Holdfast"
"Hold fast that which ye have till I come;" witli the abundant promise to him
who, doing so, triumphantly "overcometh." Leaving ampler exposition, our eye resta
upon the one word, " Holdfast."
I. This call to fidelity is based on the commendable state of the Chuboh.
Happy they to whom the Lord can say, "Hold fast," keep that thou hast, persevere.
Of this Church the Lord knows and knows to commend its " works, and love, and

—

—

—

—

\»

—

and ministry, and patience," and growing usefulness.
Here
II. It is significant of the Lord's approbation of the Church's btatk.
no word of exhortation to repent. The keen, searching glance of the flaming eyes

faith,
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does not detect any fault in the body of the Church. In the absence of condemnation
His smile is upon his faithful ones, against
is the Divine justification and approval.
whom no accusation can be raised. If a few are faulty in one particular, the bulk of
difference is drawn between her children and the rest that are
the Church is pure.
The Lord delights in his Church
in Thyatira: "as many as have not this teaching."

A

characterized by
abundant works.

zeal,

by

love,

by triumphant

faith,

by unwearied

patience,

by

III. The call to fidelity is made necbssakt bt the presence of gbievous and
SUBTLE DANGERS. False teachers are abroad or, at least, a false teacher against
whom, as would seem, some one in power had not been sufficiently guarded. "Thou
The holiest and most active Church has its dangers from the subtle
sufferest," etc.
breath of error even zeal and love may be drawn aside. The very fervour of spirit
which is commended lays itself open, by its own honesty of purpose, to the deceits of
the designing. " Hold fast " warns of danger near as truly as it approves of the

—

—

—

possession held.
IV. The exhortation

is further enforced by a view of the tbrbiblb jttdqment
THREATENED AGAINST THE BEDtTCTRBSS. (Vers. 21 23.)
V. By the ever-present though QEACIOUBLT varied promise to the FAITHFUL.
(Vers. 26— 28.)— K. G.

—

—

—

The seven epistles compared: homiletie prologue. In order to
oh. iii. 22.
Ver. 1
avoid repetition when we come to deal specially with each epistle, it seems desirable to
notice some circumstances common to all and some peculiar to a portion.
What are these ? what
I. The circumstanobs of these letters common to all.
1. In all Christ assumes different
are the points on which they all seem to agree ?
aspects.
He does not appear to all alike. He approaches each in some special character.
Thus (1) To Ephesus he appears as one " who holdeth the seven stars in his right hand,
and who walketh in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks." (2) To Smyrna he appears
as " the First and the Last, who was dead, and is alive." (3) To Pergamos as he of " the
sharp sword with two edges." (4) To Thyatira as "the Son of God, who hath his eyes
as a flame of fire."
(5) To Sardis he appeals as " he who hath the seven Spirits of
God, and the seven stars." (6) To Philadelphia as " he that is holy and true, and hath
the key of David." (7) To Landicea as " The Amen, the faithful and true Witness."
2. In all Christ addresses himself through a special officer. " Unto the angel." ^ Who
is the "angel" is a matter of controversy, and, to me, of little interest.
Some seem
very anxious to make him a bishop. If by " bishop " is meant a man who lives in a
palace, fares sumptuously every day, rolls in chariots of wealth, and is invested with
high-sounding titles, I do not think he could have been a bishop. No doubt he was
one who had to receive and convey
the appointed messenger of the little community
communications of general interest. 3. In all Christ declares his thorough knowledge
of their moral history. Not merely the muscular, but the mental ; not merely the
works done by the body, but the works done in the body. 4. In all Christ promises
" To him that overoometh." It is not said
great blessings to the morally victorious.
that every conqueror can have the same reward. To one is promised the "tree of
To another, " to eat of the hidden manna," to receive a " white stone, with a
life."
new name written on it." To another, " power over the nations." To another, to be
" clothed in white raiment." To another, to be made a " pillar in the temple of my
God." And to another, " to sit with me in my throne," etc. To every moral conqueror
there is a promised reward. 5. In all Christ commands attertion to the voice of the
Spirit.
"He that hath ears to hear, let him hear." "The Spirit" the Spirit of
truth and right, of love and God.
6. In all Chrisfs grand aim is spiritual culture.
His admonitions, promises, and threats in each case tend in this direction. 7. In all
Christ observes a threefold division.
(1) " There is a reference to some of the attributes
of him who addresses the Church. (2)
disclosure of characteristics of the Church,
with appropriate admonition, encouragement, or reproof. (3) Promises of reward to all
who persevere in their Christian course and overcome the spiritual enemies who assault
them " (Moses Stuart).
:

—

—

A

o!f THEM DIFFER.
See ExcuiBUB at end of ch. xxll.

n. CiBOUMSTAifCEs IN WHICH soMB
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find two, namely,
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Philadelphia, who received eommendation. They do not seem to be blamed
in doctrine, discipline, or manner of life.
Of Smyrna it Bays, "Thou art
rich," that is, " rich " in the elements of moral goodness. Of the Church of Philadelphia
patience." 2. Two of tliem, namely, Sardia
it is said, " Thou hast kept the word of
and Laodicea, are censured. Of the Church of Sardis it is said, " Thou liast a name that
thou livest, and thou art dead." Of the Church of Laodicea. " I know thy works, that
thou art neither cold nor hot : I would thou wert cold or hot." 3. Three others are both
Those written to Ephesus, Pergaraos, and Thyatira contain
praised and hlamed.
mingled censure and commendation. In some respects they deserve the one, and in
some the other. In three cases, however, the approbation precedes the blame, thus
showing, as Moses Stuart says, and as Paul in his Epistles shows, that it was mora
D. T.
grateful to commend than to reprove.

Smyrna and
for

anything

my

—

— —

Vers. 1 7.
The words of Christ from eternity to the congregation at Ephesm
" Unto the angel of the Church of Ephesus," etc. The quality of words, whether weak
or potent, pure or unvirtuous, useful or otherwise, riepends evermore upon the character
of the author. Hence the words of truly great men, intellectually and morally great,
they are the organs of the
are the most blessed of all the blessed things we have
highest light and choicest life. Hence the words of Christ have a value unsurpassed
and unsurpassable. They are spirit and they are life. No words have ever sounded on
our atmosphere or appeared on the pages of universal literature approaching his in
Here are his words after he had tabernacled
intrinsic value or spiritual usefulness.
on this earth for thirty long years, endured the agonies of crucifixion, slept in the darkness of the grave, and been in eternity for nearly three score years. Such words
assuredly claim our supreme attention. They are addressed to the Church at Ephesus.'
For homiletic convenience the words of Christ in this epistle may bo divided into four
classes: (1) Those which concern himself (2) those which concern the congregation
(3) those which concern the Divine Spirit; and (4) those which concern moral
;

;

conquerors.

These refer to two things. 1. To his relation
Church. " These things saith he that holdeth the seven stars in his right hand,
who walketh in the midst of the seven golden candlesticks." The " seven stars " are
the leading ministers of the seven Churches. These he liolds in his own hand. He
holds the universe in his hands ; he holds all men in his hand, good or bad. But the
true ministers o/ his Word he holds in a special sense. He holds them with all the care
and tenderness with which a loving father holds by the hand his weak and timid child
on a dreary and dangerous path. Not only does he hold the ministers of these Churches

Those which concern himsblf.

I.

to the

Aiiis Annen (wpdrTi rvs 'Ao-^as), aa the Bphesians
asserting in this style for Ephesus that primacy vfhich Smyrna and
Pergamum disputed with it, had now bo outstripped both its competitors that it was at once
the civil and ecclesiastical centre of that 'Asia' with which we have to do. Wealthy,
prosperous, and magnificent, a meefiiig-plaoe of Oriental religions and Greek culture, and
famous on many grounds in heathen antiquity, it was chiefly fam us for the celebrated
temple of Diana, one of the seven wonders of the world, about which we read so much
(Acts xix.). But Bpheaus had better titles of honour t. an this. It was a city greatly
favoured of God
St. Paul laboured there during three years (Acts xx. 31); he ordained
Timothy to be bishop thore (1 Tim. i. 3 ; Acts xviii. 19, 24, 26) ; and Tychicus (Eph. vi.
21) ; all contributed to build up the Church in that city. And, if we may judge from St
Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, and from his parting address to the elders of the Church
(Acts XX. 17 38), nowhejo does the word of the gospel seem to have found a kindlier soil,
St. John,
to have struck root more deeply, or to have borne fairer fruits of faith and love.
too, had made it the chief seat of his ministry, his metropolis, during the closing years of
his protracted life ; from whence he exercised a wide, though not wholly unquestioned,
How early that miuisfry there began
jurisdiction (Eph. iii. 9, 10) over the whole ot'Asia.'
it is imposBible to say, the date of his withdrawal from Jerusalem being itself uncertain, and
uncertain also whether he at once chose Ephesus for the middle point of his spiritual
From a Church to which so much was given, much would be required. How tar
activity.
it had profited a it ought by these signal advantages, how far it had maintained itself at
those spiritual Heights to which it had once attained, will preieutly be seen" (Arch
'

"

Ephesus, the chief city of Ionia,

tliemselves styled

—

—

'

bishop Tienoh).

it,

;
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hand, but he moves amoogst tlietn. "He walketh in the midst of the seven
golden caijdlesticks." "Christ," says Dr. Vaughan, "walks himself among his candlesticks, and each separate lamp, of al 1 the thousands which make up the branches of one
candlestick, is as much trimmed and tended and fostered by Christ himself as if there
were no other but that one, and as if there were no human agency at all constituted for
"I know thy works." He knows
its oversight."
2. To his knowledge of the Church.
human works as no one else knows them. He knows not merely the overt acts, but
inner motives; not merely the deeds done In/ the body, but in the body. His eye peers
" I know
into those deep and vast regions of soul into which no other eye can pierce.
thy works." He knows what is in man. In the works which he knows are comprehended the trials endured. " Thy labour, and thy patience." The painful discovery of
falsehood in those who called themselves apostles or ministers of Christ, and also all
declension in what is good. " I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left
thy first love." The fact that Christ so thoroughly knows us should make us real,
lolemn, circumspect, earnest.
in his

Those which concern the coNaBEGATiON. 1. He credits them with the good
" Thou hast patience, and for my Name's sake hast laboured, and hast not
fainted,"
There are four things which he sees in them to commend.
(1) ITieir
repugnance to wrong. " Thou canst not bear them which are evil [or, evil men ']." To
loathe the wrong for its own sake is one of the finest features of character. It is
common, perhaps, to- hate evil men when they are in poverty, suffering, and disgrace
but in such hatred there is no virtue. To hate evil in men of great possessions and high
offices, millionnaires, premiers, princes, kings, is in truth somewhat uncommon; albeit
evil in such is more heinous, more loathsome and damnable, than evil anywhere else.
It is sublimely grand to see men loathing the wrong as seen in the principalities and
powers of this world. (2) Their patience in toil. Work is the duty of all, and the
work of a genuine Christian in this life is most self-sacrificing, laborious, and trying.
Hence patience is required required on account of the opposition it has to encounter
and the tardiness of the results. " Wherefore, beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unmov" Thou hast tried them which say they
able," etc.
(3) Their insight into character.
are apostles, and are not, and hast found them liars." It is a rare thing for men to
II.

they possess.

'

—

discern the real character of their fellow-men, especially of that of their religious
teachers those who have set themselves up as " apostles." Hence the popularity of
pulpit charlatans. All honour to the men at Ephesus ; their eye was keen enough and
heart brave enough to try the character of their teachers, which on scrutiny they found
" But this thou hast, that thou hatest the
to be " liars." (4) Their hostility to error.
doctrine of the Nicolaitanes, which thing I hate." "
may suppose," says one of our
most learned modern expositors, "that the Nicolaitanes were the antinomiaus of the
Asiatic Church persons who taught that the conduct is immaterial if the faith be
right; that a man may say he haih faith, aai, if so, may be iadifierent altogether to his
works; or who at least, if they did not teach this, yet encouraged the deceitful heart
in drawing this inference, by failing to set strongly and even sharply before men the
utter ruin of an inconsistent and unholy life, and then not least, but most of all, when
that sinful hfe is combined with the loud profession of a saving faith." Error is an
evil in whatever character it appears and region it operates.
Error in chemistry,
surgery, medicine, mechanics, navigation, etc., is often fraught with terrible results.
To oppose error, therefore, is a virtue. 2. Ee reproves them for the declension they
manifest. "Nevertheless, . . . thou hast left thy first love." Christly love is the life and
sun of the soul; it is the beginning and end of genuine religion. Without charitylove
we are nothing. There is a danger of this waning. Some of the angels have
lost it.
Many good men have experienced its decay. This is a great evil ; it is the sap
leaving the tree, and the foliage withers, and death descends from branch to root.
Christ
implies that men are responsible for this loss. Where this love exists it can not only be
maintained but increased the spark may be fanned into a flame. 3. Ee urges them
to reform.
In order to increase this waning love, he exhorts them to do four things.
(1^ To remember. " Eemember . . . whence thou art fallen." Be view the past, and call to
the sweet, delicate, blooming affection of thy first love, with all the fresh joys and
hopes it awakened. This memory will help resuscitation. (2) To " repent." Bepentmco does not m«an crying, confessing, and throwing yourself Into ecstasies, bnt a

—

We

—

—

—
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;
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change In the ipirit and purpose of life. (3) To reproduce. "Do the first works."
Go over thy past life, reproduce thy old feeling, and reattempt old offovt. This can be
done ; we can relive our lives, the best as well as the worst portion of them. (4) To
tremble.
"Or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy candlestick out
"Terrible warning this! Let declension go on, and ruin is inevitable.
of its place."
This is true with individuals as well as with communities. In losing the candlestick,
what a loss ! The loss is midnight " (Caleb Morris).
III. Those which concern the Divine Spirit. " He that hath an ear, let him hear
what the Si'irit saith unto the Churches; To him that overoometh will I give to eat of
the tree of life, which is in the midst of the Paradise of God." Two things are here
implied.
1. ITiat the Dioine Spirit makes communication to all the Churches.
He
speaks through material nature, througli our spiritual constitution, through human
"God, who at sundry times and in divers manners
history, through Jesus Christ.
spake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last days spoken unto
The Divine is in communication with the human,
us by his Son." Blessed thought
and has constant and sijecial communication with the Churches. Christ, the Incarnation and the Minister of the Spirit, hath said, " Lo, I am with you alway, even unto
The Spirit's words, as of old, bring life, order, light, and
the epd of the world."
beauty out of chaos. 2. That proper attention to these communications requires a
" He that hath an ear." What is the ear ? Not the mere ear of sense,
certain ear.
!

nor the mere ear of intellect it is the ear of the heart, the ear of sympathetic love.
It is said that Christ opened the " ears of his disciples, that they might understand
the Scriptures." The moral ear and eye of man are closed against; the manifestation and voice of God. "The natural man discerneth not the things of the Spirit."
Unless a man has the sentiment of melody in him, you may peal into his ear the most
magnificent strains of music, and he feels no inspiration. Nothing conies to him but
sound. As he who lacks an inward sympathy with the loftiest class of thoughts can
listen unmoved to the grandest utterances of Plato, Milton, or Shakespeare
so he who
lacks the ear of spiritual sympathy will be utterly unaffected by the communications
which the Spirit makes to the Churches'. "He that hath ears to hear" it does
not matter who he is, rich or poor, ruile or cultured " let him hear."
IV. Those which concern moral conquerors. " To him that overcometh will I
give [to him will I give] to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of the Paradise
of God [in the Paradise of God]." Observe : 1. Life is a battle.
Enemies abound
within and without. Spiritual excellence can only be reached by struggling, strenuous
"
and unremitting. 2. lAfe is a lattle that might he won.
Him that overcometh."
Thousands upon thousands have won the battle and shouted, " Victory! " at the close.
3. The winning of the tattle is glorious.
"I will give to eat of the tree of life, which
" The reference to conquering is a prominen t
is in the midst of the Paradise of God."
feature of St. John's other writings. The word, used but once in the other three Gospels
(Luke xi. 22), and but once by St. Paul (Eom. xii. 21), is found in John xvi. 33
1 John ii. 13, 14; v. 4, 5; and occurs in all these epistks to the Churches.
The
promise of the tree of life is appropriate : (1) To the virtue commended. Those who
had not indulged in the licence of Nicolaitanes shall'eat of the tree of life. (2) To the
special weakness of the Kphesians.
To those who had fallen, and lost the Paradise of
first loving communion and fellowship with God (comp. Gen. iii. 8 ; 1 John i. 3), is
held out the promise of a restored Paradise and participation in the tree of life (comp.
eh. xxii. 2
14 ; Gen. iii. 22). This boon of immortality is the gift of Christ ' I iKill
give.'
It is tasted in knowlc'ige of God and of his Son (John xvii, 3) ; it is enjoyed in
their presence (ch. xxii. 3, 4) " (Bishop Boyd Carpenter).
1). T.
;

;

—
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The words of Christ to the congregation at Smyrna. "And unto the
Vers. 8 11.
angel of the Church in Smyrna," etc. This letter is addressed to the Church at Smyrna.
" Smyrna is not mentioned elsewhere in Scripture, so that we have no means of ascertaining when, and by whom, the Christian faith was first planted there.
may,
however, conjecture that that great commercial city did not escape attention either by
St, Paul or his associates in missionary effort during his three years' stay at Ephesus.
Smyrna stands at the head of one of the finest bays in the world, and from its central
position, its easy access, and excellent harbour, it commands the commerce of the Levant.
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and is situate about forty miles north of Ephesus. It was a
very ancient city, and was one of the seven that claimed to be the birthplace of Homer
and it is considered that its claim in this respect was better founded than that of any
It was subject to various vicisof the other cities which contended for the honour.
It was overthrown by earthquakes, damaged
situdes both physically and politically.
by conflagrations, laid waste by invasion, and held in turn by ^olians, lonians,
Lydians, and Macedonians. In a.d. 177 it was destroyed by an earthquake, but rebuilt
by Marcus Aurelius, with more than its former splendour. It is now one of the most
Its populaflourishing of the cities of Asia Minor, and, indeed, the most important.
tion amounts to 140,000, of whom there are 20,000 Greeks, 8000 Armenians, about
2C00 Europeans, and 7000 Jews. There are more ChristianE in Smyrna than in any
and it is therefore peculiarly unclean in the eyes
other Turkish city in the world
Religious toleration
of the strict Moslems, who call it Giaour Izmir, or Infidel Smyrna.
has always been more fully permitted in Smyrna than in any other cities under
Mohammedan control, and rarely has Turkish fanaticism been directed against Europeans. It is a great; centre of missionary effort ; and in Smyrna the light of Christianity
has never been extinct from apostolic times " (Dr. Tait). In this epistle there are five
poverty ; (2) fiends in religion ; (3)
points that arrest our attention. (1) Wealth
saints in persecution ; (4) duty in trial ; and (5) victory in death.
I. Wealth in poverty.
"I know thy woiks, and tribulation, and poverty, but
thou art ricb." " I know thy tribulation, and thy poverty." The poverty here is secular,
not spiritual; the wealth spiritual, not secular. These two conditions of being are
Sometimes
separable, and are, in the vast majority of cases in human life, detached.
you find, as in the case of the Laodiceans, secular wealth associated with spiritual
poverty and modern society here in England abounds with examples of this condition.
Secular princes, moral paupers ; but in Smyrna the case is diiierent. It does not seem
morally proper that, according to the order of administrative righteousness, these two
conditions should be separate. The sight of secular abundance, where there is moral
destitution
the destitution of true virtue is repugnant at once to our conscience
and our reason. Nor is the sight of virtuous affluence in connection with secular
indigence and want a less incongruous sight. Antecedently, we should have concluded
that, under the government of righteousness, in proportion to a man's moral excellence
will be his temporal prosperity ; and the converse.
Looking at these conditions, separate
as they seem to have been in the case of Smyrnaean Christians, which is the better?
Decidedly the condition of spiritual wealth with secular poverty, and for the following
reasons
1. Secular wealth is of contingent value ; spiritual is of absolute worth.
All
earthly property is but lile-leased, and all life-leased property decreases in value every
day.
Not so spiritual in all worlds and in all times it is of equal worth. 2. Spiritual
wealth is essentially virtuous ; not so secular. There is no virtue in the possession of
material' wealth.
It comes to a man sometimes independently of his efforts, and often
by efforts that involve the sacrifice of all the great principles of religion and fair dealing.
Wealth may, indeed, often stand as the effect and sign of great tact, keen-sightedness,
and resolute perseverance, but not always, alas of righteous dealing. The history of
fortune-making is too often the history of low cunning, moral falsehood, and legal fraud.
Moral wealth, however, is virtue itself; all must feel it is praiseworthy; it secures the
" well done" of conscience, the approval of all pure intelligences, and of the great God
himself.
It is intrinsically meritorious and praiseworthy.
3. Spiritual wealth is
essentially a hlessing ; secular often a bane.
Virtue is its own reward it is the
paradise of the soul.
But secular wealth often undermines the health, enfeebles the
4.. Spiritual wealth is inalienable ; secular is not.
intellect;, and carnalizes the heart.
How ofton temporal wealth takes to itself wings, and flies away At death all goes
not a fraction is carried into eternity. Not so spiritual. Character we carry with
us wherever we go. 5. Spiritual wealth commands moral respect; not so secular.
wretched flunkeyism shouts " Hosannah 1 " to a man in lordly mansions, or wrapt
But str?p the hero of his
in purple robes, however corrupt in heart he may be.
grandeur, and reduce him to pauperism and beggary, and the miserable devotee will
But spiritual wealth commands moral reverence everywhere.
recoil with disgust.
"I know the blasphemy of them which say thoy are
II. Fiends in religion.
"
lynagogue of Satan." Though the "
Jews, and [theyj ore uot, but »re the
It ig the chief city of Ionia,

;
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here deBcrib(>d are ficiKli^hly bad, they had their synagogue, their place of worship.
They perhaps attended to the forms of religion, read and expounded the Scriptures in
" Are the synagogue of Satan." Satan
their own way, but their religion was fiendish.
has ever had much to do with religion. Eeligion, not godliness, is at once his shrine and
Eeligion has been and still is the greatest curse of the world ; it is the
his instrument.
nursery and the arena of every fiendish sentiment. It was religion that put to death
the Son of God himself. There are churches and conventicles that are rather the
"synagogues of Satan " than the temples of Christ; in their assemblies there are fiends
They breathe the spirit of intolerant sectarianism
in human form, service, and voice.
and bigotry, and disseminate degrading and blasphemous views of the all-loving Maker
and Manager of the universe. The difference between what is called religion and
Satan has
Christliness is the difference between light and darkness life and death,
ever had his synagogues,
III. Saints in peeseodtion.
"Fear none of these things which thou shalt suffer:
behold, the devil shall cast some of you into prison, that ye may be tried ; and ye shall
Christ, when on earth, assured his disciples that they
have tribulation ten days."
should have " tribulation." In the world they shall have " tribulation." And now
from the heights of eternity he sounds the same warning. The words suggest four
things concerning their persecution. 1. It was reliyious. It came from those who
belonged to the synagogue, and those who prided themselves on being Jews descendants of Abraham, who was the father of the faithful. A spurious religion has ever been
the chiefest and the bitterest fountain of persecution. Inquisitions have been constructed, chains have been forged, tortures have been inflicted, and martyr-flres been
kindled by the men of the synagogue. 2. The persecution was severe. " I know thy
tribulation." It consists of impoverishment, " blasphemy," and reviling, and imprisonment. "Cast some of you into prison." Corrupt religion dries up the fountains of
turns man into a
social sympathy in the human breast, dehumanizes human natvu-e
3, The persecution was testing.
"That ye may be tiied." As if Christ
devil.'

—

—

—

' Eeferring to this subject, the following remarks from a modem expositor will repay
perusal: "It would not be for your good, and it would not be for the good of God's cause
on earth, that your false parts should be covered up and disguised to the end, or that your
life on earth should be one of smooth, easy, tranquil routine, making no demand upon your
principles, upon your courage, or upon your Divine strength : you are to be oast even into
prison that you may be tried " (Dr. Vaughan).
" A'ast numbers of Jews had congregated in Smyrna for the sake of commeroe, and whenever they had the opportunity of resisting Christianity, they were not less zealous than
Alexander the coppersmith, and his companions at Ephesua, in waging war against its
supporters ; and the missionaries of the cross had as much to fear from them as from the
Bacchus-worshippers witli whom they were surrounded.
It is thought, not without some
probability, that the martyrdom of Germanicus and others of Smyrna, who suffered under
Mtircus Aurelius, Is alluded to in a passage where it is said, ' The devil shall cast some of
;
you into prison ' and we know from the manner in which the Jews joined with Satanic rage
in carrying out the martyrdom of Polycarp, how virulent they were in their persecution of
the Christians, and how powerful as a body they were in Smyrna. Smyrna, in ecclesiastical history, is celebrated as the Church over which Polycarp presided as bishop.
Polycarp was the disciple of St. John, and there is a strong probability that he was the
'
angel ' of the Church here addressed. He was contemporary with St. Ignatius, who was
also a disciple of St. John, and who suffered martyrdom in a.d. 107, eleven years after the
messages to the Churches were delivered. Now, there are two letters of Ignatius extant
one addressed to the Church at Smyrna, written by him from Troas ; and the other addressed
directly to Polycarp, who was then Bishop of Smyrna.
Archbishop Usher is at considerable pains to show that Polycarp was the Angel of the Church at Smyrna, over which
Chiirch he must have presided seventy-four years. That he was an extremely old man when,
in A.D. 167, he suffered martyrdom, we learn from the interrogation of the proconsul, who,
When
after asking him if he was Polycarp, added, 'Have pity on thy own great age.'
further urged to reproach Christ, and his life would be spared, he said, ' Eighty and six
years have I served him, and he hath never wronged me ; and how can I blaspheme my
King who huth saved me ? ' These eighty and six years cannot be the entire age of
Polycarp, but the period which elapsed from his conversion, which must have taken place,
according to this calculation, in a.d. 81, so that fifteen years must have passed from the
time be tir^t knew Oturist until the epistl* to the Church at Smvma was written, 'This,'

"
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had said, " You are to be subject to a trying, a sifting, a testing process. It must be
shown, to yourselves and to those who look on, what there is in you of empty, hollow,
cowardly profession. I cannot excuse you from this necessity." 4. The persecution
was short. " Ten days." It is idle, puerile, to inquire what exact period of time is
involved in these words. I take the idea to mean brevity. It is a short period. All
the afBictions of the good are brief. " Our light afBiotion," etc. The storm may be
Great trials seldom last long. The sufferings of the goud
sharp, but it will be short.
here are not penal, but disciplinary ; not judicial, but paternal. " What son is he that
the father chasteneth not ? " etc.
IV. DuTT IN TBIAL. How are the trials to be endured ? 1. With courage. Servile
fear is at once an unvirtuous and pernicious element in the mind ; it is inimical to
the healthy growth of our faculties, and to the maturing of our moral manhood. Hence
Christ everywhere prosfcribes it. He enjoins courage: " Fear not," be intrepid, be brave,
endure with magnanimity, struggle with invincibility. "None of these things move
" Be faithful." Do not let the
me," said Paul ; and : 2. Se enjoins faithfulness.
" Quit you like men ;
fiercest storms cause you to swerve one iota from rectitude.
" Be strong in the Lord." Be faithful to your God and your conscience. 3. He enjoins
" Unto death." If you can be faithful up to death you will be faithful
perseverance.
afterwards, for your obligations will remain, your temptations will be gone. 4. He
enjoins reflectiveness. " He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
Churches," Let the mind ever rest in deep and devout thought on the Divine which is
speaking everywhere on all things.
"He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second
V. VioToRT IN DEATH.
death." The "second death" is the death of the soul, the death of that which makes
From such a death the truly loyal and faithful shall be delivered,
all life valuable.
,

gays Archbishop Trench, 'will afford quite sufficient time for his promotion to the highest
neat of honour in the Oliurch.' But positive testimony is borne to this fact by Irensaus,
who affirms that he had in his youth often talked with Polyearp, who had been consecrated
Bishop of the Church at Smyrna by St. John ; and like testimony is given by Tertullian.
If, then, we are to regard Polyearp as the Angel of the Ohtu-ch of Smyrna, there will be considerable light thrown upon the particular references mentioned in the message to that
Churoh.eepeoially those relating to them ' who say tlicy are Jews, but are not ; ' and the exhortation and promise at the end of the epistle will hare their apposite force and application.
*'
TaSci Xeyct i irpouTos Kal & etrxaToy, i>s iyevero veKphs. Kal e^Tjtrev * These things fialth the
First and the Last, which was dead and lived again.' The Head of the Church here reveals
himself as One who had triumphed over death, and by that victory was able to sustain those
who were about to undergo cruel torments and meet death in its most terrible form. Wild
beasts and fire were the dread alternatives wliich the heathen persecutors presented before
the suffering Christians. When tlie proconsul said to Polyearp, 'I have wild beasts ; I will
expose you to them unless you repent' 'Call them,' replied the martyr; 'our minds are
not to be changed from the better to the worse, but it is a good thing to be changed from
evil to good.' 'I will tame your spirit by fire,' said the proconsul, 'since you despise the
wild boasts.' 'You threaten me with fire,' answered Polyearp, 'which bums for a moment
and will soon be extinct ; but jou are ignorant of the future judgment and of that fire that
What could have given martyrs such courage what but the
is reserved for the ungodly.'
conscious presence of him who walked with the three children in the fiery furnace of
Babylon? It is recorded that the multitude of Jews and Gentiles, who clamoured loudly
against Polyearp, called on the asiaroh, Philip, that he would loose a lion upon him; and
the popular cry of the heathen in times of persecution was ' Ohrittianoi ad Leonem I
Now, under such circumstances nothing could bear them up but the assurance that they
were in the hands of him who is ' the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever ; ' who passed
through the bitter pangs of death, and is now nlive for evermore. Death in its most
appalling forms might be near at hand, the most cruel persecution that ever was invented
by the malignity of the servants of the prince of darkness might be imminent ; but whence
those fears? 'When thou passest through tlie fire thou shall not be burned, neither shall
the flame kindle upon thee.' Like the bush at Horeb, the Church may burn, but it will
not be consumed, for Clirist is in the midst of it. They may kill the poor body, but they
cannot kill the soul, which, when the earthly pitcher is broken, shall shiue like Gideon's
lamps. Like the ohoriot of fire in which the prophet ascended, so the flame of persecution,
how fiercely soever it may bum, will only bear the soul of the martyr to the bosom of
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and, more than this, he shall have a " crown " and a " wreath of Ufe."
crown standi
for the most elevated distinction, the highest honour.
This distinction James calls
;
;
" a crown of life " Paul, "a crown of glory " Peter, " a crown of righteousness." What
is the crown of Uf« ?
Fer/ect morai manhood. D. T.

—

Vers. 12

— —

17.
IZ%e words of Christ to the congregation at Pergamos,
"And to the
the Church in Pergamos," etc. " Few, if any, parts of the world present greater
attractions than Pergamos to the student of nature, history, or art.
It is associated
with memorable names and wonderful exploits. It is the native land of Homer, the
oldest of the world's poets, and of Herodotus, the father of history, and " three of the
seven wise men here began their life. Among the wonders of the world it boasted its
Temple at Ephesus, its Mausoleum in Caria, and its Colossus at Ehodes. The finest
work of art, the celebrated Venus, is attributed to this people." Pergamos is not the
least attractive spot in this important district of the globe.
It is about three days'
journey from Smyrna, on the banks of Caiciis, in the province of Mysia, a little river
famed in classic story. It stands under the modern name of Bergama. Though it has
fallen from Its original giandeur, it has not become a desolation, or an abode for wild
beasts.
In the passage before us we have the record of the language which Christ,
from the deep silence of eternity, addressed to a congregation of his professed disciples
there.
In looking into this language we discover (1) a tone of authority ; (2) a discrimination of character ; (3) o reformative demand ; and (4) a promise of blessedness.

atigel of

Here we have—
I. A TONE OF ATJTHOEiTT.
"These things saith he which hath the sharp sword
with two edges." A sword is an emblem of authority; a "two-edged one" may
express authority as well as terrible force. In ver. 16 of ch. i. it is said, " Out of his
mouth went a sharp two-edged sword." It is a moral, not a material sword the sword of
truth ; a sword that inflicts no wounds upon existence, but upon the errors and wrongs

—

Two remarks are suggested. 1. Christ's truth is authoritative. The
an emblem of authority. In every utterance of his we have it. "Thus
saith the Lord,"
It comes, not for mere study or speculation, but with a binding
force.
It is not merely to be studied, but obeyed.
It
2. Christ's truth is mighty.
is a " two-edged sword."
It cuts in all directions, cuts to the central roots of error.
What battles it has fought what victories" it has won I It destroys all wrong thoughts,
all corrupt passions, all wicked resolves.
"It brings into captivity every thought to

of existence.

sword

is

!

the obedience of Christ."
II.
A DiscKiMiNATloN OP CHAKACTEB. "I kuow thy works." The passage
suggests: 1. That Christ is fully acquainted with circumstances under which all
moral character is formed. Christ describes exactly the moral position in which
the Church lived. " And where thou dwellest, even where Satan's seat is." " Satan's
seat" was there. It was the metropolis of a heathen divinity ^^sculapius, the god
of healing. "In his honour a living serpent was kept and fed in the temple, while
the serpent-worship was so marked a characteristic of the place, that we find this
reptile engraved on many of its coins.
Again, the practice of the priests of ^soulapius
consisted much in charms and incantations, and crowds resorted to his temple, where
lying miracles of healing were vaunted to be performed, which were doubtless used
by Satan to obstruct and counterfeit the work of the apostles and the gospel " (Rev.
H. B. Tristram, LL.D., F.E.S.). Here, too, we are told that in this city was held the
" doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a stumbling-block before the children
of Israel, to eat things sacrified unto idols, and to commit fornication." Also the
"doctrine of the Nicolaitanes." The people holding these doctrines taught the people
to eat things sacrificed to idols, and to commit fornication.
"The eating of idol meats
would, in such a city as Pergamos, be as great a stumbling-block as caste at the present
day in India. To refuse to partake of things offered to idols was not only to renounce
Idolatry, it was more; it was to abstain from almost every public and private festivity,
to withdraw, in great measure, from the social life of the place."
Here, too, we are
informed, Antipas, Christ's faithful martyr, was slain. Such was the Satanic scene in
which the disciples of Christ lived and wrought in Pergamos. Here they formed their
character and accomplished whatever good they did. Here is one of the million proofi
that man'$ moral character is not necessarily formed iy external ctrcums^ancM, however

—
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minds with the power not only to rise above external circumstances, but to subordinate the most hostile to their advantage.
2. Th/it the eye of Christ recognizes every
part of a mar^s character, whether good or had. In all characters, even the best, there
Mark what
is a mingling of tlie good and bad, and the elements of each are recognised.
"Thou boldest fast my
is here said concerning the good of the Church at Ephesus.
Name, and hast not denied my faith." Mark also what is said concerning the evil in
them. It would seem that they did not sufficiently resist the wrong. "I have a few.
things against thee, because thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of Balaam,

who taught

Balac to cast a stumbling-block before the children of Israel, to eat things
unto idols, and to commit fornication." It would seem from this that they
might have done more than they did in expelling by moral force such base and pernicious characters from their midst.
So far as they failed they were defective in faith,
zeal, and courage.
Thus Christ marks the evil and the good in the character of his
disciples, approving the one and reproving the other.
III. A KEFOEMATIVE DEMAND.
"Eepcnt; Or else I will come unto thee." 1.
Repentance is moral reformation. It is not a mere change in theological belief, in
outward conduct, or in ecclesiastical relations and rituals, but in the heart, in the
master disposition of the soul. It is the turning of the whole from the selfish to
It is, moreover, a law binding on all men.
the benevolent, from the wrong to the right.
His word commands man everywhere to " repent." It is the necessity of all men.
" Unless ye repent ye shall all likewise perish." 2. Repentance is an urgent necessity.
"Repent; or else I will come unto thee quickly." I will come in retributive justice,
and that quickly quick as the lightning. " I will fight against them with the sword
of my mouth."
Not a material sword, but a moral. His word has a power to destroy
as well as to save.
A word of his can annihilate the universe. He has only to will,
and it is done. His word carries fatal pestilences, devastating storms, and blighting
famines. What an argument of terror is this urging the duty of moral reformation
IV. A PKOMiSB OP ELESSBDNBSs. "He that hath an ear, let him hear what the
Spirit saith unto the Churches; To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden
manna, and will give him a white stone, and in the atone a new name written, which
no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it." The promises here made by the Spirit
are to a certain class
those who have conquered.
Who are the conquerors in life's
battle? Not those who by sword or bayonet or any deadly instruments have destroyed
the mortal lives ot men. Such are not the victors, but victims to their own vanity,
sacrificed

—

—

ambition, greed, and brutal passions. The real conquerors in life's battle are those who
conquer aU the evils in their own nature, and get the mastery over all their impulses
and passions. He is the sublimest conqueror who has crushed most of the wrongs and
Two blessings are here promised to such. 1. The choicest nourishment.
evils of life.
The "hidden manna." "I will give to eat of the hidden manna." Though they
absent themselves from the sumptuous feasts of idolatry, referred to in the previous
verses, they shall have food far better
the " hidden manna."
Food fulfils two
functions it satisfies and it strengthens. The best food is that which supplies the
most happiness and the most vigour. This " hidden manna," which is Christ, does
They are full of nourishment for
this.
(1) His doctrines are bread to the intellect.
the mental powers. (2) It is fellowship is bread to the heart. Loving intercourse
with him will develop, strengthen, and gladden all the sympathies of the heart. (3)
His spirit is bread to the whole life. To partake of his spirit, the spirit of supreme
love to God, consecration to the true and the right, and universal sympathy with man,
is to get that which will invigorate every faculty and fibre of our being.
His spirit
is indeed the strength of humanity.
It is the moral wine that gives at once the highest
"He that eateth me" my moral
elevation to soul, and the strongest character.
"even he shall live by me." It promises: 2. The highest distinction. (1)
spirit
"
Perhaps," says Dr. Tristram, " the white
The sign of distinction. " white stone."
stone, the pure and sparkling diamond, may be placed in contrast with the charms
supplied to the votaries of .dLsciilapius, with the cabalistic characters inscribed on them,
and which were worn as amulets to protect them from disease. This spiritual stone,
inscribed like the Urim, with a name which no man knew, may set forth the revelation
w hioh the Lord will make to his faithful people, of mysteries hidden before from kinga
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and prophets, like the hidden manna and the Drim, seen by the high priest alone, but
which rereUtiou of the glory of Grod can only be known by those who have received
him," (o) This may be a sign of acquittal. In the ancient Greek courts of justice it
was customary to signify the judgment pronounced upon the accused by throwing a
Btone into an urn; the black stone expressed condemnation, the white acquittal. Thus
Socrates was convicted and condemned.
There will be a public expression at the last
day of the acquittal of those who have won the battle, (h) This may be a sign of
gualiflcation.
It seems that before the Levites and the priests under the Law were
allowed to minister at the altar, they were examined, in order to ascertain whether they
were ceremonially clean or not. Eitualistic purity was regarded as the necessary
qualification for office. Those who were found to have this qualification had a " wliite"
stone presented to them. He who came forth from the exainination bore this sign of
fitness for his sacerdotal vocation.
Thus the " white stone " here may mean that he
who wins the moral battle of life will be regarded as fit for the high services of the
celestial world,
It was customary in the
(c) This may be a sign of public honour.
Grecian games to give a "white stone" to him who had won the victory. He who
held this stone was entitled to be supported at the public expense, had free access to
all the festivities of the nation, and was regarded as illustrious in all great gatherings.
Thus he who wins the moral battle of life shall be publicly honoured. " A crown of
glory is prepared for him, which the Lord, the righteous Judge, shall give unto him
at that day." He will have free admission into all the honours of eternity.
(2) The
It is something new—\t is a
character of the distinction. What is the character?
new name. " In the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that
receiveth it." What is this new name, the knowledge of which is entirely a malter of
individual consciousness with him who has it? This is it, "sons of God." No one
knows anything of this sonship but he who is the subject of it. D. T.

—

—

Vers. 18 29.
The words of Christ from eternity to the congregation at Thyatira.
" And \mto the angel of the Church in Thyatira," etc. Thyatira was situated between
Pergamos and Sardis, a little off the main road which connected these two cities. It
was a Macedonian colony, founded by Alexander the Great (or whom I should rather
designate ' Alexander the Contemptible") after the overthrow of the Persian empire.
'I'he Macedonian colonists appear to have introduced the worship of Apollo, honoured as
the sun-god, under the name of Tyrumnas. It has been thought by some that the
" the eyes of flame " was selected in allusion to this
description here given of Christ
worship of the sun-god, under the form of some dazzlingly ornamented image. Certainly close commercial intercourse connected the daughter colony with its mother city.
There seem to have been various mercantile guilds in the colony bakers, potters,
The dye-trade was, perhaps, the most important.
tanners, weavers, and dyers.
Lydia, the seller of purple, was in all likelihoud connected with the guild of dyers
and her appearance in Philippi is an illustration of the trade relations of Macedonia and
Thyatira. To her the Christian community of Thyatira may have owed its beginuing.
"She who had gone forth for a while to buy and sell and get again, when she returned
home may have brought home with her richer merchandise than any she had looked
The population was of a mixed character, and included besides
to obtain " (Trench).
Of all the homiletic sketches on this
Asiatics, Macedonians, Italians, and Clialdsans.
epistle, I know of no sketch so clear and comprehensive, so philosophic and suggestive,
as that of the late Caleb Morris one of the greatest, if not the greatest preacher that
has appeared. in London during the century. Those whom the popular sentiment
designates " princes of preachers" seem to me to shrink into contempt in his presence.
"There are," he says, "four things in this epistle to which we shall call atttntion
the commendable in character, fhe reprehensible in doctrine, the indispensable in duty,
and the blessed in destiny." How forcibly every item in this epistle is brought out by
these four general divisions 1 * To attempt a plan equal to this in all points of excelAlbeit, as it would be supererogatory and useless to
lence would be presumption.
repeat what others have said, I shall endeavour to bring aU the important elements
of the chapter under one general heading the moral character of mankind ; and here
we have it in three aspects.
'
See ffomaid, voL xxIt. p. 27&

—

—

—

—
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He who

Is

her* called the " Son of Qod," no doubt feels an interest in every part of the great
universe.
But material worlds and systemi), methinks, concern him not so much
as the moral character of God's spiritual offspring. In souls his interest is profound,
Two remarks are suggested. 1. His interest springs from
practical, and permanent.
an absolute knowledge of the primary elements of character. " I know thy works
and again be says, " I am he which searcheth the reins and hearts." He peers into
;

thoie spheres of mind into which the vulture's eye cannot pierce, no, nor the keenest
eye of angelic intelligence the sphere where character is generated, where its elements
float in invisible germs; the arena where the moral battles are fought, where victories
are won and defeats endured.
Our interest in objects is often blind, and so it often
happens that we are entranced with admiration for objects which wo learn from sad
experience to be worthless, base, and abhorrent. Not so with Christ. He knows what
character really is, its elements whether good or bad. 2. Eis interest JUls him with the
" I know thy works, and charity [thy
deepest concern for the progress of the good.
"Charity" and
love], and service, and faith [and ministry], and thy patience."
"service" love and its administrations; "faith" and "patience" faith in its
practical endurance; and all these in their progressive development, and "the last to
be more than the first." Moral goodness wherever it exists is progressive. Unlike all
other life, the more it grows the more the craving and the more the capability for growth.
" From glory to glory," etc.
II. As THAT WHICH IS TBANSMITTED FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION.
In the
long black roll of human infamy there is not a blacker name than that of Jezebeli the
wife of Ahab. She was "the great seducer to idolatry in the later history of Israel,
and as the worship of the Fhcenician Astarte, or Venus, was accompanied with the
grossest impurity, her name became the synonym of all that was debasing and proSome suppose that this Jezebel in Thyatira, who embodied the character of
fligate."
tlie old Israelitish, fiendish idolatress, was the wife of the bishop of the congregation
at Thyatira. It might be so, for many a worthy bishop has been matrimonially linked
Ay, what is worse, many a Jezebelitish woman, married,
to a Jezebelitish woman.
has entrapped young unmarried bishops to their disgrace and ruin. But I am disposed
to regard the name here as symbolical of some proud, persecuting, self-constituted
authority on religion, haughtily vaunting claims of superior religious piety and theoNow, centimes had passed away since Jezebel, the wife of Ahab,
logical intelligence.
ended her execrable history and passed into the retributive future; jet her character
appears in Thyatira, breathing the same passions and repeating the same conduct
as of yore. Thus moral character is transmitted. I inquire not into the philosophy
of this patent and awful fact in human history, nor into its moral propriety; certain
it is that in the present generation the same characters appear as in the generation
offer three remarks on the transmission of moral
that lived before the Flood.
cliaraoter, as suggested by the letter before us.
1. The transmitted character doea
not free the possessor from its responsibility. The party here addressed, whether an
individual, a faction, or a community, is spoken of ns responsible; ay, and it would
seem that even the bishop of the Church had not a little responsibility for the exist
ence of this Jezebelitish character a character that used its influence on the side of
The grand mission of Christly men is to
ungodliness, Ucentiousness, and adultery.
expel evil from the community, to crush the wrong, not by force and persecution, but
by Divine moral suasion and high Christian example. The work of a Christly man is
to slay with the sword of the Spirit all the moral Jezebels within his reach. But
Whilst the disciples of Christ are held to some extent responsible for the existence of
bad characters in their midst, the characters themselves are conscious of thdr responsiThe fact that they inherit the bad temper and principles of their ancestors,
bility.
however near or distant, does not relieve them from the remorseful consciousness that
they are the authors of their own character. Every pang of remorse, every tear of
compunction, every sigh of moral regret, demonstrate to the greatest sinner that he ii
the author of his own vile character, and no other. 2. The transmitted character might
" I gave her space [time that she should] to repent of her
be got rid of by its possessor.
fornication; and she repented not [willeth not to repent of her fornication]." Even the
wickedest person, man or woman, has Ume givan him for repentance. God hatea
;

—

—

We

—

—
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nothing that h« has made. He wills not the death of any sinner, but rather that he
should turn and be saved should repent and live. It was so even with the immoral
person here spoken of; time was given her ; but she would not use it. There was no
will to repent.- Therefore, for the sake of others, the time must now be shortened, and
Eepentance is the method of ridding
after one more trial judgment must follow.
one's self of a bad character, and this repentance every man can and ought to accomplish.
Men are not machines or automatons, but free agents. The will is the rudder of the
soul ; it either steers the ship into the wished-for haven, or drives it on to shoals and
quiCKSands, 3. 2%e transmilted character might entail enormous evils on others. In
truth all evil characters must do so. " And I will kill her children with death." All
have their moral offspring, children like unto themselves. The evil propagates the evil,
" No man liveth unto himself." Our moral children do our
as the good the good.
work, and that work is like that of Jezebel. Who knows the injury that the moral
children of Jezebel did to the bishop and the Christian community of Thyatira? They
encouraged licentiousness and idolatry, and committed fornication, and ate things
" sacrificed unto idols."

—

III.

As THAT WHICH DBTEEMINK8 THE DESTIKT OF MANKIND.

Here mark twO

" Behold, I will [do] cast her into a bed, and
things.
1. The outcome of the bad.
tliem that commit adultery with her into great tribulation, except they repent of their
deeds [her works]." The chamber of voluptuousness shall become the chamber of
torture. " And I will kill her children with death." Those in whom she has propagated
her foul character, under the cover of higher piety and deeper intelligence, shall meet
with destruction. Death shall be their fate the death of all that makes life worth
having. " The wages of sin is death." " Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for what"I will give unto every one of you
soevo. -s man ioweth, tliat shall he also reapi"

—

;
according to jronr works " your works shall determine your doom. 2. The outcome
of the good. Three great blessings are here stated as coming to such. (1) Freedom
from future suffering. " But unto [to] you I say, and unto [to] the rest in [that are
in] Thyatira, as many as have not this doctrine [teachiDg], and which have not known
[know not] the depths [deep things] of Satan, as they speak [say] ; I will put [cast] upon
you none other burden." Whilst those whose impious Gnosticism, intolerant spirit
and gross sensuality would meet with anguish and death, all who were free firom these
abominations would be secure from future evil. "I will put [cast] upon you none
You need not apprehend any future evil. Elsewhere we are told that
other burden."
" he will keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on him." Another blessing
"But [howbeit] that which ye have already hold
is: (2) Elevation to true royalty.
Those who hold fast with an unrelaxing grasp all the good they had,
fast till I come."
triumphed over evil, and held on loyally to the end, i-hall have "power over the
nations."
What power? Moral power power over the minds and hearts of nations.
He only is the true sovereign who governs minds and hearts. All other sovereignties
The morally right has in it the highest elements of might. Bight is
are shams.
might, and there is none other. " He shall rule them with a rod of iron." Bight is a
rod of iron unbreakable and all-cr,ushing, dashing to pieces, shivering into atoms all the
kingdoms of error and wrong. He is the greatest king of his age who has the most
truth and goodness in his soul hence the " saints one day shall judge the world."
Hail the period! merciful Heaven, hasten it 1 Another blessing is (3) Inheritance of the
"1 will give him the morning star." "Morning star" bright
highest possession.
harbinger of a day whose skies shall have no cloud, whose atmosphere no storm, whose
sun shall rise and set no more. Christ himself is the " Morning Star." This is the
title he gives himself: " I Jesus am the Boot and Offspring of David, and the Bright and
Morning Star." The good man shall liave Christ, and, possessing him, shall have more
than the universe itself. "All things are yours," etc. So that out of the moral character
of mankind will bloom their Paradise or flame their hell. Therefore what we have good
in us let us not only " hold fast," but nourish into higher developments. Let us bo cultivate the " Divine tree " that its roots shall deepen, its fibres strengthen, its branches mulD. T.
tiply, its foliage become more magnificent, and its fruits more abundant every day.

—

;

:

—

—

Ver. 25.

come."

Christian excellence.

"But

These few words give us three

that which y« have already hold fast
iJeas concenting Christian «xc«llence.

till

X
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Christian bxcellenob is an attainment. The words are addressed to Christiam
and they are represented as having "charity," or love to Christ, and
" patience," or holy fortitude and magnanimity under all the trials of life. These are
all elements of Christian excellence, and these they are represented as having attained.
They had reached the goodness they possessed by holy efiorts in the use of means. 1.
Christian excellence is an attainment in contradistinction to a native grovrth. It does
not spring up in the soul as an indigenous germ. It is a seed that has been taken in
and culiivated. 2. Christian excellence in contradistinction to an impartation. In a
sense it is a gift of God not in the sense in which life, and light, and air, and the
seasons of the year, are the gifts of God, blessings that come upon us irrespective of
our own efforts ; hut rather in the sense in vphich the crops of the husbandman, the
learning of the scholar, the triumphs of the artist, are the gifts of God, blessings that
come as the result of appropriate labour. We shall neither grow good nor be made
We must become good ; we must struggle after it.
good.
II. Christian excellence is an attainment that requires fast holding.
"Hold fast" whatever is attained. Little or much should be retained : 1. Because it is
worth retaining. Its value will appear by considering three things. (1) The priceless
instrumentfility employed to put man in possession of it.
The n]ission of Christ. (2)
Its essential connection with man's spiritual well-being.
There is no true happiness
apart from it. (3) Its capability of unlimited progress. It may be as a grain of
mustard, but it can grow. What glorious harvests are enfolded in one grain of true
goodness I It should be held fast. 2. Because there is a danger of losing it. (1) Men
who have had it have lost it before now. (2) Agencies are in constant operation here
Hold it fast, therefore.
that threaten its destruction.
III. Christian excellence is an attainment that will be placed beyond
DANGER AT THE ADVENT OP Chbist. "Hold fast till I come." An expression this
implying that it will be secure enough afterwards. He crmes to every Christian at
death.
"I will come again, and receive you unto myself." When he thus comes: 1,
He crushes for ever our enemies. He bruises the head of Satan under our feet. 2. Se
remaves from us everything inimical to the growth of goodness. 3. He introduces us
into those heavenly scenes where there will be nothing but what ministers to the
advancement of goodness. Take heart. Christian the struggle is not for long 1 ^D. T.
I.

at Thyatira,

;

—

—

;

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

—

III.

The epistle to the Chureh at
Sardis. This Church is one of the two which
Smyrna and
receives unmixed reproof.
Philarlelphia receive no blaine Sardis and
Sardis lies
Laodlcea receive no piaise.
almost due south of Thyatiia, on the road to
Philiidelphia, between the river Hermus and
Mount Tmolus. It had been in turn Ijydian,
Persian, Greek, and Roman, and, like its
Vers.

1

6.

;

last

Lydian king,

brated for

its

Pactolus,

in

through

its

Ciossus,

had been

cele-

The auriferous stream
summer almost dry, flowed

wealth.

market-place

but

;

source of wealth was its trade.
" twelve famous cities of Asia

its

In

chief

a.d.

17

fell hv an
The calamity
.
earthquake in the night.
fell most heavily on the people of Haidis,
and it attracted to them the largest suaio of
sympathy. The emperor [Tiberius] promised
.

.

ten million sesterces (£85,000), and remitted
for five years all they paid to the ex-

chequer" (Tao., 'Ann.,' ii. 47). A little
later Sardis was one of the cities of Asia
which claimed the honour of erecting a
temple in honour of Tiberius, but the preference was given to Smyrna (' Ann.,' iv.
Of the inscriptions which have
55, 56).
been discovered at Sardis, nearly all are of
the Roman period.
Cybele, or Oybebe, was
the chief divinity of Sardis; but no reference to this nor to any of the special
features of the city cun be traced in the

In the second century, Melito,
Bishop of Sardis, held a very prominent

epistle.

place among Asiatic Christians, both in
personal influence and in literary work.

Among

his numerous writings was one on
Apocalypse of St. John.
The prosperous and luxurious capital of Lydia is

the

"

;

OB. in.

now
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teprerented

by a few huts and a

tion of ruins buried deep in rubbish.
retains its ancient

The Church

name

colleoIt still

in the form 8art.

no Kicolaitans,
no Balaam, no Jezebel. But there is worse
evil than the presence of what is morally
ftud dootrinally corrupt.
The numbness of
spiritual torpor and death is more hopeless
tlian unwise toleration.
The Church in
Sardis, scarcely out of its infancy, has
already the signs of an effete and moribund
faith

;

was a

and

in Sardls has

it is

:;

possible that this deadness

result of the

absence of internal

—

Ver. 1. He that hath the seven Spirits
of Qod (see notes on ch. i. 4, 16, 20 but
observe that this designation of Christ does
not occur in the opening vision). In ch.
T. 6 the Lamb is seen "having seven horns
and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits
of God." The seven Spirits being the Holy
Spirit in his sevenfold activity, it is manifest
(as Trench observes) that this passage is of
importance in reference to the doctrine of
the double procession. The Son hath the
Spirit, not as One who receives it irom the
Father, but as One who can impart it to
men. As man he received it; as God he
gives it. And a Church sunk in spiritual
;

deadness specially needs such a gift. Hence
the repetition about having the seven stars,
which appears also in the address to the

Church in Bphesus

Note, however, that here we have ix"" f°'' uparav,
which would not have been appropriate to
express the Son's possession of the Spirit.
It is he who holds in his hand the angels of
the Church that also has the Spirit wherewith to quicken them. Those that are alive
owe their life and growth to him. Those
that are dying or dead may be restored to
life by him.
Then hast a name that thou
livest, and thou art dead.
This, again, is
thoroughly in the style of the Fourth
Gospel.
St. John frequently states some
gracious fact, and in immediate sequence
gives the very opposite of what might have
been expected to result from it. " Thou
hast a reputation for life, and (instead of
being full of vigour and growth) thou art a
corpse."
This has been called " the tragic
tone " in St. John (comp. John i. 5, 10, 11
iii 11, 19, 32; v. 39, 40; vi. 36, 43, etc.).
In all these cases the contrast is introduced
by a simple xal, which may be rendered
"and yet; " but the simple " and" is more
forcible. Beware of the unworthy literalism
which suggests that the Bishop of Sardis
bore a name which implied life, e.g. Zosimns, or Vitalis. As already stated (notes
«o oh. L 20X it is improbable that "the
(oh.

ii.

1).
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And

angel" means the bishop.

in

any

case "name" is here used in the common
sense of character or reputation.
Comp.
Herod., vii. 138, where the historian says
that Xerxes' expedition had the name (oivofjM
cIxO of being directed against Athens, but
was really a menace to the whole of Greece.
have very similar uses of imij.a iu
Mark ix. 41 and 1 Pet. iv. 16. The Church
in Sardis had a name for Christianity, but
there was no Christianity in it.
Ver. 2. Be watchful
literally, become
matching.
The use of ytyvofiai implies
that the watchful state is not the normal
one a change is needed before the watching
can come about (comp. ch. i. 9, 10, 18 ; ii. 8
The use of the present
iv. 2 ; vi. 12, etc.).
participle instead of an adjective (" watcliing" for "watchful") makes the charge
more definite ; not merely " be of a watchful
character," but " become a watcher " (comp.

We

—

;

—

ch. xvi. 10

;

Mark i. 4

;

ix. 3,

7

;

Heb.

v. 12).

Stablish the things that remain, which were
ready to die. The reading, " were ready to
die," is the best attested, and as being less
smooth than " are ready to die," was more
lilcely to be altered.
It antioijiates the
time when the command wil be obeyed
" which were ready to die when thou didst
begin to stablish them."
No doubt tA
Aoi7ri£ may be masculine in signification,
and mean those members of the Churcli
who have still some life in them. But this
interpretation anticipates ver. 4, which ap1

parently introduces a new fact. It seems
better, therefore, to retain the neuter, and
interpret " the things that remain '
as
meaning the few good elements of faith and

which still survived. The externals
of the Christian life were there ; otherwise
it could not have been even nominally
And these externals might be
Christian.
made realities to support the revived life of
the Church. For I have found no works of
thine.
The diiference between the Authorized Version and the Revised Version
here depends upon the presence or absence
of the article before epya. The balance of
probability is against ti£, and its absence
makes the reproach stronger. Fulfilled beThe substitution of "fulfore my God.
filled " (Revised Version) for " perfect
(Authorized Version) is impoitant.
The
practice

Greek

is jreir\npa>ii4va

13, etc.), not reXfrn (1

(Jolm

John

xvi.

24

iv. 18).

;

xvii.

And

"fulfilled" is better than "complete"
(Alford, Tregelles), in order to bring out
the connexion with the numerous places in
which the same verb occnrs, especially in
tiie writings of St. John (ch. v. 11 ; John
iii. 29; vii. 8 ; xii. 38; xiii. 18; xv. 11, 25,
etc.; 1 John i. 4; 2 Jolin 12); in many
of which passages " complete " would not
stand as a rendering. " Fulfilled," or " made

;;
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made np to the right rtandard
The works of the Saidian

of excellence.

Church have been weighed, and found wanting before God. "A miniater of Christ is
very often in highest honour with men for
the performance of one-half of his work,
while God is regarding him with displeasure
" Before
for the neglect of the other half."
my God " is undoubtedly the true reading,
whatever may be the case in ch. 11. 7.
Only in the writings of St. John does Jesns
Ciirist speak of the Father as "my God;"
and this fact is one more link between the
Fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse. In
this chapter we have five instances here
and ver. 12 (comp. ch. IL 7 [possibly] and
John XX. 17). In Matt, xxvii 46 Christ
adopts the language of Ps. xxii 1, and
addresses the Father as " my God ; " and St
Paul uses similar language (Eph. i. 17).
The expression, " before God " (^iv^jrioy rov
@eov), is specially common in the Apocalypse and in the writings of St Luke and
of St. Paul ; It does not occur in either St.
Matthew or St. Mark.
Vei. 8. Bemember therefore how thon
hast received and didst hear (comp. ch. ii. S).
Like the Kphesians, the Sardians are reminded of the better condition from which
They are of those
they have receded.
" who, when they have heard the Word,
receive
it
with joy; and they
straightway
have no root in themselves, but endure for

—

—

» while" (Mark

vr. 16, 17).

The "how,"

as is shown by the verbs "receive" and
" hear," refers to the readiness with which
they accepted the gospel, rather than to the
power with whioh it was preached to them.
The tenses are instructive: the aorist applies to the hearing at some definite period
in their history; the perfect implies the
peimanent result of the act of reception.
Keep and repent. Keep what thou didst
hear. " Keep" is better than " hold fast,"
to mark the difference between Tiipety (ch, 1.
3 ; ii. 86 ; lil. 8, 8, 10, etc.), and xpareiv
(ch. ii. 1, 13, 14, 15, 25 ; iii. 11, ete.).
Here
again the tenses should be noted the present imperative indicates that they are to
conlinue to keep the aorist, that they are
to repent once for all.
We liave a similar
combination of tenses in " Take these things
hence at once ; continue to refrain from
making my Father's house a house of
merchandise " (John ii. 16 ; comp. John v.
Acts xii. 8; 1 Cor. xv. 84). "Ee8, 11
member " here and in oh. ii. 5 is with equal
fitness the present imperative : " continue to
remember.
I vriU. oome as a thief.
The
"on thee" after "come," though well supported, Is probably not genuine. Wherever
this figure is nsed in the New Testament
of the coming of Christ, the word used is
•AivTiii, "a thiet^" and not \pirriis, a "rob:

;

;
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ber " or " bandit." This shows, what Is also
plain ftom the context, that secrecy, not
violence, is the point of the similituda
(comp. ch. xvl. 15 Matt. xxiT. 43 ; Lnk«
xii. 39 ; 1 Thess. v. 2 ; 2 Pet iii. 10). Then
Shalt not know what hour; literally, thou
ehalt in no wise come to know during v)hat
The negative is the
hind of an hour.
strongest form, ov /u^ (cb. 11. 11 ; Hi 5, 12).
The verb Is yivioKeiv, which implies ac;

knowledge (ch. ii. 23, 24 ; iii. 9).
is iroXos (John x. 82; xii. 33;
xviii. 32; xxl. 19; and especially Matt.
xxiv. 42; Luke xii. 39); and *'bour" ia in
the accusative (John Iv. 52).
Ver. 4.—But thon hast a few names In
quisition of

The pronoun

Sardis.

The "but" (Revised

Version)

must be added, and the "even" (Authorized Version) omitted, on conclnsive evidence. " Names " is here used in the sense
of persons (Acts 1. 15 and cb. xi. 13, where
the Revised Version has " persons ") ; there
is no reference to the totally different tise of
" to have a name" in ver. 1. Bede remarks,
" He knoweth his own sheep by name, as he
knew Moses byname, and writeth the names
of his own in heaven." These few are like
the few righteous In Sodom. Though they
consent to abide In the Church, they do not
leaven it, nor does their presence save it:
" They shall deliver but their own souls by
their righteousness" (Ezek. xiv. 14, 16, 18,
The word for "defile" (^^Kivuv)
20).
occurs only here, oh. xiv. 4, and 1 Cor. viii. 7.
Its radical meaning is " to besmear," and so
" to befoul." That of lualvtiv (John xviii. 28
Titus i. 15 ; Heb. xii. 15 ; Jude 8) is rather
"to stain," which ia not necessarily "to
befoul." That of koivovv (Matt. xv. 11—20;
Mark vii. 15—23 ; Acts x. 15 ; xi. 9 ; xxl.
28 ; Hfcb. Ix. 13) is " to make common or
profane." In moat cases all these three are
rendered "defile" in our version. These
few in Sardis have kept themselves "un-

spotted from the world " in which they live.
Neither the corruption of heathendom nor
the torpor of a moribund Church has Infected them. Their contact with a dead
body has imparted no life to the body and
no defilement to them. There is no need to
press the metaphor and give a special meaning to "garments" whether their souls, or
their bodies, or their consciences, or their

—

baptismal robes. The metaphor is implied
in " putting on the new man " (Eph. iv. 24
Col. iii. 10), " putting on Christ " (Rom. xiii.
14 ; Gal. iii. 27), where the word for " put
on" is iviieaem, "to be clothed with."
They shall walk with me. In accordance
with Christ's higii-priestly prayer (John
xvii. 24; comp. Rev. xxl, 24).
In whittk
This elliptical expression {iv XevKois) for " in
white robes " occurs in the New Testament
only here and John xx. 12, and is anotbei
'

m. ta
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link botwMa the two bookg. The
word " whiUt " (Acuk<{sX excepting in Matt. v.
and
John ir. 85, i* in the New Testament
36
alway8 used of heavenly purity and brightness.
Thus also Plato, Xp^fiara Si \euKd
rrptirom' tv fleoii rfj) (' Laws,' 956) ; and

Virgil of the souls in the other world, " Omnibus his nivea cinguntur tempora yitt&"
(' ^neid,' vi 665).
(See notes on ch. i. 14.)
As we might expect, the word is specially
frequent in Bevelation.
Of course, the
white garments referred to here, vers. 5,
18, and ch. ir. 4, are quite different from
the undefiled garments just mentioned. The
one is tlie imperfect purity of struggling
saints on earth, the other the perfect purity
of glorified saints in heaven. The promise,
therefore, is threefold. (1) They shall walk,
«.«. they shall have life and liberty.
(2)
They shall have Christ as their constant
Companion. (3) They shall be iu unsullied
glory. And why? Because they are worthy.
The merit is not theirs, but Christ's, in
whose blood they have washed their robes
(ch. vii. 14; 1 John IL 2), and by whose
grace they are preserved in holiness (1 John
It is because they have by God's help
i. 7).
fulfilled the conditions which he has promised to accept, that they are worthy. The
nearest approach to this declaration of
worthiness on the part of God's saints seems
to be Luke xx. 85 (notxxi. 36) and 2 'Thess.
i. 5, 11.
But in all these passages they are
"accounted worthy" (fiaTo^uoeeVTfs) rather
than " worthy " (Sfioi). In ch. xvi. 6 we

have the opposite worthiness of those who
Lara earned the " wages of sin " instead of
the "gift of God" (Eom. vi. 28). Such
persons are literally worthy, and not merely
accounted worthy.
Ver. 5. He that overcometh shall thus he
arrayed in white garments. It is difficult
to see on what principles of criticism Alford
retains the reading of the Textus Beceptus,
oItos, instead of that rightly accepted by
the Bevisers, oiras. The latter has a very
decided balance of external evidence in its
favour; the former is a corruption very
likely to occur either accidentally or in
order to introduce a construction very
frequent in St. John (John iii. 20; vi. 46;
The change
vii. 18; XV. 5; 2 John 9).
from "clothed" (Authorized Version) to
" arrayed" (Eevised Version) here and elsewhere is no doubt made in order to mark
the difference between 7repi0ehri/x4rof and
But neither the Authorized
irSeSv/ihos.
Version (xvii. 4; xix. 8) nor the Eevised
Version (li. 8 xv. 6) is consistent. The
Authorized Version generally renders both
The Eevised Version
words "clothed."
generally has " arrayed" for TepiPeXriiiepos,
tnd "clothed" for ivStSvu^vot. The Autho-

—

;

rhwd Vanioo
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having "garments" for luina in ver. 4, and
" raiment " for the same word in ver. 5. The
construction, veptfidWeadai tii rtvi, occurs
again in oh. It. 4_, and once or twice in the
LXX. (Deut. xxil. 12); the usual construction is with the accusative. The promise in
this verse is again threefold, the last of the
three promises in ver. 4 being repeated here
as the first in this triplet. Eepetitions of a
similar kind are very frequent in the Fourth

Gospel

5; x. 11;

xiii. 20; xv. 19;
I will in no wise blot out
his name.
The negative, as in vers. 8 and
12, is in the strongest form.
Here we seem
to have a figure borrowed from the custom
of striking the names of the dead out of the
list of citizens.
But the figure is a very
ancient one, as is seen from parallels in
the Old Testament. The present passage,
(i.

1,

xvii. 9, 16, etc.).

'E^aKel\j/io

.

.

.

c/c

t?i /3(3Aou

rfis

(aiTJs, is

singularly close to the LXX. of Ps. Ixix. 29,
'E^a\ti<p6iiTairav eK BlPMov Q<ivra>v; and to
Exod. xxxii. 33, 'EfoXeiif-w ainhv tKTijs &i8Kov
ixou; oomp. Ps. cix. 13; Dan. xii. 1; and
for the exact expression, " the book of life,"
see ch. xiii. 8 ; xvii. 8
xx. 15 ; xxi. 27 ; and
;

(without articles) Phil. iy. 3, where Bishop
Lightfoot comments as follows : " The ' book
of life' in the figurative language of the
Old Testament is the register of the covenant
people (comp. Isa. iv. 3; Ezek. xiii. 9).
Hence 'to be blotted out of the book of the
living' means 'to forfeit the privileges of
the theocracy, to be shut out from God's
favour.' But the expression, though perhaps
confined originally to temporal blessings,
was in itself a witness to higher hopes ; and
in the Book of Daniel first it distinctly refers to a blessed immortality (comp. Hermas,
'Vis.,' i. 3; see also Luke x. 20; Heb. xii.
23)." And I will confess his name.
Without the smallest manuscript authority or
any encouragement from previous versions,
Latin, German, or English, the Genevan
and Authorized Versions here render xal
"but"! The simple connexion with "and"
is thoroughly.in St. John's style : " He shall
be . .
and I will . . . and I will " (comp.
vers. 12, 17 ; ch. ii. 26—28, etc. ; John i, 4, 5,
This is the third of the
10, 11, 14, etc.).
promises: (1) he shall be in unsullied glory;
.

(2) he shall never lose his heavenly citizenship; (3) he shall be publicly acknowledged
This tliird point
as a citizen by the Judge.
is a combination of Matt. x. 32 (" before
Father") with Luke xii.8("before the angels
of God "). "
may observe of this epistle
that in great part it is woven together of
sayings which the Lord had already uttered
in the days during which he pitched hia
tent among men ; he is now setting his seal
from heaven upon his words uttered on

my

We

earth" (Trench).
Var.

6.

—He that

hstli

(s ssr.

kt in tht

—

no

—
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others of the last four epistles, and aniike
the first three, this exhortation follows the
promise to the victor. No satisfactory explanation of the change of arrangement

seems to have been given by any commen-

The

order in the four last epistles
seems best. The exhortation forms a fittiog
conclusion to each, as in the synoptic
Gospels to parables (see notes ou ch. ii. 7,
tator.

and comp.

oh. xiii. 9).

—

Vers. 7

same

The

13.

Philadelphia.

The

Church at

epistle to the

circuit continues in the

Philadelphia

direction.

lies

about

on the

It is said to owe Its
road to Laodicea.
name to Attains Philadelphus, King of Per-

—

138.
But it is by no
b.o. 159
means certain that he wag the founder. A

gamum,

trustworthy tradition as

to

Egyptian

its

origin points to Ptolemy Philadelphus,

who

had estates in Asia Minor (Theocr., xvii. 88).
Lying at the western edge of a district whose
highly volcanic character earned it the name
of Phrygia Cataeecaumene, Philadelphia

was constantly suffering from earthquakes
It was destroyed along with
12).

(of. ver.

Sardis in the catastrophe of a.d. 17 (Tac,

But the advantages of
commanding the way to the
pass between the Hermus valley and the
Mseauder valley, and the richness of its
vine-produce (Virgil, « Georg.,' ii. 98), seem
'Ann.,'

to

ii.
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[oh. hi.

name is AUah Shehr, " the city of God," or,
as others write and render it, Ala Shehr,
" the striped city." In any case the coincidence with "the name of the pity of

God "

my

purely accidental. (For
an eloquent account of Philadelphia, see
Gibbon, ' Decline and Fall,' ch. IziT.)
It is

(ver. 12) is

doubtful whether there are any local
the epistle; but some have

allusions in

thirty miles south-east of Sardis,

47).

position,

its

;

;

have induced the inhabitants

to cling to

The coins of Philadelphia often
site.
have the head either of Bacchus or a
Bacchante on one side ; and it Is a known

the

fancied that "thou hast a little power"
(ver. 8) and " a pillar in the temple " (ver.

such (see notes in each place).
of "Little Athens," which Philadelphia Sometimes bore, on account of its
numerous temples and festivals (Acts xvii.
16, 22), shows that the little Christian
community would have to contend with a
specially vigorous form of heathenism. It
had also to contend with a colony of hostile
Jews, which was no doubt largely augmented
after the destruction of Jerusalem, when
fugitive Jews came to " worship before the
feet" of the Philadelphian Church (ver. 9).
Hence the epistle of Ignatius to the Philadelphians treats of Judaism as one of their
chief dangers (c. vi., viii., ix.). There were
12)

are

The name

men

among

authority

of

them who questioned the
and Epistles, and

Gospels

admitted only the Old Testament Scriptures
(ra dpxeia) aa binding.

lead even

Some had

tried to

Ignatius himself astray

(vii.).

Altogether bis epistle gives a less happy
picture of the Philadclphians thau that
which we have here, where (as in the epistle
to the Church at Smyrna) Ihe Philadelphian

fact that volcanic soil is specially favourable

Church

Yet in Koman times it
was not equal to Ephesus or even Laodicea
and for law-courts its citizens had to go to
Sardis.
Nevertheless, it has outlived all
these three, and still continues on the same
site, and perhaps within the same walls, as

Old Testament
language and imagery which is found in this
epistle has any connexion with the Jewish

to

vine-growing.

of old.

At the

close of

the

it was the last Byzantine city to
surrender to the Turks, and, when it did
succumb, made better terms than any of the

To

this

day

it

retains the privilege

of free Christian worship, with the use of
bells for service, and processions in public
a thing allowed by the Turks in no other

inland city of Asia Minor.

It has a bishop

and a dozen churches, and
about a third of

its fifteen

aatf are Ohristian.

Its

receives

large

unmixed

proportion

praise.

Whether

of

colony in Philadelphia is uncertain.

haps

most

of the

Christians

Per-

had been

originally Jews.

fourteenth

century

others.

the

it is said

that

thousand inhabit-

modern

Turkish

Ver. 7.— He that Is holy, he that is trn«.
doubtful which of these two clauses
should precede: authorities are somewhat
evenly balanced. Christ, the Speaker, herl
claims to be " the Holy One " (o 0710s), and
therefore God (ch. vi. 10 ; comp. ch. iv. 8
John xvii. 11). In the Old Testament " the
Holy One" is a frequent name of God,
especially in Isa. i. 4; t. 19, 24; x. 7,
20; xii. 6, etc.; Job vi. 10; Jer. 1. 29; Ii.
5 ; Ezek. xxxix. 7 ; Hos. xi. 9 ; Hab. iii. 3,
etc.
The word does not occur in Homer
or Hesiod, nor in the Greek tragedians, but
It is

"

;
;

1—22.]
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very frequent in the LXX. and the New
Testament. Its radical meaning is separation.
The two epithets " holy " and " true "
must not be merged in one as "the truly
holy." The "True Ooe " has a very distinct meaning of its own.
Note that the
adjective used is &\rjBiv6s, not dAijfl^j.
as opposed to
'AATjfl^j, verax, is "true"
" lying " aAriflivds, verus, is " true " as
opposed to "spurious," "unreal," "imperfect" Christ is "the True One" as
opposed to the false gods of the heathen;
they are spurious gods. Both adjectives,

mitted to his Church, but not unreservedly.
" He still retains the highest Administration
in his own hands " (Trench)
and if the
Church errs in binding or loosing, he cancels
tlie judgment.
The Church may open where
Christ will shut, and shut where Christ will
open. He alone openeth so that none shall
shut, and shutteth so that none can open.
Ver. 8. I know thy works. Once more
Christ's judgment is based upon intimate
personal knowledge.
question arises
whither the next sentence, introduced by
"behold," should be parenthetical or not.
It is possible, as in the Authorized Version and previous English versions, and
also in the Vulgate, to avoid what is certainly an awkward parenthesis.
On the
other hand, it seems clear that in ver. 1 and
ver. 15 8ti depends upon oTSo, " I know thy
works, thai thou," and does not introduce
a fresh sentence ; " I know thy works for
thou." Then must not fin depend upon
oUa here? But either arrangement makes
good sense, and perhaps the omission of the
parenthesis makes the best sense: "Because
thou hast little power, and hast made a good,
use of that little, I have given thee an
opportunity of which none shall deprive
thee." This seems to be the obvious meaning of the "opened door," in accordance with
1 Cor. xvi. 9
2 Cor. ii. 12 Acts xiv. 27
Col. iv. 3.
The Philadelphian Church, in
spite of its small advantages, whether in
numbers or prosperity, kept Christ's word
:

aKridiv6s, are characteristio

of
latter serves to bind together
Gospel, Epistle, and Apocalypse. It occurs
nine times in the Gospel, four times in the
First Epistle, and ten times in the Apocalypse ;
twenty-three times in all; in the rest of
the New Testament only five times. It is the
word used of " the true Light " (John i. 9
1 John ii. 8 ) ; " the true Bread " (John vi.
32), and "the true Vine" (John xv. 1).
Applied to God, we find it in John vii. 29
xvii. 3; 1 John v. 20.
He that hath the
key of Bavid. Observe that none of these
titles come ftom the opening vision in ch. i.,
although by no means all the material there
found (oh. i. 13 16) has been already used.
The source of the present appellution ig
obviously Isa. zxii. 20 22 ; but it is worth
noting that Isa. xxii. 20 has much that is
parallel to the unused material in ch. i. 13;
so that the opening vision would seem to
direct ug, as this passage certainly does, to
Eliakim as a type of Christ. As Trench
observes, Isaiah foretells the promotion of
Eliakim " with an emphasis and fulness "

John.

The

—

A

—

:

—

which would surprise us if we did not see iu
not merely the description of "a revolution
in the royal palace " of Judah, but " tlie
type of something immeasurably greater."
Shebna, whose name shows him to have
beeo a foreigner, had misused his dignity
and power as steward or controller of the
royal house an office analogous to that
held by Joseph under Pharaoh and by our
prime minister. For this he was degraded

;

it

;

when

called upon to deny him ; and for this
shall ever have the privilege of giving
others an entrance into Christ's fold. The
aorlsts, iTl)p-i\iTa.s and ripvii(r<a, appear to point
to some definite occasion.
On "keep my
word," see notes on ch. i. 3 and ii. 26. The
antithetic parallelism, "didst keep and didst
not deny," is thoroughly in St. John's style,
and is one of many instances of the Hebrew
cast of his language (comp. ch. ii. 13 ; John
it

—

to the inlerior ofBce of royal scribe or
secretary (Isa. xxxvi. 3 ; xxxvii. 2), while
"
Eliakim was made " mayor of the palace
The Tra<rTO(p6piov of the LXX.
in his room.
and prmpositui tempU of the Vulgate would
lead us to suppose that Eliakim's office was
sacerdotal ; but this is certainly a mistake.
Luther's Eofmeister is much nearer the
mark.
key would not be an appropriate
symbol of a priestly office. In possessing
" the key of the house of David," Eliakim
bad control over the house of David. Therefore in this passage Christ claims the control
of that of which the house of David was a
type. He is Regent in the kingdom of God.
H* Uwt ope&et£, and none shall ghut, and

Ill

"the key of knowledge" (Luke xi. 52).
They belong to Christ, but have been com-

;

St.

JOHN THE DIVINE.

shntteth, and nana openeth.
The various
readings here are numerous, but not of much
moment: "shall shut" is much bettel
attested than "shutteth" in the first half.
" The keys of the kingdom of heaven
(Matt. xvi. 19) are not to be confounded with

is

and especially

ST.

iii. 16; x. 5, 18, etc.; 1 John i. 5,
10, 11, 27, 28). The ungratiimatical
repetition involved in hv obtAs Siyaroi kAeJaat aiT-liv recurs in ch. vii. 2 ; xiii. 12 ; xx.

3,

i.

6

A

;

20;

ii. 4,

8. Such frequent solecisms argue imperfect
grasp of the language (comp. Mark vii. 25
Acts XV. 17).
Ver. 9. Behold I give of the synagogrue
The true reading seems to be
of Satan.
neither StSa>iii nor SeSaxa, but SiSa>, from the
form StS6w, which is fnirly common in classical Greek.
The coontruotioB, ^« rji wvm-

—

I

"

;

;
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ST.

YwYqs, the partitiTe genitive nsed as subject
01 object of a verb, is frequent in St. John's
writings (John i 24; Tii. 40; xvi. 17; 2
John 4 comp. John vi. 89 xxi. 10). The
Churcli of Smyrna was enoooraged with a promise that their Jewish opponents should not
be victorious over tliem. The Philadelphian
Christians are told that they shall be victorious over their Jewish opponents. As before (oh. ii. 9), those who "say they are Jews,
and they are not," aro Jews who refuse to
believe in the Messiah and reject the Gospel.
The only true Jews are those who accept the
Christ. They are not, but do lie. Antithetic
parallelistn, as in ver. 8 and ch. ii. 13. I will
make them to oome and worship at thy feet.
This would be fulfilled when the destruction
of Jerusalem drove large numbers of Jews
iuto Asia Minor. Every city which had previously had a Jewish colony would then
receive a great iuflux of refugees. This
;

;

augmented Jewish settlement at Philadelphia was to furnish some converts to the
Christian Church; but, as we learn from
the

of Ignatius, these converts
tainted the Church with a stubborn form of
Judaistio error.
Hence the need of the
warning in ver. 11.
Compare "The sons
also of them that afflioteii thee shall come
bending unto thee; and all they that despised thee shall bow tliemselves down at
the soles of thy feet " (Isa. Ix. 14 ; xlix. 23).
Know that I have loved thee. The " I " is
emphatin : " I will cause them to recognize
tliat in this you received a blessing maniepistles

festly Divine."

—

Ver. 10. Beoanse thon didst keep (see
notes on ch. i. 3 and ii. 26) the word of my
patience, I also will keep thee. This is the
Divine lex taliomt. " Forgive, and ye shall
be forgiven; give, and it shall be given unto
you ' (Luke vi. 37, 38) ; keep, and ye shall
be kept. Compare " 1 know mine own, and
mine own know me " (John x. 14). " The

word of

my

patience "

may mean

either the
gospel, which everywhere teaches patience,
or those sayings of Christ in which he specially inculcates this duty (Luke viii. 15; xxi.
19 Matt. x. 22 ; xxiv. 13). In " I also will
kuep thee" the two pronoun.s are in emphatic contrast. Jrom the hour of temptation.
The phrase, riipuv tV, occurs elsewhere in the New Testament only in John
xvii. 15 (comp. Jas. i. 27, where we have
;

TTjpf'iv

airif,

and 2 Thess.

iii.

3, ^vKaffffeiv

aTr6).
It is not certain that the common
explanation, that awi implies exemption
from trial, while 4k implies preservation
under trial, holds good. " Temptation
Qireipair/j.6s) generally has no article in the
New Testament (Matt. vi. 13 ; xxvi. 41
Mark liv. 38, etc.; comp. especially Luke
Here it has the article, as if " the
viii. 13).
temptation " were to be of no ordinary kind.

JOHN THE DlVma
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The word

does not oconr elsewhere in St.
John's writings. In order to bring substantive and verb into harmony, the Bevised
Version renders iretpa(rn6s " trial ," the word
for " to try " being iretpdaai. " World " here
is not the xia-fuis, "the ordered universe"
(ch. xi. 15; xiii. 8; xvii. 8), but the oikou/HEcr), "the inhabited earth" (ch. xii. 9;
xvi. 14).
The pljrase, "to dwell upon the
earth," KaroMttv iirX rifs 71)$, is peculiar to
the Apocalypse (ch. vi. 10 ; viii. 13 xi. 10
xiii. 8, 14).
"The hour of trial" seems to
be that which Christ bad foretold should
precede his coming, especially the triumph
of antichrist.
Hence the declaration in
the next verse.
Ver. 11. ^I oome ^tiicldy. Contrast %pxi>luu <roi (ch. ii. 5. 16), whicli is a threat, with
ipXofMi irphs v/j.as (John xiv. 28 ; comp. oh.
xvi. 7; xvii. 11, 13) and epxo/j-ai used abso;

—

lutely (ch.
a promise.

iii.

11

;

xxii. 7, 11, 20),

Here the declaration

—

which is
one of

is

encouragement to the Cliuroh her trial will
be short her reward is near at hand (see
notes on oh. i. 1). Hold fast. The same
verb (/cpoTtH' with tlie accusative) as in ch.
;

Tlie epistle of Ignatius
1, 13, 14, 15, 25.
this warning was needed. Owing
to the stubborn Judaism of some in tlie
Philadelphian Church, the central truths of
ii.

shows that

the gospel were in danger. Take thy orown.
Not merely " take away " i&pri) from thee
(1 John iii. 5), but "receive" (AoiSt;) for himself (Matt. V. 40).
Such seems the natural,
though perhaps not the necessary, meaning
of the word, and so Jerome renders it acciprat, not auferat.
Thus Jacob received
Esau's crown, and Matthias Judas's, and
the Gentiles that of the Jews. But the
matter is not of much moment; the prominent thought is the loss to the loser, not
the gain to any one else.
Ver. 12. Him that overoometh will I
make a pillar. (For construction, i vmuv,

—

see on ch. ii. 26.) The " overa present continuous process,
but will have a termination, and then he
who has faithfully fought the daily battle
will be made a pillar, steadfast, immovable.
St. Jolin may be alluding to (1) the two
pillars of Solomon's temple set up in the
porch, and called Jadhin (]'?^, he will estabiroiiiaa airhv,

coming"

is

and Boaz (f V3, in him is strength)
Kings vii. 15, 21 and 2 Ohron. iii. 17.
Both names signify steadfastness and permanence, and would serve to render em-

lish)

see 1

phatic the superiority in these respects of
the reward to come when compared with
the evanescent nature of present suffering.
A pillar is constantly used as a figure of
strength and durability (see Jer. i. 18 Gal
contrast may be intended be
ii. 9).
(2)
tween the immovableneis of the Christian's
;

A

"
;
;

OH.
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frequently sculptured
Matthew Henry sugmay be intended to

Is threefold: (1) the name of God; (2) the
name of the new Jerusalem ; (3) the name
of Christ.
For God was the Christian
maintaining his warfare; to the Church,
the new Jerusalem, was he rendering this
service; under Christ, as Captain, was the
flght being accomplished. Again, the vic-

pillars beaiing inscriptions;
signification being " a monumental
pillar of the free and powerful grace of

torious Cljristian was (1) to belong completely to God ; (2) to possess the citizenship
of the new Jerusalem ; (3) to enter into the

the Philadelphian temples to succumb to
the effects of the frequent earthquakes
which took place there (see on ver. 7). Such
pillars, iiioreover,',were

in human shape. (3)
gests that a reference

monumental
the

God, never to be defaced or removed not
a support— heaven needing no such props."
But it seems much more likely that St. John
is alluding t > the Hebrew temple.
In the
temple. The temple is vahs, the shrine, the
dwelling-place of Gtod, not hphy, the whole
extent of the sacred buildings. The latter
word occurs often in St. John's Gospel, but
never in the Apocalypse. The temple in the
Bevelation is the abode of God, &e sacred
shrine into which all may be privileged to
enter, both in this world and in the world
to come.
Of my God (see note on ch. iii. 2
;

And he

shall go no more out. " And
out of it he shall in no wise go out more :
such is "the full force of the Greek. The
conqueror's period of probation will be over,
and he shall be for ever free from the possibility of falling away.
Trench quotes St.
Augustine: "Quis non desideret illam civiii.

7).

tatem, unde amicus non exit, quo inimicus
non intrat?" And I will write upon him
the name of my God (of. ch. xxii. 4, « His
name shall be in their foreheads;" and ch.
ix. 4, "Those which have not the seal of God
in their foreheads;" the former passage referring to the elect in heaven, the latter
distinguishing Christians on earth .from
their heathen oppressors). In the passage
nnder consideration the action is future; it
does not rt fer to holy baptism, but to the
sealing of the faithful upon their entrance
into glory— a sealing which shall settle for
" To write
ever, and make all things sure.
the name upon" anything is a common
figurative expression in Hebrew to denote
taking absolute possession of, and making
completely one's own. Thus Joab fears that
Babbah may be called after his name, i.«.
looked upon as his, if David should be
absent at the capture of it (2 Sam. xii. 28
of. also Numb. vi.
The struggling
27).
Christian is encouraged by hearing that a

time will come when he will without any
doubt become God's own, incapable of being
removed or claimed by other. In the rabbinical book, ' Bava Bathra,' 75. 2, it is noted
that there are three applications of the n:ime
of God : (1) to the just (laa. xliii. 7); (2) to
the Messiah ( Jer. xxiii. 6) ; (3) to Jerusalem
(Ezek. xlviii. 3.1).
reference may be intended to the frontlet of the high priest,
upon which was inscribed, " Holiness to the
liOrd " (Exod. xxviii. 3G).
The insoriptioo
BDTKIiATIOlI.

A

glory of Christ, wliich was the new name,
that which he knew not yet. We can here
trace an analogy to the baptismal formula.
(1) The name of God the Father, whose we
are made ; (2) God the Holy Ghost, whose
indwelling guides and sustains his Church,
the new Jerusalem; (3) God the Son, by
whose Name we shall enter glory. And the
name of the city of my God, which is new
Jerusalem; rather, the dtp . . . new Jeru$alem (see Revised Version). In Ezek.
xlviii. 35 the name given to the city Jeru-

salem is Jehovah Shammah, "the Lord is
there;" and in Jer. xxxiii. 16 Jehovah
Tsidkenu, "the Lord our Eigliteousness."
Either of these may be meant ; but, as
Alford points out, the holy name itself has
already been inscribed. In any case, the
victorious one is to be openly acknowledged

a

citizen of the

new Jerusalem.

The

old

Jerusalem was destroyed, and her citizens
scattered; but a new Jerusalem, of whicli
the true Israelites are the citizens, should
reunite the faithful. It is noticeable thut
without exception, throughout the Revelation, St. John uses the Hebraic form of the
name 'lepov<ra\ii/i, while in the Gospel'Iepo<r6\vna always occurs.

He almost

seems to

distinguish thus between the earthly Jerusalem and the heavenly the liome of the
true Israel.
Which oometh down out of
heaven from my God. "Which cometh

—

down "

(^

anomaly

(of. ver.

a grammatical
20 and iii. 12).
is always
coupled in the Revelation with the phrase,
" coming down from heaven " (see ch.

The name

KoTo,3o^i'owffo),

"

11

;

ch.

ii.

new Jerusalem "

The

spirituality and holiness
thus set forth, since its
being is wholly due to God, in its creation
and sustenance. And I will write upon

xxi. 2, 10).

of the Church

is

him my new name; and mine own new
name (Revised Version). This is not any
of the names given in the Revelation,
but

that

referred to in ch. xix. 12, i
u /lii airis, which no one knew
except himself. The passage is a promise
that when Christ makes us completely his
own by writing his own new name on us,
he will admit us into liis full glory, which
Such
is at present incomprehensible to us.
oiiSels oTSev

is one of the things " which
hall be hereafter" (ch. i. 19), and which

comprehension
cannot

now be known

to us, " for

now w«
1
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aee through a glass, darkly
to face : now I know in part
I know eTen as also I

am

xiii. 12).

ST.

bat then face
but then shall
known " (1 Coi.
;

;

—^He

that hath an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit saith unto the Churches
(see on cli. ii. 7).
Of the condition of the
Church in Philadelphia we know nothing
from Holy Writ, except what is contained
in the passage before ns. But its comparative immunity from trouble and destruction,
and its continued existence to the present
day (see on vers. 7 13, "Philadelphia"),
render it probable that the message of the
apostle was not without some effect. Thus
Gibbon writes : " In the loss of Bphesus the
Christians deplored tlie fall of the first
angel, the extinction of the first candlestick, of the EevelatioD
the desolation is
complete ; and the Temple of Diana or the
Church of Mary will equally elude tbe
search of the curious traveller. The circus
and three stately theatres of Lfiodicea are
now peopled vrith wolves and foxes Sardis
is reduced to a miserable village ; the God
of Mahomet, without a rival or a Son, is
invoked in the mosques of Thyatira and
Pergamos, and the populousness of Smyrna
is supported by the foreign trade of the
Franks and Armenians. Philadelphia alone

Ver. 13.

—

;

;

has been saved by prophecy or courage"
('

DecUne and

Fall,' c). 64.

14—22.— Tfte

miles to the

epistle to the

south-east

of

Philadelphia.

The modern Turkish name,
signifies

"the old

castle."

lisliihisBar,

It is situated

on

the western side of the valley of the Lycus,

on the opposite slopes of which, some six or
eight miles distant, were Hierapolis and
Colossse, with which it is associated by St.
Paul (Col. iv. 13, 16). Named at first Diospolis, after its tutelary deity,

Zeus,

it

sub-

became

Bhoas, and finally
received its name from Antioolius II., in
honour of his wife, Laodiue. There were
several other cities of the same name, from
which it was distinguished by the addition
of the words, " on the Lycus." It was a
sequently

wealthy city, its trade consisting chiefly in
It
the preparation of woollen materials.
was advantageously situated, too, on the

high road leading (rom Ephesus into the
Though, in common with the other
eitiCH of Asia Minor, visited by eartliqutiics,
it quickly recovered; and it was the proud
interior.

boast

>{

and

Sardis,

[oh.

m. 1—22.

they required no

extraneous

assistance to enable

former prosperity.

them

to regain theii

This fact undoubtedly

explains the temptations to which the Lao-

dioeans were liable, and the reference in

16 to those who were neither cold nor
and that in ver. 17 to those who said
they were rich and had need of nothing
ver.

hot,

(see

vers. 16, 17). The Christian Church
may have been founded by Bpaphras,

on

there

through

whom

St.

Paul probably learned

of the existence of false doctrine there (Col.
ii.

4,

8 and

i.

8), for

the Epistle to the Colos-

sians seems to be equally addressed to the

Laodiceans (Col. iv. 16). The importance
of this Church continued for some time, the
celebrated Council of Laodicea being held
there in A.s. 361, and a century later its
bishop held a prominent position (Labbe, ir.
But its influence gradually
p. 82, etc.).
waned, and the Turks pressed hardly upon
it ; so that at the present time it- is little
more than a heap of ruins. The warning*
of the Apostles SS. Paul and John, if
heeded at all for a time, were forgotten,
and her candlestick was removed.

—

Church
Laodicea, on the Lycus, a
in Laodicea.
tributary of the Mssander, lay some fifty
Vera.
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the Laodiceans that, unlike Ephsbus

Ver. 14. And unto the angel. Those expositors who understand " the angel " of a
Church to signify its chief officer, may with
some plausibility argue that at Laodicea it
seems almost ceitain that this was Archippus. In his Epistle to Philemon, a wealthy
convert of Colossse, St. Paul sends greeting to

Arcbippus (Philem. 2). If Archippus were
the son of Philemon, he might very well
have been Bishop of Laodicea at the time
of St. John's message. Moreover, the son
of a wealthy and influential Christian,
though likely to have been selected as
bishop in the neighbouring Church, may
have lacked the zeal necessary for the
thorough performance of his work; and
would thus incur the marked rebuke of St.
Paul, " Say to Archippus, Take heed to the
ministry which thou hast received in the
Lord, that thou fulfil it" (Col. iv. 17), which
appears immediately after the mention of
the Laodicean Church.
The Apostolical
Constitutions also assert that Archippus
was first Bishop of Laodicea. Of the Church
of the Laodiceans write ; or, of the Chureh
in Laodicea (ttjs ^v AaoStKelif eicK\7iffiasy
These things saith the Amen! The word
" Amen " is here used as a proper name of
our Lord; and this is the only instance of
such an application. It signifies tiie "True
One." It is a word much used in St. John's
Gospel, where it appears repeated at the

;
;

en. ni.

1—22.]
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commencement of many discouTses, "Verily,
verily."

(jDN) is

In Isa Ixv. 16 "the God of Amen"
rendered in the LXX. by aA.ijflu/(is;

in the Authorized Version by " truth " (of.
the use of the English " very " as an adjective
"the very one," i.e. the real or true
one).
The term is peculiarly well adapted
to our Lord (who is the Truth, John xiv. 6),
not only as a general name or title, but
especially in connexion with this solemn
anuouncement to the Laodiceans. There
was great need of the truth being openly
proclaimed by him who is the Truth to
those who, though nominally Christians,

—

were ensnared by the deceitfulness of richet
(Matt. xui. 22), and were deceiving themselves in the attempt to make the best of
both worlds by their lukewarm Christianity.
It was the purpose of tliis epistle to draw
aside the veil which was hiding the truth
from their eyes, and to bring them to a
realization of that most difSoult of all knowledge a knowledge of self. The faithful
and true Witness an amplification of "the
Amen." The epithet " faithful " asserts the
trutljfulness of Christ's work as a Witness

—

"true"

—

(aK-nSiv6s) signifies

"real and com-

He is a faithful Witness because

his
witness is true; and he is a true Witness
because in him is the complete realization
of all the qualifications which constitute
any one really and truly a witness. " Faithful" (Tri(rj6s) has the passive meaning of
"that which is worthy of faith," not the
active mepning of " he who believes something."
Trencli well points out that God
can only be faithful in the former sense ;
mau may he faithful in both senses. Christ
was a Witness worthy of faith, since he
possessed all the attributes of such a witHe (1) had seen what he attested
ness.
(2) was competent to relate and reproduce
this information ; (3) was willing to do this
faithfully and truly. The Beginning of the
creation of God. There are two ways in
which these words might be understood:
(1) that in which "beginning" is taken in
a passive sense, and which would therefore
make Christ the first created thing of all
the things which God created ; (2) the
active sense, by wliich Christ is described
as the Beginnet, the Author, Moving Principle or Source of all the things which God
That the latter meaning is the
created.
true one is plain from the whole tenor of
Holy Scripture. The Arians, attempting to
disprove the Divinity of our Lord, quoted
this passage, attributing to it the former
plete."

But apx-l) is often used actively, and
well be so used here a view which is
confirmed by the abundant evidence of our
Lord's Divinity found elsewhere in the
Bible, and nowhere more plainly asserted
sense.

may

than in the writings of

—

St.

John.

The

self-

ST.
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reliant Laodiceans are thus directed to plac«
their trust in him who is the Source of .all
things, rather than in those created things
of which he is the Creator.

—

Ver. 15. I know thy works and because
they are not what they should be (vers. 16,
17), I give thee this admonition, which is
nevertheless a warning and a token of my
love (ver. 19). That thou art neither cold
nor hot: I would thou wert cold or hot.
The lukewarmness of which the Epistle
complains was produced by a fallacious
;

of security, begotten of ease and
prosperity.
In truth those " secure," without care, had become tlie careless ones.
Active opposition may well be a less deadly
evil than careless ease.
The persecution of
a St. Paul may be diverted into the zeal of
an apostle but how can any active good be
got from that which is utterly staghant

sense

;

and without motive power? The man who,
by wilful action, increases a disease, may
repent of his deed, and try to recover from
the danger to which he has exposed himself;
but he who lives on in careless ignorance
of the existence of the malady can never
improve himself until he has awoke to a
full knowledge of his own state.
Some
understand " cold " to mean " untouched by
the power of grace," and "lukewarm" to
denote those who, having received the grace
of God, had not allowed it full scope in
bringing forth works meet for repentance
(Matt. iii. 8)
And just as there was
more hope of the real conversion of the
"cold" publicans and harlots, who "went
into heaven" (Matt. xxi. 31) before the
self-satisfied, "lukewarm" Pharisees, so there
is more hope of an unconverted sinner than
of him who, having once been roused to a
sense of God's will, has relapsed into a state
of self-satisfied indolence and carelessness.
The sentence is not a wish thut the Laodiceans should become hot or cold; it is a
regret that they had not been one or the
Our Lord is not wishing that any
other.
of them may become cold, but regretting
that, when he comes to review their conduct
and to pronounce judgment, many of them
cannot even plead that they " knew not the
way of righteousness," but belong to that

worse class, " which after they had known
turned from the holy commandment
delivered unto them (2 Pet. ii. 21 ; see also

it,

John

ix. 41).

—So then

because thou art lukecold nor hot, I will spue
thee out of my mouth. The distaste and
nausea produced by lukewarm food, which
the stomach naturally rejects with loathing,
are used as a figure in which to express tiie
abhorrence of Christ for those who lacked
zeal in his service (cf. Lev. xviii. 28 and li
Ver. 16.

warm, and neither

22,

"That the land spue not you

out

aUo")

—
;
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ia not iTrevocable ; there
hope of averting it : Mc'Wv vc l/ieaHi,
am about to spue thee," «'.«. if a timely
repentance does not avert the impending
doom.
(Contrast the absoluteness of the

Alford, Bengel, Duiterdiock, Ebmrd.
But
Trench prefers the other view. The Authorized Version seems correct, for the reason
why " I will spue thee " is given in ver. 16,

future in oh.

(though not certainly) not be added. Though
St. Paul (Col. ii. 3) had pointed out to the
Laodiceans (see on the epistle generally,
vers. 14—22; and of. Col. iv. 16) where "are
hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge," they had not heeded the lesson, and
now Christ once more counsels them to
obtain true riches from the proper source.
They are to buy from me; the emphasis
being laid on me, in contradistinction to

u still
"I

/cti^cra).)

ii.

S, etc., ifxoital aoi Taxi> <cai

—

Ver. 17. Because than layest, I am lioh,
end increased with goods, and have need of
nothing.

The

Epistle

is

still

addressed

indirectly to the Laodicean Church, directly
to the angel.
No doubt spiritual riches are
immediately referred to; but spiritual pride

and lukewarmness are frequently produced
by worldly prosperity, such as that which
Archippus (if he be the angel addressed;
see on vpt. 14) and the Church over which
he presided enjoyed. It is not enough for
the wealthy Christian to contribute a portion
of bis wealth, and then to consider his task
done and his reward sure. Greater zeal
than this is requisite before he can deem
his dnty discharged. Moreover, the greater
the zeal that exists, the less will be the
inclination to rely upon what has been
accomplished, or to think

it sufficient; for

all has been done we are still to call
uurselves unprofitable servants (Luke xvii.
10; cf.Uos. xii. 8, " I am become rich, I have
found me out substance : in all my labours
they shall find' none iniquity in me that
were sin "). And knowest not that thou art
tvretohed, and miserable, and poor, and
blind, end naked ; and Tcnowest not that thou,
iven thou thyself, art the utretched one.
The
self-satisfied spiritual pride of the Pharisee
caused him to regard with complacent pity
the condition of the publican.
But he was

when

mistaken ; he himself was the wretched one,
who was to be pitied. So with the Laodicean
Church. How diflerent the conduct of St.
Paul, who recognized his own wretchedness
(Bom. vii 24, where the same word roAatiroipo! i( Qsed)t
The following words are
adjectives.
These Christians, in their
spiritual pride, were miserabU deserving
of pity po(ir in the wealth accumulated by
zeal in God's service ; blind as to their real

—

;

condition

and

their fancied spiritual safety

and naked of the cloak with which charity
fervent love of God would have covered

—

them.

—

Ver. 18. I counsel thee to buy of mo
gold tried in the fire, that thon mayest be
rich ; gold refined by the fire (Revised Versiou).
It is doubtful whether ver. 17
dbould be connected with ver. 18 or with
whether the self-satisfied condition
ver. 16
of the Church is given as the reason why
"1 will spue thee out of my mouth," or as
the reason why "I counsel thee to buy of
me."
The Bevised Version follows the
Anthoriied Version in counecting vers. 17
and 18 and this view ia supported by

—

i

and another separate reason would probably

their trust in themselves. They are poor
(ver. 17), and must therefore obtain gold
refined by the fire gold superior to that on

—

the possession of which they su prided
themselves, that they may indeed be rich.
To buy this gold by giving something of
equal value in exchange, they were truly
unable.
Yet it was to be bought, and would
entail the sacrifice of something which,

though perhaps dear

to them, would be
nothing in comparison with the return they
would obtain.
Note the Bevised Version
rendering may become rich, repeating and
enforcing the fact of their present destitution.
And white raiment, that thou mayest
be clothed. Laodicea is said to have been
famous for the raven blackness of the wool
wliich was prepared and dyed there.
This,
perhaps, explains the point of the reproof
contained in these words. " Notwithstanding thy trust in the excellence of the apparel
for which thou art famous, thou art yet
naked (ver. 17), and needest clothing; that
clothing can bo obtained only from me, and
is far superior to that of which thou boastest,
since it is white, the emblem of all that ii
purest and best ; not black, like your own,
which is a type of darkness, the darkness
of ignorance and sin.
Mine is indeed the
garment of righteousness, the marriagegarment with which thou mayest enter the
presence of thy King." And that the shame
of thy nakedness do not appear.
The
nakedness will certainly be made apparent
at some time. If it be persistently overlooked or ignored now, it will be made more
glaring in the future, when God turns upon
it the brightness of his presence.
In the
Bevised Version "appear" is even more
emphatically rendered "be made manifest"
(((jayepoiflp).
"Stripping," in the Bible, is
commonly used to denote putting to shame
Hauun out off the garments of David's
servants (2 Sam. x. 4) the King of Assyria
was to lead away the Egyptians naked and
barefoot (Isa. xx. 4; see also oh. ivi. 15);
while supplying with clothes, or an additional quantity of clothes, was intendea
to show uonour
thus Phanioh arraved
;

;

—

oa. in.

;
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Joseph in vestuies of fine linen (Gen. xli.
42) ; Joseph gave Benjamin five changes of
raiment (Gen. xlv. 22 see also Esth. vi. 9
Ezek. xvi. 10; Dan. v. 29; Zech. iii. 4;
Luke XT. 22). And anoint thine eyes with
eyeaalve, that thou mayest see.
This is, of
course, a reference to the " blindness " of
ver. 17, of -which the Laodioeans were
ignorant. "Eyesalve" is KoWoipiov eollyriam, perhaps so called because made up in
the shape of a cake of bread collyra. We
cannot but think, in connexion with this
;

—

passage, of the miracle of the healing of the
blind man by the anointing of his eyes by
our Lord a miracle witnessed ami related

—

by

St.

John (John

ix,).

The subsequent

and discourse, too, forcibly illustrate the state of the Laodiceans, so much
like that of the Pharisees, to whom were

incidents

addressed the words, "If ye were blind, ye
should have no sin; but now ye say, We
see; therefore your sin remaineth" (see on
ver. 15).
Ver. 19. As many as I love, I rebuke and
chasten: be zealons therefore, and repent.

—

As many as.
Not one whom God loves
escapes chastening; if he be not chastened,
he is not a son (Heb. xii. 8), for " all have
sinned, and come short." " 1 love " is (j>i\a,
I love dearly ; not merely ct^aTrS.
7 rehuJce
(Meyx"). to reprove, bo as to convict of
sin and turn to repentance; the work of
the Holy Ghost, who should "convict the
world of sin " (John xvi. 8). This verse is
a solace and encouragement for the Laodiceans.
They were required to make tlje
sacrifices demanded of them, not so much
that they might be punished for their
transgressions, but to prove themselves of
the number of God's elect.
The stern
reproof administered was a pruning, which
was an evidence of God's loving care for
them ; the final sentence, " Cut it down,"
had not yet gone forth. But though thus
intended for encouragement rather than
condemnation, yet it could not but contain
implied reproach, however tender. No one
can be exhorted to change his path and to
seek that which is holy without being reminded that he is unholy ami has wandered
from the right way. Those in Laodicea
who took this message to henrt must needs
think of their unchastened life the life full
of prosperity and self-satisfit'd security,
into which so little zeal had been infugra,
in which so little noed for repentatiee had
been felt. The Church, indeed, needed some
of that chastening, that persecution, and
hardship, which should arouse her from the
perilous slumber of ease into \yhioh she had
fallen, and call forth some zeal and selfsacrifice, tlie frequent and natural result of

—

opposition.
Ver. 20.— Behold, I stand at the door,

ST.

knock ;

heTiold,

1 have

Ill

stood (Eirrijica) at tht

and am knocking

" These
(^xpoiw).
gracious words declare the long-suffering
of Christ, as he waits for the conversion of
sinners (1 Pet. iii. 20) ; and not alone the
long-suffering which waits, but the love
which seeks to bring that conversion about,
door,

which ' Imocks.' He at whose door we
ought to stand, for he it the Door (John x.
7), who, as such, has bidden u» to knock
(Matt. vii. 7 Luke xi. b), is content that
tlie whole relation between him and ns
should be reversed, and instead of our
;

standing at his door, condescends himself
to stand at ours" (Trench).
The view,
that stand at the door signifies "to come

quickly" (Diisterdieck), as in ch. ii. 5, 16;
3, 11, is scarcely in accordance with the
context, since the whole passage has changed
from rebuke and menace to patient beseeching and loving exhortation. Tliese words
recall the frequent use by our Lord of tliis
figure of IcnooMng, and especially Luke xii.
35, 36, " Let your loins be girded about,
and your lights burning ; and ye yoruselves
like unto men that wait for their lord, when
he will return from the wedding that when
iii.

;

he Cometh and knocketh, they may open
unto liim immediately." If any man hear
my voice, and open the door, I will oome in
to him, and will sup with him, and he with

me (see the parallel passage in Cant. v.).
Christ knocJfS and ipeaJce.
distinction has
been drawn in the work of conversion, corresponding to these two actions. The knocking is likened to the more outward calls of

A

sickness, trouble, etc., by which he makes
hie presence known while tlie voice, which
interjirets the knock and informs us of thf
Personality of him who knocks, is the voice
of the Holy Spirit, speaking to us, and
explaining the meaning of our trials. Man's
free will is here well and plainly set forth.
Though the opening, to be effective, needs
the help and presence of Christ, yet he does
not forcibly effect an entrance; it is still
within the power of man to disregard the
knock, to refuse to hear the voice, to keep
the door fast shut. To take food with any
one is an outward sign of brotherly love and
Christ will sup with those
reconciliation.
who do not drive him away, and they mill
The whole figure is an
sup with him.
image of the perfect nature of the sinner's
reconciliation with God, and of the wonderful goodness and condeseension of Christ.
But we may well see an allusion to the Holy
Communion, by which we are reconciled to
;

God through Christ, and by which we
even now have a foretaste of the

m:iy
fmal
supper of the Lamb, which shall eventually
last for ever.

Ver.

and
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throM, evea

—
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ST.

as I also overcame, and am set down with
The climax of
in Ms tlirone.

my Father

the promises

made

to the

seven OhuroheB

ch. ii. 7, 11, 17, 26—28; iii. 5, 12).
There are two points to be noticed in this
promise: (1) the position promised to the

(of.

conqueror, "in my tlirone;" (2) the two
thrones mentioned. (1) Note the expression,
" in my tlirone " (not iirl, but iy tif BpSvtf),
which occurs nowhere else. The mother of
St. James and St. John had requested for
them a place on the right hand and the left
of our Lord the highest dignity which she
The twelve apostles are
could conceive.
jiromised to sit on twelve thronos, to judge
the tribes of Israel. But Christ offers a yet
higlier honour, viz. to sit in his throne;
placing us in the closest relationship with
himself, and exalting us to his own glory.
(2) The throne promised is not that which
Christ now occupies with hia Father, but
Christ is now sitting on his
his own.
Father's throne, mediating for his Church
on earth, and waiting till his enemies be
made his footstool (Ps. ex. 1). To that
tlirone there is no admission for humanity,
though Christ shares it in virtue of his

—

Godhead. But when his enemies have been
made his footstool, and death, the last
enemy, is destroyed (1 Cor. xv. 26), and the
necessity for his mediation exists no longer,
since the Church militant will have become the Church trium^jhant, then will be

JOHN THE DIVINE,
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own throne, which glorified
common with liim who
who
has so exalted humanity
was man, and

erected Ohrisfs

man may

share in

as to render such a condition and, such a
position possible.
Ver. 22. He that hath an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit saith unto the
Churches. The seven messages were not
merely separate admonitions addressed only
to each particular Church, but all the
epistles were meant for all the seven
Churches, and, after them, for the universal

—

Each Church had an especial
Church.
brought more emphatically before it;
but still the seven warnings are one whole,
As it behoves the
for the edification of all.

failing

individual Christian to avoid and repent of
all sin, and yet to fix his attention on the
cure of some besetting sin to which he is
peculiarly liable, so these messages, though
intended to be read by all, and heeded by
all, place vividly before each Church its bosetting sin, which more particularly requires
And as the sins to be avoided
attention.
are to be avoided by all, so the separate
rewards are promised to all who overcome.
They are, therefore, not really distinct rewards, but rather different pliases and views
of one great whole, which shall be enjoyed
in its entirety by those who have struggled
victoriously with the trials and te;uptationg
of the world.

HOMILETICS.

—

6.
Vers. 1
Sardis; or, the dead Ohurch. This epistle presents no exception to the
;^eneral rule which we have pointed out regarding all the seven, viz. that our Lord Jesus

Christ presents himself to each Ohurch in that special aspect in which it was most
appropriate for that Church to regard him.
Here he is spoken of as " he that hath the
seven S|iirits of God " a phrase used only in the Apocalypse, and yet, in its meaning,
harmonious with all the rest of God's Word. This leads us at once to observe

—

I. Heke is a vert remarkable expression to denote the Divine energy.
It
one which shows the infinitude thereof in the Third Person in the Trinity. The
number seven is repeatedly used here. It is the symbol of perfection and completeness. We have seven Churches, seven seals, seven thunders, seven vials, seven plagues,
se vgn trumpets.
The expression, " the seven Spirits of God," is found in ch. i. 4 and v. 6,
as
ull as in this passage.
There is an invariable sequence in the coming of life or
power from the Persons in the Trinity, and a corresponding one in the tipgoing of
devotion from us to the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. Blessings are from the
Father, through the Son, hy the Spirit.
Our access is hy the Spirit, through the Son,
The Energizer in each case is the Holy Ghost. His energy is infinite,
to the Puther.
both in variety and measure. It is absolutely full, complete, and boxmdless. If, howIt has done so.
For observe
ever, this energy is infinite, it can reveal itself.
II. Here is an equally ricmarkable expression concerning our Lord Jesus
Christ. We are hero bidden to think of him as having the seven Spirits of God,
Having risen to heaven, "he received gifts for men, that the Lord God might dwell
among them." As Mediator, he has received of the Father the promise of the Holy
Ghost. He is, in his own glorious Person, the channel of all grace from God to the spirit
of man. He has, i.e. holds, the seven Spirits of God. He is not only the Lamb of God,
which takclh awajr the Bin of the world, but he also baptizetb with the Holy Ghost;

is

;
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The two are of equal importance. Without the one the other would be impossible.
The atoning work was completed on earth the baptizing work is ever being carried
en in heaven. The Gospels record the one; the Acts and the Epistles recount and
expound the other. His work of humiliation on earth laid the basis of pardon. Hi«
;

baptizing work as our exalted Bedeemer is the secret of power.
He has " the seven
God" ("for the Father giveth not the Spirit by measure unto him "), that ha
may ever give life and power to those who with open hearts long for "all the fulness
of God." Note : The coming togetlier of the Spirit of God and the spirit of man is tlie
When the Spirit
secret of inspiratioi), revelation, religion, regeneration, consecratioa.*
of God unveils a truth, there is revelation when he inbreathes into a man, there is
inspiration; when he renews, quickens, and inspires, there is religion, even regeneiation
and consecration. The Holy Ghost may either illume the mind with truth, or set it on
fire with love.
And when his power is exerted in all its sevenfold might, any one so
charged with Divine energy may receive it in any form whatever, for the pur[iose of
There is no limit
fulfilling any kind of life-work which God may have for him to do.

Spirits of

;

equipment for service.
This is the special aspect of oue Lord's work at which a dead Chuboh
NEEDS TO look. The Ohurcli at Sardis was " dead." It had not always been so. At
one time it -had so m&ch vitality that it had acquired a "name" for being full of quick
and quickening force. And, among men, its name still stood. But he whose eyes are
as a flame of lire, and who walks among the golden candlesticks, observed a decline in
piety.
There was as yet the same outside appearance, and yet it was already injured
even unto death. We do not read of any opposition or tribulation of any kind that
the Church at Sardis had to meet ; it was dead. And neither Satan nor any of his
hosts will care to disturb either a dead Church or a dead pastor. Nothing would better
please the powers of evil than to see such a Church falling to pieces because there was
no spirit to keep the bodily framework together! It is no wonder to find such a
Church's works defective. " I have not found thy works filled up before God." Either
there were splieres of duty which were altogether neglected, or else those duties were
discharged in a spirit grievously lacking in fervour. It is sad indeed when the Lord
For observe : 1. It is incongruous. For what is
Jesus sees any Church to be dead
the Church ? It is, in theory at least, a company of men " alive unto God," bound
together lor his worship and work. In the world, indeed, death is what we expect to see
Death here is fearfully out of place. Nor let us think of Sardis
but in the Church
as the only city where a dead Church was to be found. There is very much even now
that makes many a pastor sigh and cry, " Oh the deathl " Such leihargy, inertness,
and slumber steal over this Church and that, so that it is far easier even to move the
world than such a Church as this. Surely this is fearfully incongruous for a Church
For he who hath the seven
2. This death is needless.
to be so untrue to its name.
He loves to enrich her with the fulness of life.
Spirits of God is Lord of his Church.
He is ever ready to hear the prayers of his own. The gift of the Spirit is the oue
promise of his Word, and its bestowment the one purpose of his life. It has bat to be
Then why should any Church be lagging and flagging ?
received from him by faith.
There is no occasion for it whatever. 3. This death is unnatural. For it shows that,
They
in spite of the profession of the Church, many in it are holding on to the world.
ten-ible
put on » Christian uniform, and then fight on the world's side. One of the
punishments of olden time was for living men to be chained to a corpse. Not less
any way
terribly unnatural is it for the name and honour of a living Saviour to be in
to our possible
III.

—

!

By dead
4. This death is dishmov/ring to the Lord Jesus.
wounded in the house of his friends. For many a young convert,
chdl
coming to the Church as the home of a spiritual brotherhood, gets there his first
for the scepticism
of disappointment. And if we were asked—Who are most responsible
5. TAw death is offensive to the eye.
of the a^e ? we should reply—Dead professors
tied to

a dead Church

I

professors Christ is

I

But, in the Church, which professes to be the
Spiritual death anywhere is offensive.
the Lord and
very enclosure of life, it is unutterably so. How odious must it be to
spiritual death, especially
Giver of life to see his own Name and ordinances yoked with
dead Church is in a state in
when he lives and reigns on purpose to give life! 6.
a review of its condition. There is a fourfold call. (1) BJ
ich Christ calls

A

aJmdfm

rvh

'

Cf.

Oommentaiy.'
homily by tbe present writer on Deut ixjSt. in the 'Pulpit
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watchful.
Become so. (2) Strengthen what is left. All is nut lost. (3) Remember
the past those happy days of receiving the truth. (4) Repent. It is high time, when
death has seized on a Church, that its po.sitioa should be seriously reviewed with the
purpose of amendment unto life. Note : (o) The life in Christ is not so at the command of the Church as to warr.mt its dispensing with all possible care for the maintenance of a continual iuflow thereof, (i) The death of a Church is not such a death
is that of a corpse.
Its responsibilities are not lessened by the fact of its death. 7. Thh
death is most perilous. "If therefore," etc. (ver. 3). Thus again we meet with the
thought that, if a Church is iiot doing its Lord's work, it certainly will not be spared
for the sake of its own.
It will matter nothing in the great gathering-day of eternity
whether any particular Church survives or no. Some Churches make much of their
freedom. Some make much of their scriptural order. But life is of more importance
than either one or the other. And if any Churches cease to be alive, others with really
hearty, earnest life will survive them, though they may be less exact in their form and
order. Dead Churches wUl shrink and sink out of sight ; and the Lord Jesus will write
a branding epitaph on their tomb "
dead Church, that once had a name to live."
Church, aa
IV. In a dead Church there mat yet be some livikg souls.
can
such, may expire in its own shame, yet there may be in it a few living ones.
see the reason why the living ones are spoken of here as those " who have not defiled
man who touched
their garments;" for in the old Hebrew Law death was defilement.
a dead body was defiled. In Sardis, though the Cluirch was dead, yet not every member
was so. So that it seems there may be, thank God, even iii a dead Church, some who,
though surrounded with death, never touch it, but live aUv'ays and everywhere in
contact with the Living One, and so " keep themselves unspotted from the world."
Note i
man must be in connection with a living Saviour if he would maintain hia
life.
He must not depend on the Church for it

—

:

A

A

We

A

A

V. To LIVING SOULS IN

A DEAD ChUBOH THE SaVIOUB HAS WORDS OF CHEEB. HerO

a promise which is, in itself, a cluster of promises; but the promises are not to the
Church as a Church, only to individuals to those who avoid the touch of the dead
now, who are daily overcoming, and will finally overcome. 1. Living on Christ now,
hereafter they shall walk with him.
2. They shall be clothed in white raiment (see
" I will not blot his
ch. xix. 8).
3. They shall be had in remembrance before God.
name out of the book of life " (of. Mai. iii. 17 Phil. iv. 3 Luke x. 20 ; Heb. xii. 23).
4. They shall be avowed as Christ's at last.
"I will confess his name" (cf. Luke xii
8; Matt. XXV. 34 40). How strictly the Lord Jesus individualizes in the treatment
of souls
If there are living souls in a dead Church, or dead souls in a living Church,
they will be dealt with by him, not according to the state of the Church, but according
" Every one of us must give account of himself to God." As the inner
to their own.
life here was one between Christ and him, so the public acknowledgment of him will
be by Christ of him. He will not be confessed "as a member of the Church at Sardis"
or anywhere else. In the great decisive day we shall be saved, not as adherents of any
name or cause on earth, but only as those who lived on Christ, and drew their life from
him, keeping themselves unspotted from the world. Note how solemn the alternative
is

—

;

;

—

I

Alive?

or,

dead?

—

Vers. 7 13. Philadelpkia : the sovereignty of the Lord Jesus over the house of Ood,
Although we know less of the Church at Philadelphia than of that at Smyrna, yet we
think ol it with almost equal feelings of afiectionate regard. It is one of the twG out
He has for it only words of spur and
of seven for which our Lord has no rebuke.
It has kept the faith.
cheer.
It is trusty.
It is weak, with " little strength."
It
has boldness, for it has "not denied Christ's Name." Demands had been made on its
powers of endurance ; but it had still kept the word of 3od's patience. It was vexed
by some who boasted that they were Jews, and yet were not. True Judaism involved

The Cliurch at Philadelphia understood this,
loyalty to the Saviour. Hence there is for it a series of
inspiring exhortations and promises, crowned by one of the noblest pledges to the
victor over ill.
The main stress of our present homily will lie in an answer to the
inquiry—In what aspect is such a Church invited to look at and think of the Lord
Jesus Christ? The reply to this, with all that is involved thereby, will "open up"
an acceptance of the claims of Jesus.

and swerved not from

its

—
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that part of this letter which seems chiefly to require elucidation (cf. »er. 7). Our
topic is
The sovereignty of the Lord Jesus over the house of God. We will inquire
I. What is the house of David ?
Our Lord declares himself as " he that hath
the keys of David " (of. 2 Kings xviii. 18, 26, 37 ; Isa. xxii. 15—22). Shehna had held
the high ofiSce of heing over the house of David, i.e. prefect of the palace (for a similai
expression and its meaning, see Gen. xli. 40).
Shehna, for his pride, luxury, and
tyranny, was deposed, and Eliakim was appointed in his place.
Isaiah speaks
(xxii. 22) of the authority which would be entrusted to him.
The words utttred
respecting Eliakim are liere quoted and applied to our Lord Jesus Christ, as heing
over the house of David, and being entrusted with authority there. So that, as that
which was said of Eliakim is true in its highest sense of the Lord Jesus, we can see ip
Eliakim a type of Christ. Eliakim was over the house of David in the earthly sphere ;
Christ is over the house of David in the spiritual sphere. Still, all is not yet quite
clear. For if Eliakim is a type of Christ, as being over the house of David, so also was
David himself, over whose house Eliakim was set, a much more striking type of Christ.
Are we not hereby involved in some confusion of thought? By no means. The words
in Heb. iii. 6 malse the whole matter clear " Christ, as a Son over his own house." So
that the Lord Jesus combines in his own Person the antitype of both Eliakim and
David. He is the Eliakim who is over the house. He is the David whose is the house.
Let us now compare Isa. ix. 6 ; Matt, xxviii. 18 ; ch. xxii. 16. We may now go a step
further, and say
By as much as Christ is greater than David, by so much is his house
greater than the house of David.
The administration of the entire kingdom of God is
put into his hands the kingdom of nature, the kingdom of grace, and the kingdom of
The first is his as the everlasting Son of the E'ather ; the second is his as the
glory.
Priest upon his throne; the third will be his till he shall have delivered up the kingdom
Now, the house of David is that
to God, even the Father, that God may be all iu alL
part of Christ's kingdom over which, as Son and Lord of J)avid, he now rules as the
Head. This is Christ's own house. He died that he might acquire it; he lives that
he may rule it. It is composed of those on earth who are Israelites indeed, in whom
is no guile, and of those gone from eai th, who have washed their robes and made them
white in the blood of the Lamb. Let us now inquire
"He that hath the
II. What ib the authority op Christ over this house?
key of David," etc. The " key " is the symbol of authority, the token of possession.
The authority of the Lord Jesus is absolute; he "openeth, and no man shutteth; and
Regarding the "house" as " the Church of the Lord
sliutteth, and no man openeth."
Jesus Chiist," observe : 1. It is only by Christ that any one is admitted to the house, i.e.
tu the Church.
There is, indeed, an external, visible organization there is also an inner
and invisible realm of saved souls. The latter alone is the Church properly so called;
We cannot expect absolute
in the former, " They are not all Israel that are of Israel."
purity in the most saintly group. There may be some Jonah in every ship, some
Achaii in every camp, some Judas in every Church. Church rules and regulations as
to purity of fellowship are laid dowu clearly ia the Word of God ; yet, even at the best,
Men may be received
it is but an approximation thereto that we are able to attain.
The
into a visible Church by human agency, but into the invisible by Christ alone.
;
law is not, " In such and such a Church, in Christ " but, " Whosoever is in Christ is in
the Church by a right which none may deny, and which none ought to dispute." 2.
Christ furnishes his members with such gifts and graces as are needed for service in the
Church. (Cf. Eph. iv. 7—13; Rom. xii. 6—8; 1 Cor. xii. 4—11 ; 1 Pet. iv. 10, 11.)
He provides workers for the Church (1 Cor. iii. 10, 22). 3. Christ opens up the spheres
" I have set before thee an open door " (see 2 Cor.
in which his people may do service.
4. Christ regards his
ii. 12; 1 Cor. xvi. 9; Acts xvi. 9, 10; xviii. 9—11 ; xxiiL 11).
30 ; Bom. xiv. 10 12 ; 1 Cor.
servants as responsible to him alone. (Matt. xxv. 14
xiv. 33). He requires
iv. 1
5.) He expects them to be absolutely at his bidding (Luke
5. Be appoints the discipline whidi
fidelity (Luke xvi. 10; 1 Cor. iv. 2; ch. ii. 10).
He has given to
is to be administered in the Church on earth to its unworthy^ members.
:

—

—

;

—

—

—

the Christian priesthood the power of binding and loosing in his name, and no Church
can trifle with this power except at its peril (see 1 Cor. v.; Matt. xvi. 19; xviii.
6. lie appoints their reward here and herei.
19, 20).'
1 Tim. iv. 20
17 20
'
Bee Canon Tail's admirable work, 'The Messagea to the Seven Ohurchei of A«i» Minot.'
;

;

—

—

;
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There are four principles on wUch he will hestow them : they will be proporthere will be both grace and equity in their bestowal ; they will be granted
to every one and will be love's own recompense of love's acts even in its slightest
services (of. Matt. V. 19 ; xxv. ; xix. 27
xx. 16). 7. When Ms servants depa/rt'hence h»
still has the sole charge of them.
He never lets them slip out of his hands (ch. i. 18
Matt. xvi. 18 (Revised Version) ; Rom. xiv. 8 ; 1 Thess. v. 10). After death the believer
afttr.

tionate

;

;

—

8. Jt his manifestation in glory he will manifest his saints too.
Then the supreme concern of each will be to be well pleasing to him (2
Thus from beginning to end the authority and control of the Lord Jesus
Cor. V. 9).
over the house of God is entire and complete.
III. What abb the moral attributes herb named, the possession op which
FITS COB Lord fob an office so sublime. 1. He that is holy. The Holy One, separate
from evil, with perfect hatred of it. Then he is One who will be very jealous of the
is still

(Ool.

"in

iii.

Christo."

4.)

honour of his house. Holiness is the law of the house ; if it be lacking, judgment will
begin at the house of God (of. Isa. iv. 3). 2. He that is true (4 iK-nBirhs, not i ceA-rjA^j).
Not "true" in distinction from being untrue ; but (1) the True One, in distinction from
false assertors of supremacy ; (2) the true, in distinction from the wrong ideal ; (3) the
true, as perfectly answering to the perfect ideal, as contrasted with all partial and
imperfect realizations of it. The perfect embodiment of the True and Living One is
Where else could the key of David be so well entrusted? Only his hand can
he.
Well may we adopt the words of Doddridge—
safely hold it.
" Worthy thy hand to hold the keys,

Guided by wisdom and by love
Worthy to rule o'er mortal life.
In worlds below and worlds above."
If the key of the house of David had been in less worthy hands, that house would long
ago have fallen to pieces. Therefore
Note : 1. How should we glory in the sway over the house of God being in Christ's
hands, and nowhere but there! 2. Let every Church recognize this HeadsMp of Christ
alone, and wherever he "opens a door" of usefulness, go in at once.
3. Let every
Individual submit himself humbly to Christ's disposal, to be in everything and at every
Ever should our prayer be, " Lord, what would st
step directed and controlled by him.
thou have me to do ? " It is only thus that our life can have before it an intelligible and
right end, in which we are sure to succeed. When " for us to live is Christ," then only
may we be sure that "in nothing we shall be ashamed." Finally, let us ever remember
the responsibility which attaches to us for observing when Christ sets before us an open
It is quite true that no man can shut it, but it is also true that, if we fail to go
door.
in, the door may be closed again, and then no man cau open it; but our opportunity,
once missed, will have been missed for ever. Churches and men alike that fail to
embrace opportunities of greater power and usefulness, have sunk hack to a lower
position than before ; they do, they will, they must. Either to grow or to shrink is the
The law applies everywhere : " To him that hath shall more
alternative before us all.
be given; to him that hath not, from him shall be taken away even that which he
hath." He that is faithful in the few things is the one whom his Lord will make ruler
over the many things, and who will enter into the joy of his Lord.
i

—

Vers. 14 29. Laodicea ; self-conceit and self-deceit. Here is a Church which has
an utterly mistaken view of itself. It thinks itself as well ofif as need be. Our Lord
It is addressed by Christ as by the
declares it to be in a desperately bad condition.
"faithful and true Witness," as the "Beginning of the creation of God;" not as the
the sense of " the first part of," but in the sense of the Beginner, in whom
beginniiiL;
the creation had its beginning, and still has its continuance, meaning, plan, and end.
He, to whom all created being stands open, deigns to give his clear, searching testimony
There are three matters at which
to a self-di'ceived Church as to its state before him.
we must glance the Witness, the testimony, the counsels.

m

—

—

385, not only for his remarks on the matter of disoipline, but also for his comment
pp. 333
on the entire epistle. There is so much that is of great value, that we are diiiLolined to
criticiie, even where we do not entirely concur.

—

—
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"Faithful," <.e. trusty and trustworthy. " True," answering to
I. The Witness.
the ideal, being all that a witness can be.
Whatever can make a witness valuable
belongs to Christ.
We speak because we believe ; he speaks because he knows. He is
the "Amen." He alone can speak with absolute positiveness that there can be no
inaccuracy in his words. In bearing testimony to the occurrence of an external fact,
a very moderate amount of ability, combined with fidelity, might suffice. But when
testimony is borne concerning the inward and spiritual stateof a Church, infinitely more
is needed than such commonplace requirements.
He only can be a competent witness
of the spiritual state of any man, and a fortiori of the spiritual state of any body of
men, who can discern the thoughts and intents of the heart who knows in the case of
each the relation between privilege, capacity, and attainment who understands perfectly
the difference between what is and what ought to be, and the entire bearings of the
spiritual state of to-day on eternal interests.
Evidently, therefore, no one is a competent witness in such matters but he who says, " I the Lord search the heart, and try
the reins of the children of men." But he is. And he who is thus perfectly competent
is also absolutely true.
Nor was it only of this particular Church, at this particular
time, that Christ was a faithful and true Witness ; he is this to every Church at every
time. A Divinely rigid inspection of every Church is ever going on. It is not only true
that we must all stand before the judgment-seat of Christ, it is also true that we do all
stand before it now. There is a royal judgment of professors and of Churches going on at
every moment, and the value of each Church is not what it is in the eyes of man, but
what it is in the eye of the heart-searching Lord. The most solemn inquiry we can
put is, "What does Christ think of us?"
may stand well before other Churches,
but, oh, if Christ thinks ill of us, that spoils all
Let us therefore consider
II. The testimony borne by this Witness.
In the judgment here pronounced as
to the state of the Church at Laodicea, there is a principle expressed which may be
detached from the special details of Laodicean Church life, because it holds good whatever those details may be; it may be looked at quite independently of time or place,
because it bears equally on all Churches at every time and in every place. That prinEvidently, to be
ciple is indicated by the words, " I would thou wert cold or hot."
fei-vent in religion is so blessed that it is perfectly easy to understand why our Lord
should say he would rather we were hot than lukewarm ; but it is not, at first sight, so
Yet our Lord declares that
clear why he would rather we were cold than lukewarrh.
lukewarmness is more offensive to him than entire coldness would he. Let us inquire
1. What this lukewarmness is.
In answering this question, our safest course will be
to follow the evidence given in this letter as to what Christ saw, from which, perhaps,
we may gather what he means. Four features. (1) There was profession. Here was
a company of avowed disciples gathered together in Laodicea to form a fellowship, to
maintain Christian worship, and to advance the honour of the Saviour's name. (2) The
Church was exceedingly well pleased with itself. "Thou sayest, I am rich," etc. Landicea was a great commercial city, rolling in wealth ; and the Church may have been
satisfied either with its worldly status, or (which, perhaps, is the raore probable) with its
" Thou knowest
spiritual progress.
(3) Yet it was a Church unique in its emptiness.
not that thou art the wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked one." *
Laodicea was the poorest of all the seven. In two Churches there was good with no
specified ill ; in four, good and ill were mixed together ; in one there was Ul with no
good that was the Church at Laodicea. There is in it nothing to be commended.
The true gold of spiritual wealth was not there ; the white raiment of personal purity,
nnt there; the anointing of the Holy One, not there. A poor Church indeed! But the
worst has yet to be told. (4) Christ himself was outside it ! He is outside the door,
has been standing there for some time, and was still knocking and asking for admission.
The question at once starts itself When is Christ outside a nominal Church* We
reply: (a) When in its fellowship respectability is thought more of than fervour; (b)
when in the pulpit eloquence is extolled move than the truth is api)reciated; (c) when
talent is more craved than spiritual power; (d) when wealth and status are recognized,
and growth in grace is not. We know a Church which makes its boast of the number
of mayors of the borough who have been m3mbers with it; and anotlier that boasted that
Oh this worldliness it is killing
it had not a single tradesman on ils Clmrch-roU!
Not« the definite article here: vb <I t ToMt'opai.
;

;

We
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Churches. Chrtst is not In them, and wlU not be, till they repent. It Is no uncommon
thing to name the name of Christ with the tongue, even when the Spirit of Christ is
not in the heart. It is clear enough, then, what Christ means by lukewarmness. There
was care enough and interest enough to hold together an external fellowship, and to
maintain all ouiward Church proprieties; but the soul was lacking the living Christ
was not there. Let us now inquire : 2. What entire coldness would have heen,
few
words will suffice here. If the Laodiceans had either never heard the gospel at all, or
if, having heard it, it had never convinced their understanding, or if, although mentally
persuaded of its work and of its Divine origin, they had never had suOScient glow of soul
to unite in a Christian fellowship, and had never made any avowal whatever of any
attachment to the Lord Jesus, ^in such a case there surely would have been coldness.
Let us now ask 3. Whi/ lukewarmness is more offensive to Christ them coldness. Why
is a man who has just warmth enough to lead him to take some interest in religious
services, and to keep his place in a Christian congregation, and no more, more dis*
pleasing to Christ than one without any warmth at all ? For many reasons. (1) There
is a wider discrepancy between profession and practice.
For the Church-member may
fairly be supposed to have convictions clear enough to make a fervid man of him, if he
would but let them have scope and play. But, as it is, there is an inward schism in the
man. (2) T!ie lukewarm professor is more dif&cult to reach. Of all men whose consriences are hard to touch, those are the most so who have "made a profession," and
then settle down in it in a state of self-complacency. (3) Hence their position is pecnliarly
perilous for, owing to their satisfaction with themselves, there is far less chance of the
arrow of conviction piercing their souls. Hence the peril of their self-deceit being
undisturbed until too late. (4) Such a one is more guilty than others, for he has made
a vow whkh he does not pay. He confesses his responsibilities, and yet takes no pains
to discharge them.
(5) He effects more mischief than others. Many an ardent coavert
gets his first chill from lukewarm members of the Church. In fact, this lukewarmness
threatens to pull down a Church ; yea, it will do it if a check be not put upon it. (6)
Uur Saviour will reject it, consequently, with special displeasure. Nothing is so offensive
tu him as a corpse in religion's cloak.
When great pretensions are nothing more than
pretension, then the greater the pretence the greater the offence.
The more true any
one's nature is, the more odious is untruth to him.
What, then, must it be to the Lord
Jesus Christ?
III. The txinNSBLS of this faithful and tkub Witness.
Although the heavenly
Witness is severely faithful, there is in his words a ground-tone of the deepest tenderness.
In them, and indeed in each one of them, there is enough for a separate homily;
but space can only be found for a few words. Note: (1) There is an assurance that his
love is not withdrawn. He is grieved, be is dishonoured, still hd'loves. (2) His love
finds a twofold expression : (a) he convicts ; (6) he chastens. Hence his gracious counsels.
1. They are called on to be zealous.
There are ways and means of reviving a flagging
" He that would be warm must keep near the fire;" and he that would become
zeal.
spiritually warmer must get near the cross, and keep there.
2. Bepent.
lukewarm
Christian has need to repent as much as though he had never repented at all ; for he has
" lost his roll," and cannot then indeed tell whether he ever had one. 3. They are
urged to get all their need supplied. Laodicea was a thriving commercial town. Christ
speaks to the people there in their own familiar dialect. " Buy " where ? what ? (1)
Of Christ ; without money and without price. (2) Gold. Raiment. Byesalve. 4,
They are reminded that the door must be opened to Christ. It is terrible beyond all
power of expression when Church-doors are closed against Christ, and when he is kept
outside the very community whose only raison tCetre is that it may entertain and
honour its Lord. 5. They are entreated to open the door and to admit the living Lord.
What can this mean? Surely nothing less than to let his Spirit rather than the worldspirit have the supreme control.
In a word, the Church is exhorted to become true to
its profession, and to let him, whose sacred Name it avows, be once again its sovereign
Lord. But we must not forget the next point. 6. The Church is to open its doors to
" If any man hear
Christ, by individual members opening their own hearts to him.
iry voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with
me." Finally, if, listening to the counsels of Infinite Wisdom and Love, they, receiving
a living Christ again, become once more a living Church, and ovetoome ihu downiraij
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tendency, then Christ Tdll cause them to Bhare with him his own honour at last. The
Master conquered, and he expects the disciple to do the same. The Lord overcome for
us; we may overcome in him and by him. Note : Victory is possible onl;/ when Christ
M Vfithin us. If we keep him outside, not all the sanctuary teaching, nor tlie services,
Dor songs, nor ordinances, nor forms of godliness, nor parental virtue, can ever prevent
us from ialling miserably back to uerdition. ijf we keep Christ out of our hearts he
'
will spue lu out of hiu moutii.

HOMILIES BY VAET0U8 AUTHOl^a

—

77ie epistle to the Church at Sardit.
Vers. 1 6.
Were any one visiting the actual
sites wliere the several Churches spoken of in these letters once stood, he would, ere he
came to Sardis, have gone a long way round the circle on the circumference of which
Beginning with Ephesus at the southern end, and proceeding norththey all were.
wards along the sea-shore, he next would come to Smyrna, then to Pergamos, then to
Thyatira, and then, coming down the inland side of the rude circle we have imagined,
he would reach Sardis, and proceeding on would come first to Philadelphia ami then to
Laodicea, the last of the seven. But now we have come to Sardis a notable city in
the ancient world, because associated with the great names of Cyrus, Croesus, and
Alexander. With this historic fame, however, we have nought to do, but with the
religious condition of the Church there as shown in this letter.
And, as in all the
previous letters, so here, the title assumed by the Lord Jesus has special reference to
the condition and need of the Church addressed. Ephesus needed encouragement and
warning alike. The Lord, therefore, speaks of himself as •' be who holdeth the seven
Smyrna needed strong support under her heavy trial. The
stars in his right hand."
Lord therefore speaks to them as " The First and the Last, who," etc. Pergamos needed
that the Word of God should bo sharply and severely brought to bear upon her. The
Lord therefore tells of himself as "he who hath the sharp sword with the two edges,"
Thyatira needed to be reminded of the holy and awful wrath of the Lord against
etc.
such as she was harbouring in her midst. The Lord therefore declares himself to be
" he whose eyes are as a flame of fire," etc. And now this Church of Sardis needed to
be won back again to true godliness, for though she had a name that she lived, she
was dead. The Lord therefore speaks of himself to her as "he who hath the seven
Spirits of God, and the seven stars."
Now note how this name of the Lord bears
L On the sin with which the Church was chaeskablk. Observe concerning
this sin : 1. It was not that of others.
Nought is said of Nicolaitans and followers of
Balaam, or of such as Jezebel was. Nothing of false doctrines or of vicious life. These
things which are denounced so terribly in other letters are not charged against this
Church, and we may therefore assume that they could, perhaps they did, thank God
that they were not as those other Churches were. 2. Nor was it that they did nothing.
On the contrary, their works are mentioned repeatedly. No doubt there were all
wonted ministries, religious observances, charities, and missions. There must have
been, for: 3. They were no scandal to others. On the contrary, they had a name,
a reputation, an honourable character, as a living Church. Laodicea deceived herself,
thinking she- was rich ; but it is not said she deceived others. This Church, Sardis, did
deceive others; she was reckoned by them to be really living, though in fact she was
dead ; and very probably she had deceived herself also. But : 4. Their works were not
Well enough before men, but before him quite otherwise. They
perfect before God.
were of such sort that he said of those who did them, that they were " dead." They
were done, as were the prayers, alms, and fastings of the hypocrites, " to be seen of
men." Assuredly not with single eye or with pure motive. They had their reward

—

people talked of them, and gave them credit as having life. But before God they were
Let
dead. Let us remember that it is as " before God " everything is to be estimated.
It is terribly apt to
all who engage in any form of Christian service remember this.
be forgotten. Remember how St. Paul said, " It is a small thing to me to be judged
of you or of any human judgment : he that jiidgeth me is the I^ord ; " "1 labour to be
accepted of him." The one question for us all is, how will our work appear before God ?
For s 6. 2%«»r condition uxu one most displeasing to him. The severe tone of the letter
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proves this.
True, we have had such severity befoTe, and shall have it again ; for
rebuke, and often stern rebuke, was what was needed then and still is by the majority
Nevertheless, there is no one of these letters in
of Churches, always and everywhere.
which the tone is more severe, or the smiting of the sword of the Spirit sharper, or the
soleniuity of the appeals addressed to them more arousing or impressive.
The epistle
to Laodiceaiis the only one which can be compared with it, and it is to be noticed that
the wrong in that Church, whilst very great, is like this in Sardis, that it is free from
the foul stains either of vice or heresy. In the sight of the Lord of the Church there
Love to the Lord
is, it is evident, something more hateful to him than even these.
may linger in hearts even where these are ; but if love, the true life of every Church
and every individual soul, be gone, then are they to be described as none others are,
for they are " dead."
Hence
this letter there is no softening, mitigating utterance at
all, no mention of good works, but the key-note of the epistle is struck at once, and
a startling one it is. But : 6. What was the cause of it all ! Now the name oar Lord
takes to himself in this letter reveals this cause. He by that name declares that in
him and from him is all-sufficient grace. Treasure store inexhaustible, riches unsearchable, both for pastor and people.
For his were "the seven Spirits of God," and his
" the seven stars." And yet, in spite of all this, they were as they were. Oh, was it
not shameful, is it not shameful, utterly inexcusable, when the like exists now, that,
though abundance of grace is in Christ for us all, we should yet be what he terms
" dead " ? It was plain, therefore, they had not sought that grace ; the fulness of the
Spirit's help neither pastor nor people had implored; and so, as we find, they had
"
given in to the world's ways. It is evident from the honourable mention of the " few

m

who had "not

defiled their garments," that the rest had.
That is to say, they had
given in to the world's ways. Hence St. James speaks of pure religion as being in
part this, " Keeping yonr garments unspotted from the world." And in proof of this
there seems to have been a good understanding between the Church and the world at
Sardis.
They seem to have got along together very well. In every other Church, save
this and Laodicea, mention is made of some " burden " which the enmity of the
surrounding wurld laid upon the Church. But not here. As it has been well said
(Archbishop Trench), "The world could endure it because it, too, was a world." This
Church had nothing of the spirit of the " two witnesses " (ch. xi. 10) who " tormented
them that dwelt in the earth" by their faithful testimony; or of the Lord Jesus
either, who " resisted unto blood, striving against sin," and because he would not yield
was crucified (cf. also Wisd. ii. 12, etc.). But there was nothing of all this at Sardis.
It might have been said of them, as was cynically said the other day of a certain
section of ministers of religion amongst us, that " you would find them very well-bred,

and you might be quite certain they would say nothing to you about your soul," It
There has been
is an iU sign when the Church and the world are so happy together.
compromise somewhere, and it is rarely the world which makes it. It is bad to have
no life at all in God's love; it is worse to have had it and to have lost it; but it is
worst of all and may God in his mercy deliver us therefrom to have the name and
reputation of possessing this life, and yet to be, in fact, as it was with Sardis, dead in
regard thereto. For all around us conduces to deepen such fatal slumber of the soul,
and there is an everlasting soothing of them by themselves, the Church and the
world alike, saying continually, " Peace, peace," when there is no peace.
II. On THE PDNISHMBNT WITH WHICH THE ChUECH IS THREATENED.
(Ver. 3.) This
solemn warning of danger speaks of the Lord's advent to judgment. But: 1. What is
that judgment? The name the Lord has assumed in this letter reveals it.
Now, that
name was meant partly to show that they were without excuse, but also to remind
that, as the Spirit is his to give, so also is it his to withdraw and to withhold.
As be
can open the doors of grace, and then no man can shut so also can he shut them, and
then none can open. This, then, was what they were to fear, lest he should leave
them alone, lest he should take his Holy Spirit from them. David dreaded this, and
implored that the Lord would not deal so with him. Better any punishment, any
Buffering, any pain, any amount of distress, than that the soul should be thus left
alone of the Lord.
2. And this Judgment would come "as a thief;" they should not
know when t)r how. There was an ancient proverb that the feet of the avenging gods
Dii laneos liabenl pede$. The meaning is simply what ia here
are shod with wooL

—
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Divine judgment comes silently, stealthily, secretly, invisibly, unexthief."
Who can mark the hour vrhen God's Spirit leaves a man?
Who sees the master of the house rise up and shut the door? It is not always true, as
the much misleading verse tells

Baid, that the

pectedly,

"as a

" While the lamp holds ont

The
Before that

lamp

is

vilest sinner

quenched, the- Holy

may

to bum.
return."

Spirit's blessed flame

may have been quenched,

he, resisted, grieved, done despite to, may have for ever gone away.
And it is
equally untrue to affirm tliat the point of death bars all return.
It is not death, but
the determined character of the soul, that decides that matter. Death cannot shut the

and

Spirit out nor life ensure that he remain, but the fixed bias and character into which
we have settled down. And then : 3. There follows the Wotting out of the name, etc.
Of him who overcomes Christ says, " I will by no means blot out his name."
(Ver. 5.)
Hence it is implied that the rest he will blot out. Tetf, the name may be in that

through the blessed atonement and sacrifice of our Lord Jesus Christ our names
Will they be allowed to stay there? The branch may
be in the Vine ; it is so but " if it bear not fruit, then," etc. Christ has put us all in,
but we can force him, all unwilling, to blot us out again. And to be as Sardis was
Have mercy upon us, OXord
will do this.
Their sin had not altered the fact that he stiU had
III. Ow THEiH KBSTOEATIOK.
" the seven Sijirits," etc. And should the Lord's earnest word have the effect designed,
it would, and we may well believe it did, awake many that slept, and arouse them
from the dead, that Christ might give them life. And how would they be encouraged
by this revelation of the Lord's grace 1 " How sweet the name of Jesus " would sound
Did it nut enable them to say to their adversary, " Eejoice not against
in their ears !
me, O mine enemy : when I fall I shall arise ; when I sit in darkness, the Lord
shall be a light unto me."
The effort they would have to make would be severe, but
here in this name was abundance of grace for all their need. And to encourage them

book

;

—

are there; but the question is
;

the Lord points them: 1. To the "few" who had overcome. Tliere was, then, no
These had overcome, so
irresistible might in the tbraldom in which they were held.
might they. The grace that enabled these was waiting for them likewise. Not only
would these "few" be greatly strengthened by the Lord's remcii'ibrance of and special
promise to them, but the rest also would learn that victory was possible for them
through him who had the " seven Spirits," etc. 2. To means that, if faithfully used,
would be effectual. (1) Let them become wakeful such is the meaning. This was
a primary and imperative need. And when thus awake, let them (2) remember how
they had received and heard. Witli what earnestness and joy and devotedness of spirit
they had begun their Christian career! Let them look back on that. And let them
The door of hope was
(3) hold fast, ijt. keep, what remained, for all was not lost yet.
not shut. And let them (4) repent, i.e. have done with all habits, practices, and conduct, with all ways of thinking and speaking, which had lured them into and all but lost
them in their deceitfulness. Let them confess it all before the Lord, and come away
from it at once and for ever. And (5) let them strengthen the things which remained.
As the traveller crossing the Alps in snow-storm, all but benumbed, striking his foot
against the body of one who had just before passed that way and had sunk down in
the snow, overcome by the deadly torpor of the cold as he, roused by the blow and
proceeding to use all efforts to awaken the fallen one, happily succeeds, he is made at
the same time altogether wakeful and alive himself so let any whose own spiritual
condition is feeble try to make others strong, and they, too, in the endeavour will -win
And next he points them to: 3. The reward of these
strengih. Let them thus act.
who overcoTne. (1) The white robe, symbol of victory, purity, joy. (2) The fellowship
with Christ. " They shall walk with me in white." What enhancement of their
"I will by no
blessedness this!
(3) The retention of their names in the book of life.
means blot out," etc. All the loving purposes which he cherished for them when he
entered tkjir names there, they shall realize and enjoy. (4) The confession of their
natjes before his Father and his angels. What a compensation for the contempt of the
world! how insignificant and despicable is that contempt when placed over against
Ah! who would stay in the sad state of
this honour which Christ here promises!
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opened out of it for them ? All grace is his, and hia for
it ; for he " hath the seven," etc.
S. C.

Sardis

like this is

us, if

ourselves of

—

The present blessedness of the consecrated life s a Whit Sunday Mrmon.
walk with me in white ; for they are worthy." This is Whit Sunday, and
its very name carries us back in thought to the literal and impressive manner in which
the Christian Church of the early centnries was wont to interpret our text when she
celebrated the Feast of Pentecost.
For it was at this feast so the Book of the Acts
tells us
that there were reaped for Christ and his Church those famous firstfrnits of the
harvest of converted men, which in the ages to come Christ's ministers should gathei
in.
On that day there were added to the Church some three thousand souls, who were
all straightway baptized according to St. Peti r't) word, " Repeat, and be baptized every
one of you in the name of Jesus Christ lor the remission of sins, and ye shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost." The Day of Pentecost, therefore, became a chosen day in
the early Church for the reception by baptism of converts to the Christian faith.
On that day they who had lived heretofore in Judaism or in heathenism were clothed
in white robes, and gathered in numerous throngs at the baptisteries of the churches
there, with music and holy psalms, and with many elaborate symbolic ceremonies,
they received the initiatory rite of the Ciiristian Church. But the most striking
feature of the day was the procession of white-robtd candidates, and that so fastetied
itself on the mind of the Church, that the day which commemorated the Feast of
Pentecost came to be called, as it is amongst us still, Whit or White Sunday, Alba
Dominica, or the white Lord's day. Those who were on that day baptized had been
counted worthy for they had renounced heathenism or Judaism, and had confessed
And hence they were
Christ ^to be numbered amongst the Christian fellowship.
.
worthy " ?
arrayed in white garments ; for was it not written, " They shall walk
And it is told how not selfloi_' these baptized ones would ever afterwards carefully
Ver. 4.

" They

shall

—

—

—

—

.

.

preserve their white robe as a perpetual reminder of their vow of consecration to Christ,
last, when they lay down to die, they would have it put on once more, and
in it they would be buried.
But whilst it is interesting to note how the mind of tho
ancient Church expressed by such symbolism its understanding of this word before us,
it is more important to us to get beneath the metaphor, and to ascertain its meaning
for ourselves to-day.
And that meaning is surely this that the consecrated Christian
life is a blessed life.
The white robe of the baptized told them, no doubt, of the
character and responsibilities of that life; that its character was to be holy, and that
their responsibility and obligation were to strive after holiness, and to be content with
nothing less. But in our text it is not so much responsibility and obligation that are
meant, but the blessedness of the Christian life. Let us speak, therefore
The few in Sardis who are
I. Of the worthiness which wins the white robe.
;
to be counted worthy are they who, unlike the rest, " have not defiled their garments
that is, the character, which is the vestment of the soul, and which they had received,
they had kept undefiled. For a new chai acter is given to him who truly comes to
Christ ; be is a new creature, and the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth him from all sin.
This is no mere doctrine of theology, but a fact in Christian experience. For the mind
that
in which we come to Christ is in nature, though not in degree, Christ's own mind
mind of which his atoning death was the expression ; the mind that condemns sin,
that trusts in the forgiving love of God, and desires above all else the love of God.
Such was the mind in which Christ died, and which was the real atonement. For tho
mangled flesh of the Lord and the bleeding body had no atoning power save as they
declared the mind which was in him. And it was a mind that could not but be infinitely

and at the

—

'

—

acceptable to the Father, could not but have been a full, true, sufiicient atonement,
And because, whenoblation, and satisfaction to his heart, the Father-heart of God.
ever we come really to God in Christ, the movements of our minds are in this same
direction, and we come clothed in this mind, though it may be but imperfectly, yet
because our mind is like in nature, though not in degree, to the perfect mind of Christ
when he died for us, therefore are we accepted in him, and for his sake pardoned, and
made possessors of a new character his mind which is the garment we are to keep
undofiled, and which those who are counted worthy do keep undefiled.
" Blessed are the pure in
Iltelli: L 0/ purity.
ii. U* iiiit *aiiE uous.iiiis.ht.

—

—
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Oh, the joy of this
It is good, when temptation comes, to he ahle to grip and
it, and to gain victory over it, though after a hard struggle.
.Oh,liow far
better this than to miserably yield, and to be " led captive by Satan at his will " 1
But
even this falls far below the blessedness which the white robe signifies. For it tells of
an inward purity, like to his who said, " The prince of this world oometh, and hath
nothing in me." There was nothing in him on which the tempter's power could fasten,
and to rise up to this heart-purity is the glory and joy promised by the white robe.
White was the symbol of this also, as well as of purity. He who went
2. Of victory.
forth " conquering and to conquer " rode upon a white horse
so the vision declared.
They who had come out of the great tribulation were clothed in " white robes," and
elsewhere we are told they had " overcome by the blood of the Lamb." And this
blessedness of victory the consecrated soul enjoys. " Sin shall not have dominion over "
him. " In all things " he is " more than conqueror." One of the very chiefest blessings
of the Christian faith is that it makes the weak strong, and to them that have no
might the faith of Christ increaseth strength. Facts of everyday Christian experience
prove that it is so. 3. Of joy. White garments are the symbol of this also. And the
heart."

I

grapple with

—

truly consecrated heart shall know " the joy of the Lord." The saints of God in all
ages have found that " he giveth songs in the night."
should have joy if not the
tme-hearted Christian man?
III. How WE MAY WIN AND WEAK THESE WHITE EOBBB.
Through entire sarrender
to Christ.
There is no other way. If we retain our own will and keep urging its
claims, these white robes are not for us.
The consecrated life is clothed thus, and that

Who

life

alone.

—

8. 0.

Vers. 7
XZ.— Letter to the Church at Philadelphia. If asked to sum up in a wonl
the main lesson of this letter, I would quote the saying of our Lord recorded by St.
Luke, "Fear not, little flock." Such is the effect of a right reading of this most
precious epistle. It is a heart-cheering word to all such Churches, and to every one of
like character.
For Philadelphia was
" Thou hast a little strength " (ver. 8), or rather, " Thou hast small
I. Little.
power." It refers not to her spiritual strength, for that was not small, but perfected in
her weakness. She was mighty through God who upheld and sustained her. Hence
the expression is to be regarded as referring, probably, to her membership as but few
in number, to her wealth as but very small, to her knowledge and gifts as being but
slender, to great and distinguished men amongst her as being very rare, to her social
Hence she was small in human esteem, one of those
position as being quite humble.
" weak things," which, however, God often chooses wherewith to accomplish his own
purposes.
And many a Cliurch, beloved of the Lord, is like Philadelphia, having only

"a

strength." But also she was
MtTOH TEIED. Looking at this letter, we can gather what some of these trials
were. It seems that: 1. Their place amongst the people of Ood was denied.^ We
gather this from what is said as to the assertion of the Jews, who, as at Galatia and
everywhere else, aflBrmed that thejr only, the descendants of Abraham, were the Israel
of God none else had part or lot therein. In ver. 9 emphasis is to be laid on the word
" they " in the sentence, " which say they are Jews." St. Paul was perpetually fighting
against this exclusiveness, and was for ever teaching that in Christ Jesus there was
"neither Jew nor Greek." But all the same, it caused considerable uneasiness amongst
the e*rly Gentile believers. There was much to be urged out of the Scriptures in
favour of the real descendants of Abraham, especially if they were also "as touching
the Law blameless." They seemed to many as a privileged order, a spiritual aristocracy,
Hence so many Gentiles
admission into whose circle was indeed to be desired.
little

II.

:

And the
rite of circumcision (cf Epistle to the Galatians, pataim).
taunts of the Jews at Philadelphia against the Christians, as being not really God's
still there
people at all, was one form of the trials they were called upon to bear. And
so by God ; denied his
is many a believer, excommunicated by man, but not at all
ffirstbora
place in earthlv Churches, though it be abundantly his in the Church of the
both have
Catholics have denounced Protestants, and Protestants one another, and
those whom
retorted, and all have been wrong, and sinful in being wrong, whenever
love and obey
they have denounced have shown that they did unfeignedly trust and
submitted to the
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Christ the Lord.
The cry, " The Church of the Lord, the Church of the Lord ar«
we I " is often raised by those who have no right to it, and against those who have.
Thus was it at Sardia. 2. They had to encounter active opposition. Endeavours seem
to have been made to shut the door of usefulness which the Lord had opened for them.
His emphatic declaration that none should shut that door implies that there had been
those who had tried to do so. And how often since then have dominant and cruel
Churches made the same attempt in regard to communities they did not like ! Witness
the persecutions of Yauduis and Waldenses in Switzerland, of Hussites and others in
Bohemia, of Lollards, Protestants, and Puritans in England, of Covenanters in Scotland,
and of Catholics in Ireland, all has been, with more or less of difference, the repetition
of what was done at Philadelphia in the days of St. John. And there appears to have
been : 3. Attempts to make them apostatize. The meaning of the latter part of ver. 8
is, " Because though thou hast but little strength, nevertheless thou hast kept
word, and hast not denied
Name." Hence we gather and the tenses of the verbs
used imply it also that there had been some definite attempt of the kind we have
said.
Like as Saul in his persecuting days forced the unhappy Christians who fell into
his power " to blaspheme," so similar force had apparently been used, but, by virtue
of Christ's sustaining grace, with no effect. For, notwithstanding all, they were
They kept Christ's word, and did not deny his Name; and the first
III. Faithful.
was the cause of the last. Their history illustrates the value of the word of Christ.
They clung to it, they would not let it go,' they had nothing but this, but this they
word;" "Thou hast kept
had and clave to. .Twice is it named: "Thou hast kept
the word of
patience."
And this latter and fuller form reveals a further aid to
their faith which they found in Christ's word.
"For the word of Christ, as the
Philadelphians knew it, was. not a word calling them to easy and luxurious and
applauded entrance into the kingdom, hut to much tribulation first, and the kingdom
with the glory of it afterwards." And not only as a word which told them at the
beginning that patience would be needed, did it help them ; but yet more as the word
which revealed Christ their Lord as the great Example and Source and Bewarder of
patience ; so that, however hard to bear their trials might be, they could turn in thought
to their Lord, and behold him meekly bearing his cross
so much heavier than theirs;
und they had seen him also sustaining his tried servants again and again, and they
knew that he would do the same for them, and they believed that he would assuredly
reward their patience. Yes, it was the word of his patience to which they dung, and
in the strength of which, though tempted and tried sorely, they would not deny his
Name. And their way must be oiu: way, their strength oiusiwhen we are tried. And

—

—

my

—

my

my

my

—

they were
IV. Greatly blest. The Lord gave them large reward. To this day the suflfering
Smyrna and the much-tried Philadelphia alone remain of these seven Churches. Through
all manner of vicissitudes the Christian faith has been upheld by them to this day.
But see the recompenses spoken of here.
1. Christ eon/esses them, and denies their
slanderers.
He pronounces for them and against their foes. Such is the significance of
the august and subhme title which the Lord here assumes. It tells of the names of
the Lord God of Israel. He was the Holy, the True, the King of Israel, of whom David,
with his great authority opening and shutting according to his will, was the Old
Testament type and representative.
"The key of David" means the power and
authority of David, and Christ claims to be as he was, and far more, the Representative
of God, and the Possessor of his authority and power. Now, it was by tbis great and
glorious Jehovah that the Jews at Philadelphia aflBrmed that the Church there was
disowned and denied. They said, " You have no part in this God, but we only." But
in utter contradiction of this falsehood, he, the Holy One himself, comes forward, and
declares that the persecuted Church had part in him, but that they, her slanderers, had
" Ye Jews say ye aie Jews, but in any real sense ye are not ; ye do lie ; hut
not.
this my despised, yet faithful Church, I have loved her, and I, the Holy, the True, the
King of Israel, do now confess her as she has confessed me." And often and often has
" When wrong has been done to any of his servants
the Lord done the like of this.
here on earth, he will redress it in heaven, disallowing and reversing there the nnrighteons decrees of earth. It was in faith of this that Huss, when the greatest council
which Christendom had leen for one thousand years delivered his sqtA to Bataa, did
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commend it to the Lord Jesus Christ ; and many a faithful confeasoi
or Madrid has walked to the stake, his yellow lom henitoeSX painted ovei
with devils, in token of those with whom his portion should be, has never doubted that
his lot should be with him who retains in his own hands the key of David, who thui
could open for him, though all who visibly represented here the Church had shut him
out, with extreme malediction, at once from the Church militant here and the Church
triumphant in heaven." And the grim cells of Newgate, and the bare bleak hedgerows
of our own land, have often been the scenes of similar revelations to God's persecuted
God has taken their side, and pronounced for them as he did for the Church at
ones.
" Behold, I have set
2. Their Lord makes them abundcmtly meful.
Philadelphia.
before thee an open door, and no man can shut it" His Name declared his power to
do this, and here he affirms that he has exercised that power on their behalf. By the
" open door," usefulness, opportunity of service and of doing much good, is meant
Now, this Christ declared he
(cf. 1 Gor. xvi. 9 ; 2 Cor. ii. 12 ; Acts liv. 27 ; Col. iv. 3).
had done for them. Perhaps it was by giving them favour in the sight of the people,
or by breaking the hold of heathenism, arousing a spirit of inquiry, raising up able
Fidelity to Christ has given to it
teachers, giving them entrance into fresh circles.
a key that will turn the most difficult lock, and open the most closely shut door. 3.
l^eir enemies should submit themselves. As Saul the persecutor became Paul the apostle.
And again and again out of the ranks of the Church's fiercest foes have come those who
have first surrendered their hearts to her cause and then their lives to her service (c£
In that this word was literally
the conversion of Constantine and of Rome generally).
They should he delivered from the hour of temptation that dread hour
fulfilled.
which was drawing near so swiftly (cf. Ps. xci.). Perhaps they would be taken home
And if not that, raised in heart, as the
first, delivered so " from the evil to come."
martyrs perpetually were, above all fear; or some wondrous deliverance should be
found for them. They knew that hour was coming, and no doubt they had often
shuddered at the prospect. But oh, what joy to be told by their Lord that he would
the crown. Their Lord was quickly coming;
deliver them 1 6. The eternal recompense
himself confidently
that at

Rome

—

4

—

In ver. 12
tiiem hold on but a little longer, and then this crown should be theirs.
this crown of recompense is more fully described : (1) As being made "a pillar in the
God," i.e. they should perpetually abide there, dwelling in the house of
temple of
the Lord for ever. Now we come and go, in fact and in spirit. Not so there. " He
It is a curious coincidence that amongst the ruins at Phila^
shall go no more out"
delphia there stands to this day a solitary tall pillar; it strikes the eye of the traveller,
and suggests irresistibly this glorious promise made to the believers who lived there
long ago. An ancient geographer says of the place, "It is full of earthquakes, and is
daily shaken, now one part, and now another suffering, so that one wonders any should
have been found to build or inhabit it" Now, to the Christians, who saw daily in their
" I will make him who
city the image of their own precarious position, Christ says,
overcomes a pillar in the temple of my God," and he shall go no more out "—shall not
(2)
totter and fall as these stone pillars do, but shall abide stable and sure for ever.
As being identified with : (a) God. " The Name of my God " Christ will write upon him.
" Surely this was the Son of God "—so S[iake
It shall be evident that he belongs to God.
they who had crucified the Lord: they could not help seeing the Name of God written
upon him. (6) " The city of my God," Jews had cast them out, but the God of the
his own city.
true " holy city " had declared it theirs, and that their true home was
;
hope they are going to heaven " there are soma
There are many of whom we say, "
let

my

We

are sure they are," for their identification with heaven is bo
say, "
that aspect of Christ's love by which the believer
complete, (c) Christ's own
realizes that he is Christ's and Christ is his.
of

whom we

We

Name—

"So, gracioM Saviour, on my breait,
May thy dear Name be worn,
sacred ornament and guard

A

To

Vers.

14—21.— 27l«

endless ages borne."

«pi»(i* <" '*«

Ohwrch at Laodicea.

It
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» wealthy dty

b

—
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It stood on one
this Church had her home, and it was large and beautiful also.
of Ihe great Roman roads which led away to Damascus and Arabia.
Hence there was
a large stream of traffic continually flowing through it, and its inhabitants became very
rich.
At the time when this letter was sent them they were building for themselves
one of those huge amphitheatres which the Greeks and Romans of the day were wont
to build in tdl their chief cities, and where those too often barbarous and degrading
As a further evidence
sports, in which they bo much delighted, might be carried on.
of their wealth, it is reconled how, when their city was almost destroyed by one of
those earthquakes by which the whole region was so often disturbed, they rebuilt it
entirely at their own cost.
Church was early formed there, and was one of consider^
able importance.
It was probably founded by one or other of those earnest-minded
brethren, who, like Epaphras, whom Paul names in his letter to the neighbouring
Church at Colossse, and who were commissioned by St. Paul for such work, probably
during his sojourn at Ephesus.
know that Epaphras was a near neighbour,
Colossae being only some six or eight miles distant from Laodicea ; and hence it is
likely that he
" faithful minister of Christ, and beloved fellow-servant," as St. Paul calls
him (Col. i. 7 ; iv. 12) had something to do with the planting of the Church there.
And we can have no donbt but that the Church was once in a very flourishing condition.
The Epistle of St. Paul to the Ephesians was intended, it is all but certain,
as much for the Laodiceans as the Ephesians, if not more so. The high praise which
we find in that letter is therefore to be regarded as given to Laodicea, which now, when
St. John writes to it, is so sadly fallen. And in Col. ii. 1, 5, St. Paul speaks of them and
But a
of the " steadfastness " of their " faith in Christ " (cf. also Col. iv. 13—16).
sad change had come over them, and the result is this letter before us now. Note
"
I. Their chakactbr and condition.
They are charged with being neither cold
nor hot," but lukewarm. That is to say, that whilst there was not absolute denial of
the faith and disregard of all Christ's claims, there yet was neither the fervent zeal, the
devout spii it, nor the all-sacrificing love, springing from a vigorous faith, which would
make a Church glow with holy fervour and sacred heat. And this half-and-half,
neither one thing nor the other, condition is all too common amongst not a few who
How many Churches, and how many churchprofess and call themselves Christians.
going people, may, and probably have, seen their portraitures in this sad letter to the
Church at Laodicea ! They cannot be said to be cold and so utterly disregardful of
religion, or of Christian faith and custom ; but as certainly they are not " hot," not
filled with love and zeal and desire towards Christ, willing to do all, bear all, be all or
anything or nothing, so only as the honour of his Name may be increased, and the
boundaries of his kingdom enlarged. Christians are to be known by their ardour, and
But
so tongues of fire came and rested upon their heads on the great Pentecostal day.
Laodicea and the like of her show nothing of this kind, nor will nor can they whilst
they remain as they are. And the coujnion run of men like to have it thus. Cold
makes them shiver ; heat scorches them, they like neither ; but to be moderately warm,
tepid, or but little more ; that is pleasant, is safe, is best every way, so men think.
The cynic statesman's parting charge to one of his agents, " Surtout, point de zele," is,
in fact, what the ordinary Christian vastly prefers for himself and for others.
They
confound zeal with eccentricity, fervour with wild and ill-considered schemes, earnestness with rant, enthusiasm with mere delirium and extravagance; and, under pretence
of discountenancing these undesirable things, they desire neither for themselves nor for
others that glow of Divine love in their souls which is desirable above all things else.
They congratulate themselves upon being moderate, sobei^miuded people, and they pity
the poor deluded enthusiasts, to whom it is a dreadful thing that sin and sorrow should
prevail as they do, and who, therefore, are in the very forefront of the battle against
them. Laodiceans think well and speak well of themselves, and other people credit
them with what they say, and hence they are self-complacent and well satisfied, and
wonder why anybody should doubt or differ from them. They do not hear the world's
sneer or see its mocking look when their names are mentioned; still less do they hear
the sighing of the sorrowful heart which yearns to see the Church of Christ rise up to
her Lord's ideal and intent. But they go on saying and thinking that they are well
But their condition it abhorrent to the Lord ; h«
to do, and have need of nothing.
cannot abide it, nauseates it, would rather far that they were either cold or hot ; «ithw
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extreme would be better than the sickening lukewannness which now characterizes
them. To such It was that the Lord said, '• The publicans and harlots go into the
kingdom of God before you." Whilst of the irreligious multitudes he only said, as he
looked on them with compassion, "They are as sheep haying no shepherd." Elijah
jaid, " If Baal be God, serve him " " better be hearty in his service than serving
neither God nor Baal, as you now are." And experience confirms this seemingly strange
We, could understand that he would men were
preference which the Lord declares.
" hot " rather than " lukewarm ; " but that he would rather that they were " cold "
without religion altogether than as they arc, that seems a strange preference. But,
as St. Paul says, " If a man think himself to be wise, let him become a fool that he
may be wise ; " by which he meant that a man who thinks himself wise when he is
not, there is more hope of a fool becoming wise than he, for his self-conceit stands in
And so in the matter of a man's real conversion to GtoA, he who knows he
his way.
has no religion is more likely to be won than he who thinks he is religious and has
" need of nothing." There is more hope, therefore, for the cold than for the " lukewarm," and hence our Lord's preference. And this condition is one which drives the
Lord away, chases him forth from his Church. Christ is represented, not as in the
Church, but as outside, standing at the door, and knocking for admission. He has been
driven out. He cannot stay either in that Church or in that heart which loves him
We do not care to stay where we are not
with but half or less than half a love.
And our Lord will not stay where
really welcome ; we get away as soon as we can.
the love which should welcome and cherish his presence is no longer there.
n. How Chbist d^als with thkm. 1. He reveals to thtm their true condition.
And to make them more readily receive his revelation, he declares himself by a name
which ensured that his testimony was and must be infallibly true. He tells of himself
Therefore they may be sure that he
as " the Amen, the faithful and true Witness."
could not err and would not misstate what he, as the Son of God, " the Beginning of
the creation of God," saw and knew, and now declared to them to be true. _ And so he
tells them how it is with them, though they Imew it not and kept saying the very
Hence he tells the Church, " Thou art the wretched one and the pitiable one,
reverse.
and beggarly and blind and naked." Ah wliat a revelation this! how it would startle
and shock them! No doubt the Loid intended that it should. Their condition
They thought that they were certain of their Lord's approval.
justified these words.
;

—

!

in terror the judge's sentence was ever
that they thought as they did proved them
" blind."
And as those whom it was design"d to degrade were stripped " naked," so
2. And by thus
as " shameful " were they in the sight of the 1 lOrd and of his angels.
revealing their true state, 7te rebukes and chastens them. What humiliation and distress
and alarm must this revelation have caused! But next: 3. He counsels them what to
do.
He wiU not leave them thus, but points out the way of amendment. He bids them

He

tells

more

them that no shivering criminal waiting

really wretched

than they.

And

" The sacrifices of
of me." But if they were so poor, how could they buy ?
God, thou wilt not despise."
are a broken spirit : a broken and a contrite heart,
This is the money wherewith they must buy. And when they have laid out this
money, and have become possessors of what it will surely purchase, they will tell you,
went to buy.
if you ask them, that even this money he gave them from whom they
And what is it they will get in exchange? (1) "Gold tried in," etc. This is faith
" The trial of your faith, being much more precious than gold and
(cf. 1 Pet. i. 7).
" White rairnent
silver."
Oh, to be " rich in faith " ! They are rich who have it, (2)

"buy
God

True righteousness of character, the holiness which becometh saints.
"Eyesalve that,'"' etc. The illuminating grace of the Holy Spirit. Such is the
way of amendment : coming thus poor to the Lord, gaining faith, holiness, wisdom—
that which he
so shall we rise up from the condition which the Lord cannot abide to
Shall we not follow this counsel ? He does not compel but
loves and will ever bless.
" Behold,
counsels.
Let us also thus buy of him. 4. He waits for their repentance.
How true it is he desireth not the death of a sinner, but
I stand at the door," etc.
What a picture this weU-known
rather that he turn from his wickedness and live 1
Our Lord, who died for us, standing there outside
and ever-to-be-loved verse presents
promises. (1)
1 will
seeking to enter in. 5. He encourages them to repent. See his
piece of clay gave
A
himself.
with
Communion
with
me."
and
he
sup with him,

that," etc.

(3)

I

—
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had such fragrance. It replied that
and so it had become filled with
its sweetness.
So our claylike souls, if we be in communion with Christ, shall come
Ah, then, "open the door," and let your Lord in. (2) He holds out to
to be as he.
those who " overcome" the same reward as he had when he overcame "to sit with
forth a sweet fragranc*.
it

bad long

lain

by the

It

it

side of a sweet-smelling rose,

—

me

my

throne, even as I," etc. (ver. 21). It tells of the highest, holiest joys, of the
in
everlasting kingdom of God.
So would he lure them to himself Shall he not succeed ?

" Behold, he stands at the door and knocks."— S. 0.
Ver. 20.
The Saviour, the soul, and salvation. " Behold, I stand at the door," etc.
These words, so well known and much loved, however iheir primary intention may
have had regard to a sinful community like the Church at Laodicea, nevertheless lend
themselves so aptly to the setting forth of Christ's dealing with individual sinful souls,
and have been so often used in this way, that once more we employ them for the like
purpose. They supply three vivid pictures.
" Behold, I stand," etc. ; and they reveal him to us in all his
I. Of oue Saviotjb.
He is represented 1. As in constant nearness to the soul. He stands at the
grace.
door.
He does not come for once and then depart, but there he continues. 2. And ht
knocks at the door : not merely stands there. The soul is like a great palace that hag
many doors. And Christ knocks sometimes at the one door and sometimes at another.
There is : (1) Tlie door of the intellect. To this he comes with the evidence of the
reasonableness of his faith and claims. (2) Of the conscience. To this he shows the
goodness and righteousness of that which he asks ; how he ought to be obeyed. (3) Of
love. He wakes up, or seeks to wake up, the spirit of gratitude in response to all he is and
has done for the soul, (4) Of /ear. The alarm of the awakened conscience, the fearful
looking for of judgment, are the means he uses. (6) Of hope. The blessed prospect
of eternal peace and purity and joy. 3. And he knocks in many ways. (1) Sometimes
by his Word. As it is quietly read in the sacred Scriptures, some text will arrest and
arouse the soul. Or, as it is faithfully, lovingly, and earnestly preached : how often
he knocks in this way
And (2) sometimes by his providence. Sickness ; bereavement
loss of wealth, or friends, or other earthly good; disaster ; the approach of pestilence
nearness of death; trouble of mind, body, or estate; all are the Lord's knockings.
And (3) sometimes by his Spirit. These more often than any. " The Spirit . . . says.
Come." 4. And we know that he does this. Have we not been conscious of his appeals
again and again? 5. See what all this reveals of him. (1) His infinite patience.
How long he has waited for some of us, year after year, and is not wearied yet ! (2)
His gracious condescension. That he, our Lord and Saviour, should thus deal with \m.
Behold, then, this portrait of oui all-gracious
(3) And, above all, what infinite love
Saviour and Lord, and let it draw your hearts to him as it should.
II. Or THE SOUL
the soul of each one of us. Our text shows the soul : 1. As the
object of Ghrisfs anxious concern.
He would not else be thus standing and knocking
at the door of our hearts. And the reason is that he knows (1) The soul's infinite value
and preciousness. He knows its high capacities that it can love and worship, resemble,
and rejoice in God. (2) Its terrible peril. Were it not so, there would not be need for
such auxious concern. It is in peril of losing eternal life and of incurring eternal
death.
It is nigh unto perishing
a lost sheep, a lost piece of silver, a lost child.
2. As exercising its fearful power.
Eefusing Christ, keeping him outside the soul.
Many other guests are admitted freely, but not Christ. (1) The soul has this power
of refusal.
None other has. Not the stars of heaven, not the mighty sea, not the
raging winds, not the devouring fire. All these obey. But the soul can refuse. (2)
And here it is exercising this power. That Christ is kept outside the soul is the
testimony of: (o) Scripture. Texts innumerable tell of the estrangement of the human
heart from God.
(b) Conscience.
Does not the ungodly man know that Christ does
not dwell within him, that he has no room for him however it may be with other
guests
And the strange, sad reluctanoy to speak for Christ to others
in his soul?
shows how partial is his possrssion of even Christian souls, (c) Facts. See what men
are and say and do
mark their conduct, their conversation, their character; examine
the maxims, principles, and motives which regulate them, and see if Christ be in all
^nd this, not only in men brought up in ungodliness, but often in
or any of them,
:

I
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those trained in pious homes, and from whom you would have expected better things.
It yoluntarily excludes Christ.
When hii
(3) And this is the soul's own doing.
«ppeal is heard, and very often it is, men divert their thoughts, distract them with
other themes or deaden, their convictions, by plunging into pleasure, business, sin
or delay obedience, procrastinating and putting off that which they ought promptly to
perform.
Ah, what guilt
Ah, what folly
(4) And this is the sin " against the
;

!

1

Not any one

Holy Ghost, which hath never forgiveness."
persistent exclusion of Christ,
The knocking

act, but this
heard more and more
The sin has been
faintly, imtil at length, although it goes on, it is not heard at all.
committed, and the punishment has begun. But the text contemplates also the happier
opening the door to Christ.
alternative.
3. ITie soul claiming its greatest privilege
He says, "If any man will open," thereby plainly teaching us that men may and
should, and blessed be his Name some will, open that door. (I) The soul can do
It could not say, " Yes," if it could not say,
this.
It is part of its great prerogative.
" No ; " but because it can say, " No," it can also say, " Yes." (2) And the opening
the door depends upon its saying, " Yes." This is no contradiction to the truth that
the Holy Spirit must open the heart. Both are essential ; neither can be done without.
But the Spirit
It is a co-operative work, as consciousness and Scripture alike teach.
ever does his part of the work ; it is we only who fail in ours. May we be kept
herefrom
Ill, Salvation.
The result of such opening the door is this, and the picture that
"1 will sup with him."
is given of it is full of interest.
1. Christ becomes our Quest.
Now, if we invite any one to our table, we have to provide the feast. But what have
we to set before Christ that he will care for ? Ah, what ? " All our righteousnesses "
Not at all. In this spiritual banquet that which he will most joywill they do?

of the

Lord

definite

is

—

—

—

—

coming in contrition and trust to rest upon his love. "The
of God," etc. (Ps. li.). Let us bring them ; they, but naught else, will be wellBut the scene changes. 2. Christ becomes our Host. " He with
pleasing to him.
fully accept is ourselves,

sacrifices

me."

Ah now
I

what a

difference

I

"Blest Jesus, what delicious fare I

How sweet thine entertainments are

I

shall soon realize.
(1) There is full, free pardon for every sin. (2) Next, the
assurance of his love, that he has accepted us. (3) Power to become like him
renewing, regenerating grace. (4) His peace, so that in all trial and sorrow we may
" rest in the Lord." (5) Power to bless others, so that they shall be the better for
having to do with us. (6) Bright hope, blessed outlook to the eternal inheritance.

This

we

And at last, in due time, that inheritance itself. Such are some of the chief
elements of that banquet at which Christ is the Host; and all the while there is sweet,
He is " known to us in the
blessed intercourse, hallowed communion, with himself.
breaking of bread."
CoNCLrsioN. How, then, shall it be ? Shall we still keep the door of our hearts
May he forbid We can do this ; alas some will. But we can
barred against him ?
Do that.
'ipen the door.
(7)

I

I

In the silent midnight watche*,
List thy bosom door
1

I

How

—

knocketh knooketh
Knocketh evermore
it

—knocketh—

I

Bay not

'tis

thy pulse

is

beating

:

'Tis thy heart of sin

TiB thy Saviour knocks and
Bise, and let me in.'

orieth,

'

"

Death comes on with reckless footstep*,
To the hall and hut
Think you, Death will tarry knockin«
Where the door is shut?

—

—

Jesus walteth waiteth waitetb.
But the door is fast
Orieved, away thy Saviour go«Ui
Death breaks in at last.

—
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"Then

At

'tis time to Btand entieatinf
Chriat to let thee in
the gate of hearen beating.

Waiting for thy ein.
thou guilty creatum;
Hast thoa then forgot?
ienaa waited long to know thee.
Now he knows thee not."

Ray— alas

I

B.O.

— —(5) eplsth
The Bad spectacle

Church in SardU : the decaying Ohwch on the brink
presented here of a Church dying out. To the angel it
This is the judgment
it said, "Thou hast a name that thou livest, and thou art dead."
of him who hath " the seven Spirits of God, and the seven stars." He holds the stars
In his hand, for safety in danger, for punishment in unfaithfulness. They cannot escape
from him. The Lord of life is the Lord also of death and judgment. The watchword
is significant of the slumbering, exposed state of the Church ; it is the sharp word of
the ever-wakeful Lord
Watch. "Be thou watchful, and stablish the things that
remain, which are ready to die."

Yen. 1

of ruin.

6.

TTie

to the

is

L

This call is bbndbbed necessary bt the cokdition
deceitful Bemblance of life though death lurks within.

of the Chukch.

How

1.

The

strikingly opposed is the
appearance to the reality I If all were not actually overcome by death as the word
"repent" would imply yet were they on the brink of death ; nay, death reigned.
remnant may remain, but of the body as a whole it must be said, " Thou art dead."
Or, in more accurate language, spiritual death,' which is as a sleep, has palsied the
strength and virtue of the Church. "Thou hast a name that thou livest, and thou
art dead." 2. The good that remains is on the verge of ruin.
"The things that
remain " were " ready to die." Sad, indeed, is the condition of any Church when its
last remnant of good is tainted ; when a deadly disease seizes upon the last living
hope. 3. The imperfectness of all their works in the sight of God. Whatever may
have been their appearance to the eye of man, " before God " every work is judged
The strength of the life, the vital force, is
to be unfulfilled, imperfect, incomplete.
abating ; all the activities of life, therefore, are faulty. As is the life, so is the work
of life.

—

—

II.

The call

Chuboh

is

A

rendered necessary by the cbitioal oonoition to which the

reduced.

is

III. By the threat of speedy judgment it the signs of repentance are not
roBTHCOMiNa. " If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come as a thief, and thou
shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee."
IV. The call is further urqbd by the obaoious fbohise to the few bemainino

faithful ones.
V. And it is rendered the more impressive by the words which form the
background of hope to every one that overcometh. These include 1. Purity.
:

2,

Perpetmty of blessed

—E. G.

life.

3.

Honourable recognition : " before

my Father and before

his angels."

7—

Vers.
13.— (6) The epistle to the Church in Philadelphia: the Church in her
The "holy" and "true" One the Holy One who is Truth, who
fidelity rewarded.
has supreme power, opening and shutting at his will, and whose work none can with-

—

stand, he speaks his word of commendation and blessing and promise to his steadfast
Church. The symbolical word \s fidelity. The reward comprises
I. The Lord's distinct rbcoonition of the Church's fidelity.
"I know thy
works." To fight in view of the sovereign, and of the observing nation a stimulus to
bravery, patience, and endurance.
The eye of the multitude the stimulus to many
great and worthy enterprises. But the watchful eye of the Lord "he that is holy,
he that is true" is the true encouragement and sustaining stimulus to the suffering
and toilsome Church in all ages. This recognition descends to the details and parA true estimate of the Church's
ticulars of service.
1. " Thou hast a little power."
Thou "didst keep my word." 3. Steadfastness
ability.
2. Faithfulness to the truth.
in the hour of triaL Thou " didst not deny my Name." The rewara further comprises—

—

—

—

—
;
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" I have set before thee
II. The opening of bni,akged sphebeb of ttsefulnebs.
an open door." Useful employment in the Lord's service is the highest honour. The
token of approbation of past service found in the call to greater works.
III. The subjugation of the enemies of the Chuboh.
"I will make them to
come and worship at thy feet." The true reward to the Church is not found in her
elevation, but in the conversion of the enemies of the truth.
IV. The testimony before the enemies of the Divine love fob the Chuboh.
Weary may be the days of the Church's endurance, but all will be forgotten in the
Lord's gracious recognition " in the last day," when he shall " confess " them before his
Father and before the holy angels confess therii as his ; own and acknowledge them.
V. Defence in the houb of special teial. They who according to their strength
serve the Lord will, in the hour of their weakness, find him to be their strong Rock of
" I also will keep thee from the hour of trial."
defence.
VI. Beyond lies the ever-abiding fulness op blessing to him who nr faithfulness CONQUERS. Here specified. 1. The permanent abode in the eternal temple of
the Lord the everlasting fellowships of heaven. 2. Recognition as the Lord's; hia
Name written upon him. This distinction the highest. 3. Special personal recog"Mine own new Name."—
nition as holding the closest relation to the Redeemer.

—

—

R.O.

— —

^22.
The "Amen, the
(7) The Epistle to the Church in Laodicea.
and true Witness," speaks to the untrue and unfaithful Church, whose outward
appearance contrasts so with her internal state. Deceptive pretentiousness receives its
rebuke. The lukewarm neither hot and fervent in devotion nor lowlily acknow-

Vers. 14

faithful

—
—

ledging itself to be cold ; neither fervid in holy affection nor consciously lacking holy
fervour and confessing it lacking the true warm fervour of love, and either not
knowing the lack, or, knowing it, yet acknowledging it not, but pretending to have it,
" One,
this deceitful state receives the severest rebuke from the Lord, the ever " true
who despises all untruth and all deceptiveness.
" Thou sayest, I am rich ; .
thou knowest
.
I. The Chuech's state described.
not thou art poor and blind and naked, thou miserable one." 1. Actually spiritually
poor ; beggared. 2. Ignorant, 3. Presumptuous self-deception.
1. Seek ye the true riches
II. The Lord's counsel to his deceived Chuech.
buy of me gold ; buy without money and without price the true spiritual things. 2.
Buy of me "white garments" the true spiritual virtues; the things thou lackest.
Thy debased and faulty form, thy shame, is uncovered. Only of me canst thou buy
the robes of righteousness. 3. Buy also " eyesalve," the true spiritual illumination,
"that thou mayest see" the Holy Spirit, Teacher, Illuminator, Light, who is eyes to
.

—

—

the blind,

life

to the dead.

The appended threat, with its bxhoetation and gracious entreaty.
The Lord's threatenings are gracious promises in disguise. " I reprove and chasten
as many as I love." The Lord's love lingers long after human goodness has waned.
The blind, the naked, the poor, the miserable, are still loved, and therefore reproved
by word of mouth and by judgment and chastening correction and discipline. 2.
III.

1.

—

Because I love, because I reprove, therefore "repent" acknowledge, deplors, depart
;
from thy sins. " Be zealous " seek to rekindle the dying fire of holy love. 3. The
Lord's entreaty thrown into a pictorial representation of (1) patient, long-suffering
;
" and knock " (3) of ready
love : " I stand at the door " (2) of repeated appeal :
"
response to the first yieldings of the hearkening and opening heart : If any man," etc.
fellowship
is promised : " I will come in and sup," etc.
unbroken
and
even
happy
(4)
IV. The whole is supplemented by a final encouraging promise. "He that
overcometh, I will give to him to sit down with me in my throne." So the Lord
who condescendingly sits at the board of the house, the door of which is opened
glory on Hi throne.
to him, calls the humble dweller therein to sit with him in high
Happy they who, having ears, hear; and who hearing, obey.— R. G.
;

_

The words of Christ to the congregation at Sardis. ' Sardis,'] sayt
Vers. 1 6.
Ealesi, and it hes
Dr. Badie, " was a city of ancient Lydia. Its modern name is Sert
the river Hermua
about thirty miles south-east of Thyatira, and two miles South of

—
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however, but a miserable village, inhabited chiefly by shepherds, thongh it is one
The original city was plundered by
Cyrus, and afterwards desolated by an earthquake, the ruins of it being still visible a
Nothing is now to be seen but a few
little distance to the south of the present town.
mud huts, inhabited by ignorant, stupid, filthy Turks, and the only men who bear the
Everything seems as if God had
Chiistian name are at work all day in their mill.
modem traveller says, " I
cursed the place, and left it to the dominion of Satan."
sat beneath the sky of Asia to gaze upon the ruins of Sardis from the banks of the
Beside me were the olififs of that Acropolis which centuries
golden-sanded Pactolus.
before the hardy Median scaled while leading on the conquering Persians whose tents
had covered the very spot on which I was reclining. Before me were the vestiges of
what had been the palace of the gorgeous Crcesus ; within its walls were once congregated the wisest of mankind, Thales, Cleotolus, and Solon. Par in the distance were
the gigantic tumuli of the Lydian monarch, and around them spread those very plains
once trodden by the countless hosts of Xerxes when hurrying on to find a sepulchre
There before me were the fanes of a dead
at Marathon. But all had passed away !
religion, and the tombs of forgotten monarchs, and the palm tree that waved in the
banquet-halls of kings." Who founded the Christian community at Sardis, or the
exact period when the gospel was first preached there, are questions that have not
been, and perhaps cannot be, settled. The address of Christ to this community, as
recorded in these verses, forcibly calls our attention to the consideration of three
things the general character of the many ; the exceptional character of the few ; and
Notice
the absolute Judge of all.
They were in a very lamentable
I. The general chakactee of the many.
" Thou hast a
1. They had a reputation for being what they were not.
condition.
name that thou livest, and [thou] art dead." It was bad enough for them to be
" dead," that is, all but destitute of that supreme sympathy with spiritual goodness
which is the essence of moral life. It was worse still for them to have the reputation
of life, and for them to believe in that reputation. The sight of death is bad enough,
but death garbed and decorated with the semblances of life makes it more ghastly to
behold. How this community obtained this name for living, this high reputation in
the neighbourhood, does not appear, albeit it is not difficult to guess. Perhaps it
made loud professions, appeared very zealous and active, and paraded its affected
Then, as now^ perhaps, men were taken by their contemporaries to be rather
virtues.
what they appeared than what they were. In these days, and in our England, there
All their doings,
are Churches that have the reputation of wonderful usefulness.
It

is,

of the stopping-places of the Persian caravans.

A

their prayers, their sprinklings and dippings, their pulpit deliverances and their
psalmodies, their architectural expansions and numerical additions, are emblazoned in
the so-called "Christian" journals, so that they have a great name to live, whereas
Eeputation is one thing, character is another.
spiritually they may be all but dead.
Everywhere in a corrupt world like this the basest characters have the brightest
The barren fig tree was covered with luxuriant leafage.
reputation, and the reverse.
" Thou hast a name that thou livest, and art dead." 2. They were in a state of
" That are ready to die." It would seem that, whilst they
spiritual consumption.
were not all spiritually dead, there was a spiritual consumption amongst some.
" Things ready to die." What things are these ? The greatest things in the universe,
What things are comparable to these? To
eternal principles of virtue and truth.
them literatures, markets, governments, are puerilities. There is a spiritual consumpWeakness, morbid appetitea,false views of life,
tion, and the symptoms are manifest.
" Be [thou]
3. They were in a state requiring prompt and urgent attention.
etc.
watchful, and strengthen [stablish] the things which remain, that are [which were]
ready to die." What is to be done ? (1) They were to be vigilant. " Watchful,"
wakeful, to shake off slothfulness, open their eyes to eternal realities, fan the dying
sparks into a flame. (2) They were to be curative. " Strengthen the things which
remain." How strengthen? Appropriate the true remedial element, fruit from the
;
tree of life ; use wholesome food, the " sincere milk of the Word " take proper exercise
" exercise thyself unto godliness ; " inbreathe the pure
inaction leads to disease
atmosphere of holiness. (3) They were to be recollective. " Remember therefore how
tliou hast received." Call up all the good of the past. (4) They were to be repentant.

—

;

—
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" Hold

fast, and repent."
They were to renounce all that was pernicious to iplritual
and pursue a right course. " Hold fast." Grasp with all the tenacity of their
heing the good that comes up to memory, as the drowning man lays hold of the rope
thrown out on the surging waves. 4. They were in a state of alarming danger. "If
therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come on thee as a thief, and Ihou shalt not
know what hour I will come upon thee." Such words as these Christ uttered while
a tenant of this earth (Matt. xxiv. 32). Eetrihution generally moves stealthily as a
" The feet of the gods are shod with wool," says the old Greek proverh.
thief.
" Thou hast a few names even in
II. The exceptional charaotbb of the few.
Sardis which have not defiled [did not defile] their garments." " These few names,'
says Dr. Tait, " are here to the credit and honour of the Church, the few things
in connection with the Church in Fergamos were against it and to its condemnation.
He who was the angel of the Church does not seem to have known the few names,
just as the prophet did not know the seven thousand in Israel who had not bowed

health,

'

their knees to Baal." Here, then, is goodness amidst social depravity. Three remarks
are suggested.
1. That true goodness can exist under external circumstancea the most
Sardis was one of the most dissolute cities of ancient times, but here were
corrvpt.
Christians.
Man is not the creature of circumstances. 2. That true goodness,
wherever it exists, engages the specific attention of Christ. Christ noticed the goodness
in Sardis ; and why ? (1) Because it is the highest manifestation of God upon eaith.
(3) Because on it depends the
(2) Because it is the result of his mediatorial mission.
3. That true goodness will ultimately le distinguished hy a
progrees of humanity.
The words, " walk with me," etc., imply three ideas. (1) Triumph.
glorious reward.
(2) Fellowship.

(3) Progress.

HI. The absolute Judge o» ali,. Who is the absolute Judge both of the mamy
and the few 1 He is thus described : " These things saith he that hath the seven
The absolute Judge of character is here preSpirits of God, and the seven stars."
sented in three connections. 1. In connection with the highest influence. " He that
hath the seven Spirits of God." Elsewhere we read, "He whom God hath sent
spcaketh the words of God : for God giveth not the Spirit by measure unto him
(John iii. 34). The Divine Spirit is everywhere. The amount of its possession by
any moral being is conditioned hy that being's receptive capacity. No man ever
appeared on earth who had the receptive capacity in such measure as Christ had it.
He WB.S filled with it. He opened his ministry by saying, " The Spirit of the Lord is
upon me," etc. The more a man has of this Spirit, the more he can communicate of
2. In connection with the highest ministry. " The
life and power and blessedness.
seven stars." These were, as we have seen, the angels of the seven Churches. What
The ministry of the gospel. Those engaged in this
is the highest human ministry?
work are here called " stars," and these stars are in the hands of Christ. He moulds
them with his influence, he burnishes them with his holiness, he fixes them in their
He is, in truth, their Centre and
orbits, he guides and sustains them in their spheres.
Sun. From him they derive their order, their vitality, and their power. 3. In connection with the highest Being. " 1 will confess his name before my Father." The
Father is the greatest Being in the universe. The relationship of Son implies : (1)
The Son identifies himself with all his true disBeserriblomce.
(2) Eeciprocal love.
" I will confess his name befors
Father, and before his angels."—D. T.
ciples.

my

The words of Christ to the Church at Philadelphia. " And to the
Vers. 7—13.
sngel of the Church in Philadelphia," etc On a slope of Mount Tmolus stood
Philadelphia, a city of Lydia, lying between Sardis and Laodicea. Attalus Philadelphus, after whose name it was called Philadelphia, founded it B.C. 140. It was a
commercial city of commanding position and considerable importance, and well
Through its adjoining valley the celebrated Xerxes led his forces on
fortified withal.
On account of the volcanic nature of its soil it became celebrated
his way to Greece.
It had been visited by numerous
for the cultivation and the excellence of its vines.
earthquakes, and in the reign of Tiberius most of its population forsook it and fled to
called by
the fields, apprehending destruction. It survives to the present day, and is
the Turks, Allah Shehr, " the city of God." The ruins of a church wall are still visible,
and about five thousand members of the Greek Church, with a bishop and about

;;
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clergymen, reside in Ws midst. Nowhere else is It mentioned In sacred
This wonderful letter brings under our notice a character to he adored, an

fifteen

Scripture.

tnergy

to he coveted,

and a destiny

to he sought.

L A CHABAOTER TO BE ADOBED. This character is here exhibited as 1. Eoly. " He
that is holy." No man ever appeared on this earth so entirely and unquestionably pure
He was " separate from sinners." None of his most malignant conas Christ was.
:

temporaries could convince him of sin. Judas, after the betrayal, cried out, "I have
He was, indeed, " the holy, the
sinned, in that I have betrayed the innocent blood,"
harmless, the undefiled " Son of God. His spotless and undoubted holiness is a most
incontrovertible argument for the Divinity of his gospel. 2. True. " He that is true."
He is true in the highest sense. (1) True in sentiment. All his sympathies were in
accord with eternal reality. (2) True in speech. All his language was in exact agreement with his sentiments. (3) True in character. No shifting from eternal right.
" To this end was I bom, to this end came I into the world, to bear witness to the
truth."
He stands in the world's history, amidst the world's shams, like the sua
amidst the ever-shifting clouds. 3. Supreme. " He that hath the key of David." What
this means I know not.
It cannot mean, however, that Christ in any moral sense
resembled the moral character of David. One thing, however, is clear, that David
obtained terrible authority over all the resources of Israel. He had a "key" to
the resources of the kingdom, and Christ has a key to the moral empire of heaven.
He has supremacy of the highest kind. " He that openeth, and no man shutteth
and shutteth, and no man openeth." " He dispenses and he withholds God's treasures; he gives or he denies this or that talent, this or that blessing.
In a yet
more solemn meaning of the words, it is his to admit into and his to exclude from
the eternal kingdom of glory. In spiritual and eternal things, wherever there is a door,
All the doors to human usefulness,
Christ has the key of it" (Dr. Vaughan).
dignity,

and

hapiiiness are at his disposal.

An energy

"Thou hast a little strength [power]." This
power. What was it? Not physical force, not intellectual
Force to resist the wrong and pursue the rightjj!
capacity, not regal rule, but moral.
In relation to this moral strength
force to serve the Almighty and to bless mankind.
" Behold, I have set before thee an
notice : 1. It is the energy of true usefulness.
open door [a door opened], and no man can [which none' can] shut it : for thou hast a
little strength."
It is implied that a little moral strength fits a man for usefulness to
some extent. Hence the door of opportimity is thrown open to him. Every man has
a mission in life, but he only is qualified to enter on it who has moral strength. Alas 1
the millions are morally impotent, and they live and die without entering on the
pioseoution of their great dnty in life. 2. It is the energy of loyal obedience. " And
hast kept [didst keep] my word." This moral strength Enables a man to hold on to
duty, to hold on to the right with all the tenacity of life, to feel with Job, " Though
;
he slay me, yet will I trust in him " like Paul to say, " I count not my life dear unto
me," etc. 3. It is the energy of true courage. " And hast not denied [didst not deny]
my Name." " The tenses used," says Bishop Carpenter, " point back to some, epoch in
the history of this Church when some heavy trial or persecution arose which tested
Who can estimate the tempthe sincerity, fidelity, or Christian love of the faithful."
tation which every good man has in a world of infidi Is, often malignant, to deny his
Lord and Master ? Peter yielded to it. What invincible courage is required I Courage
like that which Paul had when he said, " God forbid that I should glory," etc. ; and
Shall tribulation?" etc.
again, "Who shall separate me from the love of Christ?
" Behold, I will make them of [I give of] the
4, It is the energy of moral sovereignty,
synagogue of Satan, [of them] which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie
behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that
Who are those spoken of as "of the synagogue of Satan"?
I have loved thee."
Were they the Jiidaizing Christians, or persecuting Jews? Why spend time with
Trench, or other critics, to start such an inquiry ? No one can determine, nor does
Concernit matter; they were moral antagonists to the congregation at Philadelphia.
ing them we are here told that the men of moral strength will bring them to their feet;
they will not only subdue them, but inspire them with love. High moral power ii the
highest overeign.ty that one man can wield over another; it subduei the heart
II.

Church had a

to bk coveted.

little

—
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Political rule is but a mere wortUegg shadow and pretence compared with moral.
5.
" Because thou hast kept [didst
It 18 the energy of Divine approval and protection.
keep] the word of
patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation."

my

A

DESTINY TO BE SOUGHT. What a distinction awaits those who possess and
rightly employ this true moral strength I
1. A crown liei within their reach.
" fiehold, I come quickly : hold that fast which thou bast, that no man [one] take
thy crown." Christ is coming to every man, and coming with speed, coming in the
events of man's history and in his exit by death. When he comes there is a " crown "
for him, if he holds faithfully on to the true and the right.
The allusion here is to
the public games of Greece, in which the winner obtained a garland of laurels. But
what is that garland to the crown here referred to ? The eternal weight of glory, a
"crown" whicli shall outshine yon permanent sun. "Be faithful unto death, and
I will give thee a crown of life." 2. Divine Kcurity ia atsured. " Him [he] that
overcometh will I make [I will make him] a pillar in the temple of my Ood, and he
shall go [out thence] no more out."
"The promise," says an eminent critic, "is that
of a secure and permanent position in God's heavenly temple. Philadelphia is said to
have been singularly liable to earthquakes; not a building, common or sacred, but it
might suddenly fall in ruins. The promise here made is that no such risks shall
await the heavenly temple or those who have been built into it." 3. Sublime dis" I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name
tinction is promised,
of the city of my God, which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven
from my God: and I will write upon him my [mine own] new name." "On the sides
of the four marble pillars which survive as ruins of Philadelphia, inscriptions are to
be found. The writing would be the name of God, the name of the heavenly Jerusalem, the new, unknown name of Christ himself. The allusion is to the golden
He will reflect the likeness of God;
frontlet inscribed with the name of Jehovah.
and not only so, he will bear the tokens now seen in all oleamess^-of his heavenly
citizenship.
And a further promise implies that in the day of the last triumph, as
III.

—

there will be new revealings of Christ's power, there will be unfolded to the faithful
and victorious new and higher possibilities of purity. Thus does Scripture refuse to
recognize any finality which is not a beginning as well as an end ^a landing-stage in
the great law of continuity."
Conclusion. "I cannot," says Trench, "leave this epistle, so full of precious promises to a Church which, having little strength, had yet held fast the word of Christ's
patience, without citing a remarkable passage about it from Gibbon, in which he writes
like one who almost believed that the threatening promises of Gfod did fulfil themselves
'
In the loss of Bphesus the Christians deplored the fall of the first
in history.
angel, the extinction of the first candlestick, of the Revelation ; the desolation is complete ; and the Temple of Diana or the Church of Mary will equally elude the search
of the curious traveller. The circus and three stately theatres of Laodicea are now
peopled with wolves and foxes ; Sardis is reduced to a miserable village ; the Gt)d o/
Mahomet, without a rival or a Son, is invoked in the mosques of Thyatira and
Pergamos ; and the ropnlousness of Smyrna is supported by the foreign trade of the
Franks and Armeniani>. Philadelphia alone has been saved by prophecy or courage.
At a distance from the sea, forgotten by the emperors, encompassed on all sides by the
Turk, lier valiant citizens defended their religion and freedom above four score years,
and at length capitulated with the proudest of the Ottomans. Among the Greek
colonies and Churches of Asia, Philadelphia is still erect a column in a scene of ruins
a pleasing example that the paths of honour and safety may sometimes bo the

—

—

same.'

—

"—D. T.

—

The words of Christ to the Church at Laodicea, "And unto the
Vers. 14 22.
" Laodicea is in the south-west of
angel of the Church of the Laodiceans," etc.
Phrygia, on the river Lycus, not far from Colossas, lying between it and Philadelphia,
destroyed by an earthquake a.d. 62, rebuilt by its wealthy citizens without the help of
the state. This wealth (arising from the excellence of its wools) led to a self-satisfied,
lukewarm state in spiritual things. In Col. iv. 16 it is mentioned. The Church in
later times was flourishing, for one of the councils at which the canon of Boriptm-e was
determined was held in Laodicea in a.d. 861. Hardly a Christian is now to be found

:
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We

have here certain solemn and significant facts connear its site" (Fansset).
cerning a corrupt Chwreh, such a Church as that which was existing at this time in
Laodicea.
There was an eye that
I. Its beal ohabacteb was thobouohlt knowr.
peered into its deepest depths, knew well its moral elements and temperature. He who
thus looked into and through it is thus descrihed. 1. He is " the Amen." This is
the Hebrew word for " verily," or " truly " a word of energetic assertion and familiar
use.
In Christ, we are told, " is Yea and Amen." He is positive and declarative
Truth. What he predicates is true to reality ; what he predicts will be realized,
whether lamentable or otherwise. 2. He is " the &ithful and true Witness." What
is a true witness ? (1) One who has an abtolnte knowledge of the subject of which he
affirms.
And (2) one who is absolutely above all temptation to misrepresent. Christ
has no motive to deceive, no -evil to dread, no good to gain. 3. He is "the Beginning of the creation of God." He seems not only to have been the First of the creation,
but in some sense the Originator. He is the Beginning, the Continuance, and Purpose
This is a mystery unffkthomed, perhaps fathomless. This is the transcendent
of all.
Being who knew thoroughly this Laodicean Church, and who knows all Churches. " I
know thy works " know them in their hidden germs and ever-multiplying branches.

—

—

"

Oh may these thoughts possess my breast,
Where'er I roam, where'er I rest;
Nor let my weaker passions dare
Consent to sin, for God is near."

Its BPIKITUAL INDirFBKBNTISM 18 DIVINELY ABHOERENT. " I WOuld thoU WOrt
Cold water is refreshing, hot water is sometimes pleasant, the tepid is
always more or less sickening. Well does an old writer say, " Lukewarmness or
indifference in religion is the worst temper in the world. If religion is a real thing, it is
the most excellent thing, and therefore we should be in good earnest in it ; if it is not
a real thing, it is the vilest imposture, and we should he earnest against it. If religion
is worth anything, it is worth everything ; an indifference here is inexcusable."
1.
Spiritual indifferentism is a most incongruous condition. All nature seems in earnest
seas and stars are on the gallop ; plants and animals rush onward on the lines of decay
or growth ; the minds of all moral beings are flowing with more or less speed in one
2. Spiritual indifferentism is a most incorrigible condition.
direction or another.
Theoretical infidelity we may break down by argument, but moral indifferentism
cannot be touched by logic. The spiritually indifferent man shouts out his Creed every
Sunday, damns the atheist, and yet himself is " without God in the world." Truly
such a state of mind must be abhorrent to him who demands that all should love him
with their whole heart, soul, and strength. What an awful supposition that man can
" I wSl spue thee out of my mouth." Moral depravity
sicken and disgust the Infinite
nauseates the holy universe.
"Thou sayest, I am rich, and
III. Its sblp-dbception is terribly ALARUiNa.
increased with goods [have gotten riches], and have need of nothing ; and knowest not
that thou art wretched [the wretched one], and miserable, and poor, and blind, and
naked." 1. Look at the condition in which they fancied themselves. " I am rich, and
" Have need
increased with goods." They fancied themselves rich and independent.
of nothing." They wished to be all this, and the wish is evermore the father to the
thought. Ah me it is by no means uncommon for men to fancy themselves to be
what they are not. If you go into lunatic spheres there you may see dwarfs fancying
themselves giants and illustrious heroes, paupers thinking they are millionnairet,
and poor beggars kings of the first order. But elsewhere I find in all the departments of human life that are considered to be sane, scenes scarcely less absurd. 2.
Look at the condition in which they really are. "And knowest not that thou art
wretched [the wretched one], and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked."
" Wretched," though they may dance and sing ; pitiable, though lauded by princes,
premiers, and peers ; " blind," though the physical optics are sound ; and " naked,"
though robed in splendour. Wretched, pitiable, blind, naked in soul ; what a con" The first and worst of all frauds," eayi
what terrible self-deception
dition ii this
All sin is easy after that."
Festns, " is to cheat one's self.
II.

cold or hot."

!

I

!

!
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rV. Its miserable condition need kot be hopeless. 1. Becovery is freely
" I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried j^efined] in the fire, that thou
mayest be rich ; and white raiment [garments]," etc. Is there irony here?
How can
the poor buy gold, become rich, procure white garments, and salve for the diseased

offered.

eyes ? No ; there is no irony here. The blessings here offered require no outlay of
material wealth.
All is to be won by true faith, and all can believe. " Ho, every one
" Behold, I stand at the
that thirsteth, come," etc. 2. Becovery it divinely urged.
door, and knock."
Here observe (1) Christ's atMtvde towards the soul. He does not
come occasionally and depart. He " stands," implying his deep concern, his infinite
condescension, and his wonderful patience.
He waits to be gracious. (2) Christ's
action upon the soul. He stands not as a statue, but knocks knocks at the door
of intellect with truths, at the door of conscience with principles, at the door of lom
with transcendent charms. (3) Christ's purpose with, the soul. His mission is not
to destroy, but to save it.
"I will come in to him." The language implies: (a)
Inhabitation. " I will come in to him." (ft) Identification. " Sup with him, and he
with me." Thus sinners are urged to deliver themselves from their miserable condition.
3. Becovery is divinely rewarded.
"To him [he] that overcometh will I
grant [I will give to him] to sit with me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and
am set [sat] down with my Father in his throne." What are the thrones here ? Are
they some material seats in some radiant and remote part of the universe—the one
provided for the Father and the other for the Son ? The question is childish, sensuous,
and unspiritual. What is the true throne of a himian soul ? (1) It is the throne of
an approving conscience. That mind alone can rest whose conscience applauds him,
and that soul alone can feel exalted and dignified whose conscience chimes to him,
" Well done." (2) It is the throne of moral rule. He who subordinates the material
to the spiritual, the animal to the intellectual, the intellectual to the moral, and the
moral to Qod, occupies the true throne. He Is king, and none other. D. T.
:

—

—

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTEB

opened in heaven;

IV.

heaven.

This

Is

the commencement of the second

—

which erabraoes oh. iv. ixii.
5, that in which the revelation, properly so
Ch. ir. and v. contain
called, takes place.
the first of the seven visions, which is itself
a prelude to the rest.
great division,

Ver.

1.

—After this

;

or, after these things

There is no good ground for
supposing, as some do, that, after the events
narrated in oh. iii., an interval occurred in
the visions, during which St. John possibly
(jierh toCto).

down the matter contained in the
three chapters. Nor is there any justification for assigning wliat follows to a time
after this world. It would be pressing toCto
very far to make it apply to these present
things of the world; and /tcTck radra certainly need not mean " the things after this
world." The expression is used here in its
ordinary, natural sense : " After having seen
this, I saw," etc.; introducing some new
phase or variety of spectacle. I looked ; or,
J saw (elSov). No fresh act of looking is
I saw in the Spirit, as formerly
signified.
And, behold, a door; or,
(ch. i. 10, 12).
wrote
first

and, behold, a door, and the first voice. Snob
b tiie constniotion of the Greek. Wai

St.

or,

on •pen door, in

John did not

see the action of

opening the door, but he saw a door which
had been set open, through which he might
gaze, and observe what passed within. Alford contrasts Ezek. i 1; Matt. iii. 16;
Acts vii. 56; x. 11, where "the heaven was
opened " and supposes that the eeer is transported through the open door into heaven,
from which position he sees heaven, and
views all that happens on the earth. Victorinus aptly compares the open door to the
gospel And the first voice which I heard,
as it were, of a trumpet talking with me.
Omit the " was " which follows, as well as
the colon which precedes, and repeat "a
voice," as in the Revised Version
And,
behold, an open door in heaven, and the first
voice which I heard, the voice which was, as
The voice signified
it were, of a trumpet.
is not the first, but the former voice ; viz.
that already heard and described in ch. i. 10.
;

:

The

possessor of the voice is not indicated.
(' Beden Jesu ') attributes the voice to
Christ ; but it seems rather that of an angel,
or at any rate not that of Christ, whose
voice in ch. i. 15 is described aa "of many
waters," not as "of a trumpet." Whio&
The voice (<f>»i^) becomes masoulia*
said.
(X^vy). Thoagh whose voice is not stated.
Stier

—
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yet the Tividness and reality of the Tision
causes the writer to speak of theTOtoea* the
personal being whom it signifieB. Come
up hither. That is in the Spirit for the
apostle "immediately was in the Spirit"
(Ter. 2).
He was to receive a yet higher
insight into spiritual things (of. 2 Oor.
xii. 2, where St. Paul was " caught up into
the third heaven "). And I will show thee.

—

It is not necessftry, with Stier (see above on
ver. 1), to infer that these words are Christ's.

Though from him

all

the revelation comes,

he may well use the ministry of angels
through wliom to signify his will. Tbmgs
which must be hereafter or, the things which
must happen hereafter. The things which
it is right should happen, and which, therefore, must needs happen (Set). "Hereafter"
j

(lUeTi

TavTo) ; as before in ver.

somewhat more general and

1,

but in a

less

definite

sense ai some time after this; but when
The full stop may
precisely is not stated.
possibly be better placed before " hereafter;"
which case "hereafter" would introduce
the following phrase, exactly as before in

m

There

this verse.

is

no "and;"

in tlie Textus Beoeptus,
best manuscripts.

Ver.

2.

Spirit.

—^And

is

wal,

though

omitted in the

immediately I was in the

Omit "and"

(see above), so that

the passage may be rendered, After these
things, immediately, I was in the Spirit;
a new scene was opened out, as before (in
ver. 1). St. John was already in the Spirit;
but now receives a fresh outpouring of
grace, enabling him to see yet more deeply
into the mysteries of the kingdom of God.
And, behold, a throne was set in heaven;

There is
or, a throne was situated (eiteiTo).
no action of placing or setting up. Compare
Ezekiel,
"In
vision
of
the
firmament
the
that was above the head of the oherubims
there appeared over them as it were a
sapphire stone, as the appearance of the likeness of a throne " (Ezek. x. 1), where the
throne appears above the churubim, in the
position of the cloud of glory (of. also laa. vi.
And
1, 2, where the seraphim are above).
one sat on the throne. Prubably the Triune
God, to whom the Trisagion in ver. 8 is
addressed. Some have thnujiht that the

Father is indicated, in contradistinction to
the other Persons of the Holy Trinity, and
that it is fiom him that the Son takes the
book in ch. v. 8. But as Cornelius & Lapide
remarks, " The Son as Man may well be
said, especially in a sublime Vision like this,
to come to God." The Person is not named,
because (1) tlie Name of God is incommunicable; it is the "new Name" (see on
ch. iii. 12) or (2) because the seer describes
only what is seen or (3) it is suppressed
from a sense of reverence,
;

;

Ver. 8.

—And he that sat was to look upon
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he that sat like In appearanet
ipatris is found in this
verse and in two other places only in the
New Testament, viz. in Acts it. 17 (where
it is part of a quotation from Joel) and in
ch. ix. 17. In the latter place the expression is 4v T-g Spdffft, and the presence of tho
preposition", together with the article, seems
to justify the rendering "in the vision."
In the Septuagint Spaats is frequently used
to signify either " vision " or " appearance "
(see 1 Sam. iii. 1; Isa. i. 1; Lam. ii. 9;
Ezek. vii. 13; Dan. i. 17 and viii. 1 ; Obad.
1 ; Nah. i. 1 ; Hab. ii. 2 ; and many others,
where it is "vision." Also Judg. xiii. 6;
Ezek. i. 5, 13, 26—28; Dan. viii. 15; Nah.
ii. 4;
1 Sam. xvi. 12; and many others,
where it is " appearance "). In the elasmoa,
Upafta signifies a "vision;" ipaais, "sight,"
the power of seeing. A jasper and a sardine
stone.
The jasper was tne last, and the
mrdins the first stone of the high priest'i
breastplate (Exod. xxviii. 17).
The jasper
was the first, and the sardius the sixth of
the foundations of the heavenly Jerusalem
(cli. xxi. 19, 20).
Much doubt is attached
to the whole subject of the precious stones
of the Bible. The modern jasper is opaque,
while it is evident that the jasper of the
Revelation is remarkable for its translucent
character (see ch. xxi. 11, "jasper stone,
clear as crystal ; " xxi. 18, " The building of
the wall of it was of jasper ; and the city
like, eto.

(dpdirei).

;

or,

The word

was pure

gold, like unto clear glass").
It
evident that the stone was characterized
purity and brilliancy features which
seem to point it out as the modem diamond.
The varying colour, which, according to
some authorities, the jasper possessed, is not
inconsistent with this view. It is curious, too,
that in Exod. xxviiL 18, the Hebrew iihjy,
which in the Authorized Version is rendered
"diamond," is represented in the LXX.
by Xourms; while in ver. 20, DBK'^ the English
"jasper," is ovixtor. The sardius was the
is

by

—

carnelian, always red, though somewhat
varying in shade.
The name has been
variously derived from (1) the Persian
sered, yellowish red; (2) Sardis, as the
first place of its discovery; (3) while carnelian is connected witli cameus, as being
of the colour of raw flesh. But (4) Skeat
derives the word from comu, a horn; the
term being thus an allusion to the semitransparent nature of the stone. The pure
jasper, together with the red sardius, may
fitly typify God's purity and mercy together
witii his justice and judgment.
And there

was a rainbow round about the throne.
The Greek Ipis, which is used here, is not
found in the LXX., where t((|o>' is invariably
found, probably to avoid reference to a term
which was so pre-eminently heathen. The
rainbow is here, as always (see Gen. iz. 12,
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13), a token of God's faithfulnesa in keeping
hi* piomises. It is, therefore, a fit sign of
comfort to those persecuted Christians to
whom, and for whose edification, this message was sent. In tight liks nnto an
emerald.
The ffiiipayias is our modern
green emerald.
It was highly valued in
Boman times. It was one of the stones of
the high priest's breastplate, and the fourth
foundation of the heavenly Jerusalem (ch.
xzi. 19).
The description in this verse
ecalls Ezek. i. 28, "As the appearance of
the bow that is in the cloud in the day of
nun, so was thettppearance of the brightness
•ound about." Some have found a difficulty
a the association ef a rainbow with its
varied colours, and the single green hue of
the emerald. But of course it is the form
only of the rainbow which is alluded to, not
every quality which a rainbow may possess.
circular green appearance wa« seen round
the throne, which perhaps may be described
as a green halo. If the purity of the jasper
(see above) be allowed to symbolize God's
purity and spirituality, and the sardine, man
clothed with flesh, the green emerald may
fitly represent God's goodness displayed in
nature.
Ver. 4. And round about the thxone were
four and twenty seats.
Throughout the
vision no past tense is used. The vision
represents the 'jrorship of heaven (so far as

A

—

can be presented to human understanding)
it continues eternally.
Thronet . . teaU.
Bender both by the same Bnglish word, as
in the Bevised Version.
Some doubt is
attached to the case of the first 9p6vot. Bpimi
is found in B, P ; and this makes the construction nominative after iio6 (of. ver. 2);
but K, A, 34, S5, read dpdvovs, which causes
ilSov to be understood.
The point is immaterial, as the meaning is the same. And
upon the seats I saw four and twenty elders
Omit " I saw " (see above). The
sitting.
it

as

.

number

twenty-foitt, the double of twelve,
represents the Churches of both the old
and the new covenants. The elders are the
heads or representatives of the body to
which they belong (see Bxod. xii. 7 ; xxlv.
I, and many others; see also the list of
elden in Heb. xi.). In the Christian Church
the same distinction exists (see Acts xiv. 23,
"ordained them elders;" Actsxx. 17, St. Paul
sent for the elders of Ephesus ; Acts. xxi. 18,
"The elders were present"). So here the
elders represent the saints of both the Old
and New Testaments. Thus they offer " the
prayers of the saints" (oh. v. 8). Christ,
moreover, promised twelve thrones to hia
disciples (linke xxii. 30) though not to the
exclusion of the saints of old, for both are
conjoined in oh. xxi. 12, 14. In ch. xv.
8, 3, the victorious ones sing "the song of
Other iaterpretailoset and of the Lawb."
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tlons which have been advanced are (1) that
the twenty-four elders represent the great and
minor prophets (St Hippolvtus); (2) higher
angels the celestial priestuood, aa denoted
by their white garments and the number
twenty-four, the number of conrses of the
Levitical priesthood (Beuss); (3) simply
angels (Hoffmann); (4) the elders of the
Church at Jerusalem (Grotius); (5) the
doubled twelve lignifles the acoession of
the Gentiles (Bleek, Db 'Wette); (6) the
books of the Old Testament, then the Jewish
Church, while the four living creatures
denote t)ie Gospels, that is, the Christian
Church (Wordsworth). (For this last view,
for which there is much to be said, sea
Wordsworth, in loo.) Clothed in white raiment the natural garb of heaven, symholioal
of purity. And theyhad on their heads crowni
of gold (<TTe<pivovs, mot SiaS^/xdra).
The
crown of victory, not necessarily the kingly
crown. Possibly a reference to the priestly

—

;

Trench and
crown (see on oh. ii. 10).
Vaughan, however, are of opinion that the
crowns here denote the kingly oondition of
the saints. But Christiana are nowhere in
the New Testament described as "kings."

—

Ver. 5. ^And out of the thiona proceeded
lightnings and thunderings and voioea. The
preserU tense (see on ver. 4). The whole
symbolical of the power and majesty of God,
as of old he manifested hia presence on
Sinai. " There were tlinuders and lightnings
and . . . the voice of the trumpet " (Bxod.
xix. 16). And there were seven lamps of
fire burning before the throne, whioh are the
seven Spirits of God.
The Holy Spirit,
represented in his sevenfold operation, by
lamps, whioh illumine.
The same idea is
expressed under another figure in ch. v. 6,
where the searching, enlightening power of
the Holy Spirit is typified by seven eyes.
Ver. 6. And before the throne there waa
a sea of glass like unto crystal Sea of
glass, or a glassy sea.
The qrality of
"glassineas" may refer to the purr appearance of the sea; or it may mean that the
sea was in consistency like unto glass ; that
is, solid and unyielding, so that there waa
nothing strange in the fact that it supported
weights. In either oase, the notion is repeated by parallelism inthe nextclause, "like
nnto crystal." Bnt the glassy sea may mean
" a glass laver," and bear no reference to what
The brazen laver
is usually called a sea.
is described (1 Kings vii. 23) as a "molten
sea."
St. John may therefore mean that
before the throne of God was a laver of the
purest material, just as tlie brazen laver waa
before the temple. One difiloulty here presents itself, viz. that there would he no use
for a laver in heaven, where all is pure, and
the figure therefore appears a little inBut aa it atood be/or* the
oongTuoua.

—

—

;
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—

Cheyne shows

Prophecies of Isaiah,' vol. ii. p. 272) that
the name cherub is probably connected with
hirubu, the winged ox-god of the Assyrians,
and with kurubu, the vulture or eagle (cf.
the ypuw€s, the guardians of the treasures of
the gods) and he infers that among heathen
nations the mythic cherubim denote the
cloud-masses which appear to guard the
portals of the sky, and on which the sungod issues at break of day. With regard to
the seraphim, he compares the name of the
('

;

fiery serpents (t'rdfim) of Numb. xxi. 6, and
concludes that the term was symbolical of
the lightning, the weapon of the gods.
Now, in Old Testament passages the cherubim and seraphim are always pictured
as the attendants of Grod, and the workers
of his purposes and judgments an idea

;

—

which may readily have been assimilated
by the Jews from the conceptions of their
heathen neighbours. Thus cherubim with
the flaming sword are placed at the entrance
of the garden of Eden (Gen. iii. 24); Jehovah
rode upon a ahoiiib, ai;d did fly (2 Sam. xxii.
11; Pa. jviii. 10); hi uommunes with his
people frqpii batwRen t])a oherubim (Exod.
XXV. 211) he is tl).e ilh«»nerii of Israel, who
;

dwells beticsen tl)(> ehsJidjim (Ps. Ixxx. 1)
the teiqplo in Biuk. :^U. 18 is adorned with
cherubim, ae hfjing the d\relling-pUioe of
God ; thej are the attendants of the glory of
God in Biiek. i. !12 26 ; and the seraphim

:

—

(Isa. vi. 2).

We

movements described in ver. 8 portray
the same idea. The four living beings draw
attention to the woes heaped upon created
life (ch. vi. 8).
The eyes denote neverresting activity.
may therefore believe
that the living beings are symbolical of
all creation fulfilling its proper office
waiting upon God, fulfilling his will, and
setting forth his glory. It is noteworthy
that the himian face, as distinct from the
Church, which is represented by the four
and twenty elders, appears to indicate the
power of God to use, for his purposes and
his glory, that part of mankind which has
not been received into the Church the
part which constitutes the " other sheep, not
of this fold" (John x. 16). These representatives of created life worship God, and
give (ver. 11), as a reason for ascribing glory
and honour to him, the circumstance that
"thou didst create all things, and because
of thy will they were, and were created."
The following are other interpretations : (1)
Tlie liviug beings represent the four Gospels.
This view is held by many ancient writers,
though there are many variations in assigning to each Gospel its own representative.
Victorinus considers the man to be a type of
St. Matthew, who sets forth prominently the
human nature of our Lord ; the kingly lion
is referred to St. Mark ; the sacrificial oa
to St. Luke the aspiring eagle to St. John.
Amongst the supporters of this interpretation (though varying in the precise applicability) are St. Augustine, St. Jerome, St.
Athanasius, St. Irenwus, St. Gregory, St.
Ambrose, Andreas, Frimasius, Bede, L
Williams, Wordsworth (for a full exposition of this view, see Wordsworth, in
toe.).
(2) The four great apostles: St.
Peter, the lion ; James the brother of the
Lord, the ox ; St. Matthew, the man ; St.
Paul, the eagle (Grotius). (3) The Church
of the New Testament; as the Church of
the Old Testament was represented by
the standards of four tribes (see Numb, ii.),
on which these devices were emblazoned
according to tradition (Mede).
(4) The
four patriarchal Churches the man, Alexandria, famed for learning the liim, Jerusalem, "propter constantiam" (Acts v. 29);
less

We

an •n^:logoQB position
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therefore infer that the appearance of
the "living beings" implied the presence
of some order of beings in attendance upon
God, the workers of his will, and the manifestation of his glory.
Again, the term
used (Cua) and the characteristics of the
appearance naturally and almost irresistibly
lead us to interpret the form as one symbolical of life.
The human face, the ox as
the representative of domestic, and the lion
of wild animals, and the eagle among birds,
appear to be typical of the four most conspicuous orders of animal life. The cease-

;

fill

[oh. nr.

may

throne, where all who came would have to
pass by, it may fitly typify the waters of
Baptism, passed by all Christians ; and the
figure would be aptly suggested to St. John
by the furniture of the temple to which he
has such oonstant allusions.
And in the
midst of the throne, and round about the
throne. This may mean either (1) that, the
throne being rectangular, the four liviug
beings were in the middle of each side of
or (2) while one was
the parallelogram
in front of the throne, the other three formed
a semlcirele round it, one being directly
behind, and two towards the ends.
Were
four beasts ; or, /our living creatures (Eevised
Tersion) ; or, better still, four living beinga
({aa). Tiie "beast" (flTjpfoc) of ch. vi. 7; xi. 7,
etc., must not be confounded with the "living
ones " of this passage. The one quality connoted by the term here used is the possession
of life. The question of the precise meaning
and interpretation of the vision of "the
living beings " is a difficult one, and much
has been written concerning it. The vision
is evidently connected with the appearances
described in Isa. vi. and Ezek. i. and x., and
which are called in Isaiah "seraphim," in
are led, therefore,
Ezekiel "cherubim."
to inquire what mental ideas were pictured
to the Jews under the symbolical forms of

cherubim and seraphim.
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the ox, Antioch, as " puata obedire mandatia
apostoloium;" the eagle, Constantinople,
remarkable foi men "per contemplationem
elevati, nt Greg. Naz." (De Lyra and
it Lapide).
(5) The four cardinal virtuea
(Arethas). (6) The four elements (the
•Catena,' p. 246) a view not materially
differing from that first set forth above, bearing in mind the idea of the ancients that all
creation was formed from the four elements.
(7) The four motive powers of the human
oul: reason, anger, desire, conscience (&
Lapide, quoting Greg. Naz.). (8) The doctors
of the Church (Vitringa). (9) Four attributes of our Lord : his humanity, sacrificial
Ufe, his kingly nature, his perfect and
spiritual nature soaring beyond all other
men (Arethas-Cramer, p. 245). (10) The

—

four orders: pastoral, diaconal, doctoral,
contemplative, (Joachim). (11) The four
principal angels (k Lapide). (12) Four apostolic virtues (Alcasar).
(13) The attributes
of divinity: vrisdom, power, omniscience,
creation (Renan). Tull of eyes before and
behind. From Isa. vi. 2, 3 the idea of six
wings is borrowed, and also the "Holy, holy,
holy" from Ezek. L 5, 6; the four figures
and four /aee$ (which are united in Ezekiel,
but made separate in the Bevelation); and
from Ezek. x. 12 the body /uZI of eyet.
The eyet denote unceasing activity. If the
four living beings all faced towards the
throne while standing on each side of it, St.
John would see them in various positions,
and observe the back as well as the front.
Ver. 7. And the first beast was like a
lion, and the second beast like a calf, and
the third beast had a face as a man, and the
fonrth beast was like a flying eagle. (Upon
"beast" (Xuov), see on ver. 6. For the
signification, see also above on ver. 6.)
Whether there waa any difference in the
forms as a whole, or whether the difference
consisted chiefly or solely in the face, canEach being is
not be certainly known.
symbolical of some class or some quality of
which it is representative. (For the application, see on ver. 6.)
Ver. 8. And the four beasts had each of

—

—

them

six

wings about him

;

and they were

The

stop should probably be after "wings;" are full of eyes
about and within. In Isa. vi. 2 we have
"six wings; with twain he covered his face,
and with twain he covered his feet, and with
twain he did fly." These actions appear
to indicate reverence, humility, obedience.
The eyes denote ceaseless activity. And
they rest not day and night, saying. In
full of

eyes within.

the Authorized Version "day and night"
is attached to "rest not," but probably
should be taken with " saying," for, if connected with the negative phrase, "nor"
would be more likely to occur than " and."
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Bnt the

point is practically immaterial,
since the sense of the passage is the same in
both readings.
These representatives of
Ufe display the characteristics of life in its
fullest energy.
They have no part in any-

—

thing which savours of death no stillness,
rest, or sleep. Holy, holy, holy.
The thricerepeated "holy" has very generally been
held to indicate the Trinity of the Godhead, Such is evidently the intention of
the English Ohurcli in ordering this passage
to be read in the Epistle for Trinity Sunday.
This ascription of praise is often, though
wrongly, spoken of as the "Trisagion."'
lord God Almighty. " Almighty " is TravroKpirap, the " All-Ruler," not TravToSivanos,
the " All-Powerful." The former, as Bishop
Pearson says, embraces the latter. Which
was, and is, and is to come. This phrase is
no doubt intended to attribute to God the
quality of eternal existence.
also symbolize three aspects or

But

it

may

departments

of God's dealings with mankind : the ereation,
which has been effected by the Father; the
redemption, which is now occurring by the
intercession of the Son ; and the final perfect lanotifieation

Ver.

9.

by the Holy Ghost.

—And when those beasts

giv[e

;

or,

and at

often as the liviTig beings shall give.
The expression has a frequentative force,
and also points to a continued repetition of
the act in the future; perhaps a contrast
to the past, since before the redemption the

Church, as being of the whole world, could
not join in the aidoration. Glory and honour
and thanks. The Eucharistic hymn recognizes the glory and honour which are the
inseparable attributes of God, and renders
the thanks due to him from his creation.
To him that sat on the throne, who liveth
for ever and ever ; or, to him sitting on the
throne.

The Triune God

(see

on

ver. 2).

" Who liveth for ever and ever" declares that
attribute which was ascribed to God, in the
song of the living beings, by the words,
" which was, and is, and is to come " (see on
ver. 8).

Ver. 10
^The four and twenty elders fall
before him that sat on the throne, and
worship him that liveth for ever and ever.
Shall fall, etc. The tenses are all future
except the present " sitteth " and " liveth."
The four and twenty elders are the representatives of the universal Church (see on

down

» The " Trisagion " is " the hymn "Avios t
&€6s, iytos iV^i/pos, Sryios aBdvaros, iX^TjfTop
rifias, which is sung, according to the rite of
Constantinople, in connexion with tlie Little

Entrance. ... In the Roman Litnrgy it is
sung only on one day of tlii: year, viz. Good
Friday, in tiie spceiiil oliicc called the Be<
proaches" ('Liturgies, Eastern and Western,'
Hammond, p. 380).

—

.
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And cast their crowns before the
Their ctwwtm of victory,
throne, saying.
ver. 4)

.

(see on ch. ii. 10 and iv. 4)
Ver. 11.— Thou art worthy, O Lord or,
thou art worthy, our Lm'dandour God. In
B, the Syriac, Andreas, Arethas, TheodoreStud., Arm., and many others, ayio^, "the
holy one, "is added. To receive glory and
arstfidvovf:

;

honour and power (t^

66^av, etc.

)

The

.

presence of the article either (1) denotes
universality, and the expression is thus
equivalent to " all glory, " " all honour, "
" all power " or (2) refers to the glory and
:

honour mentioned in ver. 9. The former
view seems more probable(cf .ch. i. 6) The
Church is represented as ascrihing to God
all power (dTOapv)
thatpower which he
exercises in its fulness in heaven, and
which, though partially abrogated on
earth, he will nevertheless again take up,
For thou hast
as foretold in ch. xi. 17.
.

;

created all things or, for thou didst create
the universe.
all things (to TravTo,)
The
representatives of creation thank God for
their existence
the Cliurch sees in his
creation reason to ascribe power to him.
Thus the reason for the doxology is given
;

—

;
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didst create." And for
better, as in the Revised Version, and because of thy will (dca
When God willed it, the uniTO di'hjf-o)
verse had no existence again, when he
willed it, the universe came into being.
They are, and were created
or, they
were, and were created (Revised Version).
There are three variations in the reading
of this passage (1) ^yjjavisreadin n, A,aP"
fere Vulgate, Coptic, Syriac, Arethas, Primasius (in another version) anon Augustine.Haymo; (3)ei(TUsreadinS,P,l,7,35,
49, 79,87, 91 «i al. et Andreas
(3) oi/c ijaav
is read In B, 14, 38, 51.
"They were"
"
signlflea "they existed,
whereas before
they were not in existence ; " and were
"
created points to the manner of coming
into existence and the Person to whom
this existence was due.
If elai be read,
the meaning is the same. Oirn ijaav would
simplify the sentence very much. It
would then run For thy pleasure, or. At
thy will they were not existent, and again,
at thy will they were created.
But the
weight of authority is against this read-

—"because thou
thy pleasure

;

much

;

;

,

,

;

;

ing.

HOMILBTIC8.
Things which must be hereafter. However nearly expositors may approxitheir interpretation of the Book of Revelation up to the close of the third
chapter, yet, when the "things which must be hereafter" begin to be unfolded, they
part company, and diverge into so many different paths and by-paths, that it will not
be possible for us to trace out all of them. Nor is it desirable. Our purpose is a purely
homiletic one, viz. to unfold the principles of the Bivine method and government, so
as to help those who minister to the instruction and building up of the people of God.
In this section of the Commentary we do not intend to turn aside to discourse on
individual texts, however attractive and beautiful they may be, but to open up the
plan of Ood as it is laid down in the Apocalypse ; yet not so as to minister to an idle
and peering curiosity, but so as to inform the understanding, establish the faith, and
animate the hope of believers. It has been our conviction now for twenty years (a
conviction deepened by each successive study of this wondrous book) that if men will
but note its silence as well as its speech what it withholds as well as what it unfolds
if they will refrain from filling in chasms that the book leaves, and will aim at seizing
the principles involved, rather than at fixing details and dates of events, there is no
book in the Word of God that will be found richer in spiritual food, or clearer in its
There are several leading schemes of interpretation of tlie book.
heavenly light
There is : 1. The preferitist ; which regards the book as indicating events which have
Ver.

1.

mate in

—

—

!

which closed with the destruction of the Jewish city, temple, and
and with the setting up of the Christian ^hurch— ii being "the holy city,
"
new Jerusalem.
3. Tim extremefuturist.
Whereas according to the first everything
has happened which is here recorded, according to the second nothing has yet occurred.
Even the seven Churches are seven Churches of Jews to be formed after the first resurrection, and all that is in the rest of the book is to follow on from thence.
Between
these two extremes there are, however, three others the greater number of interpreters belonging, in fact, to one or other of these three.
3. Some regard the book as
virtually a progressive history, dating from the imprisonment of St. John inPatmos
under the Emperor Domitian. In their view the seven seals, vials, and trumpets
indicate a triple series of events which may be either consecutive or simultaneous.
In
both cases, however, the interpretation is adopted of " a day for a year. " 4. Others,
passed long ago

;

polity,

;
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gain, regard the book as JncTuding a symliolio representation of things occurring on
earth at the time of the apostle ; and in addition thereto, a symbolic representation of
events extending over twelve hundred and sixty days, which will usher in the coming
fifth and rapidly increasing school of expositors adopt what is called
of our Lord. 6.
(and rightly) the spiritual interpretation of the book ; i.e. instead of fixing this or that
earthquake, pestilence, or famine as the one specially referred to, they hold* "that this
book of sublimity contains a pictorial representation of events which commenced at
the Christian era, and will run on to the end of the world." So also (Jodet remarks,
concerning the six seals, that they represent, each of them, not a particular event, but
«*
the categories of the principal judgments by which Grod supports, throughout all
time, tie preaching of the gospel." * The spiritual interpretation is that to which for
many years past we have felt ourselves shut up, and we are glad to find it adopted by
Dr. Ijee in his exposition. He says, " The imagery of the book describes, in accordance
with the whole spirit of prophecy, the various conditions of the kingdom of Grod on
--I'th, during its successive struggles with the prince of this world;" and again.
The ' spiritual ' application is never exhausted, but merely receives additional illustrations as time rolls on, while the ' historical ' system assumes that single events, as
they come to pass in succession, exhibit the full accomplishment of the different
predictions of the Apocalypse."'
Hence, at this stage of our unfolding of the plan of
the book, we would lay it down as the basis of our exposition that, without attempting
(for reasons yet to be given) to indicate anything like an estimate of the time over
which our dispensation has to run, we shall find in this book,/rom beginning to end,
such a disclosure of the principles and methods of God^s working, in bringing about the
second coming of the Lord, as may well fill us with holy awe, while we are contemplating
the character <f the scenes through which God's Church must pass on her way to her
It will spare us mtich useless labour if we note what God has not said
destined glory !
in this book, as well as what he has said ; e.g. (1)
have few definite marks of time.
have, of course, the point of commencement, viz. the exile of John in Patmos in the
reign of Domitian, and we have also at the end the new Jerusalem in its glory ; but
for estimating the duration of the whole period, and for its division into periods of
have few marks of place.
years, we have, practically, no data at alL* (2)
are not told whether the opening of this seal or that is to find its sphere of fulfilment
over the Boman empire, or within the Jewish state, or over the wide world, or, if over
a portion of it, what that portion is. (3) Nor have we any marks to show us whether
the seven seals, vials, and trumpets represent seven distinct series of events, or, if so,
whether they are synchronous or consecutive, nor, in either case, over what time each one
lasts, nor whether there is any space between one and the other; nor, if thure be, how
much it is. For aught we know, they may even lap oyer, one on to another. Now,
when all these points are left open in the sacred Word, it seems to us to be going far
beyond the limits of a proper reverence for God's Word, to assign definitely this or that
figure to this or that special event, time, and place, when the figure alone is employed,
and neither time nor place indicated at all. li^ e.g., there is a series of symbols indicative of famine, if this book says nothing as to where or when the famine is to be ; and
there
if, moreover, in this the Apocalypse agrees exactly with our Lord's words, that
should be " famines ... in divers places " ere the end shall come, we cannot venture
to say that it refers to this or that famine, but simply that on this globe, which is the
Lord's, and which is being prepared for his second coming, famine is one among the

A

We

We

We

We

many incidents which our God foresees and controls, and which he will make subservient to the bringing-in of the great and dreadful day of the Lord. It may be urged
V Apocalypse ' ^tude Bibliqne, deuxifeme s^rie, pp. 349, 850. The whole
worthy of careful study, but is too loug for the space at our disposai
»' Speaker's Commentary,' p. 4916, 492o.
,.
,
„
u
»i,
tne
", ^, ,
when
Dr. Gumming wrote, long ago, the sigmfloant words, If I could tell you
latest
The
end.'
would
when
they
you
loould
tell
begin,
years
sixty
and
hundred
twelve
Mr. trrattan
and perhaps the most elaborate effort to fix days and years la the work of
is wasted on •
Guinness, on 'The Approaching End of the Age,' in which great ingenuity
hiJ own
put
hopeless attempt to know the times and the seasons which the Father hath
•

'Essal sur

paragraph

:
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.

m
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unsaid, and therefore uncertain, all it uncertain,
there is very much that is fixed and clear ; very
much more, indeed, on the principle of interpretation for which we contend, than on
any other ; and not only so, but the value of the book is, to us, immeasurably greater.
Let us, then, now lay down some definite propositions, wliich may prepare our way for
the further unfolding of this book.
I. TnEBE 18 IN THE BOOK A CLEAR OENBBAL PLAK.
Its key-note is, " Behold, I
come quickly." Its disclosures end with the in-bringing of the new heavens and the
new earth. Its historic starting-point is the exile of the beloved apostle. Its conception is that all forces in nature, incidents ih history, and movements of providence, are
preparing the way of the Lord. The standpoint of the apostle is not earth, nor is it
heaven. He is caught up in the Spirit. Looking down, he sees earth in trouble and
storm ; looking up, he sees heaven in glory and rest. And if we look behind the
symbolic drapery of the book, we shall find in each paragraph or section some principle
indicated which will give us a clue to the higher spiritual meaning of the whole.
;
Historic incident is among things " seen and temporal " principles are among things
*• unseen and eternal."
If we can seize hold of these, and thereby get some clearer
view of the methods of God's working, we shall look with a far more intelligent gaze on
" the ways of God towards man."
is

;

The DNroLDiNGS of the book

as to the conflicts of eabth abb a great
Suppose we Were without the Apocalypse : when we look over
all the desolations of earth, and think of the slow progress Christianity makes, should
we not be often ready to despair? But when the conflict in all its fierceness and wildness is set forth here, we can refer to our chart, and say, " We were told of it beforehand." We understand the Master's words, •' Now I have told you before it come to
Without this book " the events
pass, that, when it is come to pass, ye might believe."
of Christian history would be to us shortsighted creatures a very serious and painful
obstacle to faith ; but by the help of this book these very events confirm our faith." ^
III. The issue of the whole in the olort of the new Jerusalem is a
STIMULUS to cue HOPE. Howevcr dark the passage, the end of it is light and glory.
The King shall yet reveal himself as King of kings and Lord of lords. This is emphatically " the blessed hope." It revives our courage by the way.
IV. Certainty as to issue, but uncertainty as to time, ib the only condition OF CUB LIFE WHICH 18 CONSISTENT WITH THE DUE PERFORMANCE OF EVERYDAY
DUTY. To know the moment when the stop should be put on all things would paralyze
human exertion. Not to know that " all is working for good " would be the death-blow
The blended certainty and uncertainty are the very best
tQ our joy in the Lord.
conditions for us, the most calculated to lead us to watch and pray that we may
" be ready," and may not be ashamed before Christ at his coming.
II.

STAY TO

otJB FAITH.

1—ch. .

14.
The opening vision : heaven ; its throne ; its inhahttanti ; its
fourth and fifth chapters of this book should be read together. They form
a fitting introduction to the disclosures which follow. Before we have presented to us
the series of visions which unfold to us the struggles of earth through which the
Church must pass on her way to the end of the age, we have a glimpse of the heavenly
world, its occupants, its songs, together with a sight of " him who is in the midst of the
throne." Ere the last great inspired prophecy is to be unrolled, the Apostle John has
a glimpse of the seat of power in heaven. Ere he sees those scenes of mingled awe and
terror which Ms pen will have to record, he is permitted to peer within the sacred courts
above.
He sees their glory, learns their thoughts, and hears their songs, as, from
heights far, far above us, they survey the majesty of the great Three in One, and send
up their songs of praise to their God, for what he is in the glory of his nature, and for
Among the many noble
the grandeur of his works in creation and redemption.
His
sculptures of Thorwaldsen at Copenhagen, there is one of the Apostle John.
countenance is suffused with heavenly serenity. He is looking up to heaven. His
His pen is in his hand, but it is not touching the tabU t, nor will
tablet is before him.

Ver.

tongs.

'

pp.
oh.

The

Exposition of the Book of Eevelation,' by Bev. W. Eobinson, of Cambridge,
Carpcntir's 'Commentary on the Revelation,' introduction t«
Tii Dr. Milligan'i Baiid Leutuie,' 2nd edit., pp. 116—160.
Cf.

'

11—13; Bishop Boyd
'

—
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the apostle venture on a word till it is given him from above. Exquisitely indeed haa
the Rculptor caught the spirit of the beloved apostle as he awaits the revelation from on
Let us, in arranging our homiletic exposition, follow the leadings of the narrahigh.
tive.

We have

INTO THB UPPER WORLD.
"A door was Opened* in heaven." We
need not look on this as if it were bare literalism. Yet, beyond all question, there are
objective realities far greater than those which John beheld. From beginning to end of
these visions we see heavenly objects set forth in earthly language, that we may be
"raised from our dead selves to higher things," and yet may not be bewildered and overwhelmed at the representation of a glory so far above us. Nor should we forget that,
although this is the only book of the New Testament in which the heavenly world is
set forth with anything of detail, yet the existence of that world is assumed by our
Lord and his apostles throughout their teaching. This earth is not the only realm in
which holy souls dwell, nor is the continuity of blessed life broken off as, one by one,
;
they " go home." There are, moreover, " sngels, principalities, and powers " and over
the two spheres of being, angels and men, our Lord is the Pre-eminent One. Thus,
though the Apostle John gives us some fresh detail, he by no means takes us into an
unknown land. It is " the Father's home." A voice is heard. Read, not " the first
voice which I heard," but " I heard the first voice " (cf. Dean Alford, in loc. ; ch. L 10);
From him the word comes,
i.e. the voice of him who is the Alpha and the Omega.
" Come up hither, and I will show thee things which must be hereafter." (Prom this
we gather with certainty that, whatever the events may be which were to be indicated,
the commencement of them cannot possibly date from an earlier period than the
imprisonment of John in Patmos.) To this call the apostle responded. He rose in the
Spirit's might, and, with piercing spiritual gaze, looked into heaven.'
In order for a
vision to be intelligible, it is necessary that there should be one spot on which the eye
can fasten, as a point of repose. Without this its glances would wander in painful unrest.
There is a law corresponding to this in the mental constitution. In the study of any
science whatever, minor matters have to be set in relation to some leading truth. It is
so in theology.
If religious truth is looked at as all. detail, without anything like a
centre, or like a vertebral column from which and to which the varied branchlets of
truth diverge and converge, nothing will be rightly understood.
So with the spiritual
life.
If, moreover, in the vision before
It requires its centre-point, which is Christ.
uB, there were only a series of unconnected items, it would distract us. But it is not so.
There is a centre. There it a throne, the seat of power and authority, from which all
orders proceed, before which all creatures bow.
throne is set in heaven. Under this
familiar symbol our God vouchsafes to set before us the truth that there is a point
Isaiah saw it ; Ezekiel saw it ; John
around which the universe revolves.
throne.
sees it; and, with what is grouped around it, it gives us a glimpse of the glories of the
heavenly- world and of the dwellers there, and fornu the background of the scenes of
mingled mercy and judgment which are to be witnessed on earth. 1. Hiere it One
upon the throne the eternal Father, glorious in his majesty. 2. Encircling the throne
the symbol and sign of a covenant of peace. Majesty and mercy
there is a rainbow
While in this low region of cloud things often look so dark and
are met together.
lowering that we are tempted to think earth's chariot-wheels are running wildly, could
we but see things from that higher standpoint that saints and angels take above, we
should see that the everlasting throne remained firm and true, and that the rainbow
of peace was encircling it around 1 3. Bound about the throne there are four and
twenty minor thrones. On these are four and twenty crowned elden ; and from what
is said of them in the ninth verse of the fifth chapter, we gather that they are repreWhy twenty-four ? No suggestion so much
sentatives of God's redeemed Church.
approves itself to us as the one that they represent the twelve patriarchs of the Old
The two Churches of the two
Testament and the twelve apostles of the New.
economies are one In Christ. " They without us could not be made perfect." These
elders are seen clothed in white, in token of their purity; crowned with gold, to

L A GLIMPSE

A

A
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opening,' but ' open,' so that there may be the freest intercourse between heaven
" (Milligan, in loc.).
» " In til is chapter we pass from the sufferings and temptationc of the Ohnrobe* below Is
the unsullied i^lory above " (Bishop Boyd CHrpent«r>,
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4. Out of the throne proceeded lightnings and thunderingg
can these symbolize but the outgoings of Jehovah's power, whereby
from his throne forces go forth which cause the earth to tremble ; that iriiile before the
throne there was the symbol of perpetual calm, yet from thence should come mighty
powers that should shake terribly a sinful world. Here we have also seven lamps of
These are interpreted for us. " The seven Spirits of God " sent forth into aU th«
fire.
earth.
Here is the Holy Ghost set forth in all the sublime majesty of his sevenfold
energy. 5. Be/ore the throne. What is there? "A sea of glass like unto crystaL"
All calmness there. "No mighty waves of turbulent roar." "Jehovah sitteth above
the waterfloods;" the tossing, angry waves of earthly revolutions affect not the perfect
calm of the heavenly world 1 All is " ethereal purity and majestic repose."
II. The inhabitants of heaven abb seen.
1. Angek are there (ch.
2, 11).
2. The four and twenty elders are there (ch. iv. 4 ; v. 8, 11).
3. Pour Uving one* are
there, in the midst of the scene, between the throne and the crystal sea : one like s
lion; the second like a calf; the third having the face of a man; the fourth like a
flying eagle. In Ezekiel's vision each one had four faces ; here, each has one face, each
one has six wings about him.
So in Isaiah's vision, with twain they covered their
face, in holy awe; with twain they covered their feet, in token of humility ; and with
twain they flew, in token of obedience.
Each one, moreover, is full of eyes before and
behind the symbol of the keen penetration of perfected intelligence. Surely V7e liave,
in these unusual forms, representations of the highest advance of creaturely existence
in which the several features of knowledge, excellence, and strength, which here are
'severed, are there joined in one.
They worship before the throne. Worship and work

indicate their triumph.

and

voices.

What

.

—

mark the highest

orders of created being as well as the lower.

4.

Nor

are these

all.

an innumerable host : " myriads of myriads, and thousands of thousands,"
representing the vast company in the realm of life, where " they cannot die any more."
6. W« have yet to behold One around whom all the heavenly hosts gather in worship
but he comes in view as the Object of adoring song. He is " the Lamb as it had been
His glory we shall view as we proceed to study
slain."
IIL The five bokos. Too seldom is the grand progression of song noticed, as
recorded for us by the apostle. 1. First, the Trisagion, or song of praise to the thriceholy God (ver. 8). This song is stmg by the four living ones. The higher orders
of created existence, with their vast powers of spiritual discernment " full of eyes " see
infinitely more glory in the great eternal God than we can with our feeble powers and
in this land of shadow and of care. They adore him for what he is ; the perfection of
diseased eye dreads the light in which a
his holiness is the delight of their souls.
healthy one rejoices. Sinful men dread God's holiness ; perfect beings find in it the
inspirationof their praise. 2. ^ecaoAXy, the song of creation. (Vers. 10, 11.) It is not
only what God is that fills holy beings with rapture, but also what God does. The
work of his hands in creation fills them with delight. And the higher beings rise in
the scale, the more delight will they have in aught that reveals God. An angel could
see more of God in a blade of grass than an uncultured soul could do in a blazing star.
" Tkou createdst all things." Whether they know what were the Divine methods of
The fact that Ood did at! is that in which they glory ; and
creation, we cannot say.
But the
also the fact that he did all by his own will, and for his own good pleastire.
grand unfolding of heaven's song is far from complete as yet. The theme ia continued

There

is

—

—

A

in the fifth chapter.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOR&

1—

Ke

high court of heaven. If the portions of this book hitherto conVers.
11.—
sidered have had their difficulties, those on which we now enter are &r more beset
therewith. But the solemn sanctions given to the reading and study of this book
send us, in spite of its difficulties, to the earnest examination of its sayings, certain
that in them, even in the most mysterious of them, there lies a message from God to
our souls. May he be pleased to make that message clear to ua. This fourth chapter
gives us the first part of the vision of what we have ventured to oall " the high court
«f heaven." The next chapter reveals nuxa. But in this fart note--

—
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his account of it with a " Behold." And
sees the " throne " and him that sat
upon it. Again in ch. v. 6, when he sees Jesus, the "Lamb as it had been slain."
Aud if in like manner this vision come to us, we shall be filled, as he was, with wonder,
door set open in heaven. The sky was
with adoration, add awe. St. John saw : 1.
parted asunder, and in the space between, as through a door, he witnessed what
2. The throne and its Occupant.
He could see no form or similitude, any
follows.
mor« than Israel could when God came down on Mount Sinai (cf. this vision and
that, Esod. xix.). All that St. John saw was one "like unto a jasper stone and a sardius."
The pure, perfect, flashing whiteness, as of a diamond, but with the camelian redness,
the fiery gleams of the sardius (cf. the " sea of glass mingled with fire," ch. xv. 2).
Such was the Being who sat upon the throne that throne, probably, as that which
Isaiah saw (Isa. vl.), being " high and lifted up," some stately structure befitting so
3. The rainbow, overarching the throne, the mild and beautiful
august a court.
I.

well

Ths vision
may he do

itself.

so.

He

St.

John begins

repeats this

when he

A

—

Then : 4. The
green, emerald-like rays predominating amid its seven-hued splendour.
On either hand of the throne were twelve
assessors of him that sat upon the throne.
twenty-four in all; and upon them were seated twenty-four elders,
lesser thrones
clad in white robes, and with crowns of gold on their heads. 6. Then in the space

—

Not lamps, like those that
set/e^i burning torches.
symbolized the seven Churches, and which were after the manner of the seven-branched
lamp which stood in the holy place in the ancient temple but these were torches
rather than lamps, destined to stand the rude blasts of the outer air rather than to
gleam in the sheltered seclusion of some sacred edifice. 6. Then further ofF, beyond
that central space, was the " sea of glass," like crystal. Clear, bright, reflecting the
lights that dione upon it, but not tempest-tossed and agitated, unstable and ever
restless, like that sea which day by day the exile in Patmos beheld barring his intercourse with those he loved, but calm and strong, firm and restful, such was this sea.
Then, also in the central space, or probably hovering, one in front, one on either side,
and another at the rear of the throne, were : 7. The four living ones. The " four
beasts," as, by the most melancholy of all mistranslations, the Authorized Version
renders St. John's words, appear here to occupy the same relation to the throne as did
Strange,
the cherubim which were upon the ark of God in the Jewish temple.
mysterious, unrepresentable, and indescribable forms. As were the cherubim, so are
these ; their faces, their eyes with which it is said they " teem," so full of them are
they and their six wings, are all that we are told of; for the lion and ox-like aspect,
the human and the eagle, tell of their faces rather than their forms, and do but
Such were the
little to enable us to gain any true conception of what they were.
mysterious beings whom St. John saw in immediate attendance on him who sat upon
the throne ; and as such, standing or moving around or hovering over the throne, we
cannot certainly say which. And all the while there were heard, as " in Sinai in the
holy place," voices, thunderings, and lightnings, proceeding from the throne. ? i h
was that part of the vision with which this chapter is occupied. As we proceed we
But now
find the scene is enlarged, and more Divine transactions take place thereon.
before the throne were seen

;

—

—

—

note

The meaking of this visiok. And: 1. The door set open in heaven. This
as did the vision of the ladder Jacob saw, of a way of communication opened up
between earth and heaven. 2. The throne and its occupant. "The whole description
It is not to be taken as a descripis that of a council in the very act of being held.
tion of the ordinary heavenly state, but of a special assembly gathered for a definite
purpose " (cf. 1 Kii^s xxii. 19). And this symbol, which mingles reservation with
revelation, and conceals as much as it declares, bids us think of God in his majesty,
" Who by searching can find out God? "
glory, supremacy, and as incomprehensible.
and
It is a vision of the great God— we know that ; but of his nature, substance, form,
image it telU us nothing, nor was it intended that it should. But many precious and
important truths concerning him it does tell. Of his awful glory, of his unsullied
our
purity and spotless holiness, of the terror of his vengeance, of his interest in
which he ever
concerns, of the worship and adoration of which he is worthy, and
of the character, condition, and service of those who dwell in his presence
reooivea
8. 2%« rainbov ov«rarchine th4
of the miniBtem he en^loys; and mudi more.
II.

tells,

•
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This is the emblem (cf. Gen. ix. 12 16) of God's gracious covenant which
he hath established for evermore. And it told to St. John and to Christ's Chuich
everywhere that, awful, glorious, and terrible as our God is, all that he does, of whatsoever kind, is embraced within the mighty span of his all-o'erarching grace.
The
Church of Christ was to pass through some dreadful experiences, to endure fearful
trials, and they are not ceased yet ; but she was to look up and see that all God's
ways, work*, and will wore within not without, beneath not beyond, because and
not in spite of, his all-embracing love. All were to find shelter, expanse, and
explanation there. It was a blessed vision, and, unlike the ordinary rainbow, may it
ever be seen by us, and its teaching believed. 4. The four and twenty elders. These
represent the whole Church of the Firstborn, the blessed and holy ones whom God
hath made kings and priests unto himself. Their white robes tell of their purity,
their victory, their joy, as white robes ever do and their golden crowns (cf. Exod.
xxxix. 30), the peculiar possession of the priest of God, tell of their high and holy
functions in the presence of God. The priest's office was to intercede with God for
man and with man for God, to be as was he, the ureat High Priest, the Lord Jesus
Christ ^in sympathy alike with man and God, seeking to unite man to God, even aa
God was willing to unite himself with man. But seeing them there, associated with
God, does it not tell that the holiest and most blessed of the saints know and approve
of all he does ? This is why the saints are so blessed, because they do so know God.
They understand what he does, and why ; and hence those dark fucts of human life
which 80 bewilder and distress us cause no distress to them for they, whilst in deep
love and sympathy with us who are left sorrowing here below, have come to know,
as here they could not, and as we cannot, the loving and holy wisdom and the
omnipotent grace which are working in and through all these things. If, then, those
who know are of one mind with God in regard to them, surely we may learn therefrom to "trust and not be afraid." 6. The torches of fire. These are said to be " the
seven Spirits of God " the holy and perfect Spirit of God in the varied diversity of his
The witness of the Spirit as well as of the Church to the
operations (1 Cor. xiL 4).
ways of God is shown. He too, as well as they, testify that God is holy in all his
ways and righteous in all his works. 6. T/ie sea of glass. If it were merely the sea
that was seen here, we should regard it, as many do, as the symbol of the depth and
But it is a sea of glass, like
extent of the judgments of God (cf. Ps. Ixxvii. 19).
for we are told
crystal, and its clear calmness, its firm strength, its peifeot stillness
all this reminds us of the results
(ch. XV. 2) that the redeemed " stand upon " it
" Thou rulest the raging of the sea, the noise of their waves, and
of God's holy rule.
Here, then, is another witness for
the tumults of the people" (Ps. Ixxxix. 9 ; Ixv. 7).
God and his ways the progress of peace on earth, concord amongst men ; the orderly,
quiet, and undisturbed life the security and peace which are amongst the marked
Let the results of
results of the progress of the kingdom of God in the world.
missionary enterprise amid savage peoples now civilized and at peace attest this.
The meaning of this part of the vision is not clear or
7. The four living ones.
All manner of opinions have been held. We regard them as answering to
certain.
the cherubim of the Old Testament, and they are apparently the representatives of
those who stand nearest to God, and by whom he mainly carries on his work.
Hence
the chief ministers of the Church of God prophets, priests, evangelists, and apostles.
The ancient Church very generally regarded these " four living ones " as the representatives of the four evangelists, and in many a picture, poem, and sculpture this
idea is portrayed. But we prefer to regard them as part of the symbol, and not the
whole. And the different creatures which are selected for these four are the chiefs of
their several kinds : the lion amongst beasts, the ox amongst cattle, the eagle
amongst birds, and man amongst all. And these several creatures tell of the main
qualifications for the ministry of God: courage and strength, as of the lion; patient
soaring aspiration, " to mount up on wings as
perseverance in toil, as of the ox
eagles," heavenly mindedncss ; and intelligence and sympathy, as of the man.
Ministers so qualified God chiefly uses in his great work. Their wings tell of incessant activity ; their being " full of eyes," of their continual vigilance and eager outlook
on all sides, their careful watch and ward in the Divine service. Si.x;h are his ministers.
But we find them tokl
It is said they represent the whole sentient creation of Qod.
throne.

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—
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of here as leaders of worship, as singing the song of the

redeemed (oh. v. 9), with
harps and golden censers " full of odours, which are the prayers of saints." They say,
" Thou hast made us kings and priests," etc. Surely all this belongs more to human,
redeemed ministries than to vague abstractions, such as " representatives of creation."
And if so, then such being the ministers of God is a further reason for the trust, the
confidence, and the assured hope of the Church of God in all ages.
And then all are
heard as well as seen, and that which we have is the Trisagion, the Ter-Sanctus, the
" Holy, holy, holy," which Isaiah heard when in the temple. He also saw the vision
of the Lord of hosts. And the uplifting of this holy song serves as the signal for
the yet fuller outburst of praise which the twenty-four elders, rising from their seats
and reverently placing their crowns of gold at the Lord Jehovah's feet, and prostrating
themselves before his throne, render unto him that sitteth upon the throne, saying,
" Worthy art thou," etc. (ver. 11). The vision is all of a piece. It strikes terror into
the hearts of God's adversaries, as to compare great things with small do the
pomp and paraphernalia of an earthly tribunal strike terror into the heart of the
criminal who is brought up to be tried, and probably condemned, at its bar but fills
with holy confidence the hearts of all God's faithful people by the assurance of the
holiness, the wisdom, the love, and might of him that ruleth over all, and in whose
hands they and all things are.
III. Its OBNEBAli INTENT AND PUKPOSB. Beyond the immediate needs of the Church
of St. John's day, surely it is designed to teach us all : 1. The reality of the heavenly
The seen and the temporal do not a little dim and often shut out altogether
world.
the sight of the unseen and eternaL It is difficult to realize. Hence whatever tends
to bring to bear upon us " the powers of the world to come " cannot but be good.
And this is one purpose of this vision. 2. Another is to awaken inquiry as to our own
How shall we stand there, abashed and ashamed, or
relation to the judgment of Ood.
bold through the atoning sacrifice of Christ which we have believed and relied upon?
How shall it be ? 3. To excite desire and aspiration after participation in its blessedness.
Hence the door is set open in heaven, that we may long to enter there, and
"What must it be to be there?" that is the
resolve through Christ that we will.
S. 0.
aspiration which such a vision as this is intended to awaken, as God grant it may.

—

—

;

—

—

6.
The cherubim. "In the midst .... were four living ones full of eyes
and behind." There can scarce be a doubt that these mysterious beings are
the same as in the Old Testament are called " cherubim." Who and what they were,
and what they have to teach us, is an inquiry not without difiiculty, but assuredly of
much interest and profit. Let us, therefore
They are mentioned in
I. Review the Scbiptukb notices of the cherubim.
We read, " So he
1. With the expulsion of Adam and Eve from Eden.
connection
drove out the man, and he placed at the east end of the garden of Eden cherubim,
and a flaming swoid, which turned evt-ry way to keep the way of the tree of life"

Ver.

before

:

(Gen. iii. 24). Now, from this passage we learn but little as to the nature of these
exalted beings— only that they were deemed worthy to occupy the place where alone
But from the word rendered " to place," which
perfect righteousness could dwell.
signifies rather " to place in a tabernacle," and from expressions which we find in
ch. xiv. 14—16, it seems as if this "place" wherein God had appointed the
cherubim had become a sort of local tabernacle, and was called " the presence of the
Lord," from which Cain mourned that he was driven out; and so for a long time it
remained, probably until the Deluge. For how else could the idea of the cherubim,
so connected with that place, and apparently so familiar to the Jews, have continued
That it did so is shown by the fact that Bezaleel (Exod. xxxi.), when
in their minds?
he was bidden make cherubim of gold for the ark of God, knew exactly what he was
Here, as at Eden, they were where sinful man could not approach. Then
to do.
ark of the covenant in the
the next mention of them is : 2. In connection with the
but a litUe
tabernacle (Exod. xxv. 18 20). Such were the commands of him who,
"
while before, amid all the majesty and awe of Sinai, had commanded, Thou shalt not
make unto thee any graven image, nor any likeness of anything," etc. (Exod. xi.>
very ark of the
This command was engraven upon stone, and placed within that
upon which the golden cherubim stood. And Solomon, too, with apparently

—

covenant

—

—
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the full concurrence of David and of the priests of the Lord, substituted for these
cherubim, or else added to them, two others of colossal size, whose wings, stretching
overhead, filled the most holy place in his new and gorgeous temple (1 Kings vi. 33).
Besides this, the figures of cherubim were multiplied in the varied forms of gold work
and tapestry which were about the temple. Woven into curtains, placed as supports
of the priests' laver at the entrance of the sanctuary, they were found on all sides,
although they certainly seemed like plain contradiction and disobedience to the law
which forbade the making of all such images. But we have no clear idea what they
were like.
are told only of their wings, their faces, and their posture not
anything more. And the command against graven images helps us, I think, to understand partly what they were not.
For that command contemplates only objects, regarded as sacred, which might be used as idols and for worship. And these cherubim
fulfilled the very letter as well as the spirit of the Law.
They were unlike " anything in heaven above, " efc. If you seek to put together the various descriptions
given of them in the Bible, you get an impossible combination, an unnatural union of
bodily parts and organs, such as no known creature of God ever possessed. And still
They were simply symbols
less were they designed to represent the supreme God.
divinely appointed, the meaning of which it is ours to discover.
Then 3. Isaiah's
and Bkekiel's visions. (Isa. vi. Ezek. i. 10.) Ezekiel describes certain "living ones"
In ch. x. he sees again, but now in J<;rusalem, these "living
that he saw in vision.
ones " and he says, " This is the living one that I saw under the God of Israel by
the river of Chebar, and I knew that they were the cherubim. " And then he proceeds (ch. X.) to describe them. And 4. In the visienof 8t. John. (Of. ch. iv. 6 9.)
With slight modifications, it is evident that we have the same mysterious beings
Therefore inquire
referred to.

—

We

:

;

;

—

:

Whom

do they kepreseht ? They are called " living ones, "and therefore not
II.
This has been argued from Ps. xviii. 10, where
the mere elemental forces of nature.
yea, he did fly upon the wings of
it is written, " He rode upon a cherub, and did fly
"
But the swiftness of movement attributed to these beings, their many
the wind.
wings, so that Ezekiel compares their going to "a flash of lightning, " is sufficient to
account for what we read in the psalm. But now, gathering together the scattered
notices of them which we have reviewed, we learn 1. They rej)resent servants of
Every passage that speaks of them shows this. In Eden in the tabernacle
Qod.
and temple in Isaiah's vision in the temple, and in Ezekiel's so, too, in St. John's.
See how near they are to him, standing to represent him
2. Chief ministers of Qod.
3. But human, not merely creatural and sentient.
or in closest attendance upon him.
From the creature forms, or rather countenances, ascribed to Uiese" living ones," they
have been regarded as representations of God's sentient creation (cf. homily on vers.
1
But they worship God they join in the song, " Worthy is the Lamb " they
11)
are in sympathy with God's servants here on earth, bearing golden censers "full of
odours, which are the prayers of saints. " So, then, as tiey are chosen and chief
amongst the servants of God, so also are they human. But 4. Holy also. These
" living ones" represent, not humanity as we see it, but as it shall be in the presence
Their position in Eden, where no sin might be, and in the most
of God by-and-by.
holy place, and in closest attendance upon the throne and upon him that sat upon it,
And 5. Redeemed. They could
all prove how holy, how sinless, they must be.
know that sinful man was
only be where they are in consequence of redemption.
not allowed to enter Eden, whence he had been driven out, nor the most holy place,
nor the presence of God. Therefore something must have been done, in and upon and
for them.
Moreover, their song, " Worthy is the Lamb" (ch. v. 13), and their standing on the mercy-seat over the ark of the covenant that mercy-seat which was
sprinkled with the blood of atonement— show that it is to redemption they, as we
and all the saved, owe their all. And 6. Peifeeted. See the creatural symbols, the
lion, ox, etc. (cf. foiTner homily) which tell of those qualities which go to make up
the perfected character of the saints of God courage and submission, aspiration
"
and thought. Of such service and servants do the cherubim, these "living ones,
:

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

.

:

:

We

—

:

,

—

tell.

Theih ministry to man now. It is full of interest to observe the seasons
the visions of the cherubim were given.
These occasions have all one common
characteristic they were when the way man had to take was very dark and drear
III.

when

—

—

—

0B.1T.

—
:
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As when our

first parents went forth from the blessed Eden to the thoms and thistles
of the wilderness which was to be their future home.
So, too, when " that great and
terrible wilderness," amid which the Israel of God bad to wearily wander for so many
years. And when Isaiah was called -to his ministry of sorrow because of bis people's sin
(Isa. vi. 9, 10). And Ezekiel, when in the sore captivity at Babylon he strove to comfort
and cheer the hearts of his countrymen. And St. John saw them in the midst of the
tribulations aud persecutions which befell the Church of his day. So that the ministry
of the cherubim seems to have been, besides all else that it was, a ministry of consolation to troubled and sorrowful men.
To tell them what and where one day they
should surely be, whatever their hard lot may be now; that they should be
redeemed, holy, in the presence of God, serving him day and night in his temple
serving him, too, with perfect service, and he who " dwelt between the cherubim " should
dwell aniong them for evermore. It was as a " Sursum corda " to the dejected, downcast
children of God, bidding them be of good cheer and " hope in the Lord." And this
S. 0.
ia the purpose of this revelation stilL

—

'

Vers. 1
G.-^The Divine government tr/nibolized. In the forms of earth the formless
heavenly things are represented the Divine government which in our thoughts is so
often restricted to the conditions of human government. It is needful to remind om-selves that when we have conceived the most lofty notions of the Divine rule, we are
infinitely below the real and actual. " As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are
my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts."
government by law
I. Thk thbome btubouoaIi of thb Divink ao\EB.sussT.

—

A

and authority.
It The occupaht of the thbonb, whom no man hath seen nor can see, represented as "like a jasper stone and a sardius," symbolical of essential holiness and
punitive justice. Symbols have but their limited teaching. Here the two aspects of
the Divine Name represented which the circumstances of the Church needed persecuted,
sufifering.
The defence of the holy ones by the holy God; the punishment of the
" I will repay, saith
enemies of truth, who are enemies of all who lavo the truth.

—

the Lord."

" The
III. The DiviNB thbonb encompassed bt stmbois of covenanted mbsot.
rainbow " " the symbol of grace returning after wrath."
IV. The Divine theonb enotroled by the EEFEESENTATrvES of the Church.
3. Utmost glory of
2. Divine recognition of.
1. The high honour to the Church.
they sit on thrones fulfilment of many promises. 4. Their character purity, indicated
by " white robes." 5. Their kingly honour : " on their heads crowns of gold." 6. The
"
" the
universality and unity of the Church represented in the " four and twenty elders
twelve tribes of Israel," " the twelve apostles of the Lamb."
V. The symbols of threatened judgments pboceeding from the throne are
" lightnings, and voices, and thunders," all effected by the manifold operations of the
Holy Spirit of God " seven lamps of fire."
VI. The depth and pueity of the. Divine administration symbolized in "a
glassy sea like unto crystal" " Thy judgments are a great deep."
VII. To the righteousness, justice, wisdom, benignity, of the Divine govkbnMiNT ALL cbeatube-life beabs WITNESS. Thus the four living creatures. K. G.

—

—

—

—

—

— — 2%e «on^ of

Here is represented the praise of the
the living creatures.
universal creature-life. The highest, the cherubic forms, speak for
God; " " Let everyall.
It is a representative song. " All thy works praise thee,
thing that hath breath praise the Lewd."
"They
is a ceaseless song.
I. The sono of the universal cbeattjee-lifb
have no rest day and night." That which is represented is that which should and
which shall be. It is the ideal. Wicked man puts himself outside of the otherwise
wrath
universal chorus; but he shall also be brought to sing. "Thou wilt make the
never-ending song
of man to praise thee." Throughout the widespread universal life a
continually do cry. All
of praise ascends ; angel and archangel, cherubim and seraphim,
prwse
creatures in their vast variety, their marvellous structure, their mutual service^
Vers, e

Divine

8.

Name by the

him who gave them

O

birth.

— —

;
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This the first,
II. The orbatueb'b bono oallbd fob bt the hoihtess of God.
the chielest attribute of the Divine Name. " His Name is holy." In the creature's
elevation the essential holiness of God shall become the central light into the depthg
This th«
of which, with eager if with veiled eye, shall the holy ones seek to inquire.
essential " beauty of the Lord."
III.

Thk cbbature's bono called for bt the btbenitt of God.
One

The Ever-

praised by every living one.
Each, receiving his life from the Life, shall
render back that life in ceaseless songs of praise. The unfathomable depth, the infinite
beyond, the eternal past, true matter of praise to the creature : " which was, and is,
and is to come."
IV. The creature's song demanded by this omnipotznok, the all-mightinbbs,
OF God. The Lord God is the Almighty. To this high subject the limited, feeble
creature rises as more and more he searches into the vast works of the Almighty hand
which none can let or hinder.
V. The bono of the cbbatubb, as is most meet, is a son» of praibb, the true
praise being, not the attempted estimate of the Divine Name by the creature-mind, but
the simple assertion of the Divine excellence : " Holy, holy, holy," etc. E. G.
living

is

—

—

Vers. 9 11.
The OhurcKs song of praise. The elders speak for all and appear for
In them all are present. As is promised again and again, the Church surrounds
the throne. It is the sign of the Church's recognition and highest honour.
I. The bdbjbot of the sons.
That of " the living creatures " iS " the Lord God,"
the Almighty, the Ever-living. The subject of the Church's song is the creative power
of God, in recognition of which "glory, honour, and power" are ascribed. It is tiie
ground of hope for the final triumph of the Divine kingdom over the opposing kingdom
of evil which is so soon to be brought into view.
II. The song is offered by the Church's representatives ; it symbolizes the entire
Church kejoioing in the universal bono of praise. " When the living creatures
shall give glory."
The Church's song of praise for redemption will presently be heard
but it is preceded, as is most meet, by praise to God " for his excellent greatness and
for his mighty acts."
III. The song is presented by the Church in lowly peostration.
Never do the
songs of praise from the earth rise higher than when presented in the lowliest humility.
Not only do the elders " fall down before him that sitteth on the throne," but in recognition of his absolute supreme authority, they " cast their crowns before the throne."
In presence of the one Lord, all authority, all honotu:, all might, must be ignored.
IV. The matter of the song recognizes the exalted worthiness of the Most High,
to whom pertains the highest " glory, honour, and power," illustrated in the creation of
all things.
V. The song terminates in an adoring acknowledgment of the final end of
CREATION. " Because of thy will." " He spake, and they were created : he commanded,
and they stood fast." The "will" expresses the pleasure of God, and for his pleasure
they are, and were created. The end of their being is not to be found in themselves,
but in the Divine will. It is worthy. And as by the Divine will all things are, so all
things will be made to serve that will, yea, even the rebellious elements in human life,
for he will make the wrath of man to praise him.
E. G.
all.

—

Man's higher sphere of leing : (1) Humanly accessible. " After this I
Ver. 1.
looked, and, behold, a door was opened in heaven: and the first voice which I heard
was as it were of a trumpet talking with me ; which said, Come up hither, and I will
show thee things which must be hereafter." Disrobe this chapter of its strange
metaphorical costume, brush away all the symbols, and there appears a supermundane
world, here called heaven man's higher sphere of being; a world this, unseen by the
outward eye, unheard by the outward ear, untouched by the tactile nerve, lying away
altogether from our five senses. That such a world exists is, to say the least, highly
Universal reason conducts to the belief in, and the
probable, if not morally certain.
He who is so thoroughly acquainted with the
universal heart yearns for, such a scene.
universe as to be incapable of a mistake, so inflexibly sincere as to be incapable of
deception, has said, "In my Father's house are many mansions: if it were not »(k

—

—

—

DH.IV.

—
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I may observe, in passing, that from the first verae of this
verse of the eighth chapter inclusive forms an interesting paragraph
of thought for suggestion. Now, this supermundane world, or man's higher sphere of
humanly accessible and spiritually
being, we have here presented in two aspects
entered. Each of these We shall employ as the germ of a separate homily. In the text
Notice
it appears as humanly accessible.
"
door was opened in heaven." What is the
I. There is a door to admit.
" door " ? Christ says, " I am the Door by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved,
"
«nd shall go in and out, and find pasture (John x. 9). He shall enter into this supermundane world with absolute safety and abundant provision. He is "the Way."
Christ's absolute moral excellence makes him the Door of admission to all that is pure,
" Beholding as in a glass the face of the Lord,
beautiful, and joyous in the universe.
we are changed into the same image from glory to glory," etc. Two things may be
predicated about this door. 1. It is transparent.
He who looks into Christ's
character looks into heaven. In his spirit we see the light that animates all heaven,
and the principles that set all heaven to music. He who knows Christ experimentally
knows heaven, and no other. 2. It is ample. Millions have passed through it, and
millions more will to the end of time ; thousands are passing through it, and all the
men of coming generations will find it wide enough.
" And the first voice which I heard was as it
IJ. There is a voice to welcome.
were of a trumpet talking [speaking] with me which said [one saying]. Come up
hither, and I will show thee things which must be [come to pass] hereafter." Whither 7
Up the heights of the supersensuous universe, lying even beyond the stars. Thither
in imagination we may ascend. Who, indeed, in the stillness of the night, has not
heard as it were a " trumpet" coming down into his soul from those bright orbs which
in teeming legions traverse the infinite fields above ?
I

would haTe told

chapter to the

jovl."

first

A

:

;

" Whoever gazed upon their shining.
Nor turned to earth without repining.

Nor longed

And meet

for wings to fly away.
with them eternal day ? "

" Come up hither," they seem to say. Let not your minds be confined to your littia^
cloudy, stormy, perishing planet. Earth was only intended as the temporary home of
your bodies, not the dwelling-place of-your souls. The great universe is the domain of
roll and shine in our mighty spheres around you to win you away to the
mind.
" Come up hither," immortal man, wing your
serene, the height, and the boundless.
fiight from orb to orb, system to system ; count our multitudes, mark our movements,
gauge our dimensions, breathe in our brightness, rise beyond us, scale the wondrous
heavens still far away, revel in the Infinite, be lost in God. But the elevation to
which we are called is not local, but moral. " Seek those things which are above."
What are they ? Truth, rectitude, holiness, fellowship with the Infinite. Herein is
To this the "trumpet" bids us. Hear this trumpet from the
true soul-elevation.
infinite silences around you, from departing saints above you, from the depths of
conscience within you, " come up hither."
Conclusion. Are we morally ascending? Then we shall experience three things.
2. Constant growth in moral force.
3.
1. Increasing dominion over the world.
Augmented interest in the spiritual domain. D. T.

We

—

—

Vers. 2 11. Man's higher sphere of being : (2) SpiritiuiUy entered. " And inmiediatoly I was in the Spirit : and, behold, a throne was set in heaven, and One sat on
need not suppose that the supermundane world appeared to
the throne," etc.
John's bodily eye in the forms in which it is here presented. It was a mental vision
and nothing more, and a mental vision is often more real, more significant, more
impressive, than a material. Commentators of this book have treated these objects as
those which were addressed to the senses of the apostle, and have thus turned it into
a wilderness of confusion ; and preachers have used it to excite the imagination, stif
the sensibilities, and stimulate the wildest and idlest speculations concerning a man'i
shall take the vision not
higher sphere of being. The whole is a mental vision.
as a symbolic puzzle, or even a metaphorical representation, but merely as an illustra-

We

We

tion of

two

things.

—
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L Th« kxtbaobdinaby chakactee of man's higher sphere of being. All things
here seem to be of a unique nature and order. An air of the wonderful spreads over
Observe the soaial appearance*
all.
1. The general appearances are extraordinary.
are extraordinary. Boyalties abound. "A throne was set in heaven," with one
Occupant supreme, as brilliant in aspect as a precious stone. " He that sat was to look
upon like a jasper [stone] and a sardine stone [sardius] : and there was a rainbow round
about the throne, in sight like unto an emerald [to look upon]." Then there were
other royalties and dignities seated round the central throne. " And round about the
throne were four and twenty seats [thrones] : and upon the seats [thrones] I saw four
and twenty elders sitting, clothed [arrayed] in white raiment [garments]; and they
had on their heads crowns of gold." Now, the social appearances of this world are
nothing like this. Everywhere there is degradation, not dignity ; heads encircled with
poverty, sorrow, and care, not " crowns of gold." Indeed, the great bulk of our social
world do not even see the throne'of the Supreme One in the heavens. They see the
motion of the mere material machinery, or a scheme of what they call laws and forces,
but not the One central and universal Ruler of all. Man's higher sphere of being,
KxdaUy, is widely different to this. In the higher one free moral agents are the ruling
power, not blind forces. And then over all there is One, and but One over all, on the
central throne.
Again, the physical phenomena are extraordinary. " And out of the
throne proceeded [proceed] lightnings and thunderings [thunders] and voices: and
there were seven lamps of fire burning before the throne, which are the seven Spirits of
GK^d."
True, we have lightnings and thunders here occasionally, but articulate voices
in the heavens we hear not, nor' do we see torches of fire blazing before the throne.
The firmament that spreads over the higher sphere of being will no doubt, in many
respects, be very different to the heavens that encircle us.
So, also, with the waters.
"Before the throne there was [as it were] a sea of glass [a glassy sea] like unto crystal."
We have a sea here rolling in majesty round three parts of the globe, but it is not like
glass or crystal, ever calm, sparkling, and clear; it is never at rest, often lashed into
fury, and black with rage.
How calm and clear will be our higher sphere, "a sea of
glass," mirroring the peacefulness and the glory of the Infinite 1 The living creatures
" Bound about the throne were four beasts [livii^ creatures]
also are extraordinary.
full of eyes before and behind.
And the first beast [creature] was like a lion, and the
second beast [creature] like a calf, and the third beast [creature] had a face as [as of]
a man, and the fourth beast [creature] was like a flying eagle. And the four beasts
[living creatures] had each of them [having each one of them] six wings about him;
and they were full [are full] of eyes within [and round about]." Although we have
on this earth such beasts and birds and faces of man as here represented, a striking
difference is indicated.
They had " six wings " and were " full of eyes." Whilst some
have the courage of the lion, the patience of the ox, the towering tendency of the
eagle, and the sympathy of the man, they are all endowed with transcendent organs of
vision and powers of speed ^they teem with eyes and wings. It is here suggested, then
I do not say that it is intended to be taught, for I am not gifted with the power to
interpret such passages
that man's life in the hig^ier Sphere of being differs widely
from, the present. " Eye hath not seen," etc. 2. The supreme service is extraordinary.
What is the supreme service in that higher sphere? Worship. "And they rest not
[have no rest] day and night, saying. Holy, holy, holy, Lord God [the] Almighty,
which was, and [which] is, and [which] is to come. And when those beasts [the

—

—

living creatures] give [shall give] glory and honour and thanks to him that sat [sitteth]
on the throne, [to him] who liveth for ever and ever, the four and twenty elders fall
[shall fall] down before him that sat [sitteth] on the throne, and worship [shall wor-

ship] him that liveth for ever and ever, and cast [shall cast] their crowns before the
throne," etc. The worship there is the one ruling, intense, unremitting service.
It is
anything but that here ; business, pleasure, aggrandizement, ^these are the great and
constant services of life. Real worship is indeed rare.
n. The beal entrance into man's higher sphere of being. " Immediately [striughtway] I was in the Spirit." It is suggested that this higher life, this supermundane
world, is entered by the Spirit. " Flesh and blood cannot enter the kingdom of
heaven." There are two ways by which man can enter the invisible. 1. By the efforts
of ike imagination. The whole scene before us is evidently the product of the imagina-

—

— —
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Extraordinary visions men often have in the stilly watches of the night, in the
tion.
But imagination can act more accurately, if not more vividly, in
season of dreams.
the hour of consciousness) and intellectual activity. Thus Milton beheld his heavens
can all, by the force of imagination,
end his hells, his angels and his devils.
penetrate the visible, the material, the tangible, withdraw the Bubluoary curtain and
step into the world of spiritual wonders. 2. By the influx of a new spirit.
It is not
uncommon for men to come into possession of a new ruling spirit, and with a new
When the philosophic spirit enters a man (and it does so in
spirit comes a new world.
the case of a few in every age and land), the man is ushered into a new world — a world
When the commercial "jpirit
of high thoughts, invisible forms, and remedial forces.
enters the rustic lout, he soon finds himself in a new world a world of speculations and
When the parental spirit enters the soul, it is borne into
struggles, of losses and gains.
a world before unseen a world of solicitude, absorbing interests, pains and pleasures,
sorrows and joys. When the genuinely religious spirit enters the soul, it enters this
higher sphere of human life the world of brightness and beauty, the world of an
" innumerable company of angols, the spirits of just men made perfect," etc. "And
immediately [straightway] I was in the Spirit." " Heaven lies about us in our infancy,"
and we have only to be in this spirit to realize it. The great Teacher taught that no
man can see the kingdom of God, unless he comes into the possession of this spirit.
" That which is bom of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit."
Conclusion. Search not for an outward heaven, but rather search for that new
spirit, that spirit of Christliness, that will let you into the heaven that lies about you
and within you. Were the twelve hundred million men that tenant this earth to-iiay
to come into possession of this spirit, they would arise on the morrow and exclaim,
" Behold, a new heaven and a new earth " Evermore the state of a man's soul
determines his universe. The ruling life within him measures out, builds up, and
moulds the ezternaL D. T.

We

—

—

—

1

—

Ver. 10. Man in heaven, '* They cast their crowns before the throne.* Par am I
from pretending to the power of explaining this book. There is ample scope here for
the play of imagination. Here is a field which, under the culture of a vivid fancy, is
capable of producing theories and speculations suited to every variety of taste, every
grade of intellect, and every degree of culture. In this chapter John has a mental,
Divine, and symbolical vision of heaven : the " door is opened," and a voice commands
him to ascend and enter. By " heaven," of course, I do not mean heaven as a place,
but OS a state of the Ohristly soul the heaven uiiihii}, a subjective paradise. The text
leads us to infer
I. That man ra this heaves has beached the manEST dionitt.
He has
"crowns." We are not to suppose, of course, that there are nMterial crowns in heaven
these, whether formed of gold, or diamonds, or both, are the mere toys of earth ; but
crowns are used here as the emblem of the highest dignity. The earth has nothing
higher to offer man than a crown ; men have hazarded their lives and waded through
seas of blood to get a crown. Because of the importance which universal man attaches
This crown is
to a crown, it is empl"yed to represent the dignity of men in heaven.
called in the New Testament " a crown of righteousness.'' Earthly crowns are often
Bssooiatpd with iniquity ; their history is one of violence and wrong. But the dignity
reached by men in heaven will be " righteous "—it will be in harmony with universd
There is no being in the universe that can charge them with having reached
rectitude.
It is called "a crown of life."
The crown which the
their position by unjust means.
visitors in the Q-recian games obtained soon withered and died ; the weaved garlands
soon became dust. The crowns which sovereigns wear in more modem times are corruptible, the diamonds will grow dim, and the gold will wear out ; but the crown of
man in heaven is " a crown of life." It is not something put on ; it is the expression
of his being. The crown is to the man what the blossom is to the tree, what the halo
something rising out of the being the fruit of his life. It is called " a
is to the sun
crown of glory." What if glory ? Paul says, " There is one glory of the sun and another
;
of the stars " and we may say there is one glory of the earth and one of the heavens.

—

—

The

—

things to which men attach the idea of glory are puerilities in the estimation of
Take the most magnificently attired sovereign of the world, surpassing all
BEVEIiATIOK.
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other monarchs of the earth in the pomp and pageantry of his movements, what is the
glory of that poor mortal, on which the empty crowd stares with wonder ? It is only
the glory of a gaudy actor on the stage, garbed in the tawdry andtinselled robe, put on
for the hour for popular effect.
But this is a glory altogether different. It is the glory
of an intellect in harmony with the truth, the glory of conscience in sympathy with the
right, the glory of the soul centred in God.
What is there so glorious as a noble soul ?
If this be the state of man in heaven : 1. Let us have faith in the imprqvoibility of our
nature. When we look round upon society, and see the gross sensuality, the dishonesty,
the profanity of men, we feel disposed to loathe our very species ; but when we look to
heaven, wa feel that the worst are capable of ioiprovement that "dry bones can live."
" Such were some of you," etc. 2. Let ua he consoled wider the departure hy death of
" I heard a voice from heaven, saying unto me. Blessed are the dead which
the good.
;
;
die in the Lord " " These are they which came out of great tribulation " " Sorrow
not as those that are without hope." 3. Let us not judge of providence without talcing
"I reckon," says the apostle, "that the
into account the future as well as the present.
sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory which
shall be revealed in us."
II. That man in this heaven ascbibrs the dignity he has beached to Jksus
Chkist. " They cast their crowns before the throne." This implies : 1.
conviction
that they owed all their honours to Christ.
Whence did they obtain their crowns ? 2.
readiness to acknowledge their obligation. The greater our natures the more ready
He is in the
to acknowledge our obligation.
2. The surpassing glories of Christ.
midst of the throne, and all ascribe their all to him. Napoleon I., after he had
conquered empires, and planted his foot upon the neck of kingdoms, determined to be
crowned emperor. To give pageantry and lustre to the occasion, he compelled the
Pope of Eome to be present. In the act of coronation, the emperor refused to receive
the crown from the pope; his proud spirit told him he had won it himself: he placed
it upon his own brow, thus declaring to the spectators and the civiliz'd world the fact
that he was indebted to himself only for imperial power. How different this to our
Cromwell, who in spirit towered high above all the Napoleons of history I After the
crown of England had been offered to him by successive Parliaments, he refused it I
Great souls are above crowns. All in this subjective heaven of goodness cast their
" crowns " at the feet of Christ, and say, " Thine ia the kingdom, the power, and the
glory."—D. T.

—

A

A

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

V.

—

Ver. I. And I saw. As in ch. iv. 1, this
phrase introduces a new incident in the
vision.
That which had been witnessed
remained, but a further development now
takes place. Ch. iv. relates the revelation
of the glory of the Triune God (see on ch.
2) surrounded by his Church and creation.
glory of Jesus Christ, the Lamb, is
set forth, since he is the only One
worthy to receive and declare to his Church
the mystery contained in the sealed book.
In the right hand; upon the right hand(_4iri).
That is, lying upon the hand, as it was
extended in the act of offering the book to
any one who should be able to open and
read it.
Of
that sat on the throne.
The Triune God (see on ch. iv. 2).
book
iv.

The
now

Mm

A

written within and on the hack side. In
Ezek. ii. 9, 10 the "roll of a book" is
"written within and without;" another of
the numerous traces in the Revelation of (he

influence of the writings of this prophet
upon the writer of the Apocalypse, though
the picture of the Lamb, which follows in
this chapter, imparts a new feature peculiar
to Bt. John's vision.
The roll was inscribed
on both sides. Mention is made of such a
roll by Pliuy, Juvenal, Lncian, Martial,
though Grotius connects ifi-ia-Bep, "on the
back," with KortaifipayuTiiivor, " sealed," thus
rendering, " written within and sealed on
the back." The fulness of the book, and
the guard of «e»en seals which are opened
in succession, denote completeness of revelation (on the number seven as denoting full
completion, see on ch. i. 4). This book
contained the whole of " the mysteriea of
the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. xiii. 11).
It is noteworthy that so far as we cin

—

gather from
never read.

—

Revelation the book iii
The breaking of each seal
is accompanied by its own peculiar phenomena, which appear to indicate the nature
of the oouteuti. And the opening of the
tlie

—
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seventh seal especially ie attended by a
compound aeries of events; but nowhere
are we explicitly informed of the contents
of the book. Alford well remarks, " Not its
contents, but the gradual steps of access to
This
it, are represented by these visions."
view seems to be held also by Schleiermaoher.
Diistcrdieck considers that the roll is never
read, though the incidents attending the
opening of each seal portray a portion of
Wordsworth and Elliott
the contents.
understand that, as each seal is broken, a
part of the roll is unrolled and its contents
rendered visible and these contents are
symbolically set forth by the events which
then take place. According to this view,
the -whole is a prophecy extending to the
The popular idea is
end of the world.
that the roll was sealed along the edge with
at the same time.
all
visible
seven seals,
If, as each seal was broken, a portion of the
roll could be unfolded, of course only one
seal— the outermost oould be visible. This
is not, however, inconsistent with St. John's
assertion that there were seven seals—a fact
;

—

which he might state from his knowledge
gained by witnessing the opening of the
The truth seems to
seven in succession.
We must
lie midway between these views.
remember that the Revelation was vouchsafed to the Church as an encouragement
to her members to persevere under much
Buffering and tribulation, and as a support
to their faith, lest they should succumb to
the temptation of despair, and, unable to
fathom the eternal purposes of God, should
doubt his truth or his ability to aid them.
But we are nowhere led to believe that it

was the intention of Ood to reveal all things
to man, even under the cloak of symbolism
There is much which must
or allegory.
necessarily be withheld until after the end
of all earthly things ; and, just as no mortal
can possibly know the " new name " (ch. iii.
12), 80 no one on earth can receive perfect
knowledge of the " mysteries of the kingdom
of heaven," which were symbolically contained in the book, and which, through the
intervention of the Lamb, may one day be
published ; though a portion sufficient for
tho time was shadowed forth, at the opening of the seals; which portion, indeed,
eould never have been given to us except
through the Lamb. We understand, therefore, that the book ia symbolical of the
whale of the mysteries of God; that, as a
whole, the contents of the book are not, nor
indeed can be, revealed to us while on
earth ; but that some small but sufficient
portion of these mysteries are made known
to us by the power of Christ, who will
•T^ntually make all things clear hereafter,
when we shall know even as we are known
^l Cor. fill. 12). The events attending the

—

—
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opening of the seals are therefore a prophecy
of the relations of the Churcli and the world
to the end of time.
Many opinions have
been held as to the antitype of the boot
Victorinus thinks it to be the Old Testament, the meaning of wuich Christ was the
first to unlock.
And Bede and others consider that the writing within signified the
New Testament, and that on the back, the

Old. Todd and De Burgh think the roll
denotes the office of our Lord, by virtue of
which he will judge the world. Sealed with
seven seals; seeded down with seven seals;
close sealed (Kevised Version).
Grotius
connects imadev, " behind," with kclt^o-tppajitr/iffov, "sealed down," thus reading,
"written within and sealed down on the
back."

—

Ver. 2. And I saw (see on ver. 1). A
strong angel ; Itrxvpi", rendered " mighty "
in ch. X. 1.
Possibly, as De Wette and
others think,' so called because of higher

—

rank De Lyra says Gabriel ; but probably
on account of the great voice, which sounded
" as a lion roareth " (ch. x. 3). Proclaiming
with a loud voice, Who is worthy to open
the hook, and to loose the seals thereof 1
with a great voice. " Worthy " is &^ios, fit
morally, as in John i. 27.
Ver. 3. And no man in heaven, nor in
earth, neither under the earth, was able to
open the book, neither to look thereon;
no one in the heaven, or on the earth (Eevised
Version). That is, no one in all creation
in heaven, or on earth, or in the place of
departed spirits. No one was able " to look

—

thereon " (that is, "to read therein") as *
consequence of no one being fit to open
the book.
Ver. 4. And I wept mnch (iKXcuov); I
hurst into tears, and continued weeping.
strong expression in the imperfect tense.
Because no man was fonnd worthy to open
and to read the book, neither to look thereon.
The words, " and to read," sliould be omitted.
They are found in few manuscripts. The
equivalent phrase follows, " neither to look
thereon."
Ver. 5. And one of the elders saith unto
me, Weep not. One of the elders, as representing the Church (see on ch. iv. 4),
bids St. John to take heed to him who was
about to disclose to gome extent the future
of that Church.
There is, of course, no
indication that any particular individual is

—

A

—

signified, though some have striven to
identify the elder. Thus De Lyra mentions
St. Peter, who was already martyred; others,
referred to by Ds Lyra, say St. Matthew,
whoj in his Gospel, declares Christ's power
(Matt, xxviii. 18).
Behold, the lion of
the tribe of Jnda. The title is accorded to
Christ, in illustration of the following act.
The Bepresentatiys of the ro^al and vif^

;
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torioua tribe of Judah was
prevailed to open the book,
had failed (of. Gen. xl. 9,

ST.

he who had
where others

"Judah

is

a

whelp;" Heb. vii. 14, "For it is
evident that our Lord sprang out of
Judah "). The Boot of David. The Root of
David is a synonym for Stem or Branch (of.
Isa. xi. 1, "There shall come forth a Rod
out of the stem of Jesse, and a Branch shall
grow out of his roots " and Eom. xv. 12,
" Esaiaa saith. There shall be a Boot of
lion's

;

Further, Christ may be said to
have been the Eoot of David, by virtue of
his pre-existeiioe and his creative power.
It is one of the paradoxes of the Incarnation,
that he who is the Boot of David should
also he a Branch.
Hath prevailed to open
the book; hath conquered (JviK-iiaiv). Not,
as the Authorized version appears to read,
that the act of victory consisted in the
opening of the book, but the ability to
open was a consequence of a former act of
victory, viz. the redemption.
So in ver. 9
Jesse").

the ascription of praise runs, "Thou art
worthy heeauae thou wast slain" (on the
infinitive epexegetio, see Winer).
a reference here to oh. iii. 7,

Some see

"He

that
cpeneth; and no man shutteth." And to
loose the seven seals thereof and the seven
teals thereof (Bevised Version).
Omit " to
;

loose."

Ver. 6.— And I beheld.
Again a new
feature of the vision is indicated (see on
ver. 1).
And, lo, in the midst of the throne
and of the four beasts, and in the midst of
the. elders.
For a description of the position
of the throne and the living beings and
the elders, see ch. iv. 6.
The passage
would, perhaps, be more plainly rendered,
" Between the throne and the four living
creatures on the one hand, and the elders
on the other, stood," eto. The repetition of
" in the midst " is a Hebraism (of. Gen. i. 4, 6,

LXX.). The Lamb would thus occupy
acentral position, where he would be visible
to all.
Stood a Lamb, The Greek word

7,

which

here employed, and which
throughout the Apocalypse,
occurs elsewhere in the New Testament
only in John ixi. 15. The Lanib of John
29 is aij.v6s. This word has therefore
i.
been brought forward as an evidence that
the writer of the Gospel was not also the
writer of the Apocalypse, since, «hen the
word is applied as a title of our Lord,
the term differs. But the passage John i.
29 La a quotation from Isaiah, and the
writer naturally adheres to the form found
in the LXX. version in that place. But
on other occasions, when he is free to employ
his own diction, as in John xxi. 15 and in
the Apocalypse, he invariably employs the
term apvloy. Some have found in the fact
thkt ifviiui (amion) is originally a diminuhpviov,

is

is constantly used
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tive form of &nvSs (amnoi), a reference to
the lowliness and meekness of our Lord;
and they see a contrast in the power inBut such
dicated by the seven horns.
interpretations, however helpful and suggestive, are not warranted by anything in
the grammar of the word; since, although
no doubt originally a diminutive, the word
had lost all suoh force in St. John's time
so much so, that the varying cases were

formed from both words.

As

it

had been

We

are here confronted with what
Stuart culls an "essthetical difficulty."
How could the Lamb, which was alive,
stajiding, and active, exhibit any appearance
which would give St. John the idea that it
had been slain ? Similarly, in the following
verses, how could the Lamb take the book,
or the four living beings handle harps and
bowls, or the elders play on harps while
also holding bowls? In the first place, it
Blain.

is

perfectly immaterial to inquire.

St.

John

not giving a circumstantial narrative of
certain historical facts which occurred in
the material, sensible world; but he is
reproducing ideas conveyed to him in some
way (certainly not through the senses),
which ideas are symbolical of events occurring in the natural and spiritual worlds,
and of the condition of men or bodies of
men. Therefore, if we can ascertain what
these mental pictures are intended to
portray to us, it matters not in what way
the ideas were conveyed to the mind of the
seer.
In the second place, it must be
remembered that the whole is a vision ; and
that although St. John says, "I saw," in
point of fact none of the mental impressions
which he obtained were conveyed through
the senses.
Just as a person relating a
dream says, " I saw," when in reality hi*
eyes had been shut and his senses asleep,
;
so the writer here says, " I saw " and just
is

as in a

dream we receive

distinct ideas con-

cerning an object without knowing how or
why we know the particular fact, and that,
too, when suoh qualities seem contradictory
to others with which the object is invested,
and yet no incongruity is apparent to us,
Bo St. John realized that these objects
possessed qualities which, in the sensible
world, would have been impossible. Having
seven horns.
Throughout the Bible an
emblem of power. Moses blessed the tribe
of Joseph in the words, " His horns are like
the horns of unicorns with them he shall
push the people together to the ends of the
earth " (Deut. xxxiii. 17). Hannah sang,
" Mine horn is exalted ' (1 ^am. il. 1).
The seven denotes perfection (see on cb. i.
4 ; V. 1, etc.). The symbol, therefore, attributes to the Lamb complete power (of.
the words of Christ in Matt, xxviii. 18,
" All power is given unto me in heaven and
:

"

;
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in earth"). And seven eyes. The neven
omnieyet syuibolizo perfect knowledge
science (of. Zech. iv. 10, "They shall
rejoice, and shall see. the plummet in the
hand of Zerubhabcl with those seven ; thuy
are the eyes of the Lord, which run to and
;
fro through the whole earth " and 2 Ghron.
xvi 9, " For the eyes of the Lord run to
and fro throughout the whole earth, to
show himself strong in behalf of them
whose heart is perfect towards him").
Which are the seven Spirits of God.
"Which" refers to the seven eyes (cf. eh.
are before
i. 4, "The seven Spirits which
his throne " and ch. iii. 1, " He that hath
the seven Spirits of God, and the seven
;
stars " and ch. iv. 5, " Seven lamps of fire
burning before the throne, which are the
seven Spirits of God "). The Holy Ghost,
proceed itig from the Father and the Son,
with his sevenfold gifts, is indicated by
For he
these symbols of Ulumiantion.
illuminates and makes brighter those in
whom he dwells, and renders clearer to
them those things outside themselves, and
enables them more fully to appreciate the
manifold wisdom of God. Sent forth into
all the earth. That is, the seven Spirits are
sent forth (airca-TaX^EVa ; though, as itveuiJutTo, " the spirits," are also ocpeaK/uil, " the
reads awsffraKfieyot).
eyes,"
Ver. 7.— And he came and took the hook
or, and he came and he hath taken it.

—

;

A

"Hath taken"
"

came "

is

perfect (rfAjj^e), while

the aorist

(^xfle).
If the differintentionally significant, it renders
the description somewhat more vivid. (For
the consideration of the question how the
Lamb could do this, see on ver. 6.) Wordsworth contrasts the spontaneous act of the
Lamb in taking the book of his own accord
as his right, with the call to St. John to
take the little book (ch. x. 8). Out of the
right hand.
The position of power and

ence

is

is

He

honour.
in heaven

to wliom all power was given
in earth (Matt, xxviii.) is the

and

only One who can penetrate the mysteries
and dispense the power of God's right hand.
Of him that sat upon the throne; of him
That is, the Triune God (see
tluU titteth.
The Son in his human
on ch. iv. 2).
capacity, as indicated by his sacrificial form
of the Lamb,^ can take and reveal the
mysteries of the eternal Godhead in which
he, as God, has part.
Ver. 8. And when he had taken the
book. " Had taken" (Ji\a^i) is here aorist,

—

not perfect, as in ver. 7. The te^t should
probably read, when he took the book ; that
Is to say, the adoration offered coincides
in point of time with the act of taking the
book. The four beasts and font and twenty
elders fell down before the Lamb. The four
beaiti as represeuting animated oreatioa;
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the four and twenty elders oi representatlie Ohuroh (see on oh. iv. 4, 6).
Having every one of them harps, (On the
difiicully of how each one could hold harps
and bowls, see on ver. 6.) It is possible that

tive of

the phrase refers only to the elders; for
these seem more suitably employed in offertlie saints than the representatives of all creation.
If, however, as
Wordsworth considers, the four living beings
and the twenty-four elders together symbolize tlie Church, the phrase would apply
to both.
The Kivipa of 1 Sam. xvi. 16, 23
(the Ki0(ipa of this passage) was played with
the hand, and the instrument indicated was
probably more of the nature of a guitar than
the modern harp. And golden vials fall of
odours.
The Kevised Version " bowls
is better than "vials."
The idea is, no
doubt, taken from the shallow bowls which

ing the prayers of

were placed upon the golden altar (Exod.
XXX. 1 10), and in which incense was
burned. The odours are the incense. In
the same chapter of Exodus directions are
given concerning the preparation and use ol
the incense, which was always a symbol of
prtiyer, and always offered to God alone
(cf. Ps. cxli. 2, "Let my prayer be set

—

forth before thee as incenso

;

"

^o

Luke

i.

Which

are the prayers
of saints,
Tlie saints; that is, the members
of the Church of God. Some authoritius
;"
consider " vials" the antecedent of" which
but it seems best to refer " which " to
" odours," though the sense is not materially
difierent, since the former includes the
9,

10

;

Isa. vi. 3, 4).

latter.

Ver.

9.— And they sung a new

song,

They sing; the worship is unThe song is new because it is only
now, subsequent to the accomplishment of
Christ's work of redemption, that the song
can be sung. It is not " Thou art worthy, for
thou wilt redeem" but " thou didst redeem."
saying.
ceasing.

Victorinus says, " It is the preaching of the
Old Testament together with that of the
New which enables the world to sing a new
song." Thou art worthy to take the book,
and to open the seals thereof. (For a consideration of the book, and tho opening of
For thou wast slain, and
it, see on ver. 1.)
hast redeemed ns to Ood by thy blood. The
reason why Christ is worthy. And didst
redeem unto God by thy blood out of every
kindred, etc. Though the reading "us" is
supported by various manuscripts, and similarly the first person is used in ver. 10,
yet, on the whole, it seems better to omit
it, the phrase being taken in a partitive
sense " Thou didst redeem unto God by
thy blood some out of every kindred, etc.,
and hast made them, etc., and they shall
Again, " Thou didst purchase na
reign."
at the priee of thy blood" would, perhaps,

—
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give the sense more correctly ; for such is the
force of the words, " in thy blood " (e» t^
The words point to a particular act
aXfiaTi).
performed at a definite time, viz. the death
of Christ, by which he repurchased men
from sin and Satan for the service of God ;
the price of the purchase being the shedding
of his own blood. The words show, too, that
the fruits of the redemption nre intended for
the whole world not limited to any chosen
nation, though some are excluded by their
own act. Out of every kindred, and tongue,
;

and people, and nation. This fourfold

classi-

fication continually recurs in the Kevelation.
It includes all the bases of classification

which
were
work of

of mankind, all the circumstances
separate men, the barriers which

overthrown
Christ.

by the redeeming

—

Ver. 10. And hast made ns ante oar Ood
kings and priests; and didst make them' to
be unto OUT God a kingdom and priests. Of
those whom thou didst redeem from every
nation, thou didst make a kingdom and
priests.
Wordsworth remarks that these
honours conferred upon the redeemed imply duties as well as privileges.
They receive the princely honours conferred upon
them only on condition that they also become priests, presenting themselves, their
souls and bodies, a living sacrifice to God
(Bom. xii. 1, 2), and, being a holy priesthood,
offering up spiritual sacrifices acceptable
to God by Jesus Christ (1 Pet. ii. 5).
(On
the person of " us," see on previous verse.)
And we shall reign on the earth ; or, and
they reign on the earth (see on ver. 9). The
interpretation of this passage will necessarily
be influenced to some extent by the view
adopted of the millennium (see on ch. xx.).
Those who expect a personal reign of Christ
on the earth for a thousand years naturally
consider that in tliis verse reference is made
to that period.
And if the tliousund years
be understood to denote the time which
elapses between the first and second comings
of Christ, that is to say, the present time,
the two passages that in ch. xx. i and
the one before us may be connected, and
intended to refer to the same time. We
have, therefore, to inquire in what sense the
word " reign " is used, and how the redeemed

—

—

can be said to reign on the earth at the
present time. In the first place, nothing is
more plainly taught us than that Christ's
reigning, his power, and his kingdom on
earth are a spiritual reign, a spiritual power,
a spiritual kingdom though the Jews and
our Lord's disciples themselves frequently
errud by supposing that his kingdom would
be a visible, worldly power. It seems natural,
therefore, that if such is the meaning of
Christ's reigning, that of his servants should
be of the same nature ; and we ought not
;
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the Jews did, by
to err in the same way
expecting to see the redeemed exercise at
any time visible authority over their fellowmen. The redeemed reign, then, spiritually.
But it will be well to inquire more fully and
exactly what we intend to si;;nify by this
expression. The word " reipin " is not often
used of Christians in the New Testament.
In Bom. V. 17 we read, " Much more they
which receive abundance of grace and of
the gift of righteousness shall reign in life
by one, Jesus Christ." And in 1 Cor. iv. 8,
"And I would to God ye did reign." In
both these places St. Paul seems to intend
a reigning over self— an ability to subdue
personal passions; a power which comes
from the " abundance of grace and of the
gift of righteousness" which are mentioned,
and which are possessed only by the redeemed, through Jesus Christ. This ability
to subdue personal -pnssions and ambitions
is what the apostle wishes for the Corinand of which many of them had
shown themselves to be destitute, or only

thians,

possessing in an inadequate degree. It is
the truth which is expressed by Solomon in
the words, "Better is he that ruleth his
spirit than he that taketh a city" (Prov.
xvi. 32) ; and in the words of the Collect for
Peace in the Morning Prayer of the Church
of England, " Whose service is perfect freedom ; " or, as it should be rendered, "
The representatives
to serve is to reign."
of the Church and of creation, then, adore
the Lamb, through whose redeeming act
grace may be given to men of every kindred
and tongue, to enable them to overcome sin
and Satan, and in the freedom of God's
service to reign on earth as kings and
conquerors over all unworthy passions. In
this way, too, we account for the present
tense of the verb, which is most probably the
correct reading.
Ver. 11. ^And I beheld marks a new
feature of the vision, viz. the introduction
of the angelic host as taking part in the
adoration of the Lamb (see on ch. iv. 1).
And I heard the voioe of many angels; a
The angels who have "desired to
voice.
look into " the mystery of the redemption
of the world (1 Pet. L 12) have now had
declared to them " by the Church the manifold wisdom of God, according to the eternal
purpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus
our Lord" (Eph. iii. 10, 11); and are thus
enabled to join in the song of the redeemed.
Bound about the throne and the beasts and
the elders. The innumerable company of
angels encircle tlie throne and the beasts
and the elders. Thus the throne is in the
vision seen as occupying the centre, the four
living creatures are placed round it in
different directions; the elders form the
next circle, and the angels enclose the wbol&

Whom

—
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the midst before the throne

on oh. iv. 6). " Thus," says Bisping,
" the redeemed creation stands nearer to the
throne of God than even the angels (see
Heb. ii. 5)." And the number of them was
ten thousand times ten thousand, and thou(gee

The readings vary
of thousands.
here, though the sense of the passage is not
After Ttpea^uTipap, " elders,"
affected.
(1) the Authorized and Bevised Versions,
sands

Mluwing
(2)

1,

etc., render aa above;
Stephens edit. 1550
probably per errorem),

N, A, B, P,

Erasmus,

.

(though the last
omit "and the number of them was ten
thousand times ten thousand;" (3) Vulgate,
both manusci'ipts and Clementine edition,
Bimply omit " ten thousaud times ten thouand;" (4) 38, Andreas (one manuscript)
omit only the last words, "and thousands
of thousands." The number is, of course, not
to be taken literally, but as expressive of au
exceeding great multitude,
Ver. 12. Saying with a loud voiee; a
great voice (Bevised Version) ; \4yovTes,
"saying," is irregular construction, and to
be referred to angeU as being a nominative
understood. Worthy is the Lamb that was
slain; that hath been slain (Revised VerAgain, as in ver. 9, the worshippers
sion).
give the reason for considering Christ

—

worthy to receive their adoration. It is
because he had been slain and thus redeemed
the world. To receive power, and riches, and
visdom, and strength, and honour, and glory,
and blessing. The sevenfold nature of the
adoration attributed to the Lamb is probably
indicative of its complete and perfect nature.
(On the meaning of \aPe7v, " to receive," to
take as a right what is offered, see ThayerGrimm.) Power (Sim/us) is the ability to
perform which is inherent in one's nature.
Strength (iVx^^) is the attribute by which
that power is put into operation; it frequently denotes physical strength. Riches

John

"And

of his fulness have
also Eph. iii. 8, "The
unsearchable riches of Clirist;" also Jas.
L 17, "Every good gift and every perfect
(of.

all

i,

16,

we received;"

from above, and eometh down from
the Father of lights ; " also Acts xvii. 25,
" He giveth to all life, and breath, and all
things"). The whole sevenfold ascription
is spoken as one, only one article being pregift is

In this respect it differs from ch. iv.
ch. vii. 12, where we have "the
glory " and " the honour," etc. (see on ch.
fixed.

11

and

iv. 11).

Ver. 13.

— And every creature which

is

in

iheaven, and on the earth, and under the
earth, and such as are in the sea, and all

that are in them; and every created thing
which is in the heaven, and on the earth ana

undfr

the earth,

and on

the

sea,

and

all

things that are in them (Bevised Version).
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creation now joins io th*
ascription of praise.
Those under the earth
are probably the "spirits in prison" of
1 Pet. iii. 19, though Vitringa understands
the expression to be used of the devils " who
unwillingly obey Christ," and even declare
his glory, as in Mark i. 24, " I know thee
who thou art, the Holy One of God." The
eeaU meant literally; the apostle's object
being to include all animated beings wheresoever existing. It has been remarked that
St. John's exile at Patmos would render
him familiar with the appearance of the sea,
and account for its frequent use in the
Apocalypse, both litorally and symbolically.
The tilings on the sea would signify, not
merely ships with their inhabitants, but also
those animals in the sea which are known to
men by dwelling near the surface. "All
things that are in them " serves to render
emphatic the universality of the description,
as in Exod. xx. 11 and Fs. cxlvi. 6, " The
Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and
all that in them is." Heard I saying. " Saying " is masculine, \4yoi/Tas in X, B, P, Vulgate, Andr. a, o, Arethas, Primasius. But the
neuter, K4yovTa, is read in A, 1, 12, Andr. p,
hav. Blessing, and honour, and glory, and
power ; the hlessing, and the honour, and the
glory, and the dominion (Revised Version)^
The Bevisers have wisely rendered xpiros,
" the dominion," by a different word from
Sipa/us, " power," of ver. 12, both of which
in the Authorized Version are rendered
"power." The article, too, serves to give
greater emphasis, making the expression
tantamount to "all blessing," etc. (see on
ch. iv. 11). Nothing is signified by the
omission of three attributes. The number
four is symbolical of tlie complete creation,
and may be used on that account; but
probably the omission is to avoid repetition,
the four attributes given being typical of
the seven just previously uttered.
Be
unto him that sitteth upon the throne, and
unto the Lamb for ever and ever. That is,
unto the Triune God (see on ch. iv. 2).
Christ, as having part with tlie Father and
the Holy Ghost in the Godhead, sits upon
the throne, and is worthy with them to
But in his speciul
receive adoration.
character as the Bedeemer, he is also
singled out to receive the praises of the

All animated

'

redeemed.

—

Ver. 14. And the four beasts said, Amen.
the four and twenty elders fell down
and worshipped him that Uveth for ever and
ever. (On the signification of the four beasts
as representative of creation, and the fourand-twenty elders as typical of the Church,
see on ch. iv. 4 and 6.) Three stages are
marked in the hymn of adoration before this
concluding verso : (1) the four living
beings and the four and twenty elders

And

—
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worship the Lamb, and commemorate their
redemption by him ; they are able to sing
"a new song" ^the song of the redeemed
(2) the angels join in the worship of the

—

Lamb, ascribing to him the conBummation
of all perfection ;
(3) then all created
things praise God and the Lamb. In conclusion, the representatives of redeemed
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creation once more join in the eueharistio
hymn, and prostrate themselves in worship
before the Triune God.

This forms the end of one act of the
heavenly drama. The opening of the seals
now follows, and a description of the attendant ciroamstanoea is given.

H0MILETIC8,
Vers. 1—14.
Continuation o/ vision. In the preceding homily we noted that the
apostle records five gongs.
have already referred to two of them.
now have
the three remaining ones before us. 1. The third song is the new song of redemption.
Creation being effected, what is to be done with it ? Of what events is earth to be
the scene and the witness? and what are the developments which Providence has in
store? See. In the right hand of him who sits upon the throne there is a book
roll, written within and without (a rare thing, except through pressure of matter, to
write on the back of a roll). Written— by whom ? Surely we are left to infer that
the writing was that of Jehovah ; that the book was his ; that in the writing were
indicated the things which were to come hereafter, yea, what was to take place on
this globe !
But this book, with the writing of Jehovah in it as to what shall come to
pass, is fast sealed.
Seven seals. They must be opened ere the mystery of the future
shall open that book and
can be told. As yet it is fast wrapped and folded up.

We

—

We

—

Who

there? The apostle (ch. v. 2) saw a mighty angel, and heard him
proclaim " with a loud voice, Who is worthy," etc. ? And no one was worthy for no
one was able, either in heaven or on the earth, neither under the earth to open it or
to look into it.
No one in all creation I The task is too great for man or angel.
Must the roll be ever closed ? Is the secret will of God expressed therein to be for
ever an insoluble riddle? No one responds. There is awful silence; till later on
At length, one of the elders
it is broken, but only by the sobs of the weeping John
comes. The tears of an apostle are a magnet to him. He can tell more of trials aud
triumphs than even he who had leaned on Jesus' breast. " Weep not
The Lion
.
hath prevailed." Hath conquered f Has there, then, been a conflict ere the book
.
.
could be opened ? At this point a new form, before unnamed, appears. "And . , .
a Lamb, standing, as it had been slain " (ver. 6). This John had long before heard
another point him out, saying, " Behuld the Lamb of God I " Since then, that Lamb
of God had been made an offering for sin ; and now the traces of that self-offering are
seen in heaven. He, the offered Lamb, comes, full of strength ; with an authority all
his own he approaches right up to the throne, nearer than all created ones, and fakes
the book, etc, (ver. 7). When he in majesty and might takes the book into his own
hands, then the apostle's tears are dried, and heaven's silence gives place to song. In
the hands of Jesus the seals will give way, and under his mediatorial reign will the
will of God be disclosed ; i.e. in the hands of Jesus the developments of providence
become disclosures of redemption. And lo at this stage new music is heard. " They
are singing a new song " (ver. 9). New, for it celebrates a new revelation of God, a new
work of God, and a new unfolding of the plans of God. New— ever new. It can never
become old. It is a song of praise from the living creatures and the redeemed ones*
to him who was slain for them.* Such a song is this as creation could not inspire.
2. The fourth is the " assenting chorus of the host of
Still there is more to follow.
are taught clearly enough,
angels " ' to the Lamb that was slain (vers. 11, 12).
in the fifteenth chapter of Luke, that angels sympathize in the redeeming work of our
Lord, and witness his joy vhen one sinner is saved. How fully in accord with this it
interpret

what

is

—

—

I

I

!

We

> "The twenty-four elders, representing as they do the whole Church of God, are
lepreiented as offering the praises and prayers of the whole Church tie harps representing the former, the censers the latter" (Alford, tn loe.).
' Tregelles retains " us " in ver. 9.
' Thf phrase used by Dean Alford.

—
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to find them Joining with the ransomed and taking up the song, "Worthy is the
that was slain" although from angel-voices we miss the most tender, the most
touching feature of the heavenly songl Their praise may be more sublime; their
love cannot be like ours. Still, the song swells in grandeur. 3. The fifth is the song
of aU creation to Ood and the Lamb. (Ver. 13.) " Every creature . . . heard I
saying, . . . unto him that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb." AU intelligent
and holy beings, everywhere, join in a grand concert of praise, alike to the Father
and the Son. The love of the Father devised all. The love of the Son undertook
effected, and administered all; and to him, with the Father, shall endless honour be
given by an admiring and adoring universe.
One burst of harmony fills the courts
of heaven.
cannot but feel that we are in the presence of the sublimest scenes that
can ever in this state be unfolded to mortal view. In fact, we could not hear more.
As it is, there is enough concealed to quicken
fuller disclosure would overwhelm us.
our eager expectations ; enough revealed to give us several practical principles to work
with in the light thereof.*
may wb leaen from this sublime vision ? Or rather, What are the truths
concerning the Divine Being and his plans which lie couched therein?
They are
many. 1,
see that gathering round the throne, hymning like songs, interested in
like themes, are the inhabitants of heaven and the redeemed on and from the earth.
There is a oneness of sympathy between them, and all are in full sympathy with God.
see that the first and
This is the thought of the fifteenth chapter of Luke. 2.
foremost Object of their adoring song is the Triune Jehovah ; the Thrice-Holy One.
He who sitteth upon the throne is the adorable Centre in whom all holy beings find
their everlasting home.
God is adored for what he is, as well as praised for what
he does. He himself is infinitely greater than all his works. 3. By the highest orders
It is a revelation of God.
of beings there is seen in creation matter for adoring praise.
His perfections are written there.
It is a witness for him.
Is

—

Lamb

We

A

What

We

We

**

He

formed the seas, he formed the hilla,
every drop and every dust,
Nature and time with all their wheels.
And pushed them into motion first."

Made

whether, in our theories of how things came to be as they are, we are evolutionists
or non-evolutionists, whether we side with convulsionists or anti-eonvulsionists, either
way we see matter for jubilation and song. " Thou hast," etc. There is no atheism
The best men on earth are not to be found in the
in beings higher than we are.
" Blessed are the pure in heart : for they will see God " everywhere.
atheists' camp.
4. Creation expresses only in part the Divine mind. There is a book written, in which
are recorded both purpose and plan ; and where the earth is looked on as the dwellingplace of man, where man is known to have sinned against God, it cannot but be
a question of absorbing interest How will God deal with man ? What will be the
Divine treatment of sin? 5. It is in our Lord Jesus Christ alone that we are furnished
with a key to the workings of providence. He alone can take the hook and open its
seals.
He has accomplished a vast redemptive work. He has undertaken a trust. He
has all power in heaven and on earth. In the administiation of his work, he unfolds
and carries out the pUn of God. " The Father loveth the Son, and hath put all things
into his hand." 6. Through Christ's prevailing to open the seals, the history of this
globe comes to be the history of redemption. Our Lord Jesus Christ presides over all
governments, empires, kingdoms, and thrones. He is "Head over all things to his
Church," and subordinates all to the inbringing of his everlasting kingdom to the
regeneration of earth, to "making all things new." Thus creation is but the platform
on which redemption stands, and it is destined to witness its crowning glory in the
re-creation of men in the image of their God I " We, according to his promise, look for
new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness." Finally, owing to
redemption's work,.a new song of praise is heard in heaven, in which angels and men
and " every creature " join. Redemption is the new song for them all.

And

—

' There are many valuable remartg as to the bearing of the grand contents of this and
other Apocalyptic chapters upon the question of the date of the book, by Principal Dr
the Expotitor, October, 1889, p. 281.
David B«own,

m
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" The highest angel Dever saw

So much of God before."
In creation there is seen the work of his hands. In providential government, the
wisdom that controls. In redemption, the grace that saves and the out-gushing
fulness of a mighty heart that loves!
"That was not first which was spiritual, but
that which was natural, and after that which was spiritual." The first creation vivified
earth; the second vivified man. And not only, so, but the song will be ever new.
Its theme will never tire.
So long as saved
Its strains will never weary the ear.
men love to recniU how much they owe unto their Lord, so long as they love to contrast
what they receive with what they deserve, the song will be ever new to them. And
as long as holy beings in all worlds delight to celebrate the noblest disclosures of the
heart of God, so long will redemption's song be new to them all
Note: We need
not, we ought not to wait till we get to heaven ere we begin that song.
Nay, we
cannot.
cannot help singing it now.
I

We

"E'er since by faith

I

saw the stream

Thy flowing wounds supply,
Bedeeming love has been my theme,
AndshaUbetillldiel"

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHOES.

— —

li.
TTie adoration of the Lamb.
The theophany of ch. iv. is continued in
are permitted to see more of the high court of heaven, and to witness the
purpose of its session, the centre of its adoration, and the transactions in which its
members share.
have surveyed the throne and him that sat thereon, the rainbow

Vers. 1

this.

We

We

the burning torches, the elders and the cherubim,
But now the vision is enlarged, and we behold the sevensealed book, or scroll, held in the right hand of him that sat on the throne then the
coming forth of a mighty angel, who challenges all in that august assembly, and
all everywhere, be they who they may, to open the book.
Then follows the hush of

above the

and

tlirone, the crystal sea,

their worship of God.

;

awful silence, which

the only response the angel's challenge receives ; whereat
Then is heard the voice of one of the elders, bidding him
Weep not," and at once the chief portion and purpose of the whole vision is disclosed.
St John sees, fronting the throne and attended, as was he who sat thereon, by the
living ones and the elders, the " Lamb as it had been slain."
Strange, incongruous,
and almost inconceivable is that figure, with its seven horns and seven eyes. Great
painters, as Van Eyck, have tried to portray it, but they have rather lessened than
enlarged our conceptions of the truths which the symbol as it stands here in this
vision so vividly sets forth.
Here, as everywhere in this book, it is the ideas, and
not the forms which symbolize them, which are of consequence.
And, then, the
Lamb is represented as coming and taking the book out of the hand of him that
sat upon the throne
whereupon the first adoration of the Lamb takes place. The
"living ones" and the elders, each now seen with harp and censer of gold full ot
odours they, together, sing the " new song." And, lo, on the outskirts of this
heavenly scene, gathering round and enclosing the whole, appear now myriads of
angels, and they lift up their voices in like holy adoration of the Lamb.
And now
a third burst of praise, and from a yet more varied and multitudinous choir, is lieard
by the enraptured seer. Prom the heavens above, from the earth beneath, and from
the regions of the departed from those whom the earth covered over in the quiet
grave, and those whom the -sea had swallowed up,
there arose their anthem of praise
And with the united " Amen " of the four living ones and
to Goid and to the Lamb.
the elders, as they prostrate themselves in worship, this vision of the adoration of
the Lamb ends. Observe Christ as

St.

is

John weeps much.

"

;

—

—

—

The Cbntre op all revelation. We behold him : 1. In Ms premundane glory.
cannot know, and yet less comprehend, much of this. Only that he came forth
from God, was in the beginning with God ; that he dwelt in the bosom of the Father,
in glory which he had with the Father before the wc rid was.
But what words coulil
I.

We

—

;
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We

wait to understand. 2. In Mb Incarnation.
?
at Bethlehem, all through his earthly life and ministry, to
Gethsemane, Calvary, and the tomb. And we see him rising from the dead and after*
wards ascending to the right hand of God. But we are permitted also to see him as—
II. The Centre of heavenly adobation.
See where he is "in the midst of
the throne," standing on that central space immediately in front of the throne, the
Centre of all that holy throng, on whom all eyes rest, to whom every knee bows, and

make
trace

this clear to our

minds

him from the manger

—

every tongue confesses. And what a circle that is
See its members. But he is the
Centre ; to him their adoring worship is given. Are we iu sympathy with this ? Is
he the Centre of our heart's worship and love?
III. The Eevealbb and Administbatob or the purposes of God.
1. God has
such purposes. The book held in his right hand is the symbol thereof. It contains his
mind, his will, his decrees. Nothing is left to chance. All is ordered and settled.
2. But that hook is sealed.
Completely, absolutely ; this is the meaning of the seven
seals.
If one seal were removed, which' by man it can never be, but a portion of those
purposes would be disclosed. " His ways are past finding out." 3. But it is essential
thai that hook should he taken and opened. Hence the angelic challenge, and St. John's
tears when none was found to accept that challenge.
What would the world be
without the revelation of God? We know; for "the dark places of the earth are
full of the habitations of cruelty."
Would that we thought more of our own obligation to the revelation of God's will, that we might, as we ought to, be more eager
that others should possess it who now have it not
4. Tht Lord Jesus Christ comes
forward. There can be no manner of doubt that he is meant. Though described as
" the Lion of the tribe of Judah," yet he is seen as a Lamb a little Lamb (apviov), and
with the marks of its slaughter yet upon it, the scars and wounds of his sacrifice yet
visible.
He advances and takes the book. And so we learn that he is the Trustee,
the Depositary, the alone Eevealer of the Divine will. All truth is in his keeping.
(1) Of prophecy. It was he who opened, and yet opens, the minds of his disciples,
that they should understand what was foretold concerning him. (2) Of the gospel.
It is he who shines in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of God in the face
of Jesus Christ. But especially is meant here : (3) Of providence how God would
deal with the Church, the world, with individual souls. This book discloses all this
he shows to us what God has done and will do. 5. But he is^ not only the Bevealer,
hut the Administrator of the Divine purposes. As he opens each seal that which he
discloses is at once accomplished.
He is seen controlling and ruling all. What joy to
think of this ! For he is
IV. Perfectly qualified to be all this. Observe in the vision his seven horns.
This means : 1. He has fulness of power. The horn is the symbol of strength. Hence
!

!

—

—

•

"seven horns" mean fulness of strength. Christ is "mighty to save." The gates of hell
They will, they do try, as they have long tried, but in
vain.
For: 2. Ee has also the fulness of the Spirit. The Lamb was seen with "seven
eyes," and these are explained as denoting the same as the seven torches (ch. iv. 5),
the seven, that is, the perfect, full, complete power, though diverse in working, of the
Spirit of God.
For Christ's victory is to be achieved, not over human bodies, but over
human spirits, and his power must and does correspond to the opposition he has
And over all the earth his Spirit goes: has not that Spirit come to us,
to meet.
and when he comes the human spirit ceases to resist, and is blessed in yielding? 3.
And he has all right. ' " Thou art worthy : " so sing all the heavenly choirs. (I) The
Lamb is seen " as it had been slain." The sacrifice of the Lord Jesus is represented
perpetually in Holy Scripture as the righteous ground of our redemption. The forgiveness of man's sin was to be by no mere gracious letting the guilty go free, let what
Not so, but in and by the sacrifice of
will come of the Law which he has violated.
Christ, the Law was magnified and made honourable ; by no means " made void," but
established. We linger not now to explain this if, indeed, any one can fully explain it
—but we simply assert what Scripture everywhere affirms. Moreover : (2) He is commissioned by God. He receives the book from him. God " sent forth his Son," " gave
" For thou wast slain, and
his only begotten Son." 4. And his is fulness of love.
hast redeemed us by thy hlood " this is the overwhelming thought which prostrate*
the soula of all his redeemed ones in aa agony of insolvent gratitude ; that he. Son of
shall not prevail against him.

—

—

—"

—
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God, who wag with God and was God, that he should have been content to eome
hither to this thom-strewn earth of ours, and to live here the life of a poor, meek man,
and then to die upon the oroas for us "herein is love;" and herein is Uso liis
supreme qualiiication to reveal and administer the will of God.
V. Thebbfojib 18 THE ADORATION OF THE Laub. Let US join in it.
shall do
so if we remember what he has revealed, and that he is the Administrator of all our
afifairs.
S. 0.

—

We

—

— 2%« mediatorial power of

Ver. 6.

Christ.

"And

one of the elders saith,"

etc.

St.

shown Christ as Head of hig Ohurch, ruling here on earth. This his first
vision.
Then he is transported to heaven, and sees the throne set there, and its
attendants and their worship. Then the coming forth of the Son of God, and the
representation of his mediatorial sovereignty. But first there is the vision of the throne
of God, for he is the Source and End of all authority. God was and shall be " all in all.
But his power is seen in this vision as delegated to Christ as Mediator. Per this vision
I. Symbolizes the mediatokial powbb op Chbist.
It does this by representino;:
1. The Lamb in the act of taking the hooh out of the hand of him that sat on the
throne.
Note the book in God's hand; the challenge of the angel, unanswered; and
St. John's distress thereat.
But now the Lamb prevails, etc. The meaning of the
book, or roll, is the plan or policy of a state, the will and purpose of a ruler.
God
speaks of his book; of blotting out names therefrom. Scribes were important personages because of their agency in preparing such decrees. The taking of the book,
John

is first

when a minister of state in our days receives his portfolio ; it signifies
commission to know, comprehend, and execute the counsels and decrees therein
contained. Thus, as receiving his commission, the vision represents our Lord. 2. The
origin of his mediatorial power. It was derived from the Father. Christ ever affirmed
that he "received of the Father," that he came "not to do his own will, but the will
;
of him that sent him " Christ was " the Man whom he had ordained " " God hath
;
spoken unto us by his Son " " All things are committed unto me of my Father," etc.
The mystery of the Trinity ig perhaps insoluble by us, but as to the truth of the
doctrine, it pervades, not this vision only, but the whole Bible.
3. The nature of
it.
The vision represents Christ as One that was capable of, and had suffered, death.
He was, therefore, human as well as Divine. His human origin as well as his
Divine glory are both shown, and because he was the God-Man he became Mediator
between God and man, 4. The exercise of his mediatorial power. This by his taking
the book and loosing the seals thereof, whereupon, as each seal is opened, that which he
thus discloses is at once begun to be accomplished. The Apocalypse discloses the fate
and fortunes of the Church, and of the world as related to it. Information and reserve
characterize these disclosures.
They tell of a great struggle, in which all creatures
engage; that it is for moral ends, and centres round man. Hell and its plans and
apparent triumphs are shown ; also her overthrow, and at last the full redemption of
the Church and the establishment of the kingdom of God. Now, all this Christ not
only reveals, but executes. For this he has the seven horns of omnipotent might, and
the seven eyes of omniscient wisdom. But it ig in their execution that the Divine
purposes are fully revealed.
As yet we know but parts of them. The apostles
only knew the Scriptures when, not before, they were fulfilled. And how vast is : 5.
The extent of his power I It is over all physical and all moral natures; over the
present and the future ; over the grave and death over angels and devils ; over every
soul in every land, age, and condition.
AH are subject unto him. God " loft nothing
that is not put under bim" (I Cor. xv.). And : 6. Its final end and completion. It has
such an end. The very idea of a " book " is that of something which comes to an end,
which is for a definite and limited purpose. Christ must reign, not for ever, but " till
he hath put all things under his feet," Then cometh the end (cf 1 Cor. xv. 24 28).
The book is a definite thing. The existing systems of grace and providence are not
everlasting; they subserve ends beyond and higher than themselves; they are but
preliminary and initiative ; their completion is yet hidden, and will fill and brighten
therefore, is as

his

;

;

—

eternity.

Further, the vision

Exhibits the basis ok which his mediatorial power rests. He " prevailed,
but by right, not by force; in virtue of his being: 1 The Lion of the tribe of Judah
II.

";

OH.y.
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(Gen. xlix. 9.) Hence liis right was from his office, the position it was predicted he should
nil.
And his life and his conquest over Satan, sin, man, death, all verified the truth
of Jacob's dying prophecy.
2. The Root of David.
Hence, by descent also, as Heir of
him to whom God's promises of universal rule had been given. But chiefly because
he was : 3. The Lamb slain. Thus the pre-eminent right secured by his atonement
is set forth.
The Lamb is the Centre of heaven. Hence his cross claims his crown
the sufferings of Christ, the glory that should follow. The term " worthy " is used in
reference to this right thus obtained.
The cross affirms every principle of moral law.
As all creation is for moral ends, so supremely is the cross of Christ. He is worthy
because he was slain.
III. Eevbals the kesultb coktbmplated by HiB MBDiATOBiAii POWER.
They are
four.
1. To set forth the glory of the Son of Ood.
See the adoration of the Lamb,
how intense, how universal, how unceasing. All things are for him, as they are by
him. All men are to *' honour the Son, even as they honour the Father." And by his
mediation this glory is secured. He had glory before the world was. But he has far
more now, and yet more shall be his. He is seen amid all the confusions and calamities of life to be our one Hope and Stay. "Christ is all and in all," and so is he glorified.
" Thou hast redeemed us :
2. To secure the accomplishment of man^s redemption.
so the heavenly choirs sing over and over again.
And Christ has his redeemed. See
how the Church is described: as the bride; heir; joint-heir with Christ; Isings; priests
unto God ; his body, etc. Yes, Christ hath redeemed us. 3. To demonstrate the unity
of the Divine counsels and the progressive character of the Divine works. The mediatorial system is not external to, but part of the system of, the universe.
It is essentia)
to its moral order and bound up with all its history.
Sin was an inroad upon, and a.u
invasion, violation, and disruption of, the Divine rule. Inevitable if the gilt of free-will
was to be granted as it was and hence some means for the reparation of this great
disaster had to be found, and for the demonstration of the consistency of the wise, the
holy, and the all-loving God. All human sin, protracted so awfully and so wearily age
after age, is yet but an episode in the course of the Divine administration; like as a war
is but an episode in the history of a nation.
And the mediation of Christ is the method
of God for undoing the evil man's sin has wrought. 4. To issue in the glory of the Father
and to show this as the end and aim of all things. " That God may be all in all : " sucU
is its chief end; as for each one of us, so for all human history, and all the Divine d'-alings
with us in Christ our Lord. Let us by self-surrender to Christ fall in with that blessed
purpose, and so one day rejoice in its perfect fulfilment. (Adapted from notes of
sermon by late Rev. G. Steward, of Newcastle.) S. 0.
;

—

—

Ver. 6.
I%e goings forth of the Holy Ghost.
"The seven Spirits of God which
are sent forth," etc. In all possible ways the Church declares her faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ and his redemption. By the name. Christian ; by the sacrament of the
Holy Supper ; by symbols the cross everywhere ; by her literature, etc. And all this
is right ; the example of it is given in Scripture, for Christ is the Alpha and Omega of
the Bible : *' Him first, him last, him midst, and without end." But this is not all the
truth.
For it is equally true that the holy and perfect Spirit of God is sent forth into
working in, upon, for, and around us everywhere. The doctrine is most
all the earth
blessed, and an essential part of the gospel of Christ, though it has not the prominence
in our thought or speech that " the truth as it is in Jesus " receives.
do not

—

—

We

made

it

we should

that the Holy Spirit is the Christ within us, and whose coming
" expedient " that the Christ who in our nature died for us upon the cross

realize as

" should go away." Note—
We see the Spirit
I. The evidence for the goino pokth of the Spirit of God.
striving .with men in the days of Noah; as yet earlier and more successfully— because
the striving was with matter, not with mind we see him bringing order out of chaos
"Whither shall I go from thy Spirit?" asks the psalmist; "or
at the Creation.
whither shall I flee from thy presence?" David piteously pleads, "Take not thy
Holy Spirit from me " His presence is recognized in every part of the sacred history,
and in the New Testament Pentecost is told of, and the truths concerning him are
dwelt upon still more at large. In this Book of Revelation we read once and again of
Cf. also conclusion of all the letten
his gracious work (cf. ch. i. 4 ; iii. 1 ; iT> 6 ; v. 6.

—

!

:
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ii. and iii.).
At ch. six. 10 we are told that " the testimony
"
of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy." The Holy Spirit confirms the " voice from heaven
Yea,
(ch. xiv. 13), which declares, "Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord.
saith the Spirit," etc.
It was under the influence of the Spirit the book was written

to the seven C3iurches, oh.

the Spirit," St. John repeatedly affirms. And at the end of the hook the
and others, bidding all come and take the water
the Spirit ofGrod,
Scripture, therefore, does plainly tell of a Spirit
of life freely.
" sent forth into all the earth."
II. The mankbb of his going fokth.
This seen : 1. In nature. (1) Creation.
He is called " the Spirit of life." " Thou sendest forth thy Spirit, they are created."
(2) At each returning spring. 2. Amongst men. Here it is that the Divine Spirit's work
may be most manifestly seen. (1) As a fact, there is much good amongst men who
have not been and are not within the circle of the Church much that is lovely and of
good report .md worthy of all praise. See the laws and literature of ancient nations;
and the lives of their noblest men. Who that is acquainted with ancient history will
for a moment deny this?
And to-day there is much of good that yet is, formally,
without the circle of the Church. No doubt a large part of this is owing to what Oarlyle
called " a great after-sliine " of Christianity.
The inspiration of many professedly nonChristian moralists is Christian after all.
They have unconsciously absorbed it, and
then reproduced it as from some other source. (2) Now, whence comes all this?
Many say that "natural goodness" is sufficient to account for it. And that there is
some good in every man, we can hardly deny. And we are unable to accept the
Augustinian theory that such goodness, being unconnected with faith, "has the nature
of Bin." For is not thi» doctrine perilously near that of which our Lord speaks in Matt.
xii. 24, where his enemies attributed his deeds to the prince of devils ?
know of
no such thing as natural goodness. How can it coexist with the universal corruption
which we confess ? But we do know of God as the Source of goodness, and of Satan
as the inspirer of evil, and to him we cannot ascribe the goodness of which we are
speaking.
We therefore look for its source in that going forth of the Spirit of God of
which the text tells. Does not all light come from the central sun ? The flame that
leaps forth from the coal, heated above a certain temperature, and with which we are
so familiar, is but latent light liberated at length after having been imprisoned there
since the days when it first was radiated from the one central sun.
And has not
science showed that li fe only can produce life ? Dead matter cannot originate it ; it
must come from life. And this is true in the realm of moral and spiritual life also.
And does not Scripture assert this ? St. James, says, " Do not err, my beloved brethren.
Every good gift . . , cometh down from the Father of lights," etc. (Jas. i. 17). And
St. John (i.) tells of "the light that lighteth every man that cometh into the
therefore claim all goodness as due to the going forth, etc.
world."
3. In the
Church. Here, of course, it is most of all to be seen. Let the waters of a lake be
agitated by any cause, the greatest movements will he seen nearest the point where
that which stirred the waters came into contact with them, although the movements
will not stay until the whole body of the lake has been more or less affected thereby.
And so, because the Church is the point of contact, amid the wide extent of humanity
at large, with the blessed power of the Spirit of God, therefore in the Church will his
power most of all be seen, though his power goes forth far beyond. In the Church
it is seen in all stages of the spiritual life
in conviction, conversion, inward peace,
bright hope, growing holiness.
And in all the manifestations of that life ^trust,
fidelity, charity, zeal, self-denial, love, joy, peace, etc.
It is more evidently seen in

"I was

in

Spirit is heard along with the bride

—

—

We

We

—

—

great spiritual movements like that at Pentecost, in which vast numbers of human
hearts are touched, moved, and saved thereby. Then everybody notes it, and asks,
" What strange thing is this?" But it may be seen, also, in equally real operation in
the case of individuals who, one by one, the Holy Spirit draws to God. And this
going forth shall be seen again : 4. At the resurrection. " The Spirit of him that raised

up Jesus from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies," etc. (Rom. viii. 11)
Bach spring season is God's perpetual parable of the resurrection. The whence, the
whither, and the cause are all portrayed when
" The spring-tide hour

brings leaf and

flower.'*

—
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Conclusion. If we be asked Why, if it be so that the Spirit of God thus goes forth,
is the world no better? we can only reply: 1. The higher the life the longer its
development demands. What wonder, then, that " the end is not yet " ? 2. The Spirit
may be resisted ; is so. The old fable of the sirens is of everyday fulfilment. The
sweet, seductive song of the siren-like world lures souls in myriads to abandon the
leading of the Spirit of God. Is it not so? The wonder is, not that so few escape, but
that any do. No wonder, therefore, that his work is slow. 3. But it is sure. The
to torches of fire (see ch, iv.), which will stand the rough
Spirit is likened to fire
And as fire transforms
blasts of the world and the tempests of sin, and yet burn on.
and strives strenuously till it gains its ends, so we believe the Spirit will, for we " believe
Doubt him not, resist him
4. What reception has he from us?
in the Holy Ghost."
not, but seek his aid for yourselves, for others, and, as you so do, you will increasingly
S. 0.
believe in, see, and rejoice in, the goings forth of the Spirit of God.

why

—

—

—

The triple doxology. In these sublime chapters these doxologies
Vers. 9, 12 14.
stand out prominently. Note concerning them
They are all ascribed to the Lamb. ExcluI. What is common to them all.
sively in the first two; united with "him that sitteth on the throne," in the third;
but in all the Lamb is prominent. From this we learn : 1. We cannot render too
much honour to Christ. He is seen " in the midst of the throne," and the Centre of all
that heavenly circle, and the Object of their united adoration. We therefore cannot
scarce know how, we need not know how, to
"exceed in our worship of him.
distinguish between him that sitteth on the throne and between him that is in the
midst of the throne. The worship of one is the worship of the other, and of the other
" all and in all," as St. Paul affirms, and as this
of the one. Christ is everything to us
The fact is, we cannot worship God without worshipping Christ. No
vision shows.
man cometh or can come to the Father but by him. The very thoughts and ideas that
we have of God we gain through him. Those varied human expressions concerning God
which we find in the Old Testament are but anticipations of the confirmation they
were to receive through him who, coming from the Father, should take our nature and
It
so reveal the Father to us. 2. Nor can we think too much of the cross of Christ.
is to him as to the Lamb, the Lamb slain and who hath redeemed us by his blood,
that this adoration is given. It is the cross of Christ that speaks peace to the contrite
heart, that assures of perfect sympathy the sad and distressed mind, that gives new
strength and resolve to the tempted soul. Well does Watts sing

We

—

" Oh, the sweet wonders of that cross
On which my Saviour groaned and died t
Her noblest life my spirit draws
From his dear woimda and bleeding side."

What

is

living

ones.

1. The first doxology.
(1) Offered hy : (o) The
Eepresentative (see previous homily) of perfectly redeemed
humanity the condition in which man shall be when Christ has drawn all men unto
him ; when he shall have put all enemies under his feet. They are represented as
" four," to signify the world-wide scope of Christ's redemption : " They shall come from

II.

four

—

peodliab to each.

the north and from the south, from the east and from the west." (5) The twentyThese represent the Church of God. They are twenty-four because of
four elders.
the twenty-four courses of priests (1 Chron. xxiv. 3 19). They are the instruments
by which mankind at large shall be won for God. The manifold wisdom of God
is to be made known through the Church.
(2) By means of: (a) The outward
homage of the body : " they fell down." The attitude of the body not merely
symbolizes, but often assists, the worship of the mind. The posture of reverence is
helpful to the feeling of reverence, and therefore is not to be regarded as unimportant,
They had " harps," and they " sung a new song." Music alona
(6) Music and song.
read not of painting or sculpture
of aU the arts is to be perpetuated in heaven.
but music and song are there. For music is the utterance of thoughts too deep fo»
words. Much is given to us besides language to express our thoughts tones, looks,
Moreover, music is symbolical of the life of heaven. As
tears, cries, and music also.
Music is oply possible b^ absolute obedience
i9 music so there, there is no fielf-will.

—

We

—

—

;
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laws of harmony. Obedience is its life. And how glorious is that music which
consecrated to God's praise! (c) Intercessions for those on earth. This seems to
me the significance of the incense-laden censers, the "vials full of odonrs," which are
spoken of. How can the Lord of love be more truly worshipped than by sympathies,
thoughts, and deeds of love? Is it to be imagined that the blessed in heaven cease
that the love they had for them
to care for their poor troubled brethren on earth ?
God forbid And here it is shown that as here on earth they
is all gone, evaporated ?
loved to pray for and with them, so in heaven they do the same (of. ch. vi. 10
In such intercession Christ sees the fruit
cf. also Luke i. 10; Exod. xxx. 36
38).
On the ground of: (a) The worthiness of
of the Spirit he has given them.
(3)
(c) The
Christ.
so real, so universal, so costly,
(6) The redemption he has wrought
Such is the first doxology it is the
results of it ; " made us kings," etc. (ver. 10).
do not now seem to value it so
praise of the redeemed for their redemption.
highly; many other things seem to ua more precious wealth, friends, success,
pleasure.
But when we see things as they really are, then this gift of gifts, all
gifts in one, our redemption, will be prized and praised as now it too seldom is.
2. The second doxology.
This, though joined in as how could it be otherwise?
by those who saug the first, is more especially that of the angels. In myriads upon
myriads they gather round and cry, " Worthy is the Lamb." Unto these " principalities and powers in the heavenlies " is made known, " by means of the Church," the
manifold wisdom of God (Eph. iii. 10). These "things" they "desire to look into"
How, then, can they, who rejoice over one sinner brought to repentance
(1 Pet. i. 12).
(Luke XV.), fail to be filled with rapture when tliey behold that which the Lamb slain
has done? Therefore to him to whom all this is due they render praise, affirming the
certain truth that all the power, the riches of grace, the wisdom, and might, which
were conspicuous in man's redemption, and the honour and glory on account thereof,
" By grace are ye saved, not of yourselves " such
are to be ascribed to the Lamb.
to the

is

—

I

—

—

;

We

—

—

—

—

We

are slow to recognize this, and too ready to
attribute overmuch to ourselves.
3. The third doxology.
(Ver. 13.) The Church, the
angels, have uttered theirs ; and now creation, in all her forms
man living and dead
not excluded, for " those under the earth " (cf. Job x. 21, 22 ; Isa. xiv. 9), those who
have departed this life and are now in the realm of the shadow of death are named,
and they all unite in this praise (cf. Phil. ii. 10). St. Paul seems to teach (Eom. viii.
19 23, and especially ver. 21), that there shall be a redemption for it also a deliverance "from the bondage of corruption." When we think of the sorrows and sufferings
of those creatures of God who have no sins of their own to answer for, being incapable
of sin, though not of suffering, it is a blessed revelation that in some foim or other
unknown to us they shall share in the blessings Christ hath brought. The psalms are
the seas, the trees, " everything
full of invocations to creation in its various forms
that hath breath," " all creatures " to " praise the Name of the Lord." And here in
this vision we behold creation, along with angels and redeemed men, uniting in thif
praise.
that has heard the marvellous echo of shout or horn amid the Alps does
not remember how the sound spreads and travels on further and further, till height
and crag and soaring summit seem to hear, and at once give back the sound? So with
the adoration of the Lamb, the doxologies of which this chapter tells. They begin,
is

the reminder the angels give.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Who

as they should, with the redeemed Church and saved man ; they are caught Tip by the
myriads of angels, they are hoard and repeated by the whole creation of God. How
is the reflection forced upon us of the relation in which we stand to this all-glorious
redemption. In the face of this universal praise dare we reject or trifle with it?
What madness 1 Shall we not embrace it with our whole heart, and seek to know
the joy and every blessedness of it more and more, so that at the last, with all the
saved, we may fall " down and worship him that Hveth for ever and ever " ?
And if we
are trusting in Christ, let there be in our lives and on our lips more of praise.
Let us
not be for ever wailing our litanies, but let us learn more of the language of praise.
have been too remiss in this. But whenever we have caught the blessed spirit of
these doxologies, how good it has been for us ! The devil is eager enough to dishonour
S. C.
Christ : all the more let us be eager to praise.

We

—

Vers. 1

—

7.

The sealed look.

The homily must be based upon the

interpretation

—

—

en.
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For our guidance wc take the view which regards this sealed hook as a title-deed, the
background of the figure being found in Jer. xxxii. 6 16. It is the title-deed of the
purchased possession the reiieemed inheritance which no one has a right to touch
or open but him to whom it belongs; concerning whom it may be said, " The right
of redemption is thine to buy it." Concerning " the Lamb," this is recognized by the
song of "the elders; " "Thou wast slain, and didst purchase unto God with thy blood
men of every tribe, and tongue, and people, and nation." The redemption of men
is therefore the ground of the worthiness, the ability, the right to open the book, to
loose the seals, to look thereon. " The Lamb that was slain " alone may take the book
" out of the right hand of him that sat on the throne."
1. Not tha book of "the Bevelation."
2. But the roll of the coveI. The book.
nant the title-deed. 3. A sealed document. Not representing the hidden nature of

—

—

—

—

contents.
The breaking of the seals not a disclosure. The breaking of the seals
coincident with stages in the process of taking possession of the purchased inheritance.
To him who is the Lamb the Redeemer
4. The book pertains to the Lamb.
belongs the possession. To him belongs the title-deed. He takes possession of his own.
"The Lion of the tribe of Judah" is also
II. The Redeemer.
1. The Lamb.
the Lamb. The Litter symbolically representing his sacrificial character. He is the
Lamb, as he is the Oif.ring and a Sacrifice. 2. The Lamb appeared " as though it had
have red'emption in his blood." Whatever the Lamb of sacrifice
been slain."
represented he was in the utmost degree a means and a pledge of salvation, an
Offering, a Propitiation.
3. But the Lamb liveth again.
Thus is presented to the eye
of the seer the most cheering of all objects the crucified and slain but risen Lord,
the Conqueror of death, then of sin and of all that side with sin. 4. He has perfect
power : " seven horns." 5. Perfect, sevenfold, spiritual grace : " seven eyes which
are the seven Spirits of God." He is perfect as a Redeemer.
The price of his own
;
blood he has paid : " With thy blood "
death having taken place for the redemption of the transgressions that were under the first " and second " covenants ; " " How
much more shall the blood of Christ ! " " Having obtained eternal redemption."
III. The bedbbmbd inhekitancb.
1. Men " of every tribe, and tongue, and people,
and nation." 2. Redeemed from alienation, from sin and dispersion. 3. To be a
kingdom. 4. Also a priesthood. 5. Exalted to honour : " they shall reign," even on
the earth. This the one work of him who goeth forth conquering and to conquer.
The true Redeemer by price of liis blood, by power of his Spirit. Of this redeemed
possession he holds the title-deed. He only is worthy. He is the rightful heir.
R. G.
its

—

"We

—
—

"A

—

—

Vers. 8 10.
The song of the redeemed host. The triumphant host, the redeemed
possession, purchased unto God, give their glory.
The whole Church in their repre
sentatives give ceaseless praise to him who in humility bare their sins in his own body

on the

tree.

The bono of the Chuboh

is ever tmro, and in fbaise of, the Laub.
Never
can those harps be unstrung; never can the song of redemption cease to mingle with
the song of the imiverse. Ever will he be " matter of all their praise."
II. The subject of the song is the worthiness op the Lamb.
"Thou art
worthy " to receive and hold the title-deed of the inheritance. The possession he has
I.

His bb the title to it. He claims, and justly claims, a redeemed
It Is his.
race as his. To this the sealed book is the title-deed. The taking possession by power
of that which he had purchased by price is the work represented throughout the
Revelation.
III. The song is the tbibtjte of the redeemed host to him to whom theib
hedemption is dub. The lowly song of the redeemed stands over against the humiHis "worthiness" takes the place of the "curse" which he
liation of "the Lamb."
bore.
The jeers of the multitude on earth are exchanged for the song of the thankful
host in heaven. He who was slain now liveth for ever. Truly he sees the travail of
his soul, and is satisfied.
purchased.

IV. The bono reverts to the gracious process of redemption. 1. The acknowledged need. He who confesses Jesus to be a Saviour thereby acknowledges his lost
condition. 2. Sacrificial death of the Redeemer : " Thou wast slain."
3. The redempi. The redeemed
tive character of his work : " And didst purchase with thy blood."

bevelation.

X

—
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a Divine possession. They are purchased " unto God j" they »re made a kingdom and
priests " unto God."
V. The song bises n<fTO a. jotfto becogmition or the exalted statb of th«
KEDEEMBD. Soen 1. In their relation to Q-od. 2. In their compact union as a kingdom
imder Divine rule. 3. In their universal priesthood holding its privileged and acknowledged approach unto God. 4. In their elevation to highest dignity in the dominion
This last a secret comfort to the persecuted and downassigned to them on earth.
trodden Church. In the final triumph, honour, and glory, the suffering host of God to
find its reward.
E. G.
:

—

—

14.
!I%e angdio and universal chorus.
Now the song bursts out beyond
Vers. 11
the circles of tlie redeemed host. " The voice of many angels," even " ten thousand
times ten thousaad, and thousands of thousands," bears onwards the same bnrden of
Bong, "Worthy is the Lamb," and the chorus is completed only when it is taken
up by " every created thing which is in the heaven, and on the earth, and under the
earth, and on the sea " and the song ascribes " the blessing, and the honour, and the
glory, and the dominion " unto " him that sitteth on the throne, and nnto the Lamb,"
and that " for ever and ever."
;

"

The whole oreation join in on«
To bless the sacred Name
Of him that sits upon the throiM,
And to adore the Lamb."

—

The

it anticipates the final condition, the ultimate triumph of
vision is prophetic
redemption, the ultimate acknowledgment of it. It is the song from the redeemed,
and declares the widespread influence of redemption. It is creation's song. All
creatures, " every created thing," praises the creating and redeeming Lord.
1, The
I. It is THE UNIVEESAL BECOGNITION OP THE BLESSINGS OF BEDEMPTION.
angelic host, forming a semi-chorus, exult in the gracious work of the Lamb—in which
figure must be seen represented the total idea of redemption by " the Lamb of God."
Angels, who desired to " look into " these things, have found in them matter for praise.
High above the incidents of the human history rises the image of him to whom all isdne.
2. The "great voice" of the many angels "and the living creatures and the elders"
" in heaven, earth, and sea, even " all
is exceeded by that of " every created thing
things that are in them." This voice of the entire, the grand chorus, the holy seer
heard.
It was his to discern the beneficent effect of redemption, his to catch the
re-echoing song of all things as they praised the holy Name, It stands as the
counterpart to " God cursed the ground for man's sake." All is ordered and readjusted.
The disturbance by sin gives place to the harmony of all creation "in him " in whom
3. All is followed by the solemn " Amen,"
all things are " gathered together in one."
the reverent assent of the four living creatures representatives of all creature-life,
not excluding the Church.
II. It is cbeation's testimony to the gloet of God in the ebdemption of mbs.
III. It is declaeativk of the uuiveksal interest in the histobt of the
BEDEEMED BACE. The angels, who rejoiced over one sinuvr repenting, rejoice now in
the completed work of the universal redemption. They who saw " first the blade,"
and sang over it, now behold "the full corn in the ear," and offer their loudest praise'
to the Lord of the harvest. Herein is signified the unity of the entire creation. Subtle
Each part is helpful to the other. There is mutual harmony,
links bind all in one.
and there are mutual dependence and relationship. The whole finds its termination
in a new act of adoring worship : " The four and twenty elders fell down and worshipped." As is most meet, the praise of all is paid to him " of whom and to whom and

—

for

whom

are all things."

certainty of the final triumph of the Lamb in
2. The identification of the work of redemp3. The duty of praise to God for this his unspeaktion with the purposes of creation.
4. The sympathy of the angelic and universal life in the spiritual career o)
able gift.
the redeemed^ ^B. G.

The Church below may

his

own conquering work

—

learn

:

1

.

The

of redemption.

—

—— —
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5.
Vers, 1
77ie government of Qod.
"And I saw," et& Concerning the governof God, observe
I. That it is conducted according to a vast prboohoebtbd flab.
There was a
book, seven pieces of parchment rolled together, and each one sealed, in the hand of
him that " sat on the throne." The Almighty never acts from^m^^se or caprice, but
And this plan is truly vast, wonderfully comprehensive. It
ever from plan or law.
is " written within " and on the " back side."
This book contains the germs of all
books the archetypes of all existences, the outlines of all histories. "In thy book
members were written, when as yet there were none of them," All that
all
shall happen through the vast futures of individuals, families, nations, worlds, are
mapped out on the pages of this wonderful book. The universe in all its parts and
complicated movements is but the practical and palpable working out of its contents.
The world is God's great will in action. Predestination is no special doctrine of th«
Bible ; it is written on every part of nature. It includes as truly the motions of an
atom as the revolutions of a world ^the growth of a plant as the conversion of a sonU
True philosophy, as well as Christianity, resolves everything but sin into the predestination of Infinite Love.
II. This vast pbbconobetbd plan is sealed hi mtstebt.
Two thoughts are
here suggested concerning its mystery. 1. That it transcends all finite intdligence.
Some high spirit in the Divine empire is here represented as exclaiming, " Who is
worthy to open the book, and" too lose the seals thereof?" The question falls on the
ear of universal mind, and produces no response ; the challenge rings through the
" No man in heaven ; nor in earth, nor under the earth,
creation, and no one accepts it.
was able to open the book, neither to look thereon." I refer this mystery, not to the Creator's intention, but to the creatures incapacity.
His glory is not in concealing
only, but in manifesting. Concealment arises not from any effort on his part, but from
the necessary limitations of finite intellect. The deep purposes of the Infinite can
never be unsealed and deciphered by the finite. "His judgments are a great deep."
" I wept much, because no
2. That it is frequently the source of great mental distress.
man was found worthy to open and to read the book, neither to look thereon." The
most earnest thinkers in all ages have shed many tears in wrestling with some of the
dark problems of God's government. This mystery is, however, an inestimable means
of spiritual discipline. It soberizes, humbles, stimulates.
" And one
III. That the mystery of the plan is to be expounded by Christ.
of the elders saith unto me, Weep not : behold, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root
of David, hath prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof." Both
the meauing and the figures employed, and the statements in succeeding verses, make
it evident that the reference is here to Christ.
He, indeed, is the Eevealer of God's
plans the Logos.
He discloses the eternal purposes in various ways. 1. In his
" All things were created by him." Creation is a bursting of one of the
creative acts.
seals of that book, and a publication of some of its contents.
Stars, suns, and systems
are but the palpable forms or diagrams of infinite ideas. 2. In his redemptive operations.
By his personal history on this earth eighteen centuries ago, and by his
spiritual agency from Adam to that period, and from that period in a higher form to
this hour, he burst other seals, and brought to light some deep things of the eternal
mind. 3. In his judicial conduct. " The Father judgeth no man, but hath committed
In the last day what new disclosures will be made I D. T.
all judgment unto the Son."

ment

—

my

—

—

—

—

Christ the Expounder of the mystery. " And I beheld, and, lo," etc.
Vers. 6 10.
This passage presents to us Christ as the Expounder of the mystery of the Divine
;
government. Various orders of intelligence surround him as he takes the " book
" harps " and " vials " and " song."
ttiey prostrate themselves at his footstool with

Notice
I. Christ, as the Expounder of the mystery of the Divine government, occupies a
central position, and assumes the most extbaoedinabx aspects. 1. Look at
the position he occupies. He is in the " midst of the throne " he is in the very centre
;

He attracts all, he enlightens all, he governs all, he blesses
of the intelligent creation.
In his Person are
2. Look at the aspect he assumes.
all with new life and beauty.
combined the marks of suffering humanity and the attribute* of perfect Divinity,

—

—
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* Stood a Lamb as it had been slain," the marks of Calvary on his Person, having
" seven horns," perfect power, and " seven eyes," perfect knowledge.
Blessed
thought.
Owr nature is associated with Divinity on the throne of the universe. Its
human scars preach, in mute but thrilling force, love and justice in the ear of all
ipirits ; and its Godhead glories command the reverence and praise of all.
II. That Christ, as the Expounder of the mystery of the Divine government,
AWAKENS IN ALL CLASSES OF HOLY MIND INEFFABLE DELIGHT. " And when he had
taken the book, the four beasts and four and twenty elders fell down before the Lamb,
having every one of them harps," etc. These numbers probably designate indefinite
multitudes of representative classes. Their attributes and aspects are further developed
in other places of this book.
The language here employed may denote the charac-

They "fell down before the Lamb."
1. 'H.ere is humility.
The profoundest reverence mingled with their joy. 2. Here is harmony. Here are
harps, emblems of music.
I do not know that we are authorized to assume from such
teristics of their delight.

vocal or instrumental music in heaven.
It is not
" Goldea vials
there.
3. Here is acceptoMeness.
full of odours."
Its breathing ecstasies ascend as fragrant incense to God.
4. Here is
prayer/ulness. " The prayers of saints." Death terminates the saint's need of prayer for
certain objects, such as forgiveness, deliverance from error, and victory over foes, but
not the spirit of prayer the spirit of felt dependence upon God. This humble, harmonious, acceptable, and prayerful delight Christ awakens iu the universe as the
Expounder of God's great plan.
III. That Christ, as the Expounder of the Divine government, is deemed worthy op
THE OFFICE BEOADSB OF HIS REDEMPTIVE ACHIEVEMENT. " Thou art Worthy to take the
book, and to open the seals."
? " For thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God."
Observe : 1. He has redeemed. The redemption of God consists in a deliverance from
the power of sin. 2. He has redeemed by sacrifice. What was the sacrifice ?
few
self-denying off'orts? a world ? No; his life. By the sacrifice of his life itself.
3. He
has redeemed, by sacrifice, all classes. " Out of every kindred, and tongue, and people,
and nation." 4. He has redeemed all classes by sacrifice to the highest honours. " And
hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we shall reign on the earth." They
are priests in relation to their Maker, offering up the sacrifice of a devout and grateful
soul ; they are kings in relation to their race, wielding a governing iufiuence over their
thoughts and hearts.
true Christian is a moral sovereign.
What a work is this redemptive work I Well may the universe deem Jesus worthy
D. T.
to " open the book," because of what he has done to save the world I

symbolical language that there

is

thesoundbut the spirit of music that is

—

Why

A

A

—

Ver. 9.
The worship of heaven. "They snng a new song." These few words
suggest two thoughts concerning the worship of he'tven.
I. It IS JDBILANT.
"They sung." Singing is the natural language of joy. The
worship is not mechanical, not irksome. It is the outbreaking of the soul into rapture
thu rapture of gratitude, admiration, reverence, and love.
II. It IS FRESH.
new song." There is nothing monotonous. Souls have an
lr>«tinctive craving for variety, and the Creator has amply provided for this iustinct.
In the life of souls there is something fresh every hour fiesh sceneries, fresh occurrences, fresh engagements, fresh thoughts.
D. T.

—

"A

—

—

The uniqueness of Ohrisft hlood, or his sacrificed life. " Eedeemed us to
The expression,
Version, 'purchased unto God'] by thy blood."
" blood of Christ " is used by millions who have no accurate idea concerning its import.
Blood is life, and the essential idea is Ohrisfa self-sacrificed life. Notice
Things are said of it
I. There is something sublimely unique in its nature.
that could not possibly be said with propriety of the blood of any other man in any age
Millions of men have been sacrificed; they have
or time who has sacrificed his lifu.
Some have been
lost their life, but not in the way in which Christ was sacrificed.
sacrificed by assassination, some by war, some by capital punishment, some by accident
most against their will, although some voluntarily, either by suicide or superstitious
fanaticism.. But in the case of Christ's sacrificed life there was nothing like this. Two
facts especially marked off his sacrificed life from that of any other sacrificed life.
Ver.

9.

God [Revised

OH.V.
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It was in accordance with the eternal plan of Ood. " He was the Lamb slain from
the foundation of the world." There was nothing accidental about it, nothing out of
keeping with the eternal order of things. 2. It was voluntary in the Btnie in which no
Amongst the millions of men who have died most
other man's death was volunlary.
freely, not one has felt that he need not die at all if he chose—that he could continue
here for ever. But this Christ felt. There was no law in heaven or earth to force him
to the fate. " I have power to lay down my life, and power to take it up." 3. Tht
Not one of all the teeming
life he sacrificed was absolutely free from all imperfections.
All have had oa them,
myviarls who departed this life has been entirely free from sin.
to a greater or less extent, the common stain. But Christ was immaculate. Hig
Pilate and all his judges could find no
greatest enemies could not convict him of sin.
He was "holy," "harmless," and "separate from sinners." Another
fault in him.
remark suggested concerning the blood of Christ is—
In different passages
If. That it is somethino sublimely unique in its effects.
in the New Testament results are ascribed to this blood, which could not, with any
propriety or the slightest approach to truth, he ascribed to the blood of any other man.
It Is represented as reconciliation.
His
1. These effects are variously represented.
"It cleanseth from
saoiificed Ufe was the atonement.
It is represented aa purifying.
all sin."
Through it inen are " made white." " Unto him that loved us, and washed
" Whoso drinketh my
us," etc.
It is represented as an essential element of soul-life,
blood hath eternal life " something that has not only to be applied to the soul, but
taken into it. It is represented as a ransom. "Eedeemed us to God by his blood ;"
" purchased by his blood." It is the power to deliver from the guilt and dominion of
" Overcame by the blood of the Lamb."
sin.
It is represented as a conquering force.
Of whose blood have these results ever been predicated, or can ever be t 2. These
It "cleanseth from all sin;" it makes the
effects are universal in their influence.
"great multitudes which no man can number," white. How extensive has been iti
beneficent influence on humanity already
But its present area of inSuence, as compared with its future, is less than a little lake to the ocean. 3. These effects are
" Whoso drinketh my blood hath eternal life."
eternal in their blessings.
Conclusion. The subject : 1. Serves to explain both the essence of the gospel and the
essence of personal holiness.
Christ's sacrificed life is the gospel, and hence the veiy
effects that are here ascribed to his blood are elsewhere ascribed to the gospel, to tba
truth of the gospel, to the grace of the gospel, to the word of the gospel ; all these are
said to cleanse, to redeem, to conquer, to make white, eto.
Not only does it serve to
explain the essence of the gospel, but the essence of personal holiness. That principle
of love which led Christ to sacrifice his life must be appropriated by us as a vital
ruling element if we would be holy.
His sacrifice upon the cross wUl be worthless
to us unless we sacrifice ourselves in love
hence we must become conformable unto
his death.
2. Serves to correct the mischievous way in which the blood of Christ it
popularly represented. Men talk of Christ's blood as if it was the crimson fluid that
coursed through his veins that saves, washes, cleanses, etc.; or at any rate, that it was
his blood which" qualified him to be a Saviour.
It was not his blood ; the blood was
nothing only as it expressed his self-sacrificing love. Supposing that the criminal law
of Rome at the time in which Christ lived had required that capital offenders should
be put to death by hanging, or strangling, or suffocating, or by taking poison like
Socrates.
Had Christ been sacrificed in any of these ways, would the power of his selfsacrifice to save humanity he one whit the less?
Not so. It was his self-sacrificing
love, not the form of his mortal agonies, that made him the Saviour of the world.
D.T.
1.

—

I

;

—

11— 14.— 2%e

worthiness of Christ to receive man's riches. "And I beheld,"
learn here that all heaven, with its " ten thousand times ten thousand, and
ete.
thousands of thousands," agree in declaring that Christ, who is in the midst of the
throne, is worthy to receive, not only power, wisdom, strength, honour, and glory, but
riches, all riches mental and material.
Who will gainsay the testimony of witnesses so
enlightened, so honest, and so numerous ?
shall regard the word as referring to
material riches, gold. Gold is precious in more senses than one; it is a moral potentiality, and hence it is thought of in heaven and sung about there.
Our subject i*—
Christ is worthy to receive man's worldly wealth.
How can he receive it? He ia fu
Vers.

We

We
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How

do the
universe, beyond the vision and the reach of man.
Not directly, hut through established
tributes of their people?
agencies.
Ch/ist has established an agenoy on this earth for this purpose, and that
agency is his Church. Whatever is dune to further the evangelizing views and •wellbeing of his Church, he regards as being done to him. " Inasmuch as ye have done it
is Christ worthy
brethren, ye have done it unto mo."
unto the least of these

up the heights of the
monarchs receive the

Why

my

to receive your wealth?

The gol<i that any man holds
I. Because he is the obiginal Proprietor of it.
His property a few years ago was in the
in his hand is his in a very secondary sense.
possession of others, and a few years hence it will pass from him into other hands. All
material wealth belongs to Christ. " The beasts of the forest are mine, and the cattle
;
upon a thousand hills " " The wild beasts of the field are mine," etc. (see also
.

Job

11 ; Deut. x. 14
Christ is the Proprietor.
xli.

;

1 Chron. xx. 19).

Man

is

but the trustee of his wealth

;

Because he has enabled tou to procure it. Why have you wealth more than
Has it come to you through heirdom, legacy, or your own industry f In either
Perhaps you ascribe it to your shrewdness, your
case you have it through Christ.
industry, your management: but whence came these? All business aptitudes and
All the conditions by which your wealth has been
opportunities are the gift of Christ.
II.

others?

attained are according to his arrangement.

Do you enjoy your
III. Because he gives tou the qualifications to enjoy it.
wealth ? enjoy all the conveniences, comforts, and powers which it imparts ? If so,
why ? All do not. The miser does not, the invalid does not, the idiot does not. Who
gave you the unmiserly spirit, the bodily health, the mental capacity, by which you
enjoy your riches ? All the qualifications that you have for enjoying your property are

—

his gifts.

make the best use of it. 1. The lest use of it for yiurno better investment. In truth it is for your sake that Christ wishes
you to give it to him. He could have planted churches on every hill, schools in every
valley, written his Bible on the broad heavens; but he knew right well that you would be
Your conbetter blest by contributing of your property to the diffusion of his truth.
Until
tributions to him serve you in many ways.
(1) Serve to test your character.
you can ^ve freely that which you value most, what evidence have you of your love to
him? None. (2) Serve to detach you from materialism. Wealth tends to materialize the
Every contribution to spiritual objects counteracts the tendency. It is another
soul.
step up the ladder whose foot is deep down in materiahsm, but whose top reaches to
the holy heavens of spirit and love. (3) Serve to ennoble your character. It is a great
thing to be trusted, to be thrown upon your honour. Christ trusts you. 2. The best
When you are gone, Christ's Church will be here working with
use of it for the world.
the means you have entrusted to it, and working to spread truth, virtue, and happiness
through the world. " Worthy is the Lamb to receive riches." Don't shirk collections,
Hail them as blessings, and remember that " it is more
don't regard them as trials.
blessed to give than to receive." D. T.
lY. Because he will

selves.

There

is

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER VI.
1. — And I saw.
A new

departure in
Ver.
the series of visions is marked (see on ch.
liave here the commencement of
Iv. ]).
the Revelation proper, to which the first five
chapters have formeil an introduction (of.
Tabular analysis). The vision of the leaU,
which, although related first, exhibits events
concurrent with those symbolized by the
trumfiels and vials, is contained chiefly in
eh. vi. Ch. vii. is occupied with an account
of an episodal character, similar to that

We

—

which occurs in oh. z. 1 ^zi. 11 after the
sixth trumpet; and the vision is completed
by the opening of the seventh seal, desorilied
The opening of tlie first seal
in ch. viii. 1.
pictures the triumph of Olirist and his
Church, for the comfort and hopeful assurance of those to whom St. John was writing,
and for the edification of stiuggling ChrisTo this theme, touched
tians of all time.
upon here pioleptically, the apostle returns
at the conclusion of the trumpets ; the first
six of which bear a general likoness to the
last six of the i&iU. When the Lamb opentd

—"

;
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one of the seals
vised Version).

of (he teven lealt (Ke"
insertion of " seven
(eirrd) is supported by A, B, 0, N, and
otliers; Vulgate, Do Dieu's Syrian, Andrais,
Arethas, Primasius, Victorinus, .ffithiopio.
(On the right of the Lamb to open the sialt,
see on ch. v.)
And I heard, as it were the
noise of thunder, one of the four heasts;
the voice of thunder , , . four living creatures (EeTisL'd Version).
(For the four
;

erne

The

Here each
living beingg, see on ch. iv. 6.)
living being invites attention to the revelation of the future of that creation of which
they are all representative. The th under is
tlie usual accompaniment of a special reveliition of the Divine will, and indicative of
tlie majesty of him wliose will is declared
(see ch. z, 3 and xiv. 2 also Exod. xix. 16
Acts ii. 2). Nothing in the text warrants
us in particularizing the four living crea;

tures in these four invitations uttered by
them, though many writers have endeavoured to do so. Thus, adopting the
order in ch. iv. 7, they iiave supposed that
the first voice was uttered by the lion, since
the revelation of the first seal is distinguished by the prophecy of victory. The
sacrificial nature of the second living being
the steer is thought to be connected with
the slaughter predicted under the second
seal by the vision of war and persecution.
The man is considered typical of the heresy
which it is believed the third seal predicts,
and especially of the false opinions concerning the Incarnation while the eagle is regarded as a symbol of resurrection and the
harbinger of the final victory of the just
over the death and Hades of the fourth seal.
Saying, Come and see. The Revised Version omits "and see."
The Textus Receptus, without any apparent authority,
reads "Epx"" K"' $\4ve, " Come and see."
'Epxeu, " Come," simply, is read in A, 0, P,
fourteen cursives, several versions, two
manuscripts of Andreas, etc. ; while 'Epx""
KoX iSf, " Come and behold," is found in N,
B, thirty-four cursives, various versions (including the Coptic), two manuscripts of
Andreas, etc. ; and the Syriac omits 'Epxov,
" Come." The authorities are thus very
evenly balanced but the addition of /cai ISe,
even if not warranted, suems to indicate that
the sentence was generally considered to be
addressed to St. John and was intended as
an invitation to him to witness the appearances which accompanied the breaking of
the seals.
Alford contends that the cry,
" Come," is addressed, on behalf of c«jation,
to the Lord Jesus, and is a petition to him
to speedily bring these things to pass, that
In support of
his own advent may follow.
this, Alford remarks that there is no example
of the use by St. John oCEpxov in the sense
of " Come and see," " Come hither," without

—

—

;

;

;
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some qualifying

HSf, or

particle ; but, on the
exactly the expression used of
our Lord's advent in ch. xxii. 17, 20, " The
Spirit and the bride Bay, Come," etc. Though
there is much reason in this contention, yet,
ou the whole, the weight of evidence, as
stated above, makes it probable that the
sentence is addressed to St. John.
Ver. 2. And I saw. The usual introduction to a new vision, or a special feature of
a vision (see on ch. iv. 1). And behold a
white horse. The whole vision appears to
be founded on that of Zech. 1. 8 12. White
is always typical in the
Revelation of
heavenly things (cf. ch. i. 14, "His hairs
were white ; " ch. ii. 17, " a white stone ;
ch. iii. 4, 5, 18; iv. 4; vi. 11, and vii. 9, 13,
" white garments ; " ch. xiv. 14, " white

contrary,

it is

—

—

cloud;"

cli.

ch. XX.

11,

xix. 11, 14, "white horses;"
"white throne"), and indeed
in the whole of the New Testament (cf.
Matt. xvii. 2; xxviii. 3; John xx. 12; Acts

i.

the only exceptions being Matt.

10),

v.

36

and John Iv. 35. The horse, throughout
the Old Testament, is emblematic of war.
Among the Romans a white horse was tlie
symbol of victory. And he that sat on him.

On a

consideration of

the whole of the

visions attending the opening of the seals,
it seems best to interpret this vision as a
symbolic representation of the abstract idea
of tlie Church as a victorious body. In a
similar way the following appearances are
typical of war, famine, and death.
Some
interpret the rider to mean Christ himself
a sense not materially different from that
given above, since by the victory of Christ
the Church collectively and Christians individually are enabled to triumph ; and in
his body, the Church, Christ triumi^ihs. This
appearance is repeated, with additions, at oh.
xix. 11.
The revelation tlius begins and
closes with an assurance of victory.
God'i

end

is

trials

attained in a mysterious way. Many
afflictions are to trouble the earth,

and

but through all God is working to bring his
Church triumphantly through the struggle.
And what is true of the Church as a whole
is true of each individual soul.
Those to
whom St. John wrote could not understand,
as many now do not understand, for what
purpose God permitted them to suffer. For
such St. John's message is intended to be
a support not, indeed, by removing present
troubles, but by declaring the final victory
of those who eudure to the end. Thus, then,
as a preparation for the woes to be revealed,
;

and as an encouragement

after disclosing

the prospect of prolonged trial, the vision
of the Church triumphant is vouchsafed,
both at the beginning and the end of the
Revelation. Bisping and others understand
the vision as a personification of war ; Bengel
and Reus* consider that it means conquest,

"
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a particular oonqueror (Vespasian and
lYajan being denominated), j net as in Jer.
7 and xxxii. 36 the King of Babylon is
connected with war, famine, and pestilence.
Elliott, with others, Interpret the rider as
meaning tlie Boman empire, jnst as the ram
(Dan. viii. 3) signified the Persian, and the
goat (Dan. viii. 6) the Grecian empires.
Todd sees in this appearance a particular
aspect of Christ's second coining. Victorinus,
following Matt. xxiv. in his exposition of the
seals, sees in the first seal the Word of the
Lord, which is like an arrow (cf. Heb. iv.
Andreas sees in the first seal a vision
12).
of the Church's triumph over Satan in
apostolic times ; and similarly, in the second,
the martyrdom of Christians in the age immediately following. Bede believes the seals
to foreshadow the future history of the
Church. Wordsworth, after St Augustine,
expounds the first seal as the advent of
Christ and the Gospel, and the following
ones as depicting subsequent troubles of the
Church, which are specified. Had a bow.
The bow and arrows are used as signs of
power by Old Testament writers. In Zech.
ix. 13 we have, " A\Tien I have bent Judah
for me, filled the bow with Ephraim " in
Hab. iii. 8, 9, " Thou didst ride upon thine
horses and thy chariots of salvation; tliy
bow was made quite naked " in Ps. xlv. 5,
" Thine arrows are sharp in the heart of the
king's enemies." The general idea of the
vision is perhaps taken &om Zech. i. 7 12
and vi. And a orown was given unto Mm.
In Zech. vi. 11, quoted above, we have a
parallel passage, "Make crowns, aTid set
them upon the head of Joshua the son of
Josedech, the liigh priest; and speak unto
him, saying, Thug speaketh the Lord of
hosts, saying. Behold the Man whose name
nr

xxi.

;

;

—

The erovm is irrftpavos, as
crown of life, the orown of
Tiotory. And he went forth conquering, and
to conquer came forth conquering, and thai
This is the key to the whole
lie may conquer.
vision. Only of Christ and his kingdom can
is

The Branch."

in oh.

ii.

10

—

^the

;

said that it is to conquer. All earthly
empires are more or less temporary in character only of Christ's kingdom shall there
be no end.
strife there must be between
tlio powers of earth and the powers of
l.eaven; the gospel did not inaugurate a
rei^n of eartlily [jeace, but the end is not
doubtful Christ and his Chiurch came forth
conquering, and that they may conquer finally,
whatever earthly trials may intervene.
Ver. 3. And when he had opened the
second seal; he opened (Revised Version).
The tense is aorist. The circumstances described accompanied the act of opening, as
in tlie case of the other seals.
I heard the
second beast say, Come and see ; I heard the
Kcond living being say. Come. (On the four
it lie

;

A

;

—
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living beings as representing creation, see on
ch. iv. 6.) For the omission of "and see,"
and the discussion of the question to whom
the words are addressed, see above, on ver. 1.
As there stated, some believe the second
living being here specified to be the ox,
which, on account of its sacrificial character,
invites the prophet to behold the result of
the war which is personified by this vision.
Wordsworth, interpreting the living beings
to mean the Gospels, here sees a reference
to St. Luke's Gospel, which depicts the
Bufferings of Christ, and considers that the
ox here summons St. John to vritness the per-

secution of the martyrs.
Ver. 4. And there went out another horse
that was red.
There is a very general
agreement that the red horse signifies mar
slanghter by the sword which was given
to "him that sat thereon." Slight variations
of the application occur. Wordsworth, following the mnre ancient expositors, thinks
that only that aspect of war is intended
which consists in the persecution of the
saints; while Alford and others would not
restrict the meaning, but consider that war
in general is meiint, relying upon the following words, "that they should kill one
another," and quoting our Lord's prophecy,
" I came not to send peace, hut a sword
(Matt. X. 34). Both views may be correct.
Though there had never been persecution,
war would be one of the great afiliotions
from which Christians in various ages suffer,
and in which they need consolation but
we may well believe that St. John, in writing to Christians who weie themsel\ es being
grievously persecuted, should refer especial ly
to the slaughter of the saints, as one of the

—

—

;

upon them with God's knowledge and permission. The Revelation, intended as a support to those to whom St.
trials inflicted

John wrote, and

applying directly and
specially to their situation, has yet a wider
application, and foreshadows the fate of

each individual Christian and the Church
in general tiiroughout all ages. And power
was given to him that sat thereon to take
peace from the earth; and to him that sat
upon him U was given him to take peace out
of the earth. The pronoun is redundant.'
it has no special signification (see ch. ii. 26
iii. 12, 21).
"The peace" (tV flpiiyrii')

pnce

in general, not the peace left
appearance. " Power " (cf. ch.
i. 6;
vii. 12).
few authorities
omit (k, "out." " The earth " has been erroneously restricted to the Boman empire or
to Judtea. The whole world is meant. Here
is a repetition of our Lord's prophecy, "I
came not to send peace, but a sword " (Matt
The sword directed against the
i. 34).
saints of God is, by God's providence, converted into an instnimeut for the refining

that is,
by. the
iv. 11;

first

A

;

OH. VI.
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and conversion of his kingdom. As in the
death of Christ, Satan was foiled with his
own weapon, and by death came life, so
what is intended by the enemies of God to
be the extermination of Cbiistiauity

is

the

means of increasing and strengthening his

And

that they should kill one
Chnrch.
another ; that is, thut among tlie inhabitants
Aa
of the earth some should kill others.
explained above, tliis includes both the
slaughter of the saints and war in general.
The verb a-<pdTTa, " to sacrifice," is peculiar to
St. John, being found only in the Eevelation
and in 1 John iii. 12. The use of this verb
seems to imply that the vision more immediately contemplates the death of the
martyrs. And there was given unto him a
great sword. Here, again, fiixaipa, though

ustd also in a wider sense, signifies strictly
the sacrificial knife, the natural instiument
of the slaughter mentioned. It is the LXX.
word used in Gen. xxli. 6, lU, in the account
of the sacrifice of Isaac, where

it is also
closely connected with <r(piTTa, "to sacrifice," the verb used in this passage.

Ver. 5.—And when he had opened the
third seal ; when he opened, as in the case
of the other seals (see on ver. 3). I heard
the third beast say; the third living being
saying. (On the living beings, see ch. iv. 6.)
Wordsworth takes the third living being to
be that with the human face, and considers
it to be typical of the whole vision of the
third seal, by symbolizing the source of
the next trial of the Charch; namely, the
rise of heiesy, which lie thinks is depicted
by this appearance. But probably the four
living beings represent all creation, and thus
invite St. John to witness the tioubles in
store for mankind in general. (For a full
consideration of this point, see on ch. iv. 6.)
Come and see. The majority of authoritieB
omit "and see" (see the corresponding passage in vers. 1 and 3, where also is discussed the question as to whom the sentence
And I beheld, and lo a black
is addressed).
horse.
The black is typical of woe and
mourning the result of the scarcity foretold in tiie following words. This vision
is typical of famine; it is the second of the
three trials foretold war, famine, death
"
(of. Ezek. xiv., where the " four sore plagues
are wild beasts, the sword, famine, and
pestilence).
St. John seems to foretell the
recurrence of three of these troubles to
try mankind in general, and Christians in
particular. Those who interpret the vision
to mean scarcity of faith, or in other words
the prevalence of heresy, do so on the supposition that the events denoted at the
opening of the seals follow each other in
They therefore assign
historical order.
these events to the period subsequent to
&.l>. 800, when persecution had ceased, and

—

—
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the rise of heresies took place. Otherg,
accepting the historical view, yet consider
the vision to foretell famine; and Gnitim
and Wetstein point to the famine in the
reign of Claudius as the fulfilment. But
it is not probable that the meaning of the
book is so limited in extent ; but rather
that its prophecies point to events which

have happened, and are recurring, and will
continue to recur until the end of the world.
We therefore understand that this virion
denotes famine in the ordinary sense, as one
of the trials awaiting the members of the
Church of God at various times during the
existence of the Church on earth. This
a£9iction may happen concurrently with, or
antecedent to. or subsequent to, any of those
trials denoted by the other visions, and even
the victorious career of the Church as foretold under the first seal
for by suifering
the Church conquers and is made perfect.
And he that sat on him had a pair of
balances in his hand. Zvyis is rightly
rendered " a balance," as in Ezek. xlv. 10
not (as it primarily meant) a " yoke." The
idea intended to be conveyed is that of
scarcity so great that food is weighed carefully as something very rare and precious,
though there is not yet a complete absence
;

of food.

—

Ver. 6. And I heard a voice in the midst
of the four beasts say ; I heard as it were <i
voice in the midnt of the four liviny creatures,
saying (Revised Version). The s|jeaker is
not perceived by St. John ; the words proceed from somewhere near the throne (bul
the exact situation is left doubtful), which
is surrounded by he four living creatures
(see on ch. iv. 6 for the consideration both
of the position and of the nature of the
four living creatures). Alford points out
* the appropriateness of the voice proceeding
from the midst of the representatives of
creation, when the intent of the words is
to mitigate the woes denounced against
creation.
Those who consider the living
creatures to be symbolical of the Gospels,
and who interpret this vision as a prophecy
of heresy (see on ver. 5), also see an appropriateness in the fact of tlie voice issuing
from amidst the living creatures, since by
the power and influence of the Gospels
I

heresy is dispelled.
Wordsworth recalls
the custom of placing the Gospels in the
midst of the Synod in the ancient Councils
of the Church. A measure of wheat for a
penny, and three measures of barley for a
penny; a ehoenix of xcheat for a denarius,
and three chaenixcs of iarley for a denarius.
Tlie chcenix appears to have been tlie food
allotted to one man for a day; while the
denarius was the pay of a soldier or of a
common labourer for one day (Matt. xx. 2,
" He agreed with the labourers for a penuj

—

;
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a day "
denarius

and Tacitng, ' Ann.,' i. 17, 26, " Ut
diurnum stipendium forot." Cf.
Tobit T. 11, where drachma is equivalent
The cboenix was the eighth
to denarim).
part of the modius, and a denarius would
usually purchase a modius of wheat. The

action of opening the seal.
0/ the fourth
living being (see on oh. iv. 6).
The individual is not specified (see on vor. 1) ; but
Wordsworth specifies the living being like
a flying eagle, by which he understands the
Gospel of St. John (but see on ch. iv. G).

price given, therefore, denotes great scarcity,
though not an entire absence of food, since

Saying.

;

wages would barely sufBoo to obtain
Barley, which was the coaiser
food, was obtainable at one-third of the
price, which would allow a man to feed a
family, though with difficulty. A season of
great scarcity is therefore predicted, though
in his wrath God remembers mercy (of.
the judgments threatened in Lev. xxvi.
23 26, viz. the sword, pestilence, and
a man's

him

food.

—

or fresh phase of the visiun (see

"The

Hurt not thou the

;

;

.

The usual
new sight

on

oh. iv. 1

j

And

behold a pale horSB. Pale
(x^apih "greenish-white.livid"); thecolour
of one stricken with disease or death, or
moved with emotions of terror. The same
word is used of the green grass in ch. viii. 7
and in Mark vi, 39, and of tbe vegetatiou in
ch. ix. 4 ; but, applied to man, it is generally
connected with terror, disease, or death;
The Greek poets use it as an epithet of fear,
and Thucydides thus describes the colour of
persons afiiected by the plague.
And hit
name that sat on him was Death, and Hell
followed with him. The preposition differs
from that used in the preceding verses : it is
here ^T&m," above," not i-al, "upon." And he
who was sitting above him, his name [was]
Death. Here we have it plainly stated that
the vision is a personification of Death
death in general, death in any and every way,
as indicated in the latter part of the verse.
This supports the view taken of the first
three visions of the seals (see on ver. 2).
Hades follows with Death, not as a separate
infliction, but as the necessary complement
of Death in the completion of the vision,
swallowing up and guarding, as it were,
those seized by the latter.
Death is personified in a similar way in Ps. xlix. 14,
are
laid
"Like sheep they
in the grave;
death shall feed on them ; " and Hades in
Isa. xiv. 9, "Hell from beneath is moved
for thee to meet thee at thy coming."
The
two are also conjoined in ch. i. 18, "The
ver. 2, etc.).

:

prohibition to the rider,
oil and the wine,' is a
restraint on the evil design of the rider, who
would injure the spiritual oil and wine,
that is, the means of grace, which had been
typified under those symbols in ancient
prophecy (Ps. xxiii. 4, 5), and also by the
words and acts of Christ, the good Samaritan, pouring in oil and wine into the wounds
of the traveller, representing human nature,
lying in the road." 'ASik^o-jjs : oSinfii' in
the Eevelation invariably signifies " to injure," and, except in one case, takes the
direct accusative after it (see ch. ii. 11
vii. 2, 3
ix. 4, 10, 19 ; xi. 5). Nevertheless,
Heinrich and Elliott render, "Do not commit injustice in the matter of the oil and
wine." Rinck renders, "waste not." The
vision is a general prophecy of the future
for all time (see on ver. 5); but many
writers have striven to identify the fulfilment of the vision with some one particular
famine.
Orotius and Wetstein refer it to
the scarcity in the days of Claudius Renan,
to that in the time of Nero ; Bishop Newton,
to the end of the second century.
Those
who interpret the vision as a forewarning
of the spread of heresy, especially single
out that of AriuB.
Ver. 7.— And when he had opened the
fourth seal, I heard the roioe of the fourth
beast say; when he opened, as in vers. 1, S,
and 5. The events narrated aocompany the

feminine

the

—

;

interprets,

Xe'youtroj',

Ver. 8. And I looked; J «ow.
expression drawing attention to a

famine; also the expression, "Tliey shall
deliver you your bread again by weight").
And see thou hurt not the oil and the wine.
The corollary to the preceding sentence,
with the same signification.
It expresses
a limit set to the power of the rider on the
black horse. These were typical articles of
food (of. Ps. civ. 14, 15, "That he may bring
forth food out of tbe earth and wine that
maketh glad the heart of man, and oil to
make his face to shine, and bread which
;
strengtheneth man's heart " and Joel i. 10,
" The corn is wasted the new wine is dried
Wordsworth
up, the oil languisheth").
'

Though

accusative, to agree with <pavijy, " voice,"
is adopted in the Textus Eeoeptus, and
supported by the sole authority of 1, yet
N, A, B, 0, P, and others read \4-yovros,
the masculine genitive, agreeing with ^ou,
" living being." Come and see. The Revised
Version omits "and see" (see on ver. 1),
" Come " is probably addressed to St. John
(see on ver. 1).

keys of hell and of death;" and in oh. xx.
13, 14, " Death and hell delivered up the
dead." Hades cannot signify the place of
torment, as Hengstenberg thinks, since these
trials are to be inflicted on Christians, not
on the wicked merely. Nf r is it consonant
with the context to suppose (as Ebrard) that
Hades signifies "the dwellers in Hades."
And power was given unto them. The reading " tliera " is supported by A, C, [P], ^{,
n 17, 49 (1 .40 e sil) Andreas while B and
the Vulgate read aux^p, him." The context
;

'
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ttiat both are intended.
Over the
fourth part of the earth. There is a general
consensus of opinion that this expression betoliens a part of mankind.
Why the fourth
part is selected is difficult to say. Alford
suggests that a ret'eience is intended to the
four first seals, each one of which embraces
in its action a portion of mankind.
But the
first seal can hardly be interpreted in this
way. Probably the intention is to denote
that a part of mankind must be afflicted in
this particular way, though no definite proportion is signified.
In other words, the
second, third, and fourth seals depict troubles
which Christians and all mankind will have
to undergo; some being afflicted more especially in one way, others in another.
Tlie
troubles mentioned are not an exliaustive
catalogue, but are typical of all sorrows;
the selection being probably prompted by
the Old Testament passages quoted below,
viz. Lev. xxvi. 23
26; 2 Sam. xxiv. 13;
and Ezek. xiv. 21. " The fourth part " is an
expression found only in this passage.
Ziillig agrees with Alford in the explanation given above ; Hengstenberg, and somewhat similarly Volkmar, think it denotes
the partial «r aracter of this judgment.
Elliott, with very little reason, follows the
Vulgate reading, " over the four parts of the
;
earth " Isaac Williams also thinks the judgment is universal, since that is the idea that
the number fow signifies, which, however,
is a different thing from a fourth part.
To
kill with sword, and with hunger, and with
death, and with the beasts of the earth.
The passage is another example of the influence of the prophecy of Ezekiel upon the
composition of the Apocalypse. In Ezek.
xiv. 21 the " four sore judgments " are " the
sword, and the famine, and the noisome
beast, and the pestilence."
This indicates
the signification of davdrtf: in this place ; viz.
death by pestilence, not, as in the preceding passage, death in any form (oomp. Lev.
xxvi. 23—26, where the judgments threatened are the sword, pestilence, and famine.
Of. also the alternative punishments of
David (2 Sam. xxiv. 13) ; also 4 Esdr. xv. 5,
"the sword, and hunger, and death, and
destruction "). The wild Jjeasts of the earth
(Bripiaiv) is very probably a reference to the
death of many Ciiristians in the pagan amphitheatres; though the meaning is not
necessarily restricted to this form of death.
Those to whom the Apocalypse was first
addressed would irresistibly be reminded of
our Lord's words in Matt. xxiv. 7, 13,
" Nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom; and thcru shall be
famines, and pestilences, and eai-thquakes,
in divers places. . . But he that shall endure
unto the end, the same shall be saved." It
is as though St. John echoed the words of

—
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our Lord, "Those are the words which I
spake unto you, while I was yet with you,
that all things must be fulfilled which were
written in the Law of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the psalms, concerning me "

(Luke xxiv. 44); and would

say,

"I am

commissioned to relate these visions of the
present and future trials of all in the world,
which, however, have been already foretold
you by our blessed Lord himself." While,
therefore, this passage may be understood
literally, since doubtless the Church has
suffered all these afflictions at different
times, in different members of her body, yet
we must understand these four typical judgments to be representative of trouble in all
its forms; the fourfold character pointing to
its universal nature (see on ch. v. 9).
This
has led many writers to see in these inflictions trials of a spiritual nature a view
which may well be included in the proper
application, but must not bo pressed to the

—

exclusion of any other more literal interpretation.
may thus sum up the results of
our investigation of these eight verses. They
relate the circumstances attending the opening of the first four seals, and doubtless
typify various phases of the trials which are
permitted by God to afflict Christians on
earth in common with all mankind. Each
of the four visions is preceded by the invitation of one of the four living beings, which
are representative of creation and a second
feature common to these four visions is the
appearance of a rider as the personification
of the idea set forth. (1) The visions open
with a personiflcatioh of Christianity, and
an assurance of the ultimate victory which
it will gain over the powers of the world.
(2) Then appears a vision of war, as one of
the typical troubles of mankind, which will
ultimately be overcome by the triumph of
Christianity.
(3) Next follows /amine with
all its attendant evils, though it is not permitted to extend to the extremity of the
extirpation of mankind. (4) Fourthly comes
death in every form a trial of which every
one feels the weight at some time. These
four do not picture consecutive events ; they
may be successive or concurrent ; the first is
certainly being fulfilled side by side with
the others. We may, therefore, be able to
point to a particular period or event as a
fulfilment of any one of these, but we cannot
assign definite times to each as the complete
and ultimate fulfilment, since the trials which
are signified must extend to the end of time.
And, in conclusion, while the first application was doubtless intended for the support
of the Christians of St. John's age in their
temporal difiiculties, we must consider the
visions equally intended to console Christiana
of every age, and even to portray the spiritual
conflict, destitution, and apostasy which must

We

;

—

;
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will continnally arise while the Church
remains in part in the world.
Ver. 9. And when he had opened the

—

fifth seal
1, 3, 5, 7,

and when he opened, as in vers.
which see. Tlje second group of

;

visions connected witli tlie opening of the
seals now commences. The first group deals
with evenls more immediately attached to
this life.
By the visions of the first four
seals St. John has shown that it is with
knowledge
and consent that afiliotions
God's
and persecutions are allowed to try the faith
of his servants on earth while yet the ultimate triumph of those who endure is certain.
In the last three appearances he goes a step
further he gives his readers a glimpse of
;

—

events more immediately connected with the
life In the world to come.
He shows them
(1) the faithful, resting from their labours,
tliough longing, in sympathy with those left
on earth, for the completion of Christ's
triumph ; (2) the oireumatances attendant
upon our Lord's final coming, which he describes in language which is almost a repetition of Christ's words on the same subject;
(3) the inexplicable life with God in heaven,
which is denoted by the silence following
the opening of the last seal. I saw under
the altar. This representation is doubtless
suggested by the arrangements of the temple.
Victims were sacrificed on the brazen altar
which stood at the door of the tabernacle
(Exod. xxxix. 39 and xl. 29), and the blood
was poured out at the foot of this altar (Lev.
iv. 7).
The martyrs are therefore regarded
ag having offered themselves as sacrifices
upon the altar of God by yielding up their
lives for him. St. Paul uses a similar figure
concerning himself. In 2 Tim. iv. 6 he says,
" For I am now ready to be offered [' to pour
out as a libation,' <Tv4ySa], and the time of
my departure is at hand " and in Phil. ii.
17, " If I be offered upon the saciifice and
;

Bleek and Du Wette
understand the golden altar of incense
(Exod. XXX. 1), and consider that the figure
is representative of the hearing of the
martyrs' |irayers. Bossuet says the altar is
service of your faith."

The souls of them that were slain;
Christ.
them that had been ilain. An "sesthetioal
could
difficulty" (see on ch. iv. 6).
Of course, he did
St. John gee the souls?
not see them with his bodily vision, nor
indeed did he thus see any part of the revelation.
He "sees" them while "in the
Spirit," i.e. he is somehow made conscious
of the existence of the souls. Slain ; a<pdTTai,
"sacrificed " tlie same wor.l used of the Lamb
The word is in harmony with
in oil. v. 6.
tlie use of the word " altar," with which it is
naturally cnnnrcted. It iixes the signification of the altar, wliioh therefore cannot

How

;

bear thu meaning abcribed by BIcek and De
Wette, at meutioued above. St. John sees
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the touh only of the martyrs, since their
bodies will not be reunited with their souls
Meanwhile, the
until the judgment-day.
eouh rest (see ver. 11) in peace, yet in expectation of the final accomplishment of
their perfect bliss, which the words used in

Wordsworth
ver. 10 show them to desire.
quotes (as illustrating this passage) Tertul"
lian,
'The souls of martyrs repose in peace
under the altar, and cherish a spirit of
patience until others are admitted to fill up
thoir communion of glory;" and Irenseus,
" The souls of the departed go to the place
assigned them by God, and there abide until
the resurrection, when they will be reunited
to their bodies and then the saints, both in
soul and body, will come into the presence
of God." For the Word of God, and for the
testimony which they held. B, Syriao, add,
" and of the Lamb." On account of the word,
etc.
Exactly the same expression which St.
John uses in cli. i. 9 in describing the cause
of his own exile at Fatmos. The language
is peculiarly St. John's (cf. oh. L 2, "John
who bare record of the Word of God, and ot
the testimony of Jesus Christ, and of all
things that he saw;" also oh. xli. 17, " Tho
dragon
went to make war with
them which have the testimony of Jesus
Christ " also ch. xix. 10, "I am thy fellowservant, and of thy brethren that have the
testimony of Jesus worship God for the
testimony of Jesus is the spirit of proplieoy.'
The "Word of God" is of course the truth
which God has declared, not the Word as in
John i. " The testimony which they held "
;

.

.

.

,

.

.

;

:

may

:

differ slightly in signification in differIt may mean (1) the testimony

ent places.

or truth which Christ has imparted to Christians ; or (2) the active showing forth of the
Christian faith by word or deed. The latter
is evidently the meaning here, since for this
active manifestation of Oliristianity they
whose souls St. John now sees in glory had
slain, which would not have occurred
had they merely received the Word of God
without showing it outwardly (cf. ch. i. 2).

been

—

Ver. 10. And they cried with a loud voice,
saying; i.e. the souls cried. Ebrard, Dusterdieck,Hengsten berg, make" ttie slain" nominative, in contradistinction to the " souls,"
which is both unnecessary and unnatural.
Zullig compares Gen. iv. 10, " The voice of
thy brother's blood crieth unto me from the
ground." How long ? (oomp. Zeoli. i. 12, 13,
"How long wilt thou not have mercy on
Jerusalem ? And the Lord answered with
gooJ words and comfortable words "). No
doubt the souls waiting in Paradise are
answered by " comfortable words," yet, not
having lost their interest in earthly
struggles, nor their longing for the triumphant vindication of God's glory, they cry,
" How long ? " not as needing the time to be

—"

;
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sTiortened for their

own

sakes, for they rest,

though not yet entered into the fulnesa of
God's glory.
Lord, holy and true; O
Master, the holy and true (Kevieed Version).

"Master"

(Siaw6Tns') is the ooirelative of
Tliis is the only in-

"servant" (SoBxos).

stance of its occurrenoe in the Apocalypse.
see previous passages.) Dost
thou not judge and avenge our blood. The
cry is not a petition for personal revenge,
but a request for the termination of those
ills which for a time afBiot man, and the
termination of which must, by virtue of
God's eternal justice, be accompanied by
visible retribution on the wicked.
(Of.
Beds, "Those souls which offered themselves a living sacrifice to God pray eternally for his coming to judgment, not from
any vindictive feeling against their enemies,
but in a sphit of zeal and love for God's
glory and justice, and for the coming of that
day when sin, which is rebellion against him,
will be destroyed, and their own bodies will
be raised. And so in that prayer wherein
Christ teaches ua to forgive our enemies, we
are also taught to say, 'Thy kingdom come.' ")
The passage has given rise to varying iuterpietations, which are thought to be more
consonant with the spirit of the gospel.
Thus I. Williams would under^tund the
souls to represent only the Old Testament
saints, especially as it is not explicitly said
that they died foi' the witness of Jesus, as
in ch. XX. 4.
On them that dwell on the
earth.
That is, on the worldly, those who
have taken the side of the world in its con-

(On "true,"

with Christianity.
Ver. 11. And white rohes were given
unto every one of them and there was given
to each one a white robe.
Stoa); Acuk^, " a
white robe," is supported by A, 0, [P], N, B,
etc.
The white robe of righteousness, the
wedding-garment of Matt. xxii. 11, 12, is
the sign of the blessedness of the saints.
White is the colour of heavenly victory in
the Apocalypse (see on ver. 2). The vision
has recalled the past sufferings of the
martyrs and their piesent expectation of
the final oonsummatiun of tiieii hopes,
which is to be not yet. Tlie other side is
now to be shown though they have not yet
reached their final bliss, they have received
the white robe, they are free from possibility
of detilement, the victory is won, and they
have rest. Comfort and encouragement are
tlius afforded to those still struggling in the
world, who have not as yet attained to the
white robe of perfect righteousness. And it
was said unto them, that they shonld rest
yet for a little season. Ch. xiv. seems to
determine the exact signification of avairuia-avTai, viz. " rest in peace," " rest from
thoir labours," rather than specifically
" oease from uttering this cry " (ver. 10), as
flict

—

;

;
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explained by De Wette and others. For a
lime time (xpiyos); that is, till the second
coming of Christ, for the time which is to
intervene before that event is frequently
spoken of as a little time (see on ch. i. 1
XX. 3; xii. 12; comp. Hag. ii. 6, 7, "Yet
once a little time, and I will shake the
heavens, and the earth, the sea and the dry
land, and all nations, and the Desire of all
nations shall come "). The time of the world
This
is little in comparison with eternity.
little time is depicted and set forth under
the six seals it comes to an end at ch. vii.
;

17,

and merges into eternity in

Some

oh.

viii.

1.

expositors (of the historical school)

^

understand a XP^""' ^°
^ definite, arbitrary number; e.g. Bengel considers it to
Speaker's Commenllllj- years (see
IJntil their fellow-servants
tary,' p. 485).
also and their brethren, that should be
killed as they were, should be fulfilled.
X, B, P, read KKr\p&aijiiaiv, " shall have ful-

be

filled"

'

[i.e.

paiBaa-iv,

their course];

A, 0, read ttAjj" Their

" should be completed."

and

their brethren
separate bodies, notwithstanding that Kal occurs twice, but, as
Alford remarks, it may point out the same
persons viewed in two aspects— first, the
Christians needed to proceed with and finish
Christ's work as his servants; second, the
same ones needed to complete the number
of his family. Bnt it seems more likely that
a reference is intended to two classes of
Christians first, their fellow-servants, that
is, all Christians, who may, however, not
suffer martyrdom; and, second, their brethren,
the martyrs, who, like them, should yet be

fellow-servants also

may not denote two

—

killed.

—

Ver. 12. And I beheld when he had
opened the sixth seal; and I saw when he
opened. The events described accompany
the opening as in the case of the preceding
visions (see on vers. 1, 3, 5, etc.).
The
sixth seal describes the end of the world
the transition of the saints from earth to
heaven, with the accompanying circumstances. It is important to remember that
the whole is a vision, and we must therefore
guard against expecting a literal interpretation of the language used. Following the

manner of the prophets, and the description
given by our Lord himself of the judgmentday, St. John portrays the wonder and
awe and consternation which will then be
prevalent under the figure of falling stars,
How much, if any, may, in the destrucetc.
tion of the world, literally come to pass, it
is impossible to say ; but we must be content
to receive the general impression which is
undoubtedly intended to be conveyed to us,
without pressing the individual particulars
too far. The synibolibm, as usual, bears
evidence of its Old Testament origin; and

"

;
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the influence of our Lord's description in
The special
Matt. xxiv. ia noticeable.
revelation of God's presence or of his judgunder
the figure
usually
depicted
ments is
of terrestrial commotion (see on oh. vi. 1
also Isa. ii. 19; xiii. 13; xxxiv. 4; Ezek.
Hag. ii.
xxxii. 7, 8 ; Hos. a, 8; Joel ii. 30
The last three seals seem connected
6).
more especially with life in the next world.
The fifth seal displays to us the souls of
the faithful in peace, but desiring the
perfect consummation of their bliss; the
sixth announces the certainty of future
judgment, when all will be set right, when
the righteous will be preserved and the
wicked justly recompensed; the seventh
typifies the indescribable joy and peace of
heaven. It seems reasonable, therefore, to
consider the passage oh. vi. 12 vii. 17
as all contained under the sixth seal; since,
although set forth at rather greater length
than the other seals, it all follows in natural
sequence the destruction of the earth, the
fear of the wicked, the preservation and joy
of the righteous ; and then follows heaven,
portrayed under the opening of the seventh
Some have tried to separate ch. vii.
seal.
as "an episode," or rather two episodes,
commencing at, and marked off by, the
fjLfT& TovTo of ver. 1 and /ieri ravra of ver.
9, " after these things." But this expression,
though undoubtedly marking the beginning
of a fresh phase of the subject, does not
necessarily imply the opening of an entirely
;

—

—

new and unconnected

discourse.

This view

of the sixth seal is in harmony with what
appears to be the general plan of the visions
of the seals. It is important to bear in
mind, in our interpretation of the Apocalypse,
these two principles first, the book was
addressed to certain Christians for a definite
purpose, and its object would be set forth
so as to be comprehended by them ; second,
the truths thus contained must be snch as
to be applicable to the position of mankind
in general in all ages. We have, therefore,
to inquire to whom and for what purpose
the book was prima iily written, and then
how the lessons contained can benefit mankind in general. It thus appears that the

—

intended as an
a support to those
Christians who were being persecuted, and
were suffering in various ways, and whose
patience might be inadequate to preserve
them through trials so severe or so long.
The visions of the seals would speak plainly
The first four would tell
to such as these.
them that, though they must not doubt of
Christ's final victory, it is yet with Gk)d's
knowledge and permission that this life is
afHioted with troubles of different kinds;
it is not because Grod is weak, forgetful, or
ugiut Then, lest any shonld be tempted

message was
encouragement

origiiially

and

;
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If Christianity
to ask, " Is it worth while?
involves all this suffering, would it not be
better to be as the world is, and escape 1

a picture of the future is given. The fifth
seal shows that, immediately upon the completion of this life, the souls of the righteong
are at peace ; and the sixth seal shows that
a day of reckoning wUl certainly come for
the world; while the seventh seal is an
assurance of heaven.
It is worth while,
therefore, to endure and to persevere, both
on account of God's reward to the just, and
Thus
his retiibution upon the unjust.
would the signification of the visions be
easily comprehended by those for whom
they were originally intended; and the
same lessons are equally valuable for the
Church at all time. Grotius considers that
this vision refers to the destruction of
Jerusalem ; Elliott, Paber, and Mede refer
its accomplishment to the beginning of the
fourth century ; Wordsworth sees the " last

age" of the Church represented;
thinks

Stern

indicates the general state of the
Church ; Wetstein, the commotions in Judsea
previous to the destruction of Jerusalem
while Cunninghame and Frere see a reference to the French Eevolution of 1789.
But these interpretations do not fulfil the
conditions mentioned above, since the Christians to whom this book is addressed were
ignorant of those events yet in the future.
And, lo, there was a great earthquake.
Omit "lo." The earthquake is the usual
manifestation of God's presence or special
dealing with men (vide supra). This is
the answer to the question of the saints in
the fifth seal the period of probation is
finite.
And the snn became black as saokoloth of hair. Thus Isa. 1. 3, " I clothe the
heavens with blackness, and I make sackcloth their covering" (cf. jMatt. xxiv. 29).
And the moon became as blood; the whole
moon (of. Joel ii. 31, quoted in Acts ii.
it

—

20).

—

Ver. 13. And the stars of heaven fell
unto the earth (cf. Matt. xxiv. 29, "The
stars shall fall from heaven ").
The figure
of "stars" is sometimes used to typify
" rulers," as in Numb. xxiv. 17, " "There
shall come a star out of Jacob;" Isa. xiv.
13, " I [Lucifer] will exalt my throne above
the stars of God." Some have thus been
led to find a particular application of this
sentence.
Stem considers that the falling
of Christian rulers is signified ; while
many refer it to the overthrow of pagan
rulers.
Even as a fig tree casteth her
untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty
wind; her unripe figs. Probably the unripe
figs of the spring, many of which would be
shaken down by a strong wind, or possibly

away

the winter figs, which commonly fall off
while uniipe. The figure is doubtless sng-

—
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gested by Ibb. xxxit. 4, takpn in conjunction
with the parable of Matt. xxiy. 32.
Ver. 14. And the heaven departed as a
Ecioll when it is rolled together; and the
heaven was removed a> a scroll when it is
rolled up.
The scroll the parchment book
or roll, which is spread out to read, and,

—

—

when

read, rolled

The

up and put away.

passage ia apparently founded upon Isa.
xxxiv. 4. " The host of heaven shall be
dissolved, and the heavens shall be rolled
together as a scroll," etc. And every mountain and island were moved ont of their
places (cf. Isa. xl. 4, "Ijvery mountain
and hill shall be made low ; " also Jer. iii.

"Truly in vain is salvation hoped for
from the hills, and from the multitude of
mountains").
The enumeration of seven
objects in vers. 12
14 seems to denote the
all-extending nature of God's judgment.
Yer. 15. And the kings of the earth.
The first of the seven classes mentioned.
The enumeration is again all-extensive,
embracing all classes, and men of every
degree of social distinction. Bishop Newton is probably not correct in seeing an allu23,

—

—

And the great
sion to particular kings.
princes (Eevised Version). NeyitrTavfs
;
are the grandees, the courtiers, as distinguished from those who are governors
and hold military command, and who are
subsequently mentioned as the " chief captains."
And the rich men, and the chief
eaptains.
The Eevised Version reverses
the order, and places " chief captains " first.
The chief captains (xiA.fapx<") are those
holding military rank (cf. Mark vi. 21,
"Herod made a supper to his lords, high
captains," etc. ; John xviii., " The captain
and ofSeers took Jesus;" Acts xxi. 31, et
leq., " The chief captain of the band "). And
the mighty men. Probably those possessing
great bodily strength. And every bondman,
and every free man, hid themselves in the
dens and in the rocks of the mountains.
"Every" is omitted before "free man " by

men

A, B, 0, Vulgate, Syriao, Andreas, and
Arethas.
The dens; in Eevised Version
cares (cf, Isa. ii. 19, " And they shall go
into the holes of the rocks, and into tlie
caves of the earth, for fear of the Lord, and
for the glory of his majesty, when he ariseth
Again, as in
ts shake terribly the earth ").
vers. 12
14, the enumeration is sevenfold;
thai denoting the universality and com-

—
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pleteness of the extent of the judgment (see
oh. i. 4 ; V. 1, etc.).
Ver. 16. And said to the mountains and
rooks, Fall on ns, and hide ns from the face
(cf. Hos. X. 8, "They shall say to the
mountains, Cover us ; and to the hills. Fall
on us ; " also Luke xxiii. 30, " Then shall
they begin to say to the mountains. Fall on
us ; and to the hills. Cover us ") of him
that sitteth on the throne.
The Triune
God (see on ch. iy. 2). And from the
wrath of the Lamb. The result of the
wrath of the Lamb is depicted in oh. xxi.

—

God's wrath with the wicked is the
assurance of his mercy and love for the

8.

Thus

righteous.

in

ch.

xi.

we

18,

have,

" The nations were angry, and thy wrath is
come, and the time of the dead that they
should be judged, and that thou shouldest
give reward unto thy servants," etc. Similarly, in ch. xiv. 10
13, the wrath of God
upon the wicked is associated with the
peace of the faithful.
Ver. 17. For the great day of his wrath
is come.
Of their wrath, which is read iu
the Eevised Version, is found in N, C, 38,
Vulgate, Syriac; but airov, "his," is supported by A, B, P, Coptic, Andreas, Arethas,
Primasius. The article is repeated, making
the term almost a proper name tlie day,
the great [day].
Alford remarks that this
of itself should be sufSoient to keep commentators right in confining their interpretation of this seal to the last judgment (cf.
Joel i. 15 ; ii. 1, 2 Acts u. 20 Jude 6).
And who shall be able to stand T Who it
able (Revised Version).
Thus Mai. iii. 2,
" Who shall stand when he appeareth ?
And Nab. i. 6. Thus, then, the question
iu ver. 10, "How long?" is answered; not
by limiUng the length of time, but by a
renewed assurance of an awful termination
of the course of the world, at the appearance
of the Judge. The dread attending that
end is vividly portrayed, and the fear of
the wicked, with their conscience-stricken
inquiry, " Who is able to stand ? " an
answer to which is required for the edification of the faithful.
And, therefore, the
seer immediately describes the preservation
of the righteous from amidst the destruction
of the wicked, and their raptured praises,
a joyous contrast with the despairing fate

—

—

;

of those

;

whose doom has just been narrated.

HOMILETICS.

—17.

Six seals opened. The ground-thought of this book is " The Lord is
Concerning tifs Professor Godet remarks, " L'histoire du monde dans son
C'est sur
essence se resume dans ces trois mots: H vient; il est venuj il revient.
Vers. 1
coming."

cette idde

que repose
*

<

le

plan du drame apocalyptique."

Esiai snr I'Apocalypse

:

^

Even the prophecies

£tadei Bibliques,' deuxi^me

s&rie, p.

291.

of the

;
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Old TeBtament, which dealt 8o largely with the first coitiing, shot far ahe»d and reached
even to the second, e.g. Joel. Our Lorii himself is very clear on this topic (Matt. xxiv.
and XXV.). So also are Paul, Peter, and John. Nor should we tliink of our Lord's
second coming as if it were merely a far-distant something with which we are as yet
xmconcerned.
We are told that star touches star hy means of an ethereal invisible
medium which joins them. Even so the first and second comings of our Lord tortch
each other by means of the events now going on, whose train began from the one and
will reach to the other. Not a moment is lost in the interval. During these apparently
slow lingering centuries, in which day follows day with unbroken regularity, one day
so much like another that comparatively few leave any distinct impression on the
mind, not a moment is there but some work is being done to prepare for our Lord's
return.
He is now on his way, and at the appointed time "he that shall come
will come, and will not tarry."
The plan of this book gives us (1) the point of
departure, (2) the final consummation, (3) a symbolic setting of the events which
will fill up the space between the two termini ; in which we have " I'^popfe de la
lutte suprdme ontre Dieu et Satan, pour la possession de I'humanite comme prix du
combat." In this chapter we have set before us in marvellous vividness six features
by which the way is to be marked which leads to the consummation. These we
will take in order, not omitting to press home their te.ichings for the conscience and
the heart.

Already our Lord hath gone tobth conqubbino and to conquer. (Vers.
One of the four living ones says, "Come." It is a call to the apostle, not
representation of the Church's cry to her Lord.* The apostle responds.
He sees
I.

1,

a

2.)

under the first seal emblems which point plainly and distinctly to the Lord Jesus.
The white horse (cf. ch. xix. 11—13). The bow (cf. Ps. xlv. 3—5). The crown (ch.
symbol of conquest and might. 'I'he errand on which he goes forth, " conxiv. 14)
conquering as he goes, as a matter of fact ; speeding on, that
quering and to conquer j
he may conquer still. Certainly the mission of our Lord is the only one which can be
His progress may seem to be
thus described. He is to know nothing but success.
retarded, as we judge of things, but it never is so according to the Divine conception.
We may not be in a position to trace continuous advance. But we know who it is
He has never yet
that has gone forth ; we believe in his might, his wisdom, his love.
lost an hciur, and never will.
II. Manifold forces, incidentb, and aobnoibs are also at work upon the
EARTH. The first seal certainly indicates triumph. ; the second, war (vers. 3, 4) ; the
third, famine (vers. 6, 6) ; the fourth, death, whether by sword, famine, pestilence, or
wild beasts (vers. 7, 8); the fifth, Tnartyrdom (vers. 9 11); the sixth, convvlsiont,
terrible and appalling, of various kinds.
Now, what do these symbols triumph, war,
famine, pestilence, martyrdom, convulsion mean ? Some say, The changing phases of
the Church itself; the progress of the Christian power going forth in triumph ; then
degeneracy, corruption, and controversy creeping in; then darkness, ignorance, and
a famine of the Word ; then the pestilential mystery of iniquity ; then martyrdom
then great upheavings and mighty tribulation, preparing the way of the Lord. Others
regard them as indicating a state of things which had occurred before John's exile the
triumph and peace of the Augustan era ; war under Caligula famine under Claudius
pestilence following on famine ; martyrdom under Nero
the convulsive breaking up
of the Jewish state and polity. Certain it is that hefore John's exile these six or seven
features followed each other, and exactly in this order.
Whence some may conclude
that that must have been the intent of the symbols.
But, singulariy enough, if we
legin with John's exile, it is the fact that in the Eonjan empire, hastening to its fall,
these varied phases ^triumph, war, famine, pestilence, martyrdom, convulsion also
succeeded each other in this very order, so much so that if any one had desired to write
from the history of the changing fortunes of that empire an illustrative commentary
on this chapter, he could scarcely have used more fitting phraseology than Gibbon has
done in his history of its decline and fall. Yet we are sure that he, at any rate, had
no intention of being a Scripture expositor. We learn from him that there was an era
of great prosperity in the Ronjan empire from the year 96. This was followed by a long
;

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

See on one side, Dean Alford on the other, Arohdeaoon Lee
Bishop Carpenter's Commentary, in he.

'

In

—

;

;

a third view

is

suggested

—

en.
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show on what a frail foundation the virtue of the
That period of strife was succeeded

felicity of the emp're.

by famine, and that again by pestilence then followed the dreadful era of the Diocletian martyrdom, and the break-up of the Eoinan empire, the subjection of paganism,
end the establishment of Christianity in its place. Be it remembered, then, that not
;

once only can the student put his finger on the map of histoiy, and say, these six
triumph, war, famine, pestilence, martyrdom, convulsion succeeded each other, and
in this order, but once and again. And let us not forget tliat our Saviour named
these just these in nearly the same order, and said that they would occur " in divers

—

—

War, famine, pestilence, martyrdom, convulsion, are to occur repeatedly.
are driven to the conclusion that these symbolic representations of the six
seals do indicate the varied features which should mark the progress of the age,
All the forces symboere the Church is brought in, in the fulness of her redemption.
lized here have been at work for ages on different parts of the earth ; each of them
places."^

Hence we

and will do so through the whole stretch of tliis dispensation.
Here our God seems to say to us, "You see these terrible forces war, famine, pestilence,
martyrdom, convulsion. I see them too. There is nothing but what is in the sevenAll the seals will be opened by the Lamb that was slain.
sealed book. Fear not.
All these terrors are but preparatory agencies clearing the way for the 'day of the
Lord'!"
While we cannot
III. Thb pbesstjbb accumulates as the end draws nearer.
pretend to draw a sharp Ijne between one seal and another, it is manifest from the
The sixth seal is
entire chapter that, as the end approaches, the pressure increases.
surely indicative of convulsions so great as to produce a consternation which will shake
One of these later phases will be the upheaving of nations,
society to its foundations.
disorganization of visible Churches, and widespread unsettlement of faiths. " Every
mountain and island were moved out of their places." Yet this is but the sixth seal,
not the seventh; a pre|iaration for the end, not the end itself, although many may
think it so. It is " the great tribulation " a tribulation so great that many will cry
out in agony, " The great day of his wrath i9 come " Yet it will not be that, but only
a preliminary to it.* These words, " The great day of his wrath is come " are not
the sacred writer's own, but the cry of the terrified ones. God will yet shake, not
earth only, but also heaven (cf. Luke xviii. 8 Hag. ii. 6, 7 ; Heb. lii. 26 ; Matt.
xxiv. 29, 31). Let us beware of man's frequent aiid false alarms. Christ's word in
Matt. xxiv. 4 6 should be a perpetual guard against them.
IV. The advance of the day of the Lord will seem to the world as thb
" 'J'he great day of their wrath is
APPROAOH of a day OF WRATH. (Vers. 16, 17.)
come." Their wrath even that of him that sitteth on the throne, and of the
Lamb. Wrath? Why? Should not any signs of the appearing of the Son of God to
"judge in righteousness" be hailed with gladness? When our Lord himself actually
recurs again and again,

—

—

!

!

;

—

—

described such terrors as being the " birth-pangs" {ipxh aSli/uv, Matt. xxiv. 8) of a new
this conception
creation, should not his approach be welcomed with song?
connect "wrath" with the Lamb ofOodf It is only on account
of wrath?
of the sin in which men have lived; only because, by fighting against the Lord
and his anointed, they have treasured up for themselves " wrath against the day
of wrath." When their armour in which they trusted is stripped off, and when the
playthings with which they toyed are snatched away, and the delusions with which
they were spell-bound shall be dispersed like the mists of morn, they will cower in
This "great tribulation"' will be a wondrous
terror before the God whom they defied.
They who spotted with sin will be no longer in sportive mood. Let us
leveller.
note here the unnaturalaess of sin. It is depicted as bringing about five perversions.

Why

Why

" The seals unfold the general aspects of the world's history after Christ's
' Matt. xxiv.
ascension. , . . The visions of the book may have preliminary applications, because the
principles on which they are constructed are eternal ones " (Bishop Boyd Carpenter).
See
also W. P. Grant's ' Exposition of the Eevelation ' (Hodder and Stoughton ; 18!i9), pp. 156,
et seq., for some valuable remarks on the manifold interpretations of this chapter.
• Again and again, in periods of great tribulation, people have declared the end of the
world to be at hand. For some illustrations of tldd fact, see Elliott's ' Horn Apocalypticas,'
ToL i. pp. 386, et seq., 5tU edit.
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1. The unfoldings of God's plan in the varied workings of his providence, which should
be viewed with holy awe and peaceful serenity, do, to a guilty man, bring terror and
dread, oft amounting to despair.
Let a man be at peace with God, and he can look
on to see how Jesus rules the world, with joy and hope ; but unbelief and sin prevent
2. In their anguish
all this, and make every new opening full of ominous foreboding.
and despair they call to the mountains and hills to help them! They dare not address
"
the God whom at their ease they despised ! But Nature," the god of the atheist, will
be found to be a god that cannot save. 3. They think to find refuge in being hidden
from God. As if that were possible ! As if, were it possible, it could bring them ease 1
Oh, how frijihtrul are the perversions effected by sin I The face of him who is the
chief among ten thousand, and the altogether lovely, is to the bad a distressing sight,
arousing abhorrence and deepening their woe. 4. The sinner who up to the last rejects
the Son of God, sees at last in him only wrath. That Being who is only perfect Love,
5. The
will seem to the wicked to be full of anger indignation, and avenging power.
fifth and last perversion which we notice is that, instead of welcoming the perfect
adjustments of a righteous Judge as that which should bring the 1 )n2;-wished-for rest
to a weary world, they, knowing they are in the wrong, view them with an affrighted
horror for which there is no solace, and with an immeasurable distress for which
nature has no balm. He who neglects grace in the "day of salvation" must receive
equity when the day of grace is over. And when equity has to deal with wrong,
what course is open but entire and everlasting condemnation? The bulwark of right-

eousness

is

the

doom

of sin.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

17.
Vers. 1
The opening of the seals. The Book of Revelation may be said to
consist— with the exception of oh. ii. and iii. of a vast picture-gallery. And this not
so much because of the number of the pictures, as their sublimity and extent. Ch. i. is
the portraiture of "the Son of man." Then there is a vast canvas, stretching from ch. iv.
to xi., and representing the judgment and fall of Jerusalem. Then from ch. xii. to xix.
another similar one, representing the judgment and fall of Rome. Then yet another,
much smaller, representing the final conflict and overthrow of the enemies of Christ
Bod then, the last and most precious of all, in ch. xxi. and xxii., the glowing picture
of the new Jerusalem, the saints' eternal home. Now, in looking at a great picture we
need to study it carefully, closely, continuously, and portion by portion. We have
tried to do so in regard to the first of these, and also in regard to two most important
sections of the second one.
In this vast second scene we have viewed the high court
of heaven, and the inauguration of Christ's mediatorial reign, which was the subject
of ch. V. And now we come to another most interesting but unquestionably difficult
part of the same great subject the opening of the seals. Indeed, the interpretation of
this book, from the beginning of this chapter onwards, is one concerning which tho
only certain thing is that absolute certainty concerning any given interpretation is
unattainable.
It matters little, however, for the profitable reading of the book, that
there is and must be this uncertainty as to the actual meaning of the many mysterious symbols with which it abounds; for whether we regard them as telling of the
history of the Church in its relation to the world continuously to the end of time ; or
whether, as surely is the more reasonable way, we take them as telling of those tremendous events which, when St. John wrote, had begun, and were shortly to come to
pass, the time being at hand, and by which the Church of Christ was so much affected,
whichever way we read these symbols, their main lessons for us and for the Church
in all ages is one and the same; and these, by patient, prayerful study, we may hope
to learn.
As to this ch. vi., the sheet-anchor for its interpretation is our Lord's
discourse in Matt. xxiv. and its parallel in Mark.
No doubt that discourse, as this
book, looks on to the times of the end ; but as surely it contemplated, as does this book
also, events which many of them
not all were nigh at hand. God's judgment on
Judaism and the Jews is its near subject, as the same is of the vision of which this
chapter forms a part. And now let us look at
L Toe six bbals toostheb, or rather, at what is disclosed hj the opening of theip

—

—

—

—

—

;
;
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And, without doubt, terror is their one badge and mark. The four horses with
we see at the
their riders all tell of terrible things.
The souls under the altar,

all.

whom

opening of the fifth, cry for vengeance on their murderers, and all horrors seem accumulated in one at the opening of the sixth. The reading of the chapter makes one's
heart tremble ; our flesh shudders with fear at the visions of distress which, one after
the other, are unfolded. There is a seventh and a very different vision at the seventh
seal; but the opening of that will not be for a long while, and therefore we first
consider these six which are near in time and in character also. And whether we read
the pages of Josephus, or whether we regard Gibbon as furnishing the more accurate
explanation of these symbols, in either there will be" found more than enough to
warrant all that St. John has here portrayed. The dreadful days of the fall of Jerusalem were drawing on, and none who know the history of thu horrors that preceded
and accompanied that event can question that they were more than enough to fill up
Our Lord says of those days thai
all that these vivid and terrible symbols import.
"except they should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved." And yet and here
is the marvel
it is " the Lamb," he who is the Ideal of all grace and love, he it is
who presides over, directs, and governs all these events, dreadful as they are. And
then the highest, the holiest, and most beloved of his ministers, they who cluster closest
round the throne of God and the Lamb, appeal to him and pray him to " Come." At
the opening of each of the first four seals one of the four living ones thus appeals to
Christ. It is evident, therefore, that they are in full sympathy with him in this
And it is the same with the whole
matter, and would not have him do otherwise.
of that high court of heaven. There must be, then, in all these and in all such things
and this is their lesson for us a force for the furtherance of God's blesScd will
amongst men such as less stern methods could not have. True, in one asj^ect it la all
the result of man's wild wickedness and folly.

—

—

—

—

—

" Man, proud man,
Dressed in a little brief authority,
.
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven
As makes the angels weep."
.

('

.

Measure

for Measure.')

to many minds, when you have recited the different events that led on, one by
one, to the final catastrophe, you have sufficiently explained the whole ; there is no
need to bring God, as St. John does, into the matter. But we are distinctly taught
that all these things are the working of his will, the carrying out of his high plans
and purposes. They are not by chance, nor by the will of man, but of God. And
accepting this as true, we are led to the inquiry Wherefore uses he such means?
Various answers may be suggested : so only can the proud, unruly wills of sinful men
be humbled ; so only can the Church be roused and stimulated to do her proper work
80 only can her faith be disciplined, tried, and developed ; so only can men be made
to know, "Verily there is a God that judgeth in the earth; " and so only can gigantic
obstacles to men's good and the extension of Christ's kingdom be got out of the way.
All history shows this. But whilst this and far more may be said, it yet remains for
us to remember, and that with gratitude, that dark, drear, dreadful, desolating as such
events are, and diabolical as are many of the men who are the chief aclors in them
they yet, all of them, are utider the absolute control of him whose love and wisdom
and powei enable him to know unerringly when to let such events run riot in their
And what is best h»
rage, and when to restrain them or remove them altogether.
is sure to do ; and always he will make them " work together for good."
(Ver. 2.)
The vision of the white horse
II. The openino or the west seal.

And

—

and its ridei bearing a bow, with its sharp arrows ready for conflict, and wearing a
crown, the emblem of victory. In Zech. i. 7 11 ; vi. 1 8 Hab. iii. 8, 9 ; Isa. xli. 2
Ps. xlv. 4, 5 ; we have similar representations of the horseman told of here, and his
identity seems settled by ch. xix. 11
16, where he is distinctly called " the Word of
God." When the first seal was broken, then there passed across the stage, as it were,
this vision.
But of whom else can we think as corresponding to the rider of the white
horge, than of him of whom we read in Ps. xlv., " In thy majesty ride prosperously
because of truth and meekness and righteousneu and thy right hand shall teach tbcf

—

—

—

;

;

;;

;
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Thine arrows shall be sharp in the heart of the king's enemies ; whereby
the people fall under thee " ? Of the Lord Jesus Christ going forth conquering and to
conquer, iu spite of, in the midst of, and by means of, all the dread events which are
afterwards declared of him we believe the vision tells. Not of any ordinary human
warfare ; still less of the prosperous condition of the Eoman empire under the Autonines
but of Olirist our Lord. And most cheering is it to be taught that, let come what will,
however calamitous and distressful the events of life, nothing can stay his course. They
cannot bar his way, but will be made by him to further that way. This first vision
is, therefore, full of good cheer.
And let it not be forgotten that the vision has an individual application as well as -a world-wide one. It tells every believing soul, "Christ
will overrule all that happens ; thy trials and crosses, thy disappnintmenta and
ilisasters, shall not hinder his purposes of good for thee.
He goeth forth 'conquering
and to conquer,' and who can turn him aside?"
IIL The opening of the second, thikd, and foubth seals. These give the
\isions of the red, the black, and the pale horses.
Cruel war, black famine, and alldevouring death, by pestilence probably, are meant by these visions. And more summarily and distinctly they are foretold by our Lord. " Wars and rumours of wars,"
" famines and pestilences," these with other woes he plainly predicts ; and his meaning
is, we are sure, the meaning of St. John.
Famine and pestilence were the common
accompaniments of war. But they are not to have unrestrained power. For as in the
discourse of our Lord, so here in the vision of St. John, there are plain suggestions that
in wrath God remembered mercy.
The voice that proclaimed the nearly twelve times
enhanced cost of wheat and barley, tells as does also the blackness of the horse which
suggests the black lips, the sign of extreme hunger— of dreadful famine. But that same
voice tells also of distress mitigated, not suffered to become utter destitution.
This is
the meaning of the added charge, " See that thou hurt not the oil and the wine." It
is a difficult saying, but coupling it with the express words of our Lord that " for the
elects' sake " these dreadful days should "be shortened," we take them as telling that,
whilst owing to the ravages of war there should be, as there could not but be, great
scaicity in those things which, as corn and barley, depended upon constant cultivation
yet the olive and the vine should still yield their increase, they not requiring to be
replanted year by year, and being in various ways likely to be less affected than the
level corn-lands which lay along the plains, and which therefore became the common
camps and fighting-grounds of hostile armies, to the utter destruction of all things
grown thereon. Moreover, that to death and Hades were given power, not over all the
earth, but over only one-fourth part, this seems also to point to the same blessed truth that
the instruments of God's judgment are held in and not allowed to do their work a hairbreadth beyond their appointed limit. " He does not willingly afflict nor grieve the
children of men," though, as these visions do plainly tell, he will ruthlessly both afflict
and grieve when man's sin and fully make it needful that he should. As a loving
mother will hold down her own dearly loved child to th^ surgeon's dreadful knife, if only
so it can be saved from death, so will the Lord, the Lamb of God, pour out upon us of
his awful judgments, if by our sin we force him thereto.
As we read of these visions,
this should be our prayer that never may we thus force him to deal in such manner
with us. May his love constrain us, never our sin constrain him.
IV. The opbnino of the fifth seal. Here no living creature cries " Come," but
the appeal comes from the martyred saints themselves.
have had no mention of
an " aliar " before, but now it is seen as part of the vision which unfolded itself before
" They shall deliver you up to be afflicted, and shall kill you " so had our
St. John.
Lord foretold, and here the actual fulfilment of that word is symbolized. Not to the
martyrs under Diocletian, yet less to those under papal Some, but to those who were,
in St. John's own day, fast falling beneath the persecutor's sword, does this vision
Nevertheless, it is designed for the consolation and support of all
specially belong.
Christ's persecuted people in every age and in every land.
Hence Milton, with all
possible appropriateness, sang concerning the martyrs of the Alpine mountains, whose
sufferings righteously roused the rage of their fellow-believers here in England—
terrible things.

—

—

—

We

—

* Avenge,

O Lord, thy slaughtered lainta, whose bonet
Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold
Even them who kept thy truth bo pure of old.

—

tH.
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When

nil our fathers Trorshlpped ttochs and stonei,
Forget not in thy book record their groans
Who were thy sheep, and in their ancient fold
Slain by the bloody Piedmontese that roli'd
Mother with infant down the rooks. Their moan*
Tlie vales redoubled to the hills, and they
To heaven. Their martyred blood and ashes sow
O'er all the Italian fields, where still doth sway
The triple tyrant that from these may grow
A hundredfold, who having learned thy way,
Early may fly the Babylonian woe."
:

;

But this flsion tells not alone of martyrdoms, but of the righteousness of God in tht
avenging of their blood upon the earth. We see it is just and what ought to be. Yet
more are we shown that " the Lord is mindful of his own." See the condition of these
martyred ones. Not yet perfect or complete, but nevertheless, oh, how blessed 1 At
so their white robes tell, and expecting some even yet
rest, in victory, sanctity, joy
better thing in the triumph of Christ and his Church over all evil which in due time
What comfoi-t there would be and is in all this, in regard
shall surely come to pass.
Those who moumtd them would know now that
to those who had suffered death
blessed inrleed are the dead which die in the Lord.
And in regard to the mystery of
a persecuted Church, would it not teach them that though

—

I

" Careless seems the great Avenger ; history's pages but record
One death-grapple in the darkness 'twizt false systems and the Word
Truth for ever on the scaffold, wrong for ever on the throne.
Yet that scaffold sways the future, and behind the dim unknown
Standeth God within the shadow, keeping watch above his own '' ?

And when
them, as in

they came to face such death themselves, oh, how would this vision help
fact it did, to be faithful unto death, and to face it unflinchingly, unfalter-

ingly, as Christ

would have them

do.

—

The opening op the sixth

Nearly every detail of
seal, (Vers. 12 17.)
And St. John's language is
this dread event is given by our Lord (Matt. xxiv.).
modelled largely on that of the older prophets (Joel ii. 30, 31 ; Isa. 1. 3 ; xxxiv. 3, 4
And in the great catastrophe by which
ii. 12, 19; Hos. x. 8; Jer. iv. 23
^26).

V.

—

Judaism was overthrown, and in the fall of Rome, and in the events which usher in
the last great and terrible day of the Lord, have been and shall be seen the fulfilment
Not
of this awful vision. There is that which is called "the wrath of the Lamb"!
And it will be poured ont on the
Scripture alone, but historic fact alike declare this.
ungodly when the Lord shall come again. How will that day find us ? Confident, or
ashamed and dismayed ? The answer may be known. How does Christ find us now ?
Trusting and obeying him, or di^iregarding and disobeying ? Aa now, so then.
" Lord, in this thy mercy's day,
Ere it pass for e'er away.
On our knees we'll fall and prfty,
Have mercy. Lord
I

B.C.

A

division is
Vers. 1, 2.
The amquering Lord. The Revelation has Its parts.
And the truth to be
There are many revelations in the one.
made here.
taught is set forth again and again in differing figures and series of representations.
to be

We look

not

for chronological

continuity and sequence.

The book has one theme, one

truth, dividing into its several streams ; that truth is, in the present section, the triumph
With this assurance the Lord gives comfort to his struggling,
of the Church's Lord.

With

the breaking of the first seal a vision is revealed :
simple and comprehensive. It reaches to the end from
the beginning. It is a vision of the Redeemer as the conquering Lord. But it is the
Lord prepared for battle. Conquest is preceded by conflict. He goes forth to make
war. This aspect prevails throughout the book. " The Lord is a Man of war."
think of the fobs AOAINST whom TBB AMTAaONISH OF THV LOBD IB BAISKD,
I.

suffering, persecuted

" and I saw."

Wa

Church.

The symbol

is

—
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Not here named, but implied. In one word tin. Sin lurking in the hearts of men ; sin
embodying itself in the lives of men. Hence sinners all who ally themselves with
evil, who are the agents of evil, " servant* of sin," " children of the wicked one."
Thought of as an army led forward by " the prince of the power of the air, the spirit

—

that now worketh in the children of disobedience." In the conquest of this is the conquest of the persecuting foes of the first Churches, the form in which sin was then

rampant.
II.

We think of the

REPRESENTED.

We

one Conquebob in whom the whole idea of the ahmt is
is in view, for all victory is of him.
He only slays and conthe Conqueror prepared to do battle, seated on the war-horse, carrying

He

Only

see
the war-weapon.
think of the nature of the conflict. In the symbol this appears only
III.
it is in righteousness.
in the person of the Conqueror, and in the colour of the horse
White is the consecrated colour ; it is the symbol of purity.
think of the inevitable conquest. The crown the laurel crown Is upon
IV.
the Conqueror's brow. It is the symbol of anticipated victory : " He shall reign."
" He came forth conquering, and to conquer."
The
V. The assumkg word.
whole revelation in this word. Again and again this is represented. Here the true
comfort. He shall bring into subjection to himself whatever is not in harmony with
R. Q,
his Name, and that in the individual heart and in the universal sphere.

quers.

We

—

—

We

—

—

Scenes of suffering. No sooner has the vision of the Conqueror passed
Vers. 3 11.
before the eye of the seer, than a darkening series in slow procession bring him fi-om
the contemplation of the source of the Church's comfort and hope to the scene of the
Herein is depicted the afiBictions through which the
Church's conflict, the earth.
Church should pass. Well was it that an assurance had been given of final triumph.
of sorrow the Church could look back upon the great and comThe second, third, fourth, and fifth seal
forting promises of redemption and triumph.
represent the sad truth that,in the great history of redemption, great and grievous sorrows
would befall the faithful. It is a re-echo of the Lord's own words. " They shall deliver
you up to councils ; they shall scourge you," etc. Often has the little flock had to look

Always from conditions

back upon these words when torn by grievous wolves. Truly the kingdom of heaven is
at times entered only through " much tribulation."
excited enmity of the
I. The suffering of the Church arises from the
world, the spirit of which is condemned by " THE Word of God and the
testimony " held by THE FAITHFUL.
II. The suffering of the Church at times beaches the utmost degree of
beveritt. " They were slain." Not only the earliest sufferers, but many also " their
I'he Church in its conflict with the worldly power
fellow-servants and their brethren."
uses its own weapons of truth and righteousness; but the weapons in the hands of the
enemies of the truth are carnal. It is the long story of bitter, painful, cruel, ungodly
persecution.
III.

MAKES
"

The suffering of the Church from the excited enmity of the world
great APPEAL TO THE LoRD OF THE PATIENTLY ENDURING BELIEVERS.

its

How long,

"

Master ?
IV. But the Church's suffering has its limit definitely marked.
It is
" yet for a little time." It is not for ever; but until their fellow-servants and their
brethren had flnished their course.
V. The suffering of the Church is finally rbwardrd in the spiritual
elevation and purifying op them that ENDURE. " Therts was given to each one
a white robe."
VI. Thus the Church in all ages is bncoubaged patiently to suffer in
FAITH and hope TUB CRUEL PERSECUTION OF A WICKED WORLDLY POWER. R. G.

—

— —

Vers. 12 17.
Tlie final Judgment of the enemies of the Church.
The time of
the suflering comes to an end. Evil cannot for ever triumph. The Lord reserves
Nor can the enemies of truth and righteousness
his rewards for his faithful ones.
Suifering as the Church was when St. John wrote these wonderful words, an
escape.
assurance that their wrong should not go uujudged and unavenged frM needicJ lo

—

—
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uphold the sinking, fainting, feeble, Buffenng ones, " Vengeance belongeth nnto me
I will recompense, saith the Lord." Now do the enemies prove " it is a fearful thing to
The breaking of the sixth seal is the signal
fall into the hands of the living God."
for a just judgment of the cruel persecuting ones— the wolves that ravened the flock
of God. It is the response to the cry, " How long,
Master, the holy and true, dost
thou not judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth V " The " little
while" is concluded; the cup of iniquity full.
Terrific and awe-inspiring in the
utmost degree is the picture of " the great and terrible day of the Lord."
I. The EEPRESENTATION OF THE DiVINB JUDGMENT ON THE UNGODLY ANTAGONISTS
OP THB Church takes the foem of an upheavaIi of the vistble UNivEEsa It is
the destruction of the worldly sphere. All those things that seem to be fixed and
permanent are moved out of their place. The earth is rent and quakes ; the gun is
darkened ; the moon is as blood ; the stars fall like unripe figs ; the heaven is removed
as a scroll; the mountains and islands are moved from their places. So is taught the
instability of all earthly things
the earthly, which is the sphere of the Church's

—

enemies.
II.

•

The DrviNB judgments

inspire

the utmost terrob into the hearts of thb

—

—

UNGODLY WORLDLY POWERS. They fear they fly they seek death.
III. The dread op the ungodly is excited by the vision of him who is dear
TO THE faithful. The ground of offence is antagonism to him that sitteth on the
throne, and to the Lamb, to whom the Church gives glory.
The judgment upon the
adversaries is found in the revelation of the Divine government, and the power and
authority of the despised Redeemer. As the obedient and faithfiil ones find their joy
and rejoicing in the presence of God and the Lamb, so do the enemies of truth find
therein their greatest punishment.
B. G.

—

Vers. 1

-

—

17.
T/te seven seals; or, the development of good and evil in hitman
" And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it were
the noise of thunder, one of the four beasts saying, Come and see," etc. In this
chapter we have the breaking open of six of the seals of that mystic roll containing
the Divine plan of the government of the world, and as held in the hands of Christ who
is the great Expounder.
The opening of these seals suggests to our notice and presses
on our attention the constant development of good and evil in human history. Notice
By the good, I mean the true,
I. The development op good in human history.
the beautiful, and the right. Good and evil are here working among the moral tenants
of this planet; perhaps it is not so in other planets. In heaven there is good, and
good only ; in hell, evil, and perhaps evil only but on the earth the two are at work
simultaneously, constantly, and cverywhefe. Taking the conquering hero as going
forth on the "white horse " as an illustration of the right and the good on this earth,
" Behold a white
it is suggested : 1. That the good is embodied in a personal life.
horse, and he that sat on him [thereon]."
The right in this world is not a mere
abstraction, it is embodied in human life.
In Christ this was so in perfect kind and
degree.
"Grace and truth came by Jesus Christ." He was the Bight incarnate,
breathing, living, acting ; and this, not only during his corporeal life here, but in all
He is in them ; he is the conquering Hero destroying
his disciples through all times.
the works of the devil. 2. That the good embodied in a personal life is aggressive in
" And he went fcame] forth conquering, and to conquer." Eight is an
its action.
invading force; it is ever making aggressions on the wrong. This is according to its
very essence. Wherever the sunbeams break, darkness departs; so with the right, it
Wonderful are the conquests it has achieved in past ages, and
is always conquering.
its victories are still proceeding, and will proceed until it becomes the flight of the
world.
This right is not something elsewhere, it is here; not something that has
The supreme King of righteousness is conbeen, but something that is and shall be.
stantly proceeding on his triumphant march, and one day "every knee shall bow to
him, and every tongue confess."
In. its aggressiveness it moves
(1) Righteously.
" A white horse." The horse is the instrument which the right employs to bear it on
to victory.
The good is not only pure in its nature and aims, but pure in its methods.
" He that sat on him [thereon] had a bow." I'he bow carries the
(2) Triumphantly.
arrow, and the wiow penetrates the foe. Truth wins its rictorie* hj the arrows of

history.

;

—

:
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conriction.
"There was given noto him « crown." Bight U royal,
(3) Royally.
the only royal thing in the uniyerse, and the more perfectly it is embodied, the more
brilliant the diadem.
Hence Christ is crowned with glory and honour. He is " exalted
•boT« all principalities and powers," etc. Kind Heaven, quicken the speed of thii
" white horse ; " and may the victories of its triumphant Bider multiply every hour
and soon may " the kingdoms of this world become the kingdoms of our God," etc. I
II. The DEVELOPMisNT OP EVIL IN HUMAN HI8T0BY.
I take the passage as giving
iUugtrations of five great evils at work in human life. 1. War.
"And there went
out another horse that was red [' and another horse came forth, a red horse ' ]: and
power was given to him that sat thereon [and it was given to him] to take peace from
the earth, and that they should kill [slay] one another: and there was given uuto him
a great sword." Mutual murder, man destroying his brother. This evil refers to no
particular period or place ; it has been going on from the days of Cain and Abel through
all times even unto this hour.
The spirit of murder bums throughout the race. The
"red horse" is ever on the gallop. His ruthless tramp echoes through all souls and

communities. "Whence come wars? Come they not from your lusts ?" etc. Alas!
that there should be found in a country calling itself Cljristian governments that
should be feeding and fattening this " red horse " of rapine and bloodshed. 2. Indigenee.
"I beheld, and lo [I saw, and behold] a black horse: and he that sat on
him [thereon] had a pair of balances [a balance] in his hand. And I heard [as it
were] a voice in the midst of the four beasts [living creatures] say, A measure of
wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a penny." " Whilst making food
scarce, do not make it so that a chcenix (a day's provision of wheat, variously estimated
at two or three pints) shall not be got for a penny.
Famine generally follows the
word. Ordinarily from sixteen to twenty measures were given for a denarius
(Fausset).
The state of want here described means no more than that the whole
of a man's labour is exhausted in the purchase of the bread required for one day ; and
this certaiDly does not amimnt to that indigence which prevails amongst thousands
of our countrymen who are starving for bread where wealth and luxury abound.
This
evil, then, like the others, is not confined to any age or clime, but is here and everywhere. Let every man trace this national indigence to its true source. 3. Mortality.
" Behold a pale horse : and his name that sat on him was Death, and Hell [Hades]
followed with him. And power was given [there was given authority] unto them
over the fourth part of the earth, to kill [slay] with sword, and with hunger [famine],
and with death, and with the beasts [wild beasts] of the earth." " The colour pallid
or livid," says Bishop Carpenter, " is that deadly greenish hue which is the unmisThe rider is Death, not a particular form
takable token of the approach of death.
of death, but Death himself. Attending him, and ready to gather up the slain, is
Hadei. The fourth seal is the darkest and the most terrible. Single forms of death
(war and famine) were revealed in the earlier seals; now that the great king of
terrors himself appears, and in his hand are gathered all forms of death
war,
plague, famine, pestilence. For the second time the word ' death ' is used it must be
taken in a subordinate sense, as a particular form of death, such as plague or pestilence."
This mortality is, then, another evil confined to no period or place. Death reigned
from Adam to Moses, and from Moses to Christ, and from Christ to this hour. Men
With every breath I draw, some one falls. 4.
are dying everywhere all are dying.
Martyrdom. "I saw under [underneath] the altar the souls of them that were [had
been] slain for the Word of God, and for the testimony which they held : and they
Lord [Master, the], holy and true,
cried with a loud [great] voice, saying, How long,
dost thou not judge and avenge our blood ? " Who is the martyr ? The words suggest
" Slain for the Word of Godi." He is not one
(1) He is one who dies for the truth.
who has merely been murdeied, or one who has been murdered on account of his own
convictions, hut one who has been put to death for holding right convictions
belief in
the Word of God. Such a belief which they attested by ample testimony. (2) He is

—

—

—

"

one who in heaven remembers the injustice of his persecutors.
How long, Lord 1
The Almighty is represented as saying to Cain, " The voice of thy brother's blood
As if the earth itself was craving for justice, and groaned for retribucrieth unto me."
The cry of the martyr in heaven is not for vengeance, for all heaven
tion of wrong.
is full of loT« i but the cry is rather for information when Justice will be done : " How

OH. Ti.
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know that thou wilt judge and avenge our blood
long ? " As if they said, "
sooner or later : but how long ? " The truly good in all ages have an unbounded con" I know," said Job, " that my
fidence in the rectitude of the Divine procedure.
Vindicator liveth."
Justice will come sooner or later.
(3) He is one who in the
heavenly world is more than compensated for all the wrongs received on earth. " And
white robes were given unto every one of them [and there was given them to each
one a white robe]." They have white raiment in heaven the emblem of purity.
They have repose in heaven : " rest for a little while." They have social hopes in
heaven ; " Until their fellow-servants also and their brethren, that should be killed as
they were, should be fulfilled." 5. Phygieal convulsion. " And I beheld when he had
opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake ; and the sun became black
Observe : (1) Our earth
as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood," etc.
Geology reveals some of the
is constantly subject to great physical convulsions.
tremendous revolutions that have been going on from the earliest dawns of its history;
and such changes are constantly occurring. Volcanoes, earthquakes, deluges, tornadoes,
Perhaps no
seas overflowing their boundaries and engulfing whole continents, etc.
generation of men have lived who liave not witnessed some of the phenomena here
described : " the great eartliquake, the sun becoming black as sackcloth, the irioon as
blood, mountains and islands removed," etc. (2) Great pliysical convulsions are always
" The kings of the earth, and the great men
terribly alarming to ungodly men.
[princes], and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men [the rich],
and every bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens [caves] and ii
the rocks of the mountains. And said [they say] to the mountains and rocks, Pall on
us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of
the Lamb for the great day of his [their] wiath is come and who shall be [is] able
Fear is an instinct of wickedness; terror is the child of wrong. "The
to stand?"
wicked flee when no man pursueth."

—

;

:

" Oh,

it is

monstrous

I

monstrous

1

billows spoke, and tnld me of it;
The winds did sing it to me ; and the thunder.
That deep and dreadful organ-pipe, prouounced
The name of Prosper : it did pass my trespass."

Methought the

(Shakespeare.)

" For the great day
(3) The alarm of ungodly men is heightened by a dread of God.
of his [their] wrath is come and who shall be [is] able to stand ? " Dread of God is
" I heard thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid." How
the soul of all fear.
unnatural is this dread of God the dread of one who is at once the Essence and the
Fountain of all good! " Hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and
from the wrath of the Lamb." The " wrath of the Lamb"! This is a monstrous
phenomenon. Who has ever seen a lamb in a rage, meekness aflame with indignation?
A more terrific idea I cannot get. " The wrath of the Lamb."
Conclusion. In these " seals," then, we have human history. We need not puzzle
ourselves about the meaning of the utterances in this chapter, or search for some
mystic meaning. It is full of current events occurring in all times and lands, and
we are here commanded to study them. At each event some living creature, some
"
Divine messenger in the spiritual empire, says, " Come and see." " Come and see
the triumphant Hero of the good, going forth on the white horse conquering, and to
conquer; mark the aspect, the movements, and the progress of good in the world in
which you live; take heart and speed it on. "Come and see" the red horse, the spirit
of murder and bloodshed, that is creating discords and fightings everywhere, rifling
families and communities of all concord, filling the air with the cries of the dying, and
the wails of the widow and the orphan. Come and study the demon of war ; study it
"Come and see" the black horse trampling in the dust the
in order to destroy it.
food which Heaven has provided, and which man requires, thus leaving millions to
Study this national poverty until you realize the true causes and apply the
starve.
"Come and see " the paJe horse hurrying throngh the world, visiting in
true cure,
his turn every individual, family, community, nation, trampling underfoot all men,
Study death, its moral causes, ita final
regardless of character, age, position, nation.
;

—

'

—
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"Come and see" "the souls of those who were sltAn for the Word of God.""
iBsues.
Study martyrdom, despise the persecutors, and honour their victims. " Come and see
Study the physical phenomeDa of the world,
tlie great physical convulsions of nature.
and cultivate that love for the God in all, who is over all, and that confidence in his
love, wisdom, and power which will enable you to be calm and triumphant in the
most terrible physical convulsions, enabling you to sing—
* God

our Befuge and Strength,
present Help in trouble
Therefore will not we fear.
Though the earth be removed.
And thougli the mountains be carried
Into the midst of the sea
Though the waters thereof roar and be troubled.
Though the mountains shake with the swelling thereof.*
is

A very

Brothers, who shall tell the seals that will be broken open in our book of destiny
during the year? Ere we commenced our existence, all pertaining to our life through
all the ages we have to run was mapped out and registered, even in minutest detail,
All the events of our lives are but the breaking of the
in the Divine roll of destiny.
With every fresh event, every new effort, some fresh seal is
seals of that book.
broken. What seals are yet to be broken? what Divine archetypes are yet to be
embodied ? what latent forces are yet to be developed? What these ears have yet to
hear, these eyes have yet to see, this mind yet to conceive, this heart yet to experience
" Go thou thy way till the end be : for thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at the
end of the days."— D. T.
1

Departed martyrs. " And when he had opened," etc. By common
a sketch of departed martyrs, i.e. men " that were slaiu for the Word of
God, and for the testimony which they held." If they had been slain for anything else
they would not have been martyrs.
" I saw under the altar the souls of them."
I. They live in sacekd secdritt.
The " souls," not the bodies the bodies liad been destroyed, their ashes were left
behind. Souls can exist apart from the body a wonderful fact this. These souls were
"under the altar." They were in a positinn of sacred security. No one could touch
them there, safe for ever from their persecutors.
They have an earnest consciousness of
II. Thet live in babnbst consciousness.
Lord, most holy and true." They remember the earth,
the past. "How long,
remember the cruelties they received on the earth, and long, not maliciously, but
Vers. 9, 10.

consent this

is

;

—

benevolently, for justice being done to their persecutors. No doubt their desire wai
that God should strike such a moral conviction into their hearts on account of their
wickedness that would lead them to repentance.
" White robes were given to them."
Oi
III. Thet live in holy grandeur.
more probably, " a white robe," emblem of purity and conquest.
" Thsir blood is shed
In confirmation of the noblest claim
Our claim to feed upon immortal truth.
To walk with God, to be divinely free
To soar and to anticipate the skies.
Yet few remember them. They lived unknown
Till persecution dragged them into fame,
And chased them up to heaven. Their ashes flow
No marble tells us whither. With their names
No bard embalms and sanctifies his song.
And history, so warm on meaner themes,

She execrates, indeed,
that doomed them to the fire.
give* the glorious sufferers little praise."

Is cold

on

this.

The tyranny
But

(Oowpw.)

—
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Vers. 15, 16,
The wondert of the last day. " And the kings of the earth," etc. The
day, the day of days, will be a day of wonders. The words indicate three of the
wonders of that day.
I. Meh sreadiko the faob of Christ.
"The face of him that sitteth on the
throne."
Here are men preferring annihilation to a sight of that face. What is
the^matter with that face ? It was, indeed, the human face Divine, the serenest, the
loveliest, the kindliest face ever seen on earth.
It was a face whose expression
towards men was, " Come unto me," etc. What change has come over it now ?
are men afraid of it now ?
Their guilty conscieuces have made that face terrific. The
sight of that face will call up such memories of their ingratitude, their folly, their
impiety, as will make existence intolerable.
IL The Lamb wrought into wkath. " The wrath of the Lamb." How strange
and unnatural is this
The wrath of love is the most terrible of wrath. 1. Jt implies
The wrath of malign natures is soon
the greatest moral enormity in the object of it.
kindled, is capricious, often rages without reason. But when love is indignant, there
must be fcaiful enormity in the object. 2. It exerts most ayonizing influence upon the
conscience of its object. The anger of malign natures seldom touches the conscience of
Not so when love is indignant
its victim, but often awakens contempt and defiance.
the indignation of love is crushing. What power on earth is so withering as the indignation of a parent who is essentially benevolent and loving? 3. It is unquenchable
until the reasons for its existence are removed. The wrath of malign natures ol ten
burns itself out, but the wrath of love is a determined opposition to evil.
" And the kings of the earth, and the
Ill, Humanity cbting for annihilation.
and said
great men
. hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains
to the mountains and the rocks. Fall on us, and hide us," etc.
Love of life is the
strongest instinct in human nature, and hence the dread of death. Here is the chief
and first of all dreads. What will men not give away to avoid death V But what
a change now! They earnestly cry for that which they dreaded! They cry for
" Mountains and rocks." The language breathes
annihilation.
1. The cry is earwesi.
earnestness. Existence has become intolerable.
It is a curse that can no longer be
borne. 2. The cry is general. " The kings of the earth, the great men, the rich men,
and the chief captains, the mighty men, every bondman and every free," etc. The
conquerors of the world, the iron masters of nations, men whose names struck terror
through ages, now quail in agony and cry for extinction. 3. The cry is fruitless.
They cry to the " mountains and rocks." What can they do for them ? Can they
hear them ? Have they hearts to feel ? No insensitive, immovable, these remain amid
the wildest shrieks. But were they to fall on them would they crush them ? The
material universe cannot crush a soul. It is an inextinguishable spark. God alone
can quench a soul. D. T.
last-

Why

!

.

.

;

;

—

— " Uie wrath of the Lamb."

" Hide us from the wrath of the Lamb." Wrath
wrath we have here the wrath of the
Lamb. "Hide us." Who says this? " The kings of the earth, the great men, and the
rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every
These men had, no doubt, braved terrible things during their existence, but
free man."
What
they could not brave this. It struck an overwhelming horror into their souls.
makes this wrath so terrible ?
Who ever saw a lamb in a rage? The wrath of
I. Its unexampled strangeness.
a lion, a tiger, or a bear, this is common, this is natural. But the lamb is essentially
meek, tender, yielding. Of all creatures this is the last creature that could be excited
strange comet,
As a rule, whatever is strange is more or less alarming.
to wrath.
a strange heaving of the sea, or a strange vibration in the earth. The wrath of a
tender, loving, meek-minded man is a far more terrible thing than the wrath of an
The more difficulty you have in exciting wrath the more terrible it
irascible nature.
When the Lamb is in wrath it implies some terrible provocation,
i« when it appears.
and that provocation is sin. The wrath of the Lamb is an ocean of oil in flames. Well
may it strike terror. Another reason why this wrath is so terrible is
IL Its infinite pubitt. The lamb is the emblem of innocence. The wrath oj
It ix not
the Lamb i« not a passion, but » principle. It is not malign, but benevolent.
Ver. 16.

is

a

terrible thing.

But

tlie

most

terrible of all

—

—

A
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agninst existence, but against its sins and its crimes.
An^er in man is necessarily an
evil.
Hence we are commanded to be "angry and sin not." Learn from this that we
turn our greatest blessing into the greatest curse. Our optic and auricular organs may
be BO diseased as to give to the most beautiful objects and most melodious soundi in
nature a power to convey into us the most poignant anguish, and bo our moral nature
may become so corrupt as to turn love into wrath, and blessedness into misery, JX T.

—

"Who

Ver. 17.— 2%e last Judgment ; or, the davm of the retributive era.
shall be
able to stand?" There will assuredly come a day of judgment, or the dawn of the
retributive era.
The material universe symbolically prophesies some such moral crisis
in the history of man.
The flowing river, the growing plants, the breathing tribes, the
planetary systems, all tend to a crisis. The unremitting increase from age to age in
the human family, viewed in connection with the limited capacity of this planet to
sustain animal existence, irresistibly indicates some such a turnin.;-poiat in human
history.
The universal and concurrent references of the human conscience through all
ages and lands give a high probability to the dawn of such a moral juncture. The
sentence preceding our text calls it a great day. It will be great on account of the
number and variety of the moral beings that will be assembled together ; great on
account of the results which will then be efiFected redemptive providences ended, and
the agencies of a righteous retribution brought into full play ; great on account of the
Divine glories which will then be displayed. Our point'is, "
shall be able to
stand on that day?" In order to illustrate this solemn question with that simplicity
that may make it spiritually serviceable to us now, I shall suppose a case.
Whnt
under a legal charge could enable you to look calmly forward to the coming day of trial,
can only conceive of six things which would
feeling thuc you could stand?
answer that puj pose.

—

Who

We

I. A CONSCIOUSNESS OF INNOCENCE, AND THE POWER OP SHOWINO THAT THE CHAROE
HAS NO rouNDATioN. The feeling of innocence in itself would brace you with energy,
and enable you to look onward with imperturbed heart to the day of trial. But if you
felt that in connectioa with this you have the power of demonstrating your innocence
to the full conviction of the court, M'ould you not feel even the stronger and calmer
still?
Now, have you this in relation to the day of judgment? Are you conscious of
your innocence ? Still less are you conscious of the power to demonstrate it ? No ; your
conscience condemns you, and "God is greater than your conscience, and knoweth all
things." This, then, will not serve you, will not enable you to stand in the judgment.
II. An ASS0RAKCE THAT THE EVIDENCE WILL BE FOUND INSUFFICIENT TO CONVICT.
You may know that you are in reality guilty, you may be certain of the impotency of
the evidence there may be no witnesses, or, if there are, they may be shown by the
able counsel you have engaged to be unworthy of belief. You may be sure that his
;

is sufficient so to colour and torture the evidence as to destroy its worth.
All
might make you feel, in the supposed case, that you can stand in the trial. But
have you this in relation to the day of judgment? No, no. There will be 1. The
2. The people to whnm and
omniscient Judge. Ha knows everything about you.
through whom you have sinned. All your sins against God have liad to do with men.
The falsehoods you have spoken have fallen on some ear, and your dishonesties,
cruelties, seductions, will have to do with those who then by thousands confront you
eye to eye. Were you to dare to deny the charge, a million voices would confound you
with their contradiction. 3. The conscience within you bearing the strongest testimony against you. This, then, will not serve you will not enable you to stand in the

genius
this

:

—

judgment.

A

FEELING THAT THE CRIME WITH WHICH TOU ARE CHARGED IB VERY INSIG" It is true," you may say, " I am guilty, and the evidence of my guilt is
irresistible; but the deed is so very unimportant that the case, if entertained in court,
will result in a mere nominal penalty."
This would enable you to feel that you could
stand the trial. But have you this for the day of judgment? No. Sin, believe me,
1. Thinly of it in relation to Ood,
is no trifling matter.
It is a violation of the most
righteous laws for he is your Proprietor, and you are his stewards.
It is a violation
He is your loving Father. 2. Think of it in its bearing
of the most wonderful lnve.
on ytmridif and on the univerte. " One sinner deBtroyeth much good." WluU woull
III.

HiFicANT.

;

;
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of the man who, infected with a pestilential disease, ran malignantly from
house to house in order to spread it ? Sin is a pestilence. Think of the judgments it
has brought upon the world ; think of the crucifixion of Christ, and talk no more about
the insignificancy of sin. This, then, will not enable you to stand in the judgment.
IV. A FELT CAPABILITY OP PROVING THAT THE CEIMB WAS CTOMMITTED AOOIBENTALLT, NOT BY PURPOSE. If you Were well assured that on the day of trial yon could
prove that you did not intend to commit the act, you might look forward withont any
agitation or misgivings.
But have you this in relation to the day of judgment ? No.
You know that your sin has not been accidental, but intentional not an exception in
your history, but the law ; not an occasional <tct, but the habit of your existence.
V. Faith in the sympathy op the whole court in your favour. If you felt
assured that on the day of trial the whole jury would be composed of none but warm
and attached friends, and that the judge himself would have the kindest and strongest
sympathies in your favour, you would have strong hope in being able to stand. You
know how love blinds the soul to faults, and turns even opposing evidence to its own
But have
account.
In such a case mercy is almost sure to triumph over judgment.
you any hope of anything like this, that will serve you at the day of judgment ?
None. True, he who will be the Judge on that day is love, and is full of the tenderest
mercy now. But whilst no change will have taken place in his nature, he will then,
notwilhstanding, appear and act as the inexorable Just One.
VI. An ability to prove that you have rendered signal service to the
state. Suppose that you had, by some heroic campaign, hurled back from your
country's shores the advancing tide of a terrible invasion; or by some scientific
discovery given a new impulse to the industry of the population, and introduced a new
and bright era into commerce ; in such a case you might have hope of being able to
stand in trial. Though found guilty, your past services would be felt to be such a setoff as would obtain lor you an acquittal, or at any rate reduce your punishment to
a mere nominal thing. But have you anything like this to serve you on the day of
judgment ? Have you any hope of being able to show that you have been of service to
the universe ? No, no. You will feel then that the universe would have been better
Had you never thought, never acted, never been, there
off had you never existed.
would have existed less crime and less misery in the creation. ^D. T.

you think

—

—

—

EXPOSITION.
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—

Ver. 1. And after these things. Merck
Tovro, or, as some- cursives read, ficT^i
ravTo, is gen(^ral]y regarded as denoting the
close of the sixth seal and the commeucement of a new subject, interjected by way
of episode between the sixth and seventh

But, even if not looked upon as an
seals.
integral part of the revelations made under
the sixth seal, the connection is so close
that the two must be regarded practically
The incidents of the seventh
as one.
chapter are evidently the complement of
those narrated in the closing verses of the
They take up the question with
sixth.
which that chapter closes, " Who is able to
stand?" and afford comfort and help to
those suffering Christians who were so
sorely in need of a renewed assurance of
the certainty of their final reward. It seems
better, therefore, on the whole, to consider
the sixth seal to extend to the end of ch.
vii. Vitringa takes this view, which appears
to be lupported also by Wordsworth. Alford,

while separating oh.

vii.

episodes," remarks, "

from oh.

The

vi,,

as "

two

great day of the
Lord's judgment is not described; it is all
but brought before us under the sixth seal,
and is actually going on in the first of these
episodes." I saw four angels. Of the natnre
of these angels we are told nothing. They
are evidently ministers of God's will, and
the mention of them following immediately
upon the preceding description seems to
connect the whole account more closely with
Matt. xxiv. 29, 30, where the angels gather
the elect from the four winds. It does not
seem probable that " evU angels " are meant,
as understood by some writers, since what
they do is apparently done at the command
of God.
Standing on the four ooi-uers of
the earth. That is, standing in the four
opposite directions, and thus controlling all
the earth (of. Isa. zi. 12; ch. xx. 8). The
number four is the symbol of universality
and of creation (see on oh. v. 9). Holding th»
four winds of the earth (of. Jer. xlix. 36
Dan. vii. 2 ; Matt. xxiv. SI). The augeli
may have bean the " angali of the winoa,"

;

;
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in uh. ziv. 18 an angel has power
and in oh. xvi. 5 we read of the

"angel of the waters." The winds have
been interpreted in two ways, neither of
which seems strictly correct. The first is
to give a literal meaning (as Diisterdieck)
to the winds, and to understand literal windstorms as part of the judgment upon the

The second method interprets the
as symbols of the judgments of
the first six seals, which are held in suspension, while the elect are sealed. The
truth probably is that the winds, like the
earthquake, the roUing-up of the heaven as
a scroll, etc., are part of the figurative
description of the destruction of the world
at the judgment-day
which destruction,
like that of Sodom, is delayed for the preservation of God's elect.
That the wind
should not blow on the earth, nor on the sea,
nor on any tree. nSv SevSpov, "every tree,"
is read in X, P, 1, 36, Andreas, etc.
The
earth, the sea, the trues, are mentioned as
things likely to be affected by the action
of the winds; the two former, of course,
embracing those things situated upon them,
and the last being specially mentioned,
perhaps, as a class of things which are
peculiarly liable to destruction from wind.
"Wordsworth and others, interpreting symbolically, consider that the blasts ot wind
on the earth typify earthly powers, opposed
to those of heaven, while the sea is emblematic of nations in a state of agitation
against God, and the trees represent the
great ones of this world. This interpretation, therefore, regards the objects mentioned
as the enemies of God, which, by his command, are preserved from destruction and
allowed to flourish in ease and apparent
security, until the time of tlie sealing of
God's servants has been accomplished. But
it seems better to regard the winds as forming part of the general description by wliich
earth.

winds

;

God's judgment is foreshadowed. It is not
unusual in the Bible for the wind to be
mentioned in connection with destruction
and judgment (of. 1 Kings xix. 11 ; Job i.
19 xxi. 18 xxx. 15 Ps. i. 4 ; cxlvii. 18
;

;

;

15; xxvii. 8; xxxii. 2; xli. 16; Jer.
ixii. 22
Dan. ii. 35 vii. 2).
Ver. 2. And I saw another angel ascending from the east; frvm the rising of
Again no individual angel is
the sun.
particularized, thougli an archangel may
bo intended, as he has authority over the
first four.
He proceeds from that quarter
whence comes light; and, like the Sun of
Kighteousness, ho rises with healing in
his wings ; for his mission is to render
secure the servants of God. Wordsworth
thinks Christ, or a messenger from Christ,
is meant
a view shared by Hengstenberg
Vitringa mjt the Holy Ghost; Viotorinua,
Isa. xi.

:

—

—

;
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the Prophet Elijah. That this nngel wag of
like nature with the first four appears probable from the words in ver. 3, " till we liare
sealed the servants of our God." Having
the seal of the living Ood. The sealing
instrumeint with which they seal God's
servants.
Of its nature we are told nothing
beyond what is contained in ver. 3. He is
ipecially referred to as " the living God,"
since, by this sealing, life is imparted.
We have here the shorter expression, " the
living God,"' not, as in all other places of
the Apocalypse, " him that liveth for ever
and ever " (see ch. iv. 9 v. 14 x. 6 xv. 7).
And he cried with a loud voice to the four
angels (of. ch. i. 10 y. 2 vi. 10) to whom
it was given to hurt the earth and the sea
that is, by letting loose the winds, as shown
by vers. 1 and B. Bengel and Biuck, looking
only at the immediate context, thought that
the hurt was done by preventing the winds
from blowing on the earth and cooling it in
the scorching plagues which follow (ch. vlii.
The trees are not mentioned, being in7).
cluded in the earth; and this appears to
indicate that the expression, " the earth, tlie
sea, and the trees " (vers. 1 and 3), signifies
the world in general, without being intended
to represent individual parts, as the great
;

;

men,

etc. (see

—

on

;

;

;

ch. v. 1).

Ver. 3. Saying, Hurt not the earth,
neither the sea, nor the trees. Hurt not,
by loosing the four winds, as stated on ver.
2.
The destruction prepared for the guilty
world is not allowed to fall until God's elect
have been gathered in, and preserved free
from danger (cf. Matt. xxiv. 31, where
immediately after the appearance of the Son
of man, his elect are gathered from the four
winds). (For the signification of the earth,
the sea, and the trees, see on vers. 1 and 2.)
Till we have sealed tl^ servants of our God
in their foreheads. The angel associates
himself with the first four, as being on an
equality with tliem in this work, although
lie alone is stated to possess the seal (ver. 2).
Of the nature of the sealing nothing more
is indicated.
The forehead is naturally
mentioned as being the most conspicuous
part of man, as well as that which we are
accustomed to regard as the noblest and
most vital part. The idea may be compared
with that in Ezek. ix. 4, 6. It is remarkable, too, that the word in Ezekiel rendered
" mark " is the name of the Hebrew letter
tau, of which the ancient form was a cross
(cf. the sign of the cross in baptism ; also ch.
iii. 12, " I will write upon him the Name o(

my God
1,

.

. .

and my new Name ;" and ch.

"Having

xiv.

Name written in
"The servants of oor

his Father's

their foreheads").

God," says Bengol, is a title which especially
belongs to holy men in Israel (cf. Gen. 1.
17; Deut. xsxiL 86; Isa. Ixi. 6> ThoM

;

eH,vn.
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David, ch.

7 Gentiles, oh. xi.
2).
(2) The improbability of the omission
of the tribe of Dan, if the literal Israel
were meant. (3) The general testimony
of ancient commentators, which is the view
of those who appointed this passage for use
in the Liturgy on All Saints' Day. Some,
however, have considered that the hundred
oil. ii.

and

perfect number.
It is formed of 4
multiplied by 3. Four is generally repreeentative of the created universe, and 3 of
the Godhead (see ch. v. 9). 4 plus 3, that
is 7: and 4 multiplied by 3, that is 12, indicate a perfect number a number which includes and embraces everything. And thus
12 multiplied by 12 denotes the most exhaustive and perfect completion. The number lOOC is generally used to denote a large
and complete, but somewhat uncertain, number (cf. ch. xiv. 1 ; xx. 2; xxi. 16, etc.). Thus
the square of 12 multiplied by 1000 has the
signification of a large number not definitely
fixed, but nevertheless perfect; that is to
say, not omitting a single one of those who
should be included in the number. We are
therefore taught that at the judgmeut-day,
before the destruction of the world is allowed
to take place, a large number, consisting of
those who have proved themselves to be
God's servants, will be preserved and set
apart ; and that, although the number may
be large, yet it will be perfect, not one of
those who are worthy to be selected being
overlooked or forgotten. This number subsequently is increased, being included in
the "great multitude wbieh no man could
number " of ver. 9, and which is formed by
the whole company of the redeemed. Of all
the tribes of the children of Israel. The
Authorized Version here appears to give the
correct sense of irSy, "every."
The number
is made u^ not necessarily by an equal

;

iii.

;

and forty -four thousand are distinct from,
and not included in, the multitude of ver. 9.

—

They

believe the former indicates the converted from among the Jews, and the latter
those saved from the Gentiles.
Thus
Bengel, Diisterdieck, Ebrard, Grotius, etc.
But it may be remembered that in ch. xiv.
3, 4, the hundred and forty-four thousand
redeemed from the earth and from among
men is not confined to Jews. By other
commentators the number has been thought
to denote converts in the age of Constantino, etc.
Ver, 5.

—

Of the tribe of Jnda were sealed
twelve thousand. There are various lists of
the tribes in the Old Testament, no two of
which present the same names in the same
order; It does not seem probable that any
special design underlies the selection and
arrangement here.
First, with
regaril

we observe that Dan and
Ephraim are omitted, the number being
completed by inserting Levi, Joseph, and
Manasseh. Although Ephraim and Mauasto the selection,

are sometimes inserted instead of
Joseph and Levi, and sometimes omitted,
there seems only one example of a list in
which any one of the others is omitted, viz.
that in Dent, xxxiii., where no mention is
made of Simeon. It has been thought that
Simeon was purposely passed over by Moses
on account of hii ill conduct (see Gen.
xxxiv.) conduct for which, unlike Levi,
he afterwards made no sufficient atonement.
This has led many commentators (Hengstenberg, Wordsworth, etc.) to conclude that
Dan finds no place here because of the
idolatrous worship of the tribe (Judg. xviii.).
Many ancient writers (Bede, Andreas, etc.)

seh

number from each

tribe, but by a number
from the twelve tribes viewed as a whole. As
explained above, the number one thou.sand,
though signifying " completeness," is not a
definite number.
Here, as elsewhere, it is
the spiritual israe! which is' signified. In
support of this view, we may remark : (1)
The constant use in the Apocalypse of the
tenus" Israel," "Jew," "Jerugalem," eto.,ia

JOHN THE DIVINE.

spiritiial sense; and it seems scarcely
credible that the writer of the booh, who
throughout insists on the fulfilment in the
Christian religion of all things Jewish,
should in this place, for no apparent reason,
deliberately make a distinction between
Jew and Gentile. The terms are constantly used to denote the spiritual Israel,
the spiritual Jerusalem, etc., except where
alluiion is made to some historical fact, a«
in ch. ii. 14 ; v. 5 xxii. 1 6 ; xv. 3 (of Jews,
ch. ii. 9 and iii. 9 ; Israel, ch. xxi. 12 Jerusalem, ch. iii. 12 and xxi. 2, 10 ; Babylon,
ch. xiv. 8 ; xvi. 19; xvii. 5 xviii. 2, 10, 21
Sodom and Egypt, oh. xi. 8 ; Euphrates, oh.
ix. 14 ; xvi. 12 ; Sion, oh. xiv. 1
Jezebel,

preterist view helieve that
the ChriBtians who escaped the destruction
of Jerugalem are indicated by this expression. The sealed are probably those referred
to by our Loid in Matt. xsiv. 22, 21, 81, as
« the elect."
Ver. 4. And I heard the number of them
which w^re sealed. The description of the
actual operation of sealing is omitted (of.
Ezek. ix,, where it is also omitted). And
there were sealed an hundred and forty and
four thousand.
Omit "and there were."
This number the square of 12 multiplied
by 1000 is typical of a large and perfect
number. No one has ever said that the
number should be taken literally and
there are evident reasons why it could not
be so intended. We have, therefore, to inquire what is its symbolical signification.
Tlie number 12 is always typical, in the
Apocalypse and elsewhere, of a complete

—

ST.

—
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account, somewhat umilarly, for the omi*-

—

;
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ion bj inppoiing that, in accordance with a
very commonly received opinion, antichrist

—

arise from this tribe an opinion
probably originated by a comparison of tlie
" serpent " of Gen. xlix. 17 with oh. xii. 9
XX. 2. A tliird group, amongst whom aro
Ebrard, Dusterdieok, De Wette, Grotiua,
referring to an ancient Jewish tradition tliat
the tribe of Dan had become extinct, and
relying on the omission of this tribe in
vii.
though Hushim (1 Chrou.
1 Cliron.iv.
vii. 12) may be the sons of Dan (see Gen.
xlvi. 23)— believe that the children of Dan
no longer existed, and were therefore omitted.
In the insertion of the name Manasseh
(i.e. " Forgetting ") liengel sees an intended
allusion to the omission of Dan, who is, he
thinks, omitted for some mysterious reason.
Ewald believes that St. John wrote AAN,
and that MAN., the abbreviated form of
" Manassea," was substituted by error and
he appeals to manuscripts 9, 13, which,
however, have " Dan " in place of " Gad."
Moreover, IrencBus, Origen, Arethas, have
" Manasseh," and state plainly that Dan was
omitted. It is certainly curious in connection with this conjecture that, if it were true,
that is to say, if " Dan " should be read in
place of " M anassih," we should have a more
In tliat
intelligible order of arrangement.
case, speaking generally, the elder sous
would cume first, the younger last all tlie
pairs of brothers are kept together (only
that, in the case of the six brothers,
Judah
there is a division into two lots)
naturally is placed first before Reuben,
owing to the prominent place held by him
in tlie Apocalypse in connection with our
Lord. The order would then be

would

— —

;

;

;

Juda,

)

sons of

Simeon,

\

sons of

C

Leah.

Levi,
lasachar,

Zilpah.
Nepthalim, ) sons of
[Dan,]
5 Biihah.

Zabulon,;
Joseph,
Benjamin,

Aser,

)

>

)

sons of
Rachel.

Of the tribe of Benben were sealed twelve
thousand. As remarked above, Judah probably precedes Reuben from the greater
importance he would possess in the mind
of the writer of the Apocalypse, wlio continually exalts Christ, "the Lion of the
Of the tribe of
tribe of Juilah " (ch. v. 5).
Oad were sealed twelve thousand.
Ver. 6. —Of the tribe of Aser were sealed
twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Nepthalim
were sealed twelve thousand. Of the tribe
of Manasses were sealed twelve thousand,
(For the insertion of Manasses and the
omission of Dan, as well as the order of
thH names of the tribes, see on ver. 5.)
Ver. 7.
Of the tribe of Simeon were sealed
^elv« thoosand. Of tht tribt af Levi were

—
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sealed twelve thousand.
Of th* tribe ol
Issachar were sealed twelve thonsand.
Though Levi was excluded in the partition
of the earthly Canaan, he is inolnded
among the partakers of the heavenly

Canaan.

—

Ver, 8. Of the tribe of Zabnlon were
sealed twelve thousand.
Of the tribe of
Joseph were sealed twelve thousand. Of the
tribe of Benjamin were sealed twelve thouEphraim is omitted, while Manasses
sand.
Wordsworth considers that
is inserted.
this is on account of the rebellious character
of the tribe of Sphraim (see 1 Kings xii,

But
9, 17; Hos. v., etc.).
sometimes identical with Joseph
Pb. Ixxviii. 67 Ezek. xxxvii. 16), who

25;

Isa. vii.

Ephraim
(cf.

is

;

here finds a place among the twelve.
Ver. 9. After this I beheld, and, lo, a
great multitude, which no man could
number ; after these things, I saw, and
behold a great multitude, etc. Here, as in
ver. 1, a fresh phase of the vision occurs,
indicated by utrd roiVa, " after these
things;" but not, perhaps, commencing
(as so many writers think) an entirely new
and disconnected vision. It is the immediate prelude to the opening of the seventh
seal (see on ch. viii. 1).
Ch. vi. recounts
the terrors of God's judgments on the
wicked, and especially those of the final
judgment; but lest the godly should be
dismayed and ask, " Who is able to stand "
(ch. vi. 17) on that great day 7 it is revealed
that the faithful are first selected and preserved. This occupies the first eight verses
of ch. vii But all is not yet quite ready
for the opening of the seventh nnd last seal.
There is, besides those sealed on the last
day, an innumerable company with whom
the former are joined in one body and a
glimpse is afforded of their ounjoint adora-

—

;

I

Keuben, j Leah.
Gad, ) sons of
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tion

and

supreme

of that

bliss

which

is

entered upon, but not describi d, under the
seventh seal. The "great multitude which
no man could number " includes, therefore,
the hundred and forty-four thousand of ver.
They have escaped the terror of the
4.
final judgment of the world (see ver. 3),
but have formerly experienced tribulation
(see ver. 14). Of all nations, and kindreds,
and people, and tongues ; out of every nation

and

The

[all]

tribes

and

peoples

and

tongues.

olassiflcation, as in oh. v. 9, is fourfold,

symbolical of completeness in matters of
creation (see on oh. v. 9 ; iv. 6, etc.). Stood
before the throne, and before the Lamb;
standing before, etc.
are carried back
to the description given in ch. iv. 1—4 and
6
1
1
Clothed
T.
with white robes ; arrayed
in (Bevised Version). See on ch. iv. 4 and
vi. Z for lohite
the emblem of victory
and righteousness.
And palms tn tbsii
hands, tolttf, "palm," occurs la th* Naa

We

—

.

—

OH. vn.
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Testament only in this place and in John
Trench states that no symbol of
xii. 13.
heathen origin is nsed in the Apocalypse;
and he connects the palm-hearing mnltitude
with the celebration of the Jewish Feast of
Tabernacles.
Wordsworth and Hongstenberg take the same yiew and there is much
to be said in favour of it, though Alford and
others connect the image rather with the
Greek and Roman sign of victory. In the
first place, the word is used by St. John in
John xii. 13, where doubtless it is con;

nected with the celebration of the Feast of
Tabernacles. Secondly, the use of such an
image would more naturally occur to one so
familiar with Jewish customs and ritual as
the writer of the Apocalypse; and, moreover, the idea commemorated by this feastthat of the enjoyment of rent and plenty,
the possession of the promised Canaan after
toil and delay
is peoiilia^Iy applicable
to the condition of those here described.
Thirdly, the idea seems carried on in the
mind of the writer, and refsrred to in ver.
15 in the words, " shall spread his tabernacle over them " (see Eevised Version).
Ver. 10. And cried with a loud voice;
and they cry, etc. The present tense expresses the unceasing nature of theii occupation (Alford). Saying, Salvation to our
God ; that is, " The praise and honour due
for our salvation belongs to God, since he
Xote the
is the Cause of our salvation."
similarity to, the "Hosannas" of the palmbearing multitude of the Feast of Tabernacles (see John xii. 13; 2 Mace. i. 6, 7;
Which sitteth upon the
Ps. cxviii. 25).
throne, and unto the Iamb. To the Triune
Gad, and to the Lamb (see on ch. iv. i ; of.
oh. V. 13; xu. 10).
Ver. 11. And all the angels stood round
about the throne, and about the elders and
the four beasts ; were standing . . . the four
(For a consideration of the
living beings.
positions here indicated, see on oh. v. 11.)
Tlie throne in the centre with the four
living beings was surrounded by the elders,
having the Lamb in the midst, between the
throne and the elders. Forming a circle
round the whole were the angels. (On the
elders as representing the Oliuroh, and the
four living creatures as symbolical of creation,
see on ch. iv. 4, 6.) And fell before the
throne on their faces, and worshipped Ood.
As in ch. v. 14 and xL 16, 17, praise is accompanied by adoration and worship.
In oh. t. 14
Ver. 12. Saying, Amen.
"
the four living creatures respond " Amen
to the praises uttered by the angels ; here,
in response to the praise offered by the
redeemed in ver. 10, the angels utter
"Amen," preparatory to joining in the
Blessing, and glory,
universal adoration.
and wisdom, and thanksgiving, and honour,
wtrrEiiATtov,

—

—

—

—
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so;

and power, and might, be nnto onr God fat
ever and ever. Amen. The Ueating, etc.;
tliat is, "all blessing," etc. (see on ch. iv.
The terms of the ascription are the
11).
same as those in ch. v. 12, except that w<
have here eixapiirrla, "thanksgiving," substituted for Tr\ovTos, "riches" (see

on ch,

v.

The

sevenfold character of the ascription of praise denotes its universal and allembracing character (see on ch. L 4 ; v. 1).
Ver. 13. And one of the elders answered.
The elder speaks because he is typical of
the Church, concerning which the exposi12).

—

tion which he delivers is to be made (see on
ch. iv. 4). Where an explanation is made
of visions whioli refer to the Church, the
active part is taken by the elders, while
angels introduce visions of which the signification is unexplained (of ch. v. 2 ; vii. 1,

Saying
viii.; x. 1, 3, etc.; and v. 6).
nnto me. What are these which are arrayed
in white robes 1 and whence came they I
The elder questions that he may teach
2;

(Bede).
Ver. 14.

—

^And I said nnto him. Sir, than
knowest; and I tay unto him, My lord
(Revised Version). The expression denotes
the utmost respect and reverence, which
afterwards induce the seer to worship the

angel (see ch. xix. 10; xxii. 8). The structure of this part of the vision recalls Ezek.

"And he said unto me, Son of
man, can these bones live? And I answered, O Lord God, thou knowest" (cf.
Zech. iv. 2, 4, 5 ; John xii. 21). And he said
to me, These are they which came ont of
great tribulation; which come out of the
xxxvii. 3,

great tribulation (Revised Version). The
repeated article is especially emphatic. The
question arises What is " the great tribulation" referred to? Probably all the tribulation which has been passed through by
the redeemed, all that which pertained t»
the life through which they have passed.

—

This tribulation

and

is

now completed and

is therefore referred to

past,
as "the great

" These are they which have
passed through the great tribulation of their
This is the view taken by
life on earth."
Alford. Dusterdieck refers the expression
to the last great trial of the saints before
the coming of the Lord. Some point to
particular persecutions as the reference
intended, and others consider that " the
last great trial to be expected under the
seventh seal" is meant. And have washed
their robes, and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb; and they washed, eto.
That is, during their past life, while they
were experiencing the great tribulation,
they washed their robes (cf. ch. iii 4, 5,
where those who have "not defiled theii
garments" and those "that overcome" are
Those that overto be clothed In white).
tribulation."

—

—
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come and are nndefiled, therefore, are those
who bare washed themselves in the blood
of the Lamb, throngh which only their
Bede,

is

De

members.

him

.
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as he is

").

—

Ver. 16. They shall hunger no more,
neither thirst any more; neither shall the
enn light on them, nor any heat ; shall the
mm strike upon them (Revised Version).
The passage is evidently founded upon Isa.
xlix. 10 (cf. the punishment of the fourth

—

Ver. 15. Therefore are they before the
throne of God. That is, because they have
been washed, and have their robes made
white, they are before the throne (of.
Eph. V. 25-27, "Christ loved the Church,
and gave himself for it; that he might
sanctify and cleanse it,
. that he might
present it to himself a glorious Church, not
having spot, or wrinkle," etc.). And serve
him day and night in his temple. As described in ch. iv. 8, 11; v. 8 14; vii. 12;
xi. 15, etc.
Temple (^yais} is here, as in ch.
iii. 12, the " dwelling-place," the shrine, of
God, i.e. heaven. Thus are the redeemed
made "pillars" in his temple (oh. iii. 12).
And he that sitteth on the throne shall
dwell among them shall spread histabernacle
over them (Kovised Version).
The same
verb that occurs in John i. 14; ch. xii. 12;
The allusion (not an unxiii. 6; xxi. 3.
common one with St. John) is to the
Shechinah which overshadowed the mercy-

[oh. vii.

seat.
God's presence among them, codwelling with them, is the happiness of his
people (of. John xvii. 24, " B'ather, I will
that they also be with me," etc. ; 1 John iii.
2, " We shall be like him ; for we shall see

possible or effective. Arethas,
Lyra, consider that the robes are
washed of those who have endured martyrdom, and that they are washed in the blood
of the Lamb, because it ia the blood of his

victory
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vial, ch. xvi. 8).

Ver. 17.— For the

Iamb which

is

in the

midst of the throne shall feed them ; shall
be their Shepherd.
Compare the description
of the position of the Lamb given in ch.
The position here indicated is the
V. 6.
same as that there described. The Lamb
is between the throne and those surrounding
it, towards the middle of the throne. Christ
is set forth in the character of Shepherd, as
in John z. 11 and xxi. 16.
And shall lead
them nnto living fonntains of waters ; and

.

—

shall guide them unto fountains of waters of
life (Revised Version).
"Of life" is an
addition to the passage as found in Isaiah
(of. John vii. 37
39, where the expression
is used of the Holy Spirit).
And Ood shall

;

—

I

wipe away all tears from their eyei.
reference to the tribulation of ver. 14.

A

HOMILETICa.

—

8.
The Chwch on earth, sealed in the great tribulation. The visions of
Vers. 1
this chapter are set between the sixth and seventh seals.
The great tribulation, to
which the opening of the sixth seal is the prelude, is not that of the final day of wrath,
for we are but at the sixth seal, and not the seventh.
Nor can this great tribulation
be any merely local calamity, for according to vers. 9 14 those coming out of it are
of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues.
It is so widespread and terrible
as almost to force upon us the question, " Who shall live when God doeth this ? What
will become of the (Church ? "
To such an inquiry this chapter is our answer. It shows
us the Church in two divisions. The first division is on earth, sealed in the great tribulation ; the second division is in heaven, caught up out of the great tribulation.
In this
homily we deal with the first division. By the first three verses of the chapter we are
clearly taught that the work of destructive convulsion is held in suspense, until the work
of the sealing is done.
Four angels are " holding the four winds of the earth ; " another,
coming from the sunrising, has the soil of the living God. Until every one of the
servants of God are marked off from the rest, no judgment is to fall.
This sealing is
impressed on the himdred and forty-four thousand of all the tribes of the children of Israel.
Here we have the figures of the old covenaut brought forward to illustrate the blessedness of those under the new, yet surely the restrictions of the old covenant are not to
be retained. These sealed servants of God are not the natural, but the spiritual Israel,
even " the Israel of God." Hence our theme is ITie servants of Ood preserved in
great tribulation ; or, good men kept in lad times.^

—

I.

These are, in the Wobd of God, intimations of dabs and heavy storms
The tribulation, during which these sealed ones are

BUBBTINO OVEB THE EARTH.

is plainly the one referred to immediately before, indicated also in ver. 14 of this
chapter, as " the tribulation, the great one." That we must regard this as indicative of

guarded,

'

Di.

Boyd

Carpenter's remarks on this passage are admirable^

—

OH. Til.
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Jl)

manifold npheavings in different lands and ages is evident, not only from the considerationB specified in preceding homilies, but also from the fact that those who are seen
by the apostle as " coming " out of it are from all nations, and kindreds, and people,
Again and again wars, famine, pestilences, persecutions, revolutions,
and tongues.
will desolate the earth, recurring again and again, ere the end shall come, at diver*
There is, moreover, some great mystery of lawlessness which
places and at divers times.
IS yet to break forth.
And again and again may the Church have to recall her Saviour'i
words, " Because iniquity shall abound, the love of many shall wax cold." No judgment
from the hand of God is or can be so perilous for the world as these outbreaks of human
in.
know how they will end. The Lord will " consume them by the Spirit of his
mouth, and destroy them with the brightness of his coming." But meanwhile, many
will depart from the faith, but not all.
For

We

II.

Amid the severest tribulations there will bb some who are the
"
It scems to us unquestionable that we are to regard the " Israel

SERVANTS OP GoD.

but the Christian commonwealth, although here, as so often
throughout the book, Jewish imagery is employed. But according to the text, it is
not the whole of each tribe that are marked as the servants of God, only a number out
of them. " They are not all Israel that are of Israel." " He is not a Jew which is
one outwardly." "Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter the
kingdom of heaven." They who are really with Christ are " called, and chosen, and
faithful." They " follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth."
And when the sorest
and severest trials come, there will certainly be many who are the true Israel of God.
III. On EVERT SERVANT OP GOD THERE IS A ORAOIOUB EYE.
In the mjdst of S
world's sin and unbelief they are recognized individually as bearing a distinct and
separate character.
Each one is known. No one is confounded with another. " The
eye of the Lord is on them that fear him." Every one is known who sighs and cries
over the abominations of Jerusalem. " They that feared the Lord spake often one to
another, and the Lord hearkened and heard it." Every infant voice that prays is heard
amid the roar of the elements and the crash of worlds. Every household altar, every
family circle bending before the throne, every group of friends holding converse on the
things of God, all, all are known on high. Each one is the object of loving and of
infinite regard.
Not one is left outside the holy thought and care of our redeeming
God. He watches over all. He singles out each,
IV. Consequently, on evert servant op Qod there ib a special seal. When the
Israelites were to be marked off from the Egyptians, there was the sign on their doorposts the blood of the slain lamb. When, in Ezekiel's vision, the angel of destruction
goes forth, the cry is heard, " Go not near the men on whom is my mark." Again and
again in the New Testament is there mention of a Divine "seal" on believers. The
symbol is reproduced here. The seal is (1) a token of redemption ; (2) a mark of possession; (3) an indication of resemblance; (4) a badge of service; (6) a pledge of
security.
The mark is, indeed, visible to no human eye. It is graven by no human
hand. The writing is by the finger of God, and it cannot be obliterated. Whatever
the trouble may be that sweeps over the world, the sealed one will never be lost in the
crowd.
V. Oh all who bear this bbal, Divine protection shall best. So runs the
" Hurt not . . . until." Divine judgments are represented as actually being
text.
kept back for their sakes. We get the same thought in the Book of Genesis : " I
cannot do anything till thou be come thither." We have its equivalent in the Lord's
own words, " But there shall not a hair of your head perish." Aai if it were necessary
for the safety of one servant of God, the lightning should be held in check, and the
thunders forbear to roll, till that one had escaped out of danger. Nor must we lose
sight of the Divine purpose in this.
It is that there may be a living seed of virtue
and piety left on earth whatever judgments may befall Sow that may yet be secured
we cannot say. We can but gather from what Qod. has already done. We know : 1.
That God has wondrously guarded the life of believers in times of peril : Daniel
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego ; Ezra ; Bafaravavy ; Luther.
2. That they have
been kept alive in famine : Elijah. Again and again is it proved here, " They that
•eek the Lord shall not want any good thing." Amid the darkest and the hardest times,
when perlla have abounded, when doctrine baa been corrupted and even disowned, then
here, not as the Jewish,

—

—

—
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himself " a holy seed," and has enaWed Us witnesses to put on an
from which foul error glanced off in the twinkling of an eye I This
This is the fact of the present. This is the forecast for the
is the history of the past.
The same faithful care of which many can even now bear witness shall be
future.
continued till the last believer is safely gathered home,
VI. The doctkikes taught in this section abe full of blessed teaohino.
1. I%e/act that there is a Divine recognition of every true and pure one, even in the wortl
of times, should inspire every strvgyler for the right with a holy cowrage. Some may,
iu severe struggles, be so disheartened that they are ready to say, " It is of no use.
I'll give up.
The conflict is too severe." No, no. Let
I cannot breast the storm.
them pause ere coming to such a conclusion, " The eyes of the Lord run to and fro
through the whole earth, to show himself strong in the behalf of those whose heart is
If they are clinging to the Lord, bis seal is on them.
He sees
perfect towards him."
them. He cares for tbem, and he will bring them through. 2. This fast should lead
The representation of our text is a revelation to fai Ih.
to the fresh exercise of holy trust.
It would be valuable, even though it were but the reasonable tenet of a philosopher
but it is priceless as the revelation of our God. In the former light it would be attainable by the few ; in the latter it is addressed to all.
It is a Divine assurance in which
" God is my Salvation : I will trust, and not be afraid."
faith may find infinite repose.
3. This fact is also of great service as an illustration of the Divine method of securing
the triumph of righteousness and truth, viz. by preserving in the world men who are
right and true.
There is no other way. But there is this. It is God's way, and it is
one the carrying out of which he alone can ensure. God will shake the heavens and the
earth, but only with the view of ensuring that " things which cannot be shaken may
remain." God will let nothing be lost which is worth keeping. " Every plant which
my heavenly Father hath not planted shall be rooted up." But all that is good and
pure and God-like will live through every storm. 4. This fact shows us whatjnfmite
joy and wisdom attach to the service of God. " In peaceful times, when matters go
well," says one, " and there is a fair wind, one is not so deeply sensible of this. . . .
But when times of tribulation and chastisement adse, then does the Divine election
form a blessed feature in the condition of those who are under the protection of the
Almighty." VPhatever the storm carries off, that which belongs to God must remain
unharmed. Then it is no vain thing to serve the Lord. It is worth while to be faith5. This fact shows up most strikingly the old
ful even in the most troublous times.
truth that " the Lord doth put a difference " between those who are his and those who
It will be
are not. Always the difference is infinite. But it is not always manifest.
Then shall ye
some day. " Behold, the day conn th, that shall burn as an oven. •
return, and discern between the righteous and the wicked, between him that serveth
God and him that serveth him not." When " every mountain and island are moved
out of their places," and every refuge of lies shames those who have hidden therein,
all who are on the " Eock of ages " shall be eternally secure!

nas God kept

" armour of

for

light,"

.

,

—

We

17.
The Church above, caught up out of the great tribulation.
have
Vers. 9
before called attention to the fact that in this chapter we have, first, a part of the
Church on earth, sealed in the tribulation ; second, a part of the Church in heaven caught
up out of it.* The first and most natural inquiry concerning the second part of this
chapter is, " At what point of time are we to fix the occurring of the glorious realities
And from the structure of the chapter the reply which is
set forth in this vision?"
is as obvious as the question itself is natural.
It is evidently
while the tribulation, the great one, is raging below that the blessed ones are seen in
For this part of the vision comes, like the former part, not at the close
perfect calm.
of all things, but between the sixth and the seventh seals. Nor is this the only clue wu
have. In ver. 14 we read, " These are they which are coming out of the tribulation,
the great one " not, " These are they which came," as if all were past ; nor yet, " These
are they which will come," as if all were future ; but, " These are they which are coming."
There is a continuous pouring in of them from the world of care to the realm of peace
and this will go on till all be gathered home. At the same time, it will be well for us

necessitated thereby

;

' "The sealing assured as that God's hidden ones would be safe in ttooble
that they have come safe out of it " (Bishop Boyd Carpentai, in loc}.

;
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to observe that this passage is not necessarily a picture of the glnriSed state, for that
will not be ushered in until the second coming of the Son of God.
However true it

may be

that there is as real a continuity between it and the state here described as
there is between the latter and their earthly life, still we need not confound the two
stages of the development of being.
Very much harm has been done to the revealed
doctrine of the blessedness of the righteous after death by so speaking of it as to leave
no apparent room for the distinction between it and the state of glory which will begin
at the reappearing.
As yet, however, the unfoldings of this book have not brought
The new heavens and the new eartli
us 80 far on.
are still only at the sixth seal.
The great tribulation is not yet over. The Church of God is still
•re not yet in view.
a divided one, part on eanb, and part in heaven. The first part shielded while in tlia
midst of evil the second part raised above it, caught up, while the tribulation is yet
raging here, to the perfect calm that abides there. Hence the title of our piesent theme
may be made even more specific, viz.
look at our friends who are already in heaven.
The paragraph before us suggests seven questions.
I. Where are they seen ?
Ver. 9, " Before the throne, and before the Lamb."
These words give us no clue to the locality of heaven. This we do not need. Any
part of " the Father's house" is home to his children. But they give us what is of far
greater interest and moment.
They represent rather a state than a place. "Before
the throne." More conscious than when clad in fleshly garments here of the immediate,
" Before the Lamb." More directly
all-surrounding, and all-pervading presence of God.
The veil of sense and the
in view of that Saviour whom having not seen they loved.
limitations of earth no longer obstruct their sight or cripple their service. They are
for ever with their God, where they have wished and longed to be.
'lliey are seen "standing."
This word is not
II. What is their appearance?
redundant. It is no pleonasm. They stand, in token of subjection and of service to
him that sitteth upon the throne. They have " white robes." " The fine linen is the
righteousness of saints." They are "without fault "before the throne of God. They
have " palms in their hands " tokisns these at once of honour and of victory. The
struggle is over. The confiiot ended. The victory won.
" Out of every nation ; ' they are " of all tribes and
III. Whence came they ?
peoples and tongues."
The separation brought about by the sin and confusion of earth
is done away in Christ.
In heaven its effects disappear. There the barrier caused by
diversity of tongues will cease.
And the final union of all tongues and tribes in the
heavenly state will present the true solution of the long-vexed question of the unity
of the human race. Every land will yield its tribute of souls to Jesus, and will thus
prove, in the common destiny of men, that God made of one blood all nations of men.
In the immediate presence of God and the Lamb, "life's poor distinctions" will
disappear for ever. It will be seen that Jew and Greek, bond and free, are all one in
Christ Jesus.
IV. How CAME they there? The answer to this question is twofold, 1. I^ey
came through the pathway of a common experience. " Out of the great tribulation."
One and all have bad tribulation in some form or other. But they have left it all
behind.
They are freed from it now. [Note The fict indicated here, that " the great
tribulntion" was one which touched "all nations, and kindreds, and peoples, and tongues,"
is of itself subversive of any theory which would limit it to a merely partial or local
sorrow. The terms of the verse require us to regard the tribulation as widely extended
both as to space and time.] However great the differences which mark the lot of men
on earth, all who reach heaven will do so thr. ugh " many tribulations." 2. They reach
The atoning sacrifice of the Lord
heaven on the ground of a common redemption.
Jesus availed for them all. The cle,insing virtue of a Saviour's grace purified them all
" They washed their robes " t.e. in their earthly life they experienced this sanctifying
grace.
[Note : Here is suggested a mighty tlieme for the preacher in connection with
the death of Christ, viz. : (1) That the death of Christ has a world-wide meaning. (2)
That it will have a world-wide efficacy as long as the race shall last. (3) That it not
only saves out of conriemnation, but ensures a purifying power. (4) That therefore
In that glorious world no impurity is seen.
it will be the theme of universal song.]
V.
no they MISS ? (Ver. 16.) 1. "They shall hunger no more," etc. They
have no more the incumbrance of a bodily frame like this, demanding incessant alien-
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Hon. How often, when in this state, is the activity of the spiritual life Interrupted
by the demands of the fleshly life
In this respect, as well as others, the flesh lustetb
against the spirit. The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weals. But on high, such
clogs burden the blessed ones no more.
2. They are free from unfavourable influences
from without. Neither shall the sun smite them with its scorching blaze, nor any heat
^the quotation is from Isa. xlix. 10, where the Greelt word means the sirocco, or scorching blast, and the Hebrew word, the mirage. We amy include both. They are subject
to no influences to lower spiritual vitality ; no illusion of a' hollow and deceitful
world will again appear to lure them away. 3. No tear shall be shed. God shall
!

—

wipe every tear away. " Perhaps this," said a great preacher, " is the tenderest little
sentence in the whole Bible (one of the greatest geniuses born in these islands said
he could never read it without a tear in his eye), ' God shall wi[je away all tears from
their eyes.'"*
No more slialL the mingled scenes of life and death agitate the souL
All dying shall be over. All sorrow have passed away. Blessed state, even if known
mainly by such negatives as these 1
VI. What do thbt enjot ? 1. The real presence of Qod. Ver. 15, " He • . . shall
dwell among them." It is not possible to give the sense of these glorious words except
by a paraphrase. They include (1) the thought of a tent ov^ them, and (2) that of
an abiding presence with them (cf. Exod. xl. 34 ; Numb. ix. 15 ; Lev. xxvi 11 ; Isa.
2. 2%« LamA . . . shall he their Shepherd. He who is in
iv. 5, 6 ; Ezek.xxxvii. 27).
relation to God the sacrificial Lamb, will be in relation to his people iheir tender
Shepherd. " He that hath mercy on them shall lead them." 3. They shall be led by
"fountains of the water of life." Here they had droppings from the stream ; there they
have the fulness of the fountain. Here the water of life reached them through earthen
channels; there they shall be at the fountain-head 1 Entire satisfaction. Perfect
security and repose.
vn. How ARE THEY OCCUPIED ? But ouc aspect of their occupation is given here.
" They serve him day and night in his temple." The details of this service we must die
to understand.
Here we have presented to us the service of praise. Their song is to
God and the Lamb. Their theme, " the salvation." And all the glory of it is ascribed
We gatlicr, indeed, one feature of this service
equally to the Father and to the Son
Probably each believer has his favourite thoughts
it is unwearied : " day and night."
about the heavenly state. "My favourite conception of heaven," says one, " is rest."
" Mine," says
"Mine," says another, "is work." "Mine," says a third, " is love."
a fourth, " is praise." What a mercy that they will all be realized ; yea, all be infiI

nitely surpassed

We

may gather up, in conclusion, several inferences from these glorious disclosures
of the heavenly state. 1. For the doctrine of continuity in its grandest form and in
The life in God, begun
its highest application we must come to the Word of God.
here, is destined to live on withont a break, and to know nothing but eternal advance
The life above is the continuation of one which was redeemed and renovated below.
It is not that the race shall
2. Here, too, the true law of human progress is seen.
advance while individuals become extinct, but that there shall be advance of the race
by reason of and in the fact of the salvation of the individual. 3. Let us be supremely
thankful to our Lord Jesus Christ that we are permitted to believe, not only in the pro4. It surely should be a great comfort to us
gress of humanity, but also in our own.
to think of the blessed ones who are gone before, being thus caught up to this glorious
life.
5. Let us magnify the grace of God in putting such honour on this little globe
of ours, as to make it his nursery-ground on which he rears his plants for heaven.
Here, here, the great; work is going on of training characters which are to thrive for
The state of blessedness which is to ripen in another
ever in more genial climes.
world is one which is begun here ; and the thought of attaining to such blessedness may
well have elevating power.
•

'

The Divine
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Vera. 2, 3.
The sealed of Ood. This chapter tells of a time of suspended judgment.
All things were ready. The awful calamities told of when the sixth seal was broken
are on the point of descending upon the earth.
"But a whole chapter intervenes.
Might it not be apprehended that amidst convulsions so terrific the Church itself might
founder ? Who shall secure Christ's servants against being involved in that catastrophe ?
Such is the misgiving to which the particular revelation now before us would minister.''
season of suspense is commanded destruction is to be delayed until the servants of
God be sealed. The command comes from that quarter whence Christ himself, the
Day-spring from on high, the Morning Star, came on his mission of mercy and of
hope. The four winds are the symbols of God's judgments (cf. Jer. xlix. 36, 37).
The angela who are about to let them loose are bidden pause. Like as, ere the last
judgment came upon Egypt, there was time given to enable the people of God to
sprinkle the lintel and door-posts of their houses with the blood of the Paschal lamb,
which was God's seal of preservation for thera. And like, too, to that remarkable
parallel, from which, indeed, the imagery of our text is derived, which we find in
Ezek. ix. 2 6, 11. As was the object of the sealing there, so it is here. Now,
whether we take the primary reference of the impending judgments, which for a while
were delayed in their execution, to be those, as we think, which were then about to fall
upon Jerusalem and the apostate Cliurch of Israel or those which at the time of Constantino, through the threatened overwhelming of the empire, were imminent on her
frontiers ; or those which corruption, venality, and hypocrisy, engendered by Constantine's having made Christianity the court religion, were about to bring upon the

A

;

—

;

—which

—

probably the most correct way to understand St. John we
other similar ones, not omitting the last great judgment of
all, which at any time may have hung or shall hang over nations. Churches, and communities however we interpret this revelation, it is as true as the judgments themselves that the merciful Lord does grant seasons of suspense, his judgments are delayed
until his servants are marked, proclaimed as his own, and secured from real evil by

Church; or

include all these, and

is

all

—

his own sovereign and sacred seal.
For historical illustrations of this sealing we may
wisely turn to the pages of Josephus and of Gibbon, the histoiians of the Jewish war
and of the fall of Rome. And so exact are oftentimes the correspondences between
authentic history and these visions of St. John, that we can hardly be surprised that
not a few have declared that what is called the historical interpretation of the book
is the only true, reasonable, and reliable one. It certainly is fascinating for its interest,
but as for its reliableness, that may be admitted when its advocates can show anything
like near agreement amongst themselves.
It is better, therefore, to take the broader
view, which admits all these correspondences, and the applicability thereto of these
various visions, but which refuses to limit their meaning and application to anything
less than all like correspondences which have occurred since St. John wrote, and
which shall occur to the end of time. Now, to a thoughtful observer, it can hardly
be a question but what our own days are days of suspended judgment, and days also
in which the sealing of the servants of God is going on.
For man's sin, as ever,
clamours for judgment from God, and righteousness wronged and slain upon the earth
cries, like the blood of Abel, unto God that he should avenge it.
And the judgment
The history of nations and Churches is scattered over with the
will one day come.
records of such judgments, and will be so again, until men learn wisdom and turn unto
the Lord. But our security, whenever they come, is in the seal of God, told of here.
Let us think, then, of this seal, the sealed, and the sealing. And
I. The seal. 1. What is it 1 With the Scriptures in our hand, we can have no doubt
that the Holy Spirit of God is meant (cf. 2 Cor. i. 21, 22 ; Eph. iv. 30). The work
that he does in and upon his people is the sure sign and seal that they are his.
"The
Holy Spirit is God's seal. Where he is there is safety. Where he is God sees his
mark, his own possession, one who belongs to hira, one over whom he watches, one
whom he will keep in that ' hour of temptation which shall come upon all the world,
to try them that dwell upon the earth.' " 2. And this seal is the holy character which
the Spirit of God creates in and impresses upon a man. The Spirit do«8 other and

—
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by him we

are led to put o'jt trust in Christ
and that he is ours, that we are pardoned,
accepted, saved; by him also we are comforted and sustained rmder trial, and made
possessors of the peace of G-ud which passeth all understanding and by him, hope, the
blessed hope of eternal life, the onlook to things eternal, which is so full of joy, is
created and preserved and strengthened more and more. But all this is within, the
man; the seal is that which is impressed on him, is that which we call the man's
character.
And it is a holy character, such as the Holy Spirit would of necessity produce. 3. And it is the seal of the living Qod. It belongs to him, his sign and mark.
There is none other like it, nor has been, nor can be. Holy character can come but
from the grace of God alone, from the operation of the Holy Spirit given by God in
response to earnest desire. We cannot produce it in ourselves by any mere act of will,
by any moral discipline, by any rules or regulations wo may devise or adopt. Except
a man be born of the Spirit he cannot become a member of the kingdom of God. Holy
character that which shone pre-eminently in the Lord Jesus Christ, who, as none
other, was " holy, harmless, and undefiled," who " knew no sin "
is the result of the
grace of God, is the impress of the seal of the living God, which is the Holy Spirit of
The seal being " on their foreheads " is meant to
Gk)d.
4. And it is a visible thing.
It is

Christ's,

;

—

—

fact. And holy character is a visible thing. If invisible it assuredly does not
Men may prate for ever about their experiences and their feelings, but if there

teach this
exist.

Vm no manifest holy character, then the seal of the living God is not there. Have we
this seal ? Is it plain and conspicuous as would be the impress of a seal upon our
forehead? It is fatal to be without it; for "if any man have not the Spirit of Christ,
he is none of his." Therefore to quicken our own self-inquiry in this matter, let us
consider
II. The sealed.
And wo observe concerning them 1. They are not numerous.
But twelve thousand out of each tribe a very few compared with those left unsealed.
A mere handfiil, but a " remnant saved.'' 2. And they are out of, not coextensive with,
the professing Chvreh of Ood.
Not all Israel are of Israel (Rom. ix. 6). They all professed loudly to be of the seed of Abraham, but their entire history shows how little
they, as a people, possessed the Spirit. To be a professed member of the Church may

—

:

be quite another thing from being one of the sealed of God. 3. And they 3X6 from no
one part of the Chwreh. Twelve tribes are told of, not any one or two. " Nulla salus
extra Ecclesiam," by which Some means her Church and none other, for other she would
And the like sectarian exclusiveness is chargeable against not
affirm there is none.
Rome alone. But wherever it is found, the fact told of here, that the sealed come from
We ought to rejoice that in all
all sections of the Church, plainly condemns it.
Churches the sealed ones are to be found, and are limited to none. Indeed, those tribes
which loomed largest in the eyes of men, such as Ephraim and Judah, furnished no
more of these sealed ones than did those who were least, such as " little Benjamin," and
And
other like smaller tribes. Many who were first should be last, and the last first.
4. Portions of the Church may lecome so corrupt as to furnish none
it often is so still.
of the sealed. Th« tribe of Dan is left out. It first fell into idolatry, and was for
centuries one of the head-quarters of that calf-worship whereby "Jeroboam made
This may acooimt for its omission in this list of the tribes, and if so
Israel to sin."
suggests the reason wherefore none of the chosen of God were found amongst its people.
And there may be Churches and congregations now without one earnest godly person
amongst them. Let us ask how is it with the Church or congregation to which we
belong.
5. They do not suffer from not belonging to any specially privileged portion
of the Church. If any tribe was specially privileged it was that of Levi. They were
regarded as the Lord's portion ; the priesthood belonged to them. They were deemed
But here they have no
too sacred to be classed with the other more secular tribes.
advantage; they are with the rest, and no more of God's chosen come from them than
from any other tribe. We might have thought it would have been otherwise; but it
is not so, and it suggests the truth that the working of God's Spirit in and upon men
It is good and blessed to have means of
is independent of what we call privilege.
grace, aids to worship and faith ; but, if the soul will yield itself up to God, he will not
let it suffer loss for the lack of these things when, as is often the case, they may not
be had. 6. The Lord knoweth them all. " The foundation of the Lord gtandeth sure,
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The Lord knoweth them that are his.'' In keeping with this we find
of the sealed that which denotes fixedness and completeness.
They are
all there, all delivered, not from earthly trials, bat from Divine judgments
not one of
them ia lost. Blessed are they on whom this seal of the living God is found. For
note
IIL This BEALCsra. What was its purpose and intents? These were various according to those whom it was designed should be affected by it.
1. The sealed ones themlelves.
(1) The sealing should assure them that God would ever keep a people for his
Name in the midst of the earth. As they saw the seal of God upon here one and there
another, and as they remembered how it had ever been so, they would be savei) Irom
the despair which fell upon Elijah, who thought he alone was left to stand up for God.
But God showed him the seven thoxisand sealed ones, and so comforted him. And as
we behold them now we are assured that such shall never be wanting. (2) It would
mutually encourage them. It would show them that they were not alone ; the joy and
strength which come from the communion of saints would be theirs. (3) It would be
full of help to themselves; for as a seal attests validity and genuineness in that tc
which it is attached, so this seal would prove that their title to be called children of God
and heirs of eternal life was valid and true. And as a seal is a mark of ownershiplike our government broad arrow on all its property
so this seal was God's declaration
they were his ; and blessed is that soul that is assured of this. And as a seal securei
and guards, as the tomb of our Lord was sealed, so this seal is the guarantee of deliverance and safety amid all possible ill. It was this seal which made Paul break forth
into that psean of exultant praise with which the eighth chapter of bis Epistle to the
Romans concludes. And similar gladness shall it give to all upon whom this seal id
found. But : 2. To the unseeded this sealing has intent and purpose. To lead them
to confess the beauty of holiness.
This has ever been the mighty converting force.
The holy character wrought by the Spirit of God has made such impression upou the
minds of ungodly men that they have been constrained to gaze at it, to admire, to confess its excellence and goodness, and to feel the wretched contrast of their own lives,
and to long after the like seal of God for themselves. And so it has won many to
" Let your light so shine," etc- (Matt.
inquire, to repent, to believe, and to be saved.
That they might spare the sealed ones.
T. 16).
3. To the ministers of htB Judgments.
They do. The retreat of the Christians to Fella ere Jerusalem fell, the protection
granted to the Church at Borne Augustine tells of it ^in the midst of the havoc that
Alaric and his Huns wrought upon the rest of Borne, are illustrations. The passing over
of the houses of Israel has been repeated again and again in like circumstances, and
will be repeated whensoever such circumstances recur.
As the badge of the white
cross seciures immunity in the midst of war to those who wear it, for it is known that
they are ministers of mercy, go where they will, so the seal of the living God, the holy,
beautiful, Christ-like lives of his people, have often made men love and honour them,
Erize and preserve them amid horrors of battle, or of famine, or of pestilence, or aught
eside.
And at the last great judgment-day, when the angels of wrath see the seal of
the living God, they will pass over those on whom it is found. What urgency, then,
does all this lead to St. Paul's well-known words, " Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God,
whereby ye are sealed unto the day of redemption " S. 0.
having this
the

seal,

number

;

—

—

—

1

—

Ver. 3.
The wrath-restraining power of righteousness. " Huit not the . . . till we
have sealed," etc. These words send back our thoughts to like words addressed to Lot
at Sodom, by the angel who was urging him to flee therefrom. " Haste thee," said he,
" escape thither [to Zoar] ; for I cannot do anything till thou be come thither
(Gen. xix.). Sodom's ruin was suspended till Lot was safe. The wrath of God was
ready to burst forth on the wicked cities of the plain, but it was restrained until the
one righteous man in them was removed out of danger. " Until then," so the destroying angel said, " I cannot do anything." That incident is one out of many more, and
our text tells of one of the chieiest of them, by which it is shown that goodness has
greater power than wickedness.
And this is a very instructive fact, and has parallels
innumerable. God's recognition of the wrath-restraining might of righteousness is
clearly shown in the prayer which Abraham offered for those siufid cities (Gen. xviii.).
Abraham believed in it to so great an extent that he pleaded that if there were fifty, or

;
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twenty, or even tea righteous found Id those cities, the
Lord would spare them for their sake. And the Lord promised in each case, even were
And how often guilty Israel was spared the vengeance
there only ten, that he would.
And the covenant
due to their sins for the sake of Moses who interceded for them
made with their fathers— 'low often that is given as the reason why God's gracious
And once and again we read of forbearance and gooddealing was continued to them
ness shown to miserably guilty monarchs, such as Rehoboam, Manasseh, and others,
because of the favour God bore towards David, their great and godly ancestor. In the
prophecy of Ezekiel (ix.) there is given the vision of the man with the ink-horn by his
side, who, ere Jerusalem could be given over to vengeance, was commanded to set a
mark on those who sighed and cried for the abominations done in her. That mark was
as the blood of the Paschal lamb on the lintel and door-posts of the houses of Israel,
which secured that household on whose dwelling it was found; and so, until this
marking had taken place, the guilty Jerusalem could not be touched. And so here St.
forty-five, or forty, or thirty, or

!

I

an angel, having " the seal of the living God," who cries with a loud voice
whom it was given to hurt the earth and the sea, saying, " Hurt
not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God
in their foreheads."
Terrible judgments were about to break forth on the earth, but
not ur; il the servants of God were sealed could these judgments begin. And historic
Before the actual blockade of Jerufact vvunderfully corresponds to inspired vision.
salem by Titus, the Christians at Jerusalem, warned, as one ancient Father says, "by
a certain oracle given to their leaders by revelation," or, as another says, " by an
angel," took refuge across the Jordan, in the Persan town of Pella.
Thus from the
horrors of that final siege, and from the fearful slaughter that went on in Jerugalem
when at last the city was taken, these servants of God were delivered. And so also, we
are told in Matt, xxiv., that ere the last judgment of the world takes place, the elect
shall be gathr :eil together from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the other.
They shall be taken to be with their Lord, where the vengeance coming on his foes
cannot harm them. But what in all these instances we would chiefly note is, not so
much the blessed security of the righteous themselves when the evil day comes on
sinful men, as the restraining power their presence has on the coming of that evil day
how it delays it, holds it back, sometimes altogether turns it aside, or when it comes
shortens it; as our Saviour said, "For the elects' sake those days shall be shortened."
Verily his disciples are "the salt of the earth" that preserving force which hinders
the world from becoming one mass of corruption. Without such salt human life would
become putrescent, and must at once be buried out of sight. Everywhere and always
the tares are allowed to continue and increase, not for their own sake, but for the sake
of the wheat amid which they have been planted by the enemy.
Unskilful servants
crave permission to go and pull them up forthwith, but are forbidden by the Lord,
" lest," he says, " in pulling up the tares ye pull up the wheat also." Because of the
"few names in Sardis" which had not defiled their garments, that Church which had
nothing but the name of a living Church was nevertheless spared ; had she been altogether dead, she would not have been. It is everywhere true that, like as it is with
the body, whilst the principle of life lingers, the process of corruption cannot do anything against it; but when life departs, then soon it returns "dust to dust, ashes to
ashes," and our loveliest and dearest ones have to be buried out of our sight.
So, too,
is it in the moral relations of man to Qod.
AVhere there is some good thing in man
towards God, this spiiltiial life, faint though it be, acts as a mighty conservative force
in the individual and in society at large.
It is this which keeps earth from being as
Sonietiuies, in some places and in some respects, we almost feel that it is like
hell.
hell, for life then and there seems so horrible ; but more commonly there are scattered
amongst society those persons, principles, and habits which still make life worth
living, which are its preserving salt, which slay moral corruption, and hold back the
Divine judgments against man's evil, and give hope of there being one day a realm in
which " the people shall be all righteous," a new heaven and a new earth, wherein

John

sees

to the four angels to

—

dwelleth righteousness. And what is true in the broader aspects of human 1U« is true
also in individual and in more limited senses.
Have we not read of that beloved
queen who interceded for the doomed citizens of Calais, and won from her stem
husband the pardon which, but for the lora he bore her, would never have been

—
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granted? Have we not known, also, instances do we not perpetually see them? in
which former good conduct, righteous deeds done in days gone by, have tempered
the severity with which otherwise failures in present conduct would be visited? How
we grieve when some soldier-hero has deserved punishment I how we all feel that his
past heroism should tell, as it does tell, in mitigation of his sentence I And have we
not known many an instance in which, for the sake of some beloved and honoured one,
whose name is ever dear to us, we show kindness to those they loved, though such may
be utterly unworthy of kindness, and, but for the name they bear or the relationship
in which they stand to those so dear to us, they would have been dealt with in far
other way? These are but common instances ia common life of that great law which
But the supreme example of
underlies Scripture facts, such as that told of in our text.
all others of the wrath-restraining power of ritrhteousness is seen in the effects qf our
Saviour's work, which we every one are advantaged by. Death was threatened against
our first parents if they ate of the forbidden fruit. But why did net that death, which
had been so solemnly declared, and so fearfully apprehended and shrunk from by the
guilty parents of our race—=-why was not that death inflicted? In the day that the
forbidden fruit was eaten, the eaters thereof did not die, but were spared. Why ? The
answer is the same as that which must be given if it be asked why we are spared, notwithstanding our sin and manifold ill desert. It is because Christ was and is the ProBeneath the broad shelter of God's love in him,
pitiation for the sins of the whole world.
man's Mediator and Redeemer, we are sheltered, protected, saved. We are underneath
the shadow of the Almighty ; and so, likewise, were the first transgressors. Therefore their
threatened doom was not executed. And still it is he who comes between us and the
The burden of their g uilt, the terror of th eir condemnaeternal consequences of our sins.
all these and yet other consequences
tion, the sting of their remorse, the doom they merit,
They can do nothing against us
of our sin are by Christ warded off from every believer.
whilst Christ has place in our hearts. He is the great High Priest, with censer full of
the fragrant incense of his all-availing intercessions, who stands between the living and
the dead, and so the plague is stayed. He is our City of Refuge, within which the
avenger of blood can do us no harm the one Propitiation, by whom our trangressions
And if we ask Why
Blessed for ever be his Name
are covered over and done away.
is it that righteousness has this wrath-restraining power, which in so many instances, and
in this supreme instance especially, we have seen it has? the answer will be that
given in the well-known words, " The righteous Lord loveth righteousness." Yes ; he
loveth it, and hence wherever it is foiind he showeth favour towards it, and for the
sake of it will do and forbear to do much. As David for Jonathan's sake was willing
to show kindness to any of the rival house of Saul, notwithstanding their disloyalty,
so, for the sake of righteousness, all that belong to it, even though the relation be
remote, are blessed because of it. It is dear to the heart of God ; he has embodied
it in his own nature ; he has made it the foundation of his throne; it is the household
law of his eternal home ; he has written it upon the conscience of man ; he has made
obedience to it fruitful of reward, and disobedience of sorrow ; in Christ he lias manifested it to the world, and for the sake of it Christ was content to die.
In every way
conceivable God has shown his love for it, and hence we can understand wherefore it is
that he invests it with such power that its presence in a community or family lays its
hand even on his own hand, and restrains the vengeance that sin deserves. Yes ; it is
dear to the heart of God ; " the righteous Lord loveth " it only those who possess it
stand in his presence or can be permitted to come there. And he has endowed it with
an overcoming power, so that not only shall light have no counsel with darkness, but
wherever it comes it immediately gives the signal for the darkness to flee away. So
does righteousness, wherever it is, begin to make war with sin, and ultimately the
Though often beaten back and down,
victory shall be seen to be altogether its own.
buffeted and trampled upon, yet it rises again and renews the conflict, and will carry
No wonder,
it on until the righteous cause is triumphant and the evil overthrown.
therefore, that the righteous Lord loveth it, and for its sake does so many, so wonderful,
and so gracious things. But now let us ask What is this aM-important truth to teach
Surely it should arouse in our minds some such questions as these
us t
I in the
Rightemit One t We have seen how he is the supreme example of righteousnesi
Ah what shelter have we, or can we hare, when the storm o( the
restraining wrath.

—

;

—

1

;

—
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Divine displeagtiTe shall fall and boat upon us? Who thoa will be our refuge and
Btrength, if Christ be not? "Bihold, O God our Shield, and look on the face of thine
anointed " When we pray this prayer, who can we think of but the Lord Jesua
Christ ?
He is our Shield, our Champion, our Defender. Are we, then, in him ?
1

" How shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation ? " And are we like that
Bighteous One t If we be truly in him, we shall be in some measure like him ; and if
BO, shall belong to that blessed company of whom Christ said, " Te are the salt of the
What are we? Of those on whose account favour and grace are shown to a
earth."
land, and life is made peaceful and wholesome or of those who help to swell that
torrent of iniquity which not only degrades, but destroys ? Oh, how we ought to vdlv4
the presence of righteoui men in our midst I
They are the true safeguards of our
national well-being.
It is upon the character of a people, more than on anything else,
the general good depends. No favourable outward circumstances, no wise organization,
no well-ordered pulitical constitution, can long uphold any community if the character
of its members be godless and depraved.
Sore calamity must come upou them, as it
ever has, ere long time elapse. Of what amazing folly and sin, then, are they guilty
who persecute the godly who do their bad best to detach them from the faith, and to
make them deny their Lord? It is an undermining of the very foundations of the
house in which we live; a destruction of that upon which our all depends. Oh, let us
be afraid, even if we be not servants of Christ ourselves, to do anything which would
injure them or lessen their influence and power.
Remember God hath said, " He that
toucheth you toucheth the apple of mine eye." But, by surrender of yourself to Christ,
come amongst them ; be of their number ; help forward their cause. Times of judgment are coming ; the great judgment of all draws nigh. But " who shall stand in that
iay ? " The reply is not, " No one shall be able to stand," for some, many, shall. All
that seal
•hall who have on them the mark of God, the sealing of the servants of God
of the Holy Spirit " whereby we are sealed unto the day of redeniption." Oh that
that mark may be more and more manifest on ns nowl So sliall our Lord be glorified;
so shall our fellow-men be blessed through us, whether they confess it or no; and so at
last, when the consequences of ill-doing have to be borne, and tne harvest of sin is
reaped, then shall judgment be restrained until we are gathered where harm can never
come. S. C.
;

;

—

—

—

Ver. 12.
What "Amen " meant. "Saying, Amen." There is probably no more
dishonoured word in the Bible than this. It has come to mean, in the minds of many,
a mere signal for leaving off— the beneficent word that announces that the time of
weariness and restraint is over, and that they may go back to what is of far more
interest to them than God's Word or worship can ever be. They look upon it as meaning no more than the word " Finis" at the end of a book, which tells them that there
But when we remember that the word was one which was peris no more to come.
petually on our Saviour's lips, and that it is one of the august names which he claims
for himself, we can at once see that to regard it as a mere mechanical symbol, as a
mere note of termination, like a period or full stop, is terribly to degiade it, and such as
And we are all of us in danger of forgetting, in
it could never have been intended for.
our frequent use of the word, what it really means. But its mere interest demands
more respectful and reverent usage of it. It is almost a universal word. It is told of
two strangers meeting on board ship in Eastern seas, and ignorant of each other's
language, that they at length discovered that they had two words in common. One
was " Hallelujah," and the other " Amen." You will hear this sacred word in Mohammedan mosques from Calcutta to Morocco, in all the liturgies of Greek, Roman, and
Anglican Christians, and there is no sect of Christians anywhere that does not use it.
And it it a most ancient word. It has come down to us from the ancient Jewish
people, and was heard amidst the rocks of Sinai iu those far-off days of old.
It has
been likened to one of those granite boulders which we sometimes find in the midst of
a flat plain, and which has been borne along by old-world glaciers and torrents, and
carried far away from its native home.
So this word hag been borne down by the
stream of time till it has reached our shores and this our day. But its importance lies
As
In the great spiritual truths it teaches us.
I. God's debibb fob cub bebfonse.
The word Is associated perpetually with the

"
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utterance of prayer and tbe declaraMon of Dirtne tmth. Now, 'Jod desires such
response: 1. Intvorship. "Let all the people say. Amen." It is the people's word;
was so not alone in the Jewish Church, but in the Christian as well. Hence St. Taul
plends for the use of plain language in worship, so that the unlearned may be able to
say " Amen" at the giving of thanks. And in the early Church the acts of the presiding minister were not deemed complete without the assent of the people in their
loudly eipresscd " Amen." Especially was this so in thanksgiving at the Lord's
Supper. The whole congregation so said " Amen " that it was as a shout or cheer, and
was heard far off, and like a peal of thunder reverberating through the spacious church.
But it is the inward assent and response that is craved; the outward goes for very
little if this be lacking.
And how can it be present when we allow ourselves as so
many do— in listlessness and inattention and indifference? But if it be present, how
precious, hnw uplifting, how full of help, that worship becomes to those who unite in
Let us hold down our minds, and as Abraham drove away the birds which sought
it
to devour his sacrifice, so let us drive away those flitting, wandering thoughts which
are ever on the wing, and which destroy our sacrifice of prayer or praise.
But in order
to this inward assent and response, there must be like fnith. If I do not believe in God
as the heavenly Father, as my Father, how can I say " Amen " to prayer addressed to
him ? If I regard the Lord Jesns as no more than a noble-hearted and saintly Jew,
how can I prostrate myself in worship at his feet? But the chief hindrances to this
inward response are not those of the intellect, but of the heart. It is not because we
come to the house of God with our minds oobwebbed and confused with doubt, but
"
rather because we come with hearts absorbed with worldly things, that the " Amen
God desires is not forthcoming, though our lips may loudly say, " Amen." What a
falsehood the word becomes when our beirts are not in it
2. In regard to the declaraIt is given when the word comes with power.
tion of truth.
As when Ohrysostoin
preacheil, the multitudes who thronged the vast church could not restrain themselves
Irom shouts and cries and tears, so greatly were they moved. And the preaching of
even false doctrine, as in the mosque at Mecca so it has been related yet when the
j)eo|Je heartily believe, they are greatly moved by it, and break forth into loud cries
of " Amen, amen I " under the spell of the preacher's voice, and by the power over them
But God desires this response in regard to
of the doctrines he and they alike believe.
At Pentecost; at Philippi, where
his truth; and again and again it has been given.
the Lord opened the heart of Lydia, and then of the jailor; at Corinth, where Paul
tells how unbelieving men came into the assembly, and, under the prophetic word,
were convinced, and fell down and confessed the presence of God in their midst. But
As worship is no good without it, so neither is
oh for much more of such response
preachin;^, and notliing can compensate for it or be put in its place.
II. Sincerity is essential in all oue approaches to God. The word " Amen

—

I

I

—

—

!

signifies " that which is reliable, that which can be trusted,"
as the massive foundation-stone, the strong pillar, or other such sure support.
Our
;
Lord declares of himself, " I am the Truth " and St. John tells of him as " the Amen,"

comes from one which

St. Paul tells how all God's promises are " Tea and Amen
before his most weighty words our Lord was wont to utter his
" Amen, amen," which in our versions is rendered " Verily, verily." At the end of the
books of the Bible it is generally found, and everywhere it is the attestation of the
And at the end of our prayers, it is as if we
truth of what has been or is to be said.
protested, " Lord God, I mean this." Formerly men headed their wills with the words,
" In the name of Ood, Amen." But the meaning is ever the same a declaration of
truth and sincerity in regard to that which it precedes or follows. And hence our
being commanded to say "Amen" shows God's demand for sincerity. They who
worship hiiri must worship him in truth. It is like signing our name a thing we
are very careful about in our secular affairs, knowing the responsibility it involves.
Would that we were similarly thoughtful when we utter, as we often do, this solemn
word ' Amen " 1

which means the same. And
in Christ Jesus."

And

—

—

Christ is the alone onABANTEB and pledge of success. For " Amen
one of Christ's own names. The word was ever on his lips, and he is " the Amen."
And his love and power lie underneath and behind it wherever it is sincerely uttered.
If he ba
It is • virtnal calling upon him for his help—s call h« will not disdain.
III.

Is

——
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"the Amen" of our prayer and service, then he will maVe that real which we can
only ask may be .«o. It is his endorsement of our petition. And when at length
life's pilgrimage is dune, and the shadows of our earthly days are deepening down into
the night of death, if our hope and trust be in him who is " the Amen," then amidst
the increasing gloom we shall see him coming to us, according to his word that so he
would come ; and our last word shall be, " Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus." S. 0.

—

The redeemed inJieaven. "These are they," etc. We long to know
come, the unseen world, the abode of those who die in the Lord.
And here in this chapter a glimpse, which suggests much more than it reveals, is
given to us. Especially is this desire for knowledge concerning the blessed dead intense
when any of our own beloved ones are amongst their number. And of wliom is not
Hence we search_the Scriptures to gather up any the least hint that they
this true ?
may give; we study the records of the transfiguration of our Lord on the holy mount
we ponder the many sayings of his apostles on this most interesting theme ; and this
section of the Book of the Revelation, which tells of it more expressly, has made the whole
book precious for its sake. We know not where heaven is, but here v/e have a vivid
picture of tbe place and those who dwell there. It was doubtless given in order to
cheer the hearts of the afflicted and depressed Church of St. John's day, and we' may
well believe that it ministered blessed help and hope to them, as it has done to myriads
Note
since.
heaven. St. John tells us that: 1. They are a muUihide.
I. Who are
Heaven is no impeopled place. It is the answer given by the Lord to the question his
Then
disciples asked him when he was on earth, " Are there few that be saved ? "
he did not see fit to answer it plainly, but here there can be no question as to the reply.
For : 2. They are " a great multitude" one that " no man can number." How could
Would God have created and perpetuated the race of mankind knowit be otherwise ?
ing for how could he not know the issue of his own work, " Known unto God are
that sin and Satan would win the most of them? How, in such
all his works?"
Without
case, could our Lord he said to have "destroyed the works of the devil"?
doubt sin doth abound, but grace doth much more abound. If, at the time St. John
was made glad through this vision, as we are through him, already there were in
heaven this mighty multitude, what must they be now ? and what will they be when
the end cometh, and our blessed Lord bath delivered up the kingdom to the Father ?
They had already " begun to be merry " (Tjuke xv.). What must the holy mirth be
now ? and what shall it not be ? 3. .4 miscellaneous multitude. " Out of every kindred
and nation," etc. How greatly, then, do they err who think and teach that only those
nations who here on earth have heard the joyful sound of Christ's holy gospel can
furnish contingents to that redeemed throng upon whom St. John delightedly gazed!
What did our Lord go to " the .fpirits in prison " for, as St. Peter tells us he did, it' not
to bring them there the joyful tidings which here on earth they had not heard? How
little we yet comprehend of " the breadth, and length, and depth, and height " of the
Vers. 14, 15.

something of the

life to

m

—

—

Surely this vision should help us to a larger understanding of that
To them all life had heen full of trouble. They had all of them
"come out of great tribulation." Whilst we may not omit the final tribulation of
which our Lord tells in Matt, xxiv., and to which the opening of the sixth seal refers,
we cannot limit it to that. " Man is born to trouble ; " he is " of few days, and full of

love of Christ!
infinite love.

4.

misery." " The whole creation groaneth and travaileth together in pain until now."
But
To how few would life be worth living were it not for the hope of a better one
!

we are plated here as at a school, and the trials of life are the appointed methods of
mstruetion whereby we unlearn evil and learn good. The poor often envy the rich; but
if all were known, the lot in life, or rather ere eternal life be gained, of us all is much
"The rich and the poor meet together," and share in their common inheritance
alike.
But from all this they have now " come out," and are " before the throne
of trouble.
For they had all
of God and the Lamb." 5. They had all been lost but for Christ.
None of them had kept their garments undefiled. But he who came "to
sinned.
seek and to save them that were lost " found them ; by his Spirit drew them to himself; by his blood washed their sin-stained robes, and made them white; and now, all
of them, not one excepted, are in heaven full of adoring gratitude to him who redeemed

—
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and saved them by hia own blood.
ever be. On what, then, are
where they are ?

we

None are there on any other ground, nor cnn any
relying for the hope we all cherish of one day being

What thet do there. 1, They celebrate the heavenly harvest-home. They
" palms in their hands," branches of the palm. No reference is here to heathen
But far sweeter and holier
"uses of the palm as symbol of victory and the- like.
reminiscence is awakened. The scene before us is the antitj'pe of the most joyous
and inspiriting of all the observances of Israel that of the Feast of Tabernacles. It
was held at the close of the year's outdoor labours with it the season of rest began.
"All was safely gathered in." It commemorated God's care of them in the old wildernesB-days, and aifterwards his continual care of them by the gifts of his providence.
The feast was a most joyous one. The Jews said that he did not know joy who knew
not the Feast of Tabernacles. One chief feature of the feast was the universal carrying
of palm branches (cf. Neh. viii. 14 17).
Such is the scene from which the imagery
of St. John here is drawn. It told of the troubles of the wilderness ended the harvesthome of the Church come. It speaks of everlasting joy. 2. ITiey serve. Day and
night in God's temple is this service rendered. But in another place St. John says,
" I saw no temple therein " and hence we must understand by the temple all lieaven
and earth, for all, as was the ancient temple, are to be filled with his glory. And as to
II.

carry

—

;

—

;

;

the service, who can describe, who can limit, who can sufBciently set forth, its benefi3. They show forth the praises of God and the Lamb.
cence, its joy, its glory?
Festal joy, service, worship, the worship *hich consists in heartfelt praise,
(Ver. 10.)
such are the occupations of heaven.
They neither hunger nor
III. Their bxceedins blessedness.
1. They want not.
thirst.
2. They weary not, as in the travel and toil of the wilderness they had done,
when the fierce heat of the sun smote them; and as in the hard toil of life. 3. They

—

this without tears.
And
that there there shall be
none, one's heart may well rejoice. But there are also the unspeakable joys that come
from 4. The realized presence and love of the Lord Jesus Christ. He shall be as a
Tent to cover them, as a Shepherd to feed them, as a Guide to lead them to fountains
of living water.
CoNCLUBioN. Have we those we love in heaven? Rejoice concerning them. Are
we on the way there ourselves ? S. C.
not.
The poet Burns used to say he could never read
when we think of what life is now a place of tears and

weep

—

—

:

—

—

Vers. 1
The Church's security assured. Although the vision of judgment has
been granted to the seer, an arrest is put upon its execution, and an entirely new
8.

It is illustrative of the entire character of the book.
one long illustration of the going forth conquering and to conquer by him that
But there is no chronology. The truth here illustrated is
sitteth on the white horse.
ever repeated. Not only in the final acts of judgment will the faithful people be
secure, but when God sends his judgments upon the ungodly the Church has always
By this vision the heart of the Church is
his comforting assurance of protection.
comforted. " Only with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the reward of the wicked."
Whatever judgments befall the earth, the righteous people are secure in the guardian
A
love of their Lord. This is declared to the tried ones by the vision of the sealing.

series of representations is given.

It

is

which is—
OF THE DiVINB BECOSNITION OF EVBBT INDIVIDUAL BELIEVER. Each is
" The Lord knoweth them that are his."
sealed on his forehead.
In the general judgments many even of
II. It 18 A PLBDaB OF PEKSONAL 8E0UBITT.
But the anomalous words of our Lord shall be
the faithful suffer. This is inevitable.
fulfilled, " Ye shall be delivered up by parents . . . put to death, hated of all men
and not a hair of your head shall perish." In all judgments the lowly believer may
All shall be well iu the end if the Lord's seal
rest in the assurance of personal safety.
is upon the forehead.
It is of his goodness that he
III. The VISION is a obaoiocb kbvblation or God.
has thus shown beforehand his careful defence of his own in times of judgment and
'• I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not."
fear.
IV. Tbi visioh affobdb sbocnd for the utuost xsooxmAdvmwr to faith ans
vision
I.

A TOKEN

——

—
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HOFB. It is a spring of pnra consolation. The Dirlne warrant of safaty each, believer
may ever carry with hiai. The cruelties of men may bring him suffering, but not the
judgments of Qod. Ever may the disciples know that when the Lora proceeds to
judgment he will first seal his own. B. 0.

—

—

13.
The Church triumphant.
Vers. 9
heightened by a subsequent one. The host of
But greater things are reserved.
is pledged.
the Church in its final triumph.

The final triumphant host

I.

definite.

It prepared the

way

is

The comfort of the former vision is
Ood is sealed. Safety amidst judgment
The holy seer is permitted to witness

innumbbable. The former vision was limited,
The " little flock " has grown into ao

for a larger view.

innumerable company. This is the true answer to the question, hitherto unanswered,
"Lord, are there few that be saved ?" To a Church in its incipient condition a small
and feeble folk in the midst of ungodly thousands, the vision of a final host beyond
count is of the utmost comfort. It has ever been so.

The finally triumphant Church

ib represented in its wide oompbehes"out of every nation." This is the true vision to be held bpfore the eye*
of the Church in her missionary labours. All tribes and all peoples and all tongues
shall be finally found amongst the faithful and elect children.
They stand
III. The triumphant Church is exalted to the utmost honoub.
" before the throne and before the Lamb." Thus is indicated their individual recognition
thus is fulfilled the word of their Lord's promise.
IV. The Church is represented in its final sanctity " arrayed in white
robes "
and invested with the symbols of triumphant exaltation " palms in
II.

6I0N.

It is

—

;

—

their hands,"

V. The vision reveals the bbdebmbd host ASORiBiNa its eedbmption to God
AND the Lamb. It is the becoming burden of the eternal song. All is " of him."
VI. The Ceubch of earth is found in alliance with the angelic host of

" All the smgels were standing round about the throne."
VII. The united choirs of earth and heaven ascribe toqethbb all oloby,
honour, might, majksty, and dominion unto God for ever and bveii.
Nothing more likely to comfort and uphold the Church struggling in the waves of
To the Church in all ages this has
bitter cruel persecution than this gracious vision.
been the lofty reach of joyful anticipation. R. G.

HEAVEN.

—

—

Vers. 13 17.
The eternal llessedness. The vision is yet heightened. A further
brightness overspreads the scene. The comfort of hope is yet expanded. Arrested by
one of the elders, the seer lowlily refraius from declaring who constitute the triumphant
host, and receives the consoling assurance that they are from the fields of earthly
They are now exalted far above all worldly power. The
suffering, toil, and danger.
final blessedness of the righteous is
I.

Blessedness for which they are prepared by earthly tribulation. Even
But all toil and tribula

the rugged ways of earthly obedience lead to heaven's gates.
tion are o'er.

" They have washed
blessedness is based on an attained sanctity.
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb."
They are " before the throne of
III. This blessedness includes : 1. Recognition.
God." 2. Perpetual service. They serve God " day and night in his temple." 3.
They enjoy the perfect protection of the Divine presence. " He that sitteth on the
II.

The

final

their robes,

throne shall spread his taliernacle over them."
IV. It secures them exemption from tub sorrows of the earthly life. " They
hunger no more, neither thirst any more," nor shall the sun or any heat strike upon
them.
V. The final blessedness of the righteous has its fruition en a obaciovs
alliance with the J^tebnal. The Lamb " shall be their Shepherd," and shall guide
them to the perpetual fountains of life and felicity ; and God shall himself exempt
them from all further sorrow or suffering. He " shall wipe away every tear from their
eyes." Thus every trace of the tribulation of earth shall be removed; and blessedueM
of the highest possible character shall be Um fiaai lot «f them who now endure foi

—

—
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Thus in the midst of the earthly raging
of God assured, in all ages, of a final, a certain, and an
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power is the persecuted Church
ample recompense. B. G.

—

A

Vers. 1 S.
sketch of an impending Judgment.
"And after these things," etc.
text points to a judgment that is overhanging the world, entrusted to angels for
Its execution, and who are restrained in their work by a special messenger from heaven
on account of the godly tenants of the earth. This is a view of the passage which
scarcely admits of any data for a different opinion.
From the words we see
I. The wokld exposed to judgment.
It is represented as exposed to " the four
winds of the earth." Winds are the symbols of judgment. Thus in Jer. xlix. 36, 37
we read, " And upon Elam will I bring the four winds from the four quarters of
heaven, and will scatter them toward all those winds; and there shall be no nation
whither the outcasts of Elam shall not come. For I will cause Elani to be dismayed
liefore their enemies, and before them that seek their life : and I will bring evil upon
them, even my fierce anger, saith the Lord ; and I will send the sword after them, till
I have consumed them."
And in the prophecy of Daniel (vii. 2) we have these words,
" 1 saw in my vision by night, and, behold, the four winds of the heaven strove upon
the great sea."
The fnur winds indicate the universality of the judgment. They
were to come from the four points of the compass ^north, south, east, west. Whether
this universal judgment refers to the destruction of Jerusalem, or some other judicial
event that is passed, or points to some future period of retribution in the history of the
world, I stay not to inquire.
One thing is certain, that there is a universal judgment
impending over this earth. It hangs over •" every corner of the earth." Its winds
will rush in fearful tornadoes from all the points of the compass.
Conscience, providence, and the Bible all point to this universal judgment.
II. Thk judombnt entrusted to angels.
The words speak of " four angels, to
whom it was given to hurt the earth and the sea." Angels are the ministers of God.
He employs them to execute his judgments. 1. They appeared amidst the terrors of
Mount Sinai. Deut. xxxiii. 2, "The Lord came from Sinai, and rose up from Seir
unto them ; lie shined forth from Mount Faran, and he came with ten thousands of

The

—

from his right hand went a fiery Law for them." Again in Ps. Ixviii. 17 we
The chariots of God are twenty thousand, even thousands of angels the Lord
among them, as in Sinai, in the holy place." 2. ITiey appeared with our Saviour

saints

:

read, "
is

:

in tlif. destruction of Jerusalem. (Matt. xxiv. 30, 31.) 3. Angels have been frequently
engdged-in executing Divine Judgment on this earth. They acted in connection with
the destruction of Sodom, and an angel dealt out judgment to the Egyptians in the
destruction of their firstborn (Bxod. xii. 22).
An angel wreaked vengeance on
the people of Jerusalem on accoimt of the sin of David (2 Sam. xxiv. 16, 17). An
angel destroyed the misrhty army of Sennacherib (2 Kings xix. 35). 4. AngeU are
represented as active in the final day of retribution. (Matt. xiii. 39
11 ; xxv. 31
1 ThesB. iv. 16 2 Thess. i. 7—9.)
" And I saw another angel ascendIII. The AN0EL8 bestbained bt a mediatob.
ing from the east, having the seal of the living God : and he cried with a loud voice to
the four angels, to whom it was given to hurt the earth and the sea, saying. Hurt nbt
the earth, neither the sea, uor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in
their foreheads."
Observe 1. The glorious origin of this angel. He ascended " from
the east ; " from the fountain of glory the east, whence the stars appear, and the
glorious sun comes forth to flood the world with light.
2. The Divine eredentiah
" Having the seal of the living God." 8. The great earnestneu of
of this -angeL
" Cried with a loud voice."
this angel.
Who is represented in
is this angel ?
this particular case I know nut.
But I know that the great angel of the covenant
answers well this description. He came from the orient depths of glory with Divine
credentials and with great earnestness, in order to stay the angels of retribution fron*
executing their terrible commission. Our great Bedeemer holds back the hand of the
destroying angel, and the burden of his intercession is, " Hurt not the earth, neither
the sea." To Clirist we owe the postponement of the judgment.
does tble
IV. The mediatob bestbaining because his wobk is ntiriHisHCD.
interceiworj sngel, rising from the glorious east, interpose to prevent the judicial
aaKslf trorv discharging their dread commitsionT
B«cauM tbarc was • work to be

—

;

:

—

Who

Why

—
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servants of Grod were to be " sealed in their foreheads." The image of the
derived from the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel (ix. 2
Its object was
6, H).
to mark out certain persons as belonging to God, and thus to save them from the
miseries of the impending judgment.
The effect of the seal visible in the forehead
would be like that of the blood on the door-posts of the Israelites in the last terrible
plague of the Egyptians. " When he seeth it he will pass over the door, and will not
Two thoughts are
suffer the destroyer to come in unto your houses to smite you."
suggested. I. That there are men who are yet to receive the seal of Ood. Thousands in
ages gone by have had his likeness impressed upon them, and thousands are being
impressed in this age, but there are millions more to be sealed in future times. There
are men from unborn generations who are to be sealed.
2. That the judgment it
delayed until the numher of the sealed ones is complete. " Hurt not the earth, neither
the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed," etc. Thus our blessed Mediator is keeping
up the world until all his disciples are gathered into his fold, and his purposes of mercy
realized.
In the majesty of infinite mercy he stands as it were in the midst of the
universe.
He sees the storm of judgment brooding in the heavens. He sees the
angels of justice quartered in every part of the firmament, ready to execute their
terrible commission.
He waves his hand, and bids them halt. " Hurt not the earth,
neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in their forelieads."
Let not even such a breath of judgment pass from your hand as shall wake a
ripple on the " sea," or stir a leaf on the " trees,"
Let mercy reign supreme until my
work is ficished. Then, when all my redeemed ones are sealed with the seal of God
"on theii- foreheads" and njade secure, then let loose your awful winds. Let them
rush with their tornadoes of fire, and roar with their thunders of retribution, and destroy
this earth ; for the mystery of God will be finished.
ione.
sealing

The

—

is

" Accuse not Heaven's delay if loth to strike,
Its judgments, like the thunder-gather'd storm.
Are but the greater."
;

(Webster.)

D. T.

9.— The Divine management of the world. " And after these things 1 saw
four angels stftuiing on the four corners of the earth," etc.
The subject of these
verses is the Divine management of the world, and they suggest two facts concerning it.
I. That God employs the HtaHEST obdeb of celestial intelligences in the
CONDUCT OF HIS GOVEBNMBNT. "After these things [after this] I saw four angels
standing on [at] the four corners of the earth." The existence of intelligences in the
universe, varying in capacity and degree, but all loyal to Heaven and transcending
immeasurably man's attributes of wisdom, power, and speed, is suggested by analogy
and abundantly tauglit in the Scriptures, both the Old and the New. Now, these
creatures are here represented as occupying all parts of nature, " standing on the four
corners of the earth," and thus controlling the winds of the world
the east, the west,
the south, and the north. They are endowed with power to turn the winds to any
point of the compass, and to regulate them to any degree of power or temperature,
raising them to a fury tliat will shake the earth, and reducing them to a calmness
hushing the world to sleep. Is there anything absurd in this ? Assuredly not. It is
natural, rational, and consistent with every part of nature.
Everywhere through the
universe God acts by mediation.
Nowhere throughout immensity does he appear to
act directly, matter on matter, and mind on all.
The principle is enunciated in the
Old Testamejit. " It shall come to pass in that day, I will hear, saith the Lord, I will
hoar the heavens, and they shall hear the earth; and the earth shall hear the corn,
and the wine, and the oil ; and they shall hear Jezreel " (Hos. ii. ill, 22). The mere
scientist accounts for the various objects and phenomena of the material world by what
he calls blind forces or natural laws; I prefer ascribing all under God to the "angels
standing on the four corneis of the earth, and holding the four winds." A wonderful
view of the universe, truly, we have here. True, a telescope opens to my vision world
upon world and system upon system, until imagination reels at the prospect, and my
spirit seems crushed with a sense of its own insignificance ; but in these words
I hare
a telescope by which I see the wide fields of the air, the rolling planets, the
minute and
Vers

3

—

—

on.vn.

;
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the vast, the proximate and the remote, peopled and working, roBwshlng in regulai
gradation from my little Veing up to the ineffahle throne, and all under God.
II. That God, in employing these agencies, enjoins on them a special reoabo
" And I saw another angel
iroa THE interests of redkembd men in the would.
ascending from the east, having the seal of the living God," etc.
not " hurt the
earlh " ?
not reduce all nature to a wreck ? There is a grand, henevolent
reason " till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads." " Of the tribe
of Judah were sealed," etc. (vers. 5
The Jewish mind regarded Israel as especially
8).
the elect of God, and all the tribes in their esteem were specially Divine. This, of
But take them here as a symbolical reprecourse, was a fiction of national vanity.
sentation of all the truly good men upon the earth, and we have the idea that God
requires all his intelligent ministries to regard the interests of such.
The seal must be
regarded as implying security. Here is an angel rising as it were from "the door of
the dawn," from the east, with a seal in order to effect the security of the good.
Angels, we are taught, are "ministering spirits, sent forth to minister to those who
Numerous are the instances recorded in tlie Bible in
shall be the heirs of salvation."
which we see them r; nder assistance to man. They rescued Lot from Sodom, and
guarded Daniel in the lion's den they directed Joseph and Mary into Egypt, and
liberated the apostles from prison; they directed Cornelius to Peter, and wafted the
They rejoice over the conversion of sinners; they have
Bfiirit of Lazarus to the skies.
a charge over the righteous, they encamp round about them, they bear them up in
Their ministry implies : 1. That there is some method hg which they can
their hands.
aid man. 2. That man's salvation is of paramount importance. 3. That service to
the lowest is consonant with the highest greatness.
4. That man's obligation it to itek
D. T.
the spiritual good of his fellows.

Why

Why

:

—

;

—

—

12.
Vers. 9
The human population in heaven (^No. 1). " After this 1 beheld, and,
There is one
a great multitude, which no man could number, of all nations," etc.
bo<ik,
only one, that presents to us humanity in heaven, and that is the Bible.
This passage gives us a vision of unnumbered multitudes of men who once traversed
Of this
this earthly scene of sin and sorrow, now in the bright world of the good.
human population in heaven four things are suggested.
" After this I beheld, and, lo,
I. Its numbers abb too great for calculation.
[those things I saw, and behold] a great multitude, which no man could number." The
Here is : 1.
reproof
vastness of the population may be looked upon in four aspects.
Keligious sects, which, alas abound, even in Christendom, and
to all sectarianism.
which are a calumny on the gospel, nourish in the minds of their votaries the idea
v:.^at heaven will be peopled mainly, if not entirely, by those within their own pale.
Genuine religion knows nothing of sects. Men went to heaven by millions before
The best
2. An encouragement to all Ohrixtly work.
tburcfaoB or chapels existed.
men on earth are the men employed in a Christly spirit to make men Christly. They
find the opposition so strong, the wicked so numerous, and their efforts apparently so
But let them realize that the human populaunsuccessful, that they often lose heart.
tion of heaven, even in the days of John, was so vast that no arithmetic could calculate
that population has been increasing from that date to this, and will increase in future
ages so that it may be that no human being will be found in the universe without a
Hell is only a little cloud upon the azure of immensity, and that cloud
Christly heart.
may one day be blotted out ; it is only one discordant note in the harmonies of God's
responm
3.
great empire, and that note will ultimately be hushed in eternal silcmce.
In every human soul, I presume, there is an instinctive
to all philanthropic desires.
lo,

md

A

!

A

True, this Divine instinct, like all others, is not
only universally perverted, but dormant and submerged in depraved p issions ; but it is
Here is the response to such an instinct. 4. An
there, and awaits a resurrection.
Thee is atheoloiry popular, even in England
attestation of benevolent Creatorship.
in these days, which propounds the belief that the millions of mankind are doomed to
bondage and blackness and darkness for ever. Such a damnable doctrine reveals the
Creator as malevolent, and spreads a gloom of ghastly horror over all created things.
No; love is the fontal source of all things.
n. Its vabikty includes all tii« «ace« of MANian). "Of all nation* [oat«<

desire for the well-being of the race.

—

"
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and people, and tongues.'* All the men of
and action. They are divided by space,
by time, by physical relationship, liy culture, by national distinction*, and thus become
barbarians one to another. Now, from all these scenes and departments of life the
human population in heaven is made up. The human population in heaven is not
known as Britons, or Frenchmen, or Germans, etc., nor as those of noble or ignoble
blood, nor as those speaking this language or that, but as one grand confederation and
brotherhood, in which all distinctions are lost. Learn here : 1. l^at our highest aim
should he to become true men.
We should struggle out of social castes, religious
denominationalisms, and national distinctions, and become true men, for these men alone
Not love for lorde
populate heaven.
2. That our highest love should be for men.
or ladies, or nobles, or even for sages and poets, nor even for country, but for men ;
reve ence man everywhere, in whatever land we find him, in whatever condition ; resp oi^
him because he is a man. A true man is the grandest creature under the heavens.
Let us all become such, and respect such, and such only.
in. Its gmeiousness transcends all descbiption. "Stood [standing] before
the throne, and before tbe Lamb, clothed with [arrayed in] white robes, and palms in
Mark 1. Their position. " Stood [standing] before the throne."
their hands."
This is an emblematic description of the highest dignity. Mural goodness, and that
alone, is Divine dignity.
The Divine throne is not material, it is spiritual; it is perfect
moriU excellence. 2. Their attire. "Clothed with [airayed in] white robes." Lifu
everywhere has its roljes, its forms ; robes which it makes for itself, which grow out
of itself as foliage out of the vital sap. Souls have their robes, and holy souls have
3. Their blessed rest.
robes white with purity. All their manifestations are pure.
" Palms in their bauds." The palms. Archbishop Trench considers, represents here not
emblems of victory, but aie emblems of rest.*
IV. Its enoagbments are baftdbods in devotion. "And cried [they cry] with a
loud [great] voice, saying. Salvation to [unto] our God which sitteth upon the thrune,
and unto the Lamb," etc. No doubt the engagements of this vast human pupulation
in heaven are very varied, according to their personal idiosyncrasies, capacities, and
proclivities.
But in every department there is worship, the Supreme is adored adored
not formally or perfunctorily, but earnestly ; they cry with a loud voice, " Salvation 1
Restoration from their former earthly condition is the master theme. Ah what is
included in this salvation ? It is restoration from ignorance to trtte knowledge, from
impwrity to holiness, from bondage to sovX-liherty, from selfishness to benevolence, from
materialism to genuine spirituality, from the reign of wrong to the reign of right.
This is the supreme theme of the saved in all worlds and for ever, and ascribed to God
and none other in heaven or earth. D. T.
every nation], and kindreds [of
thie cartli liave their

own

little

all trites],

theatres of

life

:

—

I

—

—

The human population in heaven {No. 2). " And one of the elders
Vers. 13 17.
answered, saying unto me. What are these which are arrayed in white robes? and
whence came tliey ? " etc. Here is an illustration of three facts in connection with the
humiin population in heaven.
" And one of the elders
I. Theib babthlt life was marked by qebat trial.
answered, saying unto me, What are these which are arrayed in white robes? [these
which are arrayed in the white robes, who are they?] and whence came they? And I
said [say] unto him, Sir [my lord], thou knowest.
And he said to me. These are they
which came [come] out of [the] great tribulation." An elder in those realms struck,
it may be, with certain peculiarities in their appearance and worship
puts to John the
interrogatory what they were, and whence they came, and the reply he receives is
that tbey had come out of "great tribulation." Tribulation is the common lot of
humanity, and ever the discipliae of the good. 1. This should teach us contentment
under our trials. " No temptation hath happened," etc. 2. This should inspire us with
magnanimity under our trials. The tribulations are useful Like the gales of the
mariner, they bear us away from scenes on which our heart is set.
The darkest
thunder-cloiid terrifies but for an hour ; it soon passes away, and leaves the air clearer
and the hearens brighter than before.
" Have washed
II. Theib cblbbtial oiroumstanobs are pbe-eminentlt glorious.

—

<

S4««

volnme of lermoni by Archbishop Trench, published by UaomiUaTi,

—

p. 86ft.

;
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md made them white in the Mood of the Lamb." Look at 1. Their
In white robes, emblems of purity and conquest. 2. Their position.
" They are before the throne." A throne is the emblem of regal authority, and befora
this throne we are always appearing in this life, but we are not conscious of ii.
3. Their employment.
"Serve him day and night;" indicating the entire consecration of their time and powers.
They serve him in every department of action. Serve
him lovingly, wholly, and constantly. 4. Tkeir companionship. " He that sitteth on
the throne shall dwell among [spread his tabernacle over] them." They enjoy
intimate communion with the Sovereign of all. 5. Their blessedness. "They shall
hunger no more, neither thirst any more ; . . and God sliall wipe away all tears."
They a*e freed from evil, and brought into the full enjoyment of all blessedness.
III. The diffekbnce between the earthly and heavenly condition is attribuTABLK TO Christ. " They have washed their robes, and made them white in the blood
of the Lamb.
Therefore are they before the throne.". Three things are implied
1. That they were originally poUiiteil.
2. That the self-sacrificing love of Christ has
a purifying influence.
3. That their cleansing by this influence had taken place when
on earth.
Conclusion. Mark well the " therefore " of the text. Why are men so different in
heaven to what they are on earth in character, circumstances, spirit, different? Not
their robei,

:

appearance.

.

—

because of the priestly services of any sect, nor because of their own intellectual attainments, but because they have had their " robes washed in the blood of the Lamb ; " it
is because of Christ they are in heaven.
B. T.

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

Vin.

—

Ver. 1. And when.
Kol irav, instead of
KuX Sre (as in the other seals), is read in A, 0,
end gi\ es a certain indefinitenoss which does
not belong to any of the rest (Altord). °Ot«
is, however, found in X, B, P, Andreas.
He
had opened the seventh seal; he opened.
As in the case of the other seals, the silence
accompanies the opening (see on oh. vi. 1,
3, 5, etc.).

This completes the number, and

Bets the roll free (ch. v. 1).
The contents of
the roll do not, however, become visible, nor
are they portrayed otherwise than by the
silence of half an hour (see on ch. v. 1).
There was silence in heaven; there followed a
silence (Bevised Version) ; o silence became
i.e. where there had not been silence previously, owing to the praises set forth at the
This image may have been
close of ch. vii.
suggested by the silence kept by the congregation without, while the priest offered incense within, the temple (cf. Luke i. 10).
This thought, too, may have led to the following vision, in which the angel offers
incense (ver. 3), and in this sense the vision
of the trumpets may be said to have grown
out of the seventh seal, though a similar act
precedes the visions of the seals (sec ch. v.
But in no other way is there any con8).
nection between the two visions; the events
narrated under the vision of the trumpets
are not an exposition of the seventh seal,
but a separate vision, supplementing what
has been set forth by the seven seals. The
$ilenee ii typie»! of the eternal peace of

heaven, the ineffable bliss of which it is
impossible for mortals to comprehend, and

which ia, therefore, symbolized by silence.
In the same way the new name is left unexplained, as something beyund the knowledge
of man in this life, and reserved for the life
in heaven (see on ch. iii. 12). It is thu sabbath of the Church's history, into the full
comprehension of which man cannot now
enter.

The

interpretation of this seal varies

with different writers, according to the view
taken of the vision as u whole.
Bede,
Priniasius, Victorinus, Wordsworth, agree in
considering that it denotes the beginning of
eternal peace. Those who take the preterist
view variously assign the silence to (1) the
destruction of Jerusalem (Maurice); (2)
A.D. 312—337 (King); (3) the period following A.D. 395 (Elliott) ; (4) the millennium
(Lange) (5) the decree of Julian imposing
silence on the Christians (De Lyra), etc.;
Vitringa thinks it relates to the time when
the Church wUl be triumphant on earth;
Hengstenberg, the astonishment of Christ's
enemies ; Ebrard, the silence of creation in
awe at the catastrophes about to happen; and
Diisterdieck, similarly, tiie silence of those in
heaven, waiting for the same events. About
the space of half an hour. Most writers are
agreed that the half-hour represents a short
time.
But jf (as we have indicated above)
the silence is typical of tlie eternal rest of
heaven, how can it be short ? Possibly the
auswir is that the shortness refers to the
time during which the seer waa ooatermplating tliis upect of the vision. H« luti
;
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now

BtriTed at the end; the fate of the
Ohuroh had been in some measure foreihfldowed, and the final assurance is peace
in heaven. That part of the fate in store
for the Church cannot be expounded by the
seer.

He

is

peimitted, as

were, to visit

it

JOHN THE DIVINE,

strating God's protection of the just, in the
vision of the trumpets the destruction of the

ungodly

plete ; he is summoned to receive yet further
But may not the half-liour sigrevelations.
nify " a long time " ? The seer, in his vision,
after beholding a succession of events, experiences a pause complete silence for the
Tbis time would
space of half an hour.

old, for a

appear almost interminable in such oiicumstances; and the phrase may therefore be
intended to express "an exceedingly lengthened period," such as a stillness of such a
length in the midst of numbers would appear
Here, then, closes the vision
to St. John.
of the seals.
The first four, prefaced by the
assurance of final victory, deal with events
more immudiately connected with this life,

and explain

to the suffering Christian of all
ages that it is part of God's eternal purpose
that he should be exposed to persecution,
trial, and temptation wliile in the world, and
that such suffering is not the result of God's
forgetf Illness or heedlessness. The last three
seals refer to three sets of events connected
The fifth shows
with the life hereafter.
the security of those who have departed this
life; the sixth poi trays the safe gathering
of God's own, and the fear and coudemnation
of the unjust at the judgment-day; the
seventh affords a prospect rather than a
sight of the eternal sabbath of heaven, undesoribed because indescribable. The whole
is thus completed ; the seer is called away
to review the ages once more
to behold new
visions, which shall impress more fuUy, and
supplement, the truths which the vision* of
the seals have, in a measure, revealed.

—

Vmw. t

—6 forma profaoo

to the vision of

vi«ion with

what has gone

before,

and

to

indicate the cause of this further revelation.

The

embraced under

series of mysteries

completed, and has so far accomplished its purpose, which is to fortify the
patience of the saints by the assurance of
the seals

is

and their mltimata victory
But this is only one part of

Goil's providence

and reward.

there is not only a message of encouragement to the faithful, but a
warning for the worldly and apostate. No
doubt the same ground is covered to some

the seer's mission

;

extent by both announcements
is

enoouragementand hope

la

jttdguient for the wicked

;

since

what

for the righteous

But whereas,

is

the main theme, being intended,

like the denunciations of the piophets of

warning to those in sin, if haply
any may yet be saved. It may, indeed, be
said to be an answer to the cry in ch. vi. 10,
" How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou
not judge and avenge our blood on them
that dwell on the earth ? " The same longdelay of vengeance tempts the
" foolish body " to say in his heart, " There
is no God."
While by the vision of the
seals God is careful not to break the bruised
suffering

reed, in the vision of the trumpets
safes a call to those

who

he vouch-

are less deserving

of his consideration and mercy.
(1)

The trumpets then form a

visions

series of

denouncing God's judgmeiits against

the wicked.
(2) They form an independent vision, and
do not grow out of the seventh seal, in the
sense of portraying what is intended to be
d'sclosed under that seal.
The numher

seven, alike in the case of the seals

and

in

that of the trumpets, indicates the complete

nature of each series, which is moreover
demonstrated by their general character.
(3) The incidents depicted are gyuehronous with those of the seals; that is to say,
they relate to the history of mankind frouj
the beginning to the end of time and the

commencement
(4)

Ike tnunpeti, and serve both to connect this

1—18.

in the vision of the seals, the punishment of
the wicked holds a subsidiary place, being
only introduced for the purpose of demon-

the threshold for an instant, and then he is
called away. His message is not yet com-

—

[ch. vjiu

As

of eternity.

in the case of the seals, they are

general indications of God's judgments;

»nd though particular events may be

partial

fulfilments, the complete fulfilment is in all

time.
(5) In their general

ft-atures

there are

some points of resemblance and some of
on a comparison with the seals.
into groups of
four and three. In both visions the first
group of four deals more immediately with
the natural world, the hist group of three
has more connection with the spiritual life.
(V) They terminate in a similar way, in
the victory of the redeemed, who sing the
praises of God.
(o) In both, greater elaboration or episoda
occurs after the sixth revelatioo.
difference

(o)

They may be divided

;

CH. -mi.
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The nature of the geventh

dieolosed,

seal le

un-

this is to a certain extent

and

paialkled in the trumpets by the silence
oonceining the third and last woe.
(e) In consonance witli the geiKTal purpose of the trumpets, there is no preliminary
assurance of victory as with the

first

seal

this is reserved to the end.

may

(6) Several reasons

be suggested for

the employment of the figure of trumpeti,

by which to announce each vision.
(a) It was the instrument in use among
the Israelites fur assembling people, either
for warlike or peaceful purposes (cf. Numb.
X. 1, 9, 10).

(5) It was thus intimately connected with
solemn proclamations or the delivery of God's
messages of judgment or warning, and is

used in the New Testament in describing the judgment-flay (cf. Lev. xxv. 9 ; Amos
Cor. xv. 52; 1 Theas. iv. 16).
iii. 6;
(c) The use of trumpets on seven days at
the destruction of Jericho, the type of all
that is worldly, may have suggested the form
liius

of the vision here, in the

announcement

of

the juilgment and destruction of the world.

Ver. 2.

—^And

I

irhioh stood before

saw the seven angels
God and to them were
;

given seven trumpets which stand (Kevisecl
Version). " And I saw " introduces the new
Probably
vi. 1, etc.
vision, as in ch. v. 1
not during the silence (as Alford), but subsequent to it. ' The seven angels " probably
refers to a particular order of angels, or
rather to those with a special mission;
though, witli our limited knowledge, it is
impossible to determine exactly who they
The passage
are or what their mission is.
in Tobit xii. 15 is so similar as to be at
"
Eaphael,
one of the
I am
once suggested
seven holy angels which present the prayers
of the saints." But here the seven do not
present the prayers of the saints, but another
angel does so (ver. 3). De Wette and others
think the seven are archangels (of. 1 Thess.
iv. 16, " With the voice of the archangel, and
with the trump of God "). Arethas, Ewald,
" the seven Spirits of
etc., identify them with
God " (ch. 1. 4 iv. 5 v. 6). Others incline
to the opinion that the seven are only distinguished from the other angels by being
the seven who sound the trumpets, just as
(On
four others are alluded to in oh. vii. 1.
the use of the number seven, see above ; also
;

;

;

;

on

oh.

i4

:

;

T. 1, eto.)

Ver. 3.—And another angel oame. _ No
particular angnl iR spocifled. Some writers,
BBtibW to acotpl the p»»aage aa mpaning
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that tho Church's prayers are offered by
means of an angel, prefer to believe that
Cliriat

himself

is

indicated.

(Thus Bede,

But, besides
that the dilBoulty has no real existence, the
same expression occurs in nh. vii. 2, where
there is no doubt of its meaning. Moreover,
in MO passage of the book is our Lord represented under the form of an angel. With
re iird to the office of the angels, Alford
remarks (while supporting the view that
the word here bears the ordinary signification), "They, are simply KeiTovpyiKd irvivliara, and the action here described is a
portion of that their ministry.
Throngh
whom the prayers are offered, we all know.
He is our only Mediator and channel of
grace."
So also Wordsworth, "The angel
is not here represented as giving /JJiaaci/ to
the prayers of all saints, but as ticking part
in them. There is ii communication of prayer
between all saints (namely, tlie saints departed, and the saints on earth), and the
holy angel* in heaven."
And stood at the
altar.
The Bevisers, accepting the reading
of N, B, 0, Andreas, adopt oi;er the altar.
The Authorized reading follows A, P, 1, 17,
36.
Alford remarks, "''E.iri with genitive,
not simply juxta, nor ante, but super; so
that his form appeared above it." The altar
Elliott, PrimasiuH, Vitringa.)

bus been already mentioned (oh. vi 9). If
the view there taken be correct, and the
brazen altar of sacrifice intended, the two
altars mentioned in this verse are not identical; the second represents the golden altar
of incense which stood before the veil
(Exod. XXX. 6), but which now stands before
the tljrone of God, the yoil having disappeared. This view seems to be the correct
one.
The second altar is distinguished
from the first by the addition of the qualification, " which was before the throne," at
well as by the epithet "golden" facts which
are not mentioned in oonneutiou with the
throne alluded to in ch. vi. 9. The order
of events followed here, though not given
in minute detail, resembles the ceremony
of the Jewish worship. lu the tempo, the
priest took burning coals from off the brazen
altar, and proceeded to the altar of incense,
on which to hum incense (Lev. xvi. 12, 18).
There appears to be a kind of progression
in the insight which the seer affords us of
the heavenly worship. In ch. iv. 1 u door
is opened, and St. John sees into heaven;
he is, as it were, without the sanctuary. In
this place he is permitted to advance in his
vision within the simctuary, and to observe
the golden altar. In oh. xL 19 and xv. 5
the most holy place is disclosed, and the
ark of the covenant is seen. Alford and
Diiaterdieck believe only one altar is here
mentioned, and identify it with that of oh.
vL ». De Wette, Hongfitenborg, Words-

—

;
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woith, thiuk one altar only la Intended, and
Bengel,
tliat it IB the altai of incense.
Ebrard, Vitringa, support the Tiew given
altar
Christ,
to
Bosauet says the
is
above.
whom the angel brings incense, that is, the
prayers of the saints. Having a golden
censer.
The word \i$af<i>T6s is found only
here and in 1 Chron. ix. 29 (LXX.). In
the latter place it is rightly rendered " frankincense;" but the meaning here evidently
required "censer." It is described as of
gold, in th6 same way that all the furniture
of the heavenly realms is described in the
Apocalypse. And there was given unto
him much incense. Apparently following
the analogy of the temple service, the first
angel brings in liis golden censer fire from
the brazen altar of sacrifice, and now there
is "given unto him," by another angel, incense to burn at the golden altar of incense.
(For ineeme, see on ch. v. 8.) That he should
offer it with the prayers of all saints ; add
it unto the prayers of all' the saints (Revised
Version). The prayers are to be inrensed,
so as to (typically) render them pure and
acceptable to God. Upon the golden altar
That is,
which was before the throne.
probably, the altar of incense, distinct from
this
verse
altar
mentioned
earlier
the
in
(see above).
Ver. 4. And the smoke of the incense,
which came with the prayers of the saints,
ascended up before Ood out of the angel's
hand ; and the smoke of the incense with the
prayers of the saints went up, etc. (Eevided
Version). The prayers, accompanied by the
inceuse, and typically purified by it, are
received by God. He hears the prayers;
and the judgments against the wicked, which
follow in the trumpet-visions, constitute the
answer to them. This makes more probable
the view that the following visions are
judgments against the world, and not (like
the seals) trials to the Church.
Ver. 5. And the angel took the censer,
and filled it with fire of the altar, and cast
it into the earth j talieth the censer, and he
filled it with the fire of the altar, and cast
Tlie
it upon the earth (Uevised Version).
angel now returns to the altar of burnt
oifering, whence he takes fire, which he
This action denotes
casts upon tlie earth.
that God's judgments are about to descend
on the eaith, and it therefore forms the
visible token uf Gud's acceptance of the
prayen of the saints, and his answer to
them. And there were voices, and thunderingB, and lightnings, and an earthquake;
and there followed thunders, and voices, etc,
(Revised Version). The manifestation of
Ood'f presence or of hig judgments is continually accompanied by awc-strikliig phenomeua, iuch ua ure here described (see on oh.
vL 12).

—

—
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Ver. 6. And the leven angels which had
the seven tmrnpets prepared themselves to
sound. This verse takes up and continues
the narrative of ver. 2; the intervening
passage serves to indicate the immediate
cause of the judgments now about to descend, viz. the "prayers of the saints" (ver.
(On the number (even, as signifying a
4).
complete number, see oh. i. 4; v. 1, etc.)
Cf. the sounding of the trumpets at Jericho,
and the other passages quoted in the comment on ver. 2.
Ver. 7. ^The first angel sounded; and
The
the first souTuJed (Revised Version).
word " angel " should be omitted here,
though found in the other trumpets. The
first four are marked off from the last three
(as in the case of the seals) by distinctive
The first four refer to the natural
features.
life, while the last three are connected more
closely with the spiritual life of man.
The
first four are connected and interdependent
the last three are distinct and more detached. The last three are specially marked
off by the announcement of the angel in
ver. 13.
And there followed hail and firs
'

—

mingled with blood; mingled in blood. The
En;;lish Version is ambiguous, but the Greek
makes it clear that it is the hail and the
fire tl at are mingled, and that both together
are sent in blood. Tiiere is an evident likeness between the judgments of the trumpets
and the plagues of Egypt. The resemblanoe
is only general, but it serves to corroborate
the belief that the trumpets declare Ood's
judgments on the world, uot the trials of
the Church. The Cliurch is the true Israel
which exists uninjured by these manifestations of God's wrath in the midst of tlie
world of Egyptian wickedness. The question next naturally arises What are the
judgments referred to, which are thus to
afflict the ungodly while leaving the righteous
unhurt ; and when and how they are to take
place?
The answer evidently is
All
troubles of the wicked, which are the consequence of misdoing, whether these troubles
overtake them in this life or in the life to
come.
In the words of Alford, "These
punishments are not merely direct inflictions of plagues, but consist in great part of
that judicial retiibutiou on them that know
not God, which arises from their own depravity, and in which their own sins are
made to punish themselves." This seems
to follow from the view wiich we have
taken of the trumpet-visioua. They depict
God's judgments on the wicked in all ages.
Just us the seal-visions were found to relate
to the trials of God's people in all time, and
the fulfilment is not completed by any one
event or series of events, so now the seer is
called upon to return, as it were, to his
formei starting-point, and follow ont a nen

—

—

:
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path, where he would find displayed the
troubles which have afflicted or shall afflict

ungodly. It if very doubtful how much
of the imagery used in this series of visioni
is to be interpieted as applying to some
detinite event, imd how mucli is to be considered merely as the accessories of the
picture, necessitated by ihe employment of
the symbol, and not needing particular interpretation. It is possible that the seer intended first to set forth the judgments which
were to descend on those powers which, at
the time of the vision, were pressing so
heavily upon Christiani, and among wliich
the Bomau empire held the prnmlneut place.
But it also seems probable that the woes
symbolized are general types of the judg
ments in store for the wicked of all ages,
Serhaps in this life, certainly at the last
The blood is not found in Exodus.
ay.
It is mentioned in close connection with
hailstones and tire in Ezek. xxxviii. 22, and
a similar thought occurs in Juel ii. 30.
Tiie passage may describe the ruin wrought
by war ; the consequences of fire and
sword. Wordsworth sees the fulfilment in
the Gothic invasion of Bome, which descended from the north, here typified by the
hailstorm (but see on ch. xvi. 21). The
vision would thus answer to that of the
tlie

,

seal, though with this difference, tliat
under the seal war was permitted as a trial
to the Church
here it is sent as God's
vengeance against the persecutors.
And
they were oast upon the earth. " That is,"
says Wordsworth, "on the earthly power,
opposed to Christ and his Cliurch, which is
the kingdom of heaven." But tlie words

second

;

seem rather

to describe the destruction of

inanimate creation, as in the seventh plague
of Egypt.
The punishment would undoubtedly fall upon mankind eventually,
though immediately upon the earth and its
productions.
Vitringa says the earth denotes the Boman empire ; the tea, the barbarous races. And the thud part of trees
was burnt up, and aU green grass was
burnt up. Insert and the third part of the
earth was burnt up, as in the Eevised Ver-

A

"
third of all the trees, etc., on the
earth," rather than " all the trees, etc., on a
The
B|]eoifled third part of the earth."
third part is almost unanimously considered
to represent "a large part, but such that
the greater part was still uninjured."
are reminded again of the seventh plague,
where " the flax and the barley were smitten
sion.

;

We

but the wheat and tlje rie weie not smitten"
(Bxod. ix. 31, 32). Wordsworth interprets
the trees to mean the " [iriucea " of the
Koman empire; ihe grass, the common
people. SoalsoHengstenlierg. Elliott thinks
" the third part of the larth " denotes the
western part of the Bomau empire, the
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eastern and central parta at first escaping
the visitation. Bengol sees here a type of
the wars of Trajan and Hadrian. Vitringa
considers that the famine under Gallus ii
signified.
Benan points to the storms of
A.D. 63—68 as the fulfilment.
9.
Vers. 8,
And the second angel sounded,
and as it were a great mountain burning
with fire was cast into the sea. Jer. Ii. 2S
contains a somewhat similar description, witli,
however, a diflFerent meaning.
There the
mountain is the heathen power ; here it is
the instrument of the punishment of the
ungodly world. Alford objects to calling
the mountain a volcano, thougli that, or
something of the same nature, seemsobviously
to be meant.
The contiguity of such appearances to St. John in the Isle of Patmos
may have suggested the ide^ The judgments appear to increase in severity as we
go on. The first affects vegetation, thus
causing trouble, but not destruction to men
the second begins to affect animal life; the
third causes many men to die
and the
following ones affect men as direct pniiishments. The vision may be said generally
to typify great trouble and commotion.
The figure is used in other places to denote
something remarkable and awe-inspiring
(of. Matt. xxi. 21; 1 Cor. xiii. 2; Job ix. 5;
xxviii. 9; Judg. v. 5; 1 Kings xix. 11; Ps.
xlvi 2; Isa. xxxiv. 3; liv. 10; Ezek. xxxviii.
20; Micah i. 4; Nah. i. 5). It is also the
symbol of a great power.
In Isa. ii. 2 it
signifies the Church; in Amos iv. 1 an
earthly power ; in Isa. xli. 15 the enemies
of Israel.
We may tlierefore conclude that
a judgment of great magnitude and force is
furetoLl and though it is possible to point
to particular events (such as the overthrow
of Borne by the Gothic power) as a fulfilment of the prophecy, yet we must remember
that the complete fulfilment will not bo
accomplished until "all enemies are put
under his feet." And the third part of the
sea became blood; and the third part of
the creatures which were in the sea, and
had life, died and the third part of the ships
were destroyed; even they that had life
(Bevised Version). (On the " third part," see
on ver. 7.) Whether one third part of the
sea, sepai-ated in some way from tbe rest,

—

.

;

;

;

and all tlie creatures in that third part, or
whether a third part diffused over the whole
extent, is

The whole

meant, it is impossible to say.
is a vision, and not subject to

laws.
The meaning is evident,
before, a large part, but not the largest,
is signified
and this time the judgment is

natural

As

directed against another portion of creation.
The sea, as well as the productions of the
can be used by God as his agent by

earth,

which to punish and warn mankind.
attempt

to press

The

the vision into a particular.

;
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application has led to a variety of interpretations.

Wordgwoeth and Elliott both think

that the destruction of Roman ships is foretold ? the former pointing to the ships as
the instruments of commerce and luxury,
the latter referring to the destruction of the
Roman navy. Bengel, Grotius, Vitringa,
see here a vision of war. Hengstenberg
believe! the sea to typify thia world; the
living creature/, mankind; and the thipt,
villHgPs and towns. Those who place the
fulfilment of the vision in time subsequent
to the sealing of oh. vii. fail to see that
the trumpets do not follow the seals in
chronological order, but that both are being
fulfilled side fay side in the same epoch
viz. that of the existence of man.
Ver. II). And the third angel sounded,
and there fell a great star bom. heaven,
burning as it were a lamp. In the Old
Testament trouble is foretold under the
symbol of darkened stars (cf. Ezek. xxxii.
In Matt. xxiv. 29 the
7; Joel ii. 10).
falling of stars is part of the general picture
The
of the coming of the judgment-day.
description here may therefore symbolize
an act of judgment one more of the troubles
inflicted by God upon the guilty world.
The frequent use of the symbol, ttar, as
a type of one in an exalted position, has
led most commentators to interpret the star
of individual rulers, especially of those who
poisoned the waters of Divine truth by
But it seems more likely that the
heresy.
event here portrayed carries one step
further the description of God's vengeance
on the wicked, which his been already
At first vegetation,
partially set forth.
then the sea, now the land waters, are
smitten. The star, as the means employed
by God, is typical of the awe-striking nature
of the punishment, and is indicative of the
fact that the judgment is the act of God,
and proceeds directly from heaven, and
is not to be attributed to merely natural
And it fell upon the third
circumstances.
part of the rivers, and upon the fountains
of waters. JSot upon a third part of the
fountains, but upon all fountains, just as
in ver. 7 "all green grass" is visited with
the plague. As stated above, another part
of creation (and therefore another portion of
mankind) is afi9icted. It is, of course, impossible to point out the complete fulfilment
of this judgment, which is yet being fulfilled,
but we may mention as illustrations the
trouble caused to man by means of land
waters, by floods, by drought, by pestilence.

—

—

before, only port suffers from this
visitation ; the greater part is spared.
Ver. 11. And the name of the star is
The plant known to us
called Wormwood.

As

—

Under the name of wormtoood is doubtless
identical with the '^ ijiaiSts of this passage.
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The

present English word Is « oomiption
of wer-rruSd (equivalent to ware-mood), which
may be rendered " mind-pieserver," a name
given to the plant by the Saxons, on account
of its fancied virtues ; for it was believed to
be a protection against madness.
Such
properties were formerly frequently ascribed
to plants possessing bitter and nauseous
tastes, such as that of the wormwood.
Varieties of the plant are common in Palestine, and are widely distributed in the world.
Amoiigt he ancients it was typical of bitter
sorrow. Thus Lam. iii. 19, " Remembering
my misery, the wormwood and the gall^"
Jer. ix. 15, " I will feed them with wormwood." Here, therefore, the name indicates
the efiect of the star, viz. to cause intense
trouble and sorrow. And the third part of
the waters became wormwood; that is,
became bitter as wormwood, that is, charged

sorrow and disaster.
The general
of the incident is described in the
name given to the chief actor, as in the
case of the fourth seal (see ch. vi. 8). And
many men died of the waters, because they
were made bitter many of the men. Possibly
(though not necessarily) of the men dwelling
near the waters. For tlie first time mention
is made of the death of men, though, doubtless, it is implied in the preceding judgments. We may notice the contrast in the
miracles of Moses, who sweetened the waters
of Marah (Exod. xv.), and of Elisha (2

with

effect

;

Kings

ii.

22).

Ver. 12.

—And the

fotirth

angel sounded,

and the third part of the sun was smitten,
and the third part of the moon, and the
third part of the stars. Still the orented
universe is the direct object of these visitations.
The planets were smitten, but we
are not told with what instrument.
As
Alford points out, this may teach us not to
lay too great stress upon that part of the
visions which describes the means.
Our
attention is to be fixed upon the effect, the
stroke, not upon the mountain or the star
by whose means the result is attained. (For
the signification of the third part, vide
supra.) In the Bible, frequent use is made
of this figure to express trouble and commotion (see Isa. xiii. 10 ; xxiv. 23 Jer. xv.
9; Ezek. xxxii. 7; Amos viii. 9; Matt. xxiv.
The sun, etc., are also looked u]joii
29).
as examples of stability.
Thus Ps. Ixxii
"
5, " As long as the sun and moon endure
The
(see also Ps. Ixxii. 17; Ixxxix. 36).
vision may therefore be suggestive of God's
power over things the most permanent aud
stable, and thus demonstrate to Christians
his ability to punish "the ungodly who
prosper in the world." Thus Job ix. 7
attributes omnipotence to God, " which
oommandeth the suu, and it rlseth not ; and
sealeth up the stars " (see also Ps. cxxxvi
;

—
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8; Jer. xxxi. 35).
Thus, tbsn, God can
turn eveu the benign inBuences of the Bun
and planets into means for the deatruotion
of man. In the countless evils which have
their origin in the excess or defect of the
power of the sun, we may see^n illustration
of the fulfilment of this judgment.
We may
point out that the very existence of such
visitations as are here portrayed preclude
the possibility of the fulfilment of the
trumpet-visions being subsequent in time
to those of the seals.
So as the third part
of them was darkened, and the day shone
not for a third part of it, and the night
likewise that the third part of them ehould
he darkened, and the day should not shine
for the third part of it, and the night in like
manner.
Probably, total darkness for a
third part of the day and night is meant;
not a third of the usual amount of light
during the whole day and night (as Beugel
and others). Benan, as a preterist, sees
the fulfilment in the eclipses of a.d, 68.
De Lyra, Wordswortli, and others see in
this judgment a symbol of the infidelity,
heresies, apostasies, and confusions in the
world in the seventh century and at other
times.
Vitringa, adopting the hibtnrioal
;

view, refers tlie fulfilment to particular
periods of the Roman empire.
Yer. 13
And I beheld, and heard an
angel. " An eagle " (Revised Version) is
read in X, A, B, Vulgate, Syriac, Coptic, etc ,
while " angel " is found in P, 1, 16, 34, 47,
etc.
One manuscript (13) has ot^cAou as
atToB.
St. John sees one eagle, the symbol
of what is swift and unerring in swooping
Thus Job ix. 26, "The
upon its prey.
eagle that hasteth to the prey " (see also
Hab. i. 8 ; 2 Sam. i. 23). This is the meaning of the appearance of the eagle, which
announces tlie swittuess and certainty of the

—
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De Wette and others unnecessarily understand "an angel -in the
form of an eagle." De Lyra interprets it
as St. John himself.
Wordsworth, relying
chiefly on the force of eh, believes that
Christ is signified; but it is extremely
doubtful whether the force of tlie numeral
can be pressed so far. Others see a reference to the Roman legions, etc. The figure
may have been suggested by Matt. xxiv. 28.
Flying through the midst of heaven flying
in mid heaven (Revised Version).
Not
"midway between earth and heaven," but
" in the direct line of the sun." The word
is found only here and in ch. xiv. 6 and
coming woes.

;

xix. 17.
In the former it is rendered as in
this place, in the latter it is translated " in
the sun." The eagle is thus plainly visible
to all.
Saying with a loud voice, Woe, woe,

" Woe "
woe, to the inhabiters of the earth
is followed by " inhabiters " in the accusati ve
case, according to N, B
though the dative
" The
is read in A, P, and some cursives.
inhabiters of the earth" are the ungodly,
the worldly, those on whom God's wrath
lad been invoked by the saints at rest
(ch. vi, 10), whose prayer is now answered
The triple denunciation renders the threatened judgments more emphatic and terrible.
By reason of the other voices of the trumpet
of the three angels, which are yet to sound
Greek, out of the other voices (denoting from
whence the woe procerds) wlio are yet to
sound. " Trumpet," in the singular, because
taken distributively " of each trumpet."
The three woes are described in (1) ch. ix.
!

;

;

—

1—11; (2) ch. ix. 12—21 (3) ch. xi. 15—
19.
They perhaps refer to spiritual troubles,
;

instead of being concerned (as in the case
of the first four trumpets) with temporal

jndgmeuta.

HOMILETIOS.
"Silence in heaven"? and that for "about the space of
half an hour"?' What can this mean, or how can it furnish an expositor with
material for instructive teaching? The question is a natural one, and it is capable of
being answered. This verse is neither to be dismissed as if unintelligible, nor slighted
It is full of most intense significance, and will be found to illustrate
as if unimportant.
the truth that some of the most obscure and unpromising verses of the Word of God
do yield to the devout and careful student the most stimulating and helpful teaching.
It will be remembered that the sixth chapter closed amid representations of gloom and
tribulation ; in which the alarm was so great that many would think the great day of
God's wrath was come. Yet in this supposition they would be wrong; for the seventh
At the same time, so great was the trouble there depicted
seal had yet to be opened.
Who shall live when (Jod doeth this ? As a relief to the
as to suggest the question
anxious one, the Apostle John bids ud see the security of the Church of God a part
being on earth, sealed in the tribulation, and a part in heaven, caught up out of it.

Ver.

1.

Silence in heaven.

—

' On this half-houi, and other Apocalyptic measurements of time, see Hooper's
lyptic Researches,' in the Clergyman'! Magazine, January, 1888.

—
'
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This cheering scene haying been irltneased, the apostle beholds the opening «f the
seals resumed
an indication of the coining of severer woes than any which hare been
yet recorded. At this stage, however, of the exposition it seems best to lay down the
following principle : Whatevrr judgments come down upon the region below, they are
seen by the apostle to be the consequences of activities in the region above.
No stroke
falls on earth that is not directed from heaven.
The two worlds move in concert.
The time-accomplishments of one world correspond to the time-appointments of
another.
Hence, if there should be a pause in the activities of the higher realm, that
would bring about a pause in the movements of the lower. Such a pause in heaven
John observes. This would indicate some intervening period of comparative quietude
on earth. But what space of time in the revolution of earth's ages those thirty
minutes indicated, or what specific epoch of tranquillity upon earth was thereby set
forth, it is not possible for us to say.
We know only that, while the apostle notes
silence above, there is a calm below; and that this calm is but the prelude to a more
intense activity than ever.
And thus we have set before us, in immistakable symThat in the developments of Ood's plana in providence, there are
bolism, this truth
times of comparative quietude, during which it seems as if the progress of things was
stayed awhile. Respecting this, we will ask three questions, which we will endeavour

—

also to answer.

What

intended when we speak oe pboorbss beino appabkntlt stated ?
Word of God great promises and prophtcies which open up a glorious
vision for the future days.
There have been also great events which have excited in
the Church of God the strongest hopes, and which ever and anon form a restful background. In the retrospect of mighty wonders in days gone by, God's people take heart
and hope for the days to come (Isa. li. 9 11). To such periods there succeed long years
in which either no appreciable advance is made towards the inbringing of the new
heavens and the new earth or if in one direction some progress appears, in another the
cause of righteousness seems checked afresh by new developments of error, folly, and
sin.
Years on years roll by, our towns and cities grow with accelerating rapidity, and
a larger area of dense population beciomes an area, so much the larger, of religious indifThe prophets of God are crying, " Flee from the wrath to come." They long
ference.
for some manifestation of Divine power to startle man. But no. Man goes on sinning.
And our God seems a God that "does nothing" (Carlyle). The thunder is rolled up.
The lightning is sheathed. There is a prolonged lull. There is " silence in heaven."
The sceptic makes use of the quietude to ask, " Where is the promise of his coming ? "
The careless one settles down at his ease, and cries, " The vision that he seeth is for many
days to come." Hollow professors desert in crowds, and go over to the ranks of the
enemy. Some faint-hearted ones, if they do not hoist the white flag and capitulate,
think perhaps their message is over-weighted, and cast some of it away. Others, more
I.

is

There are in the

—

;

loyal, continue to give out the message in its fulness, yet are beginning to tremble.
Others, again, make the silence a plea for mightier prayer. They cry, " It is time for
thee. Lord, to work ; " " Arise,
Lord, plead thine own cause." And still still there
No voice is heard from the invisible realms to break in upon
is " silence in heaven."
the steady course of this earth's affairs, or to arouse and convict a slumbering world 1
This " silenqe " is liable to be misinterpreted.
II. What does this silence mean ?
Perhaps this is the one fact which is a sorer strain on the £uth of believers than any
other. As Faber plaintively moans

—

" He hides himself so wondrously
As if there were no God
He is least seen when all the powen
Of ill are most abroad."

What

does it mean ? 1. Negatively. (1) It does not mean that this world ol oum i»
cut adrift in space, or that the human family are left fatherless and lone. Our Lord
Jesus has given us too many assurances to the contrary fur us to come to such a conclusion.
(2) Nor dues it mean that time is being lost in the development of the plans
Catastrophes are not the only means of progress.
There is as real an advance
of God.
when the tiny blade is making its way noiselessly through the sud as when the
reapers cry, " Harvest home " (3) Kor does it imply that God it indifferent to th* tin
1

—
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which he i» ever witnessing, " The Lord Is not slaoTt," etc. (4) Nor does it Imply that
God is working on any other plan than Jjiat which he has laid down In the hook. The
NTealed purpesee of Ood as indicated in Scripture, and the plans of God as unfolde«l in
proTidence, run upon precisely the same lines (Pg. 1. 21 Ixxiv. 11). (6) Nor does
the silence mean that God will ultimately let sinners escape with impunity (Bom. ii.
It is intended that we shonld learn positive lessons from
2. Positively.
3, 4).
" silence in heaven." (1) We are not to expect startling providences at every turn of
Now and then they may come, and do. But they are not the common methods
life.
of JDivine working.
The lightning-flash which rends the oak comes occasionally as if
But the light which falls so gently on the
to reveal the reserve forces in nature.
opening eyelids is new every morning. (2) We are to be guided more by wliat God
The book gives principles which are
says than by what we see before our eyes.
eternal.
This or that event may be but a tiny point of detail, which can only be
judged of by the larger whole. God's Word is our only safe guide. (3) There are
other sides to, and other forms of, God's working than those which startle and alarm.
Over and above providential working among the nations, there is a living and life-giving
And it is this silent, secret working of Grid's Spirit
Spirit, making " all things new."
by which he will build up "the new Jerusalem." The roar of the cataract startles the
The thunder of the
ear, but it is the gentler dew which renews the face of the earth.
avedanche marks less advance than the silent ripening of the corn. (4) By the silence
of heaven God would test his people's faith, and quicken them to more fervent prayer.
There is "silence in heaven' that there may be less silence among the faithful on
earth.
(5) God would thus teach us to study principles rather than to gase on
incident.
The moment of an earthquake is not tlie time for the calm and accurate
Btidy of science and times of intense upheaving are not those in which we can master
principles; they are rather periods in which we need to put them out to use as the
emergency requires. We can only study them when there is " silence in heaven."
(6) Certainly, another reason is that the wicked may have space for repentance (of. 2
The most marvellous of all the Divine attributes is his patience.
Pet. iii. 9).
III. What shoold this silence teach ua ? and what effect upon us sHot7L» rr
HAVE ? 1. Let us learn anew to exercise faith in the .spiritual power which God wields
by his Spirit, rather than in the material energy which shakes a globe. The greatest
work of God is that which is the most still. Newspapers chronicle incident; but who
could write an editoiial on the growth of a spirit? "The kingdom of God cometh not
;

j

with observation." 2. Let us use Heaven's time of keeping silence as a time for
breaking ours (Isa. Ixii. 1, 6, 7). 3. Let the ungodly make use of the space given for
repentance, by turning to the Lord with full purpose of heart. Let them not wait
Ice may be shivered into fragments, but it is ice still. Better to
for terrors to alaim.
4. Let us lay to heart the certain
let the warm beams of God's love melt the icy soul.
We know
fact, that, although judgment is delayed, come it will. We know not when.
not how. But " we mmt all stand before the judgment-seat of Christ,"
Vers. 1

—

5.

Prayer and fire.

For some time there had been "silence in heaven."

Then the prayers
this time there was a corresponding period of calm on earth.
of the saints were rising to heaven, fragrant with the incense which mingled with
them. As the sequel lo these prayers, and as the answer to them, the angel takes fire
From that point a new series of aotiTities
in the censer and casts it on the earth.
During

On these we shall touch in the next homily. Meanwhile we are detained by
the thought of the connection between the prayers of the saints and the fire cast on
the earthT As far back as the times of the Hebrew psalmist, the Ohurch of God used
such words as these ; " By terrible things in righteousness wilt thou answer us,
God of our salvation " (Ps. Ixv. 5). Our Lord himself declared, " I am come to send fire
on the earth " (Luke xii. 49, 50). He yearned for the conflict to take place, which most
inevitably come albeit that, ere it should come, he would have to undergo a terrible
baptism of suffering and of blood. So thnt we get revealed to us a wondrous unison of
thought, as regards the Lord, and as regards his Church under the Old and New Testaments— That " terrible tilings" on earth will mark the advance of Ood'$ kingdom upon
it,
the result of a Saviov/r's sufferings and a Church's prayers}
'
"VTb may tend up prayers, and the answer may oome down • jtidgment; tx often it is
unfolds.

—

M
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I. The affairs of thk kingdom of God touch this earth at btebt point of nt
CONCERNS. There are two common defects among Christian people in reflecting on the
things of God. Some concern themselves almost exclusively with the outward development of God's kingdom in national life. Others, again, are almost equally absorbed
with the aspect of God's work which concerns the salvation of the indiriduaL Both
should be included in one view. Each one may begin with himself in his religious
concern, but no one may end there. We may, indeed, be thankful that, in the great
affairs of worlds, God does not forget our small concerns
at the same time, we should
often lose the thought of our own interests in our anxious care for the honour and glory
of our Lord and for the growth of his kingdom.
The pith of all the concentrated
prayers of the saints is, "Thy kingdom come." Earthly thrones, political parties,
Church politics, are only of service as they are helping to fulfil the will of God.
And never will Christian people attain to the glory of their grand confession till they
have public spirit enough to lead them to " seek firU the kingdom of God and hia
;

righteousness."
II. In the developments at God's kingdom the uiwoldinob of sabth arb
AFFECTED BY AGENCIES ABOVE AND BEYOND IT. The main theme of our text presents
us with the glorious and inspiring truth of an angelic ministry. That there should be
one bond of moral sympathy uniting holy men and angels is not surprising when both
are creatures of God. God uses us.
He uses them. They are all ministering spirits.
Among them there is no discord. They move in perfect accord with the will of him
who sitteth upon the throne, wi ndering oft, perchance, as they look down upon earth,
that it should harbour any treasonable revolt against the throne of God
III. Upon this earth a claim has been made by One in human form, to
SUPREME SOVEREIGNTY OVER IT a claim that, as things are, produces violent disturbance.
It is true he came "not to judge the world but to save the woild; " yet from
I

—

the nature of the case, even that saving process involves " sending fire on the earth."
Satan is wrought up to fury when his subjects leave his bondage to serve freely their
" When a stn ng man armed keepeth his palace, his goods are in peace,
rightful Lord.

but when," etc. Kings have risen in revolt against the doctrine that there is another
King, one Jesus. Priests are indignant when told that the priesthood of believers
renders official priests a sham. Mammon's worshippers are wroth against the claims
of Jesus. And, as the result of long, long ages of sin, huge ecclesiastical establishments,
despotisms, international confederacies, vast hierarchies, great commercial concerns
based on selfishness rather than righteousness, have taken usurped possession. And
But how it is all
they must all he overthrown before perfect peace can be brought in.
to be done the great Lord alone can tell.
IV. There are two potent forces at work which abb to the people of God
the PLEDGE THAT ALL THESE CONFEDBBACIBB OF EVIL WILL SOONER OB LATER BB
BBOKEN UP. One of these is the work of the Lord Jesus Christ, followed as it is by
In thinking of all these forces which are set forth in the chapter
his reigning power.
before us, it would be strange indeed if wo lost sight of " him who is in the midst
of the throne " to direct and inspire the whole. Our Lord's baptism of blood was but
the earnest of his after-adu'inistrative sway. At his death the prince of this world was
(potentially) cast out.
''He must reign till he hath put all enemies beneath his feet."
And while there is this regal force working earthward from heaven, there is another
force working heavenward from earths-even the prayers of the saints.
Our Lord himself has revealed the law that prayer is one of the hinges on which the world's movements turn. " Ask, and it shall be given you." And, more than all, he has not only
told us to pray, but he has sot us a-praying by the energies of his Spirit.
Pray we
must; pray we will. We cannot help it. Nor will the prayer be lost. God has not
vainly said to the seed of Jacob, " Seek ye me."
V. It is THE Divine appointment that, as the outcomb of this double fobcb,
THERE SHOULD BE A DOUBLE SET OF RESPONSIVE PHENOMENA. 1. There 18 a neWcreating force of the Holy Spirit, slowly it may be, but surely, building up the new
only through judgment that true Loving-kindness can make her way" (Carpenter). "The
Erayerg are that God will vindicate his own cauBe,.and they are answered by him who,whea
is people cry to him. will arise to judgment" (Milligan).
For a very widely different cob
ceptioB of the meaning of this passage, aen Carratt's ' Oommentary,' 2nd edit, p. S&
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heavens and the new earth, which will emerge when all that must be shaken »nd overthrown is put away. Thia work is essentially and exclusively constructive. 2. There
is another kind of agency
the providential
which is largely destructive, which clears
the ground for a new advance. It is this overturning force which we have yet to see
in action.
The Jewish temple and nation had to be overthrown to prepare the way
for_a new step in advance.
Struggle and bloodshed in Italy prepared the way for the
downfall of the pope's temporal puwer.
The warin America proved the destruction of
slavery.
Thus, as we look back on them, we see how destructive action hastens the
pr^ress of the world. So it has been. So it will be.
Vl. It is disclosed to us in this book that many of the most fieroblt
DESTBUCTIVE EVENTS BY WHICH THE ILL 13 TO BE OVERTHROWN, are the Divjne
method of answering his people's prayers. It is in response to prayer that the angel
casts fire on the earth.
Prayers sent up in calm are answered in storm,

—

—

"

When we
Looking

stand with Christ on high.

o'er life's history,"

—

then shall we see more clearly than it is possible to do now, that the most
"terrible things" have but prepared the way of the Lord.
difficulty
Difficulty:
may here suggest itself to some. The question may be asked But are we to understand that God's saints are expected to pray for, or even that it is right for them to
pray for, terrible judgments?
reply— Not so do we understand the matter; but
thus : believers pray, " Arise,
God, plead thine own cause " and then they leave it
in the hands of God to answer the prayer in the way which seems best to him. Note
Do not let us be alarmed if, when God rises up, some tremendous shaking occurs.
Such shakings must come. Empires, monarchies, kings, tyrannies, priesthoods, visible
Churches, hierarchies, creeds, mnst be shaken. But why? " That those tilings which
cannot be shaken may remain." Let Christians hold fast, watch, pray, wait, in perfect
calm.
Finally, let all preachers and hearers summon each other out from the prayerless crowd, and gather in among the praying ones. History gives us many an instructive
parable.
There was once a little company in an upper room not more than a
hundred and twenty praying. At that very time there sat on his royal seat a Soman
emperor, surrounded with all the pomp and power of the world. In the little company
in the upper room there was a seed of life and progress that has been fruitful ever since,
and is more so now than ever. In the court of Rome there was a worm of corruption
silently and surely gnawing all the splendour, and bringing it to utter ruin.
If we
court the world's smiles and wealth and applause, we may make a show, but only for
a time., If ours is the breath of prayer, we shall reign when the pomp of earth has
then

A

—

We

;

—

—

vanished

for

ever

away I

7—

Ver.
oh. ix. 21.— The first six trumpets.
The eighth and ninth chapters are
confessedly the most intiicate part of the book.
Yet they are full of Divine teaching
which we could ill afford to lose teaching thrown into a form altogether peculiar to
this Apocalyptic book, which will amply repay the closest attention which we can give
to it.
Here we have the sounding of the first six trumpets under the seventh seal.
According to historical interpreters of the two main schools, their fulfilment was accomplished, at least in part, in the events indicated in the following table :

—

Trumpets.

Fulfilment according to Archdeacon

Fulfilment accordlngto Rev. CB.miott.

Farrar.'

First trumpet

—

Hail and fire mingled
with blood are cast upon
the earth, and one-third
part of earth and trees
and all green grass is
burnt up.

Years of burning drought,
rains of blood, disastrous conflagrations and earthquake, as
those in Lyons, Rome, Jerusalem, Naples, etc. (A.D. 63 to

The

invasion of the

Boman

empire by Alario, King of the
Gotbi (a.dl 895 to A.S. 410>

A.D. 68).

—

' ' Early Days of Christianity,' vol. ii. 261
For a careful discuBsion of tka Btaio
270.
question here involved, see also Mr. P. W. Grant's Exposition,' pp. 217—228.
' 'Horn Apocalyptiora,' 6th edit., vol. i. 316, et teq.
'

—
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FnlSlment according to Archdeacon

[oh.

vm. 1—18.

Fnlfllment according to Rev. B. B. EllMt.

Farrar.

Second trumpet—
A great mountain is
oast into the sea one:

third part of the sea, of
the creatures therein,
and of the ships, is
smitten.

Third trumpet

A

waters are

The

Invasion of the

Roman

empire by (Jenseric, King of
the Vandali (a.d. 423 to a.d.
468).

stances.

—

from
htaveu: one-third part
of the rivtrs and fountains is smitten, and the
star

Great calamities connected
with the sea and ships, such
as those of which the time of
Nero furnished abundant in-

falls

made

Fourth trumpet

The overthrow of Nero, the
ominous! failure of the Julian
line, and the bitterness oociisioned thereby.

The

invasion of the

Roman

empire by Attila, King of the
Huns (a.d. 433 to a.d. 453).

bitter.

—

A

third part of the
sun, moon, and stars is

Ruler after ruler, chieftain
after chieftain, of the Roman

mitten.

empire,

and of the Jewish
by murder or

nation, died
suiuide.

Final conquest of Rome and
the Western empire by Odoaeer,
King of the Heruli (a.d. 476 to
A.D. 490).

—

Fifth trumpet

A

star

from

a great swarm
locusts from the

heaven
of

falls

:

abyss.

=

The star Nero. The boat
of locusts
demons. Stier is
as saying, "In the
period between the Resurrection and the fall of Jerusalem,
the Jewish nation acted as if

=

quoted

possessed by seven thousand

demons."

The Btar= Satan. The locusts
= the sudden rise of Mohammedanism. The five montlis =
a hundred and fifty years. In

Mahomet commenced his
prophetic
mission.
In
762
Christeudoni was delivered from
the terror and persecution of the
Saracens.
612

—

Sixth trumpet
The army of the horse-

men is seen, numbering
two hundred millions,
with

fire

borsa.s.

-

breathing

"The swarms

of Orientals

The Turks from the Euphrafinntier, subverting the
empire of £astern Christendom,
and taking Constantinople.

who gathered

to the destruction of Jerusalem in the train
and
the
overwhelming
of Titus,

tean

Parthian host which was expected to avenge the ruin of
Nero,"

The ensisu of one, two, or
three horse-tails marks distinctively the dignity and power of
the Turkish pacha.
From the loosing the four
angels to the slaying th§ third
part of men was an hour, a day,
a month, and a year; t.e. 396
years 118 days, which is just
the time from the loosing of the
united
Tureo-Moslem power
from the Euphrates to the fall
of Constantinople (January 18,
1057, to

May

29, 1453).

is, in both the earlier and later series of events given in the above table,
a remarkable correspondence between the symbolic pictures in the text and thq
recorded facts of history, no one who has studied the whole matter can question.
Nevertheless, we cannot but agree with a remark of Archdeacon Farrar himself, who,
alter pointing out the incidents given in the centre column as a fu'filment of th*
A pocafyptio visions, says, These vaticinations do not belopg in the least to the eaaenc*
ar he«rt of th« Apocalypse. They are but pamng iiluttrations of the great principles

That there

'.'

—
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the hopes and warnings which It was meant to inculcate.' So, also, it is remarked by
another singularly able and luminous writer on this book-,* " The predictions of these
two chapters are manifold, not single, in their fulfilment. Wherever war has been
employed, under God's oyerruling providence, to humble pride and to break up overgrown and overbearing powers, there have these chapters had an accomplishment again
and again, and each separate accomplishment has been in its turn a prediction of the prognostication of the greatest accomplishment and of the last.
Those hordes of invading
barbarians which broke up the monster empire of Borne, and out of whose conquests
modern Europe eventually grew, were one fvdfilment they were not the only fulfilment
of these prophecies.
Never were the figures of the locust-swarma, with their teeth
as of lions and their hair as of women, more strikingly exemplified thijn in those
irruptions.
But they did not exhaust the prophecies before us. When the mighty
power of the French empire at the beginning of this century was broken up by a
coalition as of God's hosts mustering for the battle against human pride and human
ambition, then was there a new fulfilmemt, itself prophetic of another and another, till
the last of all. The words of God are manifold in their application, just because they
deal, not with instances only, but with principles."
It is also obvious that since there
•re given in the tabular form above at least two distinct series of events, illustrating
and confirming the prophecy, it «» not possible, in the /ace of such well-known, historic
have deemed it
facts, to regard the prophecy as fulfilled completely in either.
needful, at least once, more fully than is our wont, to draw this out and set it before
the eye, that the student may see that in the fact of several fulfilments being already
accomplished, there is a distinct proof of the main tliesis on which our homiletio
exposition of the Apocalypse is based that we have before us a series of pictures and
parables designed to set forth the principles and methods of the Divine government,
and the varied fortunes through which Qoi'a Church must pass on her way to the
sonsummation of all things. These principles are indicated in the chapters before us,
and we will now endeavour to set them forth.
I. The wobld is herb looked at ab bbabinq a obeat bdbdbn of bin. (Gb. ix. 20,
21.) And to such a height is sin seen to rise that it is as if the Most High were
practically excluded from his own world. Two classes of evils are specified here
one
in which that which is no god is worshipped ; another in which the commands of God
for the regulation of life are entirely ignored.
And these are precisely the two forms
That which we call
in which in every age the claims of God have been set at nought.
idolatry is such whether man worships idols of wood and stone, or whether he regards
matter and force as potentially adequate to all things. Yea, if there be a dilference,
the idolatry of the heathen is preferable to that of the materialist. For in pagan
or to
idolatries the worship is paid to that which is fashioned by the hand of
that which is brought into being by a Supreme Power, as representing the Power which
But in materialism there is no Being of any kind, no Power to
is at the back of all.
which worship is paid. The Maker of all is ignored. Paganism worships that which
can neither see, nor hear, nor walk, as representing that which can. But materialism
knows no object of worship at all, and is chargeable with the supreme absurdity of
•ttributing the evolution of sight, hearing, thinking, loving, from that which can
It is not, however, the absurdity of this which
neither love, think, hear, nor see I
" If I be a Father, where
It is a robbery of God.
is noted in the text, but its sin.
fear ?
If 1 be a Master, where is mine honour ? " The second form of evil !
is
immorality murders, sorceries, fornication, thefts suflioiently suggestive of all the
violations of the laws of morals under which this earth groans. And these two evils
Could
are the sura of all ill in the world.
irreligion or false religion, and immorality
we but see the whole mass of lin in its combination, it would be to us most amazing
God's
that the Most High God did not sweep away at once all these abominations.
" I have nouiished and brouglit
patience is the most wonderful of all his attributes.
np children, and they have rebelled against me."

—

We

—

—

man—

my

—

—

—

XL The pisbiodb of quibtudb which earth mat witness will not always connHDB. (Ch. viii. 6, 6.) We had occasion to observe in a previous homily th»t there
»

Early Days of Ohristianity,' vol. ii. p. 270. (The
Peaa Vaugban, Lectures on the Bevelation of St.

'
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are apparent lulls in the Divine procedure.
God "ke.'^'^s silence." There may, for i
while, be no " taste of thunder in the air," nor any threa;o,iing sign of gathering hosts.
Men may be reckoning, as in 1851, that a time of unusuai >^ace is near. And to this
conclusion they may come hastily, through forgetting that unirersal peace never can be
assured till there is universal righteuusness.
Following in fspid succession on the

apparent auguiies of peace in 1851 were the Crimean, the American, and the FrancoGerman wars. The time will come when war shall cease unto the ends of the earth.
But it is not yet.
III. There aee pbkt-up destbuctive forces only waiting to bb lkt loosb.
(Ch. ix. 1, 14.) The "abyss" was full of "locusts;" the "four angels" were bound
in the great river Euphrates.
In both cases these were tremendous destructive forces,
" shut up " or " bound " for a while. But they could only exert their [)Ower under
Divine permission. Not till the command is given to loose them can they show themselves.
No seal can he opened nor any trumpet sounded save under the direction of
him who is in the midst of the throne. "The Lord reigneth," and foresees all with
exact precision, to the year, the month, the day, the hour.
IV. When such forces are let loosb, thb effect will bb startling ab thk
BLAST or A I'RnMPBT. (Ch. viii. 2.) The imagery of the Apocalypse is gathered in the
main from the Old Testament. Of old, trumpets were sounded, mainly, tor one or other
of two purposes
they marked an epoch for the Church ; they proclaimed war upon
the world.
And we cannot but be struck with the variety of symbolism under
which the effect of the trumpet-sounding is set. But however great the variety in
each case, there is indicated the smiting, even to its overthrow, of some great worldpower. By the first trumpet, destruction sweeping over the earth is shown. By the
second, the downfall of some nation or empire.
By the third, the overthrow of some
sovereign. By the fourth, a widespread storm.
By the fifth, a tremendous rush of
evil, as if organized by the very devil himself.
By the sixth, a succession of destructive
plagues.
And who can read history and not know that precisely such events are ever
recurring again and again?
V. When in the providence of God such destructive forces are let loose,

—

THEN THE MAIN FACTORS ON WHICH NATIONAL WEALTH DEPENDS INSTANTLY PAIL.
viii. 9.) How much is indicated in that symbolic expression, " a third part of the

(Ch.
ships
were destroyed" I If anything like this were to occur to British ships, a large portion
of our material defences, and even of our supplies of food, would be in a moment withdrawn! Yes; we are absolutely in God's hands.
hold the common blessings of life
most entirely at his disposal. The world is governed for God's purposes, and not for ours.
VI. However active these destructive agencies may be, they have thbib
LIMIT. (Ch. ix. 4, 5.) Neither nature nor man can be injured beyond God's permissive
line.
To the nien who have not the seal of God on their foreheads, there should be
distress and torment ; hut even their lives should not be at the mercy of others, but
should be guarded by a hijjher Power. Albeit in some cases so great should be the
distress that men should seek death and should not find it.
But the text implies that
to those men who have the seal of God on their foreheads no harm of any kind should
come. In the worst of times there should he round them a special guard. Nothing
will he lost or hurt that is God's.
The mightiest agents of destruction, though
apparently uncurbed, yet have their curb. God girds them, though they do not know
have seen in the appalling wildness and savage grandeur of a mountain pass,
him.
when the wild winds were howling as if they would rend the very rocks in pieces, a
tiny flower sheltered in its little nook, safe in its little bed of earth, turfed as richlj
as thou!»h on it God had spent special care ; and the same wind that rent in pieces thi
rocks before the Lord, blew to that little flower the tiny morsel of soil that was wanted
to nourish its roots, and the little drop of spray from the roaring cascade beneath that
was needed to refresh its petals. Wild winds were roaring, torrents were rolling,
dashing, and foaming, yet the little flowei bloomed up on high, safe, serene, and
calm. So shall it be in " the great tribulation" with those who have the seal of God
As Paul Gerhardt sings, in respect of the Thirty Years' War, " As
in their foreheads.
faithful mothers in severe storms on earth anxiously keep and guard their little ones,
so also does God, when tribulation and distrefs trise, press his childnii t9 bis bosom "
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the rCNOTIOH of these wild DBSTBUCTIVK AGBNOIBS to CLKAB the WAT
That is implied in the whole series of trumpets. In every case there if

that

is

As

swept out of the way.

settlers in regions of forests

have

first to

clear the ground, so is it with these overturning providences. " Our God shall come, and
shall not keep silence ... a fire shall devour before him." " I will overturn, and overturn,
and overturn, till he shall come whose right it is." ^ This is the meaning of the whola.

VIII. There is one effect which they will not accomplish. (Ch. ix. 20, 21.)
They will not bring men to repentance. It is not by such judgments of terror that men
will be converted.
A thunder-peal may alarm, but it does not cure disease. The earthquake may shake a house, but will not repair or cleanse. So the judgments of God
may make the heart tremble, and yet not subdue it. Men who have resisted the gentler
God's grace will steel themselves as;Minst the smart of his rod. Pharaoh's i)laguei
are often tempted even now to say, " Oh,
him, but yet hardened him.
if God would but break the awful stillness, or if he would show us in letters of flame
that he is men would hear " No, they would not. They would begin to try to
account for the sound and the flame by attributing them to some purely physical
cause. " Lord, when thine hand is lifted up, they will not see." " If one went unto
them from the dead, they will repent." " If they liear not Moses and the prophets,
neither will they be persuaded, though one rose from the dead."
These truths, so clear amidst all the difficulty of detail, should lead us to ponder
such thoughts as these 1. If now, with us, it is a time of comparative calm, do
not let us think God unobservant, nor reckon securely on a continuance of ease and
quiet.
Your home is peaceful just now, perhaps; you may be comparatively free
from care. And because of this you may be at ease in Zion. But it will not
always be a time of ease with you. The day of cloud and care will come. 2. Let us
regard every common providential mercy as the voice of God. There is a sacredness
surrounding us always. God is in the gentle light and dew, as well as in the lightning
and the tornado. " Whoso is wise, and will observe these things, even they shall understand the loving-kindness of the Lord." 3. Let us bless God that he speaks to us ever
in the mild and gentle voice of the gospel. This is his sweetest, clearest voice. 4. It
is by the Word of his grace that he will do his constructive work, and by the energy of
The throwing-down of obstructions may be effected by providential events.
his Spirit.
The building-up of the new heavens and the new earth will be secured by his conquering
" The sword of the
love. " The Lord will send forth the rod of his strength out of Zion."
Spirit is the Word of God." 5. Then do not let us wait for God to thunder ere we listen
" One thing hath God spoken, yea, two things are there which I have
to his voice.
heard: that power belongeth unto God; and that unto thee,0 Lord, belongeth mercy;
" (Ps. Ixii. 10, 11). If he fepen^
for thou renderest to every man according to his work
mercy will forgive. If he finally rebel, justice must condemn. 6. Seeing we know
not when any of these trumpets may again be sounded, let us learn to hold everything
we have at the Divine disposal, and to say, " If the Lord will, we shall live, and do thia,

calls of
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HOMILIES BT VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Ver.

\.— Blessed

silence.

"There was

silence

.

.

.

half

arj

hour."

No

one certainly

words mean. Every one can see that they tell of a pause, an interval
between the opening of the seventh seal and the sounding of the first of those trumpets of
which this eighth chapter mainly speaks. It may be— as one great expositor suggests—
he
that during that Lord's day in which St. John was in the Spirit, and during which
saw in starry procession the series of magnificent visions, or heard, one following f
half an hour
other, the varied voices which spoke—it may have been that for about
or fr
that thrice-holy day no voice, whether from the throne, or from the living ones,
distracted
the holy angels, or from the multitude of the redeemed, or from the
despairing enemies of God, was heard. All was still, still as ia often the half-h
As before the rattling peal, and the lightning flas
before the thunder-storm bursts.

knows what

'

On

these

Biehoy
the whole of this passage, see the Commentaries by Dr. Milligan and
also Rev. P. W. Grant's ' Exposition,' pp. 25»- 861
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and tho tornado of rain and wiod, there li • hush, the air all bnt motionless, no movement anywhere, not even the rustling of a leaf or the swaying of the corn, a solemn
pause as if the elements were gathering up their strength preparatory to the rush and
rage of the tempest that is so soon to break ; so here, all that had preceded, the visioni
and voices of which the former chapters tell, so awful and soul-subduing as many of
them were, seem to have said to all the inhabitants of heaven, " Be still, and know that
I am God ; I will be exalted among the heathen, I will be exalted in the earth." Angel
•nd the four cherubim, martyred saint and redeemed multitude, all are still. "There
was silence in heaven." We venture not to affirm what exact events in the history of
the Cliurch, or of the world as it affected the Church, are pointed at by this silence
conjectures, several most ingenious and interesting, have been made by this interpreter
and that, but who out of them all is right ? or if any of them be so, who can say ? The
key to the complete unlocking of the symbols of this book seems either to have been
But we can readily see that there was
lost, or at any rate put aside for the present.
good reason for the sUenee spoken of. As the judgments of God went on, blow alter
blow falling upon the cruel enemies of the Church ; as the righteous wrath of God arose
and overwhelmed the persecutors of his people ; must not they wlio beheld sUl this have
felt that in the presence of such manifestations of God speech and all utterance were
out of place ? What could they do but " be silent before the Lord, for he was raised
up out of his holy habitation"? And besides this solemn awe, what wonder and
amazement there must have been at the overthrow of their seemingly invincible foes
Think of the power of Bome only at this period. Her laws were administered from
Britain to the Euphrates, from the Baltic to the equator.
She was the incarnation of
earthly power. And there would be also tho silence of adoring, worshipful love. That
amid all that wild fury of bloodshed and destruction God had known how to deliver
and preserve his own. And there would be the silence of expectation, of eager intent,
gazing forward to see what next would be revealed. As men hold their breath, and
their hearts almost stand still, and their lii<s utter no word, in presence of some near
anticipated terror, so here there was silence like to that.
And though we cannot
explain it, yet is this silence in heaven very suggestive to us here on earth. Once and
again, when our Lord marked some glaring fault in those about him, he would rebuke
it by holding up the contrast which was presented in heaven.
When, for example,
the scribes and Pharisees murmured at his receiving sinners, our Lord told them that
in heaven there was Joy over one sinner repenting.
And so amid the din and clatter
vf this noisy age, and men loving to have it so, it is well to be reminded that in heaven
there became silence for a while. For that which had place in heaven has much need

—

—

1

—

to

have place here.

We sing

" Tn sacred silence of the mind,
My heaven, and there my God, I

find.'

be questioned if many believe this. Therefore they seldom cease what
Carlyle calls " that chaotic hubbub, in which their souls run to waste." " Out of
silence," he adds, "comes thy strength.
Speech is silvern, silence is golden; speech is
human, silence is Divine." The absence of it causes much mischief. Therefore we
plead for the following of the heavenly example here told of for intervals of quiet, for
times of silence, for seasons of meditation, reflection, thought. It is well there should
be the " Sclah " the pause, which we so often are directed to in the psalms. Our Lord
Mts us the example. He was wont to secure such seasons by his retirement to mountains and groves, where all night he would commune with God.
For lack of luch
lUences moral fibre is weakened.
If a locomotive is to do its work, it must cease its
noisy letting off steam. Great talkers are rarely great doers. Words waste strength.
How often our Lord strictly charged those whom he had healed not to go and talk
about it
The temptation to do so would be great, but if yielded to all the spiritual
blessing would be lost.
Hence he so " straitly charged them." Little good so the
•Pilgrim's Progress' tells us
was got out of the Mr. Talkative of whom the book tells.
But silence stores up strength. And the Spirit's work is hindered. How often the
birds, which our Saviour said snatched away the good seed which had been own
how
often they take the form of idle foolish talk, which, entered into at the very door» of
the sanctuary, render hopeless all ; inspect of holy impression being retaiMd or good

But

it is to
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—
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bless them,

these silent seasons.

The accusers of the womau taken in adultery could not endure the Lord's silence, hit
answering them not n word, and hence they heap their questions upon him, and demand
an answer ; for any answer would be less terrible than that dread silence.
Would we
grow in grace, such silences are essential. The habit of retreat, of quiet before Qoi,
must be cultivated. All growth is silent. Who hears the springing of the com, tht
unfolding of the flower, the increase of the body in stature? And so is it with the
growth of the soul. Like the noiseless building of Solomon's temple, of which Heber
iiings—

•Ko

hfimmer fell, no ponderous axes rung;
Like some tall palm the mystio fabric sprung."

And

10 in the building-up" of spiritual character, in growth in grace, silence, stillness,
Spiritual worship is silent in its essence, though not in expression.
secured.
Submission is silent. "I was dumb, I opened not my mouth; because thou didst it"
;
So was it with Aaron, " the saint of the Lord " when in one awful
(Ps. xxxix.).
judgment-stroke he saw his two ungodly sons smitten dead, it is told that he uttered
not a word. Knowledge of God demands silence. " Mary kept all these things, and
must be still would we know God to be God. Ha
pondered them in her heart."
blessed silence,
is not in the earthquake, nor the fire, but in the still small voice.
O grace and might of holy quietness, sweet stillness of the soul, in which the foiitfall
of God is heard, and his voice speaks joy, and the angels of patience and hope visit us,

must be

We

and Faith renews her strength

I

"Silent Spirit, dwell with me;
I myself would silent be."
to encourage us to seek these quiet Ao«r», how often does Gkid take us apart from the
noise and rush, the everlasting din and bustle, of our common life 1 Seasons of sickness
"
are designed to be such times of silent retreat, when we may " commune with our
"own heart upon our bed, and he stiH," and so have leisure to attend to the life
within. Sabbaths, these days of the Lord in which we should be, as St. John was, "in
the Spirit," are they not God's messengers to us, saying, " Rest ; be silent from thy
common speech, thy common work ; meditate on things eternal ; let there be pause in
the activities of thy daily life imitate as best thou canst the season of silence of the

And

;

saints in heaven " ? And the unseen world, the place of the departed, that intermediate
condition in which till the resurrection the souls of believers rest, this also is merely
another divinely given retreat for the soul a going down into silence, as the psalm calls
it.
White robes are theirs (see oh. v.), which tell of the love of God t» them, and that
they are cleansed in the blood of Christ, and rest, quiet, calm, in the presence of the

—

Lord.

Sleep for

all

the bodily powers, but not for the soul.

That—now

that the once

busy hands and feet are at rest, and the heart throbs no more, and the tongue utters no
word, none, though often we here long
" For the touch of a vanished hand.
"
For the sound of a voice that is stiU
unto God, where "he hath hid his beloved in Ms pavilion from the
There, the Martha-like activity over, we may, like Mary, sit at the
Master's feet and share in that " good part," as here on earth was but rarely possible
for us.
So great is the value of these silences, of one of which our text tells, and to
which it has turned our thoughts, and not unprofitably, we trust, but so that it has
been good for us to muse on the "rilence" there was "in heaven for half an hour."
that

now

lives

stiife of tongues."

—

S. 0.

Ver. 2.
The ministry of angels. " And I saw the seven angels." These holy beings
are continually spoken of in Scripture, and in no book of the Bible more frequently or
emphatically than in this. From their first mention in connection with the touching
story of Hagar and her child, which we read of in Genesis, down to their constant
ministry, now of mercy, now of terror, which we read of in these closing pages of the
It, therefore, cannot but
Bible, we are continually meeting with references to them.

—

—
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be important to U8 to understand what we may on thii most kiteresting bat most
mysterious suV)3i'ct. For we cannot think that their work and ministry are finlihed,
feel sure that
and that now they have nothing to do with us, nor we with them.
the reverse is the truth. True, there has been much of mere imagination in ihe repreThey have
sentations that have been given of angels by poets and painters both.
been the makers of men's common ideas concerning angels, and have caused not a little
misunderstanding and misreading of the Scriptures on this theme. Jewish fables and
legends of vaiious kinds have been mingled with the plain teaching of God's Word,
and hence the whule subject has come to be wrapped in a haze of difficulty and doubt,
But a
leading, in many cases, to complete denial of the existence of angels'at all.
careful study of the Scriptures will show that the truth as to the>angel8 is ine full of
consolation and of sacred impulse of solemn warnijig also ; in short, that it is part of
Consider
that truth which is " profitable for doctrine, for reproof," etc.
I. The bbalits of the angelic wobld.
And there can be no doubt but that
1. The Scriptures plainly assert it.
They are spoken of there in clear and positive
manner as to their high dignity, their sanctity, their power, their blessedness, theii
heavenly home, their employments, their vast numbers, and their immortality. All
But there are evil angels likewise, who are repress nted
this is told of the holy angels.
as servini; under their prince Satan, as the holy angels serve under God. They are evil
and wretched, and full of all malignity and wickedness. 2. And all this is not mere
accommodation, <m the part of the Scriptures, to popular ideas and beliefs. This has
been long and loudly asserted. No doubt there were all manner of strange beliefs on
the subject of the spirit-world. The ancients peopled the universe around with all
kinds of strange inhabitants, and the .Jews were only less ciedulous on these matters
than the heathen around. Hence it is said that our Lord and his apostles accommodated themselves to these ideas, and represented the various facts of nature and
providence as if angels or demons were employed about them, but not teaching that
such actually was tlje case. But this theory has only to be stated for its untenableness
immediately to appear. And the plain teaching of Scripture would have been more
readily received had not poets and painters
those mighty manufacturers of so much,
and manifold, and often mischievous mistake persisted in always representing anjjels
in one way
beautiful youths with wings.
Milton is very great upon their win^s.
But the result uf this has been to relegate the whole doctrine of angels to the region
of myth and imagination, and to rob the Church of the comfort and help the real truth
as it is given in the Bible wuuld afford.
The fancies and fables of heathendom were
but one more out of the many instances in which, as St. Paul describes them, they
were feeling after the truth. 3. And why should there ba any dovht as to the reality of
angels f Is not all life, Ironi the lowest zoophyte up to the most gifted of the sons of
men, one continual ascent? But why should the progression halt with us? why should
All analogy leads us to
there not be an ascent beyond, as there is up to, ourselves?
think there is, and to be on the louk-out and expectation for orders of beings that may
span the vast distance which must for ever separate us and God. The Bible and
analogy confirm one another.
But a more important and diflicult inquiry relates to
II. Their nature, okigin, and history.
Who and what are they ? 1. Much hat
been assumed concerning them, but resting on very slender foundations as : (1) That
they existed long before the creation ol man, in vast throngs, sinless and blessed, in
attendance upon God. (2) That they were altogether different in nature from man.
(3) That some uf them kept not their first estate, and hence are reserved in chains unto
the judgment uf the great day. (4) That Satan, their chief, dared to rival God, »ud
with his confederates to "defy the Omnipotent to arms." Milton represents Satan a>
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telling

how God
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And

to repair hii

.

nnmben

to be avenged,
thus impaired,
.

Wliether such virtue, speut of old, now failad
More angels to ureate (if they at least
Are his created) or to spite us more.
Determined to advance into our room
A creature formed of earth, and liiin cndoa
"
\V itb heavenly spoils (our ipuila)
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not be that: 2. Angd* are perfected men "the spirits of the juxt iiiada
Young, the author of the Night Thoughts,' thus sets forth this belief—

it

f

'

**

.

Why

doubt we, then, the glorious truth to aing?
Angels are men of a superior kind
Angels are men in lighter habit clad.
High o'er celestial mountains winged in flight,
And men are angels loaded for an hour,
Who wade this miry vale and climb with pain
And slippery step, tlio bottom of the stuep."

But ou such a theme as this we want Scripture, and not poetry, to tell us what we ar«
and from Scripture we gather (1) That there is no being higher in natur«
to believe
than man except God himselt For man was created in the image and likeness of God.
Now, is an angel more than this? Could he be more without being God? Hence,
however blessed and glorious the condition nf angels may be, in nature they are not
and cannot be hii^her than man. (2) And if tiiey be a different order of beings from
men, beings of another nature and kind, why, then, were men created at all ? If the
:

j

motive of our heavenly Father in creating m;m was, as we believe it to have been, to
gather round him a race of pure, holy, happy beings, his children, on whom he might
lavish his love, and in whose blessed oompanionshij) he migiit for ever rejoice; if there
were already such a race of beings in existence, why was man formed? Why was he
made to pass through all the manifold miseries of this life, its unnumbered sins and
sorrows, if already there were an infinite host who from the first were already what
man can only become after so many ami so great struggles and trials and cares V If all
the ganotity and blessedness of the angelic character could exist without all man's
preliminary sorrow, for what reason, then, was unhappy man created? But if, on the
other hand, it be true that there is no other entrance to the angelic state thau this
weary life of ours, and if in order that we may be angels it is necessary that we first
be men, then the mystery of life, often so mournful a mystery, has some light shed upon
But if all that man is to be could be attained
it, and we can bear it more patiently.
without his trials, as on the common belief in regard to an;j;els it could, then, may we
not ask, "To what purpose is this waste?" (3) These angels are in Scri;iture called
to Manoah;
men. See the angel that wrestled with Jacob; that appeared to Joshua,
;
the three angels tliat came to Abraham, are called " the three men " the angel that
appeared as a writer to Ezekiel and passim both in the Old Testament and in the
New Testament. (4) And there is no proof that they were only men in appearance and
Why should they not be what in appearance and name they seem to
not in reality.
be? (5) And our Lord said that in the resurrection we shall be "as the angels." And
" come to . . . myriads of angels, to
in the Epistle to the Hebrews we are sjiid to have
to the spirits of the just
.
. and
the general assembly and Church of the Firstborn,
made perfect." But do not these three expressions tell of different facts in connection
made
with, not different, but the same persons? Certainly "the spiiits of just men
Firstburn," and if so,
perfect" are the same as " the general assembly and Ohuich of the
the
they are the same as the "myriads of angels." 3. And all this is n«t set aside by
that
statements in 2 Feter and in the Epistle of Jude. In both those Epistles it is said
.

the angels that sinm d, but cast them down into hell." It is on these
popular belief
statements, amplified and enlarged by Milton and others, that the
But it is to be noted that the two statements in these Epistles are but
is based.
Place the passages side by side,
copies one of another or of some common document.
it
and this will be evident, the writer of 2 Peter probably copying from Jude. And
authority of these two Epistles is the least and
is not to be forgotten that the canonical
whence their statelowest of all the Scriptures. But eveu were it not so, the source
the
ments on this question are taken is well known. They are a quotation from
little worth, but which was
and
authority
no
of
book
a
Enoch—
of
Book
apocryphal
illustrations drawn
famUiar to those to whom these Epistles were written; and, hence,
are therefore made
from it, whether true or not, would serve the writers' purpose, and
statemenls—though they
use of It therefore cannot be allowed that these two isolated
authority— should set asic'e what Scripare one rather than two, and of such doubtful
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Conclusion. See dome of the ootisequences of this understanding concerTiing the
For now that we havi
angels.
1. The future life becomes Jar more real to us.
identified the angels, as we think has been done, with "the spirits of just men made
perfect," we are delivered from that vagueness of idea as to those who have gone away
ilrom us through their' having died in the Lord.
They are no longer formle.ss,
incorporeal, unimaginable beings, mist and cloud-like rather than human, but we know
that it is as the disciples believed the angel, the spirit of their Master resembled him.

—

His resurrection-body did resemble his former material body so that he could be recognized as we know he wag. 2. And we know some of the occupatt'ons of that heavenly
state.
So long as we regarded angels as a different order of beings from redeemed men,
we could not regard their work as that which one day shall be ours. But looking upon
them as ourselves as " we shall be," we can see what vast store of holy employ and
sacred service awaits us.
See their manifold service as shown in this chapter only.
Heaven is not an everlasting sitting on "green and flowery mounts," an "eternity of
the tabor," as one has described it, but a Ufe of holy and blessed service for God and
for

man.

—

S. 0.

Ver. 2.
"To them were given seven trumpets.'' Many
The trumpet-symhol.
instrumentg of music are mentioned in thB Bible, but the trumpet is the one that
stands out prominent amidst them all. There are stringed instruments, of which the
chief is the harp; and there are those whose sound is produced by striking the
stretched skin of which they are made, as the cymbals
but none are named so
10 there are given express commands for
frequently as the trumpet. In Numb. x. 1
their construction, and throughout the Bible, from the giving of the Law at Sinai down
to the sounding of the last trump, and this vision of the seven trumpets, we continually
are, therefore, justifi'-d in attaching significance to them and
meet with them.
regarding them as symbolizing truths God would have us learn. For he commanded
both their making and their use. They played a prominent part in connection with
the divinely ordained worship both of the tabernacle and the temple, and the whole
land of Israel echoed at divinely appointed seasons with their spirit-stirring notes.
glance at a concordance will show how constantly and on what occasions they were
used.
What, therefore, may we learn from them ? They teach
Had they been a merely man-devised instrument,
I. God has a message for tjs.
we could not have said this ; but when we find that they were adopted by God in bis
service, we cannot err in regarding their clear, loud notes as telling of his message and
will.
And, in fact, they were used to indicate to Israel the advent of seasons of
worship the new year, the new moon, the jubilee, and other occasions when God commanded his people to render special service. And these special messages remind us of
God's great message to mankind, which he has given to us in his Word. He has not
left us unthought of, uncared for, uninformed.
It was not likely that he would.
He
has made known to us his will.
Such truths as these are suggested by this
II. The manner of that message.
trumpet-sjrmbol.
1. Eow urgenil
The trumpet-blast was startling, arousing; its
clear, loud note penetrated the dullest ear, and reached those afar off, and forced all to
listen.
And such message of urgency God's Word brings to us. "Awake thou that
sleepest, and arise from the dead!"
so it speaks to us.
"How shall wl' escape if we
neglect," etc. ?
It is no mere matter of indifference, but life and death hang upon it.
And: 2. How warlike I The trumpet-note was emphatically the music of war.
Jeremiah (xlii. 14) represents as a blessed condition not then attainable, and a land all
nnlike his own, " where we shall hear no sound of trumpet." And iu this vision of the
seven trumpets war is their most prominent meaning. And thus we are reminded of
our Lord's words, " I came not to send peace on earth, but a sword." God's Word is a
battle summons, a call to " fight the good fight of faith." It is what we do not like,
but which we must accept, would we share those rewards which are given "to him
3. How ten ihle I
The hosts of Midian fled in dismay when the
that overcometh."
blast of Gideon's trumpet burst on their startled ears.
Terror seized on them and
made them an easy prey. And in this chapter it is the terribleness of the judgments
of God upon his enemies which the seven trumpets tell of.
And God's Word is terrible
to thoM who know him not
The Bible is « dreadful book to the impenitent raaa

—
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when •wakened, as one day he will be, to his real condition before God. It fg like thi
prophet's scroll to him, written within and without, of sorrow, laraentaiion, and wne.
To the froward it shows itself froward. But : 4. How animating to the hearis of the
people of God 1 The trumpet, like the loud cheering of troops as they dash forward in
the fight, heartens them ; and the trumpet-sound was designed to do this. And God's
Word is full of heart-cheering truth to all them that trust in him. And :• 5. How
joyfv3. was the sound when it proclaimed, as so often the trumpet did, the advent of
some glad festival, some "aoceptahle year of the Lord," the jubilee especially
And in
the Feast of Tabernacles the general hilarity was heightened by the frequent sounding; of
the silver trumpets by the priests.
"Blessed are the people that hear the joyful
!

sound "—this

is said of God's message of gracp, and such joyful sound is the characnote of the gospel. And : 6. TIow irresistible is the trumpet-sound
The lofty
ri^assive walls of Jericho fell down flat before the trumpet-blast.
The dead, so insen" for the trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall
sible to all else, shall hear that call
be raised." " All that are in the graves shall hear his voice, and shall come forth."
And so to-dny where God's Word comes in power, dead hearts are roused and sleepers
awake.
blessed power of God's Word, that it will, it must, have obedience rendered
" He speaks, and it is done ; he commands, and it stands fast." But if resisted
to it 1
now as too often it is the obedience that will have to be rendered at the last will be
to the word, " Depart, ye cursed I " But now it bids us " come." Let us hear that.
8. 0.

teristic

!

;

—

—

Vers. 3

—

—

6.
Prayer, The vision of the opening of the seven seals is completed.
not told what took place when the seventh seal was opened, only that theo
there was a solemn pause "silence in heaven for half an hour."
Alter the opening of
the sixth seal the progress of events was interrupted, that the mark and impress of God
might be put upon the Israel of God those out of the Jewish nation who were to be
delivered out of the impending judgments.
Then was shown, also, the beatific vision
Then comes the opening of the
of the great multitude of the saved out of all nations.
seventh seal (ver. 1); but of its contents we have no record; perhaps in this world we
That silence may
never shall have.
are told only of the "silence" that ensued.
point to the blessed calm of heaven, where God hides his people " in his pavilion from
the strife of tongues." And also to the amazement and fear which had fallen on the
foes of the Church, a little while before so loud and fierce, now so still in awful fear.
And now begins a new series of visions, not succeeding the former in order of time, but
This new series is that
parallel and simultaneons, and running up to the same issue.
of the seven trumpets. Seven angels are seen to whom the trumpets are given, but
the angel at the
ere they sound there is seen that of which these verses (3
6) tell
To this angel is
golden altar, the altar of incense which stood before the throne.
given much incense, which he mingles with that which is alrearly on the altar. This
It teaches us
vision is not alone mysterious, but full of interest and instruction.
much concerning prayer.
God's holy ones, his saints, all of
I. That it is chaeactebistio of ali. baints.
them pray. Their prayers are represented as being on the altar before the throne.
There are none of the holy ones whose prayers are not there. Prayer is common to
them all. " Behold, he prayeth," was the Lord's unanswerable argnment to Ananias,
And it is ever a sign that a man
that Saul the persecutor was really converted.
belongs to the company of the "holy ones," the saints.
Their prayers are
II. They all peat in the name or the Loed Jesus Christ.
on the altar. The altar sacrifice ever tells of Christ and of his perfect sacrifice, the
ground of all our hopes, the source of all our salvation, and the basis of all our prayers.
And hence the prayers of all saints are represented as resting on the altar, as the
The name of Olirist may not
incense, type of all such prayers (ver. 8), rests thereon.
be uttered in word, but when any appeal to God as he is made known to us only
the
in Christ, and especially in Christ on the cross, and when they pray in the spirit
of Christ, then, though his blessed name may not be
lowly, meek, trusting spirit
mentioned, their prayers are really in his name, and find acceptance thereby. The
And
Lord's prayer does not name Christ, but assuredly it is a prayer in his name.
thus all true prayer is in him, and rests on the altar of his sacrifice.
HI. That the blkbsbd okec in hbaven join their prayees with oubs. There
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a communion of saints. Great question has arisen as to who the angel was that is
seen in this vision, standing at the altar with much incense. Some, as Hengstenbei>g,
that he is to be regarded as hiiving no symhollcaj
affirm that he repiesents no one
significance, but as only belonging lo the foim, not the sabstance, of the vision. Others,
the Church of Rome, that he is one of the angel-intercessors; and hence is deduced
Others again, Protestants,
that Chnrch's doctrine of the worship of angels and saints.
in order to avoid ihis doctrine, say the angel is none other than the Lord Jesus Christ;
that he is here interceding for his people as he is wont to do. But in this book the
Lord Jesus Christ is never called an angel, nor represented as taking the place or form
Further, the " much incense " is said to be " given to " the angel, just as
of an angel.
the trumpets were given to the seven angels. But the Lord Jesus Christ intercedes for
us, not on the ground of any excellence that is given to him, but on the ground of his
own inherent worth, and what he himself has done and suffered on our behalf. He has
redeemed us by " his own blood." Furthermore, it is to be noted that that which the
angel brings to the altar is the same as that which is already there. Incense is " the
prayers of saintf," and their prayers are incense. That, therefore, which the angel
brings is not something different from what is on the altar, but merely an addition of
the same kind. But that which Christ gives to our prayers is a worthiness and
acceptableness such as they have not of themsel ves, and cannot have until given by him.
It is by no means tiie same, but far other as the angtl's was not. And the angel brings
bis incense to the altar, as do the saints themselves; his prayers and theirs are accepted
on the same ground. Hence, for these reasons, we cannot legard the angel spoken ot
here as being the Lord Jesus Christ. But we regard the angel as one of the blessed in
the presence of God, one eminent in prayer, one to whom the spirit of grace and
supplication had been given in large measure, and so he had " much incense." And
he joins on his prayers, unites them with the prayers of all saints. No doubt he had
often done so when on earth, and now he does so in heaven.
There he had with them
besought God to bless and keep his Church in sore peril and disti'ess, and this prayer
should this not be?
he continues.
know the angels sympathize with the
people of God on earth. There is joy amongst them over every sinner that repenteth.
They, therefore, must know what transpires here, and how can they do otherwise than
be in fullest sympathy with the "prayers of all saints"? Can we think that they
cease to care for those they loved on earth now that they themselves are in heaven?
The mother in heaven for her children left here? Do those who loved on earth lose
that love yonder ? God forbid
Hence we look on this " angel " as one of the blessed
ones who is uniting his much prayer together with that of all saints, and together
their prayers, as the streaming cloud of fragrant incense, a sweet odour of acceptableIB

;
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ness, rise
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before God.

"The

saints

on earth and

all

the dead

But one communion make,
All join in Christ their living Head,
And of his grace partake."
IV. StrCH PBATER9 MOVE THE HAND THAT BULBS ALL THINGS. The answer of
these prayers comes in the form of command
for we must assume such command
to
sprinkle the enkindled incense on the earth.
Hence the angel takes the golden censer
and "fills it with the fire of the altar, and casts it upon the earth."
And then
at once are heard voices and thunders, and the lightning flash, and earthquakes are
seen signs similar to those with which God came down upon Mount Sinai. So now
he is about to interpose in response to the prayers which have been presented to him.
And the seven angels prepare themselves to sound, lift their trumpets to their lips, and
are about to peal forth their terrible blasts.
It is all a vivid picture of the prevalence
of the prayers of the people of God.
Mighty things are these prayers, weapons of

—

—

—

ungodly when their answer involves the sinner's doom,
but blessed always for those who pray. Why do we not avail ourselves far more than
we do of this Divine force ? This vision bids us pray, pray perseverin^ly and unitedly,
pray in Christ's name ; and it shows us the holy ones in heaven praying with ua, and
how our prayers prevaiL Who, then, would not pray ? S. 0,

resistless force, fearful for the
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14 18. 2%e toar-trwnpett. 1. All these trumpets
are proclamations of war, and the symbols that foUuw on
ineir sounding set forth varied aspects of war.
The last proclaims war ended and
victory won.
Ver*. 6

ch. ix.; xl.

The

TBLL or WAE.

first six

II. BoT WHAT WAR?
There can be little doubt that, ai in all prophetical writings, facts within the immediate or near horizon of the writer form the basis ol
his preilictions, and furnish the groundwork of the great moral and spiritual truths,
ot the future historic facts to which, by way of resemblance, they direct our
thought. Therefore 1. The wars of the period in which the writer lived and wrote
must be looked to " the things which aie and which are about to happen" (eh. i. 19)
for the primary explanation of the vivid, mysterious, and manifestly applicable
symbols which the visions connected with these seven trumpets present to us. Let
Josephus be consulted, and in his pages will be found more than enough to furnish
The dread drama of the Jewish
material for all the awful images which we find here.
war was in full action. The massacres and desolation, the poisoning of the very
springs of life, the torture, the inroads of locust-like hordes of Arab, Idumsan, and
all the appalling horrors which St. John speaks of, were all there ; his
other armies,
imagery was ready to iiantl, and, as an intense Jew, the calamities that befell his
people could not but have roused in him deepest sympathy, and made his words burn,
and his thoughts glow, as they do in this wonderful book. That he was far removed
(rom the immediate scene of these events would make no difference. And besides the
Jewish war, there were the civil wars which were distracting the Roman empire:
rebellions and revolts ; this general and the other determined to mount the imperial
such were the
throne, let the cost in bloodshed and tlie risk be what it might
surroundings of St. John's life, and to them we primarily look for the explanation of
what he says. But we cannot doubt, either, that: 2. The wars which Jed to the faU of
The historic expositors affirm that these
the empire find their foreshadowing here.
alone are what St. John meant, and that the successive invasions under Alaric,
Genseric, Attila, and Odoacer, ami, after them, of the Saracens and Turks, are what is
'Jhey ask of those who doubt their interpretation, " ^Novv, if it had
here portrayed.

and

—

:

—

—

;

—

been intended to predict these events, could they have been more clear! s' and accurately
scribed?" Certainly the correspondences are close, and the examination of them
But rememberis so interesting that more sober conclusions are apt to be abandoned.
ing the purpose of this book, the comforting and strengthening of the persecuted
Church of his own day; and the method of all prophetical wiitin^^s, to lay hold on present
and near facts ; we cannot think that, however much foreshadowed these then-distant
For
facts might have been, they were in the mind of the apostle when he wrote.
If a deterrent
3. All war.
not to these wars only do these symbols apply, but to
from war bs needed, as it often is, then the study ol' these vast canvases on which the
Divine artist has painted successive pictures of the horrors of war cannot but be
advaniagerius.
The first shows the devastation it causes; the trees and the growing
grass and corn destroyed by the wild war-storm which is likened to hail and fire
great mountain,
mingled with blood. The second, the destruction of commerce.
symbol of some vast earthly power burning, set on fire with rage and lust of conquest
The waves are dyed red with blood,
is cast into the sea, the highway of commerce.
The third, the overthrow of cities and civilization
the fish die, the ships perish.
On the banks of rivers the chief cities of the world have for the m^ ist part
generally.
been placed. The historic interpreters point out how as Genseric, with his Vandait;,
made tlie shores of the Mediterranean his chief battle-ground, so, as this third picture
represents, Attila fell— swiftly like a stone, burning like a torch, with fury—upon the
iver-side cities and populations which lay at the bases of the mountains, the springs
Yes, it was so and it is what
of the great rivers, and made their life bitter to them.
The
Cities and civilization sufler irreparably, must do so.
all war does and has done.
d'

—

:

—

—

A

I

;

The sun, moon, and stars— symbols of government, of
lourth, political overthrow.
kings »nd the chief rulers of men these cease to rule and fall from their high places
when the fortune of war goes against them. It was so amongst Jews and Romans
The fifth a more dreadful picture than any and more completely drawn
alike.

—

(ch.
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the devil that

which war— child of hell and the pit and
upon the miserable people amid and upon whom it ii

the intolerable tortures

it is

inflicts
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wiiged.
They are not exterminated but tortured, m if with the itlngs of tc^rpions.
They would fain die, but may not thoy live on and suffer. The invadir.g armies,
;

number, power, and destructiveness, Waste and ruin and oppress
And the sixth, this tells of
them day by day. What a picture of war is here
the destruction of human life and the deterioration of human character which war
causes.
One third part of the human race perishes, and the rest, instrad of repenting
themselves of their sins, become hardened. Whatever special war it was that St.
John had in his mind when, with such seeming particularity of place and time
and circumstance, he wrote concerning this sixth trumpet-blast, it is certain that
the effects told of are the common accompaniments of war. If the career of the
Turks and their conquests be, as is asserted, the wars here meant, and which
extended from a.d. 1055 for nearly four hundred years, and which, according to tlie
year-day theory, is just the period which the one year and month and day and hour
spoken of would signify, then the resemblance is doubtless striking, even to the identification of the "brimstone, fire, and smoke" with the gunpowder which was first used in
the siege of Constantinople. But there is no need to limit the reference i>f the vision
to those circumstances, as it will apply to many similar ones.
But all these visions
are descriptions of war
those " wars and rumours of war" which our Saviour foretold
should he ere the end come and the comfort for God's troubled people is in that which
the seventh trumpet declares, that through and by, amid and in spite of them, the
kingdums of {hit world fall to Christ. There is comfort in this just that comfort
which the Church in the apostolic age and many times since has sorely needed. Were
like

locusts for

—

I

—

;

—

not for this final declaration, how wearyingly, how despairingly, should we look
on all the turmoil and disasters which have resulted from the ever-recurring wars
which meu have waged I We could see no reason or end in them. But when the
seventh angel sounds his trumpet the outcome of all is seen, and the result recompenses for all that has gone before. But yet more should we see in these visions the
setting forth of: 4. God's war with the ungodly.
This is what we most of all should
learn from them.
(1) And they show how, in order to subdue " the unruly wills of
sinful men," God is wont, when milder means fail, to send judgments of a very awful
kind.
Every one of these visions sets forth such judgment of God. (2) And when
one will not suffice, another is sent. The dread procession of them seems never done
passing by. (3) And they become more and more terrible.
There is a manifest
enlargement in the scope and severity of these successive judgments. The ominous
cry of the eagle which is heard after the first four trumpets have sounded declares this
as does the consideration of the judgments themselves.
Such is God's way : who can
deny that it is so? (4) But in wrath he remembers mercy. The judgments are not
universal, nor exterminating.
The reiterated mention of the "one third part" as
bi'ing the iufferers, not the whole, shows wherefore and with what hope in regard to
men's repentance they were sent. (5) But, alas they seem to fail in their purpose.
After fo many and so terrible visitations men did not repent; they seemed only, like
Amon, to sin " more and more." But it should seem as if, when God's judgments, as
in the case of the plagues of Egypt, no longer merely fell on what was outside their
life, no longer merely tormented them, but now smote that life itself, as did the
judgment of the sixth trumpet, the last of these dread visitations, then some kind of
repentance was produced. But we cannot certainly say. (6) Victory, however, is
the outcome of all. How could it be otherwise? Can man for ever defy the Almighty?
Blessed be God, he cannot, and sooner or later rebel man will have to lay down hii
weapons and own Christ Lord of all.
Conclusion. But wherefore will man wage this war at all ? God desires it not,
but has sent the message and the ministry of reconciliation. We, then, as " ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by uj : we pray you in Christ'i atead,
be ye reconciled to God." S. OL
it

!

—

The tody and (hr bird. " And I saw, and I heard an eagle, ftylng In mid
Ver. 13.
Woe, woe, woe, for them that dwell on the earth 1" The true readkig of
heaven, . .
the text is given in the Revised Version. It was not " an angel flying," but a solitary
eagle or vulturo, that St. John saw. Hovering high overhead, a mere speck in the sky,
and it* harah ery sounding as If it uttered over and over again the ominoiia word%
.
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woe, woe I" Now in vision, but often in reality, he had doubtlesi seen luch
hovering bird, and heard its bitter eij. And when we think of tliii vision, and
remember who they were on whom the judgments of God were coming, we are
reminded of our Lord's words, " Wheresoever the carcase is, there shall the eagles be
gathered together " (Matt. xxiv. 28). For he and his apostle had the same scenes in
view, the same sinful people, and the same dread judgments of God, Both beheld
both the body and the bird the eagle of judgment and the corruption that it would
When our Lord spoke, and yet more when his apostle wrote, the illseize upon.
omened bird was clearly visible, and its woeful cry could be distinctly beard. What
the Lord said St. John saw. " For in the lands of the Bast, when a wild beast falls
in the desert, or a horse or camel on the highway, there is for a time no stir in heaven.
But far above human ken the vulture is floating poised on his wings and looking
downward. His eye soon distinguishes the motionless thing, for he hunts by an
eyesight unequalled in power among all living things, and like a stone he drops
through miles of air. Others floating in the same upper region see their brother's
One dark speck after another grows swiftly upon the
descent, and know its meaning.
Now, thus
horizon, and in a few moments fifty vultures are around the carrion.
inevitable, swift, unerring, as the vultures' descent on the carcase, is the judgment
"
coming of the Son of man to corrupt communities and corrupt men (Stopford Brooke).
Given the body, the bird will not be far off; where the carcase, there the vulture.
In God's government it has ever been so, is now, and will be in all ages, in all lands,
and under all circumstances.
has often been been. It has long hovered over and at last
I. This eagle
descended upon : 1. Corrupt communities. As the inhabitants of the earth in Noah's
day, on whom "the Flood came and swept them all away;" the cities of the plain ere
the fire-storm fell the Canaanitish nations whose judgment was long delayed " until
the iniquity of the Amorites was full." It hung over Jerusalem in the days of Jeremiah,
over Babylon in the old age of Daniel, and over the Jewish nation when St, John beheld
And over Borne the eagles of judgment were indeed gathering.
it " in mid heaven,"
For she had become so corrupt and hateful to God and man that there was nothing
for it but to let the long-delayed sentence be executed, and in the pages of this Book
of the Revelation, and in those of the secular historian, he who wiU may read of,
perhaps, the most tremendous fulBlment the world has as yet ever seen of the inexorable law that " wheresoever the carcase is, there," etc

"Woe,

—

;

"

Bome

shall perish

—write that word

she hath spilt
Perish hopeless and abhorred,
Deep in ruiu as in g^ilt"

In the

blcKxl that

Yet further illustrations. The Reformation, which was the judgment of the Catholic
Church ; the French Revolution, etc. 2. Corrupt men. "The mills of God," says the
Many imagine that the great laws
poet, " grind slowly, but they grind exceeding Bmall."
uf God will be, no doubt, fulfilled amid nations and Churches and other bodies of men,
but they will not take note of individuals. That, however, is not true, though many
think it is. Look over the lives of the many bad men and women of whom the Bible
tells; but where amid them sdL can the sinner find any encouragement to go on in
Are they not all of them illustrations of God's law of judgment? And
his sin?
so universally is this law recognized that no poorest novelist will write his wretchedest
story, and no tawdry theatre dare represent on its stage a drama which ignores or fails
They all know and confess that over the vile and bad the
to pay homage to this law.
vulture of judgment hovers, and will swoop down on them ere long. And to-day this
law is at work. See that blear-eyed, ragged, shivering, and every way disreputablelooking wretch who is reeling out of the gin-shop, and, as he staggers along, poisoning
Health
the air with his foul breath and yet fouler words— what a wreck the man is
gone ; and character, and home, and friends, and livelihood, and all that made life worth
having, gone ; and life itself going likewise. The vultures of judgment have plucked
him bare of all, and they are at their awful work still. Go into the wards rf our
hospitals, and amid many whom misfortunes and not sin have brought there, you will
to, to ipeak oi
yet see not a few dying a miserable death, korribl* to look at, to U»Un
I

—

—
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e'-en think of.
(3o to the cells of our prisons, to lunatic asylums, to conTict yardi^
or where mnuntiuc; the steps of the gallows on which they are to suffer the last penalty
of the law,
in all such places, and amid all such scenes, and branded as it were on
the brow of all such transgressors you may read the eternal law, " Wheresoever the

—

'J'hat eagle St. John saw, and
good that it should be seen. In the physical world, if there were no
scavengers, no agents whereby what is corrupt and corrupting could be rendered harmAnd so in the moral world, floods and sulphur fires, and
less, life could not go on.
Joshua-led armies, hosts from Babylon or from Rome, French Revolutions and the like,
it is awful, terrible, but still beneficent and essential work that they do upon the
moral and spiritual corruptions asainst whom they have been sent. But blessed is
that sinful community and that sinful man who sees the eagle in mid heaven, and
fears and turns from liis wickedness and so lives.
III. Men sometimes think thet see it when thet do sot.
Poor Job
his
friends, his comforters, would have it that his dreadful sufferings were judgments of
God upon him. It was the common and cruel, though bHseless, belief of their day.
"Lord, who did sin, this man or his parents, that he was born blind?" There we
find the same notion yet living on, even in our Lord's day.
And it is not dead
yet.
But, thank God, there are many sorrows and distresse.s which are not jud;.'ments at all, any more than the hard lesson which a master may set his pupil to learn
It is not so, but a means of discipline and improvement
is a sign of his displeasure.
and honour to the pupil; therefore, and for no other reason, is it given. And so with
not a few of the sorrows God sends to us, as he sent such to Job.
IV. Ann often fail to see it when they might and should. Job, and many

carcase
II.

is,

It

there," etc.

is

—

—

—

another since, failed to see it. He asserts that there are villains godless, cruel, all
that is bad and yet they prosper wonderfully. "They are not in trouble as other
men, neither are they plagued like other men. There are no bands in their death,
and their strength is firm " so said another perplexed one. There seems to be the
corrupt and corrupting carcase, but no vulture descends upon it.
The body there, that
But let such perplexed ones remember 1. The bird may
is certain, but not the bird.
It may be so far up in the sky, so far away, that our limited eyesight
be invisible.
cannot travel so far, it is out of our range. That may be. Or 2. It may he restrained.
God is " long-suffering, not willing that any should perish.'' Or : 3. It may have already
descended, and be doing its work, and you not know it. Conscience may rend and tear
like a vulture, and the man may carry a very hoU within him
thousands do that
makes all outward prosperity a mockery, and powerless to relieve. There is not one
drop of water in it all wherewith he can cool his tonsue, so tormented in this fire is he.
Read ' Macbeth.' And 4. If it come not now it will fasten on him the moment he
Ah, yes ; if a man have made his soul carrion-like, the
reaches the next world's shore.
eagle of judgment wUl find him sooner or later in trouble; from without or within, here
Remember, then (1) They are fools who make a mock
or yonder
there is no escape.
at sin.
(2) 'J'um from it, and pray for the heart to love and dread the Lord, and to
diligently live after his commandments.
S. 0.
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The purpose of revealing judgment. The process of the conquest of evil
severity of judgment, now by the gentleness of mild rebuke or
moderated chastisement. Again the voice of the teacher arrests attention, and the
appeals of truth stimulate to righteousness. Hidden behind all is the gracious operation
of the Holy Spirit of the Lord, working all things according to the counsel of his holy
will.
His hand is unseen, and the revelation is needed to show and assure men that
there is a Divine power at work, though it be hidden. The revelation of the Divine
judgments against evil has thus its high purpose apart from the purposes answereo
Throughout the whole the cry may well arise,
by those judgments themselves.
" The Lord reigneth ; let the earth rejoice let the multitude of isles be glad thereof."
Vers. 1

is

varied.

13.

It is

now by

;

The purposes contemplated by

the pictorial representations congregate mainly, if not
the smitten, suffering, enduring Church.
exclusively, around the Church
The earthly
powers, waging their warlare under the leadership of the prince of evil, ApoUyon the
Destroyer, do not read the holy boobs.
They are truly sealed books to them. And
the imagery l» only to b? interpreted by the Oburcb when ib« 1* driven by tb«

—

—

—
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persecuting oppregsive power of the world to seek consolation. The purpose then
concerns the Church mninly, if not exclusively ; and we may conceive that purpose
to be achieved
I. In the tcncodraqement op the Chueoh to patient endurance.
For the
Name of the great Lord the believing people suffered much. They were weak in
presence of their bo great foes. Only the assurance of a final triumph could embolden
\hem to endure patiently.
II. In the support of the Church in its holy warfarb against the opposikq
fierce indeed was the conflict, and agaiu and again it is so; but
barthIjV spirit,
throughout the whole shines the revelation of the rigliteous judgment of God. His
eye is open upon the sufferers, and his aid is p'edged for tlieir defence.
Great are th,e
III. In warning the faithful against the evils of apostasy.
Only by
subtle powers which seek to undermine and sap the fidelity of the godly.
many means, of which this u one, can the obedient host be stimulated to faithfulness.
IV. The end is further reached in the deep and abidino comfort op the
sorrowful believers in all their antagonism to evil and to the worldly power which
S. G.
is set against them.

—

— —

A

—

—

5.
new series another opens upon the view of
Vers. 2
Z%e effectual prayer.
the holy seer. These are scenes in which is symbolically represented the method by
which the Divine providence will execute those sovereign purposes which are specially
the redemption of the persecuted Church in its struggle with the
ojntemplated
Not always does evil present itself as
various developments of evil in the world.
It is soft, subtle, and alluring, drawing the feet of the unwary
ail antagonistic power.
This aspect comes into
believer into ruinous paths by " the baits of pleasing ill."
prominence in the course of the revelation. But, as the book is an unfolding of the
methods of conquest in all the conditions of danger, so now those which relate to the
progressive triumph of the truth of the providential chastisements, are set in order.
The space over which the sounding of the trumpets reaches is great the seventh in
oh. xi. declaring, as in other places, the final triumph, and so completely rounding
another setting forth of the one idea of the book— the triumph of Messiah, " conquerAnother series of " seven " is before us " seven angels," having
ing, and to conquer."
" seven trumpets ; " but " another angel " is first and intermediately present, having a
golden censer, with the incense of which mingles "the prayers of the saints." Afterwards, from the same censer, coals of fire are taken and cast on the earth, and
" thunders, and voices, and lightnings, and an earthquake " follow. They are represented
to us in vast cosmical changes, the disturbances of the affairs of men in answer to the
cry for judgment. But the judgment of the Lord need not always be of severity
Mercy, redemption, recovery,
certainly t'he end of the Lord is to be very pitiful.
Thus must all be interpreted.
salvation, blessing, are the ultimate ends in view.
The lesson taught is the certain Divine response to humhle prayer. Here the Church

m

;

—

finds

L Encoubagbment to pebsevebing intercession on behalf of the ungodly and
unsubdued world.
which evilness always
II. A motive to patient endurance of the antagonism
Evil is at enmity against righteousness, even though it be not violent in its
suggests.
method*.

,,-,,

j

i

i_

u

-^

help to faith. Faith has respect to the promise of God, and beholds its
becomes the cheering
fulfilment. Here the setting forth of the Divine response to prayer
III.

A

encouragement to perseverance.
IV. A STIMULUS TO UNWEARIED LABOUR.
ground of faith, it is its appropriate stimulug.
K. G.
cheered.

If the Certainty of success is not the
Thus is the Church in all ages to be

—

13.— Eestricted Judgment. In wrath the Lord erer remembers mercy. In
Ven.
prominent. Afilictions o!
the sounding of four of the seven angels this idea is most
each case to onevarious kinds are seen to rest upon the earth, but they are confined
In the disturbance
It is not a final overthrow, nor is it a vision of destruction.
third.
in the •piritual, and the gentle
of the material world is portrayed the upheaving

e—

m

—
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The avenging his own elect is a call to men to
an cncouragemect to the faithful to endure. By the disturbance
in all the world, or material sphere, men are warned against placing their confidence in
these things which may be so shaken. The judgments are chastisements a part suffers
The eye is plucked out to save the whole body. Here a
for the good of the whole.
portion
These restricted judgments
a third part suffers that the whole perish not.
or chastisements of the Lord have their great uss
Truly
I. In awakening the attention op men to their spiritual condition.
In the carelessness of spiri lunl slumber great evils may silently
a voice as of a trumpet
lurk beneath the surface. The sharp probe of pain awakens the slumbering spirit, and
leads to inquiry and self-examination.
II. In STIMULATIN8 TO REPENTANCE.
He also finds the way of disobedience to bring
pain to him and will be urged thereby to turn from the evil path and to seek the ways
of obedience, wlierein are rest and peace.
III. In the PREVENTION OF FURTHER SINFULNESS.
They are the hedge of fire,
warning off from forbidden paths. No vihdictiveness or harsh severity prompts him
wlio with fatherly hand chastises his erring and mistaken children.
IV. These chastisements have their final use as disciplinary processes in advanoINO RIGHTEOUSNESS. The clcar declarations of Scripture in the classical passages on
chastisement declare the end to be " that we may be partakers of his holiness." Sharp
but the good features of the character
is the piercing pain, keen the edge of suffering
colled into play in bearing up under sorrow are developed thereby: and the spirit,
checked from walking in the wrong path, is stimulated to choose the right and the
good. That which applies to the individual life applies also to the life of tribes and
nations of men. To these the present passage relates. Judgments on " the third part
are designed to be corrective and admonitory to the whole.
B. G.
threat of tho Divine displeasure.

while

forsal^e evil,

it is

—

—

—

I

;

;

—

Ver. 13.
The hitter consequences of iniquity. Before the fifth angel sounds his
trumpet, a vision is granted of a flying eagle, which, with "a great voice," declared
" Woe for them that dwell upon the earth, by reason of the other voices of the trumpet
of the three angels who are yet to sound I " Corrective judgments have already been
manifested, but the full fruits of evil, in themselves judgments and designed for
correction and restraint, have not been developed.
The voice of the great eagle
anticipates them, and prepares for their delineation.
The general principle, therefore,
claims thought at present woe follows from the working of evil.
L The institablb conbequenob of wrono-doino is suffering. 1. The laws of
righteousness are absolutely and only good. 2. They describe the true path of the
human life. 3. In the observance of the true laws of life ^the laws of righteousness
for it cannot but be that life held according to
conditions of blessedness are secured
the laws of life is only good. 4. Any departure from the laws of life righteousness
must bring a proportionate disturbance, pain and sorrow.
II. The Divinb wisdom and beniqnitt shown in making the consequbnobs of
WBONOt-DOiNO PAINFUL. By this means men are warned away from wrong. The sharp
pain of burning is a merciful provision. The hand incautiously laid in the fire might
be consumed for want of the sharp twinge of pain to apprise of danger. It is well that
the way of transgressors is hard. The prickly hedge guards the path of life, lest men
straying from it should fall into untold evils.
III. The PAINFUIiNESS OF WRONQ-DOINO A. JUST WARNING AGAINST TEANSOEE88I0N.
Although virtue that is founded on a mere escape from the evils of disobedience is a
low form of virtue, it ia nevertheless a worthy motive for avoiding that its consequences
are painfuL
IV. The NATURAL OONBEQUBNOBB OF WRONG-DOING AN ADMONtTORT INMJATION OF
THE Divink displbasubb, and a worthy expression of it. It is a testimony on the
level of the human heart. Higher testimonies to be given.
But the cold and thought-

—

;

—

by these means.
V. In punmhhbntb bt pain lies thb I'lf'ljiK and first element of moral
The punishment and bitterness n evil not a final end. High moral
oobbbotion.
" Wo«, woe, woe " is the sad prediction of
purposes are graciously contemfdatcd.
the ever-oomi^i bitterneu et •]< vmsg -dr>rBg,^E. Q.
less arrested

I

—
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" And when he had opened the seventh seal, there wai
6.
Soul-silence.
heaven about the space of half an hour," etc. This portion of the dream of
John, like other portions, has Jewish elements of thought brought into strange and
grotesque combinations. In dreams there are no new objects or elements of thought
or emotion, hut old ones brought into unique forms by an ungovemed imagination.
Whilst they are evermore difficult, if not impossible to interpret, they are at all times
available for the illustrating and impressing of truth.
The words may bo fairly taken
to illustrate soul-silence. " There was [followed] silence in heaven about the space of
That is, silence for a time. It is suggested
half an hour."
I. That sodl-silbnoe often follows great excitement.
The opening of the
seals, the unfolding of the wonderful dispensations of the Divine government up to
the close of the world's history, must have excited the feelings and strained the faculties
of the spectators to an unusual intensity. The soul-lake was no longer without a
ripple ; it was heaved into swelling surges. It is ever so in soul-Ufe ; after great tumult
there comes a calm.
This is always and pre-eminently the case with the genuinely
faithful and holy.
From the storms of remorse, secular anxieties, and social bereaveVers. 1

silence in

ments, the soul of the genuinely Christly rises into a " pea/ce that passeth all understanding." In truth, in the case of all regenerate souls, great excitement is often the
condition of peace and tranquillity. It is not until the storms of moral conviction
become so terrible that the spirit cries out, "Lord, save, or I perish " th.it the omnific
Blessed
voice, " Peace, be still 1 " will take effect, and there comes a " great calm."
It is the highest gift of mao, nay, Divinity
silence this I How grand is such a silence
I

I

itself.

"

How grand is Silence

In her tranquil deeps
I
things are born I Thought, Beauty, Faith,
All good; bright Thought, which springe th forth at once,
Like sudden sunrise ; Faith, the angel-eyed,
AVho takes her rest beside the heart of man.
Serene and still ; eternal Beauty, crown'd
With flowers, that with the changing seasons change j
And good of all kinds. Whilst the babbling verse
Of the vain poet frets its restless way.
In stately strength the sage's mind flows on,

What mighty

—

—

Making no noise
and so, when clamorous crowds
Bush forth, or tedious wits waken the senate-houie.
Or some fierce actor stamps upon his stage,
With what a gentle foot doth silent Time
:

Steal on his everlasting journey

I

(Barry Cornwall.)

"And I saw the
II. That boul-siienob is often found absobbinq worship.
seven angels which stood before God ; and to them were given seven trumpets," etc.
Here begins a new series of visions. The seven trumpets follow the seven seals, and
The " seven trumpets " are
this series extends to the close of the eleventh chapter.
given to the seven angels or ministers that stand in tha presence of God. But it is not
with these seven angels or messengers that we h«Te now to do ; they will engage our
Our concern at present is with the angel connected with the
attention further on.
"the angel that stood at the altar, having a golden censer; and there was given
altar
unto him much incense, that he should offer [add] it with the prayers of all saints upon
the golden altar which was before the throne." This symbolical representation of
worship is derived from the Jewish temple, and it may illustrate to us the fact : 1. That
the prayers of saints on earth are of great practical interest in the spiritual universe.
" And the smoke of
Ruler.
(1) They are offerings that are acceptable to its Supreme
the incense, which came with the prayers of the saints, ascended up before God." True
prayer is acceptable to the Infinite Father. (2) In rendering them acceptable to God,
his highest spiritual ministers are deeply engaged. Here is an angel standing towards
" with the
the altar with a golden censer, receiving incense that he might give it
prayers of all saints." Elsewhere, in numerous passages of Holy Writ, angels are
represented as rendering spiritual assistance to good men. May they not be constantly
doing so by inbreathing those heavenly thoughts that will inspire th« soni with the

—
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saints on earth exert an influence on the thinga

" the angel took the censer, and filled it with fire of the altar,
and cast it into the earth : and there were [followed] yoices, and thunderings, and
lightnings, and an earthquake." The prayers have gone up, and the sprinkling of the
aihes earthward symbolize their effects on the earth. What convulsions, what revolutions, the prayers of the saints have effected on this earth ere now 1 and what they effect
now they will continue to do. Now, in the midst of all this devotion there would seem
to be a period of lihnce. The profoundest hush, the deepest silence of the soul, are found
Here all its faculties work harmoniously, and all its sympathies flow as a
in worship.
deep river without a ripple on its surface. " The Lord is in his holy temple ; let all the
earth keep silence before him." The realization of the Divine Presence can never fail
to hush the soul into profound tranquillity, and in this tranquillity its grandest pos" Silence," says an illustrious thinker, " is the element
sibilities germinate and grow.
in which great things fashion themselves together, that at length they may emerge
full-formed and majestic into the daylight of life which they are thenceforward to
of time.

told,

rule."

IIL That soul-silbnck often springs from hioh expbctanot. " And the seven
had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to sound." And as the angels
raised their trumpets to their mouths residy to blow, a breathless expectancy would be
excited.
In earnest waiting there is generally silence waiting for the last breath of a
friend, waiting for the verdict of a jury which decides the deliverance or the destruction
of a human life. Holy souls that now witnessed the scene of the trumpets about to utter
a blast felt that great things were coming, that stupendous events were rolling up on
the wheels of Providence, and there was " silence in heaven about the space of half an

tngeli which

—

hour." What wonderful things are before us all
Were we all earnestly waiting for
these things, waiting for the " manifestation of the sons of God," waiting the advent
of him who is to wind up the affairs of the world, how silent should we be!
D. T.
!

—

—

TTie "seven trumpets ;" the revolutions of matter and
Vers. 7 13 ; ch. ix. and x.
mind. " The first angel sounded, and there followed hail and fire mingled with blood,
and they were cast upon the earth : and the third part of trees was burnt up, and all
green grass was burnt up," etc. We take these verses, extending from the seventh
verse of the eighth chapter to the end of the tenth chapter, together, because they all
refer to the "trumpets, and are records of a portion of John's most wonderful dream.
A dream can be recalled, narrated, but seldom, if ever, rightly interpreted. It is
generally, perhaps, uninterpretable.
Pietistic. simpletons and speculative pedants have
propounded their interpretations and are still doing so ; and what literary rubbish is the
result
But though a dream may be incapable of interpretation, it can generally and
usefully be used as an illustration of great truths. Thus we endeavour to use all these
mysterious and multifarious visions that John had in Patmos. This vision serves to
!

illustrate
I. SOMB or THB WONDEBrnii EBVOLtrriONS THBOUGH which O0K WOBLD IS OOH8TANTLT PASSING. After the sounding of each of the seven trumpets, what a series of
marvels was evolved! There are two classes of marvel here. 1. Those in the material
As the first four seals were introduced by the cry of " Come," it has been
sphere.
observed that the first four trumpets are followed by judgments on natural objects the

—

earth, the sea, the rivers, the lights of heaven.

What

followed the blast of the

first

" There followed haU and fire mingled with blood, and they were cast upon
the earth : and the third part of trees was burnt up, and all green grass was burnt up."
" Trumpets," says Moses Stuart, " the usual emblems of war and bloodshed, are chosen
as emblems of the series of judgments now to be inflicted."
Does the language here
literally refer to some physical events that will befall this earth ?
Prom the character
of the whole book, which is metaphorical, this is not likely. But events of an astimnding character are suggested as occurring on this earth. After this the second trumpet
sounded, " and as it were a great mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea
and the third part of the sea became blood." The words suggest the idea of some
volcanic mountain discolouring the ocean so that it appears as blood, destroying a great
Then,
portion of the creatures that lived in its depth and that floated on its waves.
with the sounding of tht third trumpet, another terribU event occurs '* And there fell

trumpet

?

:

;
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a great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp, and it fell upon the third part of
the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters," etc. The greater part of the rivers that
roll over the earth, and the wells that spring from beneath, were embittered and poisoned,
and many of the human race expire. When the fourth trumpet sounded the heavens
are terribly affected. " The third part of the sun was smitten, and the third part of the
moon, and the third part of the stars ; so as the third part of them was [should be]
darkened," etc. But all the terrible events that followed the blasts of these four
trumpets seem only preparatory for some more terrible judgments that were to follow.
"And I beheld [saw], and heard an angel [eagle] flying through the midst of [in mid]
heaven, saying with a loud [great] voice, Woe, woe, woe, to the inhabiters of [for them
that dwell on] the earth by reason of the other voices of the trumpet of the three angels,
which [who] are yet to sound " Whatever particular revolutions the blasts of the
four trumpets here refer to ^if any one thing is certain, that great changes are taking
the earth, the waters, the
place constantly in those regions of matter mentioned here
heavens. Geology shows this. What our earth is to-day, its mountains, its valleys, its
rivers, and its oceans, as well as its animal and vegetable productions, is the outcome of
changes that have been going on through countless ages. Nature is constantly building
up and pulling down. " The mountains falling come to nought," etc. Astronomy shows
this. The telescope discovers shattered planets, stars that, perhaps, shone brightly once
in our heavens, also new orbs and comets. All things are in a state of flux and refiux.
According to Peter, all the changes that have been only tend to a greater change. " The
day of the Lord shall come as a thief in the night, in which the heavens shall pass
away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt," etc' What is the practical
" Trust in him who liveth
lesson to be drawn from all these tremendous revolutions ?
for ever."
1

—

<*

—

—

There's nought on earth that does not change;
All things are shifting on the stream
Whatever comes within our range
Seems just as fleeting as a dream.

There

No

is

no rest but in thy Word,
hope but in thy Name;

settled

Boot thou our souls in thee, O Lord,
For thou art evermore the same."

Those in the spiritual sphere. There are three more trumpets sounded which have
been designated woe-trtimpets, and their blasts seem to introduce wonderful things in
the spiritual domain. That there is a spirit-world is too universally admitted to require
proof.
It comes to our credence, not merely as a matter of philosophic reasoning, but
as a matter of consciousness. This spirit-world, of which each human being is a member,
as well as the higher order of intelligences in the universe, though invisible and impalpable, is ever active and all-influential, the spring and sovereign even of all material
What is matter but the creature and servant, the effect and
forces and phenomena.
evidence, of spirit ? Great and mysterious changes in the ipirit--wov\d seem to follow
Moral evil appears: (1) In forms alarming.
the sounding of the fi/th trumpet.
"I saw a star fall from heaven [from heaven fallen] unto the earth: and to him
was given [there was given to him] the key of the bottomless pit [the pit of the
messenger from heaven, like a bright star, descended and exposed the
abyss]," etc.
region of moral evil he opened the " bottomless pit." Moral evil is indeed a pit.
(a) It is fathomless. No one can explain its origin and its countless intricate ramifica." _(i) It is consuming. It is like a " great furnace."
tions ; it is the « mystery of iniqvuty
In whatever spirit moral evil exists, it bums, it gives pain, and works destruction.
" The sun and the air were darkened by reason of the smoke of
(e) It is obscuring.
the pit." The passions and thoughts which sin generates in the spirit mantle the
moral heavens in gloom. How often is this bottomless pit covered up in the soul,
hid alike from self and society 1 Thank God, Heaven sends a messenger, like a star,
from heaven to open it and to enlighten it. Do not let us look for this bottom(2) In
lesi pit beneath us, or anywhere external ; it is viitUn us, if sin be in us.
" And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth : and unto
force* terrific
2.

A

'

—

See Septem In
'

Uno on " Phasei of Man's
'

External Universe,"

p.

691
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one of the most
them. The locusts

A

modem writer describes the locusis
here sketched are of an order the most terrible.
here as " malicioas as scorpions, ruling as kings, intelligent as men, wily as women, bold
and fierce as lions, resistless as thuse clad in iron armour." These awful forces that go
forth amongst men to inflict torture and ruin were : (a) AH in connection with the
" iwttomless pit." They were, so to speak, bred in the depths of that moral pit, and
became the servants of that pit. Whatever inflicts pain on humanity is forged in the
depth of that bottomless pit, " Whence come wars ? " etc. (b) They tendSi to make
"In those days shall men seek death, and shall not find it;
life intolerable to man.
and shall desire to die." Death is universally regarded as the greatest evil, but such is
the state of misery here that it is sought as a relief.
How often is the life of a man
rendered intolerable because of his sins, and he has recourse to the razor, the ro^ie, the
From the " bottomless pit " of our own sins rise those tormenting
river, or the poison
(c) They were under the direction of & controlling
fiends that render life intolerable,
" And they had a king over them [they have over them a king], which is the
ngent.
angel of the bottomless pit [the angel of the abyss]," etc. The meaning of the words
" Abaddon " and " ApoUyon," both in Hebrew and Greek, is " destruction." All these
locusts
in other wurds, all the/orces that torment humanity
are inspired and directed
by one great spirit, the spirit of destruction, which goes to and fro through the earth
like a lion, seeking whom it may devour.
Greater and more terrible changes in the
ipirit-world seem to follow the sounding of the tixth trumpet. In this second " woe "
the spirit of destruction takes a wider sweep.
It goes forth from the four parts of the
earth, it increases the number and the terror of its messengers.
"Two hundred thousand thousand," a coimtless number, and they appeared as horses with heads of lions,
panoplied with fire, and breathing smoke and flame. By this greater destruction is
wrought amongst men it strikes down a third part of the race. Thus ever the agencies
of torture and ruin that visit man, working in connection with the " bottomless pit" of
sin, multiplying in numbers and magnifying their malignant proportions.
The trial
that gives pain to the sinner to-day, may be only as an insect compared with the trial
that, like a lion, may^ torture him to-morrow. So long as the " bottomless pit " remains
within, torturing fiends will increase in number, and augment in malignant passion and
More strange changes in the spirit-world we find following the sounding of
strength.
the seventh trumpet. Before the blast of this seventh trumpet, however, there is the
advent of another wonderful messenger from heaven. This messenger is robed in •
mystic cloud, a rainbow encircling his brow, his face bright as the sun, his feet like
pillars of fire, having in his hand a " little book."
He seems to take possession of
the whole world, plants one foot on the sea and the other on the earth, breaks forth
with the voice of a lion, and his utterances were followed by seven thunders, from which
a voice oat of heaven sounded, saying, " Seal np those this^s which the seven thunders
Again this wonderful angel or messenger from heaven,
uttered, and write them not."
surrounded with all this mystic grandeur, whilst standing on the earth, lifts np his hand
to the heavens, and swears " that there should be time no longer."
After this the
seventh trumpet sounds, proclaiming that the mystery of God was finished. In the
tenth chapter three things are powerfully struck upon our attention. (1)
proclamation of the end of time.
"Time shall be no longer," Time is but limited
What is time to man on earth becomes eternity to him when he quits it.
duration.
In truth, whenever a human spirit rises from the material
It is hut a mode of being.
to the spiritual, from the particular to the universal, time with him is no longer; he is
He moves no longer on a little river or creek; he is afloat
free from all its limitations.
on the immeasurable ocean. (2) Tlie communication of a new revelation. What was
contained in this " little book " that had not appeared before ? Something vital to man's
Such Divine books or rolls are constantly coming to us. They come to man
interest.
in every day's experience, in true thoughts, and in spiritual intttitions. (3) The personal
appropriation of truth. The angel said, " Take it, and eat it up." Divine truth is not
something for intellectual speculation; it is not something for memory, but diet for the
life.
It must be transmuted into the moral blood and sent through the heart into everr
These " seven trumpets," then, suggest and Ulustrste those levolnfibre of our being.
tio&s which are everywhere goiitg oa, not only throu^jh (ke Tiflttrial, Wt tkroufh tka
I

—

—
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BpWtual Btnteg of being. In sooth, those that occur In the mtterial are but the reaolti
and symbols of those which are transpiring in the great world of mind. In the inner
world of soul what revolutions are constantly going on in every man's ezperienca
Bi"
schemes like mountains burning with fire cast into the sea, bright stars of hope and
promise falling from the firmament of the soul, fire and smoke issuing from the
"bottomless pit" of evil within, smoke that obscures all that la bright, terrible and
tormenting forces, like armies of locusts, devouring every budding leaf, and, with a
scorpion's sting whose virus rankles in all the nerves of the heart, so that men sometimes seek death and cannot find it. " Voices and thunders." Strange shapes with
"thunderous voices" in the heavens.
Ah me! these changes are no dreams, they
are visions neither of the day nor the night ; they are the great realities of the
I

sp'rit- world.

The

BPIRITDAt PERSONALITIES BT WHICH, UITDEB QOD, THESB BBVOLUTIONS ABB
Here are " seven angels" with their " seven trumpets." That there are, in
the great universe of God, countless spiritual existences, varying endlessly in faculty,
position, force, and occupation, admits of no question by those who believe in the
Divinity of the Scriptures. It is here suggested that to these may be ascribed all the
changes that take place in the history of our world. Is it not more rational to trace all
these changes to the agency of such tplritiuil personalities than to what scientists call
the laws and forces of nature? The " force of motion " is in the spirit, not in matter.
Matter is inert ; it has no self-moving energy. Or, further, is there anything more
unreasonable that a high order of spiritual existences should work all the changes we
see in earth and sea and sky than the fact that all the products of civilization are the
results of the agency of man f
Is it not the human spirit, acting through its physical
organization, that has covered the earth with architectural buildings, not only piled up
the huge cathedrals, castles, palaces, and countless public edifices, but also innumerable
Was it not the spirit in man that constructed the
residences of every size and shape ?
bridges, that spanned broad rivers ; tunnelled through huge mountains a way for mighty
oceans to meet and mingle j covered every sea with the fleets of nations transformed
wildernesses and deserts into fertile meadows, vineyards, and gardens
constructed
engines to bear men over sea and land almost with lightning velocity ? If the human
spirit has worked and is working such wonders as these, is there anything unreasonable
in supposing that a higher class of spirits can direct the winds, kindle the lightnings,
launch the thunders, roll the planets, and heave the ocean ? Manifestly not.
'i'he
universe teems with spiritual personalities, and matter everywhere is the creature, the
The dream suggests two things concerning the work of
syrnbol, and servant of spirit.
Each had his own trumpet, and each
these spirits.
1. Their work is departmental.
produced his own results. The same trumpet was not used by all. This seems to be
Each living creature endowed with activity, flrom the tiniest to the
the Divine plan.
One cannot do the work of another.
greatest, has its own sphere and scope for action.
It is so with men. In all temporal enterprises men themselves act upon this principle
the master mind in manufacture and commerce gives to each man his part; and this is
the plan of God with us all. To each man he has given a mission, and that mission
none can rightly discharge but himself. The higher spiritual existences, it would seem,
act in this way. In the material department, it may be, one has to do with the management of the winds and stars and all the inorganic spheres. To another class is given
the management of life, vegetable and animal. Thus, too, it may be in the moral realm.
" He giveth his angels charge over us" some to instruct the ignorant, some to console
the sorrowful, some to strengthen the wavering, some to encourage the feeble and
oppressed. 2. Their work is gradual. All the trumpets do not sound at the same time,
and from the first to the last numberless ages might Intervene. The great Maker and
Manager of the universe works out his great plans by what appears to us slow degrees.
He is in no haste; he has plenty of time at command. How gradually this earth
How gradually the human race ail vaiicei
progressed from chaos to its present condition
If we have a
in knowledge, in civilization, and in morality ! How unlike our method
work on hand, the more important we deem it, the more impatient we are to realize its
accomplishment. The sense of the brevity and uncertainty of life impels u« to this haste.
But " one day with him is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day." Does
not this teach us to be eencemed more vnth tfie moral character of our teorh than vntk
II.

EFFECTED.

;

;

—

I

!
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f
Our question sliould be, "Is It right?" not, " What will he the Issue?"
good act is like
results will tot appear in our time, not for ages on, it may he.
an acorn dropped Into good soil ; it will require countless ages- fully to develop itself. In
the motive is at once the virtue and the reward of all labour. Does it not also teach

iU rtsuUs

A

The

Our work, if right, is Divine, and if
to be patient in well-doing, to be hoping ever t
Divine, it cannot fail. " Be ye steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of
the Lord."
The oband FtmPOSB to which all the bevohttions abb directed. All
the revolutions here referred to have a bearing on the minds of men, breaking the
monotony of their sinful condition, rousing their fears, so terrifying them as to make
And then it is stated
their existence so intolerable that they sought death as a relief.
that a new revelation from heaven is given them a " little book " that was to be
appropriated. Moreover, it is stated that the- grand purpose was the finishing of the
" mystery of God." And what is that mystery but the moral restoration of manhind *
It is a glorious thought that all the changes that take place in the universe are for the
that all is moral discipline. Nature is a grand school in which the great
benefit of soiils
Father makes his children " meet for the inheritance of the saints in light." " Lo,
all these things worketh God oftentimes with man, to bring back his soul Irom the pit,
Evil is not an end. Good is the end,
to be enlightened with the light of the living."
and evil is ever rushing to it like streams and rivers to the ocean-world. The evils of
this world, like the furious storm that spreads devastation over sea and land, will one
day die away in a clear sky and a piu-e atmosphere, und leave the world all beautitul
us

m.

—

—

and bright

(See also the three following homilies.)—D. I.

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTEE

—And the

IX.

;

angel sounded, and
I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth;
o star from heaven fallen unto the earth (Revised Version) not taw a star fall. (For
the distinctive character of the last three
judgments, see on ch. viii. 2.) "A star"
sometimes signifies one high in position.
Thus Numb. xxiv. 17, " There shall come
a star out of Jacob " Dan. viii. 10, " And it
cast down some of tlie host and of the stars
to the ground." In oh. i. 20 " the stars " are
" the angels of the seven Churches " in Job
zxxviii. 7 the angels are called "stars;" in
Isa. xiv. 12 we have Satan referred to thus
" How art thou fallen from heaven,
Lucifer, son of the morning " It seems, therefore, that Satan himself is here referred to
The trumpet-visions
under this symbol.
hitherto have portrayed troubles affecting
the outer man now begin to be set forth
those yet more terrible visitations which,
affecting bis spiritual nature, are seen more
He has
directly to emanate from the devil.
fallen " from heaven unto the earth " that
is, whereas formerly heaven was his abode,
the sphere of his work wliile yet obedient
to God, he now has no ofiioe or power, or
entrance there, but is permitted to exercise
what influence he possesses on the earth (cf.
Luke X. 18, "I beheld Satan as lightning
This is the view of
fall from heaven").
TertuUian. Aretbas, Bede, Vitringa, Alford,
beUeve an evil angel is meant; Wordawoith
Ver.

1.

thinks an apostate Christian teacher is signified
Andreas, Bengel, and De Wette believe a good angel Is intended ; others see
particular emperors, etc. ; while Hengstenberg thinks the figure represents not one,
but a number of persons, including Napoleon.
And to him was given the key of the
bottomless pit ; of the pit of the abyee (Revised Version).
That is, as Wordsworth
explains, of the aperture by which there is
no egress from or ingress into the abyss.
Christ holds the key (ch. i. 18), but for a
season Satan is permitted to exercise power.
The abyss is tlie abnde of the devil and his
angels ; the present abode, not the lake nf
fire, into which they are subsequently cast

fifth

;

;

;

I

;

;

(ch. XX. 10).

Ver.

2.

— And

he opened the bottomless

pit of the abyss, as above. This phrase
is omitted by ^t, B, Coptic, .fflthiopic, and
others.
It is inserted by A, B, many cursives, Vulgate, Syriao, Andreas.
And thsro
arose a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of
a great furnace. The smoke of the incense
(ch. viii. 4) purified the prayers of the saints,
pit

;

making them acceptable before God; the
smoke which ascends from the abyss clouds
men's minds and darkens their understandings. And the snu and the air were darkened
by reason of the smoke of the pit. The air,
becoming filled with the smoke, obscured
light of the sun, so that both appeared
dark. Tliis darkening of the atmosphere
may have been suggested by the description of the loouat-plague (Exod. x. 15), or
tlie

;
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iL But it is the
not the locusts, which is here said
to osnse the obscurity; the locusts issue
forth out of the smoke.
It is doubtful
whether we ought to seek aiiy particular
interpretation of the smoke; it is probably
only accessory to the general picture. If
we may press the meaning so far, it is perhaps best to regard tlie smoke as the evil
influence of the devil, which diirkens men's
understandings, and from which issue the,
troubles which are the result of heresy and
infidelity, portrayed by the locusts (cf. 2
Cor. iv. i, "In whom the god of this world
bath blinded the minds of the unbelieving,"

death of the authors, tainting the mora)
atmosphere. It is true that the true Christian sometimes sufien aUo; but tl.at is an
aspect which ii set forth in the visions of
the seals. Here another view is set forth,
namely, that the ungodly are themselves
punished, and punished severely, by means
of this evil influence of the devil. Many
other interpretations have been suggested:
(1) evil spirits (Andreas); (2) Boman wars
in Judna (Grotius); (3) the Gothic invasion (Yitringa); (4) De Wette and Alford
believe that the interpretation is unknown.
And unto them was given power, as the
Boorpions of the earth have power. That

etc.),

is to say,

moke,

'

Ver.

3.

—And there came out of the smoke

locusts upon the earth.
The loeiut is constantly referred to in the Bible, and various
illustrations are drawn from their characterIn the East they appear in
istic features.
great numbers, and men are helpless against
Sometimes an
their devastating power.
attempt is made to check their progress by
fires,
practice
may have
lighting
and this
suggested the above description of the
The
locusts proceeding from the smoke.

which they cause is
alluded to in Deut. xxviii. 38 Joel ii. 25
2 Chron. Tii 13; their number in Ps. cv.
The air is sometimes
34 ; Nah. iii. 15.
irresistible destruction

;

tainted with their dead bodies (Joel ii. 20).
The natural features of the locust are fully
dwelt upon in vers. 7 10. As an illustration, we may quote Niebuhr, who gives an
Arab's description of the locust : " In head
like the horse, in breast like the lion, in
feet like the camel, in body like the serpent, in tail like the scorpion, in antennse
Three out of these
like a virgin's hair."
five points of resemblance are mentioned in

—

vers.

—

7

10.

'The locattt

here symbolize

and infidels. Some writers (e.g.
Wordsworth) apply the symbol to the
Mohammedans (see Wordsworth, t» loc,
where the parallel is very fully worked
But though this may be, and proout).
bably is, a fulfilment of the vision, it would
bii wrong to thus restrict our interpretation.
Scarcely any one cause has contributed more
to the trouble and destruction of men than
the violence which is the result of religious
hatred. Whether it be the heathen idola-

heretics

the warlike Mohammedan, or the Christian bigot, who is the agent, the effect is the
tame. It may be said, too, that if the minds
of Christians also had not been darkened
by the prejudicial influeuce of Satan, who
IB the cause of their unhappy divisions,
Heresies, and apostasies, these troubles could
ter,

scarcely have fallen upon mankind. The
innumerable occasions of such violence may
be well illustrated by the countless number
of the locusts; and the effect lives after the

just as the natural Bcorpious of
the earth have power to cause suffering, so
these allegorical locusts of the vision appeared to possess the means wherewith to
plague mankind.
The scorpitm is "generally found in dry and in dark plat-es, under
stones

and in

ruins, chiefly in

warm

climates,

. The sting, which is situated at the extremity of tlie tail, has at its base a gland
that secretes a poisonous fluid, which is discharged into the wound. ... In hot climates
the sting often occasions much suffering,
and sometimes alarming symptoms" (Smith's
' Dictionary of the Bible
').
Yer. 4. And it was commanded them that
they should not hurt the grass of the earth,
neither any g^een thing, neither any tree.
The force of tliis plague is to fall directly
upon mankind, not, as in the former judgments, upon the earth, and then indirectly
upon men. This appears to be stated with
the greater plainness, because it might
readily be inferred, from the nature of
locusts, that the immediate object of their
de^tructiveness would be the vegetation of
the world. But only those men which have
not the seal of Ood in their foreheads Jmt
only euch men as have not, etc. (Revised Yer.

.

—

;

sion;
sion).

God

ch. vii. 3, to which this is an alluHere, by proleipsis, the servants of
are described as " those that have the
cf.

seal of God in their foreheads." It is not
stated, nor is it necessarily implied, that the
seal is visible to man at the time of the infliction of this judgment upon the ungodly.
In a similar way our Lord speaks of the
elect (Matt. zziv. 22), not thereby implying
that there is any visible manifestation by
which the elect may be known to men,
though known to God (so also Titus i. 1
Mark xiii, 22, otc), 'Thus also it is Baid

in 2 Tim. ii. 19, "The foundation of God
standeth sure, having this seal, The Lord
knowetli them tliat are his." The frequent
use of the term to denote those who were
sealed by baptism may have led to the employment of the expression in this place, as
"
being equivalent to " the servant* of God
The
(cf. Eph. i 13; if. 80; » Cot I. 22).

—
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ociutB mtiy not hurt GKhI'b aervantg (see on
Thus we are taught that God in
reality preserves his own, though it may
sometimes appear to man as though the
innocent sulFer with the gnilty,
Ver. 5. And to them it was given that
they should not kill them, but that they
should be tormented five months; and it
tMM given them [i.e. the locusts] that they
[the locusts] ehould not kill them [the unsealed], but that they [the unsealed] ihquld
be tormented five months. The devil and his
rer. 3).

—

•gents have not unlimited power committed
to them they are rcetraiued within limits
by the will of God. The evils which follow
In the train of heresy and infidelity are not
as yet permitted to kill (cf. Job 1. 12), for
this judgment extends only to the natural
God reserves the final killing
life of man.
to himself at the great judgment-day. This
is shown in the limitation, " five months."
This apparently meaningless period becomes
•xplicaBle, when we remember that the
usual duration of a locust-plague is five
monthi, viz. from April to September. The
visitation is for the natural period of such
Bccnrrenoes; the torment is to extend to the
natural period of man's sojourn on the earth.
It does not extend into the next life ; other
and special means are adopted for man's
punishment then, na set forth under the
seventh trumpet. Various other explanations have been given of the five months.
(1) Five years of Gothic rule (Vilringa).
(2) Five months = 5 x 30 days each day
represents one yiar; therefore ISO years are
signified, viz. (a) of the Saracens, a.d. 830
A.D. 980 (Mode) (b) Mohammed's conquestsr
A.D. 612—A.D. 762 (Elliott).
(3) Hengstenberg believes 5 to signify a part of the complete nnmber 10, and thus to symbolize an
incomplete period, as compared with the
period of the seventh trumpet. (1) Bengel,
fallowing the principles assumed by him,
makes the five months to equal 79J natural
years, and assigns the period to a.d. 510
A.D. 589. (5) Otliers take the expression to
mean "» short time" merely. (6) Wordsworth interprets it as meaning a limited
time permitted by God, and thinks the
Mohammedan period is signified. And
their torment was as the torment of a
" Their
scorpion, when he striketh a man.
torment," that is, the torment of the unthe torment of
sealed, according to Alford
the locusts (viz. that which they inflict),
In either case the
according to others.
meaning is the same. The last clause,
"when he striketh a man," is perhaps added
in contradistinction to the injury naturally
inflicteid by loousts, whose efforts are directed
against the vegetation.
Ver. 6. And in those days shall men seek
death, uid shall not find it; and shall desire
;

;

;

;

—

;;
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to die, and death shall flee from them; ihaU
in no wise find it . . . and death fleeth from

them (Eevised Version);

men;"

that

is,

oi

the unsealed,

&i/Bpamoi,

who

"the

sufferfthig

This is a characteristic biblical
Thus
of expressing great anguish.
20, 21, « The bitter in soul ; which
long for death, but it cometh not" (cf. also
Jer. viii. 3; Job vii. 15; Luke xxiii. 30;
and ch. vi. 16). The description portrays
great anguish of mind, and should not be
pressed to a literal interpretation, though
many have illustrated the passage by pointing to actual occurrences of the kind.
Ver. 7. And the shapes of the locusts
were like unto horses prepared unto battle
rather, the lilieneeees of the locusts ; tliat is to
say, the general appearance. This similarity
is brought out in Joel ii., and is alluded to
in Job xxxix. 20. The parallel is worked out
at some length in Tristram's ' Natural History of the Bible,' p. 314. In what way they
appeared " prepared unto battle," is shown
in ver. 9. And on their heads were as it

judgment.

method
Job iii.

—

were crowns like gold crowns like unto gold.
The language is carefully guarded so as to
;

make it understood that this feature is altogether supernatural.
The croims of gold
probably denote the conquering nature of
the locusts, and thus they add to the power
with whicli the locusts have already been
invested.
They may also signify the exalted
temporal position of those sjrmbolized by the
locusts.
Some writers believe the helmets
of soldiers are typified, and others the turbans of the Mohammedans. And their faces
were as the faces of men. Notwith»tanding
the general resemblance of the locusts to
which resemblance is most clearly
shadowed forth in the structure of the head,
yet their faces gave the seer the idea of the
human countenance. How this was brought
about we are not told. Probably St. John
horses,

himself in bis vision received the impression
without knowing by what means. The circumstance seems to point decidedly to the
fact that human agents are denoted by the
locusts.

Ver.

8.

—And they had hair as the hair of

women.

This (like the succeeding clause)
seems merely the enumeration of an additional feature, in which these creatures
resembled locusts, and which helped to
establish their claim to the name.
The
antennce of the insect are probably referred
to. Wordsworth sees here an allusion to the
flowing hair of Mohammed and the Saracens.
And their teeth were as the teeth of lions.
The powerful nature of the teeth of the
locust is a remarkable feature of the insect
and it is here more fully referred to in order
to enhance the general torror of their
aspect (cf. Joel i, 6).
Ver. 8. And they had breastplates, as it

—

;;
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wer* breastplates of iron.

Again, • natural
feature of the locugt is speclflcaliy ailnded
to, in order to portray tlie terrible nature of
their appearance,
Tbe horny gnbstanee
which appears behind the face of the locust
is not unlike the plates of iron witii which
tbe breast and shoulders of war-horses weie
protected. And the sound of their wrings
was as the sound of chariots Of many horses
ninning to battle ; the eound 0/ ehariott, of
many hortes rushing to war (Eevised Version).
The sound of the two things together, viz.
that of rushing horses, and that of the
The same simile
ehariots which they draw.
is used in Joel li. 5.
Ver. 10.
Boorpions,
tails

and

;

the

— And

they had tails like unto
and there were stings in their
they have taiU like unto scorpions,

It is

reference to (N)apoleon.
Ver. 12. One woe is past ; the one woe, or
" Woe " (ji oiiai) is feminine
the first woe.
perhaps because expressing the idea of tribulation, such words being generally feminine
in the Greek.
Some have thought that
these words are a further announcement by
the eagle of ch. viii. 13 ; but there is nothing
to lead us to suppose that they are not the
words of the writer. And, behold, there come
two woes more hereafter. Omit " and "

—

:

behold, there cometh yet two woes hereafter.
The verb is singular in N*, A, and others
the plural is found in N°", B, P, and others.
Alford says, "singular, tlie verb applying
simply to that which is future, without
reference as yet to its plurality."
But pro-

bably oiiai, although written as a feminine
in the preceding clause, being really indeclinable, is treated as a neuter and thus the
singular verb is made to agree with the
neuter plural, in conformity with the rules
of Greek grammar. The second woe extends
from this place to ch. xi. 14, and the thiid
woe is contained in ch. xi. 14 19, especially
;

—

in ch. xi. 18.

—And they had a king over them,

the angel of the bottomless pit;
they have over them as king the angel of the

Most commenta(Revised Version).
contrast with the condition of the
natural locusts, who have no king (Prov.
XXX. 27). " The angel " evidently points to
oiiyss

tors

the "star" of ver. 1, who is Satan himself.
Some think a particular angel, not Satan, is
intended. Alford umieceesarily hesitates to
decide that Satan is meant, owing to ch. xii.
"Whose name in the Hebrew tongue is
3, 9.
Abaddon, bnt in the Greek tongue hath his
name ApoUyon. Ahaddon is the Hebrew
m^K, a noun representing the abstract idea
[
<

—And

the sixth angel sounded,
and I heard a voice; I heard one voice,
perhaps in contradistinction to the/our horns
next mentioned. Trom the four horns of
the golden altar which is before Ood; the
golden altar before God. The balance of
authority seems in favour of retaining Tctra-dpav, " four," although the Revisers omit it.
It is inserted in B, P, Andreas, Arethas,
Primasius, etc., but omitted in f<% A, Syriae,
Coptic, Bede, etc. Many commentators {e.g.
Vitringa, Hengstenberg) lay special stress
upon it; and some represent the horns as
the four Gospels, which speak with one
The voice issues from the altar, as
voice.
in ch. vi. 10; xvi. 7.
The voice, issuing
from the resting-place of the souls of the
martyrs, denounces the impending woe.
The altar is the golden altar of incense (oh,
viii. 3) which is before (the throne of) God,
and wbiob, in the earthly temple, iitood

Ver. 18.

is

"destruction " (Job xxxi. 12), but more fre•nently employed to designate the nether-

rendeli fnsK) personified.

Lord given by St. John (John viii. 44),
"He was a murderer from tlie beginning."
Bengel and others contrast with "Jesus"
the " Saviour." Perhaps the height of absurdity is reached by those writers (Bleek,
Volkmar) who see in the name Apollyon a

simple process of retranslating into Greek
the Vulgate Version. By the possession of
the noxious sting, the locusts here described
are represented as being yet more terrible
than the natural locusts. (See the description
of the locusts given under ver. 3. For the
signification of the "fivie months," see on
ver. 5.) They limit the period o( this judgment to the time of man's existence on this
Ver. 11.

LXX.

in conformity with St. John's usual practice
to give the two forms of the name (cf. John
i. 38,42; iv. 25; ix. 7; xi. 16; xix. 13,17).
In the name we have summed up the character of him who bears it.
He is the
"destroyer," the one who causes "perdition " to mankind. Cf. the words of our

;

which
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Ps. Ixxxviii. 12). Apollyon(d7roAAi!m>', present
participle) is the Greek air^Mia (by which

stings (Revised Version).

earth.

JOHN THE DIVINE.

world (Job xxvi. 6 ; ixviii. 22; ProT.XT. 11;

The next
wurds are included in the following clause.
Not that their tails possessed the appearanco
of scorpions (as Bengel, Hengstenberg, and
others), but that their tails were like the
tails of goorpions in respect of having stings
Cf. 2 Sam. xxii. 31; Ps. xviii. 33,
in them.
"He maketh my feet like hinds" (omit
"feet"); also eh. xiii. 11, "Two horns like
a lamb " (see the description of the scorpion
And their
quoted above, under ver. 3).
power was to hnrt men five months and in
their tails is their power to hurt, etc. (Eevised
Version) (see the preceding clause). As no
Greek manuscript gives the reading of the
Textue Receptus followed by the Authorized
Version, the probability is that this is an
example of a passage in which the Greek of
his edition was supplied by Erasmus, by the
and

ST.
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before the Tell (Exod. zl. 26). This altar
haJ four " homB " projecting at the comers

(Exod. XXX. 2; see also Smith's 'Dictionary
of tiie Bible,' art, "Altar").
Ver. 14. Saying to the sixth angel which
had the trumpet. Tregelles reads, " Saying
to the sixth angel, Thou that hast the
trumpet," etc. but the common rendering

—

;

much more probable. Here the angel is
represented as directly causing the incidents
which follow ; in the other cases, we are only
told that each angel " sounded." Loose the
four angels which are bound in the great
river Euphrates. This vision has led to a
great variety of interpretations. Some are
obviously absurd; in all these is considerable doubt and difficulty. The following is
offered as a possible solution to some extent, though it is not pretended that every
difficulty is satisfactorily disposed of.
In
making this suggestion, the following ciris

cumstances have been borne in mind: (1)

The

trumpet-visions seem constructed upon
a systematic plan, and therefore it seems
likely that this judgment, like the fifth and
the seventh, is a spiritual one (vide supra).
(2) The objects of this punishment are
those who commit the sins described in vers,
20, 21.

(3)

The

vision

must have borne

those to whom it was
first delivered.
It seems unlikely, therefore, that events are here portrayed which
could not possibly have been foreseen and
understood by the early Christians. This
seems to exclude (except possibly in a
secondary sense) all reference to the papacy,
etc. (as Wordsworth).
(4) Whether the
angels here described are good angels or
bad angels makes no material difference to
the main part of the vision, which is to set
forth punishmentfor the ungodly, sanctioned
or originated by God. (6) The object of
the punishment is to bring men to repentance, but it largely fails to do so (ver. 21).
therefore conclude that the whole judgment portrays the spiritual evils which
afflict the ungodly in this life, and which
give them, as it were, a foretaste of their
doom in the life to come. Sin frequently
brings unrest and trouble immediately in
its train ; seldom, if ever, peace and satisfaction.
The stings of sin are, perhaps,
none the less potent because their eifeot is
frequently unseen by the general public.
The terror of the murderer, the shame of
the thief, the abasement and physical suffering of the impure, the delirium tremens of
the drunkard, are very real torments.
The
number of sucli inflictions is, indeed, great
enough to be described as "two myriads
of myriads " (ver. 16) ; they destroy a part,
but not the greater part (ver. 15, " the third
part") of men; and yet how largely they
fail to bring men to repentance 1
Stnh

some meaning

We

for

JOHN THE DIVINE,

a. 1—21.

[ch.

m

punishment is a foretaste of hell,
ceems
foreshadowed in the " fire snd smoke
and brimstone" of vers. 17, 18. Wordsworth and others contend that the "four
angels" are good angels, who have been
hitherto restrained.
As remarked above,
the point is not a material one, but it seems
more probable that evil angels are intended.
Their loosing does not necessarily mean that
they are loosed at a time subsequent to this
vision, but only that they are under the
control of God, who allows them freedom to
to be

carry out this mission. Thus also, in the
case of the other judgments, it has been
pointed out that the period of their operation may extend throughout aU ages, from
the beginning to the end of the world.
Tliey arise from the Euphratet.
Many
writers point out that this river was looked
upon by the Israelites as the natural source

from which sprang their enemies (see Isa.
vii. 20; viii. 7; Jer. xlvi 10).
Indeed, the
Euphrates was looked upon as the boundary
of the Jewish kingdom (Gen. xv. 18 Dent,
i.
7; xi. 24; Josh. L 4; 2 Sam. viii. 3;
1 Chron. v. 9); hence those coming from
out of the Euphrates were frequently enemies. The expression may be merely accessory to the general filling up of the picture,
or it may teach us that the punishments
which follow How from their natural source,
viz. men's sins (cf. ch. xvi. 12, where the
Euphrates is certainly alluded to as the
source from whence arise liostile hosts).
Ver. 15. And the four angels were loosed,
which were prepalred for an hour, and a day,
and a month, and a year, for to slay the
third part of men. The alterations in the
Revised Version make the meaning much
plainer
vihioh had been prepared for the
hour, and day, and month, and year, that
t hey ehould kill, eto.
That is to say those
" which had " in God's foreknowledge "been
"
prepared in order 'to operate at the exact
period required the exact year, month, day,
and even hour. Each knew his appointed
time.
Four is the number used to denote
universality in things of this world (see on
ch. iv. 6).
The number, therefore, seems to
imply that the power of the angels is of
universal extent The third part are destroyed; that is, a great part, though not
;

—

:

—

the larger (of. ch. viii. 7, et teq.).
Ver. 16. And the number of the army
of the horsemen; and the numiber of tA«
armies of the cavalry. No horsemen have
hitherto been alluded to ; but they are apparently the destroying host under the
direction of the four angels.
The symbol
is, no doubt, chosen to signify power, of
which horsemen or cavalry are an emblem.

—

Were two hundred thousand thousand or,
twice myriadt of myriads (of. Jude 14
16,
which is a quotation from Enoeb also Dan.
;

—

;

;
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vii. 10). The number is, of course, not to be
taken literaUy, but as signifying an exceeding great multitude.
And I heard the
number of them. Omit "and." St. John
" heard the number " possibly from one of

the elders,

who had

(cf. ch. vii.

before instructed him
states this, since so

He

13).

vast a multitude would be innumerable.
Ver. 17. And thus I saw the horses in
the vision, and them that sat on them.
That is, according to the description following, not " thus, in such numbers as I have
described."
Having breastplates of fire,
and of jaointh, and brimstone. 'Exovras,
" having," probably refers to both horses and
riders, though it may refer to the riders
only. The Bevised Version renders jacinth
more exactly as hyaeinth. Alford translates,
"breastplates, fiery-red, fuliginous, and sulphureous." It seems to be rightly concluded
that the hyacinthine hue answers to tlie
"smoke" further on in the verse. "The
expression, ' of jacinth,' applied to the breastplate, is descriptive simply of a hyacinthine,
dark-purple colour" (Smith's 'Dici.e.
tionary of the Bible'). The description
intensifies the terrible nature of the vision,
«nd it is doubtful whether these details
«hould be pressed to a particular interpretation.
If they bear any meaning at all,
they seem to point to the doom in wait for
the wicked, whose portion is fire and brimstone (cf. Fs. si. 6). And the heads of the
horses were as the heads of lions; and out
of their months issued fire and smoke and
brimstone; proeeedeth fire, etc. (Kevised
Here, as in the preceding clause,
Version).
the intention is evidently to enhance the
The
terrible appearance of the vision.
" smoke " correapouds to the hyacinth hue,
mentioned in the previous part of the verse
The horses, in accordance
(jiiide eupra).
with a well-known poetic figure, are said
Brimto breathe out "fire and smoke."
stone is mentioned in addition, in order to
set forth plainly the fact that their acts are

—

directed against the wicked (cf. Gen. xix.
24 ; Job xviii. 15 Ps. xi. 6 Ezek. xxxviii.
23; Isa. xxx. 33; Luke xvii. 29). Lions'
teeth are mentioned in the description of
;

;

the locusts, with the same purpose (ver. 11).
It is di£Scult to see why Alford should
imagine that the fire, tmoTce, and brimetone
proceed separately frum di^erent divisions
of the host it was not so in the case of the
:

breastplates.

Ver. 18.—By these three was the third
part of men lolled, by the fire, and by the
smoke, and by the brimstone, which issued
out of their mouths; by these threeplagues (us
in Bevised Version) ..the brimstone, which
proceeded. Although the iast clause technically is attached to "brimstone" only, yet
the deaoriptiott applies to all three of the
.
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" The third past "—
things mentioned.
again a large, but not the largest, part o(

mankind

eh. viii. 7).
The locusts
kill (ver. 5); these horsemen are permitted to do so. Each judgment
of the trumpet-visions appears to increase
in severity.
may here see portrayed the
terrible and destructive character of the
results of sin. Such results are experienced
to the full by the third part of men, the
large class who " repent not of their murders,
nor of their sorceries," etc. (ver. 21).
Ver. 19. For their power is in their
mouth, and in their tails ; for the power of
the horses is, etc.
Another example of dis-

(see

on

were forbidden to

We

—

agreement between Erasmus and all
Greek manuscripts (see on ver. 10).
their tails were Uke unto serpents, and
heads, and with them they do hurt. "

the

For
had

Are
and "have heads," in the present
Here (unlike ver. 10) the tails are
tense.
like serpents themselves.
The image is not
like,"

the ancients. We may
paraphrase the passage thus: " Their power
the
part
in their mouth ; but
is for
most

uncommon among

some extent, in their tails; for their
are like serpents," etc.
An endless
variety of interpretations have been given
to these details, which are probably not
intended to bear any distinct signification.
Bengel refers to a species of serpent in which
the head and tail were so alike as to be

also, to
tails

with
thinl<s

Many

difficulty

distinguished; which he
suggested the image.

may have
apply

it

(though in different ways) to
who fight as they retreat,

the Turkish horse,
etc.

—

Ver. 20. And the rest of the men which
were not killed by these plagues; the rest
That is,
of mankind (Kevised Version).

the two-thirds (ver. 18). Some understand
" these plagues" to refer to the first six
trumpets. It may be so, but it seems more
correct to limit it to the sixth, as the same
phrase, which occurs in ver. 18, must be so
Mankind must be taken to mean
limited.
Of the ungodly, some
the worldly only.
killed
(the third part), the rest yet do
are
not repent The vision is not concerned
with the fate of the righteous. Yet repented
not of the works of their hands, that they
should not worship devils, and idols of gold,

and silver, and brass, and stone, and of
wood: which neither can see, nor hear, nor
walk. " The works of their hands " refers
to idolatry, as shown by the succeeding
This verse begins to prepare ns
words.
Men will not
for the seventh judgment.
repent; therefore the last final judgment
necessary.
Tlie
absurdity
of idolabecomes
trous worship is fre^^uently thus set forth
by Old Testament writers (of. Ps. cxv. 4
oxxzv. 15; Isa. it. 8; Ezek. zxii. 4; Hos.
xiiL 2). See alio the description in Dan. v.

—

"
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maglo, witchcraft, and enchantments; e.g.
the magio of the Egyptian magicians (Exod.
vii. 22),
Sorcery is mentioned in Gal. T. 20
(where it is described as " witchcraft ") in
connection with idolatry. Fornication (cf.
Bengel, "Other crimes are perpetrated by
men at intervals; there is one continual
fornication within thoie who are wanting in
purity of heart ")i

which teems to have niggeited the
wording of this part of the vision. It has
been vrell remarked that in this verse men-

23,

of sins against God; in the
verse man's sins against his
neighbours are detailed.
Ter. 21. Neither repented they of their
mnrders, nor of their Boroeries, nor of their
fotnisation, nor of their tiiafti.
Boroeriu;
tion is

JOHN THE DIVINE,

made

following

—

HOMILETIOS.
See homiletio Mction, ch.

yiii.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa
Ver. 20. Man's stvhhorn wUl. " And the rest ... yet repented not." The fatal
obstinacy of wicked men, the dreadful hardness of the human heart, sin's scaring of
the susceptibilities of the soul, such is the mournful fact that the text, repeated again
in the next verse, as if to summon our special attention, vividly reveals.
Implied or
stated in it are such truths as these
The judgment fell only on some, but all deserved
I. AlIi men need kepentancb.
When we see God's judgment falling
it; all had sinned, and all should have repented.
on any one, our reflection should be not, " How evil he must have been 1" but " How

—

God to spare me
God pleads with men to brtno them to kepbntanob. These judgments of
which we read are not God's primary dealings with men. He does not begin in this
manner. There has been much that has preceded this. God has pleaded with men by
By his goodness, giving them all manner of providential
his Spirit in their consciences.
merciful of

1

II.

Then, more especially by his Word, delivered by revelation, through his
And in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, in the message
Men always knew that their deeds were evil; the sense of sin was
everywhere ; and they knew that God would have them repent. And there were some
who did, and therefore held aloof from the abominations of the rest. And since Christ
has come the Divine pleadings have been more than ever heard.
All history shows this, as well as
III. But these milder methods often fail.
the Bible, and our own experience confirms it. See our Saviour weeping over Jerusalem. That sorrow had been known before, and has been since.
IV. Stebneb methods ABM THEN TBiED. In these Apocalyptic visions we have
portrayed over and over again these more awful means which God employs to bring
men to repentance. In Israel's history how often they were tried and they often
succeedeil, as, blessed be God, they often succeed now.
This is their purpose.
V. But EVEN these, at times, and for lonq time, fail. This is the declaraRom. ii. 4, 5). So was it with Pharaoh,
tion of our text (cf. also Jer. v. 3 ; viii. 6
when the plagues one after another, which in many respects resembled these trumpetThe invariable effects of the Divine law, which ordains that
plagues, came upon him.
gin persisted in becomes fixed habit which cannot be shaken off, and of which, therefore, the writer of the Book of Exodus says, " The Lord hardened Pharaoh's heart; "
So again and again in Israel's history, " until
this Divine law was illustrated in him.
the wrath of the Lord arose against them, and there was no remedy." In men, too, like
that wicked King Amon, of wnom it is said, " But Anion sinned more and more." True,
the psalmist says, "Before I was afflicted I went astray, but now have I kept thy
Word." But though it might have been true of him, it is as often as not, if not more
" Though thou
often, true that men go astray after afQictiou just as they did before.
bray a fool in a mortar, yet will not his folly depart from him." So, with equal, if not
greater truth, does the proverb assert that opposite and most melancholy fact of which
much. " Ckxi's visitations pass lightly ovet
the Bibl«, iJl life, and our text here say
mercies.

messengers, etc.
of the gospel.

!

;

w

—
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souls Mleep in sin.
Which of us has not lired thiongh a thoumnd of them, and narer
seen, never noticed, never given heed to, one?
Death, sudden death, coming into oni
street, or into our home,
which of ug has not hardened his heart again, after a very

—

which this ought to teach, and sinned on as hefore? Oh
the desperate hardness of the human heart I
What can melt it save omnipotent
grace?"
VI. What is the season of this?
The answer is manifold, as, for example:
The Jews
1. Those that are spared argue from that fact that they need not repent.
tboi^ht that those on whom the tower of Siloam fell must indeed have been sinners.
Our Lord told them that was not the case, and, said he, " Except ye repent, je shall
And no doubt "the rest of mankind" told of in our test
all likewise perish."
congratulated themselves, not only that they were spared, but that they did not deserve
what had befallen the others. There was, therefore, no need for them to repent so
would they argue, a^ do and have done their successors ever since. 2.
deadens
It ruakes men practical atheists.
God, therefore, is not recognized in
belief in Ood,
aught that occurs. 3. Oo<Ps judgments are put down to secondary causes. Everything
can be explained they know how and why things fell out as they did. They look
not beyond or above those causes which are close at hand and can be readily understood.
Hence their own sin and God's displeasure thereat, being far too abstract and remote
4. "Perfect love casteth out fear."
This is true in
factors, are not even considered.
a sense the apostle never meant. Let the heart love sin, as it is so prone to do, and
that love will utterly cast out the fear of God. And some sins, especially, will do this
those that are named in these verses will. Idolatry, which lulls the conscience whilst
Gain gotten in ungodly ways " thefts," as they are here
it gives free licence to sin.
Who does not know how the petty pilferer develops into the practised thief,
called.
embezzler, robber, and forger, until he has graduated in all such villainy? Lust
Let those who have known its hell and" have
"lornications," as it is here termed.
told its dark dread secrets be believed, when they afBrm that, indulged, it becomes
Cruelty " murders " is
ungovernable. Against it the fear of God has no chance.
hrief pause, against lessoas

8m

—

;

—

—

—

name given it here that, too, grows with deadly speed and
Neros, and Henry the Eighths, Duke Alvas,and the entire spawn
the

;

force.

The Herods,

of the Inquisition,
But, like the tiger that has tasted

they were once tender, humane, gentle-hearted.
And : 5. The law of habit. We spoke of
blood, it will have blood whenever it can.
Character ever tends to become permanent. "He that is holy" to be
this just now.
" holy still " blessed be God for this
but " he that is unrighteous, ... he that is
You may bend the sapling, but not
filthy," to be " unrighteous," to be " filthy still."

—

I

—

the tree.
Ig it trUe that,
VII. How INTENSELY 8EEIOU8 AHB THE TBAOHINQS OF THIS FACT
though God sends judgment after judgment upon men, they will yet not repent?_ Then
Assuredly it will be so.
cannot imagine
1. More judgments and worse will come.
God allowing himself to be for ever baffled by the unruly wills and affections of sinful
men. "Our God is a consuming fire;" and until the dross be separated the fire will
burn on. How awful, therefore, is the prospect for ungodly and impenitent menl 2.
Sow toe need to watch and pray lest we be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin
Ah, what fools they are, " who make a mock at sin " who dally with it, count
Better play with vipers and scorpions. 3. What imperative need there is
it a trifle
of the power of the Holy Spirit ! The disciples were in despair about their work. However should such as they persuade and convert men? The Lord promises to send the
Holy Spirit, and " when he is come he shall convince the world of sin, of righteousness,
and of judgment." The baptism of the Holy Ghost that is the need of the Church
4. Surrender to Christ, prompt, complete,
if she is ever to win the world for Christ.
this assuredly is
abiding, that he, according to his Name, may save us from our sins,
our boundeu duty, our true wisdom, because our sure safeguard, and our only one.
-S. C.
!

We

;

I

—

—

The evil effect of degeneracy : the fallen tiar, Homiletic expositions
Vers. 1—6.
Yet must they be definite
to avoid as tar as possible the topics of controversy.
Their own sphere
in their view of the interpretation of the words of Holy Scripture.
They speak with no authority in the depvtmeut of
is the moral and practical

aim

—

—
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The view taken of this figure does not confine its reference to any indiridu*! person ; although some individuals have gained a special notoriety. Many who
have occupied the place of "stars," which are "the angels of the Churches," have
fallen from their place and ceased to be illuminating powers, and their degeneracy has
been the occasion of a temporary triumph of evil in one form or other. These have let
Here the sad picture is presented of the ill effects of such
loose the spawn of hell.
degeneracy. It may be moral or intellectual descent ; although the alliance with evil
would seem rather to confine it to a departure from goodness and righteousness.
mere mental aberration not equally destructive. The great power of evil is found in
that unfaithfulness to truth which issues in degeneracy of manners and life. The
evil of such degeneracy is—
I. WiDESPRBAB.
From the position and influence of him who has been as a leader
and guide of others. His life known, his influence great, his example contagious. Men
follow leaders and the welfare of the world is now advanced, now retarded, by the
fidelity or unfaithfulness of them who are charged with hiah trust and responsibility.
II. Dbstructivelt injurious. In proportion to the influence which any one wields
If one falls from a high position, he drags down others.
is his power for good or evil.
The angel of light, become an agent of evil, opens the bottomless- pit. He brings the
utmost evil upon men such "as have not the seal of God upon their foreheads."
The injury caused is great in the social degeneracy, in
III. BiTTBKLT AFFLICTIVE.
pillar of the house trimbles, all becomes less
the weakening of moral principle.
secure.
But the painfulness is great: 1. To him who falls. 2. To them whom he
drags down with him. 3. To them whose sympathies being only with goodness are
afSicted by anything that tends to degeneracy of manners, to feebleness of faith, or to
the lowering of the tone and felicity of human life. 4. To the widespread, outlving
multitudes, amongst whom the spread of goodness is retarded by every act of unfaithfulness and every instance of degeneracy and defection. R. G.

exposition.

A

;

A

—

—

Vers. 7 11.
The triumph, of evil through unfaithfulness.
Satanic power is
encouraged by human unfaithfulness. The utmost power of evil is let loose, and
with destructive energy works only evil, and the direst evil, amongst the children
The evil character of the effects of unfaithfulness is represented by figures
of men.
which suggest the greatest painfulness, and which are repulsive in the extreme. The
un and the air are darkened by " smoke " issuing from the opened " pit of the abyss "
the smoke " as of a great furnace." The power of " locusts " and " scorpions of the
earth " reveals the most painful and repulsive effects, for " their torment was as the

torment of a scorpion when it striketh a man." So great is this that men "seek
death," though unavailingly. They are as " horses prepared for war," crowned with
kingly power, having faces as of men, and hair as of women, and teeth " as the teeth
of lions," covered are they with " breastplates of iron," and the sound of their wings as
"the sound of chariots of many horses rushing to war;" they have "tails like unto
scorpions, and stings," and in these is " their power to hurt men."
The whole are
leagued together under the leadership of " the angel of the abyss," whose name " in
Hebrew is Abaddon, and in Greek ApoUyon, i.e. Destroyer." Thus is set forth the evil,
repulsive, and deadly power of those forces which are called into play by unfaithfulness
and degeneracy. One falls, but he lets loose many forces of evil, which he, once having
called into activity, cannot arrest. It is a bitter woe to the earth, such as it has suffered
many, many tinfies in the great history. The lesson is for all times ; for in many
times the sad scene has been enacted.
This section of the "revelation" declaj'i;s
to us
I. That in the departure from truth and goodness error and evil beoomb
PREVALENT. Bvery false doctrine is a cloud of darkness upon the path of the human life.
II. In the DIMINUTION OF THE HEAVENLY THE HELLISH POWERS PREVAIL.
Finally,
darkness shall be held back as in chains. But here it is let loose, and in the loss of the
heavenly power the earthly, rather the hellish, gains ascendancy.
III. In a departure from the peaceful obedience of RIQHTE0U8NESB THB
DESTBUOTiVE AND PAINFUL EFFECTS OF SIN ABB PROVED. The ways of pleasantncsi
and the paths of peace forsaken, there are only the hard ways of the tranigreMor tu
walk in.

"

—
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GOD

ISSUES IN THE TBItTMPH OF THE DB8TK0TEB.
rejected, another king, even Apollyon, usuips
carelesslT exchange good for evil, aad sell life for an empty world.

ALLEGIANOII TO

The authority of the Prince of peace being
So men

his thron«.

—R. G.

— —

Vers. 12 21.
2%« inefficiency of judgments to lead all to repentance. The voice oi
suffering innocence does not pass unheeded.
The Lord of sabaoth is long-suffering and
very merciful, even towards the disobedient and towards the enemies of the truth; but

the angels of judgment and punishment, bound and restrained, must at length be
Though the Lord suffereth long and is kind, yet he will avenge his own elect
which cry to him day and night.
learn
L That the end or judgment is kbpentance. This is the object always kept
in view by him who judgeth right. All his judgments are therefore blessings in
" He doth not willingly afiBict." The cry from them who suffer wrongfully
disguise.
is not immediately answered in judgment upon their oppressors.
He can requite big
own in other ways. Yet, though judgment be stayed against an evil work, it is finally
" loosed," lest the hearts of men be set in them wholly to do evil.
II. That they who place themselves in opposition to the servants of truth
EXPOSE THEMSELVES TO THE JUST AND TERRIBLE JUDGMENTS OF GoD. Even the
prayers of the righteous, which are accepted before the throne, cry for vengeance. The
evil workers who place themselves in antagonism to the struggling Church are met,
not only by the feeble arm of " the little flock," but by the might of him who, as
a good Shepherd, defends even with his life them who are his own sheep.
III. That even the severities of judgment are insufficient to lead all
TO repentance. That many are saved through the judgment is obvious to all
observers.
Yet is there a hardness of heart that seems to increase by the pressure
of outward calamity. All do not see the Divine hand in the meted judgment; and
many rise in greater rebellion by how much the strokes of that hand are severe.
"The rest of mankind, which were not killed with these plagues, repented not of the
works of their hands."
further learn that rr is through devotion to evil that men are
IV.
PREVENTED FROM REPENTANCE. Men harden their hearts even in the midst of Heaven's
Many happily learn righteousness, and repent of their evil ways, but
fiery judgments.
of some " the rest " alas always a remnant it is to be said, " They repented not."
They are devoted to evil. They are the willing slaves of lust and vice. They are
greedy to do iniquity. The fiendish spirit finds its embodiment in them, and men are
as though possessed with devils. If these are to be saved, other means must be devised.
R. G.
loosed.

We

We

—

—

!

—

—

—

We

3.
Moral evil m» the universe. " And the fifth angel sounded," etc.
Vers. 1
pit
take these verses to illustrate moral evil in the universe. Moral evil is a " pit."
Moral evil, or sin, wherever it exists in the
is a scene of confinement and darkness.
Socrates has well said, " No man
spirit, imprisons the faculties and blinds the vision.
All corrupt souls are reserved in chains
is A free man who has a vice for his master."
Sin is slavery, sin is midnight. In relation to moral evil as a " pit," four
of darkness.
things are suggested.
" The fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven
I. It is exposable.
unto the earth : and to him was given the key of the bottomless pit." Moral evil, in
its incipient state, so stupeBes the faculties and blinds the conscience that the subject
only becomes aware of it by the advent of a messenger fi-om heaven; an angel from
heaven uncovers it, makes it bare to the soul. How do the savages, how do the millions
whose souls are buried in sensuality, become conscious of sin? Only by a special
message from heaven. What says Paul? "I was alive without the Law once, but
when the commandment came, sin revived, and I died." That is, Paul fancied he was
Every genuine gospel
alive
that is, all right until the Divine message came.
minister may be said to be a star from heaven with the " key of the bottomless pit,"
that key with which he opens it and exposes it to the consciences of his hearers.
Peter, en the Day of Pentecost, was such an angel ; he uncovered the pit of moral evil
within his hearers, and they exclaimed, " Men and brethren, what shall we do?"

—

A

—
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Moral

We

can account for sin in thU
origin t
The human
(1) On the principle of internal tendencies.
being, from the very commencement of its existence, seems to have a disposition to
so wrong. (2) On the ground of external influences. He comes into a world where
all human beings are mora or less tainted with sin ; the moral atmosphere which he
breathes is more or less corrupt. But in the case of the first sinner neither of these
conditions existed ; all his propensities were toward the i^ght, and all external influences
tended toward the right. 2. Who can fathom its issues t What are its bearings,
Problems these which the highest created intellect
ramifications, ultimate results?
couW, perhaps, never solve. Moral evil is, indeed, a " bottomless pit."
great furnace." Sin, or moral evil, is fire; like all fire
III. It is bubnino.
Where it becomes active it is consuming and
it exists in two states, latent and active.
ttansmuting ; it consumes the good and transmutes its embers into evil, and in *ii
the agony of moral regrets for the past, and terril^
it inflicts agony on the soul
forebodings for the future. Every sinner has a " furnace " within him, a furnace that
must break forth into awful activity sooner or later.
smoke, , . , and the sun and the air were darkened by
IV. It IB OBSCURINO.
reason of the smoke of the pit." How great the obscuration of moral evil I It clouds
1.
all the moral stars of truth in the soul, and mantles the moral heavens in gloom.
Eow henighted men are on the eiernai question of right I The foundations and laws of
moral obligation are, in the daily course of human action, buried in darkness. 2. How
hlinded men are to the eternal conditions of well-being 1 Men look for happiness
without instead of within; in the senses, not in the souli in matter, not in mind; in
the creature, not in the Creator. Thus, in truth, our moral heavens are starless and
walk in darkness and have no light.
our path is a wilderness.
V. It is ALABHiNa. " And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the earth,
and unto them was given power." It is here represented that from the fathomless
abyss, burning and smol^ing, there issued a host of scorpion-locusts resembling warhorses, with crowns like gold, with the face of men, the hair of women, the teeth of
lions, having breastplates as of iron, and the sound of their wings like the sound of
In Oriental lands and distant ages nothing
chariots and of horses charging to battle.
was regarded with greater horror than an army of locusts ; their numbers darkened the
heavens, their wings rattled as thunder, and their mission was to devour What hellish
squadrons, to terrify and destroy the soul, issue from the fathomless abyss of moral
Terrible armies come in the memories of the past and in the apprehensions of
evill
the mysterious future.
Conclusion. Do not ask Where is heU ? Place it not in some underground region,
or in some burning planets far away ; the fathomless, burning, and tormenting pit ii
in the soul of every morally unrenewed man. Thank Qod, there are remedial means on
this earth for the quenching of its fires, and the annihilation of all the squadrons of
tormentors it sends forth. D. T.

1.
evil is fathomless.
world on two principles.

its

"A

—

"A

We

—

—

— The

"And

in those days ihall men seek death, and
and death shall flee from them." We take
these words as a picture of the extremest anguish. Here we have—
1. Death is Universally regarded
I, A STATE OF MISERY IN WHICH DEATH 18 SOUGHT.
amongst men as the greatest evil. It is the " king of terrors." It gives terror to every-

Ver.

6.

extremity of anguish.

shall not find it;

and

shall desire to die,

thing terrible in the world.

The ravenous

beast, the furious storm, the destructive

only terrible because death is terrible. 2. Th»
The
relief which men generally seehin this world in their sufferings is from death.
mariner will Ibrsake his ship with valuable cargo, the king will resign his kingdom,
the wounded will suffer the amputation of every limb, if thought needful, to avoid
death. Yet here wo have a state of being where death is sought as a relief.
" Attd
II, A STATB or UIBIBT IN WHICH DEATH IB 80U0BT AS A BKLIBF IN VAIN.
death shall flee from them.'' It is miserable to seek relief in the most deeply felt evil,
but to seek it in such an evO in vain adds wondrously to the misery of the case.
Fatigue, disappointment, the consciousness of lost energy, add to the anguish. Earth
runs from death, hell runs after it and runa in vain. In oonoluaion, I infer : 1. That
pestilence, the engulfing earthquake, are

;
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thtfact that men are exposed to such a state of being implies that some sad catastrophe
has befallen our nature. Could Infinite QoodnesB have created beings designed and
fltted by their nature for such a itate?
Nay; deep within us has the Great One
planted the love of life, and to seek death is to go against our nature. Sin explain*
it.
2. That there is something in the universe to be dreaded by man more than death,
and this is sin. Death, though an evil, is not to be compared to sin. Sin, though
robed in beauty and adorned with a thousand attractions, is the evil of evils. 8. That
Christianity should be hailed as the only means to deliver us from this ewtremity of
anguish. It destroys sin, it " condemns sin in the flesli." D. T.

—

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTEB X.
Ver. 1.— And I saw. We have

here the

commencement of what many

writers call
an episode, or rather two episodes, which
intervene between the sixth and seventh
ti Limpets, just as ch. vii. occurs between the
But as in the
sixth and seventh seals.
latter place we saw only a greater elaboration in the introduction to the seventh seal,
and not a detached relation, so here oh. x.
and xi. 1 14 form a gradual transition
from the sixth to the seventh trumpet, and
supplement what is set forth under those
trumpets. The passage is so far a digression, as it is occupied chiefly in setting
forth the fate of the Church ratlier than
that of the ungodly ; but it only does so to
demonstrate the wickednees of the world,
and tlie inevitable nature of the last great
punishment. Ch. ix. ends (almost in a tone

—

of surprise) with the words, "Neither repented tliey," etc. ; therefore the angel now
declares that, as all the warnings vouchsafed
have brought men as a whole no nearer to

God, the

punishment must now
the measure of God's mercy

last final

But, as if
were not yet fully filled up, it is shown how
he has given to the world two witnesses, by
which men might be induced to repent.
But this, too, only serves to add to tlie
condemnation of the world, which wrests
We thus
this gift to its own destruction.
have the connection. God has sent punishments as warnings. But he not only has
done this, he has also given direct instruction by the witness of his Word ; man has
despised both therefore the end must come.
Although the main object of the trumpetvisions is to set forth the woes inflicted upon
the wicked, yet the seer, as it were, hesitates
to indicate the last dread punishment until
he has alluded to the opportunities which
God has aflbrJed mankind of escaping that
Another mighty angel come down
end,
from heaven ; coming down out of heaven
(Revised Version). So in the vision of the
seals, at this point the advent of another
angel ushers in the following incidents
He is probably anoOter angel
(oh. vii 2).
fall.

;

BKTBLATIOK.

as distinguished from the sixth angel (ch.
There is not sufficient reason for
supposing that Christ is meant. Wherever
our Lord is referred to in the Itevelation, it
is always in a mode whioli cannot possibly
be mistaken (cf. ch. i. 13 ; v. 6, etc.). St.
John's position is now upon the earth. In
the vision he is either in heaven or on the
earth, as required.
He thus sees the angel
apparently coming down from heaven.
Clothed with a cloud.
The symbol of
majesty (of. Exod. xvi. 10 ; Luke ixi. 27
ch. i. 7, etc.). And a rainbow was upon bis
head, and his face was as it were the sun,
and his feet as pillars of fire. Omit " was."
The description shows the celestial dignity
of the messenger. Perhaps tliere is a reference in the rainbow to the merciful character
of this angel's mission, and the faithfulness
and patience of God. The two last clauses
express the same idea, viz. the bright and
glorious appearance of the angel. God's
glory is reflected in his messenger, as
formerly it was in Moses (Exod. zxziv.
ix. 13).

29, 30).

Ver. 2.—And he had in his hand a little
book open, "Ex^y, " having," is read in K, A,
B, 0, P rfx*") " he had," in a few cursives,
the Vulgate, Andreas, Arethas, Primasius.
The meaning is the sume. The word
;

0ip\aplSiov, " little hook,"

8i0Mov (ch.

is

a diminutive of

which is itself a diminuThis form of the word is

V. 1),

tive of 0i0\os.

found nowhere else ; the corresponding
usual form is ^i^KtSafiov.
The book is
probably little in comparison with that in
The latter contained all God's
oh. V. 1.
purposes, and the seer was not permitted
to read it
only part was indicated to him.
This book contains only a small portion of
God's methods of dealing with man, and St.
John is commanded to receive the whole.
The contents are indicated in ver. 11 and
the following chapter. The book is open, as
a sign that what is contained therein is to
be revealed. Bede thinks the New Testa-

—

ment

is

signified

by

it

;

Wordsworth

sees in

the spiritual power of Rome ; Hengstenberg considers that it contains tlie judgment
of the degensrate Church. Amd h* sst his
it

T

;
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right foot apon the saa, and his left foot on
the earth. Thus it is indicated that the
revelation which ia to follow affecta the
whole world, and is not partial in its
operation, as were the judgments set forth
under the earlier trumpets.
Wordsworth
(following Hengatenberg) sees in tlie earth
an emblem of worldly power, and in the
tea a symbol of the agitation and turbulence
of nations.
Ver. 3.— And cried with a lend voice, as
when a lion roareth ; and lie cried mtk a
great voice, at a lion roareth (Revised Version).
What the angel cried we are apparently not told.
Probably the whole
incident is intended merely to aet forth the
powerful and terrible nature of the messenger who is to deliver God's message.
The figure is a very common one with the
prophetical writers (of. Isa. xlii. 13; Jer.
XXV. 30 ; Hob. xi. 10 Joel iii. 16 ; Amos i.
2; iii. 8). And when he had oried, seven
thunders uttered their voices ; and when
he cried, the teven, etc. (Kevised Version).
This, again, is a reputition of the idea contained in the preceding clause. The Jews
were accustomed to call thunder the seven
voices, and to regard it aa the voice of the
Lord (of. the repetition in Ps. xxix.), in the
same way that they regarded lightning as
the fiie of God (Job i. 16).
have, therefore, most probably, a national idea of the
Jews, made use of to express the simple
fact of the loud and mighty character of
the utterance of the angel (cf. the note on
Euphrates in oh. ix. 14). If this be so, it
ig unnecessary to seek for any more aubtle
iuturpretation of the seven thandert, as that
they represent the severi crusade's (Vitringa),
;

We

etc.

—And

Ver. 1.

when

the seven thunders

had uttered their voices, I was about to
write; and when the leven thunders tpoke,
1 wot, etc. It seems that St. John, in his
vision, thought liimself to be writing down
the incidents as they were displayed before
him. This he supposed himself to be doing
in obedience to the command in ch. i. 11,
19.
He accordingly is proceeding to do so
here, when he is stopped by the angel. And
I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me.
Omit « unto me," with K, A, B, 0, P, all
the versions, Andreas, Aretbas, Frimasiua,
etc.
Throughout the Apocalypse we find
frequent mention of a voice, without any
definite statement ua to the posaeaaor.
In

eh. i. 11, 12, 13; iv. 1 ; xviii. 4; xxi. 5, 15,
the voice appears to be thiit of Christ or God
the Father. In ch. xiv. 13 it may be that
of Christ or an angel ; in oh. xix. 9 it seems
to be the angel's voice ; and in ch. vi. 6 it
apparently proceeds from the four living
beings; while in oh, iz. 13, although the
sommand appear* to bf the oommaud Qf
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God, the locality from which the voice
issues appears to bear reference to the sonls
of the saints, and their cry for vengeance.
Here it seems best to identify the " voice from
heaven " with that of ch. i., where it is probably Christ himself (see on ch. i. 10). Seal
up those things which the seven thunders
uttered, and write them not (cf. Dan. xii. 4,
" But thou,
Daniel, ahut up the worda
and aeal the book, even to the time of the
end " alao Acts i. 7, " It is not for you to
know the times or the seasons, which the
Father hath put in his own power ; " also
oh. xxii. 10, " And he saith unto me. Seal
not the sayings of the prophecy of this
book for the time is at hand "). As stated
in the note on ver. 2, not all God's purposes
are revealed.
Here we have a positive
indication that some truths are withheld.
It ia useless to speculate on the nature
of that which is purposely concealed from
us. The probable conclusions which we may
deduce are well put by Alford : " From the
very character of thunder, that the utterances
were of fearful import ; from the place which
they hold, that they relate to the Church
from the command to conceal them, first,
encouragement, that God in his Under
mercy to his own does not reveal all his
terrors; secondly, godly fear, seeing that
the arrows of his quiver are not exhausted,
but besides things expressly foretold, there
are more behind not revealed to us."
Ver. 5.— And the angel which I saw stand
upon the sea and upon the earth lifted up
his hand to heaven ; the right hand (Bevised
Version) is supported by N, B, C, P, Syriac,
Coptic, J5thiopic, Armenian, Andreas, Aretbas, Primasiua. It ia omitted in the Textus
Receptus, which follows A, 1, 17, 36, Vulgate ; cf. Dan. xii. 7, a chapter also referred
to in the preceding note (ivide supra).
In
Daniel both hands are uplifted, here only
one ; in tlie other is the book. The action
was customary among the Jews in swearing
(see Gen. xiv. 22 ; Deut. xxxii. 40).
(Upon
the signification of " standing upon the sea
and upon the earth," see on ver. 2.)
Ver. 6. And sware by him that Uveth for

O

;

:

—

ever and ever.
11

;

iv. 10, etc.

;

The Triune God (cf. ch. i.
also Deut. xxxii. 40; Ps. xiv.

6 ; Heb. i. 8, etc.). Who created heaven, and
the things that therein are, and the earth,
and the things that therein are, and the sea,
and the things which are therein. Though
the balance of authority is in favour of the
last clause, yet it is omitted by K*, A, and
some cursives (cf. Exod. xx. 4). These two
characteristics of

—

Gt)d— his

eternity

and

his

omnipotence are referred to in order to
demonstrate the certainty of the fulfilment
of the prophecy which follows. That theit
should he time no longer (2ti xp^>">^ obxiri
iaToi);
lime no longer ihaU he
Tkif

0^

;

OH. X,

1—11.]
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rendered (1) Time (a finite terminable period, aj opposed to eternity) shall
no longer exist, but eternity shall be entered
upon. (2) There shall be no more time, in
the sense of " there shall be no longer any
delay " in the infliction of the last judgment,
set forth under the seventh trumpet.
The
solution seems to be that both meanings are
implied.
There seems to be a reference to
the words of ch. vi. 11, to the In )(p6i>ov
during
luKp6v,
which the saints were to rest
and await the infliction of God's wrath upon
the ungodly. The visions of the first six
trumpets have shown how, in the period of
the world's existence, the ungodly do not
escape judicial retribution. But that is not
all; the force of the six judgments not
having served to reduce the worldly to repentance, there can be no more delay, the
last final judgment follows.
But the last
judgment, which follows quickly upon the
other six (ch. xi, 14), is for eternity (cli. xi.
The advent of this woe is, therefore,
18).
simultaneous with the end of XP^""'' oi
:

"time," by which we signify that definite
period, cut out of eternity, as it were, which
is coeval with tlie existence of the world,
and ceases with its destruction. The expression, therefore, implies, " The measure
of God's punishments, viewed as opportunities for repentance, is exhausted
there
is a limit to his endurance; the allotted
time having been run, and his mercy to a
large extent having been spurned, there is
;

no more delay;" then falls the last final
blow, which is at the end of " time," and
at the beginning (for many) of eternity.
Bbrard renders, "
space of time in which
to repent"
a meaning compatible with the
explanation given above.
Others render,
" The time of the fulfilment shall not be yet,
but it shall be when the seventh trumpet

—

sounds

;

"

A

but this

interpretation

makes

Xpivos equal xaipSs. Others, again, have
made x/>^<"><> o ehronue, equal a definite
number of years, and have endeavoured to
compute the exact equivalent of the period
(see Bengel, in he.).
Ver. 7.— But in the days of the voice of
the seventh angel. The meaning naturally
seems to be, " There shall be no longer time
but, on the contrary, in tlie days of the
seventh trumpet, the last judgment shall
fall, the end will comcj, and all things will
be made manifest the mystery of God will
be finished."
Wordsworth renders, " No
delay, save only in the days," etc., and
believes that the passage points to a brief
respite, during which men may yet repent.
When ha shall begin to sound ; wlien he it
cibout to sound [his trumpet]. Alford points
out the propriety of the expression. " When
;

the seventh angel does sound, the completed tioe of the fqlfllmept ii siwoltaneous

;
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with his blowing

(of. oh. xi. 18), so that it
properly said that the fulfilment come*
in the days when he is about to blow."
The mystery of God should be finished ; (ilso
(or then, as Revised Version) the my iter ^ of
Ood mat fulfilled. " The prophetic past
(Wordsworth). " The mystery of God " it
all that man does not now understand in
connection with God's dealings with man,
but of the existence of which he is cognizant, e.g. the existence of evil in the
world, and God's modes of dealing with
tliat and all mankind, which we only know
in part.
God's plans are being steadily
and surely worked out, though we are not
able to comprehend them.
As he hath
declared to his servants the prophets
literally, at he evangelized hi» lervanti the
prophet! ; or, as in the Revised Version,
according to the good tidingi which he

is

declared to hit tervanta the prophet*. Thus
Amos iii. 7, " Surely the liord God will do
nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto
his servants the prophets."
Tlie promise
of the complete fulfilment of the mystery
of God is good news indeed for the fainting
Christian, for it tells of the end of bis
trials and the overthrow of his enemies.
Ver. 8. And the voieo which I heard from
heaven spake unto me again, and said ; and
the voice which I heard out of heaven, [I
heard] again talking with me and laying.
The construction is Irregular. " The voice,'
viz. that mentioned in ver. 4, which is probably that of Christ himself (see on ver. 4).
00 and take the little book which is open in
the hand of the angel which standeth upon
the sea and upon the earth ; Go, take the
book, etc., according to A, C, which is
adopted in the Revised Version.
Little
book, Pi$\ap'iSiov, as in ver. 2, is found in
K, P, Andreas ; and $i8MZapioy in B, Andreas, Arethas. (On the signification of the
" little book," see on ver. 2 ; and also for
the meaning of the last clause, see the same

—

place.)

Ver. 9.— And I went unto the angel, and
said unto him, Oive me the little book ; and
1 werit aicay to the angtl, telling him to give
me the little hook. Alford understands that
the seer goes from his position in heaven
to the angel on earth.
But he is probably,
in his vision, already on the earth (see on
ver. 1).
And he said onto me, Take it, and
eat it up ; he saith. This part of the vision
is founded on Ezek. ii. 9
^he ^ct is
iji. 8.
no doubt intended to aawvej the idea that
the seer is to carefully rooeive, to digest
thoroughly, as it vere, his message in order
to deliver it faithfully. Thus in Ezek. iit
10 the prophet is told, " All my words that
I shall speak unto tliee receive in thtae
heart, and bear with thine ears.
And gOi
gat the? to them of tlie captlTity, unto ttt«

—

—

:
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children of thy people, knd speak

them,"

eto.

And

BT.

nnto

make thy belly
thy month sweet as

it ihall

bnt it ahaU be in
honey; of. the Tlaion of Ezek. ii. 9— iii,
where the sweetness only is immediately
mentioned; but the bittemesg is implied
The sweetness
later on in Ezek. iii. 14.
expresses the pleasure and readiness with
his
commission;
which St. John receives
bitter,

the bitterness symbolizes the grief wliich
possesses him when he thoroughly takes in
the nature oi his message. The pleasure
with which he receives the angel's oomuands may proceed from joy at the thought
that the final overthrow of the wicked is the
final deliverance of the saints ; or it may be
that he feels himself honouied at being
chosen as the medium for conveying God's
message. Compare the readiness of Isaiah
(vi. 8) to fulfil a similar office, and bis
subsequent fear and hesitation (Isa. vii. 4).
The bitterness of the seer follows when he
lealizes the terrible nature of the judgment
he is to announce (of. Jer. viii 21, " For the
hurt of the daughter of my people am I
hurt"). Various other explanations, more or
less allegorical, have been suggested. Thus
Andreas explains tbut the first sweetneis of
sin is afterwards converted into bitterness.
Origen, quoted in tbe ' Speaker's Commentary,' " Very sweet is this the book of Scripture when first perceived, but bitter to the
conscience within." Maurice supposes that
St. John's joy proceeds from the expectation
that the book will announce the fall of the
great Babel-empire of the world, and his
disappointment follows when he discovers
that it predicts the fall of Jerusalem. Bede
explains that the bitterness in the belly
indicates the reception by the seer, but the
sweetness in tbe mouth is the declaration to
others.

—And

little book out
and ate it up; and it
wa4 in my month sweet as honey and as
soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter

Yer. 10.

I

took the

of the angel's hand,

:

The

(see above).

angel,

foreseeing
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natore of the contents, alludes to the bitterness first; the writer narrates his experiences in the historical order.
Ver. 11. ^And he laid onto me. Aeyovrw,
" they say," is read in K, A, B, and thirty
cursives, and is adopted in the Revised
Version.
Acyei, " he saitb," is found in P
and seventeen cursives, hiyovaiv leaves the
speakete quite indefinite, amounting, in
fact, to no more than " it was said " (Alford);
cf. TpitpoKTiv in ch. xii. 6; also Dan. viL 5,
13. Thou must prophesy again. Thou must,
because it is laid upon thee by God's command. It is to be done again, because the
seer has already to some extent set forth
God's will in the earlier part of the book
and he is now required to proceed with the
delivery of his message. " Prophesy " (as
in ch. xi. 3) has rather its literal than its
derived meaning. It is the telling forth of
God's purposes, and may refer to past as

—

The
well as present or future events.
sentence refers to the announcements made
in the following part of tbe Apocalypse (vide
Bede and others take it to mean
infra).
the Gospel of St. John, which wua, perhaps,
afterwards composed (see Introduction).
Victorinus thinks it points to the period of
St. John's return from Patmos to Epheeus,
where the Apocalypse may have been pubBefore many peoples, and nations,
lished.
and tongues, and kings ; concerning many
peoples, etc. (Itti, with dative). These are
the objects of the prophecy, not the audience.
This serves to explain the reference in the
preceding sentence.
The message is not
delivered to, but alout peoples, etc. Tbe
fourfold enumeration seems to point to the
breadth of the signification it embraces
the whole of mankind (of. oh. T. 9). This
is the end of what is called by many writers
the first episode ; the second follows. The
incident is often alluded to as the " new
commission" of St. John; but it seems less
a new commission than a solemn re-enactment of the oommand delivered in oh. i

—

the

HOMILBTICS.

— n* my

of God—finished I Accoidlog to ome historical interninth chapter sets forth in symbol the inrush of the Turkish
power and the downfall of Constantinople. Apparently necessitated by such a view,
the angel of the first verse of the tenth chapter is the reality of which 'the dominant
papal power was the mimicry a messenger of heaven with new light piercing the
gloom. His setting one foot on the sea and another on the earth indicates his taking
possession of Continental Christendom and insular England. The seven thunders are
the anathemas of papal Borne. Tliey may not be uttered, because they are the roarings
We cannot accept this interpretation, nor anyef man and not the sayings of God.
thing like it. On the understanding that this book forecasts in symbolic outline the
fortunes of the Church of Qod on her way to the final consummation, it would be somewhat ftramge if the lines of history and those of prophecy did not present some mntoal
Vera. 1

7.

fiery

preters, tbe close of the

—

;
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correspondence. But it by no means folloirs th»t ttay one apparent correspondence ii
the fulfilment of the prophecy, although it may be partially so.
Besides, our text tells
us that the great proclamation of the angel who set his feet on sea and land was
that in the days of the seventh angel the mystery of God should be finished. Now,
nothing is more certain than that, at the time of the Beformatlon and by its agents,
there was no such proclamation made as this. Besides, even now the mystery of God
is not finished, nor anything like it ; consequently, it is not possible for us to assign
the proclamation of this angel to anything that happened three hundred years ago.
Bepeated studies of the entire Apocalypse do but confirm the conviction of tweaty
years' standing, that we must give tip date-Jixing entirely ; that while the book forecasts
the future, it so does it as to confirm the word that " it is not for us to know the times
or the seasons, which the Father hath put in his own power; " that we may expect, at
divers times and places, and in divers manners, oft-recurring fulfilments of the Apocalyptic word ; and that the book contains, for our guidance and help, an indication of
Divine principles and methods rather than incident in detail.
shall have a fresh
illustration of this if we now study this paragraph, letting the seventh verse be the
centre aromid which our thoughts may turn.

We

Hebe

I.

is

a btbikin» name given to the scheme of pkovidencb.

"The

A

" mystery " is (1) that which is altogether and necessarily a
secret in the mind of God ; (2) that which, though revealed as a fact, is beyond our
understanding as to mode ; (3) that which, even when revealed, we know only in part
(4) that which, disclosed in symbol, will be interpreted by the explanation of the word
or the event; (5) that which, though complete in the Divine mind, is only unrolled; pie,ce
by piece, before us ; (6) that which, from its nature, can only be disclosed to those who
are in a fit state of mind to receive it, and which, to others, must remain shrouded in
concealment. In one or other of these senses Scripture speaks of the mystery of the
seven stars (ch. i. 20), of the kingdom of heaven (Mark iv. 11), of the resurrection. (1 Cor.
XV. 51), of the gospel (1 Oor. ii, 7), of the proclamation of the gospel to the Gentiles
(Eph. iii. 3), of the union of Christ and his people (Eph. v. 32), of the final completion of the Church (Eph.,i. 9), of the Person of Christ (1 Tim. iii. 16), of the Christian
ch. xvii. 5), of the purposes
faith (1 Tim. iii. 9), of the intricacies of sin (2 Thess. ii. 7
This last is the one referred to in the text. It is something of
of God (ch. X. 7).
which there is a complete and perfect plan in the mind of God, but of which we see
only a part before our eyes. The future depends on the will of God. And who can
" What man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man which
discern that ?
is in him ?
Even so, the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God." And
large part
our finite minds could not take in the entire plans of an infinite mind.
must needs be concealed; not merely because the book does not disclose all, but
because we could not apprehend alL
II. The phbasb which at first suggests painful pbbplbxitt has a dbsobipTIVE TEEM ATTACHED TO IT, WHICH AT ONOB RELIEVES AND INSPIRES. Before US is
" mystery." But it is Ood's mystery
To him it stands forth distinctly and clearly,
without a fringe of haze. From him the entire providential plan emanates. With
The entire control
his full knowledge of consequences, sin was permitted to intrude.
of all is ever in his hands. The diadems of royalty never fall from his brow, nor
does the sceptre of dominion ever tremble in his band. "The government is on his
shoulder." And though the book speaks of it relatively to us, as his mystery, yet to

mystery of God."

;

A

I

him

it is

no mystery at

all.

The main fbatubb op this mystery is that it is one of good TiDorasj
As we remarked before (homily on ch, v.),
is he gospel mystery (is ttiriYy4\t<rf).

III.
i.0. it

I

the seven-sealed book is opened by the Lamb, it is clear that the unfoldings of
providence become the unveilings of grace. Over and above the scheme of moral
government, there is set this plan of redeeming love and the wheels of time are rolling
on and speeding 'forward to work out the great salvation, of which one sentence will
sum up the outcome, "Where sin abounded, grace did much more abound!"
IV. ThB MTSTEBT will unfold itself on THE LINES LAID DOWN BY THE PBOPBBTB
or TUB Old and New Testaments. "According to the good tidings which he
History has thus
declared to his servants the prophets." It has been thus hitherto.
iu dereleped according to the sayings of Motes and the prophets. Moses, In his woida

when

;
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to the children of Israel, foretold what would happen to the Jewish people in after ages
if they were unfaithful to their God.
The twenty-eighth chapter of Deuteronomy is
being fulfilled to this day. So also, in the several prophets, there is sketched a groundplan of " the sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow ; " e.g. in the wellknown fifty-third of Isaiah there is not one single word which we are at a loss to verify,
a* we put side by side what Old Testament seers foretold and what New Testament
evangelists and apostles declare.
Further on, we read our Lord's predictions concerning
the fall of Jerusalem. They have been fulfilled. History is thus the repeated fulfilment
of prophecy. What has been will be again.
And with no misgiving we declare that
what is yet to be witnessed on earth will correspond with the prophetic words of the
•postles and prophets of our Lord and Saviour.
are looking for " the blessed hope
the glorious appearing of the great God, even our Saviour Jesus Christ."

We

—

V. The time of the end is foreseen.
When the seventh angel is about to
sound then the mystery of God would be finished ; i.e. as far as the plan of providence
is indicated in the book of prophecy, it will be consummated.
The " end" wUl be this
" The kingdoms of this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ,
and he shall reign for ever and ever." But let us not forget the sense in which this
word " finished " is, must be, intended. It cannot mean that from that point God will
reduce all to a blank, or become inactive, or cause the glory of redemption to be no
more. Ah no
We cannot doubt that the advance will be still from glory to glory.
But the mystery will be finished, as far as Ood hath seen Jit to tell tis in his Word.
" Finished, according to the good tidings," etc. These give at once the intent and the
limitation of the mystery which is thus to be " finished."
Revelation is bounded both
ways, back and front. We know nothing prior to that beginning when God created the
heavens and the earth. We know nothing later than " the end, when " Christ "shall
have delivered up the kingHom to God, even the Father, that God may be all in all."
VI. This foebcast receives vast additional weight from the globt of the
Being by whom this dibclosoee is made. He is " a mighty angel." He appears in
the name of Heaven; and is invested with the insignia of majesty, pomp, and might.
There is a sevenfold symbolism here. He is " arrayed with a cloud" at once the sign
of the Divine presence, and a symbol of the mystery which surrounds the throne.
There is "a rainbow upon his head " the token of the covenant of peace. His face is
"as the sun" pure and bright with the burnini: blazing light of holiness. His feet are
" as pillars of fire ; " by his tread he puts down sin with fire, he burns it up. He has
This is strikingly different from the sealed book
in his hand " a little book open."
which only the Lamb could open. The open book contains the message which the
apostle is to declare.
He set his right foot upon the sea, etc., standing sublimely in
He cried with a great voice, as a lion
possession of both in the name of Heaven.
roareth.
His voice is fuU oi strength. He lifts up his right hand to heaven, and
swears by him that liveth for ever and ever that there shall be no more delay.* Long
as the time may seem to be during which the world rolls round wearily with its burden
of sin, when a certain point of time is reached, "a sh^rt work will the Lord make
upon the earth." The consummation will be delayed not a moment too long, and the
honour, majesty, and might of Heaven are pledges of the fulfilment of the word.
VII. When the mystery of God is finished, where shall we be? Finished
"The mouth of the Lord hath spoken it." As surely as at the end of one
it will be.
cycle of events the Saviour cried, " It is finished " so surely when another cycle has
run its round will there come another, "It is done!" The A ,thor of our faith is also
its Finisher.
The Etdeemer's cross finished the mystery of the old covenant his
crown shall finish the mystery of the new covenant. And when the end conieth we
^where ? We shall stand in " our lot " at the end of the days.
shall be
But what will
our lot be? With the righteous or with the wicked? For then the distinctien will
be manifest. No one will then be in doubt as to his own position before God. Surely
it is of infinite moment to us that, when the mystery of God is finished, we should be
on the right side. There is, indeed, a smaller " mystery of God " which is working out.
" Every man's life is a plan of God " (Bushnell). " I girded thee though thou hast not
known me." God is working it out according to his gospel. " He that believeth <m
!
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And amid the " wreck of matter and the crash ol
whom we can repose amid all the convulsions tha4
shake this globe. There is One —and One only, of whom it is eternally trne, " Thou
art the same."
That One is Jesus. He says to us, " Him that cometh I will in no
wise cast out." Here, then, let us cling. He will not let ug go, nor let us be harmed,
the Son hath everlasting life," etc.
worlds " we shall want a Friend in

In him

though this earth be burned up.
" Then

And

is

everlasting rest.

the earth's old pillars shak*^
the wheels of nature break;
souls should fear no mora
solid rocks when billows roar

let

all

Our steady

Than

I

—

Yen. 8 11. ITie little look and Us mission. In one of the most interesting chapters
in Mr. Elliott's 'Horse Apocalyptic*,' the correspondence between this vision of "the
little book open " and the bringing forth of the open Bible at the time of the Reformation is indicated at considerable length.
According, however, to the plan of exposition
which alone seems to us to accord with the aim of the Apocalypse, the production of
an open Bible at the Reformation was but one illustration at a particular time of that
shall get far more light from the chapter
which this chapter teaches for all time.
if we regard it as indicating principles that are eternally true, than as forecasting what
was a passing incident in the course of history.
have before seen how largely
the imagery of the Apocalypse is based on that of the Old Testament. The precise
analogue of this section will be found in the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, the second
and third chapters,*which should be studied side by side with this. The paragraph now
under review is literally laden with riches of Divine teaching.

We

We

"
I. There is a wide contrast between the book " sealed with seven bbals
AND "the little BOOK OPEN." Obviously, the thought first suggested thereby is
that in the one case we have enclosed that which is wrapped in impenetrable secrecy

in the other, that which is meant to be opened to all. This of itself sets us on a clear
track of thought.
The sealed book contains the secret plans of Providence the open
one, the revealed teachings of his will, and the disclosures of his grace.
The former is
only and wholly in the hands of him who is sctn in the midst of the throne " a Lamb
as it had been slain." The latter is meant for the guidance of men on earth, and as
such is put into human hands. In the one case " no one in heaven or on earth is found
able or worthy to open and to read the book, or even to look thereon." In .the other
case the book is already open, and the apostle is bidden to take the book out of the
angel's hand.
U. The little book, open, is committed to the apostle's oabb. The charm
of this symbolism is that it is so luminous that he who readeth may run.
The
message of God's revealed will, and the counsels of his redeeming grace, are entrusted
This is the same process
first to the "angel," and then by him to the exiled apostle.
of transmission as is given to us in ch. i. 1
3.
Our Lord Jesus Christ is the
Supreme Eevealer. All the angelic hosts are commissioned by him. They are the
immediate instruments by whom the word is handed down to the apostles and prophets
of the New Testament. Under the new dispensation, as under the old, holy men of
God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.
Eating a book ?
III. The apostle, having eeceived the book, has to eat it up.
Yes where is the difficulty ? The phiase is familiar enough " read, mark, learn,
and inwardly digest," etc. What is eaten comes to be assimilated, and so to become a
Before the eating, it lies outside us. Until it it
portion of one's own flesh and blood.
eaten, it is only that which would nourish if it were eaten, but by no other process
than by our eating it, can it serve its purpose or ours. This is one of God's parables
His words of truth and grace are meant to be the life of human souls,
in nature.
on which they grow and thrive. If the words of God are not so used, they so far
miss th' ir aim, and souls miss their support. So long as God's Word is something
outside us, it will profit us little. It is to be received by faith as God's own message
to us, and on it we may live day by day, esteeming the words of his mouth mora
than our necessary food. And specially is this spiritual digestion of God's words
needed wh«n a man's mission ia to gir* out those words to others for their life.
;

—

—

;

—
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cannot speak to others of the virtues of heavenly food when we have not fed on it
ourselves.
Nor can we tell to others the soul-thriving power it conveys when we

The asaimilatioa by reading, thinking, faith, and
ourselves are spiritually starring.
prayer is necessary if Gkid's Word is to be the support of our souls. ^ None should
aim at this more earnestly than those who have a Divine impulse to teach and preach
Jesus Christ.
IV. The little book, when batbn, pbesenteb a btbakgb mixtttrb of sweetnebs AND BITTEBNESS. The words of the Bible, says a late eminent divine,' "nourish
him by their bitter qualities as much as by their pleasant ; he needs both and accepts
both." " There must be a sweetness unspeakable in the actual living taste of a Divine
communication ; in the assurance . . . that the love which lies beneath all law . . .
is showing itself forth in our very selves . . . But then the sense of this law defied in
the world, defied in ourselves? ... Is there no revulsion in that? Does not the book

become the

bitterer afterwards, in proportion as it

was

delicious at first?"

Even sa

Tonics are often bitter. The working out of Ood's grace in the salvation of those that
But the woes which must follow the rejection of grace are
believe are sweet enough.
bitter indeed, and yet the prophet must be prepared to accept both, to feed on both,
and to speak forth both.
V. When the book is eaten, thk woek op pbophestino ib to follow. " Thou
must prophesy again over many peoples, and nations, and tongues, and kings " ' (ver. 11).
1. The work of God under the New Testament is to be carried forward by the prophet,
not by the priest. There are no official priests now. Those who call themselves such
All believers, indeed, as such, are priests unto Grod ; but there is no order
are shams.
of a priesthood under the Christian dispensation. Even under the old economy God
set aside the priest, again and again, so that the prophet might come to the front.
2.
Then, too, the prophet can only do his work rightly when God's message has been
No one to whom God's Word is merely a someso digested that it is a part of himself.
thing outside of him can ever show the people the way of life. 3. See the breadth
over which the Divine Word is to be promulgated. " Many nations and tongues." Every
" peoples "
4. See the entire Social scale included
child of man is to hear the Word.
and " kings." Prom the lowest to the highest. The Word is as needed by, and as
suited for, the palace as the hut. It is a common message for all.
6. There was to be
a reissue of the prophetic Word under the Christian economy. Such we take to be the
meaning of iiiKiv. Of old the prophets had borne witness for God. But now the
institution of prophecy is to recommence under Christ, and to be extended over
6. This open book entrusted to the
a wider field than ever it had been before.
prophet's care is never to be handed to any who would close it up again. Eome forbids
the use of the Bible by the common people. Why? Because with her the priest
smothers the prophet. Ever let us insist on keeping "the little book open;" and, in
letting its contents, sweet or bitter, as they may be, be known to all the people.
The theme of this homily is a most appropriate one as a basis for opening up either
the value of a Christian ministry or the essential principle of Protestantism, that " the
little book " should ever be kept open, and its contents unfolded to the people.
It
suggest two queries. 1. What has come out of the principles of this chapter, historically f
:

.

.

' " Elliott regarded this little roll as the Bible opened anew to mankind at the
period of
the Beformation. The period affords many magnificent illustrations of the vision, but it
does not exhaust its truth, siace in every age the reverent study of the Word of God hat
given freshness and strength to forgotten truths, and has saved men from the bondage of traFrom among such students have arisen Grod's witnesses " (Bishop Boyd
ditional notions.
Carpenter).
» Bev. F. D. Maurice, 'The Apocalypse,' pp. 185, 186.
On this clause Dr. Macdonald strangely remarks, '* This is another of the proofs, fonnd in
the Apocalypse itself, that John's imprisonment could not have taken place under Domitian,
Of course this assumes
for he would then he too old for the extreme work here carried out."
(1) the non-symbolic nature of the reply ; (2) that John's prophesying must be vivd voce.
But (1) whatever John's age at the time of the Apocalypse being written, he never fulfilled
this injunction by word of mouth ; (2) by means of the writings he has left behind he is
propliesying before many peoples, and nations, and tongues, and Idngs, in a way he certainly
Macdonald'i ** proof"
eould not have done at any period of his earthly lifetime. 8o tbai
totally falls to the gniuuL

&.
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(1) The damiind for a free
institation of preaching at

and open Bible, in tbe language of the people. (2) The
an ordinance of God. (3). The contention for liberty of
prophesying according to God's order, apart from the restrictions imposed by man.
(4) The incessant publication and republication of it as the will of God That none
should walk in darkness, but should know the Word of light and life. 2. What ihouid
tome out of them, practically f (1) A perpetual protest against the closing, withholding, or neglect of "the little book." (2) The constant prayer that prophets may
ever be raised up and qualified to go everywhere, preaching the Word. (3) Every
teacher and preacher should take care to eat the book, and to digest its contents, in
order that he may fulfil his function of prophesying. (4) That which the pophet
must digest in order to prophesy, the people themselves must feed upon in ozaer tha^.
they may live and grow uid thrive. God's Word in the heart is th* orAy certaii
nutriment of » noble life.

—

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

The littU hook; or, characteristics of revelation. "He had in his hand a
book open." Like as there was an interval between the opening of the sixth and
seventh seals, so is there between the sounding of the sixth and seventh trumpets. The
record of this latter interval, and of the events which took place in it, stretches through
this tenth chapter down to ver. 13 of ch. xi. This chapter is occupied with the account
of the little book which St. John saw in the hand of " another strong angel coming
down out of heaven." The other "strong angel" is spoken of in ch. v. 2, in connection with the seven-sealed book held in the right hand of " him that sat on the
throne, and which only the Lion of the tribe of Judah " was found worthy to take and
open. This book told of here is described as "little" as compared with that, and,
probably, in contrast with it. Now, although the historical interpreters affirm that
this little book means the Bible, as we have it, yet the difSculties that beset this
interpretation are so many and so great, that it has been abandoned by all tbe more
reliable expositors of the Apocalypse as inconsistent with its avowed purpose to deciare
the "things that must shortly come to pass," and the time of which was " at hand;
still, what is here said of this " little book " does suggest to us not a few of the most
For note
interesting and important characteristics of the Word of God.
Much may be learnt concerning any message
I. Thb ambassadob who BBIN08 IT.
that is sent by an earthly monarch from the character and rank »nd insignia which
belong to the messenger. If the business which he has to transact be of great importance, and it be desired to impress its significance upon the minds of those to whom
he is sent, he himself will be of such dignity, and accompanied with such tokens of
authority and power, as will prepare those to whom he comes rightly to receive the
message he brings. So here, he who brings God's message to mankind is one of no
mean order, and the tokens of his authority are of the most impressive kind. 1. He
The Bible is not a merely human production. It is inspired by
eoTnet /rom heaven.
God; it is a message from heaven. It contains wh?/c no human mind could have
known or invented ; it speaks with an authority thr^t they who receive the message
Inspiration cannot be aigaed and so demonstrated to the
realize to be from God,
intellect, but it speaks to the soul, and is felt tx> be present in the Scriptures, which
therefore are declared to be the Word of God.
It wakes up a response in the soul,
quickening, informing, strengthening, consoling, uplifting, sanctifying it, as no mere
human words have ever done or can dc, save as they draw their inspiration from this
source.
It was " a strong angel " that St. John saw,
2. It is mighty in its power.
suggesting to him and to us the stren^rth of that message which he was commissioned
to bring. What trophies of its power h?,s not the Bible won? Where is the age, the
country, the rank, the character, the intellectual condition, the circumstances of any
kind, amid and over which it has not p/oved strong to subdue and bless and save? 3.
Its truths fill the soul with awe.
The angel was " clothed with a cloud " symbol this
of the majesty and mystery that siivound and invest the foundation-teachings of the
Word of God. The soul can onlj fX)W in reverence and awe before them, and confcsi
4. But they are crowned with Kessed promise (md
its fMbleness in their presence.
Ver.

2.

little

—
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" The rainbow was upon his head." Though there be so much that we cannot
penetrate or comprehend, nevertheless the predominant characteristic is that of " grace,"
that of which the rainbow was at the first and is ever the beautiful and blessed
symbol. Even those awful judgments of God spoken in ver. 7 are there declared to
be part of " the good tidings which he declared to his servants the prophets " (see
Revised Version). And when we preach out of the Bible we are said to preach the
This is its main character and intent. 5. They irradiate and illumine all our
gospel.
" Truly the light is sweet, and a
earthly life. " His face was as it were the sun."
pleasant thing it is to behold the sun " so says Bccles. xi. 7. And the confession of
this radiant grace, this blessed light which streams forth from the Word of God, is a
commonplace of all the sacred writers and of all who have rejoiced in that light. 6.
And they shall never be driven forth or removed. " His feet as pillars of fire," and
ver. 2, " He planted his right foot upon the sea, and his left foot upon the earth."
His invincible power is signified by " the pillars of fire " and his having set his feet
upon the earth and sea tells of " the immovable steadfastness of the heavenly
Conqueror against all the resistance of his enemies." He is come to stay, and he
cannot be driven forth. When and where has not the attempt to dislodge the Word
been made? But it has never succeeded. All Church history proves this. In many
ages and places it has been death to keep a copy of the sacred writings. Wherever they
were found, they were ruthlessly destroyed, and often they also with whom they were
found. But every copy of the Bible that we possess to-day proves how partial and
Glory be to God that they were so!
ineffective all such endeavours were.
"
little book open."
1.
look.
II. The description given of it.
The Bible
But without the record the revelation
is not the revelation itself, but the record of it.
would not have availed us. Great scorn has been poured on the idea of " a book revelation," and an immense deal of poor wit has been expended upon the idea that God
should have used such mean materials as books are made of as the vehicle of his
But the Bible is not the revelation, only its record and it is
revelation of himself.
reason for eternal gratitude that his revelation has been so given that it can be thus
recorded.
In what other way could the knowledge of God have been so well preserved
or spread abroad?
(Cf. on this ' The Eclipse of Faith,' by H. Rogers.)
2. Its seeming
In these days of gold and guns, when wealth
It is " a little book."
insignificance.
and armies are thought to be the great means of accomplishing everything, the spiritual
But what hath not God
force that lies hidden iii " a little book " counts but for little.
wrought by it? And we may be grateful that it is little, and not a ponderous library
which it would need a lifetime even to know part of, but one small volume which can
be read and reread and carried everywhere as we will. No doubt the littleness of the
book here spoken of is intended to be in contrast with that vast volume told of in
ch. v., which was vn'itten within and without, so complete, so full, was it.
This tells
;
of but " part of his ways " that seems to have been the declaration of all his will. But
it suggests the seeming insignificance, both in form and force, of that which we call
the book of God, but whose insignificance is, indeed, only seeming, not real. 3. It ie
St. John saw it "open " in the hand of the angel.
to be an open book.
There have
been and there are those who would have the Word of God closed, if not entirely, yet
They affirm it is not a book for the common people, but for the
to large extent.
priests of the Church ; and for centuries it was kept closed, and is even now looked
upon with more or less of dislike. But, blessed be God, it is open, not to the eyes alone,
but to the mind. For though it contains the profoundest truths that the intellect of
man has ever studied, still it contains also those truths and they are the most
numerous and important which the humblest and least instructed are able to receive
and rejoice in. God hath caused the vision to be written and made " plsun," so that
the unlearned may learn, and the most simple comprehend.
read that the angel cried with ft loud
III. The voices fob and against it.
voice, and that the seven thunders uttered their voices.
Now 1. TTie angelic voice
suggests : (1) The startling effect of the Word of Ood upon mankind. The angel's voice
was " as when a lion roareth." So did the Word of God affect men. See when at the
Reformation it was first freely given to Europe. How it roused men's minds, awoke
them from' their lethargy, nation after nation heard the sound and broke away from
the superstition and sins in which they had so long lived
And it to still. " What
grace.

—
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I do to be saved?" is the intense, the sometimes agoniEed cry, of men whom
the lion-like, awful voice of the Word has aroused from their sin. The conviction of
sin which the Holy Spirit produces through the Word is, often, to men " as when a
lion roareth," arousing them indeed.
(2) The assured persuasion it gives concerning
the mystery of this present life.
The solemn oath of the angel (vers. 5 7) did but
represent what the Word of God accomplishes.
As he gave, so it gives, solemn assurance that what now is so much of it so mournful, so full of mystery is not ever to
be, but shall have an end.
Life is a mystery now, even in these comparatively calm
days of ours; bnt what must it have appeared to the persecuted outraged Church of
St. John's day ?
And were not we assured that what we now see is but part of God's
ways, one link in the chain of his purposes, only a portion of his one great, wise, holy,
and loving plan, how could we believe in him as either wise, holy, just, or loving }
The mind would rush to atheism, and the man to suicide ; for what better could be
done ? But the Word of God, like the solemn oath of this strong angel, assures u* of
God that
" Hifl purposes are ripening fast,
Unfolding every hour
The bud may have a bitter taste.
But sweet will be the flower."

must

—

—

—

The thunder-voice. (Ver. 4.) Hhs brutumfulmen, the full-voiced anger of him who
uttered it. The question comes Whence this voice of the seven thunders? It has,
we think, been too hastily assumed that St. John is referring to the sevenfold voice
of the thunder mentioned in Ps. xxiz. And, doubtless, in this book thunders are
But the true
referred to as coming forth from the throne of God (cf. oh. iv. 5).
interpretatiori is given, we think, in the strikingly parallel passages in Dan. viii. 26
and xii. 4 9, where that which the prophet is commanded to " seal up " is not what
God shall do, but what his people's enemies shall do against him and them. And so
here, we believe, the thunders tell of the wrathful response, the angry mutterings, ot
God's enemies against his truth. And thus regarded, they tell of the opposition the
Word arouses in the world of the wicked. It has ever been so. In St. John's day ; at
the era of the Eeformation, witness the cursed cruelties which the Koman CathoUo
Church in those days perpetrated in the Netherlands, in our own land, and wherever
And still those " dark places of the earth, which are full of the
also she had power.
habitations of cruelty," are filled with rage when any real invasinn of them is made by
the messengers of the Word. Still Christ's Name is as a " sign to be spoken against."
And it was fitting that these voices should not be written. The purpose of this book
was to console and strengthen the Church, not to distress and alarm. Hence the Divine
forces on the side of the Church and against her foes are what this book mainly reveals.
It tells us, " The Lord is on our side; we will not fear what man can do unto us."
IV. The directions cokcebninq it. As it was with the " little book " so must it
be with the Word of God 1. Jt must he received as from God. If we look upon the
Bible as on "any other book," as on ordinary literature, we shall lack that reverential
The book was to be
docile spirit which is necessary in order to receive its truths.
taken from the hand of the angel (ver. 8). 2. It must he taken into the soul. This
is the meaning of the strange command, "Take it, and eat it up."
It is as when
Jeremiah said, "Thy words were found, and I did eat them ;" as when our Lord said,
" Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man," etc. (John vk).
are to " read, mark,
learn, and inwardly digest " its truths ; make them part of our very self.
So must it
be with those who would know the power of God's Word. 3. When so taken, it will
produce hoih sorrow and Joy. The first taste will be pleasant. " In thy mouth sweet
2.

—

—

:

,

We

ds honey." And it is so.
Is it not a joy that we have a revelation from God at all
i;hat we are not left in the dark as to our whence and whither ; that we are assured
God is "our Father which art in heaven;" that our salvation is "without money and
without price," for that Christ died for us ? Yes ; " sweeter also than honey and the
honey-comb" are these precious truths. But the after-taste will cause distress and
pain.
Witness the Saviour's tears wept over lost souls, and the like tears shed still by
those who know " the fellowship of his sufferings." That men should resist and reject
such a Saviour; that we should so long have done so, and do not yet wholly receiva

him

—

;

jes, thii after-taste hath pain.
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When

eaten,

U
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for Ood. (Ver. 11.) This is the real qualification, this deep experimental knowledge of
the povrer of God's Word. All else ia as nanght compared with this. Only such Qod
ordains to be his prophets. Thna doth thia " little book," though It meant not the
Bible, tell of the Bible.— 8. 0.

Ver. 6. No more time. " The angel . , . aware . . . that there should be time no
longer." This word of the angel is capable of being rendered, and has been rendered,
Take it as meaning
in three different ways.
It is easy to believe that the persecuted people
I. The time is not tkt come.
of St. John's day, as often since, might have thought that the judgments which they
witnessed and the distresses they endured could not but be the beginning of the end.
Our Lord knew that they would think so, and hence (Matt, xxiv.) warned them that
they should see and suffer much ; but " the end " was " not yet." They had asked
what should be the sign of his coming, and of "the end of the age." They were
At his ascension they asked the like question again. The
eagerly expecting it.
apostolic Epistles are full of evidence that the second coming of our Lord was expected
St. Paul wrote his Second Epistle to the Thessalonians to dispel this
as near at band.
And when Jerusalem fell, and when the
idea, or at any rate to moderate its effects.
Roman empire fell, it was confidently believed that the end of all things was close at
hand. And had we lived in those awful days, it is likely that we should have thought
so too. And we know how calculations have been made as to the time of the end.
The illustrious Bengel reckoned that it would be in 1836, and his mistake is on record
as a warning to all who would make similar rash statements, though even yet the
warning is neglected by some. But our Lord has told us that it is not for us "to
know the times and the seasons " (Acts i.), and all human calculations are therefore
"
foredoomed to error. And it is well for us that we cannot know. " Ignorance is bliss
Could we fix the date, those far off from it would harden
in regard to such a subject.
themselves in their sin ; those near at band would become as the Thessalonians did,
unfitted for their daily duty, and would not, as St. Paul bade them do, " mind their
own business." And so in regard to what is to each one of us as the end of all thinufi,
the date of our death, we are kept in merciful ignorance of it. And to keep us therei;»
God has so ordered our lives that there is no hour of it in which men may not die, and
in which many do not die, and no hour of it in which they certainly know that they
must and shall. Hence little children die, and young men and maidens, boys and
Ruthless and cruel are seemingly not a few
girls, as well as the old and grey-headed.
of the visitations of death, cutting down youth in the first freshness and bloom of life,
often not sparing the bride and mother in the fulness of their joy, forcing the hot tears
from the young husband and wife as they mourn hopelessly over the cradle that held
the little one whose life was to them dearer than their own. Such things are. And
But it is in order that we all may be delivered
to some they seem horrible and crueL
from that paralysis of hope and energy which would come upon us, as it comes upon
the convicted felon in the condemned cell, if we knew the actual moment when we
must die, and could count off every hour that draws us on to the inevitable doom.
Therefore is it well that we do not know the time or the season. And in regard to
the end of the world, what mercy is there in the fact that the time is not yet, that
" the master of the house " has not yet "risen up, and shut to the door"! For now
are thankful that Christ has not yet
many will enter who then will not be able.
" accomplished the number of his elect." And they who are his, how much they yet
have to do to learn and to obtain before they are prepared to meet their Lord I " The
bride has" not yet "made herself ready; " but she must and will, and that she may
" the Bridegroom " tarries. Therefore, if this be the meaning of the angel's oath, that
" the time is not yet," we rejoice in it both for ourselves and for myriads more.
And this we believe is the meaning here
II. There shali. be no more time.
that there shall be no longer delay, postponement, no more weary waiting, no longer
any lingering of the accomplishment of God's purposes. So regarded, it was for the
Church of St. John's day a blessed sursum corda, a cordial and good cheer, helping
them to endure patiently and to hope on more and more. The " mystery of Ciod
shall goon " be finished," so soon that, as we say " we are coma " to any city when we
see its towers and spires rising before ng, although w« may yet bo som* oonsiderabU
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Its gates ; so, because the time ii go short, we may say it is over, the
waiting-time is past it exists "no longer."
And thus: L The Chriitian nay
comfort himuHf. True, the age drags out its weary length, but each individual life is
short, and generally long before even that short life is done the recompenses of God, the
" The Lord is
earnest and pledge of the yet larger recompenses of eternity, are given.
not slack concerning his promises" how often we have gratefully to confess that!
Yes; they are so given, even here and now, that the believer is constrained to own,
" Goodness and mercy have followed me all the days of my life." Tares are undoubtedly
amongst the wheat, to its sore detriment and Iiarm, but they are not always to be
there ; it is a mystery that they are there at all ; we would like to go and pull them
up, but we cannot ; but the harvest draws on, and then the trouble will all be over.
But : 2. The enemies of Ood should be a/raid. The avenging gods—-so the old pagan
world believed have their feet shod with wool. Men hear not their silent approach,
and they may be upon them, they often are, in a moment. The sinner never knows
how near God's judgment upon his sin may be. Of many the angel hath sworn that
there shall be time no longer ; the judgment of God shall fall. In a moment, in bright
noonday, when the sky is without a cloud, uni^een and unheard, the last link that
binds the mass of snow and ice to the mountain-side is severed, and the avalanche
rushes down into the depths below. Do not the events of every day prove, now on this
sinner against God's laws, and now on that, that God hath sworn concerning them,
" there should be time" no longer"?
III. All time shall cease.
Thus also our text may be understood. " Time " and

distance from

—

—

—

—

"duration" are not synonymous terms the latter includes eternity as well as time ; bnt
time and eternity, notwithstanding their common quality of duration, are contrasted in
Scripture as being of essentially different natures. Time means the present condition
of things; eternity, that condition which belongs to the age to come. "The things
that are seen are temporal, but the things which are unseen are eternal." Time is of
the age that now is ; eternity, of the age that is to come. Thus understood, it is not
this age
The Bible speaks of "ages."
difficult to believe that time
shall cease.
The word is commonly rendered "world," but its true meaning is "age." Thus it
speaks of " ages of ages," " this age," " the age to come." And every branch of science
tells of different " ages." Geology speaks of them and marks them off one from another
by different names. History, biology, philology, all speak in similar way. All tell of
ages when the condition of things was altogether different from what we see now, and
how one age has succeeded and jjrepared for another. Therefore that there should be
a passing away of the present age to which time belongs, and that it should be followed
by one in which time, as we understand it, should be no more, is affirmed, not only by
the Bible, but by manifold other evidence beside. And not only shall there be succetThere have been ages in which we can trace no form of life. These
sion, but advance.
have been succeeded by others which have had life, but only in its lower forms. These
again by others possessing higher forms, and at length the highest of all, that of man.
And in harmony with all this the Bible bids us look on to an infinitely better condition
of things than now we know of, in the age or world to come, whereof the sacred
Here "the whole creation groaneth and travaileth together In pain
writers speak.
;
even until now " but there " the creation itself also shall be delivered from the
bondage of corruption," etc. (Rom. viii.). The inscrutable problem of this present life,
" the mystery of God," as it is termed in ver. 7, shall " be finished," and there shall be
" a new heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness." And the means
whereby all this shall be brought about, not only the Bible, but scientific research also,
reveal with startling clearness.
The Bible says that the angels of God " shall gather
out of his kingdom all things that do offend, and them that work iniquity." Science
SRys that in the progress of the ages the fittest alune survive. All that are incapable
of the higher life that is to be disappear and perish, and the fit and worthy alone
remain. Such is the solemn " Amen " of science to the teachings of the Word of God.
And are there not like facts visible even now amidst mankind? Growth and advancement in races, tribes, nations, families, and individuals, the records and observation of
human life, are full of such happy facts ; but, on the other hand, there arc the mournful
Character determines
facts amid the same subjects, of degeneracy, decay, and deatfa.
these things, and the Bible says the same. Oh, how, then, does all this appeal to every

—

—

—

—
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Must I be doomed to die because I am not
I preparing myself?
that is to be when time shall be no longer? or and God grant it
may be so am I by virtue of my living union with the Lord Jesus Christ, who is himself " the Life," destined for glory, honour, and immortahty with him in the Eternal ?
That this may be so is why our pulpits and sermons are for ever re-echoing ^with the
appeal, "Come to Christ."
The Bible and experience alike attest that it is through
livin<^ faith, carrying along with it, as such faith ever does, the surrender of the will,
the heart, to him, that we become vitally grafted into him, and so in his life ^the
eternal, the blessed, the glorious
do for ever share. For he said, "Because I live, ye
shall live also."— B. C.
soul
fit

!

for

For what

am

the better

Jife

I

—

—

—

—

— —

The word of assurance and consolation. The Book of the Revelation
Vers. 1 7.
written for the comfort of the Church in presence of her oppressing foes. It is
designed to sustain the faithful people in well-doing, when the severities of cruel
dealing make their lot hard and almost unendurable. Their patience is often severely
Here is afforded another word
tried; sometimes it has yielded under heavy pressure.
vision is granted of "a
of promise which is calculated to sustain the faint of heart.
strong angel " who brings assured promise of a certain and even speedy termination of
the time of suiiering and of struggle. " The mystery of God, according to the good
tidings which he declared to his servants the prophets," shall be " finished."
This is
the encouragement to hope; and to the Church in the earlj' times, under the pressure
of her first destructive persecutions, this would be a word of the utmost comfort.
It
This word of consolation is of great
is the re-echo of "Behold, I come quickly."
preciousness and help to the suffering Church ; for
The strong angel "coming down out of
I. It is given by the Lord HiMSEiiF.
heaven, arrayed with a cloud," can be none other than the Lord himself. The surrounding symbols are his, and his alone. " The rainbow was upon his head ; " " his
is

A

.

was as the sun, and his feet as pillars of fire." It is the reflection of the Divine
glory in Christ. When he cries the seven thunders utter their voices, and his great
voice was "as a lion roareth." From the word of such a one the Church may always
gather the utmost comfort.
face

The suffering Church
II. It gives the pkospeot and pledge of release.
writhes in its anguish; but a definite limit is put to the days of sorrow. " In the days
1'his is not indefinite
of the voice of the seventh angel, when he is about to sound."
and uncertain " There shall be time no longer " there shall be no more delay. Relief
This is assured by oath, even by the voice of the angel who
is certain and speedy.
"sware by liim that li\eth for ever and ever, who created the heaven, and the things
that are therein, and the earth, and the things that are therein, and the sea, and the
things that are therein." This oath is for truest confirmation.
III. The word of consolation and promise is given in the most solemn and
ASSURING manner. This seen in the whole vision the person, attitude, message, oath,
and surrounding testimonies.
IV. It is the truest, the utmost encouragement to hope. Upon this vision
the Church should ever reflect in the time of suffering and fear. It is possible patiently
to endure and hold out when a definite and assured prospect and pledge of relief is
given. The words, " declared to his servants the prophets," shall have their fulfilment
"the mystery" shall be " finished."— R. G.
:

—

—

—

The little hook ; or, fit sweetness and hitterneaa of the prophetic office.
an assured end having been given, the holy seer, and in him the
Church in all ages, becomes prepared to reoeive tidings that shall prove "bitter" and
The final victory is assured. The word is " sweet as honey " in the mouth
painful.
of him who receives it, which reception is represented by the figure of " eating the little
book." It is sweet, for it is impos.sible to be an agent of God for any work without a
But the sweetness is temporary. So is it a pleasant thing to
certain pleasurableness.
receive a message from the Lord, but it may be a very painful thing to communicate
The reception of "the little book," whatever that book may mean, is
it to men.
a preparation to prophesying "again concerning many peoples, and nations, and
tongues, and kings." The words which follow are mingled wordf of sadness and
Vers. 8

The

11.

coiisulation of

•

—
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comfort comfort for the Church in her ohedience sadness for the ungodly, rebellious,
and opposing nations. In the symbol before us there seems to shine out from the
midst of many teachings one respecting the prophetic ofiSce itself. For a moment
attention is directed to the seer himself and his own states. Thus have we set forth
the prophetic office
the honourableness of its calling ; the painfullness of its duties.
Nothing is said as to the twofold character of the message " the little book " but
only the twofold effect upon the seer. Our thoughts, then, are upon him.
I. The holt office of peophbt is the most honourable and exalted amongst
MEN. To speak for God, as his agent to declare his message ; to receive the Word from
his lips, by his inspiration
to be entrusted with his Word to men
be it a word of
condemnation, of warning, of promise, of mercy, or hope is a most sacred, hallowed
burden.
To speak to men in God's Name is higher than to speak for kings. The
"ambassador for Christ" stands at the head of diplomatic agents. How holy, how
awful, how responsible, his ofiScel The calling to such office cannot but have its
Bweetnesd to the faithful servant.
II. Of all opfioes this, when kightlt comprehended, is the most painful.
To deal with words of judgment and threatening; to speak of sin; to warn of punishment; to have close alliance with righteousness amongst men who reject it; to be
burdened with spiritual care to stand in antagonism to prevalent sentiment, and strive
to raise men to altitudes of goodness' ,
cannot but be a burden too heavy to be borne
were the prophet unaided. He is in error who views the calling to the prophetic ofBce
too lightly ; he is also in error who thinks triflingly of the painfulness of its responsibilities.
E. G.
;

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

—
Vers. 8 —

11.
OocCs Word. "And the voice which I heard from heaven," etc. The
" little book," or roll, here might be fairly taken to illustrate God's redemptive truth,
or the gospel.
The following thoughts are suggested.
I. This gospel is bbouqht to man from heaven.
"The voice which I heard
from heaven spake unto me again, and said, Go, and take the little book." Eedemptive
truth is a special revelation to man sent by God from heaven. Men could never have
reached the redemptive idea by the study of nature or by philosophic research or, were
the human miud to traverse through the whole world of natural science and to search
into every part, it would never discover this " little book." The way in which alienated
humanity can be brought into a loving sympathy with God transcends human dis;

covery.

"Ear hath not

heard, eye hath not seen."

Divine messengers brought this

book" to man, and Christ embodied it.
This gospel is to be appropriated bt man.

"little

" And he said. Take it, and eat
object of the gospel is not merely to enlighten the mind, to stimulate
inquiry, or to excite emotions, but to be appropriated as food, to satisfy the hunger
and to invigorate the faculties of the soul. " The Word must become flesh," it must
course through every vein, beat in every pulse, and strengthen every fibre of our being.
It is the bread of life that came down from heaven, the fruit of the tree of life.
The
spirit of this " little book " must become the inspiring and the regnant spirit of our
II.

it

up."

The

being.

"It shall make thy belly
HI. This gospel has a twofold effect on man.
but it shall be in thy mouth sweet as honey." It is both sweet and bitter. In
its disclosures of infinite love and promises of future blessedness it is indeed " sweet,"
but in its convictions of sin, reproofs, and denunciations it is indeed "bitter." It produces in the soul sorrow and joys, sighs and songs, and its bitterness will remain as
long as one particle of depravity continues in the heart. Tne experience of a Christly
man is a very mixed experience during his life on earth; yonder it is all sweetness.
IV. This gospel, appropriated, qualifies man for his mission. " And he said
unto me. Thou must prophesy again before many peoples, and nations, and tongues,
and lungs." Prophesying, or indoctrinating men with Divine ideas, is the grand
mission of every man but this mission can only be realized after the teacher himself
has appropriated the Divine Word.
When he has it in him, not merely as an idea or
a theory, but as a living power, then he will be able to " prophesy " with regard to
" peoples, and nt^tious, and tongues, and )^m^%."
D.
bitter,

;

— %

—

;
;
,
;
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men did neverthelen

XI.

seventh trumpet

Ver. 1.— And there was given m* a
We are not told by
reed like unto a rod.
whom the reed is given, but in ch. xxi.
the angel has the reed, and so also in Ezek.
zl., upon which the incident seems founded
(see Ezek. zl. ; and cf. the reference to the
outer court in ver. 17). The reed is " like
a rod ; " that is, like to a itaf. It is for a
measuring-line, as in Zecb. li. 1. And the
angel stood, saying. Omit all except " saying," as in the Bevised Version. \4ytl>r is
used absolutely, not as qualifying Kd\anas,
" reed," as Andreas (cf. ch. It. 1 ; ziv. 7; xix.
Bise, and measure the temple of Ood
6).
ratlier, rouse and measure, etc. The imperative verb does not imply anything as to the
" The
previous position of St. John.
temple" is va6s, the shrine or dwellingplace of God (as in ver. 19 ; also ch. iii. 12
vil. 15), the inner temple, as distinguished
It
from the outer court next mentioned.
scarcely seems possible to doubt that the
temple is here figuratively used of the faithThe
ful portion of the Church of Christ.
word is plainly thus used in ch. iii. 12
and vii. 15; and is frequently found with
this signification in St. Paul's vfritingg,
which were probably known to St. John.
Diisterdieck and others think that St. John
refers literally to the temple at Jerusalem,
and to the earthly Jerusalem. But, if so,
this portion of the Apocalypse stands selfcondemned as a prediction which was falsified within a year or two of its enunciation
for in ver. 13 it is expressly stated that
And nothe tenth part of the city fell.
where else in the book do Jerusalem and
The
the] temple signify the earthly places.
object of the measurement is generally
mark
oil'
apart
or
that
to
be
to
set
thought
which is measured from that which is felt
without ; but opinions vary as to why the
temple is thus set apart, some thinking that
it is the literal temple which is given over
to destruction, others believing that the
measuring is a token of the preservation of
the Church of God. But may not the command have been given to St. John in order
to direct his attention to the size of the

Church of God ? This is the common meaning of the expression throughout the Bible
5, a passage upon
It is BO in Zeoh. ii. 1

—

founded and it is so
Moreover, there seems a
in oh. xxi. 15.
good explanation of the reason why such an
incident, thus explained, should occur here.
The six trumpets have spoken of the large

which

this is possibly

;

portions of mankind against whom they
tvera. directed ; the sixth has declared that

is

not repent
The
about to announce yet

more terrible woe for the worldly; and,
previous to this, a brief but vivid description is given of the oppression to be su£fered
by the Church a description inserted here
in order to lead up to, and demonstrate th«
absolute necessity for, the terrible final

—

judgment. Among the ungodly are even
some who are nominally members of the
Church, who are typified by the outer
court.
No one could be more conscious
that only a portion of the Church "the
elect "
was to be saved than the writer of
the Epistles to the seven Churches (ch. i.
Might not the seer and his hearers
iii,).
be inclined to ask, "Who, then, can be
saved ? Are there any who escape when so
much is said about the punishment in store
In answer to such questions,
for men?"
the seer is bidden to remember, what is apt
to be forgotten in the dejection caused by
the contemplation of the huge amount of
wickedness which undoubtedly exists in the
world, viz. the large number of good men
who form God's temple. It is to be noticed,
also, that no mention is made of the command being actually carried out. It is as if
the uttering of the command were sufficient

—

—

to direct the attention of St. John to the
fact which was to be conveyed to him, and
that, therefore, the necessity for carrying
out the injunction existed no longer.
It
therefore seems probable that " the temple "
must be interpreted symbolically. It is
the dwelling-place of God, the place in

which he

that is, the multiis worshipped
tude of true believers, or the faithful Church.
John
is
bidden
measure
St.
to
it, in order to
sustain the faith and hope of himself and
his hearers.
It is placed in antithesis to
the outer court, the faithless portion of the
visible Church of God, which is given over
the type of all that is
to the Gentiles
And the altar, and them that
worldly.
worship therein.
The altar of incense
alone stood within the vais; but this may
be only an accessory delail in the general
description, and not to be pressed to a
particular interpretation. " Them that worship therein" directs our thoughts to the
individual members of the one body which
collectively is " the temple."
Ver. 2.— Eat the court which is without
the temple leave out, and measure it not
for it is given unto the Gentiles; it hath
been given (Bevjaed Version).
Not merely
" leave out," but " cast out."
The " court
which is without the temple " was entered
only by Jews. It seems, therefore, here to
signify part of the Church, but that part
;

—

—a
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which IS separated from the inner circle of
true believers, and given over to the world,
which is here symbolized by " the Gentiles."
The Oentiles, the nations, throughout the
Apocalypse, signifies either (1) all mankind
whatsoever ; or (2) that portion of mankind
which is left when the true Church of God
ia

withdrawn, and therefore which embraces

the unrighteous part oi mankind in contrast
to the godly (cf. ch. ii. 26; xiv. 8; xvi. 19;
xviii. 23; xxii. 22).
The latter is the
signification hero.
And the holy city shall
The holy city
they tread underfoot.
Jerusalem always in the Apocalypse the
type of the Church. "They shall tread"
need not necessarily refer to " the nations,"
though the context naturally leads to this
signification; but it may be impersonal,
amounting to no more than " the holy city
shall be trodden underfoot."
St. John
seems to apply the words of our Lord concerning the literal Jerusalem to the description of the fate in store for the typical

—

Jerusalem

(cf.

Luke

xxi.

24).

" The

nations " are the instrument by which the
Oliuroh is trodden underfoot, and tlie mention of the Gentiles in connection with the
apostate portion of the Ghurcb leads to the
description of the oppression of the faithful
by the world. The seer is bidden to take
courage by a contemplation of the numbers
of those preserved by God, but is warned,
nevertheless, not to expect from that fact
immunity for the Church from the persecution of the world. Forty and two months. Kal,
" and," is inserted contrary to the common
practice when the larger number precedes
This period
(so also in John ii. 20 ; t. 5).
of three years and a half is certainly symbolical.
It is the half of seven years
It therefore denotes a
perfect number.
broken, uncertain period ; a space of ti/ae
which is certainly finite, but tha end of
which is uncertain. This seems to point
necessarily to the period of the world's
existence during which the Church is to
suffer oppression. This period is mentioned
(1) in vpr. 3 under the form of twelve
hundred and sixty days, where it denotes
the same period that is referred to here;
(2) in oh. xii. 6 as twelve hundred and
sixty days, and in ch. xii. 14 as " a time, and
times, and lialf a time," iu both of which
passages the signification is the same as
that given above; (3) in ch. xiii. 5 it is
called, as here, forty-two
months, and
describes the same period. The expression

—

founded on Dan. vii. 25 and xii. 7. In
tho latter place the time signified ia certainly the period of the world's existtuce.
We therefore see (1) that its natural meaning, in connection with the number seven,
(2) its signification in Dnniol, and (3) its
apparent use in all pannngns in the ApocaRKVKT.ATIOK.
is

;
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lypse, tend to cauae ug to interpret the
symbol as above.
Ver. 3. And I will glTO power unto my
two witnesses. Omit " power" What is
given follows, viz. "they shall prophesy,"
etc.
The voice, speaking in the name of
:
Christ, says, " JUy " " The two witnesses of
;
me " rolr, "the," as though they were well
known. There is much diversity of interrotation in regard to " the two witnesses."
ft seems reasonable to understand the two
witnesses as representative of the elect

—

Churcli of God (embracing both Jewish and
Christian) and of the witness which she
bears concerning God, especially in the Old
and New Testaments. The following considerations seem to support this interpretation , (1) The vision is evidently founded
on that in Zech. iv., where it is emblematical
of the restored temple, which only in the
preceding verse (oh. xi. 2) is a type of the
elect of God's Church {vide sapra).
(2)
The Apocalypse continually represents the
Church of (Sod, after the pattern of the life
of Christ, in three aspects that of conflict
and degradation ; that of preservation ; that
of triumph (see Professor Milligan's Baird
Lectures, ' The Revelation of St. John,"

—

loot.

ii.

and

v.).

This

is

a summarv

of

the vision here. (3) Much of tlie Apocalypse follows our Lord's description in Hatt.
xxiv. In that chapter (vers. 13, 14) we
hare, " He that shall endure unto the end,
the same shall be saved. And this gospel
of the kingdom shall be preached iu all the
world for a witness unto all nations; and
then shall the end come." Again, a brief
description of this vision.
(4) It ia not
probable that two individuals are meant
for (a) as we have shown throughout the
Apocalypse, the application is invariably
to principles and societies, though this may
include particular applications in certain
cases; (b) it is inconceivable that Moses
and Ellas, or any other of the saints of God,
should return from Paradise to suffer aa
theae two witnesses ; (c) our Lord expressly
explained the reference to the coming of
Ellas, and declared that he had already
come ; and (d) there seems no more reason
for interpreting these two witnesses literally
of two men, than for interpreting Sodom
and Egypt in their ordinary geographical
signification in ver. 8. (5) The details of
the fate of the two witnesses agree with the
interpretation given the whole vision being
understood as symbolical. Thus (a) the
picture of the two witnesses ia evidently
formed after the pattern of Moses and Elias,
on account of the conspicuous witness they
bore and the hardship they suffered, as well
as their preservation and final vindication.
Moreover, Moses and Elias are typical of
the Law and the prophets, or the Scripture*

—

o

;

;;
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—the means («s stated above) by which the
Church chiefly bears witness of God. (6)
The time during which they prophesy;
(o) the clothing in sackcloth

;

(d) the ap-

pellation of candlesticks and olive trees
(e) their power to hurt ; (/) their apparent
death ; Qg) the torment they cause ; (/t) their
resuscitation; (t) their vindication ; (ft) the

—

immediateadventof the final judgment
all
agree (as shown below) with the interpretation given.
(6) Witness is constantly connected in the Apocalypse and elsewhere
;

with

Church,

the

and

generally

with

suffering, sometimes with
triumph (cf.
oh. 1. 2, 5, 9; vi. 9; xii. 11, 17; xx. 4).
(7) In ch. xix. 10 we are told, " Tlie testi-

mony

[witness] of Jesus is the spirit of
prophecy," exactly the quality with which
the two witnesses are credited (ver. 3),
and which is the work of the Church.
And they shall prophesy; that is, "propliesy " in its literal meaning of fortlitelling
Grod's will and his judgments on the wicked,
and so of preaching repentance. This is
emphatically the work of the Church, and
is accomplished chiefly through the Scriptures.
It is this prophesying that torments
(see vers. 5, 10).
and three score

months
world's

A

thousand two hundred

Or, forty and two
During the period of the
existence (see on ver. 2) the Church,
days.

(ver. 2).

although " trodden

underfoot," will not
eease to " prophesy." Clothed in sackcloth.
Thus, symbolically, is expressed the same
fact as in ver. 2.
The Churcli there is
" trodden underfoot " during the period of
the world
here it is said that she is to
perform her office during this time " clothed
in sackcloth."
The treatment by tlie world
of both the Church of God and the Word of
God is represented by the apparel of mourning and wo^ which is the lot of the Church
;

on earth.

—

Ver. 4. These are the two olive trees,
and the two caudlestioks, The " two olive
trees " and the " two candlesticks " are here
identical.
Thus, while St. John uses the
figure of Zechariah, iie does not apply it
in every detail. In the prophet, but one
canrilestick is mentioned.
"The two olive
trees," which supply the material for the
candlesticks, are fit emblems of the Old and
Kew Testaments ; the candlesticks typify
the Jewish and Christian Churches. These
are identical so far as being God's witnesses
tlie Church derives her stores from the Word
of God, the light of the Word of God is
manifested tlnough the Church. Standing
before the God of the earth the Lord of the
;

earth (Revised Version). The participle is
masculine, though the preceding article
and nouns Bre feminine, probably as being
more in keeping with the masculine chariuiter under which the two witnesses are
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depicted. Perhapi he la described as the
" Lord of the earth.' since the witnesses are
to prophesy before all the earth (of. ver. 9
and Matt. xxiv. 14).
Ver. 5. ^And if any man will hurt them,
fire proceedeth out of their month, and
devonreth their enemies ; if any one willeth
to hurt them, etc. Most probably a reference
to the act of Elijah (2 Kings i. 10). Perhaps
tlicre is a double reference in the fire proceeding out of their mouth ; it is the fire of
their witness, which refines and purifies and
convinces some; it is also the fire of condemnation, which follows those who reject
the testimony. The figure is found in Jer.
V. 14, " I will make my words in thy mouth
fire, and this people wood, and it shall
devour them" (see also Hos. vi. 5; Bcolua
xlviii. 1).
And if any man will hurt them,
he must in this manner be killed ; any one
ihall will (future) is read in the Bcvised
Version, and is supported by K, A, 38
fle'Aei
(present) is found in B, 0, P, Andreas, Arethas. "In this manner;" that
is, by fire. Such, throughout the Scriptures,

—

the form under which the final judgment
those who reject God's message is
The description is not
shadowed forth.
more opposed to a general interpretation
than it is to an individual interpretation of
the two witnesses.
Ver. 6. These have power to shut heaven,
that it rain not in the days of their prophecy and have power over waters to turn
them to blood, and to smite the earth with
all plagues, as often as they will
the pmoer
the heaven
the waters
every
plague (Revised Version). The whole verse
is descriptive of the powers entrusted to
Moses and Elijah, and is intended to convey
the idea that the power which supported
them would likewise support the two witnesses. It is doubtful whether the meaning
should be pressed further than this. If we
do so, it may, perhaps, be said that (in the
words of Wordsworth) " if any one despises
God's witnesses, they have the power, like
Elias, to shut heaven, and exclude all who
reject them.
The dews of Divine grace are
withheld from all who scorn them." It is
thus a fulfilment of our Lord's words,
"Whosoever hath, to him shall be given,
and he shall have more abundance: but
whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken
away even that he hath " (Matt. xiii. 12).
And again, besides the punishments which
are finally to fall on the ungodly, it is the
case that the rejection of God's will is
followed on this earth by troubles which
would be avoided were men to listen to the
witness borne of him.
Ver. 7. -And when they shall have
finished their testimony.
This is a difficult passage. How can the Chuioh's testi<
is

of

—

:

;

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

;
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mony be said to be finished wbile the earth
till exists ?
The explanation seems to lie
in the words of our IjOrd, " When the Son
of man cometh, shall he find faith on the
earth?" (Luke xviii. 8).
Christians are
forewarned that, as the ages roll on, faith
will wane.
Though the Church be apparently destroyed, she is not really dead,
but will rise again. As our Lord, after
finishing his testimony, completed his work
by his death and subsequent ascension, so
the time will come when the Church shall
have completed all that is necessary, by
olfering to the world her testimony, and
shall then be so completely rejected as to
appear dead. Her enemies will rejoice, but
their time of rejoicing is cut short (see below). After three and a half days comes
her vindication, and her enemies are struck
with consternation; for it is the end, and
they have no further opportunities for repentance. Thus Hengstenberg says, " They
shall only be overcome when they have
finished their testimony, when God has no
further need for their service,

when

their

death can produce more fruit than their
life."
The beast that ascendeth out of the
bottomless pit shall make war against them,
and shall overcome them, and kill them
(he ieast that cometh up oat of the abyss.

The article points to the beast which is
described elsewhere in the Apocalypse (ch.
xiii.

1

xvii. 8),

;

and which

is

mentioned

" The fourth beast,"
here by proleipsis.
which is read in A, may have beeu suggested
by Dan. vii. 7. N' has " the beast which
The beast is Satan,
then cometh up."
perhaps manifested in the form of the
persecuting world-power (see on ch. xiii. 1).
His nature is indicated by the use of the
noun Bripiov, " a wild beast," the opposite, as

"the Lamb."
The beast ascends out of the abyss for a
drunken
brief reign upon the earth, and is

Wordsworth

says, of 'Apploy,

'•

with the blood of the saints," as described
in ch. xvii., but he ascends only lo go into
perdition (ch. xvii. 8). It is well to remember that the whole vision is symbolical.
The intention is to convey the idea that the
Church, in her witness for God, will experience opposition from the power of Satan,

which will wax more and more formidable
as time goes on, and result in the apparent
But the
triumph of the forces of evil.
triumph will be biii'f; it will but usher
in tlie end and the final subjugation of the
devil.

—

And their dead bodies shall lie
street of the great city, which
Bpiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, where
also onr Lord was crucified ; their dead body
(in the lingular), according to A, B, C,
Arethaa, and others. The plural ia read in
in

Ver.
the

8.

K, P, Andreas, Primasiiu, and others

Omit

;
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"lie upon the highway
.
.
their Lord.*
" The great city " is refdrred to in oh. xvi
10—19.
xvii.
xviii.
Its
19;
18;
significa.

tion

is

what

always the same,

viz.

the type of

ungodly and of the world, and it ia
always consigned to punishment. Jerusalem, the type of what is holy, is never thus
designated.
Here we are plainly told the
is

is, the symbolical nature of the
designation. Sodom and Egypt are chosen
as the type of what is uvil (cf. Dent, xxxii.
32 ; Isa. i. 10 Ezek. xvi. 46 ; xx. 7, etc.)
It was in this city, that is, by the influence
of this world-power, that the Lord was
crucified.
In describing the fate of the
Church, St. John seems to have in mind the
His witness, the opposition
life of Christ.
he encountered, his death for a brief time at
the completion of his work, his resurrection
and ascension, and triumph over the devil,
are all here reproduced. " The bodies lie
in the street " symbolizes, according to
Jewish custom, the most intense scorn and
hatred.
Ver. 9. And they of the people and
kindreds and tongues and nations shall see
their dead bodies three days and a half, and
shall not suffer their dead bodies to be put
in graves j and from among the peoples and
triben, etc., do [men] look upon, etc., and
suffer not, etc., in a tomb (Revised Version).
The fourfold enumeration points to the wide
distribution of tiie state of things symbolized (cf. ch. iv. 6 ; v. 9, etc.), and seems of

spiritual, that

;

—

almost sufficient to demonstrate that
the two witnesses are not two individual
persons who are hereafter to appear. The
period is but three days and a half again,
as in vers. 2, 8, a broken, that is, a finite but
uncertain period; but, as compared with
the three years aud a half the period of
the world's existence very short. (On the
signification of the last clause, see on ver. 8.)
It is the usual Eastern mark of contempt
and degradation.
The whole verse, together with the preceding and succeeding
verses, describes symbolically, but grapliically, the scorn and contempt to which the
Church and God's Word will be subjected by
itself

;

—

men.

—

—

Ver. 10. And they that dwell upon the
earth shall rejoice over them, and make
merry, and shall send gifts one to another
because these two prophets tormented them
that dwelt on the earth ; rejoice and maht
merry, tliat dwell (present, though future
in meaning; the present tense rendering
the description more graphic). Those dwelling on the earth are the ungodly, the
worldly. " They send gifts," in accordance
with Oriental custom on joyful occasions
" The prophets, the witnesaev
(cf. ver. 9).
tormented;" probably rather by the deliTeiy of their message, which would affect
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tlie conscietKe of men, than by the plaguoa
referred to in vei-. 6, thoug'i both may be
meant. Alford, Bengel, aud Dusterdieck
favour the latter view of the two ; Heugitenberg taken the former.
Yer. 11. And after three days and a
half the Spirit of life from God entered into
them, and they stood upon their feet. " The
three Jays and an half," viz. those mentioned in ver. 9, which see. Not merely
" life from God," but the " Spirit from
Ood " (cf. the vision in Ezek. xxxvii.,
"The Spirit of
especially vers. 9, 10).
life" has been in the Ohurch of God pre-

—

become "dry bones;"
"the Spirit" is now breathed anew into
her, and she is restored and mngnified beAnd great fear fell npon
fore the world.
them which saw them. " Beheld " (eeaipem)
occurs in the Apocalypse only here and in
the next verse. Fear, on account of the
vindication of those whom they had treated
with contumely, and on account of the
jud-gment to follow, which was even now
viously, but she has

hadowed

forth.

Ver. 12.— And they heard a great voice
from heaven saying unto them. Come up
hither. The reading ^/couiro, "I heard," for
fixovaav, "they heard," in a correction of
K,

and in B, Coptic, Armenian, Andreas,

may have

arisen from the similarity of the
Diiaterdieck,
vi. 6 ; ix. 13.
who readi, "I heard," points out that in
phrase
used
in addressthe
;
ix.
ch. vi. 11
4,
ing others is, "It was said unto them."
Thus the fate of the Church is that of her
Lord, and it is the fate of each individual
who may witness of God. Suffering, apparent extinction, perhaps, but ultimate
triumph and ascension into the presence of
God is their common inheritance. If so be
that they suffer with him, they are also

passage to ch.

Alford
glorified "with him (Kom. viii. 17).
remarks that "no attempt has been made
ascension
by
those
who
this
to explain
interpret the witnesses figuratively of the
Old and New Testaments, or the like." Is
it not the resurrection of the just, of the
witnesses of God, and their exaltation at
the beginning of the last judgment? Thui
St. Paul says, " But earh in bis own order:
Christ the Firstfruits; then they that are
Olirist's, at his comiuf?.

Tlien cometh the

(1 Cor. xv. 13). This "end" is immeAnd they
diately referred to by the seer.
ascended up to heaven in a oloud; and
the
them
in
cloud.
beheld
;
their enemies
The parallelism with Klijah and Cluiat
(see vers. .9, 6, 8) is carried still furtlier.

end"

The Church

is

triumphantly vindicated and

glorified as they wore ; the only difFerenoe
The cloud
ts that now all men behold it.
is

not that which hides tliem from view, but
that in oh. ziv. 14, MmatltinB

rat-her, like
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which exalts and enhances the glory of the
witnesses. The effect npon the worldly ia
told in vers. 11, 13.
Ver. 13. And the same hoar was there
In the visions of the
great earthquake.
seals it is set forth, under the sixth seal,
how the destiuctios of the world is ac-

—

companied by earthquakes, eto. the fear
of the wicked is portrayed, and the preservation of the just takes place at the same
time. Here, under the sixth trumpet, we
have the same events shown forth, the
triumph of the godly being mentioned first,
though the rest happens " in that same
hour." This is the conclusion of the sixth
judgment, the consequence of the nonrepentance mentioned in ch. ix. 21. The
;

intervening

narrative

(oh. x.

—

1

xi.

12)

show that opportunities of knowing God's will are given to men, as well as
warnings of judgment in case of disobedience. Vers. IS of oh. xi. might follow oh.
serves to

21, but for the desire of the seer to
demonstrate the long-suffering goodness
and mercy of God. And the tenth part of
the city fell, and in the earthquake were
slain of men seven thoasand,
Both the
Authorized Version and the Revised Version
have in the margin, " names of men, seven
thousand," and some writers make much of
the expression. Thus Alford says, " As if
the name of each were recounted ; " and
Wordsworth, " Persons known and diatingnished." But, in truth, the phrase is
a Hebraism, to which we can attacli no
special significance (cf. Acts i. 15 ch. iii. 4).
Whatever may be the system of interpretation adopted, this passage presents many
difficulties.
The whole account appears to
relate to the judgment-day, and it is therefore more peculiarly prophetio than many
parts of the Apocalypse, and for that reason
its meaning must needs be more or less
obscure.
The account in this verse informs
us that a part (a tenth) of the city (that is,
of the wioked) suffers destruction ; that the
number so destroyed is described as seven
thousand; that the rest (nine-tenths), in
fear, recognize the power of God, to which
they had hitherto refused attention. What
ix.

;

the final fate awarded to the nine-tenths
are not told.
have, therefore,
to inquire the meaning of the numbers
given. Now, it seems inherently impossible
to interpret these numbers literally, and,
moreover, as we have repeatedly seen, it is
not the habit of the writer of the Apocalypse to indicate exact numbers.
must,
Ih refore, try to discover the symbolioal
is

we

We

We

meaning which St. John attached to these
expressions, the qualities rather than the
quantities which he intended to signify.
In the Bible tht tenth part icTariably
rigniflesthe tithe—the portiea
&<nn the

dm

;;;

CH. XI.
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to God or to the roler (of. Gen.
22 Lev. xxvii. 32 Numb, xviii. 21
viii.
It seems probable
Sam.
1
15, 17).
that this was the idea intended to be conveyed, viz. that God was now exacting Ijis

eommmiity
zsviii.

;

;

men who had refused to recognize
what was due from them to God were now
forced to recognize his sovereignty by the
exaction for punishment of a tithe, and as
an evidence that all are under his sway.
But, it may be objected, are not all the
This
wiolsed punished at the judgment?
verse really seems to hint at a possibility
of some course by wliich, even at the last
moment, a chance of escape may be presented
But it does not distinctly state
to men.
due, that

;
it seems, indeed, purposely to leave
the fate of the rest of the ungodly untold.
All it does assert is that God comes to the
wicked as a Conqueror or a King, and
exacts what is due to himself. But, further,
why are seven thousand men slain ? Again
interpreting symbolically, seven involves
the idea of completeness (see on ch. i. 4
thousand signifies a large
V. 1, etc.).
number, though not an infinitely large
number, for which we have " thousands of
thousands," etc. This nunjber, therefore,
informs us that God's vengeance overtakes
a large number, and that that number is
complete, none escaping who deserve to be
included. Perhaps this is mentioned as a
piecautiou against any possibility of mistake
in the interpretation of the " tenth part."
It is as though St. John would say, "In
that hour God exacted vengeance, demanding what was due to his justice ; but do not
im.igine that that vengeance reached only a
small part of mankind. It was far-extending
and complete, though I do not attempt to
define its exact limits, which cannot be
known until the judgment-day itself shall
reveal everything." And the remnant were
affrighted, and gave glory to ths God of
heaven. The rest gave glory, bein^;, perhaps
(though not necessarily), repentant (cf.
Josh. vii. 19 ; John ix. 24 ; ch. iv. 9
Possibly we have here a
liv. 7; xvi. 9).
hint of God's uncovenanted mercies (vide
supra), though there is nothing sufficiently
definite to encourage men to postpone the
day of repentance. No mention is made of
the ultimate fate of " the remnant." " The
God of heaven," in contrast to things of the
world, upon which tlieir affections had
been hitherto set (cf. ch. xvi. 11). In these
two places alone of the New Testament is
this expression found; but it is not uncommon in the Old Testament (cf. Ezra i.
2; Neh. i. 4; Dan. ii. 18).
Ver. 14. The second woe is past. The
full description of this woe occupies ch. iz.
13 zi. 14.
The account describes the
natural spiritual punishment which is in-

this

A

—

—

;
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upon men in consequence of thcti
sins (oh. ix. 13 21).
This is insnfScient to
lead men to avert the final judgment by
flicted

—

timely repentance. We have then a further
description of God's lung-suffrring, and the
rejection of his mercy, accompanied by an
assurance of the safety of the faithful (ch. x.
1
xi. 10). This brings us to the end of the
world (ch. xi. 11 14), just as ti.e sixth
seal led to the same termination (ch. vii.
12 17), and both are followed by the
seventh, which gives a reference to the
eternal peace of heaven. And, behold, the

—

—

—

third

woe cometh

quickly.

Omit "and."

It is not

said, in the case of the other
" woes," that they come quickly. In his

description of the presBrvation and glorification of the Church under the form of the
"witnesses," the writer had been led to
anticipate in some degree what follows
under th^ seventh trumpet.
Thus the
seventh comes quickly. When events have
progressed so far that the faithful Church
is ascended to heaven with her Loid, then
immediately follows the eternal rest set
forth under the seventh trumpet.
But this
period is described as "the third woe,"
because it is the period of the final punishment of the wicked and it is the judgment
of the ungodly which is the theme of the
trumpet-visions, although mention is incidentally made of the preseivation and
reward of the just. This is the time foretold in ch. X. 7.
Just as in the case of the
seals, the period of the seventh seal is
recorded but not described, so here, in the
case of the seventh trumpet, its advent is
recorded, and its nature is indicated in ver.
18, but no further description is given of
the woe; only a slight reference to the
bliss of those who are secure in heaven.
;

Thus

St.

John does not attempt a complete

picture of either the blessings of heaven or
the woes of hell.
Ver. 15. And the seventh angel sounded
and there were great voices in heaven, saying.
The participle "saying" is masculine, \4yovTfs, in A,
the feminine,
;
\4yav(rai. Is read in X, 0, P.
Though the

—

B

would be more correct, grammatically,
yet irregular construction in such cases in
not uncommon iu the Apocalypse.
The
voir£s were possibly those of the angels
rejoicing iu the triumph of the kingdom
of God.
Or perhaps they proceeded from
the four living beings, since the elders are
next mentioned (ver. 17) as offering the
praised of the redeemed Church which they
represent.
At the opening of the seventh
seal there was silence in heaven ; here, at
the sound of the seventh angel's trumpet,
voice* are heard " in heaven," but there is
silence as to the fate of the wicked, with
whom the trumpet-visions have boeo ebiefij
latter

;

;
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concerned. In the revelation of the fate in
store for the Church, as well as in that of
the doom awarded to the ungodly, the
visions stop short of describing circumstances connected with the life after the

judgment-day. The kingdoms of this world
are become the kingdoms of our Lord, and
of Ms Christ; and he shall reign for ever
and ever.
E7ej'€To r/ $a(nKeia, in the
singular, is found in }{> A, B, C, P, and
versions, and is adopted by the Kevised
Version.

'Eyivoyro al Paa-iKeiai, the plural,
read in two cursives.
Wo can understand the first part <if this verse by referring
to oh. xii. 10.
God's power ami authority
is established by the final overthrow of
Satan. It naturally follows the account, in
vers. 12, 13, of the vindication of God's witnesses, and of the glory rendered by the
rest of mankind.
With God the Father is
associated Christ, by whose mean* the overthrow of the devil is effected, and by whom
his servants overcome (cf. eh. i. 6 v. 9 vii.
14; xii.ll). This is the final viftory henceforth "he shall reign for ever and ever."
Ver. 16. And the fonr and twenty elders.
"The elders" represent the Church (see on
ch. iv. 4); they are those wlio were made
"a kingdom" (oh. i. 6); they therefore
fitly take up the burden of praise to him
who has now established his universal and
is

;

;

;

—

everlasting kingdom. Which sat before Ood
on their seats ; which sit before God on their
thrtyneg (Bevised Vtrsion).
Thus they are
described in cb. iv. 4. Fell upon their faces,
and worshipped God. (So also in ch. iv. 10
;

14 ; xix. 4.)
Ver. 17. Saying, We give thee thanks.
The only instance in the Apocalypse of the
use of this verb. It is found in John vi. i 1,
23, and xi. 41, but in none of the other
Gospels, though frequently in the Epistles.
" Tlie elders" are peculiarly indebted to
God, since the establishment of his kingdom
is the victory of the Church.
Lord God
Almighty, which art, and wast, and art
to come; the Almighty.
Omit "and ait to
come " (Revised Version), with N'", A, B,
C, P, Andreas, Arethas, Primasius, Syriae,
Armenian, etc. (cf. ch. i. 4 iv. 8;. Perhaps
the future is purposely omitted, since GoiI'b
"coming" is now an accomplished fact (cf.
also ch. xvi. 5). Because thou hast taken to
thee thy great power, and hast reigned
because thm hnst taken thy great power, and
(Jod never
didst reign (Revised Version).
ceased to reign, though for a time he abrogated his power. This power he has now
reassumed, and the elders tliank him for
it, for it is the absurance of the end of the
So in ch.
suffi ring of the Church of God.
iv. 11 the elders declare that he is worthy
to receive the power which he now visibly
Exercises
It hai, indeed, been exercised
T.

—

;

.
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before.
The preservation of the Church rat
forth in the visions of the seals, and the

punishment of the ungodly shown under the
trumpet-visions, are effected by means of this
power; butnow that power is visibly exercised.
Ver. 18.
And the nations were angry (cf.
Ps ii. 1, which appears to be in the mind
of tije seer, for ver. 9 of the same psalm is
referred to in ch. xii. 5).
"The nations"
raged in the perioil of their persecution of
the Church, as set forth under tiie visions of
the seals.
They were angry, says Hengstenberg, at the progress of the kingdom
of God, after the Word was made flesh.
And thy wrath is come ; thy wrath came.
This verse points conclusively to the judgment-day, the events of which, however, ai
before remarked (see on ver. 15), are merely
indicated, not fully described.
This is the

—

final infliction upon the wicked, the
seventh of tlie trumpet-plagues.
And the
time of the dead, that they should he judged
to be judged.
Vitringa and others understand this judgment to refer to the dead
martyrs who are now vindicated but the
meaning probably extends to all the dead,
both classes of whom are referred to in the
following part of the verse. And that thou
shonldest give reward unto thy servants the
prophets, and to the saints, and them that
fear thy Name, small and great
and
shouldest destroy them which destroy the
and to give their reward
earth
and

last

;

;

;

.

.

.

Though

luxpovs xal robs
fieydKom, " the small and the great," is in
the accusative case, it is in apposition with
the preceding datives, irpo^^Tois, ayiois,
(t>o$ovij.4vots, "prophets, saints, those that
fear."
The wicked are tliose who " destroy
the earth," since it is on thi ir account that
the world is destroyed ; they " destroy the
earth " also by corrupting it, which is the
to dettroy,

etc.

force of Sia(j>8€!pai. In what way this destruction of the wicked is accomplished we are

not told.
Ver. 19. And the temple of Ood was
opened in heaven ; and there was opened
the temple of God that is in heaven (Revised
Version). " The temple " (vaiis), the dwelling-place of God (cf. ver. 1; oh. iii. 12;
Again, but a glimpse is afforded;
vii. 15).
and yet more is revealed than at the conclusion of the former series of visions while
the cliief description is reserved to a later
part of the Revelation. And there was seen
in his temple the ark of bis testament ; or,
arlc of his covenant.
Tliis seems to be introduced in order to render more emphatic the
steadfastness and uncliangeableness of God.
As in the case of the witnesses, the figure is
taken from the Old Testament, and the

—

;

-

symbol would be pregnant with meaning to
Jewish Christians and others who had learnt
to think of the ark as the sacrament ol
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God's abidiog presence and eontinnal help.
He who now promises aid to his people, and
threatens judgment upon the wicked, is the
ame God who formerly had displayed his

power on behalf of his people Israel. And
there were lightnings, and Toices, and
thnnderings, and an earthquake, and great
hail ; there followed (Eevised Version). The
usual token of any special manifestation of
God's presence, or direct dealing with men
(see on oh. vi. 1).
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evoked by the ory for vengeiinoe in ch. vt
10, have demonstrated the need for patienoe
and endurance on the part of Christians,
by indicating the punishments meted out to
the wicked on this earth and at the final
judgment, together with the final triumph
of the faithful.

The

seer next proceeds to

elaborate a fact alluded to in the measuring

of the temple in ch. x.

moral that
This, then, forms the oonolusion to the
These visions,
eriea of trumpet-vision*.
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it is

2,

and

to point the

possible for Christians within

the Church to lose their final reward by
their apostasy.

HOMILBTICa.
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My

14.
Vers. 1
"
two ufitnesses." Following on the reception of the little book
from the angel's hand, the seer is directed to measure the temple of Ood, the altar, and
the wovshippers. The outer court is not to be measured for it, with the holy city, is
to be trampled underfoot forty-two months. During this period (or a like period) there
are to be two witnesses for (jod, clothed in sackcloth, who, though they have power
with God, are slighted by men; against them a great onrush is to be made. They are
silenced, and that effectually, by being put to death. The honour of burial is not to be
This the world refuses. Rejoicing that it has stilled their disturbing voices,
theirs.
their bodies are to lie exposed, and the helplessness of their cause is to be the subject
of merriment and ridicule. But lo! after a period of three days and a half, they again
come to life, to the terror of their persecutors. Their ascension follows on their
As they have been made partakers of the sufferings of Christ, so also are
resurrection.
they of the glory that should follow. What does all this signify ? Dean Alford declares
The late Bishop of Manchester (Dr.
that no solution has as yet been given of it.
Praser) says, " I have no interpretation of this vision, nor any but the most vague and
general key to its meaning." ' Those who regard the tenth chapter as indicative of the
Reformation look at this one as pointing out the main features of the epoch which
readily, as we have often done in previous homilies, recognize
should follow it.
the correspondence between prophecy and event. This is what we might expect. But
the correspondence is not such as to warrant us in saying that this or that event is the
fulfilment of the Word, although it may be a partial one.
Nor is it in any one's
power to decide when the twelve hundred and sixty days begin. If they represent
•6 many years, and are, according to the prophecy, to follow on from the events in
the preceding chapter, and if those events signify the Reformation, then there are
twelve hundred and sixty years to follow on the Reformation. In other words, we
are at least seven hundred or nine hundred years from the end. But vre have long
ago given up this sort of attempt to assign dates, as at once impracticable and unprosee in the chapter before us a symbolic setting-forth of that which is ever,
fitable.
ever fulfilling itself again and again before our eye.' It is a stay to our faith to study
the prii.ciples here disclosed.
I. The extent and limit of the tbue Church op God a be clbablt defined.
(Vers. 1, 2.) At the time of this prophecy the literal temple was no more.
The oncehuly city was defiled by the " abomination of desolation."
Then the true temple, the
"
true holy city, existed in
the Church of the living God." The outer enclosure is not
to be reckoned as a part of the temple in this divinely appointed remeasurement. All
this most impressively sets forth the fact that Zion's external buildings cover a much
wider space than the real heart-worshippers whom God will own. There may be, and
there are, large masses of people at the outer Mnge of our Christian servicaa.
But i(
;

We

We

Supplement to the Cambridge Beviete, October 22, 1884.
" The gospel has elevated the history and places of the past Into a g^nnd allegory, and
breathed into their dead names the life of an ever-applicable symbolism " (Bishop Carpenter
'

*

in
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to come among iis who was appointed to measure th«
temple of God, would it not turn out that, of a very large part of our
BurroundingB, the order would be, " Measure it not " f This measurement from on high
And if the great Lord of the Church saw fit to show us in a vision
it ever going on.
who are in his Church and who are not, many would be without whom we thought
were in, and many within whom we thought were out. But not by any human bands can
the true temple of Qod be built; nor yet by any human eye can its limits be discerned.
II. The space wirHonr the temple and city or God is left fob a whilb in
HOSTILE HANDS. " It hath been given unto the nations and the holy city shall they
tread under foot forty and two months." We know not what period of time is thus
indicated nor from what moment it begins. We know only three things concerning
this matter
1. That the worldly power will act in opposition to and preponderate over
the Church. 2. That this will be for • limited time. 3. That this peimissive limit ia
fixed by our God.' Thus far all is clear.
The world in its facts answers to the Word
in iti statements.
If we attempt to go beyond this, we shall be in confusion.
III. During the whole of this period oub Lord will pbeservb his faithful
WITNKSSBS. " My two witnesses." Why two ? " Is it not written in your Law that the
testimony of two men is true ? " Although the number should be small, there should
always be enough to preserve in the world a testimony for God. Further, the symbolism is based on the vision of Zechariah (iv.). Therein we have two olive trees
conveying oil, and two lamp-stands holding light. Just as in the times following the
Captivity there were anointed ones to stand by the Lord of the whole earth, so throughout the times of the Christian Church there will be men anointed by him to maintain
on his behalf a faithful testimony; whose witness-bearing would be at once " means of
grace and centres of light " (Vaughan).
We have several details here given respecting
them. 1. T?iei/ are to prophesy in sackcloth. So much of their nitness has to be
a protest against sin in the world and against corruption in the nominal Church, that
their work often bears upon it an impress of sadness which cannot be removed till the
corruption ceases. 2. They are to have power viith Ood and for him. As Moses and
Elijah had pouer to smite the earth or to shut up heaven, so with those who should
come " in the spirit and power of Elias." They would make men feel that God is
among them still. 3. Tkeir work is aXso to give out a testimony to man. Even under
the Old Testament, when a priestly order was in accordance with Divine appointment,
God set it aside because of its corruption and inutility, and brought on the scene prophets to declare his will. Much more now, under the New Testament economy, where
every human priesthood is but a pretence and a sham, will he carry on his work by
the voice of the prophet, that men may learn through the ear that which they will fail
to see by a histrionic parade. 4. Around these witnesses there sJiovId he a special guard.
(Ver. 5.) No one can willingly wound or plot against any witness for God without
suffering for it, either in his reputation or in his peace. Nor can any one seek to injure
a Church that is true to its Lord, without bringing on himself, sooner or later, the
judgments of God. God surrounds his witnesses as with a wall of fire. 5. This guard
will he around them till they have finished their testimony. (Ver. 7.) " Man is immoital
till his work is done."
There are forces of ill, concealed, pent-up, restrained, which, if
they were but let loose, would soon make havoc of the Church; but an all-controlling
Power keeps them in check, and as long as God has anything for a witn ss to say, that
witness will be spared and empowered to say it. 6. At some time or other there will be
such an onrush of the great world-power as to seem, for a while, to silence this witnessbearing.
Just as our Lord was hedged round with an impenetrable guard until his
hour was come, so shall it be with hia witnesses. Just as there came a time when his
voice was stilled in death and the enemy triumphed, so shall it be with them.
There
is yet to be permitted such an onrush of the powers of darkness as shall seem for a
while to carry all before it, and the voices of the witnesses shall be stilled. 7. Tht
(Vers. 8
silencing of the witnesses will cause their foes to triumph.
These pro10.)

now • hearenly messenger were
real living

:

;

:

—

"The

period of forty and two monttii is the symliol of a period limited in length, and
ander the control of him who holds the seven btars, and lives through the ages. It is the
pilgrimage-period of the Church, the period of tiie world's power, daring which it seems to
triumph " (Bishop Carpenter, in Zoc.). Professor Milligaii has a thoughtful paragraph on
this point, which is worthy of attention, although we cannot regard it as satisfactory.
'

—
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pheti were the torment of the ungodly (ver. 10). Hence the world's hatred. In
proportion to its hatred of the message and the messengers will he its gladness when
the messengers cau trouhle it no more. HI will run riot. The wickedness of a Sodom
will he renewed. The Holy Ghost has forewarned us what to expect. Tares will ripen
evil men will grow worse and worse. Perilous times will come. " Wbea the Son of man
Cometh, will he find the faith on the earth?" 8. The triumph of the foe is hut for a
(Vers. 11, 12.) Just as the Master put to shame all his foes by rising again
season.
on the third day, and afterwards ascending to heaven, so, after a like period, will that
power, which the enemy thought was at an end, revive again. The world shall yet see
that those whom it vilified are those whom God has glorified. 9. 7%e Divine glorification
of his witnesses will be accompanied with a mighty visitation of judgment on the world.
They who think to stop the mouths of God's witnesses will have to meet a
(Ver. 13.)
Power hsfore which they will melt away in terror, and the very earth on which they
were committing these crimes will be made to reel beneath their feet. Providence will
" He that sitteth in the heavens
afi'right those who sneered at the voice of the prophet.
" And the rest were
shall laugh, and the Lord shall have them in derision " (Ps. ii.).
affrighted, and gave glory to the God of heaven." In all these nine points of detail the
chapter gives us not only that which is true now and then, but that which is continuously true in one part or other throughout the Christian age and instead of the
chaptor seeming to he shrouded in unintelligible mystery, it is actually radiant with a
light that makes all things clear.
For note, in conclusion : (1) It behoves us to ask
the question Are we in the real Church of God as well as in the nominal one of
Christendom ? (2) Should we not be ambitious to join the band of holy witnesses for
God ? (3) If we are testifying for God, let us not expect all case or comfort. Every
part of our message runs counter to the prepossessions of the ungodly.
If we do not
meet, again and again, with direct opposition, we have reason to suspect that we do
not with sufficient clearness and boldness testify against sin. (4) Let us lake comfort
from the thought that not one of God's witnesses can possibly be swept away until his
testimony is finished. (5) Let none be deterred from loyalty to the Lord Jesus because
of the repeated onsets which may be made upon them, nor on account of the scorn
which will ever and anon be ca'st upon the witness-bearers. For furious as the wrath
cf the enemy may be, it is curbed.
;

—

—

The seventh trumpet and the long which is to follow. Although wa
Vers. 15 18.
have found manifold reasons why we cannot fix dates in interpreting the Apocalypse,
we find equally manifest reasons for doing that which is of far more importance even
for indicating the principles which it discloses. The previous section taught us that the
extent and limit of the Church of God are perfectly measured that God will preserve
for himself a succession of witnesses during the mysterious and protracted period of the
Church's witness- bearing; that at some time or other there would be such an onrush
of evil as if a beast were let loose from the deep abyss; that, for a while, the witnesses
would be silenced; but that God would interpose, and cause providence to work where
prophecy had failed, until the last obstruction to the final triumph of the Church should
be taken out of the way. Then the seventh trumpet shall sound under that seventh
trumpet the end should come ; and following on the end there shall be heard heaven's
triumphant song. We therefore regard the words from the fifteenth to the eighteenth
verses inclusive as overleaping the rest of the book as, in fact, retrospective, giving
us a hint of the sublime satisfaction which all holy souls will feel, in the review of God's
dealings, when all those events are accomplished which the remaining chapters are
about to specify. Here we propose to indicate these only in briefest outline, as the
several details will be hereafter dealt with one by one.
I. However gloomy and protracted the period mat bb through wnroH God's
WITNESSES mat HAVE TO PBOPHEST, LIGHT WILL BREAK AT LAST.
From ch. vi. 9,
10, and viii. 3, 4, we see that a great burden of prayer has been for long, long years
"
Thy kingdom come. In the verses before
spread out before God, the cry of which is,
us we catch a glimpse of the time when this prayer shall have been fulfilled, and when
the fulfiment will call forth a shout of praise (vers. 15 18). And in the words of this
si>ng, which is sent up in praise to Qoa on account of the conflict being at an end, we
get an indication of what had happened ere the strife ceased, as they look upon thi

—

;

;

;

—

—
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ttruggle from its further side; cf. ver. 18, "The nations were angry"
the ipirit of
revolt against God rose to its height (Ps. ii.)
"and thy wrath came;" «.e. its manifestation.
In the kingdoms of olden time, when the cup of iniquity was full, the

—

judgments of God came and swept them away. So it will be again. We nowhere get
any warrant from Scripture for supposing that God will govern in a future age on any
different principles from those on which he has governed in the past, or on which ha
governs now. But those principles will be manifested more clearly than they hav«
" And the time of the dead, that they should be judged." This is spoken of as
been.
belonging to a bygone time. So that the passage brings us, by anticipation, to the other
side of the judgment of the dead, actually past the dread scene in ch. ix. 11
13. " And
those who bore faithful testimony for
to give their reward to thy servants the prophets "
God for the twelve hundred and sixty years, clad in sackcloth "and to the saints"
to the holy ones who were in covenant relation to G od by sacrifice " and them that
fear thy Name," " in every nation under heaven " (cf. Acts x. 35), " both small and
great." All life's " poor distinctions' will vanish most utterly away in the light of the
great white throne. " And to destroy them that destroy the earth." Those who destroy
the earth by corrupting it with their sin, God will destroy by desolating with his judgments. This expression again overleaps the scenes of oh. xii. xxii., and includes all
those wild and weird forms of ill which are referred to in the remaining eleven chapters
of this book. These are (1) The riragon (ch. xii. 3,9). (2) The first boast (ch. xiii. 1).
(3) The second beast (ch. xiii. 11). (4) Three unclean spirits (ch. xvi. 13). (5) Babylon
the Great (ah. xvii.). (6) The ungodly (ch. xx. 12—15). (7) Death and Hades (ch. xx. 14),
(See the homilies under these several passages.) When the decisive judgment on all these
is over, then does Jehovah take to himself his great power, and reign. And then the four
and twenty elders, seated on their thrones, as if associated with their Lord in regal state,
and sharers in his triumphs.rejoiceoverthegrandissue, when every enemy is still as a stone.
II. The paragraph before us indicates not only what the issue wili, be,
BUT ALSO the MAIN EVENTS WHICH WILL PRECEDE IT. (Ver. 18.) (These will be
found to be dealt with in the homilies on the passages indicated above. The order of
those events will be found to be indicated in the homily on ch. xxii. 20.) These verses
are, in fact, as stated above, an anticipatory summary of the whole.
III. When the righteous see the issue op the great conflict, they will bi
FILLED WITH JOT, AND WILL GIVE VENT THERETO IN ADORING PBAISB. The results
of the resurrection, of the judgment, and of the sentence, will perfectly satisfy all
Let us note here that only righteous souls will be satisfied.
righteous souls (ver. 7).
No unrighteous man ever will be satisfied with what God does. Such will be speechless, because they know that God does only what is right, and the fact that a righteous
administration condemns them can never bring them rest. So that it is not the fault
But
of the administration if it brings torment to the ungodly, but of the ungodliness.
as for the righteous, even here they gave thanks at the remembrance of God's holiness;
how much more will they do this when it

—

—

—

—

—

:

"...
That

veils

ihall break thro' every cloud
his designs " t

and darkens

Then, with the clearer vision with which they will be endowed in their glorified natures,
with the views of the manifold wisdom of God which the unfoldings of providence shall
yield, with the glory of the Son of God unveiled before them without a cloud, when
redemption's work is completed, when all the chosen are gathered, when the righteousness and love of God are perfectly vindicated, when all the ransomed ones are found as
an unbroken unity at the feet of him who died for them, then will the hallelujahs of
the glorified rise up in holy song! All conflicts will be past, believers will be ushered
into that rest whicli remaineth, and the "joy of their Lord" will be complete.
In conclusion: 1. Let us not be astonished at any violent outbreaks of evil which
may perplex and bewilder many. The Holy Ghost hath said, "perilous times shall
come." 2. Let us not judge of the progress of the work of God by the aspect of the
world at any one moment. As reasonably might one think, when he watched the ebbing
3. Let us not forget, that however dark the avenuei
tide, that the sea was disappearing
thiough which the Church of God may have to pass, yet (1) this book has sketched
them in all their darkness, and (2) has shown us also the brightness that lies beyond

—

!

— —
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be, never let us falter in tVie

God and the right. Oura is a good fight. " In your patience
possess ye your souls." The light will break at last. 6. Finally, if we would be kept in perfect peace, let our minds ever be stayed on him who " ides upon the storm." In his own
bear for

i

Lime he will say, " Peace, be

Btill,"

and the tossing billows

shall subside to

an eternal calm,

HOMILIES BY VABI0U8 AUTHORS.

—

Vera. 1, 2.
The measuring of the temple. Whether this chapter be the liistory of events
that had already taken place when it was written or were then happening ; or whether it
consists of predictions inspired of God of events then future, though near at hand in the
history of Judaism and of the Church ; or of events yet future in the experience of the
whole Church, as many aiBrm ; or whether, yet again, the whole chapter be an inspired
allegory which, under the likeness of actual historical events, or of incidents recorded

were intended to convey to us spiritual teachings applicable to
and certainly say ? And like doubt hangs over the interpretation of the forty and two months told of here and elsewhere, whethei- they are to
be taken literally, symbolically, or according to the reckoning of those who count each
day to mean a year. We stay not, however, to discuss these questions, but prefer to
take these verses which te\J of the measuring of the temple as echoes of those earlier
teachings of this book, and of many other Scriptures beside, which tell us of the Lord's
perpetual presence in his Church, his strict investigation and his perfect knowledge of all
who constitute her membership, and of all that occurs therein. " The Lord is in his
holy temple ; his eyes behold, his eyelids try the children of men " of such words does
this command to " Arise, and measure the temple " remind us, and in the sense they
suggest we desire to consider them now. Let us observe, therefore
I. The mbastjeino.
We have a similar command in Ezek. xl., when in like inspired
And so in ch. xxi.
vision that prophet beholds the glorious restored temple of God.
of this book we read of the angel who had the golden reed to measure the holy city.
But as in those other representations we cannot think that material earthly buildings
are meant, or any literal measurements whether of city or temple, so here we regard the
temple, as telling of that glorious spiritual fabric of which we so often read under like
imagery in the Epistles of St. Paul ; and the measuring is a metaphor to signify that
careful investigation and scrutiny whereby true knowledge is gained as to the nearness
For it is to
or otherwise of that which is measured to its proper standard and ideal.
be noted: 1. Ood has an ideal for everything, a standard to which he would have it
conform. He had in the creation of the world, and we are told how he saw all that
which he had made, and declared that it answered to his ideal, and that it was " very
good." And he looks down from heaven so we are told to see what is done upon the
earth ; he taketh account of all that men do. All other creatures fulfil their ideal,
there is no need to take account of them ; but man, endowed with the terrible power of
contradicting and refusing his Maker's will, as well as of assenting to it and he could
not have the one without the other it is needful that the Lord should " behold" and
" try " his actions by an unerring standard in order that he may be the more readily
led to try them in like manner himself, and so conform them thereto the more nearly.
in the ancient Scriptures,

all

times

;

—who can

positively

:

—

—

—

—

2.

Ghrist is the ideal

Man, and therefore

called " the

Son of man."

He did

in all things

so answer to his Father's intent that he was the " beloved Son in whom "
" well pleased." That is the standard to which we are to look, and by which

God was
we are to

Happy they who follow him closely "whithersoever he goeth."
" measuring " it continually going on. There is an inward monitor as well
as an outward one.
Conscience affirms, consents to, and conflrnjs what the Word of
God declares, and is perpetually holding up both the standard and ourselves, and making
us inwardly if not outwardly blush ^hen we see the contrast between the two. 4. ffov
" Lord with what care thou hast begirt us round 1 "
grateful we should he for this !
so sings holy George Herbert ; and one evidence of this care is in the constant bringing
before our consciences the rigid rule of right.
But note next
II. The measured that are spoken of here.
The temple, the altar, and the people.
No doubt St. John, as • devout Jew, and one who had often
I. 2%e temple of Ood.
frequented with joy the courts of the Lord's house at Jerusalem, had that temple for
regulate our lives.
3.

And

this

—

—
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stan^ng, though soon to Tall ^before Us mind. And it wai to
s
and type of all Israel, if not of the whole Church of God (cf. St. Paul, " In
whom the whole building fitly framed together groweth into a holy temple unto the
Lord "). He is telling of the Church of God throughout the whole world and in all ages
of time. Therefore we may take "the temple of God" as representing the Church in
its outward form.
Now, God has his ideal for this. What is it? The Catholic
declares the true Church to be the great body of the baptized, organized into one
organic whole. The individualist asserts that there is no such body that man can
know of, but that the Church consists of " living stones," that is, of individual souls
who have been quickened into the life of God by personal faith in Christ. And there
But all such outare multitudes of subdivisions under each of these two ruling beliefs.
ward forms will be measured, tested, tried. And what will the standard be to which
conformity will be demanded ? Christ's herald said, " Now also the axe is laid at the
root of the trees every tree therefore which bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down,
and cast into the fire " (Matt. iii. 10). By this supreme test will all our Church orgnniWhat fruit iave they borne in that which is the end of all religion
zations be tried.
the making of had men good, and good men better ? Have souls in such Churches been
quickened, converted, cheered, built up, and helped heavenward? If so, welL If not,
It

was

still

symliol

:

then not well. No antiquity, orthodoxy, catholicity, popularity, beauty, wealth, or
any other such plea will stand if God's standard be not answered to, and liis demand for
" good fruit " be not met. The axe will fall, and the tree will go down. 2. The altar.
This also was to be measured. We may take " the altar " as the symbol of the worship
Around it Israel gathered ; on it the fire was perpetually burning from
of the Church.
it was taken the fire which enkinHleJ the incense that went up in the immediate
It was the centre of Israel's worship: there was but one altar fur
presence of God.
them all. It therefore does set forth the worship of the Church according to the
Divine ideal, and the altar was to be measured, tha^ that worship might be compared
with that ideal. Is our woiship/eii/erai? On that altar was an ever-burning fire.
Upon the heads of the disciples at Pentecost descended fire, telling that Christ's people
were to be known by their ardour. And the altar fire tells that worship is to he fervent.
Does it ascend up to God as the smoke of the sacrifice mounted up
Is it spiritual f
and up into the heavens,— symbol, beautiful, striking, appropriate, of that uplifting of
th§ heart, that real outgoing of the soul after God, which belongs to all true worship?
And, above all, is it sacrificial f The altar was for sacrifice. Worship that has not
this element in it will be rejected when that measurement of the altar told of here takes
And let no one think tliat having correct views as to the atonement of Christ,
l)lace.
and making mental reference thereto, or verbal, by adding on, as we should, to all our
"
^let no one think that that fulfils the ideal
prayers, " through Jesus Christ our Lord
No our worship may ring with the mention of that ever-blessed
of altar worship.
Name, and our views may be of the most unexceptional sort, and there be not one atom
And often and often, as in the Lord's prayer, that Name
of " sacrifice " in our worship.
may not be heard at all, and ideas about the atonement may be verj' crude, and yet the
worship be full of sacrifice, and will bear well the measuring which is to be applied to all
our worship. Sacrifice means giving up something which we should like to keep. Was
not Christ's sacrifice such ? Is not all sacrifice such ? If, then, worship do not carry
with it the giving up of anything, save the little time that it occupies to set through
with It; if sin be not given up, nor self, nor that which we have and could spare, and
if there be nauc;ht of this, wh re is the sacrifice? how will oui
our brother needs
" so we read
worship bear God's test ? 3. The people. " Them that worship therein
Now, the Divine ideal for these may be learnt by noting what was not to be measured
measure it
And we are told in ver. 2 that "the court which is without the temple .
Now, the outer court
It was to he cast out, left out of the reckoning altogether.
not."
he was given to erecting magnificent buildof the temple was the addition of Herod
ings, and the addition of this outer court did uniioubtedly add much to the splendour
But such court had no place in the tabernacle nor in the temple
of the whole fabric.
But Herod had made this outer court in the temple
of Solomou or that of Zerubbabel.
There it was the moneyIt was thronged by all manner of people.
at Jerusalem.
changers had their tables, and they who bought and sold doves. The Gentiles might
come there, though they might not pass into what was especially the temple, and
;

—

;

;

—

—
.

;

.

—
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was sacTed to Isnielites only. And so it repregented all those outer-conrt
worshippers, those mixed multitudes which are found associated with God's true people
everywhere—of them, but not truly belonging to them. The courts of the temple were
sejarated literally. No Gentile durst pass the boundaries which parted the outer
court from the rest of the temple on pain of death.
But there is no such visible,
material, separation in the. throng of worshippers in the professing Church of God.
We
cannot draw the liuo nor apply the measure.
But all the same there is sucli a lino
drawn, and it is clearly visible to the eye of God. He can discriminate, though we
cannot, between those who profess and those who possess true religion, and one day he
will make this dififorence plain.
Tares get in amongst the wheat, bad fish amid the
good, the foolish virgins were associated with the wise and the worshippers in the
true temple of God to-day are mingled with those whose plaofl is in the outer court.
But as in the parables referred to separation did come at last, so will it be for the
Oiiuroh of to-day, when the Sun of man sends forth his angels, and they "gather out
of his kingdom all that do offend, and they that work iniquity."
The question, thereWhere do we belong! In that outer court were many who were
fore, for us all is
well disposed towards Israel's God, and professed more or less of attachment to his
worship; but they were not true Israelites. And the like is true still. "Let a man
examine himself, and so let hitn" take his place in the Church of God.
III. The meaning of all this.
It was because a time of sore trial was imminent,
For " forty and two months " the court and the city were to be trodden
close at hand
underfoot by the nations. 1'he invasion and overthrow of Jerusalem by the Romans,
and the escape of the Christian Church to Pella, supply illustrative historical incidents
of the treading underfoot told of here, and of the measuring, like the sealing of ch. vii.,
God ever has, even
for the purpose of separating and preserving God's faithful ones.
in the worst of times, a remnant of such; like the " seven thousand" who had not
bowed the knee to Baal. And he takes notice of them, and will keep them securely,
whilst those who are not as they are subjetted to his sore judgments. The measuring
means preservation for the faithful, judgment for all else. " As the mountains are
round about Jerusalem, so the Lord is round about his people." The measuring is
Let us each ask On which side of that unerring line am I? S. 0.
ever going on.
wtiioh

;

—

—

—

—

Vers. 3 13.
The two witnesses. In the absolute impossibility of certainly ascertaining what definite historical events were in the mind of St. John when ho penned
these mysterious chapters of his Apocalypse, we are driven, as perhaps it was designed
we should be driven, to take them as an inspired parable or allegory, and so gather from
have done so in regard to the " little book " told
them lessons for our own times.
of in ch. X. ; and in regard to the measuring of ten pie, altar, and worshippers, told of is
the first ten ver.-es of this chapter; and we purpose dealing with this record of the two
witnesses in a similar way ; for we know of no other in which our consideration of them
can be of any service to us. This entire episode, stretching from ch. x. 1 to ch. xi. 13,
has to do with these witnesses ; ch. x. showing their preparation by means of the book
ch. xi. 1, 2 showing the people before whom they would witness; and now the vers.
3 13 tell more especially of the witnesses themselves and their witness for God, and
then that of God for them. It might seem as if in vor. 4 we had an authoritative
explanation of these two witnesses, as it points us back to the prophecy of Zech. iv.
1
But Zechariah's symbol merely
3, and tells us that what he saw was now fulfilled.
tells of the characteristics of these witnesses; that they were to be as the olive trees
were supporters and sustainers of the life to wliich they ministered. The olive trees
so ministered to the lamps, and these witnesses so ministered to the people of God.
They were also to be as lamps, letting their light shine in such wise as should glorify
God. St. John's word, " These ore," etc., therefore means no more than that these are
lepresented by, and correspond to, the two olive trees, etc. But we may, we believe,
find the antitypes of tliose ancient symbols and types of St. John's allegory in our Lord
Jesus Christ and his Church. They are the two witnesses, and are one to the other as
the trees and the lamp ; but before the world, both witness. Look at the life of our
Lord and the history of his Church ; all that is told of here may be read therein. Christ
;
himself is called in this book, " The faithful and true Witness " and he himself said of
his Churoh in her ministry, " This gospel shall be preached fora witness in all nationt j

We

—
—

—

—
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written of old, " Ye are
witnesses, saith tlie Lord." Hence in Christ and
we may find these witnesses, and in what is here recorded of them we may
see the mutual fellowship that exists between them.
See this
I. In ministry.
For both that of Christ and his Church was a ministry 1. Of
•prophecy.
Not in the sense of predicting the future, but in uttering forth the will
of G-od preaching and proclaiming God's message to mankind. In both there were
works of Divine power, signs and wonders ; but these were of but subordinate
importance as compared to their ministry of the Word. Our Lord was the great
Teacher, and he bade his disciples " preach the gospel." 2. Of hrief duration.
Who
knows what precisely is meant by these mysterious twelve hundred and sixty days ?
It is the same period of three years and a half whether told of as days here or as months
in ver. 2.
It is the half of seven, the number denoting completeness and perfection,
There may be allusion to the time of our Lord's ministry on earth, or to that of th«
investment of JeriLsalem by the Bomans, or, taking the year-day theory, to some
twelve hundred and sixty years during which this ministry is to be carried on.
prefer to take the numbers as telling of a time limited and brief.
Such was our Lord's
ministry ; such the duration of the Ohnrch in Jerusalem ere it fled away to Pella; such,
in comparison with the eternal ages in which the blessed results of their ministry shall
be realized, is the ministry of the Chnrch of to-day and all past and future days.
" Clothed in sackcloth " so is it
3. Characterized by much of sternness and sorrow.
described.
Was it not so with our Lord ? He was " the Man of sorrows." And has it
not been so with his Church oftentimes, just in proportion as they have been faithful to
their Lord ?
See the life of Paul, of Peter, of the martyr Church in many generations,
under both pagan and papal Eome. How can it be otherwise when we think of the
ends that are to be secured so momentous and of the tremendous hindrances in the
way of secuiing these? Such ministry is no holiday pastime, no decorous profession
merely, but one that for our Lord and his apostles, for his martyrs and for all his
faithful, seems oftentimes to be "clothed iii sackcloth."
4. But it is of resistless force.
Like as was the ministry of Elijah and Moses. Elijah literally called down fire from
heaven, and Moses did tbat which is here said of these witnesses. And in a real,
though not literal sense, vers. 5 and 6 are true. Was not our Lord's word as a fire to his
enemies ? How it scathed and tormented them ! And were not his words fulfilled when
Jerusalem was overthrown? And so of the other witness, the Church. What hag
become of her persecutors Eome, Spain, and many more ? Has it been well with those
who have hurt the Church of God? "He that toucheth you toucheth the apple of
mine eye" so hath God said, and historic fact vindicates that word. And so of the
withholding of the rain. Elijah did this literally; but was not the righteous and
universal judgment on the hardened ones whereby, as our Lord said, " seeing they may
was not this a
see and not perceive, and hearing they may hear and not understand "
yet more real and terrible withholding of the rain and shutting of heaven against them ?
Christ was " set for the fall " as well as " the rise " of many in Israel ; they would have
And the words of the other witness have had like effects. "Whose sins ye
it BO.
" What thou shalt bind on
retain, they are retained," said the Lord to his Church.
And was not this word fulfilled when
earth shall be bound in heaven," he also said.
such as Paul tume from the Jews who had rejected him and went unto the heathen ?
What would becoma of a nation, a community, if the good all went away? What
became of Sodoui when Lot left it ; of Jerusalem, when the Church of Christ left it ?
Parodies of this power of the Church were seen in the interdicts which proud popes and
The threat of such
prelates would at times lay on the lands that believed in them.
interdict seemed like shutting heaven against them, and they dreaded it with a great
And the plagues Moses inflicted on Egypt have their counterpart in the sorrows
dread.
that have come on men in all ages who have sought to hurt the Lord's anointed ones,
and to do his witnesses harm. Yes this ministry of the witnesses has had resistless
Let non« of
force accompanying it, before which its foes have fallen again and again.
us V>e found fighting against God.
seem in vers. 7—13 to have a piece of the gospel history,
II. In buffering.
For he was met with the hostile rage of hell
of the life of our Lord, given to us.
The "beast that ascendeth out of the bottomless pit" did make war against him.
And for a time hell seemed to have vanquished the Chriit For he wa« betrayad,

and

it is

his Cliurch

:

—
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—
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—

—

—
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;
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condemned, and crucified. And with contempt like to that of refusing burial was our
Lord treated. "He was despised and rejected of men." It was their " hour, and the
power of darkness." And the Church, his co-witness, has had fellowship in his
sufferings, and been once and again " made conformable unto his death."
The same foe,
the same rage, the same suffering, the same seeming vanquishment, the same scorn,
these have been her lot as well as her Lord's. And over both have been the like

and Pontius Pilate became friends over the condemned
more freely when they knew he was dead. How they
mocked him as he hung on the cross! Their joy, as well as their hatred and scorn,
are clearly audible in those hideous insults which they heaped upon him.
And again
and again have the persecutors of the Church exulted in imagined success. Pagan and
papal, still worse than pagan Rome, have alike flattered themselves, once and again,
that heresy as they deemed it— was completely put down. They have been "drunk
with the blood of saints," and in their wild orgies have rejoiced and made merry as the
manner of such is to do. Let us, whose lot has fallen in these quiet days, learn lessons
of thankfulness that no such suffering as the Church has had to endure falls to our
share, and that, when such suffering had to be borne, grace sufSoient for the day was
short-lived exultation.
Herod
Christ.
His enemies breathed

—

given.

What

an implied promise of ever-present help there

is

in that

!

And

let

us be

any suffering allotted to us, seeing how incomparably less it is,
which, in witnessing for God, we may be called upon to bear. And let us remember,
and be comforted by the remembrance, whence and when such sufferings come.
Whencel From hell, and such as were the men of Sodom and Egypt, and the
murderers of the Lord. If friendship with such would save us from siiffering, would
we be their friends? God forbid And when f It was when the evil they could do
could do no harm (see ver. 7). The witnesses had finished their testimony. What a
shutting of the door after the horse has been stolen
God's witnesses had done their
work it did not matter now what their foes might do against or with them. God's
servants are immortal, yea more, are left unhindered, until their work is done.
(Ver. 11.) Our Lord's resurrection, the fear which fell on his
III. In triumph.
foes, his ascension, Pentecost and its marvels, are all referred to here as patterns of the
triumph of the witnesses. In these great events are found the archetype and model,
and not merely the mere illustration, of what St. John tells of. It is easy to see what
answers in the history of our Lord to what is here said. He was glorified, declared to
be the Son of God with power, by means of them. And in his triumph his people
share, so that, in a very real sense, what is said of him can be, and is, said of them.
Church revivals, of which there have been many, are instances of fellowship in Christ's
triumph. Often have hell and Satan, and all that are theirs, thought that Christianity
and the Church were crushed. Voltaire vowed that it should be his ecraser Vinfame,
and he thought that by his writings it should surely be done, and in the awful days
of the revolutionary terror it seemed as if his vaunt wpre not vain, but valid. But
revival came. In the blessed Eeformation times, what a resurrection unto life for the
faith and the Church there was!
In the Diocletian persecutions it seemed as if
all were lost, but in brief while, Constantino avowed himself a Christian, and the faith
which was once persecuted was now praised and preferred everywhere. And to-day
in many quarters, it is feared that faith is dead.
Perhaps some fear it for themselves.
But behold this parable of the witnesses. Over the grave of all such "Kesurgam" may,
should be, written. " Failure" is a word unknown in the vocabulary of God, but ultimate
and complete triumph is absolutely sure.
Conclusion. Witnesses for Christ, does not this bid us be of good cheer? Enemies
of Christ, does not the word of his witnesses "torment" you ? Does it not rankle within
you, driving away your peace, refusing to let you alone in your sins, however much you
might wish it would? It scorches and burns inwardly, as if the fire unquenchable were

ashamed

to shrink from

I

!

;

already kindled. Blessed be God that the witness of the Word doth torment, pricking
to the heart, and causing perpetual pain.
Yield to it, as did Saul the persecutor,
who, by yielding, became Paul the apostle. " The Word is quick and powerful ; " it goes
straight to the conscience, making many a Felix ''tremble" and many an Agrippa
resolve "almost to be a Christian." But remember, it may do all this and not save
your soul. Oh for that one little step which yet remains to be taken that actual
" arising and going to your Father " ! that real coming to Christ that you may have

you

!

—
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If the Word torments, it is only that it may arouse you to listen; it is only that
!
you may take it to you as your guide, your light, and your comforter. Trifle not with
that Word which must one day judge you. May Christ give it entrance while it is still
light and not fire ^"a lisht to cheer and to enlighten, not a fire to buiu luid to conlife

—

sume"! (Vaiicjhau).— S.

0.

—

TTie rent veil.
Ver. 19.
In the foregoing part of this chapter, which tells of th«
two witnesses, we have seen how the path along which they were led resembled that
of the Lord- Jusus Christ himself.
They had fellowship with him in ministry, in
suffering, and in triumph.
It is ever so with the servants of Christ.
And now in this
Verse our thoughts are sent back to those miracles which were attendant upon his
death. In Matt, xxvii. 50, 51, etc., we are told of the veil that was rent from the
top to the bottom, and of the earthquake, and of the opened graves. And so in this
chapter, which tells of the winding up of the Jewish dispensation, we see the innermust recesses of the temple thrown open, and all that it contained laid bare to men's
sight and approach, as it had never been before.
So was it wlien on the cross Christ
said, " It is finished " so is it now in this vision in which the end of all that old order
But what meant that rent \ eil there, and this opened temple
of things is portrayed.
and ark of the covenant disclosed to all eyes ? They have a meaning. " To the few
eyes that witnessed that rending of the temple veil it must have been a most mysterious spectacle. Our Lord died at the third hour after midday, the very hour when eager
crowds of worshippers would be thronging into the courts of the temple, and all would be
perparing for the evening sacriBce. Within the holy place, kindling, perhaps, the many
lights of the golden candlestick, some priests would be busy before the inner veil which
hung between them and the holy of holies the dark secluded chamber within which
once lay the ark of the covenant, with the cherubim above it shadowing the mercy-seat,
which no mortal footstep was permitted to invade, save that of the high priest once
1

—

only every year.

How strange, how awful, to the ministering priests, standing before
the earth tremble beneath their feet, and to see the strong veil grasped,

that

veil, to feel

as if

by two unseen hands of superhuman strength, and torn down in

its

centre from

top to bottom the glaring light of day, that never for long centuries gone by had
entered there, flung into that sacred tenement, and all its mysteries laid open to vulgar
gaze " Now, that which this disclosure of the most holy place meant when our Lord
was crucified, is meant also by what St. John tells us here in his vision. But more
than this is meant. For when the veil of the temple was rent no ark of the covenant
was seen. That had long ago disappeared, having been either burnt or carried off when
Jerusalem and the temple were overthrown by Nebuchadnezzar. Hence neither in the
second temple, nor in that of Herod, in the days of our Lord, was there any ark of the
covenant. It seems never to have been replaced (of. Bsdras, Josephus, Tacitus).
But
here, in St. Jobn's vision, the ark of the covenant is seen again.
Puller meaning, therefore, is to be found in the vision than in the rent veil.
Much is common to both;
something, however, belongs peculiarly, to each. Let us, therefore, note
And: 1. As to the veil rent in twain. "It is not
I. What is special to bach.
farciful," says one, " to regard it as o solemn act of mourning on the pnrt of the house
of the Lord.
In the East men express their sorrow by rending their garments, and the
temple, when it beheld its Master die, seemed struck with horror, and rent its veil.
Shocked at the sin of man, indignant at the murder of its Lord, in its sympathy with
liim who is the true Temple of God, the outward symbol tore its holy vestment from
But, with far more certainty, we may see in
the top to the bottom " (Spurgeon).
The Epistle to the Hebrews expressly
it the symbol of our Lord's sacred humanity.
tells us this in x. 19, 20, where we read, "Having therefore, brethren, boldness to
enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way, which he hath
consecrated for us, through the veil, that is to say, his flesh." " The weak, human,
;

!

mortal flesh was the state through which he had to pass before he could enter into the
holiest in the heavens for us, and when he put off that flesh the actual veil in the
temple was rent in twain." That perfect human life, this life in our suffering humanity,
opened to our sight and to our feet the way to God. Recall the ancient type. Ere
ever the high priest could enter into the holiest of all, he must push aside or uft up th«
«op&rating veil which hung before it Now, that veil symbolized Christ's flesh, that is,

;
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And, ere he could Anter into the holiest
his life in the flesh ^his earthly, human life.
for us, he must live that life, must pass through it as through the veil
And this ii
what he did. And now, relying on that blood of Jesus which atones for us with God,
because it evermore makes our flesh, that is, makes our life, pure, trustful, consecrated,
as was his life so, by this " new and living way " we must draw near, keep drawing
His way into the holiest is our way, only the way
near, to our Father and our God.

—

him was far more severe than ours. For he had to be perfectly holy, " as a lamb
without blemish and without spot," and to suffer as none other ever did or could. But
our marred and imperfect holiness is accepted for the sake of his, which was all perfect,
and so, even through the coarse and tattered veil of otir flesh, we shall enter, by his
2. 3%e vision of the ark of the covenant.
We may
grace, into the presence of God.
take this as telling (1) of the unchangeableness of God. When St. John wrote, the
very foundations of the earth seemed to be shaken and in course of being moved.
That
Judaism of which the temple was the centre was dying, dying hard. Jerusalem and
her people were in the last throes of their national existence, and the old order was
changing every hour and, amid sore travail, giving place to new. To many eyes it
seemed as if all was lost, and the end of all things was at hand.
Now, what a
reassuring vision this would be I The ark of the covenant that enshrined God's holy
Law ; the ark that was covered with the meroy'seat, that told of the eternal ^race of
God; that ark of the covenant, now seen in beatific vision, said to the Iwholder,
" The Lord liveth, the Lord holy and full of compassion, just, yet delighting in mercy,
he liveth." Moreover it told (2) of the certainty of victory over all foes.
It was the ark
of God's strength, Gk>d's resting-place, where he dwelt between the cherubim. Under
its shadow Israel had dwelt, as under the shadow of the Almighty.
At its presence
the rushing river rolled back its flowing flood, and piled up its awestruck waters, and
held them bound until all the people of God had passed by. At its presence the walls
of Jericho had fallen flat, and under its leadership Israel had gone on from victory unto
Ami now the persecuted
It had made them invincible a thousand times.
victory.
people of God beheld this ark of the covenant once again. " When the enemy came in like
a flood, the Spirit of the Lord lifted up the standard against him." It was an omen of
victory, a prophecy of good, a lifter-up of all hearts that were cast down. It meant all that.
to the veil of the temple rent and this vision of
II. What is common to both
the ark of the covenant. One chief meaning belongs to both—^that meaning which our
"
Lord declared when on the cross at the moment of his death he cried, "It i» finished /
The veil and the shrine wherein the ark was seen represent the whole of the Mosaic
ceremonial, the system of types, the Levitical Law, the whole body of Jewish ordinances.
And the rent veil, and the vision of the ark alike show that all that is done with and
Freedom of access is given to all, and we are bidden therefore to come boldly
for ever.
" The veil is not rolled up, but rent, so that it cannot be put
to the throne of grace.
;
up again " and in this vision there is no sign of it at all. Now, this means that all
that separates the soul of the believer from God is clean gone for ever. 1. AU legal
And yet how slow men are to believe this to believe that the worshippers
ordinances.
whom God seeks are those who worship him in spirit and in truth ! It is not papists
alone, but so-called Protestants also, all too many of them, who have not yet realized
what the rent veil, and the ark of the covenant visible to all, mean. Hence the often
hurried sending for ministers of religion to pray by the sick and dying. Hence, too,
those many evidences which we meet with that men's minds are not yet emancipated
from reliance on certain persons, ordinances, and the like ; and that they yet know not that
none can make them more acceptable to God, or as acceptable, as when they themselves
come through the blood of Christ. 2. AU guilt. This separates indeed, and would for ever
do so, had not the veil been rent and the way opened. 3. AU dqiravity. The evil
that in us which makes us do the things we would not, and forbids
bias of our nature
our doing those we would. And : 4. The flesh itself; for this veil, too, will one day be
rent, and then our soul, escaped as a bird out of the hand of the fowler, shall go into
Conclusion, Then if all that separates, every veil, be
the presence of God for ever.
done away, let me draw near, as I am bidden to do ^in prayer, in praise, in communion
asking or giving thanks for blessings on my soul, in pardon, peace, purity, consolation,
strength ; blessings on others, those whom I We, those who lore me, and for all for
for

—

—

—

—

whom I am

bound to pray.
BSTSLATIOH.

We may, w« ahonld, w«

must.—S.

G.

X

—
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Vera. 3—13.
The continuous witnest. The Lord osills forth his faithful witneases,
and makes promise that their voice and testimony shall not be lileuced, even though
the holy city he trodden underfoot. Mark
I. Tub UNFAUiiNa testimony.
Throughout the entire period during which the
usurping worldly power shall oppress and tread down the adherents to the truth, the
voice of testimony is heard.
It cannot be silenced. Forty and two months is the holy
city trodden underfoot a thousand two hundred and three score days do the witnesses
prophesy. Not any particular two but the confirmatory two. The number may bo
mioished but the voice is clear. One herald is sufScient to make a proclamation.
II. The painfulnbss or witnessino against evil and thbbatbning judqhent
18 BUT TOO OBVIOUS.
The witnesses prophesy, " clothed in sackcloth." So must all
;

;

;

who

stand in opposition to evil find the painful bitterness of their sad duty.
The DrviNE defence of the witnesses. " If any man desireth to hurt them,
fire proceedeth out of their mouth." The Lord defends his witnesses; his anointed must
not be touched. The word of their mouth is itself a penetrating sword of flame ; nor can
the adversaries of the truth escape those external judgments which fire always represents,
and which the God of truth uses for the punishment of evil-doers. This is fiirther seen in
IV. Thbib punitive powek. But it is of a nature correspondent to the entire
character of the gospel. "They shut up heaven." Sad indeed is it for them who
stay the holy work of the heavenly witnesses. For if their work be hindered, it is as the
shutting up of the heavens ^no spiritual rain, no teaching. The world is the sufferer.
The loss is unspeakable. By the removal of the earth-preserving salt the Word
plague is brought upon the earth. Alas! though the testimony is continuous through
all the time of the worldly oppression, yet the witnesses are finally slain I Here the vision
may he for the comfort of the witnessss to the truth themselves. And we reflect
III.

—

—

—

V. Upon their temporary desteuction and final triumph. They are slain,
and so far the world triumphs. So it did with the one faithful and true Witness. Or
we may see here a temporary triumph of the evil worldly spirit, and the final supremacy
of the truth.
Probably the former. But in either case the faithful witnesses to the
truth are assured in this, as in many other ways, of the final reward to their fidelity and
the final triumph over them who make them their foes. B. G.

—

—

19.
Vers. 15
Thejinai, victory. Again, as frequently in the course of the writing,
the assurance of the final triumph of the truth over all opposers is clearly, definitely,
and unequivocally given given to the comfort and joy of the toiling, patient, enduring
Great voices in heaven are heard, and they proclaim one allfollowers of the Lamb.
sufficient and grand truth : " The kingdom of the world is become the kingdom of our
Lord, and of his Christ." 1'his word runs through the ages. It is the word of
prophecy. It has ever and ever will comfort the hearts and stimulate the faith of the
Christian warrior.
It Is the song of assurance with which the hosts of the contending
forces of "him that sitteth on the white horse" are cheered and urged to unflagging
Always before the eye of faith this assurance of victory floats. It is the
zeal.
summing up of all the prophetic words in one. It needs no exposition. The figure is
too plain.
It borders on the realistic.

—

" Jesus shall reign where'er the sun

Doth

his successive journeys run,
stretch from shore to shore,
Till suns shall rise and set no more."

His kingdom

Universal, complete, and final, shall that conquest of the nations be.
It is a comThe long-continued struggle is at an end. The truth has triumphed over
plete rout.
The King long "set" upon the "holy hill of Zion" is
error; righteousness over sin.
now acknowledged as the lawful Heir, the rightful Sovereign. The holy oracles themselves define this complete reign over ihe individual, national, and universal life.
I. The bufrbmauy of the Diving bulb shall be universally established
AXD AOKNOWLEDOBD. " The kingdom of this world is become the kingdom of our
Lord, and of his Christ."
"The knowledge of
II. Thi diffusion of Divink truth SHALL bb univerial.

the Lord shall cover tbe earth as

tl^e

waters cover

tike sea."

—

—
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III. The PBINOIFLES of that OOVEBtlMENT BHALL FEBHKATE NATIOMAL UFE,
LiTKBATDBE, AND INSTITUTIONS. " The little leaven shall leaven the whole lump."
IV. UnDEB this OBACIOUS BULE NATIONAL ANIMOSITIES BHALL BE AMEUOSATED.
" The swoids shall be beaten," etc.
V. Conflicting and antagonistic forces shall be habmonized. "Th* wolf
shall dwell with the lamb, the leopard lie down with the kid," etc.
VI. Human life shall be beautified, adobnbd, and brightened. "The
wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad, and the desert bl6ssom as the rose."
VII. To the mild and beneficent swat of the Bedeemeb shall be handed
OVER the outlying akd OUTCAST NATIONS OF THE EARTH. " He shall have the
heathen for his inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for his possession."
VIII. This reign shall be characterized bt the most blessed conditions.
" In hit day shaU righteousness prevail, and abundance of peace, so long-" etc. R. G,

—

—

The cause of right on earth. "And there was given me a reed like
and the angel stood, saying, Bise, and measure the temple of God, and the
But the court which is without the temple
altar, and them that worship therein.
leave out, and measure it not ; for it is given unto the Gentiles and the holy city
shall they tread underfoot forty and two months," etc. What does this chapter mean?
Has it any intelligible meaning ? Is it to be taken literally or ideally ? One of our
most modern, able, and distinguished biblical critics Archdeacon Farrar has said
concerning it, " There neither is, nor ever has been, in Christendom, in any age, or
among any school ot interpreters, the smallest agreement, or even approach to an agreeThere are no two writers of
ment, as to the events which the seer had in view.
.
any importance who even approximately agree in their interpretation." Shrinking, as
I do, from contributing anything to the unsightly pile of interpretations which have
Vers. 1

unto a rod

19.

:

:

—

.

—

.

been given to this chapter, I shall merely use it as the heavenly Teacher used the lilies
of the field and the birds of the air to illustrate truth. The subject which it serves in
some extent to set forth is the cause of right on earth. It illustrates the fact
I, That the cause of bight on this earth has its measuring rule.
"And there
was given me a reed like unto a rod and the angel stood, saying [one said], Bise, and
measure the temple of God, and the altar, and them that worship therein." Two things
are suggested.
1. That in the human world there is right and wrong.
There is the
temple of God, the altar, and " them that worship therein." At the same time, there is
the court that is outside the " court which is without the temple " a sphere discarded
by the right and trampling on the holy. This, however, is only for a time. 2. That
Take th« "temple" here as the emblem of right
right here has its measuring-line.
on the earth, and the " reed" as that of the moral Law of God the Law tiiat measures
moral character. Such a Law we have here, here in the conscience, here in the
Decalogue, here in the life of Christ. This measuiing-line concerns qualities rather
than quantities; it analyzes all the elements of cljaracter and decides their qualities.
It is a plummet that sounrls the deepest depths of being ; it is a moral analyst to test
the quality of every thought, affection, and deed a moral gauge to measure the height,
breadth, depth, of all. Supreme sympathy with the stipremely good is the Law. " Thou
" Though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor,
shalt love the Lord thy God," etc.
and though I give
body to be burned, and have not charity [love], it profltetn me
nothing." This is the " reed " to measure the moral temple of the soul and all its
worshippers. Right here requires testing; so much passes for right that is wrong that
a measuring-line is necessary for testing.
II. That the cause of bight on this earth has its miobtt dkfindebs.
"I
will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy."
Who are the two
witnesses ? Moses and Elijah ? Caleb and Joshua ? John the Baptist and Christ ? Enoch
and Elijah ? Peter and John ? No one knows, although hundreds pretend to say. Did
I believe that the chapter had a literal or historic meaning, I would accept the theory
that they were the collective repreHentatives of the Jewish and Gentile converts in preference to any other.
I take them here to illustrate the mighty defenders of the caust
of right in this world. The cause of right has ever required defenders, for in every age
It has had its Elijahs, and its Johns, and its
it has countless hosts of antagonists.
Pkdls, ita Luther!, its CromweUs, its Garibaldis, etc., men who have stood up, spokes

—

:

—

—

—

;

my

""
:
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aud shed their blood for the right. The vision here suggests three things
concerniDg these defenders of the right. 1. They do their work in sadnest, " Clothed
in sackcloth."
To fight for the right has never been an easy vrork, and perhaps never
will be.
They fight not in radiant robes, but in sackcloth. It is not a light work to
stand up against a corrupt world and stru5;gle against an age grinaing with selfishness,
" These are the two olive
sensuality, and cupidity.
2. TTiey contribute Divine light.
Language borrowed from the Book of Ezekiel. The
treei, and the two candlesticks."
olive trees fed the lamp, and the candlesticks diffused the light.
Were it not for the
Divine defenders of the right, grand heroes in moral history, all the lamps of truth
would go out, and the whole race would be mantled in midnight. They are the lights
" If any man will [desire to] hurt
of the world.
3. They exert tremendous power.
them, fire proceedeth out of their mouth, and devoureth their enemies : and if any man
will hurt [shall desire to hurt] them, be must in this manner be killed," etc. (see vers.
The true defenders of the right are invested with a terrible power. Their words
5, 6).
flash devouring flames, so shake the corrupt moral firmament under which their contemporaries are living, that the very heavens seem shut up and the rolling streams ot
It is said that iVIoses turned the Nile into blood, that
life seem turned into blood.
Elijah prevented rain descending on the earth for the space of three years.
The true
defenders of the cause of right are the organs of Omnipotence ; their words, are mighty
through God. To them is committed the work of causing tbe moral heavens to melt
with fervent heat, and spreading out " a new heaven and a new earth wherein dwelleth
in thunder,

righteousness."

That the cause or bight on the eaeth has

its terrible antagonists.
they shall have finished their testimony, the beast that ascendeth out of the
bottomless pit shall make war agai nst them, and shall overcome them, and kill them," etc.
1. The antagonisti of the right are malignant.
They not only murder,
(vers. 7
10).
but they exult in their cruelty. They are " wild beasts " that fight and kill they arise
from the abyss of depravity. The spirit of persecution is an infernal virus that gallops
through the veins of the intolerant persecutor, and physical violence is the weapon.
Not only did their malignity destroy, but revelled in the cruelty and destruction
" shall rejoice over them, and make merry." Their feet are " swift to shed blood ;
Who can
like savage beasts of prey, they revel in the tortures of their victims.
study martyrology without being astonnded at the ruthless cruelty that runs in the
blood of those that hate the right? They rent the heavens with the cry, "Away
with him! away with him!" 2. These antagonists of the right are ever frustrated.
It is said, " After three days and a half the Spirit of life from God entered into them,
and they stood upon their feet," etc. (ver. 11), Observe: (1) Their victims were
divinely reanimated.
If the bodies of the two which lay crushed upon the " street
were not reanimated, their spirit, which was Divine, appeared in others. The bodies
of good men fall to the dust, but the spirit that animated them lives in others.
The
The spirit of truth and
spirit of Elijah enters John the Baptist in the wilderness.
goodness is a resMrrectfon-spirit ; it enters those who are in the graves of sin, and they
Such a resurrection
start to life and stand forth a mighty army to defend the right.
may well alarm the persecutors. "A great fear fell upon them which saw them."
"And they ascended up to heaven in a
(2) Their victims ascended to heaven.
cloud" (ver. 12). Heaven is ever open to welcoiie and receive the faithful defenders
III.

"

When

—

;

of the right. With their ascension terrible calamities befall the earth. "And the
same [that] hour was there a great earthquake " (ver. 13). The eternal hour of retribution towards their persecutors moves on ; the earth quakes, and thousands are engulfed
"Be sure your sin will find you out."
in ruin.

IV. That the cause of eibht on the earth is destined to triumph. After
the passing of the first two woes there is yet another to come, and after the close ot
the sixth trunp.pet the blast of the seventh is heard. " And the seventh ancel sounded;
and theie were [followed] great voices in heaven, saying. The kingdoms [kingdom] ot
this [the] world are [is] become the kingdoms [kingdom] of our Lord, and of his Christ;
and he shall reign for ever and ever" (ver. 15). Two things seem now to occur. 1,
The rapture and adoration of the good. Sainted men and angels are represented as
rising from their seats, falling on their taces and worshipping, and the reason of their
worship ii that the kingdoma of tiiic world have passed into the actual possesiion of

;

OH.
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" The kingdoms of this world." What have they been ? What are they now ?
HelliBh mimicries of eternal right and power.
Like muddy bubbles on the great
stra'tm of life, they have broken into the clear and fathomless river of rectitude, and
will appear no more, and this will continue " for ever and ever "
"unto the ages of the
ages." Well, then, might the righteous worship and thank God. "
give thee thanks,
Lord God Almighty, which art, and wast, and art to come," etc. (ver. 17). 2. The
increased accessibility of heaven. "And the temple of God was opened in heaven" (ver.
When right shall become universally triumphant, heaven will come near to man.
19).
The holy Jerusalem will come down from heaven ; heaven and earth will become one.
Conclusion. Suspect not the failure of right; have faith in its winning power. It
has life in it, indestructible life, life that will germinate in every land, which will
multiply and cover all parts of this globe. " The kingdoms of this world shall become
the kingdoms of our Lord." " There shall be a handful of corn in the earth upon the
top of the mountains ; the ttmt thereof shall shake like Lebanon : and they of the city
shall flourish like grass of the earth."
^D. T.
Ohrist.

—

We

O

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB Xn.

xix. 19, et ieq.y

This chapter commences another series of
Again St. John returns to the
revelations.
beginning, and traces the spiritual history
of the Church and the Christian in their

But the visions which
somewhat different in cha-

warfare with Satan.

now

follow are

racter from those already related,

inasmuch

now described

rather as

as the conflict

is

between the powers of heaven and hell
than between the individual Christian and
his oppressors. As with the other visions,
80 here, the recital seems calculated to
support the suffering Christian in his

trials,

since the overtbrow of the powers of dark-

ness

is foretold

;

and the whole

series culmi-

nates in an account of the final abasement
of the devil, and the exaltation of the

Church and the

The

bliss of

heaven.

following analysis will help to

make

clear the relation of the several parts of the
vision.
I. The origin of the enmity between
Christ and the world. (Ch. ziL 7 13.)
II. The pboqress of the warfare.
devil.
1. The tutaulU of the
(1) The
dragon's direct attacks on Christ (ch. zii.
1—7 and 13—17> (2) On the Church by

—

—

means of the wild bea»t (ch. xiii. 1 10).
On the Church by means of the two-

(3)

homed

beaat (ch. xiii. 11

—

18).

Th« oterthroa and puniehment of tht
detiL (Oh. xx. 1—10.) (1) The fate of the
dragon (oh. xiv. 7> (2) The fate of the
wOd l>eait (Babylon) (ch. ziv. 8 ; zvii. ; xviii.
2.

homed
3.

(3)

The

beast (ch. zir. 9

;

fate of the two-

xix. 19, et »eq.).

The victory of the faithful. (Oh.

xix. 1

— 10

:

—

xxi.

;

xiv. 13;

xxii.)

Ver. 1
And there appeared a great wonder; and a great sign was seen (Revised
Version). This sign consists of the whole
of the appearances, the account of which
is contained in this verse and the following
one.
The vision is thus plainly declared to
be figurative (cf. the use of the corresponding verb in ch. i. 1). In heaven, Though
the scene of the vision opens in heaven, it
is immediately afterwards transferred to the
earth.
It is doubtful whether any particular
signification is to be attached to the expression, though Wordsworth notes concerning the Church, " For her origin is from
above; hers is the kingdom of heaven."
And Bengel, "The woman, the Church,
though on earth, is nevertheless, by virtue
of her union with Christ, in heaven." A
woman. The woman is undoubtedly the
Church of God; not necessarily limited to
the Christian Church, but the whole company of all who acknowledge God, including
the heavenly iDeings in existence bafore the
creation, as well as creation itself.
The
figure is found both in the Old Testament
6,
and in the New. Thus Isa. liv. 5,
" For thy
Maker is thine Husband. . . . For the Lord
hath called thee as a woman forsaken and
grieved" (of. also John iii. 29; 2 Coi.
Clothed with the
xi. 2; Eph. v. 25—32).
The whole description ii intended ia
sun.
portray the glory and beauty of the Church.
Most of the ancient commentators give
particular interpretations of the symljoU
employed.
Thus the tun is believed to
represent Christ, the Sun of Bighteousness.
Frimasius quotes Gal. iii. 27, " For as man^

;
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of you aa have been baptized into Christ
have put on Christ." And the moon nnder
her feet. This ia interpreted as showing
the permanent nature of the Church she
treads underfoot the moon, the symbol of
changing times and seasons. It is thought
tbat a reference is thus intended to the
futility of the endeavours made to subvert
the Church (of. Cant. yi. 10).
Others
variously interpret the moon of (1) the
Mosaic Law; (2) the irreligion of the
vforld; (3) the Mohammedan power.
But
the figure is probably intended simply to
enhance the beauty of the vision, and to
portray tbe exceeding glory of tlie Church.
may also imagine the symbnl to denote
stability of existence in the midst of change
of outward appearance, as the moon is everexistont and ever reappearing, though obscured for a time. And npon her head a
;

We

crown

of twelve stars.
This image immediately suggests a reference to the twelve
apostles of the Christian Church, and the
twelve tribes of the Jewish Church. Wordsworth observes, " Twelve is the apostolic

number, and ttare are emblems of Christinn
In like manner the Jews were
accustomed to speak of the minor prophets
as " the twelve."
The crown is trrecpavos
the crown of victory the idea of which is
prominent throughout the vision.
Ver. 2. And she being with child cried,
travailing in birth, and pained to be de-

teachers."

—

—

—

The

livered.

present,

"crieth,"

xpd^ei,

is

found in N, A, P, Coptic, Andreas in

a

et bav., etc.

read in
in
et
in B,
of our

the imperfect, inpi^ev, is
;
0, Vulgate, 7, 8, 31, etc., Andreas
Primasius;
the aorist, ixpiiCev,
p,
twelve cursives
(cf.
the words

Lord in John xvi. 21, 22).
A
image occurs in Isa. xxvi. 17 Ixvi.
The trouble which
7, 8; Micah iv. 10.
afflicted the Jewish Church, and the longing
similar

;

of the patriarchs for the advent of the
Saviour, are here depicted. So also St. Paul,
encouraging the Komans to bear patiently
their sufferings, says, " The whole creation
groaueth and travaileth in pain together
until now " (Rom. viii. 22).

Ver.

3.

—And

there

wonder in hsaven

;

appeared

and

there

another

was seen

another sign in heaven (Revised Version).
(See on ver. 1.) The appearance seen is
not a representation of the devil as he
actually is, but the sign the dragon is

—

—

figurative and descriptive of the particular
characteristics now about to be exhibited.
In heaven most likely merely in the space
above, where he could be easily seen. Wordsworth, however, says, " Because the power
here represented assails the Church, the

—

kingdom of heaven." And behold a great
red dragon. His identity is established by
v«. 9, whcra ha if called " the great drkgoa,

JOHN THE DIVINE,

[oh. xii.

;

1—17

the old serpent, the devil, Satan, the deceiver."
Bed; no doubt to enhance his
terrible appearance ; suggestive of his murderous, destructive character.
" Dragon "
(Sp6.Kav) in the New Testament occurs only
in this book.
In the Old Testament the
word is of frequent occurrence. In the

LXX. ipiKmv is used seventeen times to
express the Hebrew tannin (a sea or land
monster, especially a crocodile or serpent);
five times it stands for leviathan; twice it
represents kephir (young lion); twice nachash (serpent) ; once 'attud (he-goat) ; and
once pethen (python). Tannin (singular)
is always rendered by Spixav except in Gen.
i. 2], where we find k^tos; but twice it is
corrupted into tannim (viz. Ezek. xxix. 3
xxxii. 2).
The latter word, tannim, is the
plural of tan (a jackal), and is found only
in the plural ; but once it is found corrupted
into tannin (Lam. iv. 3).
There is no doubt
as to the signification of the appearance.
The dragon is, in theJOld Testament, invariably a symbol of what is harmful,
tyrannous, murderous.
It is a hideous,
sanguinary monster, sometimes inhabiting
the sea, sometimes the desolate places of
the earth, always " seeking whom it may
devour." In some passages it refers to
Pharaoh (Ps. Ixxiv. 13; cf. Ezek xxix. 3;
xxxii. 2) ; in others it is a type of what is
noxious or desolate (Job vii. 12; Isa. xiii.
22; xxxiv. 13; Ps. xliv. 19; Jer.ix. 11, etc.).
In Isa. xxvii. 1 we have the combination,
"leviathan the piercing serpent, even leviathan that crooked serpent ; . . . the dragon
that is in the sea." Having seven heads and
ten horns. The description of the beasts in
ch. xii.— xvii. is evidently derived from the
vision of Daniel (vii.), although the details
ditfer.
It seems reasonable to conclude,
therefore, that the interpretation generally
should follow the same lines as that applied
to the Old Testament symbols, with which
the writer was so familiar. The appearances
described in Daniel are universally considered to typify various worldly powers
which oppressed the Church and nation of
the Jews.
Similarly here the symbolism
seems intended to portray the opposition of
the devil to the Church of God, working
through the power of the world. The heads
and horns are both declared in ch. xvii. 10,
12 to typify kingdoms in what way we
shall presently see (ch. xvii. 10).
The
numbers seven and ten are both symbolical
of completeness (see oh. i. 4 v. 1 ; xiii. 1
xvii. 3).
We have, therefore, in this picture
of the dragon, the idea of the full and
complete power of the world arrayed on
eartli against God and his Church.
This
power, connected with and derived from
the devil, the prince of this w(wld (John
SI), it often alludecf te by Bi M>.n

—

;

^

m

—
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being oppoaed to, or in contrast with, the
godly (see John vli. 7 ; xiv. 17 xv. ; xvi.
xvli.; 1 John ii. 15; iii. 13; t. 4, etc.).
And seTen crowns upon Ms heads; seven
diadenu (Eevised Version). That is, the
kingly crown, the symbol of sovereignty,
worn by the dragon to denote his power as
" prince of this world." The word SmS^ aaro
is found in the New Testament only here
and ch. ziii. 1 and xis. 12. It is not the
(TTe^oras, the crown of victory worn by the
vi. 2, etc.).
saints (see ch. ii. 10 iii. 11
No account is given of the disposition and
arrangement of the heads, horns, and
diadems; nor is it necessary. The seven
crowned heads signify universal sovereignty;
Probably
the ten horns, absolute power.
those to whom St. John wrote understood'
the symbol as referring specially to the
power of heathen Borne, which was at that
time oppressing the Church ; but the meaning extends to the power of the world in all
ages (see on ch. xiii. 1).
Ver. 4. And his tail drew the third
part of the stars of heaven, and did cast them
to the earth; draweth (Bevised Version).
Not the stars with which the woman is
crowned (see ver. 1), but other stars. In
describing the vast power of the devil, St.
John seems to allude to the tremendous
result of his rebellious conduct in heaven,
in effecting the fall of other angels with
himself (Jude 6). The seer does not here
interrupt his narrative to explain the point,
but returns to it after ver. 6, and there
describes briefly the origin and cause of
the enmity of the devil towards God. The
third part (as in ch. viii. 7, et seq.') signifies
a consiileralile number, but not the larger
And the dragon stood before the
part.
woman which was ready to be delivered, for
to devour her child as soon as it was bom
which was about to be dtlivered, that tc/ten
she was delivered, he might devour her child
graphic picture of
(Eevised Version).
what is true of Christ himsell', of the Church,
both Jewish and Christian, and of every
individual member of the Cliuroh. This is
another example of the personal history of
Christ being repeated in the history of his
Churcii.
Tlie devil, in the person of Herod,
attempts to prevent the salvation of the
world; through Pharaoh he endeavours to
crush the chosen people of God, through
whom the Messiah was to bless all the
earth by means of the power of Borne he
labours to exterminate the infant Chtirch
;

;

;

—

A

;

of Christ.

Ver. 5.— And she brought forth a manthild, who was to rule all nations with a
rod of iron a son, a male— the Greek vi6v,
who is to ruU,
&fj'fir, renders it emphatic
ns in the Bevised Version; to rule, or to
govern as a shephfrd (of. the verb iu Matt
;
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This reference and Ps. Ii. 9 leave
no doubt as to the identification of the mfluH. 6).
child.

It is Christ

who

is

The

intended.

same expression is used of him in oh. xix.,
where he is definitely called the " Word o/
God." And her child was caught up unto
Ood, and to his throne. The sentence seems
plainly to refer to the ascension of Christ

and his subsequent abiding in heaven,
from whence he rules all nations. The
wishes to indicate at once the
absolute immunity of Christ from any harm
proceeding from the power of the devil,
whose efforts are henceforth directly aimed
only at the Church of Christ. Satan still
hopes to injure Christ through his members.
seer, perhaps,

As remarked above (see on ver. 4), what is
true of the personal history of Christ is
often true of his Church and of his tme
members. And thus some have seen in this
passage a picture of the woman, the Church,
bringing forth members, to devour whom is
Satan's constant purpose, but who in Giod's
good time are taken to his throne to be near
himself.
Ver. 6. And the woman fled into the
wilderness. As with Christ, so with his
Church. His great trial took place in the
wilderness ; so the trial of the Church occurs
in the wilderness, by which figure the world
It is generally pointed out that
is typified.
this verse is here inserted in anticipation of
ver. 14.
prefer rather to look upon it
as occurring in its natural place, the narrative being interrupted by vers. 7
13 in
order to account for the implacable hostility
Where she hath a place preof the devil.
pared of Ood. K, A, B, P, and others insert
(ku as well as Ivov, " where she there bath,"

—

We

—

—

a redundancy which is an ordinary
Hebraism. Though the Church is "in the
world," she is not "of the world" (John
xvli. 14, 15) though the woman is in the
" wilderness," her place is " prepared o(
God." The harlot's abode (oh. xvii.) is in
the wilderness, and it is also of the wilderness; it is not in a place specially prepared
of God.
That they should feed her there
a thousand two hundred and three score
etc.

;

The sense is the same as in ver. 14,
days.
" that she should be sustained there." The
interpretation of the 1260 days, or Si years,
coincides here with that adopted in ch. xi.
2.
It describes the period of this world's
existence, during the whole of which the
devil persecutes the Church of God. As
Auberlen points out, this is, in oh. xiii. 5,
declared to be " the period of the power ol
the beast, that is, the world-power." (For
a discussion of the whole subject of this
period, see on ch. xi. 2.)
Vers. 7, 8. And there was war in heaven.
The passage vers. 7 18 is an interraptioB
the
of the narrative of the persecution

—

—

m
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woman by

angelt of the dragon are the stars of ver.

by a

which he drew with him

Satan. It ia oansed, apparently,
desire to acoonnt in some degree for
the relentless hostility of the devil towards
Ood and his Church. Two explanations of
the passage may be referred to. (1) Vers.
7—13 relate to the period anterior to the
Creation, concerning which we have a slight
hint in Jude 6. This, on the whole, seems
to agree best with the general sense of the
chapter, and to present fewest difficulties.
Thni : (a) It accounts for the insertion of the
passage (see above). (6) The war ia directly
between the devil and Michael, not between
the devil and Christ, as at the Incarnation
and Besurrection. (e) Vers. 8 and 9 seem
to require a more literal interpretation than
that which makes them refer to the effecta
of Christ's resurrection, (d) It was not at
the period of the Incarnation that the icene
of Satan's opposition was transferred to the
earth, as described in ver. 12.
(e) The song
of the heavenly voice may be intended to
"
end with the word Christ" (ver. 10), and the

following passages may be the words of the
writer of the Apocalypse, and may refer to
the earthly martyrs (see on ver. 10). (^
This attempt of the devil in heaven may be
alluded to in John i. 5, "The darkness

overcame it not" (see also John xii. 35).
(2) The passage may refer to the incarnation and resurrection of Christ, and the
victory then won over the devil.
This interpretation renders the whole passage much
more figurative, (a) Michael is the type
of mankind, which in the Person of Jesus
Christ vanquishes the devil, (b) Subsequent

no more allowed
before God in heaven, as he

to the Besurrection

to accuse

men

Satan

is

has done previously (see Job
Ui. 1

;

1

Kings

accuser oast
is

earth

ii.

;

Zech.

;

no more found in heaven

The

i. ;

19—22) he is thus the
down (ver. iO), and his place
zzii.

(ver. 8).

(o)

and sea represent the worldly

and tumultuous nations.
Perhaps the
strongeit argumeut in favour of the second
view is found in Luke x. 18 and John xii.
31.
Michael and his angels fought against
the dragon; Michael and his angels \soing
forth'] to mar mith the dragon (Bevised
Version).
Alford explains the infinitive
phrase as compounded of the genitive roi
and depending upon iyevero.
Michael
"
signifies, " Who is like to God ?

('7S3-<n)

We may

compare this with the cry of the
worldly in oh. xiii. 4, " Who is like nnto
In Daniel, Michael is the
the beast?"
prince who stands up for the people of
Miehatl,
Israel (Dan. xii. 1 ; x. 13, 21).
" the archangel," is alluded to in Jude 9 as
the great opposer of Satan. St. John, perhaps borrowing the name from Daniel, puts
forward Michail ai the chief of those who
remained faithful to the cause of Ood in
the rebellion of Satan and his angcia. The

i,

the earth, and
possibly the reference to this event in ver.
4 gives rise to the account in vers. 7 13.
Some commentators interpret the war here
described as that between the Church and
the world. Michael is thus made to be
symbolical of Christ, and some have no
difficulty in indicating a particular man
(such as Licinius) as the antitype of the
dragon. And the dragon fought and his
angels, and prevailed not neither was their
place found any more in heaven. The Greek
is stronger, not even their place, etc.
OuSc
is read in K, A, B, C, Andreas, Arethas;
oiirc is found in P, 1, 17, and others.
So
complete was the defeat of Satan tiiat he
was no longer permitted to remaia in heaven
in any capacity.
Yer. 9. And the great dragon was cast
out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and
Satan, which deoeiveth the whole world;
eatt down (Bevised Version); the whoU
inhabited earth (Bevised Version, margin).
" Tlie dragon " so called, because he is the
destroyer (see on ver. 3). "The ancient
serpent," as he was revealed in Gen iii.
So in John viii. 44 he is " the destroyer from
the beginning." " The devil " (Au^/SoAoi) is
the Greek rendering of the Hebrew Satan,
]\^0, " the accuser, the adversary;" reference
to

—

;

—

:

made in ver. 10 to the signification of
the name, "The Deceiver."
Wordsworth
says, " The deceits by which Satan cheated
is

the world in oracles, sorcery, soothsaying,
magic, and other frauds, arc here specially
These were put to flight by the
noticed.
power of Christ and of the Holy Ghost, in
the preaching of the gospel by the apostles
and others in the first ages of Cliristianity.
Our Lord himself, speaking of the consequence of the preaching of the seventy
disciples, reveals the spiritual struggle and
the victory: 'I was beholding Satan as
lightning fall from heaven' (Luke x. 17,
18)." He was oast out into the earth, and
his angels were cast out with him; cast
doucn to the earth, eto. (Bevised Version).
"To the earth" in a twofold sense: (1)
the phrnse is a description of the loss of

dignity and power on the part of Satan, in
being oast to earth as opposed to heaven ;
(2) earth is the scene of his future operations, where he may still in some degree
sustain the struggle against God.
Ver, 10. And I heard a loud voice saying
The " great voice " is characterin heaven.
istic of all the heavenly utterances (cf. ch.
V.
2; vi. 1, 10; xvi. 17, eto.).
The
personality of the speaker is not indicated.
From the following chorus the voice would
seem to proced from many inhabitants of
heaven. Nov is come salvation, and strength,
and the Idoirdora of trar God, and the powai

—

"
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of bis Christ; (he salvation and the poieer,
and the kingdom of our God, and the autho'
rity of hie Christ (Eevised Version).
The
BeTiied Version marginal reading may also
be noticed, Now is the salvation
. _.
become
our God'i, and the auOwrity [t« become'} his
Christ's. The heavenly inhabitants celebrnte
the triumphant confirmatiou of God's supremacy, which has been vindicated by the
defeat and expulsion of the rebellious hosts.
" The salvation of God " (am-npla) is that
which proceeds from him ; " that salvation
which belongs to God as its Author"
(Alford); cf. ch. vii. 10; six. 1.
"The
authority of his Christ " is first manifested
in heaven ; Satan is cast down to the earth,
and here a^^ain at a subsequent epoch the
authority of Christ is displayed, and another
victory won over the devil. This seems to
be the conclusion of the heavenly song.
As before stated (see on ver. 7), the three
and a half verses now concluded seem to
relate to a period previous to the creation
of the world. It seems equally probable
that the following two and a half verses
refer to those earthly martyrs and suffering
Christians for whom this book is specially
written. These two views can be reconciled
by supposing the song of the heavenly
voice to cease at the word "Cittist" (ver.
10) ; and then the writer adds words of his
own, as if he would say, " The cause of the
victorious song which I have just recited
was the fact that the devil was cast down,
the same who is constantly accusing (A
Karrryop&v) our brethren. But they (our
brethren) overcame him, and valued not
their lives, etc.
Well may ye heavens
rejoice over your happy lot, though it
means woe to the earth for a short time."
For the accuser of our brethren is cast
down, which accused them before our God
day and night.
The one accusing them
(J KaTTiyopuy) ; not the past tense.
Satan
does not cease to accuse, though he may
not do so with effect, since he may be overcome by the "blood of the Lamb." The
heavenly beings are henceforth beyond his
reach. He can yet accuse men our brethren
says St, John; but even here his power
is limited by the victory of the death and
resurrection of Christ referred to in ver. 5.
" Accuser " {xarityopos) is found in N, B, 0,
P, Andreas, Arethas. The form Kariiyap,
found in A, is rather the Targumio and
rabbinic corruption of the word "lU'Dp, than
.

—

—

the Greek word itself. " Of our brethren,"
the saints and martyrs (see above) " is cast
down " (or, " was cast down ") from heaven.
Ver. 11. And they overcame him (cf.
the frdqaent references to those wlio overcome, and the promises made to them, ch.
;

—

iU. ; xxi. 7, etc.). The reference "they
to "our brethren," the accused ones of

ii. :
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By the blood of the lamb; because
of the blood, etc. (Eevised Version). That
is, " the blood of the Lamb " is the ground
or reason of their victory, not the instrument.
So in oh. i. 9, " I John . . . was in the island
called Patmos, because of the Word of God
(5io rhv \6yov) " (of. ch. vi. 9). Winer agrees
with this view of the present passage, against
Ewald and De Wette (p. 498 of Moulton's
rer 10

"The Lamb," who was
had been slain" (ch. v. 6)—
And by the word of their testimony

translation).

seen "as
Christ.

it

and on account of

the word, etc.
Tlie one
the natural complement of the
other.
"The blood of the Lamb" would
have been shed in vain without the testimony,
the outcome of the faith of his followers;
that testimony would have been impossible
without the shedding of the blood. And
they loved not their lives unto the death
That is, they
their life even unto death.
valued not their life in this world, even to
the extent of meeting death for the sake of
giving their testimony. There is no article
in the Greek, merely &xpi iaviTov, so also
The
in the same phrase in Acts xxii. 4.
article of the Authorized Version in Acts
xxii. 4 is probably derived from Wickliife's
Bible; that in the present passage, from
Tyndale's,

phrase

is

—Therefore

rejoice, ye heavens,
heavens
Version).
KaTOMovv-res, "that
dwell," is read in N, 26, 29, 30, 31, 98,

Ver. 12.

and ye that dwell in them;
(Eevised

Andreas, Vulgate, Primasius, Memphitic,
Armenian. The Eevisers have followed the
commonreadingofff(oj>'i)SvT£j," tabernacled,"
which is found in the majority of manuscripts.
Alford observes, "There is no
sense of transitoriness in St John's use of
iTKTivda, rather one of repose and tranquillity
(cf. ch. vii. 15)."
Karaa-Krivovvrfs is found
in 0.
So in ch. xiii. 6 the abiding-place of
God is called his tabernacle. These are the
words ot the writer (see on ver. 10). The
cause for this rejoicing has been given in
ver. 9 ; the devil having been cast out, those
in heavein enjoy absolute immuuity from all
harm which he can work. Woe to the
inhabiters of the earth and of the sea!
Woe for the earth and for the sea! (Eevised
Version).
few cursives give toTs xaroiKovaiv, "to the dwellers."
"The influence of
the devil works woe to the whole world to
the human inhabitants, to the animal and
vegetable life of the earth which was cursed
for man's sake (cf. Gen. iii. 17).
For the
devil is come down unto yon, having great

A

—

wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but
a short time ; or, came down (aorist). "
short season " (Kaip6i) in which to exist in
the world.
His wrath, kindled by hia
ejectment from heaven, is the greater because
of the eomparative shortness of his reign on

A
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This "short season" is the period
of the world's existence from the advent of
Satan till the final judgment. It is short
in comparison with eternity, and it is frequently thus described in the New Testament (Bom. iz. 28; 1 Cor. Tii. 29; oh. iii.
It is the "little time" of ch. vi.
11, etc.).
11 ; the " little season " of ch. xx. 3, iuring
ettrth.

wMch

Satan must be loosed.

Hero ends the

digression descriptive of the struggle in
heaven before the creation of the world, and
the following verses take up and continue
the narrative which was interrupted after
Ter. 6.

—

Ver. 13. And when the dragon saw that
he was oast onto the earth, he persecuted
the woman which brought forth the manchild. (For an explanation of the characters
here alluded to, see on the previous verses.)

The

God

devil, defeated in his attempts against
in heaven, and foiled in his attack

upon the man-child

— Christ Jesus

(see ver.

now

5),

—the

not be

which

directs his efforts against the woman
The interpretation must
confined to one peculiar form of evil
assails the Church, but must include

Church.

—the

bodily persecutions with which
those to whom St. John wrote were afflicted,
the heresies which arose in the Church, the
lukewarmness of her members (ch. iii. 16),

all

•nd

all others.
Ver. 14. And to

—

the

woman were

given

" The two
eagle.
vrings of the great eagle " is found in most
authorities, though K omits both the articles.
The symbol of the eagle is a common one
in the Old Testament, and this may account
for the presence of the article.
Tlie escape
of the Jewish Church from the power of
Pharaoh, and her preservation in the wilderness, are referred to under a like figure (see
Exod. xix. 4; Deut. xxxii. 11, "Ye have
seen what I did unto the Egyptians, and
how I bare you on eagles' wings, and brought
you unto myself"). The natural enmity
between the eagle and the serpent is alluded
to by Wordsworth (Wordsworth, in loe.,
where see a full exposition of the symbolism

two wings of a great

here employed).

"The two wings" may

typify the Old and New Testaments, by the
authority of which the Church convicts her
adversaries, and by which she is supported
during her period of conflict with the devil.
That she might fly into the wilderness, into
her place. The refereuoe to the flight of
" Her
Israel from Egypt is still carried on.
place " is the " place prepared of God " (Ter.
The Church, though in the world, is
6).
not of the world (see on ver. 6). Where she
ii nourished for a time, and times, and half
a time, from the face of the serpent. Still
the history of Israel is borne in mind. As
the chosen people were nourished in the
«rU(]flm«n, «o the Church of God if (uitained

JOHN THE

DIVINE.
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in her pilgrimage on earth.
The redundant
8iroi> ixet, " where there," follows the analogy
of the Hebrew (see on ver. 6). " The time,
times, and half a time," is the period elsewhere described as 42 months, 1260 days,
It denotes the period of the
34 years.
existence of this world (see on ch. xi. 2).
The expression is taken from Dan. vii, 25
xii. 7. By this ver.<e and ver. 6 is established
the identity of the two expressions 1260
days, and the time, times, and half a time
(i.e. one year
two years -f- half a year).
The plural xaipo/ is used for " two times," as
no dnal occurs in the Greek of the New
Testament (see Winer, p. 221, Moulton'e
translation).
The' construction, "nourished
from the face " (.rpetp^rat airh irpoir^ov rov
o<peaii), is built upon the analogy of the

—

+

The "serpent"

Hebrew.
of ver.

13

(cf.

ver. 9,

is

the "dragon"

"the great dragon,

thatold serpent, called the Devil.andSatan").
The two words are used as convertible
terms (cf. ver. 17, where he is again called
"the dragon").
Ver. 15. And the serpent cast ont of hia
mouth water as a flood after the woman,
that he might cause her to be carried away
of the flood ; cast out of his mouth after the
woman water as a river , . . carried away
by the river.
flood, in the Old Testament,
has several significations.
It frequently
expresses overwhelming misfortune. Thus
Ps. Ixix. 15, " Lot not the waterflood over;
flow me " xo. 6, " Thou carricst them away
as with a flood " (cf. also Dan. ix. 26 ; zi. 22
Isa. lix. 19; Jer. xlvi. 7; Amos ix. 5, etc.).
The flood is typical of every form of destruction with which the devil seeks to overwhelm the Church of G«d. At the period
of the writing of the Apocalypse, it plainly
symbolized the bitter persecutions to which
Christians were subjected; but its meaning
need not be limited to this one form of
destructiun.
Thus all those writers are
correct, so far as they go, who interpret the
flood of the Mohammedan power, of heresy,
of the Gothic invasion, etc.
Ver. 1 6.— And the earth helped the woman,
and the earth opened her mouth, and
swallowed np the flood which the dragon
cast out of his month ; swallowed up the river
(Revised Version). " The earth" frequently,
but not invariably, in the Revelation signifies " the wicked."
It is doubtful, therefore,
how far the figure here employed should be
pressed.
What is certain is that the writer
intends to express the idea that the Church
is preserved in a wonderful aud even miraculous way from the efforts of the devil.
Further than this we cannot proceed safely.
Possibly we may see in the paBsa|;e aa
allusion to the world embracing Christianity,
by which the instrument of Satan'i ill will
be'^me « defence to th« Ohurob : tiiough mi

—

A

—
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eailier period and earlier deliverances seem
more likely to be intended (such as the
conversion of St. Paul) for after endravouring to destroy the woman at one stroke, the
dragon proceeds to war with her seed.
The words recall another incident in the
history of the Israelitish flight from Kgypt
and sojourn in the wilderness, viz. that of
the destruction of Korah and his company
though, of course, the nature of the incidents
is not the same in both eases.
Ver. 17. And the dragon was wroth with
the woman, and went to make war with the
went
remnant of her seed waxfd wroth
.
OH-ai/
to
malie.
etc. (Revised Version).
Having fiiiled to prevent ihe mission of the

mony of Jesus Christ (nearly all manuforipts
omit " Clirist"); hold the testimony (Reriaei
Version). This plainly points out who are
the " rest of the seed " they are liose who
are God's faithful servants. We jay see in
the description a reference to the Church of
God, both Jewish and Christian.
The
members of the Jewisli Church were they to
"
whom the commandments of God " were
specially revealed, and Cliristians are they
who specially " hold the testimony of Jeeus."
(For an explanation of the latter phrase, see
on eh. i. 2.)

man

Vers. 7
12 of
the devil against ftod.
Ihis chapter describe the origin of the hos-

;

—

.

;

—

.

—

child Christ Jesus and having been
in his attempts to overwhelm the
Church of God, Satan proceeds to attack
the individual meml.ers of the Churcii the
seed of the woman. The method by which
he endeavours to do this is related in the
Wordsworth points out
following chapters.
foiled

—

an analogy between the means which Satan
employs to destroy the Church as describe d
The
here, and those described in the seals.
"rest of her seed " (Revised Version) signithe children of the woman, excluding
the man-child of ver. 5. All members of
the Church of God are thus referred to,
those who are brethren of Christ (of. Heb.
ii. 11, " For whicli cause he is not ashamed
Which keep the
to call them brethren ").
commandments of God, and have the testifies all

—

We

have now reached another stage in

the history of the warfare carried on by

—

tility of

Satan towards God

;

vers.

4 and £

relate the attempts of the devil to destroy

Christ and to thwart his mission

;

vers.

13—

16 refer to the attacks of Satan upon the

Church of God, by which he hoped to
it as a whole, before there was time

destroy

" seed " to spring up. Having failed
every attempt, the dragon now sends
other agents by whom he hopes to destroy
for

t\i''

in

the inilividual members of the Church
the other seed of the woman the brethren

—

of Christ

nOMILETICS.

—

The foes of Ood and of his Church. " That old serpent." In
Vers. 1 17.
previous chapters of this book there have been hints of sundry evil forces which would
Who they would be, or what, or how they
at divers times harass the Church of God.
would work, has not yet been shown to us. This is dime, however, in chapters which
we have yet to consider. Of them there are several. Of each one we have a representaIn this chapter the first of them is shown u».
tion in the form of allegory or parable.
can be in no doubt as to who it is that is intended nor is there any very great
difBoulty about the main features of the sketch, however obscure some of the minor
The enemy is the devil. The object of his rage is the faithful Church,
details may be.
represented under the symbol of " a woman, clothed with the sun," etc. When we find,
too, that this woman brought forth a man-child, who is sought to be devoured as soon
as born ; who is, in spite of all, caught up to God and to his throne, from which seat
of power he is to rule the nations as with a rod of iron; we have very distinctive
marks pointing unmistakably to our Lord. The enemy, failing to devour him,
persecutes the woman, and failing in his designs against her, he goes on to war with
the remnant of her seed. But, as the chapter shows, in every instance the evil one
rushes on only to his own defeat. So that this chapter contains a parable of glorious
meaning, as it sets forth the working of Satan against the Church of God. His
present work is to make war against those who keep the commandments of God
should he select these as the objects of his attack?
and the faith of Jesus.
Because others are doing his work for him! He disturbs himself only about
He has little need to look after others. Let us, then, try, in the light
his disturbers.
of this chapter, to look our foe full in the face, and to find out what he is, what he can
Our •ubjeot, then, is owfoe, as ikttehed hy a Divin* han4.
do, and what he cannot

We

;

—
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Otni FOE IS A PERSONAL ONE. (Ver. 9.) It would bo of little •vail to say that
personality of the evil one cannot be decided from snch a chapter as this; for the
allusions to Satan elsewhere are so numerous and so varied that they shut us up to the
conviction of his personality; i.e. that he is a distinct being, with a will, plan, and
purpose of his own, moving in " the heavenly places," i.e, in the realm of spirit.
often find the personal pronouns used concerning him (John viii. 44).
The names
and epithets applied to him indicate the same. The name "the devil" means "the
slanderer."
He is represented in Scripture as slandering God before men, and as
slandering men before God. The apostle speaks of him as " going about seeking whom
he may devour," Nor can there be a doubt that we are taught by our Lord and his
apostles that to Satan's pernicious agency much of the evil iu the world must be
Let us remember our Lord's conflict with him.
traced.
" The devil sinneth from the beginning " (1 John iii. 8
II. He is an old one.
John viii. 44). He first sinned in heaven, and was cast out Trom thence ere he came
He came into conflict
to deceive the whole world. Then he tempted Adam in Eden.
with our Lord. He hindered apostles iu their work (1 Thess. ii. 18). He has been
counterplotting the sowings of the Son of man for eighteen hundred years (Matt.
well know, indeed, that there is one diffiAnd he is at work still.
xiii. 39).
It is this: Can It be that God
culty which often presses upon thoughtful minds.
should let one being have such tremeadous power for evil? Now, although the devil's
power is not so great as some people seem to think it to be, we confess that it would be
a very great relief to us if we felt warranted in saying, No. But there are three remarks
which have to be set over against this question. 1. Whatever evil 'is in the world
And if evil is only a spontaneous product of
is here, whether there be a devil or no.
man himself, then human nature is much worse than the Bible declares it to be. 2.
But if we grant that soiTie of it comes from outside, it is then merely a question
whether the outside evil is led on by one single force, or by an indefinite number
3, If we accept the doctrine of the unity of
of agents, organized or unorganized.
leadership in the forces of ill outside earth, the difficulty is merely one of degree, not
of kind ; e.g. if one pope can by his will move his organized forces at any part of the
world, why may not a like power he, for aught we know, outside the limits of this globe 1
The flashes of light which we get on this point in
III. He is a daring one.
Our Lord. Peter. Judas. In heaven.
Scripture are many. Michael and his angels.
In Eden. In the desert. At the last Supper. In Gethsemane. He carefully selects
those on whom he will try his temptations. The greater the object, the fiercer tlie
onset.
If a man stands up for Jesus, Satan will desire to have him, that he may sift
him as wheat. It is a far greater thing to bring an eagle to the ground than a sparrow.
And the greater our influence,
It is a vaster achievement to batter a fortress than a hut.
and the higher our standing in the Church, the more fiercely will the evil one assail us.
IV. His attempts abb often failures. (Ver. 8, "The dragon warred and his
angels, and they prevailed not.") It i.s a relief to find that it is so; and that the evil one's
most daring attempts have been the signal for most humiliating failures. The supreme
1 1).
From
illustration of this is his onset upon our Lord in the desert (Matt. iv. 1
heaven he was cast out, and even on this earth he is an outcast still (vers. 9 11).
His pride was his condemnation.
He
His power in far-off realms is at an end.
was overpowered by a Greater, when Jesus died. " Now is the prince of this world cast
out" (John xii. 31). And already, in prospect of his complete, utter, and final defeat,
It is no
is the heavenly song begun, " Now is come the salvation," etc. (vers. 10, 11).
wonder that we go on to read that
V. He is an angby fob. (Ver. 12, " He has great wrath, knowing that he hath
but a short time.") In what way this has been revealed to the evil one, we do not
know ; but we shall do both ourselves and Scripture a wrong if we refuse to let this
thought bring us its appropriate inspiration and comfort. Truly it is good to know
that the end of his power is foreseen.
VI. He is a malicious one. (Ver, 13.) If defeated in one' scheme, he tries another.
" He worries whom he can't devour."
If cast out of heaven, he will plague the earth.
And as he prevailed not against the Lord of the Church, he persecutes the Church of
the Lord, He has long been engaged in plotting schemes against the peopla of Ood,
desiring to have them, that he may sift them as wheat.
I.

tlie
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VII. Hh is a watchful and cbaftt one (vera, i, 13, 15), varying hi> methods
according to the case in hand. " We are not ignorant of his devices " (2 Cor. ii. 11).
have to contend against " the wiles of the devil " (Eph. vi. 11). He is active,
too, in executiug his plans.
The whole of this chapter is one lengthened sketch, in
symbol, of the manifold forms of his activity. And perhaps we are hardly prepared
to see how varied are his methods of work, until we collect the several hints scattered
throughout ihe Word of God. In the worlcl at large he counterplots the sowing of
the Son of man (Matt. xiii. 38, 39); he deceives by powers, and signs, and lying
wonders (2 Thess. ii. 9, 10) ; in a city like Pergamos he sets up his throne (ch. ii.
12, 13) ; he collects his followers- in a synagogue of his own (ch. ii. 9) ; he preys
on the body, inflicting dumbness on one (Mark ix. 17), and binding another for
eighteen years (Luke xiii. 16) ; he casts some of the saints into prison (ch. ii. 10), and
binders apostles in their work (l Thess. iL 18) ; he inflicts on Paul a thorn in the flesh
(2 Cor. xii. 7, 8), and goes about in search of prey (1 Pet. v. 8), in a constant state of
unrest (Matt. xii. 43); he lays snares for the ungodly (2 Tim. ii. 26); causes many
to turn aside after him (I Tim. v. 15) j he puts it into the heart of Judas to betray
his Master (John xiii. 2), and leads Ananias and Sapphira to lie to the Holy Ghost
(Acts V. 3) if men are just coming to Jesus, he throws them down and tears them
(Luke ix. 42) and while the Word is being heard, he stealthily takes it out of the
heart, lest they should believe and be saved (Luke viii, 12).
So terrible is the tal6 of his
deceit that we are ready to give up heart, till we note—
VIII. He is a ciiicuMSCBiBGD FOE. This chapter tells us of three limits put to him
and to his power. 1. One, of space. He is cast down to earth. He is " the god of this
"
world " (2 Cor. iv. 4). 2.
second, of time.
time, and times, and half a time."
The same mysterious period of twelve hundred and sixty days, during which the
witness-bearing is to go on, and the beast (ch. xiii.) is to continue. 3. There is yet a
third limit, that of force (ver. 16, " The earth helped the woman," etc.).
Nothing can
be plainer than that in this chapter we are shown the cheering fact that the evil one
cannot have it all his own way. If his work counterplots the good, none the less
surely does the good counteract him. He is mighty ; but there is a Stronger than
he.
are taught in Scripture that there are five ways by which his power is
restricted and his intention foiled.
(1) There is providential dispensation (vers. 6,
14, 16; 1 Cor. x. 13).
(2) There is angelic ministry (ver. 7). (3) There is the
direct exertion of Christ's commanding word (Matt. xviL 18),
(4) There is the
counteracting power of Divine grace (2 Cor. xii. 9). (5) There is the intercession of our
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Redeemer (Luke xxii. 31, 32).
IX. He is a foe with whose devioeb wk have to reckon in noHTiNa tbb
BATTLE OF LIFE. (Ver. 17.) Nots 1. He is one at whom we cannot afford to laugh,
and whose existence we cannot afford to deny. Nothing gives the enemy such leveragt
It is the very lie he loves to put into our mouths.
am the denial of his existence.
The
only " father," surely, who loves his children to disown his existence. 2. He is a foe
before whom we need not quail.
While we may not laugh in careless indifference, we
need not cower in fear. Life is not so easy as if there were no devil to fight; it is not
so hard but that we may ensure his defeat. 3. He is a foe to whom not an inch of
room should be given (Eph. iv, 27). Let us ever be wary lest he get advantage over
us; and let us swear eternal enmity to him and all his works. 4. He is a fo« for
whose onsets we should prepare, by a survey and appropriation of heavenly forces. We
stand between two opposing agencies the Spirit of God on one side, and the devil on
the other. Let us not grieve tlie Spirit by toying with the devil. 5. He is a foe on
whose ultimate defeat and complete discomfiture we may surely and confidently
reckon if we look to Jesus. " Greater is he that is for ns," etc. Our Lord hath overcome him for us, and in his strength we shall overcome too. And we shall be better
and stronger Christians for having had such a foe to fight. Not only is it the battle
that tries the soldier, but that makes him.
We have, however, not just one skirmish,
" Patient continuance in well-doing." Daily fighting, daily
and then peace. Oh no
i

—

I

praying, daily victory,

till

the end.

" The land of triumph lies on high
There are no foes t' encounter thertl*
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Ver. 6.

The Church in

This ver. 6

the wilderness.

is

repeated in ver. 14, as

if

But it cannot be understood,
nor its lessons learnt, until sundry questions are asked and answered. 1. Who is the
woman told ofi She is the same as we read of in ver. 1, where she appears, not in
distress, humiliation, and fear, fleeing with all speed from her dreaded foe, as is the
case in this ver. 6 but in all august splendour, with radiant vi stments and starry
crown, with the moon as her footstool, and the glory of the sun shining upon her. But
who is she ? " The blessed Virgin Mary," answers the whole Catholic world without a
moment's hesitation; and in innumerable paintings and sculptures, sermons and songs,
they have so set her forth as she is represented here. And that there is no reference to the nativity and incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ in this chapter, he
would be a bold man who would afBrm but that the mother of our Lord is mainly,
calling special attention to the facts

which

it declares.

;

;

and, much more, exclusively meant, we cannot think. What is further said concerning
her is impossible as applied to the virgin-mother. But, without question, Mary, " the
handmaid of the Lord," was a true and beautiful type of that queenly woman who is
portrayed in the oi)eDing verses of this- chapter. And that woman is none other than
the Church of God, she of whom it w.is so often said, " Thy Maker is thy Husband ;
" Behold, I am married unto thee." And in this very book how often we read of " the
Bride, the Lamb's wife " ! Of that faithful Church of God under the ancient dispensa" Born of a woman, made under the Law."
tion, Christ, according to the flesh, came.
2. What is meant hy the " travail " of the woman at the hour of her child's birth ? The
iweet story of Christmas is indeed pointed at here; but much more than that. Are
we not reminded of those words of Isaiah, " As soon as Zion travailed, she brought
forth children " and of St. Paul's words to the Galatians, " My little children, of whom
And so did the ancient
I travail in birth again until Christ be formed in you"?
Church, with much spiritual travail, in earnest trust and fervent prayer, in patient
hope, " waiting for the consolation of Israel," give birth to the Christian Church, of
which Christ himself was the Head and Type and Lord. And then : 3. Who is, or
what 'is, the great red dragon that portentous monster whose hideous portrait and
puipose are here revealed ? Who is that who is as Pharaoh, watching for the birth of
Israel's I'abes, in the far-off evil days of their bondage in Egypt, that he might destroy
them or as Ilerod, inquiring diligently concerning the birth of the holy Child Jesus,
that he might mtirderously rid himself of the possible rival " King of the Jews,"
who is meant here? And surely not Herod, nor, exclusively, Nero or Rome, but the
he and none other is the " great
prince of this world, Satan, the old serpent, the devil
red dragon." " Bed, as the colour of fire and as the colour of blood. Red, as the
emblem of the waster and destroyer, as the emblem of him who ' was a murderer from
the beginuing.' " The dragon is that fabulous monster of whom ancient poets told as
" huge in size, coiled like a snake, blooii-ied in colour, or shot with changing tints,"
In Ps. xci. it is Unked with
insatiable in voracity and ever athirst for human blood.
" the lion and adder, and the young lion " all which, together with the dragon, God's
servant should " trample underfoot." Fit emblem, therefore, for that cruel, bloodthirsty,
and persecuting power with which Christ's Church has so often had to contend. Its
variety of assault is told of by the " seven heads " its huje strength, by the " ten
;
horns " its exalted authority amidst men, by the " seven diadems ; " and its arrogant
and audacious dominance, by " the tail which drew the third part of the stars of heaven,
and cast them down to the earth." Such is the Church's adversary, the devil, who,
in St. John's day, assumed a form which justified this horrid portraiture, but who, in
whatever form he may assume, from whichever of his " seven heads " his attack may
spring, is ever, in spirit, purpose, and aim, one and the same, always and everywhere.
need not linger on the next question : 4. Wio is the child that was horn ? That
the Lord Jesus Christ is meant is, we think, incmitestable ; but as it is not of his life
and ministry that this vision mainly tells, but of that Church in which and fcr which
he was born, his sojourn and sufferings here are passed over. Only his entrance into
and departure from this world are spciken of, and we are bidden contemplate bira not
here, but at the right hand of God, whither he ascended after his work on earth waa
;

—

;

—

—

;
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done. But " the woman," and not her child, lingew here, exposed to the cniel nsfsanlts
of her dread foe until the twelve hundred and sixty days, the period of time which we
find so perpetually mentioned in this book, and which equals the three years and a half,
the half of the complete number seven, and therefore type of a period not complete, but
the Church must remain in
until this time be done, the woman
brief and broken,
the wilderness to which she has fled, or, rather, has been borne of God (ver. U), and
where she is sheltered from the power of her dread foe, and 'nourished by the ministers
of God. It now only remains to ask : 4. What is this wilderness which is spoken of here t
And the reply is that it is a type of the condition of the Church until the twelve
hundred and sixty days, the time allotted for the Church's trial, be accomplished. And
concerning that condition we would now speak of its privations and perils, but, moat
of all, of its privileges.
No doubt there are these; the very name of "wilderness"
I. Its privations.
cannot have the good things of the world " the
indicates that there would be.
and the good things of Christ too.
have to make choice
flesh-pots of Egypt"
between them. Making the best of both worlds is generally, if not always, a very
doubtful procedure, though not a few professed Christians are for ever attempting it.
"How hardly shall they that have riches" ^the specially good thing of this world
" enter into the kingdom of heaven 1 " So said our Saviour, and all expevience confirms
his word. For such things are but hindrances and impedimenta, that do but render
our way through the wilderness yet more diffictilt, where it was difiScult enough before.
It is told of a great cardinal how, when in liis last illness, he had himself wheeled into
his sumptuous picture-gallery, and as he wistfully looked at one art treasure after
another, he said to a friend who was with him, "Ah, these are the things that make
No doubt it is so ; and hence we are bidden go by the way of the
it hard to die 1 "
wilderness, so that we may escape the besetments that would otherwise delay our
progress, ifor may we look for rest here. The pilgrim may never here say to his soul,
" Soul, take thine ease." Here we have no continuing city, but we seek one to come.
There were Elims and other " quiet resting-places " where, once and again, Israel was
permitted to relieve the stress and strain of their long pilgrimage ; but the common
characteristics of their life was that of pilgrims, and their forty years' sojourn in the
wilderness are spoken of, not as rest, but as their "wanderings." And, indeed, the
providence of God is ever busy to prevent his people from settling down here as if
Hence the disquiet and trouble, the " black care " which enters
it were their rest.
every abode the [ alatial as well as the poorest ; the loss and bereavement, all that
which the Bible calls the " stirring up the nest,"— all is for the purpose of reminding
us that this is not our rest, and to induce us so slow, generally, to be induced to seek
the better country, even the heavenly one. Oh that men would remember this, and
reckon on all these things as the necessary, indispensable, and salutary, if severe,
They would then be far less hard to bear, and would
conditions of our present lot 1
more readily fulfil their mission, and serve as a spur to urge us forward in the heavenly
And there are also
road.
One we have now glanced at the
II. Perils belonging to this pilgeimaqe.
persistent temptation to make the wilderness a home ; to so bring the world into the
Church, as that the Church itself should become a world ; so to mingle the worldly
with the religious life, that the latter should partake more of the former than the
former of the latter. This is no imaginary peril, but one actual and visible, and yielded
to in cases not a few. And another is the failure of faith. Ah, what trouble came to
Israel of old from this one fatal fountain ! Their miserable record of sinning and repenting, which went on almost from the day they left Egypt till the day they entered
Canaan, caused that all that time should be branded with the reproachful name of
"the day of provocation in the wilderness." And it was all owing to their persistent
And the like peril exists still. Without doubt the diBiculties of unbelief
unbelief.
are greater than those of faith ; but these latter are so great and pressing, oftentimei,
that faith well-nigh suffers shipwreck. It is easy, comparatively, for the comfortable
and well-to-do, in whose even tenor of life little occurs to ruffle or disturb, much less
distress
it is easy for such to say fine things about faith, and to censure and condemn
those for not believing whose whole life is one long trial of faith ; but let those who
titus condemn be themselvei likewiiie tried, and then it it probable that their co^-
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(lemnatloni will gradually change into comprehension, and that into sympathy ^th,
and that into actual sharing of, their brothers' unbelief. Tea, this is a real peril of
our wilderness-condition, and it is one which, if we do not conquer, it will conquer us.
It is this which gives force to another peril
the temptation to go lack to Egypt, to
return to the world which we have avowedly forsaken. Israel was on the point of aoing
this, and often looked longingly back to the lives they had left.
And some yield to it.
How many are there who apostatize leave the Church of Christ, and become, to all
intents and_purposes, what tliey were before they entered it, if not worse !
Such are
some of the perils of the wilderness, from all which may Qod in his great mercy deliver
us! But
III. The pbivtleoes and blessings of the wilderness-condition are far more than
either its privations or perils.
Look hack to that ancient record which tells of God's
favour to Israel when they were in the wilderness, for the types of the like favour
which he shows towards his people now. 1. Think of iheir security. The free air
of the wilderness played upon them instead of the stifling heat of the valley of the Nile.
They were on the high mountain plateau of Sinai, wandering over its grassy Alps, on
which their flocks and herds fieelj' fed, and over which the mountain breezes played.
And they had seen their enemies dead on the sea-shore ; they had no longer any fear
of them. Their bondage was over, and they were free. And if wt be the Lord's
redeemed people, and have trusted in Christ our Passover, who was sacrificed for us, it
we be of that hlood-besprinkled band, then we, too, are free. The guilt of sin, the
tyranny and torture of sin, torment us no more. Ours is " the glorious liberty of the
children of God," and we stand fast in " that liberty wherewith Christ has made his
pi!ople free."
2. Unfailing sustenance, too, was theirs, and is ours.
He fed them with
angels' food ; he gave them bread from heaven to eat.
The manna fell morning by
morning, and they all drank of the water from the smitten rock, which, for its perpetua]^
free, full-flowing streams, was so fit a type of Christ, that St. Paul says of it, " which rock
was Christ." The antitype of all this in the spiritual sustenance the bread of life, the
water of life, the communion of his body and blood, and the manifold means of graceare manifest, and his people know them, and rejoice in them day by day.
8. Guidance,
*^
too, was theirs. The pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar of fire by night,
so it was
always." And he guiiles us by his counsel. His Word is " a lamp unto our feet, and a
light unto our path."
By the pmmptings of his Holy Spirit, by the indication of his
l>rovidence, he causes us to "know the way wherein we should walk," and makes
" plain our path before our feet." None who seek that miss it ; for those who
" commit " their " way unto the Lord," he does " bring it to pass." 4. Instruction, moreover, was given Israel. God gave them his holy Law. To them were committed " tha
oracles of God."
And so likewise to us, in his- Word, the Holy Scriptures, which are
able to make us " wise unto salvation." 5. Nor must we forget that great privilege
the
presence of Qod with them. God " tabernacled amongst them." In that sacred tent,
hovering over the ark of the covenant, rested the cloud of glory, the visible sign of him
who " dwelt between the cherubim." St. John teaches us that this was the type of
the yet more blessed fact, the incarnation of him who was " made flesh and tabernacled
amongst us," and who now, by his Spirit, is with us evermore. In our hallowed
moments of communion do we not know that he is with us ? Cannot we see his face,
hear his voice, feel the touch o' his hand, behold the radiance of his countenance? It
6. Finally, they had a bright, sure, and ever-nearing hope of the
is so, and we know it.
Every day brought them " a day's march nearer home."
rest God had promised them.
More surely is this true of us than it was of Israel. For they were made, for their
unbelief, to turn back and go over the way again, which can hardly ha said of us. And
inheritance of the saints in
ours is no earthly Canaan, but the heavenly rest, the

—

—

—

light."

Conclusion. Shall, then, the privations or perils of the wilderness make us think
lightly of these wondrous privileges; much less shall they make us abandon them? Ah
no I Gladly will we bear all that now may pain or distress, comforted—as surely we

ought to be
Ver. 11.

— by the presence, the promise, and the power of God.—

8. 0.

The holy war.

Without ftttempting

" They overcame him by the bluod of the Lamb," etc
and his angels," or " the dragon and hh

to identify " Michael

—
;
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•ngela," or the " heaven " where no longer " place " wat " found any more " for them
«0T attempting to explain exactly what is meant by the dragon lieing " oast out into
iiho earth,
or how he "accused" the "brethren . . . before our God day and night "

what all this means none know ; but we may take the text as telling of that holy war
which all Christians have to wage, and of the weapons whereby they overcome. Note—
I. The people who oveboame.
Those spoken of: 1. Stand for the whole Church o/
Ood, the whole company of the redeemed. " There is no discharge in this war." Not
one will be in glory by-and-by who has not waged, who has not won, this holy war.
We, as they, must take our jjart. And : 2. They did as we muit. We paint fancy
pictures of the saints in glory, as if they were beings different from ourselves, and had
never known the strain and stress of life as we know them. But they did know it all.
Christ, our Lord, was " in all things made like unto his brethren," and therefore all
of them have the common characteristics of tliis warfare upon them. Only : 3. The
lot of those speaially referred to here was harder than ours.
Had St. John lived in our
days of quiet ease, when persecution, much less death, for Christ's sake is a thing
unknown or most rare, he would hardly have used imagery of so tremendous a kind as
he has here. But it was because the trial was so terrible for all those " who would
live godly in Christ Jesus," the foe so fierce and cruel and strong in those dreadful
days during which St. John wrote, that imagery so vivid, startling, and terriSc is
made use of. But it would be affectation if we were to gay our lot to-day is as theirs
was in St. John's day. How much more, then, may God require from us than from
theml Will he obtain it? 4. In this holy war they all fought. It was not merely
appointed for all, but accepted by all of them. They did not refuse or retreat from it.
That was not their way. Like as the brave little drummer-boy, when captured by the
French army, was bidden soimd the " retreat," he replied that he did not know how to,
for the British army never retreated ; so may it be said of every true soldier of Christ's
army they never retreat. 5. And they overcame. " Oh, remember the slaves of sin
are not the children of God.
If Satan has dominion over you, you are not in Christ
Jesus. Where the ark of the Lord is, Dagon must fall upon his face and be broken.
'
That which is bom of God overcometh the world.' Are we, then, resisting ? are we
conquering? Do not let us deceive ourselves. If sin is our master, we perish. Grace
must reign in us, or we are wretched indeed. Holiness is not a luxury for the few, it
is a necessity for all."
It is said that this was ; 1.
II. 'J'hb poweb IK viktde of which thbt oveboame.
By the blood of the Lamb, i.e. in virtue of, on account of, on the ground of, that blood.
Now this is so because the blood of the Lamb is : (1) The basis of our peace. There must
be steady standing-ground if a man is to fight. The engineer is very careful to have
firm foundation for his work. And if we are to contend in this warfare, our souls must
The torture of doubt and the
be at peace in regard to our acceptance with God.
torment of fear will be fatal to our accomplishing aught worthy of the name. We
must have peace with God; and we have this only in virtue of Christ's atoning
sacrifice.
(2) The antidote of our sin. Many think the doctrine of full, free forgiveness
through the blood of Christ a doctrine that encourages men in sin. They argue that
what is so freely forgiven will be freely incurred. The elder son in the parable thought
it was scandalous that his young ne'er-do-well of a brother should be so freely forgiven
by his father, and so " he was angry, and would not go in." And there have ever been
people who have thought this. But we appeal to the records of the Church. Who
have been the most faithful, the most pure, the most Christ-like ? Has it not been
they who have clung, like Paul did, to this blessed truth with all their hearts ? And
we appeal to experience. Is it not the memory of our crucified Lord that is might;

—

to the purification of the heart ? Can the recollection of his love and the love of sin
abide together ? It is impossible. So does the blood Of Christ cleanse us from all sin.
(3) Worketh in us patience. How this is needed, in such a warfare as that which the
much-tried believer has to wage, is evident. Blessed is he that endureth. But what
an aid to such patient enduring is found in the example of our Lordl
think of
him in all his holy meekness ; how " as a sheep before her shearers is dumb," etc. And
as we contemplate that perfect pattern of {Atient enduring of wrong, how our own
trials and sorrows become little, and less and leas in comparison with hist
(4) 7%«
iwpiration of our lov*. " Alexander, Cnsai Charlemagne, auU mytelf," said Napoleon,
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* founded great empires ; but upon what did the creations of our genius depend ? Upon
Jesus alone founded his empire upon love, and to this very day millions would
force.
Thus does the hlood of the Lamb become to us a power indeed, in virtue
die for him."
This is joined on to that
2. TAe word of their testimony.
of which we overcome.
which we have but now spoken of. For the blood of the Lamb, unseen, unbelieved,
unaccepted, will do no one any good, will aid no one to overcome ; but it is when that
blood is seen, believed, accepted, and confessed by the word of their testimony, the
open avowal, the good confession then, in virtue of this, the Father confesses them.
In response to the word of their testimony goes forth the word of his power, and they
become mighty through God. Committing ouiselves to any course, breaking down
such conduct greatly
the bridges, burning the ships that would help us to retreat
strengthens purpose and resolve. And so, when by spoken word of testimony for
Christ we have committed ourselves to follow and serve him, the very fact that we
have done this strengthens us and gives us fresh force for his service. Both by way
of Bivine reward, and by way of natural consequence such word of testimony would
help to overcome.
" They loved not their lives unto the death."
III. The proof of thf, ovbkcomino.
They went on resisting, when not only it involved much suffering and distress, but
even when it involved death itself. That is the meaning. And what proof of overcoming is there comparable to this? As at Waterloo, when the English forces endured,
alt that Ions summer Sunday, the fierce and incessant cannonading of the French,
together with their repeated charges, led as they were by the most famous of the
marshals of France, what did such endurance show but that they were not to be
conquered ? And so the resistance told of in Christ's holy war the loving " not our
this shows that we are not to be conquered, but will conquer, will
lives unto," etc.
overcome. If we see a man swerve, and edge back, and shift his ground, and retreat,
that is not a proof of victory, but vanquishment. But he who is steadfast, immovable,
even thougii death threaten, neither sin nor Satan will ever conquer him. Are we
giving this proof of our really belonging to the number of the overcoming ones ? When
the adversary assails us, as we know he does, do we or does he gain the victory which ? Let us not think that there is any other proof of our being victors at last
It will not do to rely on anybeside this one of our being, in the main, victors now.
It is in the overthing else, however specious, however plausible, however popular.
coming now that we have the evidence that we shall be victors at the end. And that
we may now overcome, let us draw near unto our crucified Lord, and come under the
And confess him. So shall our text then become
influence of his unspeakable love.
S. 0.
true of us, as God grant it may be of us all

—
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Ver. 12.
Satcmh rage so great because his time so short. " The devil is come down
unto you, having great wrath," etc. The text
Many question the reality of any such
I. Assumes the existence of Satan.
1. We may ash
Why should it not he ? (1) We ascribe all effects to given
being, but
causes.
Instinctively we do this.
child hears a noise, and at once looks round to
find out the cause.
(2) And we see many evil effects, sad, dreadful ones, and we are
therefore led to look for tlieir cause.
(3) The same argument that tells against the
existence of the evil one tells equally against the existence of One who is the All-good,
that is, God.
If there be no prince of evil, there is no " Author and Giver of all good."
If it be said our own nature is sufficient to account for all the evil we find, then it may
be said our own nature is sufficient to account for all the good we find. (4) It is not
sufficient to say that evil is the mere absence of good
a negative, not a positive quality.
That only pushes the question farther back, and leads us to ask Why should the
absence of one quality cause such wretchedness in those surroundings which it has
left ?
If the earth had not been made incapable of light apart from the sun, there
would be no darkness. Darkness, therefore, and evil also, require a cause, are a distinct
Take but one instance out of the many
creation.
2. The Bible affirms such existence.
affirmations of this truth.
Our Lord taught us to pray, " Lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from the evil one." He had just come away from fearful conflict with
that evil one, and therefore bids us thus piay.
If our Lord's words, and those of his
apostles, do not t«aoh the {)ersoDAUty and re^l existence of Sa^;^, then no language
:
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could be devised that would teach it. 3. And it i> good news a gospel.
For evil
being summed up in a person, in one head, destroy that, as it shall be destroyed, and
evil ceases to be (cf. story of the Soman emperor, who wished that all Some had but one
neck, that he might destroy it at a blow ; in a very real sense it is thus with the
kingdom of evil). Satan broke as a wolf into the fold he has no rightful inherent
place therein and he can be driven forth, or destroyed by the good Shepherd, and

—

—

will be.

Teaches us that the power of Satan is limited.
In dark moments men are tempted so to

would be dreadful to
think.
Pessimism so
should not evil be eternal as well as good ? The
thinks.
And it may be asked
see perpetually the lower forms of life
whole doctrine of evolution is against it.
giving place to the higher, the less good to the better. It is thus in all departments
of life.
The fittest survives. The unfit disappears. Therefore we believe in the
limit taught by the text. The whole Bible asserts it. To teach it is almost the Bible's
raison d'etre. And whilst on the most reasonable hypothesis that our life here is
but a school, an education we can explain, at least to a large extent, the presence of
evil in its varied forms, notwithstanding, and even because, infinite wisdom and power
and goodness are at the head of all things; but if the devil be head of all, then there
is no accounting for the much and manifold good that we know exists and increases
day by day. Believing, therefore, that beneficence reigns, evil must have an end.
III. Explains the vibulbnob of evil existent amongst men.
It says it is
because Satan is in "great wrath, knowing that," etc. Such representation ii in
keeping with the malignant character which the Bible ever attributes to, and which must
belong to, Satan. See in the Gospel narratives, when commanded to go forth from
those he had taken possession of, with what violence he maltreats them, throwing
them down, tearing them, casting them into convulsions, etc. It is that which Satan
And in Christian experience there is the counterpart of this
would and does do.
(cf. Bunyan's ' Pilgrim's Prugress ').
II.

think otherwise.

—Why

It

We

—

—

—

IV. Leads us to ask Wherefokb are we told all this ? It was and is 1.
To prevent dismay, bewilderment, and despair. One can understand how not a few
would be, for many yet are, fastened upon by these foes of faith. 2. To inspire hope
:

courage, patience and trust.
How calculated to render us this high service these
Many yet are sitting in the land
teachings are! 3. That we may tell them to others.
of darkness and the shadow of death, not knowing tliat he hath come who shall
"
destroy death, and him that hath the power of death, that is, the devil." " Go, preacli
my gospel, saith the Lord." 4. To set ms o« our guard, and to make us more heedful
of the commands of Christ, the Captain of our salvation, in whom abiding, neither death
nor hell can work us harm. S. 0.

and

—

—

6,
Vers, 1
Signs. It has been wisely said, " The Revelation of St. John gives no
regularly progressive disclosure of the future, advancing in unbroken series from
beginning to end; but it falls into a number of groups, which, indeed, supplement
each other, every successive vision giving some other aspect of the future, but which
are still formally complete in themselves, each proceeding from a beginning to an end."
have but just heard the accents of the shout of final triumph. Now we are thrown
back again to scenes of strife and conflict the prevailing condition until the end
Cometh. This section is preparative. The agents in the great strife are set before us
in symbolical form
" signs." The things signified it behoves us to seek to know.
I. The first is the sign of " a womam arrayed with the son, and the moon

We

—

—

UMDER HER FEET, AND UPON HER HEAD A GROWN OF TWELVE STABS." In this We are
to see a symbolical representation of the Zion of God — the Church; not the Christian
in contradiction to the Jewish but the true Israel of God
under the Old and perpetuated in New Testament times. Not an unfamiliar figure of both .Old and New
Testaments to represent the Church as a woman, whether a bride or a mother (Fsa. liv.
Is the sun that glory of God which now lightens the holy city and
5, 6 ch. xxi. 2, 9).
;

;

moon

—

;

the previous, the leaser light which ruled the comparative night before the
morning star appeared ? The crown of the Church is ever the twelve tribes supplanted
by the twelve apostles of the Lamb.
IL The second sign ib the man-ohild born of the wokax. Chritii iu ki» humaa
the
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bom

of tbat Church which for lo long before his coming endured the pangs of
the bosom of the people of God, Christ according to the flesh came.
This is he of whom it is declared, " Thou art my Son ; this day have I begottea thee.
Ask of me
thou shalt rule them with a rod of iron."
uAture,

From

travail.

.

.

.

The third symbol or

sign is " a gbeat bed dbagon, HAvnta seven heads
HEADS SEVEN DIADEMS." The interpretation of this ia
given explicitly in ver. 9. The seven heads may fitly represent the multiplied worldly
powers which the evQ one brings against Christ and his Church, and in the ten horns
III.

AND TEN HORNS, AND ON

HIS

may

be hidden a reference to that great world-power which, in the days of St. John,
sought, as the agent of Satan, to destroy the Clmrch of Christ. The whole scene ia
expressive of the great powers which from the beginning wage war with the Lamb.
IV.
FOURTH SIGN IS FO0ND IN THE ATTITUDE OP THE BED DRAGON BEFORE THB
WOMAN, SEEKixQ TO DESTROY HER CHILD. But the Divine care defends him, and the
woman flees into the wilderness " a place prepared," and that " they may nourish her."
Let the whole for our instruction resolve itself into a teaching concerning : 1. The
habitual antagonism of the great powers of evil to him who is the Church's Lord amd
Son. The whole book portrays the strife between the great antagonistic powers light
and darkness, sin and holiness, Christ and Satan "the proper factors of history."
This vision is, for us, one of warning and admonition.
learn the conditions on
which we hold life. Our hearts are the battle-ground, and for dominion over them
the two forces contend. Our duty is plain. 2. The Divine care/or the Church. The
"wilderness" is not a place of danger, but of safety. The city, with its corruption, is
the deadly place. True, the wilderness affords not luxury ; but luxury is danger. In
the wilderness the Church is fed and nourished. God has prepared the conditions of safety
for his Church during the times of the great strife which is afterwards to be detailed.
Then let the lowly disciple have both faith and hope. The. Lord will defend him in
the day of battle, and will nourish him unto eternal life. R. G.

A

—

—

—

.

We

—

—

Vers. 7—12.
War and triumph. The heavenly things ("in heaven") are again
represented by a battle a war.
There is ever contention on the earth between those
forces that are evil and those that are Divine.
The history of the human race is the
history of an undying struggle a struggle between the heavenly and the earthly
elements ; the g od and the bad ; the flesh and the spirit. Here the whole contending
" Michael
forces are leagued under two great captains, " Michael " and " the dragon."
and his angels going forth to war with the dragon ;" and " the dragon warred and his

—

—

angels."
There is no difdculty in deciphering their names. " Michael " is the angd
of the Lord
" Who is like God" It is he who enters " the strong man's house, and
;
spoils his goods " he that " brings to nought him that hath the power of death, that
is, the devil ; " he who " was manifested for this purpose, that he might destroy the
works of the devil." Yea, it is he, the " King of kings and Lord of lords." And
the dragon is expressly afBrnied (vcr. 9) to be " the old serpent, he that is called the
Devil and Satan." This scene is the central scene of the entire book, and represents
The issue is not doubtful. For the comfort of the Church, in all
the ceaseless strife.
ages of her stri fe, " the great voice in heaven " proclaims " the salvation, and the power,
and the kingdom of our God, and the authority of his Christ." The struggle is elsewhere depicted. Here is the simple word ol triumph. 1. " They [the dragon and
2. They were cast out : " Neither was their place found
his angels] prevailed not."
any more in heaven." 3. They were utterly routed ; " The great dragon was cast

—

down," " and his angels were cast down with him." 4. The triumphant reign of the
Redeemer follows " Now is come the salvation, and the power, and the kingdom of
our God, and the authority of his Christ." The words of the great chorus rise to our
5. The accuser is silenced : " Who is he
lips, " And he shall reign fuj- ever and ever."
that condemeth ? " 6. Tlie triumph is traced to its true source. (1) " They overcame
him because of the blood of the Lamb, and (2) because of the word of their testimony ; " and (3) because of their entire self-devotion " And they loved not their
7. The consequent heavenly jubilation : " Therefore rejoice,
life even unto death."
heavens, and ye that dwell in them." Truly he is blessed who reads and understands
these wordi. Herein the final triumph of the heavenly over the earthly, the B«nsual,
the devilish, is distinctly depicted and undeniably affirmed. B. Q.
:

:

—

——

en. xn, 1—17.]

—
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Vers. 13 17. Safety Ai Satanie persecution.
The anticipated defeat a defeat
already effected in the Divine counsels—excites the wrath of the dragon, who reads
assuredly his own condemnation and subjagation in that " blood of the Lamb " which
the hands of his own " cruel and wicked " ones ihed. 1'he time of his power is limited
Satan will rage his hour, and persecute the woman. Thus we
it is " a short time."
are brought back to the earlier part of the vision, and we behold

John is speaking out of
I. The Satanic peeseoutioh of the Church of God.
the depths to the Church in all ages, during which the same virulent spirit shall vent
How often has the little flock had to look upon these words, when the ravenous
itself.
wolf has scattered and devoured and tornl
It must needs be that perseoutiont
come. The heavenly spirit meets with so great an opposition in the earthly, that there
can be no concord. The great promise made to the demand, " What shall we have
therefore?" closes with the dread announcement "with persecutions."
It is ever
so ; but not only so.
II. The -Divine protection of the pebsecutbd Church.
The Lord provides for
The safety of the Church is reprehis own : " Not a hair of your head shall perish."
sented by her dwelling and nourishment in the wilderness. The persecuted Church
flies unto her place.
God has prepared for her a place of safety. She flies with wings
he too has given. Ah ! he " bears on eagles' wings " as of old. He has provided a
It is one of endurance.
It
place rather a condition, or state —on earth, for his own.
could not be one of luxurious self-indulgence, which the city-life would represent.
" They loved not their lives." It is a condition of suffering, of denial, and privation.
They take up the cross. The words are so interwoven with our common speech, that
the figure is become familiar to us all. But God "nourishes" his people in their
wilder; less-life.
He feeds them with manna bread from heaven. He leaves not,
The old words come to our thoughts: "They shall
neither does he forsake them.
dwell safely in the wilderness ; " " I will allure her, and bring her into the wilderness,
and speak comfortably unto her ; " " Who is this that cometh up from the wilderness,
leaning upon her Beloved?" It is the place of discipline and training and hardship, of
testing and putting to the proof. But it is the place of blessing. Tlirough it he leadeth
He goeth before them, and is their Rearward their Defence
his people like a flock.
and Salvation. He will safely and gently lead them even to the land of promise. The
wilderness-days shall end. There is a limit. It is but for " a time, and times, and half
• time."—R. G.

—

—

—

—

—

and social Jiendkood. "And there appeared a great
What strange objects the human imagination can create, or
in a passive state receive
What a remarkable dream or vision this is of the apostolic
" A woman arrayed with the sun, with the moon beneath her
hermit on PatmoS
Vers. 1

6.

Social Ghristhood

wonder in heaven,"

etc.

I

I

and a crown of twelve stars around her head, brings forth a man-child. A huge
dragon with ten horns and seven diademed beads, whose tail sweeps after it the
third part of the stars to the earth, stands before her to devour the child the moment
it is born, since the child is to rule the nations with a rod of iron.
But the child is
snatched up to the throne of God, and the woman flies into the wilderness, where she
I shall take this strange creature of
is nourished for twelve hundred and sixty days."
the imagination as I have taken the other vision! not to represent things of which we
know nothing, but to illustrate some important realities with which we are more or less
acquainted. There are two subjects here
(1) social Christhood, and (2) sociai fiendfeet,

scarlet

—

—

hood,

By "social Christhood" I mean the existence of Christ in
I. Social Chmsthood.
a human society, or in a community of men. I use this language in preference to the
term " Church," for that term now, alas 1 seldom represents Christhood, but often tha
reverse.
The expressions in the Episcopal community, " our Church," and, in
the Nonconformist domain, "our Churches," are, alas 1 far enough from representing
Christ, either in his doctrines, ethics, or spirit.
Self-sacrificing love a the essence oi
Christhood ; but where do we find that, either in "our Church" or " our Churchea"
Christhood is peace, eternal antipathy to all anger, resentment, ambition, war. But
" our Church, " gives war a sanction, a licence, a blessing. The word " Church," ther»kxo, in it* conventional sense, I repudiate as a calumny on Chriat. Uiinf Uiii vImob,
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therefore, to illustrate iocial Chrislhood, two remark* ar« suggested ooncerning tb*
•ociety or community in which Christ lives and works. 1. It it glorious.
woman
clothed [arrayed] with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a
crown of twelve stars " (ver. 1). It is encircled with the solar beams of Divine truth.

"A

feet is the world.
It treads down all worldliness in its spirit and aims.
brow, as a peerless diadem, are twelve stars. The true Church as a comof Christly men
Christly in idea, spirit, and pursuit is the most glorious
object under the grand heavens.
It reveals more of God than all the globes that roll
through immensity. It is a glorious Church. The conventional Church ii a crawling
sycophant ; the true Church is a crowned sovereign. 2. It is multiplying. " She being
with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered " (ver. 2). The true
Church is not sterile or barren, but otherwise; it is fecundant and multiplying. Three
remarks are suggested concerning its offspring : (1) It is brought forth in pain. " In
pain to be delivered." " All life," it has been said, " dawns in anguish, according to
the fiat (Gren. iii. 16)." There is an anguish of the Church which Christ laid upon
her; it is the law of her life that she must bring forth Christ to the world, but she
cannot work deliverance without knowing suffering. Paul speaks of himself as " travailing in birth."
Who knows the anguish of those earnestly engaged in endeavouring
to form Christ in men, and to bring him forth? What is genuine, personal religion
but Christ in men, working within them to " will and to do his own good pleasure " ?
(2) It is brought forth to govern. "And she brought forth a man-child who was to
rule all nations with a rod of iron " (ver. 5).
Every Christly convert is a ruler is
born to rule. Servility and flunkeyism in all its forms are foreign to its instincts and
spirit.
His instincts and bearing are imperial. All the offspriag of the true Church
are kings as well as "priests unto God." (3) It is destined for Divine fellowship.
" And her child was caught up unto God, and to his throne " (ver. 5). Whatever
might be the trials of the truly Christly, here is the end.
Sublime destiny this.
" God hath raised us up together, and made us sit together in heavenly places in Christ
Though the mother had in her trials and persecutions to flee unto the
Jesus."
" wilderness," even there she was secure. " She had a place prepared of God."
II. Social fiendhood.
Not only is there a society on eartti in which Christ is, but
there is a society in which the devil is. " And there appeared another wonder in
heaven; and behold a great red dragon, having seven heads," etc. There is as truly
a social fiendhood as there is a social Christhood. The " great red dragon," the old
serpent, the "prince of the power of the air," works in the children of disobedience
everywhere. Two facts are suggested by the highly symbolic and probably uninterpretable description here given of this fiend in human society.
1. His possession of
enormous power. (1) Enormous power of intellect. "Seven heads." The devil has
a larger amount of human intellect at his command than Christ; sevenfold, peradven'•
ture, more.
Ten horns." Horns are the emblems
(2) Enormous power of execution.
He woks in all the navies and
of force. How mighty is the devil amongst men!
armies of the world. (3) Enormous power of empire. " Seven crowns [diadems] upon
his heads." The human world abounds with chiefs and princelets, and kings and
queens ; but in how many is there Christhood ? The " great red dragon " seems to
master most, if not all ; the " kingdom of Satan " is all but world-wide. (4) Enormous

Beneath the

Around
munity

its

—

—

—

power of mischief. " And his tail drew [draweth] the third part of the stars of heaven,
and did cast them to the earth." There are stars in the moral firmament of the human
moral intuition, of spiritual insight, of
These stars Satan sweeps away, and leaves us to grope our way in

soul, stars of social love, of reverent piety, of
infinite worship.

nocturnal gloom.
Where are these stars seen in the political management of England
to-day ? Truly we are walking in darkness and have no light.* 2. His determined
antagonism to Christhood. It is said, "The dragon stood before the woman which
was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born." It is against
Christ in his true Church, Christ in his few but multiplying progeny, that this " great
red dragon " stood.
Conclusion. This determined and active antagonism between social Christhood and
social fiendhood is a commentary on the old text, " I will put enmity between thee and
*

Read

In the journals of the time the conduct of
work entitled, ' Spoiling the Egyptians.'

also a little

3ut

army amongst the SoudanMt;

——

CH. xiu

the
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woman, »nd between thy

It explalni, moreover, all domestic
sepd and her gped."
and national wars. Evil and good are at war on this
This it the grand campaign, inspiring and «xplaining all other feuds. D. T.

conflicts, all political battlings,

eaith.

—

—

11.
The great campaign. "And there was war in heaven," etc. There
undoubtedly " war in heaven " ^in the heaven of our being. War in the soul indiWe " wrestle not
vidually, war in the soul collectively, war within and war without.
against flesh and blood, but against principalities and powers of this world ; against
wickedness in high places." The vision brings to our notice the contending armie* and
the contending; issues.
I. The armies in the contest.
Who are the armies ? " Michael and his angels
fought [going forth to wai] against the dragon ; and the dragon fought [warred] and his
angels'* (ver. 7).
Many expositors will teil us all about Michael and the dragon and
their angels, but I cannot.
I take them as the ever-acting representatives of good and
evil.
Both have their leaders, their Michaels, and their dragons with their respective
He is the " Captain of
followers or angels.
Christ and his disciples represent the one.
;
salvation " all his disciples are enlisted as his soldiers, they are inspired with his
purpose and fight under his banner. The "dragon," called the devil and Satan, and
There is not a man who breathes who is not actively
his votaries, represent the other.
engaged in one or other of those armies. The grand question to determine is, " Who
is on the Lord's side? "
the side of moral reality, right, and benevolence. " He tliat

Vers. 7

—

is

—

is

not with

me

is

against me."

IL The issues ov the contest. 1. The one army was utterly discomfited. What
became of them ? " And prevailed not neither was their place found any more in
heaven " (ver. 8). The prince of this world is cast out. A Stronger than he has
entered the ]>alace, and he is overcome, and "hath taken from him all his armour
;

wherein he trusted, and divided his

spoils."

" Him, the Almighty power
Hurl'd headlong flaming from the ethereal sky,
With hideous ruin and combustion, down
To bottomless perdition; there to dwell
In adamantine chains and penal fire
Who durst dety the Omnipotent to arras."
(Milton.)

The other army wan sublimely triumphant. Ohserve (1) Tlie triumphant song.
"And I heard a loud [great] voice saying m heaven, Now is couie salvation, and strength
The celestial psean proclaims the
[powrer], and the kingdom of our God" (ver. 10).
deliverance of man, the reign of God, and the adoration of Christ, and portrays in
graphic delineation the miserable victim as the "accuser of our brethren before God day
How was the victory won?
and night" (ver. 10).
(2) The triumphant weapons.

2.

:

"The blood of the Lamb." What meaneth this? (6) By
(a) By the life of Olnist.
the Word of truth. " By the word of their testimony '' (ver. 11). The Divine Word
" They loved not their lives
(c) By self-sacrificing love.
is the all-conquiTing sword,
unto the death " (ver. 11). Self-sacrificing love is the inspiring spirit in this warfare.
" The God of peace shall bruise Satan under your feet shortly" (Rom. xvi. 20).
Conclusion. Evil on this earth, though it is strong, has the multitude and the
empire on its side. Although it has lived long, won victories, and is active and vigorous
Its doom is sealed, its head is bruised, its limbs
to this hour, it will not live for ever.
What Christ himself saw will one day be
are witherini', and its death approaches.
" I saw Satan fall like lightning," etc. D. T.
witnessed by an adoring universe.

—

"They overcame him by the blood
Moral conquest won through Christ.
Ver. 11.
of the Lamb." It is trite, but ever solemnly true, to say that life is a combat. Moral
antagonists of the soul meet us everywhere in all departments of life, circles of society,
Nay, they rise up within us. These can be only overcome by the
spheres of action.
" blood of the Liimb," that is, by the self-sacrificing life of Christ.
I. It IB THROITiJH his BLOOD (OE LIFE) THAT WB GET OUR ANTAGONISM TO MORAL
EVIL BOUSED. Where do we learn the turpitude, the enormity, the ruinousness of sin,
as

we

learn

it

in the cross?

There, indeed, "sin appears exceeding sinful."

When w«

—
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•re enabled to look upon it In the light of that cross, the whole sonl rises In determined
opposition to it.
IL It is tebough his blood (ok life) that wb oet oub weapohb supplied
What are the weapons with which evil is to be restored? 1.
dear knowledge of thi
right.
It Is by right alone that wrong can be put down. His life was the intelligible
embodiment, and the all-convincing demonstration of moral right. 2. An inflexible lorn
fur the right.
Right as an idea is no weapon. But right as a love becomes a triumphant implement in this warfare.
III. It 18 through his blood (ob life) that wb get oub coubagb inspibed.
In this warfare we require a courage unflagging and invincible a courage impelling us
to fight, even to the death.
Whence cometh this? Only from Christ, His selfsacriHcing spirit is the soul of all true courage. D. T.

A

—

—

—

" Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and
Vers. 12 17.
Hie de/eatdbility of the devil.
ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea " etc. This
portion of John's vision illttstrates four facts of great importance and of vital interest to
all men,
I. That miohtt as is the masteb-fieno op evil, he ib not pboof against defeats.
" Therefore rejoice, ye [0] heavens, and ye that dwell in them " (ver. 12). 1. Here is
a defeat implied. The efforts of this matchless fiend, however wisely directed ana
mightily wrought, are evermore exposed to failure.
There is nothing permanent in
error, there is no staMlity in wrong.
All systems untrue to fact and unrighteous in
principle are but houses on the sand of time. The laws of the universe flow in everincreasing volume against wrong.
The devil is truly a defeatable agent ; he has d"
power over those who are prepossessed with goodness. "The prince of this world
cometh, and findeth nothing in me." The command is, " Besist the devil, and he will
flee from you."
As light extends and virtue grows, all schemes of wrong, political,
social, and religious, crack to pieces and tumble to ruin.
2. Here is a defeat righteomly
" Kejoioe, ye heavens."
exultahle.
In whatever heaven this defeat is witnessed,
whether in the individual soul or in the social circle, it ii a reason for rejoicing. In
every error corrected, in every prejudice crushed, in every unholy purpose broken, in
every impure impulse conquered, there comes to the soul the command, " Rejoice, ye
heavens." It is the Joy of the prisoner quitting hit cell, of the patient returning to
!

'

health.
II. That great as his defeats mat be, they do not quench his animosity.
" Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea for the devil is come down unto
you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time." Hunted
from one arena, he enters another, flaming with indignation, and the more so as he feels
that his time for work is shortening. "He hath but a short time." "When the
unclean spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh through dry places, seeking rest, and
finding none." He is " a roaring lion, going about seeking whom he may devour."
As every defeat enfeebles his power, contracts his reign, and decreases his opportunities,
Like the ravenous beast of the
his malign natnre becomes more intense in hatred.
desert, his failure to fiasten his tusks in one victim whets his appetite for another.
Evil is insatiable.
I

III. That his animosity is especially dibeotbd against the tbub Church.
And when the dragon saw that he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman
which brought forth the man-child" (ver. 13). Let the woman stand as an emblem of
the trne Church, or Christly men collectively, and we have before us a picture of the

"

mighty
his

fiend tormenting it and its progeny.
as a flood [river] after the

We

mouth water

read that "the serpent cast out of

woman"

(ver. 16).

And

again,

"The

dragon was [waxed] wroth with the woman, and went [away] to make war with the
remnant [rest] of her seed " (ver. 17). What on this earth doth he hate most and yearn
Not politics, learning, commerce, science, literature, art. None of these as
to crush ?
Wherever the Spirit of Christ is, the spirit of tendersuch, but the Ohristly in men.
On such he
ness, humility, self-sacrificing love, this he hates and seeks to destroy.
'
pours out water as a flood," that he may " cause them to be carried away of th«
Who shall say what he pours forth from Us mouth ? Foise aee%un~
flood [stream]."
lions,

pemidoiu

errors, loeial persecution*, eto.

—

OH, xn.
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IV. That the true Chitroh, btbn in tbtino oniotrMSTANcrEg, is under the bpeoiaii
FEOTEOTioN OP HBAVBH. " And to the woman were given two wings of a great eagle,
that she might fly into the wilderness, into her place, where she is nourished for a time,
and times, and half a time, from the face of the serpent " (ver. 14), Notice : 1. Tfie
Church it in the miderness. " That she might fly into the wilderness." The home of
Ohristly men on this earth has always been more of a wilderness than a Canaan
intricate, dangerous, gloomy.
2. l^umgh in the wilderness, it has enormous privileget.
" To the woman were given two wings
(1) It is endowed with heaven-soaring power.
Like the eagle,
of a great eagle." It is endowed with soaring instincts and faculties.
the Church has the power to rise from the earth, penetrate the clouds, and bask in
"
azuie.
It can mount up on wings as eagles."
(2) It has the ivhoh earth to serve it.
" And the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened, her mouth," etc. (rer. 16),

—D.T.

Ver. 16.
Nature serving OhrisUiness. " The earth helped the woman.*" By common
consent " the woman " here means redeemed humanity, or the children of God collec1. Her appearance is wonderful.
tively, or, in other words, what is called the Church.
" ClotVied with the sun." 2. Her progeny is wonderful. " She brought forth a manThe devil is the great enemy of redeemed
child."
3. Her antagonist is wonderful.
Inimanity, and the description given of him indicates that he is a being of stupendous
Supernatural beings engage in fierce
force and malice.
4. Her influence is wonderful.
There was war in heaven. The subject here is Nature serving
conflict on her account.
The earth nature "helped the woman" embodied Christianity,
Christliness.
Nature helps Christliness in various ways.
Nature reveals all the gram! subjects that constitute
I. By its grand eevblations.
the very foundation of Bible-discoveries. 1. There is God. All nature proclaims, not
only his existence, but his personality, unity, spirituality, wisdom, goodness, power.
Every part is under the rigorous reign of law. Any infraction of
2. There is law.
nature's laws carries penalties,
3, 2%er« t» mediation.
The principle of mediation
One element, one agent, one being, everywhere serving
runs through all nature.
In the human world men are everywhere recoganother,
4, There is responsibility.
nized as responsible, men everywhere feel their responsibility, 5. There is mystery.
There is a haze over all nature. Every part has arenas which no intellect can penetrate.
The whole universe seems to float on the dark sea of mystery. Now, all these subjects
Hence nature comes, also, to
which we find in nature we find also in the Bible.
It is a grand parable.
illustrate the meaning of the Bible and confirm its truth.
Hence " the earth helps the woman."
Nature is suited to make impressions upon the
II. Bt its moral impressions.
earth corresponding exactly with those which Christianity essays to produce. 1. 2%e
sense of dependence. How infinitesimally little man feels beside the great hills, confrontAmidst the majesty of Nature's
ing the ocean billow, and under the awful stars
appearances he feels himself to be nothing, and less than nothing. He feels borne
along as a straw upon the resistless flood of destiny. 2. Reverence. How great does
God appear in nature, in the minute as well as the vast ! " An undevout astronomer ii
mad." There is a spirit in nature that seems to say to every thoughtful soul, "Take
thy shoes from off thy feet," etc. 3, Contrition. The Btreams of Divine goodness
seem to well up from every blade, flow down on every ray, beat in every wave of air,
and are vocal with reproof to guilty man for his ingratitude and disobedience towards
In reason's ear a thousand voices speak to man. " Make a
his Maker,
4, Worship.
joyful noise unto the Lord, sing forth the honour of his Name." Now, these are just
the impressions that the gospel aims to produce; and thus nature serves Christianity
by endeavouring to produce the same spiritual results ; and in thii way, again, " the
earth helps the woman."
III. By its multiplied invbntions.
Men, by studying nature and employing its
laws, elements, and forces for their intellectual and temporal uses, have attained those
arts which are highly conducive to the advancement of Christianity.
1. There it
merchandise. Trade brings the remotest nations together in a common interest. The
means for exporting commodities are available for exportins: the Word of God. 2,
Thtr* it the jprett. The press is an invention of nature, and an invention which is

—

—

—

I
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admirably suited to advance Christianity. It has already home the f^ospel to the most
3. There is painting.
The art by which man transfers the
distant part of the earth.
forms of nature, and embodies his own conception of beauty on th? canvas. . By this
noble art the scenes and characters of the Bible, and even our blessed Lord himself, are
brought with a vivid reality under the notice of men. 4. There it music. The magic
art which catches the floating sounds of nature and weaves them into strains of melody
that stir the deepest I'eelings. Never does truth come with such strange majesty to
the heart as when it comes floating on the wave of melody. 5. There is government.
Government is of the earth, earthy ; but it helps Christianity. The Roman government, in the first ages, did it good service, and all civil governments that keep to their
true province serve

it

now.

—

^D.

T.

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER

—

1.
And I stood upon the sand of the
The Eevised Version, agreeing with

Ver.
sea.

The

Xin.

essential identity of this beast with the
dragon ot ch. xii. 8 is plainly shown. There
Satan is described in his personal character
here he is described under the aspect of

N, A, 0, Vulgate, Syriac, ^Ethiopio, Armenian, Victorinus, reads iaTaJBui, "he stood."
The Authorized Version follows the reading
iara,6riv, " I stood," which is found in B, P,
Coptic, Andreas, Arethas. Fortunately, the
Whether St, John
point is not important.
or the dragon stood on the edge of the sea
is not material, since we are distinctly told
that the ten-horned beast rose from the sea.
Wordsworth aptly contrasts this station on
the unstable sand in proximity to the sea,
the element of commotion, with the vision
of the Lamb on Mount Zion (ch. xiv. 1
5).
The imagery which follows is founded upon
Dan.
The
phrase
should
vii.
the vision of
probably be joined on to the preceding
passage, as in the Revised Version. The
new vision then opens in the customary
manner with tiSov, " I saw," as in cli. iv.,
And saw a beast rise np
v., vi., vii., etc.
out of the sea. Supply " I," and make this

the persecuting power of the world. The
symbolism is analogous to that found in
Dan. vii., where we may find the key to the
interpretation.
First, the heads signify
dominion. The head is naturally looked
upon as the chief, the controlling and guiding
part of the body that part to which all the
members of the body are subject. This is
the idea conveyed in Dan. vii. 6. The third
beast tliere is distinguished by the possession
of four heads, and (we are immediately told)
" dominion was given to it." Seven, as we
have repeatedly seen, is the number typical

the beginning of the fresh paragraph (see
above). The one beast here takes the place
of the four beasts of Dan. vii., and is distinguished by the characteristics of the first
three (see on ver. 2). This beast arises from
the <ea, the second beast from the earth (see
They are the instruments of the
ver. 11).
woe which is denounced against the earth
and the tea in ch. xii. 12, The tea, again,
is the type of instability, confusion, and
commotion, frequently signifying the ungovernable nations of the earth in opposition
to the Church of God (cf. ch. xvii. 15 ; xxi,
Probably this is the beast referred to
1),
It
in oh. xi 7, and (more fully) in ch, xvii.
is the power of the world which is directed
Cliristians.
of
towards the persecutien
Having seven heads and ten horns. Nearly
every manuscript has, having ten hmms and
The order is reversed in ch.
leten headt.
xiL 8 and xvii. 3; possibly the horns are
mentiooed first in this passage, because they
aro drst deen as the beast rises from the sea.

and strong exceedingly; and it had great
iron teeth it devoured and brake in pieces,
and stamped the residue with the feet of

—

;

of universality (cf. ch. i. 4 v. 1, etc.). The
seven heads, therefore, are symbolical of universal dominion.
In the second place,
horns are the type of power. Thus, in Dan.
vii. 7, the beast which is distinguished by
the possession of the horns is described as
being " diverse from all the beasts that were
before it." It was "dreadful and terrible,
;

:

it"

(cf. Dent, xxxiii. 17; Ps. cxxxii. 17;
Jer, xlviii, 25, etc.).
The number ten is the

sign of completeness

not of universality or
but of sufficiency and abundancy
for the purpose in view (cf. Gen. xviii.
32, the ten righteous wanting at Sodom
Exod. xxvii. 12, the ten pillars of the taberUBcle; the ten commandments; the tithe;
;

totality,

Ps, xxxiii.

2, etc.).

The ten horns, the) efore,

denote plenitude of power. The words of
this passage thus signify that the beast
should possess world-wide dominion and
ample power.
These are the qualities
ascribed to the power which Satan now
directs against the "seed of the woman."
At the time of the writing of the Apocalypse,
this power was evidently heathen Rome;
but the meaning may be extended to
embrace all the forms which this worldopposition has assumed, whether Roman,

"
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or Gothic, etc.

It is conse-

quently unnecessary, as It certainly seems
fruitless, to attempt to interpret the heads
and horns of individual nations and kings.
In endeavouring to do so, many writers
have imported into the description here
given other details from Daniel, or deduced
by themselves, for which there is no warrant
For the
in the narrative here supplied.

same reason, it is useless to inquire into tiie
disposition of the ten horns and seven, heads ;
since the whole is a figure intended to
convey certain ideas, and is not a description
of an actual bodily form. And npou his
;
horns ten crowns. " Ton crowns " SioS^^oto,
crowns denoting sovereignty ; not a-Ti^ams,
the victor's wreatli. The crowns upon the
horns denote tlie sovereign nature of the
power with which the beast is invested.
The nations of the worM who have persecuted the Church of God have the chief
rule ill this world. And upon his heads the
name of blasphemy. The plural ovii/uxra,
" names," adopted by the Revised Version, ie
found in A, B, Vulgate, Coptic, Andreas,
Priraasius.
Alford reads the singular Svona,
with N, C, P, Coptic, Andreas, Primasius.
Possibly each head
'I'here is no article.
bore u name, which was the same in each
case, and which might therefore with equal
propriety bu described as name or names.
" Upon his heads" (e'Tri Ki(paXas); the accusative being used (as Alford suggests)
because the action of inscription carries
with it a tinge of motion. In the preceding
clause we have the genitive eiA Kipajav,
where the preposition denotes rest.
We
have no hint given as to what the name
was the nature only is indicated. St. John
VL'ry possibly had in his mind the mitre of
the high priest, upon the plate of which
was inscribed, " Holiness to the . Lord
(Exod. xxviii. 36). It is a " name of blasphemy " that is, the worldly power, typified
by this beast, denies the Divinity and might
of the true God, and exalts itself above
liim.
Bede, Hengstenborg, etc., see the
fulfilraeut in the assumption by the Roman
emperors of titles which belong rightly only
King of kings, Divus, etc. But
to Clirist
the application is wider. As partial fulfilments of that which will never be eompleiely
fullilled until the end of the work!, we may
mention Pharaoh, when he said, " Who is
;

;

—

the Lord, that I should obey his voice?"
(Biod. V. 2); Sennacherib (2 Kings xviii.);
Herod Agrippa (Acts xii. 22) as well as
those since St. John's time who have
blasphemed by denying the existence, or
;

omnipotence of Christ.

—And the beast which I saw was
feet of a bear, and his mouth ^ the mouth
limilarity to tSe risioD
Ver.

like

2.

unto a leopard, and his feet were as the

of a lion.

Xbe

;

of
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Dan. vii. is very evident; the reiemblanca
extending eve.n to the language, which ii
here very like the LXX. version of Daniel.
Cf. especially the form &pKos (found in all
the best manuscripts) with that of the LXX.
of Dan. vii. 5.
In the vision of Daniel four
beasts are seen rising from the sea. Thn
first was like a lion, the second like a bear,
the third like a leopard, the fourth was
distinguished by the ten horns. Here the
four are combined in the one appearance of
the beast. The qualities which are indicated by the animals named are very
generally agreed upon.
The lion denotes
lordly dominion and rule ; the hear suggests
crushing force and tenacity of purpose the
;

leopard

is distinguished for its swiftness
cruel blood-thirstiness.
These characteristics marked the Roman empire at the
time of this vision, and this probably was
the first fulfilment of the vision. The same
qualities have, however, been exhibited at
all times by the persecutors of the Church
of God, and thus the application may be
extended, and the vision represents (as
Alford sajs) " not the Roman empire merely,
but the aggregate of the empires of this
world as opposed to Christ and his kingdom."
And the dragon gave him his power, and
his seat, and great authority ; and his throne.
The dragon and this beast are essentially
one, since the latter wields all the intiuence
of the former. The devil lost his throne in
heaven ; through the power of the world he
temporarily regains a throne as the " prince
of this world." Christ, by his incarnation,
destroyed much of the personal nature of
the devil's influence over men.
By that
the devil was completely bound as regards
the righteous (cf. the interpretation of ch.
XX. 2) ; but his power to work mischief he
transfers to the nations of the world, who
become his instrument for that purpose.
Ver. 3. Aijd I saw one of his heads as
it were wounded to death ; and his deadly
wound was healed ; and one of his heads as
though it had been slain unto death ; and his
death-stroke was healed.
The writer wishes
to express the coexistence of two mutually
antagonistic qualities.
The head had re-

and

—

ceived a fatal wound, and yet the beast
continued to exist and exert his power.
There may be a contrast and a comparison
intended between the Lamb, as it had been
slain, worshipped by his adoring followers,
and the beast, usurping the honour due to
Christ, imitating him even in the respect of
having been slain, and exacting homage
from those who " wondered after the beast."
But tlie "head smitten unto death" must
still

possess

some

special significance of its

own. What that is we ar-s not plainly told
but it seems reasonable to refer it to the
blow dealt to the power of SaUtn by the

:;
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death and resiirreotlon of Christ. It fllraoal
seemed at first as though the power of the
world must Buccumb to the influence of the
life and death of oiu Lord, and for a time
great piogress was made in the increase of
the number of believers (of. Acts ii. 41, 47).
But the power of the world was not yet
destroyed; it coutiuued to exist in spite of
Some see in
the seemingly fatal wound.
this accuunt a reference to the destruction of
the Eomau pagan empire, and the establishment of the Ohriatian empire. Others believe
the blow to be that administered by Michael,
when Satan was ejected from heaven. Others
refer the wounded head to different individuals ; e.g. Nero. That one head is wounded
out of the seven probably denotes the
partial nature of the wound as visible to an

And

all the world wondered after
whole earth wondered after the
The pregnant construction. That
beast.
earth, for which the advent of the dragon

observer.

the beast

;

tlie

meant woe

(ch. xii. 12), wondered at, and
followed after the beast.
The sense of
earth must here be restricted to the followers
of the world, as opposed to the followers of

God.
Ver.

4.

—And they worshipped the dragoon

which gave power unto the beast; because
he gave his authority (Kevised Version) is
found in all the best manuscripts. The
devil had sought to beguile Christ by
offering to him all the kingdoms of the
world. His efforts with men are more sucThey worship him on account of
cessful.
the worldly wealth and influence which he
bestows. And they worshipped the beast,
saying, Who is like unto the beast 1 who
Insert
is able to make war with him?
" and " with Kevised Version and who is
able, etc. ? The beast usurps the homage due
to God alouo (cf. tho song of those who
had triumphed iii ch. xv. 4, " Who shall not
fear thoe, O Lord, and glorify thy Name?"
cf. also Exod, xv. 11; Micah' vii. 18, etc.).
Tho adherents of the boast thus intimate
their belief in his superior prowess and his
ability to succeed in his war against those
who " keep the commandments of God, and
hold the testimony of Jesus."
Ver. 5. And there was given nnto him
a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies. So the horn which sprang from the
fourth beast of Dan. vii. 8 had given to it
"a mouth speaking great things." The
power of tlio beast is, after all, only held by
the consent of God, who for his own good
purpose permits him to cxorciso it for a
Tlie " great things " are the promises
time.
of superior power and good, with which the
devil seeks to allure men, ns he did Adam
and Eve at tho first. All attempts to decry
G'sd's omnipotence ai.d (he power of Christ
•re bUuphemiet.. And power wat given onto
:

—
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to oontinne forty and two months ; ot,
work forty and two months. Again note
the power is given to him ; that is, he holdi
it only subject to the will of God.
The
" forty and two months," or three years and

him
to

a

half, signify the period of the world's
existence.
(For a full discussion of the
subject, see on ch. xi. 2.) It is the " little
time" of ch. vi. 10, 11, during which will
be fulfilled the number of the saints. It is
the "little season" of ch. xx. 3, during
which Satan is "loosed," that is, daring
which he has this power to work given to
him (cf. ch. xi. 2, 3 ; xii. 14). The different
readings in this passage, though resting on
insufficient authority, serve to amplify the

meaning. X reads iroiriaai '6 6e\ci, "to do
what he willeth." Tloiriaai with irtJAc/ioc, " to
wage war," is found in B and others, and is
the marginal reading of the Authorized
Version, but is rightly omitted in the Bevised
Version,
Ver, 6.

—

And he opened his month la
blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his
Kame, and his tabernacle, and them that
dwell in heaven; for blasphemies against
Bod. The balance of authority is in favour
of omitting "and" (before "them"), thus
making (as in the Revised Version) the last
clause in apposition with the preceding
his Hame and his tabernacle, those tabernacled
in heaven. Tlie punishment for this sin
among the Jews was death by stoning (see
Lev, xxiv. 16).
God's servants fear his
Name (oh. xi. 18). God's tabernacle, or
temple, is the Chuich, in the midst of which
he dwells (cf. ch. xi. 2), and wliich exist*
in the wilderness of the world for the forty
and two months, and which yet exists also
in heaven, honoured of God (of. Phil, iii,
20, "For our citizenship is in heaven,"
Revised Version).
Ver. 7. And it was given nnto him to
make war with the saints, and to overcome
them. This clause is omitted in A, C, P,
and some others. So in Dan. vii, 21, " The

—

same horn made war with tlie saints, and
prevailed against them; until the Ancient
of days came, and judgment was given to
the saints of tho Most High." And in ch.

"The beast tliat ascendeth out of the
bottomless pit shall make war against them
[the two witnesses], and shall overcome
them, and kill them." Overcome; that is,
apparently ; so far as is seen by the world.
In the same way the world overcame Christ
but by his death came victory. So in oh.
ii. 10 the Church at Smyrna is encouraged
by the words, " Fear none of those things
xi. 7,

which thou shalt suffer ... be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown
of life." And power was giTon him over all
kindreds, and tongues, and nations ; over
•Mry tribt, and jieople, and Umfut, unit

OH. xin.
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Stiiy, " people," Ir Inserted In erery
mkauioript except a few cursiveB. The fourfold enumeration, applied to the eartb,
denote! the universal oharaoter of the
description (of. the four living beings, ch.
Alio ch. V. 9; vii. 9; zi. 9; xiv. 6).
iv. 6.
The same classification is adopted in the
gong of the redeemed (ch. v. 9), which may
be contrasted with this passage. Although
the power of Sutan extends to every section
of the nations of the earth, yet men are
not irrevocably delivered into his hand.
From every part of mnuliiud men are also
redeemed.
Yer. 8. ^And all that dwell upon the earth
shall worship him, whose names are not
written in the book of life of the Lamb;
[every one] whoie name hath not been written,
as in the Eevised Version. " Him," aJrifc',
masculine, although referring to the neuter,
Briplov, because the personality of Satan
under the figure of the beast is borne in
mind. " Wliose name," singular, referring
to the individuals of whom the irdvTis,
"all," are composed. This verse states in
another form what has been related in the
Those
latter part of the preceding verse.
over whom the beast has authority are
those who worship him, and whose names
have not " been written in the book of life."
The expression, "book of life," is found
only in this book and Phil. iv. 3. In all
the places where it occurs it seems to refer
primarily to Christians (of. Phil. iv. 3 ; ch.
At
iii. 5: XX. 12, 15; xxi. 27; xxii. 19).
baptism the Christian's name is written in
the "book of life," from which there is
always a possibility of it being blotted out

JOHN THE DIVINB.
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Rpoken of aa having taken plae*.
This
latter sense must be the meaning if we
adopt the alternative reading.
Ver. 9. If any man have an ear, let him
hear.
This verse draws attention to the
golemn declaration which follows in the
succeeding verse (of. oh. iL 7; iiL 6; also
Matt. xi. 15, etc).
Ver. 10. He that leadeth into captivity
shall go into captivity he that killeth with
the sword must he killed with the iword,
Here is the patience and the faith of the
saints.
There is a twofold difSculty in
this verse: first, as to the correct text;
secondly, as to the meaning. There are
two chief readings. Codex A has Et rts eis

HflMoft

—

—

:

—

cuXMccActftrfai'

fls

alxfJ^Xtofflaf

{nr&y€i\

lite-

any one into eaptinity, into captivity
he goeth; which probably means, "If any
one is ordained unto captivity, into captivity
he goeth." The reading of the Texlus
Beceptus looks like an attempt to amplify
and make clear the above reading: Elf ns
rally, if

alxpM^fiifflav ffvtfdyei cts alxf^oKatrlav ivdyei,

a, B, C, have the reading of A, omitting
the repetition of els aixfi-af^uiirlai'.
This
omission is easily explained by homoeoteleuton, and accordingly the majority of
critical editors follow Codex A.
There are
two passages in Jeremiah which are suggested by these words. Jer. xv. 2 reads,
" Such as are for death, to death ; and such
as are for the sword, to the sword ; and such
as are for the famine, to the famine; and
such as are for the captivity, to the captivity ; " Jer. xliii. 11, " And deliver sucli as
are for death, to death ; and such as aro for
captivity, to captivity ; and such as arc for
the sword, to the sword." Matt. xxvi. .52
may also ije referred to : " All tliey that take
the sword shall perisli with tlie sword."
The verse in the text appears to contain
both the meanings of the passHKOS referred
to.
The first half seems to point out that
there are woes foreordained for Clirietians

Those who are not Christians
iii. 5).
have not 4heir name in the " book of life,"
but worship the beast, that is, pay allegiance
to him.
It ia "the book of life of the
Lamb," because it is through " the Lamb "
that there exists a " book of life " for men.
Slain from the foundation of the world; or,
(ch.

It is natural to connect
the words, "from the foundation of the
world," with "slain," and not with " written."
The latter course has been followed by
Bengel, Diisterdieck, De Wette, Ewald,
Hengstenberg, and others, and in the
margin of the Bevised Version, and is in
accordance with ch. xvii. 8, " Whose names
were not written in tlie book of life from the
foundation of the world " (see also Matt.
XXV. 34; £|ili. i. 4). "The Lamb hath been
slain from the foiiudation of the woiUl," because from "the fuuudatiou of the world"
(of. Heb. ix. 2G) his death has been efficacious for tlie salvation of men ; and because
bis death "was foreordained before the
foundation of the world," althougli manifest
only in the last times (1 Pet. L 20). What
wiu foreknown to and ard»ined by God it

ST.

which they must undergo: "Ho for whom
captivity is appointed must bo content to

that hath been slain.

captivity."
The next part extends
the meaning, adding a warning: "You
Christians must suffer these tliiiij;s; nut
only not relinquishing your faitli, but also
not meeting force with force; remembering
always your Maslcr's saying, ' They that
take tlie iword shall pcrlsli willi the sword.' "
Then the verse coocludes, "Hero is [the
proof of] the patience and the faiih of the
saints."
St. Johu has just described to his
hearers the extensive nature of the power
of the world (vers. 3, 7, 8); the obvious
conclusion was that captivity, etc., was the
lot appointed for some of theu.
He has
also told them of the war waged by the
world against Christians, and now he adds
the necessary oantion against »uy attempt
suffer

'

;
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defend themselTe» by the use of the sword.
thu8 not only their patience but their
faith was to be tested.
They were not only
to bear patiently evils which they could not
avoid, but they naust have sufficient faith
to enable tliem voluntarily to forego any
opportunities which might occur to prevent
their sufferings by force of arms.
Yer. 11. And I beheld another beast.
Compare the wording of this introduction
with that of ver. 1. We shall find reason

;

JOHN THE
persecution.

And

" lamb,"

to

inteipret this heaet as self-deceit

—that

form of plausibility by wliioh men persuaded
thembclves into a belief that they might
without harm worship the former beast,
(see on following verses).
It has been
remarked that mention is often made of the
hist beast without the second (cf. ch, xi. 7
xiii. 1 ; xvii. 3, etc.), but never of the second
Tliis fact supports the
. without the first.
interpretation given above.
Coming up out
Perhaps in contrast witii the
of the earth.
former beast, whicli arose from the sea (ver.
In the vision of Dan. vii. the four
1).
beasts, which rise from the sea (ver. 3), are
declared in ver. 17 to typify four kings
which arise from the eartli. It is doubtful,
therefore, whether we are justified in attaching special significance to this phrase.
Some writers understand thereby, " rising
up from amongst settled, ordered society of

men." More likely, the writer wishes to
show the universal character of the temptations with which Christians are assailed
and thus one beast seems to pertain to the
aea, and the other to the earth, thus dividing
And he
the whole world between them.
had two horns Uke a lamb, and he spake as
That is, while simulating an
a dragon.
appearance of Clirist, his words betrayed
his devilish nature. The aim of this beast
throughout is to assume a plausible exterior,
that men may be beguiled by him (cf.
Such is the nature of that
vers. 13^17).
self-deceit which we believe this beast to
typify.
Many men, who were not to be
tempted into a renunciation of Christ by

[oh.

im. 1-ia

(On

the form of the word
on ch. v. 6.)
And he exerciseth all the power
beast before him; all the autho-

to

—

DIVixNE.

iprtov, see

Ver. 12.

—

of the first

in his sight (Bevised Version).
his infiuence over men, though less
directly asserted, is equal ^o that of the
first beast.
And he exercises this influence
"in his sight," that is, by his permission

rity

.

That

,

.

is,

and contemporaneously with the exercise
power by the first beast. So Christians
both of St. John's and of our own time seek
to escape direct persecution by justifying
to themselves their unworthy compliance
of

with the unrighteous requirements of the
world.
And oauseth the earth and them
which dwell therein to worship the first
beast, whose deadly wound was healed.
Here we have an exphination of the two
preceding clauses. Though like a lamb in
appearance, his words denote his deadly
nature, which is shown by causiug men to
worship the first beast ; and thus he exercises
the autliority of the first beast, and aocomplishes his work. Those who dwell in
the earth are the worldly, not faithful
Christians, but those " whose names are not
written in the book of life of the Lamb"
(see on ver. 8).
This beast causes men to
worship the first beast by persuading them
into a compliance with his will, and making

them pay homage to him. For this reason
he is called in ch. xvi. 13 the " false prophet."
(For "whose deadly wound was

the bitter persecution of the first beast,
because coming in such a form tiiey recognized easily its true nature, wore mvertheless beguiled into such acts by specious
leasoning and the deceit of their own hearts.
Oliristians at all times are only too ready
to be deceived by those who "by good words
and fair speeches deceive the hearts of the
VVhetlier as in
simple" (Eom. xvi. IS).
ancient times it be merely to throw a few
grains of incense upon the altar of some
heathen deity, or as in modern times to

healed," see on ver. 3.)
Ver. 13. And he doeth great wonders.
Men are apt to deceive themselves by
attributing to other agencies the power to
work wonders which belongs only to God
himself.
In St. John's time the arts of
magic were used ; in modem times the
marvels of science often lead men to a
disbelief in God. Archdeacon Lee, in his
commentary, says, " We cannot doubt that
there is also a reference to the wonderful
power over nature which the spirit of man
has attained to, and whieh has too often
been abused to the deification of Nature and
her laws, and to the disparagement of the
Divine action which is ever present in
creation."
So that he maketh fire come
down from heaven on the earth in the sight
of men; that he should even make fire, etc.,
as in the Bevised Version.
are not
to understand this literally. It is given as
a kind of sample of the power possessed by
the beast, being a form of miracle which
would be well known to St. John's readers
(of.
Elijah on Carmel, 1 Kings xviii.

conform to some common but unworthy
requirement of society, men are apt to be
led astray by arguments which look fair,
but whicli as surely accomplish the devil's
if it had lieen attained by direct
object

Korah's company, Numb. xvi. 35, etc. ; also
the request of SS. James and John, Luke
ix. 54).
The descent of fire is also frequently
a sign of God's approval (of. Gen. xv. 17 j
Lev. ijE. 21; Judg. ziii. 19, 20; 2 Chion. vii

M
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The two witnesses possessed the power
1).
of leuding forth fire (see cb. xi. 5).
In
this respect, therefore
in the very nature of
his signs the beast still seems to counterfeit the power of God.
Ver. 14. And deceiveth them that dwell
OH the earth by the means of those miracles
which he had power to do in the sight of
the beast. He deceives by employing false
iiigns, and he deceives by inducing men to
believe tliat the worsliip of the first beast
Those "that dwell on the
is allowable.
earth " are the worldly minded, as in ver.
"Wliichbe had power to do" should
12.
rather be " which it was given him to do,"
The power
as in the Revised Version.
possessed by the beast does not originate
with himself ; he possesses it only subject to
the will of Crod (cf. vers. 5 and 7). Thus
the second beast — self-deceit beguiles men.
They accept exhibitions of power external
to God as evidences of an independence and
self-sufficiency which do not exist apart
from God, forgetful of the fact that this
power is derived from God : it it given by
him. (For "in the sight of the beast," see

—

—

—

—

Saying to them that dwell on
ver. 12.)
the earth.
A4ya!f, "saying," masculine,
agrees with the neuter Sniplov. The writer
uses the masculine, as in ver. 8, because of
the personified nature of the beast. It is
not fair to press the word (as some writers
do) into the signification that a man mubt
be intended.
"Tliem that dwell on the
earth" the worldly minded (vide supra).
shonld
make an image to the
That they
beast, which had the wound by a sword,
and did live w]u> hath the stroke of a sword,
and lived, as in the Revised Version. The
masculine as before (vide supra).
This
beast suggested that men should set up an
image of tlie first beast, not in order to pay
greater honour to the first beast, but that
an apparent alternative might be offered to
men, so that those who hesitated to pay
direct iiUegiance to the first beast might
overcome their scruples and worship something whicli resembled him, while allowing
them to, as it were, cheat their own consciences by persuading themselves that they
were not worshipping the beast himself.
These two classes of men are, of course,
essentially one; tliey are, in reality, all
followers of the beast; but still there is
a difference in the manner in which they
become worshippers of the beast. The distinction of the two classes seems to be kept
in mind in ch. xix. 20 and xx. 4, where, however, all are include d in the same condemnation.
Thus tlie apo:>tle teaches us that
those who, by specious and plausible reasoning, who, in short, by self-deceit, allow
themselves to east in their lot with the
the arowed followerf of the first
V^orldly

ou

—

;

—
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beast are equally guilty with those who
openly inoolaim tliemselves followers of the

(On the last part of the verse, the
nature of the sword-strnke, see on ver. S.)
Ver. 15. And he had power to give life
nnto the image of the beast, that the image
of the beast should both speak, and cause
that as many as would not worship the
image of the beast should be killed; and
it was given to him to give hreath, eto.
K
and a number of cursives read the indicative
world.

—

is, "he [the beast] shall
cause," etc. The symbolism is most probably derived from the heathen oracles.
This beast is permitted to give life, to
impart spirit to the image ; that is, he gives
it an appearance of reality which a mere
image could not possess.
This is the
dangerous power of self-deceit.
If men
would face the naked truth, stripped uf
plausible arguments and specious resemblances, they would see that there was no
reality in the ideal which they place before

future, 7roiVei,that

and their worship of which is
prompted by love of t)ie world, and the
denial of God's power.
Together with the
attempt to deceive men into worshipping
their minds,

the image, is offered
death, or, should we

the
not

alternative of
say, apparent

death ? It is only self-deceit which makes
men imagine that the alternative to an
acceptance of the sovereignty of Satan and
the world is death.
No doubt many
Christians in St. John's time were thus
beguiled.
They deceived themselves by
imagining that they must either conform to
the heathen practices required of them, or
siiffer death;
those with clearer mental
vision saw that the threatened death was in
reality

life.

Ver. 16.

—And he canseth

all,

both small

and

great, rich and poor, free and bond, to
zec'A\e a mark in their right hand, or in
their foreheads; that there he given them a
mark on their right hand, or upon their
Aiiay, "he may give," found in
forehead.

the Textus Beceptus, is unsupported by any
uncial ; Swo'ii', " they may give," is read in
K, A, B, C, F; and most cursives have
either Saxnv or Siiauiaip. Wordsworth translates, " give to themselves," and adds, •' a
remarkable sentence, intimating compulsion
under the semblance of choice."
But it
does not seem fair to press the meaning so
far.
The third plural is often used in
a perfectly general way in the Apocalypse
(cf, ch. xii. ti, and Moulton's Winer, p. 655),
and the Bevised Version is probably correct
in translating by the passive (vide lupra).
Certainly the other passages in the Apocalypse, where the mark is mentioned, seem
to show that men have absolute freedom of
choice (see especially ch. xiv. 9 and xx.
Again the beast seeks to ltoit#te God
4).

;
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12, "I will write npon him
ch. xxii. 4, " His name shall
be in their foreheads ; " ch. vii. 3 ; ix. 4
xiv. 1).
The idea is taken from the Mosaic

(cf.

ch.

iii.

new name "
;

customs (of. Dent. vL 8, "And thou shalt
bind them for a sign upon thine hand, and
they shall be as frontlets between thine
eyes"). Some writers see also an allusion
to the heathen custom of branding slaves
and othem who were devoted to the service
of temples ; and recall the fact that x^C^TyttoTo,
or "cuttings," such as are here
mentioned, were forbidden to the Jews
(Lev. six. 28).
Ver. 17. And that no man might buy
or sell, save he that had the mark, or the
name of the beast, or the number of his
name. "And" is omitted in K, C, some
cursives and versions and Fathers no man
should he able to luy, etc. A, B, C, P, and
most cursives also omit ^, " or," before " the
name," thus reading, as in the Revised
Version : eave he that hath the marh, even
the name of the beast, or the number of his
name.
This expressly asserts what we
might have gathered from the analogy of
the mark of the true Christian (see on ver.
16), viz. that " the mark " waa " the name"
or " the number of his name." The manner
in which this was fulfilled in the early ages
of the Church is sufSciently notorious.
Then faithfulness to the cause of Christ
frequently meant banishment from friends,
kindred, and home. St. John himself was
feeling the effect of this at the time when
he wrote these words in exile at Palmes.
So, at the present day, the Jews regard as
an utter alien any one of their number who
embraces Christianity. So also, at the present day, the faithful Christian is often
interdicted tlie society of the world, is
dei'lared a social nuisance, and iB shunned
by the worldly minded, who pay allegiance
to the beast.
(On the "number," see on

—

:

ver. 18.)
Ver. 18.

—

Mm

Here is wisdom. Let
that
hath understanding count the number of
the beast for it is the number of a man.
The last clause has no article, af>i6/iis yap
;

avOpdirov

" Here

Compere the expression,
the patience," etc. in ver. 10,

kari.

is

it relates to what precedes.
Here it
«videiitly refers to wliat follows.
The form
of expression is frequent in St. John's

vhere

John ii. 6 ; iii. 16, 19 ; iv. 10,
plain meaning seems to be that
display
tlieir wisdom and undermen may
standing in discovering the meaning of the
number of the beast. But the interpretation
which Auberlen gives may be correct ; viz.
that as the first beast is met and vanquished
by patience and faith, so this second beast
This agrees with
if to be met by wisdom.
our iuterpretution of this leoond beast a«
writings

etc.).

(cf. 1
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symbolizing self-deceit. St. John evidently
intends that the meaning of the number
should be known: "Let him that hath
understanding count the number " that ii,
" Let him that hath understanding discern
in what sense the symbol is used." It is
;
the " number of man " that is, it describes
symbolically something which is peculiarly
a characteristic of mankind. Some writera
have understood the words to mean, " the
number refers to an individual man ; " but
the absence of the article militates against
this view.
Others explain, " It is a number
which is to be reckoned according to man's
mode of reckoning," just as in ch. xxi. 17,
" a measure of a man."
If this be the
meaning, it leaves open the question as to
what St. John meant by " the usual mode
His own use of
of man's reckoning."
numerals throughout the Apocalypse is, as
we have repeatedly seen, symbolical of
general qualities, and does not indicate
either individuals or exact numbers.
are justified, therefore, according to this
view, in interpreting the number symbolically {vide supra). And his number is Six
hundred three score end six. The Revised
Version is better. Six hundred and sixty and
six; it preserves the similarity of form which
is found in the Greek words, e^aKofftot e|^Kovra e{, as found in A. In C( we have
in P, Andreas, e^aKdtria.
e^aKO(rtai, etc.
The shortened form xl"^' is found in B and
mnst cursives. C, 11, and some manuscripts
known to Irenseus and Tichonius differ by
reading c(aKi!<nai Seko e{, " six hundred and
sixteen," but this is probably incorrect.
Commentators have universally attempted
to discover the name denoted by this number, by attaching to each letter of the name
(generally the Greek l(;tters) its numerical
value, the total of which should equal the
number 666.
To this method there are
several objections. In the first place, St.
John "nowhere else makes such use of a
number, though numbers furm a prominent
feature of the book. In the second place,
the adoption of this method seems to have
been a consequence upon the interpretation
of the words, " number of a man," as meaning " a number to be calculated according to
man's methods." But this may not be the
meaning at all (vide supra); and, if it is,
" man's method " would surely signify the
symbolical method which St. John adopts
all through the rest of the book, as being
a language perfectly well understood by
himself and his readers. And thirdly, this
numerical method has proved entirely unsatisfactory in the hands of those who have
hitherto adopted it. for • complete expos4
of the fallaciousness of such attempts, wa
may refer the reader to Dr. Salmon's
'Introduction to the New Testament,' P>
;

We
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commonly received interpretation m;ike8 the name" of the beast to be
Nero CsQsar, written in the Hebrew oharaoters

TDp

jm; and

as

the

uamo may be

written Neron or Nero, the difference of the
final n (= 50) is thought to acconnt for the
diBcrepancy in the manuscript authorities.
Dr. Salmon shows that Nero could not
liave been intended, becausa (1) the prophecy in that case would have been immediately falsified ; (2) the solution would
have been known to the early Christians;
but it was not known, according to Irenaeua.
Dr. Salmon then adds (p. 300), "Pages
might be filled with a list of persons whose
names hare been proposed as solutions of
the problem. Among the persona supposed
to be indicated are the emperors Caligula,
Trajan, and Julian the Apostate, Genseric
the Yandal, Popes Benedict IX. and Paul
v., Mahomet, Martin Luther, John Calvin,
Beza, and Napoleon Bonaparte. There are
three rules by the help of which I believe
an ingenious man could find the lequired
sum in any given name.' First, if tlie
proper name by itself will not yield it, add
a title; secondly, if the sum cannot be
found in Greek, try Hebrew, or even Latin
thirdly, do not be too particular about the
spelling."
The above objections also hold
good very generally with regard to the
suggestion of AaTEico;, by which may be
indicated the iioman or Latin power, either
pagan or papal. But if we attempt to in-

One example which he gives

elsewhere,
not, of course, seriously, is amusing, particularly if vers. 16, 17 be borne in mind.
It
is TtappveWos (ir
80 +
100
p
100 + y
p
30i-x
30 + •
70 + t
200; total
666>
'

=
o=l + =
= 50+6=54-A =
=
=

=

=

+
=
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same way ai we
numbers in the
Apocalypse, via. by regarding them as
symbolical of qualities, we shall be on surer
terpret this number in the
have dealt with all other

ground.

In the

typical of

first place,

what

the

number

»ix

earthly as opposed to
what is heavenly. As seven is the number
of perfection, and is descriptive of universality, and is therefore the symbol pertaining
to GioA, so sis is a type of what falls short
of the heavenly ideal. Cf. the six days of
the creation; the six years of servitude
(Exod. xxi. 2, etc.) and of work (Exod.
xxiii. 10). Again, the threefold employment
is

is

of the number tix, while emphasizing the
fact of the number referring to what is
essentially earthly, has a fulness, importance,
and seeming completeness which makes it
a type of that which appears to be perfect,
but in reality falls short of perfection. It
is, in short, symbolical of a deceit, a sham.
It is therefore descriptive of the nature of
the second beast; of that self-deceit which
causes men to accept the world as a substitute for God, or, at least, as not antagonistic to him; which enables men to thus
quiet their consciences, while in reality
becoming followers of the worldly power
and subjects of Satan. That this is the
meaning of the number nx is recognized by
some writers, though they do not here so
apply it. In the ' Speaker's Commentary,'
Introduction, § 11 (o;, we find, "Six is the
;
' signature ' of non-perfection
" and, " Tt's

number

a symbol of human rule and
Wordsworth says, " The numerical
symbol of the beast, 666, indicates that he
aims at and aspires to the attributes of
Christ, and puts forth a semblance of
is also

power."

Christinn truth, but falls away from
triple decline and degeneracy."

it

ia

a
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18.
Vers. 1
The foes of God and of his Church: the two beasts. The evil one is
responsible for much of the mischief in the world, but his responsibility for it is not
an unsh;>red one. Two other enemies are here portrayed as the emissaries and agents
The thought underlying the chapter is that of the predominance
of the first (ver. 2).
of brute force over moral power; or, in other words, of might over rij^ht.
Here are
two beasts. The first, described in vers. 1 10, is seen " coining up from the sea,"
«8 if it were the product of the surging restles.snuss of the troubled sea of godless strife;
'having seven heads" these are so many phases of a corrupt, ungodly world-power.
The expression cannot refer to any one distinctive power as such, for none has ever
"
jet been seen, nor can be, having power over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations."
As the dragon Ijas seven heads and ten horns, so likewise has this first beast: whatever power the devil wields, he wields through it. And as wide as is the devil's sway,
BO wide is the sway of this hostile force. Thus, in -this symbolio form we get prethat Satan is " the prince of the
cisely the same truth which meets us elsewhere
power of the air," " the Bpirit that now worketh In the children of disobedience."
luprvmacy
Agato, this beast has " upon hii heads the names of blasphemy " (ver. 1).

—

—

—

A
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a leopard,"

et«,

All three figures denote the terribly savage and devoiiring energy put forth
by the powers of evil. "The dragon gave him," etc. (ver. 2). The ungodly power of
" One of his heads . .
wounded," etc. (ver. 3),
earth is backed up by the evil one.
This worldly power was smitten, and yet rose again in all its dominance and pride,
"Authority was given to
go that "all the world wondered after the beast" (ver. 4).
him to continue forty-two months" (ver. 5).* This is the fourth time this mysterious
period is named. It is the time during which the witnesses are to prophesy, the time
during which the woman is to be hidden in the wilderness, the time for the serpent to
rage and wound, and the time for the beast to continue. His sway is to be so great
that all, save the very elect, shall go after him. " Here is the patience and the faith of
the saints" (ver. 10).
The second least is also from the earth (ver. 11). It is a low,
" It has horns like a lamb," etc. (ver. 11). It puts on a precarnal, worldly power.
tence of meel<nes3, and seems lamb-like in its gentleness, albeit it speaks lil<e a dragon,
and is fiendish in its ferocity. He pamlers, too, to the first beast (vers. 12 15). He
doeth great signs, deceiving men by prodigies of various kinds (ver. 13; of. Matt,
xxiv. 24; 2 Thess. ii. 9).
On all he causes a mark to be affixed (ver. 16), and no one
who had not that mark might buy or sell or have any social standing. Evidently,
here is described some power or other, meek and sleek in appearance, yet fierce in spirit,
prompted by the dragon, and doing his work, yet pretending to have a commission
from Heaven, doing such wonders as to carry multitudes away, and withal so intolerant
that none except its followers should be allowed to take their proper place in the social
ranks, while it appeals to the love of thaumaturgy, yet cares not about the true or the
right so long as men pay homage to the first beast to whom he yields obedience.
Can
we mistake the meaning of all this f It is certainly some mighty antichristian force,
putting on the pretence of being in communion with Heaven, while it is a sycophant
and abject minion of earthly power. Lamb-like in its mien, it is intolerant in its
This power is not dead yet, any more than the former. On the perplexing
speech.
verse which concludes the chapter, we have no opinion to offer. The various attempts
We only quota
at explanations may be seen in the ' Speaker's Commentary,' in loc?
from thence the opinion of Bellarmine, "Verissima igitur sententia est eorum qui
ignorantiam suam confltentur." ^ If, however, we set in order the points of similarity
and of difference between the two beasts, and their relation to one another, the meaning
Seven points of difference : The first beast
of the description may be more clearly seen.
has his power from the dragon; the second beast has his power from the first. The
The first makes war; the second
first daringly blasphemes; the second deceives.
The first succeeds by force ; the second, by persuasion. Tha
practises thaumaturgy.
first rules through fear; the second, by craft. The first teaches his followers to worship
the dragon; the second persuades his to worship the first. The first openly slays;
the second puts men under a social ban. Six points of similarity : They are both
opposed, in spirit, to God, to his Church, and to heaven. They are both arrogant,
haughty, and imperious. They both involve in much suffering those who will not
They both try the patience and faith of the saints. They both have a
yield to them.
power equally wide. They are bothdeplorablysuccessful. Six points of relation between
them and their workings : The second causes all the earth to worship the first ; causes
an image of the first to be made ; commands men to worship the image of the beast
pretends to make the image speak ; causes that as many as would not worship the image
should be killed will allow no one any social status, nor even a stand in the market

(ver. 2).

.

—

;

and especially on the period of forty and two months, see P. W. Grant'i
On
Exposition, pp. 352, et seq.
' On the number of the beast the work of Dr. Warren should be consulted, as well as ott
the thousand years' reign.
» " We know from Ireneeus that this number was expressed in Greek letters
He
(x?i)gpeaks of a different reading (xis) [616] (which is found in C), and he rests for the true
reading 666 on the authority of 'correct aiid old copies,' and the information of those who
had known the apostle, 'Qui faeie ad faciem Joannem viderunt'" (Tregelles). See also
Archdeacon Farrar, Bishop Boyd Carpenter, Prufussor MiUigan.
thoughtful and wise
article on the "Apocalyptic Beast," by Mr. Proctor, will ba found in the CUrgyman't
October,
1887
for
Magazine
<
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unless they acknowledge and worship the first.
Now, when we thus carefiilly 8et
in order the two descriptions, who can help seeing symbolic sketches of precisely the
two great adverse forces which have been the plague of the world and of the Churcheven an ungodly world-power, and a false religious teaching in alliance with it, supporting it and supported by it? And who that knows the general history of the world
but must be aware that these two forces, leagued together, have been the foes of the
Church of God ? Not any one power only, nor any one form of false religion only,
is indicated here ; the description is broad enough to embrace them all, and indeed
demands that all be embrnced, for their sway is alike over aM nations and tongues.
Well do we know how exactly the state of things corresponded, at the time of the
founding of the Christian faith, to the descriptions in this chapter. Beligion had long
" The rulers took counsel together," etc. (Ps.
been regarded as a piece of statecraft.
ii. ; Acts iv. 25, et seq.").
During the early struggles of the Christians the force of a
false religion in alliance with a heathen state strove to compel men to act in subservience to a heathen emperor, in spite of conscience and of Q-od. Then, disorders,
droughts, famines, pestilences, were ascribed to the Christians ; men were debarred the
ordinary rights of citizens except they acknowledged the supremacy of the state in
religious affairs.
Far later, in our own land, when the temporal sovereignty of this
realm was in alliance with popery, what pains and penalties were endured for conscience' sake
And in many countries, what harrowing tales of worry, persecution, and
suffering are left on record and even at this day there is often furnished a new contingent
of those who will not worship the beast nor his image, and who will risk their all for
the truth and for God! For even now these two beasts are living; the first beast
gets wounded now and then, but still survives, having wondrous tenacity of life.
At
divers times and places, with oft-recurring onsets, do these two foes of the Church
seek to ravage, to spoil, and to devour. And although at this moment, in our peaceful
land, the wild savagery of their coalition is toned down, yet every one knows that the
stigma of a social inferiority is still set on many who will not acknowledge state
authority in religion.
By the social ban referred to in ver. 17 Dean Alford understands "the commercial and spiritual interdicts which have, both by pagan and by
papal persecutors, been laid on Nonconformity . . . down to the last remaining civil
disabilities imposed on Nonconformity in modern papal or Protestant countries."*
" Here is the patience and the faith of the saints." This chapter may serve two purposes.
I. It should tield trs unspeakable comfort.
In four respects : 1. Here we find
sketched for us beforehand the checkered course of truth and right in the world;
sketched, too, in precise accordance with the facts of history. The great Lord has foreseen the struggle.
2. He who foresees, and has thus sketched for us the forms of evil,
has also assigned a limit to their duration. 3. In the worst of times, a faithful few
shall be preserved.
4. The people of God will overcome at last by the two weapons of
!

;

laith and. patience.

It suggests many a lesson for the practical ruling of life. It says to
Do not be caugtit by appearances. There may be more show in might than in
right.
God approves only the latter. 2. Do not expect the immediate triumph of
God's work. The end is not yet. The twelve hundred and sixty days are not yet
closed ; perchance they are not even near to their end.
3. Do not let us be in a state
of agitation and of perpetual fear, as if something might happen to undo God's work.
Never
Never let us swerve a hair's
4. Do not let us mistake our own proper work.
breadth from right to gain a momentary end. AU the right is essentially success.
All the wrong is essentially
failure.
5. Let us rest in the knowledge that one eye
discerns all, and one hand infallibly overrules all, to bring about the right end at the
right time.
6. However long the time may be ere the salvation is brought in, it
cannot be very long that any of us will have to maintain an attitude of vigilance and
of war.
few short years at most, and the struggle between us and this coalition of
evil will be over.
are nearing the river.
shall soon cease to hear the clang
of arms and ihe rush of the troops and shall exchange the noise of a militaijit for the
harmonies of the triumphant Church. Then, brothers, on^ven onto death I
II.
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HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
" I stood upon the sand of the sea."
Tar. l.—Sea$ide hssont.
23 ToL iL Pulpit Commentary,' p. 261.)—S. 0.
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Vers. 1
Hie ttoo wild beatti; or, the world and its wisdom. There are few
chapters in the Bible which have been entirely passed over by Christian preachers
as containing nothing that would edify and instruct men living in circumstances like
liave searched the
our own. But this chapter seems to have been so dealt with.
lists of thousands of printed sermons, and not one, or rather but one, have we found
which seeks to show that this portion of God's Word has anything to do with us
to-day. The vast majority of Protestant commentators have rolled it up, as they have
the Apocalypse generally, into as hard a missile as they could manufacture, and then
have hurled it with all their might against unhappy Romanists and the Ohurcli to
which they belong. And no duubt there has been reciprocity. But this chapter has
a meaning, and a momentous one, for the men of to-day, although, as we think, for the
men of St. John's day it pointed to that awful persecuting power, summed up in the
monster Nero, then Emperor of Rome, and who, like the foul, fierce beast that he was,
had been making dire havoc in the Church of Christ. This man, or monster rather,
was the dragon's, that is the devil's, chief agent, and had to aid and abet him the second
beast, latnb-like in look, but fierce in heart, of which we read in ver. 11.
By this
second beast was meant, we think, that whole system of heathen imposture and manifold superstition which ever played into the hands of the mere brute force wielded by
the state. Simon Magus, and vast numbers more such as he, were its ministeis.
(For detailed proof, see Farrar, in loc.) And this entire chapter was to the persecuted
Church of that day a solemn announcement of suffering appointed for them which they
could not hope to escape (vers. 9, 10), which demanded patience and faith, buti which,
however (ch.- xvii. 14), should issue in glorious victory through the might of their
Lord, whose " called and chosen and fMthful " they were. Such then were the preparations for martyrdom with which the Church was supplied in those awful days of testing
and of trial. How do the poor petty persecutions scarce worthy of the name which
now and again some of us have to put up with, dwindle into insignificance by side of
the fiery trials appointed for them for whom St. John Wiotel And how should we be
ashamed to shrink from ours when we know they never shrank from theirs, but
endured and overcame, and wore the martyr's crown! But Rome and pagan persecutions have passed away. They answered to these symbols of the beasts thcu : what

We

—

—

answer to them now ? And we reply
L Th« antichkistian wobld answers to the first of the wild beasts of which we
See the res.mblance. Rome and Nero's were not more exact. 1. It has
here rea
assumed successive forms. " Seven heads" we read of, and they denote the miilfipliEgypt
cation and succession of hostile powers arrayed against the Church of God.
and Assyria, Babylon and Persia, Greece and Rome, and by-and-by the final antiBut they are all but successive forms of the
christ,
these may be the seven heads.
same God-defying world. 2. And it has ever had immense strength. " Ten horns,"
and these encircled with diadems, tellinu; how the world-spirit has ever made use of
the princes and potentates of earth to work its will. 3. And it has ever raged against
the Church as a wild beast. Under all its forms it has hated the people of God. From
Pharaoh even to the last of the persecutors it has been the same. And in modern
days, though in different ways, it has continued unchanged in spirit and ai m. Voltaire's
wild cry, " ficrasez I'infame " and the hatred with which he and his fellow-atheists
toiled to overthrow the Christian Chnrch, were but modern manifestations of the same
mind. And if it be difficult, as it is and we are thankful that it is to point in our
day to any one party or person in whom this God-defying antichristian spirit is
" The prince of this world " he who
•pecially, embodied, none the less does it exist.
inspired the whole succession of these monsters he still " workoth in the children of
What relentless opposidisobedience." Experience and observation alike attest this.
How good is crushed and trampled on, and every
tion to Qod we often see and feel
•ttampt to Msert Christ'i will ia ruthlessly put down! i. And it* deadly wounds
1.

—

1

—

—

—

1

—

;
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(Ver. 3.) Whether the death and supposed return of Nero, or the overthrow of
paganism by the conversion of Gonstantine, and the revival of its worst features afterwards, be St. John's meaning, there can be no doubt that the world's seemingly deadly
wounds do heal. If its dominion be overthrown in a given locality, or in your heart
and mine, do we not know how the evil spirit, who has left for a while, comes back
and unless he be driven forth again, he will come bacls stronger than before, and the
6. It is
last state of that place, that heart, that character, lie worse than the first?
popular. It has the vox populi. " All the world wondered after " and " worshipped."
Openly and avowedly in St. John's day, but as really, though more reverently, now.

heal.

6.

And

it

hlasphemts

thee, if," etc.

—

It claims Divine power.
"All these things will I give
says, and the most of men believe it.
7. And it wages war

still.

this still

it

Let families, Churches, congregations, tell how this war has been,
and how some, often many, of their most hopeful members have
fallen.
What decimating of the ranks of the Church goes on continually through the
might of this great adversary
8. And none but those who are really Ohrisfs withstand. (Ver. 6.) Yes, we are sent forth as sheep amid wolves.
It seems as strange as
But so it is. For our comfort remember that it is the sheep who have ever
it is sad.
made short work with the wolves. We should surely have thought it would have been
the other way. See, literally, in lands where wolvus once ran wild, as in our own, the
pastures are covered over with flocks ; but the wolves, where are they ? As the anvil,
thoughsmittenhard.and year in and year out, yet it wears out many a hammer(Spurgeon);
so the smitten Church wears out the persecutoi's hammer.
Bnt let us not go ransacking ancient history for the lessons of this chapter ; our own times, our own circumstances,
and very likely our own hearts' ex| erience, will supply them in plentiful way.
II. The wisdom op this world answers to the second "beast."
St. James tells us
that " this wisdom descendeth not from above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish."
This
monster (ver. 11) is seen to ascend from " the earth," as St. James tells. In ch. xix.
20 it is called "the false prophet." 1. It is said to have "deceived." True type of
the wisdom of this world, that godless, antichristiau wisdom which encounters us
to-day just as it did them of old. It deceives : (1) By its innocent appearance, its lambTrue, it had ten horns, but they meant nothing, so small, so slight, so
like look.
No one would ever suspect it of being a fierce
incapable of injury. So this wisdom.

and

wins.

waged in

(Ver. 7.)
their midst,

1

—

known

as modern thought, science, philosophy, libera) culture
lamb-like
none would suspect to harbour ill. (2) By its words, so subtle and
" He spake as a dragon," that is, as a serpent, as did the " old serpent,"
serpentine.
the devil, who over-persuaded and beguiled our first mother.
So this wisdom of the
world is plausible, popular, prevalent. It seems so untrammelled in its researches, so

beast.

It is

words

whom

broad in its conclusions, so courageous, so unprejudiced, so candid, so fair. But it further
deceives (3) by its " lying wonders " (ver. 14). The juggleries and tricks of heathenism,
But for us they point to the glamour
its magic and sorcery, explain St. John's words.
and witchery which the wisdom of this world casts over us when it points to the
marvellous results it has achieved.
Have not most eminent names, most wonderful
discoveries, most famous reputations, been amongst the rewards it has given ?
And thus
.speculation and scepticism, doubt and denial, the rejection of old faith and the discontinuance of old habit, have been permitted and invited, and we come to believe in
nothing but ourselves and this wonderful century in which we live. But : 2. Its falsity
may be detected. There is an Ithuriel spear which shall compel it to self-revelation.
By its fruits it shall be known. See, then : (1) It is in alliance with the Ood-defying
world. (Cf. vers. 12 15.) Mere brute force could not get on without the tricks and
frauds which this latnb-lil^e, lying thin? concocts and displays.
The first beast would
be powerless without the cunning of the second. And here is • test for us. Do we
find that any set of opinions, any new behefs and maxims we may have adopted, are
such as the godless and the antichristian world choose and cherish as of great advantnge to them ? Can they claim them as on their side? If so, that is a very suspicious
fact.
On the forehead
(2) It transforms you into the world's likeness. (See ver. 16.)
or on the r^ht hand the mark of this beast was to be. That is to say, the stamp of
the world was to be visilily and confessedly on us. All the transactions of life would
could do nothing that did not betiay it. The wisdom of this world
reveal this."
will thus claim for the world those whom it has first beguiled.
Thai by the effect ol

—

We

——

—
:
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may we know

its real character. Does the stamp of the God-despising world become
our daily conduct, bearing, and words ? Do these things show the " mark ol
the hcast " ? If so, what loud call comes to us to have done with all such so-called
wisdom, and to give heed to our Saviour's words, " Beware of false prophets, which
come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly," etc. 1 S. 0.
it

visible in

—

—

Safety in times of worldly oppression. The twelfth chapter, with
is to be connected, closes with an assertion of the wrath of " the
dragon " towards " the woman." The Church of God is ever the object of Satanic wrath.
In these two chapters the enmity that the Church has to contend with is represented
by three beasts. Much ingenuity has been expended already on the exposition of these
dark words, and much more will be until in the light of history we see clearly what, in
the words of prophecy, is but imperfectly seen. The first beast was distinctly declared
to be " the old serpent, he that is called the Devil and Satan, the deceiver of the whole
world." The beast now six)ken of, tlie second, receives " his power, and his throne, and
great authority " from the dragon.
It is a power animated by the one spirit of evil
It is the many powers so animated.
the adversary, the devil.
It is an active brute
force, and may specially refer to the antichiistian pagan power (certainly to this as one
of many). It arises from " the sea," the invariable symbol of the many peoples of earth
the restless world, the agitated state of human affairs.
cannot limit the application
to any one power, or any seven, or any ten.
We are dealing with symbol, not realism.
Vers. 1

10.

which the thirteenth

We

I. Hbbein we see the bblibvino Church opposed and oppressed by great
EXTERNAL POWERS. We must not interpret these of mere kings of the earth, but of

many

forms of worldly power which dominate over the life of man. Special
given in this figure to the speaking of blasphemies against God, his
Name, his tabernacle, and them that dwell therein. The utmost blasphemy of the
Divine Name is in repudiating and opposing it. Every name by which the creature
assumes the place of God is a name of blasphemy. Alas how many such are around
And he who stands in opposition to Christ and his faithful ones,
the humble believer
usurping power over them by savage, beast-like persecution, surely he is branded with
the name "blasphemy."
II. The extent of the powerful working of these evils is (1) very great
" over every tribe, and people, and tongue, and nation ; " but (2) it is limited in time
"forty and two months." It is not " for ever."
III. Safety is assured to him only whose name is written in the book of
LIFE OF the Lamb. The Lord defends his own even here. " What shall separate us
from the love of Christ? shall tribulation, or anguish, or persecution, or famine, or
nakedness, or peril, or sword ? . . Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors
through him that loved us." Thus is the Church to gather comfort in all times of
exposure, temptation, persecution, or suffering from mighty worldly powers. Here is
here must be the call for " the patience and the faith of the saints." R. G.
those

prominence

is

1

I

.

—

—

—

17.
Subtle, dangers.
The Book of Revelation presents us with a view of
Vers. 11
the conflict between the varied kingdoms of this world and the undivided kingdom of
our God and of his Christ, and it uniformly declares to us this one consolatory truth,
that these kingiioms shall become submissive to his kingdom. These kingdoms present
themselves in the great world-drama as various powers standing more or less in active
opposition to the dominion of Christ over the life of men in opposition to truth, to righteousness, and to God. " Another beast " arises, not from the sea, but " coming up out of
the earth;" not from the world, in its heaving, disordered, tumultuous state, but from
the solid earth from the world in its settled order. It is not the power of rude violence,
but as it were of mei kness. " He had two horns like unto a lamb" a smaller measure
of power than pertains to the true Lamb, and smaller than is found on the seven-headed
But the character is complex. The speech is " as a dragon." It is foul, hellish,
beast.
Satanic. He doetb great signs. " He deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by reason
The beast is distinguished by speech. This may indicate a connection
of the signs."
with the intellectual and moral, not the ph^'sical or even the political, world. Is it a
representation of the vast intellectual powers of the world if, and wlien, inspired by the
" the wisdom of thii world in its oppoution to the wisdoni
evil spirit? Is it " wisdom

—

—

—

—

—
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that eoiaeth down from abore ? It has elements of the world, for it Ig of the b»attt tt
has elements of the fiend, for it partakes of the quality of the dragon ; it is a spirit of
error, for it is a false prophet.
But it is not merely error, for it is animated by an evil
spirit.
It is worldly wisdom, the tongue set on fire of hell
the human mind in iti
opposition to God. " Intellectual weapons which have united with external violence to
attack the new principle which had begun to manifest itself in the life of mankind*
(Neander). " He doeth great wonders (see Matt. xxiv. 24). Here are all " signs and
lying wonders," by which men are deceived who cleave not to tlie truth.
Perhaps
visible signs, prestiges, prodigies, wonders, soothsayers, witchcraft, and fraud of a
barbarous age ; and then, as times change, the pretended wonders of the intellect. " It
;

—

new heathendom sinking down again to the deification of nature and
maketh an image. Often in heathen Boman times was the image of the
up, and the alternative lay between martyrdom and apostasy. But not only

would seem
humanity."

like a
It

beast set
in imperial

Roman times, or papal or Protestant persecuting times, but in times of proud
philosophical, materialistic, atheistic, earthly wisdom that stands in opposition to God ;
and that is none the less exclusive towards men that accept it not. Proud, anti-Godlike,
anti-Christlike wisdom persecutes to the death.
The profession of the simple Christian
faith is a sign for exclusion and proscription.
Intellectual pride laughs in its sleeve at
the simplicity of Christ. Here the Church is to learn
I.

spirit
II.

The BXCEBDINOLT VARIBD OHARACTBB OF THE ENEMIES OF THE TRUTH.

Every

not of God will oppose the true.
The necessity for watohfulness against the most specious opponents.

m. The

extremely dangerous character of every spirit that is of thk
EARTH, OR that PARTAKES OF THE NATURE OF THE BEAST.
IV. The necessity fob purity, fidelity, and patience. Purity (1) of doctrine,
and (2) of life. Fidelity (1) to the Word, and (2) to convictions,' and (3) to the
indications of Divine providence.
Patience (1) in maintaining the reproach and profession of Christ, and (2) in enduring the severities of rude persecution or the proud
rejection of a self-wise world.
R. G.

—

Vers. 1

— 18.

saw a beast

rise

The domain (if antichrist. "And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and
up out of the sea, having seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns

ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy," etc' Fanciful interpretatioi.s
of this chapter, as well as other portions Of this book, are abundant. The last (see ' The
Early Days of Christianity,' p. 452, by Archdeacon Farrar) seems to us not less unfounded
and absurd than those that have gone before. Most of such interpretations assume that
the comparatively few people who lived in Rome centuries ago were of such Immense
importance as to absorb the mind of the Infinite ; that " papal Rome," as it is called,
was the one great moral foe of creation, unmatched and matchless. But our method of
treating this Book of Revelation, whether right or wrong, philosophic or foolish, ignores
all fanciful interpretations, and seeks to turn even the dreams of old dreamers, like the
prisoner on Patmos, and the prisoner in Bedford Gaol, to such a practical account as to
serve the ethical interests of the men that are, and the meu that are yet to be.
Hence
we use this chapter to throw light upon the domain of antichrist. But what do we mean
by " antichrist " ? Not an institution, ecclesiastical, political, or social, connected with
any geographical spot or chronological period, but a moral state of mind pervading all
places, and running through all times. Whatever state of mind is opposed to that moral
state of mind which Christ incarnated, exemplified, and inculcated, / call antichrist. His
state of mind was one of truth, reality
hence all falsehoods, shams, hypocrisies, are
antichrist. His state of mind was one of supreme worship. He realized and reverenced
the Eternal Father in all ; hence all irreverence and idolatries are antichrist. His state
of mind was a state of self-sacrificing philanthropy. He loved men, and gave himself for
their benefit; He did not please himself. Hence all selfishness, worldliness, self-seeking,
is antichrist.
St. John says, " Even now are there many anticlirists."
There are antichrists in Protestant churches and chapels, and in thousands of those who call themselves
Some
of
Christians.
the fiercest denouncers of popery as antichrist are those who havs
the most of popery and antichrist in their hearts. This chapter serves to illustrate some
facts in connection with the domain of antichrist on this earth.
;

'
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The huge and monstrous forms

that seem
on Patmos, as here recorded, are full
a huge beast rising out of the sea, tha

to pass before the imagination of the lonely prisoner

and hideous. Here is
scene of tumults. His power is great— he lias " ten horns " his intelligence is great
he has " seven heads ; " his influence is great he has " ten crowns [diadems]." In form
" he was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as
of forms, grotesque, huge,

;

—

mouth of a lion " (ver. 2). Then there is another beast " comina; up out of the earth
and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon " (ver. 11). He, like
the former, is endowed with tremendous power, invested with extraordinary attributes,
and is one in spirit and aim with the former, the beast that rises out of the realm of
tumult, the sea. So that from the sea and from the land, the whole terraqueous globe,
monstrous forms of evil appear in the domain of antichrist. What imagination can
depict and what arithmetic could compute the hideous and monstrous forms in which
antichrist appears in the world to-day?
In the commerce of the world, in the governments of the world, in the campaigns of the world, in the literature of the world, in the
religions of the world, in fact, in the social, industrial, and professional life of the world,
antichrist appears in aspects as hideous and in a spirit as savage and blasphemous as the
monsters depicted in tliis vision. Where in any part of the world do we not fiud antichrist in some form or another?
Whatever the form it assumes, it is hideous and
monstrous. What can be more monstrous than to find a human being rising and acting
in opposition to him who is the all-loving and all-blessed, the Christ of God and tha
Saviour of the world ? Concerning this domain of antichrist it is suggested that
II. It has one masteb-spirit.
The dragon is here represented as the presiding
genius ovei- all. " The dragon gave him his power, and his seat [throne], and great
authority " (ver. 2). The presiding genius in this chapter and in the preceding one is
called the dragon.
Reason and analogy concur with the Bible in teaching that there is
on this earth a great master-spirit of evil, one that leads the world " captive at his will."
He is, in spirit, character, and aim, against Christ. He is, in a pre-eminent sense, antiThere is nothing Christly about him, but otherwise. Satan is the enemy of
christ.
Christ, the old serpent, the " prince of the power of the air," that '^worketh in the children

the

of disobedience." The record of this vision serves to illustrate several things concerning
this master-spirit of evil.
1. He is endowed with tremendous power.
It is said of this
dragon that " he doeth great wonders [signs], so that he maketh [should even make]

[out of] heaven;" that he works "by the means of miracles
The Jewish Scriptures speak of him as a being of tremendous
energy, leading the world captive at his will, and even Christ who knew him seems to
speak with deference concerning his extraordinary power. 2. Bisgrand pursuit is moral
" He opened his mouth in [for] blasphemy
mischief.
(1) He promotes blasphemy.
[blasphemies] against God, to blaspheme his Name, and his tabernacle, and them that
dwelt in lieaven " (ver. 6). His grand aim seems to be to bring the Infinite himself into
contempt. (2) He promotes deception. " And deceived them that dwell on the earth"
(ver. 14). He is a liar and the father of lies. The first stone of his empire in the world
was a lie, and by lies he has built it up and supports it.
life of wickedness is a life
of delusion.
All his fillowers walk in "a vain show." (3) He promotes destruction.
" It was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome them " (ver. 7),
tiie

come down from

[signs] " (vers. 13, 14).

A

is his inspiration.
His battle is with the saints. He works, to destroy goodand to destroy goodness is to destroy souls. He has no fight with fiends, but with
" He causeth all, both small and
saints.
3. His sphere is coextensive with the world.
One of his prime ministers, or rather chief
great, rich and poor," etc. (vers. 15
17).
generals, came out of " the sea," and the other came up from " the earth."
The whole
terraqueous globe is the arena of this arch-enemy of souls. He is the god of this world.
Wherever falsehood, dishonesty, impurity, revenge are, there he is. And where are they
not ? 4. However great his influence, he is under a restraining law. An old writer hag
said, " He is limited in point of time
his reign is to continue forty and two months.
He is also limited as to the persons and people that he shall entirely subject to his will
and power; it will be only those whose ' names are not written in the book of life of
the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.' Though the devil and antichrist
might overcome their bodily strength and take away their natural life,' they could never
Ti nquer their souh, nor prevail with them to forsake their Baviour and revolt
to his

Malignity

ness,

—

;

'

—
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' He that leadeth into
6. Hit mission will vtUmately prove self-ruinous.
any man is for] captivity shall go into captivity [into captivity lie goethj " (ver. 10).
Bere is the principle of retribution attested by all human experience and philosophy,
and felt to be just. " He that killeth [if any man shall kill] with the sword must be
kiUed " (ver. 10). This applies to Satan ; he brings men into captivity, and Into captivity
shall he one day go.
Sin is suicide, wrong is self-destructive. In every act the devil

enemies."
[if

is forming a link in that adamantine chain that shall bind him, not merely
a thousand years, but for ever. D. T.

performs, he
for

—

Christ sacrificed in eternity.
"The Lamb slain from the foundation of the
From this wonderful declaration we conclude
I. Teat the thikgb that abe to happen in the vnivebse in the host distant FCTCTBE ABE TO GoD AB FACTS ALBEADT ACCOMPLISHED. As a faCt in thil
Ver. 8.

world."

world's history the crucifixion of Christ was enacted about eighteen centuries ago, and
yet here it is declared to have occurred befure all time, before any creature existed, when
he lived alone in the solitudes of eternity. Two things are here disclosed : 1. TTutt Ood'i
intelligence is infinite.
He knows not only all that has been, and all that is, but all
that ever will be. All the generations that are yet to appear on this earth, with their
commerce, politics, literature, religions, are facts to him. All the worlds and systemi
which are yet to be launched into immensity are to him realities. The slaying of
Christ on Calvary was a fact to him ages before his purpose became realized to men.

To

"Eternity, with all its years,
Stands open to thy view
thee, great Ood, there's nothing old appears
To thee there's nothing new."

That Ood?s purposes are wnfrustratable, Christ's death was according to God's
It was his "determiuate counsel," and after millions of ages it was
accomplished. What God has purposed must come to pass the conversion of the
world, the resurrection of the dead, tlie transactions of the judgment-day, etc., all are
" Heaven and earth shall pass away."
inevitable things.
2.

eternal decree.

—

IL That

self-saoripioiiso love is an etbrnal pbinotplk in thb crbatioij.
mind of God before all worlds. Christ was elain before the " foundation
of the world." Self-sacrificing love is a new and a rare thing to us, the men of this little
planet, because we have fallen from the eternal order of things ; but it is an old and
common principle in God's creation. 1. It is the root of the universe. What is the
creation but love going forth in infinite gifts ?
Every life that breathes, every plant
that blooms, every star that shines, is a gift of love. 2. It is typified in all material
existences.
Where is there a thing to be found throughout the vast domain of nature
that is made for itself? All existences work, live, and die for the good of others. " The
several kingdoms of nature depend on ami, therefore, help each other.
The mineral is
the solid basis on which is spread out the vegetable the body that its vesture clothes.
The vegetable directly nourishes the animal. The tree does not grow for itself; it
cradles the birds, and feeds animated races, and shades the traveller until he blesses it.
Of aU the thousand and ninety species of plants that botany has classified, Tiot one, from
the vast oak to the weed that springs out of its mould, and the moss that clings to its
bark, but takes its appointed place in a related family. The atmosphere would lose its
salubrity but for the salt and bitter sea. The ground would catch no fertilizing streams
if the clouds did not kindly drop them from the sky.
The flowers wait for the falling
light befure they unveil their beauty.
All growing things are buttressed up by the vast
ribs of everlasting granite that sleep in sunless caverns.
Heat, electricity, magnetism,
attraction, send their subtle powers through nature, and play through all its works, as
unseen and silent as the Eternal Spirit they bear witness of Everything helps, and
everything is helped." 3. It agrees with the moral constitution of the soul. The soul
is
go formed : (1) That it can recoonize nothing morally praiseworthy that
does not spring from it. Disinterestedness must be the soul of any conduct it can
heartily commend. (2) Its conscience can approve of no act of its own that is not
inspired by it.
Our consciences have not a single smile for the avariciooa and self" H* that
aeeking.
(3) lU happiness can only be realized as it is controlled by it.

Here

it is

in the

—
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seeketh his life shall lose it, and he that loseth it shall find it." Self-obliviong benevolence is the fountain of human joy. This eternal principle of gelf-saorifioing love we
must have in us before we can be saved ; it is, in fact, salvation. " Except ye eat the
flesh of the Son of God and drink his blood, ye have no life in you." The flesh and the
blood here stand for the vitility of Christ. And what was this moral life, the moral
essence of Christ, the soul of his soul, the moral blood ? Self-sacrificing love. And this
we must get into us or die.

That EEnuMPTioN

so aftek-thought in the abrangbmekts op tr«
Lamb of Calvary came to meet and master an
evil
the world's depravity. He came to " put away sin by the sacriBce of himself."
But it was all according to the eternal order of things. Miserably narrow and Goddegrading ideas of Christ's work are popular in the pulpits of some of the sects. Sometimes it is spoken of as an expedient which the Almighty took a long time to contrive
in order to overcome a state of things that had sprung up in his kingdom.
Like some
human king, he had a great deal to do in order to hit U[)on the best plan to harmonize
his attributes, to reconcile mercy to justice, to maintain the order of his government,
»nd, at the same time, save and forgive repentant rebels. And sometimes it is so spoken
of as if the original system which God established with humanity was defective, did not
work well, broke down, and thus not only disappointed the Creator, but taxed his wisdom
greatly in order to invent an expedient that should meet the difficulty.
Away with
III.

UNIVERSE.

—

is

It is true that the slain

such notions 1 They are repugnant to reason, they are an insult to OiDniscience, they
are a libel on the gospel, they are obstructive to Christianity.
1. Ood foresaw the fall
did he not prevent it?
1
why?
from eternity. This is an undeniable fact.
2. God ordained (he remedy from eternity. Redemption was no after-thought ; it is an
essential part, and, perhaps, a primary part of the original scheme of the universe.
All
that are redeemed to moial order, rectitude, and ])eace by Christ, are so redeemed
" according to his own purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before the

Why

Ah

world began."
IV. That our planet was probably formed for the special pdrpobk op
BECOMING THE THEATRE OP GoDS REDEMPTIVE LOVE TO MAN. This is saying more
than that Christ came into the world. There are men who argue from the littleness of
this planet the absurdity of this.
But material magnitude is nothing to God ; spiritual
But the text leads us beyond
existences and moral facts are vitally interesting to him.
leads us to believe that this world was made for the express purpose. As God had the
idea of redemption before the " foundation of the world," and as the idea is beins worked
out here, is it not probable that this idea guided him in its formation? Small in bulk
as our planet is when compared with that of other orbs that roll iu splendour under the
eye of God, it has a grand moral distinction. Its dust formed the fruits that fed the
body of the Son of God. Here he lived, laboured, suffered, and was buried, and here his
grand work is being carried on. If it be moral facts that give importance to places, ia
D. T
there a more important spot than this earth ?

—

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEE

—

XIV.
looked; and I lam,

inVer. 1. And I
dicating B fresh phase of the vision (cf.
iv.
etc.).
Having
described
(eli.
xii.
ch.
1,
and xiii.) the trinity of enemies with which
Christ and his peo^ile contend, the vision
now passes en to depict the blessedness in
store for the faithful Christiun, and, on the
other hand, the final fate of the dragon and
We are thus once more led
his adherents.
And just as in the
to the final judgment.
former vision, after the absurance of the
salvation of the faithful (ch. vii.), came
the denunoiation of woe for the noKcIlT

—

(ch. viii.
xl. 14), leading onoe more to a
picture of the saved (ch. xi. 15
19), so
here we liave the assured blessedness of the
faithful portrayed (oh. xiv. 1—13), followed

—

by the judgments upon the ungodly (ch.
xiv. 14— xviii. 24), and leading on onoe
more to a picture tt the saints in glory
(ch. xix.).
And, lo,, a Lamb stood on the

Mount Zion; and

behold, the

Lamb standing

on the Mount Zion, as in the Revised Version.
" The Lamb," with the article, referring to

Lamb" described in ch. v., whom the
second beast had attempted to personate.
He stands on Mount Zion (cf. Heb. xii. 22,
"Mount Zion, the city of the living OnH,
"the

«H. XIV. 1—20.]
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the hearenly Jempalem").
The appropriateness of the position is seen (1) in its
strength (of, the position of the heast, rising
from the sea, perhaps standing on the sand,
oh. xiii. 1; and of. Pa. Ixxxvii. 1, 2, "His
foundation is in the holy mountains. The
Lord loveth the gates of Zion more than all
the dwellings of Jacob ").
(2) Because
there is the temple of God, in the midst of
which is the Lamb, and there is the new
Jerusalem (ch. xxi. 2). (3) Zion is the new
Jerusalem, the opposite extreme to Babylon

And with him an hundred forty
and four thousand, having his Father's
(ver. 8),

Name written in
reading, Ti Sno/ia
XlaTfibs aiTov, Ms

their foreheads.
The
Kol rh ivona tov

mroi

Name and

his Father's

Kame, adopted

in the Bevised Version, is
supported by K, A, B, C, with most cursives,
Note tlie similarity
versions, and Fathers.
to the description in ch. vii. Here, as there,
the hundred and forty-four thousand are

those " redeemed from the earth " (ver. 3).
The number denotes a large and perfect
number; a multitude of which the total is
complete (see on ch. vii. 4). In ch. vii. tlie
sealing in the forehead is described. This
sign marks out the redeemed in contradistinction to those who have received the
mark of the beast (ch. xiii. 16).
Ver. 2. And I heard a voice from heaven,
as the voice of many waters, and as the
Evidently the
voice of a great thunder.
ong of the heavenly inliabitauts, as de9
scribed also in ch. vii
11, where we are
The
told they " cried with a loud voice."
is
evidence of the
greatness of the voice
vastness of the number. "Heaven," from
which the sounds come, includes the " Mount
Zion " of ver. 1, on which the Lamb and his
followers stand. And I heard the voice of
The
harpers harping with their harps.

—

—

Bevised Version is better, and the voice
which I heard [wag] as \the voice'] of harpers
harping with. their harps. This reading is
supported by K, A, B, C, and other good
authorities. As the voice ; that is, in regard
to its pleasantness; remindirig the hearer

of the temple-worship.
"liarp," see on ch. v. 8.)

'

(On

the

word

—

Ver. 3, And they sung as it were a new
song before the throne, and before the four
beasts, and the elders. They ting ; that is to
The four
say, the heavenly inhabitants.
living beings ; viz. those of ch. iv. 9, where
see an explanation of the positions occupied,
and of Ihe nature and signification of the

" living beings and the elders." The " new
song," which can only be understood by the
hundred and forty-four thousand, is (as
explained by ver. 4) a song of victory won
by those who have been tried in the world
hnd subjected to temptations. And no man
could learn that song hut the hundred and
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and four thonsand, vhieh were redeemed from the earth ; even they that liad
forty

been purchased out of the earth (Bevised
Version). These only can know the song
for the reason given above.
The joys of
heaven and the song of victory are not for
those who have succumbed to the world.
Ver. 4. These are they which were not
defiled with women; for they are virgins.
There is little doubt that these words are
intended in a spiritual sense. In the Old
Testament the employment of the figure of
adultery and fornication to denote spiritual
unfaithfulness is common (of. 2 Chron. xxi.
11 ; Jer. iii. 9, etc.). St. John elsewhere
in the Apocalypse makes use of the same
symbolism (cf. ch. ii. 20, " That woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to
teach and to seduce my servants to commit
fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto
idols; " also ch. xvii. 5, 6).
Similarly, also,
St. John pictures the faithful Church as the
bride adorned for her Husband the liamb
So also St. Paul (2 Cor. xi.
(oh. xix. 7, 8).
2), "I espoused you as a chaste virgin to

—

one Husband, Christ.'* UapSevoi, " virgins,"
is a word equally (ipplicable to men or
women. This verse, therefore, seems to
describe those who are free from spiritual
impurity and unfaithfulness ; those who
have not worshipped the beast and his
image. Alford, however, thinks the words
should be understood literally. These are
they which follow the Iamb whithersoever
he goeth. These words describe the great
source of the bliss of the redeemed, viz.
that they are continually in the presence of
Christ. This is their reward for following
him on earth; but the words must not be
taken as referring to the earthly course of
the saints (as Bengel, De Wette, Hengstenberg, and others).
These were redeemed
from among men, being the firstfruits unto
God and to the Lamb ; these were purchased
from among men,the firstfruits unto God and
unto the Lamb.
Some have erroneously
concluded that a reference is made to a
portion of the redeemed to whom special
honour is conceded ; or to some who attain
to glory before the rest. The firstfruits were
the best of their kind (Numb, xviii. 12),
selected from the rest, and consecrated to
the service of God. So the redeemed are
the best of their kind they who have proved
themselves faithful to God, who volunt&rily
separated themselves from the world, and
consecrated themselves to the service of
God while iu the world, and who are thus
afterwards separated by him and consecrated
;

to his service for ever.

—

And in their mouth was found
lie (Bevised Version).
They
suffered themselves by self-deceit
(the second brast) to Ije beguiled into worVer.

5.

no guile; no

had not

;
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Alford
ahlp of the first bpa=:t the world.
very appropriately refers to Ps. xv. 1, 2,
" Lord, who shall abide in thy tabernacle ?
who shall dwell in thy holy hill ? He that
walketh uprightly, and worketh righteousness, and speaketh the truth in his heart."
For they are without fault before the throne
The
of Qod ; thuy are without blemish.
following phrase is omitted by nearly every
authority.
The word a/idfios, " without
blemish," reminds us of the "Lamb witliout
blemish " (at 1 Pet. i. 19 ; Heb. ix. 14). Thus
again thi-y receive appropriate reward.
While on earth thry kept themselves undetiled ; now they are, like the Lamb, free
from blemish (see on ver. 4).
Ver. 6.— And I saw another angel fly in
the midst of heaven. " Another " is omitted
in eopje manuscripts, but should probably be
" In mid-heaven," as in ch. viii.
inserted.
Having the everlasting gospel to
13, etc.
preach onto them that dwell on the earth,
and to every nation, and kindred, and
tongue, and people having an eternal gospel
every nation anrl, tribe- and tongue and
.
Probably (though not certainly)
people.
" the gospel " in the ordinary sense, which
the signification of the expreasion
is
throughout the New Testament, though
the word is not found elsewhere in St.
John's writings. The idea of this and the
following verses is to portray the certainty
As a preliminary to
of coming judgment.
this, the guspel is proclaimed to the whole
world, in accordance with our Lord's words
in Matt. xxiv. 14. The gospel is eternal in
its unalterable nature (cf. Gal. i. 9), and
in contrast to the power of the beast, whioli
The
is set for destruction (of. ch. liii. 7).
fourfold enumeration shows the universal
nature of the proclamation of the gospel
(cf. ch. V. 9, etc.) in reference to the world.
Ver. 7. Saying with a loud voice. AeVwi/,
" saying," in nominative, though agreeing
with the aceubative &yyeKov, " angc 1." The
" great voice " is characteristic of all the
heavenly utterances (ver. 2 ; ch. xi. 12, 15,
Tear God, and give glory to him.
etc.).
Thus the angel proclaims the gospel in
opposition to the second beast, who bids
those that ilw>ll on the earth to make an
image to the first beast (of. oh. xiii. 14).
Compare the effuct of the coming judgment,
described in ch. xi. 13. For the hour of his
judgment is come. This is tho reason given
That it has eifeot
for the fear mentioned.
It come; that is to
is seen by ch. xi. 13.
And worship him that
say, is at hand.
made heaven, and tarth, and the sea, and
As remarked
the fountains of waters.
above, the angel thus directly opposes the
invitation of the second beast to pay homage
to the first beast. Again we ha\e the fourfold euumeiutiou uf object* of oreation, de;

.

.

—
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noting the universal nature of the assertinn
(of.

on

Ver

ver. 6).
8.

— And

there

followed

another

angel, saying ; and another, a lecond artgel,
followed. That is, of course, the second of
the three who here make their appearance
in close connection. Each new scene ia
unfolded by its own special messenger.

Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great oity,
because she made all nations drink of the
wine of the wrath of her fomioation
fallen, fallen it Babylon tlis great, which
made, etc. The second " is fallen " is
omitted in K", 0, etc., bnt is inserted in
A, P, some cursives, versions, and Fathers.
Omit " city." Babylon is the type of the
world-power. Like so much of the Apo(;alypse, the image is supplied by the Book of
Daniel. There the kingdom is spoken of as
great (Dan. iv. 30 ; cf. also Isa. xiv.). In
its oppression of the Jewish nation, Babylon
is a type of the world-power which persecutes the Church of God. At the time

when

St.

John wrote,

this

power was pre-

eminently possessed and wielded by Rome,
and that empire may thus be intended aj
the immediate antitype of Babylon.
But
the description is also applicable to the
persecuting power of the world in all ages,
and its denial of and opposition to God.
Babylon is representative of the world, as
Jerusalem is of the true Chiuch of God.
Alford observes, " Two things are mingled
(1) the wine of her fornication, of which all
nations have drunk (cli. xvii. 2); and (2)
the wine of the wriith of God, which he
shall give her to drink (ver. 10 and ch. xvi.
The latter is the retribution for the
19).
former; the former turns into the latter;
they are treated as one and the same." The
description seems taken from Jer. li. 7> 8,
"Babylon hath been a golden oup in the
Lord's hand, that made all the earth
drunken : the nations have drunken of her
wine; therefore the nations are mad. Babylon is suddenly fallen and destroyed." Again
is the figure of fornication used to depict
idolatry and general unfaithfulness towards
:

God

(see

on

—

ver. 4).

Ver. 9. And the third angel followed
them, saying with a loud voice and another,
;

a third angel, etc. (see on ver. 6). (On " loud
voice," see on ver. 7.)
If any man worship
the beast and his image. Here those who
worship the beast aud those who worship
his image are regarded as one class, which
they practically are (but see on rh. xiii. 14).
This is the/orntca<tOfl referred to in ver. 8,
the retribution for which follows in ver. 10.

And
his

receive his

mark

in his forehead, or in

hand ; a mark ; but doubtless the mark

of the beast alluded to in ch. xiii. 16 (which
ee). In ki» forehead, etc. (nee ca eh. xiii

i6>

;
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Ver. 10.— The mme shall drink of
the wine of the wrath of Ood, which is
poured out without mixture into the oup
of his indignation; As (deo . . . which it
mingled unmixed (i.e. undiluted) in the
eup of hit anger (Bevised' VerBlon). The
waraing is given to men while there is yet
time; the fall of BaUylon, which ie prophetically Bpoken of as having taken place
(ver. 8), being yet in the future; that is to
Bay, at the end of the world.
The language
in which the retribution is couched corresponds to that in which the sin is described (see on ver. 8). The verb xepimviu,
which originally signified " to mix," gradu-

came to signify "to pour," from the
ancient custom of mixing spices, etc., as
well as water, with the wine. The Authorized Version " poured out," therefore, is
The pouring is in
a correct translation.
this case not accompanied by dilution with
water; that is, God's wiath will not be
tempered, but the wicked will feel the full
force of his anger. And he shall be tormented
with fire and brimstone in the presence of
the holy angels, and in the presence of the
Lamb. The figure which is here used to
portray the punishment of the wicked is
common in the Bible. Isa. xxxiv. 9, 10, of.
with Gen. xix. 28, may supply the origin
The punishment is in the
of the simile.
presence of the angels and of the Lamb ; that
IS, probably, tlie purity and bliss of heaven
is visible to the wicked, and the sight of it,
combined with the knowledge of its inaocessibility to themselves, is part of their
torment (cf. Luke xvi. 23). It is part of
the wrath of Ood described in the first part
ot the verse.
Ver. 11. And the smoke of their torment
ascendeth up for ever and ever. Compare the
svording of the passages quoted above on ver.
10, especially Isa. xxxlv. 9, 10, " The smoke
thereof shall go up for ever." This statement of the eternity of punishment is also
ally

—

26 and Mark
day nor night,
who worship the beast and his image, and
whosoever receiveth the mark of his nsime.
in agreement with
ix. 44.

Luke

And they have no

xvi.

rest

" No rest," in contrast with the blessed rest
of the saints (ver. 13). Wordsworth says,
" Oi Trpoff/cucoCi/Tcs rh 6r)piov is a stronger
expression than 'those who worship the
beast;' it means those whose distinguisliing characteristic is that they are worehipping tlie beast, and persist in worshipping him, even to the end. This charaoteristio is so strongly marked that they are
here represented as keeping it even after
their death." (On the " mark," see on oh.
xiii.

16—18.)

—

Ver. 12. Here ii the patience of the
saints: here are they that keep the eomoasdmauta of Ood, and the faith of Jeioi
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hen

it Ike patienee of the tainli, (heff thai
keep, etc.
The patience of the saints is

exhibited in believing in, and waiting for,
the due retribution which will overtake the
wicked at the last, and in maintaining the
conflict against the diagon who goes to war
with those " who keep the commandments
of God, and have the testimony of Jesus"
(oh. xii. 17), the testimony which is the
outcome of faith (see also on oh. xiii. 10).

—

Ver. 18. And I heard a voioe from
heaven saying unto me. It seems most

natural to suppose that the voice is that of
the angel who directs the visions of St.
(cf. ch. i. 1; iv. 1; xix. 9, 10), but
there is no certainty in the matter. Omit
"unto me," with K, A, B, 0, P, and others.
Write, Blessed are the dead which die in the
lord from henceforth. " Henceforth " should
probably stand thus, and not in connection
with the following sentence. We have just
had mentioned the necessity for patience on
the part of the saints ; here we have an encouragement and incentive to that patience,
inasmuch as they who die in the Lord are

John

henceforward blessed. In what their blesseduess consists, tlie next sentence states.

The full consummation of their bliss may
not occur until after the judgment, but the
faithful hare not to wait until then for
peace; their conflict is, after all, only for
this life, and thus they may well be content
to suffer for so short a period (oomp. oh. vi.
II).
Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may
rest from their labours ; and their works do
follow them ; that they shall reel
. . for
their teorki, etc. The first part explains the
" blessedness " of the previous passage in
.

;

this rest consists their blessedness. The last
clause, " for their works," etc., explains why
the blessedness consists in rest ; they have
henceforth no need of labours, for the effects
of their former works accompany them and

permit them now complete rest. Contrast
the opposite fate of the wicked, described in
ver. 11. St. Paul urges upon Christians the
same duty, and proffers the same encouragement : " Therefore, my beloved brethren, be
ye steadfast,unmovable, always abounding in
the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know
"
that your labour is not in vain in the Lord
(1 Cor. XV. 58).

—

Ver. 14, And I looked, and behold a
white cloud
and I taw, introducing a
fresh phase of the vision (see on ver. 1, etc.).
White ; the heavenly colour (see on ch. iii.
18, etc.).
Oloud is the symbol of Christ's
glory (Acts i. 9, 11; cf. Matt. xxiv. 30,
" And they shall see the Son of man coming
on the clouds of heaven " also ch. i. 7,
" Behold, he oometh with the clouds ").
And upon the cloud one sat like unto the
Son of man; on« lilting. That Christ is
here intended is shown by (1) the oloud (cf
;

;
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xxi. 27, "They shall see the Son of
coining in a cloud"); (2) the expres"
Son of njan " (cf. John v. 22, " For
sion,
the Father jnrlgeth no man, but hath com;
mitted all judgment unto the Son " and
John V. 27, " And hath given him authoriiy
to execute judgment also, because he ia the
Son of man ; " and Acts xvii. 31, " He will

Luke

man

judge the world in righteousneaa by that
Man whom he hath ordained"); (3) the
white colour (cf. oh. vi. 2) ; (4) the golden
crown, which distinguishes him from the
He who, as Man, reother appearances
deemed tlie world, comes as Man to judge
the world. He sits, because he comes in
judgment. Having on Ms head a golden
The crown of victory, aTcipavos,
crown.
which he gained as Man (cf. also ch. vi. 2,
where the description is similar). And in
With which the
his hand a sharp sickle.
" Lord of the harvest " (Matt. ix. 38) reaps
the harvest of the world. The figure is
found in Joel iii. 12, 13, " Then will I sit
Put
to judge all the heathen round about.
ye in the sickle, for the liarvest is ripe " (of.
also John iv. 35—38).
Ver. 15. ^And another angel oame out of
the temple, crying with a lond voice to him

—

that sat on the oloud; another angel; in
addition to those already mentioned, not
implying that he who sat on the cloud was
an augel.
Out of the temple, or shrine
(yaiJs) ; the inner sanctuary of God (cf. ch.
The angel acts as the messenger
vii. 15).
of the will of God to Christ in his capacity
of Son of man, because the command is one
concerning the times and seasons which the
Father hath kept in his own power (Alford).
'I'he characteristic " loud voice " (see on
Thrust in thy sickle, and
vers. 7, 9, etc.),
reap for the time is come for thee to reap ;
the earth is ripe; send
of
harvest
for the
forth thy sickle and reap : for the hour to
reap is come ; for the harvest of the earth is
Over-ripe, or
over-ripe (Revised Veision).
dried ; that is, as Alford explains, perfectly
ripe, so tliat the slalk is dry, the moisture
:

having been

—

lost.

Ver. 16. And he that sat on the olond
thrust in his sickle on the earth ; and the
" Cast big sickle ; " not
earth was reaped.
tlie same verb as that in ver. 15, but which,
nevertheless, has the same signification (cf.
the use of this verb in John xx. 25,27). There
are two gatherings described in tliis place :
(1) the harvest of the earth by the Son of
man ; (2) the gathering of the vintage by
the angel. On the whole, it seems probable
that the first refers to the selection by Christ
of tlie faithful at the end of tho world, while
the second describes the ingatheriig of the

wicked

for

punishment immediately

after-

wards. This agrees with the general tenor
of the whole chapter, vis. a portrayal of the
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opposite fates in store for the faith fa! and
The description thus corthe wicked.
responds with the account of tho end of the
world given in oh. vit, with which chapter
this one has so much in common (see on the
first verses of the present chapter).
In ch.
vii. the saints are first selected and sealed,
before the wicked meet their doom. Thas,
also, the judgment is described by our Lord
in his parables of the wheat and the tares,
and the sheep and the goats. This accounts
also for the first gathering being presided
over by the Son of man, while the second is
conducted by an angel. The punishment in
connection with the vintage seems to distinguish it from the first harvest. This also
corresponds to the annonncements of the
former angels, who first preach the everlasting gospel, and afterwards denounce
those who serve the beast (vers. 6—11).
Ver. 17. And another angel came out of
the temple which is in heaven, he also having
a sharp sickle; from the shrine, or sanctuary
(as before, see on ver. 15), the dwellingplace of the undivided Trinity, from whence
come God's judgments (AJfoid; cf. ch.

—

xi. 19).

Ver. 18.

—And

another angel oame out

from the altar, which had power over fire.
Both in oh. vi. 9 and viii. 3 the altar is connected with judgment.
Tho angel here
described is he who is referred to in those
places, the fire being the fire of the altar,
the fire of judgment (ch. viii. 3), or, less
probably, the angel who has power oyer
generally (as ch. vii. 1 ; xvi. 5). And
cried with a lond cry to him that had the
sharp sickle, saying. Again the "loud
voice," characteristic of the heavenly utterances (cf. ver. 15, etc.). Thrust in thy sharp
sickle, and gather the clusters of the vine of
the earth; for her grapes are fully ripe;
send forth thy sharp, etc. (see on ver. 16).
The sickle is figurative of the instrument
by which the career of those on earth is
terminated. The " sickle " and the " winepress" are both alluded to in the passage
quoted above (on ver. 14) from Joel iii. 13.
(For the meaning of this gathering of the
vintage, as representing the punishment of
the wicked, see on ver. 16.)
Ver. 19. And the angel thrust in his
sickle into the earth, and gathered the vine
of the earth.
This angel ia described in
quite a different manner from "him who
sat on the oloud" (ver. 16). And cast it
into the great wine -press of the wrath of
God ; into the wine-prest, the great [wine-

fire

—

The feminine substantive has
agreeing with it a masculine adjective. It
is doubtful whether we ought to see in this
anything more than a mere slip of grammar.
Possibly the word is of either gender. It
is oonneoted with the (eatival
Baeehan.
press], etc.

A

—
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Wordsworth, however, accotmts

for

the mni-

culine form of the adjectiye by Bupposing
that the writer wishes to give * stronger
force to the word, and to emphasize the
terrible nature of the wrath of God.
have the ssme image in eh. zix. 15, and it

We

seems derived fiom

Isa. Ixiii.

and Lam. i

15.

Destruction by an enemy is alluded to as
the gathering of grapes in Isa. xvii. 6 and
Jer. xlix. 9.
The text itself explains the
signification of the figure. There seems also

some reference in the language to those who
"drink of the wine of the wrath of her
[Babylon's] fornication " (ver. 8).
Ver. 20. And the wine-press was trodden

—

without the

city.

"

The

city " is Jerusalem

that is, the Church of God ; the
idea thus being either (1) that the wicked
are punished in a place apart -from the just
(of. oh. xxii. 15); or (2) that no unclean
thing (e.g. the blood) can enter the city of
the saints (cf. ch. xxi. 27). And blood came
out of the wine-press, even unto the horse
bridles, by the space of a thousand and six
(cf. ver. 1),
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hundred fbrlongs ; at far at lixteen "hundred
ttadia.
The Greek stadium is rather less
than an English furlong, being about six
hundred and six English feet; it was the
length of the race-course at Olympia, and
the eighth part of the Boman mile. The
"blood," of which the juice of the grape is
a type, depicts the punishment inflicteil.
Horses seem to be mentioned by proleipsis,
in anticipation of oh. xix. 14. The description, of course, implies the terrific nature of

—

the punishment probably nothing more.
In the same way the distance mentioned is
no doubt intended to denote the extensive
nature of the punishment, though why that
particular number is chosen is not absolutely
clear. Possibly it is derived from the square
of 4 multiplied by the square of 10 ; four
being significant of the created world (see
on ch, iv. 6), and ten being the sign of
completeness (see on ch. xiii. 1) ; the number thus portraying completeness as regards
the created world, and the inability'of any
one to escape God's judgment.

H0MILBTIC8.

—

Light-gleam* in the darknest. " Without fault 1^ The apostle in this
book never keeps us too long in the shade without a break. Just as, after the terrible
convulsions depicted in the sixth chapter, we had the glorious vision of the blest in
have watched the working of three
heaven in that which followed, so it is here.
of the foes of God and of his Church, Now we are bidden to turn our eye upward, and
behold again the hundred and forty-four thousand whose blessedness had been already
"
portrayed. "And I saw" the formula which introduces a separate vision. "Beholdl
—indicating abruptness and surprise. The raging of the dragon and of the two wild
"A Lamb." The Lamb, The
beasts is exchanged for the sight of purity and calm.
Lamb of God. " Standing on Mount Zion." Mount Zion was where the temple stood.
The old Jewish figxire sets forth new Christian realities. " Ye ire come unto Mount
have seen them
Zion," etc. (Heb. xii.). " I%e hundred and forty-four thousand."
They are not only seen, but heard (veri, 2, 3).
before; we recognize them again.
" 2%ey sing," etc. are singing. Their melody and harmony ring in the apostle's ear.
" As it were a new song." Not actually new. It is the old, old song of redemption
which is their theme. But their circumstances are so changed that it is sung with
new joy, and through endless ages it will be ever new. Only those can learn this song
who are redeemed from the earth. It befits only the Church of God and not only is
There
their position clearly defined, but their character is definitely given (ver, 4),
are " more to follow." For these whom the apostle saw are but the " firstfruits," In
the fifth verse, however, there is one expression concerning them a very short one,
so significant, that it attracts us more than all the rest ; it is one on which
it is true
we love to linger. It is this " They are without fault,"
say, "in
I. Let ub btudt this chabaoteeistio op the baints in heaven.
heaven," for there need be no fear as to whether we are right in doing so. They are
" redeemed from the earth " (ver. 3) : this points to what they were. They are with the
Lamb on Mount Zion: this tells us where they are. They are the "redeemed:" this
The assertion that they are
tells us how they came to be where and what they are.
" without fault " is much more striking than if it had been made by man. It is a
phrase inbreathed by the Spirit of God, telling us that in the siglit and light of heaven
Shall we try and see what a character without flaw would
itself they are " faultless,"
b«? The expression must mean: 1. That there is nothing wrong in them. Not a
Every word, deed, and thought ia pure. Nor ii thera
tingle sin do they commit.
Vers. 1

5.
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—
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even any Binfulness of nature oat of which aught that is corrupt can arise. Not on«
motive mars their actions; not one waste by-thought intrudes into their
devotion. Nur is there the least wish or thought but such as is perfectly in harmony
with the will of him who sits upon the throne. 2. There are no infirmities of nature.
Those frailties which, though not siuful, yet may be the inlets of siu into a disordered
constitution, and may make it more difficult to resist evil, are done away.
Here the
physiological accidents of our birth are perpetually tulling on us, causing each of ub to
be surrounded by an easily besetting sin, and making it hard to withstand temptation.
The eye, the ear, the hand, the foot, yea, any member of the body, may be an occasion
or a vehicle of wrong.
But in .the redeemed on high, all this is for ever done away.
True, this is only the negative side of their character. Only the negative 1 Blessed would
it be if we could present such a negation
In consequence of this, however because
there is nothing to repress the growth or manifestation of what is Divine the image
of Q-od in them must needs be seen in its perfection. Not that each one will be equally
There will be many a flower whose opening has been retarded by chilly
developed.
winds and adverse weather, and that has been waiting for eternity's sun to shine upon
it ere it opened its petals at all.
Besides, there must be different stages of growth, etc.
" One star differeth," etc. Remembering this, let us glance also at the ponitive side of
their character.
Their judgment is sound. Their perceptions are clear. They see
light in God's light.
Everj' perception of truth is attended with corresponding emotion,
and every recognition of duty is followed by corresponding action. Every determination
of the will is " holiness unto the Lord." Their work for God is as perfect as their wills
Their social life is all that it should be. Intense sympathy with each
are pure.
Benevolence moves the heart to kindly willing, and
other's joys marks them all.
beneficence prompts the hand to kindly action ; while the sense of a common obligation
to a redeeming Lord causes them to unite in tlie " new song " with rapturous and
But, ah! what pen can sketch the life of beings so perfectly
transcendent joy.
can conceive more than we can say. But
Divine ? All that we can say is poor.
the one touch of our text suggests that which surpasses alike word and thought they
are without fault!
inferior

!

—

—

We

—

II. The passaqb shows thb connection between their present paultlessness
AND THEIR EARTHLY LIFE. This it docB in two ways. It shows us: 1. God's work for
and on them. (1) They were purchased (ver. 3 cf. ch. v. 9, 10; Titus iii. 5 1 Pet. i.
18, 19; ch. vii. 14).
(2) They were begotten (yer. 3); "purchased to be the firstfi uits," etc. (cf. Jas. i. 18).
written,"
(3) They were sealed (ver. 1, " his name
This is the triple order of the Divine work in every case (Eph. i. 13, 14). The
etc.).
;

;

.

.

.

marks them (o) as- God's own, (6) as the object of God's care, (c) as having
forthwith on their forefront the badge of service. Their constant motto is, "Whose I
am, and wliom I serve." There is also indicated ; 2. Their work for Ood. (1)
Acknowledged devotion to God and his cause. The seal on their foreheads, while
graven by God, is also a visible and constant pledge of loyalty and fidelity to him.
Secret discipleship is not the law of Christian life. Men are to say, " I am the Lord's."
They stand in contrast from those named in vers. 9 11 ; and
(2) Avoidance of sin.
They have gained the victory over (a) Satan; (6) the
are those specified in ch. xv. 2.
first beast, or worldly pomp; (c) the second beast, or ecclesiastical show; (d) all
filthiness of the flesh and spirit (ver. 4).
(3) " Following the Lamb whithersoever he
goeth." These are the men. There is no mistaking them; their marks are plain
enough. They stand out from the crowd while on earth, and in the midst of a crooked
and perverse generation shine as lights in the world. The Word of God abideth in
them, and they overcome the wicked one. Surely it is natural to expect for such a
continuity of life. Theirs is just the life which may well give promise of emerging
out of the great tribulation to the calmer scenes above. It is by no " sudden Strang*
transition," by no leap from complacent impurity to spotlessnesa, that they find themAh no. Their being without fault is but the completion of a work
selves there.
which was going on here; it is a receiving the last finishing touch and impress of the
That last impress stamped out the marks of the last sin.
Spirit's seal.
sealing

—

I

III.

very
is

SOOH SOBNKS AS THESE SHOULD HAVE OVER UB AN ELEVATING POWER.

of itself

1.

The

such an issue being set before us as the rightful goal of the individual life
an ennobling of human existence. There is, It may freely be eonfeastd

fact of

—
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something to inspire one in the thought of the race rising to any such greatness after
evolution has had time enough to work out to such an issue. But when the deduction
has to be made of the extinction of individuals in the race-process, the heart is taken
out of us the moment our hope sets to work. The redeeming grace of God rescues the
individual, and gives him a living hope.
And one of the most painful features of the
flay is to find many, trained and nurtured in, and even saturated with, the beautiful
and consoling truths of the glorious gospel of the blessed God, casting away from them
the only props on which such a hope can rest. The hope survives a while, but cannot
long continue when its support is gone. The only alternative is supernaturalism or
" Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, which according;
despair.
to his abundant mercy hath begotten us again unto a living hope by the resurrection
of Jesus Christ from the dead." 2. We may well admire the high standard of gospel
morality. Some there are who accuse us of a low-toned morality in preaching,
" Believe, and be saved." One would think that we stopped with the word " believe,"
and went no further. But the fact is, no sinful man can start fairly for holiness until he
has a firm standing and a new power. Faith in a living Saviour ensures both these,
and faith in him alone. 3. Let us be filled with thankfulness that we are permitted
such a fore-glance of those who once
" Wrestled hard, as

With

sins,

we do now.
and doubts, and fears."

they were, we are. What they are, by the grace of God we too may be. 4. Bo
ours to imitate those who have gone before. The victory they now enjoy was not
won without many a hard struggle. Supposing we had before us now two men one,
a model of faultless social propriety, yet steeped in self-complacency ; the other, the
worst of publicans and sinners.
would gather from the scenes reviewed in this
chapter a word of equal appropriateness to both. To the open sinner we would say,
" You may be separated from your sins, if you will. Christ will kill them and save you
To the other we would say, " You mvst be separated from your pride ; for you can no
more enter heaven in your spirit of self-righteousness than the most openly abandoned
sinner."
Mercy is free to all. The best need it. The worst may have it. Without
it, we must all likewise perish.
6. Let no Christian struggler despair.
God is able to
keep him from falling, and to present him lauitless before the presence of his glory
with exceeding joy.

What

it

:

We

I

—

Vers. 6 11.
The three angels. The varied scenes in this book are, to us, not so
pictures of events which, when once occurring, exhaust the meaning of the
prophecy, but rather representations of what is continuously going on and repeatedly
renewing itself of present-day realities, and not merely of passing incident. The passage
before us, looked at in this light, is full of most stimulating teaching ; full of comfort to
those whose faces are set in the right direction, and full of terrific warning to others.
can bear a great deal if we know what the worst will be, and that sooner or lattr
it wiU be over.
To see through a trouble is a great relief in it, and, A/ortiori, if at the
end there is glory. In these sentences will be found the key to a great deal in the
book, and, in fact, an indication of its aim. The believer is shown that there is much
tribulation awaiting the Church ere the end shall come; but there mil be an end to it,
and brightness beyond it. It is otherwise with the scene set before the ungodly. In
their horizon there is nc) discernible ray of light.
And all the visions of this book thus
alteirnate between the light and the shade.
In the paragraph before us for present
study we have a vision of three angels flying in the midst of heaven. Their messages
are precisely those which are being given throughout the Christian age ; they belong
much to this century as to any other ; to any other as much as to this. They give three
messages which are perpetually true.
will study their messages seriatim.
I. The first anobl.
(Vers. 6, 7.)
1. He has something.
(1) What is it ?
gospel " good tidings.'
know what these are. Free salvation for every penitent.
(2) For whom is it ? For " every nation," etc.
No nation so civilized that it is not
needed. No nation so degraded that it will not suffice. (3) For how long ? " An
«ternal gospel."
One that will be suitable, true, and adequate throughout the whole

much
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it is intended.
To the end of the age tisare will be no other. No advance
knowledge can ever put men beyond the need of it, and no philosophy of
man can ever be any substitute for it. (4) For what purpose? To proclaim it. It is
to be heralded far and wide.
Not merely as a witness, to condemn the rejectors of it
but mainly as " the power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth." This

age for which
In natural

gospel is the rod of God's strength.
2. He says something.
To this gospel (in itself
a message) there is also attached a message: "Fear God . . . the hour of his judgment is
come." Kpicrts, not Kpl/ia the judging process ever going on; not the issue, or sentence.
'I'he way in which man receives the gospel is in itseli' a test or proof of what he is.
" For judgment I am come into this world." This is not the hour of God's final
sentence.
That is in reserve. But it is a judging hour. Whenever and wherever the
gospel is preached and only theie ^is the actual trial going on, whether men will turn
to the light or turn from it.
Men are called on to give glory to him, acknowledging his
majesty, confessing their sin, and receiving God's pardon.
II. The second angel.
(Ver. 8.) He has to make the proclamation, " Babylon
the great," etc. It seems as if this were inserted by anticipation. The fuller detail of
" Nothing," says Dr. Lee,' "is more marked than the contrast
this is given later on.
which is maintained between Babylon as the type of the world, and Jerusalem as the
type of the Church. The one is introduced by the foundation of Babel soon after the
Deluge; the other by the establishment of the house of David in the city of Zion.
Babylon is a scene of confusion. Jerusalem is as a city that is compact together."
Babylon breaks up. Jerusalem is the city that emerges out of the ruins. Thus the
second angel is a co-worker with the first. One is God's messenger to draw men out
of the world. The second is one who proclaims the certain downfall of the great worldagency which has set up its false attractions and lured men by its harlotry to forsake
the Lord. And from the very first the sentence hath gone forth against this great
Babylon, that she must fall. The false in life, in religion, in commerce, must go. AU
wickedness is decaying, and will utterly perish before the Lord. The heathen were
wont to say, " The feet of the gods are shod with wool, but their liandi are hands of

—

—

—

iron."

—

(Vers. 9 11, " If any one," etc.) This is a proclamation
" If (rU) any one." The judgment on great world-powers may be
national ; that on the individual is personal. The former in this life only ; the latter
in the next also. "'WorShif peth;" present tense, " is worshipping." If any is so found
when the Lord cometh to judgment, if he is then drinking of " the wine of the wrath
of Babylon's fornication," another cup shall be given him ("Atm" emphatic).
"He
Of what? Of the wine of the unmixed wrath of God.
also stall drink," etc.
that
grant
f
What
can
be
?
God
that
we
may
never
Unmixed wrath
know ! But
may we not say thus much? It will be pure and holy wrath, unmixed with any
It will not be marred by weakness, nor by excess, nor by defect.
foreign ingredients.
The figurative expressions here
It wUl be a pure and perfect equity dealing with sin.
" fire," " brimstone," " smoke " are terrible ones, drawn from the destruction of Sodom
and only such figures will avail to set forth the destructive and
and Gomorrah
devouring effect of holy wrath upon a guilty soul. What is the efiect ? " No rest ;
" torment." There never can be any rest for a guilty conscience under the sway of
Infinite Holiness.
To those ill at ease with God there must be torment. The structure
For how long? "For ever and ever"
of mind and conscience necessitates this.
(Authorized Version) ; in the margin of tlie Revised Version, " for ages of ages."
This is the more nearly exact translation of the originaL It does not affirm the
Since the word " age " has a plural, it plainly
absolute endlessness of the punishment.
For no such word could have a plural. Infinity cannot
is not necessarily infinite.
even be doubled, much less be multiplied indefinitely. Further, no finite multiple of
a finite term can possibly reach infinity. So that to affirm the absolute unendingness
At the same time, it is equally
of this punishment would be to go beyond the text.
clear that the words are so terrible that they do not bring in sight any end of it
Nor is there the slightest gleam of light in the horizon for the finally impenitent.
More at length, elsewhere, has the present writer developed this dread theme.* The
III.

The third angel.

to the individual.

—

;

'

'

•

•

Speaker's Commentary,' in he.
Future Punishment,' published by J.

Snow and

Oo.
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Ood has not shown us cm end to
position to which we are shut up in Scripture is this
We dare not affirm that it never will end ; hut if any one does
future punishment.
Objection : " But this phrase is the very
that, he does it entirely at his own risk.
strongest which is employed in the Word of God to denote absolute unendingness."
It is a fearfully strong expression for an indefinitely prolonged period
reply, No.
but there are stronger expressions; e.g. "Thy kingdom is a kingdom of all the ages"
"
(Ps. cxlv. 13) ; " To him be glory . . through all the generations of the age of the ages
(Bph. iii. 21); "My salvation shall be for ever, and my righteousness shall not be
abolished" (Isa. li. 6); "Not after the law of a carnal commandment, but after the
:

We

;

.

power of an Indissoluble

life," etc.

(Heb.

vii.

16).

The

strongest expressions, which

Even
declare absolute imendingness, are reserved in Scripture for the good alone.
when we grant all this, however, the outlook for the wicked is one of unspeakable
There is, however, one more
;
of a night with no revealed morn beyond it.
feature of this penalty.
It will be inflicted " in the presence of the holy angels, and
in the presence of the Lamb."
There is a profound interest taken in the destinies of
man in the distant places of creation. The angels are supremely concerned for the
honour of the Son of God. And they will acknowledge that God's judgments are right.
The Son of God, too, who died for us, will himself be the Judge. All things are put
;
into his hand. " God so loved the world that he gave his Son " but he does not love less
that Son whom he gave. And while he will not dishonour that Son by letting any

gloom

who repents remain unforgiven, so neither will he dishonour him by letting any
who rejects such a Saviour remain unpunished. FiLally, we deem it of infinite

sinner

one

moment, when a preacher has to handle these awf\il themes (and handle them he must
if he would declare "the whole counsel of Grod"), that he should show with vivid
clearness that it is sin which is to be rtminly dreaded, rather than its penalty.
Sin is
the infraction of law. The punishment is God's defence of law. Could we wish for
a time to come when existing sin would not be punished ? Could we wish that the
punishment of sin should be in any othes hands than those of a pure and holy God?
Could we wish that God should give a law, and never guard its honour ? Could we
wish that he should give us a gospel, and then let it be rejected with impunity ? Could
we wish that he should surrender the Son of his love, and then let him be trampled
underfoot, and remain unvindicated ? " But," it may be said, " while I fully confirm
that, still I do long for the time to come when sin will cease altogether." Be it bo.
If
God wills it, so it will be sooner or later ; but we cannot find any clear disclosure of
Three things only remain for us to see to: (1) To hate sin as God hates it. (2)
that.
To seek his grace to slay it in us. (3) And then to co-operate with him in putting it

down everywhere.
Ver. 13.
A voice from heaven : the blesse(^ dead. However deep the gloom in which
the description of the future struggles of the Church may plunge us, the Holy Ghost
never suffers it to be indefinitely prolonged.
have stood with wondering awe amid
the deep recesses of a glacier, and, as if lest the chill should be too severe and the gloom
too intense, many a chink overhead let in • light and a glow that revealed wondrous
Even so, as we stand in the midst of the threatening conflicts of the
glory above.
Church, we see light let in from above a glory shining in the gloom. Thus it is here.
have witnessed the rise and power of the dragon, of the first beast, and of the
have looked upward and caiv^ht a glimpse of the heavenly state.
second beast.
have heard the voices of the three angels, proclaiming (1) the everlasting gospel,
(2) the fall of Babylon the great, (3) the punishment of the ungodly; and again there
is a gleam of heavenly brightness shining in upon us.
voice is heard whose,
we are not told but it is a commanding voice, under the direction of the Holy
Ghost, and that is enough for us. Moreover, it is from heaven, from the realm of light,
from the region whence the shadows have fled away. From that higher region the
changing scenes of life and death, of struggle and of victory, are beheld; and from the
clearer light in which these earthly incidents are viewed, there is an emphatic testimony
given to us which is of priceless value. As so much of the book deals with the struggles
of earth, it is restful indeed to be permitted to hear something as to how they fare who
have passed beyond them.
}. In this st(no wobld there is a featubv wuioh d(stxnctiv«lt xaus boiu
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"The dead which die in the Lord." The dead which ore dying. The
believers in Christ undei the present dispensation, whp are, one by one, passing away,
" Dying in the Lord " is no vague expression. It defines.
are evidently intended.
DEATHS.

Otherwise were there no meaning in the phrase. It indicates,
It limits.
indeed, nothing special as to the physical mode of decease ; nor as to age ; nor as to the
iccidents of death. The expression, " from henceforth," is ambiguous. (For various
incline to the opinion that the " henceforth " here
interpretations, see expositors.)
referred to is the time of weariness, in which the Taith and patience of the saints will
be severely tried by the raging of the powers of evil ; that it will be blessed to die in
Jesus, and pass away to the realm where the weariness (of. ^k rav K6iraiv abr&v) will be
known no more. The significance of the expression, " die in the Lord," should be careDeaths are not alike any more than lives are. The deaths of Lazarus
fully studied.
and Dives were as widely different as their lives. To die "in the Lord" is the
natural sequence of living to the Lord. No change of state can affect the relation of
believers to their Saviour (1 Thess. v. 10 ; ch. i. 18).
Such a dying as is here referred
to must include (1) trust, (2) union, (3) commimion, (4) surrender, (5) rest ^in
Christ—all going on in the act of dying, as really as in the act of living. Whether
we live or die, we continue to be the Lord's. Once his, we are ever his.
It includes.

We

—

II. THKRE ABE MANIFOLD GROUNDS ON WHICH WB KNOW THOSE TO BE BLESSED WHO
THUS DIB IN THE LoRD. Eaoh phrase in the text is full of meaning. 1. Their blessedness is declared by the Holy Ghost. " Yea, saith the Spirit." 2. It is proclaimed
3. There is a command to place it on record
to the apostle by a voice from heaven.
for all time.
Each of these three lines of thought is indicated by the words of the
verse.
Much more is indicated, however, by the doctrine underlying the expression,
"in the Lord." This phrase is used to express the unique relation between Christ and

the believer. It is constantly recurring. "In Christ." From this the blessedness of
those dying in him may be confidently affirmed ; e.g. : 1. Our Lord, in his work for
men, contemplated the whole duration of their existence. 2. He is the Saviour of
man's whole nature ^body, soul, and spirit. 3. Our Saviour's work for believers touched
every point of, their need. 4. He is himself the Lord of life. 6. Being t» him is

—

enough

for

time and eternity. We know whom we have believed. 6. He is guardian
much after death as l>efore it. Hence it must be the case, "Blessed,"

of believers as

etc

Wb

are distinctly told in what THE BLESSEDNESS CONSISTS. There is no
III.
ground in Scripture for asserting the sleep of the soul between death and the resurrection.
It is, indeed, only " the body " which " is dead because of sin ; the spirit is life
And Jesus expressly declared that whoso keepeth his
because of righteousness."
sayings should never taste of death. " Absent from the body," they are " at home
with the Lord." Not, indeed, that the fully glorified state is theirs as yet, nor will be
Not till Christ, our Life, is manifested, shall we be manifested
till the resurrection.
with him in glory. The heavenly life has three stages. The first beginning at regeneThe second beginning at death,
ration, and closing with the dissolution of the body.
and ending at the resurrection. The third beginning with the resurrection, and neuer
ending.
It is this intermediate stage which is pronounced "blessed."
They are
blessed in death, and blessed after it.
"The having died is gain" (t^ imadavtiv),
How? 1. Negatively. "They rest from their labours." (1) Prom struggles with
sin.
(2) Prom wearying conflict.
(3) From every fault and flaw. (4) Prom all the
frailties incident to a disordered frame.
2. Positively.
Their works follow with them.
They not only leave behind them blessed impulses which will follow after their earthly
works have ceased, but they take with them their works into another life; i.e. the
works of faith and patience and holy activity which were the outwork of their devotion
and zeal were a part of themselves ; they not only expressed what they were, but -they
played their part in the growth and perfecting of their characteig. And not only so,
but the Lord, into whose presence they are ushered at death, sees both them and their
works too, as one. As Ewald, " Their works are so far from being lost through their
death, that they follow them into eternity " (quoted in • Speaker's Commentary,' in loe.).
The same law works in the case of the righteous as in the case of the wicked. " Some
;
men's sins are open beforehand, going before them to judgment " i.e. a man goes into
Blessed, indeid, is it when the
eternity, j3^tM his works, whether they be good or bad.

—
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works have been those of faith and love, which, though in many cases forgotten hy
the worker, shall be remembered by the great Saviour-Judge.
COMMAND IS oiVBN TO PUT THIS ON RECORD. The truth Contained in thii
IV.
verse is too precious a one to be left to the uncertainty of a merely verbal tradition.
We know not to what shreds and patches our glorious gospel might by this time have
been reduced, had it been thus left at the mercy of floating reports handed down by
word of mouth. It was "safe" to write this. The value of this truth is limply
unspeakable. 1. It shows us that death is not a terminus of life, but an incident in
living.
It is a change of states under the guardian care of a Divine Bedeemer,
who loves his own too much to let them perish. 2. In the Uyht of such a truth, tee
should dread death less. Nay, more ; we ought not to diead it at all. Our Saviour
has passed through the gates of the grave himself, that he might deliver them who
through fear of death have been all their lifetime subject to bondage. 3.
right use
of this truth will prepare us for enduring with more calmness and bravery the Jrial$
and hardships of this life. Persecution. Insult. Martyrdom. What rretfulneis
under sorrow is often shown by those who abandon the evangelical faith 1 Life of
Carlyle; a man who, though a prodigy of intellectual acquirement, lived a life which
was one continuous whine. 4. Let us not grieve unduly over those who are gone. If
they have died in the Lord, and if we are living in the Lord, we shall go to them, but
they shall not return to us. We can rejoice in the thought of the increasing wealth of
our treasure in the heavenly state, as saint after saint is caught upward into light.
5. Let us looh forward hopefully and cheerfully to our own future.
What work the
Master may have appointed for us we caunot foresee, nor do we at all know when we
shall be called up to join the " men who are made perfect." But we need not wish to
know. It is enough for us that they and we are one.

A

A

"The

saints on earth and all the dead
But one ooramunion make;
All join in Christ, their living Head,

And of his graoe

partake."

6. Knowing how well we are eared for in life and in death hy our hlessed Lord, let us
This is the conclusion to which
concentrate all our energies on glorifying our Lord.
the Apostle Paul himself arrived. Knowing that when we are absent from the body we
shall be at home with the Lord, we should make it the object of our supreme ambition
This, indeed, is our one concern. To work, and love, and
to be well-pleasing to him.
obey, a>ud wait. And in time our Master will come and fetch us home, and we shall
be for ever with him.

—

Harvest-time. Any attempt to interpret the visions of this book as
Vers. 14 20.
they followed each other chronologically only, will inevitably fail. Sometimes, at
any rate, the visions are such that they overleap the near future and glance forward
In fact, speaking generally, the order of them is far more
to one far more remote.
moral than it is temporal, following not so much the order of years as the evolution of
It certainly is so in the paragraph before us. In
principles and the growth of souls.
which we are carried forward in thought and symbol to Heaven's great harvest-day
day of which our Lord had himself spoken, not only in a parable, but in an exposition
of that parable (Matt, xiii.), in which terms that were figurative and symbolic are
exchanged for such as are plain. It will be a study of no small interest to see how our
Lord, in his communication to his apostle from heaven, sets forth the same truth which
he had taught to his disciples when on earth. Ver. 14, " I saw, and behold, a white
cloud."
This is the symbol of the Divine presence, so that we are not surprised when
we read further, " On the cloud I saw one sitting like unto the Son of man " emblem
of the Lord appeariiig in his glory " having on his head a golden crown " in token of
royalty " and in his hand a sharp sickle " setting forth the work for which he will
come in his glory, viz. to reap "the harvest of the earth." Ver. 15, "Another angel
crying • . . Send forth," etc. That this angel came forth out of the temple
.
.
speaks his authority as from thence. Nor should it seem strange that thence should
come the commission to the Son of man to reap. For a» the Son of man, our Lord
has his authority and appointment from the Father (John
22, 26, 27).
V«r. 16,
if

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

—
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" He . . . cast his sickle upon the earth." The final reaping is under the superintendence of the Son of man. Ver. 17, " Another angel ... he also haviug a sharp sickle."
The ministry of angels will be employed by our Lord in gathering in the harvest
(Matt. xiii.). Ver. 18, " Another ... he that hath power over fire." Each of oar
Lord's host has his own department of service.
"Her grapes are fully ripe"
have reached the acme of ripeness, their full growth. Ver. 19, " The angel . .
gathered the vintage of the earth." As believers are branches in Christ, the living Vine,
bringing forth good fruit, and only good, so there shall he an earthly product, a mim'cry
of the heavenly, bringing forth bad fruit, and only bad. " And cast it into the wine-press
striking figure drawn from the Old Testament (see Isa.
... of the wrath of God."
As there, so here, the treading of grapes in the wine-press represents the
Ixiii. 1
6).
defeat of the foes of God and of his Church. Ver. 20, " Without the city."
The Church
All the wicked are outside of it. " There came out blood from the
is the city of God.
wine-press " (cf. Gen. xlix. 11 ; Deut. xxxii. 14). The sap of the grape is called the
blood of the grape, as being the element of its life. In an actual material conflict
actual blood would be shed.
Here the whole of the reality is in the spiritual realm,
though the figures are drawn from the niateriaL The main, yea, the sole thought is
the defeat of the enemies of God. " Blood . , . even unto the bridles of the horses."
It is said in ch. xix. 14, " The armies which were in heaven followed upon white horses,"
The hosts of God ever have, ever do, ever will, join him in trampling down the
etc.
And it is but the carrying out the figure when the chapter
foes of righteousness.
speaks of the blood coming up to the bridles of the horses. " As far as sixteen hundred
Hengstenberg understands this as equivalent to "a judgment encircling
furlongs."
the whole earth." ' What can we learn in so obscure a vision ? We reply The vision
There are at least
is not an obscure one, if we let Scripture be its own interpreter.
six lines of high and holy thought, which, on the basis of it, may be profitably

—

—

.

A

—

followed up.

Long, long bbfobb the end cometh, the Spimt of God has told trs what it
BE.
We gather not only from other Scriptures, but from the fact that our Lord
spoke in parables when on earth, and thus set forth truth in parable when he spake
from heaven, that there is an analogue between the earthly and the spiritual kingdoms.
As in the natural world there are tendencies ever at work which move forwards towards
development and completion, so is it in the spiritual. " First the blade, then the ear,
So is the kingdom of God. And because the great
after that the full corn in the ear."
Creator perfectly understands the tendencies of to-day, he can with entire certainty
In fact, the foreknowledge of God is an infinite
forecast the issues of the last day.
power of the calculation of chances. As he knows perfectly the meaning of what is
And in his fellowship with
to-day, he clearly sees what will be on any given day.
men, he has taught them to write the main feature of the end, viz. the harvest-time of
seed already in the ground, whether good or bad.
II. It is a manifest fact that thekb are on earth at this moment men in
THE TWO WIDELY DiFi'BRENT 0LAS8BS OF GOOD AND EVIL. No otie can deny this uuless
he ignores plain facts before every one's eyes. There are men who are stainless in their
sanctity.
There are others who are fiendish in their vileness. And it is not in reference to such widely contrasted lives that men find so much difficulty. Many years
ago, an Oxford professor remarked that there were some who had never known anything
about repentance towards God or faith towardi our Lord Jesus Christ, and wlao yet
therefore could not be classed among the wheat, yet they were externally so moial
What was his conclusion ?
and irreproachable they could not be classed among the tares
That there must he an intermediate class 1 There is another and a sounder conclusion.
Our Lord declares there are two, and but two. But even if there are some that seem to
us to come between, we dare not impeach the verdict of him who searoheth the hearts.
The fact is, we can understand only issues. Christ can discern tendencies. He, knows
them now, and by their fruits we shall know them. Germs. Growth. Development. Manifestation.
III. For wise ebasons, not all of which are known to us, both good and evil
I.

WILL

!

'
So also Bishop Boyd Carpenter, Dr. Cuirey (quoted by him), Professor Milligan, Dr.
Warren, Dr. Craven, Eev. W. Eobinson, Bev. P. W. Grant, and the ' Speaker's CommenUj^ ' (in loa.") for different interpretations of the sixteen hundred fiulongi.
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AKE TO 6E0W TOQETHBB SIDE BY SIDE. The good have to Confront the evil and keep \t
in check.
The evil is permitted to counterplot the good and to retard its spread. But
ye must not speak only in the abstract. Bather let us say, good men, evil men.
For when we bring human nature, with all its powers of willing and combating, into
the question, then we can at once see that at least one purpose is gained by ibis
temporary co-mingling together. Good men are made better, sturdier, and braver for
having a conflict to endure. And much of the evil is turned into good through the
grace of God. Note : Do not let us fall into the millennarian heresy of supposing that
the tares are going to increase prodigiously and the wheat to diminish, until the Lord
comes. There is not one Scripture text for that. Scripture only says, both are to get
riper
the good, better ; the bad, worse.
IV. At the time foreseen by God this process will, on both sides, be consummated. Do we understand by this that in the spiritnal world there comes a time
when character cannot possibly advance further either in goodness or in wickedness?
do not so understand it. Analogy is not identity, but only resemblance with somt;
difference.
And because there is all the difference between natural growth and spiritual,
we must not expect a resemblance on every point. But t*o points are certainly clear,
and B third is possible. 1. A time will come in the development of character when all
doubt ceases as to what a man is. 2. Then there can be no question whether his
destiny is the garner or the Are. 3. It may be that then no such thing as a change
of character is possible. Eternal punishment will only be in the case of eternal sin
(Mark iii. 29, Revised Version).
V. At this stags the great rkaping-time will comb. Then the commission to
consummate all will be fulfilled by the Lord Jesus Christ (Matt. xiii. 41). The angels
wiU be the reaper-banii. The result will be the complete manifestation the final
division
the great decision. The gathering in of the righteous into the kingdom.
The trampling down the grapes in earth's vineyard in the wine-press of the wrath of
God I Dread words! wh(jse detail no pen of man can sketch; but that towards one
end or the other every one is at this moment tending, is one of the most certain of the

—

We

—

—

laws of human nature.
VI. This dread vision is given us foe high and holy purposes.

1. It

should

whose faith and patience are now being so sorely tried by the growth of
and sin. Both are putting on riper forms than ever. Well, the end wiU come.

relieve those

error

" The

fire will try every man's work."
2. It should lead us all to estimate the value
of this life.
The end towards which we all are tending is one of ripeness, either in
righteousness or sin.
3. It should lead each one to look solemnly at the fact that,
however long it may be before the universal consummation will be, (1) God will act
then on the very same principles on which he worketh now.
(2) Now there are
working in us tendencies which shall be developed then. The law of coutinuity holds
in the Divine procedure.
The law of growth in human character. Note : There may
be in grace, what can never be in nature, the conversion of tares into wheat. If this
is to be, it must be before the harvest-day.
(3) The sickle may cut down individuals
long before its final thrust.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

5.
Vers. 1
The perfect Church. How well it is for us, in forming our estimates
in regulating our conduct, to have set before us a true ideal and a faultless standard I
To compare ourselves with ourselves, that is, with men like ourselves, is, so St. Paul
tells us, not wise.
And all experience proves the truth of his word. The low levels of
ordinary religious life in the present day all result from our practically, not professedly,
putting before ourselves standards which are faulty and inferior, instead of those which
would be constantly summoning us to higher and holier attainment. Now, the Word
of God is ever furnishing us with such perfect. standards.
Our Lord again and again
bids us turn our gaze heavenward, that we may see there how we ought to judge and
what we ought to be. How frequently he speaks of our Father in heaven, that we
may behold in God the true ideal of all fatherhood I And that we may the better
understand and act towards our children, he tells us that " in heaven their angels do

and

—
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etc.
And when his opponents murmured, as was their wont, at his
receiving sinners and eating with them, be rebuked them by the reminder that in
heaven there is not murmuring, but joy, even over " one sinner that repenteth," And
here in these verses we who belong to the Church on earth have given to us a vision oi
the perfect Church ^the Church in heaven. And the contemplation of it cannot but be
well for us, that we may judge thereby our beliefs, our worship, our selves, and seek
more and more to conform them to the heavenly pattern. Observe, then

always behold,"

—

I. That wb cannot limit the Chubch to ant one visible cobporatb body.
The
claims of any such Church body here on eartli to be exclusively the Church, and the
denial of membership therein to all outside that ^ody, are shown to be false by the fact
that the notes and characteristics of the true Church are found in many Churches, but
exclusively in none.
There are, thank 6od, few Churches, if any, that have not some
of them.
Out of all of them the Church is gathered, but to no one of them is it
confined.
The members of the Church are described here as having the name of the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ " written upon their foreheads." Now, this is a figure
of speech to tell of the character of those who form the Church ; that that character is
1. God-like.
It is the Father's name which is written ; hence they who bear it are holy
and without blemish, perfect even as the Father in heaven is perfect. 2. Visible. It
is written on their foreheads.
The light shines before men ; it cannot be hid. That

much to be qiiestioned which no one can see, or which is hidden away and
kept for only certain seasons, places, and surroundiogs. That which is here said
teaches the reverse of such a doubtful thing. 3. And it ia permanent. It is " written.''
" Litera scripta manet." It abides, not being a thing assumed for a time, and like the
goodness told of by Hosea, which as the " morning cloud " and " early dew goeth away."
Such, in general
It is the habit of the life, the continual characteristic of the man.
And asaiu
terms, is the distinguishing mark of membership in Christ's true Church.
we gratefully own that in all Churches it is to be found. Would that it were on all as
godliness is

in all
II.

I

The centre op the worship of the pbrfbot Chtjboh

says, " I beheld the
nut stop to explain.

is

" the Lamb."

St.

John

Lamb " not " a Lamb," as the Authorized Version reads. He does
He has so often spoken of the Lord Jesus Christ as the Lamb,
;

It is the Lord Jesus Christ,
that there can be no room for doubt as to his meaning.
not so much in his more majestic attributes his might, majesty, and dominion that
we are bidden behold, but in his sacrificial character as " the Lamb of God who taketh
away the sin of the world." As such he is the Centre of the Church's adoration. He
is seen on Mount Zion, that site of Israel's temple being taken continually in Scripture
as the symbol of the home of God's redeemed and the scene of their eternal worship.
He is surrounded by the Church of the Firstborn " the firstfruits" unto Qod, whom he
has redeemed by his blood. The number named here, twelve and the multiples of
twelve, is ever associated with the Church. And the twelve times twelve tells of the
Church's completion, the "accomplishment of the number of the elect." Now, in the
midst of that perfect assembly, that Church of which these are the representatives,
stands "the Lamb" as the Object of the adoration, the love, and the worship of all.
That Church on earth must, then, lack this distinct note of the heavenly Church if in
it Christ the Son of God, as the Redeemer, the Saviour, the Sacrifice for the workl's
sins, be not lifted up as the Object of all trust, love, and obedience, and if he be not so
regarded by the members of such Church. Let us ask What is he to ourselves? How

—

—

—

—

do we look upon him who is thus looked upon by the Church in heaven? In the
midst of our Zions, do we see, as the chief, the central, the pre-eminent figure, the
Lauib of God? And in the inner temple of our own hearts, is he there enshrined and
enthroned as he tiath right and ought to be? What is our hope and what our trust?
How can we ever hope to be numbered with "the Church of the Firstborn," if the
name of him, to which every heart there responds, awakes no echo, no answering. thrill,
in us ? Our lips utter that name often enough, and in all manner of ways ; but what
do our hearts say ? That is the question to which this vision of the Lamb on Mount
And
Zion, surrounded by the adoring Church, should give rise in every one of ua
may God grant that it may meet with a satisfactory answer
We are told that
III. The worship of the perfect Church is a joyful worship.
-"they sung a new Sony." Joy finds utterance in song; it is its Latural-expreasion;
1
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therefore, we read of the songs of heaven, it U proof of the joys of that
hlessed place. The worship of heaven takes this form. Here, prayer and preaching
form, and properly form, part of our worship ; hut there, praise alone is heard. Here,
we wail our litanies and pour forth our supplicationa ; but there worship is all song^
the voice of glud thanksgiving and joyful praise.
How much is told us of the blessed
future in that one fact !
And of this aong we are told many precious things. 1. Hmti
St. John likens it to that "of many waters"
full-voiced it is!
that loud, resonant
sound as when the floods lift up their voice, or the sea roars, or where some vast volume
of water pours itself from over a great height to some far-down depth. What a sound
comes up from that boiling caldron of tossing waves I The magnitude of the sound of
that song is what St. John seeks to set forth by his similitude of "many waters." 2.
And its majesty also is indicated by its comparison to "a great thunder" the voice
of the Lord as they of old regarded it. It is no mean, trivial theme that has inspired
that song, but one that wakes up every heart, and opens the lips of all the redeemed,
It is a noble song, grand,
to show forth the praise of him who hath redeemed them.
glorious.
How could it be otherwise, telling as it does of deeds of such Divine heroism,
of conquests of such moment, and of sacrifice so vast? 3. And horn sweet a song is it
also I
For St. John supplies yet another similitude : its sound was like that "of harpers
harping with their harps." So sweet, so soul-subduing, bo full of heavenly delight,
that it brought smiles to the saddest countenance, and wiped away all tears. And is
not the song of redemption just such a song as that? Even we know of songs of Zion
so unspeakably beautiful, and set to music such as, it seems to us, even angelic choirs
might rejoice in. But if enrthly song can be so sweet, though coming from lips and
hearts so little pure, what must that song have been which is told of here, and which
St. John can only compare, for its unutterable beauty, to the strains of the most perfect
instruments that the anciezit w^rld knew of the harp, Judah's national symbol, and
best-beloved a/oconipaniment of praise ? But not alone the mingled magnitude, majesty,
and sweetness of the sound of this song is set forth here, but also its substance. 4. Jt
was " a new song." There had never been anything like it before. They who sang it
had never joined in, or even heard of, such song till they sang it in the presence of the
Lamb on Mount Zion. It could not but be new, for it was inspired by new and glorious
revelations of God; sung amid conditions and surroundings that were all new, and by
hearts and lips made new by the renewing grace of the Holy Spirit of God. Much
there had been in days past for which they had been constrained to praise and give
thanks, hut till now the half had not been told them, and hence none of their old songs
would serve. They must sing a new song ; it could not but be new. 5. And it was hnovm
" No man could learn that song hut," etc. How can
'hy none hut those who sang it.
he who has never even been to sea know the joy of him who has been saved from shipbut the child knows the mother's love ? The song told of here is but
wreck ?
the result of the experiences through which they who sing it have been led. How,
then, can they sing it who have known none of these things? But those represented
by the hundred and forty-four thousand know the depths of sin and sorrow from which,
and the heights of holiness and joy to which, and the love hy which, and the purpose
They know the conviction of sin, and the
for which, they have have been uplifted.
joy of pardon, and the Holy Spirit's grace, and the love of Christ. But what does the
unbeliever know of these things? and how, therefore, can he learn this song? The
question comes If such he the worship of the heavenly Church, are our Churches on
earth preparing their members to join therein ? Churches here should be vestibules for
the heavenly Church. Is the Church with which we are associated so to you and me ?
No one can learn that song unless they he redeemed. Have we the qualification ?
Have we come to Christ ? Are we trusting in him ? "
must begin heaven's song
here below, or else we shall never sing it above. The choristers of heaven have all
rehearsed their song here ere they took their places in the choir of heaven." But only
Christ can touch the soul's sin-darkened eye, and cause it to see that truth which will
make redemption precious, and hence he who is our Saviour must be also our Teacher.
So only can we learn the new song of his redeemed.
IV. Its members are without fault. After that thb blessed condition of th«
redeemed has been set forth, we are next shown their character. The general and
symbolic expression which tells how they all have the " Father's name written on their
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expanded and explained by the more definite declarations which we niTist
they are without fault," or " blameless," as the Revised Version
reads ; and the apostle specifies four of the chief temptations to which they had been
exposed, and which they had resisted and overcome.
1. And the first he names is
that of impurity.
In the unusual expression in which this sin is referred to, there is
no countenance of any teachings which -would give higher place to the single over the
married life. If the unmarried alone are amongst the redeemed, it is questionable if
one of the apostles of our Lord would be found there. But that which is pointed at is
those sins of which it is best not to speak, but which we know full well have their
roots in the very centre of our nature, and which it is a lifelong struggle to repress
and subdue. But this must be done, and blessed be he who saves not only from the
guilt, but the might of sin
it may be done, and is being done, even as it was with
"these" of whom our text tells. 2. Ealf-heartedness. Great was, and great is, the
temptation to follow Christ only along paths not difficult.
But to follow him
"whithersoever" he went ah! now many would be and are sore templed to shrink
from that! Tliey would- follow their Lord for some way even at times a long way;
but to follow where difBoulty, danger, disgrace, death, waited for them from that how
many would shrink
But " these " did not. 3. Conformity to the world. " These "
had the holy courage to be singular, to come out " from among men," to go against the
stream, to be other than the rest of men. How difficult this is those only know who
have tried to do as "these" did. The assimilating po«'er of the society in which we
mingle is almost resistless, and often it is full of spiritual peril. It was so to those for
whom St. John wrote, and not seldom it is so still. Hence we have to go unto Christ
" without the camp, bearing his reproach."
" These " did this, and so won the
high honour and rich reward told of here. 4. Insincerity. When to confess Christ
meant, perhaps, the loss of all things, yea, their very lives; when martyrdom was the
guerdon of faithful acknowledgment of their Lord, how tremendous must have been tlie
temptation to tamper with truth, to conceal, to compromise, to evade, to equivocate 1
But of " these " it is said, " in their mouth was found no guile." He who is the God
of truth, yea, who is the Truth, ever lays great stress on this virtue of guilelessness,
whilst deceit and lies are declared abominable in his sight.
Such was the character of that perfect Church " the firstfruits unto
CoNOLiJSiON.
God and to the Lamb." Doubtless there were all other forms of Christ-likeness love,
patience, meekness, and the rest for the varied forms of Christ's grace as seen in
character are generally found in clusters. Where you find some you generally find others,
But as we read of only what is said here, our heart
yea, in some measure, all of them.
well-nigh despairs, and would altogether were it not that the same source of all goodnesi
is open to us as to them of whom we here read.

now

is

notice.

It is said "

—

—

!

—
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" Oh, how can feeble flesh and blood
Burst through the bonds of sin t
The holy kingdom of our God,
What man can enter in?"

And the gad reply would be, "None," were it not that he who summons us to such high
attainment ministers all needed grace. Therefore we may and we must be "holy as
he is holy."— S. C.
The greater salvation. " Firstfruits unto God and to the Lamb." Prom
Ver. 4.
and the many like expressions which are scattered over the New Testament, we
For here it is said that these
gather that there is a salvation greater and less.
hundred and forty-four thousand are "firslfruits." Therefore we learn
these abb not. 1. 2'hey are not all the saved. The very word indicates
I,
Nor : 2. Are these
that there is much more to follow. They are but the beginning.
True, a large number is named, but what is that comfirstfruits the mass of the saved.
pared with the " great multitude that no man can number, out of every," etc. ?
they are. The word " firstfruits " teaches us that these thus named
II.
Thus Christ has " become the Firstfruits of them
are : 1. Thepledye of all the rest.
He is the pledge and guarantee that in him " all shall be
that slept " (1 Cor. xv. 20).
made alive." And so th« natural firstfruits of corn guaranteed the rest of the harvest.
this

What
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For the same snn, and all other nurturing forces which had ripened the firstfruits, were
there ready to do the same kindly ofBce for all the rest.
And so we are told, " The
Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the dead shall also quicken your mortal bodies."
The same power is present for both the first and after fruits. 2. Ths pattern and
representative of all the rest.
Compare the first and after fruits. In the main they
were alike ; and so in the spiritual world also. But : 3. The firstfruits were pre-eminent
over the rest. They were specially presented to God, and held in honoiu'; so was it with
the natural grain. But, without question, there is pre-eminence implied in being the
firstfruits of the heavenly harvest.
Theirs is " the first resurrection," of
(1) In time.
which we read in oh. xx. that resurrection of the dead which St. Paul calls " the
resurrection," and " the mark " towards which he pressed, if by any means he might

—

" The rest of the dead lirfed not again until the thousand
attain unto it (Phil. iii.).
years," etc. (cf. ch. ix.).
St. Paul called it " the prize of our high
(2) In honov/r.
calling of God in Christ Jesus."
Now, a prize implies special honour. And our Lord
tells us that there is a " first " and " last " in the kingdom of heaven ; " a least " and
" a greatest." " One star differeth from another star in glory." There is " an entrance
administered abundantly," and there is a " being saved so as by fire." As here there
is-no dead level of reward, so we might believe, and we are taught, that there is none
such in heaven. Infinite mischief is done by the belief that all will be equally blessed,
equally honoured, equally like God. It is as if we had adopted the creed of Ecclesiastes,
where we are told, " One end cometh alike to all," instead of St. Paul's, who tells u»,
"What a man soweth that" not something else "shall he also reap," in quantity
and quality too. (3) In service. That they were pre-eminent here, who that knows
their history on earth, or reads even this book, will question?
(4) In character.
See how they are described as to their spiritual purity, tlieir unreserved consecration,
their separateness from the world, their guilelessness and freedom from all deceit.
(6)
In the approval of God. Of them it is written, " Blessed and holy is he that hath part
in the first resurrection " (ch. xx.).
How could it be otherwise than that such as
they should stand highest upon the steps bf the everlasting throne, and nearest God
and the Lamb? 4. They are the elect of Ood. In another part of this book they are
spoken of as " the called, and chosen, and faithful." They answer to the description of
God's chosen, and so we learn that " whilst all the elect are saved, all the saved are not
All are not firstfruits, greatest, first, in the kingdom of heaven. The
elect " (Alford).
very words imply order, gradation, rank. But it is for us to take heed as to—
III.
we should btbivb to be. There are some who say that they will be
content if they can only " get just inside the door of heaven " such is the phrase.
This sounds very humble-minded, and if it be so, then those who thus speak are just
those who would not be content with any such place. For, and to their credit be it
said, they are such as desire to be like their Lord
to resemble him, to possess his Spirit,
and to please him in all things. But if they desire, or will be content with, the lowest
place in heaven, they must get rid of all these beautiful and blessed qualities.
But
Too often, however, the phrase is but a substitute for
rather than this they would die.
diligence and faithful following of Christ.
They are content to be but little like their
Lord ; they do not follow after holiness in the fear of God ; they are the worldly hearted,
But who would be content to be as
those the least worthy of the Christian name.
would not be in full sympathy with St. Paul, who said, "I labour ... to
these?
be accepted of him " (2 Cor. v. 9) ? Ours, then, is to be not contented with any
lowest place if we be, there is grave doubt whether we ever attain to that but
to " press toward the mark for the prize of our high calling of God in Christ Jesus."

—

—

What

—

—

Who

—

—

—S.C.

Vers. 6, 7.
Th" gospel of Judgment. St. John beholds "another angel flying in midheaven, having au eternal gospel to proclaim." Concerning this gospel note
The gospel is that which tells to sinful man that there ii
I. It is not the gospel.
eternal life for him in Christ; "that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners."
This is a very different gospel. It is one of judgment. Its message is, " Tlie hour of
God's judgment is come." And the mess-age of the second angel (ver. 8) points to one
scene where that judgment has already fallen ; and the message of the third angel (ver.
9) is one of awful threatening against the sin which would bring the judgment upon

—
;:
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* any man."
Very far removed, then, is this gospel from that which we commonly
understand by the word " gospel."
IL But it is a oosfel. Any message that announces the destruction of a power
that is cursing the human race, and spreading misery and despair on all sides, must
be a gospel. Like the news that a ferocious wild beast that has slain many is at last
itself slain.
There have been men who, from their crimes, their ambition, their
unscrupulous cruelty, and the devastations that they have caused, have won for themselves the name of " enemies of the human race." When, then, these cruel oppressors
have met their fate and been overthrown, the tidings have justly filled men's hearts
with joy. In view of similar facts, the psalms bid us " Sing unto the Lord a new song
sing unto the Lord, all the earth ... for he cometh to judge the earth." Judgment and joy
And so here this message from God, that " the
are joined together as cause and effect.
hour of his judgment has come," is a joyful message, a gospel. In the New Testament
Christ's destructive work, his overthrow of Satan and all the power of hell, is, as is right,
And to the persecuted Church, groaning
gratefully and constantly commemorated.
beneath the oppression of the tiger in human shape, wlio then ruled the world, and
whose thirst for blood no amount of slaughter could slake, must it not have been
a gospel for them that this angel proclaimed ?
For not once alone, but throughout all the
III. And it is an " eternal " gospel.
ages of the world, its message has been sooner or later embodied in deed. The tyrants
and oppressors of God's people have been hurled from their place of power which they
had so abused, and have had to meet and endure the awful judgment of God. The
It is a fearful fact for him to face
records are in the Bible, and in all the world beside.
who, Fliaraoh-like, is hardening himself against God, but a blessed fact for those who
It is the conviction of this eternal gospel which gives
groan beneath his cruelty.
patieijce to men who witness cruelty and outrage inflicted on those who cannot defend
They know that the God of this gospel lives, and in due time will
themselves.
reveal and vindicate himself as the Befuge of the distressed, and the Helper of the
helpless.

—

IV. And it is fob all nations fob humanitt at lakob. As in ch. xiii. 7 " the
beast" bad power given him by the devil " over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations,"
so now this gospel was to be proclaimed from the mid-heavens, where the angel was
seen swiftly flying " over [the word, M, is the same] every nation, and tribe, and tongue,
aud people." God forgetteth none he knows and is touched with the sorrows of all
he is the all-Father, the " our Father, which art in heaven." His " chariot- wheels" do
Man anxiously scans
doubtless oftentime seem " long in coming;" but he will come.
the heavens, and frequently fails to see the angel that St. John saw; but the rush of
his pinions shall one day be heard, and the brightness of his countenance shall one day
be seen, and the "great voice" with which he shall give forth his message shall fall
upon om' listening ears. Let all who hope in God rejoice ; let all bis foes and ours be
;

in great fear.

V. God is oonobrnbd to make it knowtn. The gospel is entrusted to men. " We
have this treasure in earthen vessels," said St. Paul, "and he hath committed unto us
the word of reconciliation." But this gospel of judgment is committed to an angel, who
These facts, that it is
is seen flying swiftly to make proclamation of it far ami wide.
an angel to whom it is entrusted, that the anael flies swiftly, that he proclaims his
message with "a great voice," all seem to point to the Divine urgency and concern
that it should be made known. Nor is the riason far to seek. There is nothing so
hinders man's belief in the goodness of God as the experience of the cruelty of his
fellow-man. The children of Israel would " not listen " to Moses, who came to them
with the good news of deliverance, " by reason of their bondage." Their fellow-man
was the highest placed of any being they knew, aud he was hard and cruel, and shut
out sight and thought and faith of that lar other Being, who was their fathers' God
the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. And how many there are who through fear
" are all their lifetime subject to bondage "
It is of no use to proclaim to such a scheme
of mercy they ask for justice justice upon their oppressors, justice for themselves and
those who suffer with them. Men can believe in and respect justice without mercy,
but they can neither respect nor believe in mercy without justiice. Therefore, to the
great company of the oppressed, the proclamation of judgment ia a gospel, and mu.-'t

—

1

;

—

—
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precede the message which we specially call the gospel. And therefore the at^el is sent,
aad OQ speedy wing and with loud voice the gospel of judgment is proclaimed.
VI. What should be its effects. 1. The fear of Ood. (Ver. 7.) What other
could result from such a message? And a blessed result it would be. 2. The giving of
glory to Ood. From the delivered people, and from those who were filled with salutary
fear, there would be this giving of glory.
And this for God's revelation of his righteousness ; for his deliverance of them from oppression. And on the part of the wicked who
had heard and believed God's warning, they would give glory for that they had been
spared, and not cut off in their sins, as they well might have been.
This,
3. Worship.
with fear and the giving of glory, had been demanded for "the beast" by himself, and
the demand had been complied with. But it is now demanded for God, who, as the
Creator of all things and the Judge of all the earth, alone has right to worship. Oh
that wherever there be a hardened heart, the message of judgment may come with such
power as that there shall be real repentance, revealing itself in holy fear of God, in
giving him glory, and in the worship of his Name 1 S. 0.

—

Ver. 8.
The voice of the second angel: the judgment of Babylon. I. What is meant
BY "Babylon"?
There can be scarce any doubt that the name points to: 1.
Persecuting Borne. She is spoken of under this pseudonym because it was not safe to
write, or in any way openly utter, words which might be construed as treasonable
There were liws sharp and stem, and accusers, only too willing to
to the empire.
bring those laws into action, which would involve in ruin and death those who spoke
or wrote such open word. Therefore under this disguise, penetrable enough by the
Christian Church, the name of Rome, her cruel and relentless persecutor, was concealed.
Because also she stood in the like hateful relation to the Church of God as in ages
gone by Babylon had stood to the Church of her day. Babylon had been of old, as
Rome was now, the ruthless ravager and the bloodtliirsty destroyer of God's people.
And as the judgment of God was denounced and came upon Babylon because of her
crimes against God's Church, so now like judgment had been denounced, and was
about to come upon Rome for her crimes against the Church of the Lord Jesus Christ.
And as Babylon had been one of the world-wide empires, so now Rome occupied the
same pre-eminence. None could compare with Babylon, in the days of her greatness,
for wealth or power or glory and so, when St. John wrote this book, none could compare,
And there is yet, perhaps, another purpose in
in any of these respects, with Rome.
;

this

name

here given to

Rome

—the

purpose to recall to the mind of the suffering

Church the certainty of the coming judgment on Rome, by the fact that such judgment
had come on Babylon. 2. All persecutors. Theinindof God to such is shown by what
he did to Babylon of old. He would have us learn that he will ever do the like to
those who sin in like manner. Did ever any persecuting power find that it had done
wisely and well? Let the records of history reply from Egypt down to Spain. 3.
And all idolaters. Idol-worship was not a merely intellectual preference for one form
had it been only that it would not have brought down
of religion rather than another
upon it so many awful judgments, nor have been branded with so foul a name. But it
was a system of abominations ; it was " earthly, sensual, devilish." It was a religion
that laid no constraint on the passions, no bridle upon the will; that left man to his
And every religion that
likings so only as the ceremonial of idolatry was observed.
A creation of the mind, if not of the hands, instead of
leaves man thus has an idol.
God, is idolatry in substance, whatever it may be in name.
1. Rome had fallen
II. In what sense could Babylon be said to have fallen ?
For there had been a great moral faU.
in a very real way when St. John thus wrote.
Rome had a noble past. God liad raised her up to great power, had endowed her with
magnificent qualities, and made her the mother of many noble sons. In the unfolding
of the great diama of Divine providence, she had a high and honourable part to fill,
and none who know her history can deny that for a long time she fulfilled the will of
God. But an evil spirit took possession of her, dnd then she became what is here said.
Cruelty and lust, pride and oppression, and whatever was unclean and abominable,
found welcome ami home in her. "Fallen" was the absolutely true and righteous
But there was to be an outward fall
verdict that could alone be given concerning her.
corresponding to this inward one. And it is spoken of as ab-eady come, because 2.
;

:

—
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was already decreed. The sentence had gone forth, and was but awaiting execution.
had begun. An empire that had become the prey and prize of one successful
general after another ; that might be won and lost any day at the caprice of bribed
bands of soldiers, had lost all stability, and was already "as a bowing wall and a tottering fence." 4. ^ut chie&yhec&use it was so soon to he accomplished. To the quickened
vision of the seer, the barbarian nations were already plunging over her borders, and
wasting and destroying on every hand. Rome was to him as if already in the deadly
grip of those fierce hordes who should one day crush out her life. The vision was so
vivid to him tliat he gpeaka of it as actual, real, and present.
And in all these senses
the judgment of God is gone out against ungodly men. " Condemned already " is our
Lord's word for such and " is fallen, is lallen," is St. John's. Oh for the quickened
vision to make all this real to godly men, that they might labour and pray more in
;
order to " snatch brands from the burning " and to ungodly men, that they might " flee
from the wrath to come"!
III. The qeounds of this awful judgment.
It was no arbitrary sentence, nor one
that had been hastily or without righteous reason pronounced,
Tea, there had come
to be imperative necessity for it, and it would have been unrighteous had it been withheld.
1. Rome had come to be one mass of corruption.
St. John adopts the prophetic
style, and speaks of the " wine of her fornication," by which he means that she had
come to "work," not "all uncleanness" alone, but all manner of godless abomination

It

3. /(

;

besides, " with greediness

;
" as with greedy grip the drunkard grasps the wine-cup.
a " putrefying sore." Let Tacitus tell. y. And she was the seducer
of others. Holding the position she did, she could not but be a fountain of influence
for all cities and lands that came under her wide-reaching rule.
And she had corrupted
them all she had " made all nations drink of the wine," etc. And he who branded for
ever the name of Jeroboam the son of Nebat because he " made Israel to sin," has
here again declared his wrath against all, whether nations or individuals, who do the
And : 3. The cwp of sin becomes the cup of wrath. Such is the Divine law.
like.
This is the meaning of the condensed sentence, " the wine of the wrath," etc. The wine
" In
of her sin, and the wine of God's wrath upon it, are drunk out of the same cup.
but the dregs thereof, all
the hand of the Lord there is a cup, and the wine is red . .
the wicked of the earth shall wring them out, and drink them " (Ps. Ixxv. 8). f' Our
pleasant vices," Shakespeare tells us, become our scourge and life is full of proof that
so it is.
At the bottom of every cup of sin there is " wrath." Ah! what need have
we all to offer continually the prayer, " Give us a heart to love and dread thee, and
diligently to live after thy commandments"
S. C.

Rome had become

;

.

;

!

—

— —

12.
Vers. 9
" The most awful threatening the Bible contoires " (Bengel). Undoubtedly it is so. It makes our flesh creep and our heart shudder as we read it. It is to be
noted that these three angels (vers. 6, 8, 9), who " excel in strength," bear messages of
increasing severity. Tlie flrst bids ua "fear." The second tells of the dread judgment
This third threatens all men everywhere with like and yet more
upon Babylon.
awful doom, if they " worship the beast" or "receive his mark." Now
1. It seems to mean that the ungodly shall he
I. What dobs all this mean?
punished with incessant and unspeakable torments in heU-Jire, and that for ever and
This is the doctrine that has been deduced from this passage again and again.
ever.
It is one of the buttresses of the popular theology.
It is always quoted in support of
But if it do teach
this doctrine, and is regarded as one of the chief of the proof-texts.
Who certainly knows what
this, we ask : (1) Would not the language be more clear ?
the two beasts, the first and second, stand for? Who can do more than guess, with
more or less of probability, what St. John meant by them ; much less what it was
intended we, in our day, should understand by them ? And what is " the mark of the
beast " ? and how do men receive it " in their forehead," or their " hand " ?
may

We

think

we understand

all this.

But can any one be sure ?

But consequences

so awful

would not be told of in language so ambiguous. If we to-day
be threatened with such doom, the ofi'ences that incur it will surely be set forth in
words unmistakably plain, and not such as we find here. (2) May not temporal
judgments be so described? iVIay not the same language be uoed for something quite
different from what it is said this means ? Yes, for Isaiah thus speaks of Edom (xxxivi
as are threatened here

—
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8 ^14) : " The smoke thereof shall go up for ever."
The temporal judgments that
came upon Edom are thus described. And so, in ch. xviii., we have word for word tht
fulfilment on earth, not in Gehesna, of the threatenings we are now considering (cf. vers.
Why, then, may not temporal judgments be what are meant here ? (3)
9, 15, 18).
Why, in the closing vision of this book, are death, hell, and the lake of fire, pain,
"
sorrow, death, and all such things, declared to have " passed away " and to be " no more
All these things have not been transferred to some other planet, to
(cf. ch. xxi.) ?
They have " passed away," he alone abiding
defile its surface and darken its heavens.
" doeth the will of God." (4) Why is the language of the Bible so constantly of
such a, kind as to lend the strongest colour to the belief that death, destruction, perishing not a never-ending existence in suffering is the doom of the finally impenitent 1
That this is so can hardly be denied. The passage before us is, probably, the only one
which seems to teach everlasting suffering. (5) And, if it were a Divine doctrine,
would it not, like all other Divine doctrines, " commend itself to every man's conscience
in the sight 6f God"? The truth that St. Paul preached did so commend itself.
If
It is notorious that it does
this be part of it, why does it not also so commend itself?
not.
Conscience revolts against it, and insistence upon it has generated more unbelief
and atheism than, perhaps, any other cause whatsoever. We, therefore, cannot believe
that what this passage seems to many minds to mean, it actually does mean. But : 2.
We note the following facts. (1) The occasion of this threatening. Terrible persecution, when it was absolutely necessary to fortify and strengthen the minds of Christiana
with every consideration that would help them to be faithful under the dreadful trials
that beset them.
(2) And in this way this threatening, and otheis like it (cf. Matt, z.),
were used, and were no small help to the steadying of the wavering will and the
strengthening of the feeble heart.
"The ancient Cyprian often strengthened his
exhortations to steadfastness under bloody persecutions with this word." (3) The
Therefore, whilst not limiting it
fulfilment of this word (cf. ch. xviii. and parallels).
to temporal punishments : 3. We regard it at telling of that " everlasting destruction
from the presence of the Lord," which shall be the doom of all apostates and all who

who

—

—

persist in rebellion against the Lord.
does it teach? Amongst other lessons these: 1. The retribution of God
II.
upon unfaithful and wicked men is an awful reality. 2. That in the midst of tempta3. That it is the love of God which
tion the remembrance of this will he a great help.

What

us the truth. 4. That they are fools and self-destroyed who will not
unto " Christ that they "might have life." S. C.

tells

—

"come

Ver. 13.
The blessed dead. "And I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me.
Write, Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth." By such word as
True, it is at the side of the open grave
this it is that Christ " bath abolished death."
and over our dead that we read them, so that the stem, hard fact of death is still with
Death yet reigns.
us, and often well-nigh crushing our hearts with its load of sorrow.
But his sovereignty is shorn of its worst power, since words like these fell upon the
The Vale, vale, in ceternum valet of broken-hearted paganism
ears and hearts of men.
The broken pillar and the extinguished torch are no longer fit
is gone, never to return.
emblems to place over the grave of our loved jones. The pillar rears its fair shaft and
lacks not its beautiful coronal, and on the eternal shore the torch burns more brightly
than ever, and is by no means gone out, though our dim eyes for a while see it not.
And this unspeakably precious gospel, which brings us such glad tidings of great joy,
it is which some men want to silence as effete and incredible, that they may substitute
for it their own dismal speculations, the only outcome and clear utterance of which is
that, in regard to religious faith, there is nothing solid under our feet, nor clear over
;
our heads ; all is one great " perhaps " nothing certain nothing ; neither soul, nor God,
nor eternal life. To all such we say, "If we be dreaming, as you aSirm, then for
God's sake let us dream on, unless you have some better, surer belief to which we may
awake." But let us now think awhile of the unspeakably precious truth our text
And we note
contains.
"It is obviously of the utmost
1. Those "in the Lord,"
I. Whom it congebus.
moment that we rightly understand who are spoken of. Alas 1 the context has warned
lU that the blessing here pronounced is not for alL The blesned dead are placed in

—
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this life haTe borne the mark of the beast, which
the world, in their forehead and upon their hand. How glad are we, for ourselves
aad for those dear to us, when it comes to the last solemn moment, to forget that there
is any distinction between the death of the righteous and of the wicked ; between the
death of one who has loved and served Christ, and of one who has lived ' without him
in the world ' ? It seems so hard to preserve that distinction " (Vaughan, in he.). But
there it is, and may not be overlooked, though, to the unspeakable hurt of men's souls,
it too often is.
Now, "to die in the Lord," we must first have been "in the Lord."
And can any be said to be "in the Lord" if they never think of him, never call upon
him, never look to him, and never seek to live to him ? " In the Lord " is the constant
phrase which tolls of a living trust and hope and love towards the Lord ; and how can
the description be applied where none of these things are ? God help us all to remember
this I
2. And these when they are dead.
Just then, when we want to know something
of them when with streaming tears we yearn

marked contiast with those who in

is

;

" For the tench of a vanished hand.
And the sound of a voice that is still.*'

What

That they are " blessed." What unspeakable comwho are left behind Not unconscious, for such
high epithet as " blessed " belongs not to mere unconsciousness. Not in purgatorial
Doubtless Christ's transforming, assimiEains, for neither could that be called blessed.
iting power, through the energy of the Spirit of God, goes on in the departed believer,
as it is necessary that it should. For St. Paul teaches us that "he who began a good
work in us will perfect it until the day of Jesus Christ " (Phil. i. 6). Therefore that
good work is going on still; death does not hinder, but accelerate, it. But the process
is not by those hideous means which mediaeval monks imagined, and which the very
word " purgatory" suggests. But they are blessed; that is enough to Isuow, enough to
Such is the
uplift the mourner's heart.
2. And immediately that they quit this life.
meaning of the word " henceforth." " It means substantially even now; not merely in
the new Jerusalem which is one day to be set up on the renovated earth, but from the
very moment of their departure to heaven" (Hengstenberg, in loe.). 3. They die to
" Yea, aaith the Spirit, in order that Qva) they may rest [or, 'that they shall rest']
rest.
from their labours." Death, therefore, is for them but the Divine signal that the day's
work is done, that the evening hour has come, and that they are now to go home and rest.
The wearisome work and toilsome trying task, which has often well-nigh worn them
out such is the significance of the word " labours" all that is over, and death is the
Not
Lord's call to them to now lie down and rest. 4. Their works follow with them.
How
their labours, the element of distress and pain in their work, but their works.
do they follow ? Perhaps : (1) In that they a/re carried on still. They were works for
the honour of their Lord, for the good of their fellow-men prayers and endeavours to
draw others to Christ, intercessions for the Church of God, all manner of beneficent
Are all these to cease ? Is there no room for them where the blessed dead
deeds.
now are ? Shall the sainted mother who here besought the Lord for her children that
they too may be saved shall she cease that "work"? The Lord forbid that she
should ; and our text seems to tell us that she, and all they like her, will not, for their
works follow them. (2) For reward. There is the scene, there the day, of recompense.
Not here or now. "Let thine eyes look right on, and thine eyelids straight before
" Oh how great is thy goodness which thou hast laid up for them that fear
thee."
thee " (3) In their effects upon their character. We cannot see the soul, we saw only
the man, and faulty enough he was, we well knew but all the while, as the dnys of his
life went on, and this or that work was put upon him to discharge, the soul was, by
means thereof, as the marble by the sculptor's chisel, being wrought into a condition of
beauty and faultlessness such as from tlie first had been in the Creator's mind. (4) At
ministers to their Joy. The joy of gratitude that they were enabled to undertake and
•ccomplish them. The joy of knowing that as seed they wUl yield blessed harvest,
St. Paul spoke always of his converts as his
and, perhaps, of witnessing that harvest.
"joy and crown of rejoicing in the day of the Lord Jesus." Such " works " will be a
They cannot but
joy to remember, to look upon in their results and to continue in.
be, every way, ministers to our joy.
II.

it says op them.

1.

fort there is in this assurance for those

I

—

—

—

—

I

;

—
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in. The EMPHARig THAT

18 iiAiD UPON IT.
1, It is declared hy "a voiet from
This voice "may well be conceived to be that of one of 'the just made
perfect,' testifying from his own experience what the true members of the militant
Church on earth have to expect in heaven" (Hengatenberg, in loc.). When we remember th»t the attestations to our Lord's Divine Sonship were made in similar manner
by a voice from heaven, this declaration is thereby lifted up to a like high level of
" This command to
authority and importance. 2. It was commanded to he written.
' write ' is repeated twelve times in the Bevelation, to indicate that all
the things it
refers to are matters of importance, which must not be forgotten by the Church of
" Yea, saith the Spirit."
Christ." 3. It is confirmed solemnly by the Holy Spirit.
With such solemn sanctions are these words so inestimably precious to the Church,
introduced to onr notice and commended to our reverent heed.
IV. The purposk op its proclamation. 1. It was a truth most necessary for the
time when it was given. See the circumstnnces of the faithful Church, how fearful
their trial, how dire their need of all and everything that would fortify their minds
amid such awful temptations to he unfaithful to their Lord. And what trutli could be
more helpful than such as this? 2. And it is needed still. (1) To comfort us concerning our departed brethren in Christ. (2) To strengthen us in view of our own
departure. (3) To cheer us amid work that often seems thankless and uofruitful,
although it be the " work of the Lord." With our hope we ought never to be weary
in such work. Nohle work has often been done by men who had no such hope. Think
of the three hundred at Thermopylse. . Think of the holy men of old to whom the
grave seemed to end all, to be the place where they should be " no more," and yet who
became heroes of the faith (of. Heb. xi.). (4) To every way ennoble and elevate our
lives.
(5) To draw forth our love and devotion to him "who having overcome the
sharpness of death, hath opened the kingdom of heaven to all believers." Are those
purposes fulfilled in us? 8. 0.

heaven."

—

14—20. The harvest and the vintage. It i» held by many that both these
the same fact of God's judgment against sin and sinners. And no doubt, at
the "harvest," does mean such judgment (cf. Joel iii. 13; Jer. li. 33). In Matt.

Vers.

refer to

times,
xiii.

both harvests

until," etc.

Still

—that of good and

—

" Let both grow together
are told of.
figure stands for the people of God and their
And we think that here, whilst there can be no

evil alike

more commonly the

ingathering into his blessed presence.
doubt as to what the vintage means, the "harvest" does not mean the same, but that
gathering of " the wheat into his gamer " which shall one day most surely be accomplished.
For see the preface (ver. 13) to this vision. It speaks of the blessed dead
and their rest. And but for the plain pointing out that the vintage did not refer to
them, that also would have been so understood. And the Lord Jesus Christ for he is
meant ^is himself the Beaper (ver. 14), himself thrusts in the sickle (ver. 16), whilst
the vintage of judgment is assigned to an angel (ver. 17), indicating that it is a
different work from the other.
And the figure itself, the harvest, the precious corn
fully ripe, belongs generally and appropriately to that which is also precious and an
It is
object of delight, as is the coinpany of his people to the Lord whose they are.
not the time of the harvest, but the corn of the harvest, which is spoken of here, and
Thus understood, let us note—
this is ever the type of good, and not evil.
"The harvest of the earth." This tells of: 1. The multitude of
I. The harvest.
OocPs people. Who can count the ears of corn even in one harvest-fiehi ? how much less
What do we not owe
2. The preciousness of them.
in the harvest of the whole earth ?
Our all, humanly
to, what could we do without, the literal harvest of the earth?
speaking, depends upon it. 3, The Joy of Ood in them. Of. " They shall joy before
thee with the joy of harvest." 4. The care that has been needed and given. 5. The
" long patience" that has been exercised. Who but God could be so patient ?
often
Lord, how long?" But he waits ^and we must learn the like
cry, "How long,
lesson for the harvest of the earth, for that which is being ripened in our own souL
Harvest comes only so. 6. The evidence of ripeness. We know of the natural harvest
that it is ripe by the grain assuming its golden hue. " Knowest thou what it is that
gives that bright yellow tinge of maturity to that which erst was green and growing?
What imparts that golden hue to the wheat? How do you suppose the husbandman
2 B
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judges when it is time to thrust in the sickle ? I wUI tell you. All the time the corn
was growing, those hollow stems served as ducts that drew up nourishment from the
soil.
At length the process of vegetation is fulfilled. The fibres of the plant become
rigid
they cease their ofiBce down below there has been a failure of the vital power,
which is the precursor of death. Henceforth the heavenly powers work quick and
marvellous changes : the sun paints his superscription on the ears of grain. They have
reached the last stage having fed on the riches of the soil long enough, they are now
only influenced from above " (Spurgeon). And when it is thus with the people of God,
when the golden light of the Sun of Righteousness shines on them and they are transfiH'med thereby, then the evidence of ripeness is seen, and the season for the sickle has
come. 7. God will certainly gather in his people. " Harvest shall not fail " such was
the primeval promise, and it has never failed nor shall this harvest either. " Look
up, lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth nigh."
II. The vintaqe.
Under the altar on which was " the fire," over which the angel
told of in ver. 18 " had power," were the souls of them that had been slain for the
testimony of Jesus (ch. vi. 9). They had asked, " How long, O Lord,
dost thou
.
not judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth?" And now the
answer is given. The vintage of vengeance has begun. For the " grapes " of the
"vine of the earth" are fully ripe. It is the judgment of the whole earth, when " all
nations " shall be gathered (Matt, xxv.) before the Son of man. The square of four
four ever the symbol of the e.arth
amplified by hundreds, the " one thousand and six
htmdred furlongs " of ver. 20, likewise point to' the universality of this awful judgment.
Minor fulfilments presages, predictions, and patterns of the final judgment—of these
there have been many and will be many; but in this vintage of vengeance upon the
;

;

;

—

;

.

.

—

—

world's sin all are summed up and fulfilled. But will there be any siich event at aU t
Will Christ " come again to judge the quick and the dead," as the Creed declares ? or is
it all a myth and imagination, a nightmare, which the sooner the world shakes off and
awakes from the better ? Many affirm that it is this ; many more would like to think
so.
But what is the truth ? 1. Men have ever felt that there ought to he such Judgment.
See in the Old Testament,
the Psalms, Job, in the prophets, what distress of soul
God's people were in, because they feared for the faith of a just God. So many wrongs
were perpetrated, and no one called to account. Wicbd men in great prosperity,
"flourishing like a green bay tree," and all the while godly, innocent men trampled
in the very dust by these wicked, well-off ones. And many saints of God were heartbroken under the pressure of indubitable facts like these, asking for, and not finding
any, redress. Men who were not saints, as they could not find any law of judgment,
Kor
took the law into their own hands. And hence they added torture to death.
would care for that? Dt-ath
merely to kill a man was no punishment at all.
rids a man of all trouble.
Make him snfier, therefore, whilst he is alive. So they
thought and acted, and hence the whole system of tortures, from the imagery of which
some of the most dread emblems of this book are drawn. But the tears of good men,
ill view of this problem of righteousness unrewarded and persecuted, whilst unrighteousness went not only unpunished, but held high festival; and the tortures inflicted by
both are testimonies to the concruel men when they got a criminal into their hands ;
2. And now it is declared
viction that a Divine and perfect judgment ought to be.
Conscience assents to it. What endorsements of God's
that such Judgment shall he.
Word the guilty conscience gives. Read ' Macbeth ' for one illustration out of tliousands
VVhat consternation
more. 3. Human law and Justice strive after right judgment.
there is when some great criminal escapes and bafiies all means of discovery, and what
It is all confirmation of the
joy when such are caught and tried and condemned 1
truth taught by this " vintage." 4. And the Jtidgments that com* now on ungodly
History rightly read reveals
nations, communities, and individuals are all in proof.
This
the truth in luminous light : " Verily there is a God that judgeth in the earth;"
harvest for God's holy ones, and this vintage of those for whom his holy vengeance
When the sharp sickles that gather the one and the other are
awaits, are both to be.
put in, where shall we he founds That is the question of questions for us all to answer,
God, of his mercy, give us no rest until we can answer it aright 1 S. C.
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words of consolation and assurance mingle. And out of the midst of the contemmost virulent opposition to the truth, the holy seer is called to lift up his
and behold the Mount Zion and the host of the pure and faithful surrounding the Lamb. The hundred and forty-four thousand the Church's symbol of twelve
reproduced and multiplied. It is the Church in her triumph. " The elect " whom
Satan has not been able to " deceive " are now in presence of the Redeemer ever " the
Lamb" in this book. Their "tribulation" is over; their enemies subdued. They
have "kept the faith." Thus is fidelity through trial predicted ; thus is it encouraged.
There are who will " endure to the end " and " be saved," In viewing this triumphant

trial,

plation of the
eyes on high,

—

—

we must take notice of
The distinguishing features of their ohahaoteb and the detailed ele-

host

ments OF theik reward.

1. These are the pure, the undeflled.
They are distinas free from the prevalent sinfulness of the hour.
Nor could symbolism
more strikingly stand allied to realism than by describing the saintly hosts as " virgins."
" They follow the Ijamb whithersoever he goeth." Holiness
2. They are the obedient.
of life is the invariable adjunct of sanctity of spirit. Those " take up the cross and
follow him " whom they love, through evil report and good report. 3, Tlwy are the

guished

—

truthful.
No lie is found in their mouth 'neither the lie of error nor of untrue profession ; nor are they given to falsity and deceitfulness of life.
4. They are blameless.

" Without blemish." These are the redeemed : " the firstfruits unto God and unto the
Lainb." The great harvest lies beyond in the unnumbered host. Their reward is thus
detailed : (1) They are purchased : the Lamb's own property, " whose own " these sheep
are.
(2) They are admitted and received within the heavenly courts : they stand on
" Mount Zion."_ (3) They bear the symbols of their confession and of their recognition
the holy name is on their foreheads signifying their devotion to Christ ; as they who
were the servants of the beast bore his name. (4) In eternal joyfulness they sing evernew songs of praise to God, their Creator and Redeemer.
song unknown and
unlearned by any but the faithful in Christ Jesus. Truly may we hear an unrlirtone
of exhortation : (a) " Wherefore comfort yourselves with these words ; " and (J) " Be
tiiou faithful unto death."— R. G.

—

A

—

Vers. 6, 7.
" The everlasting gospel." The hearts of the faithful have been strengthened and comforted by the vision of the pure heavenly community whose united voice
was as that of " harpers harping with their harps." Now another vision brightens the
eye of the holy seer. At present the idea of a gospel universally diffused has not been
specially represented. Incidentally we have heard the voices of the elders proclaiming
praise to hira who had redeemed them from " every tribo, and tongue, and people, and
nation."
And we have heard the word of the angel concerning the little book : " Thou
must prophesy again before many peoples, and nations, and tongues, and kings." Now,
in harmony with the prevalent hi\bit of the book, the vision or teaching is repeated,
but in another [form. It is a definite assurance to the little Church, in its dispersion,
and apparent conquest, when its voice is silenced by tl^e severities of persecuting
violence.
Fear not; the gospel shall be proclaimed, and proclaimed to all; nor shall
it be crushed; it is an everlasting gospel.
Inasmuch as he who partakes of the
gospel partakes of the spirit of the gospel, it would be his most fervent desire that all
should participate in the blessedness and peace of that gospel. To him, therefore,
the_ cheering news of its universal diffusion must bring— what the whole book is
designed to bring the utmost consolation. Of tlie gospel we learn
I. That it is a gospel of perpetual endurance. " An eterual gospel."
It is ever
to be proclaimed as good news.
It never ceases to be good news.
It may be hindered,
and for a time even apparently destroyed ; but it still lives. It is eternal
II. It is for all.
The good news is not to be confined to a few, or to favoured
races only.
It Is for " them [i.e. all them] that dwell on the earth," even for " every
nation, and tribe, and tongue, and people." The universal diffusion of the gospel is a
pledge that persecution shall not " stamp it out."
in. In its TEACHiNa IT URGES 1. The fear of the Lord—" Fear God "—which is the
beginning of all wisdom ; and to heathen and idolatrous nations the first truth.
2. The paying to him due hotiour.
"Give him glory," 3. It declares the approach of
" The hour of ois judgment is come." 4. It calls to his worship
hit Judicial rule.
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th« heaven, and the earth, and sea, and fountains of

watwB."—R. G.

—

A

—

Ver. 8.
further vision of triumph. Again "another angel" a second follows
the first, and with a separate message. It is brief, but pregnant. The earnest desire of
the good is satisfied. That wliich shall sustain the " patience of the saints, they that
keep the commandmentB of God, and the faith of Jesus," is here. It is an authoritatiT« declaration of the final fall of the antagonistic kingdom, be that whatever it
may. " Babylon" ever symbolizes the oppressor of Jerusalem the antagonistic kingdom that opposes and oppresses the true Israel of God. Babylon is " great ; " Babylon
has power over " all nations," for she compels their aceptimoe of her corruption Babylon
makes all nations to join her in her degradation and impurity- and .unfaithfulness.
But she is " fallen " " fallen is Babylon the great." Prom this prophetic word the
Church, struggling against the oppression of a Babylonish yoke struggling to free the
nations from Babylonish corruption, deceit, and wrath, which ia ruin cannot but
derive the deepest consolation.
I. It is a pledge of Divinb co-opebation.
For the puny arm of the feeble flock
cannot grapple with the great and mighty nation that can compel obedience. But God
is above all.
II. It is the 8ATI8F action or THE Church's utmost debiee conoekninq evil. For
it is its uttermost destruction.
The Chiu-ch is ever to be comforted by the assured
hope of the conquest of all evil.
It is the assurance of the Church's final deliveeanob from all opposing
AND OPPRESSING POWER. And as such
IV. It 18 the truest bncoura(;embnt of the Church to " patience " to " keepthe commandments of God," and to the maintenance of " the faith of Jesus." B. G.

—

;

—

—

—

m.

—

—

—

Ptmishment. The punishment threatened upon the worshippers of
Vers. 9 12.
" the beast and his image " is represented by imagery of the most truly awful character.
What that " beast " is, what is " his image," and what his " worship," are points not
to be left in uncertainty ; while the terrible denunciations of wrath must stand as an
" The beast " here must represent the
effectual warning against any such homage.
utmost spirit of evil foul, filthy sin. It stands in opposition to the Lamb, the
embodiment of all purity. It is the antagonist, the opposer of all good, whether
ideally considered, or as found embodied in Satan
the deviU It is the antithesis of
holiness; it is an active opposition also to all holiness; it is an active opposition to
God. The "image" may be any form which this essential evil, this anti-righteous
spirit, may assume.
The "worship" of such a spirit implies submission to it; an
affirmation of its supremacy and worthiness and power ; a giving honour to the beast
the honour due to God. What a signal of unfaithfulness, of corruption, of sin! As
such it is punishable with the utmost punishment. 'I'he figures in which this awful
punishment ia represented indicate the keenest severity of suffering. As the worship
of the beast indicates the utmost devotion to sinfulness, so the punishment threatened
denotes the utmost suffering. It includes
I. The direst expression of the Divine displeasubk.
The worshipper shall
" drink of the wine of the wrath of God."
IL The infliction of direct personal suffering. " He shall be tormented with
fire and hrimstone,"
III. An especial aggravation of the sufferino.
It is endured in the presenc*
of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb.
IV. It is a state of ceaseless disturbance. " They have no rest day nor night."
V. It IB unending. " For ever and ever." Let any read this, and say if the consequences of devotion to eril are not in the highest degree dreadful. R, G.

—

—

—

Ver. 18.

The bUMsedne-fs of the departed faith/id.

If the threatenings of

upon the worshippers of the false are motives to patience and
mor* is the promise of a blessed reward
Between these two the
proclamation

:

"»

judgment

how much

tried and persecuted
hedged in. This blessedness is (1) assured by the heavenly
voice from heaven."
It is (2) confirmed by the Spirit's testimony:
1

Ckristian disciple

fidelity,

is
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" Tea, Baith the Spirit." It is
(3) promised to them who ar« ipiritual : " in the Lord."
It is (4) the reward of fidelity maintained to the end of life ! they " die iu the Lord."
Tlie reward is (1) a state offelidty ; " blessed " are tliey.
(2) It consists in a state of
repose after toil, danger, and exposure : " They rest from their labours."
(3) It is
exhibited as the consequence of and. acknowledgment of their diligent, obedient labour
"Their works follow with them."' Here is the eucouragemeut tia (1) self-denial
(2) patient labour ; (3) undying devotion. B. O.

—

—

Vers. 14 20.
Judgment again represented. In the spirit of the former words, and
a further confirmation of them, the process of judgment is again sot forth under fresh
images. So is consolation borne to the suffering and afflicted Church, and warning and
admonition dealt out to the ungodly. Under the imagery of a harvest and of ihe
gathering of the viiitage, the certainties of the threatened judgment and the promised
blessedness are set forth.
The a£9icted, down-trodden, despised Church must here see
mighty motives urged upon it to maintain a steadfast faith and hope and patience.
This vision declares
I. The itkaIi cessation or thb Chuech's sofkerino.
Her warfare may be long
continued. Generation after generation of believurs muy be called upon to suffer, but
"
an end is appointed. It will be proclaimed : The hour to rtap is come." The life of
" earth "—ever the symbol of that which stands in opposition to the heavenlies— has
been patiently borne through much long-suffering. But this is at an end " the harvest
of the earth is over-ripe." The command is issued, '• Send forth thy sickle, and reap."
II. The OATHEBINO op a HABVBST has thb PKEVAILIlfO OHABAOTEB OP OBACIOU8NESS. It is the ingathering of that which sprang from " the seed " which " u the
Word ;" and, in our view, indicates the gathering for the heavenly gamer.
III. The figubb of the vintage is besebved fob the: expbession of the wbath
OP God. " Wherefore art thou red in thine apparel ? . . . I have trodden the wine-press
alone."
Here it is distinguished as " the great wine-press of the wrath of Gud." Ko
such designation is given to the wheat-harvest. In this, then, we are to see the finaljudgment upon the wicked. Thus are set before us both the ingathering of the holy
the harvest waiting for which "the husbandman" has had "long patience," and the
" Terrible," indeed, " is he in his doings to the
ingattiering or cmshing of the wicked.
ehildren of men." R. Ot.
as

—

•

—

— —

Vers. 1 5.
The supersensuoua heaven of humamiity. " And I looked, and, lo, a
stood on the Mount Zion, and with him an hundred forty and four thousand,
having his Father's name written in their foreheads. And I heard a voice from
heaven," etc. May we not regard these verses as a pictorial representation of the
supeirsensvxms heaven of humanity f If so, the following facts are suggested concerning
th* unseen realm of the good or the Christly.
L It IB A BCBNE in WHICH Chbist 18 THB CENTS AL FiouBB. " And I looksd [saw],
and lo [behold], a £the] Lamb stood [standing] on the Mount Zion " (ver. 1). Ko one
acquainted with the Scriptures needs to ask who the Lamb is. Christ is the "Lamb of
Is it because of his innocence, or because
God."
is Christ called " the Lamb"?
of his moral and sacrificial character, or both ? Morally he was innocent as a lamb,
" holy, unde filed." "He did no sin, neither was guile found in his mouth." Or is it
on account of bis sacrifice ? He was, indeed, a sacrifice ; his whole being was a sacrifice.
There have been those who have answered these questions to their own satisfaction, and there are now those who render replies without hesitation or doubt. I cannot.
eyes are too dim to penetrate into the rationale of Divine operations. What seems
clear is that Christ is the central Figure in man's heaven.
He stands on the citadel on
which all eyes are fastened, and to which all hearts puint and all sympathies flow.
II. It is a SCENE iNTEBBSTINGLr poPULATIio.
1. Tlie population t» very numerous.
" An hundred forty and four thousand " (ver. 1). This I take to be a definite number
used to represent an indefinite multitude a " multitude which no man could number."

Lamb

Why

My

—

The dreamer being a Jew, his visions
Hence he thinks of the Jewish scene
To us, however, all
lably numerous.
important, and lasting. The human

Jewish facts and sentiments.
of worship, Zion, and the Jewish tribes, incalcuthese are mere illustrations of things higher, mor«
tenants in heaven were
number beyond caleu<
are, of course, full of
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day» of John, and they have heen multiplying ever since. 2. The popu" His Father's name written in their fpreheads "
divinely distinguished.
(ver. 1).
Men glory in things that are supposed to distinguish them advantageously
from their fellow-men the attractions of physical beauty, the glitter of wealth, the
pomp of power ; but the greatest of all distinctions, the grandest and highest, is to have
written on our very "foreheads."
the nUTne of the great Father manifest in our lives
The face is the beauty of man ; there the soul
(1) It is the most heautiful distinction.
The beauty of the face
reveals itself sometimes in sunshine and sometimes in clouds.
is not in features, but in expressions, and the more it expresses of purity, intelligence,
How beautiful, then, to have God's name
generosity, tenderness, the more beautiful it is.
radiating in it I
God's name is the beauty of the universe. (2) It is the most conpicuous distinction. " In their foreheads." It is seen wherever you go, fronting every
Godliness cannot conceal itself. Divine goodness is evermora selfobject you look at.
revealing.
As the face of Moses shone with a mystic radiance when he came down
from the mount after holding fellowship with God, so the lives of all godly men are
man
encircled with a Divine halo.
(3) It is the most honourable distinction.
sometimes feels proud when he is told he is like some great statesman, ruler, thinker,
But how tianscendently honourable is it to bear in our face the very image
reformer.
With the Father's " name in our foreheads "
of God ! Let us all seek this distinction
we shall throw the pageantry of the shalis, the emperors, and all the kings of the earth
" And 1 heard a voice from
3. The population is rapturously happy.
into contempt.
heaven, as the voice of many waters, and as the voice of a great thunder : and I heard
the voice of [the voice which I heard was the voice ofj harpers harping with their
harps : and they sang [sing] as it were a new song" (vers. 2, 3). All souls yonder run
Here is music loud as booming billows, pealing thunders, and melodious
into music!
How mean and unworthy are men's views of
as the enrapturing strains of the harp.
" Let us sing to the glory and praise of God," says th e leader of public
religious music.
worship. And forthwith a whole congregation breaks into sound. And if the sound
is regulated by the harmonious blending of notes, the production is called a " Service of
Song ; " and more, alas ! is made an article of trade. Large incomes are made by the
Can such be the music of heaven ? Nay. True music is the
sale of such music.
harmony of soul souls moving ever in accord with the Supreme Will. True music
consists not in blending of sounds, whether vocal or instrumental, however charming to
the senses, but in sentiments unuttered, perhaps unutterable, yet entrancing to conscience aud pleasing to God. 4. The population is redemptively trained. " No man
could learn that song but the hundred and forty aud four thousand, which were
redeemed [purchased] from the earth " (ver. 3). Heaven, it has been said by men of
It is verily so.
Observe : (1) Man
old, is a prepared place for a prepared people.
requires training for heaven.
(2) Redemption is the method of training for heaven.
6. The population is spotlessly
(3) Earth is the scene of this redemptive training.
pure. "These are they which were not defiled with women ; for they are virgins"
There are those of our race who have never fallen, who have retained their
(ver. 4).
What
virgin innocence, who required no pardon for their sin^, nor regeneration.
millions of the human population die in their infancy, and go on unfolding their faculties and invigorating their strength through indefinite ages, in scenes of absolute holiThey were not "redeemed from the earth;" such
ness and infallible intelligence I
redemption they required not. From the dawn of their being they were ushered into
6. The population is absolutely
the realms of immaonlate purity and perfect bliss.
"These are they which follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth " (ver. 4).
loyal.
All follow the Lamb, the Christ of God. " Two words, " Follow me," embody at once
" Whithersoever he goeth." He is
the whole duty and perfect Paradise of souls.
cannot do exactly
always moving. '* The Father worketh hitherto, and I work."
what he does, but we can imbibe that spirit which inspires him in all he does. Would
If I copy the exact style and
I become a great painter? then how shall I proceed ?
method of one of the greatest masters of the art, I shall only become a mere mechanic
But if I catch the genius of the great master, I
in the profession, never an artist.
may, peradventure, leave him behind, and win a place and a distinction all my own.
7. The population is incorruptibly truthful.
Let us catch the moral genius of Christ
" In their mouth was found no guile [lie] : for they are without fault before the ihrune
lation in the
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of Ood [they are without hlemish] " (ver. 5). No lie I How unlike us 1 The social
atmosphere of our world teems with lies as with microbes. Lies in parliaments, io
markets, in Churches. The whole world teems with impostors. What a blessed world
D. T.
must that be where all is truth and reality
I

—

" No man could learn that song
Ver. 3. Man training for the supersensuous heaven.
but the hundred and forty and four thousand, which were redeemed from the earth."
The subject of these words is man training for the supersensibous heaven. Notice
" No man could learn that song." Man canI. Heaven bequibes his tbaining.
not blend in the happy harmony of the celestial state without previous training.
Analogy would suggest this. In the physical system every being is fitted to his position,
These bodies of ours, as now constituted, could
his organism is suited to his locality.
probably live in no other planet than this. In the social system the same principle of
fitness is required.
The stolid clown could not occupy the professor's chair, nor could
he who is reckless concerning law, right, and order occupy the bench of justice. It is just
80 in relation to heaven. To feel at home in the society of the holy, cheerfully to serve
the Creator and his universe, and to be in harmony with all the laws, operations, and
beings in the holy empire, we must manifestly be invested with the same character.
.But what is the training necessary ? 1. Not mechanical. Ceremonial religion enjoins
Theological training may be conducive, but it is not suffithis.
2. Not intellectual.
the training of the spiritual sympathies, the heart being brought
cient.
3. It is mmxU
No one can " sing the song," blend in the harmonious
to say, " Thy will be done."
man with corrupt sympathiea could never sing in
action of heaven, without this.
In the midst of happy myriads he would bo alone. His
heaven; he would shriek.
darkness would conceal from him the outward sun; his inner flashes of guilt would
change for him the God of love into a " consuming fire."
" Those who were redeemed
II. Redemption is the condition of his tbaininq.

—

A

from the earth." The redemption here referred to is evidently that procured by the
love of Christ.
The training requires something more than education; it needs
emancipation, the deliverance of the soul from certain feelings and forces incompatible
with holiness a deliverance from the guilt and power of evil. The grand characteristic
of Christianity is that it is a power to redeem from all evil. No other system on earth

—

can do

this.

"Redeemed from the earth."
is the scene of his tbainino.
brightest fact in the history of the dark world is that it is a redemptive scene.
Amidst all the clouds and storms of depravity and sorrow that sweep over our path,
this fact rises up before us a bright orb that shall one day dispel all gloom and hush
Thank God, this is not a retributive, but a redemptive scene. But it should
all tumult.
be remembered that it is not only a redemptive scene, but the only redemptive scene.
wonderful world is
There is no redemptive influence in heaven ^it is not required.
True, it is but a spark amidst the suns of the univiTse a tiny leaf in the mighty
this I
Let the light be quenched and the leaf be destroyed, their absence would not
forests I
be felt. Still it has a moral history the most momentous. Here Christ lived, laboured,
Hero millions of spirits are trained for heaven. What Marathon was to Greece,
died.
and Waterloo to Europe, this little earth is to the creation. Here the great battles of
the spiritual universe are fought. It is the Thermopyl» of the creation. D, T.
III.

The eabth

The

—

—

A

—

—

8.
The dissemination of good, and the destruction of evQ. " And I saw
Vers. 6
another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach unte
them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation," etc. In these verses two subjects
are suggested
L The DlssBMiNATloir of good. The good here is called " the everlasting [eternal]
It is at once the mirror and the
1. The gospel in itself is good.
gospel " (ver. 6).
medium of eternal good. It contains and communicates to man that which reflects the
Divine character and constitutes the heaven of souls. " Everlasting " eternal. Good
Unlike evil, it never had a commencement, and will never have an end ; it
is eternaL
" And I saw anothei
2. The gospel in its ministry is good.
ID as old as God himself.
angel fly [flying] in the midst of [mid]-heaven " (ver. 6). It cornea from heaven and is
conveyed by he^iveuly messengers to men. Angels are so interested in this gospel th&(

—

—
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they speed their flight through mid-heaven bearing its blessed message. 3. The gospel
in its universality is good. " Having the everlasting [eternal] gospel to preach [proclaim] unto them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred [tribe],
and tongue, »nd people" (ver. 6). It overleaps all geographical boundaries, all tribal,
4. The gospel in its purnational, linguistic distinctions, and addresses man as man.
" Saying with a loud voice [he saith with a great voice]. Fear God, and
pose it good.
give glory to him; for the hour of his judgment is cume : and worship him that made
heaven, and earth, and the sea, and the founlains of waters" (ver. 7). The supreme
aim of the gospel is to induce all men to worship him who made heaven, earth, and
Man is made for worship. There is no instinct in the soul deeper, stronger, more
sea.
operative ; there is no service for the soul more worthy, nay, so worthy and so blest,
Worship is the Paradise of souls.
as that of worship.
II. Thb debtkuction of evil. " And there folli iwed another angel [another, a second
angel, followed], saying, Babylon is fallen, is fallen [fallen, fallen is Babylon], that great
city [the great], because she [which hath] made all nations drink of the wine of the
wrath of her fornication " (ver. 8). I take Babylon here as standing, not for the capital
of Syria, not for Rome, either pagan or papal, nor for the site, the masonry, the institutions, or the populations of any city that ever has been or ever will be, but as representing the spirit of evU that moulded and mastered the old metropolis of Assyria.
Babylon to me stands as the mighty aggregation of all the moral evils at work throughout all society in all the metropolises of the universe. Tliis aggregation of evil is what
Paul calls " the world." Two remarks are suggested. 1. This aggregation of evil must
Babylon must tumble into dust. The colossal image will not only be smashed
fall,
into atoms by the " little stone " of truth, but every particle will be borne away by the
winds of Div ine influence, bo that " no place will be found for it." Faith is to overcome
the world.
2. This aggregation of evil falls as tJie good advances.
The gospel having
been proclaimed to every "nation," and "tongue," and "people," and all brought to
worship him that made heaven and earth, Babylon totters, crumbles, and rots. The
gospel destroys the spirit of evil, and its forms fall to pieces. You may destroy the
forma of evil in the habits and institutions of the world, but unless the spiiit is
extinguished you have done no good. Bum up Rome, but if its spirit remains it will
grow and work, and produce, perchance, forms more hideous and oppressive.
No
pontiff that ever occupied the papal chair has ever had more popery in his nature than
can be found in many a Protestant clergyman, ay, and in mauy a Noaconformist
minister too.
(JONCLUSioir.
Would you have Babylon to fall? Then speed on the gospel; not
the gospel of sect* or of creeds, but the gospel of the evangelists. ^D. T.

—

An ideal preacher. " And I saw another angel," etc. It is legitimate,
Ver. 6.
and it may be useiul, to look at these words as symbolizing the ideal preacher. Looking
at them in this light, we observe concerning the ideal preacher
"The everlasting gospel." Observe: 1. It it a gospel.
1. His themb is olobious.
That is " good news," or " glad tidings." It is a message, not of Divine partiality or
Divine wrath to the world, but of Divine love^the love of the great Father for his
Everlasting: (1) Because its elemen2. It is an ever-enduring gospel.
tary truths are absolute.
These truths are the existence of God as Maker and Manager
of the universe ; the obligation of all moral beings to love him supremely because of
These are mere specimens of the truths that abound in the
his supreme goodness, etc.
gospel, and as such they cannot die out, they must continue as the laws of nature.
fallen children.

Continue, not only amidst all the revolutions of time, the discoveries of true science,
but amidst all the cycles of eternity. (2) Because its redemptive provisions are complete.
Its special mission is to effect man's restoration to the knowledge, image, and enjoyment
of his Maker. It has all the elements and the powers for the purpose. Nothing is
It is complete.
It is everlasting in the sense
lacking, nothing can be added to it.
ttiat the sun is everlasting, because it contains all that the centre of the planetary
system requires to fulfil its purpose. Thus it contains the things that cannot be moved.
"To preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and to
3. It is a world-widt gospd.
every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people." This means that it is not for a sect or
a class, but for humanity. It it for man as man, irrespective of his colour, his covin try, his

—
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character.
(1) It i» a necessity to all mankiiid. It is the supreme necessity of unregenerate mankind the world over and the ages through.
If a man is to be happy, he must
have it. It is not merely adapted to him, it is essential to him. (2) It is eqttal to all
mankind. It is not like a feast, prepared for so many and no more ; it is more like a
perfect piece of music, having in it an exhaustless power
a power as capable of charm-

—

inspiring influence over all lands, down
through all times with unabated power
Such, then, is the theme which Ihe ideal
preacher has to propound ; not the speculations of the theologists or the crotchets of the
sect, not the crudities of his own brain, but the "everlasting gospeL"
VT'hat a

ing

all souls

as one, pouring its thrilling

and

sublime mission 1
XL That his movements aee expeditious. " Fly in the midst of heaven." He
is to move, not like the ordinary terrestrial beings on the earth, but rather like the swift
fowls of the air impulses excited, eyes dilated, pinions expanded, darting on their
ethereal way.
He is
It is characteristic of an ideal preacher that he is expeditious.
not a drone ; he is on fire. He is "instant in season and out of season," like his great
Original; he worketh while it is "called to-day," knowing " the night cometh when
no man can work." W^hy thus expeditious ? 1. JTie message is urgent. The world is
guilty ; it bears pardon. The world is diseased, about dying; it bears elements of life.
The world is enthralled a caplive of the arch-enemy of the universe; it bears liberty.
2. The time is short.
Short, when compared not merely with a future life, but with
the work necessary to be done. There is not a moment to spare. " To-day, saith the
Spirit."
The Spirit knows the urgency of the work, and the time necessary for its fuliilment.
3. Life it uncertain.
Uncertain both for the preacher and for his hearers.
" Boast not thyself of to-morrow ; for thou knowest not what a day may bring forth."
Hence the necessity of this expeditious movement.
" Fly in the midst of heaven," or " in midIII. That his bphebb is elevated.
heaven." It is the characteristic of all truly regenerated men that they are not of the
;
flesh, but of the Spirit ; that they set their " affections on things above " that though
" in the world," they are " not of the world ; " that they live in heavenly places. AH
these representations mean that they live and move on a level high up and distinct from
the level on which worldly men live and work. Like Christ, they have " meat to eat
that the world knows nothing of. They are " separate from sinners." This is preeminently the case with the ideal preacher. He moves above the highest; he does not
mind earthly things; uninfluenced by worldly motives, despising worldly aims and
fashions, towering like an angel above them all.
Ah me 1 how different this ideal to
the actual conventional preachers
Do they move through mid-heaven ? Do they
not rather crawl on the earth, trade even in the gospel, and make gain of godliness ?
'J'he great reason why preaching is so ineffective now is because we preachers move
not in this elevated sphere, but are down with the common herd in spirit.
CoNOLUSioN. Such, then, is the ideal preacher, and all Church history shows that
the men who have approached nearest to this ideal have achieved the greatest victories
for souls—Faul, Augustine, Savonarola, Tanner, Wfaitefield, Wesley, etc.
D. T.

—

!

—

—

" And the third angel followed
Vera. 9 12.
Soul-prostitution and soul-loyalty.
them, saying with a loud voice. If any man worship the beast and his image, and receive
his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, the same shall drink of the wine of the wrath
of God," etc. In this part of John's wonderful mental vision, or dream, on the island
of Patmos, we can find illustrations of two grent subjects.
L Souii-PBOSTiTDTioH. " And the third angel tbllowed them, saying with a loud
[great] voice. If any man worship the beast and his image, and receive [receiveth] his
mark in his forehead, and in his hand," etc. (ver. 9). The " beast and his image." What
meaneththis? Does it mean some king or pope? Or some great wrong institution,
civil or religious ?
No one knows, and it matters not. I take the expression as a
symbol of wrong in its spirit and forms. Two things are suggested in counection with
Here is a
this.
1. That the prostitution of the soul to wrong is an alarming crime.
warning. " The angel followed, saying with a loud voice," Amongst the teeming populations of this earth there is nothing more teirible and alarmin>{ than to see human
ouls made in the image of God, rendering a prHctical devotion of all its spiritual powers
;
to the morally unworthy, ** the world, the flesh, and the devil " because, according to

;
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Hence the human spirit gets buried in the fleshly, absorbed in the selfish and the worldly.
Thus everywhere we find minds that should expand into seraphs sinking into gmbs,
;

woi-shipping the " beast " sordid sycophants, not soaring saints ; the miserable creatures,
not the mighty masters of circumstances. 2. That the prostitution of the soul to
wrong always incurs lamentable suffering. It is said, " The same [he also] shall drink
of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture [prepared
unmixed] into the cup of his indignation [anger] ; and he shall be tormented with fire
and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb "
(ver. 10).
The'metaphors here are borrowed from the sacred books of the Hebrew
people, and they convey the idea of suffering of an alarming kind, suggesting : (1)
consciousness of Divine antagonism. " Wine of the wrath of God." In the sense of
malignant passion there is no wrath in him who is Love. But it is a psychological
fact that the man who suffers because he has done another an injury, has a consciousness that tlie one he has offended is angry with him, and this consciousness is the chief
element in his Buffering. (2)
sense of intense agony. " Shall be tormented with fire
and brimstone." Brimstone a'ids intensity to the heat and fury to the flames of fire.
"
punishment is greater than I can bear," said Cain.
guilty conscience has
" They
its Tartarus or Gehenna within itself.
state of constant restlessness.
(3)
have no rest day nor [and] night " (ver. 11). There is no rest in sin. " The wicked
are like the troubled sea."
guilty soul under a sense of sin is like Noah's dove
fluttering over tumultuous billows.
" Here is the patience of the saints " (ver. 12). " The meaning
II. SoTO-LOTALTT.
here," says Moses Stuart, " is either thus : here then in the dreadful punishment of the
wicked every Christian may see of what avail his patience and obedient spirit and faith
in Christ are ; or here is a disclosure respecting the wicked which is adapted^ to
encourage a patient endurance of the evils of persecution, and a constancy in obedience
to the Divine commands and to the Christian faith."
What is patience ? It is not
insensibility.
Some people are lauded for their patience who should be denounced for
Patience implies at least two things. 1. The existence
their stoicism and indifference.
of trials. Where the path of life is all smooth, flowery, and pleasant, where all the
winds of life are temperate, bright, and balmy, where all the echoes of life are free from
discordant notes, and beating the sweetest melodies, where, in fact, life is entirely free
from trial, there is no room for patience. Patience lives only in difficulty and danger,
2. 7%.e highest mental power.
Man's highest power of mind
in storms and tempests.
is seen, not in unsurpassed mechanical inventions, or the sublimest productions of art,
not iu the most bafflins and confounding strategies of bloody war, hell's own creation,
but in the successful effort to govern all the impulses and master all the boisterous
passions of the human souL " The Lord is slow to anger, and great in power." This
is a remarkable expression.
It seems as if the Prophet Nahum meant that God is slow
to anger hecause he is great in power ; if he had less power he would be less patient.
man may be slow to anger and slow to deal out vengeance because he lacks power to
do so. But God is slow to anger because he 1 as abundance of power. His power of
Truly does Solomon say, " He that is slow to anger is better
self-control is infinite.
than the mighty ; and he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a city." ^ The
greater the sinner and the greater the sneak, the better able to take cities; but it
requires the greatest man to govern his own soul.
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A

My
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A

A
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"
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patient,

oh be patient

Listen there

How

how

noiselessly

Put your ear against the earth.
germ of the seed has birth

it upheaves its little way.
broken ground, and the blade stands up in

and gently

Till it parts the scarcely

"

I

noiselessly the

The germs of mighty thought
Be patient, oh be patient
Mast have their silent undergrowth, must underground be wMught.
1

But

Oar

as sure as there's a po^er that makes the grass appear,
land shall be greon with liberty, the blade-time shall be here

>

See

'

Practical Philosopher,* p. 831.
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Be

patient, oh be patient I
Go and watch the wheat-ears grow,
Bo imperceptibly that ye c^n mark nor change nor throe,
Day after day, day after day, till the ear is fully grown,
And then again, day after day, till the ripened field is brown,

" Be patient, oh be patient t Though yet yonr hopes are green.
The harvest-fields of freedom shall be crowned with sunny sheen
Be ripening, be ripening, mature your silent way,
Till the whole broad land is tongued with fire on ireedom's harvest-day."
(E.

a TMnch.)
D. T.

Beaven's description of the sainted dead. "And I heard a voice from
Ver. 13.
heaven saying unto me, Write, Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth: Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their labours ; and their works do
Voices from ear^ are plentiful they
lollow them." Here is a voice from heaven.
load our air and din our ears. We have voices from the markets and voices from the
Parliament, voices from the Church and voices from the college, voices on every
subject and in every key. They are contradictory and unsatisfactory ; they solve not
the deepest problems of the soul. Thank God, there is a voice from heaven let us
listen to it.
It comes from infallibility itself; and teaches the most momentous
Notice
questions of interest and destiny.
" Blessed are
I. Heaven's description op the chabaoter op the sainted dead.
the dead which die in the Lord." Their character was that of vital union with Christ.
The Scriptures represent this union by a great variety of figure. It is compared to the
union of a iuildiwj with its foundation-stone its existence depends upon it ; to that
of the branch and the vine ^its strength, foliage, fhiit, life, of the one depend upon
the sap it derives from the other ; to that of the spirit and the lody ^the former being
the source of animation, the impulse of activity, and the guide of the movements of the
latter.
These figures confessedly indicate a union the most close and the most vital.
This union may include two things. 1. Their existence in his affections. We live
Children do thoroughly live in the affections of
in the hearts of those who love us.
their loving parents, that they control their plans and inspire their efforts. Because the
child lives in the heart of the affectionate parent, the parent lives and labours for his
child.
In this sense Christ's disciples live in him ; they are in his heart ; he thinks
upon them, he plans for them, he works for them, he causes "all things to work
together for good." 2. Their existence in his character. Without figure, we live in
the character of those we admire and love. Arnold's most loyal pupils live in his
character now. They see their old master in their books, and hear him in their
sermons. Christ is the grand Object of their love, and the chief subject of their thought,
As loving children identify
and to please him is the grand purpose of their life.
themselves with all that pertains to their parents, so they feel a vital interest in all
that relates to the cause of Christ. This Paul felt. " I live ; yet not I, but Christ
moral change. Men are
liveth in me." This character implies two things.
(1)
not born in this state. " If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature." The change
" There is
is so great that the man must be conscious of it.
(2) A judicial change,
Their sins are
therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus."
pardoned, their iniquities are forgiven ; they " have peace with (Jod through our Lord
Jesus Christ." Such is the character of the sainted dead as here described, " They

—

—

—

—

—

A

die in the Lord."

Heaven's description op the cjondition op the saihted dead. " Blessed are
1. Their blessedness is in rest from all trying labour. Not rest from work,
work is the condition of blessedness ; but from all trying labour, all anxious toil,

II,

the dead."
for

wearying, annoying, irritating, fruitless toil. (1) Best from all trying labour pertaining to our physical subsistence. By the sweat of our brow here we have to eat
bread.
Not so yonder. (2) Best from all trying labour pertaining to intellectual
culture.
How much trying labour is there here to train our faculties and to get
knowledge 1 "Much study is a weariness of the flesh." Not so yonder. (3) Best from
Here we have to wrestle hard
all trying labour pertaining to our spiritual cultivation.
against our spiritual foes, and often have to cry out in the struggle, "
wretched man
all

—
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am I who shall deliver me from the body of this death ? " Not so yonder. (4)
Rest from all trying labour to benefit our fellow-men.
To do good here is a trying
work. The ignorance, the callousness, the ingratitude of men whom we seek to help,
Not so yonder. Rett I What a cheering word!
often distract and pain the heart.
It is the couch of the weary traveller; it is the haven for the storm-tossed mariner; it is
home for the veteran who, after many a battle, has won the victory. 2. Their blessed" Their works do follow them." No one act
ness is in the influence of their worht.
All good works springing from
truly done for Christ and in bis spirit will be lost.
faith in Christ shall follow the worker into the eternal world
follow him in their
blessed influence upon himself, in the happy results they have produced in others, and
The moment we appear on the other side,
in the gracious acknowledgment of God.
we shall hear the voice addressing us, " Call the labourers, and give them their hire."
We shall then find that the smallest effort is not lost. 8. Their blessedness began
immediately after death. " Prom henceforth, saith the Spirit." From the moment of
death the blessedness begins. This stands opposed to two errors. (1) That there is
an obliviousness of soul until the resurrection ; and (2) that there are purgatorial fires
which must follow death. " Prom henceforth." " Not from the waking of the soul
into consciousness after .the sleep of centuries; not from the extinction of purgatorial
" To-day shalt thou be with me ; " " Absent from the body,
fires ; but from death.
" From
present with the Lord." 4. Their blessedness is vouched by the Spirit of Ood.
henceforth, saith the Spirit." Who declares this blessedness? An erring Church?
Not even the highest angel. It is the Spirit. He who knows the present and the
future
he who hears the last sigh of every saint on earth, and his fint note of
triumph. The Spirit saith it. Let us believe it with an vmquestioning faith. The
Let us adore him for his revelation.
Spirit saith it.
This subject speaks : X. Comfort to the bereaved. Weep not inordinately for the
good that are gone. " Sorrow not as those who are without hope." Your loved ones
2. Courage
still live : they " rest from their labours ; and their works do follow them."
You disciples of the Lord, who feel the journey of life to be trying, the
to the faint.
take heart yet a little while aU
battle to be severe, and feel at all ttmes depressed
your trials will be over. You shall " rest from your labours and your works shall
;
for thou shalt rest, and stand in
follow yoM." " Go thou thy way until the end
thy lot at the end of the days."
that I

—

;

'

—

M

;

;

die my death in Chritto)
Breathing in bis love, I'm blest;
'When this frame to dust retumeth,

"I would

I shall enter into rest.

In that rest I shall adore him.
In the strains of sacred love.
With the ransomed of all races
Gathered in the heavens above.
Aid me, Lord, to die t'n Christo
Oh, t» Christo let me die i"
(See the • BibUoal liturgy.')

D.T.

—

20.
The moral seasons of humanity, " And I looked, and behold a white
and upon the cloud One sat like uuto the Son of man, having on his head a
golden crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle," etc. There are three moi'ai seasons

Vers. 14

cloud,

implied in this section of the Apocalyptic vision.
L The bipenino season. "And I looked [saw], and behold a white cloud, and
upon the cloud One sat like unto the [a] Son of man, having on his head a golden
crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle " (ver. 14). This language may be taken as an
illustration of that supreme Divinity that presides over all the moral seasons of mankind.
He is glorious. He is encircled with a "cloud," dazzling and splendid. He is
hitman. He is " like unto the Son of man." Supreme Divinity is full of humanity,
and humanity is full of God. He is royaj. He baa " upon his head a golden crown."
He is " the King of kings, and Lord of lords." He is absolute. He has " in his hand
a sharp sickle." He has the power to put an end to the whole system whenever he
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the Being that presides over our histories,
to chance or fate, blind force or arbitrary
despotism. There is an intelligent Being over it, all-glorious, yet human, royal and
absolute.
He presides over the ripening season. Mouths before the sickle is thrust in
the ripening has been going on. There are two classes of principles, good and evil,
which are seeds growing in all human souls. Both are implanted. Neither of them
is inbred.
The seed of evil is not constitutional ; the seeds of good are almost exterminated by the seeds of sin. "
man sowed good seed in his field ; but while men
slept, his enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat."
The spirit of evil implants
the one. " An enemy came and sowed tares." The Son of man implants the other.
Both, in all souls, are constantly growing and advancing to ripeness. Although human
nature is made for truth and right, it can grow error and wrong. It can develop a
false impression or an erroneous sentiment into a upas that shall spread its baneful
branches over empires, and poison the heart of ages.
" Thrust in [send forth] thy sickle, and reap : for the
II. The harvest season.
time is come " (ver. 15). All life culminates in maturity. " First the blade, then
the ear, then the full com in the ear." Growth is but life running into ripeness, as
the river runs to the ocean. "The harvest of the earth is ripe, the grapes are fully
ripe."
In connection with this it is suggested that the harvest is under the direction
of a supreme intelligence. " And another angel came out of the temple, crying with
• loud voice to him that sat on the cloud " (ver. 15). The angel had no power to
•natch the sickle from the Divine hand and employ it. The Divine permission is
absolutely necessary life and death are with him. " There is an appointed time for
man upon the earth." No creature or combination of creatures, however mi:;hty, can
abbreviate or prolong the appointed period. There are no premature deaths in human
history.
Angels, it may be, in countless numbers await his behest. They are ready
to strike down when he permits.
Death is ever on the wing ; silently and stealthily
he approaches every human being, and strikes the moment he has permission.
"
III. The vintage season.
Thrust in [send forth] thy sharp sickle, and gather
the clusters of the vine of the earth for her grapes are fully ripe " (ver. 18). The
vintage is a section of the harvest, 'ihe vine reaches its maturity and has its harvest
as well as the ears of com, and the pressing of these grapes is the vintage. Three
things are suggested in connection with this vintage. 1. Divine severity. " The great
wine-press of the wrath of God. And the wine-press was trodHen without the city, and
blood came out of the wine-press " (vers. 19, 20). Grapes in the press were usually
trodden by the feet of men (see Isa. Ixiii. 2, 3; Lam, i. 15). The idea of severity
could scarcely fail to be conveyed to the spectator whose feet trampled on the soft,
blooming, beautiful grape, so that the juice like its very blood streamed forth. " The
wrath of God." There is no wrath in God but the wrath of love. Divine law is but
love speaking in the imperative mood ; Divine retribution is but Divine love chastising
the child to bring him back to the right and the true. 2. Great abundance. " Blood
came out of the wine-press, even unto the horse bridles" (ver. 20). That is, the juice
flowing like a deep river, rising to the very bridles of the horses. Who shall measura
the final issues of the moral seasons of humanity ? 3. Extensive range. "
thousand
pleases ;

our

lives,

kills

and

destinies.

alive.

Our world

is

not

is

left

A

;

;

and six hundred furlongs"

(ver. 20)

of miles for an indefinite space.
©. T.
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The

A

hundred and

fifty miles.

final issue of souls will

A

definite

numbet

be as wide aa immensity.
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—And

I saw another sign in
The last time we had this expression was in ch. xii., where the history

Ver.
heaven.

1.

i

course of the punishments inflicted on men
for their worship of the devil. Ch.xv. gives
a short summary of this, which is expanded

of the

in ch. xvi. ; and it is introduced, as usual,
by a vision of the saints in glory, in order
to comfort and support the Christian in bii

departure, the seer again, as it were, returning to the beginning, in order to trace the

ch. vi. 1, 2 ; vii. 3 xiv. 1
5,
" sign " is wliat is described in
the following aooouut. " la hckven " prok-

war between Satan and the Church
was begun. Once more we have a new

warfare

13).

(of.

The

;
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tion (cf. oh. zii. 1).
On account of the terrible nature of the
events depicted. Seven angels having the
seven last plagues ; for in them is filled np
the wrath of God ; seven angels having seven
plagues, the last [ones], because in them is
finished the wrath of Qod. The seer describee what he sees subsequently, as if all
the actors were present at one moment. In
reality, he sees the actions of the "seven
angels" in succession. The number seven
denotes the universal, all-extending nature
of the plagues (see on oh. i. 4 ; v. 1, etc.).
They are the hut plagues, because they
lead on to the description of the final fall
of the power of the devil in its various
forms, and to the account of the last
judgment of God and the eternal bliss of
the saints in glory.

—

Yer. 2. A^d I saw as it were a sea of
glass mingled with fire.
"And I saw"
indicates a new phase of the vision (cf. ch.
xiv 6, 14, etc.)! The sea was like glass,
either because of its pure transparent appearance, or on account of its consistency
the saints being subsequently described as
standing on it. (For a full discussion of
the meaning, see on ch. iv. 6.) The sea,
the elders, and the triumphal hymns of
praise are all characteristic of the vision in
ch. iv.
Mingled with fire. In ch. iv. it was
described as " like unto crystal." The fire
is an emblem of purity ; the same idea is
also conveyed by the "crystal."
Fire is
also a symbol of judgment, which is the
theme of the song of tlie saints (ver, 4).
And them that had gotten the victory over
the beast, and over Ms image, and over his
mark, and over the number of his name,
stand on the sea of glass, having the harps
of God
and them that come victorious from
the leant and from his image, and from the
numier, etc.
Omit " and over his mark,"
according to all the best authorities. Standing by (or, on), having harps. (On "the
beast " and " his image," etc., see on ch.
xiii.) These victorious ones stand by (such,
probably, is the force of cttI) the sea (eee
above and on oh. iv. 6). The " harps " are
characteristic of the heavenly melodies
;
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Saying,
Great and marvellous are thy works, Lord
God Almighty (cf. Exod. xv. 7, •' And in the
greatness of thine excellency tliou hast
overthrown them " also Ps. oxi. 2 ; oxxxiz.
;

This song, like that in ch. iv. 8, is
addressed to the "Lord God Almighty."
Just and true are thy ways, thou King of
saints.
The reading of the Textus Beceptns, ovft!', " of saints," is certainly incorrect.
It does not appear in any Greek
manuscripts, but was inserted by Erasmus
to represent the sanctorum of his Vulgate,
which word, however, is itself a corruption
of sseculornm, the true Vulgate reading
14).

representing aiivav. '^BvSiv, " of nations,"
read in K", A, B, P, 1, 7, 8, 14. etc., Andreas, Primasius ; while aiiimi>, " of ages,"

is

the reading of N*, 0, 95, Vulgate, etc
has been conjectured that AI0NnN (by
itacism for ISvav) has been confused with
AIXlNniT.
parallel to the reading, " King
of nations " is found in Jer. x. 7, Hebrew
text and Theodotion, but not LXX. ; " Who
would not fear tliee, O King of nations?"
which is very like the succeeding clause in
ver. 5, especially in connection with the
"nations" there mentioned.
The title
" King of the ages," or " eternal King," is
applied to God in 1 Tim. i. 17, and in the
Book of Tobit twice (xiii. 6 and 10), but
seems unknown to the Old Testament.
Lord,
Ver. 4. Who shall not fear thee,
and glorify thy Name ? Omit "thee." The
latter part is from Jer. x. 7 (see on ver.,3).
The former part contains the same idea as
Jer. X. 6, " Tliy Name is great in might."
Compare the similar ascription of praise to
The following
the beast in oh. xiii. 4.
three clauses supply the reasons for thus
fearing and glorifying God. For thou only
art holy: for all nations shall come and
worship before thee ; for thy judgments are
made manifest; for thy righteous acts have
been made manifest (Beviaed Version).
" Holy " Is Strioj, not 57101. It is a word
which is applied more particularly to
human acts. Perhaps it is used here in
connection with the manifest justice of
God's acts before all nations ; of. the
is

It

A

—

song of Moses (Exod. xv. 11),

"Who

is like
glorious in holiness," etc. ? The three
clauses sujjply the reason for fearing and
glorifying God, as mentioned in the first
part of the verse. (1) He himself is in his
n,'if ure holy ; (2) Ins sway extends over all
nations ; (3) the righteousness of bis acts
Alford adds, " Thy
is now visible to all.
deeds of righteousness acted out towards
th e nations, both in the publication of the
gospel and in the destruction of thine

8 xiv. 2). This multitude lias been
From hia
before described in ch. vii. 9.
image; that is, from the temptation to
worship the image.
Ver. 3. And they sing the song of Woses
the servant of God, and the song of the
Lamb. Most probably the song of deliverance after the passage of the Bed Sea
(Exod. XV.), to which this bears a general
resemblance. Moses is called the " servant

tliee,

God " in Exod. xiv. 81 and elsewhire.
The song of Moses is also the song of the
Laab; .the Old Tealament and the New

enemies."
Ver. 5. And after that I looked, and,
behold ; and after these things 1 mm. The

(ch. V.

;

—

of

—

;
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ebaiacteristio commeTicement of a new
vision or portion of a vision (see on ch. iv.
The temple of the tabernacle of
1, etc.).
The
the testimony in heaven was opened.
tabernacle had its counterpart in heaven
viii. 5).
In Exod. xxv. 16, 21 we
have the reason of the title " tabernacle of
"
a name which is common
the testimony
in the Bible (see Exod. xxxvili. 21 Numb,

(Heb.

—

;

x. 11).
The " temple " is
50, 53 ix. 15
the va6i, the inner shrine, the holy of
holies which contained tlie ark of the testimony, which in ch. xi. 19 is seen in connection with the judgments of God. Thence
now proceed the angels bearing the plagues

i.

for

;

men.

;

—

Yer. 6. And the seven angels came out
of the temple, having the seven plagnes;
(here came out the seven angeh that had, etc.
These angels are distinguished from the
other angels only by the fact tliat they bore
the seven plagues. These they liave not

but they receive them directly after.
is added here to distinguish the
angels meant.
These angels have once
before (ver. 1) been described in the same
manner. Clothed in pure and white linen,
and having their breasts girded with golden
girdles. Aiwy, " linen," is found in N, B, P,
AlBov, [pre7, 14, 97, Andreas, Primasius.
cious] " stone," is read in A, C, 38 (margin),
It seems more probable
48, 90, Vulgate.
that \iBoy is the correct word; for iu no
yut,

The phrase

other place in the New Testament is \lyov
found except in Matt. xii. 20, where it
;
signifies " flax " while tbe ordinary word
for linen, viz. ^iaaos ot$ifftnvos, is found in
ch. xviii. 12, 16, and xix. 8, 14, as well as in
Luke xvi. 19. If \imv be the correct reading, the image is perhaps suggested by the
piiestly garments (cf. Kxod. xxviii. 42, and
vide infra). For the idea of " clothed in
precious stone," the LXX. reading of Ezek.
may refer
xxviii. 13 is usually quoted.
also to the stones of the high priest's breastplate, and to the description in ch. xvii 4.

We

And

having their breasts girded with golden
girdles (ef. tlie vision of our Lord in ch. i. 13,
and the priestly attire described in Exod.
xxviii. 8).
Ver. 7. And one of the, four beasts gave

—
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onto the seven angels; four living heingi.
These, as* representing life on the earth
(see on ch. iv. 6; v. 9), are appropriately
chosen as the medium for conveying to the
angels tbe plagues about to be inflicted on
men. This description is very like what is
related of the cherubim
from which the
idea of the living beings is evolved (see on
"
And one cherub
ch. iv. 6) in Ezek. x. 7,
stretched forth his band from between the
chembims unto the fire that was between
the cherubims, and took thereof, and put it
into the hands of him that was clothed with
linen : who took it, and went out." (On the
" seven angels," see on ver. 1.) Seven golden

—

—

vials foil of the wrath of Bod, who liveth for
Seven; as showing the
ever and ever.

complete nature of the wrath of God (cf.
ver. 1, " In them is fulfilled," etc.). Golden
tlie characteristic of the heavenly things
and places (of. ch. iv. 4 ; xxi. 18, etc.), and
which is also sometimes need of other
things to indicate gorgeousness and un(On
usual splendour (cf. ch. xviii. 16).
" vials," see on ch. v. 8, and compare with
oh. xiv. 10, " the cup of his indignation.")
Compare the expression, " who liveth for
ever and ever," with the possible reading of
ver. 3, " thou King of the ages."
Ver. 8. And the temple was filled with
smoke from the glory of Ood, and from his
power. The " smoke " suggests (1) the
cloud, or Shechinah, the symbol of God's
presence and glory (of. Exod. xvi. 10 xxiv.
16); (2) tbe sign of God's active operation
(Exod. xix. 18); (3) the token of judgment
and calamity (Isa. xiv. 31 Ps. xviii. 8 oh.
All three significations receive
xiv. 11).
And no man
their fulfilment in this place.

—

;

;

was

able to enter into the temple,

;

till

the

seven plagnes of the seven angels were fulfilled
should be finished (Revised Version).
Just as when God manifested his presence
on Sinai the people were not allowed to
approach, so here no one is allowed to approach the vdos, the dwelling-place of God,
while he is manifesting his judgments. The
description is intended to convey an impression of the awful sacredness of God's
presence. (For the explanation of the parts
of this verse, see on previous verses.)
;

H0MILETIC8.

— —

The visions'of this book are drawing to a close.
Tfie victors' song.
Vers. 1 8.
Those immediately before us are meant to indicate the last judgments wbich must fall
on the world, ere out of the ruin and from it there shall emerge the new heavens and
the new earth. But another break in the gloom is permitted to us here. The apostle
He beholds two groups of beings in the
casts his eyes, not downward, but upward.
upper realm. The first is composed of seven angels who have seven plagues, which are
The second is composed of great multitudes of those who, while the stniggl*
the last.
was going on below, soared out of it, and were Tietorious. The work of the first group

—

—
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be noted in Bubsequent homilleg. The song of the second is before us now. If we
and answer four questions, we shall know as much about the song and the singers aa
The four queries are : (1) Who are singing the song ?
it is possible to do in this state.
(4) Where is it being sung ?
(2) At what time ? (3) What are the contents of it ?
They " that come victorious from (ew) the beaSt,"
I. Who are singing the song?
Then it is evident that they are those who once were in the scene of
etc. (ver. 2),
conflict here below ; who had to maintain a fi^ht, bard and stern, against a godl< ss world
and a corrupt Ohurch ; in fact, against all the forces which, led on by " the dragon,"
We cannot mistake them, any more than
are used by the first and the second beasts.
we can the glorious company mentioned in the seventh and fourteenth chapters. They
once were strugglers and wrestlers here. But their toils are over, and they have
will

tusk

gained the victory.
II.

They

When? To what

by some, that inasmuch

it is

who now

are singing the song.

It may be remarked
as the visions of the conflict indicate future troubles, so the

timb does the apostle point us?

brighter visions indicate future glories.
True. But we must remember that we are
already more than eighteen hundred years onward, and therefore that the struggles of
"
"
future from the Patmos standpoint. Besides, the song is being
this present time are
sung simultaneously with the rnging.of the conflict. They sing in one realm who have
sped out of (*«) the other. The dragon, the first beast, the second beast, war still.
Some have already escaped out of the confusion, have gained the victory, and are
further indication of time is given in ver. 4, " All nations
singing (^Sauo-i) the song.
future irpooxuvliaov(ra>.
shall come and worship "
So that it is evidently lefore the
Thus we are brought by the timegreat work of the world's conversion is completed.
marks in the paragraph to the conclusion to which we have previously come, viz. that
the Church of God exists iu two realms. One part of it is in the struggle ; another has
Their gladness and song have already begun.
cisen beyond it.
III. What or the bong itself?
1. It has a remarkable name.
"The song of
Moses . . . and . . . the Lamb." By the former the deliverance out of Egypt was
effected. By the latter a redemption infinitely greater, of which the earlier one was but
a faint and feeble type ; i,e. the song is a celebration of redeeming love, and reviews the
great redemptive work in all its phases, stages, and ages.'
2. It has joyous accompaniments. " Having the harps of God." Under the Jewish worship, as far back as David's
time, the harp was used to aid in sacred song. In a higher realm, where the joy is
complete, the " harp " will never be hung on the willows, and will never be out of
tune. 3. Its contents are manifold.
(1) It celebrates Divine attributes. " Thou only
" Eighteous and
art holy."
(2) It magnifies the rectitude of the Divine government.
" King of the ages j
true are thy ways." (3) In it the Divine greatness is extolled.
" The Almighty." (4) It finds inspiration in the manifestation of the righteous acts of
God. To saints above, from their loftier standpoint, the glory of the Divine dealings
is far more clear than it can possibly be to us.
"dwell in clouds below," (5) The
" All nations shall come," etc.
certainty of the coming triumph gladdens their hearts.
(cf. Ps. Ixxxvi. 9; Isa. ii. 2—4; Ixvi. 23; Zech. viii. 22; Mai. i. 11).
Our Saviour's
words intimate to us that the progress of the kingdom of God on earth is witnessed by
the saints from their blissful seat in Paradise (cf. John viii. 56, Greek).
IV. Where is the song being sung ? "I saw . . . them . . . standing by the
glassy sea." Here, as indeed throughout the chapter, there is an allusion to the
ransomed host of Israel when they stood by the shores of the Eed Sea and sang,
" Sing ye to the Lord," etc. That sight furnishes the material for the imagery here.
And the underlying thought which that imagery conveys is this they stand
now In the realm of victory, like as Israel of old when they saw their enemies dead
upon the seashoris. They are in " the land of triumph." " There are no foes to
encounter there." Here is the fighting ; there, is the rest. Here, the cross ; there, the
crown. Here, the sigh ; there, the song. Here, the foreboding fear ; there, all fear is

A

—

We

—

ever done away.
In view of all this,

for

let

ng note

:

1, It is

not for nought that

we

are asked to main-

' " The song includes everything that God had done for his people alike in Old and New
Testament times. How clciirly does it appear that the beast cannot be Nero
Only one
geuemtioD, not the whole Church, could sing of deliverance from him " (Milligan).
I

—
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" If we suffer, we
tain the conflict with evil, in the Name and on behalf of our Lord.
shall also leign with him."
In the day of victory, his triumph will be ours. " Be
thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life." 2. However much
perplexity and distress the mystery of the Divine ways may occasion us now, we may
rest assured that when God's judgments are made manifest, they will be the theme of
adoring praise. There will be seen to be a unity about them which as yet we can
scarcely discern ; a steadfast advance through age after age which in the present brief
span of our earthly life we cannot trace ; and we cannot doubt that the ultimate issue
will reveal a grandeur, a vastness, and a completeness in redemption's plan, which only
the Infinite Bye can now discern. Therefore observe: 3. Meanwhile it is an infinite
comfort and stay to our souls amid this troubled scene, to have had sketched beforehand
for us the tribulations through which we must enter the kingdom, and the glories of
the kingdom in which we shall triumph when the tribulation is over.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

Vers. 1
chapters.

8.

" The wrath of Ood."

Such

is

the subject of this and the following

I. What is it?
"The wrath of God" is simply that will of God which for ever
has linked together sin and suffering that will by which woe follows wickedness everywhere and always. It is calm, not passionate; inexorable, not capricious; ever just, as
man's wrath too often is not and never selfish, as ours too often is.
II. Is TERRIBLE TO EVIL-DOERS. See the Several symbols of it as they are given one
by one in the account of the outpouring of the seven vials. And, separate from all
symbol, see how everywhere and always and evermore, suffering, like a sleuth-hound
;

;

tracks the steps of sin, and sooner or later fastens its fangs in the sinful man or sinful
So sure is this, that that shrewd, wise, observant man who wrote the Book of
Proverbs declared it as the testimony of all experience that they are "fools" who " make
a mock at sin."
III. Will have an end. Not that the will of God, without which he could neithe?
be the God of holiness nor the God of love ; that ordains the everlasting union of
not that that will can ever end or change, but that, the purpose
sin with suffering
of his will being accomplished by the extirpation of sin, there Shall no longer bo occasion
for suffering. Hence we say the wrath of God will have an end. And accordingly these
very plagues are called " the seven last plagues." It would be dreadful to think that
the moral condition of men should ever he as it is, and has been during all the past.
But it will not. The day will dawn when there will no longer be need for any more
plagues, and when the last of them, they all having done their work, shall pass away

people.

—

evermore (ver. 1).
IV. Is CONSENTED TO BY ALL THE COMPANY OF HEAVEN. The saints, they Celebrate
The living ones (ver. 7) consign to the charge of the
its manifestation by their song.
seven angels the seven vials of the wrath of God. Angels, who come forth from the
inmost shrine of the temple of God, and are vested as his priests, undertake this awful
work the holy, the blessed, the glorified, the redeemed, those, saved by the mercy of
God, all alike consent. It is a fearful, but a most solemn and salutary fact, to remembeif
that there will not be found a solitary individual amongst the holy and the good who
will intercede against or do aught but consent to OtoA'a judgments against sin.
Even
he who is the Lamb of God, the Friend and Saviour of sinners, consents ; yea, more
than this, for it is his song that his saints sing in celebration of these judgments of God,
without one friend will he be who now refuses to
Left utterly alone with his sin
for

;

—

—

up his sin and submit to Christ.
V. Evidences the holiness of God. (Vers. 3, 4.) The conviction constrains the confession, " Thou only art holy " " Righteous and true are thy ways"
so sing they who
What worth is any government, what worth
sing the song of Moses and of the Lamb.

give

;

—

would be the government of God, if it wore as the sceptic cynic in Boclesiastea
that " there is one end to the righteous and to the wicked "? There would bo
no need of a hell by-and-by, for earth would be hell already. Blessed for ever be his
Name, who makes " the way of transgressors hard."

especially

says

it is,

SKVUiATIOH.
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bb tolloited by the coming "or all nations to wobship bbfoeb"

(Ver. 4.) This most precious truth explains the song that the saints sing. How
could they sing if sin and suffering were to go on for ever ; if evil were to be eternal, or
But knowing and seeing
if the woes of the world meant the destruction of the world ?
clearly, as they do, how all these judgments of God conduce to the glory of God ; and
that as the cloud of his majesty tilled the temple (ver. 8), so shall that glory fill all
the earth; therefore they can, not merely with calmness, but with joy, contemiJate the
pouring out of the vials, even of the wraih of God. But for the faith of this how could
thoughtful men endure to live?
Vn. WaBNS us to FLKB from THI wickedness that AKOnSES IT TO THE LORD
Jesus Christ. For he it is in whom we are sheltered fjom the wrath due to sin oi
the past, and from the power of sin present and future. S. 0.

God.

—

—

—

Vers. 3, 4.
The prelude of the plagues the beginning of the end. It seemed as if all
was ended with the harvest and the vintage, of which we are told in the close of the
What can come after the ingathering of the saints and the final
previous chapter.
judgment ? And, indeed, nothing can. But what is here aiven in the chapters that
follow is the more detailed setting forth of the Divine judgments upon the Church's
three great enemies
the dragon and the two beasts or, in other words, the dragon,
the beast, and the false prophet. The overthrow of Satan is, however, related last of

—

;

Ere the Divine judgments on these enemies of the people of God begin, we have
the song of the redeemed the song, as it is termed, " of Moses the servant of God and
of the Lamb."
An objection may be felt by some that the saints of God should be
represented, as they are here, as exulting over the awful woes which had come upon
Is such triumph over a fallen foe in harmony with the Spirit of Christ,
their enemies.
and with the perfectly sanctified nature of the inhabitants of heaven ? In reply, we
may say that what is right anywhere is right everywhere; and if it were right for
Israel to exult over the dead Egyptians and the utter destruction of Pharaoh and his
hosts as surely it was then like exultation over far worse foes cannot be wrong.
are scarcely able to comprehend either Israel's or St. John's condition of mini
have so long dwelt at ease, in the enjoyment of full liberty, none daring to make ua
afraid, that the intense feeling aroused by hideous murder, bloody cruelty, monstrous
injustice, and relentless oppression, threatening, not one or two, but a whole people, and
znacted under our own eyes, and felt in our own persons what all this would arouse in
men's minds we do not know, and can scarce imagine. One present amid the Sepoy
massacres in the Indian Mutiny tells with what fresh understanding he and his fellowworshippers listened in church to the lessons which fell then to be read out of the Book
It was in Christ,
of Joshua. Burning indignation against wrong can never be wrong.
and should be in us. Exultation, therefore, over its downfall is not only natuial, but
right. The coupling together of the song of Moses and of the Lamb teaches that in the
Note, therefore
first we are to find the pattern of the second.
Our thoughts are sent back to the thrilling story of Israel in Egypt.
I. The 6CBNB.
The pouring out of the vials is called by the same name "plagues" as were God's
judgments in Egypt. And the scene of this song alludes plainly to Israel at the Bed
But that sea now
Sea.
are standing before a sea of glass, as we read in oh. iv.
seems " mingled with fire." On its margin stand the throngs of the redeemed. Th«t
sea so lustrous, so still, so smooth, so firm, like as the Red Sea seemed in comparison
with the fearful storm of the night of the Exodus. But it had been a sea of judgment
In its depths lay horse and rider, chariot and horseman, Pharaoh and
to their foes.
Fitly did the fire, mingled with this sea of glass, tell of that. And the
his army.
rejoicing Israelites v;eri; the type of which the redeemed Church of Christ, safe in
This scene is another reminder, out of many more, that in the
glory, ig the antityps.
story of Ismel may hi road, iia symbol, the story of the Christian Church. The comfort,
the counsel, and the warning for all are there of the one are for the other also.
Sung, not said. Music, the vehicle of
1. It ii a song, not a speech.
II. The boko.
Words are not adequate
song, is the language of thoughts that lie too deep for words.
The flush of shame ; the flash of the angry eye as his,
to tell of the heart's feelings.
whose " eyes were as a flame of fire " the tears of sorrow ; the sigh of distress. More
all.

—

—

—

We
We

—

—

—

We

—

—

—

;
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words, whereby the deeper feelings and thoughts of the heart are uttered. Music is
especially animated with joy, and the fact that the heavenly company " sing," tells of
Moses does
their "joy of heart."
2. It is a song wJierein all the glory is given to Ood.
not say one word of himself, but bids the people " sing unto the Lord." So was it, so
will it be. 3. It lingers on the terriblcness of their enemies. It tells of their proud boast,
their cruel intent, their formidable power. Thus the "wrath of man " praised God.

And

in the future review, when we think of our adversaries, the seemingly insuperable
these will be, as the like were, part of our song. 4. It tells of the enemies'
complete overthrow. 5. The future consequences of this victory. Moses celebrates that.

difficulties

—

How " the dukes of Edom, the people of Palestina," will be moved with fear. And so
in the song of the Lamb, " Who shall not fear," etc. ? (ver. 4). The redeemed distinctly
contemplate further triumphs for the Lord over those as yet not yielded to him. The
" firstfruits," " the Church of the Firstborn," " the elect of God " and it is these, and
their glorious salvation, which is portrayed here
are, as their prototypes were, for the
blessing of others, many others ; " all the nations of the earth " are to be blessed in
And the elect are to be the instruments. And the mighty
Christ and in his seed.
lever that shall overturn the mass of error and sin shall be God's marvellous mercy to
them. Oh to be numbered amongst "the sacramental host of God's elect "1 For
they are—
III. The singers op this bono.
They were and are such as : 1. Onee were handmen. 2. Had been in aore peril of being re-enslaved. 3. Their preservation due to the
fact that they had been " kept by the power of Ood." It was his restraining hand had
held back the waves, that but for this would have overwhelmed them. 4. They are a
"blood-besprinkled band." On the lintel and doorposts of every house of Israel the
blood of the Paschal lamb had been sprinkled, and so had they and theirs been saved
alive.
Never were they to think that it was for their own worthiness they were
saved. To crush such thought the Passover sacrifice was ordained. And the singers of
this song owe their all to the fact that for them Christ's blood was shed.
In virtue of
that they are what and where they are.
Do any ask How is this ? We answer

—

—

—

"

O

cannot tell the woe
Which thou wast pleased to bear.
Lamb of God ; bot this I know
I

That

all

my

sins were there."

B.C.

—

A

The tong of

—

further vision is permitted
the redeemed.
"another
the faithful but tried ones are to be cheered. The vision, as a
whole, is " great and marvellous." It reaches to the end of the eighteenth chapter.
"Seven angels" have "seven plagues" "the last, for in them is finished the wrath
of God."
With these solemn words the announcement of the coming judgments the
final ones
is prefaced.
As before, the hearts of the faithful are comforted and assured
by a vision of their glorious lot, before the revelation of the judgments upon the earth
is made.
So are they encouraged to fidelity, and prepared for the terrible scenes which
It is needless to search for an explanation of every detail of
are about to be presented.
the symbol. The vision is of the holy ones, who sing a psalm of praise to God for his
manifested judgments. " Thy righteous acts have been made manifest." It has its
hidden assertion. Thy judgments hitherto, thy judgments ever, those which have been,
those which are, and those which shall be, are true and righteous altogether. This
ascription is thrown into the form of a song, which is
I.
SONQ OF PRAISE. Praise to God for the greatness and marvellous character of
his works, and for the righteousness and truthfulness of his ways.
II.
BONG OF TRIUMPH. Like the several songs of the Revelation, it anticipates the
final issue of the struggle between good and evil. " All the nations .°haU come and
worship before thee."
SONQ FROM A FAirHFUL AND REDEEMED HOST. " Them that come victorious
III.
Only the
from the boast, and from his image, and from the number of his name."
redeemed who liave been faithful in their struggle against evil can rejoice iu the final
overthrow of that evil.
ivKULm soKO. They who dng stand "bj ths glasiy sea, hAving tbt
lY.
Vers. 1

sign"

4.

— with which

—

—

A

A

A

A

—

—
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harps of God." It is a song of salvation and deliverance : " the song of Moses " the
triumphant exultation of the redeemed host when they, having crossed the flood, saw
" The song of the Lamb," when the whole work of the Lamh
their enemies engulfed.
has been effected, when the redemption from sin is complete, and the overthrow of
whatever opposes the Name of the Lamb is utterly crushed and destroyed. Then truly
Lord, and glorify thy Name ? for thou only art
shall it be said, " Who shall not fear,
holy ; for all the nations shall come and worship before thee." Thus is anticipated in
song what is about to be portrayed. B. Q,

—

—

of (he Divine world. It is most meet that all should praise the
themselves do praise him. But the Church of God
There the Almighty
is especially called upon to view the works of God in the world.
Ruler displays his power and wisdom and goodness. There the thoughtful may learn
of him ; for the righteousness and the truthfulness of bis ways are a revelation of the
Ver. 3.

TTie praise

works of God

—those works which

righteousness and truth of his

Name.

His
Praise is the cbeatueb's becoming ascription to Almiohtt God.
supremacy and government, his wisdom and power, his goodness and beneficence
every attribute which the human mind may be able, even dimly, to trace, it is the
duty of the human heart to praise. It is little that can be offered by a creature to the
Creator. His best service is his true, lowly, reverent, sincere praise. " He that offereth
God, in Zion."
praise glorifieth God;" " Praise waitetli for thee,
II. Praise appeopriatelt assumes the form of an inspiritino song of faith.
Faith has its one foundation in God. Whatever lifts man upward to God stimulates to
Without the knowledge of God there can be no faith in
faith in the Divine Name.
him i but as the glory of the Divine Name shines upon the human soul, that soul grows
up into filial, obedient confidence in God. Tlie song of praise stirs the sleepy spirit as
To praise God for the goodness and greatness of his works
the battle-cry the warrior.
I.

is

sure to inspirit the faith that

is

in him.

Praise recognizing the might and majesty of God assures the heart op
A FINAL conquest OVER THE FEEBLENESS OF EVIL. This is the subject of the song in
Lord, and glorify thy Name ? for thou only art
these words : " Who shall not fear,
III.

holy."

IV. Praise oalmly anticipates the ultimate happy and peaceful submission
OF ALL to the RIGHTEOUSNESS OF " THE LoRD GoD, THE ALMIGHTY." " All the nations
shall come and worship before thee."
V. This praise has for its subject the holy Name iND righteous wat of
God.—B. G.

— —

8.
Final Judgments proclaimed. From this point commences the final
Vers. 5
It may be difiSoult, if not
delineation of the overthrow of the kingdom of evil.
impossible, to interpret the symbolical language in detail into realistic descriptions.
Probably such interpretation is misleading. But the great ideas stand out prominently,

matter for contemplation, and, without puzzling the lowly reader, will help
a knowledge of the " ways " and "judgments " of God. The complete vision of
the destruction of " Babylon " reaches to the end of the eighteenth chapter. The portion
named above is preliminary. A glance through th» whole is suflioient to assure us that
a struggle ol the utmost intensity and severity,
it represents a widespread struggle
and a final one. Within it occur the significant, prophetic words, " It is done " Let
this first glance, starting at the first words and reaching to the last, embrace the whole
in a preliminary view, and we shall be instantly arrested
L By the SEVERITY or the judgment threatened. The vision is one of judgment,

and

afford

him

to

—

I

not of warfare. It is only incidentally that the idea of war is introduced (oh. xvi. 14,
16 ; xviL 14). Judgment is the burden of the vision. The severity of the judgments
There are seven vials, or bowls. The first becomes " a noiis seen in the terms used.
some and grievous sore," etc. (ver. 2) ; the second a cause of death " every living soul
;
;
died " the third turns " the rivers and fountains of the waters " into " blood " the
;
fourth, " men were scorched with great heat " the fifth, " they gnawed their tongues
for pain;" the sixth prepares the wa}' for the coming of (antagonistic) kings (this
requires a lubiequent interpretation) ; the seventh brings '"lightnings and voices and

—

—

—
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thuaders " and " » great earthquake, such as was not since there were men upon the
earth." Thus is set forth ideally the utmost painfulness and severity of judgments.
Much of the imagery carries us hack to Egypt's plagues.
are further arrested by the universality op the- jitdoment.
There it no
IL
reference to portions of the earth, as earlier (ch. viii. 7
11).
" In them is finished the wrath of God."
III. By the finauty of the judgments,
It is the judgment of "Babylon the great," "the great harlot that sitteth upon many
waters." "Babylon the great, the mother of the harlots, and of the abominations of
the earth," whose flesh they shall eat, and " shall bum her utterly with fire." Thus by
outward materialistic judgments are we to see a spiritual conquest and destruction and
judgment ideally represented. Blessed are they who are not included in " the judgment
of the great harlot " 1—E. G.

We

—

—

t.
Vera. 1
Divine severity and humnn heroism. "And I saw another sign in
heaven, great and marvellous, seven angels having the seven last plagues ; for in them
And I saw as it were a sea of glass mingled with fire
is filled up the wrath of God,
and them that had gotten the victory over the beast," etc. This fragment of John's
vision, or dream, brings under our attention and serves to illustrate two subjects : (1)
;

Divine severity ; and (2) human heroism.
"And I saw another sign in heaven, great and marvellous,
I. Divine severity.
seven angels having the seven last plagues; for in them is filled up [finished] the wrath
of God " (ver. 1). Undoubtedly in the government of this world there is the stormy as
well as the mild, the gloomy as well as the pleasant. The government under which we
live on this earth often assumes aspects of terrible severity.
Its manifold ministers or
angels bear to us manifold "plagues" afflictions, which our sin-stiicken consciences
1. The principle of severity is seen in material
refer to Divine indignation or wrath.
nature.
In the inorganic realms all things do not seem mild and pleasant. We have
tornadoes sweeping destruction over sea and land, we have earthquakes that engulf
cities, sounds are heard and sights are witnessed that overwhelm with terror and alarm.
In gardens and orchards, as
2. This principle of severity is seen in the plantal realm.
well as in the fields and woods, the open commons and the wild prairies, there is heanl
the moaning groan and felt the blasting breath of severity shivering the fruit, scattering
the blossoms like hoar-frost, freezing the very roots of life. 3. This principle of severity
Prom the behemoths that prowl in the forests, and the
is seen in the sentient domain.

—

leviathans that sport in oceans, to the tiniest microbes in the microscopic world, thire
are aspects of severity, pains of birth and death, of hunger and thirst, and of predatorial
ravages and tortures. There is an undertone of sadness heard throughout, " The
whole creation groaneth," etc. 4, This principle of severity is seen in human history.
Bodily diseases, secular indigence, social annoyances, heart-bereavements, physical
in all these there is often the ghastly appearance of Divine severity. 'Jhe
dissolution,
" seven angels," with their " seven plagues," appear in all directions, I am far enough
from averring that' the ministry of pain is a malignant ministry, but, otherwise, it is
benign. Will the ministry of pain ever continue? Will the "seven angels" be ever
on the wing, bearing the " plagues " ? Cowper says

—

" The groans of nature in this nether world.
Which Heaven has heard for ages, have an end."
Will they have an end ? Heaven grant they may
" And I saw as it were a sea of glass [a glassy sea] nungled
II. Human heroism,
with fire: and them that had gotten the victory over [that come victorious from] the
beast, and over [from] his image, and over his mark, and over [from] the number of his
name, stand on the sea of glass [standing by the glassy sea], having the harps of God.
And they sing the song of Moses," etc. (vers. 2, 3), The heroes here suggested are
They are those " who have gotten the victory
1, Those who have conquered!' the wrong.
over the beast," And what is the beast ? Moral wrong in all its elements and forms.
Sin is a hideous, ravenous, iniquitous " beast," served and worshipped by unredeemed
men the world over. The foe against which the true hero fights is sin, and sin only.
He who destroys life and tramples on human rights is no hero, but a mercenary
murderer. From no character do I recoil with such horror as £rom him who seUg hii
!
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Nor do I feel scarcely a greater
time, his body, his all, to slaughter his fellow-men.
abhorreDce for such a character than for those who, professing to be the ministers ol
Christ, rhetorically extol such as heroes, and subscribe to monuments to perpetuate
their infamous history.
I wonder greatly that the reports of the horrors of tha* war
lately going on in the Soudan, inaugurated and supported, alas I by what has been
rightly denominated the shufflin'jc, starving, slaughtering Parliament of the time, do not
rouse all England to arms against the Governments and the Churches that can tolerate
2. Those who ascribe their victory to God.
for au instant such stupendous crimes.
Observe : (1) Their posture. " They stand on the sea of glass, having the harps of
God " (ver. 2). It is suggested that their position is one of safety. The sea does not
surge about them ; it is beneath them, hard as ice. It is a position of splendow. The
There is no posture of soul
crystal sea on which they stand is made brilliant by fire.
so sublime and safe as the true posture of worship. The Shechinah beams around them
" They sing the song of Moses the
as their glory and defence. (2) Their anthem.
servant of God, and the song of the Lamb " (ver. 3). (a) Their anthem breathes
triumphant praise. They recognize in their triumphs the "great and marvellous
works" of God, and the truth and rectitude of his ways. God is righteous. "Just
[righteous] and true are thy ways, thou King of saints [the ages]" (ver. 3).
Notice:
(o) The demands of his Law attest the truth of this testimony.
The heavenly Teacher
has reduced all the demands which the eternal Governor makes upon us to a twofold
command, (i.) " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart." His demand
This depends upon three things: (a)
is our supreme love.
Is this demand just?
Whether we have the power of loving any one elupremely. (b) Whether God has attributes adapted to awaken this love within us. (c) Whether these attributes are revealed
with sufficient clearness to our minds. The affirmative to these things must be admitted
by all. All men do love some object supremely. The Eternal has attributes in every
variety of aspect and attraction. The heavenly Teacher has reduced the demands to
auother command, (ii.) " Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, do ye
even so unto them." Not " whatsoever men do unto you " that might be sinful ; but
" whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you." Would you have them false,
dishonest, unkind, tyrannic, towards you ? Whatsoever ye would that they should be,
be 80 to them. Can anything be more just? (/3) The intuitions of his moral creatures
In all moral intelligences there is : (i.) An intuitive
attest the truth of this testimony.
sense of the right.
All have an inbred sentiment of right and wrong. This sentiment
implies a moral standard; and what is this standard but God? (ii.) An intuitive love
of right. All moral souls love the right in the abstract; they are bound to do it. "I
delight in the Law of God after the inward man." All consciences go with God. (iii.) An
Misery springs up in the soul from a conscious departure from the
intuitive remorse.
right.
Cain, Belshazzar, Judas, are examples, (iv.) An intuitive appeal to God under
Oppressed humanity involuntarily looks to God
the wrong as the Friend of the right.
Deep in the soul of the moral creation is the feeling that
as Judge of all the earth.
God's ways are just and right. No argument can destroy this consciousness. (7) The
mediation of his Son attests the truth of this testimony. Christ came to e.^tablish
judgment rectitude in the eai th. " What the Law could not do in that it was weak
through the flesh, and for sin condemned sin in the flesh." (i.) His life was the
development of Divine righteousness. He was incarnate judgment. " He did no sin,
neither was guile found in his mouth." (ii.) His death was the highest homage to
Divine rectitude. He could have escaped death. It was the inner senfe of right that
urged him on. (iii.) His system is the promoter of Divine righteousness. His truth
His Spirit promotes it. His Spirit comes to convince the world of sin,
inculcates it.
of righteousness, etc. (5) The retributions of his government attest the truth of thit
testimony. Look at the expulsion of Adam, the Deluge, the burning of Sodom, the
extermination of the Canaanites, ihe destruction of Jerusalem, and the dispersion of
the Jews. (6) Their anthem breathes philanthropic devotion. " Who shall not fear
Lord, and glorify thy Name ? for thou only art holy for all nations shall come
thee,
and worship before thee ; for thy judgments [righteous acts] are made manifest " (ver.
The words may be regarded as expressing a desire that all men, all the nations,
4).
should worship God. Genuine piety is always philanthropic. He who loves the Father
will lore his childien, and will desire all the brethren to worship the Father " in spirit

—

—

:

—
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Genuine piety and genuine philanthropy are convertible eipressionB,
D. T.
modification! of the name sovereign principle love.

and in truth."

—

—

—

8.
Vers. 6
Genuine discipline of tmd. " And after that I looked, and, behold, the
temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in heaven was opened and the seven angels
came out of the terapkt, having the seven plagues, clothed in pure and white linen," etc.
I do not know that 1 can turn these words to a more legitimate and practical use than
by using them as an illustration of genuine soul-discipline. In this light they suggest
to us the source, the ministers, and the indispensahility of genuine soul-discipline.
L The sodece of genuine soul-discipline. " After that [these things] I looked
[saw], and, behold, the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in heaven was opened"
(ver. 5).
The discipline, as we have seen, wag of a painful character. It involved
"seven angels" with "seven plagues." Whence did it proceed? Not from secondary
instrumentalities, fortuitous circumstances, or a heartless, rigorous fatality, but direct
from the presence of the Infinite. The language here points to the inner compartment
of the old Jewish tabernacle, known as the " holy of holies." There the Jew regarded
Jehovah as especially revealing himself to them, and as communicating to them his
To a genuinely disciplined soul all influences from heaven tending to
ideas and plans.
purify and ennoble are regarded as coming direct from the presence of tlje great Father.
Its inner eye, so to speak, is so opened and quickened that it glances into the very
shrine of the Almighty. It feels that " every good and perfect gift cometh down from
the Father of lights," etc. It is a characteristic, or rather a law, of true religiousness
that it bears the soul away through nature, churches, and chapels, right up into the
very presence of God, to the very fontal Source of all good, the mighty Mains|irii]g that
works the universe. God is its aU in all. It can truly say, " I looked, and, behold, the
temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in heaven was opened" (ver. 5). The grand
difference between a spurious ami a genuine religiousness of soul is this
the one busies
itself about the fussy doings and foggy dogmas of little sects, and the other is so absorbed
with the Supreme Good, that it feels with the old Hebrew, " Whom have I in heaven
but thee? and whom on earth do I desire but thee?"
" And the seven angels came out
II. The ministers op genuine soul-disciplinb.
of the temple, having [that had] the seven pla;4ue8" (ver. 6).
The great Father who
makes his children " meet for the inheritance of the saints in light," carries on his
sublime educational work by angels or ministers. Concerning those ministers, observe
" Seven angels " and " seven
1. They are complete in number and qualification.
" Came out uf the temple," etc.
plagues." 2. They go forth direct from, his presence.
" Clothed [arrayed] in pure
3. i%ey are divinely marked and attired as Ood's priests.
and white linen [precious stones pure and bright], and having their breasts girded [girt
about the breasts] with golden girdles " (ver. 6). 4. They have a commission of severity.
"And one of the four beasts [living creatures] gave unto the seven angels seven golden
vials [bowls] full of the wrath of God, who liveth for ever and ever " (ver. 7).
(The
wrath of God is his antagonism to sin.) In the great moral school of humanity there
has always been, as in all schools, not a little severity. True soul-education involves
pain.
The very severity is a blessing. " What son is he whom the father chasteneth
not ? " " Our light afiSictions, which are but for a moment," etc. Whilst the majority
of men regard this life as a market, or a banquet, or a playground, he who regards it
as a great moral school has the only true idea as a school in which every object is a
lesson, every agent a teacher, and every teacher coming forth directly from God.
" No man [no one] was
III. The indispensability op genuine soul-disoii^linb.
able to enter into the temple, till the seven plagues of the seven angels were fulfilled
:

—

—

[should be finished]" (ver. 8). The idea suggested is that no man could enter into the
shrine or into the immediate presence of God until the discipline had been fully accom-

Who

Here is a commentary on this : "
shall ascend into the hill of the Lord ?
shall stand in his holy place ? He that hath clean hands and a pure heart, who
hath not lifted up his soul unto vanity." Cleanness in hands and heart means having
conduct void of offence towards God and man. Freedom from vanity means moral
plished.
or

who

These two things, moral cleanness and moral reality, are the qualifications for
" It is not," says Luther, " ho
hill," or fellowship with God.
who lings
well or so many psalms, nor he who fasts or watches so many days, nor

reality.

ascending to the " holy

w

—

—
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he who divides his own among the poor, nor he who preaches to others, nor he who
lives quietly, kindly, anJ friendly, nor, in fine, is it he who knows all sciences and
languages, nor he who works all virtuous and all good works that ever any man
poke or read of j but it is he alone who is pure within and without." D. T.

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEB XVL
In the judgments of the

howh, we

have undoubtedly a recapitulation of what
has been already foretold in the trumpet
and seal Tisions.
This recapitulation is
not u mere repetition; but the idea contained in the

and

visions is strengthened

more forcibly, in conformity
IV. 1, where we are told the wrath

set forth

with eh.
of

first

God

finished in thuse plagues of the

is

The

comparison will
resemblance and
contrast between the visions of the trumvials.

pets

following

the points of

illustrate

and of the

vials.

2.

Hail, fire, and blood
cast

CPON

EAUTH

;

1.

THE

from this comparison notice
vials form a series of visions
denouncing God's judgments against the
wicked.

The

(2) The number seven as well as their
character indicates the universal and complete nature of these judgments.
(3)

The events portrayed occupy the

same period

on
THE EAKTH SOrO
upon the followeri

;

that

in time as the seals
to

is

and trum-

say, the period

judgment-day.

made blood

The sea made
blood as of a dead

man;

fulfilment

thereinandofships

therein

of the beast.
2.

destroyed.
One-third

of the

3.

EiVERsmadebitter;

men

One-third of tlie
SUN, etc. smitten;

one-thirdof theday
darkened.
Star from heaven
fallsinto the abyss;
he sends forth loousts

men

;

made

Bivers

blood; declared to

4.

Sun smitten ; men
80orolied;menblasplieme, men repent

The throne and
kingilom

of the
smitten;

beast

men, in pain, blafpheme God; men

seelt

repent not.

part of
men repent

one-third

men

;

:

The two

witnesses

Ood WITNESS for
him and work mi-

of

RACLEs;
against them
the beMt.

WAU
by

with the seals and
we may observe some points in
common and some in which the visions
trumpets,
differ,

may be
three

(a) Like the former visions, these
divided into two groups of four and

(see

on

the trumpeta).

structure of the vial-visions

that of

is

(t)

The

almost exactly

the seals.

visions all terminate with .the

(o)

The

same events

portrayed in similar language, though, as the
three sets of visions proceed, more stress
laid
less

is

upon the judgment of the wicked, and
on the victory of the redeemed,
(d)

An episode occurs after tho sixth vial of
almost identical nature with, though much

beyond

shorter than, that after the sixth trumpet,

for

kings

the Euphrates.

(e)

The

severity of the nature of the vial-

judguients

not.

Episode

in all time.

is

(5) In comparison

The way prepared

is

6.

(4)

pets,

parallel to

net.
5.

death;
Hebrew
name of their king

Abaddon.
6. Armies from the
Euphrates destroy

every soul
destroyed,

be God's vengeance
upon [all] men.

de-

stroyed.

6.

We may

(1)

As in the cases of the seals and trumthey are general indications of God's
judgments; and tliouglj particular events
may be partial fulfilments, the complete

one-third
trees, etc., burnt.
One-third of sea

many
4.

Voices in heaven
the fall of BabyIon ; earthquake,
etc., and hail.

of the
world's history terminating with the last

ViaU,
Vial poured
;

one;
third of creatures

3.

7.

the
JUDGMENT
earthquake,
etc..
and HAIL.

pets

Trum'peU.
1.

Voices in heaven;

7.

viali, or

Episode
Three
spirits

.

unclean

of

the

wiTMfs
him and work

dragon
for

uiraolfs; war by
the world at (the
Hebreie)

geddon.

is

conspicuous.

Whereas under
and under

the seals one-fourth was afiSioted,

:

Arma-

the trumpets one-third, there

is

nothing to

any exemption in the vial-visions.
(6) The reason of tlie employment of the term
"vial," or "bowl," is most likely to be found
in the expression, "cup of Ood'i anger,"
indicate

in ch. xiv. 10.
It indicates the pouring out
of God's wrath in an overwhelming and

;

OH. XVI.
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irreBlBtible flood.
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It is, therefore, Bigniiloant

more dire than that symbolized
by the trumpet, just as the trumpet indicated
greater severity than the seal.
of retribution

—

Ver. 1. And I heard a great yoioe.
Characteristic of all the heavenly utterances

We

have now the
narration in full of the events of which ch.
zv. has given us a summary. Oat of the
temple. The va6s, shrine of God, mentioned
in ch. XV. 8, and which no one could enter
the voice must, therefore, be the voice of God
himself.
Saying to the seven angels (see
on ch. XV. 1). Go your ways, and pour out
the vials of the wrath of 0od upon the
earth ; go ye and pour, etc.
The seven vials
is read in N, A, B, 0, Andreas, Arethas,
Primasius, and others. So, in ch. vlii. 5, the
angel casts iire on the earth.
Ver. 2. And the first went, and poured
out his vial upon the earth ; his bowl into,
etc. (Revised Version).
(On " vial," see on
oh V. 8.)
The preposition els, " into," distinguishes the first tliree vials from the last
four, whieli have iirt, " upon," and some writers
(of.

oh. xiv. 7, 9, etc.).

—

make this the basis for classifying the vials
into groups of three and four ; but it seems
better to divide into groups of four and three
(see on ver. 1, and preliminary remarks on the

trumpet-visions).

And

there

fell

and

;

it

became (Beviaed Version).
Compare the
phraseology of Exod. ix. 10.
A noisome

and grievous sore upon the men which had
the mark of the beast, and upon them which
worshipped his image. The counterpart of
the sixth plague of Egypt. The word eAkos,
" sore," used here, is the same used in LXX.,
Exod. ix.
It is impossible to say with
certainty what (if any) particular judgment
upon the ungodly is intended to be signified

by

St.

John

in this plague.

From amongst

the numerous interpretations which have
been given to illustrate this passage, we
may mention that of Andreas, who sees in
it a reference to the "ulcer" (eAkos) of
conscience. Or it may be that the writer has
in contemplation that bodily disease which
is the inevitable outcome of sin, and which
often afflicts men in this world as the direct
result of their misdoings
though, of course,
it cannot always be asserted to be a consequence of a man's own personal misdoings.
(On the latter part of the verse, see on
;

ch. xiii.)

Ver.

3.

—And the second angel poured out

upon the sea. Omit " angel," which
not found in the best manuscripts, though
" Into the sea," as in ver.
is understood.
The sea is also the object of the second

his vial
is
it

2.

trumpet-plague (see on ver. 1).
And it
became as the blood of a dead man became
blood as of a dead man. Almost an exact
nproduotion of the second trumpet, and of
;
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the first of the Egyptian plagaes. The last
clause intensifies the horrible nature of the
judgment, and thus in some degree increases the severity of this plague over that
of the trumpets. And every living soul died in
the sea ; and every soul of life died, [even']
the things in the sea, thnugl living soul ((i'cra)
is found in X, B, P, some cursives, versions,
and Fathers. Not merely human lives. The
things, t&, is omitted in K, B, P, and others.
In ch. viii. 9 we have, " Even the creatures
that were in the sea." Tlie interpretations
are as numerous as in tbe case of the second
i

trumpet (see on ch. viii. 9).
It is most
probable that tho sea is here mentioned as
part of creation (another part of which is
mentioned in the following verse), the whole
of which suffers for the sin of man, and the
whole of which, intended for his benefit,
becomes a source of affliction and woe to him
through sin.
Ver. i. And the third, angel poured out
his vial upon the rivers and fountains of
waters; and they became blood.
Omit
" ungel " (see on ver. 3), " Into the rivers,"
etc., as in the previous cases.
The singular
^7e'i'6To, probably on account of the neuter
85oTo being understood. The idea of the
second vial is carried on here (cf. on ver. 3).
Note the corresponding judgment of the
third trumpet. In addition to the interpretation of the second vial given above, it is
probable that the blood signifies the sluughter
and death which is part of God's vengeance
on the wicked (cf. ver. 6). The divisions
adopted in the first four vials correspond to
those in ch. xiv., which dtsiguate the whole
of God's created world, " heaven, and earth,
and the sea, and the fountains of waters."
Ver. 5. And I heard the angel of the
waters say. The angels, throughout this
book, are represented as liaving individual
offices to fulfil.
Here we have a reference
to the angel whose duty it is to control
th{! rivers, just as, in ch. xiv. 18, another
angel is represented as having authority
over fire. This verse and the following one
are anticipations of ch. xix. 2, which is a
comniontary on ch. xviii,, wliioh latter is an
elaboration of the judgments here described.

—

—

Thou art righteous, lord, which art, and
wast, and shalt be, because thou hast judged
thus; righteous art thou, which art and
which wast, thou Holy One, because thou didst
thus judge (Revised Version).
There is
scarcely any authority for inserting " O
Lord," or "and shalt be" (cf. ch. xi. 17).
The angel, as having authority over the
waters, and, as it were, a commission to see
that they do their duly for men, acknowledges the justice of the sentence which
makes them into an instrument for, and
type of, man's destruction. Though tliore
is no authority for inserting " and shalt be,"
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the ideft is, no doubt, to express the eternal
nature of God. Tlie same expression occurs
in ch. XV. 3 (Revised Version) in almost
exactly parallel connection ; so also in ch. xl.
Thou hast judged thus refers to the
17, 18.
judgment of the third vial, possibly to all
the first three. Note the maiginal reading
of the Eevised Version (supported by Alfoid),
which disconnects this verse from the succeeding one.
Ver. 6. For they have shed the blood of
saints and prophets, and thou hast given
them blood to drink; for they are worthy.
I'his supplies the key to the interpretation
of the previous visions. The ungodly have
shod the blool of saints, therefore God
deals out death to them. This is the meaning signified by the "blood" of the previous
verges (cf. the doom of Babylon, described

—

in ch. xvii., especially ver. 6.; and ch. xviii.
Cf. the words, " they are worthy,"
6, 24.
with oil, iii. 4). It is correct to consider tliat
this prophecy received its first fulfilment in
the violent deaths of so many of tliose who
were the earliest Christian persecutors. On
this subject see Lautautius, 'Do Murte

Persecutorum.'
Ver. 7. And I heard another out of the
altar say,
Omit "another out of." The
altar is connected (1) with the martyred
saints (ch. vi. 9, 10 ; viii. 3) ; (2) witli the
judgments that fall on the earth in vengeance for the blood of the saints (ch. viii.
5 ix. 13 ; xiv. 18) ; hence the appropriateness of this voice from the altar, which
acquiesces in the judgments inflicted. The
altar is here personified, and speaks concurring in the justice of those judgments
sent on account of the saints who are represented by it. Some writers, however, understand " the angel of the altar," which is
similar to the reading of the Authorized
Version. Even so, Lord Ood Almighty, true
and righteous are thy judgments ; Yea, O
Lord God, the Almighty (Eevised Version).
Reaffirming what lias been declared by the
angel of the waters (ver. 5), and expressing
concurrence therein. (On " true " (a\ri6ivai),
Compare the expression
see on oh. iii. 17.)
There God is declared righteous
in ver. 5.
because he has thus judged; here the judgments are righteous because they are liis.
Both phrases are equally true, giving the
same truth from diiferent standpoints. The
same verdict is endorsed by the heavenly
multitude in ch. xix. 2, when they celebrate
the downfall of Babylon ; another proof of
the identity of the world which is here the
object of the vial-judgments and ti^e Babylon, which is afterwanls described, and
whose doom is pronountud.
Ver. 8. And the fourth angel poured out
his vial upon the sun. 'Ayye\os, "angel,"
ia omitted in nearly all manuscripts, though.

—

;

—
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of course, it is understood.
For the first
time we have ivl, "upon," instead of els,
Another part of
"into" (see on ver. 2).
creation is visited, thus completing the
visitation of the fourfold division of the
universe the earth, the sea, the rivers, the
heavens as foretold in ch. xiv. 7. And
power was given unto him to scorch men
with fire. "And it was given to it" is more
probable than " to him " the angels do not
directly punish, but indirectly by pouring
out the vials. This form of words expresses
the permissory nature of the evil which is
wrought; nothing can be done but by the
will
of God (cf. ch. xiii. 5, 7, 14).
Bengel, Hengstenberg, and others consider that the permission to scorch men
is given to the angel.
The men (with the
article); perhaps referring to those mentioned in ver. 2. who had the mtirh of the
beast, and those who worsliipped his image,
and who are the object of all the vial
plagues.
Though differing in form from
the fourth trumpet, where the sun was
darkened, yet the judgment is similar,
though here of a more intense nature. In
both cases, those objects which are given to
men for their good are converted into instruments of punishment. We may, perhaps,
see here an allusion to the heat of men's

—

—

;

passions and vices, by which physically as
well as morally they are destroyed; and
which are also an emblem of the pains of
hell as pictured in Luke xvi.
It has been
noticed as a coincidence that the objects of
creation which are the subjects of the judgments of the fourth trumpet and fourth vial,
were created on the fourth day.
Ver. 9.-- And men were scorched with
great heat, and blasphemed the Kame of
Ttie men (see on ver. 8).
(On the
God.
meaning of the first clause, see on ver. 8.)
This is the first mention in the vials of men
blaspheming.
As with Pharaoh and the
Egyptians, the judgments of God, instead
of awakening them to repentance, only serve
This again occurs
to harden their hearts.
under the fifth and seventh vials. So also
in the sixth trumpet, we are told, men repented not— a statement also made in the
subsequent part of this verse.. As before
pointeid out (oh. xiii. 1), the two things are
identical; non-repentance, coulinuance in
the service of the dragon, is blasphemy
against God; though we generally reserve
the name " blasph, my" for the open avowal of
infidelity to God. Which hath power over
these plagues.
This is what is implied in
the words of ver. 8, "it was given to it."
In this visitation men distinctly recognize
the hand of God. And they repented not
to give him glory.
Vide supra, on the
"blasphemy;" and contrast with ch. xi. 13
another example of the aanae iu which

—

;

;
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are the "last plagues" (oh.

—

And tha fifth angel poured out
hiB vial upon the seat of the beast. Omit
" angel " as before (see on ver. 8). The
throne of the heast. Tliat throne which had
been given to him by the dragon (oh. xiii. 2),
and which here typifies the centre and eonice
of his power. While this throne may aptly
refer to the Eoman empire in St. John's
time, its position varies at different times
Ver. 10.

wherever the world-power is worshipped,
tliere the beast has his throne.
And his

kingdom was full of darkness; was darkened.
Another allusion to the plagues of E/.-ypt.
Tiie darkness ia s type of the spiritual
darkness wliich prevails among the subjects
of the beast, and which they them -.elves
frequently realize in the course of their
career.
The fear of the future sometimes
arouses their misgivings, and then there is
no light or hope in their hearts. And they
gnawed their tongnes for pain. The pain
arising from tlie darkness of (heir minds;
the misgi vings as to their future (vide supra)
or perhaps also on account of their sulferings under the former plagues, to which
;

this is

ah

addition.

—

And blasphemed the God of
heaven because of their pains ard !;h:ir sores.
Tlie expression, "God of lieaven, seems to
enhance tlie exaltation of God, and to place
in more terrible contrast the sin of those
who ventured to blaspheme One so high, so
far above them. Tliis title is only mentioued
here and in ch. xi, 13, where, however, some
repented. (On the word "blaspheme," see
on ver. 9.) Inspite, therefore, of tiieir plagues,
and perhaps as a consequence of their spiritual darkness, they still own the supremacy
of the beast and deny God ; just as Pli^irauh
hardened his heart. Compare the previous
verses for an account of their paita atid their
lores; the allusion to which shows plainly
that tliese plague* are not necessarily conVer.

11.

"

secutive in time. And repented not of their
deeds (see on ver. 9).
Ver. 12. And the sixth angel poured out
his vial upon the great river Suphrates.
Omit " angel " (see on previous verses). (On
the Euphrates, see on ch. ix. 14.) This river
also figures in the sixth trumpet-vision, aud
possesses the same signification in botli places.
It is the natural direction from which

—

enemies arise; and it derives this signification from the fact that the enemies of the
Jews often came from that direction. The
next sentence leaves no doubt that this is
the meaning, and support* the view tuken
of ch. ix. 14. It is to be noticed that, though
the vial is poured out upon the Euphrates,
it is not with the purpose of inflicting
injury on the river, but upon the men wlio
•re tlius laid open to the attacks of their
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enemies. And the water thereof wa> dried
up, that the way of the kings of the east
might he prepared. The Bevised Version
gives the sense more plainly, That flit way
might be made ready for the kings that \come]
from the eunrising. The meaning is that
a barrier that wards off hostile liosts is
removed. The " kings of the east " represent
God's judgments ; those who are laid open
to attack are the adherents of the beast.
The imagery may be derived; (1) From the
fnot (as explained in ch. ix. 14, which see)
that tlie enemies of the Jews generally came
from beyond the Euphrates. This accounts
for the employment of this figure in ch, ix.,
and may reasonably be considered to contain
the same allusion here.
In this case the
minor details do not agree ; the idea is
merely to convey the central fact of an
adviiuoe of enemies. (2) From the historical
fact of the taking of Babylon by Cyrus, by
means of a diversion of the waters of the
Euphrates a circumstance referred to in
Jer. li. 31, 32, etc. ; lea. xiii. ; xliv. 27, 28.
In this case the details are more in accordance with the general symbolism of the
Apocalypse.
Babylon would signify the
kingdom of the beast (as in ver. 19). The
kings of the east would still represent God's
j udgmeuts, which now assail the kingdom of
Satan. Satan attempts to meet this assault by
the three spirits, which gather kings from
the v/hole world (ver. 14) to battle against
the Almighty. The "kings of the east"
are certainly the forces ranged on the side
of God. Many writers see an allusion to
Christ and the saints. The sun is a frequent
figure of Christ in Scripture (cf. Mai. iv. 4
Zeoh; iii. 8 and vi. 12, LXX.; Luke i. 78
" The
also ch. vii. 2 ; xii. 1 ; xxii. 16).
kings of the east " may thus be identified
with the armies of oh. xix. 11 16.
Ver. 13. And I saw; introduces a new
phase of the vision (see on ch. iv. 1). The
mention of the punishment of the ungodly
by the kings of the east causes the seer to
look forward to the confiict, the end- of
wliich is described in ch. xix. 19 21. He
therefore now digresses somewhat, in order
to describe the means by which the dragon
endeavours to enlist the hosts of the world
on his side. Three unclean spirits like frogs.
Tleae three spirits represent the influences
of the dragon, the first beast and the second
beast, which we have interpreted as the
devil, the love of the world and worldly
power, and self-deceit in other words, the
devil, the world, the flesh. These influences
are spiritually unclean, and suggest the
loathsome Egyptian plague of the frogs;
that is to say, their likeness to frogs consists
in their common quality of uncleanness.
Ferha|js also there is a reference to their
devilish origin, in which they resembled the

—

—

—

—

;

"
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unclean spiritB so frequently cast oat by
our Lord while on earth.
Burger very
aptly refen to the contrast afforded by the
dove-like form of the Holy Spirit of God.
Come out of the mouth of the dragon, and
out of the mouth of the beast, and out of the
mouth of the false prophet. Omit " come."
The seer does not behold the three spirits
proceeding from the mouths of the evil
trinity, but he seea those that are out of
their mouths he sees them in their works
exhibited in the world. The second beast
is here called the "false prophet," since he
deludes men, and persuades them against
their better judgment to worship the first
;

beast (see on ch. xiii. 11).
Ver. 14. For they are the spirits of
devils, working niraoles.
This explains
the account given in ver. 13. In the plague
of the frogs, the Egyptian magicians imitated the plague of Moses ; the second beast
(the false prophet) is represented as leading
men astray by his miracles (ch. xiii. 13).
After the sixth trumpet came the digression,
in which an account was given of the two
witnesses of God, who worked miracles
(ch. xii.) ; i.ere, after the sixth vial, wo have
a sliort digresbion, in which an account is
given of the three witnesses of Satan, who
endeavour to work on his behalf.byexhibiting
miracles. (For the meaning of this working
of miracles, see on ch. xiii. 13.) Which go
forth onto the kings of the earth and of the
whole world ; the kings of the whole world
omitting " of the earth " (Bevised Version).
The kinge of the world are those whose aim
and delight is the possession of the pleasures
of this world ; those who have their treasure
in this world, and whose hearts are therefore
also there; those who exercise their influence and power in regard only to the
things of this world ; in short, the worldly.
To gather them to the battle of that great
day of God Almighty ; God, the Almighty.
This battle is described in ch. xix. 11 21,
which see. The great day is the last great
judgment-day. The battle referred to here,
and described in ch. xix., and again in oh.
XX. 1 10, is apparently the battle which is
being waged against God by the forces of
evil all through the history of the world,
from the fall of Adam untU the last judgThis seems certain from the
ment-day.
description given in oli. xix. and xx. How,
then, can it he described as the "battle of the
great day " ? Probably because on that day
will occur the crisis, as ^t were, of the conflict ; on that day will the issue be plainly
determined, and the struggle terminated.
Though the battle is proceeding daily, there
is little to remind us of it ; the very existence
of, and necessity for, such warfare is sometimes forgotten in the daily round of life
At the last day will be plainly exhibited the

—

—

—

—
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nature of the incessant hostility between
tlie devil, and the power of the
latter will be manifested only to be visibly
shattered and finally destroyed.
Ver. 15.— Behold,! corneas a thief. The
verv words addressed to the Church at
Sardis (ch. iii. 3), and similar to those connected by onr blessed Lord with the gieat
day (see ver. 14). The mention of that day,
and perhaps the knowledge that the battle
is a daily one (see on ver. 14), naturally
leads to the solemn warning given here. It
is worth notice how St. John adopts this
idea ; and this of itself should snfSce to
demonstrate the incorrectness of endeavouring to compute the times and seasons, as
has been done by so many Apocalyptic
writers (cf. also Matt. xxiv. 43 ; Luke xii.
39; 1 ThesB. v. 2, 4; 2 Pet. iii. 10).
Blessed is he that watcheth, and keepeth
his garments, lest he walk naked, and they
see his shame. The same figure again as in
ch. iii. 17.
Isaac Williams correctly points
out that these words seem to indicate that
the battle of ver. 14 is a daily one, in which
Christians are themselves engaged (see on
The garment is the garment of
ver. 14).
righteousness, the fervent love of God (see

God and

on

ch.

iii.

17).

—

Ver, 16. ^And he gathered them together
into a place called in the Hebrew tongue
Armageddon ; or, as in the Bevised Version,
they gathered; that is, the "spirits" of ver.
11, of which this is a continuation, the same
verb trvviyu being repeated.
By the employment of the Hebrew term, attention is
called to the symbolical nature of the name.
Similar cases occur in ch. ix. 11 and elsewhere in St. John's writings (see on ch. ix.
The correct reading, 'Ap/iayeSdi/, Har11).
Magedon, signifies " Mountain of Megiddo ;
the Authorized Version, 'ApuayeStii', Armageddon, " City of Megiddo." Mount Megiddo
possibly refers to Carmel, at the foot of
which lay the Plain of Megiddo, which was
well known to every Jew as a gatheringplace for hostile hosts and as the scene of

many

battles.
It is referred to in Zech. xii.
as a type of woe, on account of the overthrow and death of Josiah having taken
place there (2 Kings xxiii. 29).
Ahaziah
also died there (2 Eangs ix. 27) ; and there
also the Oanaauitish kings were overthrown
11

(Judg. V. 19).

The name

dicative of battle

is,

therefore, in-

and slaughter, and

inti-

mates the complete overthrow in store for
the dragon and the kings of the earth,
which is described later on (oh. xix.).
Ver. 17; And the seventh angel poured
out his vial into the air. Omit " angel " as
before.
Vpon the air ; perhaps at the
typical abode of the spirits of evil (cf. Eph.
ii. 2, " the prince of the power of the air ");
the seat also, so to speak, of the thunder*

—

—
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and lightnings which follow. And there
came a great voioe out of the temple of
heaven, from the throne, saying, It is done.
There are slight variations in the text here.
The best authorities omit "of heaven."
manuscript, N, instead of " throne
inserts rod 0eo5, " of God." (On the charac-

One

great voice, see on ch. vi. 1, etc.)
The same voice as in ver. 1, probably that
of God himself, as the words, " from the
tluone," seem also to show. It is noticeable
that here, as in the seal-visions and trumpetvisions, we are not explicitly informed of
the nature of the last vision. We have the
accompanying circumstances described in
ver. 18, which are always attendant on the
last great manifestation, but the end itself
is left unrecorded.
In the seals, the last
vision is described by the silence in heaven;
in the trumpets, the nature of the last
judgment is only vaguely alluded to in the
triumphant heavenly song. So here, only
a brief summary is given (vers. 18, 19) of
what actually falls as the last extremity of
God's wrath; a fuller account is reserved
teristic

for oh. xix.

—

Ver. 18. And there were voices, and
thunders, and lightnings ; and there was a
great earthquake, such as was not since

men were upon

the earth, so mighty an
so great.
The usual
accompaniments of any special manifestation of God's power or presence (see on ch.
iv. 5 and vi. 12
similar description
17).
is given of the close of the seal and the

and

earthquake,

—

trumpet
Ver.

;

visions.
19.
And

—

A

the great

which

city.

The words

follow, as well as ch. xi. 8 ; xiv. 8
xvii. 18; xviii. 10, 16, etc., leave scarcely
any doubt that the great city " here is
Babylon. These are the only passages in
the Apocalypse where this title is Ibund
for in ch. xxi. 10, " great" is not the true reading.
Was divided into three parts. The
signification of this clause is somewhat uncertain.
The idea is probably that of total
(iestruction, as in Ezek. v. 2, where a similar
description is applied to Jerusalem.
Possibly there is a reference to the trinity of
evil mentioned in ver. 13.
And the cities
of the nations fell.
The nations signifies
ti}e ungodly, who stand in the Siime relation to the godly as the Gentiles to God's
eliosen people (cf. ch. xi. 18, etc.).
This
sentence declares the fall of every lesser
form of evil, together with the greater
typical form symbolized by "the great city."
And great Babylon came in remembrance
'.'
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before God and Babylon the great ua$ remembered in tlis sight of Ood (Revised Ver;

tion).

supra).

Cf. the title of "great city" (vidti
Cf. also the similar expression in

Acts X. 31. This clause, together with the
following one, taken in conjunction with
the preceding and succeeding verses, must
be referred to the great judgment-day. To
give unto her the cup of the wine of the
fierceness of his wrath. This is the beginning of the fulfilment of the doom predicted
by the angel in ch. xiv. 10. The judgment
is more elaborately described in ch. xviii.
Ver. 20.
And every island fled away,
and the mountains were not found. This
continues the description of the earthquake
in ver. 18, the parenthesis concerning Babylon occurring owing to the mention of the
destruction of the city (cf. the account given
under the sixth seal). Such convulsion! of
nature generally, in biblical descriptions,
accompany the near approach of the last
judgment.
Some writers interpret the

—

islands

and mountains of kingdoms

(cf.

ch.

xvii. 9, 10).
Ver. 21.

—

And there fell npon men a
great hail out of heaven, every stone about
the weight of a talent ; cometh down upon,
the present tense, rendering the description
more graphic. Commentators usually quote
' Diodorus
Siculus ' (xix. 45), who mentions,
as something marvellous, hailstones of a
mina in weight ; the mina being one-sixtieth
of a talent ; and also the account of Josephus, who speaks of stones a talent in
weight being thrown by machines at the
siege of Jerusalem (see Wetstein, ad loc.).
"The men," though not pointing to any
particular group of men who have been
definitely mentioned,, nevertheless necessarily refers to the wicked, who are the
object of this punishment. " HaU " is frequently mentioned as a judgment of God,
and is added here to heighten the general
effect of the description (cf. Exod. ix.
Josh. X. 11; Ps. Ixxviii. 47
cv. 32
Isa.
xxviii. 2; xxx. 30; Ezek. xiii. 11
xxxviii.
22; Hag. ii. 17; also oh. vili. 7; xL 19).
And men blasphemed Ood because of the
plague of the hail ; for the plagne thereof
was exceeding great is exceeding great
(vide supra). As in ver. 9, men repent not.
Like Pharaoh, their hearts are Imrdened.
These words end the general description of
the vial-judgments, but the events alluded
to under the seventh vial are elaborated and
particularized in the chapters which follow ;
the whole ooncluding at the end of ch. xix.
;

;

;

;

H0MILETIC8.

—

The first fin bowls. While we by no means follow the historical
interpreters of this book in the attempt tu identify any chronological sequencu of actual
Vers. 1

11.
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eventg with the seven seals, trumpets, and bowls, Tespectively, yet (as is well pointed
out by Professor Godet *) there is undoubtedly a moral progres<iion indicated. The
The trumpet points
seal points out an event concealed as yet, but foreseen by God.
The bowl points out the event in actual
out an event announced as forthcoming.
have studied the ground-plan of the Apocalypse with reference to the
execution.
seals and trumpets; we now witness the pouring out of the bowls, i.e. the carrying out
of the great judgments on the foes of God and of his Church, which in anticipation had
been forecast already. The seven seals set before us the kind of events which were to
be looked for ^victory, war, famine, pestilence, martyrdom, convulsion ; then the end.
The seven trumpets have pointed out the sphere over which the several judgments
These correspond almost precisely with
shall fall which are to brins; about the end.
the seven bowls; thus coniBrming the impression that between trumpets and bowls

We

—

there

is

the distinction between announcement and

effect.

"
!
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many

arrows in his quiver, many forces stored-up ready to be lirouglit forth ; as yet he
them back. He waiteth. He is long-sutfering. He hath forgotten neither his
promises nor his threatenings. " He waiteth to be gracious." But he will not wait always.
The Lord is a jealous God, and will not suffer his people always to be discomfited.
holiieth

III. The bbingino out op these hidden fokobs is foreseen and determined.
Three truths are taught us here. 1. That the authority to pour out the bowls comes
from "the temple" (ch. xvi. 1). From the sanctuary. "Heaven itself." 2. That
there is an angelic ministry ready to be employed on this service (ch. xv. 6). " There
is nothing in prophetic imagery more Btriking than this picture of the seven angels
isisuing, in solemn procession, from the sanctuary." * S. The angel-bands wait the word

command, "Go ye," etc. The angels of God are all ministering spirits, ascending
and descending upon the Son of man.
IV. When the angels of judgment pouk out the " bowls," all nature mat
BE FULL OF WHIPS AND STIKGS. (Cf. vers. 1 4, 8 11.) Here the elements of
nature, which are the conditions and media of man's comfort, are all turned into so

of

—

—

many instruments of torture, when used in wrath. When will men learn that nature
brings us joy only through the mercy of God ? that it is " of the Lord's mercies we are
not consumed " 1 How little might suffice to make life intolerable
One equivalent less
1

of oxygen in the air, or one equivalent more, and life would be unendurable. Sooner
or later God will convict ungodly men of their " hard speeches," by sore judgments.

V. The effect of these judgments ox ungodly men will be to excite to
ANGER, AND NOT TO BRING TO REPENTANCE. (Vcrs. 9, 11, " They repented not
" They blasphemed.") Men, in their disloyalty to high Heaven, seem to think that the
function of a Divine Being is just to make his creatures as comfortable as possible as
if there were no principles of righteousness for which a holy Governor should contend,
and as if there were no claims on our obedience on which the great Governor ought to
insist.
And if he whom they have offended makes them smart, they " blaspheme "
" The foolishness of man perverteth his way, and his heart fretteth against the Lord."
Note : Here is a refutation of the error that all suffering is disciplinary, and tends to
improve. The vile heart of man perverts it, and makes it a means of his own harden;

;

ing in
VI.

sin.

The holt ones see

ik the Divinb bbtkibution

a manifestation of righteous-

Id ver. 5 "the angel of the waters" celebrates the righteousness of God, and in
ness.
ver. 7 " the altar " is said to do it ; so the Revised Version reads ; meaning, probably,
the souls of the martyrs beneath it * (ch. vi. 9). Only those beings who are in full
synapathy with the Divine righteousness and love are in a position to judge rightly of
the Divine procedure. And these, whether they be the ministering angels or the
once-suffering saints, see in the recompenses of a holy Governor new manifestations
of that rectitude which presides over all. "It is a righteous thing with God to
recompense affliction to them that afflict you, and to you that are afflicted, rest"
(2 Thess. i. 6, 7). There are times even now when the righteous find the sight of
deeds of atrocity and wickedness more than they can bear, and they cry aloud in
the language of the ninety-fourth psalm (cf. Ps. xciv. 1 4). That cry will be answered.
But although in the cry there may be traces of human passion, in the answer there
will be nothing contrary to perfect equity.
Note: 1. Although all Scripture points
to trouble on a vastly greater scale than we as yet see it, ere the 'end shall come,
yet on a smaller scale God's judgments are ever at work. "Though hand join in
hand, the wicked shall not be unpunished." Tliat which is a bulwark to the good
is a detective to the evil.
2. Let us not forget that the wondrous way in which the
balance of nature's forces is preserved, so as to bring us life and peace and comfort, is
owing, not to nature, but to God. His attempering care and constant remembrance
alone preserve our souls from death, our eyes from tears, and our feet from falling.
Let us, then, not look too much at, nor lean too much on, earthly comforts. If they are
comfor^, it is God that makes them so, and we hold them at his disposal. 3. In out
daily hie we can sing of both mercy and judgment.
No cup is all sweetness.
dash
of bitter mingles with all. Not all bitter, lest we should pine away ; not all sweet,
lest we should become insensible to life's peril and responsibilities.
need the
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chastening reminders of our own faults and sins. 4.
are indebted to Divine mercy
even for the fianotifying effect of our trials. It is not the natural influence of trouble
chafe against it.
to improve the souL
By itself it wears, worries, vexes.
It
Only when the sanctifying grace of God works with it and by it will it mature
galls.
the spirit in meekness, submission, and love. Of all things to be dreaded, the very
worst evil is that of being abandoned by God to that hardness of heart which will turn
even the just penalty for our sin into an occasion for fiercer revolt of the heart, and
viler words on the tongue

We

I

—

Vers. 12 16.
77ie sixth howl.
In the prophetic parables of this book there is, as
before remarked, a manifest moral progression, although the varied attempts
to indicate in detail an exact historic progression, with dates assigned, has resulted,
and mitst result, in repeated and disappointing failure.
should also note that at
about this part of the book many of the historical interpreters stop short, and give
considerable scope to conjecture. But while on their method we always find ourselves
" at sea," if we adhere to the plan of exposition we have thus far adopted, no extreme
difSculty will present itself, since all falls in with the general temir of the Word of
God. In this paragraph there are two distinct parts, in each of which the imagery is
have here indicated : 1.
drawn from Old Testament history.
great providential
see in this
preparation for the overthrow of huge and mighty forms of evil.
para2;raph that the sixth angel poured out his bowl upon the great river, the river
Euphrates ; and the water thereof was dried up, that the way might be made ready for
the kings that come from the sunrising, i.e. from the east.* In olden time there had
been a great city, Babylon. It was doomed. It was to fall by means of " the man
from the east" (Isa. xli. 2, 25 ; ilvi. 11). There was a river that ran through Babylon
the river Euphrates. Long outside the city gates the invader waited. The bed of the
river was dried up, through the river itself being turned into another channel.
Thus
the way of the man from' the east was prepared, and he entered in and took the city.
While in this paragraph we have a prophetic parable, in those events we have the
"Babylon the great" (what
historic parable on which the prophetic one is based.
And as of old the way was prepared for the
that is we have yet to see) is doomed.
destruction of "great Babylon," so will there be preparations (perhaps prolonged
have here: 2.
great onrush of
ones) for the downfall of this mystic Babylon.
the hosts of evil for a mighty conflict, which will be to their own downfall. The seer
further descries a new outbreak, and apparently a simultaneous one, on the part of
the three enemies of the Church already named the dragon, the first beast, the second
beast (the latter here named " the false prophet "). Out of their mouth go forth
"three unclean spirits, as it were fi'ogs," i.e. loathsome and detestable; these, we are
The
told, are the spirits of demons, doin? wonders (cf. Matt. xxiv. ; 2 Thess. ii.).
effect of these seducing agencies will be to gather together to their culmination the
This daring, aggregate attempt will be the final one,
forces hostile to the Most High.
Again we are thrown back for
for it will be one that shall end in most utter defeat.
This final struggle is at
illustration on ancient incident and on familiar name.
Har-Magedon, or the mountain of Megiddo, " which more, perhaps, than any other
spot, is celebrated in the history of Israel as a scene of judicial and decisive
Here was there a decisive conflict between Deborah and Sisera. Here
conflict."'
Josiah was slain (2 Kings ixiiL 29; also cf. Zech. xii. 11). Here Ahaziah died
But mainly, on the mountain of Megiddo, t.e. Mount Carmel, took
of his wounds.
place that decisive contrast between Jehovah and Baal, which forced conviction on the
notable
people, and ended in the destruction of the spurious prophets and priests.
name, indeed, for suggesting disaster and overthrow. And by no more significant
are
symbolism could the truth be suggested evU is hastening to its own defeat.
not to think simply of literal warfare. The sacred seer gives us only " the outward
Under Christianity we can only see the broad line which
sign, the corporeal type.

we have
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• See both Dr. Milligan •nd Dr. Carpenter concerning the phrase, "the kings from
The meaning of it,
Their views thereon are widely divergent.
the sunrising."
urely, oau only be " the instrumental agents by whom, under God, great Babylon must
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fall."
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and the wicked." * Here, however, we meet (shall
gracious word of monition, in ver. 15. As a writer'
strikingly says, " Suddenly the Spiiit takes the reader aside, and whispers, ' Behold, I
come quickly,'" etc. Thus we gather that this final struggle is to precede the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ; and so we are taught (1) that the issue of that struggle is
clearly seen ; and (2) that, let it come when it may, our life-work is perfectly clear.
In anticipation of his coming we are to watch ; we are not to take off our garments as
if preparing for repose, but we are to stand " with our loins girded about, and our lights
are to be ready at a moment's notice for any duty that may be required.
burniog."
Hence we have a theme as plain and practical as any other part of the Word of G-od
applies.
I. Whatever mat have btsen the tboubt.es and ooifFi,ioT9 op the Chubch
01" God in the past, sevbreb ones abb tbt in. the distance.
Even if this were
not indicated here, it would be clear from other parts of Scripture. The parable of the
wheat and the tares would, indeed, involve all this. For if both are growing, that
means that the good will get better, and the bad worse ; thus antagonisms will become
Bharper, and conflicts fiercer and more daring.
II. Already to Christian faith and hope this finaIi conflict of evil ib
REPRESENTED as " that great day of God Almighty." It will be a day in which the
old word concerning human agency shall again bo accomplished, "Howbeit he
meaneth not so" (Isa. x. 7). Man means one thing; God intends and fulfils another.
The outcome of the whole will be as the prophet declares, " Then shall ye return, and
discern between the righteous and the wicked, between him that serveth God and him
that serveth him not."
III. The crisis herb indicated wilt, pbboedb the coming of the Sow of God.
(Ver. 15.)
cannot doubt who the speaker is that says, " Beiiold, I come as a thief."
"He is coming" is, indeed, the thesis of the entire Apocalypse. He will come: 1.
To consume evil. 2. To complete his reign of righteousness, by consummating the
kingdom of gtace and- ushering in the kingdom of glory. 3. To make his people
glad in him. " When Christ, who ia our Life, shall be manifested, then shall ye also
be manifested with him in glory."
IV. Certain events mat herald his approaoh, but tbt hib AornAL coming
wiLli be "as a thief." This is the repeated teachm;; of the Word of God.
It will
be at the last moment sudden. " As it was in the days of Noah, so also shall the coming
of the Son of man be." Tliere are obvious reasons for this. Did we know precisely the
moment, such knowledge would instantly paralyze society. Our Lord intends that
sudden stop will be put to the
the break-up of things should be instantaneous.
world's machinery.
V. In view of this issue certain in pact, though UNOBRTAni AS TO TIMt—
are to be ready for the last moment by being
WE ARE TO keep ON THE WATCH.
ready at every moment. It is not in perpetually rushing to the door and peeping out
to see if the master is near, that a servant's readiness for him consists; but in 8o
attending to every duty that, let him come when he may, he finds the house in perfect
order, awaiting his return.
will finally separate the righteous

we say unexpectedly?) with a

We

We

A

—
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VI. CONSBQUBNTLT, BEING ON THE WATCH MEANS STANDING BEADT TO DO ANT
DUTT WHATEVER, THE MOMENT IT IS MEQUIRBD. When » soldier enlisted in the

Boman army, he had, before the tribune, to take a triple oath, viz. : (1) That he would
do whatever he was called on to do. (2) That he would be ready at any moment.
This
(3) That he would never leave the army without the oommawier's consent.
triple oath was called sacramentum.
Hence our word "sacrament"*—>tbe believer'i
military oath of obedience to the great Commander.
" Think not of rest ; though dreams be sweet,
Start up, and ply your heavenward feet.
Is not God's oath upon your head,
Xe'er to sink back on slothful bed.
•

'

Speaker's Commentary,' in loo. ; so also Dr. Carpenter.
quottd in ' Speaker's Oommontary.'
different account of this word is given by some; but the one given above most

• I. "Williiiuis,
•
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nends itself to us.
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Never again yonr loins tmtle.
Nor let your torehea waste and die,
Till, when the ehadowa thickest fall.
VII.

Ye bear your Master's midnight call 7 **
On whomsoever is standing in this attitude of sebviob, the Masteb's

BLESsiNO IS PKONOUNCED. " Blessecl 13 he," etc. 1. He has the Lord's approval now.
2. The " signs of the times," so portentous to the ungodly, are for him full of hope.
3. The coming of the Lord will usher him in to the blessedness and glory of a new and
renovated state of heing.
Then let each one inquire How am I standing at this moment in the sight of my
Saviour- Judge ?
I so living that, if he were to come now, he could truthfully say,
"Well done, good and faithful servant"?

—

Am

—

21.
Vers. 17
The seventh bowl. The precise identification of "Bahylon the great"
must be reserved for our study of the next chapter; the paragraph before us shows
us what a downfall is awaiting her. For the present it is enough to remember that
it is some vast power of the earth, earthy, whose influence and action have been
against righteousness and peace. Under the sixth bowl we witnessed the gathering

together of great hosts for a final conflict. Now that last conflict is decided. Man
God brings his also to bear. With man it is the clash of
ha( summoned his forces.
arms. With Ood the forces are silent as light, potent as lightning, terrible as
the earthquake, and, as if to set forth the ezhaustless force stored up in heaven's
armoury, we are told that "hailstones" fell, of the weight of a talent. And then,
then it is that "Babylon the great" comes up into remembrance before God. Some
great, yea, gigantic form of evil, proud as Babylon, lustful as Sodom, cruel as Egypt,
which has thriven for long unpunished, comes up for remembrance at last. How
far physical convulsions are here intended we do not venture to say, though such may
precede the final stioke. It is very clear that judgment in some form or other ia
intended. And the strong probability is that, as in the cases of the Deluge, Sodom,
Canaan, Tyre, Egypt, etc., both physical and moral crises will synchronize. The
expression, that " Babylon the great was remembered in the sight of God," is full of
deep meaning in its moral bearing, though its temporal and local application it may
be, as yet, impossible to decide.
I. How MUCH OP eaeth's sin must there bb toe God to witness
In the
storehouse of his eternal and infinite mind, all the wrong of which earth has been the
"
treasured up."
How soon even we can summon up more than
theatre and witness is
we ean bear to reflect upon! The Amorites; Sodom; Egypt; Canaan; Babylon;
pagan Rome ; papal Borne ; Mohammedanism ; the Bartholomew Massacre ; papal
England ; Madagascar martyrs ; the Indian Mutiny ; and an indefinite number more of
nameless horrors. Together with a measureless amount of sin, and an innumerable
multitude of sins that, in every village, town, and city are being committed in the light
All seen, known, infinitely.
of day and in the shades of night.
There are few trials of faith
is God silent so long?
II. Men often ask
more severe than this.
do millions have to endure so much of unnamed suffering
without redress ? And all this when so many prayers are being offered up to heaven.
" Our God," cried one in anguish, " is a God that does nothing ! " Again
is it ?
and again the cry of the ninety-fourth psalm comes unbidden to the lips.
!

—Why
Why

Why

III.

Whatever may

be the teial op faith thus caused,

He

we are certain that

neither indifferent, forgetful, nor weak. Not one
unrepented sin is forgotten. Not one cry of the humble is unheard. The widow's
moan, the orphan's tears, the miseries of the skve, and all the horrors connected with
that " open sore of the world," are remembered by him.
IV. God has great purposes to answer in permitting evil to go bo long
know none of them fully. But we can,
know not all of them.
unpunished.
though with fear and trembling, suggest: 1. By suffering sin to come to its uttermost
" By their fruits ye shall know them."
ripeness, he reveals to men what an evil it is.
He knows tendencies; we see issues. 2. When the blackness of evil is seen, the
Is it not in this direction that
righteousness of God's judgments will also be manifest.
light comes on the text, "The Lord hath made all things for himself; yea, even the

God forgets nothing.
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wicked for the day of evil"? 3. Meanwhile, God is "long-suffering, . . . not willing
that any should perish, hut that all should come to repentance."
V. At the appointed hour the "long-suffering" will cease. By this it ie
not meant that patience, as a Divine attribute, will be exhausted, but that there wil'
come a time when the Divine Being will no longer refrain from inflicting his judgment*
on sin and sinners. Even now, '* because sentence against an evil work is not executer
Soor
speedily, therefore the heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil."
will the Divine will be manifested, and the punishment of sin will be the vindicatioD
of the right and the condemnation of the wrong.
VI. Then " Babylon the great," with all her sins, shall comk up for final

RECKONING AND RECOMPENSE.
" Whatsoever a man soweth,"

God

"render unto her even as she rendered.''
all he made manifest at the tribunal
of Christ;" "God shall bring every work into judgment," etc.; "There is nothing
;
covered, that shall not be revealed " " With what measure ye mete, it shall b»
measured to you again ; " " Vengeance is mine I will repay, saith the Lord."
Vil. The pact that all is in the hands or God is a guarantee of pebpeci
equity. " He will render to every man according to his deeds." In the futurt
retribution there will he no flaw in time or degree no defect, no excess.
The Judg«
of all the earth will do right'; it is " in the sight of God " that great Babylon will b«
remembered.
VIII. With our God the execution is as certain as the purpose. The seer
heard "a great voice from the temple, out of the throne, saying, It is done!" Thf/
fulfilment is perceived as well as decreed.
Not a word shall fail of all that the Lord
hath spoken. His plans can never be frustrated. Our Lord Jesus Christ has al'>
authority in heaven and on earth.
Note : 1. Amid the perplexity caused by the prevalence and power of evil, let ui
stay ourselves on God. We knuw what he is, though we often fail to read what h«
does.
2. Let us do right, and wait God's time.
We are not to shape our course
according to expediency, but according to right principle. 3. Revenge is never to be
any part ot our policy. We are incompetent judges, and we ourselves are too often
swayed by passion. God reserves vengeance to himself. Let us, therefore, not take
the law into our own hands, but " leave room for the wrath of God." ' 4. Let us be
glad and grateful that believers in God are not left in the dark as to the meaning, aims,
and issue of the Di'vine government of the world. This Book of the Apocalypse is
written in parable, doubtless for the same reason that our Lord spake in parables when
on earth (cf. Matt. xiii.). They are so couched that unbelief cannot read them, but
that faith can. And is there not infinite wisdom in this? Who would entrust his
secrets to one who was known neither to trust nor to be trusty ?
Jesus did not commit
himself to men, because he knew all men. The faith was delivered " once for all to
the saints." They only are exp: cted to keep it who love it. Hence to them only is
Those who trust God are trusted by him. His secret is with them.
it committed.
And the contents of that secret are twofold grace in saving, and equity in ruling.
These are the pivots on which the Divine government turns. Grace reigns through
righteousness ; and where grace is refused and heaven is defied, there will yet be pure
and unswerving equity. 5. Hence it behoves the righteous to walk this earth with
a sense of their dignity, as those who are entrusted with the mysteries of the Divine
plans : not, indeed, so minutqjy as to be inconsistent with the calm and steadfast
fulfilment of duty, but yet in broad outline so clearly that for them there is no such
thing as "theburden and mystery of an unintelligible world." That helpless and hopeless perplexity is removed from all those who know that " the Father loveth the Son,
and hath given all things into his hand." 6. But, whether in the portentous imagery
of the Apocalypse or in the clearer language of the Epistles, it is revealed with an
impressive clearness that the man who is trifling with the Divine loving-kindness,
not knowing that the goodness of God is drawing him with a view to repentance, is
but treasuring up to himself wrath against the day of wrath, and of the revelation of
the righteous judgment of God
All that is involved in the words, " He must reign
till he hath put all enemies beneath his feet."
7. Is it "in the sight of God" that
there wiU be remembrance of peoples hereafter ? Then " in the sight of God " the
etc.

;
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people must fulfil their obligations now. It has heen asked if faith in God is essential
answer Loyalty to God is the first of all
to the discharge of moral obligation.
striking
moral obligations, and none are rightly fulfilled where this is lacking.
commentary on all this is that most painful life of George Eliot, who, though living in
outrageous defiance of the first duties of social life after she had given up faith in
God, sneered at the words

—

We

A

" Talk they of morals ? O thou bleeding Love I
Thou Maker of new morals to mankind I

The grand

morality

is

love of thee."

Pinallv, that which is the law for the individual is the law for the nation and for its
rulers, viz. to learn the mind and will of the King of kings and Lord of lords, and then
Woe to that nation which
to ca'ry that out irrespectively of human praise or blame.
applauds a policy that will come in remembrance before God only to be everlastingly
disgraced ! Woe to the people whose trust is in chariots and horses, in armies and in
Ever are we surrounded by men who clamour for glory,
fleets, in guns and in swordsl
And this cry must be resL-ited Viy all who
for conquest, for annexation, for empire I
have learnt the Divine secret that " righteousness alone exalteth a nation," that " ain ia
a reproach to any people." Every great Babylon ia doomed.

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHORS.
Be done hy as you did. "They have shed the blood
Ver.
. thrm hast given
them blood to drink." Grateful, indeed, ought men to be not alone for the golden
rule which commands us to do unto others as we would be done by, but also for the
converse of that rule, the eternal law that as we have done so shall we be done by.
the law that ordains " an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a
It is the lex talionis
tooth " that " with what measure ye mete, it shall be meted to you."
And here
in the text we have a vivid and awful illustration of it. And there have been a vast
number more. They, everywhere and always, who have shed the blood of God's
Their tvirn has
servants, have had given to them, sooner or later, " blood to drink."
come, and it has been the more terrible because of what they have done to bring it
upon themselves.
Egypt. The memory of how she
I. Consider some h-lustbations of this law.
shed the blood of God's servants, and how blood was given her to drink, not merely in
symbol by the water of her river being turned into blood, so that her people loathed to
drink of it, but actually by the destruction that came upon her the memory of all this
The atmosphere of Egypt, the bondage, and
is evidently fresh in the writer's mind.
the Exodus, is all around this record of the seven vials. Israel under Ahab and other
He and they shed the blood of God's prophets. But sure revenges
idolatrous Icings.
came. At Carmel in Assyria, where Israel was carried away captive, and where as
Of. the Book of Jonah for its sins and its predicted
a nation she perished. Assyria.
doom. Fate of Sennacherib. Destruction of Nineveh about B.C. 606, when SarJanapalus the king, in despair, burnt himself, with his concubines, eunuchs, and treasures.
Persia. Cf. the Book of Esther, and the king's edict for the destruction of the Jews, and
how averted and avenged. Greece. Cf. the Books of Maccabees, as to persecutions under
6.

.

.

—

—

;

—

;

Antiochus Epiphanes ; his miserable death. Jerusalem. Cf. our Lord's words, " It
cannot be that a prophet should perish out of Jerusalem," etc. (Luke xiii. 33, 34).
Her siege and fall. Some, both pagan and papal (cf. Gibbon, for fall of pagan Kome
Alison, for calamities that came on Rome and Italy during the wars of the Revolution).
France. Her persecutions of theHuguenots led on to the horrors of her revolution. Spain,
once the greatest of European powers, became infamous for her bigotry and cruelties
on all outside the Romish Church; she was the home of the Inquisition, and the autoBut the persecutor's doom came upon her. Her glory has departed. The Stuart
da-fe.
dynasty in England, who harried and drove tens of thousands of godly men out of the
Church and out of the land and then their turn came, and their race and name passed
away in ignominy. And had England's loss of her American colonies nothing to do
with her maiatenance of the accursed slave-trade? And did not America'i civil war
;

—

—
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ipring from that same bad cause ? Such are some fulfilments of this law, some more,
some less, evident. Doubtless Jerusalem, at the hour when St. John wrote in the
very throes of her mortal agony, when blood was indeed given her to drink ; and Borne,
racked with civil war and the fierce factions fomented by this chieftain and that, and
these were uppermost in St. John's mind.
for whom yet more fearful fate waited
But the law lives yet, and lived before St. John's day ; not one jot or one tittle of it
has failed or can ever fail. And the Bible and the facts of life supply illustrations not
a few of the fulfilment of this law in individuals as well as nations. Arid where thi>
eye cannot trace the fulfilment, it is not to be thought that the law has failed. In his
moral life that which is within and unseen the law can lay hold on the transgressor,
and does so. Every mau's sin finds him out, even if he be not found out.
It is, like as most of God's laws are, self-acting.
There
II. Its mode of action.
Power, perverted to
is no need for God to interfere to see that the law is vindicated.
persecution and oppression, and pampered by such means, becomes hideous and hateful
to mankind, who after a while will turn upon the tyrant and hurl him from the place
of power which he has prostituted to such vile uses. And so because he or they have
" shed blood," blood is given, etc. Man may as well think to put in motion any given
cause and to hinder the due effect from following, as to hinder the fulfilment of the
law we are considering. Sow the seed, and Us harvest will follow, not some other;
And the seed of blood shed will
there will be no need of miracle to secure this.
Men may deny the existence of God, but they cannot
infallibly secure a like harvest.
deny the existence of laws, self-acting, and which have an awful power of ensuring their
own vindication, let men's opinions be what they will.
III. Its lessons to us all.
1. " Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever
a man soweth, that," etc. 2. The inveteracy, violence, and virulence of sin. Notwithstanding all that God has done, and does, to deter men from it, they will cling to it still.
" When he maketh
3. " Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death' of his saints,"
inquisition for blood, he remembereth them,"
S. C.

—

—

—

—

Ver. 9.
The hardened heart.
"They repented not to give him glory." This
impenitence is told of in ch. ix. 20, and in this chapter again at vers. 11 and 21. Thii
repeated reference is designed to, as it well may, impress our minds with a fact at
once so sinful, so solemn, and so sad. For such impenitence is
The late Mr. Kingsley, in his book,' The Eoman and the
I. A VERY OBBTAIN PACT.
Teuton,' draws out at length the evidence both of the horrible sufiferinp and the yet
more horrible impenitence of the Roman people in the days of their empire's fall. He
refers to these very verses as accurately describing the condition of things in those
awful days, when the people of Rome " gnawed their tongues for pain, and blasphemed,"
etc. (ver. 11).
And it is to Rome and her fall that St. John is here alluding. There
can hardly be doubt of that. But the sinners at Rome were not the only ones who, in
spite of the judgments of God resting upon them, have, nevertheless, hardened their
hearts.
Who has not known of such things?
say a burnt child dreads the fire, but it is evident
II. And vbey wonderful.
that they who have been " scorched with great heat " (ver. 9) by the righteous wrAth
of God are yet not afraid to incur that wrath again. Nothing strikes us more than
the persistent way in which, in the "day of provocation in the wilderness," the Israelites
went on sinning, notwithstanding all that it brought upon them in the way of punishment. There was every reason and motive for them to obey God, and yet they did
And it is so still.
scarce anything but provoke him.
III. And vert awful. " Ephraim is joined to idols : let him alone." " Why should
ye be stricken any more?" no good comes of it, punishment does not make any
difference.
Such are the despairing words of the prophets of God. There are few surer
signs of perdition than when a man is hardened in sin aud more set in enmity against
God by reason of his righteous judgments. What can even God do then? If wh»t is
designed to lead us to repentance only drive us into more sin, what hope is there? See
those told of here ; what a description of unspeakable distress " gnawing their tongues
for pain," but blaspheming God the while and repenting not!
"From hardness of
heart, . . . good Lord, deliver us."
IV. But tbt not inexflioable. For : 1. Times of such distress as are told of here
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are just the most unfavourable times of all others for that serious, earnest thought
which would lead to repentance. Distress distracts the mind, drains it hither and
thither, so that it cannot stay itself upon God.
To trust to tha hour of death to turn

unto Grod is, indeed, to build upon the sand. 2. Resentment against their ill treatment
holds their mind more than aught else. Thrice are we told how the men who " gnawed
their tongues for pain " blasphemed God.
Burning rage against him enwrapped their
souls.
They explain that difficult verse in the
As if he were to blame, and not they
ninetieth psalm, " Who regardeth the power of thy wrath ? even according to thy fear, so
It is only they who have a holy fear ofGod who will regard his wrath ;
is thy wrath."
according to the measure of that fear will be the measure of right regard of the wrath
of God.
Where that fear is not, God's wrath will exasperate, enrage, and harden, but
there will be no repentance. 3. They attribute their sufferings to every cause but the
true one.
How easy it is to do this how commonly it is done How men snatch at
It
every suggestion that will help them to lay the blame upon other men or things
is part of " the deceitfulness of sin" to make men do this.
But until a man is led to
cry, with him of old, " God be merciful to me, the sinner " (Luke xviii. 13), he may
groan in agony of body or mind, but he will never turn in heart to God. 4. Sin has
such hold on them that they cannot give it up. Yes, deeper than the dread of its punishment is the love of the sin. Once it might have been broken through as easily as the
cobweb that stretches across the garden path ; but, indulged and indulged, it has become
a cable that holds the man in spite of all the storm of God's judgments aad the
tempest of his wrath. Cries and tears, protestations and prayers, may be extorted
from the man through his terror and pain; but they are but sunace-sounds, and touch
not the depth or reality of the man's soul. 5. " Because sentence against an evil work
is not executed speedily, therefore the hearts of the sons of men is fully set in them
The interval between the sentence and its being carried
to do evil " (Eccles. viii. 11).
out is given for repentance ; but men have made it a means of greater sin.- Such are
some of the reasons that explain the seemingly wonderful fact we are considering.
V. And it is pull of warning. Even torture does not turn a man, nor suffering
gave.
That old and awful puritanic cry to sinners, "Turn or burn !" a cry which, we
believe, never yet turned one heart to God, for it is not the nature of terror to do that
has a yet more dread sequel ; that if a man will not now, in " the day of salvation," turn
Such is the teaching, not of our text alone,
to God, he may bum and yet not turn.
God, fill our hearts with the fear and love of thee
S. C.
but of all experience too.
I

!

I

I

1

—

!

—

—

Vers. 12 16. Armageddon. It is the name of a place. It lies to the north-west
of the Plain-of Esdraelon, on the southern slopes of Carmel. It is mentioned on various
occasions in the Bible (cf. infra).
But these verses tell of a great event' connected

with

it.

What was this?

"the battle of that great day of God Almighty"
John had some literal battle taking place in his day present
Not improbably he had. Most of the symbols
in his mind, we cannot certainly say.
Thus is it with all
of this book refer, we think, to events with which he was familiar.
prophecies, not least with this one. Such events form the basis of those wider facts
which alone can fill up the prophet's words. In this case it is the last great conflict
with evil to which his words point, and of which we have not a few premonitions in
the Scriptures. How far we are to understand what we read, here and elsewhere,
I.

(ver. 14).

Whether

It is called

St.

and how far figuratively, it is impossible to say, as the prediction is for the
and is yet unfulfilled. But why it is called Armageddon may be because the
Plain of Esdraelon was the battle-field of Palestine. And at Megiddo and Armageddon
means the hill of Megiddo ^it was that King Josiah was defeated, and great sorrow
had come upon God's people. And it was the hope of the adversary of God that what
had been done to Josiah should be done to Jesus (liengstenberg). Also it was, like
Marathon, Waterloo, etc., a name for a decisive confl ct, and this last one should be such.
literally,

future,

—

—

we think only of the past or of the
The conflict of good and evil is eoer proceeding. And, in this soul
and that, Arroageddons deci.-ive confiicts are continually being fought. See, in the
There
conversion of Saul at Damascus, how ilie forces of evil were overlhrown.
comes in most men's lives a crisis in which the question— Whose shalllbe the Lord'a
But

this Scripture will be of little" avail to us if

unknown

future.

—

—

—

;
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servant, or the servant of selfishness and sin ? has to be settled. When all the clamoui
of passion and the might of temptation are resisted, and the heart goes over to the
Lord's side, that has heen the spiritual fulfilment of this mysterious vision.
II.
oamb of it? This is given not here, but In oh. xix. 17 21, where the
utter discomfiture of Ohrisfs enemies is told of in the vivid, graphic way common in
this book.
Yes, the last great conflict shall be a triumphant one for Christ's Church.
Oftentimes now the Church, in this or that part of the battle-field, seems to be worsted
but, at the last, victory "all along the line" shall be the Lord's, and, through him,
hers also. And in those spiritual Armageddons which to-day are fouyht, and every
day, there, too, victory is the Lord's. Let the noble army of martyrs tell. Let all
who have witnessed faithfully for him say, " If he who will be with his people in the
lajit decisive battle be with us now, then all the unclean spirits of hell, all the devil's
mjgbt and power, bearing down against us shall leave us the victor still."
III.
led to it? Two facts, and very suggestive ones, are named. 1. The
drying up of Euphrates. (Ver. 12.) That was an apparent providential preparation and
prospering of the devil's purpose. Such things do happen. Some have thought that
the dryiog up of Euphrates means the conTersion of the East, the coming to the Lord's
help against the mighty, of those remote lands. But what is told of here is part of the
sixth vial of judgment ; it is not a manifestation of grace, but of wrath. Therefore we
understand by this symbol a seeming furtherance of evil designs by providential
means. When Jonah went to flee from the presence of the Lord, there was a ship at
Joppa ready for him. When men determine they will follow evil ways, how smooth
the path becomes I FacUi» descensus, etc. How many aids and abettors they meet
with!
way being easy, a Euphrates dried up, a barrier removed, is no proof that
God approves that way. Israel murmured for quails, and they had them, and died.
"
These
kings of the east," who were part of the great aggregate of kings told of in
"
ver. 14, like the rest, had been persuaded to this awful war by the " unclean spirits
(ver. 13).
And lo, it seeined as if it were certainly the right and wise thing to do ; for
here was the great hindrance taken out of the way Euphrates was dried up. What
I Euphrates against evil a Christian home, or religious surroundings, or God-fearing
Viends, or wholesome public opinion, may be I
But God's providence may take these
iway from you, and so that barrier against sin be put out of the way. But God does
2. The power of
lot mean you to sin on that account, nor will he excuse you if you do.
Ae tmclea-A spirits. They are said to have been " hke frogs." (1) Wlurni do they represent t
' See
whenae they issued, (a) Prom the dragon ; that is, the devil. Therefore the
inclean spirit that thence came forth represents the malignant, wicked spirit that ever
;
opposes itiielf against God. (6) Prom " the beast " that is, the world in its hostile
It was represented chiefly by Jerusalem and
inanifestatiions against Christ's Church.
Kome in St. John's day. (c) From the false prophet, or the beast from the sea (oh. xiii.
11) ; that is, the superstitions, lies, and manifold deceits of heathenism, whereby the
people wera beguiled and bound to the will of the godless world, which is emphatically
Malignant hate, worldly power and policy, deceit, these are the
called " the beast."
three frog-like, unclean spirits. (2) What do they do t They persuade the nations
They are a sort of hellish trinity : the spirit of the dragon as
to war agaiast Christ.
opposed to the Father ; of the beast, as opposed to the Son ; of the false prophet, as
opposed to the Holy Ghost (Hengstenberg). (3) And they are likened to "frogs,"
partly because of the Egyptian symbols which are prevalent in this chapter, and this
was one of their plagues. Also because of their loathsomeness mud and mire their
Thus would
habitation, hideous in appearance, repulsive and abhorrent everywhere.
St. John excite detestation of these spiritual evils, which he likens to these loathsome
creatures. (4) And these spirits are at work still, and do yet the same deadly work
Does not that old serpent, the devil,
in leading human hearts to fight against God.
still stir up hard thoughts of God, and make God's " Law " the very " strength of sin " ?
And the spirit of " the beast," the world, its manifold opfjosition to Christ, how conscious
we all are of its working day by day 1 And that of the false prophet, that second
beast, which gave his strength to the first— how, in the subtle sophistries, the plaunble
philosophies of the day, the deceitful handling of Divine truths, the pandering to our
lower ikkings, which so many of the popular teachings are chargeable with, do they
not tie/aile and seduce many hearts into opposition to God and to his Christ? With<

—
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out doubt they do. And, therefore, the lesson of the whole, which in ver. 6 the Lord
hiaiself solemnly interposes to teach his Church, is for us to-day as for them of old.
" Behold," he says, " I come as a thief." Many there were, many now are, in open
To such especially hs
association with his people who are not really of his people.
•ddresses his warning word.
The time of trial, of his judgment, will come thief-like
suddenly, unexpectedly, stealthily, surprisingly, with hostile intent to those who do
not watch. For these will be as a man who has laid himself down to sleep, and has
put off his clothes. And so the sudden coming of the thief fiods him unclothed. All
which means that we are never to allow ourselves to be separated from Christ. We are
The love, faith,
to abide in him whom we profess to have " put on," never to put off.
and fear of him are to be our garments, the Christian state and condition, in which we
Now, he who does not watch puts off, if, indeed, he ever really put
are always to be.
on, that state.
And hence, when trial comes, he will be detected, exposed, and scorned,
Abide in Ghrist, then,
for the pretended, but not real, Christian, which he really is.
is the word to us all, and we need fear no conflict, not even the fiercest, which our foe
may wage. S. C.

—

—

Vers. 5^7.
The Divine righteous Jtidgmenti. The spiritual aspects of these judgments must be especially kept in view. For under the veil of outward things the
invisible and spiritual things are represented.
The entire symbolism of these verses,
and, indeed, of the whole section, plainly shows
They are the judgments of the " Lord Grod,
I. That judgment proceeds feom God.
the Almighty." " Righteous art thou, which art and which wast, thou Holy Oae,

because thou didat thus judge."

That the jddqmbnts assume thb roEM or wbathful isn)i8NATioN. " In them
" Seven golden bowls full of the wrath of God, who
finished the wrath ot God."
The terribleness of that " wrath " must be gathered from
liveth for ever and ever."
the character of the symbols of its expression. The nature of that " wrath " must
be ascertained from the teachings on the nature of him whose " wrath " it is.
II.

is

III. That the judombnts abe oharaotbeizbd by great sorrEBiNos os the part
OF THEM ON WHOM THEY ARB mFLloiBD. Here, doubtlcss, ths Spiritual is represented
by the visible and material.
IV. That these jodombnts are justlt and biohteotislt inflicted. " Bighteong
art thou, which art and which wast, thou Holy One, because thnu didst thus judge;"
" Righteous and true are thy ways, thou King of the ages " " Yea,
Lord God, the
Almighty, true and righteous are thy judgments." From these direful words we must
exclaim truly, " It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God," when
he ariseth to judgment. How definite is the call to men : 1. To guard against that
devotion to evil which is " worshipping the beast and his image." 2. To the faithful
to await with awe the final judgments of God upon the enemies of the truth, when he
will "separate the just from the unjust," when "the tares shall be cast Into the
fire"!— R.G.
;

—

Ver. 12. " The great river, the Euphrates." The details of the wonderful symbolism
of this book must find their interpretation, if it be needful, at the hands of the
For the purposes of hooiUetic teaching, selections only can be treated. Of
expositor.
the parts of this chapter which serve our purpose we select the pouring torth of the
" sixth vial," or " bowl." The whole book has but one burden the conflict of the two
kingdoms, light and darkness, Christ and Belial, good and evil in the world. It

—

embraces the paiufulness of the struggle to all men ; the safety of the faithful under
the Divine keeping; the judgment of Gi d upon the evil ones, and the crushing of the
kingdom of evil ; and finally the perfect triumph of the Lamb, and of all who are in
These
him or with him, and their perfect, undimmed, and eternal blessedness.
They belong to all time,
I'rinciples run, like a golden thread, through all the book.
and to all the varying conditions of the Church. To affix them to one period only
\e a grievous limitation that overlooks the world-wide use of the book, and turns into a
mere temporary history what is an embodiment of ever-active principles. Wc can see
no individual and do particular clus'er of individuals represented to whom the wordi
There ii a sequence in the ordei
of tht book mojt be limiied id tbeir application.

—
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of events, but we can see no history and no chronology in any true or precise sense
but the reiteration of the same truth so deeply needed by the early Church, and so
applicable to the Church in all ages and in all its varying conditions.
With these
views we proceed to interpret the present symbol the drying up of the river, the
great river "Euphrates"
and the coming forth of "three unclean spirits, as it were
frogs."
What the latter are is told in language that approaches to the literal and
" They are spirits of devils, worliins; signs ; which go forth unto the kings
realistic.
of the whole world, to gather them together unto the war of the great day of God, the
Almighty." Our interpretation of these symbols leads us to see the final removal of
all hindrances to the perfeot development of the antagonistic spirit of evil and error.
That the symbols have a cumulative, an increasing force, seems most obvious ; this
sign is "great and marvellous;" this is the preparation for " the war of the great day
;

—

—

The

can only be made when all let and hindrance shall
the enemy. Error must fully develop itself. The utmost
malignity of evil must be revealed. " The way " must be " made ready for the kings
that come from the sunrising." Doubtless in the great human history all forms of
error and evil shall present themselves to "the truth," and the truth shall vindicate
itself in presence of all.
Foul sin shall put forth its utmost vileness; but righteousness shall hold its own, and be finally triumphant.
Thus is "revealed the lawless
one, whom the Lord Jesus shall slay with the breath of his mouth, and bring to
nought by the manifestation of his coming" (2 Thess. iL 8). The enemies of "the
Church of the living God " that is, and must be, the living Church of God shall be
crushed. That they may be so crushed, let the way for their coming be opened. Comforting is this word of assuring, confident faith.
The " little flock " need not fear, even
though their enemies be let loose. The practical lessons are simple. The scene urges
I. To FIDELITY TO THE BIGHT, EVEN THOUGH EVIL GAIN POWBK.
II. To FEARLESSNESS IN PEESENOE OF THE GREAT FORCES OF EVIL.
III. To A PATIENT ENDURANCE OF THE OPPRESSION OP EVIL.
IV. To ASSURANCE OP ULTIMATE VIOTOBY, FREEDOM, AND PEACE. R. O.
ot

God."

effectual conquest

have been taken

off

—

—

—

Vers. 13, 14.
The unclean spirits. Following the steps hitherto taken, we come to
a symbol of great repulsiveness a symbol doubtless intended to represent evil in its
repulsive form.
Again we premise we see no individual persons or individual systems
" The descriptions here, as well as in the parallel passage, point to the
in this figure.
last, the most reckless antichristian and blasphemous manifestations of the beast ami
the false prophet, when impregnated to the full with the spirit of Satan, and acting as
his agents in the final effort he makes against the kingdom of God " (Fairbairn,
Prophecy,' p. 423). " By likening the spirits to frogs some respect is had, according to
the just remark of Bossuet, to one of the plagues of Egypt. The point of comparison
is the uncleanness, the loathsomeness, which is expressly noticed,"
Our attention is
called to spirits and powers of evil who are directly under the control of the evil one,
and subject to his inspiration (" the devil having already put it into the heart of Judas,
Satan unto him ") " the spirits of devils." These " go forth unto
.
. then entered
the kings of the whole world, to gather them together unto the war of the great day of
Gotl, the Almighty."
The servant of tin obeys the behests of sin. He whose heart is
open to Satan will find Satan walking in sooner or later. With the great battla we
have not now to do. We see how the Church has to maintain her wrestling against
" the principalities, against the powers, against the world-rulers of this darkness,
against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places." This vision seems to
represent an especial malignity and effort of evil in this " war of the great day of God."
We can hardly forbear seeing some final intensifying of the Satanic power, some temporary prevalence of eviL But the admonition of the Lord sounds with especial force
upon our ear, and must be removed from its merely parenthetical position. " Behold,
I come as a thief. Blessed is he that watcheth, and keepeth his garments." In order to
this let the Church be roused to behold the evilness of the enemy and the greatness
of the danger.
I. The UNCLEAN SPIRITS ABB " SPIRITS OF DEVILS."
The dcvil stands as the representative and head of all that is unlike God, and that is antagonistie to bis Name and
kingdom " the adversary."

—

'

—

.

—

—
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spirits are specially distinsuished as " unclean spibits."
All nnholiuncleanness.
They prompt to all disobedience and woiidly lust and foulness of
life, all unbelief and evilness of conduot.
III. Thbt stimulate and inspire " THE KINGS OP THE EARTH "
the Bubtle ruling
powers, passions, habits, and other forms of evil which hold sway and dominion over
men. The king is the symbol, not of weakness, but of power and authority and government ; fit emblem of whatever domineers over the life of man.
IV. They stand in direct antaqonism to God. This is the utmost evilness conceivable.
To be led astray by temptation, to fall by unwatchfulness, to yield to evil,
is bad enough, and entails just and merited punishment ; but the utmost vileness is
" He that
that which places itself in direct and active opposition to the Holy One.
opposeth God and exalteth himself against all that is called God."
II.

ness

The

is

—

V. Therefore let the lowlt believers (1) take heed : watching; (2) keep free
from the contamination of sin in every guise : " keepeth his garments." (3) For the
danger is great ; (4) and the great Master cometh at an hour when we think not
" Behold, I come as a thief in the night." (5) He that so watcheth is verily " blessed."

-E.G.

— —" The

:
seven vials " predestined suffering in the government of the
heard a great voice out of the temple saying to the seven angels, Go
your ways, and pour out the vials of the wrath of God upon the earth. And the first
went," etc. "It is incredible," says Bishop Horsley, "to any one who has not made
the experiment, what proficiency may be made by studying the Scriptures without any
other commentary or exposition than what the different parts of the sacred volume
naturally furnish for each other." Whoever has, with honesty of purpose and persevering endeavour studied the Bible for himself, will readily endorse this statement of
the bishop. I would add to this, and say that it is incredible to any one who has not
made the experiment, what an amount of priceless, vital, and practical truth can be
got out of the Bible by studying its utterances in connection with the unbiassed reason
and common sense of the human mind. Using these Apocalyptic visions of John as an
Illustration of the great truths dictated hy reason <md confirmed hy the conscioiisness of
every man, they come to us as a priceless revelation. The great truth which this chapter

Vers. 1
"
world.

21.

And

I

suggests to us, and strikingly illustrates. Is that there is predestined suffering in the
government of the world. There are "seven plagues," sufferings, that have been
developing, still are being developed, and will be to the end. The abyss of agony conThe old dogma
tained in these seven plagues is immeasurable to all but the Infinite.
fabricated by the old makers of our theology, viz. that the physical sufiering in the
world is caused by sin, is an exploded fallacy, which all geological museums ridicule in
mute laughter. Suffering is an element in the government of this world. Taking the
whole of this chapter, we shall find it illustrative of three subjects, viz. (1) that all
the dispensations of this suffering are under the direction of God ; (2) that they have
all a great moral purpose ; and (3) that they have ail an influence coextensive with the

Observe
dispensations or this sufpbrins are under the direotion of God.
a great voice out of the temple saying to the seven angels. Go youi
ways [Go ye], and pour out the vials [seven bowls] of the wrath of God upon the
earth " (ver. 1). Prom the very shrine of the Almighty, the holy of holies, he deals
out and regulates every item of the sevenfold plagues. 1. Be orders their agents.
Bach of the " seven angels " or messengers are sent forth by him. " Go your ways."
The supreme Governor of the universe conducts his afiairs through the agencies of
a vast system of secondary instrumentalities. Thus, through all nature, he
others
gives life, supports life, and takes away life. Albeit he sits at the head and to the
absolute Author of all. There is not a pain that quivers in the nerve of any sentient
being that comes not from him. He says, " Go your ways," and nothing moves but
by his behests. He kills and he makes alive. Is not this a soothing and a strengthening thought under all the dispensations of sorrow? 2. He appoints their seasons.
The " seven angels " do not all come together each has its period. Every impulse that
moves throughout the creation, whether it be to shake a leaf in the forest or to wheel
systems throughout immensity, goes forth at his own time. All times and seasons are
universe.

All the
" And I heard
I.

—

;
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with him. When Shakespeare says, " Troubles come not singly, but in battalions," h«
not right. Mercifully they do come singly to individuals and communities, some in
one period of life and some in another. To man, collectively, they are ages apart from
the groans of Abel to the throes of the last judgment. There is not a drop of sorrow in
any cup that comes not from Heaven. 3. He fixes their places. Each of the seven
angels who, under God, are to dispense the plagues, has his place assigned him. Each
had his " vial," or bowl, and each bowl had a place on which it was to be poured. The
first came upon " the earth," the second on " the sea," the third upon " the rivers and
fountains," the fourth upon " the sun," the fifth upon " the seat [throne] of the
"
"
great
Euphrates,'' and
air
seventh " into

is

—

upon the
river
the
the
Whetlier there is a reference here to plagues in Egypt, or suffering elsewhere, I know not no one does know, nur does it matter. They were phantoms that
rolled like clouds in the vision of John, and as such they illustrate the grand truth that
even the very scenes and seasons of aU our sorrows come from him who is, and was, and
4. He determines their character.
The sutferings that
is to he, the Everlasting Father.
came forth from the bowls were not of exactly the same kind or amount ; some seemed
more terrible and tremendous than others. It appeared as a painful "soro" upon the
men of the earth ; it was as " death " to those on the sea ; it appeared as " blood " upon
the fountains and the rivers it appeared as scorching " fire " in the sun ; it appeared as
"darkness" and "torture" upon the throne of the beast; it appeared as a terrible
"drought," and as the spirits of devils like "frogs," on the rolling Euphrates; and it
appeared as terrible convulsions of nature in the arr. How different in kind and
amount are the sufferings dealt out to men! The sufferings of some are distinguished
by physical diseases, some by social bereavements, some by secular losses and disappointments, some by mental perplexities, some by moral anguish, etc. " Every heart
knoweth its own bitterness." So much, then, for the I'act that all the dispensations
oi predestined sufferings are under the direction of God.
11. All the dispensations of this supfebino have a great moral phrpose.
The suffering of the sevenfold plagues is settled in the government of God for moral
ends. These ends are not malignant, but merciful. They are not to ruin souls, but to
save them. They are curative elements in the painful cup of life ; they are storms to
Disrobing these verses of all metaphorical
purify the moral atmosphere of the world.
incongrvdties, they suggest the grand purpose of God in all the dispensations of suffering.
They appear to involve three things. 1. The righteous punishment of cruel per" And I heard the angel of the waters say. Thou art righteous,
eecution.
Lord
[Righteous art thou], which ait, and wast, and shalt be [thou Holy One], because thou
hast judged thus. For they have shed the blood of saints and prophets, and thou liast
given them blood to drink ; for they are worthy " (vers. 5, 6). To " shed blood " anyhow is one of the foulest crimes man can commit; it is an impious infraction of a
fundamental law of Heaven, "Thou shalt not kilL" Words which apply to man in
every conceivable capacity and relation to the hangman and the warrior as well as to
the assassin. They speak as truly to Wolseley amidst his murdering exploits in the
Soudan as to any other man on the face of die earth. Blood-guiltiness is the chief
But to murder " prophets," good men and true teachers, is the chief of
of crimes.
murders. For this Heaven would be avenged, and the whole intelligent universe will
so recognize this as to break into the anthem, " Even so [yea], Lord God Almighty,
true and righteous are thy judgments " (ver. 7).
beast," the sixth
(vers.

2

— 12).

;

;

—

"Avenge,

O

Lord, thy ilaughtered saints,"

etc.

(Milton.)
2.

The righteous punishment of supreme worldliness.

"

And

tha

fifth

angel poured out

his vial [bowl] upon the seat [throne] of the beast ; and his kingdom wag full of darkWorldliness in the ascendant
ness ; and they gnawed their tongues for pain " (ver. 10).
u indeed like this beast portrayed in the A[)ocalypse. It sits supreme; it has a
Supreme worldliness, whether in th«
throne, a crown, a sceptre that extends over all.
individual or the society, is a " beast " coarse and hideous j and this beast, with all its
The whole government of God moves in that direction.
votaries, is to be crushed.
"
this " beast."
3. The overwhelming
Truly " blessed is he that overcometh the world
ruin of organized wrong. "And the great city was divided into three parts, and tha

—

;

!
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the nations fell : and great Babylon came in remembrance before Ood, to ffye
anto ber the cup of the wine of the fierceness of his wrath " (ver. 19). Great Babylon,
what is it ? The moral evils of the world organixed into its metropolis. Falsehood,
seosuality, pride, ambition, impiety, fraud, tyranny, embodied in a mighty city.
This
is the Babylon, Rnd all unredeemed men are citizens in it.
The Divine purpose is to
destroy it.
All his dispensations are against it, and will one day shiver it to pieces.
" The kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdoms of our Qod, and of his Christ
and he shall reign for ever and ever." Wrong will not stand for ever before right.
Though mountains of ice may stand before the glowing sunbeams of a thousand
summers, wrong is bound to fall ultimately before the right. Take courage ; be of
good cheer
III. All the dispensations of this suffbeisq have an influknce coextensive
WITH THE univebse. There was not a drop from the bowl in either of the angels'
l^iands that termiaated where it fell.
The contents of these bowls are not like showers
falling on the rocks in summer, which having touched them are then exhaled for ever.
No, they continue to operate. The bowl that fell on the earth became an evil and
painful sore; that which fell on the sea became blood and death; that which fell upon
the sun scorched mankind ; that which fell on the beast spread darkness and agony in
aU directions ; that which fell upon the Euphrates produced a drought, and drew out of
the mouth of the dragon wild beasts and strange dragons the bowl that poured out its
contents on the air produced lightnings and thunders and earthquakes, causing Babylon
to be riven asunder, and every mountain and valley to flee away (vers. 2
13, 19, 20).
Observe 1. Nothing in the world of mind terminates with itself. One thought leads
to another, one impression produces another elsewhere, and so on.
In matter the roll
" No man liveth unto himof an infant's marble shakes the massive globes of space.
self."
Each step we give will touch chords that will vibrate through all the arches of
immensity. 2. Whatever goes forth from mind exerts ore inflvxrtce on the domain of
matter.
These angels, unseen messengers of the Eternal, go forth from that shrine
into which no eye has ever pierced
the secret place of him " who dwelleth in the light,
whom no man hath seen or can see." Who are they? What eye has ever seen them ?
what ear has ever heard the rustle of their mystic wings? the "vials" or bowls they
bear In their mystic hands, what eye has seen them, and what hand has touched them ?
And yet these invisibilities from the invisible world produce an influence upon the
material.
Not only do sentient creatures from the earth and the waters and the air
writhe and bleed and die, but inanimate matter also.
The earth quakes, the mountains tremble at their influence.
Human science seems to be reaching a point when we
shall find that human minds in all directions exert an influence upon the forces and the
operations of material nature.
Mind is the primordial and presiding force of all forces.
Morally, like Jacob on his stony pillow at Bethel, we are all dreaming, unconscious of
the presence of the great Spirit. Ere long, however, we shall ba wakened and exclaim,
" Surely God is in this place, and I knew it not." '—D. T.
oitiec of

;

—

:

—

EXPOSITION.

OHAPTBB XVIL

—

And there came one of the seven
Ver.
angels which had the seven vials, and talked
with me, saying unto me and tpalte with
Omit " unto me." This and
me, saying.
1.

;

the following chapters (to xix. 21) consist
which are really included under
the seventh vial, but which, on account of
their length and elaboration, may be considered apart from the other judgments of
that vial. In the preceding chapters we
have had placed before us a conspectus of
of visions

'

Xt will be seen that

three classes of ungodly people, and the
three principles of evil in their abstract
form, as represented by the world (the first
beast), the flesh (the second beast), and the
devil (the dragon).
The personal final
overthrow of the devil is described in ch.
XX. 10 ; oh. xvii. and xviii. are devoted to
the description of the judgments of the two
former— the world, in its cliaraoter of the
openly hostile persecutor of the Church of
God ; and the other portion of the ungodly
who, wliile still professing Christianity,
find excuses for conforming to the worship

each division of this homily contains

brief suggestive homilie*.

—

OH. xvn.

;
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of the image of the beast.
The first beast
is, therefore, identical with Babylon, and
repreeentB, as we have seen, the openly
hostile and persecuting world-power of all
ages, of which, in St. John's time, Borne

was the foremost embodiment.

The

second

beast is identical with the harlot, and represents faithless Christians, the apostate
portion of the Church.
The very raimn
d'etre of the Apocalypse is to deal with
these two forms of evil ; to declare the overthrow of the one, and to warn and, if possible, reclaim those under tlie influence of
the other. In the latter case, the warning
consists in setting forth the judgment in
store for faithless Christians; and as this
is the course pursued with the former also,
the two merge into one, and indeed are
declared to be one.
The apostle in substance declares that, though there is a prima
facie difference between the two forms of
ungodliness, there is in reality no distinction
to be made, but both are involved in one
common final judgment. He thus twice
solemnly asserts that the harlot is| Babylon
(vers.

5 and 18).

The comments upon

tlie

following chapters will be based upon this
hypothesis, the reasons for which will be
brought out more clearly as we proceed.
The opening words of this chapter leave no
doubt that the visions which follow are connected with the vial-judgments. The " one
of the seven angels" may be the seventh
angel, to whom it pertained to unfold the

circumstances connected with the last
judgment. Gome hither ; I will show unto
thee the judgment. Hither, Stvpo, without
the verb, as in ch. zxi. 9 and John xi. 43.

Though

this particular narration necessarily
takes place after the account of the vials,
yet we are not to understand that the events
here related are subsequent to those related In the concluding verses of the previous chapter. Note the remarkable similarity between these words and those of ch.
XX). 9, and the contrast between the bride,
the wife of the Lamb, and the harlot who
is connected with the beast.
Wordsworth
carries the comparison even to the form of
words, thus

where
iii.
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;

occurs

It

Ezek. xvi.

(of. Iss.
;

xxiii.

;

i. 21
Hos.

;

413

Jer.

ii.

5

;

ii.
iii.

20
3

15 Micah 1. 7). In Isa. xxiii. and Nah.
14 the term refers to Tyre and Nineveh
respectively.
(2) There is an intended
contrast between the bride and the Lamb,
the
and
harlot who allies herself with the
beast (vide tupra). (3)
contrast is also
probably intended between the woman
clothed with the sun (ch. xii.), bringing
forth the man-child, Christ Jesus the
Saviour the representation of the pure
Church and the harlot clothed in scarlet,
the mother of harlots and abominations the
representation of the faithless part of the
Church. (4) Both the woman of oh. xii.
and the harlot of this chapter reside in the
wilderness, that is, this world (see on ch.
xii. 14)
indeed, they are to men sometimes
indistinguishable (cf. the parnble of the
wheat and tares). (5) The faithful Church,
the bride, is called a city (ch. xxi. 2, 9, 10)
BO the faithless portion of the Church, the
harlot, is identified with the city Babylon
(ch. xi. 8 xvii. 4, 5).
Other coincidences
will be noted as we proceed. Bat it seems
equally impossible to accept the view that
this faithless portion of the Church refers
to papal Bome, and none other.
We must
include all the faithless of God's Church in
all time.
If the fulfilment is to be limited
at all, it seems more reasonable to suppose
tliat tho first reference of St. John was to
the faithless members of the seven Churches
to which he addresses the Apocalypse. But
we are, no doubt, intended to see here a
picture of the position of the unfaithful part
of the Church wherever it exists, at any
Iv.

;

iii.

A

—

—

—

;

;

time, and which men are certainly not able
always to specify and judge.
On this
point gee Professor Milligan's 'Baird Lec"
tures' for 1885, on
The Revelation of St.
John." In lect. v. he says, " But Babylon

not the Church of Rome in particular.
Deeply, no doubt, that Church has sinned.
is

Ver-

Yet the interpretation is false.
Babylon cannot be Christian Rome; and
nothing has been more injurious to the
Protestant Churoljes than the impression
that the two were identical, and that, by
withdrawing from communion with the pope,
they wholly freed themselves from alliance
with the spiritiinl harlot. Bubylon embraces
much more than Rome, and illustrations of
what she is lie nearer our own door.
Wherever professedly Christian men have

this
figure describes the degenerate portion of
the Church of God. (1) As we have already
•een, this symbolism is made use oi by St.
John to portray the faithlessness oi those
who are professedly servants of God (see ch.
ii. 20 ; xiv. 4), and in this sense it is applied
in the great majority of passages of Scripture

thought the world's favour better than its
wherever they have esteemed its
hoAours a more desirable possession than
its shame; wherever they have courted ease
rather than welcomed suffering, have loved
self-indulgence rather than self-sacrifice,
and have substituted covetousness in griteping for generosity in distributing what they

The

harlot

and the

*H

vSfvii

KaX

'H

viiiipr)

The

beast.
BriptoD.

Hal r% ipriop.
bride and the Lamb.

Of the great whore
sion).

T&

;

harlot (Revised

There seems no doubt that

;
;

.

.

.

reproach

.

;

.

.
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had, there the spirit of Babylon has been
manifested. In short, we have in the great
harlot-city neither the Christian Church as
a wliole, nor the Romish Clmrch in particular, but all who anywhere within the
Church profess to be Christ's ' little fluck
and are not, denying in their lives the

main

characteristic by which they ought to
be distinguished that they follow' Christ."
(For the distinction between the harlot and
Babylon, see above.)
That sitteth npon
many waters. " The " is inserted in B and
other manuscripts, probably on account of
the reference in ver. 15, but is omitted in
K, A, P, and others. This is the description
of Babylon in Jer. li. 13, whence, doubtless,
the expression is derived.
In the place
qnoted, the sentence refers to the many
canals of Babylon; but the interpretation
of this passage is given in ver. 15, where
the waters are stated to be "peoples."
This fact sufficiently demonstrates that,
though the imagery of the Apocalypse be
taken from the Old Testament, it is not
always safe to insist on an exactly similar
interpretation the symbols employed may
be applied in an independent manner.
That the harlot sits on many waters therefore shows us that the faithless portion
of tlie Church is to be found distributed
amongst " peoples, and multitudes, and

—

'

;

nations, and tongues."
Ver. 2. ^With whom the kings of the
earth have committed fornication, and the
inhabitants of the earth have been made
drunk with the wine of her fornication.
•'
Of the earth " is used here (as it fre-

—

quently is) for the worldly as distinguished
from the righteous; and the two classes
mentioned indicate the universality of this
faithlessness it is not confined to any one
grade of society. As we have seen (see on
ver. 1 and ch. xiv. 8), the figure ot fornication is repeatedly used to describe faithlessness towards God.
The verse, therefore,
declares that this faithless portion of the
Church has chosen rather to render to the
world tliat love which is due to God, and
to be connected rather with the powers
of this world than to have its treasure in
heaven. The expression, " wine of her fornication," is a repetition of that in ch. xiv.
8, and is derived from Jer. li. 7 (of. also oh.

—

xvi. 19

and

Ver.
spirit;

3.

and he

and xxi.
analogy

xviii. 3).

— So

me away

in the

carried, etc. (of. ch.

i.

10

latter reference the
sufficiently close to lead us to

10).
is

he oarried
In the

believe that it is intended. Into the wilderness a wilderness, acconling to the Revised
Version, which is the rendering of Wordsworth and others ; but Alford strongly supports the Authorized Version rendering,
notwithstanding the absence of the Greek
;

JOHN THE
article

DIVINE,,
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(see Alford, tn los.).
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Some com-

mentators have thought that the " wilderness " signifies the desolation which is the
the harlot (see ver. 16 ; ch. xviii. 2,
19 also Jer. li. 26). But we can hardly
"
avoid the conoIuBion that the " vrildemess
heie is that spoken of in ch. xii. 6, 14, which
world, particularly
is symbolical of this
when we remember that the " wilderness "
in both cases is the abode of a woman, who
moreover is representative of the Church;
though in ch. xii. she represents the Church
of God as a whole, persecuted by Satan, and
in this place the woman is representative of
the faithless part of the Church (see also
lot of
;

below on " beast "). Vitringa, referring to
Isa. xxi. 1, and ch. xvii. 1, 15, and Ezek. xx.
35, arrives at a similar conclusion ; it is a
" wilderness of the people."

And I saw a
but this vision,
occurring immediately after the words of ver.
the great harlot,"
1, " I will show thee .
identifies this woman with the harlot of
ver. 1. This woman represents the faithless
portion of the Church (see on ver. 1) that
part which, following after worldly things,
has thereby rendered to the beast the love
and honour due to God alone. This vioman
is not identical with the woman of ch. xii.
The latter represents the faithful, the former
the faithless, part of the Church. Sit nj>on
a scarlet colonred beast, full of names ot
blasphemy, having seven heads and ten
horns.
Here again, as in "wilderness"
(vide supra), we have eriplov, " beast," without the article ; but the identity of this
"beast" with that of oh. xiii. 1 is established by (1) the same outward characteristics of names of blasphemy, seven heads
and ten horns'; (2) its connection with
" kings," etc. (vers. 12 14 and ch. xix. 19,
20); (3) its connection with the "false
prophet " (ch. xiii. and xix. 20) ; (4) its
connection with the harlot the one representing the world-power, the other the
faithless, worldly portion of the Church.
That the leoman sits upon the heast denotes,
not that she exercises control and guidance
over it (as Alford), for comp. ver. 16, bnt
rather that the woman relies npon the
beast for support and safety ; thus presenting an accurate description of those who
prefer to trust to the power and influence
of the world rather than to God.
Scarlet
(whether the colour of the beast Itself or of
its trappings is immaterial) may signify
either (1) the worldly pre-eminence and
power of which it is the sign, and for
which the woman allies herself with the
woman. There

is

no

article,

.

.

;

—

—

beast or (2) the blood-stained persecntioa
of which the beast is the author. The first
interpretation coincides best with the wordi
which immediately follow ; the second one
agrees with th« description in ver. 6 and
;

;
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oh. xiii. 7. (On the " names of blasphemy,"
as sigDifying opposition to and rivalry vrith
God, see on ch. xiii. 1.) The teven headt
denote universality of (earthly) dominion,
and the ten horns denote plenitude of power
(see on ch. xiii. 1).

—

Ver. i. And the woman was arrayed in
purple and scarlet colour. These words,
taken in connection with those that follow,
seem to signify the worldly magnificence
which may be the portion of the faithless
Christian.
Some writers see an allusion to
the pmple robe of Christ. (On the meaning of " scarlet," see on ver. 3.) And decked
with gold and precious stones and pearls;
gilded with, etc.
Similar descriptions are
given in Ezek. xvi. 13 and xxviii. 13.
Compare the description in ch. xxi. 11.
This account is suificiently chaiaoteristio of
the world's attractions to need no comment.
Having a golden cup in her hand full of
abominations and filthiness of her fornication ; full of abominations, even the unclean
things of, etc; (Eevised Version), the Authorized Version reading being placed in the
margin.
Another reference to Jer. U. 7
Abominations are
(of. also ch. xiv. 10).
all

to God.
see on oh. xiv. 8 and
it signifies unfaithfulness

things that are displeasing

(On "fornication,"
ch.

xvii.

1,

2;

towards God.)
Ver. S.— And upon her forehead was
a name written. Omit "was." 'Ovoita,
" name,"
is
dependent upon
exouero,
" having," in ver. 4.
This practice was
customary with harlots (Juv., 'Sat.,' vi.
123; Seneca, ' Controv.,* i. 2). In ch. xiv.
1 and vii. 3 the faithful members of God's
Church have his Name in their foreheads
here the faithless ones, represented by the
harlot,

exhibit

a spurious

imitation.

As

God's Name marked the former as his, so
the name Babylon, etc., marks the latter as
belonging to the world (see on ch. xvi 19
xvii. 5; xviii. 2).
The name consists of
the words following, to the end of the verse.

MYSTERY, BABYLON TEE GBEAT, THE
HOTHEB OF EABLOTS AKB ABOMINAHOHS OS THE EARTH. The word
"Mysteby" maybe (1) part of the name,

standing co-ordinately vrith " Babylon. "
Bleek, Hengstenberg, Vitriuga,
Wordsworth) ; (2) a description oP the following title, being thus in apposition with
Ofofia, " name " (Anberlin, De Wette, Dusterdieck, Ebrard); (3) an adverb used in
the same sense as in the last case (Stuart).
V/hichever view be taken, there can be no
doubt that the purpose is to draw attention
to the fact which is contained in the following words— a fact which might otherwise be
exceedingly difficult to receive. For the
rest of the verse asserts that the harlot is
Babylon; that is, that the worldly portion
(Alford,

ST.
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of the Church, though.nominally Christian,
is in reality identical with the world, which
is openly antagonistic to God.
Indeed, the
latter portion of the verse goes even further

than

this.

This faithless (though outwardly

Christian) portion of Christ's Church is the
mother, that is, the cause of the existence of
unfaithfulness to God. So true is it that
the professing Christian who is worldly
minded does more to cause in others disobedience and unfaithfulness to God, than
he who openly declares himself in opposition
to God, and even persecutes the faithful;
of. the words to the Church in Laodicea,
" I would thou wert cold or hot " (ch. iii.
15).

(On "ABOMINATIONS

Off

THE EABTH,"

see on ver. 4.)
Ver. 6. And I saw the woman drunken
with the blood of the saints, and with the
blood of the martyrs of Jesus ; of the imtnesses (cf. oh. xi. 7).
Another point of contrast between this woman and the woman
of ch. xii. ; the former persecutes, the latter
is persecuted.
It may be asked How can
these words be applied to professing Christians, as they must be, if such be the interpretation of the " harlot " ?
The answer
may be found in Jeremiah. In Jer. ii. 33,
34 and iii. 1 11 we find the origin of this
passage. Judah is a harlot (Jer. ii. 20;
iii. 1, 8) with a sign upon her forehead
(Jer. iii. 3), who causes transgression in
others (Jer. ii. 33 ; and compare above,
" Mother of harlots "), and in whose " skirts
is found the blood of the souls of the poor
innocents " (Jer. ii. 34). She is clothed in
crimson (Jer. iv. 30) and golden omamentE
(cf. ch. xvii. 4) ; her lovers will despise her
(Jer. iv. 30) and seek her life (cf oh. xvii.
Just as it was declared that in Judah
16).
was found the blood of the innocent poor,
BO here we are told that the faithless part
of the Church is guilty of the blood of the
The reason is found in the inscripsaints.
tion.
The harlot ia absolutely identified
with Babylon. Mo distinction in guilt can
be allowed between the openly hostile world
and the faithless Christian. "He that is
not with me," God declares, " is against
me " (Matt. xii. 20). The description
" drunken with," etc., is similar to that of
Babylon in ch. xviii. 2 ; and also in Jer. Ii.
7.
And when I saw her, I wondered with
great admiration ; with a great wonder
(Eevised Version). Probably because the
seer can scarcely realize that some who are
professing Christians must be held guilty of
such enormities ; that the harlot, representing a portion of the Church, faithless even
though it be, should be classed with the
world, as represented by Babylon and the
beast.
Perhaps the wonder is caused by
the fsct that such a thing should ever be
permitted to be ; this leading to the follow-

—

—

—

—

—
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explanation, urliich bIjows how the
unfaithfulness is aveYiged,
Ver. 7. And the angel said nnto me,
Wherefore didst thou marvel 1 did thou
uron<ler f- the
same word as in ver. 6.
Though the seer cannot fully compreheml
the terrible significance of the sign he sees,
viz. that a portion of the Church is one
with the hostile world (see on ver. 6), yet
there are sufficient marks wherewitii to
The woman, the wilderness,
identify it.
the reliance upon the world-power, the
Inscription, the similar description of Judah

Ing

—

and

iii. (see on ver. 6), might have
interpretation plain.
I will tell
thee the mystery of the woman, and of the
beast that carrieth her, which hath the seren
heads and ten horns ; the ten horns (of. ver.
5, which declares that this essential unity
Observe, too, that the
is a myitery).

in Jer.

li.

made the

" mystery of the

woman and of the beast
(On the " beast," " the seven
"the
heads," and
ten horns," see on preis all

one.

vious verses, esiieoially ch. xiii. 1.) In ver.
1 the harlot is said to sit on the waters
The two statehere the beast cariies her.
ments are really identical ; both the beast
and the waters represent the worldly power
found among " peoples, multitudes, nations,
and tongues " (ver. 14).

—

Ver. 8. ^The beast that thou sawest was,
and is not; and shall ascend out of the
bottomless pit, and go into perdition ; and
it about to come up out of the abyss (Eevised
Version). "And to go" (vKdyeiii) is read
In N, B. P, Vulgate, and almost all cursives ; while mdyfi, " he goeth," is found in
A, 12, Arethas, Irenseus. The latter part of
this passage is related again in oh. six. 20.
The beast, as we have seen, is the worldpower Satan in his character of "prince

—

Three stages are marljed
of this world."
out in the existence of this world-power
thirdly,
first, it was ; second, it is not now
The
it reappears, to be cast into perdition.
first period describes tlie condition of things
before the sacrifice of Olirist. Then it was
that Satan ruled supreme in the world;
that the power of tlie world the beast was.
;

—

But Christ overcame the world (John

xvi.

33); henceforth to all true believers there
althougli
they may " have
is " peace,"
tribulation " in the world (John xvi. 33)
for the faithful Christian the power of the
world the beast is not. Yet, though for
the true servant of God there is a sense in
which it may be said that this power has
no existence, it nevertheless exists in the
abyss, that is, in its natural abiding-plaoe
in the world, among the worldly minded,
and thus may cause " tribulation " to the
faithful.
A further downfall is, therefore,
prepared for it that which will take place
•t the last day, when it " will ascend from

—

—

[oh.

xvn.

the abyss to go into perdition.*"
existence, contemporaneously

1—1&

This nonwith exist-

and subsequent reappearance, is
what is described in the wound

ence

exactly

healed (ch.
this

of

xiii.

3; see also the remainder

verse).
embraced in these

The
words

period,

therefore,

the whole
It coincides with

is that of

existence of this world.
the period referred to im ch. xii. 14 and 17,
and in ch. xx. 3. Throughout the Apocalypse the word SjSi/rro-oj, translated '"bottondess pit " (Authorized Version) and
" abyss " (Revised Version), is used to
describe the dwelling-place rf Satan (see
ch. ix. 1, 2, 11 ; xi. 7 ; xx. 1, 3) while working in the world. " Perdition " is described
in ch. xix. 20 as the "lake of fire burning
with brimstone." And they that dwell on
the earth shall wonder, whose names were
not written in the hook of life from the
foundation of the world, when they behold
the beast that was, and is not, and yet is
whose name hath not been written upon the
book
beast, how that he was, and t<
.

.

.

and shall be present. The last words
show exactly what is meant in the first part

not,

The first words
of the verse (which see).
are a repetition of words in ch. xiii. 8
(which
Ver.

see).
9.

—And here

Is

the mind which hath

wisdom.

Omit "and."

mind

meaning),

in

(or,

Bead, Here is the
These words (as
draw attention to the
etc.

ch. xiii. 18)
explanation which follows or else that
which precedes (cf.. oh. xiii. 18).
They also
make it appear that the explanation which
the angel ofiers of the " mystery " is not one
to be understood without some difiicuUy.
The seven heads are seven mountains, on
which the woman sitteth. The diversity of
opinions on the interpretation of this passage
is mainly owing to the fact that writers are
not consistent in their application of symbols
and numbers; in one place interpreting
figuratively, in another literally.
We have
repeatedly seen that the language of the
Apocalypse and its numbers are symbolical.
The seals are not literal seals, the Lamb is
not a literal Lamb, the beast is not a literal
beast, etc.
So here, the mountains are not
literal mountains.
mountain is a symbol
of power (see on oh. viii. 8); seven is the
number significant of universality (see on
ch. i. 4 ; V. 1, etc.). The plain meaning ot
the passage, therefore, is that the woman
relies upon a visibly universal power.
This
is precisely the idea contained in ver. 3,
which describes the faithless part of the
Church (the harlot) trusting to the power
of the world (the beast).
Of course, the
most prominent form of this world-power in
St. John's time was heathen Borne, henoe
some writers believe that " the seven-hilled
city," Rome, is referred to her*
either

—

A

—

;
;;
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And, indeed, this
partial fulfilment of the vision
To
but it IB not the whole signification.
understand seven mountains literally in
necessary
place
renders
it
to
interpret
this
forty-two weeks, etc., literally in another.
Ver. 10. And there are seven Mngs ; and
pagan or papal Borne.

may be a

—

they are.
ver. 9),

Here we have the same idea (of,
with a somewhat different aspect

phrase in ver. 9, " seven mountains,"
regarded the world-power as one universal
indivisible whole, without respect to piirtioular times or modes in which it might be
exhibited. In this phrase, " seven kings,"
we have the same world-power viewed in its

The

by different nations
though here again we must be on our guard
successive exhibitions

not to interpret the number seven literally
The kings represent
of seven nations.
worldly states or kingdoms; seven, agiiiu,
betokens universality.
We are thus told
that this world-power on which the woman
relies is exhibited in the manifestation of
power by suooessive nations, e.g. Egyptian,
Assyrian, Boman, etc., as many as have
ever existed or shall exist; for this is the
meaning of seven. Five are fallen, and one
is, and the other is not yet come ; the five
Omit " and." Here,
the one ; the other.
again, not literally five. The seer divides
the whole series of anti-theistic worldpowers into three groups, and he would eay,
some, probably the majority, of these are
passed away; the second group embraces the
world-power as it is exhibited now, whether
Boman, Jewish, or any other; in the third
group are included those yet to oome. Thus
those writers who enumerate Egypt, Nineveh,
Babylon, Persia, Greece, Syria, etc., in the
first group, are partially correct, and only
wrong in so far as they attempt to limit and
define the kingdoms; and similarly also
those who in the third group place the,
Boman empire after the barbarian imasions,
And when he
or imperial Germany, etc.
Cometh, he mnst continue a short space ; a
Tl. is "short
little while {B,eyiBed Version).
space" describes the remainder of the time
of the world's existence. Such is its meaning in ch. vi. 11 and xii. 12, and again in
XX. 3. In a similar manner, also, " shortly

oome

to pass," etc. (ch. i. 1, 3 ; ii. 5, 16, etc.
also John xvi. 17, 28).
Ver. 11. And the beast that was, and is
not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven,
and goeth into perdition ; and the beast
(neuter, Sriplor) that was and is not, he himlelf is also an eighth (masculine), and is of
(iu, out of) the seven, etc.
may note (1)
that "eighth" refers to "king" in ver. 10,
being ransculine gender; (2) the absence of
the article before 075001, "eighth," shows
that this is not the eighth in a successive
ef.

—

We

series, in

which the kings already mentioned
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form the first seven. The Bevised VerafoB
probably gives the correct meaning, "is of
the seven " that is, the beast himself consists of, and is formed by, what has been
denoted by the seven kings.
We have
already interpreted the beast as the worldly
power Satan in his capacity of " prince of
this world." We have also shown that the
" seven kings " describes this worldly power
as it exists throughout all ages. This verse,
;

—

therefore,

sums up and reasserts

briefly

what

has been already virtually Intimated in the
symbolism employed, viz. that the beast is
the sum total of what has been described
under the form of five kings, then one king,
and then one king again (ver. 10). His
final doom is also reasserted, " he goeth into
perdition " (of. ver. 8 and ch. xix. 20)
Ver. 12. ^And the ten horns which thou
sawest are ten kings, which have received
no kingdom as yet.
The horns, as we
have Seen, are symbolical of power (see on
ch. xiii. 1), and ten signifies completeness and
sufficiency (eh. xiii. 1).
By the ten horns,
therefore, is expressed widespread, complete
power. But this power, says the seer, has
not come into existence a> yet. He thus
points to a coming power, hostile to God,
such as is described in that part of the
account of the seven kings which states
" the other is not yet oome " (ver. 10). It
seems probable, therefore, that in describing
the forces opposed to God those past, those

—

—

—

present, and those yet to come
St. John
foresees that the hostile world-power will

not be always pre-eminently wielded by one
nation, as in his own time; but will bo
divided into many parts, here represented
by the number ten, though not necessarily
exactly ten in number. This, indeed, exactly
desci'ibes what has really been the case since
St. John's time, and what, humanly speaking, seems likely to continue to the end of
tlie world.
These ien horns seem thus to
be identical with the seventh king of ver.
10.
Compare the account given of the
horns in Dan. vii. But reosive power as
kings one hour with the beast; authority
(Bevised Version).
One hour denotes "a
short time," in which way the Bible constantly describes the period of the world's
existence, and especially that period which
intervenes between the time of the writer
and the judgment-day (of. Bom. xvi. 20;
1 Oor. vii. 29; ch. vi. 11 ; xu, 12; iiii 20,
etc.).
This sentence thus declares that,
though in the future divided into many
parts, and thus not being visibly as potential as former
single united kingdoms,
nevertheless this hostile world-power will
be still formidable, having ranged itself on
the side of the beast, acting for and with
liim, and receiving power from him.

Ver

13.

—These

luivs

one mind, and shall
2 I

;
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give their power and strength trnto the beast
they give (present tense) their power and aathority, etc. That is, though apparently split
up into many sections, they form practically
one, acting by and for the beast on whose
side they range themselves (see on ver. 12).
Ver. 14. These shall make war with the
Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them
ihall war against.
This connects the de-

—

scription with ch. xvi. 14 and with oh. xiz.
11
This war between the Lamb and
21.
the powers of evil is that which extends
throughout the history of the world {vide
infra) ; it occupies the " one hour" of ver.
12, which is equivalent to the period of the
world's existence.
But the seer in this
verse looks forward also to the termination
of the conflict, the result of which, here
briefly indicated, is soon to be narrated more
fully,
for he is Lord of lords, and King
of longi. This is the reason given to the
Israelites (Deut. z. 17) for obedience to God
(cf. klso Dan. ii. 47 ; 1 Tim. vi. 15 ; and ch.
xix. 16).
Though the beast may exercise
in this world dominion and power as
" prince of this world," yet the Lamb is
King still greater, to whom the beast must

—

finally succumb.
He is thus King above
the kings of ch. xviL 2, 10. And they that
are with him are called, and chosen, and
faithful.
The Revised Version is more
correct. And they that are with him, called
and chosen and faithful [shall also overcome].
Another evidence of the lifelong nature of
this war.
Not only Christ wars and overcomes, but those associated with him are
permitted to share in the battle and the
victory.
Christ's saints are called here to
battle; in eh. xix. 9 they are called to
the marriage-supper of the Lamb (of. also
the exhortation to faithfulness in oh. ii. 10).
The three epithets describe the progressive
life of those who share Christ's victory.
They are called as all men are to serve
him ; having heard the call, they dedicate
their lives to his service, and become his
chosen servants; finally, having remained
faithful to him, they share in his victory.
Ver, 15. And he saith unto me.
As in
ver. 7, these words form the preface to A
particular description.
Having explained
the mystery of the beast, to whom the
woman looks for support, the angel now
proceeds to unfold the mystery of the harlot
herself.
The waters which thou sawest,
where the whore sitteth; viz. those menIn ver. 7 we are told tliat
tioned in ver. 1
the beast carries the woman. Both statements are correct. The beast is the worldpower, which is found among the " peoples,

—

—

—

.

Are
multitudes, nations, and tongues."
and multitudes, and nations, and
The fourfold description of the
tongues.
human race (at ch. t. 9, eto.), which, as a
psoples,
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whole, serves the beast (of. oh. xiii. S, 8, 12,
16), and out of which are selected the re-

deemed

(oh. T. 9 ; ix. 9).
Ver. 16. And the ten homa whieh thou
sawest upon the beast; and the ten horns
There
which thou tawest, and the beast.
is no authority for the iirl rh Bnplov of
Erasmus except the Vulgate, in bestia, and,
of course, the description given of the beast
(oh. xiii. 1, etc.).
The two are spoken of
separately, on account of the separate juris
diction wielded according to vers. 12, 13.
These shall hate the whore, and shall make
her desolate and naked, and shall eat her
fleth, and bum her with fire and shall burn
her utterly with fire (Kevised Version).
These words describe the fate in store for
the faithless portion of the Church. That
world, to which she trusts, shall turn and
rend her a fitting sequel to her want of
faith in the power of Christ.
This is
exactly the description given of the harlot
in Ezek. xvi. 37 (cf. also Ezek. xxiii. 22).
" Eat her flesh " and " bum with fire " both
describe similar results possibly the one is
thought of in connection with the symbol
of "harlot," the other with the symbol of
" city," with which the harlot is identical
(see on ver. 5; but see Gen. xxxviii. 24;
Lev. xxi. 9; cf. also the judgment upon
the wicked rich in Jas. v. 3, "shall eat your
flesh as it were fire ").
Ver. 17. For Qod hath put in their hearts

—

;

—

;

—

and to agree, and give their
kingdom unto the beast, until the words of
God shall be fulfilled; God did put .
to
do his mind, and to come to one mind (Revised Version). " His mind " is thought by
Bengel, De Wette, and Diisterdieck to sig-

to fulfil his will,

.

.

nify the beast's mind. Others understand
God's mind. In either case the general
sense is plain. While the world-power is
apparently performing the will of tlie beast,
God is working above all ; only by his permission can anything be done (cf. the " it

was given

God" are
who trust
quoted on

" of ch. xiii. ).
The " words of
his denunciations against those
to the world (cf. Ezek. xvi. 37,

ver. 16).
18.
^And the

—

woman which thou
sawest is that great city, which re^neth
over the kings of the earth.
repetition
of the assertion made in ver. 5, viz. that the
Ver.

A

harlot

and Babylon are

ver. 5).

Many

writers

identical (see on
have been led by

this verse to believe that Rome, either
pagan or papal, is thus pointed out as the
antitype of the harlot. That this is one
fulfilment of the vision need hardly be
doubted. Rome was in Si. John's time the
foremost embodiment of the hostile forces
of the world. But this is not the whole
fulfilment, which is in all time (see above,
especially on ver. 1 of this chapter).

;
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HOMILBTICS.
Ten. 1— — " Bah/ton

18.
the great." Out aim in this homily will he to show to what
form of evil the name "Babylon the great" specially seems to point. The complexity
and ditEculty which hare gathered round this chapter seem to the writer to arise rather
from the enormous incubus of human interpretation which has pressed it down. In
If we untwist
this passage we are shown rather a twisted rope than a tangled web.
the threads and lay them side by side, we shall not have much difficulty, specially
if we exercise all that reverent and painstaking care which is due to the e.Namination
The main figure in the symbolism of the chapter
of every part of the Word of God.
is on infamous woman.
Those who are familiar with Old Tesrameat prophecy will

As in Isa. i.
often the terms "fornication," "adultery," etc., are used.
20 ; iii. 1, 6, 8, and in many other places, such terms are used of an
apostate Church. In Isa. zxiii. .15
17 the like terms are used of Tyre; in Nab. iii.
So that, so far as the use of such terms in Scripture is concerned,
4, of Nineveh.
they may mean apostasy from G-od under the form either of secular rule or of
religious corruption (of. Porter, p. 292).
Nor can we have any difficulty in seeing
the propriety of such figures. As fornication and adultery are forms of false affection,
and are the prostitution of the most sacred part of our nature to alien purposes, so
the alienation of the heart from God, and the departure pf a Church from fidelity to
him, is a violation of the most sacred ties, and is the lea.<;uing of the heart in a false
Where is this harlot seen f There is a triple
alliance, which is odious to our God.
combination of expressions here. (1) She is seen seated on the beast with seven
heads and ten horns ; (2) seated on seven hills ; (3) seated on many waters, which are
Her being seated on the beast, or resting on the civil
peoples, nations, and tongues.
world-power, is one form of expressing her alliance with state authority. The seven
heads of the beast are so many forms of worldly dominion ^five of which had passed
away, viz. Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, and Greece. The sixth existed at the time
of the apostle.
This was Borne. The seventh was another which, when Rome was no
more Rome, would rise up, and would be manifest in ten forms. The number ten may
be a definite expression for an indefinite number, or it may be that the world-powers
may yet be resolvable into ten before Babylon's fall. And the beast himself being an
eighth ^is also doomed to perdition. That the woman is also spoken of as seated on
seven hills, and (in ver. 18) as " that great city," again indicates a very precise reference
to Rome.'
That she was seated on many waters indicates her sway being as wide as
that of the great world-power with which she was in base alliance. Seated on this
earthly power, and yet controlling it, as a rider is seated on a horse and yet controls
the beast. This is the harlot, Babylon the great, which made all nations to drink of
the wine of her (brnication. Nor must we fail to notice the several descriptive features of
the harlot. She is : (1) Clad in gorgeous aray (ch. xvii. 4). (2) Holding out an enticing
cup (ver. 4). (3) Mother of harlots and abominatioiiS (ver. 5). (4) Drunk with the
blood of the holy (ver. 6). (5) Poisuning the inhabitants of the earth (ch. xviii. 3).
(6) Bearing names of blasphemy (ver. 3). (7) Yet in a wilderness (ver. 3). (8) Ruling
over the kings of the earth (ver. 18). (9) One by whom the merchants grow rich (ch.
xviii. 3).
(10) Presumptuous in her self-security '(ch. xviii. 7). (11) Hated by the
very powers whom she has ruled (ver. 16). Hence we are bidden, by the very terms
of the symbolism, to look out for some form of evil, which manifests a glaring alienation
and apostasy from God while yet putting on a form like that of the faithful Church
which at once relies on worldly power, and yet assumes its direction ; which invests
itself in gorgeous array, assumes pompous titles, even such as are names of blasphemy
against our Lord and against his Christ ; which should exert a most baneful influence
on the inhabitants of the earth, and fill the air with the miasma of her pollutions and
her crimis; which should be at ease in her self-security, ae if no power cotdd disturb
her ; which should shed the blood of the saints without measure ; and which should be
in itself the very filth and scum of wickedness.
The apostle is astonished with a great
astonishment at the symbols of such an incarnation of evil. And a voice is heard crying
know how
21

;

Jer.

ii.

—

—

—

—

—

'

Some

(vide Russell, et al.) regard Jerusalem as the seven-hilled city. But Dr. Geiki*
bills only (8e« ' The Holy Land itnd the Bible," vol. i p. 468).
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that ye receive not of her plagues." Gan tot
answer to thii symbolism, t
have no
hesitation in saying
Yes.
In so doing, let us observe that there really ia not room for
any great diversity in applying siich symbolism as we have here, for suiely there are
few forms of evil so gigantic as to suit the words, " She hath made all nations drink,"
etc. It is, however, clear that whatever form of evil there may be, known or unknown
to us, which presents all the features named here, or even the greater part of them,
there is a great Babylon which is doomed to a fall that will he utter and irretrievable.
Therefore observe
I. One form of Babylon the great is seen in that terrible, awful, universal departure
from God which has corrupted all nations, perverted politics, poisoned commerce, and
marred social life ; by which, as manifested in the iniquitous pursuit of gain, many
have grown rich ; which has manifested itself in " the lust of the flesh, the lust of the
;
eye, and the pride of life " which has assumed a domineering air, commanding men to
bow down to it, under pain of social ostracism or petty persecution. This spirit of
exaltatiouLagainst God has often puffed men up in false security.
It hath been the
curse of mankind for when men are unfaithful to God, they are untrue to themselves.
The cup of iniquity becomes fuller and fuller. Often the land mourneth because there
is no truth nor justice, nor knowledge of God, therein.
Yea, in legion forms this worldwide poison of sin, which works out in blasphemy towards God and ruin towards man,
And in so far as any
is a great Babylon, which will be smitten, and reel, and fall.
so-called Church puts itself between man and God, and usurps his rights, it is akin to
Babylon the great.*
II. At the same time, we cannot fail to see that there is one special form of evil
which more than anything else in the world is pointed out in the symbolism of this
chapter, and that is the apostasy of the Chuboh of Bomb.
Not that we can agree
with those who think papal Rome the sole enemy of God here referred to. For we shall
find in the lamentation over Babylon's fall much that leads us to think not only of a
huge ecclesiastical Babylon, but also of a huge commercial one. But that papal Rome
The student
is one form of this mystic Babylon we can entertain no doubt whatever.
of history can follow out at leisure thirteen or fourteen lines of inquiry, on which
we can but give a few illustrative remarks. 1. The woman was seated on the beast as
Rome has relied on the worldly power to put her decrees
if supported by it (ver. 3).
into execution by brute force both in using temporal powers, and in herself claiming
temporal power as well as spiritual. 2. She yet rides the beast as if to govern it (ver.
know but too well how Rome has aimed at, and does still aim at, controlling
3).
the power on which she relies ; claiming even to regulate allegiance to earthly princes.
3. She is seated on many waters (ver. 1). In every quarter of the world her emissaries
And in many a land where the pure gospel of Christ has been preached, she
are sent.
sends her emissaries to undo the holy work by sowing tares among the wheat, 4. She
Kings are but the " sons of the Church,"
rules over the kings of the earth (ver, 18).
to do the bidding of their " holy " (?) mother ; otherwise she may absolve subjects from
5. She holds out a golden cup full of abominations (ver.
allegiance to their sovereign.
Papal Rome makes large offers of indulgences and absolutions, and positively lures
4).
men into sin. 6. The merchants grow rich by her (oh. xviii. 3). Many are enriched
by the ungodly traffic to which she consents in making the house of prayer a den of
thieves; for her indulgences and absolutions will cover any kind and degree of sin,
whether in the getting of wealth or otherwise. 7. She is presumptuous in her selfPapal Rome acknowledges no other Church, and looks for the
security (ch. xviii. 7).
time when all will be absorbed in her, while she is to be "a lady for ever," 8. She is
in gold (ver. 4), purple, scarlet, and precious ptonea. Any
ailerned with pompous array

aloud,

now point

to

out of her,

people

any form or forms of

.

.

.

We

evil that

;

j

We

—

'

imr

" Babylon embraces

own

door.

much more than Rome, and illustrations of what she is lie nearer
Wherever professedly Christian men have thouglit the world's favour butter

wherever they liave esteemed its honours a more desirable possession
shame; wherever they Lave courted ease rather than welcomed suffering, have
loved self-indulgence itither than self-sacrifice, and have substituted oovetousness in grasp*
there has been a part of the spirit of
ing, for generosity in distributing what they had,
Babylon " (Milligan's Commentary,' in loo.). (The whole of the professor*! aUe uid
weighty note on Babylon should b« studied.)

than
than

its

reproach

;

its

—

'

—
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one wlio has watoTied the worVIng of papal Rome at Rome will need no words to con*
ince him of her gorgeous display and dazzling sheen. 9. She is drunk with th« blood
of the holy (ver. 6).
What tales does history unfold I
hundred and fifty thousand
persons perislied under the Inquisition in thirty years; and from the beginning of the
Order of Jesuits, in 1540, it is supposed that nine hundred thousand persons perished
through papal cruelty. While, although it is impossihle to estimate the exact number,
yet it is supposed that during the papal persecutions of the Waldenses, Albigetises,
Bohemian Brethren, Wickliffltes, and other Protestants, those who perished are counted
hy the million. The same spirit exists still. In Ireland the priests keep the people in
terror, and if Rome does not persecute us, it is because she dare not.
10. She is the
icother of abominations (ver. 5). Students of history and tourists in papal districts
know that this is literally true. Indulgences for an indefinite number of years may be
purchased with money. No viler-looking set of faces could ever be beheld than the present writer has seen surrounding the confessional-boxes in St. Peter's at Rome. 11. The
beast she rides is full of names of blasphemy (ver. 3). The proclamation of infallibility
is the one fulfilment of this that surpasses all others.
12. The inhabitants of the earth
are led by her into sin (ch. xviii. 3).
The papal Church notoriously leads people
into the sin of idolatry.
The worship of Rome is largely the adoration of a great
goddess.*
Papists pronounce accursed those who do not "honour, worship, and adore
the adorable images." 13. The several kings or kingdoms into which the civil power
of the beast is to be divided shall " hat-e the whore, and make her desolate," etc (ver.
How true! If there is an object of imperial hatred, it is papal Rome, which
16).
is hated most of all.
She is regarded as the disturber of states everywhei-e. 14. Yet
within thi» great Babylon there will be to the last some saints of God, who will be
called on to come out of her (ch. xviii. 4). Even so. Fearfully apostate and adulterous
as is papal Rome, there are ia her pale many holy ones who are profoundly ignorant
of the abominations, done by her in religion's name.
The Lord will know his own in
the day when he maketh up Ids jewels. But this great Babylon of harlotry, pomp,
pride, and all abominations, is doomed to fall terribly, suddenly, completely, and for
ever!* Earnestly do we press on the student carefully to follow up each of these
fourteen lines on which history will be found to confirm the prophecy here couched in
symbolic form. The identification is such that not one point seems lacking. How this
great mystery of iniquity is to fall we have yet to consider.

A

—

Vers. 16, 17 ; ch. xviii. 4 8.
Means and methods of the /all of Babylon the great.
Every great Babylon must fall ; whether by such a term it be intended to denote a
huge commercial or a huge ecclesiastical Babylon. A corrupt world and an unfaithful
Church must both come to luin. The name " Church " will give no security against
destruction if the salt have lost its savour. If any Church allies itself with an ungodly
world-power, leaning on it for support, and gathering its prestige from thence, it is, so
far, committing spiritual fornication.
"The wine of her fornication" intoxicates men.
Precisely so. It is the glamour, the glitter, the pomp, and prestige Ihat attend a Church
in her connection with the state, that lead men away into a deceptive' admiration, and
even intoxicate them with thoughts of her magnificence and power. In the Church of
Rome, howevet, all the evils of spiritual whoredom are at their topmost height. In
no other Church in the world is there so much pomp and yet so much carnality.
And the Holy Ghost has in these chapters not only given us a sketch beforehand of
what she would be, but (though with less of detail) has indicated the means and
methods by which she would be destroyed, and has also pointed out the guarantees of

the fulfilment of this.
I.

A CONSTAKT

8U0GB8TI0N,
'

IS

OVBRRULTNG PoWER, OOVBENINO BY MEANS OF THB LAWS OF MENTAJL

AT WORK WITH THAT END Df VIEW.

See Dean Alford's ' Letters from Abroad,' No.

iv.,

The impulses

" From

Rome

;

in

human

spirit!

" in Good Word$. 1864.

p. 469.

See Bishop Wordsworth's pamphlet on this subject; Rev. Grattau Oninneii'* book,
the ReformatioD,' 1887; and for a different view of the expression, "the
even-hilled city," see the iDtroduetion to tlie second edition of the Eev. Dr. BuBiell'g
•Parousia,' 1887. (The homilies of the present writer which follow, on oh. xviii. and xlx.
'

Romanism and
I
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are so directed a3 to serve God's purposes and not man's (vers. 16, 17).

xyu.

1— la

The

king's

*'

whithersoever he will;" "The
;
man's heart
lot is cast into the lap, but the whole disposal thereof is of the Lord " "
deviseth his way, hut the Lord directeth his steps." God says to Cyrus, " I girded
thee, though thou hast not known me." So of another we read, " Howheit he meaneth
not so ; it is in his heart to destroy nations not a few." " God hath put it into theil
hearts to fulfil his will, till the words of God shall be fulfilled." The right or the
wrong of the willing is Djan's own. The issues thereof are overruled by God for his
ends. Scripture ab lunds in illustrations of this. Joseph is cast into the pit. Man
meant one thing Gud accomplished ancirher. God meant it for good, to save much
people alive. Paul is thrown into prison ; his bonds turn out rather unto the furtherance of the gospel. Luther is imprisoned, and his castle becomes a Bethel. Bunyan
Every diligent student of God's
is thrown into prison, and it becomes a second Patmos.
providence must have observed the like again and again. Even so, that which is
made use of by man to prop up a system may be employed by God to overthrow it.
Thus it is to be witlj Babylon the sreat. In spite of all that man can say and ^o,
however imposing the names and pretensions of this harlot, however widely spread and
deeply rooted may be the ramifications of the evil, however much the worldly interests
of men may be bound up therein, there is a sure process of undermining going on at
every hour that undermining being none the less speedy at the moment men are
taking the pains to prop it up. It was so with slavery in America. It is so with
popery at Rome. The plans of men for upholding loth the one and the other have
The
issued, and will issue, in results the very opposite of those which man intended.
world is not in man's hands, after all, but in God's. He puts it in men's hearts tu
heart

in the

is

hand

of the Lord,

and he turneth

it

A

;

—

fulfil

his will.

IL The vbbt powers on whtch Babylon relied will tttbn round against heb
shall hate the harlot,"
.
TO HATE AND HARM HER. (Ver 16, " i'he ten horns
Not one of the European powers that has not
etc.) How truly is this being fulfilled
And now there is not one of the
in some period or other been relied upon by Rome.
main kingdoms of the world that is not "hating" her. They are working in their own
.

.

!

defence against papal intrigue.' Historical incidents of the last twenty years are a
Thus " the Word of prophecy is made
startling fulfilment of the Apocalyptic word.
more sure" (2 Pet. i. 19, Revised Version).
III. There will be judgments and plagues that will consummate heb ruin.
Regularity and continuity combine with catastrophe
(Ch. xviii. 8, 10 xvi. 18 21.)
to advance the world.
There is a long period of orderly, even, and regular sequints.
Then there comes an upheaving, aiid effects in one hour that for which ages have been
preparing the way. In the blasting of rocks we see ihe slow boring and undermining;
then the laying of the train of ])owder. So far all is done deliberately. Then • match
there is a moment of suspense ; then a small curling wreath
is applied ; a spaik is fired
of smoke, followed in an instant by a mighty blast, and lo the rock is rent, and reels and
falls.
So '.hero are wondrous wi)rks going on unobserved in the bowels of the earth
For years the crust is undisturbed; then comes one
that storehouse of molten flame.
mighty heaviug, and lo! in one awful moment cities and palaces, temples and towers,
are overthrown.
So shall it be at last with Babylon the great. The issue alone can
great
explain the detail.
But some six or seven words are sufficiently significant "
earthquake " (ch. xvi. 18) ; " a great hail " (oh. xvi. 21) ; " death, and mourning, and
famine," " plagues " (ch. xviii. 4
8); "burned with fire"(ch. xviii. 8); and at the
last her judgment shall come "in one hour" (ch. xviii. 10)l
IV. The attendants of her ruin will be retribution and desolation. RetriShe trifled with and even
btitioti ; for she is to be rewarded as she rewarded others.
trampled on the temporal powers in time past, and now of her temporal iHjwer she
Desolation: the description of this is taken from the corresponding
herself is shorn.
passages in Isaiah and Jeremiah coicerning Babylon of old (Isa. xiii. 19 22; Jer. li.
Those words have come to be literally fulfilled.' Like words are on record con37).
cerning papal Rome. They too will be fulfilled. The time will come when no priests
;

—

;
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See Mr. Gladstone's striking pamphlets on the Vatican; also Bisliop Wordsworth'i,
Is not the Ohurch of Rome Babylon the Great? 9tU tdit, p. 87, «t «ej,
See Keith's ' Evideuoe of Vtogheoj,'

entitled,
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The walls of her mighty temples will be shattered, and
unclean bird shall reverberate from column to column of her

shall minister at her altars.

the shrieks of

many an

iiilapidated pile.

" Thus terribly shall Babel fall.
Thus and no more be found at all t"

—

the do/minion of papal Some may welt fill Mt with
wonder. It is terrible indeed to see this harlot committing fornication witli the kings
uf the earth, seated upon many waters, intoxicating the nations with her greatness, and
carrying her oorraptions and abominations to the ends of the earth. But all is forewritten, that we might not be alarmed, however we may be distressed.
Therefore ; 2.
We ought not to be dismayed, as if some calamity had unawares befallen the world.
It has not come otherwise than was foretold to tlie apostle in Patmos.
The fourteen
outlines of the ground-plau described in the preceding homily show an exact correspondence between the Word of God and the events of history. 3. Nor should we fear
The word which forecast Babylon's rise has foretold its fall. 4.
for the final issue.
Meanwhile, be it our) not to be caught by appearances. To this day the harlot is
bedecked and bedizened in gold and silver and precious stones. Her pomp and pride
and the prestige of her ancient date charm many into a blind compliance with her
umours. Many wish to drink of the golden cup which is in her hand. But ah even
apostasy may be covered with pearls, and the beast may be clad in scarlet.
What if
b'-neathf
5. Even when, however, the fall of Babylon the great shall come, that wili
not be the end one more conflict will await the Church. The ten horns that have
turned round on the harlot will make war with the Lamb. There will remain the war
between the boast and the King of kings aud Lord of lords. 6. Therefore, finally, he it
(iurs to be among those who are with Christ, and to whom the three epithets may be fitly
applied 'called/' "chosen," and "faithful."
All tawdry show and carnal blaze are
doomed. Duly what is true and real will live on unharmed for ever. Laus Deo I

Note :

1.

Hie amazing extent of

!

;

—

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.
Ver. 14.
The war with the Lamb. This chapter and the next are mainly occnpied
with the description of the combatants the city, the court, and the provinces ot Rome
who waged war against the Church of Christ, and therefore are said to " make war with
the Lamb;" and with (ch. xviii.) the fall of the city, which was the centre and head ol
the whole war against Christ.
hold to the belief that St. John was telling, not
of something in the far future, which could be but of little avail to the persecuted
Church of his day, but of events which were near at hand, imminent, and should
" shortly come to pass." Therefore, concerning the interpretation which makes Daniel
explain St. John, and understands the seven kings as the seven world-empires fi-om
Egypt to Rome, and the ten horns as the future dismemberment of the Roman empire
how, we ask, could the knowledge of this then far-future event help the suffering
saints, to cheer and strengthen whom was the one chief purpose of this book ?
To say
Qothing of the incongruity of speaking of Rome in St. John's day as a power that " was,
and is not" (yer. 11); or that in his day it had received a "deadly wound" (ch. xiii.
3) ; or that the dismembered Roman empire, of which we and most of modern Europe
have for nigh a thousand years formed parts, should continue only " a short space."
We should feel pressed with the diESculties of this interpretation were there none other
which avoided them. But as there is such other, we feel compelled to adopt it.
do not say that this one has no difiSculties, but they are small in comparison with those
belonging to the one we have refused. Aud now let us consider
I. " Thbsb " WHO MAKE WAR WITH THE Lamb.
are they ?
believe St.
John to refer : 1. To the court of Rome, especially to the monster Nero, the emperor.
Sometimes this name stands for the God(1) He is described : (o) As " the beast."
and-Christ opposing world-power
general, the secular antichrist of the several
ages ; and sometimes for the embodiment of that jower in one person, as in Nero.
How he deserved the nawe by reason of his ferocity, cruelty, and bestiality, let Tacitus
tell, and many others who knew (cf. Benan'e ' L' Antichrist ').
(6) As soon to be no
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more. So soon, bo certain, was his removal, that he is Bpoken of in ver. 8 as "the
;
beast that was, and is not, and yet is " and again (ver. 11^, as " was, and is not ;
though, from ver. 10 and many other sources, we know that when St. John wrote
Nero was yet liriug, and furiously persecuting the Church of Ood. This is an inspired
prediction of what was soon to come, and is clothed, after the frequent manner of
prophecy, in the language of an event already past, though indeed it was future,
(c)
As one day to reappear (ver. 8, " He shall ascend out," etc.). The belief tliat Nero
should return was notorious (of. Stuart and Farrar, in toe). (2) He is identified : (o)
By the city over which he rules (ver. 9). Seven-hilled Borne, " the city of the seven
hills," was as frequent and well-understood a name for Borne as would be " the city on
the banks of the Thames" for Lon.lon. (6) By his place in the succession of kins^s.
He stands sixth in the list of the Roman emperors. " Five" had passed away of the
twelve Cajsars. He was the sixth the " one is " (ver, 10). (c) His successor's short
reigu.
Galba reigned but three months; " He must continue a short space." (d) By
the universal belief that he would return (of. supra). (3) He is doomed to go " into
perdition" (ver. 11). Such was the man or monster beast, rather who led the war
against the Church of Christ in his day.
2. To the city of Rome.
She is branded
with the name of " Babylon . . . mother of harlots " (ver. 5), and is described as an
utterly abandoned woman, revelling in wealth and splendour, exercibing her deadly
seductive influences over all the empire, flaunting forth her shame with unblushing
effirontery, and cruel with a ferucity that the beast she sat upon, and who sustained her,
could hardly rival or satisfy. " Drunk with the blood of the saints." Such was the
seven-hilled Bome when St. John knew it.
Even a monster like Nero would hardly
have dared to rage as he did had he not been encouraged by the brutal populace that
swarmed in Home. 3. To the consuls and proconsuls. The ten provincial governors
who aided and abetted " the beast " in his war against Christ. There were ten of
these: Italy, Achaia, Asia, Syria, Egypt, Africa, Spain, Gaul, Britain, Germany
(Farrar).
And in all these the will of Nero was law. His persecution was by no
means confined to Rome this entire book shows that, though it began there. It was,
as ver. 13 says, they gave " their power - . . unto the beast."
1. Then, when St. John wrote, it was by
II. The methods of thbib wabfabb.
So that Rome is represented as
cruel, horrible, widespread, and bloody persecution.
" drunk with blood," and the description is confirmed by historic fact. But 2. Now,
Ml our day, the secular, antichristian spirit manifests itself in quite another form.
The beast-spirit " yet is," though clothed in other garb. The world is the world yet,
and still makes " war with the Lamb." It aims now not so much to hurt the body as
It kills holy
the BOuL The former it may not touch, but the latter it can and does.
habits, woun4« conscience, defiles the thoughts, stuns religious sensibilities, mocks at
religious earnestness, exiles her language, her literature, and her laws.
All this the
world-spirit does by its customs, maxims, and its administration of its rewards and
punishments. It has corrupted public opinion, poisoned the atmosphere which daily
the believer has to breathe ; its influence is often, generally, unseen, intangible, indescribable, but nevertheless as real and deadly to the souls of men as were the bloody
laws of Bome to the bodies of the believers in the Church of the first century. But
consider
Lamb, and yet " Lord of lords, and
III. The Lamb aoainst whom " these " wab.
King of kings." The ideas seem incongruous. How, then, is " the Lamb " this ? 1. By
Though Son of man, he is also Son of God (cf. Ps. ii.). 2. By
rightful authority.
virtue of his sacrifice. It is this great fact that he keeps prominently through his chosen
name " the Lamb." In heaven he is thus seen as " a Lamb who had been slain
(ch. iv. ; cf. Phil, iii., " Therefore hath God also highly exalted him, and," etc.).
3.
By the might of meekness. See how at his nativity the shepherds were told they should
And what was it that they did see ?
babe,
see the " Saviour, Christ the Lord."
" wrapped in swaddlii g-olothes, and lying in a manger." But in that utter humiliation
and self-abnegation of the Son of God lay the might that should make him, as it has
made him, "King of kings, and Lord of lords." Meekness is might, sacrifice ia
It is no arbitrary
sovereignty, losing life is gaining it the cross creates the crown.
arrangement; it lies in the constitution of our nature, to which his meekness and love
appeal with such resistless furce. "0 Galilxan, thou hast conquered 1" said the
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Emperor Julian.

And Constantine confessed the same, and Rome bowed to Christ.
the consent of conscience.
Blessed be God, there is a better self in the worst of
men, and the appeal to that better self in men, though drowned by many a vile clamour
for a long time, will yet be heard and obeyed.
And Christ by his gospel made (uch
appeal.
6.
the grace he imparted to his people.
"Thuir patient continuance in
4.

By

By

well-doing put to silence " all tlieir foes.
Bome looked on at these Christians and
wondered, and, after a while, gave way and worshipped with them. For not alone in
and by himself does the Lamb overcome, but 6. In his people. "They that are with
him." The Revised Version rightly renders St. John's words, "They also shall overcome that are with him, called, chosen, faithful."' St. John does not teach that the
Lamb was indebted to them for this victory, as a general is indebted to his army.
That, though tlie Authorized Version seems to lead countenance to such idea, is very
far from the truth.
But what is meant is that, like their Lord, " they that are with
him " overcome. " The noble army of martyrs praise thee." In them he repeats and
reproduces his victory.
It is, therefore, of great interest and importance to know who
they are that are " with him." For the conditions of victory are the same to-day as
they were of old. The enemy has not changed in reality, though he has in form. And
would we overcome, we must be as ihey of old who overcame. Well, then, see how they
are described.
They are : (1) (Jailed.
answer to that description. So far so good.
We, the avowed Christian people of our day, have been called by God's providence, by
his Spirit, through his Word, his ministers, and by his manifold means of grace, and
we are in his Church because of it. (2) Chosen. Are we this ? It does not at all
follow that we are so because we are called.
All the chosen are called, but not all the
" Many are called, and few," etc. How, then, may we know if we
called are chosen.
are elect, chosen ?
Not by frames and feelings, fitful emotions of the mind, which come
and go like the clouds. Not by position and office.
may be recognized communicants and pastors, teachers, or aught else of the kind. God forbid that we should
say all this counts for nothing as evidence of our Christian standing;! It does count
for something, but in itself is by no means sufficient evidence as to whether we he God's
chosen or not. And not by Church or creed.
may prefer our own and feel persuaded that we are it the right. Bui Churches and creeds other than our own have
furnished many of Christ's elect, and not all ours are certainly chosen. But thus we
may know if we be chosen: (3) If we be of those who axe faithful. Called we are;
chosen we may be. If faithful, then we are of the chosen too; and this, and this only,
They of old through the Lamb overcame. It is they who to-day through
Is the proof.
him alone overcome. May we not, then, hear the apostolic word addressed to us,
"
brethren, give all diligence to make your calling and election sure " ? S. 0.
:

We

We

We

—
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—

Ver. 1 ch. xviii. 24. Babylon. We read her name, "Babylon the great, thk
MOTHER OF THE HARLOTS AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH." NoW, the wliole
It is a city
idea of the sinful opposition to God is gathered together in a unit.
it is
We must forsake all guides, and declare our conviction that Babylon means
a woman.
;

neither Christian nor heathen Bome, nor any other city, kingdom, or state in particular
but the one kingdom of evil manifesting itself in many kingdoms and systems, both
The essential idea is
political and ecclesiastical, and equally independent of either.
the Babylon of evil as it stands in antithesis to the holy Jerusalem the pure, the

—

Two

chief divisions will comprehend the teaching concerning
" Babylon " (1) Its description ; (2) its destruction.
1. Its corrupt character.
As before the prophets
I. The DESCRIPTION OP Babylon.
were "false" and the spirits were "unclean," and stood opposed to God; lo now
bride, the

Lamb's

wife.

:

harlotry, fornication, drunkenness, blasphemy, abominations, luxury, persecuting
violence, sorcery, submission to the beast, warring against the Lamb, are the terms
employed to describe or indicate the excessive foulness and corruption of the faithless

This is "the woman," having in her hand "a golden cup full of abominations,
city.
even the unclean things of her fornication." This the " Babylon the great," which is
become " a habitation of devils, a hold of every unclean spirit, and a hold of every
unclean and hateful bird." 2. Virulent antagonism to the good, even to the loftiest
" War against the Lamb ; " " blasphemed the God of heaven ;
ideals of goodness.
"gather together unto the war ol the great day of God;" "poured out the blood of

—
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and prophets ; " in such tenns is the antipathy to all righteousnesa declatad.
Occasion of all evil, seen in the corruption of life, the deceitfulness of iniquity, the
loss of the blessings of righteousness, degradation in sin, to which the " peoples, and
multitudes, and nations, and tongues " are reduced " where the harlot sitteth ; " and the
judgments and consequent sufferings in which they are involved. 4. The widespread,
universal character of the desolation caused. In every aspect this vision is "great
and marvellous."
The harlot "sitteth upon many
It is "Babylon the great."
" And
waters," which waters are " peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues."
t he woman is the great city which reigneth over the kings of the earth ; " " by the wine
" What city is like the great
of the wrath of her fornication all the nations are fallen."
city," with whose "sorcery were aU the nations deceived"?
"In her was found the
blood of all that have been slain upon the earth." This is the universal kingdou) of
"
evil, whose
sins reached unto heaven."
Again and again has it seemed as though
these words of widespread import found their fulfilment but no complete idea can be
formed that shuts out any part of the one all-pervasive kingdom of wickedness. This
great kingdom shall come to an end.
Such is the ever-recurring promise of this book.
The " harlot " is made " desolate and naked ;
II. Its desteootion is complete.
hated by all over whom she sat as a queen ; they shall " eat her flesh, and bum her
utterly with fire."
"Woe, woe! " is pronounced against the great city, Babylon ; "for
" Fallen, fallen is Babylon the great." " In one
in one hour is thy judgment come."
day shall her plagues come, death, and mourning, and famine : and she shall be utterly
burned with fire;, for strong is the Lord God which judgeth her." "The Lamb shall
" And a strong
overcome," and thus shall they also overcome that are with him.
angel took up a stone as it were a great millstone, and cast it into the sea, saying,
Thns with a mighty fall shall Babylon, the great city, be cast down, and shidl be
found no more at all." Then shall the kings of the earth that committed fornication
with her, and the merchants of the earth who were made rich by her, and every
shipmaster and mariner, and all that were made rich by her, weep and mourn and
lament ; while to heaven a sweet song of joy and thankfulness shall rise from them who
with the Lamb have overcome who are " called, and chosen, and faithfiiL" R. G.
saints
3.

;

—

—

— —

6.
" The great whore : " a corrupt Christianity. " And there came one
Vera. 1
of the seven angels which had the seven vials, and talked with me, saying unto me,
Come hither ; I will show unto thee the judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon
many waters," etc. What a strange woman loomed in John's vision here 1 He <»lls
her "the great whore [harlot]." He saw her seated upon a " scarlet-coloured beast, . . .
decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup full of abominations
.
and upon her forehead was a name written. Mystery, Babylon the Great, the
Mother of Harlots and Ab)minations of the Earth. And she was drunken with the
strange
blood of the saints, and witU the blood of the martyrs of Jesus " (vers. 3 6).
creation this, truly, but scarcely stranger or more grotesque than many of the objects
must ask Pioteitant
that have entered and still do enter into human dreams.
:

.

.

—

A

We

inferpreters to say

who

this

woman

is,

for

they

know

about her. They, forsooth,
I cannot say who she is ; nor does it
all

are certain that she is pagan, or papal Home.
matter. I shall make use of her to illustrate corrupt Christianity ; and this includes
Conventional Christianity is as truly corrupt a.Protestantism as well as popery.
The description here given of thit
papal, and, in some respects, it is even worse.^
harlot suggests and illustrates three great evils ever conspicuous in corrupt Christianity

Here

is

Political subsebvibnot. "Come hither; I will show unto thee the judgment
of the great whore [harlot] that sitteth upon many waters [or, ' many nations '] " (Ter.
This woman, clothed in "purple and scarlet," and gorgeously adorned, yielded
1).
herself up to the desires and lusts of worldly authorities empty voluptuaries " drest in
" With whom the kings of the earth have committed fornicaa little brief authority."
The essence of genuine Christianity is spiritual supremacy and invintion " (ver. 2).
cible lovereigniy over the princelets, kinglets, and emperors of the world, in all the little,
I.

;

as well at great, temporalities of
'

life.

Essentially Christianity

See " Conventional Christianity, the Great Hindrance

tianity of Christ," in

'

Septem in Uno,'

p. 337.

to

is

the absolute queen ol
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Although her kingdom is "not of this world," her demand is that the world
should bow to her. In yielding to worldly influence she lost her pristine purity and
primitive power ; she got corrupted, and became more and more the servant of rulers
and the instrament of states. This she has been from before the days of Constantine
down to this hour. What is conventional Christianity, not only throughout England
but throughout Christendom, to-day? Verily, she is rather a serf th.a.n a sovereign.
Worldly rulers employ her to consecrate their coronations and to give the aspect of
sanctity to their tawdry pageantries, their sensual indulgences, their unrighteous
exactions, and their bloody wars. Truly, the purest virgin from heaven has become
• harlot, the mere creature of worldly power. I am wearied of the cant of making this
harlot the symbol of papal or pagan Rome ; she is as truly a symbol of Protestant
Christendom as of papal Rome. The Reformation, in which Wickliffe, Melancthon,
and Luther so heartily engaged, is, for many reasons, more urgently required now in
the realm of conventional Christianity. And the reiterated cry of Voltaire against
popery in his day, "Crush the monster! crush the monster 1" all thoughtful men
Until couTentional
should raise now in relation to conventional Christianity.
Christianity is banished from the land, and theChristianity of the sermon on the mount
is restored, the moral condition of the human race will sink lower and lower into
life.

devildom and corruption.
PROCLiviTT. "And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet
and decked with gold and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in
"
her hand (ver. 4). Here is worldliness, worldly vanity, and worldly gieed. Genuine
Christianity is essentially unworldly.
Its Founder was bom in a stable and cradled in
a manger; he had nowhere to lay his head. At night the green sod was his pillow, and
the sable heavens his covering. His disciples he despatched on their mission without
"purse or scrip," and none of his apostles preached the gospel as o means of livelihood.
" I have coveted no man's silver, or gold, or apparel," says Paul. " Yea, ye yourselves
know, that these hands have ministered unto my necessities." But what of conventional
Christianity t It is an instrument for worldly gain and aggrandizement.
Everywhere
men trade in the gospel, and the trade is carried on with all the passionate avarice, foul
Pulpits are regarded as
fallacies, and flatulent pufBngs that characterize the market.
means of livelihood, chapels and churches are become shops, ecclesiastics are the
grandees of the world, robed in costly attire and rolling in chariots of opulence.
Institutions abound and multiply, baptized with the name of Christian, where men of
II.

WoELDLT

colour,

feeble talent but crawling craftiness creep into offices of salary and show.
I protest
that conventional Chrisiianity is not the Christianity of Christ a Divine entity that
"seeketh not her own." The Christ exhibited in the creeds and institutions is as

—

unlike the Christ of the Gospels, as the mechanical force of the manufacturing machine,
throwing off commodities for trade, is unlilie that vital energy in nature that clothes
the landscape with verdure and fills the earth and the water with countless tribes
of

life.

Religious intolbranob. " And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of
the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus " (ver. 6). " The phraseology,"
says Moses Stuart, "is derived from the barbarous custom, still extant among many
pagan nations, of drinking the blood of enemies slain in the way of revenge. Here,
then, the fury of the persecutors is depicted in a most graphic manner."
Genuine
Christianity is essentially tolerant. "Charity suflereth long, and is kind; charity
vannteth not itself, is not puffed up ; charity believeth all things," etc. But Christianity
corrupted has always been cruelly intolerant, and this, whether it is called Protestant
or papal I
True, it does not shed blood as much as of yore, but if it does not take away
life it may inflict life annoyances and disabilities in many respects more painful than
bloodshedding.
This harlot is a " mother ; " her progeny is numerous and ever
multiplying. " The mother of harluts." The religious sects which crowd Christendom
are all her daughters, and each sect has the intolerant tpiiit of its mother, each according to its measure is a persecutor, and, as a rule, the smaller the more virulent tha
spiiit.
Curs snarl and bark more as a rule than mastiffs. Large and a£9uent congregations can afford to overlook denominational circumstances, that irritate the smaller and
the poorer to wrath and rage.
CoKOL.nBioii.
Such ii corrupt Christianity, which is, aks I the current Christiaaity,
III.

—

—
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very like the " harlot " on account of its political suhserviency, worldly proclivity,
What are we to do with this ahomination? Flee from thia
religious intolevance.
Bodom ; come out of this Babylon. " Crush the monster 1 " D. T.
It is

and

—

—

A

" And the angel said unto me. Wherefore
13.
picture of moral error.
Vers. 7
I will tell thee the mystery of the woman, and of the beast that
didst thoii marvel?
Whilst to the eye of the
carrieth her, which hath the seven heads and ten horns," etc.
Infinite the greatest cities of the world, the mightiest empires, the most stupendous
productions of human art are as nothing, and less than nothing, " vanity," those great
moral principles which are the expressions of his own nature, the laws that control the
What are Egypt, Babylon, Eome,
di slinies of moral mind, are of transcendent import.
Shifting clouds, melting into
Paris, St. Petersburg, New York, London, etc., to him ?
infinite space; little bubbles, rising from and breaking into the ever-changing, everwJiat are these t As real, as changeless,
rolling stream of time. But Justice, truth, love,
Hence it is that in going through this Apocalypse I all
as lasting, as God himself.
but ignore the fanciful and conflicting interpretations presented by what are calUd
Evangelical expositors, and concern myself with those two principles, good and evil,
Looking at these verses as an illustration
that touch the spring of all human activities.
of moral error, three things are observable.
John, in his vision, seems to have wondered at
I. Its history is marvellous.
this vision of the " mother of harlots," riding on the beast with " seven heads and ten
horns." " The angel said unto me, Wherefore didst thou marvel [wonder] ? " (ver. 7).
Evil is indeed a " marvel," a wonder. It is mysterious on several accounts. 1. On
account of the darhness that enfolds its introduction. When thinking of the introduction of moral evil, there are four questions which we ask with intense anxiety, but to
which we seek a satisfactory solution in vain. (1) IT^en did it arise?
commencement
Evil is not eternal; there is but one Eternal Being in the universe,
it must have had.
and he is "glorious in holiness." Evil, then, had a beginning; but when?
shall tell the morning when the first dark cloud rose upon the bright firmament of
shall tell when the first breath of sin ruiBed the peaceful atmomoral mind?
sphere of God's creation? The events of that morning are not chronicled in the annals
of our world.
(2) How did it rise ? There are two principles on which we can account
internal tendencies and external circumfor the prevalence of sin amongst men now;
Man now has a strong disposition to sin, so that as soon as he begins to act
stances.
he begins to sin, and then the outward circumstances under which he is brought up
tempt him to wrong. To the latter we refer the introduction of sin into our world.
Adam had no unholy tendencies, but an external force was brought to bear upon his
holy nature, which turned him from rectitude. But the first sinner, whoever he might
be, had neither this internal tendency nor the external circumstances.
All within and
without, "above, beneath, and around, was in favour of holiness. The whole current of
irjner feeling and the mighty tide of outward events were all flowing in favour of
How could a being sin in such circumstances ? How could he strike
])erfect purity.
a discordant note amongst such harmonies? How could he rise up against and conquer
all the mighty influences which were in favour of holiness?
How could he lift his

—

A

Who

Who

nature against the Eternal and " defy the Omnipotent to arms " ? All is mystery. (3)
Where did it arise? In what province of the universe? Amidst what order of intelligences ? (4) And then, why did it arise ? Omniscience must have foreseen it, and all th«
Almightiness could have prevented it.
evil consequences that must start out from it.
did he allow it to enter ? Oh, why ? 2. On account of the mask under which it
works. Evil never appears in its own true character. Dishonesty wears the aspect of
rectitude ; falsehood speaks the language of truth selfishness has the voice of benevolence profanity robes itself in the garb of sanctity ; the " prince of darkness " appears
The most monstrous deeds that have been perpetrated under
like an angel of light.
these heavens have been done in the name of religion.
The Alexanders and the Cassara
of this world have fought their sanguinary battles, and reared their empires upon
slaughtered nations in the name of religion. The popes of the world have erected
their iron throne upon the soul of Ohi istendoni in the name of religion.
The perseoutora
of the world have invented their Inquisitions, built their dungeons, and kindled their
Ah me the Sou of God himself was put to death is
fires in the name of religion.

Why

;

;

I
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name of religion. Wrong is nec«ssan7i/ hypocritical. 8. On account of (he wonderi»sws that will result from it. Results will spring from evil which the origiuatorg
and agents never designed, nay, which they would dread. The introduction of sin
hecame the occasion of a new and brighter manifestation of God. All the glorious
developments of Divine justice and love and power which we have in Christ owe their
Evil has done an immense injury to the universe, but I believe that
existence to evil.
in the long run of ages it will be found to have been overruled for a greater good.
" The beast that thou sawest was, and is not ; and
II. Its course is lamentable.
shall ascend out of the bottomless pit [is about to come out of the abyss], and go into
perdition" (ver. 8). What meaneth tliis? 'The Roman emperors, especially Nero, is
the answer of some. My answer is deeper, broader, more practical. It is moral error;
that which originated all that was had in Rome, in Babylon, ay, and in the world and
ages throughout. Moral error is the heastifying force in human nature ; it makes men
beasts everywhere. Its beginning and end are lamentable it rises from the " bottomlebg
the
fill

;

from the fathomless abysses of impure lusts, ravenous greed, burning ambition,
sensual yearnings, impious irreverences, and blasphemous assumptions, etc. Its end is
lamentable.
The course of moral error is like the
It leads to "perdition," to ruin.
course of the meteor, which, rising from the abysses of the sulphurous cloud, flashes
" Lust,
across the concave heavens, and then falls into darkness and forgetfulness.
pit,"

when it conoeiveth, bringeth
" The wages of sin is death "

forth sin

;

sin,

when

it is

finished, bringeth forth death."

—the death of everything that gives value

to life; the death
What a glorious conof an approving conscience, pure friendships, bright hopes, etc.
" The path of the just is as the shining
trast is the course of moral truth to this 1
light, that shineth more and more unto the perfect day."
Light is the emblem of
The march of the good is like the march of the
intelligence, purity, and blessedness.
Bun.
How glorious is the sun as it rises in the morning, tinging the
1. Qlorious.
distant hills with beauty, at noon flooding the earth with splendour, in evening
2. Gommanding.
The sun is
fringing the clouds with rich purple, crimson, and gold
the ruler of the day ; at his appearance the world wakens from its slumbers ; the winds
and waves obey him ; as he moves, all nature moves. 3. Useful. The sun enlightens
It renews the earth,
the system and maintains harmony throughout every part.
quickens the seeds into life, covers the landscape with beauty, ripens the harvest for
man and beast. 4. Independent. Troops of black clouds may roll over the earth, hut
they touch not the sun ; furious storms may shake the globe, but the sun is beyond
It is always behind the darkest clouds, and looks calmly down upon
their reach.
the ocean in fury and the earth in a tempest. 5. Certain. The sun is never out of
time ; it is ever in its place at the right hour. In all this it is the emblem of the good.
"And the beast that was, and is not, even he is
III. Its supports ake unstable.
the [is himself also an] eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition " (ver. 11).
!

This " mother of harlots " (the emblem of corrupt Christianity) is here represented as
The seven heads are " seven
sitting "on the beast with seven heads and ten horns."
mountains " (vers. 9, 10). What mountains? The seven hills on which Rome was
There are " seven kings.'' Who are these
built, is the answer of popular expositors.
who are they ?
kings, five of whom are gone, one remaining and waiting for another

—

expositor suggests that "the reference is rather to seven great monarchies, five of
which, viz. Assyria, Egypt, Babylon, Persia, and Macedon, had fallen before the time
The pagan empire of the Roman Caasars then existing would be the sixth,
of St. John.
the papal power might be the seventh.'and the^last form of antichrist the eighth."
I confess my utter inability to give any verbal interpretation agreeable to the dictates
The one idea wliich it suggests
of common sense or the conditions of spiritual culture.
to me and serves to illustrate is that the supports of moral evil are unstable.
Moral
Many seem strong as "seven mountains," mighty
evil in our world ias its supports.
"
as
seven kings," and more, hut all are shifting and transitory. Many have been and
are not, some have risen and have passed away, others in their course have come and
This has been the history of moral evil in our world. Many of the
will disappear.
arguments that have sustained it from time to time have appeared as settled and
imposing as mountains, as gorgeous and majestic as kings; but "mountains havs
fallen and come to nought," and even im^ierial bulwarks have disappeared as visions of
Moral error ha$ »*
the night. So it has been, so it is. and so it must be to the end.

One

—
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houses on the rocks, but on shifting
appears in the form of thrones, gOTemments, churches, college*,
markets, it stands nowhere hut on volcanic hills. They may be clad in loveliest
verdure and enriched with the choicest fruit, but fires lie beneath Ihem which will rive
them to pieces and engulf in ruin all that have stood and flourished above.—D. T.
Iti superstructures are not

lasting founrlation.

sands.

Whether

it

— —

Vers. 14 18.
The great moral campaign, " These shall make war with the Lamb,
and the Lamb shall overcome them : for he is Lord of lords, and King of kings and
they that are with him are called, and chosen, and faithful," etc. To our mind these
verses seem to adumbrate the greatest of all the campaigns this world has ever witnessed
In every department of sentient being there seems to be an arena of
or ever will.
conflict, and physical wars in human life have been rife in every part of the world,
from the first periods to the present hour. But the great moral campaign is the most
The words serve to bring to our notice two
universal, unremitting, and momentous.
subjects in relation to this campaign
L The oontendinq foeoes. "These shall make war," etc. (ver. 14). What are
these? Truth and falsehood, selfishness and benevolence, right and wrong, these are
the battling powers. " We wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principali:

—

against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual
wickedness in high places." Each of these contending forces has its own leader or
The beast is the emblem of the
general.
1. The one is represented as a "beast."
mighty aggregate of wrong in all its elements and operations wrong in theories and in
institutions; wrong in sentiments, ideas, and habits; wrong as imposing as seven
mountains, as majestic as kings and empires wrong sitting as empress over all "nations,
and peoples, and tongues." Wrong is the greatest thing in this world at present ; it
is the mighty Colossus with the " head of gold, breast and arms of silver, his thighs of
2. The other is reprebrass, his legs of iron, his feet part of iron and part of clay." *
" These shall make war with [shall war against] the Lamb "
sented as a " Larrib."
The Lamb is the emblem of innocence, mildness, and purity. In Daniel's
(ver. 14).
Here wron^; is a terrible
vision wrong was a colossal figure, and right a little stone.
" beast," and right a tender " Lamb." Here are the two great generals in this mighty
campaign.
XL The mabvellotis oonqukst. Observe : 1. The Conqueror. " The Lamb shall
overcome them " (ver. 14). The Lamb, not the beast, is the Conqueror. Power is not
to be estimated by size or form. The little stone shivered the image the Lamb strikes
the beast into the dust. The Lamb, though not a bellicose existence, is (1) Invested
with the highest authority. " He is Lord of lords, and King of kings" (ver. 14). The
greatest sovereignty that man wields over his fellows is lamb-rlike rather than leonine.
It is not that of physical force and gorgeous form, but of lowliness and silence.
(2)
Followed by a noble army, "They that are with him are called, and chosen, and
are
followers
lead
Who
his
?
Whom does he
into the battle ?
faithful " (ver. 14).
" The called, and chosen, and faithful." Soldiers in the physical battles of nations are
men who have embarked in the campaign, not from disinterested love of their country
or admiration for their generals, but from motives sordid and sinister they have sold
Not so with the armies under the command of the
themselves to the execrable work.
Lamb, who is " Lord of lords, and King of kings." They are " called, and chosen, and
ties,

;

;

;

:

;

Love to him and his grand cause fills and fires their souls. 2. The con"These shall hate the whore," etc. (vers. 16 18). (1) The conqueied turn,
quered.
with indignation on themselves. The " beast " with the " ten horns," all his mighty
armies, "hate the whore," the harlot whom they fondled and adored, strip her of her
grandeur, devour her, and " burn her with fire " (ver. 16). Thus it has ever been.
Those whom Christ conquers in his love and truth turn in devouring indignation
Thus Paul turned against the Hebrews, in whom at one
against their old comrades.
time he gloried as a Hebrew of the Hebrews. (2) This wonderful change in them is the
result of the spiritual influences of God.
"He hath [did] put in their hearts to fulfil
his will [to do his mind], and to agree [to come to one mind]" (ver. IT).
The moral
faithful."

—

conquest of wrong is ever ascribable to him who is the Fountain of truth and right
thanks be unto God, which always causeth us to triumph," etc. D. T.

—

"Now

'

On

Dauiel'i vitioo, lee Bomiliii, voL x. p
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EXPOSITION.
Tim. T. 11. It signifies overweening pride
and insolence and wantonness, arising from

CHAPTER XVm,

—

Ver. 1. And after these thing) 1 saw
Bnother an^el come down from heaven;
after [omitting " and "]
.
coming down,
etc.
The usual form of introduction to
a new vision (cf. ch. iv. 1
vii. 1, etc.).
The " mystery " of the beast and the harlot
having been declared, the angel now
describes the doom in store for them. The
angel is /rom heaven, as carrying the news of
the judgment which is sent from heaven (cf.
Qb.x. 1; xix. 6, 15, 17; xv. l,etc.). Having
great power; and the earth was lightened
with his glory.
The great "authority"
the judgment which
refers to
follows,
which, however, is not acted out before the
seer, but only described.
The last clause
records the visible manifestion of the great
power (cf. the description in Ezok. xliii. 2).
Ver. 2.
And he cried mightily with a
strong voice, saying and he cried with a
strong voice, saying.
This " strong voice "
is characteristic of the heavenly utterances
(cf. ch. vii. 2; xiv. 7, etc.).
Sabylon the
great is fallen, is fallen. The event, though
future, is described as past, being predetermined in the counsels of God. The words
here are a reproduction of Isa. xxi. 9. And
is became the habitation of devils, and the
hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every
unolean and hateful bird a habitation
a hold of every unclean spirit, and a hold of
"Devils"
every unclean and hated bird,
(Greek, Saifiwio), inferior evil spirits. The
three phrases express tlie same idea, viz.
the loathsome and hateful state to which
Babylon is reduced.
The language is
derived from the prophets (cf. Isa, xiii. 21,
22 xxxiv. 11—15 Jer. 1. 39 li. 37). A
hold (Greek, <f>u\aicii, " a strong place ") the
natural and fitting stronghold of tlie devils,
ratlier than a place to which they are in.

.

;

—

;

;

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

voluntarily confined.
Ver. 3. ror all nations have drnni of
the wine of the wrath of her fornication,
" The wine " is omitted in A, 0, but it is
inserted in tC, B, and retained in the Bevised
Version. " The wrath " is omitted (cf. the
expression iu ch. xiv. 8 and xvii. 2). And
the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her. (On the figure employed,
as well as the identical language, see cb.
xvii. 2.)
And the merchants of the earth
are waxed rich through the abundance of

—

her delicacies.

The "abundance" (Greek,

Sinanis, which Vitringa renders by copia,
referring to Job xxxi. 25 ; Ezek. xxviii. 4,
LXX.).
"Delicacies."
(Greek, trrpripos.
occurs in the New Testament only here, and
a^ a verb in verp. 7, 9, and (compounded) iu 1

Cf. the
superfluity of wealth and gifts.
warning to the Church of Laodicea (ch.
iii.

17).

—

Ver. 4. And I heard another voice from
Probably the voice of
heaven, saying.
another angel in succession to the one
mentioned in ver. 1. Another augel takes
up the theme, because the message is now
Come out
directly addressed to Christians.
of her, my people, that ye be not partakers
of her sins, and that ye receive not of her
plagues.
The angel says, "my people,"
These
because he is representing God.
words, resembling Isa. xlviii. 20 ; Hi. 1 1
Jer. 1. 8 ; and especially Jer. li. 6 (cf. also
ver. 8), 45, recall also the warning of our
Lord in Matt. xxiv. 16 (cf. also Gen. xii.
22, "I cannot do anything till tlioii be come
thither ").
Since the harlot, wliois identical
with Babylon, ie representative of the faithless part of the Church of God, these wordd
form a direct warning to Christians. The
departure which is commanded is not neces
sarily a literal, visible one; but the command implies a dissociation from, and
condemnation of, the works of Babylon.
Lot's wife literally departed from Sodom,
but
was overtaken with punisliment,
because her heart was not dissevered from
the wickedness of the city.
Ver. 5. For her sins have reached unto
heaven, and God hath remembered her
iniquities.
That is, the accumulation cF
sin is so great as to reach up to the heavL-n.
Exactly the description of the judgment of
Babylon given in Jer. li. 9, "Forsake her, and
let us go every one into his own country
for her judgment reacheth unto heaven, and
is lifted up even to the skies." The last part
of the verse is a repetition of ch. xvi. 19.
Ver. 6. Heward her even as she rewarded
yon, and double unto her double according
to her works
in the cup which she hath
ailed fill to her double. " You " is omitted
in all the best manuscripts.
The second
" unto har," though supported by P, Syriac,
Coptic, is omitted in K, A, B, C, etc. : Bender to her as site aUo rendered, and double
the doubled things according to her worlcs,
etc.
The description of God's judgment is
still founded on the denunciations against
Babylon in Jeremiah (see Jer. 1. 15 29
li. 24; xvi. 18; of. also Isa. Ixi. 7 ; Zech. ix.
12; and the legal retribution ordered in

—

;

—

:

—

Bxod.

xxii.

4

—

7).

The cup which

filled is that containing "
fornication " (of. ver. 3) ;

she hath

the wine of her
she is now to
receive a double measure of the cup of God's
wrath (eL ver. 3).

:;;

;
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How mnch slie hati glorified
and lived delicionsly, so mnoh torment and sorrow give her. (For " lived
deliciously," see on ." delicaciee," ver. 3.)
The words are a re-echo and expausion of
those in ver. 6 (of. Luke xvi. 25). For she
Baith in her heart, I sit a qneen, and am
no widow, and shall see no Borrow because
and connect with the sucshe saith, etc.
ceeding verse.
The prophetical wiitera
still supply the imagery (cf. Isa. xlvil. 8,
" I shall not sit as a widow ; " see also Lam.
Ver.

7.

herself,

;

;

i.

]).

—

Ver. 8. Therefore
shall her plagues
come in one day, death, and mouming, and
famine.
This is the retribution for her
boasting in ver. 7 (of. Isa. xlvii. 9, "These
two things sliall come to thee in a moment

Alford says, " death, for
in one day," etc.).
hor scorn of the prospect of widowhood

mourning, for her inordinate revelling;
famine, for her ahundanoe" (of. ver. 3).
The description is not to he taken literally,
but is typical of a endden and overwhelming reverse, viz. that which will occur at
the last judgment-day (cf. the words of our
Lord in Matt. xxlv. 37 42). Some writers
see hure an allusion te the second, third, and
fourth seals (see ch. vi.). And she shall be
utterly burned with fire : for strong is the
Lord God who judgeth her. Who judged
her ; Kpiva^ is found in X', A, B, 0, P, and
others.
This is the fulfilment cf the predicted punishment of the harlot (ch. xvii.

—

The last clause replies, as it were, to
16).
the boast in ver. 7, " I sit as a queen," etc.
Ver. 9.
And the kings of the earth, who

—

have oommitted fornication and lived deliciously with her, shall bewail her, and
lament for her, when they shall see the
smoke of her burning and the kingt of the
earth, who committed fornication and revelled
with her, shall weep and wail over her, when
It is noteworthy that this
they see, etc.
;

is in the future tense ; that in ver.
11 in the present; that in vers. 17, 18 in
the past. (On " oojiimitted fornication," sCe

sentence

On

ver. 3; oh. xiv. 4, 8 ; xvi. 14; xvii. 2.
"lived deliciously," see vers. 8, 7.) "Lament " is the sime word used in ch. i. 7,
" All kindreds of the earth shall wail because

of him." Of. the description of the fall of
Tyre (Ezek. xxvi. 16). (On "smoke," see

on

ch. ix. 2.)

space of time during which the

!

In one hour

(cf. ver. 8).

&d«r*tand the " one hour "

Some

writers

to refer to the

1—Z4

MngB

in'o

(see ch. xvii. 12); but a comparison with
ver. 8 leads to the conclusion that the meaning is " suddenly ; " the contrast in a short
time between the two positions of Babylon
enhancing tlie fearfulness of the visitation.
Ver. 1 1.— And the merehants of the earth

weep and mourn over her. Weep and
mourn ; the historical present (see on ver.
shall

The kings have been mentioned the
9).
merchant! and next the teamen are referred
to, showing the wide distribution of " Baby'
Ion," and forbidding the application to a
;

single state or city. The description wliich
follows is analogous to that in Ezek. xxvii.
Isa. xxiii.
For no man bnyeth their merehandise any more; their cargo.
are
naturally reminded of the action of the
second beast in forbidding to buy and sell
(ch. xiii. 17).
Alford here recognizes the
difficulty in applying the prophecy to Bome^
either pagan or papal, and adds, "I leave
this difficulty unsolved. . . . The details of
this mercantile lamentation far more nearly

Wa

suit

London than Borne."

(See the inter-

and Babylon

pretation given of the harlot

on

oh. xvii. 1.)

—

The merohandise of gold, and
and precious stones, and of pearls,
and fine linen, and purple, and silk, and
Boarleli.
(On " precious stone " and " linen,"
gee on ch. xv. 6.) Such was the attire of
Ver. 12.

silver,

the harlot (ch. xvii. 4). Writers have endeavoured to classify in various ways the
articles mentioned, in order to obtain some
signification from the numbers used. Thus
Hengstenberg sees four hard and theniour soft
articles mentioned, and he reminds us that

the number four is symbolical of the world
but this does not carry him beyond ver. 12.
The articles enumerated seem naturally to
fall into six classes (from which we can
gather no information, unless we look upon
six as typifying the world, as in ch. xiii.
First, articles of personal adornment
18).
second, articles used for furniture, etc.;
third, objects of sensual gratification
smell,
etc. ; fourth, articles of food ; fifth, animate
possessions; sixth, souls of men.
These
certainly seem to be arranged in a kind nf
progressive order of importance.
All the
arlicles mentioned in the text above were
of the highest value.
Purple and scriilet
(see ch xvii. 3) were the prerogative of k np;s
silk was so scarce, that its use was forbidden
in the reign of Tiberius. And all thyina

—

i

.

Ver. 10.— Standing afar off for the fear
of her torment, saying. Unconsciously acting
upon the command in ver. 4, " Come out of
her, . . . that yo receive not of her plagues."
Alas, alas that great city^abylon, that
mighty city for in one hour is thy judgment oorae; TToe, woe, the great city (cf.
the previous declaration of woe in oh. viii.
13).

xvm.

[on.

manner vessels of ivory, and
vessels of most precious wood,
of brass, and iron, and marble; and

wood, and
all

and

all

manner

every

ivory

Thyine wood

vessel, and
is " that of

everii

the

vessel,

etn.

Thuya

orficulala, Desfont., the Callitrie quadrivalvii o{
present botanists.
This tree was mnch

prized by the ancient Greeks

and Boman^

"; ;
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on account of tho beauty of iti wood for
vaiiouB ornamental purposes.
By tho
Romans the tree was called citrus, the wood
citrum. It is a native of Barbary, and gro« s
to the height of fifteen to twenty-five feet
(Smith's 'Dictionary of the Bible'). In
thii passage the accusative case is used
the preceding nouns ave in the genitive.
Yer. 13. And cinnamon, and odours, and

—

ointments, and frankincense;

and cinnaand ointment,

mon, and amomon, and incense,
and franlnneense. These consUtute the
third class (see on ver. 12).
Cinnamon, an
Indian tree, was iu use in the Levitical
ritual (Exod. xxs. 23).
It is referred to as
a perfume in Prov. vii. 17. Amomon, which
is omitted
in the Textus Beceptus, is
found in X', A, 0, P, etc. It is rendered in
Its use
the Revised Version by " spice."
was similar to that of cinnamon. Its seeds
are used under the name "cardamoms."
And wine, and oil, and fine flour, and wheat.
These form the fourth class (see on ver. 12
cf. Lev. ii. 1, 2).
And beasts, and sheep,

;

and

horses,

cattle, etc.

and

and slaves

chariots,

;

and

The word rendered "slaves "

ctafLaTav, " bodies,"

i.e.

slaves.

is

At the word

" horses " the nouns are again placed in the
genitive (see on ver, 12). These form the
" Chaiiots,"
fifth class (see on ver. 12).
It
P^Sti, is not the word used in ch. ix. 9.
And
is a word probably of Gaulish origin.
souls of men. The accusative again. Not
in the ordinary acceptation of the word
" souls," but rather " lives of men," as the
Revised Version margin that is, " living
men." It is probable that the two expressions, "bodies" (vide supra) and " souls of
men," refer to two classes of slaves.
;

—

Ver. 14. And the fruits that thy soul
lusted after are departed from thee, and all
things which were dainty and goodly are
departed from thee, and thou shalt find them
DO more at all ; all things that were dainty
and splendid are perished from thee, and
[meri] shall find, etc.

The Textus Beceptus

" are gone," as in 1 ; aniihovTO
and about twelve other cursives; aw<i\(To is supported by A, B, C, P, and
others, besides many versions and Fathers.
This verse, containing a direct address to
Babylon, has been thought by Vitringa and
but this is unnecesotliers to be misplaced
sary (cf. the similar circumstance in vers.
reads
is

a.TTri\Bev,

found in N,

7,

;

21—24).

—

Ver. 15. The merchants of these things,
which were made rich by her (cf. ver. 11),
shall stand afar off for the fear of her torment.
The future tense is now used (see on ver. 9)
cf. ver. 10, where the same thing is related
Weeping and wailing (of.
of the kings.
Ter. 9, where, however, we have K6}^ovTai,
"wail," instead of, as here, wtyetvyTa,
" mourn ; " cf. also ver. 11).
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Ver. 16.— And (aying, Alas, alas that
great city! Most authojides omit "and."
TToe, woe, the great city t (nominative case)
exactly as in ver. 10, That was clothed in
fine linen, and purple, and scarlet, and
decked with gold, and precions stones, and
pearls.

She tlmt was

clothed, etc.

Decked

" gilded," as in the Revised Version margin,
as in ch. xvii. 4.
The identity of de=ci iption of the woman and Bal)ylon is another
essentially
identical nature of
proof of the
the two (see on ch. xvii. 1 ; cf. also ver. 12).
Ver. 17. For in one hour so great riches
is come to nought ; because (on) in one
hour was made desolate that so great wealth.
This is given as tlie reason of the " Woe,
woe I " of ver. 16, and is to be connected with
(On " one hour,"
the preceding clauses.
see ver. 10, wliere the same reason is given
as in this verse.) And every shipmaster;
pilot; found only here and in Acts xxvii.
And all the company iu ships ; and ev>n y
1 1.
one who saileth to a place. Such is probably
the correct text, though there are several
small variations. The Authorized Version
has little support. The Revised Version
renders. And every one that saileth anywhither. And sailors, and as many as ti'ade
by sea ; o« many as work the sea ; i.e. gain
Thi'.s are
their living by means of the sea.
enumerated all who are connected with the
sea in any capacity (of Ezek. xxvii. 27).
Stood afar off. Like the kings (ver. 10)

—

and the merchants (ver. 15), and doubtless
for the same reason ; viz. to avoiil beiug
overwhelmed in the destruction of the eity.
Ver. 18. And cried when they saw the
smoke of her buming, saying. The snme

—

description as in ver. 9 (which see).
What
city is like unto this great city
(cf. Ezek.
xxvii. 32, " And lament over thee, saying,
What city is like Tyrus, like the destroyed
in the midst of the sea ? ").
Ver. 19. And they cast duit on their
heads.
This continues the description hs
given in Ezek. xxvii. 30, " Shnll cast up
dust upon their tieads." And ciied, weeping
and wailing, saying, Alas, alas that great
city
Weeping and mourning, saying. Woe,
woe t etc. ; an exact repetition of vers. 1 5,
16.
Wherein were made rich all that had
ships in the sea by reason of her costliness.
Like the merchants, the men li ere described
regret the loss of their wealth (cf. vers. 11,
So in Ezek. xxvii. 33, " When thy
15, 16).
!

—

!

wares went forth

out of the seas, thou
people ; thou didst enrich the
kings of the earth with the multitude of thy
riches and of thy merchandise."
For in
one hour is she made desolate. Exactly as
in ver. 17 ; and similarly to ver. 10.
Ver. 20. Bejoice over her, thou heaven.
These words are best understood as being
uttered by the writer, as in ch. xiL 12 (see
filledst

many

—

t T

";

:
;
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xii. 10).
And ye holy apostles and
prophets ; and ye sainl$, and ye apostles, and
prophets,
is
read
in X, A, B, P, etc., and
ye
adopted by the Eevisera. Tlie Authorized
Version reading is foand in 0, 1, 17. Not
only the heavenly inhabitants are to rejoice,
but also those on earth who have been persecuted by her, as mentioned in ver. 24.
The time is again described which has been
already referred to in former parts of the
book, and especially in ch. xi. 18. Some
authors have held this verse to prove that
the writer of the Apocalypse was not the
Apostle John ; either because (1) he speaks
as if he were not an apostle, or (2) because
they assume that all the apostles are here
referred to, and that they are in heaven.

on ch.

There

is

no ground

for either

presumption

A

rhapsodical utterance of this nature
cannot be interpreted literally ; (2) the word
" apostles " cnnnot be limited to the twelve
(3) as Diisterdieck justly observes, one
might as well argue that the writer was not
a prophet. By the " prophets " are primarily
intended, perhaps, the Christian prophets
(cf. Bph. iii. 5) ; but if Babylon is typical
of the hostile world-power, and the harlot
of the faithless, worldly portion of God's
Church, as we have seen tliem to be, the
words are applicable to the Church of God
(1)

For God hath avenged you on
her for God hath judged your judgment on
The answer to the prayer of the
her.
The words, "your
martyrs in ch. vi. 10.
judgment," piobahly mean "that judgment
which is her due for her treatment of you,"
as in the Authorized Version. Hengstenberg gives " the doom which she prouounced
Wordsworth, laying stress
upon you."
upon e'f, " out of," makes the words mean,
" He has taken your cause out of her hands
into his own."
Ver. 21. And a mighty angel took up a
stone like a great millstone, and cast it into
in all ages.
;

—

the sea, saying ; and one strong angel (of.
the "mighty voice" in ver. 2; also ch. x.
The adjective, of course,
1, and elsewhere).
refers to the mightiness of the deed wrought
(of. Jer. li. 61—64, " Thou shaltbind a stone
to it, and cast it into the midst of Euphrates ;

Thus

and

tliou shalt

sink,

and shall not rise," "etc.).

say.

shall

Babylon

The sea may

be typical of the nations of the earth (see
Thus with violenoa shall that
great city Babylon be thrown down, and
shall he found no more at all ; Thus with a
mighty fall shall Babylon, the great city, be
Alford
cast down, etc. (Revised Version).
;
translates " with a rnsh " '6piu\ixa is peculiar
to this passage. The complete natui e of this
extinction is indicated by the frequency of
the words, " no more at all," in vers. 21—23.
Ver. 22 —And the voice of harpers, and
mnsiaianB, and of pipsrit <u>^ trumpeters,
ch. xiii. 1).

ICH. iviii.

1—24.

shall he heard no moM at all in thee ; harpen
minstrels and flute-playen, etc. (Bevised
Version). Cf. the description of the desolation
of Tyre in Ezek. xxvi. 13 and Isa. xxiv. 8.
And no craftsman, of whatsoever craft he be,

and

" Every
shall be found any more in thee.
craft " is omitted in K, A. (On the last
phrase, see on ver. 21.) And the sound of a
millstone shall he heard no more at all in
thee.
This passage, together with the
following verse, is founded on Jer. xxv. 10.
Ver. 23.— And the light of a candle shall
shine no more at all in thee ; and the voice
of the bridegroom and of the bride shall
be heard no more at all in thee ; of a lamp
(cf. Jer. XIV. 10, "I will bike from them the
voice of mirth, and the voice of gladness,
the voice of the bridegroom, and the voice of
the bride, the sound of the millstones, and
the light of the candle "). Tor thy merchants
were the great men of the earth ; were the
princes.
The cause of this overthrow is
thns again stated. It is a repetition of the
idea in vers. 7, 15, 19, " I ait a queen ;
" The merohants which were made rich by

her " " That great

city, wherein were made
had ships in the sea " (cf. Isa.
"
xxiii. 8,
Whose merchants were princes ; "
also Ezek. xxvii. 20—22).
For by thy sor;

rich all that

The
ceries were all nations deceived.
judgment is the result of the non-repentance
of ch. ix. 21.
Ver. 24. And in her was found the bipod
of prophets, and of saints, and of all that
were slain upon the earth. At first sight
it seems difficult to undei stand that these
words are spoken not only of Babylon, but
of the faithless portion of the Clmrch, symbolized by the harlot. But we must remember (1) that he who is guilty iu respect of
one commandment, is guilty of the whole
Law (2) similar words are addressed by
" Also in
Jeremiah to Judah (ii. 34)
thy skirts is found the blood of the souls of
the poor innocents" (ste on ch. xvii. 1).
Auberlen remarks, " Wherever true, faithful

—

;

:

Cltristians are neglected and oppressed by
the rulers of the Church, from avowed or
where a
secret antipathy to God's truth
false theology and science robs youth of its
faith; where a pastor neglects, aud keeps
at a distance, the true living Christians in
hia flock, on account of the signum crucia
which they bear wherever we refuse or are
ashamed to bear the reproach of Jesus
Christ, our heavenly Master, even as he bore
it, there we commit murder against the
;

;

God."
Here is concluded the pronouncement of
the judgment of Babylon; which may bo
said to answer the prayer in ch. vi. 10
and which forms the conclusion of the
revelation commencing at ch. xvii.

saints of

—

OH, xvin.

'

l~24.j
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Vera. 9

Lamentations over, the fall of Babylon. In our previous study ol
" Babylon the great," we had occasion to remark that there were three forms under which
a great Babylon might be recognized.
1, In that world-wide spirit of alienation from
God which has corrupted every form of human life everywhere. 2. In any Church
which, allying itself with the world-power, fornicates therewith, and puts itself on
the throne instead of God. 3. Most manifestly of all in the papal Church, where
every form of spiritual harlotry is seen at its very worst. Mr. Porter remarks,* " Zion
is the place where God dwells with men
great Babylon, the place where the pi iest
sits in the seat of God."
We would rather say, "Zion is where God dwells with
men; Babylon the great is where any x, any unclean spirit, commercial or religious,
This harlot
sets aside the will of God, and so comes between men and their Maker."
is seated on seven mountains
which are seven kings or kingdoms which are seven
heads of the beast. The world's might and energy are "beheld concentrated under
this mystic number seven
in the one symbol of the beast and this, it is important
to bear in mind, is not merely Rome, nor the Roman empire, but a general symbol
If we thus see spirit rather than form referred to
of secular anti-Christian power."
under this varied symbolism, we shall perceive at once the reason why some parts
of these chapters apply rather to a huge commercial power and other parts to a huge
ecclesiastical one
and hence the difficulty which is so frankly and clearly stated by
Ueau Alford' will no longer be felt. As the writer in the ' Speaker's Commentary
remarks, " The whole passage points not to any single city, at any one single period,
but to the world-city throughout all time " and, we would add, not only to a religious
but to a commercial harlotry to any and every a.ttraction by which the spirit of man
is seduced from allegiance to God.
I. The same spirit op alienation fbom God, which assumes a kbliqious form,
ALSO PRESENTS ITSELF IN A COMMERCIAL ASPECT, ALL THE WORLD OVER. It IS jUSt
as possible to put "business" between man and God as it is to put a priest between
man and God, So far as we can read this Apocalyptic word, the commercial will
survive the downfall of the papal Babylon. For (ch. xvii. 17) we are told that when
the kings of the earth have ceased their amours with the papacy, they will " give their
kingdom to the beast, until the words of God should be fulfilled ; " as if there would
be even a more determined manifestation of carnal world-force after the death or,
at any rate, during the decline of the papacy.
Certain it is tliat these are the two
lines along which history is moving at this hour.
The papacy as a whole is on the
decline.
The world is opening up more and more to commercial interchange; and
it is just as clear that the commerce of the world, in the goiilessness which so largely
pervades it, is Babylon the great on the secular side, as that papal Rome is Babylon
the great on its ecclesiastical side.
And just as easily as we could draw out a groundplan in outline of a papal Babylon from the details in ch. xvii., so can we draw out
a ground-plan of the commercial Babylon from the details supplied in ch. xviii.' Ten
features.
1. Seated on many waters.
2. A dominant power: " rnling over the kings
3. Proud and boastful : " I sit as a queen."
of the earth."
4. Serenely secure : " I
shall see no mourning."
5. Self-snfflcient : "I am no widow."
6. Luxurious living
in "wantonness."
7. Intoxicated, and intoxicating others, with her splendour.
8.
Carrying on an .international merchandise. 9. Engaged in shipping. 10. Exporting
or importing in sevenfold variety (1) precious metals (2) costly attire ; (3) materials
for furniture
(4) spices
(5) food (6) cattle, sheep, etc. ; (7) bodies and souls of men.
Could there be a more precise description of the commercial world-spirit, which is at
work among all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues a spirit of which this
^24.

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

—

'
Expositions of the Book of Revelation,' p. 314.
Commeutary,' in loc.
' How largely the symbolism is drawn from the prophecies which announced the fall of
Babylon and of Tyre, the student will ascertain from comparing ch. xviii. 2 with laa.
liii. 20—22, xxxiv. 10—16, and Jer. ix. 11 and li. 37
ver. 4 with Jer. li. 6, 45, 48 and Zech,
vers.
ii. 10; ver. 5 with Jer. li. 9
ver. 7 with Isa. xlvii. 7; ver. 8 with Isa. xlvii. 10, 11
11—19 with Ezek. xxvi. 1—36; ver 21 with Jer. IL 63, 64; ver. 22 with Jer. vii. 34 and
zzf. 19.
'

'

'

;

;

;

;
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England of ours in her world-wide transactions is the chief manifestation at tWi
moment ? So that, as Dean Alford ominously remarks, some parts of the description
rather suit London than Rome. Comuiercitdly, indeed, we have done with any avowed
traffic in the bodies of men.
But that in the sight of Gkid many of the accepted maxims
of some men of business involve afearfil trifling with consciences and souls, is not
open to question. It is well known that almost every variety of export and import
named here is ours. Oar shipping interests are far larger than those of any other
nation on the face of the earth. Our gross tonnage through the Suez Canal alone
shows this. Our merchandise touches every shore. The splendour and renown of
our name and fame intoxicates many and many a merchant. Luxury, self-sufficiency,
pride, godlessness,
these are to a grievous extent our bane and our poison.
And
who would venture to dispute the fact tiifit, from sheer love of greed and gold,
thousands on thousands will play fast ana loose with truth and principle, and the
right and God, and will -say, " Let us breat iheir bands asunder, and cast away their
cords from us"? And the fearful tact ougut to be recognized and acknowledged,
that even the hatred which some entertain uf the priestly yoke arises Irom a refusal
to wtar any yoke at all.
"Our tongues are our own; who is Lord over us?" So
men speak. This evil is certainly so huge that it is nothing less than a "Babylon

—

the great."

This Babylon

II.

m

The means and methods of Babylon's fall have
Thuy are fourfold. 1. Divine overruling.

doomed.

been indicated in the preceding homily (j.w.).
2. Human desertion.
3. Heavy judgments.

4.

Retiibution and desolation.

The fall of Babylon will call from many a bittbb lamentation There
are three sources from wliioh the lament will come.
1. From kings, as they see the
great city which was the glory of their empire reduced and brought low.
2. From
merchants, whose sources ol wealth are dried up, so that "no one buyeth their mercnandise any more."* 3. From men of the sea, who gained their living by trading from
port to port, because there is no longer any principal mart with which to trade.
And
We read in ch. xvi.
clearly this is such a lamentation as godless men would make.
21 that when the destruction came men blasphemed Grod because of the hail. In
III.

It is not
the spirit of the wail over Babylon's fall.
It is not that her busy life has been used for
purposes most utterly selfish and often vile, for the lamentation over the ruin is
Their cargoes no one
just as selfish as their commerce itself has been (ver. 11).
buys any more! Surely, nothing could bespeak the degradation of man when in
It all centres in self.
apostasy from God, more than such a lamentation as this.
They have made their commerce their god. Ah earthly souls will be earthly still,
even under the ruin of all they hold most dear. Here we see sketched before us men
men made for God, to enjoy him, to love him, and to obey him clad in sackcloth
Ah, no
But because
and why ? Because they have not honoured their God ?
no one huys their cargo I It is as if an orphan child should centre all his srief on
a lost farthing, and think nothing of his disobedience to his lost parents. Nor can
we fail to detect in this lament a note of bitterness against God. They see that the
great Power they have been ignoring is working against them, and that they are
bankrupt for eternity. Terrible beyond expression must it be for a man who has lived
for earth, to find the world for which he lived departing for ever.
How bare and
forlorn and desolai e must he feel
The harpers, and singers, and pipers, and trumpeters
are for ever still; the sound ot hammer and anvil is heard no more; the whirl of the mill
has ceased; the sheen of the silver, ihe glitter of the gold, the li^ht of the lamp, have
vanished away; the voice of gladness, and of the bridegroom and the bride, are hushed;
and the man is lelt alone. His gods are gone, and he is confronted with the God
whom he neglected, to find alas too late that his whole life has been n mistake.
He has loved and served the creature more than the Creator, and now, instead of
finding his joy in God when every earthly joy is gone, his only look-out is a vista
of bankruptcy and of irreparable woe.
All his dignity has disappeared, and is reduced
to a moan and groan that no one buys his cargo t
IV. This picture of godless and hopeless lamentation ought not to b«
strict

that

accordance therewith

God has not been

is

glorified.

!

—

—

I

!

—

' See a valuable note on the "
meotary.'

I

Lament

—

of the Merclunts " in Bishop Carpenter*!
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STUDIED IN VAIN. 1. We should first of all learn that the hold of Gud on all that to*
have and are is absolute.
We are but tenants-at-will. The proud and conceited talk
as if the world were ours
" My river is my own, and I have made it for myself"
is an abomination to the Lord.
God has never waived his rights in entrusting to
us his loans. Let tnercbants, stockbrokers, bankers, bondholders, traders, learn this
lesson.
In our great city it is too often forgotten. At any moment God may bring
all our possessions to nought; and he will do that at his own time, not waiting for
ours.
2. It may well yield us matter for lamentation that the use of to mtich earthly
oapiial is a perverted one.
Many of God's gifts are put in alliance with overreaching,
corruption, and fraud.
In themselves they are no^ to be despised. "Every creature of
God is good," etc. But when things of wealth and beauty become the instruments
of apostasy, it is sad indeed. And the more so when we add to all this the thought
that Divine gifts misused do, in so being misused, deceive and ruin the souls of men,
and in proportion to the joy which their right and proper use would have brought
is the treasured-up woe which their abuse will ceitaialy ensure.
3. Let us learn to look
at whatever is beautiful and costly and artistic as precious in the truest sense, only
as it is allied to or in harmony with righteousness. Beauty and wealth are only of
genuine value when employed in accordance with God's will and Word. 4. Let us
take care that, so far as we are concerned, we have no share in this heart-apostasy
of Babylon the great, even in the commercial world.
The voice cries now, " Come
out of her, my people" (cf. Isa. xlviii. 20; lii. 11; Jer. 1. 8; li. 6, 45; 2 Cor. vi.
14 17). If we would not share her plagues, we must not share her sins. "Come ye
out from," etc. For in this London of burs Babylon the great and the New Jerusalem
are side by side. There are those who are in Babylon the great, the slaves of godless
gain or godless pleasure. There are those who belong to the new and eternal city,
the New Jerusalem, who grave on the bells of the horses, " Holiness to the Lord,"
and whose daily toil is being sanctified for him. And oh it is worth a struggle to
be living even now in that city of God, into which no foe can enter and which
no convulsion can for a moment distuib. It may cost something to renounce all
fellowship with Babylon.
But it is worth infinitely more than it costs. Yea, to be
rigJit is so transcendently great, that the question of cost should scarce be deemed
worth a thought. Better die with Christ than reign with Caesar. Let us dare to
be singular. By the gewgaws of this Babylonian harlotry many are attracted. So be it
not with us.
nobler aim be ours, even to " seek the things which are above, where
Christ sitteth on the right hand of God " and when our communion with this earth
is sundered, we shall find our home in thq New Jerusalem.
Hence we may " go forth
of Babylon
with a voice of singing," and may " utter it even to the ends of the
earth. . . , The Lord hath redeemed his servant Jacob."

—

—

1

A

;

.

.

.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

24.
The overthrow of wickedness. This, in symbolic form, is tha real
Vers. 1
Wickedness shall be utterly and for ever destroyed.
subject of this chapter.
GLORIOUS AKQEL PKooLAiMS THIS. (Of. vor. 1 as to this angel.) Then such
I.
overthrow must be : 1. Righteous. 2. Blessed. 3. Divine. Had it been possible for
men to affect this, it would have been done long since.
II. God's people kbceivb command.
1. To separate themselves from sin.
From
which we learn : (1) That God's people may have to dwell in the midst of sin. (2)
'L'hat though where wickedness is, they are not to be partakers of it. (3) That they shall
one day be effectually separated from it. 2. To avenge themselves upon it. Resentment and wrath are passions given us by God. Our peril and propensity is lest wo
turn them in a wrong direction.
do so when we use them for private revenge.
This is what our Lord forbids. But against the forces of sin they may, they should,
be used. This the command here.

A

We

The friends of wickednkss lament. 1. Wickedness has friends. Thos«
it, who " live deliciously " in it (ver. 9).
Those who make profit
out of it. The merchants, etc. (ver. 11). And; 2. Their lament is loud and long.
They weep, mourn, wail say, " Alas, alas " cast dust on their heads «tt (7ers, 11, i\
III.

who

find delight in

;

I

—

:
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3. But the lament is utterly selfish.
They mourn not because of the
wickedaess; that does not trouble them. Nor even lor Babylon'g sufferings. But
because the hope of their gain is gone (ver. 19). 4. And they do not go to her help
(ver. 15).
They stand afar off for the fear of her torment. Look well at these friends,
"There is a Friend that sticketh
for such are they that sin and sinners call friends.
closer than a brother," but such Babylon never gets,
IV. Alii heaven, angels and saints, bbjoicb. When we read over the subject
of their joy, we find that: 1. It is not lecause in this Babylon there was nothing innocent or good.
There was much. Vers. 22, 23 tell of what was lawful and right in
any community. In the worst of men there is good. None are utterly bad. But
2. That the main characteristic of her life was evil.
And, therefore, her destruction
was a matter of joy. She deceived all nations. She slew God's saints. Thus: 3.
Justice was done. And 4. It was completely done.
See the symbol of the angel with
the millstone (ver. 21). Nothing like this has ever been accomplished yet, but this
prophecy is a sure promise that it will be. "Who shall live when the Lord doeth
this ? " Amongst whom shall we be found ? Let us now " come out of her, that we be

16, 19).

:

not," etc. (ver.

4).— S.

C.

The fall of Bahyhn. " Come out of her, my people." This is not the sole
which Soriiiture contains. Cf. the warning to Lot to come out of
Sodom ; the warning to Israel to come away from the tents of Korah, Dathan, etc. ; the
warning to God's people (Jer. li. 45) to come away from Babylon, the old literal
Babylon : " My people, go ye out of her, and deliver ye every man his soul." And now
we have the same warning concerning the Babylon told of in this chapter. Inquire,
Ver. 4.

similar warning

therefore
I. What oitt ob community is meant?
For we have here not history, but prophecy.

all

respects to the description here given.

And we

reply: 1. Not ancient Babylon,
Nor did the ancient Babylon answer in
2. Nor,
It was never a mercantile city.

Borne of St. John's day. For, again, the resemblance is lacking in
important particulars, though unquestionably present in others. And although
there was a destruction of Rome, more than one such, during the awful days of Nero
and the wild anarchy of his immediate successors and, no doubt, these facts formed
the groundwork of the description here given still, what happened then does by
no mtans fill up the language used here. And the large sjjaoe given to the mercantile
and maritime greatness of this city has never been applicable to Rome. 3. Nor the
Rome destroyed by the Goths. Whin she fell she had long ceased to be "drunk with
the blood of God's saints."
Nor was she then the great city of the world. Constantinople had taken that place. 4. Nor papal Borne. She oftentimes in her history
presents a hideous resemblance to the city told of here. This feature and that are
frightlully like.
But nothing but the blindest bigotry can assert that St. John would
have drawn the picture he has if papal Rome had been in his mind. 5. Nor -is it
London ; though, if there be any ciiy in the world that answers to the Babylon of St.
John, London is, far and away, that city. For where, more than in London, will you
find a city that doth more glorify itself (ver. 7) ; or spends more in wanton luxury ; or
that is more self-confident, thinking, if not saying, "I am a queen, ami am no widow,
and shall see no sorrow"? Or where is there a city that has wider connections with
the whole world, so that all the merchants of the earth look to her ; for she it is
who more than any other is the buyer of their goods? And what city has a vaster
multitude of bodies and souls (ver. 13) given up and enslaved to minister to her
luxury, her lust, her wealth ? Is she not " clothed in fine linen, and purple, and scarlet,
and decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls," because she is possessed of " so
great riches"? And see the forest of masts in her river and docks; and the throng of
shipmasters and sailors and them that trade by sea. And if " the beast" meant, as it
did, the ungodly world-spirit, embodied now here, now there, but which always and
everywhere, though in varied form, " makes w ar with the Lamb," and is essentially
if such beast sustained the Babylon of this chapter, what else sustains
antichristian,
But though all this may well cause much searching of
the metropolis of our land?
heart to ourselves, we do not for a moment think that Babylon is London.
No; that
Babylon ia: 6. Every nation, city, community, or person who $haU he(yme in Gpd'i
exclusively, the

many

—
—

—

—
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and you are Babylon. Her doom is yours,
For the law of God is, " Wheresoever the carcase is,
there will the vultures," etc. (Matt, xxiv, 28). For this is^
IL The law that thbt exemplify. Our Lord had been telling of Divine
judgments coming, and his disciples had wanted to know to whom he referred, and
when, and where. And our Lord's answer is the declaration of this law. And, like
tig'ht

iohat

and her

Babylon was.

final fate

yours

Be

like Babylon,

also.

many of our Lord's sayings, it is vividly symbolic in form. It appeals to the
imagination and uses it that the mind may be more impressed. Often had his hearerg
seen such incident as that told of in this law. " For in the lands of the East, when a
wild beast falls in the desert, or a beast of burden on the highway, there is for a time
no stir in the heavens. But far above human ken the vultnre is floating, poised on his
wings and looking downward. His eye soon detects the motionless thing, for he hunts
by an eyesight unequalled in power among all living things, and like a stone he drops
through miles of air. Others floating in the same upper region see their brother's
descent, and know its meaning.
One dark speck after another grows swiftly upon the
Now, this
horizon, and in a few moments flfty vultures are around the carrion.
illustrates, and with astonishing point and sharpness, the suddenness, the usefulness,
and the necessity, of judgment. There is no delay if utter corruption has set in.
Inevitable, swift, unerring, as the vultures' descent on the carcase, is the judgmentcoming of the Son of man to corrupt communities and to corrupt men " (S. Brooke).
Given the body, the bird will not be far off. The city told of here was such a carcase,
and the vulture-swoop is what the chapter describes. And there have leen, are, and
will be, many fulfilments of this law.
Sodom and Gomoirah ; the Canaanites; the first
Jerusalem's second and last fall Borne by the
fall of Jerusalem ; Babylon ; Persia
all these and
Goths ; papal Eome at the Eeformation ; the French Revolution ; etc.
many others reveal the working of the same law. But no doubt Eome was mosc of all
in St. John's mind, and of her fall his thoughts were full.
80

;

;

;

—

—

" Borne shall perish write that word
In the blood that she bath spilt ; •
Perish, hopeless and abliorred,
Duep in ruin as in guilt."

And it is as true of individuals as of communities. See that blear-eyed, ragged,
shivering, and every way disreputable-looking wretch, that is reeling out of the ginahop,
and as^e staggers along poisoning the air with his foul breath and yet fouler words
what a wreck the man is ! Health gone and character ; home, and friends, and livelihood,
and all that made life worth having ; and life itself going likewise. The vultures of
judgment have plucked him well-nigh bare, and they are at their deadly work still.
Go into the wards of hospitals, the cells of prisons, the asylums for lunatics, in convictyards, or mounting the steps of the scaffold on which they are to die, in all such places
you may see wretched men and women in whom is fulfilled the law, of the operation of
which this chapter tells. Note, therefore
And:
III. The nature and necessity of the "coming out" here commanded.
1. As to the first of these: how may we come out, etc.?
(1) Sometimes we must
As Lot from Sodom as the Christians from Jerusalem as Paul did
literally do this.
from the synagogues. But very often we cannot leave where we are. Then we must
obey this word by seeing to it (2) "that we be not partakers of her sins." Come out
professedly and avowedly in confession of Christ. Come out from the company, the
And
pleasures, the habits, of the ungodly place in which your lot may be cast.
especially (3) come out unto Christ (cf. Heb. xiii. 13, " Let us go forth therefore unto
him"). Consecration to him will be a real obedience to this word. 2. And this is
How little we fear the judgments of God on sin We do not see the vultures,
needful.
and therefore think the carcase will be let alone. If it be some present, seen, peril that
threatens the lives of men, how eager then are we to warn and save 1 A short while
ago the Marjelen See, that is formed by the melting of one part of the great Aletsch
The whole volume of waters began
Glacier; suddenly burst through its icy barriers.

—

;

;

!

pouring down beneath the glacier, along the rapid descent of its sloping floor, towards
the edge of the gorge over which they would plunge in leap after leap down to the
village lies at the foot of the gorge where the glacier
Rhone valley far beneath.

A

—
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stream pours itself into the Rhone. That village wag now in awful peril. The peopl*
who liTed near the See telegraphed instantly ^for the hotel hard by had a telegraph
station
to the village the tidings of what had occurred, that they might, if possible,
escape.
Happily the Rhone was very low and shallow at the time, and so the immense
rush of waters that suddenly poured in was able to get away without much damage
accruing to the people on its banks.
That peril was believed in, and endeavour made
But the judgment of God against sinful nations and
to save those exposed to it.
people who realizes or fully believes that? Who flees from the wrath to come?
And yet, if there be one atom of truth in God's Word, and in all history, that wrath
will come on every sinful souL
God give us to really believe this ! S. 0.

—

—

—

—

Ver. 21. "No more." Six times over does this word recur, and always concerning
thu same fact. That fact, therefore, must be notable, and is intended to be noticed by
glance at this
us.
Of what, then, is it thus repeatedly said, it is "no more"?
chapter shows that "the great city Babylon" is spoken of, and that accursed city
meant heathen Rome to the mind of St. John. But full well we know that even when
Rome pagan gave way to Rome papal, evil and sin, bloody persecution and cruel wrong,
did not disappear. Therefore we take Babylon to mean far more than any Rome, or
any city that is or has been on the face of the earth ; we take it as telling of the whole
kingdom of evil that mighty empire, that hoary sinner against God and man.
Though St. Jiihn meant Rome, his words tell of far more than Rome. And we, coming
so far further down in the world's history, are able and glad to read in them this fuller
meaning which we believe to have been in the Divine mind, though not in that of his
servant. Let Babylon stand, then, for the city where Satan's seat is
the whole kingdom
and dominion of the devil, and let us listen to the six times repeated stroke of the word
" no more," which in our text and two following verses may be heard. The city is
to be " no more," and her music " no more," and her trade " no more," and her foodsupplies " no more," and her lamp-lit feasts " no more," and her marriage festivals " no
more." Thus, by the utter desolation of a great city, such as that which came on
Babylon, is set forth the fact of the final and complete overthrow of that kingdom of
evil of which Babylon was the ancient type, and Rome, in St. John's day, the embodi-

A

—

—

ment

Such utter overthrow is
SiuNiFiED BY SYMBOL. See the mighty angel lifting aloft the huge and ponderous
millstone and then hui ling it, with all his force, into the depths of the sea. There,
buried out of sight, sunk down into the bed of ocean, it shall never more be seen.
Such is the symbol. One that seemed little likely of fulfilment when it was given,
and even now, oftentimes, seems as if it never would be fulfilled.
Babylon had fallen, in spite of all its greatness, andlieathen
II. Verified by fact.
Rome was hastening to her fall. And other such Babylons have risen, anii wrought
Therefore we may ba
their evil, and rioted in their sin, and, like her, have fallen.
assured that the last and greatest of them all will also one day be " no more."
" How long,
Lord, how long, dost thou
III. Longed for by the oppressed.
not avenge ? " such has been the cry of the oppressed for weary ages. " Thy kingdom
come," is the cry we put up day by day.
IV. Promised in tub gobpbu " The Spirit of the Lord is upon me," said Jesus,
"because he hath anointed me to preach glad tidings to the poor," etc. (Luke iv.).
And this is the gospel, that the kingdom of evil shall be " no more." It is present
with us now, we know, in all its forms. But it is not always so to be. Ere the glad
tidings were proclaimed, good men, sore perplexed and troubled, pondered mnch and
sadly over the my.stery of evil. They could not understand how Gkid could let it be.
Nor do we fully understand even now. But this much we know, that it is but for
a time. And faith is able to grasp the promise of the gospel, and to " rest in the Lord,
and wait patiently for him."
V Rejoiced in by saints. The joy of all heaven because of this overthrow of evil
Their Alleluias ascend unceasingly; for that God hath
is told of in the next chapter.
judged the accursed city and established bis own reign.
VI. Cbedible to reason. The evidence for the Divine existence and the Divine
character as holy, jusi, wise, and ^ooii becomes more convincing the more it is
considered, notwithstanding the existence of a kingdom of eviL
Doubtless that
I.

—

—

—

—
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kingdom is a great stumbling-block to both reason and faith, but it is not an
insurmountable one. But were it not for the truth we are considering now, that all
this accursed rule of evil shall one day be " no more,'' we do not see how faith in God
could live. For that faith necessitates as its corollary that evil should terminate and
be " no more." Beason reiterates her conviction that if God be, evil must one day be
" no more."
VII. Accomplished by Chmst. " For this purpose the Son of God was manifested."
" I saw," he says, " Satan as lightning fall from heaven." " The prince of this world is
iudged." There was that, however imperfectly we may understand it, in the life,
death, and resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ, which effected the virtual overthrow
of evil.
Satan received his death-stroke he is no longer what he was. We know and
But when we
confess that in some aspects of life it seems very hard to believe this.
consider what the power of our blessed Lord and Master has already done how the
might of his meekness, the love of his sacrifice, the attraction of his cross, have already
subdued so many hearts and triumphed over so many foes, then faith revives, and
we can believe that, as he said, " the prince of this world is judged." Lord, we believe
but help our unbelief. S. 0.
;

;

—

—

—

8.
Vers. 1
The fall of corrupt society. " And after these things I saw another
angel come down from heaven," etc. Regarding, as I do, this book as a record of
visions which its author had in Patmos, at a period when the most stupendous events
were occurring around him, the only practical use that can be made of them is to
illustrate and impress those moral principles that are true to man as man, the world
over and the ages through. It appears. absurd and useless, and an utter waste of labour,
to attempt (which most expositors have done and are doing) an interpretation of a
dream containing, as it generally does, objects that are grotesque, unnatural, aud
monstrous. Albeit it is most rational and practically valuable to employ it to set
forth and impress the eternal realities of the spirit-world.
Our subject is the final fall
of corrupt society. "Babylon is fallen, is fallen " (ver. 2). Babylon here represents society.
It is a city.
It is not the private residence of an individual, .isolated from all others,
but congeries of houses for the dwelling of a communi ty. Because man is a gregarious
animal and sympathetic, he lives, for the most part, in communities.
community
may be as small as a family, as vast as a city, or as wide as an empire. It may be
But Babylon not
barbaric or civilized, civil or religious, or a combination of both.
only represents society, but corrupt society. The moral character of the population
was an outrage on all the laws of true morality and genuine religion. Human society
was not only corrupt in Babylon, but it is corrupt in all its sections throughout the
world.
What an old Hebrew writer says of the Jewish nation, is true, more or less, of
all society.
"From the sole of the foot to the crown of tlie head there is no soundness,
hut wounds and bruises, and putrefying sores." JforoZ^y, all society is Baby lonianized.
In this Babylon
this corrupt society even as it exists here in Christendom
we have
The distinction between
all the evils and the vices that were found in pagati Rome.
pagan Rome and papal Rome is purely fictitious. What cardinal sins find you in the
former that were not embodied in the history of the latter ? " Is fallen, is fallen

A

.

.

.

—

—

:

what in the history of Divine truth will be in
now in spirit and reality. Hence "Babylon

and form millions of ages hence it
fallen."
The following remarks are

fact
is

suggested concerning the fall of Babylon, this fall of corrupt society.
Who proclaims it? A Divine angel, a minister
I. It is divinely proclaimed.
from the Eternal. "After these things I saw another angel come [coming] down
from [out of] heaven, having great power [authority]; and the earth was lightened with
"After these things." After the stupendous events recorded in
his glory " (ver. 1).
former visions, this mighty angel, clad with authority and corruscating in splendour,
comes down from the eternal heavens of reality, and proclaims witli a loud voice this
The ultimate fall of all that is morally corrupt in human comfall of moral Babylon.
munities is not a matter of speculation and mere probability; it is nhsolutelj inevitable.
Wrong cannot stand for ever; though, like the colossal image in Daniel, it may be
constructed of gold, and silver, and brass, and iron, and be associated with the splendours
of empire, yet its "feet are of clay," and it must sooner or later tumble to pieces.
Head of gold, but feet of day 1 It is not a fixed ntar in the immeasurable expuuie of

;
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but a mere meteor, brilHant and swift for a moment, then black and still for
there is a law of disintegration in the material universe, that so separates the
hugest mountains that they ultimately disappear, so there is in the moiid a law of
retribution, which will ultimately break into pieces the world of corrupt society.
Babylon must fall.
II. It is manifbbtlt deserved.
The desoripHon here given reveals such a condition
" Is
of moral foulness and wickedness as not only to merit but to demand this doom.
become the [a] habitation of devils, and the [a] hold of every foul [unclean] spirit, and
As in the ruins of old
a cage [a hold] of every unclean and hateful bird" (ver. 2).
space,
ever.

As

the cormorant, the screech-owl, the vulture, and other hideous creatures are
found, so in this moral Babylon are found the most horrible and detestable of all
existences.
The utter extermination, or rather extinction, of such objects is urgently
required.
But this is not all. Mark its appalling wickedness. " For all nations have
drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication [For by the wine of the wrath of her
fornication all the nations are fallen], and the kings of the earth have committed
fornication vrith her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich thiough [by] the
abundance [power] of her delicacies [wantonness] " (ver. 3). " Beference here is not,"
says an expositor, "made to earthly but to spiritual wares indulgences, idolatries,
superstitions, and worldly compromises."
Does not such a corrupt society, such a
moral Babylon, justly deserve this miserable ending ? " Sin, when it is finished, bringeth

cities,

—

The

seeds of ruin lie in every evil principle, and are found in the moral
These seeds must break into fruits of rankling poison sooner or later.
" And I heard another voice from heaven,
III. It is a eeason fob quitting it.
saying, Come out of her, my people [Come forth, my people, out of her], that ye be not
partakers [have no fellowship] of [with] her <ins, and that ye receive not of her
plagues" (ver. 4). As the house is falling, let the tenants quit and save their lives;
the city is about breaking into flames, therefore escape to the mountains. This voice
from heaven suggests: 1. The possibility of good men living in this corrupt society
" Come out of her, my people." Good men are found living and
this moral Babylon.
working in the midst of a " wicked and perverse generation." There were a few men
The depravities of our contemporaries and
in corrupt Sardis who " walked with God."
neighbours are no justification for our defects. They should rather warn us against
the wrong, and stimulate us to the right. 2. That good men, unless they quit this
corrupt society, will ie involved in its guilt and fate. "That ye be not partakers of
her sins." The exodus here demanded is not, of course, bodily, but spuituai ; not from
places, but from principles; not from persons, but from characters; from the corrupt
" Come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith
spirit of places and persons.
the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing ; and I will receive you." Unless you do so
you will be tainted with their impurity and afBicted with their plagues.
IV. It is a development op kbtbibdtion. " For her sins have reached unto
heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities. Reward her [render unto her] .even
as she rewarded you [rendered], ?ind double unto her double [the double] according to
her works " (vers. 5, 6). " The idea is of a great heap firmly fastened, and towering,
like another Babel, as far as heaven (comp. 2 Chron. xxviii. 9; Ezra is. 6).
The
idea is more than that of the cry of sin reaching heaven, as in the case of Sodom
(Gen. xviii. 20, 21) the sins themselves, many and imperial, have touched the face
God hath remembered her. Sometimes the oppressed have thought that
of heaven.
God hath forgotten the voice of the enemy; but the long-suffering of the Lord is
The same voice which bids the people of God come forth summons the
salvation.
agents of vengeanoe. Many Old Testament parallels will suggest themselves (Jer. li. 18
Ps. Ixxix. 12 cxxxvii. 8 ; Isa. xl. 2). The ' double ' must not be taken to mean ' double
her siDS.' Her sins are themselves called double, and her judgment is according to her
sins.
She is double-stained in wickedness, and the law of retribution fiercely works in
her.
The cup of her luxuriousness becomes the cup of vengeance. The flowery path
has led to the broad gate and the great fire " (Bishop of Eipon). The ruin comes, then,
not as a casual event, nor as a positive infliction, but as the result of the eternal law of
retribution : a law silent in its operations, resistless in its force, and inevitable in iis
" Be not deceived God is not mocked : for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
issues.
he also reap." This law of moral causation links sin to misery as indissolubly ai
forth death."

heart of men.

—

;

;

;
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"As you stood some stormy day upon a sea-cliff,
and marked the giant billow rise from the deep to rush on with foaming crest, and
throw itself thundering on the trembling shore, did you ever fancy that you could stay
its course, and hurl it back to the depths of ocean?
Did you ever stand beneath the
leaden, lowering cloud, and mark the lightning's leap as it shot and flashed, dazzling
athwart the gloom, and think that you could grasp the bolt, and change its path?
Still more foolish and vain his thought, who fancies that he can arrest or turn aside the
purpose of God, saying, 'What is the Almighty, that we should serve him?' 'Let us
break his bands asunder, and oast away his cords from us.' Break his bands asunder
attraction links planets to the sun.

1

How

!

ho that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh
V. It involves an oveewhblming catasteophb. "Therefore shall her plagues
come in one day [in one day shall her plagues], death, and mourning, and famine
and she shall he utterly burned with fire : for strong is the Lord God who judgeth [which
judged] her" (ver 8). " She thought herself strong," says a modern expositor. " She
forgot the strength of the Almighty.
Her plagues were fourfold, as though from every
quarter her trouble came.
Death, for her scorn of the prospect of widowhood ; mourning, for her inordinate revelling ; famine, for her abundance ; and fire, the punishment
of her fornication." When full judgment comes upon a corrupt community, the
What is lost?
horrors involved not only transcend description, but even imagination.
Friendship gives way to fiendish battlings; peace gives way to furious storms; hope
gives way to black despair and terrible apprehensions ; liberty gives way to a crushing
thraldom, in which every faculty of the soul is bound in chains of darkness. All the
lights of' the soul are quenched, and the whole heavens are mantled in a starless midnight.

Conclusion. Mark well, brother, and study deeply the final fall of corrupt society.
Every corrupt soul is in truth a moral Babylon that "is fallen, is fallen." "Fallen"
from whither? From some local height? Prom some Himalayan apex to a fathomless dungeon, or from some worldly pinnacle?
Prom a mansion to a cot, from a
princeling to a pauper?
Such falls are not vital. Change oi place does not necessarily
" The mind is its own place." Nor change of
iififect the highest interests of the soul.
circumstances.
In truth, a descension from the highest affluence to the lowest indigence may conduce to its true elevation. The fall is from virtue to vice, from truth to
error, from liberty to thraldom, from sunshine to midnight, from the Divine to the
devilish.
What more terrible sentence can he pronounced on a soul than " It is fallen,
it is fallen"?
Will it continue to fall for ever? Is there no hand to arrest the
" The hand of mercy
descent, and to lift it to the heights from whence it has fallen ?
is not shortened, that it cannot save."
On the pages of ecclesiastical history, of sac-red
biography, and of our own memory, we read of souls that have fallen low, but have
been raised again. Thi'y have been able to appropriate the language of an old Hebrew
writer, and say, " He brought me up also out of an horrible pit, out of the miry clay,
and Bet my feet upon a rock, and established my goings."
"

Thy

mercy, Lord, is like the morning sun,
Wliose beams undo what sable night hath done;
Or, like a stream, the current of whose course,
Kestrained awhile, runs with a swifter force.
Oh I let me glow beneath those sacred beams,
And bathe me in those silver streams.
To thee alone my sorrows shall appeal
Hath earth a wound too hard for Heaven to heal?"
(Quarles.)

D. T.

The rule of retribution. "How much ... so much," etc. The subject
Ver. 7.
here suggested is man's future retribution ruled by his present condition. " How much
sorrow give her." This,
she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so much
stripped of all historical and metaphorical allusions, means the present circumstances
I offer three remarks on this subject.
of the sinner shall rule his future suffering.
That those of the
I. This bulis commends itself to oub sense of justice.
tricked who in this world live in 'affluence, and have more than heart can wish, possess
.

.
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and moral improvement and means of doing

good, should in future retribution fare alike witli those who have none of these blessings or advantages, would be an outrage on our seise of right.
Justice requires a
balancing of human affairs a kind of compensation for existing discrepancies, and this
mankind will have in the great retributive future.

—

This eule answers to biblical teachins. Througbout the whole Scripture
it is taught that sinners, after they have passed through their probationary
period, will be dealt with according to the mercies they have abused, the opportunities
they have neglected, and the advantages they have wasted. "He that knoweth his
master's will, and doeth it not," etc. ; " Son, remember thou in thy lifetime didst
II.

record

receive," etc.
III. This eulb agrees with uurvBBSAL experience.
Conscious contrast between
a propitious past and a distressing present is, and must ever be, an element in mental
suffering.
There are two paupers equal, I will suppose, in age, capacity, sensibility,
and character. The hovels they live in and the means of their sustenance are also
equal; but the one is intensely wretched, and the other is comparatively happy. Why
this ?
The wretched man has come down into tliat hovel from the home of opulence
and luxury, and the other has never had a better home. Thus the contrast gives a
misery to the one which the other cannot experience. So it must be in the future
the sinner who goes into retribution from mansions, colleges, and churches will, by the
law of contrast, find a more terrible hell than the poor creature who has fallen into it
from ignorance and pauperism. Far more terrible, methinks, will be the hell of the
aristocracy than the hell of the struggling and starving millions. " How much she
hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give her."
"Worldly advantages are not always transitory, but often permanently injurious.
" Though the sinner's excellency mount up to the heavens, and his bead reach unto
the clouds, yet he shall perish for ever." D. T.

—

—24.

Tliefall of the corrupt in human life.
"And the kings of the earth,
fornication and lived deliciously with her," etc. All along through
remarks on the Apocalyptic visions of this book I have not only discarded any
attempt at a literal interpretation, but have aflRrmed that, as a rule, such interpretations
of dreams or visions can seldom, if ever, from the nature of the case, be correct ; ami
more especially so with the visions and dreams recorded in this book. The objects
seen, the voices heard, the acts performed, are so incongruous with the course of nature
and the concurrent experience of mankind, that thet attempt at a literal exposition

Vers. 9

who have committed

my

to be the height of absurdity.
Anyhow, though it has been tried a
thousand times, and is still being tried, all the results are utterly unsatisfactory to the
unprejudiced and unsophisticated intellect and conscience of mankind. Common sense
repudiates all such interpretations. Using, however, such visions and dreams as the
great redeeming Teacher of mankind used the blooming lily, the fruitful vine, the
toiling fishermen, the flowing river, the booming sea, and the beaming heavens
viz.
to suggest and illustrate the eternal realities of the supersensuous realm is to use them
not only legitimately, but usefully in the highest degree. Still proceeding on this
principle, we may perhaps get out of the strange scenes here recorded some things that
may quicken our intellect, encourage our conscience, and inspire our hope. The
subject here is
The fall of the corrupt in human life. The corrupt thing is here
symbolized by Babylon. "Babylon is fallen." If Babylon here be understood to mean
the old city of whose infamous history we have all read, the language used is historically true, for it had fallen to ruins live hundred years before this, and had become
"the habitation of devils, and every foul thing." If, as some say, it means pagan
Rome, it is not true, for that is as strong and numerically influential if not more so
now as it ever has been. Take Babylon as standing for wrong everywhere throughout society, and the expression is not true. Moral Babylon in the aggregate still lives
and works on this planet. Albeit, regarding it as an event perpetually occurring, it
"Wrong, including all that is morally evil in human thought, feeling,
is true enough.
and action, is constantly falling. It has been falling from Adam to Christ, and from
Such stupendous events were occurring in connection with it in
Christ to this hour.
the days of John, that he might well have dreamt ilhat he heard iome angel say,

would seem

—

—
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The false and the wrong everywhere are constantly falling, and
to do bo. Do not, then, understand that the whole of corrupt society on
this earth will in some distant day in the mighty aggregate be at once clearly swept
from the face of the earth. There is no reason to believe this. The idea is contrary
to the analogy of nature, where all things move gradually.
Wrong has a very slow
death.
If we use the word "falling" for "is fallen," it will give us a universal
truth—^viz. that moral Babylon, the corrupt in society, is falling, I stand upon the
brow of some firm and lofty mountain, and I say, " This mountain is falling ; " and I
gay truly, for there is not a moment in its existence when it is not crumbling into the
atoms that made it up, for the great physical law of disintegration will never cease
operating upon it, until it shall " become a plain." " The mountains falling cometh
to nought," etc.
Or I stanil by the trunk of some huge tree, and I say, " This tree is
falling."
And I speak truth, for the great law of vegetable decay is working in it, and
will one day bring it down into the dust.
So with the wrong thing in human life.
Though it stand as a huge mountain filling the horizon of humanity, it will, by the
Or though it stand as
eternal law of moral disintegration, be one day brought down.
some huge tree. whose branches spread over the race, and under whose shadows mighty
populations live, the invincible and unalterable law of moral retribution will rot it
clean away. The record here given of this highly symbolic vision suggests its influence
upon two classes of mind. It excites
are the men who feel distressed at the
I. The lamentation of the bad.
fall of the wrong thing
find at least two classes in these
the moral Babylon?
"
verses.
1. The ruling class.
And the kings of the earth, who have committed fornication and lived deliciously [wantonly] with her, shall bewail her, and lament for her
[weep and wail over her], when they shall see [look upon] the smoke of her burning"
(ver. 9).
Throughout the human race the world over, we find a class of men who are
lhe chiefs, the masters, the kings, who control and determine the destinies of others.
2. The mercantile class. "' And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn,"
The mercantile principle is an instinct Divine and beneficent.
etc. (vers, 11
17).
Its operations are not limited to shops, storerooms, markets, exchanges, or land ; it
extends to the ocean. " And every shipmaster, and all the company in ships, and
The ships
sailors [every one that saileth anywhither, and mariners]," etc. (ver. 17).
The principle is
of commerce are found ploughing every sea and lying in every port.
But whilst the
found working among savage hordes as well as amongst civilized men.
principle is right enough, and transcendently beneficent when rightly directed, it has,
It is perverted when it
like all other instincts of our nature, been sadly perverted.
is directed not to the good of the commonwealth, but to the gratification and aggrandizement of self. Hence the enormous private fortunes on the one hand, an<l the
starving destitution of millions on the other. Now, this morally wrong thing, this
every man for himself, is a principle that has been so much criticized, not only by
political and moral philosojihers, but by the thinking men in all conditions of life,
that it is getting weak, beginning to fall, and must ultimately be destroyed. When
the grand altruistic truth of Christly socialism becomes realized by tbe masses, " Let
no man seek his own, but every man another's wealth," then this evvry-man-forhimself principle will fall, and with its fall what will become ff the enormous possesNo wonder they
sions which they have obtained merely by working for themselves?
Every day this wrong thing is gradually falling, and
are distressed at the prospect.
the best men everywhere are becoming altruistic. " Go to now, ye rich men, weep
and howl for your miseries that shall come upon you." How they struggle to arrest
this wrong principle in its fall, to buttress it up; but it is the fiat of eternal justice
must continue

Who

—

We

—

that

it

should

fall

and

rise

no more.

The jubilation of the

good. "Kejoioe over her, thou heaven, and ye holy
and prophets," etc. (ver. 20). Whilst those who have a vested interest in the
maintenance of the wron^? thing whose pomp, and wealth, and luxurious sensualities,
and gilded pageantrii s would have never existed but for the Babylonian sfdrit that
permeates social life howl in anguish at the fall of wrong, there are otheis transported
II.

apostles

—

—

with rapture as they see it giving way. Who are these? Unfallen angels, saints,
and holy intelligences throughout the empire of God. " Thou heaven, and ye holy
Heaven knows what in going on on earth, and ii
apostles [ye saints] and prophets."

—
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with delight at the sight of even " one sinner that repenteth." The change of
governments, the fluctuation of markets, the revolution of empires such things as
these awaken the deepest concern of the ignorant and erring sons of men. But they
wake no ripple on the deep translucent river of celestial minds. Whereas every
fraction of wrong which they see falling into ruin from this huge Babylon gives them
a new thrill of delight. Why should these peers in the spiritual universe thus exult
Evil has no right to exist; it is
at the fell of wrong? 1. Because the fall is just.
an abnormal thing. The father of lies is a usurper in the universe. All the wrong
systemB, theoretical and practical, in every department of human life, political, commercial, ecclesiastic, he has built up on falsehood and deception ; and their destruction
God speed the right! This is the instinctive prayer of
is an act of eternal justice.
all consciences.
2. Because the/aU is leneficent.
The giving way of the wrong thing
in society is as the breaking up of the dense cloud that darkens the whole heavens of
man, the bringing down of fertilizing showers on the earth, and brightening the sky
into sunny azure. It is the uprooting of those thorns and thistles and noxious weeds that
have turned the paradise of our being into a howling wilderness. What benevolent
nature could fail to exult in such an event as this? "Bejoice over her, thou heaven,
and ye holy apostles and prophets." 3. Because the fall is complete. " And a mighty
[strong] angel took up a stone like a [as it were a] great millstone, and cast it into the
sea, saying, Thus with violence [a mighty fall] shall that great city Babylon [Babylon
the great city] be thrown [cast] down, and shall be found no more at all," etc. (vers.
21 23). All this imposing symbolical description suggests the enormous curses
associated with moral Babylonianism, and the strong reason for jubilation at its final
The fall of moral evil, even in part or whole, in the individual soul, in small or
fall.
Destroyed once, it is destroyed for ever.
large communities, is not a temporary event.
" It shall be thrown down, and shall be found no more at all." It is " cast into the
sea."
What does the mighty "millstone" suggest? What was the "little stone" in
Daniel's vision cut out of the rock without bauds, and which became a great mountain?
This, I trow the gospel, which is the "power of God," this is the only instrument
that can hurl Babylon into the depths of the sea. D. T.
thrilled

—

—

—

Ver. 21.
millstone,

moral

Moral
and cast

—

evil symbolized.
it

•'

—

And a mighty angel

into the sea," eto.

In these words

took up a stone like a great
a tymholization of

we have

evil.

A

STMBOLiZATiON OP ITS NATURE. Babylou is a symbol. Not unfrequently is
moral evil in the aggregate represented by some one object. Sometimes by the " old
man," that is, the unrenewed, depraved man ; he is the embodiment of all the elements
Sometimes by the " world," that is, the moral evil embodied in the world.
of sin.
"He that loveth the world," etc., that is, the moral evil embodied in the world. In
Nebuchadnezzar's dream it is represented as a colossal imap;e, representing the wealth
and power of empire, the pride of the idolatry, the wickedness of all kingdoms. Here
Babylon stands here
in these words it is represented by the great city Babylon.
If you want to see sin, or moral evil, in all its
as the grand symbol of moral evil.
hideous aspects, in all its infernal operations, in all its damning consequences, study
the great city of Babylon. In this city you will find not only the evils of the Roman
(Jatholio Church, but of all Churches, of all institutions, of all countries and climes,
I.

human hearts. The great city Ba^bylon is in every unreserved soul. Here is
STMBOLIZATION OF ITS ovBETHROW. " And a mighty angel took up a stone
like a great millstone, and cast it into the sea, saying. Thus with violence shall that
The moral
great city Babylon be thrown down, and shall be found no more at all."

ay, of all
II.

A

world is to be destroyed; it is not to exist for ever. The various figures
used to symbolize it are set forth as objects for utter destruction. The world is to be
" overcome," as Christ overcame it. The old man, which is corrupt, is to be " crucified
with his affections and lusts." The great image is to be shivered to pieces by the
" stone," the symbol of Divine truth and here the great city Babylon is represented as
being thrown like a great millstone " into the sea." Two remarks ai e suggested concerning its overthrow. 1. It is to be overthrown by superhuman agency. " A mighty
Was not Christ a mighty Messenger sent from
angel," a messenger from heaven.
heaven for this purpose? Yes; he came to "destroy the works of the deviL," It it
evil of the

;

;;
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«aid that good alone can overcome evil. True, hut it must be good in a supernatural
form ; and in this form the gospel brings us the good. 2. It is to be oyerthrowa in
guch a way as never to appewr again. Babylon is thrown like a great millstone into
the sea. "And shall be found no more at all." As Pharaoh sank like lead in the
mighty waters, and rose no more to life, so shall moral evil like a mighty millstone
" Shall be found no more at all." No
fall into the fathomless abysses of eternal ruin.
Some ©ne has said that they toll like a
less than six times are these words repeated.
funeral knell.
I would rather say that they chime like a triumphant peal.
Thank
God, mighty and wide as is the dominion of evil in the world, I am prone to believe
that it will not endure for ever. All the holy prayers in the universe cry for its ruin.
All holy agencies work for it, and omnipotence is pledged to iti overthrow. D. T.

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTEE

Ver. 1.—And after these things I heard a
great voice of much people iu heaven, saying ; ajier these things I heard, as it were, a
great voice of a great multitude, etc. The
usual introduction to a new phase of a vision
(see ch. iv. 1, etc.). The "great voice," as
usual, characteristic of the heavenly utterances (see ch. v. 2, etc.). Again, we are not
told whose the utterance is. It may well be
that of all the heavenly inhabitants and
As usual in
saints in glory (cf. ch. vii. 9).
the Apocalypse, at the termination of a
description of the last judgment comes the
triumphant song of the heavenly host (cf.
oh. vii. 9
17 xi. 17). Thus the account
of the conflict between God and the devil,
which was begun at ch. xii., is here concluded at ver. 8 after which the narrative
takes a fresh departure, once more return-

—

;

;

were, to the beginning, and tracing
ing, as
anew this warfare. The remaining portion
of the book is analogous to the latter part
of Ezekiel. Alleluia ; Salvation, and glory,
it

and honour, and power, unto the Lord onx
God Hallelujah ; the salvation and the glory
and the power belong to our God. 'H Tiiii],
;

" the honour," found in several cursives, is
omitted in N, A, B, C, P, etc. So also with
Hallelujah " Praise
the word " Lord."
ye Jeliovah " is found in Ps. cxxxv. 1 and
elsewhere. It is translated in ver. 5 of this
chapter, as is St. John's custom (see on ch.
Ii. 11). It has been remarked that the word
"Hallelujah" is chiefly used in connection
with the punishment of the wicked; in

—

—

which manner it is also used here.
a similai ascription of praise, see ch.
etc.)

—

(For
iv.

11,

and righteous are Ms
judgments. This reason for the worship
of ver. 1 is similar to that in ch. xvi. 7
and XV. 8. For he hath judged the great
whore, which did corrupt the earth with her
fornication, and hath avenged the hlood of
Ver.

2.

^For true

his torvanta at her hand.

worship of ver. 1. Corrupt the earth
as in oh. xi. 18, where a form of the same
Her foris used (of. also Jer. 11. 25).
nication ; her unfaithfulness and deceit (see
on ch. xiv. 4, 8). The prayer of ch. vi. 10
has now been heard (of. also oh. xviii. 20).
Ver. 3. And again they said, Alleluia.
And her smoke rose up for ever and ever
goeth up.
The "smoke" is that of the
burning of Babylon, mentioned in oh. xviii.
The final nature of this judgment is
9, 18.
indicated by the closing words.
Ver. 4. And the four and twenty elderi
and the four beasts fell down and worshipped
Bod that sat on the throne, saying. Amen;
Alleluia,
(On " the twenty-four elders " as
representing the Church of God, and "the
four living beings " as typical of creation,
see on ch. iv. 4, 6.)
God that sitteth (present tense, as in ver. 3) on the throne; as he
Amen
is described in oh. iv 2 and v. 13.
Hallelujah (see Ps. cvi. 48).
Ver. 5.— And a voice came out of the
throne, saying.
'Ek, " out of," is found in
^<, P, 1, 3t, etc. ; kiri, "forth from," is supported by A, B, C, etc. ; while B reads
oiparov,
"heaven," instead of 6p6vou,
" throne." Alford suggests that the direction rather than the source of the voice is
intended. It is impossible to say to whom
the voice should be attributed (cf. ch. x.
As an invitation to tlie Cliurch
4, 8, etc.).
to praise God, we might expect the voice to
be that of one of the elders. Praise our God,
all ye his servants, and ye that fear him,
both small and great. N, C, P, omit the first
" and," thus reading : " ye his servnnts, ye
that fear him," etc. The first words are a
repetition of the " Hallelujah " of ver. 1.
The following phrases are found in P».
oxxxiv. 1 ; cxv. 13.
Ver. 6. And I heard as it were the voice
of a great multitude. This is tlie response
to the invitation just uttered in ver. 5.
Again "the voice of a multitude," as in
ver. 1.
And as the voice of many waters.
That is, iu its suggestivenees of great powet
for the

XIX.
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—

—

—

—

"
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15; xiv. 2; P».
as the voice of
repetition
of the idea contained in the preceding
elause. The case of the participle is doubtful ;
A, P, and others have Key6vTaiv
many cursives \eyivras; K has \fyoiami;
\he nominative Kiyovris is found in
and
others.
Alleluia : for the Lord Ood omnijotent reigneth.
(Ou " Hallelnjah," see
ver. 1.)
These words connect the present
passage with ch. xvii. 14. They exhibit,
as it were, the culminating reason for tills
adoration of God. He has exhibited Jiis
almighty power in the overthrow of Babylon, who said, "I sit a queen;" and in th«
overthrow (which has yet to be narrated
more fully) of the kings of the earth.
Ver. 7. Let us he glad and rejoice, and
give honour to him ; let us rejoice and be
exceeding glad, and let u( jgive the glory unto
him. Alforil reads Siiaoiiep, " we will give,"
with ti'\ A. P, 36 : but the T.B. Siiiiev,
" let us give," which is found in X', B, 1, 7,
38, Vuliiate, Cyprian, Primasius, is to be
preferred. Por the marriage of the Lamb is
come, and his wife hath made herself ready.
This is eomcnhat anticipatory ; the full
fision of the bride of the Lamb is reserved
until ch. xxi.
But tlie rejoicing over Babylon and the harlot natuially suggests the
illusion to Christ's faithful Cliuroh, just as
the vision of ch. vii. is suggested by the
concludiog words of ch. vi. " The marriage

xciii.

3

;

Jer.

li.

(of.

16).

I.

And

mighty thunderings, saying.

A

B

—

Lamb " is the figure under which
depicted that complete union between
Christ and his faitlifnl Ohurcli, which will
be consummated at the last day, when Satan
has been overcome and sin destroyed. It
stands in contrast with the fornication of
the harlot the union of the spiritually
unfaithful portion of Christ's Church with
the powers of the world (see on oh. xvii.
Alford remarks, " This figure, of ?
1, 2).
marriage between the Lord and his people,
is too frequent and familiar to need explanation (of. in the Old Testament, Isa. liv. 1
8 ; Ezok. xvi. 7, etc. ; Hos. ii. 19, etc. and
in the New Testumont, Matt. ix. 15 ; xxv.
1, etc. ; John iii. 29 ; Eph. v. 25, etc.)."
This symbol of the wife or bride indicates the redeemed, who have already in
several places been alluded to in this book
(ch. vii. 9 ; xii. 1 ; xiv. 1 ; xvii. 14, " they
The saints have
that are with him").
made theinsilves ready by endning themrighteousness
with
robe
of
(ver.
selves
the
of the
is

—

;

8).

Ver. 8.— Andto her was granted that she
should be arrayed in fine linen, clean and
white ; and it was given unto her that she
should array herself in fine linen, bright
The double nature of the
[and] pure.
process is here set forth- " It was (iven
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power comes from God (of. eh.
and yet "slio arrays herself; "
is still voluntary.
(On "white
linen," see on oh. iv. 4
vii. 9 ;
XT. 6.)
The foll;(ving words are a f<ufiicient commentary.
This verse appears to contain
the words of the writer, tlie heavenly song
having ceased at the end of ver. 7. For the
her," the

xiii. 5, etc.),

the action

;

linen is the righteousness of saints;
the righteous uett of the saints.
That is,
their former righteousness, exhibited in
fidelity to God and hostility t;> the world,
fins

obtained and retained by the f^race of God,
now forms their chief glory. So 'their
works do follow them " (ch. xiv. 13).
Ver. 9. And he saith unto me, Write,
Blessed are they which are oa'led unto the
marriage supper of the Lamb which are hidden (Revised Version). Of. the coinmand in
ch. i. 11 and xxi. 5, and the prohiiation in
X. 4; cf. also the expression in ch. xiv. 13,
" Blessed are the dead," etc.
It almost
seems as if the writer has in his mind the
connection of ideas indicated by the words
quoted above on ver. 8, " Their works do
follow them." The figure of the " raarriaa;e
supper" is rather a new symbol than the
continuation of the symbol of the bride;
though very probably suggested by it. For
those who partake of the " marriage supper "
are those who constitute the bride, viz. the

—

;

faithful

Church of God.

Cf. ch.

iii.

20,

the words which are spoken by the
" Amen, the faithful and true Witness
(oh. iii. 14): "If any man hear my voice,
and open the door, I will come in to him,
and will sup with him, and he with me."
It is impossilile to say who the speaker is
that thus addresses St. John, except in so
far as may be gathered from ver. 10.
And
he saith nnto me, These are the true sayings
of God.
Cf. the words of oh. iii. 14, quoteil
above, and ch. xxi. 5 also the " Yea, saith
the Spirit " of oh. xiv. 13. (On the word
;

" true," see ch. iii. 7.)
These words have
been restricted to different portions of the

Apocalypse by diff'erent commentators but
seems best, ou the whole, to understand
them as referring to the whole series of
visions connected with the harlot and
Babylon »nd the faithful bride of Christ.
Ver. 10. And I fell at his feet to worship
him. The same thing happens again in oh.
XX. 7, 8, and this makes it improbable that
St. John imagined the angel to be Christ
himself, as some think. More probably (as
Alford, Bengel, Vitringa, Wordsworth, »nd
(thers) St. John was so overwhelmed with
the tremendous character of the revelation
just made to him, that in his humility he
pays imdue reverence to the angel who had
communicated it to him. This reverence
may not have been exactly of the nature of
that whioh he would render to God but it
;

it

—

;

—
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evident, from the reproof of the angel,
that it was more Ihan could be becomingly
and safely paid to a created being. And ha
said tmto me, Ses thou do It not : I am thy
fellow-servant, and of thy brethren that
have the testimony of Jesns; saith ... J
am a fellow-servant with fhee and with thy
So the apostles styled thembrethren, etc.
selves (Eom. 1. 1; 2 Pet. i. 1, etc.). (On
" hold the testimony of Jesus," see oh. i. 2,
9 ; xii. 17.) Worship God. Such also is the
command of our Lord (Matt. Iv. 10). For
the testimony of Tesns is the spirit of
prophecy. Like the words of ver. 8, these
words are probably an explanation added

Ver. 12.

is

by St. John. To prophesy is to understand
and proclaim the truth concerning God,
especially in the face of prevalent ignorance
or opposition ; this is also what is meant by
holding " the testimony of Jesus."
The
angel in revealing these visions, the martyrs
in openly professing Christ, St. John in
receiving and handing on the Apocalypse,

wore prophesying. Thus it was that tlie
angel announces himself to be the fellowservant of St. John, and a fellow-servant
witli the prophets, and with those "who
keep the sayings of this book " (ch. xxii. 9).
Yer. 11. And I saw heaven opened, and
behold a white horse. A new vision now
opens, which is, however, part of the preceding series, commencing at ch. xiii. 1.

—

The

destruction of certain forms of evil
Babylon and the harlot has
been declared ; the final overthrow of the
dragon has yet to be related, though there
may be no such separation in the actual
infliction of these punishments as there
necessarily is in the relation of tliem.
The
warfare now to be described must be understood to be that which is taking place
between the hosts of Clirist and Satan
throughout the period of the world's existence.
The heaven opened (cf. ch. iv. 1).
similar figure has been already employed in
the first seal-vision (ch. vi. 2). It has been
pointed out that the same image is employed
at the beginning and at the end of the description of the warfare between Christ and
the devil. He who is the First and thcj Last,
the Alpha and Omega (ch. i. 8), rides forth
typified by

—

A

conquering and to conquer (ch. vi. 2). And
he that sat upon him was called Faithful
and True, and in righteousness he doth judge
and make war. Even the paroicipinl construction here employed connects tliis ac"
count with ch. vi. 2. " Faitliful and True
are the titles applied to our Lord in oh. iii.
see.
In righteousness he doth
1.4, which
fudge ; of. Isaiah's prophecy of Christ
" But with righteousness shall he judge
the poor" (Isa. xi. 4); cf. ver. 2 of this
chapter. The purposes of this expedition
are " to judge and make war."
:

BBVUtATION.
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—Hii eyes were as a fiame of

flie;

a flame of fire. Again as
" Fire " is the type of purity
and judgment (see Pa. xcvii. 3; Isa. xlvii.
14; Ixvi. 15; Amos v. 6; 1 Cor. iii. 13,
his eyes [nre']

in ch.

i.

13.

ch, iii. 18).
And on his head were
many crowns; and upon his head {^are}
many diadems. AmS^/itoTo, " kingly crowns "
(cf. oh. xii. 3; xiii. 1), because lie now
etc.;

comes as a King to judgment. The plurality
of " crowns " points to his character as King
of kings (see ch. xvii. 14; of. ch. xiii. 1).
a name written, that no man

And he had

knew, but he himself hatha name
no
one knoweth. Evidently the " now name "
of oh. iii. 12, the significance of which St
John is unable to eonlprehend (see on ch. ii,
7 iii. 12). From the connection with tho
.

;

.

.

;

preceding clause,

we

naturally infer that
upon his forehead
(of. ch. vii. 3); xvi. 1); but the writer does
not explicitly state this.
In B, twentyfive
cursives,
and Syriac, the words,
"names written and," are inserted before
" name."

name was

this

written

—

Yer. 13. And he was clothed with a
vesture dipped in blood ; and he [t»] arrayed
in a garment, etc. The idea here is evidently
derived from Isa. Ixiii. 3, " I have trodden
the wine-press alone; and of the people there
was none with me : for I will tread them in
mine anger, and trample them in my fury
and their blood shall be sprinkled upon my
garments, and I will stain all my raiment
(cf. ver. 15).
Probably the similarity of
this
passage has caused the reading,
" sprinkled with blood," which is found
in a few manuscripts.
In the original passage in Isaiah, the blood is doubtless the
blood of his enetuies; but it is passible
that there is here a reference to the blood
of Christ himself, which he shed in his
warfare with Satan.
And his Name is
called The Word of God. Only in St. John's
writings does this title appear a strong
argument in favour of his authorship of the

—

Apocalypse (cf. John i. 1 ; 1 John i. 1). This
cannot be the " name " of ver. 12, which, as
there explained, is unknown.
This Name.
the Word of Bed, is appropriately used
when he is going forth to judgment.
Ver. 14. And the armies which were in
heaven followed him upon white horses,
clothed in fine'linen, white and clean ; which
are
white, pure.
These armies are
.
not merely the angels, but the " called,
chosen, and faithful" of ch. xvii. 14, "the
bride" of ver. 8, who are described as being
arrayed in white in ch. vi 11, and ver. 8 of
this chapter.
Those commentators who

—

.

.

consider that the angels only are intended,
and not the saints, forget the double nature
of the vision ; it is not only a description of
judgment meted out, but also of « war
'i

8

;;
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(On " white" and " fine linen," see
previous chapters.)
Yer. 15. And out of bis mouth goeth a
sharp sword, that with it he should smite
the nations and he shall rule them with a
rod of iron. The description is still similar
to that given in eh. i. (see oh. i. 16 ; ii. 12,
16). (For the last clause, see ch. ii. 27 ; xil.
5 and cf. Isa. Ixiii. 3.) The symbolism is
waged.

—
:

;

descriptive of warfare, victory, and judgment.
" He " is emphatic
" he shall rule " no
longer the kings of the earth.
The nations
in the sense of the ungodly (of. ch. xvi. 19,
etc.). And he treadeth the wine-press of the
fierceness and wrath of Almighty God
the
Kine-preis of the wine of the fierceness of the
wrath, etc. In ch. xiv. 10 we have the figure
of "the wine of the wrath" of God, and in
ch. xiv. 19 that of the " wine-press of tiie
wrath ; " here the two are combined (of.
also Isa. Ixiii. 3, quoted on ver. 18).
Ver. 16. And he hath on his vesture and
on his thigh a name written. What this
means is doubtful. The following suggestions have been made (1) The name, written
at length, is written partly upon the vesture
and partly upon the thigh itself, where the
garment would (in an equestrian figure) fall
away from the thigh _ (Alford). (2) The
name is written on the vesture, even (itaO
on that part of it which covers the thigh

—

:

;

—

:

(De Wette,

Dusterdieck, Hengstenberg).
the thigh, as the place where the
reference to
sword usually hangs. (4)
the custom of engraving the name of the
artist upon the thigh of a statue (Cic,
•Verr.,' iv. 43; see Wetstein).
KING OF
(3)

On

A

AND

LOUD OF lOBDS. As in
oh. xvii. 14 (but inverted), where, as here, it
KINGS,

portrays the victorious career of Christ over
the " kings of the earth."

—

Yer. 17. And I saw an angel standing in
the sun. That is, in mid-heaven (as in ch.
viii. 13, etc.) ; in a place befitting his glory,
and also whenoe he can appropriately issue
his summons. And he cried with a loud
As is usual in all the heavenly
voice.
utterances (see ch. v. 2, etc.). Saying to
all the fowls that fly iu the midst of heaven
the birds that fly in mid-heaven (Revised
Version) (vide supra") ; see Ezek. xxxix. 17,
et seq., for the origin of the imagery here
Come and gather yourselTes
employed.
together unto the supper of the great God;
come, be gtUhertd together unto the great
supper of Ood (B«viaed Verrion). Not, of
course, tike " iuppw " of vtj. 0, but rather a
coutrait ta it ; that au]ii|u>r whioh is reserved
for th» upgodly, at whi*h they form the
prey. The language is employed in tilling
in the aacessory details of the central image,
and must not be pressed too far in particular
directions e.g. Andreas considers the birds
ts be g;ood augela.
;

;
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Ver. 18.— That ye may eat the flesh of
kings, and the flesh of captains, and the
flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of horses,
and of them that eit on them, and the flesh
of all men, both free and bond, both small
and great (cf. the description in Ezek.
xxxix. 17). All men; that is, all tlie ungodly. Of. the description of the same event
at the conclusion of the seal-judgments (ch.
vi. 15).
The whole account indicates the
widespread and complete nature of God's
judgments, whicli none shall be able to
escape.
Ver. 19. And I saw the beast ; viz. that
described in ch. xiii. 1, typical of the hostile
world-power. And the kings of the earth,
and their armies. The kings summoned
by the unclean spirits of ch. xvi. 13, 14,
typical of the forces which the beast employs in his spiritual warfare with God. The
armies are the adherents of the beast, described in ch. xiii. the ungodly, those who
follow the world rather than God. Gathered
together to make war against him that
sat on the horse, and against his army.
Gathered as described in ch. xvi. 14 and
ver. 17 of this chapter. Again (as in ver. 7)
a double operation. The gathering is voluntary on the part of the wicked (oh. xvi. 14),
and yet it is oveiTuled by God, and made
to serve his ends (ch. xix. 17).
Sim that
sat on the horse; Christ (see ver. 11).
"His
army " consists of the foithful followers of
Christ. They are here pictured as a heavenly
army (ver. 14), because the victory whioh
they achieved is the leading feature here
depicted, but their warfare took place while
they were on earth (cf. ch. xiv. 13). The
war (with the article) ; viz. that war whioh
is perpetually waged between the powers of
light and darkness, and which will not be
terminated until the great judgment.
Ver. 20. And the beast was taken, and
with him the false prophet that wrought
miracles before him, with which he deceived
them that had received the mark of the
beast, and them that worshipped his image
that wrought the signs in his sight (Revised
Version).
Here we have described the
destruction of the earthly manifestations
of Satan's power; the means by which he
seeks to achieve his purposes, and whioh we
have interpreted as the hostile world-power
and self-deception (see on oh. xiii.). The
whole account contained in vers. 1.1 21 is
a brief recapitulation of the whole period
of warfare between Christ and Satan, with
special attention given to the final overthrow of the powers of evil. It, therefore,
covers the same ground as the visioD of
seals, and then that of the trumpets, then
that of the vials, and aflerwards that of the
beasts, each occupies. The chief difierenoe
it that in all those visions the everyday

—

—

—

—
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more particularly deeoribed

whereas in this passage tbe termination of
the conflict is specially brought before us.
The same ground is covered in the next
chapter, advancing, however, one step
further, and showing us the final punishment of Satan himself, as well as of his instruments (ch. XX. 10). These both were cast
alive into a lake of Are horning with brimstone; they heain were cast alive into the
lake, etc.
(On " brimstone," etc., see on oh.
ix. 17, 18.

";

Of. oh. XX. 10, 14, 15

;

xxi. 8.)

This " lake of fire " is the place of punishment for Satan and his hosts ; not the place
in which he at present works and teigns—
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which

is described as the abyss (cb. ix. 1
7 ; xvii. 8 ; xx. 1, 3).
Ver. 21. And the remnant were slain
with the sword of him that sat upon the
horse, which sword proceeded out cf his
month: and all the fowls were filled with
their flesh.
The remnant ; that is, the
adherents of the beast, the "armies" of
ver. 19. (For this description of Christ, see
vers. 11, 15.)
Spiritual death is indicted
upon those who have proved themselves
hostile to God,
The last sentence emphasizes the nature of the punishment by the
reference to the indignity oSacai to their
bodies after death.

xi.

—

HOMILBTICS.

—

When
Vers. 1 9 (coupled with ch. xviii. 20). Befoicings over the fall of Babyltm.
we put side by side the lament of the kings, merchants, and seamen, with the reji^icings
of the great multitude in heaven over Babylon's fall, the effect is very strange. At
are taught in the Word
first sight there seems an incongruity between them.
that there is such deep sympathy between heaven and earth, and that there are
emotions of tenderest pity felt in heaven towards man below. And yet in this series
of symbolic visions we have the representation that heaven is made glad by that which
How is this to be accounted for? Observe : (1) It is not the
brings wailing on earth.
wailing itself at which there is rejoicing, nor yet at its immediate cause. (2) It is not
from any vindictive feeling. All such feelings are, we are sure, dead in the completely
But (3) there are matters of immensely greater importance tban
sanctified character.
the happiness or misery of individuals. It may be a grievous thing to see a human
being with a tear in bis eye; it is much more so to see him in rebellion against Oud.
And if there are those who need to be taught this, it is better to see them weeping
over the bitter fruits of rebellion than to see them at ease in the revolt itself. (4) That
may be joyous in one aspect which is sad in another. It may be a sad thing to see so
many precious things perishing. It is good to find that when aught is poisoned by sin
it is not allowed to continue.
(5) As the great multitude in heaven often grieved over
the burden of sin which the earth was carrying, how can they but rejoice that from it
the earth is freed? (6) While angels in heaven have sympathy with man, they have
no sympathy with his sin, but much, very much, with God. (7) Hence they see that
while man's sin is the blight of earth, God's righteous judgments against sin are the
Especially when (8) the Divine vengeance is a perfectly
guard of righteousness.
righteous one, never erring by excess or defect. At the same time, it may be thought
that not even these considerations entirely remove the difficulty. One may say,
" Think of all the souls who are lamenting over Babylon's fall 1 I for one do not feel as
if I could be happy, or take up such a song of praise as the passage contains, so long as
there is a single being in the universe who is not rejoicing in God. I would not have
the slightest speck or flaw any where no, not- one unhappy soul in all creation I
There is a great deal to admire in such philanthropic feeling, and yet even such a
For even such feelings have to be regulated
Btate of mind may bring its own perils.
by the disclosures of God's Word, and ever to be kept in curb by an absolute faith
in God himself. To such a one we would therefore put queries like these: Would
you be satisfied with the dealings of God if God himself is satisfied with them? Would
you be satisfied if those in heaven are so? Would you be content if our blessed Saviour
were satisfied with the joy set before him? Would you not be vastly more than content if you could see that the fall of Babylon was but preliminary to the ushering in of
a brighter glory ? Would you not even be transported with delight if God should show
you that he means from the present chaos of sin to gather up things anew, and to
bring about an issue more glorious than if sin had never been permitted to intrude?
because, if such should be the case, even this fall of Babylon may bo but one event in
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• process in which God is going to do exceeding ahmidantly for us above all we can
ask or think. Let us, then, watch for the sequel. And meanwhile let us, in the light
of the paragraph before us, ask and answer three inquiries
"A heavenly hallelujah celebrates the first act
I. Who abb the bejoioino onks?
of the final sentence upon the antichristian powers which served as Satan's instruments. At each crisis in the Apocalypse we find a similar hymn of praise (ch. iv. 8;
An unknown voice possibly from "him that
7. 9; vii. 10; xi. 15; xv. 3; xvi. 5)."»
Bitteth upon the throne; " this would seem to be the more appropriate conclusion, as the
word is in the form of a mandate. The song itself comes: (1) Prom the four living
representatives of the higher orders of creation. (2) Prom the four and
creatures
twenty elders the representatives of the Old and New Testaments. (3) Prom the
great multitude in heaven, whose voices rise up as the voice of many waters. Prom
the point of view at which the blessed in heaven study the works of God, they see
ground for adoring praise and for rapturous song. It is only here among ourselves,
who dwell in clouds below, that the song is checked by our misapprehension and

—

—

—

partial sight.

What

is it that fubnishbs materiaIi fob song?
1. "He hath avenged the
servants," etc. (Ver. 2.) This one expression, " the blood of his servants,"
carries with it a tale of fearful import. It would include : (1) The blood of the millions
laughtered under the sanction of papal Bome. (2) The blood of those put to death
II.

Hood of his

under paganism.
slave-trade.

(4)

(3) The blood of those who have perished under the iniquities of the
The blood of those whose consciences and souls have been trampled

mammon 8 greed. There are two sorts of feelings which may be cherished under
these crying ills that of angry revenge; that of a burning indignation at a moral
outrage. The first is wrong, and has no place in this song; the second is right yea,
and not only right, but one which it would be wicked not to have. And when God
arises in his strength to avenge the cause of the helpless, he would be unworthy the
name of a man who would not rejoice over this. 2. " He hath judged the great harlot."
This great harlot, Babylon, corrupted the earth. Whether the iniquity thus specified
assumed the commercial or the ecclesiastical form, in either case it was a huge system
of iniquity, of apostasy, whereby either " the priest" or " mammon " sat in the seat of
God. The seventeenth chapter points to the former; the eighteenth chapter, to the
And surely when apostasy from God is exposed in all its ugliness, and branded
latter.
with everlasting shame, that is enough to cause a mighty shout of joy to peal forth
from the mighty host above. What has so often made pleasure a forbidden thing?
Apostasy I What has befouled commerce? Aiiostasy I What has dragged the banner
of science in the mud and the mire? Apostasy! What has made even religious forms
a stumbling-block and a shame? Apostasy ! And surely it will be a festive day alik*
for earth and heaven when this gilded and bedizened demon shall be Stripped, exposed,
and slain. 3. The downfall of so much evil is the prelude to the salvation. (Ver. 1,
"The salvation . . . unto the Lord our God.") By this is meant not so much that
aspect of salvation which belongs to the forgiveness of sins that had been long ago
enjoyed ; but that which pertains to deliverance from the burden of evil in many and every
form. After long and weary conflicts with iniquity, after seeming to be almost smothered
with the weight of outside ungodliness, after the voice of the righteous was all but drowned
then comes the deliverance!
in the confusion and roar of Babylon
Their great foe is
for ever dead. "Alleluia!" i. The Lord Ood hath taken the kingdom. (Ver. 6.) Hath
showed himself to be King indeed, as he was before King by right of his enthronenient
in heaven; i.e. the Lord Jesus Christ, who now is exalted "a Prince and Saviour,"
And certainly the universal acknowledgment of
ehall then be acknowledged as King.
Jesus as Lord may well call forth a shout of praise from all the blest in heaven 1 5.
The Church is prepared for her Lord. (Vers. 7, 8.) The Lord God will not only crash
8in in the world, but will also purge it out of the Church ; and all unclean rags of
Babylon the great, some of which may be found in the purest Church on earth, shall be
burnt up. " In fine linen, clean and white," the bride of Christ shall shine. In the
seventh verse this is looked at from one point of view, and in the next verse from another.
In the former, as an act of personal pieparation for the appearing of the Bridegroom
• grant from the grace of God. These are the two as^jeuts of
ftnd in the latter,
on by
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Divine truth which always coalesce human effort and the grace of God. 6, 2^ Lori
Cometh to claim his Church. " The marriage of the Lamb is come." These words, like
many others with which we have met in the course of our expositions, overleap the
intervening distance and events, and glance onwards to the outcome. The fall of
Babylon will be one of the preliminaries to heaven's great bridal-day I And then, then
the mutual rejoicing 1 " Blessed are they which are called unto the marriage supper of
the Lamb." This is the festive scene which is descried in the distance, as that to
which the evolution of things is pointing. It is sketched in ch. xkH. Between now
and then are the binding and loosing of Satan, the victory over Gog and Magog and
after these things the New Jerusalem appears.
And each incident as it occurs is a
new pledge of the nearing of Leaven's great triumphal feast. But we have not gone
far enough yet in interpreting the spirit of this chapter.
We have seen what we
may call the wioroento of the joy the items which furnish the material of it. We
have yet to ask
III. On what grodnds does that joy best which thus expbesses itsblp in
BONG? All these events which prompt the joy do so because they are, to the eye of
renewed creatures, the expression and development of the infinite perfections of God.
Here they see our God unveiling his purposes of grace. It is in him and in his holy
" The salvation, and
will that all these events have their unity and their continuity.
the glory, and the honour . . - unto the Lord our Go'i." Glancing over the paragraph,
we find that there are no fewer than five different manifestations of the Divine perfections. 1. 3%ere is a manifestation of power. (Ver. 1.) The power belongs to God. In

—

—

Even when Babylon ia
its eternal and exhaustless fount.
he can hurl it down and cast it for ever away. Is it not
matter for infinite joy to know that evil is not strong enough to perpetuate itself?
" Though thou make thy nest among the stars, from thence will I bring thee down,

him

is

the origin of force ;

at the height of its pride,

saith the Lord."

2.

There

is

a manifestation of

equity.

"

He

hath judged

... he

(ver. 2). " He will render to every man according to his deeds." 3. ITiere
(Ver. 8.) "To hervma granted" as a free gift. It is the
is a manifestation <f grace.
glory of the Divine sovereignty to enrich out of the aboundings of grace, and thus to

hath avenged "

—

do exceeding abundantly for us above all that we ask or think. 4. There is a manifestation of the Divine mercy.
For he hath conferred salvation on those who were ready
to perish
and hath, of his own pity to the unworthy, made them fair, though he found
them foul. 5. There is a manifestation of faithfulness. Of faithful adhesion to all
the promises; of perpetual continuation in faithful love to the bride whom he will
come to claim as his own. This union is for ever
The tie between the Eedeemer
and his redeemed shall never be dissolved, but shall outlive the "wreck of matter, and
;

!

the crash of worlds."

Note : The one lesson which the unrolling ages teach us is Ood. There is a profound truth hidden in pantheism, albeit it perverts the truth which alone gives it its
All events in the town, the city, the empire, the world are hastening
plausibility.
on the unfolding of God, and writing new pages of that unfinished and unSnishable
Name] Hence the deep meaning in the prophecy so oft repeated, "The glory of the
Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together: for the mouth of the Lord
hath spoken it." It is not in heaven that we shall find God; it is in the eternally
unfolding manifestation of God that the righteous will find their heaven, and the
theme for a song that will be ever new.

—

— —

—

Vers. 11 21.
" King of kings, and Lord of lords." In this paragraph we have a
marvellously vivid sketch of a mighty conflict, in which the most high Ood, in the
Person of his Son, goes forth to war and victory. Strange as it may seem to speak of
God being engaged in a struggle, it is clear that what we call " good " is in the world
with its legion forces, and that what is evil is also here. Both are at work. They are
necessarily opposed.
God must be on the side of good. Hence the war. Probably we
have reason to believe that God could, if he pleased, terminate in a moment all that is
opposed to his infinitely holy nature. But he does not see fit to do this. We do not
know why, except as he tells us. It may be that in and by the conflict lessons are to
be taught which otherwise could not be learnt. Any way, while this strife lasts, it is
the Lord'a ooatroversy, which will be brought to an issue in " the battle of the great

"
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Not tliat we are to look fcr the literal fulfilment of snch
words in a material contest headed by the Messiah in person leading an army I No,
no nothing so sensuous. God's battle is a silent one. Its weapons are not carnal.
Though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh. The forces which have
to be subdued are spiritual.
Hence the war must be spiritual too. The forces which
have to be subdued are: (1) Worldly power and policy in every unrighteous form.
(2) False religious systems of every kind.
(3) Varied false and corrupt forms of
Christianity itself. (4) Sin and crime, whether open or secret. These are the adverse
forces which are sketched in this book.
These are the evils which are manifest in the
world. And it is against them that the mighty conflict is going on.
But by whom
what human
it is to be headed, and to be so conducted that the victory is sure
intellect can solve the problem? what human foresight peer ioto the future? what
human strength grapple with the foes ? Woe be to us if the whole were left in human
hands
But it is not so. The apostle sees heaven opened, anrl lo he sees above, the
Lord and Leader in this mighty conflict. Coucerning him and it the paragraph gives

day of God Almighty."
!

—

!

!

us replies to five questions.

L Who

is the Leader, and what ib his name ?
This question receives here a
threefold answer.
Suiely no student of Scripture can fail to see that here is a vision
of the Lord Jesus Christ, although neither the personal nor the official name is given.
But we are told ; 1. ffe has a name which no one knoweth but he himself. There are
aspects of his nature which are known to us, or it would be impossible to reverence
and love him. But there are other aspects which to us are unknown. There are
fathomless depths in his own infinite nature. V No one knoweth the Son but the
Father." 2. He has a name which is known.
name which expresses at once his
relation to God and to man. " His name is called The Word of God.
This is the name
in which the beloved apostle so much delights (John i. 1
The " Word ; *' the ex5).

A

—

pression of thought. The Lord Jesus as " the Word" is the revealed expression of the
mind of the invisible Father. 3. He hath also a title expressive of kingly authority,
" All kiuge
of supremacy over all earthly names
" King of kings, and Lord of lords."
shall fall down before him."
His monarchy shall put all else into the shade.

—

" The might of the Gentile, unsmote by the sword.
Hath melted like snow in the glance of the Lord
I

IL

What

are the attributes of this Leader? They are such as absolutely
him for the work here assigned to him. 1. His eyes are as a flame of fire.

to qualify
Here his omniscience

2. He is
is set forth as that which no sin, no sinner, can escape.
The Faithful One, in whom fidelity is embodied as its archi type, its
called Faithful.
The Truth. The Substance. These attributes bespeali the
3. He is True.
source.
almightiness and essential Godliead of the Son. Creatures have them partially and

derivatively; he, infinitely and independently. .4. Equity, too, is his. " In righteousIn the integrity of his sway there is no flaw. In
ness he doth judge and make war."
the rectitude of his decisions there is no defect. These are the names and titles; thesu
" Gird thy sword upon thy thigh,
are the attributes by which he is distinguished.
most might)-, and in thy majesty ride prosperously, because of truth, and meekness, and
right.eousness."
III.

How

doth he appear in G0IN8 FORTH TO WAR?

He

1.

is seen

—

on

"a

The

characteristics here

So at the opening of the first
The whde horse being the emblem of dignity, and of the peaceful triumphs he
seal.
was about lo win. There, however, he went lortli at the beginning of his triumphs.
Here he is seen going forth to a decisive and final conflict. 2. He is "arrayed in a
garment sprinkled with blood." The question has been asked Is the blood his own,
We reply The symbolism is drawn from the responsive sung in
or that of his f.^es?
Isa. Ixiii., and we cannot question that here the blood intended is that of his foes.
Not, of course, to be taken as otherwise than symbolic of the completeness of the
3. On his head are
victory he has achieved, having put all inemies beneath his feet.
many diadems. In allusion, perhaps, to the ancient custom of a conqueror wearing the
diadems of the vanquished kings. If so, the figure is one of immense Bug</estivenes9
and power. The beast, or the ungodly world-power, had seven iieads seven kings or
kingdoms. Of these, at the time of the writing of the Apocalypse &ve had faUen—
specified are three.

white horsed*
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Egypt, Assyria, Chaldea, Persia, Greece. Rome hath gone also since then. And as
earthly crowns one by one are falling from kingly brows, he to whom the globe belongs
shall bear the glory.
The glory of Egypt is gone ; but the men of Egypt shall rise
again, and crown him Lord of all.
So with other realms, empires, nations. All
worldly glory must depart, to reappear no more, save as all honour gathers round his
majestic brow. The world's crown is waiting for Jesus I From every nation, kindred,
tribe,

and tongue, men

shall exclaim
**

Take the kingdom, it is thine,
King of kings, and Lord of lords

I

IV. Bt tvhat methods doth Christ brino this about? Andrew Puller remarks,
" Christ's war is of a twofold kind
spiritual
and providential." This is true.
And though we need not regard the symbolism of this passage as a complete indication
1. By the sword,
of the methods of Christ, yet there are three methods specified here.
which may signify (1) judgment, and also (2) the Word which goeth forth out of his
mouth. In fact, both (1) and (2) may blend as one, as the Word of his mouth is living
and mighty, and sharper than any two-bladed sword ; this is the rod of his strength.
The " sword of the Spirit is the Word of God." 2. By the armies of heaven. Some take
these to be the glorified saints; others, the angels. But seeing this is a vision of a
conflict which is to take place on earth, it would seem to be more in accordance with
the analogy of Scripture and with the nature of the case, to regard these armies as the
friends of the Saviour, who, first redeemed by him, afterwards co-operate with him,
going forth under his direction to pursue the holy war. Thus they may include (1)
believers on earth; (2) departed saints; (3) angels, who minister to the heirs of
salvation.
These, these make up the glorious armies of heaven. All who are working

—

.

.

.

now enrolled therein, "clothed in fine linen, white and clean."
Judgments. Surely nothing less than this can be intended by
the expression (ver. 15), " He treadeth the wine-press of the fierceness of the wrath of
Almighty God." Judgment is God's strange work. But when it comes, it will be
" That great and terrible day of the Lord."
terrible.
V. What are the issues or this mighty conflict? (Vers. 17 21.) These
may be grouped around four of the figures employed in the text the sword, the wineAll images of terror, because the theme in hand
press, the rod of iron, the lake of fire.
and righteousness must often perhaps always have
is the Divine triumph over sin
an aspect of terror with reference to sin. Hence the apparent severity of the symbolism.
Infinitely pure love must be severe upon sin.
Sinners may be renewed ; sin must be
expelled.
Enemies may be reconciled enmity cannot. And it is sin itself, as the foe
alike of God and man, that is ultimately to be put to shame and so must all who
strive against God, and in final impenitence reject his grace. By the sword of judgment
they will be smitten down. As grapes are crushed in the wine-press, so will the
enemies of God and the right be crushed. With a rod of iron shall they be ruled and
be utterly powerless to resist when he riseth up in his day of final conflict. " The God
;
of peace will bruise Satan under our feet shortly " " He must reign till he hath put all
enemies under his feet." Babylon hath already fallen. Next, the first beast is captured
and thrown into the lake of fire ; the second beast likewise, and they that worship his
image. And thus one by one the foes are falling, till all things shall be subdued unto
him. The whole creation will acknowledge the equity of the Great Supreme, and whether
Then, then the enemy shall be
in joy or terror will own that Jesus Christ is Lord.
Temptation shall have sped for ever. "Alleluia! Alleluia the Lord
still as a stone.
and warring

3.

By

stern

for

and

God

are

terrible

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

1

God Omnipotent
Thus have we

reigneth."
traced in outline the sketch which the Holy Ghost by the apostle's
pen hath given us, of the great Destroyer of evil as he is now enthroned in glory, prepwing to overturn, and overturn, and overturn, till he shall come, in the glory of bis
majesty and might, and claim the kingdom as his own. " What shall we then say to
these things ? "
Note : 1. Sow great is the mercy that heaven hath been " opened "/or
un to have such visions/
are not left to the adventurous flights of human speculation, nor to the curious varieties of human guessing, nor even to the devout aspii ationi
of philanthropic real.
However decidedly any. or all of these might tend in one direction, they could not
even if they all coincided give us solid graund on which to rest

We

—
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—
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But here, here we have a firm rock on which we stanrl ; here wo fix onr hopes here
we cast anchor ; nor can our vessel ever he drifted from her mooring. " The glory of the
Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together for the mouth of the Lord
hath spoken it." And however we may have been disheartened by the tangled maze
and troubled aspect of this world's affairs, when we ponder over such visions as these,
our hope revives. In him who is the Word of God, whose eyes are as a flame of fire,
we see an amplitude of wisdom and a plenitude of power. In the blood-stained robes we
see marks of a conflict already encountered, and pledges of a victory already secured.
;

:

For such a Leader no mazes of evil can be too complex, no massing of power too strong.
" Alleluia " 2. I7ie visiun shows us the grandeur of the strife between good and evil.
When the everlasting Sou of the Father takes it up as his own cause, it assumes new
dignity.
In an ancient battle it inspired God's people when they were told, "The
;
battle is not yours, but God's " and since that which was true in a material conflict
cannot be less bo in a spiritual one, we may well draw a holy inspiration for our
contest with sin, in the thought that the King of kings, and Lord of lords, is the sole
Leader in the fight.
Eis honour is engaged. He hath it in trust frorii the Father to
put down evil, and to gather home the redeemed. "In righteousness doth he make
"
war
Never was there such a holy war, never one on which such stupendous issues
hung, as that one with which we are asked to identify ourselves. 3. It is an act of
!

I

great condescension th'it, in going forth with his armies, our Saviour deigns to make use
of human instrumentality. He would use us. He commands us to enter his army. (1)
Some are engaged on his side. And they find it their noblest joy and their highest
honour to co-operate with their redeeming Lord. Let them not forget the garb in
which the Saviour's hosts go forth " clothed in fine linen, white and dean?'' (2) Some
there are who have not yet openly espoused the Saviour's cause. Let such remember
that there are only two sides. "He that is not against us is for us;" here is what
Vinet called " the tolerance of the gospel." " He that is not with me is against me ;
here is what the same writer called "the intolerance of the gospel." Christ allows no
neutrality.
are either siding with the armies of heaven or with the worshippers
But let us remember that just in proportion to the
of the beast and his image.
severity of the defeat which awaits ns if we are on the wrong side, is the greatness of
the joy which will attend us if, through the Holy Spirit's grace, we are won over to the
shall be well equipped
We go not a warfare at our own cliarges.
side of Jesus.
for the most perilous expedition and the longest marches, and also furnished with wisdom
and strength for the severest fight. And if we could but cause men to see the glory
of the conflict, instead of having to plead with them to side with Jesus, the pleading
would be heard from their side that thev micrb*. have the privilege of fighting in the

—

•

We

We

holy w»rl

HOMILIES BY VAEIOUS AUTHOKS.
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The triumph of the redeemed. When Handel wrote the " Hallelujah
Vers. 1 10.
Chorus " he endeavoured, so he said, to picture to himself what the great gladness of the
He rightly and reverently sought and, it seems to us, sought not
glorified must be.
And it is good for us to
to imagine the whole scene as it is recorded here.
in vain
muse much on a scene like this. It is a veritable sursum corda for poor sin and
sorrow laden men such as we are. It helps us to obey the word, " Be not weary nor
Let us, then, observe
faint in your minds."
The "Alleluia" and all the resonant
IB ASOEiBED.
I. To WHOM THIS TRIUMPH
When we consider who join in this
rejoicing praise is "unto the Lord our God,"
praise, we shall see amongst them many who were eminent in service, who did heroic
work for Christ and his cause prophets, apostles, martyrs, and ministers of God of all
They'had not stinted their toil, nor grudged aught they could do and be for
degrees.
their Lord; but not to them, not even to the greatest, is the praise of heavpn ascribed,
but all " unto the Lord our God." There and then will it be seen, as it is not now,
how insignificant in comparison with his work was that of any of his servants, and how
even that was only in his str( ngth. This vision, therefore, endcnscs i,ur Saviour's wo-ds,
" When ye have done all, saj, We ire unprofitable servants,"

—

—

—
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II. By whom,
a goodly company is presented to our view. For : 1. " Much people
in heaven " were seen by St. John, and he heard the " great voice " of their united praise.
And as they beheld the proof of their ancient adversary's utter overthrow, in that "the
smoke" of the fire by which his city was consumed "rose up for ever and ever," then
their praise burst forth again : " and again they said. Alleluia " (ver. 3),
2. And nexr, the
rqrresentatives of the whole Church of Ood, " the twenty-four elders," and the repre"
"
Bentatives of the creation of God,
the four living creatures
join in this praise, and
prostrating themselves worship him.saying, " Amen; Alleluia."
3. Then is heard "the
voice of a great multitude" (ver. 6), and the sound of their praise was as vast in volume
and force as that of the many waters of the much-resounding sea, or the deep reverberating thunders which roll amidst the clouds of heaven.
Blessed it is to see the
great throng of those who render this praise let us be thankful for the multitude of
the saved, but mindful, too, that not one was there, whether small or great, but were
"servants" of God, and feared him.
The words which express their gratitude and joy are worthy of our careIII. How.
ful heed.
1. Alleluia.
Here alone in the New Testament is this word found, where it
is repeated four times.
It is borrowed from the Psalms, of which fifteen either begin or
end with " Hallelujah." In Ps. civ. 35 it is first found, and allusion seems to be made
here to that passage. " The sinners shall be consumed from the earth, and the wicked
shall be no more.
Praise the Lord,
my soul. Hallelujah." Thus in the dark times
of old the Church sustained her faith by these holy songs, and now the redeemed
in heaven, having realized what then was but hoped for, lift again their " Hallelujah."
The praises of earth are prophetic of and preparatory to the praises of heaven. 2. Then
comes the ascription to the Lord of salvation. It is meant to affirm that salvation is
of the Lord. There had been times when their faith faltered and well-nigh failed amid
the darkness and distress of their earthly lot. But now they know and they acknowAnd of him only. It is all due to him. Z. Glory.
ledge that salvation is of the Lord.
Of this, too, there had at one time been sad misgiving. For the cause of God seemed
to be everywhere suffering defeat. The world seemed everywhere to win, and the Name
of God to be held in contempt. The glory did not seem to belong to God, but to some
other.
But now all doubt was gone. The glory was the Lord's. His foes had made war
with him, but had suffered complete overthrow at his hands. 4. Power. This also was
now evidently the Lord's. Sometimes it had seemed as if the might and malice of the
But now it was certain. " Salvation, and glory,
devil were too strong to be overcome.
and power belong to our God." And all this they repeat, and with them the elders and
the living creatures unite. Thus in innumerable throng, with loud acclaim and with
deepest, holiest love, they render praise to the Lord, to whom they owe their all, and to
whom, therefore, all praise is due. Let us lisen to this glorious piaise, this heavenly
hallelujah, and learn to doubt our doubts and deny our denials; learn that salvation
•'« of the Lord, and glory and power likewise, however
much our unbelieving hearts
may question and fear and faint.
threefold cause is given.
IV. Whbbbfobe.
1. The judgment of the harlot-city.
For (I) she had made others sin; she had corrupted the earth with her abomination.
She had, by her emissaries, spread her deadly influence far and wide, poisoning the
springs of life, makirjg them fountains of evil and sin. Ah, how differently we judge
If a Ijad, depraved, vicious man
here on earth
a corrupter of youth, a poisoner of
men's moral life live amongst us, and he be but wealthy as this harlot was, and has, like
her, pleasing and attractive manners, we condone his wickedness and make all manner
But not so with the saints of God. And (2) she had shed the
of excuse for his sins.
blood of God's saints. Those who were the salt of the earth she had put out of the
way ; those who were the light of the world she had ruthlessly extinguished as far as
she could. They who would have been as breakwaters, buffeting back the inrushing
floods of sin, she put to deaih.
All her power had gone to make earth like hell.
That such a one should be judged was indeed good cause for heaven's hallelujahs
Have we sympathy with sucd'oy? Would the like reason excite in us like delight?
Do we hate such as Heaven ha'es, such as this harlot was and is evermore? 2. Th«
marriage of the Lamb. (Ver. 7.) Marriage festivals are ever, and rightly, regarded a*
joyous seasons if the marriage ])e worthy of the name. How much more, then, th#
marriage, the consummation of the union betwixt Christ and his Church 1
Hurt is jog

—

;
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on account of the Bridegroom. The bride he has so long and truly loved he possesses at
" He that hath the bride is the Bridegroom." But, long ere this, this Bridegroom
last.
had sought his bride, had loved her from the first, had shed his blood to save her. But
he had a formidable rival. Another suitor sought his bride, and endeavoured by every
beguilement to win her for himself. The world wooed her, and sometimes it seemed a*
But at length the Bridegroom told of here won her heart.
if it had really won her.
That was at length fully, freely given, so that when he asked, "Lovest thou me?" tlio
answer came back, " Lord, thou knowest that I love thee." But with all this love she
was nut yet ready for her Lord. And the preparation was a long process. But lier
Lord waited for her patiently visiting her often in her earthly home, loading her with
tokens of his love; and at length, dearer to him than ever, she stands at his side, for
the marriage-day is come. May not the friends of the Bridegroom rejoice on his
account ? And there is joy hecavse of the hride. That she should have been led to give
her heart to One so worthy that she should have been chosen by him who was so
worthy, when she herself was so unworthy ; oh, what wondrous happiness was that
And now that she should be deemed worthy, and through his
for such as she was!
grace be worthy. And that at last, made ready, she should stand by his side to whom
her heart has been so long given, and know now that they can never be separated any
more.
No wonder, then, when we remember who the bride is, and who the Bridegroom, that at this marriage there is great joy. The union of Christ and his Church,
which has of necessity been so imperfect and interrupted here, now perfected for ever.
Well may the bride put on the lustrous linen raiment, white and glistering in the
sheen of its exquisite beauty, and the symbol of the purity and righteousness with
which she had been spiritually endowed! For: 3. The preparation of the hride is named
" His wife hath made herself ready." But
as andther spring of the heavenly joy.
never could she have done this had it not been "granted to her" to array herself in
the bright and pure spiritual raiment which became her marriage dress.
So that it is
both true that the Church makes herself ready for Christ, and that it is Christ who
makes her ready. But for him she could not make herself ready, and without her
consenting heart he will not make her so. She works out her own salvation, because
he worketh in her both to will and to do. But no matter how' the blessed work has
been accomplished, there is the unspeakably joyful fact that it is accomplished. His
The vision is yet future. The robing of the redeemed, the making
wife is " ready."
ready of the bride, is yet going on. This is the meaning of all our disciplines and trials,
of all the pleadings of God's Spirit, of all the means of grace which we are bidden
employ, of all' the strain and toil of heart which we often have to bear; it is all the
making "ready " of the bride. But when it is all complete for all the redeemed, all
done that h«d to be done, all borne that had to be borne, and God shall have wiped
away all tears from off all faces that, too, may well call forth, as it assuredly will,
another of the hallelujahs of heaven. See to it that we are present at that marriage;
S. 0.
for " blessed are they which are bidden to the marriage supper of the Lamb."
;

;

—

—

"For the fine linen is the righteousness ot
Tlie "linen" of Scripture.
Many think they have
There are highways and byways of the Bible.
exhausted the Scriptures when they have traversed the King's highway. But there
are, as many a delighted traveller has found, byways less known, and far less
frequented paths, which yield up to the exploier knowledge and beauty and good
which they were ignorant of before. The land of Scripture is a glorious land. There
is no legion upon earth, however endowed with well-nigh all forms and possibilities
of the beautiful, that can compare, for variety and sublimity, for loveliness and richBut whilst we may be familiar with its main features, if
ness, to the Word of God.
we will be at the pains to search out its less-trodden paths and its hidden nooks and
corners if we may so speak, it is wonderful what fresh interest and instruction may
be often gained. Now, one of those more diligent searchers of the Bible (B. W. Newton)
has noted the fact that there are three different kinds of linen spoken of in Scripture,
and that the vestments made from them were worn on specific and appointed occasions
Let us try and see what that
so that each kind of linen had its religious significance.
was.
Now, of this familiar fabric there were three different kinds. 1. The ordinary
The Greeks translated the Hebrevf
material, which gives the name to all varieties of it.
Ver. 8.

saints."

—

—

—
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word and called it Mvov, as we also call it. Now, in four books of the Bible thi»
common and interior variety of linen is referred to. In Leviticus, twice. (1) Wiien th«
priest is renewing the fire upon the altar, that it may not go out (Lev. vi. 10).
He
comes in the early morning, gathers up the ashes, etc. In doing this he was to wear a
particular dress made of this linen.
(2) On the great Day of Atonement (Lev. xvi.),
Aaron and his sons are not to be arrayed in their " garments of glory and beauty," but in
tl

Hence they were

eir plainest attire.

(ix. 2, 3,

11

to put on vestments of this linen.

In Ezekiel

where the vision of Jerusalem's coming desolation is given.
an ink-horn by his side, who is in company with five others.
execute God's vengeance ; his, to report of it. Now, this man is

X. 2, 6, 7),
witla
sees a
;

Ezekiel
Their mission

man

is to

Six times (see verses given) attention is called to this fact. In
Daniel (x. 5), where a similar vision is recoided, the Divine messenger is dressed in
like manner, and foretells the judgments of God.
Then, in ch, xv. 6, "the seven
angels,' having the seven last plagues," are arrayed in this linen.
2. Then there is a
second and superior hind of this fahric, and of this we have a twofold mention. It is
distinguished from the former by being called "fine linen," or "fine twisted linen."
It was made not merely of a finer thread, but was composed of six threads twisted, and
therefore called " fine twined linen."
Now, this fabric formed the vestments of the
chief and other priests when arrayed in their " garments of glory and beauty " (Exod.
xxxix. 27). Then it was used also (Exod. xxvi. 1) for the hangings of the tabernacle,
in the most holy place.
There were ten of these, all made of this fine twined linen.
3. And there is a third and choicest hind of all, and to this we have several references.
It was a most costly fabric, and of such fine and skilful manufacture that its whiteness
came to have a " glisterini:,'' a bright and dazzling, appearance. It was of great value,
and used only by monarchs and the very wealthy, or upon great occasions. As (l)
when David brought up the ark to Jerusalem from the house of Obed-edom, he was
clothed, so we read (1 Chron. xv. 27), in a robe of this magnificent texture.
There was
a splendid procession, and all the tokens of the gladness and triumph which filled
the hearts of king, people, and priests. David " danced before the Lord," thus vested
in royal and priestly array.
(2) At the dedication of the temple by Solomon (2 Chron.
V. 12) the priests were similarly arrayed.
(3) So in Mordecai's triumph (Esth. viii.
15), there were put upon him royal apparel of blue and white, a great crown of gold,
and a garment of fine linen. Now, our version, neither in the Old Testament nor in the
New, ever distinguishes this most beautiful fabric from the others named above
but both in the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures it is clearly defined by the use of an
entirely difi^erent word.
(4) In our Lord's transfiguration, he was seen by the three
disciples in raiment "white and glistering.'-'
This is probably an allusion to the
known appearance of that rare and cof tly fabric of which we are now speaking. (5)
Finally, in our text, it is again named as the raiment of the redeemed. Now, on all
That which was worn
these observe : (a) That in each case there is an essential oneness.
was in substance the same in all. It was "linen, white and clean," which was on the
priest when tending the altar fire, and on the Day of Atonement, as truly as when
arrayed in their pontificals, their garments of glory and beauty, or as in the hangings
It is essentially
of the most holy place. And so, too, in the raiment of the redeemed.
the same in all. Different iu texture, but one in substance. (6) When any particular
form of this fabric is spoken of, it is always connected with one class of circumstances.
The first is always associated with the ideas of sorrow, sin, judgment (cf. supra).
The second, with the idea of God's gracious acceptance. The priest is arrayed in
garments of glory and beauty, to symbolize the honour and joy which are his as God's
accepted priest. And in the tabernacle hangings the same idea is set forth. The third,
with glad triumph and glory won (cf. instances). Therefore inquire
I. What is taught by the essential oneness of the fabric in all its forms ?
In all there is the " linen, white and clean." This, therefore, tells of the common and
And aa it ia
essential qualification of all believers
to be clothed with righteousness.
"put on," something not inherent, but external, it shadows forth the righteousness
which is ours in Christ, " who is made unto us Righteousness," who is " the Lord our
Righteousness." Every one of us, in whatever stage of the Ch istian career at its beginning or at its consummation has his acceptance not in himself, but in Christ. He
" Him first, him midst, him last, and without end." That is the
is "ali and in all."
dressed in this linen.

—
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declaration of Scripture, of conscience, of right reason, of CJhrist's people always and
everywhere, and of this symbol of the " linen, white and clean."
II. What by its varieties?
They tell of the different circumstances in which the
believer is found.
He is a believer, a
1. The first tells of him as conscious of sin.
saved soul his raiment proves that ; but when conscious of sin, garments of glory and
beauty would be out of place. (1) Thus, when conscious of sin's magnitude and amount,
as on the annual Day of Atonement, when Israel was commanded " to afflict their sonls,"
the priests were to wear these vestments. And so before the altar, as the believer

—

before the cross.

angels

(cf.

supra).

Or of sin's awful consequences.
There, again, this raiment. Yes, if

(2)

See Ezekiel

we be

;

Christ's,

Daniel

we

;

seven

shall often,

and penitential prayer, be thus vested spiritually.
this not " the sorrow of the world," but that " godly sorrow " which worketh
eternal life.
2. The second, as conscious of Christ.
He is not only accepted, but conscious of it.
Hence he wears the "garments of glory and beauty." It was fitting
daily, in our hours of confession

But

we, when realizing that we are Christ's and he
The symbolic " fine linen " clothed his limbs,
most holy place; was worn as a fair mitre
upon his head; all this telling how his daily life, his approaches to God, his intercessions for others, were accepted of God. May not a man's heart sing for joy, may
he not spiritually put on this "fine linen," when he knows that he and all he does
is accepted of the Lord ?
3. As possessed of eternal glory.
The source of his blessedness still the same, but now he realizes all he had anticipated.
And, moreover, the
righteousness which it was given hitn to put on has become a righteousness in him,
and has developed in "righteous acts;" for so the Eevised Version renders our text:
" The fine linen is the righteous acts of the saints."
It would be false to Scripture, to
conscience, and to fact, to teach that all the righteousness needed for the bride of the
Lamb is one that is put on as a vestment. No; it is one formed within also, and
expressed in " righteous acts " in that " holiness without which no man shall see the
Lord."
Would we wear that splendid vestment at the last ? Then see to it that we wear the
plain one now.
S. C.
the priest should;

it is

fitting that

ours, should in heart be vested thus.
the seat of his strength; was in the

—

—

—

Vers. 11 21.
The four names of Christ. There were three great enemies of Christ
and his Church, each of which have been told of in the previous chapters of this book
the dragon, the first beast, and the second beast, or the false prophet. In the immediately foregoing chapters we have had told the destruction that came upon them that
worshipped the beast. Generally upon them all by the outpouring of the seven vials
and then, more particularly, upon the city Babylon, which was the seat and centre
of the authority of the beast. Then there came the vision of the blessed in heaven
a virion once and again given in this book, to reassure those on earth that, amid all
the awful judgments of God upon their enemies, they, his faithful witnessing people
here upon earth, should not be, were not, forgotten. Their bright, blessed coifdition
in the presence of God is what is shown them for their comfort, their hope, their
strength.
That cheering vision having been given," the awful judgments upon the
beast and the false prophet are next shown. We see the Lord summoning his armies,
his eyes flashing in anger, the diadems on his head, the crimson vesture, the sharp
sword, and the four names emblazoned thereon. Probably St. John had in view some
near catastrophe on the enemies of the Church of his day, which supplies the groundwork of this vision. , Or, as some affirm, the heathen nations who were slain, not so
much by awful war as by the sword of the Spirit, and ceased to be heathen, and
became Christian. For the kings these say are the heathen Goths, \'andals, and the
rest who invaded the empire everywhere and destroyed Rome, but who soon became
Christian and were received into the Church.
Or, it may be, that the vision is all
for the future.
Who can tell ? But the names of Christ, as here given, are for all
time, and are fall of instruction and help.
I. Thb " Faithful and Tbde."
(Ver. 11.) So was he 1. In avenging his peopU,
This is the thought suggested to those for whom St. John wrote. And so will he ever
be.
2. In carrying out his purposes.
It mattered not who or what withstood.
8,
The past proves tki righttoutnest of this name. Hia proph(>ciei bare bean fulfillad.
-

—

—

:

—
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His promises made good. His precepts owned as just. Whoever disputes
a verdict he
has given? Who does not feel that, when he has spoken, the last word, be the
subject
what it may, has been said, and that there is nothing more to bo said V

knew,
alll

august name, but it cannot be said to be incomprehensible, and known to "none^but
himself.
Glory be to him that we do know him by that name, and that the name is
rightly his.
But now the ineffable nature of the Son of God seems to be suggested
" Who by searching can find out God ? "
Christ is more than all our thought, than
all we have understood or have imagined.
In him are " unsearchable riches."
Who
_

knows what is the relation between him and the Father, and what the nature of the
union in him of humanity and God? Who can understand the profound philosophy
" No man knoweth the Son but
of the atonement, the Incarnation, the Resurrection ?
the Father" so said our Lord; and this unknown name, written.though not read,
endorses that sublime saying. And do we wonder that we cannot understand ? Why|
this we fail to do even with our fellow-men if they be of higher nature than our own!
Let us be glad and grateful that, whatever riches of grace and glory we have already
known, there is an inexhaustible fountain and an unsearchable store yet remaining.

—

And now
III. "

name more

a

majestic

The Wobd of God."

given.
(Ver. 13.)
This

still is

name refers to that " Word ol God
Also it points back to his name as
given in John i. 1, "The Word, which in the beginning was with God, and was God."
For the Word is the expression of the inner thought. And so Christ declares the mind
of God ; he is " the heart of God revealed." Hence " he who hath seen the Son hath
seen the Father." Now, all this is true, or else he is what we would not even say.
Si non Deus, non tonus so of old was it argued, and so it must be stilL The doctrine
declared by this uame is, therefore, of infinite importance.
All our conceptiona of
Christ, all our hope, all our salvation, depend on it.
If he be not the very Word of
God, then we have no Saviour and no hope. The last of these names is
IV. " King op kihgs, and Lord of lqbds." (Ver. 16.) It is the battle of the ten
kings against him to which he is on his way when St. John beholds him (vers. 18, 19).
And now on his vesture and on the scabbard of his sword "on his thigh" are
emblazoned these majestic words, this title prophetic of victory for himself and those
with him, but of utter defeat to those who dared to oppose him. But how blessed to
humanity at large is this name and the fact that it declares
Vast is the power that
monarchs wield, and alas, that it should be so
bad is the use that most ot them
have made of it.
And so the days of kingship are it is said numbered. But
there may be worse depositaries of power even than kings, seeing that others called
by lowlier names have used it not much better. But it is blessed to know that, let kings
and rulers do and be what they may, our Lord is " King of kings, and," etc. Meanwhile (1) see that he rules in us ; (2) take the rich comfort there is in these nam(fr.
which

is

.

.

.

sharper than," etc. (Heb.

iv. 12).

—

—

—

—

—

—

I

!

—

—

S. C.

" On his head were many crowns." We
the Saviour.
meant. It was " the head that once was crowned with thorns
the head that was once pillowed on a human mother's breast; the head that " had not
where," during the days of his earthly ministry, " to lay " itself down to rest ; the
head that once and again was a fountain of tears because of man'8 sorrow and roan's
sin; the head that was beaten and spit upon by his enemies the head that was bound
about by the linen wrappings of the tomb ; the head that was " bowed" when on the
cross " he gave up the ghost ; "—on that head St. John saw in vision " many crowns."
To see desert rewarded, especially when the deserving has been conspicuous, marked
by great toil, great self-sacrifice, great suffering, great purity, great love, and great good
gained for those for whom all this was borne to see such deserving duly recompensed
What, then, must be the belie\'er'8 joy to see on his Lord's head the
is ever a real joy.
many crowns which tell of his reward The figure is taken from the ancient diadem,
which consisted of many circlets, or bands, the whole forming one crown, though conNow, it is given to us not only to rejoica in, but to add to.
sisting of many diadems.
Ver. 12.

The coronation of

know whose head

;

is

;

—

!

—
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we may be

roused to a holy ambition thus to ministei
" many crowns." And
I. Those that aeb not op earth.
1.
The heavenly crown. What glorious
dcenes does this book present to us of the palace and court of heaven, and of him who
is the Centre and Sovereign of it, " Lord of lords, and King of kings " !
Have we not
had shown to us the adoration of the LambV All these, love, worship, and obey.
" I," said he, " have the keys of hell and of death." By
2. He is Sovereign of death.
this is meant that all that unseen world where the departed are owns him as its King.
He "openeth, and no man shutteth; he shutteth, and no man openeth." Blessed
thought! they who have left us went only at his bidding, and they have gone where
he is Lord. 3. Hell is beneath his feet. It did its best and worst to defeat and to
destroy him, but in vain. When he was but a Babe, hell put it into the heart of Herod
to seek to kill him.
When he went forth to his ministry, he was forty days and forty
nights tempted of the devil.
During that ministiy hell assailed him, now with
blandishments, now with terror. At last the powers of hell had their way, and Jesus
was hung up and crucified. And he entered the shades of death. But it was "not
possible that he should be holden" of the grave.
He broke through its power, and
overcame its sharpness, and opened the kingdom of heaven, which hell would have
shut, to all believers. And by virtue of his great atonement Satan has received a
" deadly wound," is fallen, is doomed, is " reserved unto the judgment of the great
day." And the lien, the hold, that hell had on humanity, Christ has destroyed by his
death, which, though not a ransom paid to Satan as the ancient Church long thought
was, nevertheless, effectual as a ransom, opening the prison doors and setting at
liberty them that were bound.
Yes, Christ has this crown also iron crown though it
be—amid his many crowns.
II. Those of heaven and eaeth combined.
By these we mean his mediatorinl
crown, by which he becomes the King of grace. For he united heaven and earth. He
was the true Ladder set upon earth, but whose top reached to the heaven, and upon
which the angels of God ascend and descend. So he himself explained the vision of
Jacob at Bethel. And in his nature he was Son of man and Son of God born of Mary,
and yet " in the beginning was with God, and was God." " Tlie VVoid was made flesh."
Thus has he become the " one Mediator between God and man." In his hand, thereWhatever I need I can turn to him to give in me.
fore, is the bestowal of all grace.
He is ray very Brother
Pardon, peace, holiness, heaven all are iu him for his people.
His is the mediatorial crown.
as well as my Lord, Fritnd as well as Sovereign.
III. Those op earth. 1. The material earth owns him her Sovereign. By him " the
worlds were made." He sustains them in all their orderly course. " By him all things
consist."
He directs and governs by his unerring laws all their movements. His
miracles showed his sovereignty over nature. " What manner of Man is this, that even
the vfinds and the sea obey him!" 2. But especially does he wear the crown of
sovereignty in regard to man. (1) Even those who say,
will not have this
Man to reign over us," though they may be suffered for a while to slight his authority,
yet will one day own that "his are all their ways;" that it is "iu him they live, and
move, and have their being." "To him every knee sliall bow, and every tongue
confess."
God has placed that crown upon his head. (2) But especially is he the
crowned King of his Church. Redeemed, saved, men delight to "crown him Lord of
alL" All they who know his love and what an ever-growing multitude they are !
" old men and maidens, young men and children," all ages, ranks, and conditions of
men, for that they each and all have some special knowledge of his grace, are eager to
crown him with their love. Myriads of children transplanted in infancy from this
drear, desert-world to the fair garden of heaven sufferers so sustained that they could
rejoice even in tribulation
great workers for him who could do all things, and did all
they did, through his strength ; hoary age, to whom he gave light at eventide ; but
what a throng is there of those whose love would add yet another to the many crowns
Have we none to lay at his feet, to place on his head? None, though
of their Lord
forgiven; none, though his Spirit dwells within us; none, though his home waits fo«
us? Enthrone him in thy heart, crown him there, for that is his desire. S. C.
these

;
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impressive vision just granted to the holy seer a song as "of a great multitude in
heaven" breaks upou the ear. It is a song ot' praise to God, ascribing to him the
" salvation " wrought out for his people, and the " glory " of that salvation, and the
"power" by which it has been accomplished-.-a song of praise for his "true and
righteous judgments" upon " the great harlot," and the avenging of " the blood of his
servants at her hand." And again and again loud "Hallelujahs" follow.
The song
is from the heavenly multitude rejoicing over the destruction of the kingdom and
power of evil, and in its chorus is heard the voice of the universal Church represented
by " the elders," and of the whole creature-life by " the four living creatures." Now
• voice is heard " from the throne " calling upon all the " servants " of the Lord, " the

—

small and the great," to " give praise to our God." Then is heard the voice a mighty
voice
as "of a great multitude, as the voice of many waters, as the voice of mighty
thunders." It is still a song of triumph and a song of praise " Hallelujah ; for the
Lord our God, the Almighty, reigneth." He lias laid low his adversaries. He has
taken to himself his mighty power. Babylon licks the dust. As a consummation, the
song bursts into a marriage-song. The undying relation of Christ to his Church is
herein anticipated ; and our thought rests on the final hlessedness of the Church as the
bride of Christ.
This condition is coincident with the destruction of the kingdom of
evil.
The harlotry of evil is at an end. The pure love of the pure and faithful bride,
and her joyful union with the Lamb, form the antithetical idea.

—

I.

—

Thb Chukch's final

Christ.
Jesus.

blessedness is found in an indissoluble union with
union that never loses sight of the redemption that is by Christ
Hitherto the union has been
ever, in the Church's view, " the Lamb."

It is a

He

is

Now the bond is indisfrail heart.
which no death occurs to dissolve.
The sanctity
II. Fob this the Church is prepared by sanctity and fidelity.
is seen iu that she " hath made herself ready." She is arrayed in " fine linen, bright and
pure," which symbolizes at once the pure spirit and faithful service : " the righteous

by

faith,

soluble.

and subject to

all

It is eternal.

It is a marriage

the fluctuations 'of the

acts of the saints."
III. The ultimate blessedness op the saints is the occasion of jot to all.
" Blessed are they that are bidden to the marriage supper of the Lamb." They who
sang loud " Hallelujahs " because the harlot was judged now find a spring of new
blessedness in the purity, triumph, and felicity of the faithful saints the bride, the
Lamb'g wife. K. G.

—
11 — 21.

—

There now opens to our view another scene of
and decisive. It is a view of the heavenlies.
The conflict is between the heavenly and the earthly powers. It is a " representation
of the conquest of the kingdoms to Christ, which, like all his conquests, is accomplished
by the power of the truth, wielded by a faithful Church, and rendered efBcacious by
the power of his Spirit."
These are: 1. One
I. The combatants are distinctly brought to view.
" the Word of God." He is distinguished by symbols
called " Faithful and True "
which indicate his Divine power and authority. He is "Kino of kings, and Lord
OF lords." His visage corresponds to earlier descriptions : " his eyes are a flame of
;
fire;" "on his head are many diadems " his name is unknown but to himself; his
garment is sprinkled with blood; from his mouth proceeds a sharp sword; his feet
tread the wine-press of the Divine wrath he is seated on a white liorse. 2. He leads
forth an army also upon white horses, and clothed in "fine linen, white and pure."
Thus is represented the Divine Captain, the Lord Jesus, leading forth his faithful ones
3. On the other hand is represented the
to do battle against sin in its various guises.
contending foes " the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies." Against
these Christ and Ms faithful Church wage war: war against sin foul, filthy sin
" the beast ; " and against all the spirit of error and untruth, " the false prophet ;
and against all the powers of evil which by them inspired domineer over the life
of men, and they wage war against whatever stands in opposition to the idea of
« the Christ " the King set upon the holy hill, of whom the psalmist sings. They
"
" footare the enemies, the " foes of David's Sou and Lord, which shall tie made his
Vers.
warfare.

The holy war.

It is brief, compreheusive,

—

;

:

—
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II. Thb conflict is not delineated.
It has been already, and abundantly.
are to see in it all the contention long continued between the diverse elements, light
and darkness, truth and error, righteousness and sin, Christ and Belial, the judgment
of human conduct by the true standard of right, the life of Christ. This is the struggle
aow going forward.

III. The issue is a victorious conquest gained by Ohbist and his abut oveb
ALL THE POWER OF THB ENEMY. "The beast was taken, and with him the false
prophet." Their destruction is complete and final. They are cast alire, as in their

activity, into a " lake of fire that

burneth with brimstone."
of warfare sufficiently indicates the nature of thb
STRIFE. In a few words is indicated the nature of the weapons (weapon), and so the
nature of the strife. He smites the nations with the sword which proceeded out of^
his mouth : " The sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God." With this only weapon
IV.

The instrument

the " rest are killed."

V. The final joy of all in the ascendency of the truth is indicated In the
gathering of the fowls of the air to the supper of the great God, called by an angel
standing where all can see in the sun. R. G.

—

—

—

Vers. 1 21.
The Eternal in the wiiverse, and his Representative to man. "And
" Babylon " in this book
after these things I heard a great voice of much people," etc.

take as the symbol of moral evil on this earth, or, in other words, of all that is
corrupt in human life. From its establishment on this globe, it has been " falling."
It is " falling " now, and will continue to fall until its mighty mountain shall become
I

and there will be found "no place" for it. In the preceding chapter the effect
of its fall was seen.
How the bad howled lamentations ! and how the good shouted its
jubilations I
Looking at this chapter, not as a verbal critic, a prophetic interpreter,
or as a sensuous pietist, but as a practical man, it suggests and portrays to me the
Eternal in the universe, and his Representative to man.
have here
a plain,

We

I.

A

symbolic aspect of the Eternal in the universe.

How

does he appear

" After these things I heard [as it were] a
here ? As receiving the highest worship.
1.
great voice of much people [a great multitude] in heaven, saying. Alleluia," etc.
The worship icas widely extensive " much people," " elders " (vers. 1 3), " beasts,"
" small and great," " a great multitude."
In this worship, the " four and twenty
elders," the representatives of the sainted dead who have reached the heavenly state,
and the " foiu: beasts " [living creatures], unfallen spirits through all ages and worlds,
all these unite in the one grand " Alleluia," " Praise our God [give praise to our God]."
Worship is the vital breath and inspiration of all holy intellij^ences. On the Eternal
their eyes are fixed with supreme adoration, and their hearts with intensest love
turned in impressive devotion. 2. ITie worship was supremely deserved. " True and
righteons are his judgments" (ver. 2).
He is true and righteous, absolutely so in

—

—

" He is light, and in him is no darkness at all." Not one d.iik thought
has ever passed through his infinite intellect, not one sentiment of evil has ever ruffled
the immeasurable sea of his emotionality. The Father of lights is he; all the beams
of holy thoughts and ideas stream from him, as rays from the central sun of immensity.
liimself is he.

"

holv Sire, O holy Sire,
Sole Fount of life and light!
Thou art the uncreated Fire,

Burning in every pure desire
Of all who love the right."
is he absolutely " true and righteous " in himself, but it Is suggested that he
" He hath judged the great whore [harlot],
so in his procedure against the wrong.
which did corrupt the earth with her fornication, and hath [he hath] avenged the blood
This "great whore" stands, I think, the same
of his servants at her hand" (ver. 2).
as Babylon, for the moral evil in the world. Her description is given in ch. xviL It
suggests and illustrates three great evils in the world: (1) Political subserviency; (2)
worldly teudeney; and (3) re'ligious intolerance. Is he not "true and righteous" in
crushing such a moral monster, such a curse to the earth, so that her " smoke rotte
[goeth] up for «ver and ever" (ver. 3), which means utter destruction? Now, wen

Not only
is

;
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he not " ti-ue and righteoas," both in himself and in his procedure, who could
worship him ? Moral mind is so constituted, that to worship the false and the wrong
would be an impossibility. You may urge tne to do so with the threat of eternal
damnation, but I could not bow my knee to such ; nor ought I, if I could. But the
worsbip of an immaculate God meets the moral cravings of my soul, and brings out
all the faculties of my nature in harmonious play and rapturous delight.
3. The
" In th«
worship was intensely enthusiastic. " Alleluia," " Praise our God," etc.
present episode," says Moses Stuart, " trichotomy as Usual is plainly discernible. In
the first division, all the inhabitants of the heavenly world are represented as uniting
in a song of triumph and of thanksgiving on account of the righteous judgments of
God which are about to be 'nflicted (vers. 1 4). In the second, a voice from the
throne in heaven speaks, am? reC[uires of all his servants everywhere, renewed praise,
which accordingly is shouted (vers. 5 8). Iq the third,, a glorious prospect of suffering martyrs is disclosed. They will be guests at the marria,i;e supper of tlie Lamb ; the
church is indeed the Lamh's bride, and the exaltation of the Messiah is vividly sketched
in the declaration of the angel-interproter, at whose feet John, in a s'ate of astonishment, falls. Jesus, the angel declares, is the Object of worship by hira and therefore
he (the angel) cannot claim the worship of his fellow-servants, who, like him, are
merely instruments in making known the prophecies respecting the triumph of redeeming grace (vers. 9, 10)." The " Alleluias " seem to wax louder and louder as they are
repeated, until they become as " the voice of many waters, and as the voice of mighty
thunderings [thunders] " (ver. 6). The voice seems as loud as the vociferous noise of
a mighty army when victory has been won, or as the boom of old ocean when lashed

—

—

;

into fierce storm.

A

II.
SYMBOLIC ASPECT OP THB ETERNAL IN HIS RRPREeBNTATIVB TO MAN. " Let
US be glad and rejoice [rejoice and be exceeding glad], and give honour to him [let us
give the glory unto him] : for the marriage of the Lamb is come," etc. (ver. 7). As
Christ is in other places of the Bible represented as the " Lamb of God," and also as
being wedded to his genuine disciples, the symbolic language here suggests him to our
minds in some of his grand relations to mankind. He appears here : 1. As the loving
Husband of the true. " The marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath made
herself ready " (ver. 7).
By the true, I mean his genuine disciples, those of Christly
character.
In various places elsewhere, his relation to such is represented as the
foundation to a building, as the root to a branch, as the head to a budy. But his
relationship here represented varies from these in at least three respects.
(1) There
is mutual choice.
There is no mutual choice of the superstructure to the foundation, of
the branch to the root, of the limb to the head. But there is a mutual choice in the
connection between husband and wife, bridegroom and bride.
In true marriage, which,
I trow, is somewhat rare amongst what are called the marriages of the race, the true
are brought together, not by coercion, or accident, or blind passion, but by mutual
selection ; the one offers, the other accepts, freely and fully.
Christ says to all of us,
" Will you accept me as your Husband, your Guardiafi, Protector, and Friend ? " Whilst
the millions say. No, there are some who say. Yes, and the two become one there is a
Not convenience or passion, but
vital identification.
(2) There is mutual sympathy^
the love of admiration on the one side, and the love of con
pure, disinterested love
descending pity on the other. (3) There is a mutual aim. Christ's aim is to promote
the glory of his Father, in advancing his benevolent plans and the best interests of the
human race. This is also the grand purpose of those who in very soul wed themselves
They accept him as their Bridegroom, bot from selfish motives, not from the
to him.
dread of hell, nor for the hope of heaven not to escape Gehenna, and reach a Paradise
but in order to promote the true well-being of humanity, and the glory of their Maker.
The scene here suggested is that of a bridal feast, a banquet to celebrate the sublime
union of souls. " Let us be glad and rejoice, and give honour to him : for the marriaye
Observe (1) The bridal costume on this occasion. " And to
of the Lamb is come."
her was granted [it was given to her] that t^he should be arrayed [array herself] in
for the fine linen is the righteousness of
fine linen, clean and white [bright and pure]
The bridal garment here described
saints [lighteous acts of the saints]" (ver. 8).
And here it must be
agrees With that worn by the bride at the Jewish nuptials.
regarded as a symbolic representation of the soul's attire. The pure, refined, righteoua
;

—

;

:
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which covers and adorns the spirit of the hride " the ornament that coveri
quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of great price." Moral character
is evermore the garment in which the soul is clad.
If the character is impure, its
apparel is but filthy rags ; if holy, it is clad in the " rohes of righteousness." There is
no bridal union with Christ when souls are not thus enrobed. (2) The happy guests
on this occasion. " Write, Blessed are they which are called [bidden] unto tiie marriage
supper of the Lamb " (ver. 9). All the guests themselves are brides all of them have
on the wedding garment ; with hearts of joyous gratitude, they have come to welcome
one or more of those who have just entered into the blessed community. "These are
the true sayings [words] of God." They are not fictions, not poetic rhapsodies ; they are
" There is joy in the
attested by the dictates of nature and the facts of experience.
presence of the angels of God over one sinner that repenteth." (3) The suggestive talk
on this occasion. " And I fell at [down before] his feet to worship him. And he said
unto me, See thou do it not : I am thy fellow-servant [with thee], and of thy brethren
that have [hold] the testimony of Jesus : worship God," etc. (ver. 10). John, in this
vision or dream of his, seems so enraptured, so transported with ecstasy at the scene,
that his devout emotions overcome him, and he falls down at the feet of the angelinterpreter, the man who bade him " write " the words, " Blessed are they," etc.
The
words which this interpreting spirit addressed to John as he prostrated himself before
him are very beautiful and suggestive. "He saith unto me," says John, as I lay
overwhelmed with emotion at his feet, " See thou do it not ; " my relationship to thee
forbids it
"I am thy fellow-servant, and of thy brethren." We are engaged in the
same work and members of the same family. " See thou do it not." It is the characteristic of small men that they require their fellow-servants to worship them, to render
them homage. Hence their assumptions, their glitter, their pomposity, and parade.
The greatest man is ever the most humble. " That have [hold] the testimony of Jesus
worship God." His testimony is the spirit of all true teaching and "prophecy." John
and his coadjutors are both sent on the same eriand, engaged in the same work,
partakers of the same prophetic spirit ; the one must not, therefore, worship the other.
character,

a

meek and

;

:

•*

The more thy glories strike my eyes.
The lower I shall lie
Thus while I fall my joys shall rise
;

Immeasurably high."

How

sublimely blessed the condition of all genuine disciples of Christ! They aru
to him; he is their spiritual Husband, and each can say, " I am his, and he is
mine." 2. As the triumphant Conqtieror of the wrong. Earth is the arena of a tremendous campaign, the battle of the right against the wrong, of the true against the
false, of the benevolent against the selfish.
As a Chieftain in this grand moral campaign
against wrong, the following points are suggested as worthy of note. Observe : (1)
The instrumentality he employs, and the titles he inherits. " And I saw heaveu
opened, and behold a white horse i and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and
portion of the
True, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war " (ver. 11).
machinery (perhaps the greatest) which this great Hero uses is represented as a "white
horse."
In the sixth chapter of this book, which we have already noticed, there is a
" And I saw, and behold a white horse
similar picture of the implements employed.
and he that sat on him had a bow; and' a crown was given unto him: and he went
A " horse," strong, swift, daring, manageable, like
forth conquering, and to conquer."
the war-horse in the Book of Job. " White," emblem of the pure and the right. The
campaign in which Christ is engaged and the methods he employs are all right and
"
the triumphant General " had a bow : and .
went forth
pure, " He that sat on him
conquering, and to conquer." The bow projects the arrow, atid the arrow penetrates
;
the heart of the foe. See what titles this Hero inherits. He is called " the Faithful
he never breaks a promise. "True "—true in his conceptions of realities, and true in
his representation of those realities ; ever in lip and life in strict conformity to eternal
" In righteousness he doth judge and make war." All his campaigns are right;
facts.
he fights not against existence, but against its evils. He never strikes a blow but to
crush a wrong, and to save a soul. " His name is called The Word of God " (ver. 13).
The Be vealer of the Absolute, and his Bepresentative to man. Here are titles how uulike

wedded

A

—
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those which ignorant men confer on their fellows titles which disgrace alike the donors
(o) " Uis
«nd the donees
(2) The aspect he wears, and the followers he commands,
eyes were [are] as a flame of fire " (ver. 12). The eye is the best mirror of the soul
one glance reveals more of the inner self than the strongest wovds in the most affluent
vocabulary. The eyes of this conquering Hero, riding forth victoriously on his white
" all-pure, all-searching, ablaze with an unquenchable
horse, are like a " flame of fire
" (ver. 12).
These crowns
fire.
(6) " On his head were [are] many crowns [diadems]
were the emblems of that empire of his, which is coextensive with the universe, and
They had names or titles written on them. " He had [hath] a
as lasting as eternity.
name written, that [which] no man knew [no one knoweth], but he himself" (ver. 12).
They had a significance surpassing the interpretation of all minds but his. He is " the
fulness of him that fiUeth all in all."
(c) " He was clothed [arra^ ed] with a vesture;
[garment] dipped [sprinkled] in blood " (ver. 13). This is true of a worldly conqueror
he comes up from Edom, the scene of the campaign, with garments " dipped in blood.'
Of the spiritual warrior, it only expresses the vital expenditure of the struggle. The
very life has been sacrificed to it. As to the followers he commands, who are they ?
Who are his battalions in this grand campaign? Who does this majestic Chieftain
" The armies which were [are] in heaven followed him upon
lead forth to battle ?
Who knows the
white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean " (ver. 14).
numbers of his armies? They may baffie all arithmetic to calculate; but their moral
character is known. " They are clothed in fine linen, white and clean," exquisitely
refined and spotlessly pure
sainted men and holy angels. (3) The course he pursues,
and the greatness of his supremacy. " Out of his mouth goeth [proceedeth] a sharp
His force is moral.
sword, that with it he should smite the nations " etc. (ver. 15).
" Out of his mouth goeth forth a sharp sword." It is not by physical force, such as
bayonets, cannons, swords, that he wins his victories; but moral words. His words
are as a " sharp sword " they cut down the errors, the wrongs, the miseries, of ihe race.
Mind alone can conquer mind. His force is mighty. " With it he should smite the
nations and he shall rule them with a rod of iron '' (ver. 15). How mighty is his
word ! It creates, sustains, and destroys universes every day. How independent is
"He treadeth the wine-press of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God "
his course
(ver. 15).
In the corresponding expression in Isa. Ixiii. 3 it is said, "I have trodden
the wine-press alone." The " wrath " or the anger of God
What is this " wrath " ?
Not passion, but principle ; not indignation against existence, but antagonism to all
the wrongs of existence. Against these wrongs Christ fought alone. " I have trodden
the wine-press alone and of the people there was none with me." Mark also the great" He hath on his vesture [garment] and on his thigh a name
ness of his supremacy.
written, King of kings, and Lord of lords " (ver. 16).
There are degrees of authority
in the empire of God, one ruling power over another, rising up to the highest heights
of being; but Christ is over all, the Kins; of all kings, and the Lord of all lords.
He
There are heavens rising above heavens. No
is "exalted far above all heavens."
astronomy can measure the height of the lowest, the highest transcends all imaginaAll authorities, worlds, systems, laws, events,
tion ; Christ is far above the highest.
What a benediction to know that he is love,
are under his vast and absolute control.
and that he "knoweth our frames, and remembereth that we are dust"! He knows
man, for manhood belongs to his wonderful personality. (4) The war he wages, and
the victories he achieves.
It is suggested that this war he wages deserves the
" And I saw an angel standing in tlie sun ; and he cried with a loud
attention of all.
voice, saying to all the fowls [birds] that fly in the midst of [in mid] heaven, Come
and gather yourselves [be gathered] together imto the supper [great supper] of the
great God [of God] " (ver. 17).
Mark the author of this address. How grand his
" Standing in the sun." Mrs. Browning, perhaps struck with its sublimity,
position !
sings of " God's archangel standing in the sun," wrapped in luminous splendour and
exposed to all eyes. How earnest his effort ! " He cried with a loud voice." How
"Saying to all the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven '' (ver.
vast his audience!
The birds are personifications of men men, perhaps, of genius, ambition, and
17).
celerity in movement. But the men, perhaps, especially of martial passion and purposa
are meant here ; hence the imperial bird. The cruel, ravenous eagle is the gymbofof war.
How gtrange and startling his summons " Com« and gather yourselves together unto
I

—

—
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" Wheresoever the earcase Is, there shall the eagles be gathered together "
The ravenous vultures devour the flesh of thousands. The carrion on
the battle-flold is a rich feist for those armies, who, like the rapacious hitit of prey,
not only kill, but devour. Tliese are the men engaged in this tremendous battle, in
destroyiag all that makes human exis-tence worth having-^J)urity, freedom, kindness,
" Urifco the supper of the great God." What is the feast of God?
friendship, Worship.
It is the utter ruin of all that is opposed to the interests of the soul. Does not Heaven
This feast is here represented in striking
call on all to fejoioe in the fall of wrong?
symbol as the " flesh of kings, aiid the flesh of caiitains, and the flesh of mighty men,
and the flesh of horses, and of them that sit on them, and the flesh of all men, both free
and bond, both [and] small and great " (ver. 18). The utter ruin of all those mighty
forces, who fought for moral wroitgj portrayed as » " beast," the " great \\ hore," et6.
the supper."

for feasticg.

Mark the victorie*
in truth a rich feast of God to all regenerate souls.
And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies," etc.
(ver. 19).
All the abettors and promoters of wrong. The great truth sugsested by
these verses on to the end of the chapter is that moral evil shall one day be utterly
destroyed from off the earth; even its last remnant shall be coilsumedt The great
Chieftain came to " destroy the works of the devil," to " put away sin by the sacrifice
of himself," to sweep the world of it. D. T.
Such a ruin
he achieves.

is

"

—

" And I fell at his feet to worship him. And
Servility and humility.
Ver. 10.
he said unto me, Kee thou do it not : I am thy fellow-servant, and of thy brethren."
These words may be taken as a representatioii of one bad thing and one good thing.
John fell down before some one whom he regarded
I. Servility the bad tHinG.
as greater than himself; not to one true God. This state of mind: 1. Bad in itself.
The crawling, sycophantic^ cringing spirit is one of the most detestable things in
human life. It is opposed to true manhood; it spanielizes the human soul. 2. Bad in
It is just that element iti humali life that makes heroes of the base,
its infltience.
It builds up and
saints Of hypocrites, lords of money-gf ubs, and divinities of rulers.
sustains in society all manner of impostures in Church and state. It is that which has
stoleli nearly all true manhood from England.
He to whom this homage was rendered refused it.
II. Humility the good tHinb.
" See thoii do it not." Worship belongs only to God. " I am thy fellow-servant, and

however, despises it ; he shrinks with disgust from the courtiers, and kicks with indignation the canting spaniels. D. T.

—

Ver. 12.
suggested

The dignities of Christ.

"On

his head were

many

crowns,"

It

is

What on earth does man
I. That these DiouiTiBa Abb of pbicbless value.
He has waded through seas
regard as more Valuable than a " crown " ? Poor fool
of blood, wrecked thrones, ruined empires, risked all he possessed, even life itself, in
order to win a " crown." But what are all the crowns of the world compared to the
diidems that encit-cled the Being of Christ?
" Many crowns." There is the dignity
II. That these dioni'tibb aeb manifold.
of an all-knowing intellect, the dignity of an immaculate conscieijce, the dignity of an
absolutely Unselfish love, the dignity of a will free from all the wai-ping influeuces of
These diadems of priceless worth, though manifold, are as
sin, error, ahd prejudice.
yet undiscovered by the multitude.
The honours which unregenerate
III. That these dignities abb sblf-pkoducbd.
men possess, such as they are, are conftrrtd by others, and the giver and the receiver
of thirn are alilje morally dishonoured in their acts of bestowment and acceptance.
But the dignities of Christ, like the majestic branches of a tree, or the splendid pinions
of a bird, grow out of himself. All his dignities are but the brilliant evolutions of hi»
I

own

great soul.

That these dionitieb abe impeneteablb. How soon the " crowns " worn by
But Christ's diadems srt mcori-uiitihle tbej will
m«n grow dim afld rot into duit
IV.

I

;

—

—
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—
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the heavens of immenaity with their brilliaut lustre.

The manifoldness of Ghritfi dominion.

Ver. 12.

JOHN THE DIVINR.

" On his head were many crowns."

emblems

of the highest dignities and powers ; and, in accommodatida
of our poor thoughts, Christ is here spoken uf as having " many crowns." And truly he

Crowns

has

are man's

many

dominions.

The

dominion of matter is his. 1. Inorganic matter is under his control
Atoms, mountains, rivers, oceans, planets, suns, and systems. He controls the atoms;
he heaves the ocean ; he rolls the heavenly orbs along ; he is the Master of all chemical
and mechanical forces. 2. Organic matter is under his control, (1) All vegetable life.
The tiniest blade, up to the hugest monai'chs of the forest, are under him. Ho quickens^
ustains, and develops them. (2) All animal life. All that teem in earth ani air
and sea ; he is the Master of all life-forces.
1. All mind in heaven.
He inspires and directs
II. The dominion of mind is his.
2. All mind on earth.
The thoughts, impulses,
all the hierarchies of celestial worlds.
He originates the good
passions, and purposes of mankind are under his masterhood.
and controls the bad. How impious, how futile, how monstrously foolish, is it for man
to oppose tlie great Redeemer
He does reign, he must reign, and will reign for ever.
He will reign over you, with your will or against your will. D. T.
I.

I

—

Intense earnestness of heing. "Clothed in a vesture dipped in bluoii."
the "blood" that dyed the robes of the illustrious Chieftain?
Not
It may be
that crimson fluid that streams from the veins of slaughtered men.

Ver. 13.

What was

regarded-r-

In Gethsemane it is said
I. As A SYMBOL OF HIS OWN AGONIZING EARNESTNESS.
It was earnestnesis.
The man who wrote
that he " sweated great drops of blood."
the Epistle to the Hebrews speaks of those who have not rtsisterl unto blood, "striving
against sin." There is moral blood the blood of intense earnestness.
Duiing the three years
II. As A SYMBOL OP THE MORTAL ENMITY OF HIS FOES.
" His blood be upon us."
It is
of his public ministry they thirsted for his blood.
chaiacteristio of the enemies of the Church in all ages that they seok his destruction—
the destruction of his character, his influence, himself.
Our great Leader does not prosecute his grand campaign against evil in a cold,
mechanical, professional manner, but with the earnestness of " blood." D. T.

—

—

Ver. IS.— The Word of God. " The Word of God." The infinite Father has spoken
two great words to his intelligent family. One word is nature. " The heavens declare
The other word is Christ. He is the Logos. The latter word is
his glory," etc.
specially adrlressed to fallen humanity, and is a soul- redeeming word.
In relation to

Word the following things may be predicated. He is
The Word of absolute infallibility. Conventionally, men call the Scriptures
the Word of God. Mere traditional believers assert their infallibility. The best, however, that can be said concerning that book is that it contains the Word ol God.
It
Christ is the Word itself, absolutely
is not the Divine jewel, but the human chest.
true, the Bible. He is the Word. By him every word, whether oral or written, written
" No
in whatever form, language, style, or book, is to be tested, whether true or false.
man hath seen the Father at any time " nor Moses, or the prophets, or the evangelists,
but " the only begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath revealed
this

I.

:

him." Let us, therefore, reject all words, wherever we find them, if they agree not with
the spirit, character, and aim of Christ.
There are faculties and possibilities
II. The Word op exhaustless signifioance.
in him, ideas, purposes, and suscfptibilities in him that will take ages upon ages with"
out end fully to develop.
In him dwells all the fulness of God." In this he meets
the law of mind, which bids it ever to search after the new and the fresh.
The character of a word is determined by
III. The Word op Almighty power.
the character of the mind that utters it. Weak minds utter weak words strong
minds, vigorous words. The words of some are as empty as the wind others are at
rigorous as electricity ; they shatter the mountains and shake the globe. Christ,
;

;

u

—

—
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the Word, ia Almighty. He has not only created Christendom, but by him were "all
things created."
IV. The Word of itniversai. intbeprbtability. Even the written words that
m«ke up vphat we call the Bible are frequently uninterpretable. Hence their renderings and meanings ave constantly fluctuating, and often contradictive.
But here is a
word that stands for ever " the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever." This Word
is a life.
life a child can interpret; and the greater the life of a man, the more
generous, truthful, loving he is, the more readily a child can read and understand
him. Hence no life is so interpretable as Christ's life. D. T.

—

A

—

" The armies which
Ver. 14. Armies invisible and distant on the tide of good.
were in heavea followed him upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean."
Heaven, it would seem, is populated with numerous intelligent beings, existing in
various types of condition, influence, power, etc. It is suggested
I. Thb hosts of heaven are interested in the moral campaign which Christ
IS PROSEODTiNQ ON THIS EARTH.
They not Only know what is going on on this little
planet, but throb with earnest interest in its history.
They desire to look into its
great moral concerns.
No wonder some in heaven are related to some on earth ; they
participate in the same nature, sustain the same relation, and are subject to the same
laws.
Here, too, stupendous events have occurred in connection with him who is the

Head

of all principalities, powers,

and that must ever

thrill

the universe.

The hosts of heaven lend their aid to Christ in his tremendous battles.
" The armies which were in heaven followed him upon white horses." If you ask me
in what way they can render him aid, I can suggest many probable methods.
We
know that one great thought struck into the soul of an exhausted and despairing mau
II.

can revive and reinvigorate him. May it not be possible for departed souls and unfallen
spirits to breathe such thoughts into the breasts of feeble men on earth ?
If you ask
me why Christ should accept such aid as theirs, or the aid of any creature in his
mighty struggles, 1 answer, not because he requires their services for he could do his
work alone but for their own good. By it he gratifies their noblest instincts, engages
their highest faculties, and gains for them their highest honours and sublimest joys.
III. The hosts op heaven are folly equipped fob service in this martial
undebtakino on earth. " Upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white an<l clean."
It was customary in Oriental lands for soldiers of the highest rank to go forth to battle
on steeds. It is a law of Christ's kingdom that those only who are holy and pure can
enter therein; hence these heavenly soldiers are furnished with "white horses," the
emblem of purity, and " white linen " also. No one in heaven or on earth will Christ
allow to fight under his banner who are not qualified, both in capacity and character,
for the work they undertake.
Encouraging subject this
Small as this little planet of ours is, it is not isolated
from the family of worlds. As materially this globe, by the law of gravitation, is
linked to the most distant planet, so the meanest human spirit here is linked to the
They are all at the bidding of the
highest hierarchies in the great realm of mind.
" Thinkest thou that I could not pray to my
great Leader in the battle of life.
Father, and he will send me twelve legions of angels ? " etc. " More are tbey that are
for us than those that are against us."
D. T.

—

—

!

—

EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER XX.
Ver.

1.

—And

I

saw an angel oome down

;
romng down out uf heaven.
usual mode of introducing a new vision
On account of ch. i.
(of. ch. iv. 1, etc.).
18, somw have considered this angel to be
Christ liimself ; but this ia incorrect. As
iu oh. xii. 7
9, au angel is the immediate
agent in this expulsion of Satan (vide infra).

from heaven

The

—

Having the key of the bottomless pit ; th*
abyss; as in ch. ix. 1, 2, 11 ; xi. 7; xvii. 8.
Ill all these jilaces the word aignifiea the
preteut abode of Satan and his angels,
whence they direct their operations in
hostility to God, not the place of their final
punishment (see ver. 10).
In Luke viii.
31 the word has exactly the same meaning;
while in the only remaining place where it
is used in the New Testament, viz. Bom. x. 7

"
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stands for the place of abode of tlie sonla
of the dead.
Having the key of the abyss
therefore informs ns that power is given to

it

Satan during the time of
And a great chain
in his hand literally, upon his hand, as if
lying on it and hanging from it the chain
evidently symbolizing the power of the
angel over the inhabitants of the abyss, and
the purpose with which he now comes, viz.
this angel over

this world's existence.
;

;

power of Satan.
Vers. 2, 3.
And he laid hold on the dragon,
that old serpent, which is the Devil, and
Satan. These titles are an exact repetition
of ch. xii. 9 (which see).
And bound him a
thousand years, and cast him into the bottomless pit.
The abyss, as we have seen (on
ver. 1), is tiio present abode of Satan ; the
act of binding, therefore, is now over.
This
fact opposes the interpretation which makes
" the thousand years" yet in the future.
When, then, did this binding take place ?
Only one answer can be given. It was wlien
Christ brnist'd the serpent's head by his act
of redemption. Thus, " Ohrist was manifested that he might destroy the works of
the devil " (1 John iii. 8) ; " Now shiiU the
prince of this world be cast out " (John xii.
31) ; " The prince of this world hath been
judged" (John xvi. 11).
Satan is the
strong man bound (Matt. xii. 26,29). Next,
what is meant by "for a thousand years"?
The best interpretation seems to be that this
plirase expresses a quality, and does not
express • period of time.
That such a
method of employing numbers is usual in
tlie Apocalypse we liave frequently seen
(see on ch. i. 4, "seven ; " ch. xiii. 1, " ten,"
etc.).
Here, therefore, as in ch. vii. 4, " one
thousand " signifies " completeness. " Satan
is bound " for a thousand years " that is,
to restrain the

—

;

Satan
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millennium of the saints, but the overthrow
of Satan. Before the picture of the war and
the overthrow, the saints are invited to behold the complete security of those who have
not worshipped the beast nor his image;
just as the vision of Christ victorious introduced the seal-visions. And shut him up, and
set a seal upon him, that he should deceive
the nations no more, till the thousand years
should be fulfilled ; and shut [it] and sealed
[it] over him, etc.
It is possible that there
is here a reference to the death and burial
of Christ (Matt, xxvii. 66).
Satan " met in
reality that fate which he was able, in a
shadowy and temporary form, to inflict on
Jesus he was bound and shut up in the
abyss, and the abyss was sealed over him
(Milligan.
Of. also the word "abyss,"
supra). Satan was thus bound " that he might
deceive the nations no more," etc. ; that is,
Satan, in his character of the deceiver (of
ch. xii. 9) of the world, is thus limWed in
his power by the binding which has been
described.
ITte nations ; in the sense of the
world, not the ungodly world.
And after
that he must he loosed a little season.
Omit
"and."
little time" {luKp'bv xp^vo")
is the exact phrase used in ch. vi. 11, where
it certainly means the period of this world's

—

"A

Such also is its meaning here.
must be loosed " signifies that Satan is,
in regard to the ungodly, allowed to work
his will during this period.
The thousand
years' binding, and the loosing for a little
time, describe two eventswhioh occurcontemexistence.

"

He

While the godly need have
no fear, because even in this world Satan's
power as regards them is completely limited
by Christ's act of redemption, yet in another
sense, as regards the ungodly, Satan is
loosed and obtains power over them. The
poraneously.

completely bound. In Ezekiel (from
which the following part of the vision is
certainly derived) a similar use is niaile of
the terms ' seven years " (Ezek. xxxix. 9)
and " seven months " (Ezek. xxxix. 12).
But, again, in what sense can Satan be said
to have been "completely" bound by our
Lord's work of redemption?
The answer
is
In relation to the godly. The purpose
of this sentence is that which is one great
purpose of the whole book, viz. to encourage
the struggling Ohiistian.
Thus this sentence assures Christians that, for them, Satan
has been completely bound, and they need
not despair nor fear his might (of. " loosed,"
The chapter thus describes, not a
infra).

chief difficulty in this interpretation lies in
the words, "after this."
But it must be
remembered that the ' thousand years " do
not express a period of time, but the quality
of completeness.
Therefoie the loosing of
Satan must not be supposed to take place
in a period subsequent to the period of the
binding. The seer wishes to describe the
devil in a twofold character, subordinatiug
the second to the first. He thus says, " By

'
The interpretation given here and in
the following verses follows closely the exposition of Professor Milligan,inthe Bainl
Lectures' for 18S5, where the reader may
find the whole question of the millennium

by a display of power in another, and the
former fact being expressed by the chronological symbolism of being bound for a
thousand years, it is part of this chronological symbolism to express the second
fact a« taking pUoe ii/tar th« first, thoagb

is

—

'

'

more

fully treated.

Christ's redeeming work Satan is bound and
fettered in regard to you faithful Christians;
but there is also a second subordinate fact
to remember, that at the same time he is
powerful in his natural sphere, among his
own adherents." The binding of Satan in
one direction being immediately followed

;
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a lubordinatioD of the Becondar; to the
primary effect is really what is intended' to
be conveyed (see Milligan, quoted above),
Ver. 4. And I saw thrones, and they sat
apon them, and judgment was given unto
them. This describes the position o{ Chris-

—

They

sit upon thrones
is, they reign with Christ.
Judgment
given unto them that is, by their conduct in the vrorld the world is judged and
condemned. St. John continually thus describes the Christian's position and such a
picture is specially applicable for his purpose here, which is to portray tlie glory of
the Christian calling, and the certainty of
the Christian's hope. The redeemed have

tians in this

life.

that
is

;

;

been made kings, and reign (ch. v. 10). So
also St. Paul says we are " blessed with all
spiritual blessings in heavenly places in
Christ " (Eph. i. 3). And I saw the sonls
of them that were beheaded for the witness
of JTesns, and for the Word of Ood, and which
bad not worshipped the beast, neither his
image, neither had received his mark upon
This
theiz foreheads, or in their hands.
is a special reference to the martyrs made
with the object mentioned above, viz. that
of encouraging Christians in their warfare.
The class here described forms part of the
whole body of Christians alluded to in the
first part of the verse (of. oh- vi. 10 ; i. 9
xii. 17; six. 10; also ch. xiii.; xv. 2).
In
the same way the eouls referred to in ch.
vi. 9 are those existing during the period
of this world, which we have here understood to be denoted indirectly by the
"thousand years."
And they lived and
Christ a thousand years.
reigpied with
"The thousand years" adopted in the
Textus Keceptus, is found in
and others,
but omitted in X, A, and others.
"They
lived and reigned with Christ" in complete and perfect assurance, as in ver. 2,
and for the reason given in ver. 2, viz. that
Satan was bound completely. This living
Eind reigning must not be limited to the
period after the death of the martyrs
(though it is doubtless true in this sense
also), notwithstanding the fact that St.
John sees them here after their death. It
is as though he would say, " You Christians
§it upon thrones and reign with Christ
yea, even those who suffered shameful deaths
shared this perfect safety and exaltation,
though to the eyes of the world they were
so afflicted and degraded."
They lived is
described in ver. 5 as the "first resurrection."
This can only be referred to that first
awakening from sin to the glorious life
of the gospel, which St, John elsewhere
describes in a similar manner. " He that
heareth my Word
.
hath everlasting life,
and shall not come into condemnation : but
is passed from death unto life" (John v

B

.

.

;
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"We

24);
life "
Ver.

a

1-16.

have passed from death nnte

John

5.

[oh. xx.

iii-

!*)•

— But the rest of the dead lived not

again until the thousand years were finished
Omit " but " omit
tliould be finished.
"again."
It is important to notice the
;
omission of " again " the rest of the dead
;

lived not until, etc.
The best explanation
of these words seems to be that the " rest of
the dead" refers to those Old Testament
saints and others (such as godly heathens)
who were in the world before Christ's act
of atonement "the thousand years " (see
on ver. 2, above) had been accomplished.
They could not be said to have lived, in the

—

—

high sense in which St. John uses the'
word, not having known Christ; for "in
him was life " (John i. 4; v. 40, etc.). But
by Christ's redeeming work, these were
placed on a level with Christians (of. Luke
vii. 28, "John the Baptist: but he that is
least in the kingdom of God is greater than
he; " also Heb. xi. 39, 40, " And these all,
having obtained a good report through faith,
received not the promise : God having provided some better thing for us, that they
without us should not be made perfect ").
This is the first resurrection. These words
refer both to the reigning of those mentioned
in ver. 4, and to the living of those in ver.
5 (OT'de supra).
This " first resurrection "
the spiritual rising with Christ, which is
a consequence of his redeeming work. It is
to be noticed that St. John nowhere makes
use of the phrase, " second resurrection,"
though he does use the words, " second death."
Both the "first resurrection" and the
" second death " are spiritual operations.
Ver. 6. Blessed and holy is he that hath
part in the first resurrection: on such the
second death hath no power, but they shall he
priests of God and of Christ, and shall reign
with him a thousand years over these the
second death hath no authority.
The first
words describe the state of those who have
part in the spiritual resurrection with
Christ (see on ver, 5). The second clause
gives to the oppressed Christian the culminating reason for patience and perseverance.
The " second death " is the spiritual death
of the lake of fire (ver. 14). Priests of God,
etc. (of. oh. i. 6
v. 10).
A thousand years ;
in complete and everlasting security (see on
is

—

;

;

ver. 2, et seq.).

We may in this

place briefly

some of the other interpretations
whioh have been given to this reign of the
saints for a thousand years, or, as it is geindicate

nerally styled, the millennium.
(1) The
literal interpretation of a future reign on
earth of Christ with his saints for a thousand
According to this view, there is to
years.
be a first resurrection of the dead (either
of the holy dead or of all the dead), then
the period of a thousand years, during which

0H.XX.1— IB.l
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Satan will be bound, and the saints will
reign; tlien finally the ultimate punishment
of Satan— the casting into the lake of fire.
Some limit the looEdity of this reign to a
particular spot on the earth (e.^. Jerusalem),
beyond which live the ungodly. The objections to this theory are
(a) Amongst its
advocates almost every detail is a matter of
dispute.
Some place the millennium in the
future, others in the past.
Of these latter
some specify the first thousand years of the
Christian age, others the thousand years
from the time of Constantino. " The length
of the period, the numbi^r and class of the
believers who shall he partakers of its glory,
the condition in which they are to live, the
work in which they are' to be engaged, the
relation. in which the esalted BedeemBr is
to stand to them," are all subjects for disagreement. (5) The carnal nature of such
a resurrection is at variance with the
general teaching of the Bible, and unlike
the spiritual nature which our Lord himself
assumed after his resurrection, (e) If the
saints receive a glorified body for that period,
it is impossible to conceive of them as living
in the world in its present state, and a large
part of which is inhabited by the ungodly.
(_d) It is impossible satisfactorily to conceive
whiit relations could exist between the
saints in buoli a case and the ungodly.
If
Satan is bound during this period so that
he can deceive the nations no more, whence
comes the evil which exists among the ungodly portion of the world?
(e) There is
no other example of a literal use of numbers
in the whole of the Apocalypsa
(/) The
teaching of the Bible elsewhere not only
negatively fails to support this view, but is
in positive opposition to it, in such points as
a continuance of evil after Christ's second
coming; the existence of an interval between
his coming and the judgment instead of a
sudden coming to judgment (comp. John vi.
40, "I will raise him up at the last day").
:

(2)

The

spiritual

interpretation,

makes the thousand years expressive

which
of the

whole Christian age. This seems to a certain extent true, since what the thousand
years signifies does have its effect during
this time in the reign of the saints.
But it
seems inexact, since it makes the thousand
years symbolical of a length of time, instead
of a quality attached to an action.
What
is meant is not that Christ bound Satau
during the period of the Christian age
(though, as we have seen, there is a sense in
which he is so bound as regards believers),
for, on the contrary, he goes about like a
roaring lion ; but that he bound and overthrew him completely for all Christians by
his redeeming work.
• Ver. 7.
And when the thousand years
kit expired, Satan ahall be loosed out oif his

—
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prison ; ore finished ; that is, the power of
the devil having been in principle completely overthrown by our Lord (see on

preceding verses), Satan

is still

wage war and exercise sway on
"His prison" is the "abyss " of

to

permitted
the earth.
vers. 1,

S

(cf. also ver. S).

Ver. 8.— And shall go out to deceive the
nations which are in the four quarters of
the earth, Qog and Kagog; four comer e.

The

signification

of

"Gog and Magog"

(vide infra) shows in what sense "the
nations " is used. It is in the limited sense
of the ungodly of the world, not in the

wider sense in which the expression is used
(without any qualifying clause) in ver. 3.
Magog in Gen. x. 2 is mentioned among the
sons of Japheth who were the ancestors of
the northern nations (cf. Ezek, xxxviii. 15
and xxxix. 2). Hence the name Magng is
used to denote the northern tribes, whose
invasion of Palestine and" adjoining parts
From
took place about B.C. 630—600.
Ezek. xxxix. it seems that Gog was originally a leader among these tribes ; and &om
Ezek. xxxviii. 17 it seems that Ezekiel
took these names to be symbolical of all the
foes of the people of God.
Jewish tradition
makes use of these names to indicate those
nations who were expected to war against
Jerusalem in the last days, and to be overthrown by the Messiah. Hence the employment of the terms here by St. John aa
denoting the ungodly people of the world,
amongst whom Satan still exercises his
power, though that jpower is limited to these,
and he is completely bound as regards true
believers.
To gather them together to
battle ; the number of whom is as the sand
of the sea ; to the war ; the article points
definitely to the war of ch. xix. 19 and xvi.
14.
It is a prolonged war, not a battle,
because lasting throughout life. The vastness of the hosts of Gog and Hugog is
alluded to in Ezek. xxxviii. 9, 16. This is
in conformity with our Lord's teaching:
"Many are called, but few are chosen"
(Matt. xxii. 14; of. also vii. 14).
Ver. 9. And they went up on the breadth
of the earth, and compassed the camp of the
saints about, and the beloved city ; over the

—

breadth. "They went up" as an army to
attack the enemy (cf. Judg. i. 1). Either
we must render the camp . . . even the beloved dty, or else we must understand the
camp as a defensive outpost placed around
or near the city.
In Acts xxi. 34 the same
word is rendered " castle." " The beloved
"
city is evidently Jerusalem (of. Ps. Ixxviii.
68), that is, the Ohuroh of God, of which it
is always a type in the Apocalypse (cf. ch.
iii. 12 ; xxi. 2, 10).
Tlie description plainly
portiays the (3hurch militant here on earth.
And fire came down from God out of heaven.

;
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" From God " ia
devoured them.
omitted in A, a few cursives, and Primasius,
but appears in X, B, P, 1, 7, and most cursives and versions; but these authorities
vary in the position of the added clause.
So in oh. xi. fire devours the enemies of the
two witnesses. This sentence is introduced
in connection with the description of Gog
and Magog, following the account of Ezekiel,
where the same punishment is foretold (see
Ezek. xxxviii. 22 xxxix. 6). It is probable,
therefore, that nothing more definite is
intended than to convey the general idea

*nd

;

that God aids and protects his Church even
while on earth. He, as it were, gives the
enemies of his people a foretaste, while here
on earth, of their future punishment of the
l»ke of fire (see also on the seal-visions).
Ver. 10. And the devil that deceived
them was oast into the lake of fire and brimstont, where the beast and the false prophet
are, and shall be tormented day and night
for ever and ever ; and they shall be tormented.
Tlia last clause shows that this is the iinal
judgment and punishment of the devil.
Thus at this verse is completed the whole
series of visions commencing at ch. xii., in
which are set forth the origin and progress
of the influence of evil, and the final termination of the conflict between God and his
Church on the one hand, and the devil and
It remains now
his adherents on the ether.
only to shadow forth the surpassing glory
of the saints in their everlasting home, and
thus to briikg the book to a conclusion. This,
therefore, is the theme of the remaining
chapters.
(On " the devil that deceiveth
them," see on ver. 3 ; and on " the lake of
fire and brimstone," see on ch. xix. 20.)
Shall he tormented (cf. Matt. viii. 29, " Art
thou come hither to torment us before the

—

time?").
Ver. 11.

—And

I saw a great white throne.
introducing a new phase of the
throne is seen as
vision (cf. ver. 1, etc.).
in oh. iv.2 ; it is great, perhaps, by comparison
with those mentioned in ver. 4 ; white,
because this is the colour of purity and all
heavenly virtues (cf. oh. i. 14; ii. 17; iii.
And him that sat on it, from whose
4, etc.).
face the earth and the heaven fled away
and there was found no place for them.
The true reading, " before the throne," in
the following verse makes it clear that God
the Judge is here intended. Perhaps from
Matt. XXV. 31 and John v. 22 we must infer
that God the Son is meant. The destruction of the world is complete—" no place is
found for them " they are annihilated. Such
an event is nearly always portrayed in the
description of the last judgment in the
Apocalypse and in the New Testament
generally {cf. ch. xvi. 20).
Ver. 12 -And I saw (see on ver. 11) the

And I saw ;

A

;
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and great, stand before Oad;

the dead, the great and the tmall, standing
All the dead, good an<l
before the throne.
bad, as in Matt. xxv. 31 33. This is the

—

general resurrection ; what St. John might
have called the second resurrection, with
regard to the godly, who have once before
risen to a life with Christ (see on ver. 5).
Now, those who would not voluntarily share
in the first resurrection are compelled to
share in the second. And the books were
opened. Omit the article (cf. the description
in Dan. vii. 10). >And another book was
opened, whioh is the book of life.
This
book has been frequently referred to (ch. iii.
5; xiii. 8; xvii. 8). The idea is not uncommon throughout the Bible (cf. Pa. Ixix.
28; Dan. xii. 1; Luke x. 20).
And the
dead were judged out of those things which
were written in the books, aooording to
their iworks.
Both the godly and the un" The books " show fully why
godly.
certain names are selected and inscribed in
the " book of life." Here is enforced again
the lesson with which the Apocalypse opens
in the epistles to the seven Churches, viz.
that the reward will follow according to the
works (cf. oh. ii. 5 ; iii. 15, etc.).
Ver. 13. And the sea gave up the dead
whioh were in it. It is difScult to decide
upon the exact signification of this clause.
(1) It may be inserted in order to show the
universal natureof this resurrection, although
it may not, in conjunction with the next
part of the verse, constitute a strictly logical
classification of the dead. (2) The sea being
a type of the ungodly nations, the sentence may mean those spiritually dead, but
living on the earth at the time of the judgment. Tlie next clause seems to support
And death and hell delivered
this view.
up the dead which were in them; death
and Hades (see ch. i. 18 ; vi. 8). As in ch.
vi. 8, the two
really one are mentioned
separately, the latter being looked upon as
the guard-house of those whom the former has
seized.
This clause, taken in conjunction
with the preceding one, may mean From
the ungodly nations, those physically living
but spiritually dead were called up for judgment, and also those who were actually
dead, having been seized by death and Hades.

—

—

—

—

And they were judged every man
to their

works.

according

A solemn repetition of

ver
12 (which see).
Ver. 14. And death and hell were cast
into the lake of fire ; death and Bades (see

—

on ver. 13). Lake of fire (see on ver. 10).
This is described in accordance with St.
" The last enemy that
Paul's teacliing.
shall be abolished is death " (1 Cor. xv. 2§,
Revised Version). Death and Hades, though
in n-nlily nlistractinna, are here personified.
This is the ssroud death.
Add [even] tht

—
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St. John has not used the
lake of fin.
phvase, " the first death," but he has alluded
first death is the actual
fact.
The
to the
death of the body, and which is the natural
result of that spiritually dead state into
which, since the Fall, man is born, and -which
is therefore, as it were, his normal state.
In a similar manner, the first resurrection ia
the risen spiritual life of conversion ; while
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the second resurrection is the resurrection
of all men, and the bestowal of eternal lit*
upon the just.
Ver. 15. And whosoever was not found
written in the book of life was oast into
the lake of fire and, if any was not, etc.
This is practically a reiteration of what has
been twice before solemnly as:serted (oee

—

;

vers. 12, 13).

HOMILBTICS.

—

3.
Satan hound for a thousand years. God sees the end from the
Vers. 1
beginning. If he pleases, he can disclose the future to others, although even then,
by leason of the limitation of creature-faculties, the unfolding of the future must be
There is, moreover, one feature of that limit which cannot be too clearly
limited too.
recognized, viz. that inasmuch as man has no strictly creative power, and can only
weave new patterns by putting together in different forms the materials ready to his
hand, so also he can .conceive of the new life of the ages to come only by means of some
Hence our God graciously
varied setting of the scenes of the ages that are past.
stoops to our capacity, and puts his revealings of the forthcoming years under the form
Thus the events which are to
of the facts which have marked those that aie past.
mark the consummation of this age are set forth in two'forms, viz. (1) by a representation of the good we already enjoy as wrought up to a higher degree of perfection ; and
(2) by setting forth the evil over which we mourn as brought to extinction, or as
Now, under this last-mentioned form, a prolonged
restricted within narrower bounds.
period is here set forth, spoken of as a thousand years, as one during which the evil
Many questions naturally
one shall be bound and pent up within his own place.
a passage which is not specially easy, under any
start up as we study this passage
circumstances, but which we cannot help thinking has been made to appear vastly
more difficult than it is in itself, by reason of the enormous incubus of fanciful theories
venture to think that even although,
by which it has been all but smothered.
owing to lack of data, there are some queries the full answer to which must yet be left
in abeyance, yet there is quite enough in the verses before us that is sufficiently clear
to make the heart leap with delight, to stimulate our hopes, and to excite our prayers.
What is the period of a thousand years ? What is the binding ?
is the angel ?
When does it begin ? These are the queries which seem to need a reply before we can
1. Who ia
appreciate and appropriate the disclosures which the paragraph contains.
Some say the Lord Jesus Christ, because he alone controls Satan's power.
the angel f
It is quite true that Jesus alone controls the evil one, but it is also true that he does so
So far as the symbolism of the text goes,
at times by the instrumentality of others.
Still, if any
there is no reason for thinking the angel to be other than a created one.
see reason for thinking otherwise, even then the main sense of the passage is the same.
Our Lord Jesus may bind the evil one "directly or mediately. 2. What is the period
There are four hypotheses respecting the thousand years. One that it is
tpecifled f
to be taken literally ; a second, that on the " day for a year " principle it is equivalent
to 365,000 years; a third, that it is an indication of completeness, but not of time; a
The first of
fourth, that it is a definite expression for a period indefinitely prolonged.
these is the one most commonly adopted ; although why, if twelve hundred and sixty
days mean twelve hundred and sixty years, the "thousand years" should be less than
that by two hundred and sixty days is to the writer extremely puzzling. The secoijd
and third views have few defenders. It seems to us to be much safer to look at the
expression as indicating an indefinite period of time, of immense duration a time of
peace and freedom from ill, which will vastly exceed the period of trial and sorrow
during which the Church'a wilderness-life will have lasted. 3. What is the hinding t
At present it may suffice to say that it certainly denotes such a restriction upon Satan,
his doing! and rovings, that during this period he will not be able to "go about seeking
whom he may devour " to the extent he would desire. 4. When does th« hinding beyin t

—
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According to some, it is past. (1) According to Hengstenberg, the thousand years began
on the Christmas Eve of the year 800, when the pope placed the crown on the bead of
Gharlemagae. But surely there was not at that time, nor during the thousand years
after, such a state of things as would seem to be represented by a binding of Satan for
the whole time. Hengstenberg takes the thousand years literally, and thinks that even
now Satan is loosed from bis prison, and that depravity has reached its utmost heis;ht.
(2) According to many, and among them the most thoughtful and devout expositors,
the binding of Satan began when Jesua came. Our Lord's casting out devils proved
that • check was put on Satan's power ; this restraint was increased when Jesus died,
and is continued in the perpetual advance of the kingdom of Christ. They refer to such
passages as Matt. xii. 29 ; Heb. ii. 14, 16 1 John iii. 8 ; Col. ii. 15 ; Luke x.l8. But
(a) the symbolism of the text seems to indicate a more effectual restraint on evil than the
earth as yet has known ; and (b) since the binding of Satan is placed so nearly to the
cunsummation of all things, since the kingdom of Christ had actually been in progress for
some thirty years when the book was written, and since the prophecies were declared
to be of " things which should be hereafter," it seems much more consonant with the
date, the a.im, and the plan of the book to think of the binding of Satan as that which
;

was yet to come in the revolutions of the ages. At the same time, it is quite possible to
combine this second view with another, (3) according to which, even if the biuding of
Satan did commence with the establishment of the kingdom of Christ, the results of that
binding would take ages to work out, and would, in the long run, bring about more of
calm and of rest than earth has yet been permitted to see. Even the expositors who
adopt the second view do in many cases combine it with the third, and regard the
binding here specified as eomething so much more effective than any hitherto known,
It is to this conclusion that we find ourselves shut up : that
as to be virtually new.
this period which is spoken of as & thousand years is one of a blessed calm yet to be
realized, surpassing all that earth has known; that though the causes are already at
work to bring it about, and though the train of events is laid which is to usher it in, yet
that the passage refers to the blessed issue in days to.come, when evil shall be kept under
more effective restraint than before. This period is what is generally thought of as " the
millennium." Prom the passage before us it is perfectly clear that the millennium is not
a period of the extinction of evil, but only of its restraint. Neither sin nor death nor the
curse will cease till the new heavens and the new earth are brought in, and they are not
While, however, the righteous on earth will enjoy a period of delightful calm,
yet.
the faithful ones who shall have gone hence will be living and reigning with Christ all
that while. They will be enjoying " the first resurrection " (see next homily). Let
us now, after these few preliminary explanations, look at our present theme, " the
binding of Satan," in the light of the entire Scripture teaching, that we may learn
what is to be the state of the world during this period of halcyon calm, and how it is
shall approach
to be. brought about by forces and agencies already in operation.
our subject cautiously and gradually. May we in Grod's light see light I
As set forth in these ApocaI. Theeb is in the world a mighty foeoe op evil.
lyptic visions, we have seen : 1. That old serpent, called the devil. 2. The first beast, or
worldly power opposed to God, having its power from the dragon. 3. The second beast,
4. The harlot, Babylon the great,
or false prophet, having his power from the first.
We have seen No. 4
or apostasy, whether in the ecclesiastical or commercial sphere.
are to
destroyed; Nos. 3 and 2 cast into the lake of fire; still No. 1 remains.
watch what becomes of him. His power in the world is too well known.

We

We

As
II. MlGHTIBB FORCES OF GOOD, ALTHOUGH UNSEEN, ARE IN THE BACKOROUNB.
we read this book, we can but note that evil is surveyed from above held in check
by God allowed to work for a time known to the year, the month, the day, and the
hour. And as we have seen the downfall of three of the forms of evil, we here watch
;

—

;

with deepest interest a new chock upon the first.
III. The employment of the Mightier against the mighty hab been hattbb
OF ancient PROMISE. No sooQer had the tempter marred Eden's bowers than the
promise was given (Gen. iii. 15), The serpent might bruise the seed of the woman,
but he would do so at a fatal cost to himself. Dim promise 1 nee^ug the evolution
of ages to interpret it, but yet containing that which is the basis of our hope whvn io
agony over the tamptar'a power.

'
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IV. The bteongbr roRcas or good hab bver been at work. This world hag never
been given up to the evil one. He has never roamed unchecked. He has gone about only
so far as the Lord of souls has permitted. When Jesus hunw on the cross, his power was
grappled with ; when he died, " the prince of this world " was " cast out." Thnnifih
death our Lord means to destroy him that has the power of death, even the devil, and
to deliver them who tlirough fear of death are all their lifetime subject to bondage.
" For this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that he might destroy the works of
"
the devil." And when the Prince of life resigned his breath, crying, " It is finished
!

then did the empire of darkness receive a fatal blow, and the death-knell of sin was
sounded in the hearing of heaven, earth, and hell (cf. Gen. iii. 16; John xii. 31 ; Heb.
ii. 14, 15 ; Col. ii. 15 ; Matt. xii. 29 ; Acts xxvi, 18).
v. Wherever the gospel has been preached there a binding op Satan has
BEEN AND 18 BEING EFFECTED. Probably no one supposes that the phrase " binding "
One way in which an effect would be wrought which would
is to be taken literally.
most naturally and impressively be described as a binding of Satan, yeould be that of transferring his subjects to another power, and so despoiling his kingdom.
When Satan is
rendered powerless to retain his prey, and more powerless still when he has lost them,
surely he is bound.
Now, we know not only that in and on the cross our Lord spoiled
principalities and powers, and made a show of them openly, but also that Paul and
others were sent forth to turn men from the power of Satan unto God, and that the
great apostle praised God that the Colossians were snatched from the power of darknpss
and transferred to the kingdom of the Son of God. Even so. Satan is no match for the
Saviour's cross and the Spirit's sword.
He has ever moved in chains, but never were
bis chains so heavy or so fast as since Jesus died.
VI. Nevertheless, the passage before us leads us to expect a much greater
KESTBAINT ON Satan's ACTIVITY THAN HAS AB YET BEEN KNOWN. Peter refers to him
as "going about," etc.
Paul said, "The God of peace shall bruise Satan under your
feet shortly."
So that we are already prepared to expect a time when Satan's power
on the earth shall be curtailed more and more. The verb here used (t/cpi/Tjjffe) gives
What will be
the impression of some very strong, decided, and perhaps sudden arrest.
the means hy which this will be earried out we are not here told.
In the absence of
aught to the contrary, we have a right to exjjedt that the "Word of truth and the
power of God" will suffice to bring about the Avhole, when the Spirit of God "convicts
the world of sin " (John xvi. 8). No one can show that these "weapons of the holy
war " are inadequate, nor that the power of the Holy Ghost is to be supplanted by aught
more effective for the subjugation of evil. Let but the Divine power which has subdued our hearts be universally diffused, and it is enough. For surely Satan will be
effectually bound when hearts refuse to give him room.
VIL When the binding of Satan is completely effected, there must needs
BE a period op best, SUCH AS NEITHER THE WORLD NOR THE ChCROH HAS ENJOYED
SINCE " SIN ENTERED INTO THE WORLD, AND DEATH BY BIN." We are more and more
drawn towards the conviction that our Lord himself commenced this binding of the
evil when he began his public ministry ; and that as the power of the gospel advances,
the binding becomes more and more Stiingent. Thfe duration of time intended by a
thousand years we dannot define. Some, as Professor Milligan,* regard it as giviug nu
temporal indication at all, but as expressive of completeness. But if the binding o(
Satan has been going oh ever since our Lord was on earth, the thousabd years bcjgiin
then are going on now, and are moving forward to their completion. Well may we prav
• See both hie work and his 'Gommentaiy' on the Revelation.
For a history of various
views on the milleiiliium, see 'Theories concerning the Millennium,' by Dr. Craven,
American editor,, in Lange's 'Commentary,' p. 345; art. "Chiliaem," in Dr. Bomberger'*
edition of Herzog; and art. "Milleliijarianisiu," in Dr. Schaffs edition of the same. The
Revj B. Storrow, in his 'Coming Keign of Christ,' has some valuable notes on ch. xi. 1 6,
in Appendix D; his fifth chapter, on"Tlie Great Features of the Millennium," is admirable.
Dr. David Brown's and Dr. Urwick's books on the second advent. Bishop Waldegrave's 'Bampton Lectures,' Dean Vaughan's 'Lectures on the Kevelation,' and Mr. Lyon's
'Millennial Studies,' are books of wiiicli stiidents should not lose sight. Webster and
Wilkinson's 'Introduction to the Apocalypse' and their notes on this chapter will be fouad
extremely helpt'uL

—
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"
Lord, hasten that day when Satan shall be so completely bound that he will he ntiahle
to retain a single captive in his hold 1 "
will an emancipated world rejoice !
The
rebuke of God's people will be taken away from off all the earth. The reign of peace

How

shall set in, and the time he come when on the bells of the horses shall
he graven, " Holiness to the Lord." Why it should be that after this effectual binding
there should be allowed another onrush of evil, we cannot tell j but the holy seer bids
us look to the end even of that, and to luxuriate in the blessed vision of complete and

and righteousness

endless rest.

Note

embrace all that is in the Word, and we shall then find nothing
shock or disturb it. 2. Let us thank God for the
restraint which we know is even now put upon Satan.
He worries, but he cannot
devour. Christ prays for us, that Satan may not sift us as wheat.
3. Let ua he
stimulated by the fact that, through the energy of the Spirit of God, the power of evil
is being subdued within us and around us. 4. Let us, with renewed faith, energy, prayer,
and hope, be found doing our part towards bringing about earth's time of rest. Let no
dislielief, either in the efficacy of the gospel or in the power of the Spirit, be allowed
to paralyze our movements by lessening our hope.
The giaoe which has conquered
milliuns on millions of hearts is adequate still to go forth conquering and to conquer.
:

1.

Let our

faith

in the fiercest conflicts of the age to

Ver. 4.
The blessed dead living and reigning with Christ during the thousand years.
are compelled to differ more widely from the great bulk of expositors in regard to
this than in regaid to almost any other passage in the entire Apocalypse.
It seems to
us that, in order to piece out a tolerably complete theory, many interpreters do very
frequently assume some matters of great magnitude' for which there is no warrant
either in the text or the context.
It is well known that this passage is the one which
is supposed, above all others, to teaeh the doctrine of the personal reign of Christ upon
the earth during the millennium. It is supposed that Jerusalem will be his central
seat of authority and power ; that the righteous dead will then be raised in such bodies
as are to he immortal ; that the saints will be Christ's attendants, and will participate
with Jesus in the government of the world ; that this will last through a period of a
thousand years ; that during this period the world will be subdued and converted, not
by such means as are now used, but by those peculiar to the new dispensation to be
ushered in by Christ's personal reign ; that at the close of this period all the dead will
be judged, and the affairs of this earth consummated. Some who do not fully adopt
this view regard the first resurrection as one taking place on earth.
According to
some, it is a resurrection of bodies ; according to others, it is a resurrection of principles
according to a third group, it is a resurrection of the Christian party ; according
to a fom°th, it is one of memories and names.
Others, again, regard it as a resurrection
from earth, not on it and here also we have to divide expositors into two groups
some looking at this first resurrection as a resurrection to heaven of the martyrs only
and others, as of all the blessed dead. Anud such a confused Babel, let us, as Bidley
used to say, " give ourselves up to the text, and let it lead us by the hand."
see
that the statement before us stands in connection with that period of a thousand years
during which Satan is said to be bound. During this period in which the earth is
released to a great extent from the power of the evil one, the apostle sees a vision of
some who during that thousand years were living and reigning with Christ. On this
statement let us ask When? who? where? how? May be, on comparing Scripture
with Scripture, we shall find more light thrown on this theme than we are prepared to
expect. 1. Whenf "They lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years." Whoever
and wherever they were, it was apparently during the thousand years in which Satan was
bound that they were living and reigning. 2. Who are they f Our text speaks of two
classes. First, of the martyrs second, of those who had refused to succumb to the spirit
of evil. These two put together mal^e up all the faithful ones. So that we may call them
the blessed dead, whether they quietly fell on sleep after serving their generation, or
whethei' they were hurried off to their home in a chariot of fire. 3. Where are they
seen f On earth, say the great bulk of interpreters. " With Christ," says the text.
It
does not indeed specify whether in heaven or on earth, but simply that they are " with
The text indicates not that Christ came down to
Christ."
Is not that clear enough ?
earth to live with them, but that they had soared upward to live and reign with C^at,

We
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expression is akin to many more in the New Testament. "To-day thou nhalt he
me ; " " Absent from the body, at home with the Lord." Thus much, and this is
all that is said.
Oh! the refreshing invigoration which we get when we drink pure
" With Christ 1 " Enough * And this blessedness is
water from this crystal spring
theirs during a thousand years.^ Probably, though not necessarily, the same thousand
years as those during which Saian was bound. 4. In what state are they seen t ElSov
Ttkj jfivx^s
"the souls." Not in their bodily forms, as if on earth, but in the dis. .
embodied state. In this state they are with Christ, realizing more fullv than they
could do here their priesthood and kingship with God. For they are seated on thrones,
sharing with their Lord the government of the world. Here they resisted even unto
blood (when needed), striving against sin ; they would neither worship the beast nor
This is the first
his image, and now, far from this world, they are living with Christ.
resurrection.' Having attempted to clear the way by oflFering these preliminary remarks,
we may now pass on to expound more fully the doctrine thus taught, in its bearing on
and harmony with the rest of the Word of God.
I. Hebe is a vision oi' men feom eaeth
not of men on it.
"The souls." So
That the expression refers here to men in what is called the disemin ch. vi. 11.
bodied state, scarcely admits of question. Not that we are taught in Scripture that
the blessed dead are altogether "unclothed." For the Apostle Paiil, in 2 Cor. v., seems
to teach that immediately following on death the soul puts on another vestiture, awaiting the resurrection, when it will put on over that the house which is from heaven.
Whatever may be, however, their "clothing," it is enough for us here to note that they
This is just what we are taught in repeated Scriptures. Our Lord
are "with Christ."
Jesus " died for us, that, whether we wake or sleep, we should live together with him."
Thus we are taught that during that long interval which must elapse ere " the sea shall
give up its dead," those who are " absent from the body " are " at home with the Lord."
As one has well put it, " Here is no reference whatever to a visible manifestation of
Christ, nor to a new kingdom on earth nor is there any separation between one class
of Christians and another, nor of the rising of the saints from their graves, nor of their
Letting the words of the text speak for themselves, we find them
living upon earth."
far removed from the amazing obscurity with which the incubtis of interpreters has
invested them. They are clear and distinct words, fitting in with other statements of
God's Word, teaching us that the souls of the blessed dead have already passed into a
higher life : that there is no lapse in their blessed relationship to Jesus.
II. The blessed saints abe seen in a moeb elevated sphere of holt sbbvicb.
They are " living and reigning with Christ." They share with him the government
of the world.
Here they were " kings and priests " unto God. But in the higher state
of being the meaning of these nam?s, and the glorious dignity they include, become
They were priests even here, in leading men
far more manifest than when here below.
to God and in pleading with God for men. They were kings too, ruling men for Jesus

The
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New

' Of. an article by Dr. Owen,
York, In the Biblioiheca Sacra, April, 1861, " Exposition of Zech. xiv." Dr. Warren, of America, annotating this passage, and comparing it with
Matt. xix. 28, says, "That is, while Christ shall reign in his Church over his enemies on
earth, his faithful martyrs and confessors shall reign with him in glory on thrones above.
It shall be a special reward for special fidelity " (' The Book of the Kevelation,' p. 249).
' In order not to interrupt the direct line of statement, and in order to meet a query
which at once arises, we put the following in a foot-note
:

does the expression in ver. 5 mean: " The rest of the dead," etc. T
" The rest of the dead" seems to mean the ungodly dead. " Lived not again" cannot mean
that they were out of existence. The word is not €(^<rav, but oi/efijcoy ; not " lived not
until," etc., but lived not anew, i.e. the life to whiclj they were destined.
What that is
appears from what follows. During the thousand years believers lived and reigned with
perfect
But
into
bliss.
during
that
and
at
the
end
go
time
Christ,
there was no re-living
for the ungodly they were in aSjjs and in torment, and at the end of their provisional
state they pass into the final one. And it should never be forgotten that the main point in
the resurrection is not the local rising out of the grave, but the transition to another stags
of being ; and in the case of the blessed dead, this first transition is to a state of blessedness and honour with Christ. This is the first resurrection not one in which Christ cornea
down to reign with the saints, but one in which they rise to reign with him and «ucb
bleised lesurtection is not and cannot be enjoyed by " the rest of the dead."
It

may be asked—What

;

:

;
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influenciDg the world's thought by the presentation of truth; swaying men'g con»«enc9
by idsisting on righteousness ; and winning men's hearts by the philanthropies of .ovc.
They had the dignity
It was no merely empty title with which they were honoured.
of a royal priesthood below. But they know more fully now its deep meaning. The
Syiiao Version significantly and suggestively reads, "They shall be, [nay] are, pHesti of
God and of his Messiah, and they will reign with him tlie thousand years."
III. Theib passino upwakd, in death, to this higher state is called the fibst
EESOKRECTION. And most intelligibly so. " Surely," says the Eev. P. D, Maurice, " if
one takes the words as they Stand, they do not describe a descent of Christ to earth,
but an ascent of the saints' to reign with him." The thought of a real resurrection
without a bodily rising from the grave ought to be no difficulty to those accustomed
If, when a man passes from death to life, the phrase, " risen
to scriptural phraseology.
with Christ," is not inappropriate, neither can it be so when he makes the transition
from earth to heaven to be " at home " with Jesus. And when we find the apostle
saying, " I saw the souls . . . this is the first resurrection," we do not feel at liberty to
maintain that it is a resurrection of the body which is referred to. The first resurrection is the rising of the saint at death to a higher life in Christ, which will be consummated at the general resurrection when the thousand years have expired. To quit
the body to be with Jesus ? Is it hard to see why this is called the first resurrection ?
J^ay, verily. You saw that friend of yours, breathing his last. He passed away. Tour
heart said, " He is not here ; he is risen." He is a priest and king to God, and he is
gone upward to reign with Jesus.
IV. Blessed even in this tibst besurrection, the saints await in hope thb
CONSUMMATION OP THEIB BLISS. The hlessedness indicated here extends over the
thousand years. While the Church on earth is enjoying its millennial calm, believers
above are reigning in life with Jesus Christ. Knowing the blessedness of their first
resurrection, they can look forward with joyful hope to their second.
There is no
reason to doubt that from their heavenly rest they watch the progress of the kingdom
They see Satan restrained, the saints
of Christ on earth (cf. John viii. 56, Greek).
possessing the kingdom, the wicked subdued, and righteousness advancing. They await
with calm delight the revolutions of ages, for on them the second death will have no
power; c-tles on cycles of years can only bring new blessi^daess to them. "Blessed
and holy ; he that hath part in this first resurrection."
V. Their globt will be consummated at the bbsuebbction of the body. Por
'

ultimate outlook, the apostle says, believers are waiting (Kom. viii. 23),
resurrection is that to a higher state of spiritual being.
The second will be
Then " all that are in
to the completed state of glorified life of both body and spirit.
Then there shall be a resurtheir graves shall hear his voice, and shall come forth."
" Then, when the Son of God
rection of the dead, both of the just and of the unjust.
shall be manifested, will his saints also be manifested with him in glory."
This will
Vie the fulness of their bliss.
this, as the

The

first

VI. Fob THE WICKED THERE IS NO SUCH JFIBST RESURRECTION. "The rest of the
dead lived not again (fce'fijo-ov) till the thousand years were expired." Por the wicked,
death brings nothing which can be called a resurrection at all. " The wicked is driven
away in his wickedness." After death they are not extinct. They exist. They are in
Hades. But their life in the invisible realm is no " resurieotion." No such reward k
theirs. They chose the paths of sin and selfishness, and tbey can but reap as they have
sown. The statement of the text is, hoVPever, only negative. "They lived not again
What their state is, positively, we are not told. And where Scripture is
till," etc.
But at the iar etid of the thousand years the outlook is gloomy
silent, BO must we be.
enough. When we are told that on those who know the first resurrection " the second
death hath no power," we see at a glance that just in proportion to the brightness of
the light on one side is the depth of the shade on the other. They who are the Lord's
rise twice, and die but once. They who are not the Lord's rise hut once, and die twice.
Note 1. We have reason for abundant joy over those friends ia Christ who have
passed onward and upward to he with the Saviour. What glorious accumulations of
life are being garnered for us ready for the great harvest-day!
The true continuity of
2. How loud should our praise
spiritual being is only manifested to us in revelation.
be to the great Son of God, that through his resurrection we have ours
If U hid not
;

I
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Ms, then " those who have fallen asleep In Ohdat would have perished." But
who know him, and share his life, know also " the power of his resurrection."

for

How

immeasurably does the issue of a godly life repay any amount of suffering that
has incurred
Those whom the apostle saw had, in some cases, been "beheaded
for the Word of God." But when the beheaded ones passed away "to reign with Christ,"
'J'hough " counted as sheep for the slaughter," they were " more than
what a change
conquerors." 4. How awful the penalty of ungodliness, even if reckoned only by its
"They lived not," etc. No. There is and can be in the unseen state nothing
loss!
Being " without God," they
like " life " or " resurrection " to those who are godless.
are also " without hope." How completely the symbolism of the Apostle John accords
with all the rest of Scripture as to the atate of the dead I
3.

fidelity

!

1

—

Vers. 7 10.
Satan loosed from his prison after the thousand years. During the
millennial period on earth, while the departed saints are liying.and reigning with
Had
Christ, evil will be subdued and restrained, but by no means will it be extinct.
it been extinct it could not have broken out again, nor would there be any need for
the irapeiiPoK'li of the saints. The godless ones dispersed abroad, who will at the close
of the thousand years break out afresh, are mentioned here under the peculiar names
" Gog and Magog." * If any one will examine the account of ihe dispersion of the
nations in Gen. x., he will find that one of Japlieth's sons was named Magog.
" Magog," says Josephus, " founded those that are after him called Magogite?, but the
Greeks call them Scythians." There is little or nothing more to call attention to
these people till we come to the Book of Ezekiel, where the name Magog is again used,
but not in the sense of a people so much as of a land, the syllable Ma- being equivalent
to land or district. Since, then, Magog is the land of Gog, Gog is the name of a prince

supposed to rule over that territory ; obviously, ideally so, since he is commander
over a group of peoples covering a much greater space of ground than the Scythians,
and also peoples who were at a great distance from each other, viz. the Scythian
hordes, the Persians, the Ethiopians and Libyans of Africa, Gomer or the Cimmerians
Togarmah or the Armenians, and the multitude that peopled the regions beyond
them. Now, in Ezekiel we have a prophecy that, after the restoiation of Israel, this
Gog, with all his bands, shall come against that people, and that his onset shall only
We have so often seen and observed how largely the
issue in his own destruction.
symbolism of the Apocalypse is based on the facts and symbols of the Old Testament,
that it can be no surprise to us to find that it is so when we are approaching the
theme of the Divine treatment of sin in its final onset on God's people. Even the
names Gog and Magog turn up again, not, however, as the names of a prince and his
land, but as " the nations which are in the toxa corners of the earth," who, after the
millennium, will emerge from their retreat, and come in full force against "the camp of
the saints." The new uprising of evil after the thousand years' rest is certainly not what
we should expect or desire. But doubtless there is a Divine reason for permitting it so to
be, or it would not be. Let us look at this matter closely in the light of God's Word, and
maybe we shall find more to instruct us on this theme than at first sight appears probable.
gather feom this passage «omk hihts as to the state of the Chuboh
I.
ON eabth subino the millennial febiod. 1. There is no reason to doubt that the
millennium, owing to the effective restraint then put upon evil through the Word of
tioith and the power of God, will be a period of very great blessedness.
Seeing that
Satan is the active agent in so much evil, it is almost impossible to avoid the conclusion that, when he is bound, a large proportion of evil will cease to exist, and a far
more rapid diffusion of good will be the blessed result. During, or possibly even
before this period, we may expect the restoration of the Jews, and, consequent upon
that, the bringing in of the fulness of the Gentiles, and the fulfilment of the glowing
vision of the sixtieth chapter of Isaiah.
2. 1'bere is no reason whatever to suppose,
from any of the teaching of Scripture, that our Lord Jesus Christ will then be present
on the earth in any other way than in the power of his Spirit. The chapter before us,
which is supposed to teach the reign of Christ with his risen saints on earth, teaches
only, as we have already seen, that the departed saints are seen living and reigning
.
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clear that the millennium will not be a period of
a time when the saints can dispense with the irapf/iffoht,
C!ompared with things as they are now, the eaith will be still and at rest ; there will
be a sabbatic calm, but it will not be heaven. Evil will be subdued, but far froin
The possibility of an outbreak will exist still. 4. There will also still be
extinct.
death in the world. The deathless state enters not in till the new heavens and the
new earth appear, and Paradise is regained. Not till then will there be " no more
5. The Church will still have to be prepared for war.
Obviously, if the state
curse."
of things on earth during the millennium were one of universal righteousness, there
would be no nations to be deceived. Still less can we suppose that, after the resurrection from the dead, the glorified saints are to go about, sword in hand, to the holy war.
It is a trial to our faith to read of an inrush of evil after a prolonged period of comparative calm. Sciipture puts no such strain upon us, however, as that which is

with Christ.

8, It is equally

unmixed good, nor

will it be

involved in the pre-millennial theory, viz. that, even after Paradise is regained, Satan
will rush in and lead on in person the hosts of evil to a final attack.'
II. What do we gather fbom Somptubb oonoeknino this onset oi' ili. aptbe
THE MILLENNIUM ? 1. It is necessary. There is a little word in the third verse of
" After
It is the word " must."
this chapter of which we are too apt to lose sight.
Must! Why?
are not told.
But
that, he must be loosed a little season."
we ought to take note of the word " must " for all that. What this hidden necessity
in the government of God may be for the permission of such a die^asler, is all dark
But we believe it, because the mouth of the Lord bath spoken it. 2. It will
to us.
be a fierce onset. It will be after the old kind, by "deception" (ver. 8). What will be
the special form of deceit he will use we are not told, and conjecture is useless. But it
will be so successful that, with a strange unanimity, a great host will band together, and
attack the saints of God. We do not dream of a material struggle, but one resembling
that which we are waging every day with principalities, with powers, with the world3. It will be a restricted struggle.
Satan will be bound by
rulers of this darkness.
time even when loosed as to space. The same H^ind that bound retains its power even when
the evil one is loosed. Not even at the worst of limes is the world given over to the
devil.
No nor ever will be. Even when the water-floods are at their height, and
the billows are angry, Jehovah rides upon the storm. 4. It will be for a little
Not only restricted, but within very narrow limits. The conflict may be
season.
Satan will overshoot the mark,
5. It will be suicidal.
sharp, but it will be short.
and fall into his own snare. He aims at deceiving the nations, and succeeds in leading
them on to a guilty war ; and lo when engaged therein, we read that " fire came

We
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of heaven, and devoured them." 6. The struggle will be even serviceable
to the Church ; for not only will it reveal more and more the majesty of God in
defending his own cause, but it will end in the hurling of Satan to a lower depth than
In ch. xii. 9 we read that the devil was cast down to earth. In ch. xx. 3
before.
he is cast into the abyss. But in ver. 10 he is cast into the lake of fire. This would
seem to mean extinction, if such a conclusion were not forbidden by the closing phrase
of the tenth verse. What it means we dare not presume to say, except that it
certainly conveys the impression that his power for evil over mankind is brought to
an end. Hence : 7. The struggle will be the last. If the reader has followed the
plan of the book and our exposition of it, he will have noted how one after another
There were four. (1) The dragon
of the foes of God and man are destroyed.
have
Satan.
(4) Babylon the great.
(2) The beast. (3) The false prophet.
noted the fall of the fourth, the third, the second. Only the first was left, and now
he is thrown into the lake of fire. After this, no foe is seen outside of man. Only
men have now to be dealt with, and these have, whether they be good or bad. "8o
Lord; but let them that love thee be as the sun when
let all thine enemies perish,

down out

—
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1. In
III. What are the belated tboths to which this passage points vb ?
the light of the views of the millennium and of what is to follow, two sets ^apparently
There is one set which indicates that, as the result
conflicting passages fall into place.
of the first coming of Christ, all the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord
>
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there is another set which indicates that there will he a fierce outhreak of evil hefore
our Lord shall come. It is no small confirmation of the correctness of an interpretation of this passage if thereby apparently conflicting statements fall in place.
The
binding of Satan, which was and is efiected through our Lord Jesus Christ, has become
more and more stringent as souls are plucked from his grasp ; and we are to see a time
of peace and calm when he will be even more completely bound than he is now.
But
after that there is to be the new onrush of evil, so that before our Lord shall com» a
fiercer conflict than has ever been known will be fought, ere the great struggle shall
be completely at an end, and then the Lord shall come. So that we can at once look
forward to the fulfilment of the seventy-second psalm as the result of the forces
already at work ; and yet see the harmony of that with words that declfire that " that
day shall not come, except there be a falling away first ; . . . and then siiall that wickeil
one be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and
destroy with the brightness of his coming." 2. We see that there are two ways in
which evil is being dealt with. That of removal, when souls are being renewed ; and
that of restraint, when evil beings are kept within prescribed limits. And both thesa
ways of working are going on now, and will do during this millennial age. If it were
not for these renewals of souls, no such time of calm could ever come in ; and if it
were not that there is much evil slumbering, as it were, that is only restrained,
obviovisly it could not rush forth again.
However much we may wonder at evil
breaking out once more, even 0Dj|he post-millennial view of our Lord's coming, yet
on the pre-millennial view it wouHr be impussible, since there would be none. And
so severe is the pressure of this upon pre-millennialists, that one of them ventures on
the supposition that God will create some wicked men for the purpose out of the slime
and the mire
3. Be it ours to take heart as we get a fresh glimpse of the Divine
plan, viz. that however oft the conflict with evil and the evil one may be renewed, yet
in every case the issue is that of the defeat of evil, and its banishment to a lower
depth of disgrace than before. " Who hath ever hardened himself against God and
prospered?" "Woe unto him that striveth with his Maker!" 4. Finally, what God
will ultimately do with evil and the evil one, no one can positively say.
We do not
find the possibility of extinction shut out.
At the same time, it is by no means so
clear that such will be the issue that we feel warranted in saying it will be so.
In
our homily on the after-sta1;e of the ungodly, we deal with this question as concerns
man. Here we have to do with it as regards Satan. We think that no one can help
seeing that his fate is here set forth as that of utter, hopeless, final defeat. But we
!

the Scripture phrase points to indefinite duration.
In the former case an ending it
negatived; in the la'ter no end is disclosed. (2) The word "torment" has a gross,
material, carnal significance.
It is used in the narrative of Dives and Lazarus, and in
the symbolism of this book. It is a material figure to indicate spiritual issues.
Where there is rebellion and final impenitence, there must be defeat; and where there
is defeat, there must be "weeping, wailing, and gnashing of teeth."
There will be
nothing contrary to perfect equity in the fate of the evil one; we may be quite sure
And we are such inadequate judges of the guilt of any yea, even of our
of that.
own and of what a righteous penalty requires, that it is far better for us that we
should leave the matter in the hands of God, knowing that he will do only what is
right, than that we should know beforehand what the precise issue will he.
Surely
it is not without reason that we say
can rest more completely in uncertainty
than in a certainty, when we rest dbsoluttly in Ood. He will do what is right.

—

—

— We

—

—

Vers. 11
15 (compared with ch. xxii. 12). " The day of the Lord." The several
enemies of the Church^— Satan, the first beast, the second beast, and the harlot
have one by one passed away from view. Now only men remain to be dealt with,
both good and bad. It is necessary for us to avoid a confused blending of themes as
well as too frequent reiteration.
We shall, therefore, pursue the following plan (which
indeed, is that required by the Apocalypse itself) We shall first deal with three themes
powmoa to all : the day of the Lord; th^ r«sutreclioo ; the jud^eat. Then w« sball
:

—
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Bee what light Scripture throws on the destiny of each ; studying first the doom of the
ungodly, and then the glory of the new heaven and the new earth. The topic of pur
present homily is
The day of the Lord. Inasmuch as our exposition of this and
kindred themes can be valid only as it accords with the general tenor of the Word of
God, we must ensure a wider basis on which to rest our unfolding of this stupendous
theme than can possibly be found in this symbolic passage alone. If we group three
other passages with it, our course will be clearer. The first is one which follows very
shortly on our present one, and is in the twelfth verse of the last chapter of the
Apocalypse. The second is that declaration of the Apostle Peter in Acts ii. 17 21.
The third is the passage of the Prophet Joel, on which the apostle based his declarations concerning the " great and terrible day of the Lord."
In combining the three we
shall therefore be locating the second advent just where it is set in this- book, and
indicating its purposes in liarmony with the whole tenor of Scripture.

—

I.

All parts of Scripture caret forward onB thoughts to a great day.

The Apocalyptic word, in

ch. xxii. 12, is but the final setting of a truth which pervades
the whole of Scripture. " That day," " the great day," " the day of the Lord," " the
great and terrible day of the Lord," " the day when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed
from heaven," "the last day," "the harvest," these and many other such phrases are
found.
Enoch prophesied, "Behold, the Lord cometh," etc. Job declared, " He shall
stand at the latter day upon the earth." Asaph. sang, "Our God shall come, and
shall not keep silence."
The preacher said, " Gicmhall bring every work into judgment." The prophets cast their glances forward far beyond the first appearing of our
Lord. Isaiah, Hosea, Joel, and the rest. Our Lord, in the three several stages of his
When in the flesh, he spake of the time when he should
teaching, declares the same.
come in his glory. He inspired Peter, Paul, and John to write of his reappearing.
AnA all but his last word in the Apocalyptic unfoliUngs is, as it were, the final seal
upon all this " Behold, I come quickly ; and my reward is with me, to give every man
according as his work shall be."
" I come quickly."
II. The time is fixed fob the commencement of that day.
This was said eighteen hundred years ago, and our Lord is hot come yet. But "one
day is with the Lord as a thousand years," etc. Time is not counted only by the ticks
The second coming is, according to the Apostle
of a dial, but by the growth of men.
Paul tells us,
Peter, the event which is at once to consummate and close this teon.
" Now is the day of salvation " and " He hath appointed a day in which he will judge
the world," etc. The Prophet Joel tells us, " In those days, and in that time, when
I shall bring again the captivity of Judah and Jerusalem, I will also gather all nations."
So we find in the Is'ew Testament that the receiving of Lsrael once more shall be
followed by the bringing in of the fulness of the Gentiles. These two great issues are
As the world is not moving on blindly
to be witnessed before the end cometh.
without any definite end at all, so neither is it moving on without a Divine foresight
and purpose as to when or how the end shall come. " The spirit of the living creature
;
Towards this momentous point all
is in the wheels " " The wheels are full of eyes."
things are tending. To the last the world will seem indifferent thereto. "As it
in the days of Noah ... so shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed."
Our Lord and
III. Stabtling signs will herald TBiJ APPROACH OF THAT DAT.
Nor was the
his apostles were very clear on this matter (Matt. xxiv. ; Acts ii.).
Prophet Joel, among others, less so (ii. 31 j iii. 15 ; comp. also Hag. ii. with Heb. xii.).
There is room for wide differences of opinion here as to whether all these expressions
signify extraordinary and marvellous natural phenomena, or rather great convulsions in
the ecclesiastical and political spheres. Possibly both are intended. Moral and physical
In Humboldt's 'Kosmos' ' no
crises and epochs have often coincided, and may again.
fewer than seventeen instances are given of remarkable natural phenomena similar to
those described in Scripture, some of which occurred at great crises in national life or
in the world's history.

—

:

;

wm

IV. A VAST ASSEMBLAGE WILL BE GATHERED ON THAT DAT. What a vigion before
the mind's eye when we look at the Apocalyptic words! "To give every man;"
" Every eye shall see him ; " " We must all stand before the judgment-seat of Christ."
Bee also the Prophet Joel's words, "Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision;"
Vel. iiL pp. 282, 28S,

and

in
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where the term "decision" is from a word that denotes a threshing-instrument, bjr
which the wheat is separated from the chaff; and the word " multitudes " is from one
that signifies " a bum," ami brings vividly before the miud the confused noise of a vast
crowd. Crowds on crowds 1 One living, surging sea of human souls. A threshing
process is being carried on, and " He shall separate them one from another
V. The lifb-woek of men will be finished on that dat. "To give every
man according as his wwh shall be." Not his works, as if they were isolated details
but romh, as if it were a definite whole. Even so. Th» work it at the man is. Oa
the side of good or of evil, as he has taken his stand, there will his work be ranged.
" Ye did it unto me," " Ye did it not unto me," are phrases so comprehensive as to
include and to classify all moral acts whatsoever. And however doubtful it may have
seemed at life's earlier stages, on which side any one might be ranged, no doubt will be
possible when wheat and tares alike are ripe at the great harvest-day.
As we have
shown in an earlier homily, we can know men by their fruits. Ood knows them by
their tendencies.
And when tendencies have developed to issues, the righteousuess
For
of Grod in judging accordingly will be made manifest.
VI. A KIGHTEOUB BECOMPBNSB WILL BE AWARDED ON THAT DAT. " To give every
man according as his work shall be." Here we have the distinct statement of
the meaning and object of our Lord's second advent a meaning and an object so
momentous, that we cannot dislocate this reappearing without seriously affecting our
conception of the whole plan of redemption. If we look at our Lord as coming to
bring in a regeneration which the gospel has designedly failed to achieve, our views
of our duty and of the glorious gospel will be very seriously lowered.. But it is not
thus that Scripture locates the great day. It is the decisive day, the day of ripeness,
the day of separation, the day of final award (cf. ch. xxiL 12).
Then God will judge
the secrets of men.
We shall all be made manifest before the tribunal of Christ.
" WhatVII. Results will contrast as widely as ohabacters on that day.
soever a man soweth, that shall he also reap." Every man will receive in his body the
" The heavens and the earth shall shake, but the
things done, whether good or bad.
Lord shall be the Hope of his people, and the Strength of the children of Israel." On
one side we read that the wicked " shall be punished with everlasting destruction," etc.
On the other, " He shall come to be glorified in his saints, and to be admired in all
them that believe." So that it is easy to see the reason why, on the one hand, the
second coming of our Lord is " the blessed hope," while on the other it is '• the great
and terrible day." It will be to a man glorious or terrible according to the attitude of
the man towards his God and Saviour. There is a day coming that shall burn as an
oven, when men will " return, and discern between the righteous and the wicked,
between him that serveth God and him that serveth him not."
VIII. These results are final. So far as the disclosures of the Word of God
are made,' the horizon is bounded by these two issues
glory to the righteous, condemnation to the wicked. On the question What do these severally mean? we treat
afterwards.* But the dread aspect of finality which characterizes the varied passages of
the Word of God which speak of the doom of the wicked, precludes us from asking
What lies beyond these disclosures? Where Scripture bounds its testimony, we must
end our thinkings, for the one and sufiicieut reason that thought has no further basis
on which to act.
For our part, we can a£Srm neither the endlessness of future
punishment, nor annihilation, nor restoration. "But," it may be demurred, "the
ultimate issue must be one or the other." Possibly so.
But even if it be so, it does
not follow that we can tell any individual soul how it will be with him. If we be
asked again, " Why can you not affirm either ? " we reply^We cannot afiSrm restoration, because many passages seem to us to preclude it.
We cannot aifirm annihilation,
!

—

—

—

—

—

'because it loses sight of the fact that, according to the usus hqitendi of Scripture,
there may be existence in a state of death.
cannot affirm the endlessness of
punishment, because : (1) That would be affirming the tremendous doctrine that sin will
last as long as God lasts.
(2) The assertion would go beyond the necessary meaning
of the phrases used to imjJy duration, which only so far as evil is concerned ^indicata
indefinite rather than endless duration.
(3) It would also ignore the fact that th«
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•trongest phrases in tbeWord of God for duration, and those which involye endlessness,
are all on the tide of good,}- But while we refrain from asserting the absolute endlessness of future punishment, we do affirm: (1) That God has not shown us an end
to it. (2) That every moment a sinner continues to harden his heart against God,
he is dning what he can to make repentance an impossibility. (3) That if a man
resists Divine love here, no one can show what is to make him more yielding hereafter,
(4) That every man will he dealt with by God in absolute and unswerving equity.
Whatever may be any individual theory, all these four last-named positions are
absolutely certain. Objection: But how about the heathen world? What will be
the condition of the men who have lived in pagan darkness? Will they necessarily
reply : (1) No ; not necesbe lost because they have had less light than others ?
sarily.
The Scripture again and again teaclies that men's salvation does not depend
on the measure of light God saw At to send them, but on the use which they shall
have no doubt whatever that before this
have made of the light they had. (2)
great decisive day comes, every child of man will have been brought into direct
contact with the claims of the Lord Jesus Christ, for acceptance or rejection ; and that
no soul ever reaches the crucial point of its probation till such is the case (cf. 1 Pet.
How could there be a common basis of judgment if some had never heard
iv. 6).
of Jesus ? Our Lord will not come till he has all things in readiness to judge the living
and the dead.
IX. Finally, It behoves evert man to prbparb fob that dat. Whatever may
be obscure as to the time or place in wliich these tremendous scenes will be enacted,
there is quite enough of clearly revealed truth respecting it to give men urgent reasons
for preparing to meet their God ; and to make piistors and teachers passionately earnest
in setting before their hearers the solemnity of the destinies which loom before every
man. Just as each atom of matter is related to every other, so has each moment of
our time a bearing upon the last, the supreme, the decisive day. Every day we are
piling up thoughts, words, deeds, which take their place for good or evil in the fabric
of character; and as is character at last, so will be the award.

We

We

"

—

be ready, ready for that day.
would not fling earth's fairest toys away?**

Oil, to

Who

The resv/rredion from, the dead. This paragraph is an amazingly comVers. 11 15.
have already studied the Scripture teaching on " the day of
pressed eschatology.
have now to look at the dread incidents
the Lord" which it opens up to us.
which will mark that day. One of these is indicated by the words, " I saw the dead,
the great and the small, standing before the throne. . , . And the sea gave up the dead
which were in it ; and death and Hades gave up the dead that were in them." We
will, with these words as our centre-point, survey the doctrine in the light of the

We

We

general tenor of Scripture,
I, At the coming op oub Lord Jesus Christ there will be a general rebuuREOTioN FROM THE DEAD. There is nothing in Scripture to lead to the conclusion
that there will be two bodily resurrections. Those which are mainly supposed to teach
Others teach precisely the contrary, 1, There are two passages which are
it do not.
among the principal ones that are adduced for the doctrine of two bodily resurrections,
one of the sainis, and afterwards of the wicked. (1) The first is oh, xx. 3. This we
have dealt with in the homily on ver, 4. (2) The other is 1 Thess. iv. 16, which is
looked at by some as if it taught that the dead in Christ should rise first, and the dead
out of Clirist afterwards. But the antithesis is not between the dead in, Christ and
other dead, but between the dead in Christ and those who are living at the coming of
then we who are alive. 2. Other passages leave distinctly
the Lord. First, the dead
on the mind the impression of one resurrection, not of two ; e.g. John v. 28 ; Matt.
XXV. 41 ; Acta ixiv. 15 Dan. xii. 2. We are pointed to one day or time, whether
;

;

Scripture .speaks of the righteous, or of the wicked, or of both. (1) Of the righteous
(2 Thess. i. 10; Heb. ix. 28; 1 John ii. 28, 29; iv. 17; Phil. i. 10; iiL 20, 21). (2)
Of the wicked (Rom. ii. 6 ; 2 Pet. iii. 7, 13). (3) Of both (Matt. vii. 21—23 ; x. 32,
* Let the student study carefully (in the original)
Heb. vii. 1&

laa. U.

6; Pa. ozlv. 18; Eph. iii 21,

—
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30, 42, 43; xvi. 27; xxr.; Acts xviL 31; Rom. u, 6, 16; xiy. 10; 1 Cor.
;
2 Thess. i. 7
It is scarcely too much to say that it is impossible to
10).
explain all these passages except on the supposition that there is to be a resurrection
of the dead, both of the just and of the unjust. There is, however, another passage,

33;
iii.

xiii.

12

—

— 15

which, if possible, is more decisive still, viz. John vi. 39, 40, 44, 54. Here it is four
times stated that the resurrection of the believers shall take place at the last day,
which could not be if that of the wicked were separated 'from it and appointed for
a later period. There will be one resurrection from the dead.
Granted that it will be of all the dead
II. What will the REStJRKBOTioN BE?
reply
(John V. 28) what is meant by it ?
It will he a resurrection of bodies.
1. The bodies of the righteous will rise (Phil. iii. 21 ; 1 Cor. xv. 43 Eom. viii. 11, 23).
2. The bodies of the wicked will rise (John v. 29; Acts xxiv. 15; Matt. v. 29, 30;
Mark ix. 43—47 ; Matt, x, 28 ; 2 Cor. v. 10, Greek). The dead will rise with bodies
which will be according to character, and which will contain within themsel ves provision
Query : Have we any clue in Scripture as to the relation which exists
for joy or woe.
between the body that is laid in the grave and that which will rise from it?
reply ^Not any direct cine but we have a very cleai' statement of an apostle in 1 Cor.
XV. 36 38, concerning four well-known principles and methods of God in the natural
world and if we apply these, as he would have us do, to the dcctrine in hand, we
shall find many difficulties cleaied out of the way.
The four facts are these. (1) There
can be no rising without a previous sowing and decay. (2) The body that is sown is
not the body that shall be. (3) Yet to every seed there is its own body. (4) The
relation between the two is a secret in the mind of God.
"God giveth it a body as
it hath pleased him."
If these are borne in mind and carried out to their legitimate
issue, they will leave ua no difficulty in the matter save the one, that we do not know
the whole nf anything.
III. How WILL THE RBSUBREOTION BE EFFEOTBD ?
1. 15y the pOWCr of God (Matt.
xxii. 29). 2. By the authority of the Lord Jesus Christ (John v. 28, 29 ; Phil. iii. 21).
4. Angels will be the attendants
3. By the energy of the Holy Ghost (Eom. viii. 11).
and instruments (Matt. xiii. 39 41 1 Thess. iv. 16). If we here do little more than
quote Scripture, it is because that is all that we can do.
know nothing more about
the resurrection than we are told by our Lord and his apostles. We cannot forget
that the Redeemer, in his memorable reply to the Sadducees, in which he showed them
that their blundeiing over the doctrine arose from ignorance of Scripture, also pointed
out in what the real glory of the resurrection consists, viz. not in the reproducing of
like flesh and blood, nor in the repetition of an earthly life, but in the raising of the
entire man to a life of nobler energy, in which it would be possible for him to realize
the full meaning of the words, " I am the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob."
He who was their God would be to them all that a God could be, and would raise
them up and present them to himself in all the perfection of a complete and glorified

We

:

;

—
—

We

;

;

—

;

We

manhood.

On WHAT SKOUND MAT OUR BELIEF

IN THE RESORRBCTION SECURELY REST?
one ground which is sufficient in itself, viz. the testimony of Jesut Christ and)
Well aware are we that this is an age of revolt from authority. Or,
his apostles.
And men think that they require clear proof from
jather, it is supposed to he so.
But a little close examination will dispose of
actual experiment before they believe.
For first, if the proof of x be direct and personal, baaed on
this self-laudatory theory.
his own trial, to him the issue is knowledge, not faith, f And second, unless his own
proof can be repeated or actually is repeated by others, they must accept another's finding
on faith in him. And so it is in the entire scientific realm. There is no man of science
that does not owe to the experiments of others ninety-nine hundredths of all his
knowledge. In other words, the great bulk of scientific knowledge rests on the authoThere are three kinds of authority which will stand as long as the race
rity of others.
lasts.
(1) That of personal proprietorship.
(2) That of adequate knowledge.
(3)
That of intrinsic and self-evident truth or worth. With regard to the resurrection.
The Lord Jesus Christ, as Lord of all, has authority of the first-named order. His
tpostles, as taught by the Holy Ghost, have authority of the second order.
Hence the
question between faith and unbelief regarding the resurrection ceases to be one of the
surrender of authority as a ground of faith, aqd becomes merely one of the transfer

IV.
There

is

'

1
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Are men prepared to accept as authorltiea on this matter men who ask
diibeliere the resurrection, because science can give them no information
respecting it? We, for our part, challenge men to produce more trustworthy testimony
on any matter, than that of our Lord and his apostles concerning the resurrection. If
asked, then, for the ground on which we believe it, we would reply : 1. The Lord has
of aathorlty.

them to

(John xi. 23). 2. He regards it as a part of the trust committed to
39, 40). S.JB.e has led the way by his own resurrection (1 Cor, xr. 17).
i. He has declared his will that his people shall follow him to glory (John zvii. 21),
6. The completion of his own mediatorial work demands it (1 Cor. xv. 20
32; 1
Thess. ii. 19; Col. L 28; Jude 24).

assured us of

"

him (John
-^

it

vi.

—

V. What will follow from the bebubrection ? (Ver. 14, " Death and Hades
were cast into the lake of fire.") The bodies of men before the resurrection were, so to
speak, held in the grasp of death.
The spirits of men were in Hades, i.e. in the
invisible realm
those of the blessed in a state of happy rest and honour in and with
Christ ; those of the ungodly and unbelieving under the guard of Christ, with a view
to the great, the decisive day, ushered in by the resurrection.
When the mighty voice
of the Son of God shall wake the dead, then Death shall resign his hold of the bodies,
and the invisible world must open its gates for all its occupants to quit those mysterious realms.
Thus Death will he dead. And the invisible realm will he vacant.
Both will have served a purpose in the development of the Diviue plans, but they will
be no longer. They will be " cast into the lake of fire."
YL What uses have been uade or the nocTRnnt of the bebubbectioh?
Perhaps few doctiines have suffered so much as this from the meddling and muddling
of man. And in part, at any rate, it is owing to this that it has been so misused.
Yet not altogether to this cause must we attribute such abuse. For the doctrine is
confessedly so mysterious, that the proud heart scorns it.
It it so fraught with terrors
to the ungodly that the wicked tremble at it.
(See Sir Samuel Baker's conversation
with an African youth on the resurrection ; Dr. Moffat's with an African chief upon
it.)
It is very remarkable that we have in Scripture illustrations of no fewer than

—

;

'

seven ways of treating this doctrine. 1. Some dented it altogether (1 Cor. xv. 12).
2. Some declared that it was past already (2 Tim. ii. 18).
3. Some made it a plea
for putting forth curious questions (Matt, xxii, 28).
4. Some mocked (Acts xvU. 32).
6. Some postponed the consideration of the matter (Acts xvii. 32).
6. Some believed
7. One, at least, with a touching blending of faith, fear, and common
(1 Pet. i. 3
5).
sense, was nnable to formulate the doctrine, but reposed implicitly in the Lord Jesus
We admire the answer of
Christ (cf. John xi. 26, 27, "Believest thou thist" etc.).
Martha, in which she seems to say, " Tea, Lord, I believe it, because I believe thee,
though I scarcely understand what it means " Happy they who, with extreme difficulty in formulating the doctrine in detail, can fall back in loving faith in him in
whom it centres, and who " will make it plain." As that excellent man, Dr. Clerk
Maxwell, said, shortly before death, " It is but a very little of pure truth that we can
reach but what a mercy to be able to say, '
know whom we have believed I '
VII. Bblievinq the doctrine, what ought to be its practical power? 1.
Herein : (1) Let the believer rejuice (Col. iii. 3, 4). (2) Let
It has a gladsome side.
the Christian worker gather from it a holy stimulus, and keep it in view in all
his teaching of Jesus Christ (Col. i. 28, 29; 1 Thess. ii. 19, 20; 1 Cor. xv. 58).
(3)
With this great crisis in view, let the hearer of the gospel remember his responsibilities
(Heb. xiii. 17). (4) Let all Christian people see to it that they abound in the work
2. It has, moreover, an aspect of v,nmeahof holy living (1 John ii. 28 ; 2 Pet. iii. 14).
lable solemnity. (Ch. i. 7 ; John v. 28, 29.) To rise from the dead to confront the Judge
of all, in an unprepared and nnpardoned state, how terrible
The Lord grant that we may find mercy of the Lord in that day I
,

—

!

We

;

I

—

16.
Judgment ; or, the opening of the hooks.'^ Following on the resurrecthe judgment. In connection with this, we read that before the face of him that
This may include the final
sat upon the throne the heavens and the earth fled away.
But what the phrase actually means, no man is in a position adequately
conflagration.

Vers. 11

tion

'

is
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Such passages as Ps. cii. 26, 27 ; Matt. xxiv. 35 ; xis. 28 Heb. i. 12 14
2 Pet. iii. 7, 10 12 ; 1 John ii. 17, prepare us to expect vast changes, " If there is
any analogy between what has been and what is to be, there may yet be another
CHtastrophe on the surface of the earth by virtue of which present forms of life will
cease to be, and give place to others of a higher order than ever earth has known."
Now, the Bible presents to us a moral development. Science shows us physical
development. And we are led, by comparing both together, to the conclusion which we
have before expressed, that as in the past so in the future, moral and physical events
will synchronize, and that when the earth is ripe for geologic change it will also be ripe
for a moral one. Planting our feet firmly on the wopis which the Holy Ghost teacheth,
we say There cometh a great decisive day, as tremendous in its moral and spiritual
revelations and issues as it will be august in itr physical changes.
We recognize
Divine disclosures concerning the latter as well as concerning the former. There are
Divine disclosures to reason in the stone-book of nature, a.w\ Divine declarations to
faith in the written revelation.
Where science ends revelation carries us forward, and
while the former forecasts the re-preparation of the stage for further action, the other
reveals the action which is to take place on that stage. Science brings to view natural
law ; revelation, a series of laws equally firm and sure; even those of a moral government superadded to physical control, and of a redemptive work inserted into a moral
administration.
There is a day coming when the working of these varied sets of laws
In the " economy of the filling up of the seasons " things are kept in
will culminate.
It is very remarkable to find such vast events indicated in so
store against that day.
few words as we find here. But the fact is that all physical charges are but subordinate
On these we at once
to the supreme moral and spiritual issues which are pending.
proceed to dwell,

to judge.

;

—

—

I. "The great day" win prove at onob a climax of histoet and a revelation OF CHARACTER, Its bearing on the human race is indicated by the words, " day
of judgment; " in which term there are included : 1, The appearing of mankind before
4. EecomGod, 2. The manifestation of character. 3. Approval or disapproval.
pense or penalty. " It has for a long time been disputed whether the judgment of the
world will be an external, visible, formal transaction, or whether the mere decision
rejecting the destiny of man ; the actual taking effect of retribution is represented
under the image of a judicial proceeding, like what is common among men.^' The
latter opinion would have more on its side if it were only in such a symbolic book as
But the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments
this t"hat the latter is suggested.
combine in presenting the judgment as a vast solemn last assize.
II, The entire administration of judgment is in the hands of the Lobd
/ Jesus Christ, (John v. 22, 27 ; Acts x. 42 ; xvii. 31 ; Kom. liv. 10 2 Cor. v, 10
He is the Head of the human race, both by his original position as Son
Phil. ii. 11.)
of God, and by his assumed position as Son of man. He " both died, and rose, and
re-lived, that he might be Lord both of the dead and of the living."
III. SORIPTURB TELLS US WHO WILL BE CONCERNED IN THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE
judqment-da:y. Devils (Jude 6 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4 ; Matt. viii. 28). Men (Bom, ii,
4 11), including pagans, Jews, Christians, nominal and real. All (Rom. xiv. 10),
None will elude the judgment of God (Bom, ii. 3). " Every one shall give account of
himself" (Kom, xiv. 12).
are also told what will be judged. 1, Deeds (2 Cor, v, 10), 2,
IV,
;

'

I

/

—

We

Words

(Matt. xii. 36, 37). 3. Thoughts (1 Cor. iv. 3—5). 4, Secret things (Rom,
" There is nothing covered, that
6, " Every secret thing " (Eccles, xii. 14).
16),
shall not be revealed ; and hid, that shall not be known,"
ii,

V. Men will be judged according to the light the r had ; i.e. according to
the use they made of the light God had granted then. (Rom. ii, 11 15 ; Matt, i. 15
xi, 21—24; Luke xi. 31, 32; xii, 47, 48; Acts x, 34, 36),
The principles here laid
down are those of most manifest equity, and we are quito sure that there will be
nothing contrary thereto in the sentence of God. The late Dr, Lawson, of Selkirk, was
once asked by a flippant young man how he could think that any, such as Plato and
Socrates, would be lost because they had not heard of Jesus Christ.
He replied, " If it
please God in his mercy, and through faith in his Son, to take you and me to heaven,

—
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and that we shall find there Socrates and Plato, I am sure we shall be glad indeed to meet
them but if we shall not find them in heaven, I am also sure that the Judge of all the
earth will be able to assign a good reason for their absence, and that none in heayen
will be either able or willing to dispute either the justice or the wisdom of his stivereign
arrangements." ^ We may also add that Scripture not obscurely intimates that ?very
soul will, before the dread day comes, be brought into contact with the Lord Jesus for
acceptance or rejection ; and those who followed conscientiously the dimmer light will
surely accept joyfully the clearer.
Certainly the Judge of all the earth will do right.
VI. Where is the eecobd of the acts, words, and thoughts which will be
DISCLOSED AT JUDGMENT ? In " the books." What are these ? Who can tell ? We
would leverently suggest 1. There is that unerring record the memory of Ood. To
;

—

:

the Divvie mind everything is present (Ps. cxxxix.). By him nothing is forgotten.
the manifold and complicated currents of human thought, the varied fluctuations of
h'uitran wills and impulses, the maze of human design and plan,
ast, present, and
futnre, are all laid open to his searching glance.
Not one passing thought eludes his
notice or escapes from his memory.
In his mind is a complete and permanent photO'
graph of every soul. 2. Then there is our own memory. Judging from the collection
of facts .Tom which Science essays to draw her conclusions, nothing ever drops completely from man's memory.
A word, a look, a sound, a song, a feature, a locket,
a hair, may recall deeds and thoughts of a generation past. Let but the' barriers
which imprison memory be removed, as they seem to have been in the case of many
persons near death, and the whole of one's life may rush back in an instant, aud
reveal the man to himself in a way that shall either make him dumb with horror or
inspire him with joy.
3. If this be so, then the memory of others must be a permanent
record of a large part of our lives. For if our memory records the impulses we give, it
would seem also, by parity of reasoning, to be a record of the impulses we receive.
Thus the power exerted by us over otliers, and by others over us, creates indelible
impressions on their minds and ours, so tl)at their "books" and ours mutually supplement
and confirm each other. " You cannot meet a stranger in the streets, nor utter a word
in your remotest solitude, nor think a thought in your inmost heart, but lo! this
recording angel has noted it down upon the tablets of your soul for ever" (Maoleod).
The great mathemati4. Science itself suggests wondrous disclosures in this direction.
cian Babbage, in his Bridgewater Treatise, remarks, " The whole atmosphere is one vast
library, on whose pages are recorded all that man has ever said or woman whispered."
The air, the light, are ever the bearers of our deeds and words. " It is probable," says
Coleridge, " juiiging from the facts presented in medical records, that all thouiihts are in
themselves imperishable; and that if the intelligent faculty should be rendered more
comprehensive, it would require only a different and apportioned organization the
body celestial instead of the body terrestrial to bring before every human soul the collecAnd thii this, perchance, is the dread book
tive experience of its whole past existence.
of judgment, in the mysterious hieroglyphics of which every idle word is recorded." * 5.
And then there will be another record in the countenance of the man. The spirit forms
the face. Even here, "it is not in words explicable with what Divine lines and lights
the exercise of godliness and charity will mould and gild the hardest and coldest countenances, neither to what darkness their departtire will consign even the loveliest. For
there is not any virtue the exercise of which even momentarily will not impress a new
The work
fairness upon the features ; neither on them only, but on the whole body." '
The work of sin deforms it. To a sufiiciently keen
of grace reforms the countenance.
Yea, it is
observer, a man's face is a living book in which his character may be read.
even so. " Books " in abundance are every moment having entries made therein from
which the character and desert of each can be clearly read at last. So much so is this
the case, that it is far easier to see how ruin impends than how salvation is possible,
with such a long catalogue of sins as must attach to every man's life. Knowing as we
do that in the physical world there is no forgiveness of sins, it is impossible, without
Bible teaching, to see how salvation ever can be inserted into the condition of a sinful
man. This naturally leads us to another inquiry
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VII. What will bb the issues op the judgment? These will be twofold. 1.
Eternal lift. (Comp. Matt, xxv, 31—40 ; Rom. viii. 33, 34 ; 1 John iv. 17 ; 2 Tim.
It. 8j ch. ii. 10; iii. 5.)
Scripture is very clear as to the issues of the judgment in
the case of the blessed. There is, in fact, one sentence in the paragraph before ui
which indicates the joyous aspect of the judgment to them. " Another book was
opened, which is the book of life" (of. Isa. Iv.'S; Luke x. 20 Phil. Iv. 3 ; Heb. xii. 23
Phil, iii. 20).
This book of life includes all the saved. Every one of them is written
there.
The Father's name is written on their foreheads. Their names are written in
the Father's book. And this is emphatically a book of grace. Without the redemptive scheme of Divine love, there never would have been any such book at all.
Nor
should it be left unnoticed that it is called in ch. xiii. 8 and xxl. 27 the Lamb's book
of life.
The names recorded there are of those who have been redeemed by his blood,
and who are his purchaseil possession. These shall be welcomed by him to the everlasting kinsdom " prepared from the foundation of the world."
Difficulty (1) : Difficulties may here occur to the minds of many ; such as these
If it be a matter of
revealed truth that acts, words, and thoughts shall be brought forth to light, and if
the sins of the believer in Chiist are thus brought to view and exposed before all, will
not that interfere very materially with the joy of the saved ? Beply : (o) It is not
surprising if, when we attempt detail, we soon gel beyond our reach in dealing with
themes so vast. (6) In this case, hiiwever, whatever sin comes out to light, does so
as that which is repented of on the one side, and forgiven on the other.
So that (c)
even thus the testimony would be borne more vividly to the renewing and forgiving
grace of God. Difficult]/ (2) : We read in .John v. 24 that he that believeth shall not
come into judgment ; and yet we read elsewhere, " We must all stand before the
jndgment-seat of Christ " how is this ? Beply : Believers, with others, will be made
manifest before the judgment-seat of Christ ; but their manifestation will be that of
pardoned and of sanctified men, whose guilt is cancelled and whose sin is removed.
Surely, when ihis is taken into account, the difficulty ceases.
There will be no such
judgment as involves condemnation, 2. On the other side, the issue will be condemna!
tion.
The terrible word " Depart " sums up all hell (of. ch. ii. 6 16 ; 2 Thess. i.
10 17 ; 2 Pet. iii. 7 ; Mark ix. 43 48). What further remarks we have to offer on
the after-state of the ungodly we reserve for the next homily, observing here only
that KaTMcplfia cannot mean anything less than "an adverse verdict;" and what that
may involve, as a final sentence from the lips of the King of kings, we pray God wa
may never know
Note : That scenes so solemn as the one put before as in this paragraph are meant
to tell mightily upon us, and that they ought to do so, we cannot question, however
incapable we may be of realizing all the details thereof. Any one or more of the
following applications may well be earnestly pressed on the conscience by pastors and
teachers,
1. Let every believer keep in view the judgment-day, with anxious desire
then to be approved of the Judge (1 John ii. 28). 2. Let us endeavour more fully to
realize the fact that we are perpetually under the scrutinizing gaze of him " with whom
we have to do." 3. Let us regard every action as a laying up of treasure or of wrath
4. How intensely
against the great revealing day (Kom. ii. 5; 1 Tim. vi. 19).
momentous does a pastor's or a teacher's work appear in view of that day (Heb.
It is not to be wondered at if at times the weight of responsibility is more
xiii. 17) !
than he knows how to bear. 6. The responsibility of those who hear the Word is
obviously correspondingly great. It also is implied in Heb. xiii. 17. 6. None should
forget that there is a Divine, a gracious meaning, in the prolonging of the " day of
The promise and the menace are not forgotten. God is not weak.
salvation."
Neither is he indifferent. He is " long-suffering towards us, not willing that any should
With a view to this his goodness is
perish, but that all should come to repentance."
drawing men now. He waits to be gracious. But we have no reason for thinking that
he will wait always.
;

j
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15.
The second death: the lake of fire. "This is the second death, the
Vers. 11
Few of our readers, if any, are likely here to lose sight of the symbolic
lake of Are."
a style which, indeed, so largely pervades it, that if there
style of the Apocalypse
were not other passages bearing on like themes and couched in different phraseology,
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And even with the aid of the plainer words^
so vast, so dread, so fraught with terror, that for our part we
scarcely know how to write upon it or even to approach it. Nor even now can w«
pretend to do more within the space at our command than to lay down some seven
distinctly revealed lines of Divine teaching concerning the future state of the ungodly.
When these seven lines are put together they will be found to include all the main
teachings of the Word containing so dread a theme.
regard it as needless to do
more at this stage of the exposition than to remind the reader of the point we have
reached in the grand unfoldings of this book. The resurrection is past, the jud;>;ment
has been set, men have been adjudged each one according to his works. And it is
from this revealed point of time that we now start. May the writer's pen be guided,
and his heart inspired in a holy and a trembling awe, as he now essays to point out the
results of the Judge's solemn word, " Depart 1
its

interpretation

would be impossible.

the theme before us

is

We

At this point the revealed period of probation roR thb race closes.
very clear, from the apostolic explanation in 2 Cor. vi. 2 of the phrase, " a day of
salvation," that the present gospel day is thereby intended.
This is the day of salvation, in which mercy may be obtained.
To this day there is a limit. "After that thou
shalt cut it down." The vine-dresser could not ask for any further postponement of the
act when fruitlessness was decisive and final. We are not in a position to look at the
meaning of the great decisive day in relation to the government of God until we understand the Scripture doctrine of human probaiion. We know that nations, empires,
and cities have a day of probation. So have Churches. So have individuals. Their
probation may close even before their natural life ends. It was so with Judas. The
line, however, which marks the close of probation is not a temporal one, but a moral
The close of probation is reached w^ien the state of fixedness in sin ii reached (cf.
one.
Mark iii. 29, 30, Revised Version). Hence we have but to expand the conception of
that of individuality to that of universality to see how completely this accords with
I.

It is

the frequent reference, in Scripture of " the harvest-day." Whoever lives in the habit
of resisting God is hardening himself into a state of fixed unfruitfulness. And the last day
will be the decisive day of treatment, because it is the consummation-day of character.
II.

The

"

The day of salvation " will be followed bt " the dat of judgment."
may be a period as prolonged as the former. During " the day of salvation "

latter

grace reigns. In " the day of judgment " absolute and unswerving equity will mark the
Divine procedure in every case (Rom. ii. 6 16). And, as we understand the meaning
of that, in its bearing on our present theme, we would express it thus : Whosoever
refused grace, when it was freely offered him in the day of salvation, wHl he dialt with
according to equity when that day is over. There will be nothing of vindictiveness,
Nothing in degree or duration which will not be known by the
harshness, or excess.
individual conscience, to be absolutely right.

—

At

this day of judgment the righteous will no more be mingled with
Tlie two Solemn words, " Come " " Depart 1 " will mark a difference in
lot corresponding to difference of character, and also a separation of the one from the
And it may well be made a theme of prolonged study to inquire into the
other.
meaning of the several words which express the character of those " without." There
" Dogs," " sorcerers,"
are no fewer than thirteen terms by which they are indicated.
"whoremongers," "liars," "the fearful," "unbelieving," "idolaters," "murderers,"
" fornicators," " abominable," " those who worship the beast," " those who worshipped
the dragon," " those who are not in the Lamb's book of life." Such is the terrible list.
On earth they met with the righteous, but were never confounded with them ; in the
next they shall neither mix nor meet (cf. Matt. vii. 23 ; Heb. xii. 14). We know that
such characters may be met with on earth now ; what they will be is but the continuation of what they are (see ch. xxii. 11).
IV. Fob buch thb judgment-day will involve a lot which is thb tenfold
ANTITHESIS OF LIFE. Let the student reverently compare the several terms which
are set over against the word "life": 1. Life and punishment (Matt. xxv. 4;6).
3. Life and wrath (John iii. 36).
2. Life and judgment (John v. 29).
4. Life and the
•econd death (ch. xx. 14, 15). 5. Life and destruction (Matt. vii. 13, 14). 6. Life and
7. Life and hell-fire (Matt, ivjii. 9 ).
8. Life and everthe lake of fire (ch. xx. 15).
laiting fire (Matt. xxv. 41). 9. Life and the unquenchable fire (Mark ix. 48). 10. Lite
III.

THE WICKED.

!
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am. IX.
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for

men

must be done.

4M

to unfold to their

Who can

gauge the
contents of these phrases ?
V. This BKirDERnia to etebt man accordiko to bib deeds will iBno appalling SUFFERING. It ia very common for those who wish to prejudice their hearers or
readers agaiust the doctrlDe of future punishment, to use more frequently than any
other phrase the words " eternal torment." This is exceedingly unwise and worse,
Twice i«
as an examination of the use of the word in the New Testament will show.
What was its intenthis wofd, however, used in the symbolic language of this book.
It is used to denote the tormenting process inflicted on accused ones, to extort
tion ?
from them the confession of the truth. May there not be herein a deep truth indicated,
that even the perishing ones will clearly see, yea, and confee-s, that God is righteous ?
But if we are asked the question In what will the sufferings of the lost consist ? we
reply : 1.
earnestly trust we may never know. 2. So far as Scripture teachings
guide us, we cannot avoid seeing that six features will mark them. (1) There will be
the unrest of spirit under the just wrath of God. (2) There will be a sense of defeat.
(3) Of loss.
(4) Of exclusion.
(5) Of remorse.
(6) Of hopeless and unavailing
1 Qor. xv. 25 ; Matt.
regret at the thought of what might have been (cf. John iii. 36
XXV. 28; Luke xiii. 28; Matt. xxviL 4; xxv. 10; Luke xiii. 24; 2 Thess. L 8, 9;
Matt. viL 23 ; Heb. x. 26, 27).
VI. There is a dread consensus of conviction among evangelical preachers
!

this

—

—

We

;

AND teachers on THESE STUPENDOUS THEMES. Startling as such an assertion may
be, when the controversies on future punishment are borne in mind, it is one which
we venture to make, and one which we deem of infinite importance. We are well
aware of the different theories on this subject.' There is what is called the " orthodox "
theory
that the punishment of the wicked will bo endless.
There is the annihilation
There is the future restoration theory. There is the theory of the relativetheory.
ness of revelation with regard to time. It is no part of our purpose here to defend or
to criticize either.
Our space will not permit of it. The books mentioned in the footnote will furnish the needed material for this. Our aim is rather to indicate how much
common ground there is for evangelical preachers and teachers to occuiiy in proclaiming

—

" the terrors of the Lord." The following statements will show how far earnest representative men in the several leading divisions of eschatological thought travel together
on similar lines. They teach : 1. That when the Son of God comes as the Judge of all
mankind, the time of probation for the human race will have closed. 2. That then
every eye shall see him, and that all things will be in readiness for a righteous administration of judgment.
3. That all men will then appear before the tribunal of the Lord
'
Note For aeoounts of the rarious theories, see ' First Lines of Christian Theology,' by
the late Dr. J. Pye Smith, bk. iv. ch. iv. " On the Consequences of ISiu; " Future Punishment an Inquiry into Scripture Teaching,' by Joseph Angus, U.D. Hodder and Stoughton
'The Second
1871; 'Life iu Christ,' by Edward White, 3rd edit,, 1878. Elliot Stock
Death and the Bestitution of all Things,' by Andrew Jukes, 5th edit. Longman: 1876;
' Future
Punishment Some Current Theories concerning it stated and estimated,' by
Clement Clemauce, B.A, D.D., 2nd edit. Snow 1880.
The student will find much suggestive material in Dr. Farrar's ' Eternal Hope,' and
' Mercy and Judgment
(although in both works the style is too feverish and rhetorical for
such a theme); also iu 'Facts and Theories as to a Future State,' by F. W. Grant. Cathcart, New York
1879. See articles in British Quarterly Beview, July, 1878 ; in the Church
Quarterly Beview, January, 1881; also 'The Spirits in Prison," by Dean Plumptre,
Isbister 1884.
The following words clearly indicate the crucial difficulty in the way of
" Maurice says he cannot see the
the acceptance of the doctrine of final restoration
doctrine of the restoration of all fallen beings, and thinks that, if it be so, we need a revelation to declare it.
He seems to think (if I understRud him rightly) that it may be possible
for a being to exercise his own free will in resisting God, till it becomes impossible for him
to be influenced by any good " (letter of Mr. Strachey t<3 Lady Louis, in Life of Eev. P.
D. Maurice,' vol. i. p. 208). This ia the thought which holds in check many writers whose
yearnings are all in the direction of restitution. For illustration, of. ' The Harvest Past
or, the Dying Universalist,' in Spencer's 'Pastor's Sketches' (Nelson); another edition,
edited by Eev. J. A. James (Hamilton) also Anecdutes Illustratire of New Testament
Tuxta,' czli. " Bepentance." Clerical Library. Hodder
1881.
:

'

:

;

:

:

'

:

:

:

'

'

:

:
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Jesui Christ. 4. That every man will, ere then, know of his own personal relation to
the Lord Jesus, and that he is to be the Judge of all mnnkind. 5. That the final state
6. That men will
of erery soul will depend on its attitude to the Lori Jesus Christ.
be sentenced, not according to the light Ood saw fit to send them, but according to the
use they have made of the light granted to them. 7. That the Lord Jesus Christ, as
an omniscient and unerring Judge, will sentence every man ; that this sentence will be
according to truth ; and that it will be the outworking of moral laws that are in operation now, which are like their Author, " the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever."
8. That the measure of punishment will be accorriing to the measure of guilt.
9.
That for the righteous there will be joy and honour unspeakable, which will never end.
10. That for the wicked there will be irremediable loss, imutterable woe, for a duration
of which no man can gauge the extent, accompanied with a depth of remorse that no
tongue nor pen can describe. 11. That for those who reject Jesus Christ in this life
there will be no such thing as making up lost time, and that they will never ai tain to
the blessedness they would have reached if they had received Christ in this, the
accepted time. Their time once lost is lost for ever, and the corresponding loss of
blessedness will never be retrieved.
Surely here is enough, and more than enough, for focussed power in the imlpit in the
presentation of the revealed truth of God on the future destiny of the ungodly.
And
when we see what a dread aspect of finality there is in such words as " The door was
shut ; " when we remember how repeatedly the trumpet-call Now is sounded ; when we
know that these are spoken of as the last days, aiid that the day of judgment is " the
last day ; " when there is no hint of an offer of mercy in tha next life to those who have
rejected Jesus Christ in this ; when we know that, by continued sin, men are getting
into a state of hardness in which no means known to us can possibly reach their conto shrink from the presentation to them of their risks would be gioss unfaithsciences ;
fulness.
There is no need to indulge in the excessive statement that sin will last as
long as God lasts; there is no need to indulge in flaming descriptions of material fire
and of bodily torture ; there is no reason for so setting things as to make one's moral
nature and conscience revolt therefrom ; in fact, there is every reason for not doing
anything of the kind. For, within the lines indicated of a widely spread agreement
among men of diverse conclusions as to tha ultimate issue, the facts of life are so real,
the drift of evil is so manifest, the penalties on sin are so stern, the Word of God is so
clear, the commission to the Christian teacher is so direct, and the importance of commending ourselves to every man's conscience is so vast, that with the most careful
iccuracy, measured statement, calm reasoning, pungent appeal, impassioned fervour, we
even weeping to plead with men in Clirist'a stead, to " be leoonciled to
are bound
God," reminding them that
" 'Tie not the whole of life to live,
Nor all of death to die."

—

—

There

—there

is

—

the second death, even the lake

ii

of fire.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—" The

" Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the
Ver.
Jvrgt resurrection."
It is a common remark that we are to learu much concerning the
resurrection."
Divine administration in the kingdom of heaven by observing the laws of his adminisAnd there can be no question that
tration amongst men now, in this present life.
God deals with men here by s system of special rewards. He holds before us, as we
enter life, prizes of greater or less value, that we may be stimulated to diligence iu the
But it has been too commonly thought that in the
road along which these prizes lie.
kingdom of heaven there is nothing of this kind. 1'hat there one reward awaits all
And the effect has been to
alike, and one penalty all to vhom penalty is appointed.
make imperfect, unspiritual, and self-indulgent Christians all too content with themselves
and their condition before God. They have what they are pleased to call faith, which
in them is only a lazy reliance upon what the Lord Jesus Christ has done ; and as they
6.

first

by faith, they deem themselves justified, and on the
can any one need more ? Bitt the subject which our te^t

believe, certainly, in justification

way

to be glorifind

;

va^^ wltat

—
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—
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brings before us, and the whole teaching of God's Word, is ultcrly subve^ive of this
popular and plausible but pernicious belief.
It teaches tliat there is a "prize" of our
high calling of Gud in Christ Jesus a being, if faithful, first in the kingdom of heaven,
a being greatest or least a crown of life ; a recompense of ten
or, if unfaithful, last
and much also of the same kind. Especially is this doctrine of
cities aa well as of five
special reward to the faithful confirmed by this truth of the first resurrection.
Let us
inquire
Surely that which It seems to say that the faithful
I. What does it mean?
servants of Christ, of whom those who had been beheaded for his sake are named as
representing all the rest, shall rise from the dead, and live and reign with Christ for a
vast period, here called a thousand years, whilst all the rest of the dead shall have no
Therefore there is a first resurrection for the
resurrection until this period be past.
saints of God, and another, inferior and later one, for all the rest of the dead.
So this
But many have affirmed that, however much it may seem to
Scripture seems to teach.
teach this, in reality it does not. For, it is affirmed : 1. That there is nothing the like it
But if it be really taught here, our
in all the rest of Scripture. It stands all alone.
accept other
failing to find it elsewhere will not excuse us from accepting it.
Take 1 Cor. xv. Where but there shall we find
doctrines even if declared but once.
not a few of the truths it teaches ? And there arc other instances beside. But we do
not admit that it stands alone, not by any means (cf. infra). 2. That it is all metaphor, like the rest of the book. But all is not metaphor, and what is and what is not
can be readily distinguished. The resurrection is not a metaphor. 3. That it means
read that Christians have " risen with Christ in baptism " (Rom. vi 4
baptism.
Here, then, it is said, is the first lesurrection. But St. John, in our text
Col. ii. 12).
and its context, is speaking of men who have died, have been beheaded for Christ ; the
death is a literal one, so therefore must the resurrection be. If it were a spiritual death
that were told of, then the resurrection might be spiritual also.
And the living with
Christ comes after death. How, then, can it be baptism ? 4. Otliers, many, say
that it tells of the thousand years or more which streltA from the fourth century to the
At the beginning of the fourth, persecution by heathen Rome ceased,
fourteenth.
Rome herself adopting the Christian faith. For a tliousand years after, her ministers
and Churches, it might be said, lived and reigned. But then came the capture of Constantinople, and the establishment of the Turkish empire, and the dominance over so
large a portion of the once Christian world of the Mohammedan imposture.
Well, if
Satan was " bound " during all that period whenever so one would ask was there a
time when he seemed more free ? If that thousand years were the millennium, or like it,
then may we bo delivered from such another one! 5. The entire present dispensation.
Reference is made to our Lord's word as to the " fall " of Satan " from heaven " as to
his being " judged " and " cast out " and it is said that this is Satan's condition now
fallen, judged, cast out, bound, shut up in the abyss, reserved for condemnation
and
has been so ever since our Lord was here on earth ; and that during all this period the
faithful Lave lived and reigned with Christ.
Again, we .say, such interpretation makes
a mockery of the millennium, and empties St. John's words of well-nigh all their meanTherefore, on the sound principle of interpretaiion that, when a literal meaning
ing.
will stand in any Scripture, the meaning furthest from that is generally the worst, we
accept that literal meaning, and the more so that the question
II. Where is the pboof of it? is one that can be satisfactorily answered.
1, In
the Old Testament there were many Scriptures which had led the Jews to the belief
that for faithful Israel there was to be a special resurrection.
Such texts were Isa.
XXV. 8 ; xxvi. 1 ; Ezek. xxxvii. Dan. xii. And this belief of their resurrection when
Messiah came was what St. Paul called " the hope of Israel." And this general belief
our Lord never contradicted, which he who said, " If it were not so I would have told
you," would assuredly have done. But : 2. The New Testament must, of course, furnish
the larger proof. Our Lord perpetually speaks of tlie resurrection of the good and of
the evil as of separate things.
He tells (John v. 29) of " the resurrection of life
and of "the resurrection of judgment;" and in ver. 24 he has said that believers "shall
not come into judgment." Here, then, is a resurrection with which believers can
have nothing to do, and another whicn is specially theirs. Then cf. John. vi. 39, 40,
This is several times rep«ate4 But why,
**l will laiM him up at the last day."
;

;

;

;

—

We

We

—

—

;

;

—

;
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to be raised up at the last day ^if that be the general resurrection, why
distinction for "him " if there be none?
conclude thtre is
a, distinction.
Another and a more glorious resurrection awaits " him " than awaits
others.
Then (Luke xiv, 14) the Lord speaks of "the resurrection of the just."
does he not speak of the general resurrection if there be nothing special for " the
just " ?
He teaches us that there is. Again (Luke xx. 35), he speaks of a resurrection for the children of God, who shall be equal to the angels, which is a resurrection
" from among the dead " (Ik), and for which they who shared in it needed to be
"counted worthy." But this is not the case with the general resurrection; therefore
we gather that this is a special one. Then 1 Cor. xv. 22 24, where the order of the
resurrection is given
"every man in his own order: Christ . . . afterward they that
;
are Christ's at his coming " and then, after the great work of subjugating all things is
accomplished " then cometh the end." But with this we know is associated that resurrection of " the rest of the dead " of which we read in this chapter (ver. 12).
See, too,
in Matt. xxiv. 31.
The gathering together of the elect is told of, and then afterwards
we know not how long the judgment of the heathen, the nations,'of which we are
told at the close of Matt. xxv.
See, too, Phil. iii. 14.
Now, " the resurrection from
the dead " which St. Paul there speaks of as " the prize of his high calling," and after
which he strove, if "by any means he might attain unto it"— for as yet he had not
attained to it, and therefore he still pressed, as an eager racer, towards the goal this
resurrection could not be the general one, for he knew that he would rise again ; nor
either does it mean simply being saved, for he knew that he was saved already.
It
must mean, therefore, a special resurrection this of which our text tells; a prize the
prize, indeed.
And ma read of " a better resurrection " after which the saints of old
strove.
And Christhns are called "firstfruits," and "the Church of the Firstborn"
expressions which denote priority and privilege such as the first resurrection declares.
hold it, therefore, to be no vain and unauthorized imagination which believes that
in these remarkable verses St. John does teach what his words so evidently seem to
if

every one

is

there this

is

We

mark of

Why

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

We

afiSrm.

What

is ttte influence it should have upon us ?
8t. John's purpose, or
Holy Sf irifs purpose through him, was by this glorious revelation to do in
an especial manrer that which was the great design of the whole book to comfort,
strengthen, and mspire with holy courage the persecuted Church. And we can hardly
imagine that it failed to do this. The imagery is taken from facts within their own
experience Uja constitution of the empire, in which the varied kings who ruled over
the provinces each contributed to the power and glory of the whole ; and the priestly
service in tfc'i temple with which they had long been familiar.
The book is full of
Jewish imago y throughout. The vision, therefore, assured to them that the lot of
their faithful brethren the martyrs, and all of like mind with them, should speedily and
III.

rather the

—

—

vondrously be changed. Poor, persecuted, down-trodden, the offscouring of all things
uow, the7 should be as kings ; their dungeons they should exchange for thrones their
dreadfal death for life—life eternal, life with Christ.
Vast capacity for ministering
to the gV'ry of the reign of Christ should be theirs, for they should be kings under
liim, thei£ Lord.
Constant access to his presence and the ministry of intercession for
their brethren
these, too, should be theirs, for they were also to be his priests.
'Twas
worth living for, worth suffering for, worth dying for, let the death come in what dreadful form it might.
So would they feel and speak aod act, alid this was what was
intended.
"Strong consolation" they needed, and "strong consolation they had," as
God's people ever have had and will have when placed in like circumstances. And for
ourselves
for the vision is for all Christ's faithful ones as well as for the martyrs
what should be the influence of this doctr'ne of the first resurrection upon us ? Surely
we should " have respect unto the recompense of the reward." If Christ have put this
reward before us, we should have respect to it. Is it fitting, some may ask, that Christ'f
servants should serve him with their eyes on the reward ? Was it fitting that auy
reward which Christ promised to bestow should be without appreciation ? Think wha>
It is not merely blessedness
this promise is.
it could not but be that
^but it means
kingship and priesthood. That is to say, dropping the metaphors, it means infinitely
increased capacity for serving Christ and furthering his glory ; it means, as his pri«st,
constant access to his presence, and the duty and privilege of intercession far his people
;

—

—

—

—

—
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Tea, the faithful now with Christ are serving him as they never could before.
It is no
indolent ease in which they abide, but one of service as well as honour, in fonns which
as yet we cannot know. The kingdom of Christ is the better for what they do. " Are
they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister ? " Nor can we doubt that
the great functions which are involved in the idea of priesthood are theirs also to
draw near to God and to intercede for the people. They who on earth were so fervent
in prayer are they all at once stricken dumb there? No ; they are priests of Christ, and
by virtue of that office they are intorcessi>rs. Is this a recompense of reward for which
we need have no respect? Should it tiut rouse our energies and call forth our most
strenuous endeavours ? Holiness, confonnity to the mind and will of God, is the condition of this blessedness.
The rewards of Christ are not mere external things, but
inward and spiiitual possessions. Therefore to say that we shall be content with the
lowest place in heaven, as many do say, may sound like humility and Christian meekness; but it means being content with less of likeness to Christ, less of his spirit, less
of his love. Priority and privilege in heaven, the share in this first resurrection, are
according to these things ; and how can we be content with but little of them ? It is
not humility, it is not self-denial, it is wrong to Christ himself, to be indifferent to this
reward. Whilst low in the dust as regards yourself, have a lofty ambition in regard
to thig.
Oh, then, seek, strive, pray, for this holiness of heart and life, that you may b«
of those blessed ones who have part in the first resurrection !
8. G.

—

—

—

Vers. 11 15.
The final Judgment. Stripped of its imagery, this most solemn
Scripture declares to us the truth which is found in records manifold.
Those of the
Bible.
The confirmatory passages are everywhere throughout its pages, and especially
in those which record the very words of Christ.
The most dreadful things in the Bible
fell from his lips.
Tliose of thu traditions of ancient and heathen peoples.
Everywhere
we find, as especially in Egypt, creeds which declare a final and awful judgment.
Those of conscience. They tell of " a feai ful looking for of judgment." Read 'Macbeth,'
and wherever any great writers have drawn true portraitures of men, the witness of
conscience may be heard in them all. The imagery here is taken from the tribunals,
and the procedure in them, with which the age of St. John was familiar the august
and awe-inspiring paraphernalia of justice, the magnificent and elevated throne of the
judge, the giving of the evidence, and the sentence. But underlying all this metaphor
are such truths as these
I. That death does not end all.
This great transaction takes place when life
is over, when this world is done with.
Men, therefore, live on after death, or else they
could not appear at this judgment-bar. And that men do thus continue to live in their
true real self, there is much evidence, beside that of Scripture, to show.
The ancient
Greeks disputed whether the relation of the soul to the body was that of harmony
to the harp, or that of the lower to the boat.
If the former, theu, it you destroy the
harp, you destroy the harmony it gave forth ; and so, if you destroy the body, you
destroy the soul too, and death does end all. But if the second, then the boat may
sink or go to pieces, but the rower lives on still. And so is it with the soul. The body
^its boat
may sink into the depths of the grave, but the soul sinks not with it.
Professor lluxley has affirmed that "life is ttie cause of organization, and not organization the cause of life ; " and Tyndall has shown that dead matter cannot produce life.
Life, therefore, must exist prior to and independent of matter, and therefore can exist
after the material organisation whicli it fur a while animated has decayed.
are
the same self-conscious bemgs in old age as we were when in childhood, though our
bodies have changed over and over again mi-anwhile. Death, then, does not end all;
we live on, and so one demand of the docirine of final judgment is met.

—

—

—

We

That there should

be records upon which the judgment shall proceed.
spoken of in this Scripture (ver. 12) as " books." " And another book, whicli is
the book of life." The books contain biographies, and therefore are voluminous. The
"other book " contains hut names, and theiefore is but one. No biography is needed;
nought but the fact that they believed in Jesus. But what is meant by the " books " ?
Simply that there are records of the soul's life, which will be opened and read in the great
judgment-day. They are found 1. In the souls of others. In the character we have
lielped to impress upon them.
There is no one but what has written down evideue*
BSVELATIOH.
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about himself on the souls of others. If we have helped them heavenward, that is
there; if we have urged them bell ward, that is there.
2. But chiefly in our own souls.
We are always writing such record, and it may be read even now in the body, in the
countenance, in the very way we bear ourselves before our fellow-men. Character can
be read now. It comes out at the eyes, in the look, the aspect, is heard in the tone of
voice.
But much more helps to conceal it. The restraints of society, the regard to the
opinion of others, make men reticent and reserved and full of concealment of their real
selves.
But in the spiritual body it is altogether probable that the essence of the man
will be far more visible
may, in fact, be, as many have thought, the creator of its
body, so that " every seed " shall have " its own body," But on the soul itself its
record will be read. Many a man can trace yet the scar of a wound, and that not a
severe one, which he received thirty, forty, fifty, years and more ago.
The everchanging body will so hold its record. And there are scars of the soul. Wounds
inflicted on it will abide and be visible so long as the soul lasts.
Like the undeveloped
plate of the photographer, a mere blurred surface until he plunges it into the bath, and
then the image comes out clearly so our .souls are now illegible and their record indistinct, but when plunged into the bath of eternity, then what has been impressed
thereon will be distinct and clear. Tlien the image of " the deeds done in the body " will

—

;

If man can find out means, as he has
startling but unerring accuracy.
found, so to register the words and tones of a speaker that they can be reproduced years
after, and whenever it is desired, is there not in that discovery of science a solenm
suggestion that all our " idle " and worse " words " may be recorded somewhere, and be
heard again when we thought they were forgotten for ever? Yes, there are records.

come out with

And—
A

"It is appointed unto men once to die, and after death the
they were judged every man," etc. (ver. 13). What do these
Scriptures mean ? Now, the Grreek word for "judgment " is " crisis " that is the Greek
word, simply, in English letters. But what is more is that our word " crisis " does
more accurately set forth the meaning of "judgment" than what is commonly understood thereby. When we speak of a " crisis," we mean a turning-point, a decisive
That is a crisis. But when we speak
settling as to the course which affairs will take.
of "judgment," the imagery of these verses rise up before our minds, and we think of
an external -judge, and a sentence that he passes upon us. Judgment, however, often
takes place. How common it is to hear it said of a man who has p issed through some
great experience, "He has never been the same man since"! Gieat irials, disappointments, distresses of any kind, and great successes and wealth also, act as crises, turnThey act like the water-shed of a district, which
ing-points, judgments, to a man.
determines which way the streams shall flow ; so these great crises of a man's life turn
They do
this way or that the moral and spiritual dispositions which dwell in him.
much to settle him in a fixed habit of character, for good or ill, as the case may be.
How much more, then, after " death " must there be "judgment " Then, freed from
all the restraints of life, from all that hindered the mauilestation of what he really was,
his nature now gravitates towards that side of spirituiil character to which it has long
been leaning, but from which it has hitherto been held back. It t.ikes up jts position
according to its nature. If evil, with the evil ; if good, with the good for in this case
It is ill for us to put off the idea of
his name is found " written in the book of life."
III.

JUD8MENT.

judgment."

"

And

;

1

—

Grod's judgments
until some far-distant day, amid some unwonted scenes.
are continually taking place, and every thought, act, and word is helping to determine
to which side, whether to the right hand or to the left, our souls shall go.
IV. The sentence. It has been said that this judgment told of here is of the
ungodly only, and that the book of life is mentioned only for the sake of showing " that

judgment

We

cannot think this. Nothing is said about the sentence
names are not there."
"The lake of flre," the "oven of fire"
of any, only the final fate of the ungodly.
(Matt, xiii.), and similar expressions, are metaphors taken from the barbarous punishments of that age. To cast men alive into fire was a fearful but not unusual punishment. Hence it is taken because of its fearfulness as a figure of the final fate of the
ungodly. Evil character such as that into which they have settled is like a raging fire,
and the blindness of heart and mind which attends such character is like " the blackmay see men in hell to-day when filled with the fuiy oi
ness of darkness " itself.
their

We
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rage and passion; and, blessed be God, we may see others in heaven because filled with
the peace of GoJ. Heaven or hell is, in great degree, in a man ere ever he enters
either the one or the oiher.
They are in us before we are in them, and the judgment
is but each man's going to his own place.
What solemn confirmation, then, do such
Scriptures as that before us receive from observed facts and experiences of men in this
lifel
What urgency, therefore, do they lend to the exhortation, " Commit thy way unto
the Lord"! And how prompt should be our resolve to entrust the keeping of our souls
unto Christ, so that in the great judgment after death they may go with Christ and his
" Jesus, by thy wounds we pray, help now that our names may
saints into eternal life 1
be written in the book of life " (Hengstenberg). 8. 0.

—

—

Vers. 1 10.
The restraint upon evil.
Following most appropriately npon the
foregoing description of a conflict, and the conquest by the truth and the power of
righteousness, is a representation, in most significant imagery, of the restraint that is
put upon evil by the prevalence of righteousness the chaining back the clouds of
night by the rising sun. The spirit of evil, " the dragon, the old serpent," " the devil
and Satan," is " laid hold " by " an angel coming down out of heaven," and bound
with " a great chain," and cast " into the abjss," which is shut and sealed. This is to
be for " a thousand years ; " after that " he must be loosed for a little season," With as
great distinctness as could well be employed herein is set forth
I. The effectual restraint of the poweb op evil.
It is here pictured as a
single act.
But we must read the history of the strife which is ever proceeding the
gradual leavening of the entire life of humanity by the principles and the power of the
holy gospel. Whatever may be, the oscillations between the probabilities of success
and the danger of defeat, this picture must be held to declare the ultimate happy
triumph of the true and good over the false and the evil. Satan is held in chaius
his power is restricted. The heavenly holds back the earthly and the hellish. It is the
comfortable encouragement to the patient, suftering toiler that the agency employed
of God is effective. That binding and restraining every faithful servant must see
to be now going on.
II. The duration of this restraint. The millennium
" a thousand years " a long

—

—

—

—

but definite period, now reigns; yet must we not forget the symbolical character even
of the definite words of this hook. No time must be affixed. It is a period of blessing,
of rest, of rejoicing. The toils of the Church, and the patience of the suffering faithful
ones, have, by Divine grace, become fruitful.
Now in the world, permeated by the pure

and

lofty principles of Christianity, peace, truth, righteousness, reign ; and by how
prevail, by so much evil is restrained.
In their supremacy is to be seen the
complete chaining of the evil agents of an evil kingdom.

much they

This period is marked as one of triumph and rejoictng on behalf of the faithChurch of Clirist. Thrones are set, the faitliful reign with Christ, and judgment over
human conduct is given to them a significant indication that principles of righteousness are predominant, and that by them human life is adjudged.
These are " blessed
and holy;" they have priestly functions, they approach, they mediate, they are
channels of blessing, they live to reign; they escape that second death which is the
penalty of sin, from which they have been raised— they partake in a first resurrection
which presages another.
IV. To this happy period of the universal prevalence of Christian truth there
III.

ful

—

succeeds a tempoeahy relapse.
Like all human blessedness, even this has the
signature of imperfectness upon it.
It is historical, not imposed.
But this is only
temporary, "for a little time," and issues in a final destruction of all tempting and evil
"
power even for ever and ever."

—

this the Church is to find (l*) encouragement to faith; (i) motive for diligent
labour ; (3) the most cheering assurances in times of discouragement and fear. The
truth shall ultimately prevail ; the false, the foul, the vile, shall be restrained. R. G.

In

—

—

Vers. 11
15.
The final judgment upon evil conduct.. The scenes of the Book of
Revelation are now approaching completion, and they present more definitely the
characteristics of "the end."
Judgment proceeds on human conduct daily, but there
is a finiil judgment, " the judgment of the great day," when " we shall all stand before

—

—

—
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the Judgmant-acat of God." That dread day ii now present to the mind of the seer,
and before that inner eye, by a spiritual illumination, the solemn scene is depicted. It is

own picture of the separating of the sheep from the goats,
lacks the completeness of this teaching, it has aspects of the most a»ful
grandeur. In the s^mbulical presentation the following dreadful features are promipictorial, and, like the Lord's

though

it

nent
I.

The ADTHOBITT,

BAKCTITT,

AND SBEAD TEEEIBLENESS OF THE DiVINB JTJDQMBHT.

of the authoritative character of the judgment is represented in " a great
throne ; " its sanctity in the ever-present symbol of purity ^it is a " white " throne,
" we know that his judgment is according to truth ; " y^hile the terribleness of the holy
judgment is indicated in the assertion that the very " eaith and the heaven fled away "
from " the face " of him that sat on the throne.

The symbol

—

Thb universality of the judgment. The symbol here approaches a terrible
The seer beheld " the dead, the great and the small, stand before the
throne," and " the sea " and " death and Hades gave up the dead which were in them,
II.

realism.

and they were judged."
thoughts to the

The judgment

final issues of

human

is

upon the " dead," and

it

transplants our

history.

" They were
III. The judgment which is universal is also MOJnTB and individual.
judged every man."
None escape or pass by. Every servant to whom the Lord
has entrusted goods must give account of the same.
IV. The judgment proceeds upon the conduct of the baethlt life. " They
were judged every man accordiny to their works."
Then shall be brought to pass
the saying that is written, "Every idle word that men shall speak they shall give
account thereof in the day of judgment."
V. The final, terbible award of bvil-doinq. " If any was not found written
in the book of life, he was cast into the lake of fire."
That this represents the termination of the present order of things is indicated by the destruction of death and Hades
the present, the temporary, is swallowed up in the final. One side only of the judgment

—

represented that of the wicked.
1'ruly these awful scenes are not for the eye, but for the heart.
No picture is permissible of any part of these unspeakable things. Men mast take the terrible intimations, and ponder them in their hearts ; and " blessed " is the man that so "reads " and
so " imderstands the words of the prophecy of this buok," that he turns in lowly meekness to him who is the one and only Saviour of meu, and seeks by his grace to walk
" in all the commandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless." ^B. Gr,
is

—

Yen. 1, 2. The first scene in the moral history of redeemed humanity : the scene of
moral struggle. " And I saw an angel come down from heaven," etc. No inspired
book presents a greater scope for visionary and idle speculation than this Apocalypse.
Here every imagination has the widest sweep for its wildest evolutions. Hence we
have almost as many interpretations of its contents as we have expositors. One can
scarcely pursue a more easy or certain path to popularity than by propounding some
ingenious exegesis of this book. I intend going through the whole of this chapter and
the first four verses of the succeeding one, iufive analyses of homilies ; because I think
1 di.-oover there what seems admirably adapted for deep and practical moial impression.
The nineteen verses may be fairly taken as an illustration of the moral history (if
humanity. They disclose no less than five moral scenes through which the redeemed
portion of our race is to pass; namely: (1) The scene of moral struggle; (2) the scene
of moral triumph ; (3) the scene of moral reaction ; (4) the scene of an awful retribution
and (5) the scene of the final destir^y of the good. The first the scent of moral struggle
This scene shows us two things.
is the one unfolded in these verses.
I. That bedbbmed humanity has a fearful antagonist to contend with.
This enemy is called "dragon," "serpent," "devil," "Satan." This highly symbolic

—

language, applied to the great artagonist of the good, implies three things. 1. TTie
actual existence of such an enemy. The names " dragon," " serpent," etc., must stand
They are the names of real beings, and cannot be supjiosed as used to
for something.
designate the mere phantoms of the imajgination. Most conclusive aiguments for
the fixiatenee of some mighty agent of evil, whose influence is world-wide, m»y be
drawn from three oonsiderations. (1) The universal belief of humanity. (2) The

—
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moral phenomena.
In the world we have error, selfishness,
and misery; and truth, benevolence, religion, and happiness. Can these
be branches from the same root? or streams from the same fount? (3) The general
teaching of the Bible. 2. The personality of such an enemy. These are names
The Bible always speaks
of creatures having individual existence and attributes.
It is far too great a demand upon our credulity to
of this evil existent as a person.
believe that the various inspired writers, from Moses to John, extending over a period
of more than two thousand years, possessing various idiosyncrasies and attainments,
and living under different economies, governments, and circumstnnces, could all full
into the common habit of speaking of evil as a person if it were only a principle.
This, I say, is too much for our faith. Moreover, an evil principle implies an »vU
person.
Sin is not some mysterious entity, separate from moral existence. Is sin an
act T
Then it must have an agent. Is it a motive f Motive implies thought, and
thought implies a thinker. 3. The characteristics of svxih an enemy. " Dragon " stands
as the emblem of power. Probably the leviathan described in Job xli. is of the same
" Serpent " stands as
class : " Shall not one be cast down, even at the sight of him ? "
the emblem of cunning and venom.
"Devil" means accuser. " Satan'' signifies
opposer. This adversary of redeemed humanity, then, is miyhty, crafty, and virulent.
The New Testament is full of the doctrine that this being is the determined foe of
humanity (Matt. iv. 10 xii. 26 Mark iv. 15 Luke x. 18 ; xxii. 3, 31 ; Acts xxvi. 18
Eom. xvi. 20; 2 Cor. xi. 14; ch. ii. 13; xii. 9).
II. That Heaven has vouchsafed an agency which is destined to masteb thk
ADVERSARY. "And I saw an angel come down from heaven, having the key of the
bottomless pit [abyss]." Who is this angel that descends from heaven? The word
" angel " both in Hebrew and Greek, means messenger. It is applied to impersonal as
well as personal agents ; and it is applied to evil, as well as good, personal agents.
It
is evidently used here to designate gome good personal agent, fur he descends from
heaveu, and descends from heaven to do battle with evil. The language applies preeminently to Christ, but refers also to every true religious teacher. Let the word
"angel," here, then, stand for every true religious teacher including Christ and all
his true servants; and we shall get a most clear and practical meaning from the
passage.
We have here two things about this true teacher this angel. 1. Hit
authority.
He has the " key " of the bottomless pit. A key is the emblem of
authority.
Christ is said to have the keys of death and hell Hades) at his girdle
and to his servant Peter he gave the "keys" of the kingdom tlie authority to open
the kingdom of truth, by true preachina;, to Jew and Gentile. Every man who has
the true spirit and pov)er of a teacher, has the "key" or the authority to teach.
He
has a right to do battle with the enem\' wherever he is found whether in literature or
commerce, Churches or governments, theoiies or practices. A true man has Heaven's
key in his hand for this work. 2. His instrumentality.. What is the iustrimient
employed? "A chain." What is the chain? Iron, brass, adamant ? No, no! These
cannot fetter intellect these cannot manacle soul. Nothing can curb or restrain the
influence of Satan but Christian truth.' What is meant by bmding Satan? It does

opposite classes of
infidelity,

;

;

;

—

—
(^

—

;

—

not mean the binding of his leing or faculties, but the binding of his influence. He is
to be bound, in the sense of limiting his sway, by closing up human hearts against him.
As liberty binds the influence of slavery, intelligence the influence of ignorance, and
religion the influence of infidelity, so Christian truth is to bind the influence of Satan.
Every truth is a link in that mi;;hty cliain. The chain of Christian teaching is far too
weak and short at present to restrain the force or measure the dimensions of Satanic
influence.

This is the scene through which w« are passing. All is battle now. For the subjugation of the common loe, let each forge some holy thought-link for the all-enfettering
chain.— D. T.

—

Vers. 3 6.
The second scene in the history iff redeemed humanity: the age ofmoraH
triumph. " And cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and set a seal
upon him," etc. The first scene in the history of redeemed humanity namely, the
scene of moral struggle occupied our attention in the last homily. The passage before
us is a very glorious, though highly symbolic, view of the scene which will tucceed It

—

—
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of moral Mumph. This scene is, probably, many long centuries in the future
yet the great enemy of souls is the " prince of this world." But prophecy, the
tondency of Christianity, the victories which the gospel has already achieved, and the
unequivocal assurances of God's Word in general, all show that, however far off,
the blight era will dawn on the world when the "will of God shall be done on earth
as it is in heaven."
Stripping the words before us of their highly figurative garb, 1

tht tcene
for 38

discover four great features

which

will distinguish this glorious age.

Tub kntibb ovebthrow of mobal

evil.
Satan, the great adversary, is said to
be cast into " the bottomless pit." This figurative language suggests two thoughts. 1.
That the great enemy will have lost his stand-place in the world. His throne will have
lost its foundation ; he will not have a resfing-place for his foot in this period.
What
had been his stand-place in the world? Error, prejudice, selfishness, evil passion-:, etc.
but these will have gone. He will have no fulcrum for his lever. 2. That the fall of
" Bottomless pit," He will be sinking for
the great enemy will he complete for a time.
I.

The more humanity progresses in intelligence, rectitude, and holiness, the more
hopeless his condition becomes.
As humanity rises, he mtist sink.
Christ is here spoken of as reigning
II. Th« UKiVEBSAL sovBREiQKTT OF Cheist.
"
"
for a
thousand yearn (ver. 2). There are many who juda;e this pa:isage " alter the
flesh," give it a carnal and Judaic interpretation.
They infer from it a personal manifestation of Christ, with all the appendages of a temporal dominion.
I disclaim this,
for two reasons.
1. The only trw, sovereignty is spiritual.
have been the
greatest sovereigns of the world?
The men who have sat on thrones of gold, and
rule with the sceptre of force?
No! it is not your Pharaoh, Ctesar, Alexander; but
your Aris-totle, Bacon, Milton, and Bunyan. Men who direct the thoughts of hiiraanity
are the real rulers.
Christ is the greatest spiritual Sovereign, and his sovereignty is
destined to increase.
religiow tpiritvtal sovereignty over man is the great want of
2.
the race.
He who rules the himinn mind, directs its faculties, energies, and feelings
This Christ does in the highest and most perfect
rightly, is man's greatest benefactor.
manner. Let every philanthropist, therefore, pray that his kingdom may come thai

ages.

Who

!

A

—

he

may become the moral Monarch of all souls.
III. The qenbkal ascendancy of great souls.

The world, hitherto, has been
under the dominion of weak and wicked men. Its kings and heroes have generally
been as small as their- hearts have been corrupt. In this scene the great soul will be
"on thrones," and reign with Christ. The words suggest three things about the men
who will then be in power. 1. They will he men who have passed through a spiritual
resurrection.
They had a part in the " first resurrection " (ver. 6). That a spiritual
resurrection is here referred to is obvious, from three considerations.
(1) The idea
harmonizes with the symbolical character of the whole book. (2) The passage specially
mentions "souls," and not bodies. (3) The New Testament represents the awakening
of a new spiritual life in man «a a resurrection (John v. 247—29 ; Col. iii. 1, etc.).
Indeed, the resurrection of the body is but a type of the resurrection of the soul; the
That of the body is but figurative.
resurrection of the soul is the true resurrection.
Two ideas are implied in the resurrection (1) Tlie resuscitation of an old moral life in
man Divine love. (2) The resuscitation of an old moral life Ity Ood himself. It is
God's work alone to raise the dead. 2. They leill be men of martyr-mould. " The
souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the Word of God,
and which had not worshipped the beast, neither his image, neither had received his
mark upon their foreheads or in their hands " (ver. 4). The idea unquestionably is,
not that the " souls" of the old martyrs who have long since departed will be brought
back to this earth, but souls like theirs will exist in this age. Souls marked by invincible attachment to truth, by the most generous sentiments, Divine asfiirations, and
noble daring; feeling truth to be ever more precious than existence itself. This interpretation agrees with the interpretation which one is bound to give such scriptural
language as that which speaks of the ministry of John, th« ministry ol Elijah, and the
conversion of the Jews, as a " life from the dead." 3. 7%ey will be men possessing
" But the rest of the dead lived not again " (ver. 5). In this
exclusive ascendancy.
glorious age there is no reproduction of those little and corrupt men who, in every age,
have played the despot, both in Church and state. Your Herods and Caiaphases, your
Henrys and your Lauds, will have no representatives in this glorious age. " The rest

—

:
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of the dead lived not agaiD."
4. They will he men raised for ever beyond the reach of
future evil. " Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection : on
such the second death hath no power " (ver. 6). Such men are delivered for ever from
all the influtnces and all the fears of Hades.
What an age is this I Would it had

all

dawned
IV. Thb extensive duration of the whole. " And shall reign with him a
thousand years" (ver. 6). If you suppose that this is literal, that ten centuries are
meant, it is a long period for the continuation of one moral scene in man's history.

How short was the scene of primeval innocence! The scene of wickedness, too, is
never long without being broken. Conscience is everlastingly breaking in upon, and
disturbing, wickedness here.
Ten centuries of unbroken holiness and peace for the
world are a long period
Bat I am disposed to regard the period referred to here as
much longer than ten centuries.
little interpretation would not agree either with
the general structure of the book or with this passage. Nor would it fully meet the
nature of the case.
I therefore regard the period either as meaning three hundred and
sixty-five thousand years, or some vast indeflilite'peTiod of time.
The Jews and other
nations were in the habit of using the expression, "a thousand years," to denote a
period of immense duration. 1. This long "period of holiness is a glorious set-off against
all the precedinfr ages of depravity and sin.
When we think of the past ages of corruption, the millions who, from period to period, have passed away without a knowledge
of the gospel, we are sometimes confounded. But all this may appear but as a few
vibrations of a pendulum, when compared with the long ages of universal pmity and
peace.
The lost, perhaps, will be as units to millions, compared with the saved. 2.
This long period of holiness serves wonderfully to heighten our ideas of the grandeur of
Christ's work.
Although the influence of Christianity as yet is confessedly limited
compared with the widespread districts lying on all hands beyond its present reach,
stilLno one who honestly looks at its past history will be disposed to deny that its
conquests over the minds, systems, and institutions of humanity are unparalleled in
the history of religions, and far out-measure the appreciative faculty of the world's
greatest intellects.
But, in the view of the effulgent ages before us, its past most
brilliant achievements pale their fires.
Hitherto its rays have only fallen in twilight
dimness upon the summit of an isolated mountain here and there; but in the glorioui
time coming it shall flood the world in warm, cloudless, and life-imparting light. Oh
let me learn, then, to estimate the greatness of Christ's work, not by what he has done
or is doing, but by those glorious achievements of his which prophecy has foretold.
Let me not judge in this respect before the.time. Shall I judge the husbandman just
as he commences the cultivation of one of the hundred acies committed to his care
or the architect just as the scaffolding is reared and a few stones are brought together?
Still less will I dare pronounce upon the work of Christ until in the great eternity I
shall behold redemption finished.
D. T.
1

A

—

Yer. 4. Martyrdom a testimony. " I saw the souls of them that were beheaded for
the witness of Jesus, and for the Word of God." Martyrdom is the subject of these
words. The words suggest four facts.
I. Makttbs akb sometimes murdered men.
John saw the souls of those who were
" beheaded." All murders are not martyrdoms ; all martyrdoms are murders. There
has often been martyrdom, and still is, where there is no killing. There are sufferings
inflicted on men on account of their conscientious convictions that are often as bad, if not
worse, than death itself. There is slander, contumely, the loss of freedom, the destruction of rights.
For a man to spend hia life amidst social scorn, civil disabilities, and
religious intolerance on account of his conscientious beliefs, is a martyrdom ; his life is
a protracted and painful dying. But thousands have been murdered, and th«t by every
variety of method which Satanic cruelty could invent. Paul summarizes some of the
" Some had trials of cruel mocking," etc.
tortures of ancient martyrdom.
U. Martyrs abb always witnessino men. " Beheaded for the witness." Indeed,
the word means a witness. All witnesses are not martyrs, but all martyrs are witnesses.
The man who dies on account of conscientious beliefs, whether they are right
or wrong, bears witness to several things.
1. To the invincibility of the humam, wiU.
The ablest metaphyeicsl works cannot give you anything likfl th« impression of thg
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freedom and the force of that power in man which we call will, as one martyrdom. The
martyr rises up against the powers of the world, and dares it to do the utmost. 2. Hi
the/wee of the religious element. When religious convictions get hold of a man's soul,
whether the convictions be right or wrong, they invest him with an unconquerable power.
The stake, the laggot, the fire, have no power to crush or to subdue him. 3. To the
power of the soul over the body. Men who have had their souls filled with religious
feeling become physically insensible to all the tortures and fires of martyrdom ; they
have sung in the flames. I say that a martyr, whether his religious convictions are
right or not, is a mighty witness to these things.
III. Mabttbb ABE OFTEN Christlt mbn.
Those whom John saw were those who
were " witnesses of Jesus, and for the Word of God." I say often Christly men, foi
false religions as well as the true have had their martyrs.
Who but God can tell the
number of men that have been put to death on account of their fidelity to Jesus and
the Word of God? In the first ag(S under Nero, Domitian, and Trajan, Christians
were slain by thousands, and who but God knows the number of those whose blood in
Ciiristian Europe has been shed on account of their attachment to Christianity? These
Chris/ian martyrs were witnesses of something more than the invincibility of tlie
human will, the force of the religious element, and the power of the soul over the body.
1. They hare witness to the sustaining grace of Christ,
in the midst of their torturing
agonies they gloried in their attachment to him.
Their grim persecutors, when
endeavouring to extort from them recantation of their faith, were answered ia the same
spirit as that expressed by the ancient martyr, " Sanotus Christianus sum."
They all
" gloried in tribulatii m," etc. They endured "joyfully the spoiling of their goods," eto.
2. They hare witness against the lukewarmnets of living Christians.
The martyrs were
earnest men.
IV. Martybs who ABE Cheistiaks enter heaven. John now saw the souls of
*'
those who were beheaded " raised to immortality, and invested with imperishable
dignities.
Men whom the world considered unwnrthy to live, but of whom the world
This fact should act 1. As
is not worthy, are welcomed into the Paradise of God.
an encouragement to the persecuted Christian. 2. As a warning to persecutors. How
much greater was Stephen than all the members of the persecuting Sanhedrin 1 How
angelic his countanance, how calm his spirit, how peacefully he passed away into the
:

serene heavens of love

!

—D. T.

— — J%e third

scene in the history of redeemed humanity : the age of moral
the thousand years are expired, Satan shall be loosed out of his
The long ages of earth's millennial glory described are run out. The
prison," etc.
harmony which had reigned through indefinite centuries is broken into tumult; the
sun of ahsoluto truth and blessedness, under whose genial and unclouded beams unnumbered generations had come and gone, getting new vigour and catching new inspiration
in every successive step of their mortal life, is veiled in clouds again; the arch foe
of humanity has burst his moral chains is " loosed out of his prison," and is once more
There is •
deceiving the nations " which are in the four quarters of the earth."
tremendous reaction. This age is here presented under a veil of imagery, if possible,
more variously coloured and thickly folded than either of the preceding epochs already
noticed.
My work is not to describe the veil, but gently to draw it aside, in order to discover the great facts which lie beneath. Disrobing this passage of its highly symbolic
garb, 1 discover three facts which njark this aae of moral reaction.
I. The reaction is brought about in thb manneb in which kansind havs
EVKB dbgenekated. Let US mark the prooess. 1. Sere is deception. "The nations"
Certain ideas, directly opposed to the eternal principle of
are deceived (ver. 8).
truth, the settled conditions of virtue, and means of true blessedness, but at the same
time most plausible to the reason, prompting to the lusts, and gratifying to the selfhood of the human h' art, are put into circulation men receive, follow them, and fall.
Sin came first into the worlii through deception, and it has been propagated snd
nourished by it ever since. Men fall by error, and rise by truth. Hence the seducer
and the Saviour alike deal with the judgments of men. Hell and heaven are acting on
our world through thoughts ; the one through the false *nd the other through the true.
" Satan shall be loosed out of hi* prison, and
2. Btri it deception employed by Satan.

Vers. 7

reaction.

10.

"And when

—

;

;
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[come forth] to deceive the nations " (vers. 7, 8). Christ, who knows his
entire history, has declared that he " abode not in the truth, because there is no truth
;
in him " and that " he is a liar, and the father of lies." He has filled the world with

shall go out

—

lies— charged our atmosphere with lies political, social, moral, and religious. " Every
man walketh in a vain show." Who can " fathom the depths of Satan " ? He
" beguiled " our first parents ; he prompted Ananias " to lie to the Holy Ghost." He
"hath blinded the minds" of men. 3. Here is deception employed by Satan, first,
upon those who are most a^sailahle, and afterwards through them upon others. " Ha
goes out to deceive the nations wliich are in the four quarters [corners of the earth,
Gog and Magog," etc. (vers. 8, 9). No one has been able to determiue with certainty
who Gog and Magog are. I am inclined to believe, with Bloomfield, " that no particular nations are meant, but that these are only names designating bodies of men
inimical to the gospel."
Probably, through all the ages of the millennial period, there
had always continued some disafltected towards Christ, some who loved darkness rathei
than light, some " Gog and Magog." Upon these Satan now acted. By his suggestions he evoked their latent depravity, kindled into a flame the long-smouldeiing fires
of their rebellion against heaven. The more evil there is in a man, the more accessible
that man is to Satan, and the more susceptible to his iufluence. The more virtue in the
heart, the stronger its safeguard.
Hence he ever begins his work with the most assailable with those who are morally the most remote from Christianity, who dwell " in
the four quarters of the earth." And through them he goes on to propagate his cause.
Prom Eve he proceeds to Adam j from Gog and Magog he proceeds to the very " camp
|

—

of the saints " (ver. 9).
II. The beaction is of a ohabaoteb thb most threatening.
There are two
things in the passage which suggest this. 1. The vast number of its ayents.
Those
whom Satan enlists in his cause from the " four quarters of the earth " these moral
tribes, called Gog and Magog, constitute a great multitude, "the nuniher of whom is as
the sand of the sea" (ver. 8) a figurative expression indicating tlieir numeromnest.
It is not necessary to suppose that these imbelievers had been numerous through all the
centuries of the millennial times.
Nor is it necessary to suppose that anv genuina
Christians had really and finally been tempted to renounce their principles.
It seems
to me highly improbable that a man whose mature has been thoroughly Christianized
will ever finally degenerate into a life of sin.
We may -suppose that for many ages
there were but few whoso spirits did not flow with the clear and majestic stream of
Christian truth and practice.
If, however, at one time there were only a dozen, or
even fewer, sinners among the teeming millions of saints, it is easy to see how they
could multiply in the course of time, without causing any of the really good to apostaThese twelve, we will sup|iose, become parents ; their children, on the principle
tize.
of filial love and dependence, will catch their spirit and be moulded by their example
the\ , in their turn, become paren ts ; and thus, according to the common law of generation, in a few years these few may multiply to thousands.
Amongst theaugels, who do
not probably derive their existence from each other, between whom there is not this
relation of parent and child, there is not this character
propagating power. 2. Th»
" And they went up on the breadth of the earth, and
anti- Christian aim of its agents.
compassed the camp of the saints about, and the beloved city " (ver. 9). The idea,
symbolized, I take to be this they made efforts to assault the most central and vit(d
part of religion.
'I'hey sought, perhaps, to argue away the being of God, the doctrine of
human responsibility, the necessity of mediation, and the existence of a future life of
rewards and punishments. There are minor attacks which unbelievers make upon
Christianity, but the attempt to disprove these fundamentals is a blow aimed at the
most vital part it is to compass " the camp of the saints about, and the beloved city."
III. The reaction terminates in the everlabtiko destruction of all its
AOEXTB. " And fire came down from God out of heaven, and devoured them. And the
devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire," etc. (vers. 9, 10).
From this
language we learn the following truths : 1. That there in in the universe of Ood a distinct
local scene, where the wicked of all classes are to receive their righteous retribution.
This is implied in the expression, " lake of fire." There are other scriptural expressions which imply it ; such as " Gehenna," " furnace ol fire," etc.
Reason would alto
Yuu may think of space apart from beiB|t
suggest this. Q.) AU existenct implies place.
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but you cannot think of being apart from space. You think of an infinite being in connection with infinite space, and finite being in connection with limited locality. (2) A
wicked existence implies a miseraMe scene. Antecedently, we should infer that the
outer scene of a moial being's existence would resemble his moral character and mood.
This world was mi-de for innocence, and it is beautiful, etc. It seems fitting that a
dark, inharmonious, deformed spirit should have a sunless, tumultuous, and horrid
world as its residence. (3) Moral heings, of directly opposite sympathies, habits, and
aims, as are tinners and saints, imply separate local homes.
There is a mutual repugnance to each other's society here, and it is natural to suppose that, when retiibution
We know not where this place is,
comes, they shall have their "own place."
whether in the depths of the earth or in regions far beyond this planet. There may
be, perhaps, in some district of the creation, a scene without a streak of beauty, a gleam
2. That the
of light, or a drop of goodness, on which justice frowns and thunders.
retribution which the wicked vnll endure in this scene will he of a most terrible description.
" Fire and brimstone " (ver. 10).
The allusion here is most likely to the fate of
Sodom and Gomorrah (Gren. xix. 24 28) ; fire is the emblem of suffering (Zech.
xiii. 9 ; 1 Cor. iii. 13
15 ; 1 Pet. i. 7) ; brimstone is the emblem of desolation (Job
Nothing will grow on any soil that is covered with sulphur. The Bible
xviii. 15).
employs other figures equally terrible, such as " outer darkness," " blackness of darkHere, then, is the end of the enemies of Christ. Redeemed
ness," " prison," etc.
humanity, henceforth, will be freed from " Gog and Magog," from the beast and the
false prophet, and from the devil, the prince of darkness, for ever and ever.
Glorious
Though countless ages in the future, this faint glimpse of thee adds energy to
day
our faith and brightness to our hope
But how long will this reaction continue? We
have an answer to this in the third verse of the chapter, " And after that he must be
loosed for a little season." Its duration will be short compared with either of the two
following periods (1) Compared with tlie preceding period of almost universal holiness.
The period of millennial holiness continued for a thousand years i.e. either three
bundled and sixty-five thousand years, or some immense period of duration. This
period of reaction is called a " little season " in relation to that.
(2) Compared with
the succeeding period of perfect holiness to be enjoyed by the redeemed in the heavenly
world. In the twenty-second chapter of this book it is said of the state and residence
and they netd no candle,
of the redeemed that " there shall be no night there
neither light of the sun ; for the Lord God giveth them light : and they sliall reign for
ever and ever." " For ever and ever." What arithmetic can compute tiie ages contained
in this "ever and ever" ? All the preceding periods in the world's history are but as
;
a " little season " compared with this " ever and ever " less than an hour to the
geological cycles that are gone ; less than a spark to the central firea that light and

—

—
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the unnumbered worlds of space.
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The fourth scene in the history of humanity ; the age of retribution.
Vers. 11 15.
I saw a great white throne," etc. There was one fact common to all the preceding epochs through which redeemed humanity had passed they were all probationary, all connected with the overtures of mercy to the guilty, and the means of
spiritual purity, blessedness, and elevation for the polluted, unhappy, and degraded.
But the probationary element, which had run on through all dispensations from Adam
to Christ, and through all revolutions from Christ to the consummation of the world,
Henceis now closed; its last ray has fallen, its sun has gone down to rise no more.
on, eveiy man shall be treated according to his past works, and shall reap the fruit of
The morning of retribution has broken. The magnificent passage
his own doings.
before ns points to the period designated in Scripture " theday of God," " the judgment
of the great day," " the revelation of the righteous judgment of God," "the eternal
judgment." It may be well to premise at the outset, in order to guard against the
tendency of associating too much of what is merely material and human with the circumstances and transactions of this period, that this retribution will literally involve
the judiciary circumstances here portrayed, I have heard and read discourses on this
subject, which impress the mind more with a kind of Old Bailey scene, than with the
great moral facts which distinguish that period from all preceding times.
It is true that
we have here the mention of the " throne " and " books" common to birman ooorts
"

And
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should be remembered that inspired writers, in accominodation to our ordinary
anri laws of thought
reveal to us the unknown through the medium of the
known. What mind, in sooth, can receive any new idea without comparing it with the
old?
judge of the unseen by the seen; we learn what the testimony of others
unfolds to us through the medium of what we have already beheld.
Thus " the day
of judgment" is set forth under the figure of ancient courts of judicature, which in
!i;eneral features agree with all the modem courts in the civilized world.
There is the
judge on his seat or throne; there is the prisoner arraigned ; there is the investigation
carried on through "books" or documents; and there is justice administered.
Now,
there is quite sufficient resemblance between these courts of human justice and the
judicial transactions of God at the last day, to warrant the former being employed as
illustratious of the latter, without supposing a "throne "or a " book " whatever.
For
example : 1. There is the bringing of the Judge and the accused into conscious contact.
2. ITiere is the final settling
the question of guiltiness or non-guiltiness, according to
recognized law.
3. There is the administration of an award to which the accused is
hound to submit. Let us now proceed to notice a few facts in relation to this retributive period.
I. This betbibutivb psbiod will dawn with ovbbpowering sptBUDonB upon thb
woELD. Observe : 1. 2%e character of this manifestation. He comes on a throne. A
" throne" is an emblem of glory. It is generally valuable in itself. That of Solomon
consisted wholly of gold and ivory; but its glory mainly consists of its being the
seat of supremacy.
Hence ambition points to nothing higher. The people have ever
looked up with a species of adoration to the throne.
But what a throne is this " His
throne was like the fiery flame, and his wheels as burning fire." It is a " white
throne." Human thrones have often, perhaps generally, been stained by sensualitv,
injustice, and tyranny.
The throne has sometimes become so loathsome that the people,
roused into indignation, have seized and burnt it in the streets. But this is a "white
throne." There is not a single stain upon it.
He who has ever occupied it "is light,
and in him is no darkness at all." It is a great " white throne." Great in its occupant : " He filleth all in all." Great in its intiuence. Toward it the eyes of all iatelligences are directed ; to it all beings are amenable ; from it all laws that determine
the character and regulate the destiny of all creatures proceed. 2. The effect of this
manifestation. Before its refulgence this material univeise could not stand
it melted
it vanished away.
"No more place was found for them" (ver. 11). it will pass
away, perhaps, as the orbs of night pass away in the high noontide of the sun they
are still in beins;, still in their orbits, and still move on as ever but they are lost to us
by reason of a " glory that excelleth." What a contrast between Christ now as the
Judge, and Christ of old as the despised Nazarene I
II. This eetbibutivb period will witness the kbsuebeotion of the drad, and
THE consequent destbuotion OF Hadbs AND THE GRAVE. " And the Sea gave up the
dead which were in it; and death and hell [Hades] delivered up the dead which were
in them " (ver. 13).
The words suggest two thoughts on this subject. 1. That in the
resurrection there will be a connection between man's raised and man's mortal budy.
A
resurrection of the material relics is a traditional dogma of the stupid, not a conviction
of the studious.
It is evidently implied that the resurrection-body is a something that
has come out of the body, deposited either in the grave or the sea. What is the connection ? Is it meant that men will come up with exactly the same bodies as they had
during their probationary state? This, probably, is the vulgar idea, and this is the
but
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idea against which infidels level their objections.
The question is now, as of old, " With
what body do they come ? " And assuming that they come in the same body, they commence their antagonistic reasonings and their sneers. But this is not the Scripture
" That which thou sowest, thou sowest not that body that shall be." If it
doctrine.
be said
Is there no identity, no sameness?
I ssk
What do you mean by " sameness " ? If you say sameness, in the sense of particles, hulk, or capacity, I answer
No I The saTneness between the old body and the resurrection-body is not the
sameness between the seed you deposit in the soil and the wheat which in autumn is
produced by it. The one grows out of the other, has the form of the other ; the resurrection-body is not the same as the old probationary body, in the same sense as iht
body of auy given individual ii the same in its »«»«-state as it was in its cAiW-stata
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case of a ma:; in two different periods of life
say, ten years of age and sixty.
In the intervening period i bis body ?<w passed through several roK^Jca? changes ; yet at
sixty he/eels that he has the same hody which he had at ten.
It is not until your
science comes that he questions it ; and where the science has been the most convincing, it has never destroyed this underlying coniciousness of physical identity.
How can you account for this consciousness of sameness t (1) Not because he knows the
particles to he the same.
He oaniiet know that, for it is contrary to fact ; the particles
of his body, when a child, having gone off long ago, and mixed themselves, perhaps,
with a hundred diflferent bodies. (2) Not because he knows the amount is the same.
He may know that there are ten times the quantity in the one body-state as in the
other.
In its childish stage it was
(3) Not because he knows the capability is the same.
weak, incapable of much labour or endurance; but iu its man-state it is vigorous its
physical powers have increased manifold.
How, then, can you account for this consciousness ? Consciousness must have some truth as a foundation,
(a) Because he
knows the one has risen out of the other. It has been an evolution. The casual connection has been preserved. The one was the outcome of the other. (V) Because he
knows the one has retained the same plan, or outline as the other. If the body, in the
man-state, had taken a form different to that of its child-state, the consciousness of
identity might have been lost. If it passed, for instance, from the human form to the
lion, eagle, or any other fortn, though the particles might have been all retained, and
bulk and capacity continued as ever, the sense of identity would have been lost, (c)
Because he knows the one fulfils the same functions as the other. The body, in the childThrough it, in all cases, he drrived and
state, was the inlet and outlet of himself.
imparted his feelings and ideas. It was the great medium between his spirit and the
material universe.
Now, for these three reasons, man ma.y feel that his resurrectionbody is the same as the one in which he spent his probationary life. It grows out of the
There is in the body that went down to the grave a something, I know not
buried.
what, which the man, the spiiitual self, takes into his immortal frame.
The resurrection-body may retain its presentform or outline; it may be moulded after the same archetype. It may aiso fulfil many of the same functions. Ever will it be the medium between
the material and the spiritual. I know, then, of no objection that you can urge against
the fact of a man having a resurrection-body which he may feel to be identical with his
probationary body, that could not antecedently be urged against a fact in the present
experience of every adult the fact of an individual having a man-body which he feels
2. Tliat the resurrection will be coextensive with the
to be the same as his child-body.
mortality of mankind. " The sea gave up its dead." What a vast cemetery is the sea I
Here mighty naviis slumber; millions of the industrious, the enterprisini, and the
But all must now come forth. All that have
brave, lie beneath its restless waves.
perished whether in the barques of scientific expedition, or the ships of commerce, or
the fleets of conquered nations, must come fortti in this dread day. "Death and hell
This is the grave. " All that
delivered up the dead which were in them " (ver.- 13).
are in their graves shall hear the voice of the Son of man, and shall come forth."
What a voice is thatl It would reveiberate over sea and land, from island to island,
from continent to continent; roll its thunders throuv^h the deepest vaults and catacombs ; and soon the mouldering skeletons and the scattered dust would feel the stir
Martyrs, who hsid no grave to shelter them from
of life, and spring to immortality.
the storm of ages, whose dust was consumed in the flames, and left- at the mercy of the
wild elements, would appear again as the field of battle, where mighty armies
struggled in demon fiuy, would start to life on the plains where, in hellish rag;e, they
fell.
"And hell gave up its dead." Hell here means, not the place of punishment,
but the universe of disembodied spirits, both good and bad. This Z7ade» of the Greeks,
and Sheol of the Hebrews, sends lorth all the myriads of human souls that it has ever
" The
received, from Abel to the last man that grappled with the " king of terrors."

Take the
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Not an infant too young, not a patriarch too old. Tyrants and
and their pupils, ministers and their people all will appear.
This retributive period will bring humanity into conscious contact with
" And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God " (ver. 12). They

small and great."

their slaves, sages
III.

—

God.
stand before God; they confront him, as it were, eye to eye, being to being. Each
The idea of Gcd fills every soul a* a burning
feels God to be the All to him now.

;
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They stand

before him, feeling his presence, and awaiting his doom-fixing
a distinguishing feature of the retributive peri^. In every preceding
period of human history, with the exception of the millennial ages, the vast majorities
of all generations had no conscious contact with Ood.
Some denied his very being,
whilst others desired not a knowledge of his ways. But hence-on, for ever and ever,
all the good and the bad will " stand before God "—will be in conscious contact with
him. His felt presence will be the heaven of the good, and his felt presence will be
the hell of the evil.
How will the atheist
1. ITiere tuill be no atheism after this.
teachers of the past ages feel now?
Lucretius, Demooritus, and Strabo among the
ancients ; Diderot, Lagrange, D'Alembeit, Miiabeau, and Hobbes amongst the moderns,
will feel now, and evermore, that the greatest reality in the universe was the Being
whose existence they impiously ignored or denied. 2. There will he no deism after this.
The men who taught, through preceding ages, the doctrine that Gkid had no immediate
connection with his creatures; that he governed the universe through an inflexible
system of laws ; that he took no cognizance of individuals, and felt no interest in them,
will know now that no being in the universe had been in such close contact with every
particle and period of their existence as God.
All the objects that intervened between
God and the soul will be withdrawn now ; the veil of sense and matter will be rent
asunder, to unite no more. 3. There will he no indifferentism after this. God's Being,
presence, and claims will no lonsjer be subjects of n(j importance.
They will be everything to all. God's presence will fill the conscious life of all, as midday sun without
a cloud the day.
IV. This bbtbibutivk pebiod witi. settle tob eveb the question of bveby
man's chaeactbb and destiny. " And the dead were judged out of those things
which were written in the books, according to their works," etc. (vers. 12, 13). Here
observe three things. 1. That the worth of a man's character will he determined hy his
works. " According to their works." Not by religious position, or creed, or profession,
or office ; but by " works." " What has a man done ? " ;vill be the question.
2. That
a man's works will he determined hy recognized authorities. " Books " will be opened.
God's moral and remedial laws are books, and these books will now be opened opened
to memory, to conscience, and the universe.
This will be a day of moral conviction.
3. That according to the correspondence, or non-correspondence, of man's works with
" Whosoever was not found
these recognized authorities will he his final destiny.
" The book of
written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire " (ver. 15).
life"
the remedial law or scheme of salvation the gospeL Whoever was not found
vitally interested in this was cast into the lake of fire.
What a scene is this that has passed under review! In its light how mean do man's
highest dignities and honours appear! How inetiably paltry the pageantry of courts!
how empty the pretensions of sovereigns! How solemn is life, in all its stages, relations, and aspects I
God help us to live in the light of " that day" I D. T.
flame.
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EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER
Ver.

1.

—And I saw.

XXI.
The usual introduc-

new vision (of. oh. xx.
Having described the origin and
tion to a

11, etc.).

progress
of evil in the world, ths final overthrow of
Satan and his adherents, and the judgment
when every man is rewarded according to
his works, the seer now completes the whole
by portraying the eternal bliss of the redeemed in heaven (cf. on ch. xx. 10). The
description is based upon Isa. Ix. and Ezek.
zl., et teq. ;
especially the latter, which
follows the account of Oog and Magog, as
does this. A new heaven and a new earth.
The dispute
to whether a new creation

m

is intended, or a revivified earth, seems to be
founded on the false assumption that the
dwellers in heaven must be localized in

space (of. Isa. Ixv. 17, "I create new
heavens and a new earth " also Isa. Ixvi.
22 2 Pet. iii. IS). For the first heaven and
the first earth were passed away.
The
Kevisers follow B and others in reading
itiTrj\eov, and render it by the English perfect tense.
In N, A, is read ciirijAeac, while
other manuscripts give In-Tjxefv and vaThe first heaven and earth ; that is,
pri\9f.
;

;

now existing puss away as described
in ch. XX. 11.
And there was no more sea
and the tea no longer exists. The threefold
division of heaven, earth, and lea reprecenti
those

"
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the whole of th!e world (of. ch. x. 6). Some
interpret the sea symbolically of the restless,
unstable, wicked n.itious of the earth, which
now exist no longer others UTiderstand the
absence of sea to typify the absence of instability and wickedness in the New Jeru;

salem.
Ver. 2. And I John saw the holy city,
new Jerusalem. " John " must be omitted,
according to all the best manuscripts. " The
holy city " is the Gliuroh of God (see on oh.
xi. 2), now glorified and prepared for perfect comnmnion with her Kedeeiiier (cf. the
promise in ch. iii, 12, which is now fulfilled ;
cf. also &ul. iv. 26,- Heb. xi. 10, 16).
Contrast this figure of the holy city with that of

—

Babylon (see on ch. xviii.). Coming down
from God out of heaven. Connect " out of
heaven " with " coming down." The same
words occur in oh. iii. 12 (which see).
Prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.
Here is the contrast to the " harlot " (see on
ch. xvii. 1).
Though many of those forming the bride are rewarded according to
their works (see ch. xx. 13), yet their own
works are insufScient to fit them for their
future life; they aie prepared hy God. This
appearance is anticipated in ch. xix. 7
(which see).
Ver. 3. And I heard a great voice out of
heaven laying. Out of the throne is read
in N, A, and others j out of heaven is the readAs usual, the vmce is
ing of B, P, etc.

—

described as a great voice (cf. ch. xix. 17,
It is not stated from whom the voice
but comp. ch. xx. 11.
Behold, the
tabernacle of God is with men, and he will
dwell with them ; literally, he shall tabernacle with them. Still the seer is influenced
by the language of Bzekiel "And the
heathen shall know that I the Lord do
sanctify Israel, when my sanctuary shall
be in the midst of tliem for evermore
Thus God makes his abode in
(xxxvii. 28).
his glorified Church the New Jerusalem,
etc.).

proceed;!,

:

—

among

his spiritual Israel (of. oh.

vii.

15,

has been already anticipated). And they shall be his people) and
God himself shall be with them, and bo their
God and they shall be his peoples, and himOod.
self shall be Ood with them, their
The balance of authority is in favour of
retaining the two last words, though tliey
are omitted iu H, B, and others. Evidently
the same words as Ezek. xxxvii. 27 (see
above), " My tabernacle also shall be with
them yea, I will be their God, and they
Cf. " God with them"
shall be my people."
with "Emmanuel" (Matt. i. 23; Isa. vii.
Now, the promise is redeemed in all
14).
The pluial " peoples " seems to
its fulness.
point to the catholic nature of the New
Jerusalem, which embraces many ualiona
also oh. vii. 9>
(of. ver. 24

where

this vision

;

:

;

;
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—And God shall wipe away

all teari
and there ihall he no more
;
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither
shall there be any more pain; and death
thall be no more, neither shall there be mourn'
ing, nor erying, nor pain, any more (Revised
Version).
All tears; just as iu ch. vii. 17
(of. Isa. XXV. 8, " He will swallow up death

from their eyes

God will wipe
tears from olf all faces ; " cf. also Isa.
"
Ixv. 19).
There is
no more death " because sin is no more (cf. Isa. 11. 11, " Sorrow and mourning shall flee away"). For
the former things are passed away. *Oti,
" for," should probably be omitted, as in
and P, and X as first written. The former
state of things is the state now existing,
which will then have passed away as
described iu ver. 1.
Ver. 5. And he that sat upon the throne
said; that sitteth (cf. ch. xx. II and Matt.
XXV. 31).
Behold, I make all things new.
As in ver. 1. So in Matt. xix. 28, " Ye
which have followed me, in the regeneration when the Son of man shall sit in the
throne of his glory," etc.
And he said
unto me, Write ; and he saith. Write. Prob
ably the angel (cf. oh. xix. 9; xiv. 13)
The change from elnev to Keya, and the im.
mediate return to eJirev, appear to indicate 8
change of speaker. Tor these words are
true and faithful; faithful and true.
So
also iu ch. xix. 9; iii, 14, etc.
6.
Ver.
And he said unto me, It is done
and he said unto Ae, They are come to pass
(Revised Version). It is uncertain what is
iu victory; and the Lord

away

A

—

—

the nominative iui ended.

may be

It

the

"words "just mentioned;

or the incidents
described iu vers. 1 5; or the Divine
promises and judgments in general.
The
analogy of ch. xvi. 17 supports the last, but
it is not conclusive.
I am Alpna and Omega,

—

the Beginning and

the

£nd

;

the

Alpha

Omega.
As the book oppiis, so
with the solemn assurance of ti^e
certainty and uiichangeableness of God's

and

the

it closes,

eternal

prom

eea (of. eh. i. 8 ; xxii. 13).
clause interprets the first; a
third form of expressing the same iilea
occurs in ch. xxii. 13, " the First and the
Last."
I will give unto him that is athirst
of the fountain of the water of life freely.
The same Ideas are repeated in oh. xxii.
13 17.
Again the symbolism of the pro-

The second

—

phet (of. ver. 3). There is also another reminiscence of oh. vii. 17 (of. also ver. 4
of this chapter).
In exactly the same sense
the words, " living water," are used in John
10 (of. also Matt. v. 6, "thirst after
righteousness ").
iv.

—

Ver. 7. He that overcometh shall inherit all things.
The correct reading makes
the sense plain
He that overcometh shall
inherit lh«se thing$, le. the promises just
:

—

:

OH.
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ennmerated. These words sbow the reason
for the words of ver. 6 ; and may be called
the text on which the Apocalypse is based
(cf. ch. ii.)
for, though the words themBelvea do not often recur, yet the spirit of
them is constantly appearing (cf. ch. xil.
11 ; see also John xtI. 33). And I wiU be
his Ood, and he shall be my son (cf. Lev.
xxvi'. 12, "And I will walk among you, and
;

beyourGod,andyeshall bemy people").
that these words prore
the Speaker to be God the Father but it

will

Some have thought

;

impossible to separate the Persons of the
This
Blessed Trinity in these chapters.
promise, first made to David concerning
Solomon (2 Sam. vii. 14), received its mystical fulfilment in Christ (Heb. i. 5), and
is now fulfilled in the members of ()hrist

is

(Alford).

—

¥er. 8. But the fearful, and unbelieving,
and the abominable, and murderers, and

whoremongers, and sorcereis, and idolaters,
and all liars, shall have their part in the
lake which bumeth with fire and brimstone
which is the second death hut for the fearThe construction is changed in
ful, etc.
;

the middle of the verse. The fearful are
those who, through cowardice, have not overcome (cf. ver. 7). Abominable ; those defiled
with abominations (cf. oh. xvii. 4). And
murderers, and fornicators (cf. ch. xiv. 4
xvii. 1, 2).
And sorcerers (cf. ch. ix. 21
xviii. 23)
those who deceived the heathen.
And idolaters; the heathen who were
deceived by them. All liars; all who are
Tlieir part is in the lake,
false in any way.
These took no
etc. (see on ch. xi. 10).
part in the first, spiritual, resurrection (ch.
they now, therefore, inherit " the
XX. 6)
second death."
Ver. 9. And there came unto me one of
the seven angels whioh had the seven vialg
Omit " unto
full of the seven last plagues.
me." "Full of" must be connected with
" angels." Just as these angels had carried
out God's judgments upon the ungodly, and
one of them liad exhibited the judgment
of the harlot (ch. xvii. 1), so now one of
them shows the picture of the bliss of the
And
faithful the bride of the Lamb.
talked with me, saying. Come hither, I
will show thee the bride, the lamb's wife
The wording of
hither (omitting " come ").
this verse (except the last phrase) is almost
identical with ch. xvii. 1. The last phrase
is the great contrast to the former chapter.
In ch. xvii. 1 was seen a picture of a harlot,
the unfaithful part of Christ's Church ; here
we have a description of those who have
been " faithful unto death " (oh. ii. 10), and
whose purity and faithfulness are symbolized
"
under the figure of the " wife of the Lamb
;

;

;

;

—

—

;
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Spirit (so also in ch. xvii. 3 ; cf. oh. i. 10)
From which
to a greet and high moimtain.
a clear view of " the city " might be obtained

M

imThe preposition
2).
And showed me that great
the holy Jerusalem, descending out of
heaven from Ood ; showed me the holy city
Jerusalem ; not great, which is the title of
Babylon (cf. ch. xvi. 19).
Just as the
harlot, siguifying faithless Christians, was
identified with Babylon, the world-city
(see on ch. xviii.), so the bride, the faithful portion of Christ's flock, is merged in
Jerusalem, the heavenly city. Coming down,
(cf.

Ezek. xL
" on to."

plies

city,

etc. (cf. ver. 2).

is,

Ver. 1 1.— Having the glory of God.
That
the abiding presence of (}od, as the She-

(cf. Exod. xl. 34 ; 1 Kings viii. 11.
Cf. also ver. 3, supra).
And her light was
like unto a stone most precious, even like
a jasper stone, clear as crystal ; as it were
a jasper stone (Be vised Version). This light

chinah

again alluded to in ver. 23. The jasper
probably represents the modern diamond
The brilliant light which
(see on ch. iv. 3).
illumines the city is the characteristic of
" him that sat on the throne " (oh. iv. 3).
Vur. 12. And had a wall great and high ;
having a wall.
Omit each introductory
"and." The wall is a type of the absolute
security of the heavenly city not that any
further assault is expected. InEzek.xxxviii.
11 Gog and Magog prey upon the unwalled
villages.
Ami had twelve gates, and at
the gates twelve angels, and names written
thereon, whioh are the names of the twelve
tribes of the children of Israel (cf. the
description in Ezek. xlviii.).
Twelve; as
signifying completeness (cf, oh. iv. 9; vii.
4 8), and as being the number of the tribes
of Israel, which are the type of tire spiritual
Israel of God. Oates; ratUar, portals. The
picture of the angels placed at the portals,
still fulfilling their mission as guardians
of men, shows the absolute security of the
is

—

;

—

The names are written thereon; as
on the stones of the ephod (Exod. xxviii 9)
and breastplate (Exod. xxxix. 14). Contrast the names of blasphemy (ch. xviii. 3).
Ver. 13. On the east three gates; on
the north three gates ; on the south three'
gates and on the west three gates.
The
city.

—

;

following are the dispositions of the tribes
in the

Old Testament

.

(see

on

ch. xvii. 1).

Ver. 10.

—^And he carried

me away

in the
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leek-green " appears to
point to a species of beryl, and the modem
nqua-maiine. It is thus probably a variety
of emerald, being of a yellowish pale-green
red
hue.
The eleventh, a jacinth. "
variety of zircon, which is found in square
prisms, of a white, grey, red, reddish-brown,
yellow, or pale-green colour" (Smith's 'Dictionary of the Bible '). " The sapphire of
the moderns" (King).
The twelfth, an
amethyst.
put pie stoae, possibly the
common amethyst.
And. the twelve gates were
Ver. 21.
twelve pearls
every several gate was of
one pearl. The pearl was known to the
ancients from the earliest times, nnd was
always held in high honour by them (cf.
eh. xvii. 4).
And the street of the city was
pnre gold, as it were transparent glass (cf.
ver. 18).
The brilliancy was so fut beyond
ordinary gold as to make it apparently
transparent like glass. "The street" is not

The name "golden

nation,

—

;

tribe,

and tongue"

(ch. vii. 9);

In.stead, all join in promoting his glory.
Ver. 25. And the gates of it shall not

—

but the whole collective
material of which the streets are composed.
22.
Ver.
And I saw no temple therein:
for the Lord Ood Almighty and the Lamb
are the temple of it.
No ya6s, "inner
shrine," or "sanctuary" (of. ch. vii. 15).
The whole city is now the va6s (of. on vers.
16, 17, where the shape of the city is that

be
shut at all by day: for there shall be no
night there. The Revised Version correctly
places the last clause in parentheses.
The
meaning is The gates shall never be shut,
either by day or night but it is superfluous
to say, " by night," for there is no night
there.
Some commentators think the open
gates are a sign of perfect security others,
that they are open to admit the nations, as
described in the following verse. Both ideas
may well be understood
Ver. 26.— And they shall bring the glory
and honour of the nations into it; that is,
the glory and the honour of the nations shall
The verb is used imhe brought into it.
personally, as in ch. x. 1 1 and many other
plitces.
repetition of ver. 24 (vide supra").
Ver. 27. And there shall in no wise enter
into it any thing that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a
lie; anything unclean, or he that doeth an
abomination, and a lie. It is thus evident
that " the natims " of ver. 24 are among
the redeemed (cf. Isa. lii. 1, " O Jerusalem,
the holy city for henceforth there shall no
more come into thee the uncircuracised an<f
the unclean "). The lot of such as are here
described is the lake of fire (ver. 8); cf.
the "abomination" of the harlot (oh. xvii.

street,

—

:

;

of tlie holy of holies). The presence of God
pervades all the city (cf. ver. 11); all the
redeemed are within the sanctuary, all are
now priests (of. ch. xs.. 6). There is, therefore, no va6s, or " temple," within the city,
for the whole city itself is the temple. The
Object of all worship and the great Sacrifice
are there (Alford).
Ver. 23. And the city had no need of the
snn, neither of the moon, to shine in it;
hath no need. So Isa. Ix. 19, 20, " The sun

;

—

no more thy light by day

and

the wicked nations of oli. xvi. 19.
Though the Authorized Version is probably
incorrect in inserting "of them which are
saved," yet these words appear to give the
The descripcorrect sense of the passage.
tion is evidently still founded on the pro"
And
the
Gentiles
shall
phetical writings,
come to thy light, and kings to the brightness of thy rising" (Isa. Ix. 3). And the
kings of the earth do bring their glory and
honour into it. Omit " and honour," according to N, A, P, and others. Not that there
are literal kings and earth. The language
to convey an idea of God's
is intended
supreme glory and unquestioned authority.
There are now no kings to dispute his sway.
not

A

shall be

513

there will be hereafter a real earth with
"The nations" are the reinhabitants.
deemed, described in this way on account
of their selection from every " kindred, and

A

merely cue
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A

—

neither
for brightness shall the moon give light
unto thee: but the Lord shall be unto thee
an everlasting Light, and thy God thy
Glory." For the glory of God did lighten
it, and the Lamb is the Light thereof.
The
glory o/ God (cf. ver. 11).
No distinction is
to be made between God and the Lamb;
both are the Light (cf. John i. 5).
Ver. 24.— And the nations of them which
are saved shall walk in the' light of it; and
the nations ehall walk by means of her light.
Omit "of them which are saved." The description, following that of Isaiah, makes
use of earthly symbolism; but it is not,
therefore, to be supposed (as Alford) that
;

:

4, 6).

(On

clean,"

of.

"lie," of. ch. ii. 2 ; iii. 9. " Unch. iii. 4 ; xiv. 4.) But they whioh

are written in the Lamb's book of life ; UU
only they, etc. (of. ch. iii 5 ; xiii. 8 ; xvii. 8

XX

12,

lij).

HOMILBTICS.
The holy city ; or, the Church triumphant. Whether by
Ver. 1^-ch. xxii. 5.
intuition or otherwise, we know not, but certain it is that Plato seized hold of and
expressed a profound truth when, in his Pbasdo,' he maintains that " things are th*
SEYBLATIOH.
2 I.
'

;
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psBBSge to their oppositea."
The seven angels with the sevpn last plnpcnes having
set before the vision of the apostle scenes of awe and terror, he is now carried forwaid to
the vision that lies beyond them all even to the glory that is yet to be revealed.
When the warrior hath done with fighting, it must be pleasant for him to lay aside his
armour; when the mariner has been often tempest-tossed, he must be glad to reach
the desired haven. So it is here.
In going through the homiletic exposition of the
plan of this book, we have found ourselves, as it were, in incessant conflict; and if one
struggle passed, it was but followed by another and another still.
But now "the war
is over."
The harlot is judged. The dragon is defeated. The first and second beasts
are cast into the lake of Are.
Hades and death are no more. The resurrection is past.
The judgment is ended. The award is made. And now a voice is heard from the
throne, "Behold, I make all things new."
In the twenty-first chapter, and in the first
five verses of the twenty-second, we have a glowing picture of the new state of pnrity
and bliss which awaits the redeemed from among men.
will try and indicate in
outline
for this is all we can do
the features of the new state and the new place.
Let us "look" in by faith now, and, by-and-by, the Lord grant ihat we may go in!
have set before us a new sphere of life, a new abode of life, and new conditions of
life.
Undoubtedly there is a very large amount of symbolism in the three sketches
but the symbolism is such as to indicate an unspeakable measure of glory.
L Thbbb will be fob the glorified Church a new sphere op lite.
new heaven and a new earth " is a phrase wiiich certainly conveys the idea of locality
of a place for the righteous, in which and on which their inheritance finds its ground.
To the meaning of the phrase, " a new heaven," we have scarcely any clue. Often
heaven means the surrounding atmosphere. The rabbis taught that there were three
heavens the first, where the birds fly; the second, where the stars are; the third,
where God is. Here it signifies apparently the surrounding atmosphere of the new
earth on which the righteous dwell ; or, it may mean, that there shall be new spiritual
eovironments to correspond with changed piiysical oondition-i.
This latter phi-ase,
"the new earth," seems to mean this earth renovated and pm-ifled by the fires of
the last day; retouched and beautified by the hand that built it first. It is not
unreasonable to suppose that the same earth, which was the theatre on which the
Saviour suffered, should be also the scene of his final triumph. How far the expression,
" the sea shall no longer be," is to be taken literally, we cannot tell. As the definite
article is used, the phrase may be equivalent to "that sea," i.e. the tossing, restless
Boa of former days. Even then it may also be symbolical, and may thus mean that
the restless tossing to and fro of this world's surging strife shall be no more. Certainly the more we let the literal and material sink into the background, and the
more that which is spiritual comes into fuller prominence, the more power and glory
will this vision have for us.
For whatever interest and it is not slight the question of place has for us in reference .to the next life, the question of state is so
immeasurably greater, that, compared with it, the other is of no consequence at all.
If men are but free from sin, and for ever with the Lord, what matters it where God
appoints their abode ? All space is his ; and in any section of it he can prepare a
heaven for the glorified.
II. In these realms there is a new abode op lipb.
Within the new heaven
and on the new earth there is " the holy city." Let us gather up one by ooe the
Before the
features which mark it.
1. Its name.- It is called "New Jerusalem."
apostle was prisoner under Domitian, the Jerusalem of olden time had fallen.
And
many a devout Jew would be almost heart-broken to think that the sacred walls, and
the still holier fane enclosed therein, for him existed no more. And, with a wondrous
touch of tenderness, the apostle points them far ahead to a new Jerusalem, in which all
that was precious in the past shall be reproduced and exceeded
a Jernsalem which
ehould indeed be "holy," which should be free from an alien's tread, and which should
endure for ever. For whatever the olden city might have of the glory of the Lord,
the new Jerusalem shall have the Lord in his glory. 2. Its wall. (Ver. 12, " great and
high;" ver. 17, "a hundred and forty-four cubits" = 240 feet, indicating stupendous
height and complete security; of. 1 Sam. xxv. 16; Zech. ii. 5; Isa. xxvi. 1.) The
3. Its entrance gates.
Here there are
city of the saints is safe against all assault.
two remarkable features. Where the protection of the walls ceases at the gates there

—
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—

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—
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another guard, even "at the gates twelve angels," so that none can enter with
And not only so, but on the several gates the name of a tribe of Israel
is found.
None but Israelites enter there. 4. Its foundations: (Ver. 14.) (1) There
are inscribed the names of the twelve apostles of the Lamb. In the Apocalypse, the
song is the song of the Lamb ; praise is to the Lamb ; in the midst of the throne is
the Lamb ; the book of life belongs to the Latnb ; the seals are opened by the Lam,b
the apostles are the apostles of the Lamb.
Even so. The whole of this glory is based
on the sacrifice of the atoning Lamb.
The foundations are lustrous in their
(2)
splendour (ver. 18). The most exquisite and costly things are lavished here.
The
pearl, with glistering radiance; the amethyst, with its red or violet hue; the jacinth;
the translucent chrysoprasus, with its golden gleams; the topaz and emerald; the
beryl, sardius, and chrysolite; the chalcedony, shining as a. lamp; the sapphire, in
its azm-e blue; -the jasper, so resplendent that it is a fit image of the glory of God.
All such precious stones, flashing and gleaming, are there; so precious is the foundation
work of this city of the Lamb! S. Its citizens. These are from "the nations," but
not as of earthly nationality. This is past. They are the nations of the saved (ver.
We have brief hints as to their character (ch. xxi. 6, 7;
24, Authorized Version).
xxii. 14, Bevised Version).
Brief as these expre.'isions are, they are enough ; specially
when we read the list of the excluded ones (vers. 8, 27). Only holy ones are in the
holy city. The separation from the unholy is complete and final. 6. Its magnitude.
It is measured.
The measuring-reed was a golden one, and showed its size 12,000
stadia in length.
Alexandria, according to Josephus, was 30 stadia by 10 ; Jerusalem
was, in circuit, 33 stadia; Thebes, 43; Nineveh, 400; Babylon, 480; the holy city,
48,000
How puny are the measurements of earth's great cities compared with those
of the great city of God! (Such is the case with this symbolic description, even if we
take 12,000 stadia to be the compass of the city, rather than a side thereof.) There
will be room in the holy city for men from every nation, and kindred, and people, and
tongue. None of the artificial divisions or nomenclatures of ecclesiastical boundaries will
count for anything there. Only love and life will enter there. 7. Its glory. Ver. 11,
" Her light is like unto a stone most precious ; " " The glory of God doth lighten it,
andithe Lamb is the light thereof." We could almost say, with Payson, " Lord, withhold thy hand, and show us no more, or we shall be overpowered by the splendour of
the visiou
III. In this holt city there are new conditions of Lire.
Here, too, we can
but analyze and arrange the description before us, dropping a hint or two as we
advance. 1. There is one comprehensive, aU-emhraoing condition which covers the whole
ground. Ver. 3, "Behold, the tabernacle of God is with [the] men," etc., i.e. with
the sanctified men who aie in this holy city. The home of God is there. Their
spirits are at home in God.
The work of redemption is perfected. The communion is
entire and complete ; never to be interrupted for a moment, nor to be marred by one
•in.
The revelations of the past secured an approximation to this. The earthly
worship was an earnest of it (of Exoii. xxv. 8 xxix. 45 ; Numb. xxxv. 34 ; 2 Eingi
xix. 15; 1 ChroD. xxiii. 25, margin; Ps. Ixviii. 16, 18; cxxxii, 14; Isa. Ivii. 15;
Bzek. xliii. 7; 1 Cor. vi. 19; iii. 16; 2 Cor. xii. 9 (Greek); Eph. ii. 22). These
passages are but specimens of many more which show that the whole drift and aim of
the gospel redemption has been to bring together God and man in sublimest fellowship.
The perfection of this is realized in "the holy city " and it is the one condition of
blessedness which includes all else.
2. There is a double set of detailed conditions of
life, which follow on the complete realiza'ion of this full redemption.
(1) The fipst
set includes the cessation of what used to he.
(a) No more death.
When the redemption in Christ has done its work on the body at the resurrection, there can be no more
dying. No element of perishableness will exist in the "spiritual body." It is "incorruptible." Death will have been swallowed up in victory. (6) No mourning nor crying.
No physical distress nor spiritual ill shall grieve. Joy shall have no shade. The day
of eternity will know no cloud, (c) No pain ; no tension from excessive exertion ; no
aching from disease ; no disappointment at the failure to realize our ideal no cutting(d) No more curse. No condemnation will press
off of work ere it can be completed,
on the conscience, nor will any siu pollute the soul, (e) No alien. " There shall enter
nothing that defileth." There will be no intrusion of aught that is evil within oi
is

hostile aims.

—

!

!

;

;

;

—
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without. (/) ^o night there. No pause in the activities of life, because no weariness
There will be constant work and constant worship, (y) No temple.
will ever be felt.
Kot only will hindrances which existed here be banished there, but helps which were
precious here will not be needed there. If, as one has said, the most exquisitely tender
text in the Bible is, "God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes," surely the most
far-reaching text given through an inspired pen is, "I saw no temple therein." No
forms will be wanted when the ideal of worship is perfect and permanent. No place
No day for worship, when every moment
for worship, when every spot is holy ground.
No external acts of worship, when every act is " holiness to the Lord."
is sanctified.
Many a thinker is yearning for the pwre thing in itself without form. Here it is.
Their yearnings were anticipated eighteen hundred years ago. And to it we are pressing
on by stages, (h) No light of the sun. No lamp. No artificial light kindled by man,
nor even the present forms of light created by God. " The city hath no need of the
sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it : for the Lord God giveth them light," etc
What meaneth this ? Surely nothing less than that created media will not be needed
shall need no borrowed light when we see face
to intervene between us and God."
shall see him as he is I
What life is this 1 No moon, no sun,
to face the Light
no night, no tenaple, no curse, no pain, no tears, no sorrows, no death
All these
things will have passed away.
Happy state, even if known only by such negatives as
the inbringing of what it new.
these 1 (2) The second set of details includes
The
heavenly state is pictured here not only as one in which we shall miss much that we
now experience, but also as one in which all that is true and precious here will be reproHere, too, as in every other part of the Apocalypse,
duced, exceeded, and perfected.
the scenery is based on Old Testament representations. Six: features : (a) The river
(ch. xxii. 1).
In Eden was a fertilizing stream. Israel drank of the river which
" There is a river, the streams of which make glad the city of God."
followed them.
The good Shepherd now leads his flock beside still waters. And in the heavenly world
he leads them still by the fountains of the water of life. The water of life shall no
more have its purity marred by coming through earthen channels. There we shall be
at the fountain-head.
(6) The tree (or trees) of life (see Eevised Version, margin).
In Eden the trie of life would have counteracted the tendency to decay and death.
But from this man was debarred when he fell. Christ has restored it to us. And he
will himself give it to the victor.
Full supplies of heavenly food ensuring immortality
will be given by Christ's own hand,
(c) The throne of God is there.
Another
symbol to indicate the immed lateness of relations to God in the heavenly state. No
intervening authority of priest or king but close and absolute allegiance to the Eternal.
Service in the sense of worship. "They serve him day
(d) The service (ch. xxii. 3).
and night in his temple." (e) The sight (ch. xxii. 4). "They shall see his face" (ct
1 John iii. 1, 2 ; 2 Cor. iii. 18). This sight will have transforming power. (/) The
" They shall reigu for ever and ever " (ch. xxii. 5). This " reigning " is not
royalty.
the preliminary and limited one referred to in ch. xx. 4j but the final, the complete
Well may we say with one, " I
one, to which no ending is assigned (of. ch. iii. 21).
am content that I have seen the city, and without wparioess will I go neai'er to it ; not
all my life long will I suffer its bright golden gates to disappear from my sight"
(Hengstenberg).
IV. The glokt of this citt ughts up with its briohtness thb life that
NOW is. At any rate, it ought to have this effect, for most assuredly this is the intent
shall do our God a wrong, and ourselves too, if we pursue our
of the disclosures.
course here as if it were meant to end in gloom, or as if we were left in uncertainty as
Note: 1. Let us recognize
to what lies beyond it, or whether there is anything at all.
the glory of life's goal, if properly spent, as the working out of Divine grace, love, and
2. If we are indeed the children of God, we have even now the earnest
faithfulness.
3. Let us bless God for
of the Si'irit, and are being wrought for that selfsame thing.
the progressiveness of revelation and of redemption. The whole of the sacred Word is
threaded by one infallible clue. It opens by showing us " Paradise lost." It closes
by showing us " Paradise regained." And the intervening stages, taken chronologically,
show us the Divine advance on the first, and the Divine preparation for the last. 4, If
even now we have a vision so glorious of the holy city, let us go in the strength of it
to work, to toil, to suffer, and to die, pressing forward to the glory yot tr be revealed
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I

We

I
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B Seeing that in that future home nothing can enter that defileth, let u» eyer swear
eternal enmity to sin, cultivating all the graces of the Spirit, perfecting holiness in tha
fear of God, for only bo can we have any reasonable hope of finding our place at last io
the inheritance of the saints in light.

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORS.

—

t.
Vers. I
The new heavens and earth. The retribution of God has fallen on ths
enemies of Christ and his Church. Death and hell, Satan, the beast, and the falsa
prophet, have been cast into the lake of fire.
The thunders of God's vengeance are
hushed ; the manifestations of his love to his redeemed now only remain to be told.
And here their ultimate and eternal blessedness is shown to us. Their abode and
condition are described as " new heavens and a new earth." Let ns inquire
I. Whekefobb aeb they called "hew"?
The heaven, the earth, the holy city,
are each called " new." Now, this may be because, in part, they are : 1. Physically
new. We do not think this earth will be "burnt up," nor the elements "melt with
fervent heat," nor that there shall be, literally, "a new heaven and a new earth;" all
such representations we regard as metaphorical, and as telling only of great rnoral and
cpiritual changes that shall take place.
But in so far as this eaith has been marred
and defiled, injured and degraded, by man's sin as it has been in that respect and
degree will it be made new. The thoins and briars, the poisonous and hurtful herbs,
and all else that is significant, and the result of sin, will disappear the pestilence will
no longer walk in darkness, nor destruction waste at noonday. So far will it be new.
There will be 2. .4 new manner of dealing with us on the part of Qod. This may be
intended by the expression on which we are commenting. For "heaven and earth "
" Thus saith
is an expression used in Scripture to denote the dispensations of God.
the Lord of hosts ; Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake the heavens and the
earth " (Hag. ii. 6). The prophet is telling of the whole Jewish economy, which was
to disappear and to give place to another and better.
So it had been in the past ; the
patriarchal gave way to the Mosaic, and that was to give way to the Christian and that,
in its turn, will give way to the aew heavens and new earth a new order of things
between God and man. 3. And, assuredly, it will seem new. For "no truth is more
clear than this, that the world is to a man according to the state of his mind."
To
the voluptuary, it is a scene of animal gratification ; to the worlding, it is a scene for
barter; to the poet, it is beauty; to the philosopher, it is science; to the saint, it is a
temple. Change a sinner's mind, and you change the world to him.
He feels, ai.d
sometimes says, " The world is a new thing to me " " a new heaven and a new earth."
And may we not, therefore, be sure that, to the new, regenerated, and perfect nature,
kU things will wear another aspect, the heaven and the earth will be as new ?

—

—

;

:

—

;

—

Wherein will the newness appeab? There will be, according to these verses:
newness of absence. Much that we have known here we shall not know there,
for they will no longer be.
See the things of which it is here said they shall be
no more. (1) The sea. It is the emblem of all unrest. Here there is, indeed, much
of this, and its causes are manifold.
But there, " no more sea." (2) -Death. (Ver. 4.)
Here it may be said, " death reigns." His might, past, present, or near at hand, is
scarce ever unfelt.
What a change, for there to be "no more death"! (3) Pain.
"Neither sorrow nor crying." That will indeed be a new world where these are not.
Here, where are they not? (4) Night. Twice is it told "there is no night there"
(ver. 25 and ch. xxii. 5).
As to the meaning of this, cf. homily on ver. 25. (5) Sin.
(Ver. 27.) Here sin rushes as a raging river down our streets ; but there, " there shall
in no wise enter," etc. (6) The curse. (Oh. xxii. 3.)- Here it is everywhere. On health
and wealth, home and friends, business and pleasure ; for there is no one of them that
may not be a source of sore sorrow to us, and a very fountain of tears. Paradises are
The curse does it. " I will curse your blessBtill turned into thorn-beds as of old.
ings."
But there, no more. 2. And there will he newnest in what is 'present. Take
only these opening verses as proof. They assure us of: (1) A new revelation of Ood.
The holy city, the new Jerusalem the place where of old God revealed himself
new revelation (if th» Church. "As a brid*
"haviug the glory «f Qod." (2)
II.

1.

A

-

—

A

—

—
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adorned," etc. Fair and comely, rich and honoured, blessed because perfectly satisfied.
Never has it been possible to describe the Church in such way before.
(3) A new
realization of Ood. In intimate fellowship; as a tent shall he shelter and enclose
As to
them, tabernacling over them.
This abiding, "He shall dwell with them."
their Grod.
S. C.
the depth of his love to them, " They shall be his people, and he
.

.

.

—

Ver. 1. "No more sea." We must remember that, to the ancient Jews, the sea
was an object of almost unmixed terror. Nearly all the allusions to it in the Bible
tell of its desti'uctive power and of its peril.
The Jews were never a seafaring people.
They dreaded the sea. An added element of terror is given to the solemn warning
addressed to them (Deut. xxviii. 68), when it is said, in case of their sin, that not only
should they be taken back to Egypt to their old bondage, but that they should go
there in "ships." They had no seaport worth mentioning.
Their histories of the sea
were all associated with its terribleness the Deluge; the Exodus; Jonah.
The
epithets they apply to the sea are none of them of a pleasing character, but all more
or less forbidding and fearful. They tell of its being "troubled," of its "raging,"
"roaring," breaking ships, filling men with utter terror, making them " reel to and fro,"
"stagger like a drunken man," and be " at their wits' end " (Ps. cvii.). They noticed
only its "noise," and they likened its waves to the wild, cruel, fierce " tumults of the
people." It was "great and wide," vast and lonely.
To be "far off upon the sea"
was the summing up of all separateness and isolation. And besides what was the
:

common

feeling of the Jew, there was, in St. John's special circumstances, suflBcient to
account for the peculiar dislike of the sea which our text expresses.
He was in exile,
at Patmos, a lonely barren island, amid a proverbially tempestuous sea, and cut off by
its waves from all he loved best.
It is told how he was wont daily to ascend the hills,
and wistfully look towards Ephesus and his own beloved land of Palestine. "What
wonder, then, that, in telling of the final, blessed condition of the Church, in its new
and eternal home, he should say, "And there was no more sea"? But we need not
take his words literally. The surrounding Scriptures do not require it. How much of
manifest metaphor there is in this chapter! Moreover, such expressions as "the sea,"
" heaven," " earth," " sun," etc., are figures for great moral and spiritual facts, and their
being removed or changed tell only of what shall be done in regard to these facts of
which they are the figures (cf. St. Peter's quotation, on the Day of Pentecost, of the
prophecy of Joel as to the " sun " being " darlcened," and the " moon turned into blood,"
all which, he said, was fulfilled then).
But literally, this did not happen; only great
moral changes typified by them. And so here, "the new heavens and the new earth " refer,
not to literal facts, to the physical geography of the future world, but to a blessed new
For this earth is to continue. How
order of things in tha moral and apiritual world.
And the sea likeelse ehall the meek inherit it, and shall God dwell here with men?
Moreover,
wise, though it be typical of moral conditions which shall then cease to be.
in reality, though not in Jewish conception, the sea is one of God's most blessed gifts
It has been justly called "the lifeto man.
Life would be impossible without it.
blood of the land," as the blood is the life of the body. " It is the vital fluid that
animates our earth ; and, should it disappear altogether, our fair green planet would
become a heap of brown, volcanic rocks and deserts, lifeless and worthless as the slag
We remember, too, how God said of the sea that it was
cast out from a furnace."
" very good ; " and no mistaken Jewish ideas must be allowed to reverse that verdict.
Think of: 1. Its vapnurs. The corn-harvest is really the harvest of the sea. For the
These create the clouds, which,
sea yields up her strength in the form of vapour.
touched and tinged by the sun, are so exquisite in their loveliness. And these discharge themselves upon the earth in varied form, and so come the rivers which water
the earth and make it bring forth abundantly. 2. Its currents, bearing along the sunheated waters of sub-tropical climes, far away northward and southward, and giving
to regions like our own that mildness of climate which we enjoy ; whereas, but for the
warm waters of the sea, our shores would be bleak, inhospitable, barren, all but
3. Its breezes, so health-giving, imparting
uninhabitable, like the shores of Labrador.
4. Its beauty, ever presenting some fresh Inrm oi
fresh life to the feeble and the sick.
loveliness in colour, movement, outline, sound, fragrance.
Oh, how beautiful is the
bright, bouudiug seal
6, Its tides, sweeping up the nrouthf< of our great river* and

—
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and all alorg our shores; washing clean what else would he foul, stagnant,
poisonous.
6. Its saltnesa, ministering to the life of its inhabitants; by its weight
aiding in the transmission of those warm currents of which we have spoken ; preventing
But what we have said is sufficient to show that the sea
corruption; and much more.
is iudeed a gift of, God, "very good" and precious; and therefore, as the future shall
preserve all that is good, we believe, notwithstanding our text, that there shall be still
the blessed, beautiful sea. But we are glad and grateful to know that those facts, of
which to the Jewish mind it was the emblem, wUl not be hereafter. Of those facts
eituaries,

were

Unbbst.

I.

it

The

cannot rest"

sea tells of that.

(Isa. Ivii. 20).

Of.

"There

" The wicked are like the troubled sea, when
is sorrow on the sea; it cannot b« quiet"

(Jer. zliiL. 23).

"Thou

troubled sea.

Oh, troubled, fretful sea I
What oan the causes be
That thy soft, silvery breast
8o rarely is at rest?

" E'en when there wind

is

And thou art let alone,
Tby heart, self-troubled,
Keep palpitating

nonsi
will

still.

" Ah, well may thy nnrest

Emblem

the human breast
Yea, the great world around.

Where

troubles so

abound

I

Yes such is our life now. "Man is bom to trouble;" and were it not that there Is
One who is able to husli the waves and say, " Peace, be stUl " our hearts would know
no restk But yonder we shall rest. Quies in ccdo.
" There shall I bathe my weary soul
;

1

In seas of heavenly

rest,

And

not a wave of trouble roll
Across my peaceful breast."

n. PAiyFDT, mtstp:ht. So was the sea to the Jew, though it be not so to nil.
" Thy way, O Lord, is in the sea ; " " Thy judgments are
Scripture so speaks ot it.
a gieat deep;" "Thy path is in the great waters, and thy footsteps are not known."
The " depths of the sea " tell of that which can never be discovered ; hidden from all
knowledge. Now, that there is much of such mystery here, we all know. It is part
of our trial and discipline, designed to educate us in the blessed lessons of trust in God,
So that, in view and in spite of such mysteries, we may be able to say, " I will trust,
and not be afraid." But yonJer we shall know even as we are known. Here " we
see as through a glass, darkly ; but then face to face."
Therefore let us " rest in the
Lord, and wait," etc.
The sea of old was a complete barrier to intercourse. It was to
III. Sepabation.
St. John, and, even now, it so separates that many shrink from emigration to lamia
where life would be far brighter for them. But of old, to be " far oif upon the sea," to
" dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea," was indeed to be cut off almost from the
land of the living. Only God could make his " way in the sea, and his path in great
waters."
It was possible only to Christ to walk upon the sea that he might go and
succour his disciples. But to men the sea was an impassable barrier, a separating walL
Therefore a fit emblem of separation. How many such barriers there are to our intercourse with Christ and with our fellow-menl The power of this present world, the
things seen and temporal, this body of flesh, these, and yet others, separate between
us and our Lord. And between man and man. Distance, time, diversity of language,
habits of thought, position in life, uncongeniality, ignorance, and many more.
But in
Drawn to him, we shall be drawn to one
Christ and with flhrist we all shall be one.
anotlier also; aud as nothing shall separate us from him, so nothing shall separate us
from each other. " There shall be no more sea."
IV. Eebbllion against Gob. " The noise of their waves, the tumult of the people"

—
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The one stands for the other. The same thought lies in the worclB in
The floods have lifted up,
Lord, the floods have lifted up their voice
the floods lift up their waves. The Lord on high is mightier than the noise of many
waters, yea, than the migtity waves of the sea" The rebellious heart of man, there(P». liT.).

Pb. xciii., "

And here in this Book of Revelation
this imagery is set forth.
The multitude of the ungodly and
are peoples," etc. (ch. xvii. 15).
rehellious
these are likened to the sea. Now, in this sense, there shall he no more sea,
heart,
God, shall,
No more ungodly people, no more rebellious hearts. And
then and there, rehel no more. S. C.

fore, is that
'*

which under

The waters ...

—

—

my

my

—

" Neitlier shall there he any more pain : " a Hospital Swnday sermon. If
Ver. 4.
the wards of our hospitals could declare what words of Holy Scripture, what gracious
promises out of God's book, are, more often than almost any other, spoken, read, or
thought of, and most heloved, by the suffering inmates of those wards, it would be
found that they are sucli as our text. For pain is indeed a terrible thing. No language
can adequately describe what it is when, in its intenser forms, it fastens upon us.
Even from great saints of God it has wrung words which have shown that the burden
The holy Job, under the stress of it,
of it was almost greater than they could bear.
could scarce resist the temptation to "curse the day wherein he was bom," and in his
soul chooseth strangling and death rather than life."
ansuigh he declared,
am I thus afflicted more than others?" he passionately asks.
hast
thou set me as a mark for thy arrows? why dost thou not let loose thy hand and cut
me off from the earth?" And not such utterances as these only attest the severity
and strain which pain puts upon the soul, but, also, the glad thanksgivings which
Take Ps. cxvi., for
rise up to God when deliverance from such pain has hern given.
example. And though many of you may scarce know what real pain is, never having
experienced it or anything like it, yet you are able, we trust, both to feel very grateful
for your happy exemption hitherto, and also to sympathize, deeply and tenderly, with
those to whom a harder lot is assigned. You have had some vision of the anguished
race, and of the deadly chill and faint, that are associated with extreme pain ; and your
heart has been touched, as it well may, with compassion. 'J'herefore, though you
know not pain by experience yet, along with those who do, you also can rejoice in this
promise, as to an eternal home, that there "there shall he no more pain." And meanwhile let us gratefully remember Tww much our Lord Jesus Christ has done to turn this
It will not make us less ready to sympathize with or
curse of pain into a blessing.
succour those who now are suffering, but will qualify us to do both better than before.

"My

"Why

"Why

For—
First of all : 1. By taking it upon himself. " He himselt
I. Christ has done this.
bare our infirmities, and carried our diseases." So was it predicted concerning him
and when he came here he fulfilled Isaiah's word by the intensity of his holy sympathy,
whii-eby the sorrows, pains, and distresses of those whom he healed were felt by him
And yet more, by himself submitting to pain so terrible that
as it they were his own.
he could say to all suffering ones in all ages, " Come, see if there ever was sorrow like
unto my sorrow." Then he took the lot of pain upon himself. He has entered into it
not only by Divinest sympathy but by actual experience. So that now the sufferers
tread no solitary path; One is with them in the roughest, sternest of its ways, and that
One is " like unto the Son of man." They may have the fellowship of his sufferings,
because he certainly has the fellowship of theirs. Have we not seen or heard oftentimes how, in the paroxysms of agony with which poor pain-stricken ones are now and
again seized, they love, when the dread dark hour comes upon them, to have by them
some one dear to them, the dearest they possess, and to clasp his or her hand and to
to pour out to them their cries and tears, and to be soothed
feel the clasp of theirs
ami strengthened by the loving sympathy on which they lean? Maybe some of us
have taken part in scenes like that. But such blessed aid, and more than that, our
Lord wills that every sufferer should have by reason of his sympathy, his presence, and
The present writer well remembers how a poor young girl, dying
his own dear love.
in much pain, told him that she loved to look at « picture, which hung by her bedside,
for, she said, " it helps me to bear my pain better."
of the Saviour bearing his cross
Yes, every sufferer m»y grasp his hand, and be assured that, though unseen and unfelt
;

;

—
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senses, he grasps theirs.
For just as he went down amongst the
" multitude of impotent foik " that lay in the porches of Bethesda, so still he comes
down amongst our pooi' suffering humanity, himself a "Man of sorrows, and acquainted
with grief." And now the Marah-like waters the bitter wells of human life he has
for ever made sweet and wholesome by the healing influence of that cross
that tree so
accursed for him, so precious for us upon which, for us all, he suffered and died. Yes,
as it has been beautifully said, "he has done all this.
It was for this that he came
for this, among many other reasons.
His was pre-eminently, as we know, a painfu.
life.
He was acquainted with grief, and a Man of sorrows ; and this aoquaintanceshij:
was sought and formed for our sakes, because no man knew what to do with grief.
Our Lord came hither, and, being made man. entered upon a brief pilgrimage in the
earth
^brief, yet sufficient to find out wiiat was liere, and what had need to be done.
And scarcely had he commenced his journey before he met with that ancient form of
Grief.
She had been walkinar up and down the earth for thousands of years. She first
appeared in the garden of Eden. She stood forth from behind the fatal tree, and
emerged, from those bounds which, before the first offence, she had never dared to cross;
and ever since she had been going about and haunting men. When. Christ began his
pilgrimage, he met her and she met him, and they looked one another in the face; and
' He was acquainted with si'ief.'
sue never left him.
And through this acquaintancesliip it would seem, as happens when a lower nature feels the influence of a higher, that
she became ohansed. She had been hard and cold, she became tender and gentle;
she had been tyrannical and imperious, but under the influence of that Divine
Companion she lost her old harshness and severity, and seemed to do her work with
a half-reluctance, and without the old readiness to add torment to the unhappy.
cannot tell how it happened, but Grief, through her acquaintance and familiarity with
the Son of man, became like a new creature. In her were seen a certain softness and
pensiveness which she never had before; her form became altered and her footsteps
light; until she seemed to take the air of a sister of mercy, anil to breathe forth a
wondrous benediction while she walked with him. Doubtless it was his influence-that
worked the change. It was he who tnrned that scourge of small cords, which she had
carried from time immemorial, into a cross, and gave to her eyes that tender look which
seems to say, 'I do not willingly afflict nur grieve you,
children of men.' Thus
they went through the world hand-in-hand, until he went out of it by the gate of the
grave, tasting death for every man.
And Grief has been acting ever since as one of his
ministers, and representing him, and doing the work of mercy in his kingdom.
She
has given to men in tiiese latter days more than she ever took away. She is a dispenser,
not a spoiler; her hands are full of goodly gifts, and though her discipline be painful;
yet it is ever merciful ; and, as a gentle almoner, she offers and bestows, wherever faith
and love dispose the heart to receive them, new and perfect pledges of eternal blessing
and glory." Thus has Christ transformed Grief and Pain, who is one of her chief
ministers.
Pain is still like the rough ore dug out of the heart of the earth ; but it
need no longer be used, as it so lona has been, to forge harsh chains of bondage, but
it may, it shall be, if only we be willing, fashioned into crowns of glory, yea, diadems
for the blessed themselves.
And: 2. By his acceptance of our pain as an offering we
may present to him. We often feel and say that, all we do may and should be
consecrated to him, and, without doubt, he accepts it. But this is not all that he is
willing to accept.
All that we have to hear he will also, and as willingly, accept.
Was not his own offering unto God one in which he suffered? His submission rather
than his activity constituted the very essence of his sacrifice. Not alone were the gold
-symbol of all man's wealth and the frankincense symbol of worship presented to
him but the myrrh symbol of suffering, of sorrow, of pain, of death. For it was
used in the embalming of the dead and for ministering relief to sufferers in their agony,
and hence it was offered to our Lord upon the cioss. And so, from its constant
association with scenes of sadness and distress, it came to represent and symbolize all
pain.
And this was offered to the Lord, and may be and should be still. In our
moments of most terrible pain there is nothing better to do than to offer it all to him,
for his glury, and so to lay it at the feet of the King of sorrows. 3. And by the rtvelationi
Hence we know
he makes to us conr^erning it.
(1) He has told us whence it came.
that it is not an inherent, a constituent, part of our nature, en joy is; but it is a

by the bodily
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and an intrudpr. It came in with sin and shall go out
rendering high and holy service. Of. St. Paul, "Our light
" In these verses it is not merely asserted that
aflSiction which is," etc. (2 Cor. iv. 17).
one day we shall he rid of pain, but also that meanwhile it is working out for us
'glory.'
It not merely precedes, but produces, is the mother, the progenitor, of glory."
Does the mariner grieve over the rushing wind which fills his sails, and bears him
No more should we over pain, since it is
swiftly on to the haven where he would be?
our helper forward, homeward, heavenward. (3) That it will one day certamly and
for ever cease.
n. Christ alokb does this. "Human wisdom has from the first been helpless
It has no explanation of suffering
before what may be called the problem of pain.
it cannot give it a satisfactory position in the scheme of life.
To philosophy sorrow is
an anomaly and an offence. Philosophy hath builded her house, she bath hewn out
her seven pillars, and she hath acquainted her heart with all wisdom and yet there is
a skeleton in her house, a spectre glides through her pillars, and a presage of hollow,
final failure is in every effort to keep up appearances.
She cannot contrive what to do
with that problem of sorrow, suffering, and pain. She has but two things to which to
trust, and she can trust in neither.
The first is stoicLsm, the second anodynes. With
stoicism she tries to meet the question on the spiritual side; with anodynes, on the
physical.
In each direction she encounters defeat. She tells the sufferer to harden his
heart and set his teeth, and bear it if he can, not in faith and love, not in hope and
And when she finds it useless to try and help him
trust, but in stern, stiff defiance.
that way, and hears his shrieks repeated, and meets his reproachful and despairing ey«s,
she has but one expedient more, in the anodyne and anaesthetic. She exhibits the
drug or the subtle vapour, and thereby stills the pain. In this she admits defeat, and
flies before the foe.
She has relieved the body indeed, but it is at the expense of the
The sense of pain is gone, but the light of the soul is also extinguished. The
spirit.
dying flesh feels no more its own agony because the heaven-bom flame of reason is
quenched, and the man is drugged and crazed into siupefaction and unconsciousness.
Thus does Philosophy deal with the terrible problem of this painful life. She has no
spiritual meiioine for it; while physical remedies amount at last to the suspension and
temporary destruction of conscious existence.' But we have seen our Lord's more
a way so blessed that it is an insult to compare the one with the other.
excellent way
Glory be to his Name for ever for that whioli he hath done
See to it 1. That when suffering comes on you, you
III. What we abb to do.
have Christ ne^r you to turn your pain into blessing. Come to him now, that he may
come to you then. 2. Think of, sympathize with, pray for and succour those who now
Ask him to be near them, and go you near them yourselves with loving
are suffering.
help.
So join with him in his merciful work, and there shall come on you the blessing,
stranger, a foreigner,

therewith.

(2)

That

an

alien,

it is

;

—

:

"

Inasmuch

as ye have done it unto

— " All things new

my

—

brotbren, ye have done it unto me."

S. 0.

" a spring sermon.
What a vivid and glorious illustration
words we witness in the beautiful spring-tide season! For in the natural
world God is, indeed, making all things new. The bare brown stretches of land have
become verdant with the springing corn ; the skeleton-like branches of the trees, which
a few weeks ago tossed their gaunt arms and moaned sadly beneath the pitiless
tempest and cold, are now covered with rich foliage, and many are bright with beautiful
blossoms, lovely for the eye to look upon. The glades of the wood and the hedgerows
which were mute but a while ago, because their feathered songsters were away in
warmer climes, are now once more resonant with song; for "the winter is over and
gone, and the time of the singing of birds is come."
The aspect of universal nature is
completely changed transfigured and transformed from that which it wore in the
weary wintry time. God has made " all things new." We never could have believed
it possible had we been less familiar with many a previous spring.
Were we able to
think of ourselves as utterly ignorant of the resurrection and regeneration of spring,
did we know nothing of what God is wont to do in this season of the year, we could
As we looked upon all the rich beauty of
never have believed such a change possible.
the earth, we should be ever askin'^, " Who are the.se, and whence came they?"
We
^:ould never have imagined that those bare seeds, which weru cast into the ^und,
Ver. 5.

of these
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We

should
would have become the blade and the springing corn as we now see them.
gaze with admiration, but with wonder, at the glorious garment of forest and of field.
Apart from our knowledge, all this new creation which the returning spring presents
would have been as incredible to us as the resurrection of the dead was to the Athenians.
And that which, but for long experience, we could not have believed of the natural
world, we, for want of such experience, are slow to believe in regard to the spiritual
world, to which the words of our text do, of course, refer.
read of the new heavens
and the new earth, of the freedom from the manifold evils and distresses with which
we are so sadly familiar here but because we know not these things by experience
they are not real to us, they do not affect us as they would were we as sure of them as
we are of the new creation of spring. For here and now, in this poor present life of ours,
we are for the most part in a spiritual winter. " It doth not yet appear what we shall
be," any more than it appears in the winter-time, to the uninstruoted eye, what the
Life, looked at in the mass, is so sombre, so drear, so cheerless and
earth shall be.
cold, notwithstanding a bright gleam here and there, iri'adiating now this home circle
and now that ; yet for the most part life is one long winter, and its spring-time is not
And tence all discourse about the other and better life has, more or less, the
yet.
smile sadly as we hear or read
semblance of unreality and vagueness about it.
what meu have thought on the subject, and we say, " How does he know ? It is but
a perhaps; we cannot really know."
The best we can say is, "It may be, and we hope
And none realize so clearly, or grasp so firmly, as they should, the promise of
it is so."
the blessed future spiritual spring which is afBimed in our text. But may we not do
something to reanimate and strengthen our faith ? May we not listen to the Lord God
my
saying to us in this spring-tide, " Behold, I do make all things new ; believe,
children, that even yet, in far fuller and more glorious way, I will, as I have said in
my Word, again and perfectly make all things new"? And let U3 answer back,
" Lord, we believe ; help thou our unbelief. Lord, increase our faith." Now, help may
come to us through letting our thoughts dwell a while on some of the oharacteriitics of
the new creation told of here.
Frequently does our Lord ipeak in
I. Odb conceptions op God will be new.
"a name which no man knoweth saving he that
this book of his "new name"
receiveth it." Aod from this we gather that none of us here, not even the lalntliest
and most devout, knows God as he is to be knnwn.
In that great Scripture, 1 Cor. xv.,
II. And there shall be a new body.
the spiritual body, the corruptible exchanged for
St. Paul enlarges on this theme
the incorruptible. And if any doubt, he poiuts tliem to the new body which God
is ever fashioning out of the " bare grain, it may chance of wheat, or of some other
grain."
In the blade, the ear, the full corn in the ear, he bids us behold the pattern,
type, and analogy of our resurrection-life.
The impartatiou of new moral dispositions and
III. And a new chabacter.
habits; or, if not new, so intensified and exalted iu their force as to be practically new
in degree, if not in kind.
IV. And a new social condition. Probably nothing will be more marked in the
Kingdom of God than the total reversals of the judgments of the world. That which
the world higlily esteems will be as naught, that which it despises honoured (ot Luke

We

;

We

—

—

—

xvi. 15).

V. And theee will be a new dwelling-place. Not literally do we understand
the words about the new heavens and new earth for there is no need that we should,
and much reason why we should not. But we take them as telling of the great moral
changes that shall take place, and the physical changes that will result therefrom.
For during all the past man's matmal habitation has been largely dependent upon,
and the result of, his moral character. Ps. cvii., " The fruitful field becomes a wilderAnd then again, " He turneth the wilderness
ness because of the wickedness," etc.
So is it for the
into a standing water, and the dry grounds into water-springs."
So many are the aids to the faith, that, given a new moral character, there
righteous.
Look at Palestine, the Holy Land. Once her fields
will be a new dwelling-place.
flowed with milk and iioney; but now, and for long centuries, through the cursed
Again, go oret
misrule of Mohammedanism, vast regions of ihat land are but desert.
the Campagna ot Rome, once thronged with human life and wealth, but now for
;

.

—

—

;
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the most part a deadly plain in which men cannot live. And, on the other hand,
where men have obeyed the laws of Qor\, there the reverse has been everywhere
seen.
In the great missionary ages of ti.e Church companies of God-fearing men
wonld go to some desoiate district, often wild, bare, and miserable in the extieme.
In the heart of forests, in the midst of fens, on rugged cliffs, or in lonely islands
and there they would alternate tueir prayers and psalms, their sacramentB and
other sacred services, with hard labour and diligent toil, until they had made the
wilderness to rejoice and blossom as the rose.
And now, rabid Protestantism sneers
at those old monks because, it is said, they always knew how to choose the best and
fairest of earth's dwelling-places. But it was their fear of God that led to the regeneration of the earth on which they dwelt.
And when Ps. Ixvji. is fulfilled, and " all the
people praise thee,
God; then shall the earth yield her increase; God shall bless
us, and all the ends of the world shall fear him."
Now, of all this, and much more
But,
this blesseii spring-tide tells to those who have ears to hear its prophecies.
remember, spring-tide can do nothing for things that are dead. Have we, then, the
seed of the life of God within us? "I am come," said the Lord, "that they might
have life, and that they might have it more abundantly." S. 0.

—

" What 1 free?" says one,
The free salvation. "Twill give .
freely."
.
have to watch anti pray, to struggle and strive, if I am to obtain the crown
of life? How can it be free when I have thus to strain every energy in order to make
it mine ? "
But the very fact that you do thus strive shows that you have already
drunk of this water of life. It is the energy of that grace working in you. If you
had never drunk at all you would not be thus " striving against sin." It is from life,
because of it, that you are thus aroused. If you were dead you would make no effort
at all.
So that the conflict you endure is no proof against the freeness of the water
of life, but rather for it.
And the conflict would not be so severe if you oblyed the
laws of the conflict. If you come to it but partly equipped, no wonder you are at
a disadvantage. Matthew Henry says, " If a beast have to draw a load, a yoke will
help him." But if the yoke be only half on, he will find the work much harder.
And so with us. Christ says, ' Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me.' But if
we will only half wear his yoke, if we are seeking to compromise with the world, no
wonder that our Christian life is hard." Still, that we struggle at all proves that
Christ's grace has been given, and is not withdrawn.
Now, our text says that this
grace which biirjgeth salvation, and which is here called " the water of life," is freely
Ver. 6.

"

When

.

I

Now note
Men are slow

given.

to believe thm
Of course, those who are not " athirst " don't
think anything at all about the matter. They don't care for salvation, and, therefore,
the conditions of its bestowal are no concern to them. But there are those many,
thank God who " thirst," but who are slow to believe in this "freeness " of the gift
I.

—

—

of the water of life.
Now, why is this? Perhaps it is: 1. They cannot fed that
Ood is good. They know he has a right to be " hard " with them, and they think
he is so. Earthly fathers would be hard with children who have behaved as they
have done, and so it is concluded the heaveidy Father will be likewise. .They are
slow to forgive : will not he be ? 2. Their pride. They would like to bring something in return character, conduct, gifts, prayers. 3. The laws of their common life
Nothing for nothing is the law of life. In the sweat of their
tell against this lelief.
brow they must eat bread. They must pay the price for whatsoever they want. And
thej think so is it with this blessing that they desire. 4. The mass of mankind
everywhere and always have disbelieved. Certainly there is no religion, and never has
been anywhere, whose terms are like those in the text. And the mass of those who
profess this one explain these terms away.
The o]jinion of mankind is, and ever has
been, against this freeness. Such are some of the reasons why many who " thirst " are
yet slow to believe.

—

II. But yet there
and greatest gifts are

is

great reason why they should believe.

free.

1.

Life

We

not precious to us ? How we
And all the essentials of life. The
warmth of the sun, the Itmd which produces our food,
is

it

All God's best

certainly paid nothing for that,
struggle to preserve, adorn, and prolong it I
air we breathe, the water we drink, the light
itself.

—these were

but
2.

and

all freely given,

—
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though, indeed, man, in his selfishness, has hindered that freeness so far as he can,
3. And all that makes life
and, doubtless, would far more were it but in his power.
The mind, with all its powers; the affections, which are the solace and
blessed.
sweeteners of life ; the sense and love of the beautiful, in art, iu nature ; conscience,
the guide of life ; all these are given freely, and they are God's best earthly gifts,
and are free. Therefore this gift the " water of life," which is more precious than
all
may well be free likewise. Furthermore: 4. It is the Lord who giveth. Shall
he descend to bargain with man, to let man transact with him his salvation ? For
him there can be but one relationship in which he stands, to us in this matter. H«
must, because be is what he is, freely give. 5. And the gift itself, how could it be
purchased^ If it were but of slender worth man might, perhaps, find a price; but
being what it is, what can purcliase it? 6. And we being what we are, altogether
without righteousness, merit, or claim, whence have we that which we could bring
Therefore, if there be that which may make u»
as compensation for this gift?
question the freeness of this gift, there is far more to make us believe therein.
For: 1. There are none to whom we may
III. And how blessed the belief!
Were there limitations, terms, and conditions, we
not go with the gospel message.
could not invite all. 2. It kills the power of sin. To grieve One who has shown such
mercy and grace is felt to be impossible. What he hates we must hate, and what
he loves we must love. 3. It inspires us with holy purpose. It is a continual spur
to all Christian endeavour. It is ever prompting the question, " Lord, what wilt thou
have me to do?" 4. It imparts a Messed satis/action. "He that drinketh of the
water that I shall give him," said our Lord, " shall never thirst." He will thirst for
more of that water, but never for aught beside. 5. It fosters humility, and frowns
upon and forbids all pride. " Where is boasting ? It is excluded." So said St. Paul,
•nd reason and experience prove his saying true.
IV. BcT THE question IS Do WE BELIEVE? Believing, according to a good
theological, if not etymological, definition, is what a man " lives by."
Therefore a
mere mental assent is not believing. But if we believe, if we live by this faith, then
we shall be joyful, holy, strong, beneficent. These will be the natural outcome of
a life sustained by this belief. What shall a man say if at the last he be found
unsaved when he might have freely partaken of this living water had he chosen so
to do ?
Let us go at once and take thereof. If never before, then now ; if before,
then again and yet again. S. 0.

—

—

—

—

—

Ver. 7.
The predominant practical purpose of the Apocalypse. " He that overcometh," etc. At the beginning of this bjok in the epistles to the seven Churches—
we had this repeated promise, " to him that overcometh." And its reiteration there
as well as here alike proves that the purpose of this book was an intensely practical
one.
It was not given to furnish food for mere mental or sentimental musings, or
Far other and higher than these were
to be only a treasure-house of poetical imagery.
the ends contemplated. Think of some of them.
to encourage the persecuted, much-tried Church, into
I. That one here named
whose hands the book first came, to continue patient, to increase courage, to endure
For this were all its awful warnings, its vivid pictnres of
still the trials of their lot.
judgment, its entrancingly beautiful promises so exceedingly great and precious.
They all aimed to deepen in the mind of each member of the Church the conviction
of Eom. viii. 18, " I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy,"
etc.; and to convince of the truth of the Lord's words (Matt. xix. 29), " Every one
Such was the primary purpose of the book. But there are
that hath forsaken," etc.

—

—

—

others.

-

To VINDICATB THE OHAEAOTEB OP GoD. It has ever been the trial of the
thoughtful in all ages how tlie present condition of the world could be consistent with
the conviction of the character of God as holy, just, and good. This Apocalypse of the
II.

things does not a little to reassure and re-establish the tottering
are being conducted to a glorious and beautiful city where
we would fain be, we do not heed overmuch the discomforts of the way.
It does this
1. By revealing a
dettiny.
III. To ENNOBLE liiFB.
The
elevating power of luch a revelation cannot but be, for it always is, great,
2. By

end and
faith.

i.'isue

of

all

Wher we know we

:
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—
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uplifting our desires

If I believe in the issue of suffering,

and
and

to "

work out," must not this minister patience ?
V. To MAKE us "always ABO0NDIKO IN THE woBK OF THE LoRD," because here
"
we have shown to us that our labour is not in vain in the Lord." No faithful effort
the good

it is

thrown away, or can be.
VI. To FURNISH us WITH A GOSPEL FOR THE POOB. Because, when here we have
done what we can for those who need our help, ministering to them to the best of our
power, if we have nothing else to say to them, our all is but little. But this
Apocalypse gives iis much else much indeed.
VII. To MEET AND MINISTBB TO THE NATURAL DESIRE FOR BLESSEDNESS. Man IS
made to be blessed. His constitution demonstrates that, and his incessant desire for
happiness is that which lends greatest force to the lies of the world, the flesh, and the
Now, in such revelation of the future of God's redeemed as these chapters
devil.
give, there is the response to that hunger of the soul which others falsely promise, but
which this alone can give.
VIII. To MAKE THE LoBD Jesus Christ PRECIOUS TO US. Por he it is who,
having " overcome the sliarpness of death," has opened " the kingdom of heaven to
We owe it all to him, and by him alone can we keep in that "patient
all believers."
continuance in well-doing," which by his grace lands us at last on that blessed shore.
Such are some of the ends contemplated by this book. Are they being fulfilled in
is

—

us?—S.

0.

—
—

—

2%e holy Jerusalem. Not "the heavenly Jerusalem," the
Ver. 9
ch. xxii. 6.
" Jerusalem that is above," of which we read in Heb. xii. 22 xi. 10, 16 ; xiii. 14
the heavenly community of the righteous.
Nor the Jerusalem here
Gal. iv. 26
below, in the present life the Church in her militant state. But the New Jerusalem
on the glorified earth, with the introduction of which the others vanish. Now, in the
ample and beautiful description of that which as yet is not, we have not merely what
may well uplift and make glad our hearts by way of holy anticipation, but also we
have portrayed, in beautiful symbol, the pattern of what the true Church of Christ,
even now and here, should ever aspire to be. St. John was blessed with the beatific
vision of " the holy Jerusalem; " and to this end as when we would well see a great
mountain we need to be ourselves on a similar elevation St. John was carried
away to a great and high mountain ; as Moses on Mount Pisgah, that he might the
But whilst this Word of God tells of the chosen
better see the promised land.
Church in her consummated and perfect condition before God, it is also a glorious
picture, not merely to be looked at and longed for, but, to the uttermost of our power,
Bunyan, in his treatise on tha
to be embodied in our own Church-life here on earth.
New Jei:usalem, has worked out this idea at length; he holding that these chapters
for then there will
tell of not the final condition of mankind, the end of all things
be no longer heathen to be healed, and living yet outside the city but of the perfected
Church, perfectly redeemed and restored, and "without spot, or wrinkle, or any such
thing." But what we have here is the description of the true New Testament Church.
" As there were three states of Jerusalem, so there are of the Church.
The first, for
the city, was that under Solomon, and answers to the Church in the days of our Lord
and his apostles; the second was Jerusalem's degraded and captured state, and answers
to the Church ever since the apostolic age; the third, of which Nehemiah and Isaiah
so largely tell, is her recovered state when the exiles returned and rebuilt their city
and walls again." The foundation chapter is Isa. Ix., which was written for the
comfort of the captives in Babylon, as is this for the comfort of the Church of to-day.
Eapidly reviewing this glorious promise for Christ's Church, we are told
(Vers. 11, 23.) This is named first in order, as it is first in
I. Of her qlort.
importance. It means that the grace of God which is ever in his Church shall appear,
be manifest, conspicuous. It is likened to the most precious of stones not the jasper
which we know, lor that was never most precious nor otherwise such as is here
described; but probably the diamond, which does answer to what is here said.
Now,
In the ideal Church, which
this " glory " is the all-important thing (of. Isa. Ix. 19).
;

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
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comes down from God and

is according to his mind, iti gracious character, the Christ
within her, will bo the all-conspicuous thing.
(Vers. 12
II. Her SEonBiTY.
14 ; cf. Isa. liv. 14.) The Church is likened to a
Isa. xxvi. 1, "
have a strong city," etc. The perfect Church
city for its strength.
shall be impregnable. " No weapon formed against her shall prosper." The Church of

—

We

to-day is exposed to all manner of attack, and here and there succumbs. But it ia
because she lacks this wall. The holy city has many gates, but all are angel-guarded.
There is freedom of entrance for those who should enter, but none for those who
should not. The angel-guards keep watch and ward. Believers the seed of believing
Abraham, the true Israel of God these, whose names are written on the gates, have
But they shall come from no one nation. On either side are three
right of entrance.
They may, they will, come from every quarter of the earth (cf. Luke xiii. 29).
gates.
And this Church is the " city which hath foundations" (Heb. xi. 10), and it is " built

—

—

upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets

" (ver. 14).

The

—

blessed doctrine

they taught will be the basis of the Church's security the Christ they
preached, the gospel they proclaimed (Eph. ii. 20; Matt. six. 28).
As in ch. xi. 1 the measuring meant inspection and
III. Hbr FAULTLESSNKsa.
test, Ro here ''vers. 15
This city will bear Divine scrutiny; in regard to her
17).
people, "the city;" her conditions of entrance, "the gates;" her confident security,
" the wall." The whole corresponds to the Divine ideal.
What contrast to the
Church of to-day! And this city is built in perfect symmetry. The square was
regarded as the symbol of completeness and all-perfect proportion (cf. Eph. iii. 4,
" comprehend . .
the breadth, and length, and depth, and height," by which St. Paul
meant the symmetry and fair proportion of the Christian Church and eharacter).
And not perfect only in proportion, but vast in extent. " In my Father's house are
many mansions." The heart of Christ shall "be satisfied," not alone with the
Such seems to be the meaning
beautiful form of his Church, but with its greatness.
of the fifteen hundred miles square which is said to be the measurement of this city.
There never was or could be a literal city so vast. It surpasses all human conception
as shall the reality, the Church.
The height of it is named only to intensify the
ideas of proportion and extent.
The wall, compared with the height of the city, is
but low. Sufficient for security, but not for obscurity. It would not hide the
magnificence of the city as it stood on the sides of the vast eminence on which it was
" Beautiful for situation, the joy of the
built, but yet the wall would well defend it.
whole earth," etc. (Ps. xlviii.). Translated out of metaphor, the meaning is that the
Church which fulfils the Divine ideal will commend itself by its moral and spiritual
symmetry, its correspondence to the plan of the great Architect its " Maker and
Builder," God.
IV. Its ADiiBNMBNTS. (Vers. 18 21.) The symbolism of these verses is taken from
Isa. liv. 11, 12.
The walls and city flashed with light, as the diamond, and like to
burnished gold. So that the vision of it would attract, fix, and delight the mind of
the beholder (cf. " Let your light so shine before men," etc.). If the jasper or diamond
tell of Christ, he being the Corner-stone, elect, " precious," then the Church's glory
(ver. 11), her defence (ver. 18), and her adornment (ver. 19), are alike Christ.
And
this is so.
And the city is like pure gold, for all spiritual riches and treasure are in
her.
To bring her to this condition involved much refining work. But now no fire
can harm her, for her dross is all gone. But the foundations also have their adornment. The apostles were adorned, as are all true ministers of Christ's Church, with
the gifts and graces he bestows upon them many, varied, and all precious; and with
the converts to Christ whom they have won. " Ye are our glory and joy," said St.
Paul to the Thessalonians (of. Dan. xii. 3, Eevised Version). These converts also are
all "living stones," but all precious, though varied in every way in which human souls
can be varied. The Church of Christ has her bride-like adornments (ver. 2), in the
grace of spiritual character, the goodly gifts, and in the power to bless others, with
which he endows her. Nor must we forget the glory of her gates (ver. 21). "I am
the way," said our Lord. He is the Gate of entrance, and he is as a Pearl of great
price,
Bimyan notes that whilst we are told the measurements of the city and the
And, he says, " it is because Christ, the Way,
wall, we are told nothing of the srates.
And the " unsearchable riches " of his grace are »lsf
is beyond all measurement."

which

—

.

—

—

—
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Who

set forth by the figure of the gates of " one pearl."
could compute the prica
of such a pearl ? It will be the glory of the perfect Church that " one pearl, and
that. " the Pearl of great price," even Christ himself, is presented to every man at
every entrance to the Church, so that none can come save by him. And even " the
The street, the places of concourse, tlie ways in which
street " was of " pure gold."
the people of the city walk, are golden. That is, they are ways of holiness, godly
ways, ways good and precious, ways of pleasantness and paths of peace. The spiritual
glory, beauty, and riches of this way are what is meant, and what each heart knows to

be

true.

V. Its matubity of spieitual chabaoteb. As the ordinances of the tabemacls
and temple gave way to the ordinances of Christ, so these ordinances will themselves
give way to the worship "in spirit and in truth," which shall be the most perfect
worship of all. " When that which is perfect is come, tlien that which is imperfect
shall be done away " (1 Cor. liii. 10).
The temple was to the Jews the means of
access to a revelation of, and a place of instruction concerning, God.
But in Christ's
very presence no medium is needed, for access is direct to God. And in a Church that
aspires after this model there will be not a discarding and rejection of all ordinances
and forms, but there will be a growing independence of them. Whilst prized and
used, they will not be indispensable.
Being what we are, we may be thankful that
still the ordinances of religion
sacred seasons, sanctuaries, and services are continued
to us still.
But there, in the holy Jerusalem, they will not be needed. And like as
the shrine, the most holy place in the tabernacle and temple, was lit up with no
earthly light, but with the Shechinah-oloud, the visible glory of God, so shall it be
in the city of God.
Translated, this means that in the perfect Church the glory of
the grace of Olirist in her shall render unnecessary all lesser glory, though in the eyes
of men such glory should be as the sun and moon for greatness.
VI. Heh attbactivbness.
Nations outside the city are clearly supposed.
" Nations," not " nations of the saved," is the true reading (see Eevised Version).
The heathen are meant. Then will be the true missionary age. Then shall be
fulfilled, as cannot be now, the promises of the universal spread of the knowledge of
the Lord (cf. Isa. Ix. 11). The heathen shall come and their kings, and they shall
consecrate their alt to Christ.
And this shall continually be going on. For (ver. 27)
the gates shall never be shut, but kept ever open for this blessed inflow of all to
Christ.
She is likened to a city, for cities are centres of influence, and affect for good
Think of what London and like cities do in this way. And " the
or ill all around.
holy Jerusalem " shall thus influence and attract " the nations," who shall gladly
walk in her "light." The blessing of God, the absence of which is the- meaning of
"night" in St. John's language, shall be ever present (cf. John xiii. 30, "And it
was night"). Hence the blessed power of this city over the heathen around.
VII. H«B HOLINESS. (Ver. 27.) Note this frequent form of expression. Denying
one thing and asserting its extreme contrast. " There shall not enter any," etc.,
but there shall enter those in the book of life (cf. ch. iii. 5, " I will not blot out . . .
but I will confess," etc. ; ch. xx. 6, " the second death . . . but they shall be priests,"
The darkness of an evil condition is named to be denied, in order to serve as
etc.).
a foil to the glory of the blessed condition which is afiSrmed. And so it is here. The
perfect holiness of the city is rendered more conspicuous by the denial of entrance to
all abomination.
Let us remember, therefore, " Without holiness no man shall see the
Lord."
VIII. Hbb peovision ahd blessedness. (Ch. ixii. 1
1. As to the first, this
5.)

—

—

—

The provision is plenteous,
consists of the river (ver. 1) and of the tree of life (ver. 2).
as is a river for they that would drink, and as are the trees bearing its twelve harvests
year by year, and standing on either side the river. Accessible, also ; for the rirei
flows through the street of the city, and the trees are on either side.
No flaming
sword now bars access thereto, but it is in view and in reach of and for the enjoyment
By these symbols of the river and the tree are meant as when we read (Isa
of all.
all necessary food.
But as all here refert
xxxiii. 16) of bread and water being sure
to spiritual things, we take our Lord's own interpretation, and read in the river th«
Here we receive that blessing as a refreshing
fulness of the Holy Spirit's blessing.
dew or as drops of raiu, but there it shall flow forth as a river from the thron« <A Ooa

—

—

——
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For the Holy QhoBt proceedeth from the Father and the Son ; and

Christ spoke of the water that he would give, St. John adds, " This spake he
And as to the tree of life, Jesus said, "I am the Way, the Truth, and
of- the Spirit."
;
ttie Life
" " I am the Resurrection and the Life " and repeatedly, " I am the Bread
of life." Himself, then, in his sustaining, strengthening grace ; and the Holy Spirit
all this in abundance shall be the
in his sanctifying, refreshing, reviving power;
spiritual portion of the inhabitants of the holy city.
And though none there ever have
to say, " I am sick," yet there are those outside the city who arc, and the leaves of
this blessed tree are for their healing.
So that it not only blesses those who eat of it,
but makes them a blessing to others also. 2. And now, finally, the exceeding Mesiedneii
of the people of the holy Jerusalem, God's servants, is set forth in a series of striking
statements. (1) " There shall be no more cursi ."
Here, again, note the form of
expression naming the evil, whilst denying it, to set off more vividly the exceeding
good which is aflSrmed. The " curse " is everywhere here on man, and on the earth,
Death, the most awful form of the curse, " reigns." " But
his dwelling-place, alike.
there," etc. (2) " The throne of God and the Lamb shall be in it." The will of God, his
holy Law, his righteous authority, shall be confessed and rejoiced in. (3) " His servants
with ease, alacrity, delight, and effect. Not, as here, with a poor,
shall serve him "
maimed, marred service, and even that too often rendered reluctantly, or from impure
motive, (4) " And they shall see his face." The joy of intimate fellowship shall be
theirs.
(5) " And his name . . . foreheads." They shall be confessed before all, sealed
and owned, manifested, as the sons of God. (6) " And there shall be no night."
When the Lord was betrayed, St. John tells that " it was night." Here, in the city
and scene of his triumph, he tells us repeatedly that " there is no night." The light
of God's love shall never be lacking.
(7) "And they shall reign for ever and ever."
What sentences these are how full, how inexhaustible in their meaning I " Reign "
Yes, the chosen Churoh shall be the ari.stocracy, the ruling
so also our Lord said.
class, exercising wise, holy, and beneficent rule over the masses of mankind in the
kingdom of God. Such rule is ever the greatest blessing to men their real need and
Wise rule that is what is wanted, and that shall be. It shall be no eelfish
light.
lilessedness which the elect of God shall enjoy, but one that shall flow forth in
hetieficence for which they will have both the will and the power.

when

—

—

—

—

!
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—

—

"Come, kingdom of our God,

And raise thy glorious throne,
In worlds by the undying trod.
Where God shall bless his own."

&0.
The glory-light : a sermon for Midsummer Day. "And the city had no
Ver. 23.
need of the sun," etc. To-day is the longest day of the year the day in which the
It may be allowed, therefore, to
light of the sun lasts longer than on any other day.
suggest thoughts concerning that place and time when the sun shall no longer be
needed, its light being superseded by the light of the glory of God. Now, it may
be that our text is to be taken literally. What is here said is clearly not impossible,
for there has been the resemblance of it already in the most holy place of the taberBut if the Sim be really no longer needed, then we may believe that there
nacle.
will be
The
I. Better means than the present of rbvealino what is to be known.
sun is our revealer here. Its light is that which makes all things manifest. All light,
Either from the sun's direct
artificial as well as natural, comes from one central sun.
rays, as in daylight, or from those rays stored up in primeval forest products, and now
But when we see things in the light of God's glory, we
liberated again for our use.
Our judgments of what is seen will, after luch
shall see far more than we do now.
vision, be changed not a little.
The sun is such a means. Harvests spring and
II. Better means op growth.
And because " growth " will belong to the better world for
ripen beneath its beams.
we cannot conceive of an everlasting halt and standstill even more than to this, there
must be means of growth. The sun here represents all such means, whether in things

—

—

—
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means are superseded, then the glory of God
well understand this a hetter lueaus.
III. And or adobnmekt.
It is the sun which, touching, tinges with all loveliest
hues even the dullest and dreariest things. Out of the dreary rain it calls forth the
gorgeous " bow in the cloud," the seven-hued arch that spans the heavens, so unspeakably lovely that St. John makes it again and again the symbol of the glory that overarches the throne of God. But in the light of Christ and God, told of here, we shall
become spiritually beautiful. Here we may see all manner of beauty, and remain foul
at heart

material, mental, or moral.
But
must be and in tbicigs spiritual

—

these

if

—

we can

" Where every prospect

And

only

man

pleases,

is vile."

But that light likens those on whom it falls to him from whom it comes. What, then,
is the adornment of the natural sun compared to that ?
IV. And of sbbvice. " Work
while it is day the night cometh, when no
man can work." So, and truly, spoke our Lord. Sunlight and strength alike fail us,
though service needs to be rendered and work waits to be done. So is it here. But
there the essentials of service will be present in degree and kind such as here we have
not known.
Conclusion. 1. In order to our possession of all these, we must use the means we
have. They that cannot bear a weak light, will yet less bear a strong one.
2. As
there are better things provided for us, we may be sure that we shall be made better
.

likewise, so as to be
'
).—S. C.

fit for

them.

.

.

Our

:

future

home

is

a prepared place for a prepared

Ver. 25.
"No night there.^ I. The nioht a common emblem op things evil.
Bible notices of it are, like this of our text, ahnost always of a disparaging and
deprecatory tone. It is represented as undesirable, and as tolling of things that are
evil.
Sorrow (Isa. ixi., " Watchman, what of the night ? " speaking of Edom's afflic" Songs in the night " mean songs in Sorrowful seasons. Ignorance. " Darkness
tion).
shall cover the land, and gross darkness the people."
And concerning this land it was
said that " it sat in darkness," so dense was the ignorance of the people.
Sin. " Men
love darkness rather than light, because their deeds are evil;"
are not the children
Death. " Work . . . while it is day : the night
of the darkness, but of the light."
cometh, when no man can work."
The power of Satan. " This is your hour, and the
power of darkness." And there are many more of a like sort. And yet
II. The night is one op God's good gifts.
In plant-life it is essential to their
growth.
Night so naturalists tell is the time that the root of the plant feeds.
During the day the light acts as a force upon the lining of the bark of the plant or tree,
by which the nutriment is drawn up from the root. Now, at night that action ceases,
and the root is able to thrust itself downward, deeper and deeper into the soil, wherever
it can gain the nourishment it needs, and which it will have to supply when again the
light comes, and yet more when the spring comes.
The night is needed for this.
And it is the time when the plant rids itself of that which would be hurtful to its life.
The Bap that the light and warmth of day have drawn up from the roots returns thither
at night, but changed because charged with elements that the root will reject.
It is
these rejections of the root that render necessary the rotation of crops. The soil is
poisoned for the same plant, but is ready for others. Now, for this, and much more in
vegetable life, the night is needed.
And for animal life. Ps. civ. sings, " Thou makest
darkness, and it is night : wherein all the beasts of the forest do creep forth. The young
lions roar after their prey, and seek their meat from God."
Night is their feeding-time,
the sleeping-time of most of their victims. Thus much suffering is avoided, and yet " the

The

—

"We

—

—

lions " are fed. And for human life, 'i'he body is compelled to rest if its powers
are to continue in vigour, and the night-time is plainly given for that end.
They lyho
turn night into day and defraud the body of its due rest, frustrating the purpose for
vhich night was given, violate the Creator's laws, and must pay the certain and severe

young

penalty which such violation involves. And the mind owes much to the night season,
for it gains enlargement and instruction by the spectacle of the starry heavens ; they',
then, declare the glory of God.
And the loul is uplifted by the contemplation of that

—
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for yet other reasons, is night to be regarded as one of God's good
Nevertheless, in the new heavens and the new earth it is said, " There ii
Ao night thera."

However understood, the text

III.

Then the promise

is

a blessed peomisb.

1.

Suppose we under-

those varied ills of the mind and the
soul which night has been the symbol of as in the declaration that there shall be
"no more sea" shall be absent from the saints' eternal home. 2. Or if we take the
words literally and it is possible that this may be meant then they involve other
glorious elements of the future which Grod's Word leads us to look for; e.g. a new
physical nature.
For if there be no night, then no need of rest. Indeed, we are told
" they cease not" in their high employ " day nor night." But for such unresting and
yet untiring occupation a body not limiterl, frail, and easily fatigued, like our present
body, must be given; a physical nature altouether different from the present. And
" There is
that which we should have inferred is clearly stated in other Scriptures.
ft natural body," such as we now have, " and there is a spiritual body," which is what
we shall have. But if there be a new and a mnre glorious body, that is the index of
The external is the fit clothing of the
•a new and more glorious spiritual nature.
internal.
There is congruity between them, so that we argue, and for the most part
rightly, from the outward to the inward, and we gather much as to the character of
any creature from its external form. If, then, there shall be a new and glorious body,
what shall be the spirit within, which is furnished with so glorious an instrument for
the carrying out of its purposes? But if a new physical and spiritual nature, then
there must be a new mind towards God.
For it is plain that the embargo laid upon
our present nature, by which it is " made subject to vanity," has been taken off. That
" And now,"
limitation was because we were not to be trusted with larger powers.
said God, " lest he put forth his hand and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live
Man was, because of sin, made
for ever " (Gen. iii. 22) ; " so he drove out the man."
as he is, because if more had been given him he could not be trusted to use it aright.
That is the teaching of the verse in Genesis. But the possession of the new physical
and spiritual nature proves that that restriction has been removed. But that proves
that a new mind is in man towards God. No longer a rebellious disobedient mind, but
" the mind of Christ," of " a dear child." But if this, then there must be a new social
state ; no longer discord and strife, because there is one mind towards God, and hence
all are one.
But this is the Paradise of God, the kingdom of heaven itself. That we
may have ever-growing surety that we shall come to that blessed home of God's saints,
no
let us look within the region of our own hearts, and see if there be no night there
darkness of sin and unbelief. If there be, then at once let us turn to him, who giveth
to all who seek, that he may " shine into our hearts, to give us the light of the
knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ." S. 0.

stand

it figuratively.

is

—
—

that

—

all

—

—

—

Ver. 27.

— I9ie

heavenly

Church-hook.

"The Lamb's book

.of

life."

So bas one

pastors are very familiar with " Church-books," containing, as
they do, the roll of the names of those under their pastoral charge. With what gladness have they entered names there, when those who bore those names have avowed

named

Some

this book.

With what sorrow have they removed names
themselves the servants of the Lord
from that book when death or, far worse, evil conduct, has compelled such removal I
How often they liave praj ed over that book, remembering one by one those whose
names are there written, and supplicating God's grace for them! And in the text we
read of a like book. Note
the book itself. " The Lamb's book of life." It is the heart of
I. The wbitino
!

—

Christ.

"

Ai the high

The names of all his saints he bean
Deep graven on his heart."

priest of Israel bore

on

his jewelled breastplate the

names of the twelve

He forgets no name
tribes, so the record of Christ's people is Christ's heart.
" work of faith and labour of love " done for him ; not even the " cup of cold
given for his sake.
ing 1U every d*y T

Is

it

hard to believe ?

and no
water "

Why, do we not know how he is remember? And he luppliea all out

—our wants, our weaknesses, our sorrows
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more than any

life.

The Writer op

this book. It is Christ himself. Ministers cannot enter your
Sacraments and sacred services, though often observed, have not this
power. Birth and parentage, creed and profession, likewise fail.
We have spoken of the record and the Recorder; we
III. The written thkbein.
speak now of the recorded ones those written in the book. And who are these ? We
When any
reply •All save those whose names have been blotted out of that book.
cliild of man is born into this world, at once his name goes into this book ; and because
it is there, Christ's representative, his Church, through her ministers, lays claim to the
Children are baptized in the name of the Triune
child at the very beginning of its life.
God, btcause they belong to him, are his by creation, redemption, and the gift of his
So have we "learned Christ." But will the name stay in the book?
blessed Spirit.
as well as entry goes on in regard to
We are clearly taught that a process of erasure
" Lord, blot not out my name ! " should be the prayer of each of us.
that book.
And
what will ensure its permanence in the record? Faith, love, obedience, thes« three.
And where one is, the others are never far off. S. C.
II.

name

there.

—

—

—

—

— —

—

8.
The spiritual kingdom. Now, to the eye of the weary seer and in him
eye of the weary, suffering Church there appear new scenes. The darkness is
past.
The judgments of the Lord upon the evil powers, and uiion all who take part
with tbem as antagonists of the good, the pure, and the true, are passed away. And
to the comfort of the waiting, faithful ones, who endure "as seeing liim who ii
invisibln," the vision of the b!essedness of the righteous in the kingdom of their Father
The judgment which has just been represented, and in which the punishis granted.
ment of the wicked is brought especially into view, needs the supplement of the present
It commences an entirely new series; it is set over against that which haa
vision.
just closed.
To the end of the book now the brighter scenes of the Church's triumph,
Here seems to be represented the bright and happy consanctity and joy are given.
the glory of the kingdom of truth in its contrast to the power
dition of the Church
and evil-working of the kingdom of evil. These may be contemporaneous. If so, the
eye of the seer is lifted from the struggle of evil to the rest of the gospel salvation.
This is certainly the brighter side of human history, It is the Divine and heavenly
But it appears to run on into the great future ^the final conditions. To them,
side.
however, it must not be confined. It is " the kingdom of heaven " upon earth ; which
as a seed becomes, in its fruit and harvest, the everlasting kingdom in heaven.
I. The spiritual kingdom is kbpbesentbd as having its basis in an entirblt
NEW condition OF THINGS. " I saw a new heaven and a new earth ; " " the sea " the
wild tumultuous sea of the raging peoples " is no more " (ver. 1),
II. This kingdom has its specially distinguishing oharacteristio of sanotitt.
;
It is " made ready
It is " the holy city " it comes " down out of heaven from God."
as a bride adorned for her husband " (ver. 2).
III. Its most prominunt fbatube is found in the intimate communion of God
with man. His " tabernacle is with men." He dwells with them ; they are his people,
and he is with them, and is their God (ver. 3). This is the supreme blessedness.
IV. The consequence of the sway of the spiritual kingdom is the removal of
HUMAN SORROW. "Every lear" is wiped. from the eyes of men. Death, mourning,
crying and pain are no more (ver. 4).
V. All is accompi-ishbd by Divine agency. "Behold, J make all things new"

Vers. 1

—

to the

.

—

—

—

—

—

(ver. 5).

VI. The whole promise is supported by special pledges relating: 1. To the
Divine Name (nature) of the Church's Head. " I am the Alpha and the Omega, the
Beginning and tlie End." 2. To the promise of eternal life and blessing. " I will give
unto him that is athiist of the f luntain of the water of life freely." 3. To the final
" I will be his
inheritance of the utmost possible blessedness in a Divine relationship.
God, and he shall be my son." Thus " he that overcometh shall inherit all things; "
4. To the inevitable conditions of punishfor he shall be the sou of the great King.
ment which fall upon the subjects of the evil kingdom. This stands in oontnst to ths
B. O.
former, and is a word of warning and admonition.

—
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We

New

Jerusalem.
must see in thii • portrayal of that holy
the wife of the Lamb." It is the ideal representation
of vital Christianity Christianity as a system, but as a system embodied in the
liyes of men.
The descriptions are of a glorious chnracter. What can exceed the
essential glory of the true Ohristeudom, the true Church, the true bride, the veritable
" wife of the Lamb " ? It must not be separated from the heavenly, the K nal Jerusalem,
the happy home of every weary pilgrim, the final abode of every spiritual citizen, the
final resting-place whither the feet of all humble, holy souls tend.
But the heavenly
begins oii earth. Ami in this vision we must see the heavenly on the ea'th.
The ornate
language suits its heavenly character and its heavenly prototype. Babylon was the
It may be practically impossible
seat of the beast ; this is the city of the great King.
to decipher the symbolical writing, especinlly in its details, and it may be as xmwise to
attempt it as it is impracticable to accomplish it; but the main features of the symbolical
teaching, considered in the light of our previous interpretations, may doubtless be traced.
Not without fear that our prepossessions may mislead us, wewill attempt to find in the
words of this section a setting forth of the essential glories of the true and actual

The

community which

Christianity,

is

" the

—

however

brifie,

ideally considered.

Its first ohabaotebistic is holiness. It is set up in the midst of evil and in
;
opposition to it. It is holy, for it is " from God " it is holy, for it promotes holiness
in its subjects; all who pertain to it are called to be saints.
Whatever is not in
harmony with true ideas of holiness can have no part in the holy city.
" It cometh down out of heaven from God." The true
II. Its OEiaiN is Divine.
Church has its fount in him. He calls the first band out of the surrounding darkness.
All is of his grace. He gives the Word which is the seed of the kingdom. He is the
Father of all. The Church's grandest idea is that it is of God.
HI. It has its highkst adobnment in tub manifestation or the Divine olort.
But " the glory of God " is the symbol of God himself.
approach the true Shechinah.
The glory of the Church is the presence of God. How near is that manifested glory
brought to us in the Incarnation how near in the abiding Spirit's presence
This is
the true light that shineth over the city.
IV. Its stabilitt, harmony, and oeoanio unity abb bbpresented in the nauas
or THE oiTY. Here are taught the intercourse, the fellowship, the safety, the mutual
interest, of the holy ones.
What is here ideally presented may not always be actually
found.
deal with the patterns of the heavenly things.
V. The tbeedom or its access to all nations is here declared. The gates of the
city, ever open, stand to the east, the west, the north, the south.
But one city ; but
I.

.

We

!

I

We

all

may

enter.

VI. The Choech is built upon the toundation of the apostles and pbophets.
All the living Christianity has its basis here.
VII. The splendour, beauty, pekfectnbss, stbenoth, and oreatness of the
Church of God the living Christianity of ours and of every day, and the whole
idea of the same are set forth in the utmost wealth of symbolical extravagance.
VIII. The intimate alliance of the Divine sets aside the earthly and
imperfect elements. There is no visible temple. "The Lord God the Almighty, and
the Lamb, are the temple of it." The illumination of the whole city is found in the life

—

—

and grace of Christ.
IX. The universally diffcjsed beneficent influence of Chbistianitt is
declared.
The nations walk in i-h" light of it, and
X. Their reoipbocal acknowlbdoment is found in that they " bring their glory
and honour into it."
XI. Its immunity from thji uontamination and defilement of evil ia indicated.
Nothing uucleau, notliing untrue, nothing of evil nature, enters it. It is ideal. True.
Yet no evil elements .shall ultimately be found in the Church of Christ; and, as at first
we stated, the earthly is lost in the heavenly, of which it is at onee the beginning, the
B. G.
type, and the pledge.

—

Vers. 1

—

4.

ofUestedneu.
cess is over

;

The fifth scene in the history of redeemed humanity: the unending age
" And I saw anew heaven and a new earth," etc. liie retributire pro*
the characters of all have been tried, and the doom of all pronannoed.
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are driven amay into punishment, but the righteous have entered into life
These words suggest two thoughts in relation to this final state
L That it will be ik a bbnsb a new state. " A new heaven and a new earth,"
and a " new Jerusalem " (vers. 1, 2). In what sense will it he " new " ? I can conceive
There is reason
1. It may he physically new.
of three senses in which it will be new.
Indeed, there
to believe that a great change will take place in the material creation.
ire forces which are constantly changing the eai th, and the heavens, and the atmosphere
The inorganic, the vegetable, and the
in which our clouds swim and stars shine.
animal worlds are constantly changing. The helief of the ancients, the doctrine of
geology, and the testimony of the Scriptures, favour the opinion that the fires which
bum in the centre of the globe will one day burst into a universal volcano, mantle the
earth in flames, and reduce its fnirest forms to ashes. Out of this rnin may rise "a new
heaven and a new earth." 2. It may he dispensationally new. Heaven and earth are
sometimes used in Scripture to designate the dispensations under which men have lived.
" Thus sailh the Lord of hosts ; Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake the
heavens and the earth." The reference is, undoubtedly, to the Jewish economy. The
latriarchal gave way to the Mosaic, the Mosaic to the Christian, and now the Christian
will give way to something else.
Christ will deliver up the kingdom to God the
Patlier.
3. It may he relatively new.
New in the estimation and feeling of the
occupants. No truth is more clear than this, that the world is to a man according to
the sti^te of his mind.
To the voluptuary it is a scene of animal gratification ; to the
worldling it is a scene for barter; to the poet it is beauty; to the philosopher it is a
Change a sinner's 'mind, and you change the
ichool ; to the saint it is a temple.
world to him. He feels, and sometimes says, " The world is a new thing to me
new heaven and a new earth." Let the men who now people this world come back
to it in a perfect state, possessing a thorough sympathy with each other, the universe,
and God. Will not the heavens and the earth be new to them? Will not all nature
appear entirely different to what it was when they lived here, the creatures of impew
tection and sin?
Give the soul new moral senses, and you will give the material

The wicked
eternal.

—

universe

new

That

attributes.

will bk a state widely differing from all peecedino oneb.
from the absence of some things which were identified with
There are three things mentioned here as being absent from
all the preceding states.
" No more sea " (ver. 1). The sea is here, undoubtedly,
this state;
(1) Agitation.
The atmosphere
used as an emblem of commotion and distress. It is never at rest.
may sink into passivity ; no breeze may stir its heart the clouds may rest on its quiet
bosom, and the trees may sleep in its calm embrace. Night outspreads her sable
mantle over the world, and all the busy tribes of earth and air sink to repose. But
wave succeeds wave a restless pulse throbs through all
for the sea there is no rest
This is a true emblem of what the human world has been ever since the
its particles.
introduction of sin. Billow after billow of painful thought and feeling has been surging
But now there
in rapid succession over the spirits of men through all preceding times.
The Church, agitated by the storms of ages, is at rest. All the elements
is no " sea."
II.

The

1.

it

difference will arise

;

;

;

What are they ? Pride, amhition,
of mental agitalion will be excluded from heaven.
These lash the soul into stormy billows now.
avarice, revenge, doubt, fear, envy, guilt.
But in the final state these will not be there will be "no more sea." Another thing

—

mentioned as being absent is : (2) Death. " And there shall be no more death " (ver. 4).
Death has been the terror of all preceding periods ; it has reigned through all. But
Death-beds, funeral processions, cemeteries, are
" Neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be
any more pain "(ver. 4). All these are excluded for ever from this final state. 2.
Thii difference will arise from the presence of some things which have not been in connection with any preceding states. 'What are they ? (1)
full manifestation of Gad.
" And I John saw the holy city," etc, (ver. 2). Jerusalem was the special residence of
God, and the soene where his glory was displayed. The language, therefore; Implies a
The fellowship will be
full manifestation of God.
(2) A perfect fellowship with Ood.
Direct. God AJm»eZ^ with them ; not through mediums.
Fermatient. He will "dwell
with them " (ver. 3).
there

not

is

no death

known

there.

in this final state.
(3) Suffering.

A

1

have, with great brevity, endeavoured to portray the epoch Which are dUclmied is

—

ofi.

;
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the preceding chapter and yerses before ng the epochs through which redeemed
humanity has to pass. I believe that this is a correct interpretation of this passage.
But were it not so, the sketch is still true. The ages I have mentioned are ages that
belong to redeemed humanity. The first we are passing through now; and the others,
though the nearest be immeasurably distant, are approaching with the march of time.
Indeed, these epochs dawn in every redeemed soul. Our first stage in the Divine life
is conflict ; then a partial triumph ; then, perhaps, a reaction ; then the retribution
and then the unending blessedness. May this unending blessedness be thine, my
friend Ir-D. T.

A

Ver. 1.
The world without a sea. "There was no more sea."
world without a
physical sea, we confess, does not strike us as attractive. The sea is one of the grandest
and most beneficent parts of this world. It is to the earth what the blood is to the
body ; it circulates through its every part, animates and beautifies the whole. The
negation is to be understood in a spiritual sense.
Division, mutation, agitation, are
ideas we associate with the sea.
In heaven these things will not be.
I. There is no division thebb.
The sea is the great separator. It divides the
great family of man into separate sectious. The sea forms the boundary of kingdoms,
continents, and races.
The more fallen the world is the more necessary for such
divisions.
Let the race advance in intelligence and purity, and a commingling will
become more possible and desirable. Indeed, as the world advances, the sea becomes
less and less a divider.
Ship-building and navigation are making old ocean the highway of nations, and the mighty channel of intercourse between the most distant peoples
" And there was no more sea."
of the earth. Meanwhile, however, it is a separator.
To John these words would have a special significance. He was a prisoner in Patmos, a
small desolate island in the Mgeva, A treacherous and tempestuous sea divided him
from the great world of men and from all the objects of his affection. " A touching
tradition pictures the aged apostle going day after day to an elevated spot on the ocean
rock, to which, Prometheus-like, he was chained, and casting a long look over the wide

waste of waters, with his face like that of the captive Daniel in Babylon, steadfastly
fixed towards Jerusalem ; as if, by thus gazing with all his soul in his eyes on the open
sea, he could bring nearer to his heart, if not to his sight, the beloved land and the
cherished friends for whom he pined." How much there is in this world that divides
men ! There are : (1) Social caste ; (2) national prejudices ; (3) religious sectarianism ; (4) selfish interests ; (5) mutual misunderstandings, None of these will exist in
heaven.

A

pulse of
What so changeable as the sea?
II. There is no MnTATiON there.
Sometimes it moves in
It knows no repose.
restlessness throbs through every part.
It is not only ever
silence, at other times its march is as the roll of terrible thunders.
changing ip scene and sound, but it is ever producing change in the world. It levels
It is in all the changes of the
the mountains, it fills up valleys, it creates new land.

sky all the organic and inorganic departments of the world it transfigures.
on this planet is, like the sea, in constant mutation. Not only does one
generation come and another go, but the life of the individual man is a continual
change sorrow and joy, friendship and bereavement, prosperity and adversity. In
heaven there is no such change. The only change is that of progress. ftogre«s in
No change in the
(1) higher intelligence; (2) loftier services (3) nobler fellowship.
way of loss. The crown, the kingdom, the inheritance, all imperishable.
The sea is a tumultuous world. What human
III. There is no agitation there.
Human life here has many storms. Most men
agony has its furious billows created
here are driven up and down like Paul in the Adrian, under starless skies, by contrary
In how many hearts does deep
winds, and through treacherous and unknown seas.
In heaven there are no
call upon deep, and billows of sorrow roll over the soul
face of the

Human

;

life

—

;

!

1

spiritual storms.

— D. T.

Ver. A:.— The painleu world. "Neither shall there be any more pain." The
Pain in this world is an undoubted reality.
life need no explanation.
It visits all, and though in its advent it bears greater anguish to some than to others,
Pain meets man an ho enters the world, follows him through
all feel its torturing touch.
greatest realities of

"
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tbe stages of life, and leaves him not until his lieort grows still in death. It attends
us as a dark angel wherever we go, through all seasons of the year, and through eyery
period of our mortal life. Its ghostly form makes our limbs tremble at its touch, and
our nerves quiver with anguish before it. Now, the text directs our attention to a
world where there is no pain. The negation suggests several things.
Who shall tell
1. Pain is not needed there to stimulate scientific bebeaboh.
how much the cause of science is indebted to pain? As a rale, men's love for truth
is not strong enough to urge them in the search of it for its own sake.
Natural history,
botany, anatomy, physiology, chemistry, owe to a great extent their existence and
advancement to pain. The proverb says, "Necessity is the mother of invention,"
and no necessity does man feel more than to deliver himself from pain. Pain is ttie
power that whips all the faculties of the soul into strenuous exercise. Without it
would there be any intellectual action ? Would there be any development of our
mental powers ? When we are told, therefore, that there will be no pain in heaven,
we infer that men will not require such a strong stimulus to inquire after truth and so
search after knowledge. Supreme love for the Creator will give all these such a
delightful interest in all his worki as will make inquiry the highest delight of their
all

natures.

IL Pain is not needed there to test the bealitt of hobal fbinoiple. Were there
not pain in the world, by what means could we ascertain the reality and the strength
Pain is the fire that tries those metals and
of our love, our integrity, our faithfulness ?
removes the dross, the fan that winnows those grains and bears away the chaff. Pain
tried Abraham and Moses.
Pain tried Job. It came to him in its most torturing
character; but his principles stood firm before it, and he said, "Though he slay me, yet
will I trust in hira."
Pain tried Paul. Hear his description of his sufferings: "In
labours more abundant, in deaths oft ; of the Jews five times received I forty stripes
save one," etc. (2 Cor. xi. 26). Now, in heaven there will be no need for such a trying
test of principles ; the character will be perfected.
The gold will be purified from all
alloy.
III. Pain is not needed there to phomote the development of ohabacteb.
Pain is
needed here. First, in ourselves, to promote patience, resignation, forgiveness. " Our
Pain is needed here, secondly, in others, in order to awaken our
light affliction."
Were there no suffering about us, generous virtues, which are essential to
charities.
the Christian character, would have neither scope nor stimulus. The naked, the
hungry, the imprisoned, the afflicted, these furnish a field for the exercise of our
In heaven the character being perfected, no such discipline will be
benevolences.
required.
We shall be made like Christ, " changed into his image from glory to glory."
IV. Pain is not needed there to aid ua in APPBECiATorq the sdffebinos of Chbist.
He suffered poverty, contumely, persecution,
Christ proved his love by suffering.
ignominy, crucifixion. He "made himself of no reputation." He took on him the
" form of a servant," became " obedient unto death, even the death of the cross." Now,

—

to estimate suffering, we must know what suffering is, know it experimentally. Every
man must bear a cross in order to know what the cross of Christ really was. In heaven
shall have learnt it in our measure, and be qualified to
we shall not require this.
sing, " Worthy! s the Lamb that was slun 1
V. Pain is not needed there to imfbesb ub with the enobmitt of sin. The first
thing for a sinner to feel in order to renounce sin is a conviction of its terrible consequences. It is the cause of all sorrow, suffering, and death. But in heaven, sin having
been done away, tbe consequences and effects will be done away also; sin being
pardoned, it will be unnecessary to impress us with its enormity.
world without pain of any sort physical, social,
What a blessed place is heaven I
D. T.
iutellectu*!, moral.

We

—

Z^

A

—

new creation, " And he that sat upon the throne 82ud, Behold, I mak*
Ver. 6,—
things new." 'IVo facts suggested in these words are worthy of notice. 1. Christ
is invested with the government of our world. " He that sat [sitteth] upon the throne."
" He is exalted far above all principalities," etc. Glorious feet this. It explains the
continuation of sinners in such a world as this, and encourages us to take a deep
2. The other fact STiggested is, Christ in
interest in all the operationu of Providence.
•11

—

OH. XXI.
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the exereist of his authority is engaged in the work of moral creation. " He that littetli
upon the throne said, Behold, I make all things new." The spiritual renovation ol

our world is here represented as a creation. Notice two things: the resemblance and
the dissimilarity between the spiritual reformation of man and the natural creation.
L Tee bbsemblance. There must be a resemblance, or else the figure would not be
employed as it is here and elsewhere (see Isa. Ixv. 17 19 j 2 Cor. v. 17). What
are the points of resemblance ?
1. In both there is the production of a new order of
things.
From chaos of old, God, by his creative fiat, brought life, beauty, light, etc.
and from the corrupt soul of man, by his redemptive power, he evolves high spiritual
virtues.
2. In both there is the product on of something new by the Divine agency.
Who created the heavens and the earth, etc. ? God, and he only. Who creates a soul ?
The same glorious Being. 3. In both there is a production of the new according to
Every part of the universe is created on a plan. Science discovers this.
a Divine plan.
In conversion it is so (Eph. ii. 10). 4. In both there is the production of the new for
" The heavens declare his glory." The conversion of men reveals the
his ovm glory,
glory of God.
5. In both there is the production of the new in a gradual way.
Geology and the Bible show that the work of creation is a very gradual work. It is so
with the work of spiritual reformation very gradual.
II. The dissimilakity.
1. The one was produced out of nothing ; the other from
pre-existing materials.
In conversion no new power is given to the soul, but the old
ones are renovated and wrought into right action. 2. The one was effected without
any obstructing force ; the other is not. In creation God had only to speak, and it was
done. Not so with conversion. There is the principle of free agency and depravity to
contend with. 3. The one was produced by mere fiat ; the other requires the intervention
of moral means.
Nothing in the creation came between the work and the Divine will.
In spiritual reformation it does ; hence God had to bow the heavens and come down
and become flesh. 4. The one placed man in a position material and insecure; the
other placed him in a spiritual and safe abode.
Adam was placed in a material paradise,
and from his original position he fell. Conversion places men in a spiritual paradise,
from which they will fall no more. They are " kept by the power of God." 5. The
one develops and displays God as the absolute Spirit ; the other as the Divine Man. In
spiritual manifestation he is " God manifest in the flesh," full of condescension, tender-

—

—

ness, love.

A

Conclusion. The subject presents : 1.
solemn question for us all. Are we " new
creatures in Christ Jesus " ? Have we been brought out of the moral chaos ? 2.
bright prospect for the world.. Christ is on his throne, and the work of moral creation
is carried on, and will one day be completed.
D. T.

A

—

—

8.
Vers. 5
The new moral creation. " And he said unto me. Write, for these words
are true and faithful," etc.
Some remarks on the new moral creation were offered in
our last homilj', and were suggested by the last clause of the fifth verse. The subject now is the one matchless Creator.
is he that brings into existence on oui
planet a new order of spiritual things, that creates a new moral heavens and earth ?
The representation here gives us to understand that he is One who is all-truthful,
everlasting, infinitely beneficent, surpassingly condescending, and essentially sin-

Who

resisting.
I.

He

is

immutably truthful.

" For these words are true and faithful " (ver.

5).

What words? The words that had reference to the things that had already come
to pass.
What he had promised and what he had threatened had come to pass
What he has spoken not only has been done, but is being done, and must be done.
He is the Truth, the unalterable Beality, the one Bock that stands immovable amidst
all
is

the fluctuations of creature thought and speculation. Whatever in creature-opinion
is relatively true and beneficent, and whatever disagrees is falsa

conformable to him

and pernicious.
"I am Alpha and Omega [the Alpha and the Omega],
n. Hk is bveklastinq.
the Beginning and the End " (ver. 6). He is without a beginning, without a succession,
without an end ; the Cause, the Means, the End of all things but sin. All that exist
throughout immensity are but evolutions of him; ever multiplying and growing
bntncbes from bim, the eternal Boot. The capability of forming such a thought is the

;
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glory of our nature ; the power of properly entertfuning it is the only means of possess
ing true mental life and progiess.
" I will give unto him that is athirst of the
III. He is infinitely beneficent.
fountain of the water of life freely " (ver. 6). Soids are ever thirsting. Of all animal
But soul-thirst
sensations, none is more agonizing tliau a burning, unquenched thirst.
unquenched is far more agonizing and destructive. And soul-thirst seems to he almost
the mainspring of all human actions. " Who will show us any good ? " This seems
This thirst there is One and only One who can quench, and for
to he the cry of all.
He pours forth in all directions the refreshing and crystal
this he is ever working.
streams. And all this "fredy," without any coercion, limitation, partiality, or pause
From the heavens
freely as he gives the beams of day and the waves of vital air.
above, and the earth beneath, and the waters under the earth, there goes forth from
him, as from an ever-acting, fathomless, and inexhaustible fountain, that which can
quench the thirst of all human souls.
IV. He is sukpassinqly condescendino. " He that overcometh shall inherit all
Two things
[these] things and I will be his God, and he shall be my son " (ver. 7).
are heie stated which suggest this amazing condescension. 1. This recognition of every
individual man who does his duty. " He that overcometh shall inherit all things."
That he should notice man in the mighty aggregate may well impress us with his conHere we have
descension, but that he should notice individual man, how much more
the uuivei se won by self-conguesi. Notice: (1) Self-conquest as the grand work of man.
What is it overcomes self?
man may overcome others by violence, overcome
difficulties in his secular pursuits, overcome the forces of nature so as to make them
Bubserve his will, and yet not overcome himself. Self-conquest includes at least two
the subordination of the hody to the soul, and the subordination of the soul to
thinus
sympathy with God.
The soul may rule the body, but it may rule it for selfish,
or sceptical, or ambitious ends.
Such a rule would not be self-conquest. The soul
should be ruled by sympathy with God, sympathy with his character, his operation,
his plans.
In these two things self-conquest consists, and such conquests require
battling
resolute, brave, persistent, invincible battling.
(2) Self-conquest as winning
"He that overcometh shall inherit all things." The millions of men
the universe.
who live in the universe do not inherit it; it inherits, possesses them, uses them,
plays with them, absorbs them. But the man who has conquered himself comes under
the control of sympathy with the great God inherits all things gets the universe.
He gets the whole of it ; he penetrates its meaning, appropriates its truths, admires its
beauties, drinks in its poetry, revels in its spirit, exults in its God, and savs, " The
Lord is my Portion." He gets the whole of it to enjoy for ever. 2, The affiliation of
every individual man that does his duty. " And he shall be my son " (ver. 7). The
conquering of sin and the rendering of the external universe into subservience of the
higher interests of his nature is the grand duty of every man, and every man that does
Are not all men his children ? By no means. They are
this God will make his son.
A man may have a dozen or more
all his creatures, his offspring, but not his sons.
offspring, but not one son.
He only is a son who has the true filial instinct, involving
The great mission of Christ into our world was to
trust, love, obedience, acquiescence.
generate in humanity this true filial disposition, enabling them to address the Infinite
He, then, who conquers evil becomes a
as " our Father." This is the true adoption.
son of God. He does not receive " the spirit of bondage again to fear, but . . . the
Spirit of adoption," etc.
V. Hb is essentially sin-kesistino. " But the [for the] fearful, and unbelieving,
and the abominable, and murderers, and fornicaiors, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and
all liars, shall have their part [their part shall be] in the lake which [that] burneth
with fire and brimstone, which is the second death " (ver. 8). All these hideous
Sin is cowardice, sin is faithless, sin is abhorcharacters are but the creatures of sin.
rent, sin is murderous, sin is lascivious, sin is dece[itive and idolatrous.
All these productions of sin are abhorrent to the Divine nature. "It is the abominable thing"
which be hates, and he consigns sin to irretrievable destruction, and it is destined to
have its part in " the lake which burneth with fire."
Conclusion. Such, then, is that ever-blessed One who is engaged in the ntw moral
The creative work has begun its progress seems to us slow, but
creation of our world.
;

!
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—

—

—

lU conianimatioB

is inevitabla.
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Vers. 9 21.
The spiritual commonwealth of the good. "And there came unto m«
one of the seven angels," etc. There- is a spirit-world. This is a fact, established by
jconclusive reasoning and accordant with the concurrent beliefs of mankiud.
This
spirit- world is a commonwealth. It has a social order. The existence of spirits destitute
of gregarious instincts and social affinities is conceivable, and may be perhaps somewhere in existence in the great spirit-world the world of which the material universe
is the offspring, mirror, and servant.
But of such non-social beings we have no proof
The great spirit-world in which we believe, and of which we read,
or information.
is a community that has its- laws of intercourse, sympathy, and co-operation.
Hence
in Scripture it is frequently figurated as the Jerusalem from above, the heavenly
Jerusalem, etc. Jerusalem is its metropolis, the centre of its authority and influence.
Now, the magnificent capital of this great commonwealth of the good is the grand
picture in this dream, for a dream or vision it manifestly is.
Literally, a city like the
one here represented has never existed, and, according to the laws of architecture, proportion, and gravitation, perhaps never could exist; and hence prosaic interpreters,
however learned, incapable of distinguishing between fact and figure, have, in their
expositions of this and other visioijs, produced such a jumblement of incongruities
which disgraces their own common sense and discredits the Scriptures. Taking the
vision before us as a parable, or a pictorial illustration, of the socM state or order of
the good, we may attach to it the following characteristics.
I. Heavenlinbss.
Heaven reveals it to man. " And there came unto me one of
the seven angels which [who] had the seven vials [bowls] full of the [who were laden
with] seven last plagues, and talked with me [he spake unto me], saying, Come hither,
I will show thee the bride, the Lamb's wife [the wife of the Lamb] " (ver. 9). Ministers
from the celestial world are represented not only as talking to the author about it, but
as inviting him to look at it. All the ideas of men concerning a perfect social state
have come to us, not as the deductions of our own reasoning, but as communications
from heaven. Heaven enables man to see it. "And he carried me away in the Spirit
to a great and high mount lin, and showed me that great city, the holy Jerusalem
[showed me the holy city Jerusalem], descending [coming down] out of heaven from
Grod " (ver. 10).
It is not until we are elevated into the higher modes of thought and
feeling that we have reached a standpoint from which we can command a view of this
supernal state. Down in the valley of worldliness, under the shadow of the hills, and
amid the exhalations and fogs of sensualities, it would be impossible to catch a glimpse
of the King in his beauty, in the land that is afar ofi'.
We must climb the mental
Heaven brings it down to man.
Pisgah, and reach the Mount of Transfiguration.
" Descending [coming down] out of heaven from God." This perfect social state must
come down to us from heaven, if we are ever to realize and possess it. Men from ages
of false religious teaching have come to regard heaven as something at a distance, as
something yonder, not here ; something in a certain locality in the universe, not something in a certain state of mind and character. Hence the cry, " Oh that I had wings
But he who would have
like a dove
for then would I flee away, and be at rest "
heaven in the soul, its perfect state, must bring it down, its sympathies, purposes,
down irito his own heart. His prayer should be, "Thy kingdom come: thy will be
done on earth as it is in heaven."

—

!

!

" In sacred silence of my mind.
My heaven, and there my God, I

find.''

Divinity. " Having the glory of God and her light was like unto a stone most
As the
precious, even like [as it were] a jasper stone, clear as crystal" (ver. 11).
Shechinah lit up the holy of holies in the temple, God's presence radiates through every
He is its Essence and its Inspiration.
part of this spiritual communism of the good.
He is its Light, transparent as the crystal and beautiful as the gleaming shot from
the precious jasper. A poet has spoken of " looking through nature up to nature's
God." He should have said look doun on nature through Qod. God is in big great
All other lights
social system of order what the cloudiess midday sun is to our globe.
are buried in the brightness of its rays, and from it all life, and beauty, and motion,
and order proceed. Human systems of government, what are they? Black, battliag,
boundless chaos. But the perfect social order is Divinity itself, all filled with God
II.

:

'

—
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All in all the Centre, the Circumference, the Beginning, and th« End of all
the Light of it.
III. Seoubitt. " And had [having] a wall great and high, and had [having] twelve
The metropolis of this*
gates, and at the gates twelve angels," etc. (vers. 12
14).
It had a wall "great and high,"
spiritual commonwealth is abundantly protected.
impregnable and unscaleable. It had "twelve gates," three for each point of the
compass " north," " south," " east," " west." " Twelve foumiations " also it had, and
The systems of
all the twelve gates guarded by "angels," (hat excel in strength.
government and social order that meo construct, how frail and transient they are!
They are constantly changing, breaking up in confusion, and themselves sinking into

hs

18

God

is

—

—

ruin.

" Here a vain man his Bceptrn breaks.
The next a broken sceptre takes,
And warriors win and lose;
This rolling world can never stand,
Plundered and plucked from hand to band.
As power decays and grows,"

But here is a kingdom that cannot be moved, a " city that hath foundations, whoso
Builder and Maker is God."
IV. Symmetry. " And he that talked [spake] with me had a golden reed [had for
a measure a golden reed] to measure the city, and the gates thereof, and the wall
thereof" (ver. 15). The metropolis of this commonwealth is not reared capriciously
and without plan. Every material is properly measured and [jut in its right position.
The Architect is of unerring skill. Is there am symmetry in our schemes of government, whether political, social, or ecclesiastic ? What one generation has constructed,
and admired as just and wise, the next, blessed with a higher education, pronounces
both unrighteous and unwise. The Architect of this city measured the whole by
" the golden rule." "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and thy
neighbour as thyself"
V. Amplitude. " The city lieth foursquare, and the length is as large [great] as
.

the breadth " (ver. 16). The city is of vast dimensions. The walls that enclose it
" The length and the breadth and the height
stretch over about fifteen hundred miles.
of it are equal." There is nothing limited or narrow in the scheme of social order
which God has established for the government of communities; it embraces all, of
whatsoever tribe or land, secular condition, or grade of intellect or culture. Look at
As a rule, they are ever in favour of the
the political schemes that men formulate
the few, to the disadvantage of the multitudes. Look at the
rich and the powerful
As a rule, how miserably narrow
Officialdom has turned temples
religious schemes 1
into shops, preachers into traders, and the God of infinite love into an object whose
approbation is to be obtained by fulsome flattery, whining cajolery, and cringing
servility, expressed in prayers and hymns that shock the common sense and conscience
Oh that we could "comprehend with all
of the unsophisticated amongst mankind.
the saints what is the height, the depth, the length, the breadth, of God's love"l
VL CosTLiNEBB. TMugs that mtn regard as the most precious and costly are here
mentioned as belonging to this wonderful social edifice. "And the bnilding of the
wall of it was of jasper and the city was pure gold," etc. (vers. 18
In the
21).
description we have "jasper," "gold," "precious stones," "sapphire," "chalcedony,"
" emerald," " pearls," etc. The pearl was regarded by the ancients as of all things the
most precious. Elsewhere God's truth, his Word, his moral system, is represented
It is the transcendent good.
as " more precious than gold, yea, than even fine gold."
Mind is the maker and manager, tha
1. The greatest thing in the wniverse is mind.
owner and lord, of all material systems. 2. The greatest thing in mind is love. Pure,
disinterested, self-sacrificing, Christ-like love, this identifies us with God, makes us
one with him. " There abideth," says Paul, " faith, hope, charity ; ... the greatest
of these is charity." This love is the essence of that social order which God has
All the precious stones, the gold, the pearls, ate, of
established in his moral creation.
the creation, are puerilities compared to this. D. T.
1

—

!
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27.

The negative glory of heaven (No.l).
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And

I saw no temple therein
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the Lord God Almighty," etc. There are three ways of descrihmg to others scenei
statement of those things which
1.
unlike those with which they are acquainted.
2.
are not there, but which are found elsewhere within their sphere of observation.
statement of those things which are found ia them in common with those scenes
statement of those things which are peculiar to
with which they are familiar. 3.
them, and which are found in no other scene within their knowledge. These three
methods are employed by the sacred writers in order to present to us the heavenly
Jerusalem the eternal inheritance of the good. The verses befct'e us are a specimen
Certain things are here mentioned which belong to our earthly
of the iirst method.
sphere, but whicb have no existence there, and this very negative description has
a power to make on us a deep impression that heaven is a scene of transcendent
Looking a little closely into the negative record in the text, we may
blessedness.
for

A

A

A

—

infer
I. That in that btatb there is no spectalitt in the fOBiis ot hblioious
" And I saw no temple therein : for the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb
WORSHIP.
city without a temple would strike the common
are the temple of it" (ver. 22).
To the Jewish mind especially it would give the idea
notions of men as atheistic.
The glory of the metropolis of their country
of a city to be avoided and denounced.
was its temple. When the Prophet Bzekiel would cheer and animate them iu their
Babylonian bondage, he presents to them a graphic description of the temple that was
to be reeved in their city, vrith its ornaments and ordinances, its chambers for the
Still, whatever might be the popular notions of
priests, its altars for the sacrifices.
men about temples, with their methods of worship': 1. Their existence implies spiritual
blindness and imperfection ; they are remedies for evils. 2. Their history shows that
men, in many instances, have turned them to a most injurious account. They have
nourished superstition. Men have confined the idea of sacredness and worship and God
They have nourished sectarianism, the devilism of Christendom.
to these buildings.
Different classes have had their different temples and modes of worship, and often regard
with sectarian jealousy and loathing those who kneel not at thsir altar and adopt not
their theory of doctrine and ritual of worship. When it is said, therefore, thai; tliere is
"no temple in heaven," it does not mean that there will be no worship in heaven, but
that there will be no temple like that on earth, always implying imperfectiona and often
used to foster the superstitious and sectarian. The reason assigned for the non-existence
of a temple in heaven is a very wonderful one : " The Lord God Almighty and the Lamb
are the temple of it."
God and his holy Son are not only the Objects of heavenly
worship, but the very temple of devotion. All there feel not only that they have
to render to God and his Son worship, but they are in them in the worship.
All
there feel that " in him they live, and move, and have their being ; " that he is the
very breath of their existence. Where he is and he is everywhere— there is their
temple, there is their worship. The doctrine of worship propounded by Christ to the
woman of Samaria is there felt in all its intensity and developed in all its perfection.
" God is a Spirit : and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth."
The "no temple" in heaven really means "all temple" worship everywhere, under
all circumstances, and for ever.
Brethren, are we learning a worship here to prepare
us for the worship yonder? Is our worship a thing of buildings, liturgies, ritualisms,
and sects? Such worship will not do for heaven. Our conventional worship, in the
light of the wor.ship of eternity, is as contemptible as a rushlight in the beams of
the noonday sun.
II. That in that world there is no nbckssity fob secondhand knowlbdoe.
" And the city had no need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it for the
glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof" (ver. 23). Moons and
suns are but secondary organs of light. The moon borrows from the sun the sun,
The Fountiiin of all light is God
perhaps, from another orb; and that from another.
himself.
He is "the Father of lights." The grand central orb in the material universe
When we
catches his radiance, and flings it abroaii on the million globes of space.
are told, therefore, that the city will have no need of the moon and the sun, it figuratively expresses the idea that the holy tenants of that blessed state will have no need
Here a secon-hard knowledge is indispensfor any secondary means of knowledge.
Moat of the knowledge we have u derived irom others ^parents, teachers
able to UB.

A

—

—

:

;

—
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Knowledge about otir own being and relations, about Christ and
ministers, books.
God and worship, come to us, not directly from OtcA, the great Fountain of light, but
through a variety of secondary agencies. Even the highei" light of the Bible comes to
" Holy men of God spake as they were moved." It is moon and
ua in this way.
Sim light; the light of secondary orbs we have here, and we cannot do without it.
Not so in the celestial world. That spiritual intelligence ia that blessed state will be.
derived from communion with spirit can scarcely admit a doubt. In that society, as
But the idsa symbolized by the verse
here, there will be the teacher and the learner.
is that that secondhand knowledge will not be vee/Jed, will not be indispensable aa
here.
Here, like Job, we hear of God by the hearing of the ear; there we shall see
him aa he is, and be like him. He will be the Light, the clear, direct, unbounded
medium, through which we shall see ourselves, and our fellow-worshippers, and the
we see through a glass, darkly ; but then face to face." This light will
universe. "
be enjoyed by all the saved. " And the nations of them which are saved shall walk in
the light of it, and the hings of the earth do bring their glory and honour into it"
(ver. 24).
Observe: 1. The saved will be numerous. "Nations." "The Gentiles
shall come to thy light, and kings to the brightness of thy rising," etc. (Isa. Ix. 3
6).
" They shall walk in the light," ever onward. 3,
2. The saved will be progressive.
The saved are self-surrendering. " The kings of the earth do bring their glory." All
"The kings of
the honours, even of kings, shall be laid in reverence at his feet.
Tarshish and of the isles shall bring presents : the kings of Sheba and Seba shall offer
gifts.
Yea, all kings shall fall down before him : all nations shall serve him."

Now

—

III.

That

in

that world there will bb no apprehension of danger from

" And the gates of

for there shall be
it shall not be shut at all by day
Never shut by day, then never shut at all, for the day
there is eternal. Fear, which hath torment, and which often shakes our spirits here,
as the wind shakes the leaf in the forest, will find no place in any breast in heaven.
An unshaken consciousness of safety will reign universally. No fear of temptation
here we are bound to watch and pray lest we fall into temptation; we are surrounded
by tempters on every hand. No seductive serpent will ever find his way into that
Paradise restored by Christ. Why should we say so ? Has there not been a fall in
heaven? Did not a host of bright angels leave their first estate? And may not such
Why? Because of the great amount of
a rebellion again break forth? Never

ANT part.

no night there "

:

(ver. 25).

;

I

motive that now exists in heaven to bind the virtuous to virtue, the Christian to
1. There is -i motive from a contrast between the present
Christ, the godly to God.
and the past. 2. There ia the motive from the appearance of the Lamb in the midst
of the throne. The memory of Calvary ia a golden chain, linking all to the eternal
throne of purity and love, there is no fear of affliction. We are told in the fourth
verse that there shall be no soitow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain.
The countless ills to which flesh is heir will never find their way thither. There is no
Death here is the king of terrors. Through fear of death we are all our
fear of death.
lifetime subject to bondage but death will never enter there. The gates, then, might
well be left open, for there is no fear.
IV. That in that world there will be none of the inconvenienobb of dark" There shall be no night there." 1. Night interrupts our vision. It hides the
ness.
world from our view, and is the symbol of ignorance. The world is full of existence
and beauty, but night hides all. 2. Night interrupts our labour. We " go forth unto
our labour until the evening."
V. That in that wokld there will be wo admission op impurity of ant
KIND.
"And there shall in no wise enter into it anything that defileth, neither
whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a lie: but they which are written in
All impurities of all
the Lamb's book of life" (ver. 27). Observe 1. The excluded.
kinds and degrees. 2. The included. All who are " written," etc. All who are
What a roll is this! D. T.
registered on the grand roll of redemption.
;

:

—

—

The negative glory of heaven (No. 2). "For there shall be no night there."
Ver. 25.
In our observations on the preceding verses we pointed to the spiritual commonwealth
Of the latter point the text at the head
ef the good and the negative glory of heaven.
The commonwealth of the good in its perfect (tate will be
it not the least suggestive.

;

OH.
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and the vision suggests (1) constant IwninosUy i (2) wnclm.ided beanty
and (3) uninterrupted favours.
I. Constant luminosity. Night draws her veil over nature, and hides from mortals
Never, of
the world in which they live, and it is therefore the symhol of ignorance.
There will always he universes lying beyond
course, shall we see all things in heaven.
the ken of the most penetrating eye. The elevation that lies to-day at the utmost
boundary of an angel's horizon he may perhaps reach in the course of time, and one
day stand upon its lofty brow. But even from this towering apex he may find other
nightless,

The finite intellect will never grasp the
elevations concealing the infinite beyond.
Nor do I believe that difierent minds will ever have exactly the same view
Infinite.
of things, see things exactly in the same light. This seems to me impossible, from
the fact that no two spirits are exactly alike, nor can any two occupy exactly
the same points of ohservation. Our views will necessarily he relative. They will
God alone can see the whole of a
be true to us, but not necessarily true to others.
only see sections and sides. Not only does it appear impossible, but also
thing.
Diversity of view gives a freshness and charm to society.
city
undesirable.

We

A

the citizens had precisely the same views on the same subjects would
be characterized by a drowsy monotony. A loving comparison of views, a generous
debate, a magnanimous controversy, are amongst the blessings and charms of social
Still, our range of vision, though relative, and our views though relative, will
life.
be dear anA aceurate. Here, in a world of nights, our most correct conceptions of
things are clouded more or less with error. We see now through a "glass, darkly,"
The glass he refers to was not like our window-glass, offering no
says Paul.
obstruction to light, but a semi-transparent horn. How different the landsca[)e looked
Notwiththrough such a thick medium, as looked at directly with a clear, strong eye
standing this, all will be light enough to make the path of duty clear. The depravities
of our nature, the carnal and selfish inclinations of our hearts, often throw the darkness
of night upon that course of life which is true and just. But in that world without
a night, eternal sunshine will settle on the path of duty it will lie straight before us,
and we shall move on with the steps of certitude. God's will will radiate on everything without, and will express itself in every impulse within. In that nightless
sphere all will be morally pure. Moral impurity reigns in the night. It is the season
The thief and the assassin go forth with
in which great sins are generally committed.
The gambler, the
stealthy tread on their mission of wickedness in the night.
debauchee, and the serfs of carnal appetites meet and hold their revelries in the night.
" They that be drunken are drunken in the night." The prince of darkness and all
his ghostly legions win their most terrible victories in the gloom and the silence of
nocturnal hours. The day is the emblem and the minister of purity. How pure is
In heaven all is pure. There are the holy angels whose natures, through
the light
the ages of their being, have never been clouded by one impure thought or touched
by the thrill of one unholy passion. The redeemed of all ages are there.
The negation implies that it is a realm ever beautiful in
II. Uncloudbd bbautt.
Darkness hides the beauty of the world, but light is the creator and minister
aspect.
All the variegated colours of the summer's landscape we owe to the sun;
of beauty.
and all the exquisite forms of life owe their existence to his renewing power. The sun
All the pictures of loveliness that charm us as we walk the
is nature's great painter.
What,
galleries of life have been photographed by his smiles and tinged by his hues.
" no night "—a world of perpetual
then, will be the beauty of a world where there is
sunshine? All the beauties of nature will be clear. The very distant shores and the
all, in fact, beneath,
seas, the meads and the mountains, the rivers and the ravines
around, above will be one grand universe of beauty. All the beauties of artists will
be clear. The very instinct of genius is to invent, imitate, and create, and there
genius will flourish in perfection. May it not be that numbers will there be employed
more
in copying the forms of loveliness around them with pencils more delicate, lines
Da Vincis and Corliffr-like, hands more skilful, than our Raphaels and Rubenses, our
reggios? May it not be that we shall see numbers there employed in weaving the
sounds of nature into melodies more soul-stirring and Divine than ever struck the lyre
May it not be that numbers will be there hymning
of our Handels and Mozarts ?
the eoict of Milton
their praises in strains of seraphic poetry, compared with which

where

all

!

;

!

—

—

—
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and the lyricn of Cowper are but the vapid fancies of ohiHhoodf Genius there will
undoubtedly be active, and all her productions will be distinguished by the highest
The beauty of holiness,
perfection of beauty.
All the moral beauties will be clear.
the beauty of the Lord, will adorn every spirit. All will be endowed with those'
attributes of moral loveliness that will command the admiration of each and all.
Thus all will rejoice in each other, and all rejoice in the Lord, wbeace all their beauty

Mme.
IIL TJnintereupted favoubs. Night checks the progress of life. The processes
life, it is true, go on in the night, but they are slow and feeble.
Life cannot bear
Its tide ebbs under its
the darkness long pulse grows feeble under its ebon reign.
How soon
cold breath. Take a vigorous, blooming plant, and shut it up in the dark.
will it lose its vitality, become delicate, colourless, and die!
Were our sun to shine or
without setting from ypar to year on this earth, who could tell how high the tide of
Where there is "no night," there will be no
life would rise in every living thing?
check to the advance of life. The vital energies will always be increasing. Sinevt
and soul, character and conscience, will be ever growing in force. " Prom strength tt
strength " all these proceed. No blight to witlierj no shadow to chill, there
P»t ali
Night
the influences that play around existence there inspire, invigorate, ana uplift.
"
checks the progress of labour. We go forth unto our labour until the evening;" then
"
night shuts us in. We retire to unconsciousness and inaction.
Are there not twelve
hours in the day ? If any man walk in the day, he stumbleth not, beciuse he seeth
the light of this world. But if a roan walk in the night, he stumbleth, because there is
no light in him." " The night cometh, when no man can work." But in a world where
there is " no night," there is no checking of labour.
Our range of action would be
unrestrained.
We shall be always abounding in the work of the Lord. Night checks
the progress of happiness.
Darkness is depressing. Hence it is often used as the
emblem of misery; the scene where the wicked one is is spoken of as "outer darkness."
Even the irrational creatures around us feel the depressing influence of a gloomy day.
Under the dark clouds and murky sky, the cattle cease to gambol on the hills, and the
fowls of heaven cease their music in the groves.
All feel the pressure of darkness.
Light is the condition and emblem of joy.
A bright day sets the world to music.
What happiness, then, must there be in a world where there is no night 1 In what
of

;

—

happiness consist? The context answers the question ^the absence of all evil.
no sorrow, no death, no hunger, no thirst, no temple, no night. The presence
of all the good : the river of life, the tree of life, companionship with the holy, fellowship with Q-od, oneness with Christ.
This is heaven.
Such are the ideas suggested by this nightless condition. It is a scene where the
vision is ever clear, where the character is ever pure, the aspect is ever beautiful, life
The sun never sinks beneath the hills, nor does
is ever advancing, joy is ever rising.
a cloud ever iuterjept his rays. D. T.
does

No

its

pain,

—

EXPOSITION.

CUAfiaB -viTTT
iilL
riCTi-DTTi'-D

"^ ^^^ wfttor of Ufo, 8Tid the tree of life.
^|jg i^ttgj p^rt pf gj^gj^ section is occupied
with the evangelist's own observations (ch.
xxi. 22 27 ; xxil. 3
5), for we cannot suppose that the phrase, " these words," in ver.

I

I

—

Ver. 1. And he showed me a pure river.
Omit "pure." " And " connects this part

—

of the vision with what precedes (oh. xxi.
9 27). It would have been better, perhaps,
if the twenty-first chapter had included the
first five verses of the twenty-second, so as
to take in tlie whole of the description of

—

But tliure is a
break at this point, as is indicated by the
repetition of "And he showed me," which
points to a new phase or section of the
vision.
In the previous section (oh. xxi. 9
27) the angel had sliowc;d St. John the city
the heavenly Jerusalem.

and

walls with their gales and fouiidaiions; in thii section he shows him the river
its

—

intended to apply specially to anything
in these particular sections.
He is the ang^
mentioned in ver. 9, and again referred to in
vera. 10, 15, 16, 17.
Most probably the pronoun " he " in ver. 6 does not refer to the
Bame angel as this one. River. Tlie source
of this stream, its course or obaunel, and its
fertile banks, are mentioned or implied in
what follows; but there is no reference to
any estuary or mouth eternity is the ocean
in which this river is lost.
Of'water of life.
'ticif ^uqs is perhaps identical in meaning
6, is

:

I

,

;;:

;
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with "living water," ffSmp (av, but is properly distinguiahed from it in translation.
The two expreesions are peculiar to St.
John's writings in the New Testament; the
genitival form, which is tlie more Hebraizing,
only occurs in this book in ch. vii. 17 xxi.
6 ; ixii. 1, 17 whereas the participial and
more classical form is confined to the Gospel
(John iv. 10 vii. 38). " Living water," in
its simplest Uteralness, means such water as
;

;

'

;

is

pure, flowing, clear, fresh, and wholesome;

not stagnant, or turbid, or salt. Hence it is
a proper term for the water of a beautiful
and fertilizing river. Here, however, the
genitival form reminds us of the familiarexpression, similarly moulded, "the tree of
life," which inclines us to think that " water
of life " signifies water possessing life-giving
powers, water which restores, refreshes, supports

life,

and

is therefore to

be compared

with "living water" taken in its spiritual
Of this whosoever driuketh shall
sense.
never thirst again ; when it has been once
received within the soul, it becomes a well
of water springing up into everlasting life
(John iv. 14). Clear as crystal, proceeding
out of the throne of God and of the Lamb
We seldom use the
clear, or transparent.
rendering of the Eevised Version, bright, as
an epithet of water. As crystal (see note
on ch. iv. 6, the only other place iu the New
Testament wliere the word occurs). The
source of the river was in the Divine throne,
the seat of the Triune God and the crucified
Saviour. All eternal life is derived from
our heavenly Father by the Holy Spirit for
the sake of the Redeemer.
Ver. 2. In the midst of the street of it.
This sentence appears to belong to the preceding verse, as in the Eevised Version.
For (1) the Kof, " and," wliich follows, seems
the beginning of the fresh feature of the
description (cf. ver. 1) and (2) the account
here given is evidently derived from Ezek.
xlvii., where the river is connected with
irees, but no such mention is made of strents.
And on either side of the river, was there
the tree of life and on this side of the river
and on that was the tree of life. The beginning of the new sentence (vide supra). The
singular "tree" seems intended to beunder^
itood generically of the whole of that class
of trees. For this reason probably the
LXX. renders the Hebrew of Ezek. xlvii. 7
by the plural " trees." We may see in this
bountiful supply of the trees of life an
image of the abundance of grace and life in
store for the redeemed (cf. the description
in Ezek. xlvii.). Which bare twelve manner
of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month

—

;

;

rather, twelve crops of fruit, yielding its fruit
every month; i.e. one crop in each month.
The number twelve signifles comploteiiess

(see

vii.
ch. iv. 9
BKVKljATlON.

on

;

4—9, etc.).

This

fruit
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jrielded twelve times as often as ordinary
The signification, therefore, ia that

fi-uit.

there is an ever-present supply. The fruit
not of twelve different kinds; the tree of
life bears but one kind (cf. Ezek. xlvii. 12,
" And by the river upon the bank thereof,
on this side and on that side, shall grow all
trees for meat, whose leaf shall not fade,
neither shall the fruit thereof be consumed
it sliall bring forth new fruit according to
his months").
And the leaves of the tree
were for the healing of the nations (of.
Ezek. xlvii, 12, quoted above, "And the
fruit thereof shall be for moat, and the leaf
thereof for medicine "). " The nations " are
not the heathen, but the multitude of the
redeemed, gathered out of every nation (see
on cli. xxi. 24). It is, of course, not implied
that there is, in the new Jerusalem, any
disease which needs healing, but the tree of
life is put forward as the means by which
the perpetual health and life and genetsl
well-being of the inhabitants are sustained.
Ver. 3. And there shall he no more onrse;
and there shall be no aecursed thing any more.
Nothing accursed exists in that city, because
there is no sin there. The narrative here
passes into the future tense (cf. ch. xx 7).
But the throne of Ood and of the Lamb shall
be in it ; and his servants shall serve him
and the throne, etc. This is the consequence
of there being no accursed thing (of Josh,
is

—

vii. 12, 13, "Neither will I be with yon any
more.
There is an accursed thing in
the midst of thee, O Israel "). God dwells in
the city because all is holy. The throne of
God and of the Lamb is one God and the
Lamb are one. Again, hit servants, the servants of God and the Lamb (of. John x. 80).
They "serve him," as described in oh. xii.
.

.

.

—

1

—7 and elsewhere.
Ver. — And they shall
4.

his

see his face

;

and

name shall be in their foreheads. Another

consequence of there being no accursed thing
no sin (see on ver. 3). All are pure iu
heart, and therefore they see God.
The
same promise is made in 1 John iii, 2. The
last clause connects this chapter with oh.
iii. 12, and shows that these who are here
described are those who have overcome (of.

—

also ch. vii.

Ver.

5.

;

xiv. 1).

—And there shall be no night there;

and they need no

candle, neither light of the

sun; for the Lord Ood giveth them light;
and there tliall be night no more; and they
rteed no light of lamp, neither light of sun
for the Lord God shall shine upon them. A
repetition of ch. xxi. 23, 25 (which see).
In
xxi. 23 we are told " the Lamb is the Light
"
"
here,
the Lord God shineth
thereof
Again an assertion of the
upon them."
Son
(of. ver. 8).
And they
ifivinity of the
This predicshall reign for ever and ever.
tion aud promise ends the Bevelatioo, as
2 a
;

"

;
;
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noh. It is the reward placed before those
who strive, in order to induce them to " overcome " (see on var. 5 above, and ch. iii. 12).
Ver. 6. And he said unto me. Probably
the angel who has exhibited the vision of

—

the holy city (oh. xxi. 9); perhaps the
ungel of ch. i. 1. The concluding portion
of tlie book is now enl:ered upon it contains
a brief summary of (or rather reference to)
the chief events which liave been narrated,
and enforces the lesson which is intended to
be taught, viz. that Christians should persevere in well-doing amid ail persecutions, for
their reward is certain, and that the punishment due to the wicked will surely overtake
them at last. The angel asserts the veracity
of what is contained in the book (ver. 6 cf.
ch. i, 1, 2; iii. 14); the time in which to
prepare is brief (vers. 6, 7, 12 cf. ch. i. 3,
7) ; tiie prophecy is to be communicated to
otliers (ver. 10; of. oh. i. 1
3); God is
;

;

;

—

eternal (ver. 13

;

cf.

ch.

i.

8)

;

tlie

just are

rewarded (vers. 14, 17; cf. ch. i. 3); the
wicked are punished (ver. 15 cf. ch. i. 7)
the prophecy is to be faitlifully handed on
(vers. 18, 19; cf. ch. i. 2).
These sayings
are faithful and true. That is, all that lias
been conveyed to the seer (cf. the following
verses).
This is a repetition of oh. xxi. 5
xix. 9; iii. 14; so also Dan. viii. 26.
And
the Lord God of the holy prophets sent his
;

angel to show unto his servants the things
which must shortly he done and the Lord,
the Ood of the epirita of the prophets.
.Hie
things which wMtt shortly come to pass. That
spiritual part of the nature of the prophetd,
by which they are made to discern and to
commuaicate God's will. The expression is
used here in connection with the " prophecy" mentioned in the following verse.
;

.

.

The greater part of this verse is worded
exactly as ch. i. 1. His servants; cf. the
address to the seven Churches (ch. i. iii.,

—

especially oh. i. 11).
Ver. 7. Behold, I

—

come quickly

(of. vers.

20; ch. iii. 11). The narration passes
into the words of Christ himself, just as in
12,

ver. 12

and

ch. xi. 3.

Blessed is he that

keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this
"
book. Because they are " faithful and true
(ver. 6).
The command given in ch. i. 11,
19 is now supposed to have been carried out
(cf. the same words in ch. i. 3).
Ver.

8.

—And I John

heard them

;

literally,

savi?

these things, and

and I John [am]

the

[one] hearitig and seeing these things. The
absence of the verb (the present participle
being used alone) indicates the person to
whom the revelation is made, without
assigning any specific period as the particular time when tlje revelation
took
place. The same statement is made in ch.
" These things " are all that
i. 1 (which see).
t^are been related in the book.
And ivhen I

JOHN THE DIVINE,
had beard and

seen, I fell

[ch, xtii.

down

1—«.

to worship

before the feet of the angel which showed
me these things; and when I heard and
saw, etc. The tense here becomes aorist
(vide supra). St. John has once before fallen
into the same error, viz. that of paying
undue homage to the angel (see on ch. xix.
The beatific vision overwhelms him
10).
with awe, and he is bowed down with his
own humility.
Ver. 9. Then saith he unto me. See thou
do it not : for I am thy fellow-servant, and
of thy brethren the prophets, and of them
which keep the sayings of this book: worship
God ; and he saith, etc. (cf. the words of ch.

—

xix. 10).
Here we have "the prophets;"
in the former passage we have the " spirit
of prophecy," in much the same sense; ber<^
again, we liave "them which keep the sayings of this book," in place of " that have
the testimony of Jesus," in ch. xix. 10.
In
the latter case, also, there is little difference
of meaning, since the "sayings of this book "
are exhortations to a faithful bearing of " the
testimony of Jesus ; " those, therefore, " who
keep " (that is, carry out) " the sayings " are

who " hold the testimony of Jesus."
The prophets " need not be restricted in

those

"

to either Old or New Testament
prophets, but may include both. The direct
inspiration of the message which St. John
has to deliver is here asserted. In unison
with the teaching of the Mosaic covenant,

meaning

commands to worship God alone
Exnd. xxxiv. 14, etc.).
Ver. 10. And he saith nnto me, Seal not
the sayings of the prophecy of this book for
the time is at hand. The visions being now
complete, St. John is commanded to communicate them to the world (cf. ch. i. 4,
where a contrary direction is given). The
last sentence is again a repetition of the
assertion of the shortness of this our time of
preparation (cf. on ver. 7). The revelation
deals not with events far distant in the
future, but with those immudlately present;
for this reason the message is to be communicated (cf. Dan. viii. 26, where the
the angel

(of.

—

:

reason given for " shutting up the vision
is that the visions " belong to many days to
come," Eevised Version).
Ver. 11.— He that is ugnst, let him be
unjust still and be which is filthy, let him
be filthy stUl and be that is righteous, let
him be righteous stiU : and he that is holy,
let him be holy still ; he that is unrighteous,
let him do unrighteousness still, etc. (Bcvised
;

:

Version).

These words seem to be used
was sometimes the ctuse with

ironicAlly, as

the prophets (of. Ezek. iii. 27 ; xx. 39). The
intention seems to be to stir men up to a
realization of the nature of their conduct in

continuing to reject the warnings of God.
Note tlutt th« words immediately Mueeeding,

";;
;

oaxxu. 1—21.]
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ae those immediately preceding, are
connected with the judgment.
Ver. 12. And, behold, I oome qniokly.

—

Omit "and"

(of.

vers. 7, 10, etc.; see also

on ver. 11). Note also that once more the
words are spoken as by Clirist himself (cf.
And my reward is with me, to give
TCT. 7).
every

man

according as his work shall be

work is, according to the best authoriThis is one of the fundamental truths
ties.
enforced throughout the book
of.
the
epistles to the seven Churches (oh. ii. 5, 10,
Similar language is
16, 17, 22, 26, etc.).
as hit

;

found in Isa. xl. 10 ; Ixii. 11. The infinitive
phrase seems to be explanatory of the iilea
contained in the word iu(rB6s, " reward
the double nature of the reward being thus
;

indicated.

—

Ver. 13. I am Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the End, the First and the Last
Reverse the position of the
the Alpha, etc.
two last phrases. These words, wliich appropriately open and close the book (cf. ch. i. 8),
occur (like those in ver. 11 above) continually in Isaiah (see Isa. xli. 4 ; xliii. 10 xliv.
6; xlviii. 12). All three titles are here
combined, as if to finally gather up into one
impressive assertion the titles hitherto used
separately (cf. ch. i. 8, 17; ii. 8; xxi. 6).
" The first title is symbolical the second is
borrowed from the Old Testament; the third
is philosophical " (' Speaker's Commentary ').
Ver. 14. Blessed are they that do his
commandments.
The Revised Version
;

;

—

adopts the reading, ot irhivovTis tAs o-ToXds
avT»i>, " they that wash their robes," which

found in N, A, 1, 33, Vulgate, Mthiopio, Armenian, Frimasius, and which is
The reading ot the
probably correct.
Textus Eeoeptus, rroiovvTes t6s 4vTo\is
auToS, "they that do his commandments,"
The
is found in B, Syriac, Coptic, etc.
Vulgate adds, " in the blood of the Lamb,"
as in ch. vii. 14, which is, of course, the
The free-will of man is imfull meaning.
plied in the active form of the participle.
may
have
right to the tree of life
That they
is

order that they may have authority over
of life ; i.e. the right to partake of it.
Ebrard makes this clause dependent (as a
:
consequence) upon " do " " They do them
f'n

the tree

Others
in order that they may have," etc.
:
attach this clause to " blessed " " They are
blessed because they may have the right,"
etc. Both significations may well be implied.
" The tree of life " is that described in ver.
"
2, and promised " to him that overoometh
And may enter in through
in ch. ii. 7.
the gates into the city ; by the portah ; that
is, in the natural way of people who have a
right to enter.
Ver. 15. For without are dogs, and

—

ioroerers,

derers,

and

and

whoremongers, and murand whosoever lovetb

idolaters,
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; witlwul (omit " for ") art
the eoroerers, and the fornicators, etc.
The article renders each term
general in its signification (see on ch iv.

the dogt,

lie

and

"The dogs" are those who are de11).
scribed in ver. 11 as "the filthy; " the term
is proverbial amongst Eastern nations as an
expression for what

is

most degraded.

The

epithets in this verse occur (with others) iu
ch. xxi. 8.
contrast is forcibly presented
between these wicked ones here indicated,
and those who have (in the preceding verse)
the right to enter the city, owing to their
purity obtained by washing their robes.
Ver. 16, I Jesus have sent mine angeh

A

—

Here our Lord himself

asserts

what was

at

the very beginning set forth (ch. i. 1). The
revelation proper being now ended, the
epistolary form in which the book opens is
now resumed. Either our Lord himself is
here the speaker, or the augel speaks in his

name

(of. vers. 9, 10,

12, etc.).

To

testify

yon these things in the Churches
Tais ixK\ri<rlais).
The Revised Version
translates, for [margin, or over'] the Churches
unto
(^jrl

the expression In Matt. xxiv. 33). Probably this preposition is used as expressing
the idea of motion towards, especially from
above, which is centained in the fact that
the message is from heaven to the Churches.
Diisterdieck,
Hengstenberg, and others
would translate, "concerning the Churches."
"
'Ev,
in," is found in A and some other
manuscripts. Some cursives omit the preposition entirely. This gives another pos" to testify these things unto
sible reading
you, the Churches." I am the Soot and the
Offspring of David, and the Bright and
Morning Star. Omit the second " and."
(On " Root," see on ch. v. 5 for " Morning
Star," of. ch. ii. 28.) At the word " David,"
the manuscript 1, from which Erasmus
compiled the Ttxtus Beoeptus, ends. In
order to supply the remainder, which is
deficient, Erasmus retranslated the Vulgate
Version into Greek. The Greek, therefore,
of the Textus Beceptus from this point
ou wards is the Greek of Erasmus.
Ver. 17. And the Spirit and the bride
say, Come. These words are best understood
as ultcred by the writer. The Holy Spirit
working in the Church, through whom she
(cf.

:

;

—

buund to Christ as his bride, and the
Church herself, eagerly welcome the fulfilment of Christ's promise made in ver. 12
(On "come," cf. oh. vi. 1.) And let him
that heareth say. Come. The Church in
her corporate capacity welcomes her Lord
is

;

each njember in his individual
capacity, who hears this " testimony " (ver.
16), be desirous of the advent of his Master.
And let him that is athirst come | aihirst for
the water of life (of. ch. xxi. 6). And who*
go ever will, let him take the water of lift
so, also, let

—
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Omit "ami." Again the active
participle iiidicutes the voluntary nature of
the eotion ; though the living water be freely
given without money and without price, it
freely.

not enforced upon any.
Ver. 18. For I testify unto every man
that heareth the words of the prophecy of
this book.
Omit " for." The pronoun " I
is emphutio.
Here is the solemn appendix
or seal of the veracity of the bouk, somewhat
similar to the prefatury words in oh. i. 1
3.
This is the fulfilment of the duty laid upon
St. John in ch. i. 1, not an announcement of
our Lord himself (of. the wording of ch. i. S).
If any man shall add nnto these things, Ood
shaU add nnto him the plagues that are
written in this book; cf. the command in
Deut. It. 2, " Ye shall not add unto the
word which I command you, neither shall
ye diminish from it " (Revised Version).
" The plagues that are written in this book "
are those ot tlie seals, the trumpets, tlie vials,
the doom of Babylon, etc. ; cf. the command
of St. Paul to Timothy (2 Tim. i. 13), and
cf. also what is said in 2 Tim. ii. 16
18
concerning the heretical teaching qf HymenaeuB and Fhiletus.
Ver. 19. And if any man shall take away
from the words of the book of this prophecy,
Ood shall take away his part out of the book
of life, and out of the holy city, and from the
things which are written in this book ; from
ihelree of life ; i.e. tliat mentioned in ver. 2
and in ver. 14, where also the city is menis

—

"

—

—

—

—
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the (hltigi written in (hit

seems to be the real meaning of the last
clause ; not merely the tree and city which
are written, eto. Just as the evils set forth
in the Apocalypse are declared in ver. 18 to
be the portion of those who add to the book,
80 those who take from the book are deprived
of those bhssings which have been constantly
hoolt

referred to in the book.
Ver. 20. He which testifieth these thingi
saith viz. the Lord Jesus, as in ver. 16
Surely I come quickly ; yea, I come quickly.
As tlie book opens, so it closes with this
promise. This is the anchor and stay of the
faithful, the sound of an alarm and a warning cry to the wicked. Amen. Even so,
come, Lord Jesus. Omit " even so." Thus
in calm and patient hope the apostle answers
his Lord.
So the writer who delivers the
mess.ige is the first to proclaim his belief in
what is herein contained.
Ver. 21.— The grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ be with you all.
Amen ; the grace of
the Lord Jesus be with the saints. Amen. So
the delivery of the message wag commenced
(of. ch. i. 4 ; cf. the form in 1 Thess. v. 28).
Bearing in mind that the theme of the book
is the conflict between good and evil, we
may well conclude our study of it by joining
in the prayer of the author, that the help of
the Lord Jesus may be on the side of his
saints to enable them to overcome, and then
receive their reward.

—

—

HOMILETICa.
Vers. 1

— — (See preceding homily.)
5.

Vers. 6, 7,

16.^See homily on

Vers. 10, 11.

Ver. 12.

—(See homily on

—(See homily on
—(See homily on

Ver. 13.

— (See homily on

i.

1— S.)

ch. xx. 11

ch,

L

7.)

ch.

i.

8.)

Ver. 14 (Bevised Version).
Ver. 16.

ch.

—

18.)

—(See homily on ch. viL 14— 17.)
xx. 11 — 15.)

oh.

We

Ver, 17.
Closing words of invitation ; " Come."
have closed our exposition of
the plan of the book, so far as its Apocalyptic unfoldings of scenes yet to come are
concerned. But we should deem our work incomplete if we did not, ere we lay down
our pen, indicate in outline four homiletic studies suggested by the last six verses of
this chapter, giving us as they do, a closing invitation, a closing warning, a closing
aspiration, and a final benediction.
First in order of these lour comes the invitation.
So far as the first " Come " is concerned, the word might he supposed to be the call of
the Church to our Lord, entreating him to come and rule in righteousness. And so.
in fact, some-do regarJ it.
But the wording of the second phrase seems to us to pui
such an interpretation on one side. For to him that heareth, it is said, " Catch up tht

;

OH. XXII.
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it on
' Come '
" So that it is evident that the first " Come " is addressed
to the individual who is here exhorted to pass on the sound. For this reason we
deem ourselves shut up to the specific interpretation we have here adopted. We,
therefore, regard the verse as an invitation to every one to come and partake of those
joys which are made over hy Christ to all who will take them.
I. There abe jots in the holy city which are infinitely worthy of acobpt"
ANOB. The word " Come " naturally suggests the question, " To what ? " or " To whom ?
And if the clause stood alone, the answer would not unnaturally be, " To the Saviour,"
But if we look at the
for he is the one Object to whom men are expected to come.
close of this veise, we find it said, " Whosoever will, let him take the water of life
freely " and when we read, " Let him that is athirst come," we find additional
reason for supposing that the meaning of the word is, " Come to the water of life."
And, so far, there is no reason for doubting the correctness of this. But, then, the next
query is, " Where is this water of life ? " And if we turn to ch. vii. 17 ; xii. 6, 7
xxii. 1, we find that in heaven the blessed are seen beside the fountains of the water
of life ; BO that, although it is true that even here Christ gives us the living water, that
even here there is a river, the streams of which make glad the city of God, yet no one
can study this book without seeing that there is in it a " tendency forward " that
there is a finger beckoning and a voice urging us onward to a holy city, "the New
Jerusalem," of which it is said " the throne of God " is there, from which the living
water is seen to flow, a pure, a crystal stream. All those who reach that city will
drink thereof. And it is unquestionably with all this in view that the invitation is
given.
Yonder, at the eud of the pilgrimage of the saints, is a land no foe can enter
Thousands have already reached that land, and
there is this refreshing stream.
thousands more are on the way ; and the Holy Ghost, having thus set the land Beulah
before our vision, will not let the apostolic seer close the book until, in the name of
the Lord of the land, he has summoned our attention to it, and until, through him, " the
Spirit and the bride" have said, " Come to that heavenly land, drink its living stream,

sound and pass

1

;

;

and thus share its eternal joy."
IL 'I'hb joys of the holy city are fob those who will comb to them. No one
Nor is it by merely idling life away that we shall find
will get to heaven by chance.

For althou9;h the act of coming is all that is required, there must be
ourselves there.
that.
This truth is one which, if analyzed into its several parts, may be put thus: 1.
The eye of the soul must he fixed on this as the true goal of life. It will not do to have
But what aim can be
an aimless life. Life without aim is life without power.
compared to this, of knowing God and enjoying him for ever ? 2. We must learn the
These are two : (1) Eepentance towards God.
rules by tuhich life is to he regulated.
These are to be, not occasional acts, but
(2) Faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ.
It is not by a rush and a leap, uncalculating and blind, that this
the habits of a life.
heavenly home is to he attained, but by humbly and lovingly accepting all that Jesus
3. This involves, evidently,
says, and in his strength setting the face towards Zion.
coming to Jesus, who "is the Lord and Leader of every pilgrim. This is imperative.
The last step implies the first, and all that intervene. And whosoever comes to Jesus
will at that moment take his first sip of the living water.
" Rivers of endless joys above,

And

rills

of comfort here below."

wb ARE

INVITED. The wholc verso Is an
But whereas the commands of an earthly
Bovereiiiin may be obeyed literally, yet with reluctance, here there are no unwilling
"Whosoever will, let him come." The form of invitation, however, takes
responses.
1. That the object to be ensured is one that is sufficiently
for granted two things.
attractive to make an invitation appropriate. And who can call this in question? Not
even the stoutest unbelievers deny the attraction of the heavenly city and of the
privilces of its citizens. The invitation assumes 2. That, manifold as are the charma
III.

To THESE HEAVENLY JOYS

invitation.

It is, indeed, a royal

IN Christ

command.

:

of the°place, with its fountains of living water, God is willing to make over to the
invited ones all its blessedness, wealth, and glory ; provided always that men will
come penitently, believingly, and lovingly, and accept all as a free gift from th« heart
of Infinite Love, out of the storehouse of his exhaustless wealth.

"

!
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IV. This invitation la thkown into varied fobms. These are four. 1. The
Spirit saith, " Ojme." In three ways. (1) In the visions of glory which are designed
to attract.
(2) In the clear statements of those for whom the glory is designed.
(3) In the fact of his inspiring the apostle to pen these words, the Holy Ghost has
recorded for all time an imperishable invitation to the thirsty ones to come to the
waters of life. 2. The Iride saith, " Come." The bride is the Church. (1) The Church
on earth, in all her services, her ordinances, her teaching, is saying, " Come." If sho
indulges in terrorism rather than in invitation, she mistakes her mission. (2) The
Church of the redeemed above the great cloud of witnesses beckons to us to come.
3. Jivery one who heareth is to say, " Come."
Not one voice is to be mute. Prom the
earliest to the latest, all who have responded to the call are to hand it on to others
" Come come come I " The student of the original will see an untranslated force in
the verb " say " even " The Spirit and the bride are saying." The air is ringing
with their voice, and every one who hears the sound is to aidd his voice to theirs.
Then : 4. Jesus is the Leader of the mighty choir. This is seen when vers. 16, 17 are
put together. " I Jesas have sent mine angel," etc. Tea, it is as if a grandly perfect
peal of bells were hung aloft, and as if our Saviour would have their chimes ever
filling the air with the music, " Come 1 come
come 1
V. The invitation is specific in its form. " Let him that is athirst come " (of.

—

—

!

!

—

—

!

Thirsting spirits may be divided into two classes. 1. There are those who
know not for what. This was long the experience of Augustine. So it is
Even as David (Ps. xlii. 1).
of many now.
2. Some thirst, and do know for what.
(1) Some are just convinced of sin, and are thirsting for pardon and purity. (2) Some
who have tasted of the river of the water of life thirst for more of it. We never want
more than Christ we often want more of Christ. (3) Some are aged Christians ; they
find that the older they get, the more they want of God and of his love.
And truly
Isa. Iv. 1).
thirst,

tut

;

blessed is it for them, though their ears mny be getting dull for earthly sounds, to
hear the cheery chimes ringing in the Fai her's house, " Come 1 come come " They
will not have to listen from afar much longer.
They will soon be by the banks of
They have gloried in the invitation for,
the river, rejoicing in the fulness of joy.
perhaps, fifty years and blessed are these old disciples, for they shall hear the chimebells of heaven more distinctly till they are rung in to the better land.
VI. The invitation is as wide as it is specific. "Whosoever will." These
words should put the vast breadth of tlie invitation beyond all cavil or dispute.
*'
Whosoever!" However great may have been his former thirst after sinful pleasures,
The great tempter tries to frighten
if now he is thirsting for Jesus, let him come
men away. He tells some, " You are too old ; " others, " You are too young ; " others,
" You are too bad ; " others, " You are too late." But surely here is a sword which, if
it be vigorously plied, will moke the evil one retire in defeat and shame: "Whosoever
will! " Coming one, Satan is fond of hurling his fiery darts at thee. Hurl this at him
" Whosoever will/" He will soon tire of his attacks, if thou wilt renew thine.
Why,
brother, have you not more faith in this one cheery word of thy. Saviour's, pealing out
from millions of voices, than in the chill, the dark, the deadly suggestions of unbelief?
Heaven " Whosoever will I" The water of life : " Whosoever will! " None are shut
out but those that keep out. And whosoever misses the fountains of the water of life
will do so only because he refused to accept the largest invitation that ever came to
mortal ears
VII. The invitation is on terms of God-like freenbss. "Freely." The only
terms on which we can buy the gifts of God are these " without money and without
I

1

;

!

:

—

price."

"

Nothing

in

my

For we

hands I bring,"

live on free gifts from a bounteous God.
have nothing but what is from above. It must be so, it is so, in spiritual blessings.
1. The first drop of the living water for which the thirsty soul applies is given freely
(John iv. 10). 2. Every day the believer has to come afresh, to receive new life, freely
new strength, freely ; more of God, freely. How great is the blessedness of thus living
on " the water of life " day by day, getting it fresh every hour from One whose fulness
no giving can diminish, whose giving no receiving can tire. 3. Thus living vn, frt*
mercy while on earth, the like living on free mercy above wiU he heaven. The next

are words which are suited for us.

We

.
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Btate will be the contimiity of this.
! we might live with music
the
in our ears, if we were not so dulled with the sounds of earth. Every

heaven

—

when we wake

there

is

the Father ready to give us

new

blessing, freely.

music ot
morning
Every day,

demands which new toil will make upon us, we may have new strength, freely.
And so on till the last. And then heaven, freely Having lived on free grace below,

for the

we

—

I

and pleased, living on free grace, to take our place in heaven.
In conclusion ? who would not respond at once to an invitation so rich, so large,
and so divinely free? "Would that, in our urging this, we could adequately represent'
the tenderness and love of our God!
Let not onr co1(lness repel thee, O thirsty one
Come now, and taste for yourself the sweetness of the living stream ! What will your
response be ? We have given the invitation in Heaven's Name ; and to him in whose
Name we have spoken, you must reply.
shall be well content

I

—

Vers. 18, 19.
Closing words of warning. It would be deemed an unpardonabla
offence for an ambassador to add words to, or to subtract them from, any royal mandate

which he was commissioned to deliver. And if any one in dispensing a physician's
when the life or death of a patient trembled in the balance, were wantonly to tamper with it, what condemnation could be too severe ? Yet we fear that the
tendency of many in our day is to treat a message in this book far more lightly than
they would any important official human document ; and instead of sympathizing with
the words before us, and adding their reverent " Amen," they would in all probability
either condemn the severity of these words, or else pass them by as out of date and
prescription,

altogether effete. On this account we deem it needful, in approaching the close of our
expositions, to look into these verses with special care.
will first inquire what
additions to the book or subtractions from it we may suppose men to make, from
what we know of human treatment of the Word of God.
propose then to see what
is the threatening here denounced against such.
Having done this, we will endeavour
to ascertain reasons for a sentence so severe.
Then we shall be prepared to see how
this passage may help us in the formation of religious thought, and how it may bear
practically on the life.

We

We

I. Judging pbom what we know op the facts of history, in what way mat
MEN BE SUPPOSED TO ADD TO OB TO SUBTRACT FROM THIS BOOK ? The WOrds of ths

text evidently embrace any kind of treatment of this Book of the Apocalypse which
seemed to assume that a man was at liberty to take the book into his own hands, and
Men do this : 1. If they put any merely human
to deal with it as he thought fit.
production alongside of it as if it were on a level therewith. 2. If they distort the
book at pleasure to make it fit in with a preconceived theory about it; e.g. a preconceived and extreme theory of evolution is even now (1889) leading some to treat
3. If they summarily reject the account which the book
the old book must unfairly.
gives of itself, out of dislike to the supernatural, or from hostility to the principle
4. If they make a human interpretation of the book of equal
of authority in religion.
5. If they deny and disown any of those
dignity or authority with the book itself.
great doctrines which are inwrought into the very texture of the book ; e.g. the glory
of Christ's Person ; the meaning of his work; the reality of his administration; the
freeness of his grace ; the certainty of his victory. These and cognate doctrines pervade
the entire Apocalypse, and to omit,"ignore, deny, or condemn them, from wilful refusal
to submit to Divine authority, would be to commit the sin which is here exposed to
view. The words of the Apocalypse as a whole, and of these two verses in particular,
should hear a voice saying, " Take thy shoes
are not human ; they are Divine.
from off thy feet ; for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground."
is the threatening hep.b uttered against those who tamper with
II.
the book? The threatening assumes a positive or negative form according to the
In the one case it affirms that any actual and
positive or negative form of the sin.
wilful ill treatment of, or adding to this book, will bring down the curse of God upon
the guilly one's head. In the other case, it declares that any rebellious rejection of

We

What

the divinely revealed doctrines of this book will incur rejection from God.
Certainly we can
III. Can we discover reasons for a sentence so severe ?
1. Tlie hook is Divine in its origin ; it is, there/ore, too sacred for human
seven.
hands to mar. (For treatment of the question of the origin of this book, see oui
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homily in this section.) In ver. 16 we have the explicit statement, "I Jesns
have set mine angel," etc. In ver. 18 we have the emphatic Moprupa iyii ' beginning
It ia not jkbaolutely clear whether the speaker in the second case is
the verse.
Jesus himself or his angel. If the latter, the angel testifies for Jesus. If the former,
Either way the testimony is divinely authorized, and
Jesus speaks for himself.
2. ITie book it a Divina
therefore must ever be too sacred for the trifler's touch.
manifesto to the Churches; therefore no others can have any right to touch it. It
was given at first to those who loved om- Lord, that they might keep and shield it.
And any one professing to be an ambassador for God, who wilfully tampers with it, is
What nation would bear with its sovereign's
false to his commission from the throne.
He
legate, if he were known to add, alter, or delete a word issued from the throne?
would be visited, and rightly, with penalties of terrible severity. Is God's sanction to
be less stem ? 3. Tlie hook is a disclosure of the future ; and no one can possibly be
competent to alter a single word of his who sees the end from the beginning. To disclose
in a succession of paiabolio or symbolic settings the future scenes which are to appear,
and that in their order, is a task to which none but God himself can possibly be equal.
Therefore the visions must remain untouched. 4. 3%e looJe is a declaration of doctrine
of doctrines on which souls live and grow and thrive ; and therefore it is a very
By contrary teaching, men may be led astray and
serious thing to meddle therewith.
ruined for time and for eternity. If there be a reservoir which supplies a town with
water, or a well springing up in a barren land, the only one from which a traveller
conld drink, what curses would be yea, ought to be pronuunced against him who
should poison either the one or the other ? Is it a less serious thing to poison the
wells from whence the living water is drawn ?
5. The look abounds in words of consolation ; of the supports of which men may not be deprived. Pew books in the Word
of God are richer in consolation than this closing one ; and who can estimate the guilt
of depriving millions of souls of the words of solace uttered from the eternal throne ?
To strike a thousand men at once with paralysis would be nothing to such a crime
as this
6. The attempt to substitute human words for the Divine is unspeakably
rash.
Por our part, we have ever felt that it would be a sheer impertinence if we
were to take it upon ourselves to guide men through this life to the life to come, if we
had not a " Thus saith the Lord " for every direction we gave. But if, when the Lord
lias spoken, any man deliberately substitutes words of his own, this is an action which
no woids of ours can adequately characterize. 7. There is desperate wickedness in that
disloyalty and rebellion which would play fast and loose with the words of this hook.
We may not lose sight of the fact that this censure is here pronounced, not merely
because of an evil act, but on account of the wickedness of heart which can consent to
.in act so evil.
Any one who can deliberately handle the Word of God deceitfully
commits a crime in sacred things, which society would absolutely refuse to toleirate in
the common affaks of life. What place could such a one possibly find in the holy
city? So far, then, from thinking the sentence even seemingly severe, we deem it one
of the clearest proofs of Divine kindness and care that he has thrown the guard of
so solemn a sanction around words which are meant for our guidance through this
life to that which is to come.
Por the fact is that God's severity to the trifler is the
outcome ol his care for us all.
IV. Let us see what beamno this passage has on the formation of THOUaHT
AND ON THE DiBECTioN OP LIFE. 1. It should lead US to admire the wonderful concern
of God for our guidance and safety in thus guarding for us his own message of love. We
ought not for a moment to forget that for our sakes these words were written ; for our
sates they have been preserved till now through fire and flood, and all the vicissitudes
of earth.
We can quite imagine a man under the influence of unbelief or hostility,
taking fire at such a passage as this, deeming it a flash of fiery wrath directed against
himself. But in so doing he would totally misapprehend the words. They are fraught
with terror only to those who wilfully pervert them. And we have no hesitation in
saying that menace to such is mercy to the rest.
Is it no safeguard to the people to
be told that the enemy shall not be permitted with impunity to poison the wells of
living water?
Whoever robs a people of their dearest treasure will have to smart
God's goodness to us ensures that. 2. The words should lead us to admir*
for it.
' See the Reviters' text, and that of
Westoott and Hort
lirst

—

—

!

—

—
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and adore the far-seeingaeas of the great Inspirer iu iaditing such words at these. Per
who does not know that one " Church," at any rate, has heaped words on words, and
added them to the faith, to be accepted under pain and penalty of " anathema sit " t
And not content with this, but as if in order to prevent the discovery of her own fraud,
she debars the people at large from free access to the book which would expose it,
which is at once the charter of the people's freedom from man, and defines the extent
and the limits of the " true sayings of God." 3. The words which are so stern a guard
around the Book of the Apocalypse do also apply with equal force to whatsoever
writings stand on an equal footing of Divine authority (of. Deut. iv. 1
24; Jer.
xviii. 16, ad Jin. ; Gal. i. 6—9; Matt. xv. 9).
Hence we should learn (1) to deal with
most conscientious care with whatever comes to us with the weight and sanction of
Divine authority; (2) to remember that there is not anything outside the pages of th*
Word of Ood that does or can present such binding authority ; (3) to deal with all
that is so outside the book as the word of man, and not as the Word of God (see Acts
1 Cor. ii. 5). Our faith must not stand " in the wisdom of men,
xvii. 11 ; 2 Cor. i. 21
but in the power of God." 4. The words before us show how an expositor of the holy book
is to treat it in his teachings to the pcopla. His task is at once grand in its simplicity,
yet awful in its responsibility. He has, by every possible means, (1) to find out exactly
what the Spirit of God says ; and (2) to impress that, and that only, on the heart and
conscience of the people. 5. We here see also how the people are to regard an expositor
of God's Word, viz. as one whose work is to teach them, not his own thoughts, but
the thoughts of Gtod ; and they are ever at liberty to appeal from the human speaker
to the book.
They must not be pulpit Christians, but Bible Christians. 6. Finally,
we learn with what state of mind we ought to study the book in which is contained
what the Lord hath spoken. There should be humility, readiness of mind to hear
what God the Lord will speak, and also unswerving loyalty to the God of truth in

—

;

every point in which we see the truth of God (1 Pet. ii. 1, 2).
obedience to what the Lord teaches us in his Word, we shall come to
our truest guide, and our glory in having such a guide.

And
know

in practical
its glory as

Ver. 20.
The closing aspiration : " Come, Lord Jesus." In the homilies on ch. L
7 and XX. 11
15, compared with xxii. 12, we have touched on the second coming of
Christ.
But in each case we have done so in direct pursuance of our aim of giving a
Hence in one case we dealt with
homiletic exposition of the plan of the Apocalypse.
it as the one clue threading the entire Scripture ; in another case we looked at it as
bringing about the consummation of all things. In the passage before us now there is
presented to us yet a third point of view Irom which it is to be regarded, even as the
object of the believer's hope, longing, and prayer. " Come, Lord Jesus." Three inquiries
will come up before us, replies to which may throw light on a most important aspect of
the Christian faith and expectation.

—

What

The glorious appearing
is included in this one hope of tue Church ?
I.
of the great God, even our Saviour Jesus Christ, is, without doubt, the " blessed hope."
The Church is longing for the personal presence of her Saviour. Love cannot be fully
Still, the expectation of the coming
satisfied while its fonilest Object remains unseen.
of the Lord is onewliich includes a great deal more than the hope of his personal
presence. For that of itself, without very much more, would not by any means secure
In fact, even as it is, we are better off than the disciples were
all that believers desire.
when Jesus was on earth. " It is expedient for you that I go away," etc. It is not,
then, as if we were here weeping and mourning, without a Christ, that we long to see
him, but because of the glory which shall be ushered in at his coming. It may be well
for us, at this stage of exposition, to locate the personal advent of Christ according to
New Testament eschatology.* Increasing, repeated studies of the Word drive us fm-ther
and further away from the pre-millennial hypothesis (although, for the sake of students,
we have indicated in a foot-note below where they may turn for the clearest arrangedo not look for the personal reappearing of
ment of it which has come before us).
Jesus as near at hand, in point of time, as yet (1889). It is not at the commencement
of an era of blessedness that Scripture warrants us in placing it, but at the consumma

We

' The Hev. E. H. Elliott, in his ' HorsB Apocalypticn,' 5th edit., vol.
indicates the pre-miUennial order of incident.

It.

pp. 196

—
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Looking, however, at his coming as taking place at the restitution of all
tiou thereof.
things, we must needs include in our aspirations after that glorious goal of human progress every step on the way thither. These steps towards the final blessedness are shown
in the New Testament in the following order : 1. The advance of truth and the proclamation of the gospel among all nations must take place before the end. 2. Tha
promise of the outpouring of the Holy Ghost is very far from complete fulfilment. Our
Lord lives and reigns to bestow this gracious baptism. The Holy Ghost will both
train the Church and convict the world.
3. Through the pouring out of the Holy
Spirit Israel is to be restored (Ezek. xxxv.
xxxvii.).
4. The effect of Israel's restora-

—

tion will be " as life from the dead,"
fulness of the Gentiles (Rom. ix.
xi.).

—

and
5.

by the inbringing of the
fuUow a long period of millennial

will be followed

Then

will

rest, during which righteousness, though not absolutely universal, will be in the ascendant ; while at the same time the tares as well as the wheat will be ripening for harvest
(Isa. Ix. ; Matt. xiii.). 6. After this, for reasons known only to the great Disposer, the
evil one, having long been bound, will be " loosed again," but only for a season.
He
will go forth to deceive.
This will be his last effort, which will issue in his destruction. The enemies of God and of his Church will one by one be overthrown. 7. Then
will come the appearing of our Lord ; the general resurrection ; ' the gathering of the
nations the judgment the award for the wicked, the second death ; for the righteous—
8. The inbringing of the new heavens and the new earth, wherein righteousness will
dwell. It is for this we long. For this believers are waiting, anxiously watching every
step in the process which is to bring aViout that halcyon calm.
Yea, in our eagerness
for it, we sometimes wish to push forward the wheels of time.
We ask impatiently,
"Why is his chariot so long in coming?" We cannot rest while wickedness rides high,
nor while tares so much abound. Hence our prayer, " Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly.
Come and complete thy reign. Overturn, and overturn, and overturn. Throw down
the wrong ; bring in the right, and let the groaning and travailing of the creation ceasa
because of the manifestation of the sons of God
II. Why is this in such ak absokbino degbbb the hope of the Chuboh ?
We
are not careful to disguise the fact that in this respect the Church's outlook is very
different from that of some who devote themselves to science, philosophy, and literature.
There are, indeed, men of highest literary and scientific standing who join heartily in
the prayer, " Even so, come. Lord Jesus." At the same time, there is no doubt that
while men generally deem it wise and right to seek and to expect human progress,
there is a great divergence among them in their opinions as to what such progress
means, and how it is to be secured. The hope of some is that, through the advance of
science, the race will reach its goal; that as law comes to be more definitely understood,
nature will be brought more thoroughly under control, etc. In distinction from any or
all of these, stands out the Christian hope.
If we be asked a reason for it, we are prepared to give it in a series of considerations which, we cannot but think, are too frequently overlooked. Accordingly, we now give in outline the reasons which Christians
have for the conviction that nothing less than the inbringing of the Christian hope will
meet the cravings of our hearts. These reasons are so given as to be taken cumulatively.
1. We cannot but recognize the superiority of moral considerations to those
which are merely physical. Doubtless, neglect of sanitary laws may prove a serious
obstruction to men. But that neglect is itself a wrong moral act. And the immorality
of the neglect must be done away ere the physical ill can be cut off. In a word, the
moral and mental rule the physical. 2. We recognize also the immense importance of
men over things, or over any combination of things. There is more worth in one human
spirit than in all the material atoms in the imiverse of God.
Nothing can content us
that fails to renovate spirit. 3. The true moral and spiritual advance of men depends
on what they are, rather than on what they know. Loyalty of heart is more than the
And when men talk about science being the regenerator, wa
furniture of the intellect.
ask Which science ? We ask ^How is it, then, that the most accomplished men ara
BOBftetimeB the greatest rogues, and that some who are masters in knowledge are slaves
Man is made for God, and only as he becomes God-like is his weal secured.
to sin ?
4. It is impossible to secure the world's peace while sin reigns in man's nature.
Sin ii
the great mar-plot of the world. But : 5. With all sin put away, what a change would
;

;

—

I

—

'

—
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be brought about ! If men were all righteous, if they were like him who went about
doing good, our race would forthwith have Paradise again 1 6. Now, as a matter of
fact, no founder of a religion has ever set on foot a scheme of truth or an apparatus of
power with the express purpose of putting down wrong and of bringing in righteousness, but the Lord Jesns Christ. He only has recognized fully the needs of our spiritual
nature. But he has. Andheis"mighty to save." He has saved millions, and is doing
Biit he alone.
BO now.
7. This being so, we look to him who is the Author of our
faith to be its Finisher too. And he who by his Spirit now quickens men so that
they are alive unto God, is effecting a work which is bringing in the issue for which
we long. Of this, evolution gives no account, and can give none. 8.- The Lord Jesus
Christ has left us the direct and positive assurance that " he will! make all things new."
And if it be said to us, "Do not the terrible disorders of earth shake your faith?" we
reply
Not for a moment. Why should they? Nothing worse has happened yet than
the seven seals, trumpets, and vials have indicated.
And the end is beyond all these 1
How far beyond in point of time none can say. 9. Already, in the millions of souls
ingathered, we have had many an earnest and pledge of the glorious harvest-day. History
" He who
ts opening up strictly according to the lines of the holy book, and it will i
hath begun the good work will perform it unto the day of Jesus Christ." 10. And the
riper we get in grace, the more intense our love for our Lord, the more eagerly and
passionately do we long for him to " cornplete the number of his elect," and to manifest
her power and glory. And this desire, which by Christ has been created, by Christ
himself shall be ultimately fulfilled. Surely these ten reasons, separately and fairly
estimated, and then put together in cumulative force, do furnish an ample reason why
believers in Jesus should regard the progress of their race and the glory of their Lord
Reason enough is there here for the cry,
as leagued together in an everlasting Ixiud.
"Come, Lord Jesus come quickly 1
III. In what lioht do all these considerations bet the abfibation of the
TEXT ? 1. They account for the text being the prayer of the Church, for they show
that it expresses the longing that the redemption already enjoyed by believers may be
manifested in our race. 2. This petition, " Come, Lord Jesus come quickly I " is a conThe words go up from all Christian
stant revealer of the unity of the true Church.
hearts. Eomanist, Anglican, Protestant, Conformist and Nonconformist, all unite here.
3. The acceptance of the hope indicated in the prayer of the text is a test of the accuracy
of a man's mental science and philosophic insight. That is no true science, that is no
Its value can be
true philosophy, in which there is no room for this blessed hope.
denied only where plain and palpable facts of human nature, which ought to be taken
"As a man
into account, are ignored.
4. The text becomes a test of character.
thinketh in his heart, so is he." Similarly, as a man longeth in his heart, so is he.
Let a man tell us for what he most wishes, and we will tell him what he is. He will
thereby show us (1) The direction of his life. Every man hopes most for that to
which his * 'ul is most akin. And (2) the intensity with which he is moving in that
direction. Hence : 5. The text becomes a criterion of safety. If a man is among those
who are looking for Christ, he is among those to whom Christ's coming will bring
in the salvation yet to be revealed. If a man is among those who care not for these
things, he is one to whom the second coming will bring weeping and wailing and
gnashing of teeth. "Wherefore, beloved, seeing that ye look for such things, be
And
diligent, that ye may be found of him in peace, without spot, and blameless."
should any urge that " be prophesieth of the times afar off," let such remember that,

—

:

:

:

however distant the consummation may be, the previous preparation is in all cases a
continuous process, which is going on now. " Seek ye the Lord whih he may le found."
" Now is the accepted time ; now is the day of salvation."
reads, " The grace of the
the seer of Patmos, ere he lays
down his pen, breathing out to the saints this pious and holy wish. No conclusion to
the holy volume could be more suitable in itself or more grateful to the feelings of the
believer.
It will form an appropriate close to our horailetic expositions if we look
the historic, the dogmatic, th«
at this final benediction from a triple point of view

The dosing
Ver. 21.
Lord Jesus be with the

benediction.

saints."

The Revised Version

Pleasant

is it to find

—

practical
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We

may icgard it either ai
I. The benediction has a rich histokio intbeest.
being an apostolic wish in his own name, or in the name of all believers. Supiiosiiig
it to be the former (and, anyway, it is certainly that), it has all the weight and worth
Supposing it to be also the latter, then
that an apostolic utterance can carry with it.
it is a new, a Christian form of brotherly well-wishing, which within about sixty year*
before the time that the apostle wrote, had been newly created. It was, in fact, a totally
new expression of sacred friendship; it was a new birth; it was an indication of a new
love uniting believers in one Being, whom before his advent earth Ijad never known.
The old formula, " Peace be with you," is now supplemented by " The grace of the Lord
Jesus be with you." This is an historic fact of no small interest and importance. It is
one of those " evidences of Christianity " which can never be questioned by those who
understand the matter, showing us that a new tidal wave of love swept over mankind
when Jesus came. It is well known that Christian tourists in Eome can discern in the
differences between the epitaphs and epithets on pagan and Christian tombstones, the
evidences of a new life and love in the latter marking them off from the former. So here,
in the indication which these words furnish of a nevyly living friendship and brotherhood in Christ, is a proof of the new fraternity in himself which he alone created, and
which, apart from him, had never been. Historically, the benediction before us serves
another purpose. It Wiis written by the Apostle John. Even unbelief allows this,
Still, it ii allowed, and
albeit it makes the allowance with a questionable purpose.^
we have no need to argue it. The Apostle John wrote these words when he was an esile
in Patmos, under Domitian, about the year a.d. 96. This brings the writing of the text
well within the lines of the first century, and also as written by one who had held and
taught the same faith about Josus Christ for more than half a century. What that faith
was we have yet to see. It is enough just now to observe only how far we get historithat we know, as a matter
cally in the survey of ihis parting blessing. Even thus far
of historic fact, that within the fiist century, faith in Jesus Christ was so far rooted,
established, and ramified, as to have produced a brotherhood weldfed together in him,
on which the invocation of his grace and blessing was felt to be a suitable and adequate
outpouring of the wishes of the Christian Ijeart.
Now, it is of some moment to
remember this, and to inform others of it. For there are not wanting those ^albeit
they are not found in the circles of the ripest nnd devoutest scholais who have maintained, and do maintain, that nothing certain can be laid hold of about Jesus Christ till
from sixty, seventy, or even a hundred and twenty years after his death." This benediction alone refutes that assertion; and whoever makes it is either dishonest or
incompetent which, we do not care to decide.

—

—

—

—

The bbnbdiotion has an equal doctbinal valub. If we come closely
examine it, we shall perhaps be surprised to find bow much can be gathered from
II.

to
it.

bone be put into the hands of a skilled anatomist, he can judge
therefrom what was the form of the entire bodily framework of which it was a part.
So, give this text to a Christian theologian, and he can construct therefrom the
Let us, then, see what the words involve.
outlines of a fairly complete theulogy.
1. Certainly they assume the actual existence of the Lord Jesus Christ, although at
the time they were written, some sixty years had passed since his ascension. "The
Lord Jesus is evidently regarded as still living, as having overcome " the sharpness
For surely the " grace " of a dead Christ is altogether inconceivable. 2.
of death."
The words assume the existence of "grace" in Jesus Christ; i.e. of mercy, favour,
and of the fulness thereof in him. It is the same term as is applied to Grod. "The
grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared," etc.
So the like term ia
applied to Christ in a sense in which it never can be applied to any mere creature.
grace is sufficient for thee." As "grace" resides in
Our Lord said to Paul,
him, it is virtue, power ; as it comes to us it is blessing, various as the need coming
And, as such, the words assume its existto us as sinful beings it is mercy, pity.
ence in our Lord Jesus Christ. 3. They also imply the close relationship between
It is said that if a

"My

;

See Supernatural Religion.'
So much out of date is such an assertion that we feel at if an apology were due to
our reader* for even referring to it. But, in fact, we had, during our own pastorate, to
engage in battle with unbelievers on thia very poiut.
So that we deem it m»\ not to
emit it.
'

'

'
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the Lord Jeans in heaven and his saints on earth, and the communicablenesi of th«
If he could
grace which is in bim to them. Otherwise the words are unintelligible.
not communicate bis grace, it could not be with us. 4. They involve also the truth
that the disposal of this grace is according to the will of the Saviour. They assume
that he will be as ready to grant it, as believers are to wish it for each other. 5. The
words are such as would be uttered by one who felt it to be appropriate to breathe out
a pious wish, mentioning only the Lord Jesus Christ, without specifying either the
Father or the Spirit.* As if it were felt that his grace is from the Father, and that ha
gives it by the bestowment of the Spirit. It is even so. Thus invoking the grace of
the Lord Jesus Christ is to invoke that of the Holy and Blessed Three in One. It is no
fragmentary or broken wish, it'is no half-prayer that is breathed, when we say, " The
grace of Christ be with you." It is equivalent to saying, " May you be filled up to all
the fulness of God.". 6. Yea, more, we gather also that for an apostle or for a Church
to wish for believers that the grace of Christ oiight be with them was deemed an
adequate expression of their feelings of yearning desire. For consider the wide range
over which the expression, "the saints," extends; think of the diversity of condition
and requirement which it comprehends ; think of the long vista of time into which it
peers and when we fairly weigh each one of these three considerations, we shall begin to
feel what a conviction of infinite variety and adaptedness in the Saviour's grace these
words imply. Yet more 7. They involve the truth of the omnipresence of the Saviour.
Surely the words did not contemplate the grace of Christ being now here and now
there, filling some while others were pining, enriching the saints at Ephesus and
leaving those at Smyrna to starve!
may be quite sure of this. But, then, this
benediction involves a faith in and conviction of the glory of an omniscient, an omnipresent, an ever-living Saviour, who can supply aU saints with all grace, through all
time, even to the end of the age. Thus we can gather, from this holy breathing of Chrisyea,
tian love, what was the believer's faith in our Lord Jesus within the first century
from the time of his ascension to heaven. The Church had a book before it had a
human creed it had a faith even before it liad the New 'I'estament. Just as millions
enjoy tlie light by the action of life, who have never defined it by an intellectual formula,
Their
so the believers of old rejoiced in and lived on their living Lord from the first.
see, moreover, that it is only
formulation of the faith was not till long afterwards.
the evangelical faith in the Divine glory of our Lord that harmonizes with this first
faith of the Church.
Yea, here, in this faith in him. Catholic, Anghcan, Protestant,
are one.
know that our Lord has grace enough for rich and poor ; for the prisoners
in the dungeon and the martyrs at the stake. When we are weary, we have rest when
hungry, food; when thirsty, living water; when in darkness, light; when in weakness,
Such a Saviour is to us no lesi than
strength ; when dying, life.; and aU in him
the true God and eternal life.
For it indicates
III. This benediction bhoxild have obeat pbaoi'Ioal powbb.
It shows us : 1. That Ghristian love ha§
lines of life equally with those of doctrine.
The wishes and prayers of the saints for each other have
tig root in Christian faith.
their peculiar direction and intensity because of their living faith in that Saviour in
whom they are one. Many can admire a true and pure Christian love. Few would
wish it weakened in its firmness or fervour. But it may be, sometimes is, forgotten, that
true Christian love is nothing less than one of the fruits of the Spirit. It is a growth
from life in Christ, That life is through faith in him. Weaken the faith, and you cool
the love. Let the one cease, the other will pine away from the lack of nutriment.
But this benediction shows us also 2. That Christian faith is a living growth which
Uoisomt into love. As there can be no love without faith as its root, so there is ns
genuine faith without love as its fruit. When men are " in Christ," they have a bond
of undying attachment for each other, in a fellowship which can never be destroyed,
but which is destined to ripen until in the Father's house it shall be perfected. 3.
What an unspeakable comfort it is that Christians can express their most fervid longings for each other's weal in one petition that covers all possible ground of every need
know very little of each others wants. Owing to
of every believer for all time
;

:
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constitution and circumstances, no one can even approximately guess the wants of tht
But when we say, " The grace of the Lord Jesus be with them " that meets
every case. It is, indeed, a prayer sent up for them to heaven ^a prayer which will be
answered, not according to our imperfect knowledge and thinking, but according " to
the riches of his grace." 4. Hence it is an infinite privilege to be numbered among
" the saints," so as to have a perpetual interest in their prayers. For let us consider
over what a vast extent the prayer of our text now doth spread. It goes up from
millions on millions of hearts the wide world over ; from private and family altars, from
many a Church and congregation. Surely it is a privilege of no mean order to have a
share in petitions which span the globe, speed to heaven, and find their way to the
heart of Jesus. 5. For, although it may be and is impossible for us to say along what
lines such and such an answer may come to such and such a prayer, yet we are perfectly sure that he who has taught his own thus to pray for each- other, has done so in
fulfilment of his own law and in the working out of his own plan ; and that, however
eagerly any believers may send up the prayer, with far more eagerness does Jesus send
down the answer. Certainly, believers owe much of their now advancing unity to the
fulfilment of each other's prayers. Finally, this fervent wish with which the apostle
closes the canon of inspiration is surely not an unsuitable one for believers at any
moment. Nor can the writer refrain, in writing his last words for this commentary,
from saying, "Grace be with all the saints!" not forgetting those into whose hand this
book may fall. May his grace be with those who shall study this book in private
devotion, and with those who shall read it to gain help in speaking to others 1 May
his grace be with all the saints, of every name, of every land, under every circumstance
of Ufe, through every age, until we all meet in the Father's house, having washed our
robes, and having entered in through the gates into the city I
" Now unto him that is able to keep us from falling, and to present us faultless before
the presence of his glory with exceeding joy, to the only wise Gkid our Saviour, be glory
and majesty, dominion and power, both now and ever. Amen."

rest.

—

—

HOMILIES BY VARIOUS AUTHORa
Ver. 2.
Consider

—" The

tree

of life."

There was, there

is,

there shall be, this life-giving tree.

fbiuevaIi tube. What was it? 1. Not a mere symbol. This has been
by many, from Origen downwards. It has been compared to the visions of
the Apocalypse. But those aie said to be visions the early chapters of Genesis are
This tree, therefore, is as real as any other of the trees bf the garden. 2. It pernot.
petuated not bodily life, for the life of the body was sustained by other food. The
body lived when access to this tree was denied. Moreover, on such earth as ours bodily
life could not be perpetuaL
For spiritual life is far more
3. Nor spiritual life.
than immortality ; it is life holy and like God, and had this tree been capable of
imparting such life, access to it would not have been forbidden. 4. But for soul-life.
There is a distinction between body, soul, and spirit. St. Paul prays that " the whole
body, soul, and spirit may be preserved blameless," etc.
In the Epistle to the
Hebrews we read of the " Word of God . dividing asunder the soul and spirit."
Cf. also 1 Cor. ii. 13
also 1 Cor. xv,, where the contrast between the nature which
belongs to the soul and that which is of the spirit is drawn out at length. " Sown a
I.

The

affirmed

;

.

.

;

natural body," t.e. a body wliose chief principle is the soul; "raised a spiritual body,"
a body whose chief principle is the spirit.
have no one English word which
exactly answers to the Greek word, which is rendered sometimes "natural," sometimes, as in St. James and St, Jude, "sonBual." But it is in nearly all cases spoken of
as in sharp contrast to the npitit. But though the Scripture draws so clear a distinction,
we, in our common speech, scarce make vaj. Now, the soul seems to include the
animal life. Gen. i. 30, " wherein there is life," is really, " wherein there is a living
soul."
So, again, Gen. i. 24, " Let the earth bring forth the living souL"
So in Lev.
xvii. 11, " The soul of the flesh is in the blood."
And it ii the basis both of the
reason and cooscieuce; for men who have not had spirit (cf. St. Jude) have yet
had these. And it is " bom of the flesh ; " souls are said to be begotten by or born tc
i.e.

We

—

—
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But it outlivea the flesh ; for mental existence, which is independent al the
body, belongs to the soul. ReaBon as well as Scripture see in to teach this. And,
unlike the spirit, it is not immortal. With the body, it can be destroyed. But the
spirit is heaven-born ; is superior to the soul
is immortal, and supersedes the soul as
the basis of all other life, and is nurtured only by what is akin to itself. No " tree,"
therefore, could furnish food for the spiiit.
But for the soul-life it might; and hence
man was forbidden access to the tree, lest he should " eat, and live for ever," For the
soul, as distinct from the body and the spirit, the first tree of life ministered.
Fur still there is a tree of hfe. Christ is such ; for faith in him
II. The present.
gives eternal life the life in the spirit. Life is in Christ, who is " the Life." Thus the
eternal
soul, which otherwise would have perished, has what in itself it cannot have
Apart from Christ there is no eternal life ; but because in him there is this life,
life.
"
he is for us to-day the Tree of Life."
That told of in the text. It may be literal, or at least as much
III. The promised.
But
so as was the primeval tree, and may minister to the life of the spiritual Ixjdy.
"our knowledge of that life is small;" all that we do know is, that whatever will
Wrapped up in this
further our life, our joy, our every good, will bo forthcoming.
promise is all that we can desire. The lost tree of life is more than restored ; " where
That is all we can say, and, thank
sin did abuund, grace does nmch more abound."
God, we can say this. S. C.

parent!.

;

—

—

—

Faith's foliage.

Ver. 2.

"The

leaves of the tree were for the healing of the

trees were used for medicinal purposes (see the old herbalists, etc.). And increasingly it is being discovered how God
has placed healing power in the varied forms of plant-life. The proportion of the
physician's pharmacopoeia occupied by leaves and suoh-like plant products is no slight
The old story of Marah, and the healing of the bitter waters there by the tree
one.
cast into them, has its antitype in the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ, and its repetition
in the healing properties which the leaves and other parts of many trees possess. Now,
concerning the tree of life told of in our text, and its leaves, and the nations that are
But,
healed by them, many questions may be asked which it is not easy to answer.
nevertheless, it is neither improper nor unprofitable to follow oat the suggestions
which the words of our text supply. Taking, then, the tree of life as telling of Christ,
whether seen in his gospel, or in his Church, or in the lives of individual believers, the
Take them as representing
leaves of the tne mean much.
Missionaries, Christian emigrants,
I. ScATTBEBD MEMBERS OF Chbibt's CHnRCH.
All these are like the leaves which are scattered hither
Boldiers, merchants, sailors.
and thither as they are torn off by the wind. Wtiat do not heathen lands owe to such
Any of us may, by the wind of God's proviscattered ones as these leaves tell ot ?
If so, God grant that we may be as
den'ce, be carried far away into heathen lands.

liations."

In ancient times the leaves of certain

one of these leaves of the tree of
II.

life.

The humblest and most ordinary members of

Christ's Church.

As the

leaves are individually but insignificant parts of the tree, they seem to represent those
members of Christ who are like them. And yet what force and efiicacy are attributed
so botanists say is disceruible ; its image can
to them I In every leaf the whole tree
be clearly traced. And this is why each leaf can do so much. God often chooses
things that are foolish and least and despised (cf. 1 Cor. i., etc.) for the accomplish-

—

ment of his

—

ends.

The Holt Scriptures. We speak of the leaves of a book. Whether that
common phrase refer to the leaves of a tree or no, it is certain that the leaves of the
Bible may be called leaves of the tree of life. For where those leaves have gone, what
III.

have they not done ? The indebtedness of the world to the Bible has long been a
favourite theme of Christian advocates. They have been for the healing of the nations,
and are so still. And they who circulate religious tracts and leaflets, as they term
them, do so in the belief that the truth of Christ which is in them will have, as it often
has had, healing power.
IV. Christian conduct. The leaves are the portion of the tree which is visible,
prominent, and seen by all. They may, therefore, stand as the symbol of all that
outward life of the Christian which appears before men. All the chikracteristicB of the

—
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leaves suggest similar ones in conduct.
The leaves are the conspicuous parts of the
tree; by their elevation, their colour, their number, their sound, their movements,
their beauty, their shadow, and much else.
So that everybody notices the leaves.
For the most part it is all they can see, and always the most marked feature of the

Now, such is the outward life, the conduct, the ten thousand common aolioiis,
the innumerable everyday doings and sayings, multitudinous as leaves and as visible,
of Christian men.
And such leaves have healing power. It was so at the first.
Rome was converted from paganism to Christ by the silent but mighty force of the
pure, beaulifid, blameless, and spiritually elevated lives of the Christians. The heathen
gazed with wonder, and an ever-increasing number of them came to desire such lif»
for themselves. And there is no healing force anywhere like such leaves.
But though,
in the blessed future condition of thy Church, the lives of all her members will be of so
salutary a sort, it is very far otherwise now.
Too many Christians are upas trees
rather than trees of life, and their leaves are deadly rather than healing.
Who does
not know this? And such sad fact shoald lead to the question What is the influence
of my life? are its leaves healing leaves or the reverse?
And no more fervent prayer
should we pray than that we, each one, may become ourselves trees of life.
V. The sbcondakt besults of Christianity. Leaves are not the purpose of a
tree.
To have nothing but leaves is condemnation, not praise. Fruit is the end of
a tree. "I have ordained you," said our Lord, "that ye should go and bring forth
much fruit" (of. John xv. 2, "Every branch that beareth not fruit," etc.). Leaves,
therefore, are but the accidents, the subordinate purpose, the secondary results, of the
tree.
And our Lord came that we might bring forth fruit unto Grod. Still, along with
this, the tree has borne precious leaves.
See the influence of Christianity upon art,
law, society, commerce indeed, on all departments of life. What does not art music,
painting, sculpture, architecture
owe to the faith of Christ? This was not the main
purpose of Christ. That was to create holy souls ; to redeem men from all iniquity.
But in the accomplishment of this, in bringing forth this most precious fruit, the tree
has yielded leaves also, such as these, and yet others. Shall we, then, listen to speculations and arguments, the aim and too frequent effect of which is to destroy the
faith of Christ in men's minds?
Shall we knowingly cut down a tree the very leaves
S. 0.
of which have healing power?
tree.

—

—

—

—

—

We

The heatiflc vision.
"They shall see his face."
Ver. 4.
often think, and
think truly, that it must have been a great joy to see our Lord as he was here on
What would we not give could we now see him as his apostles did ? Everyearth.
thing associated with him has gained sacredness and sanctity by that association. The
land where he lived
" Those holy fields.
Over whose acres walked those blessed feet
Which, many hundred years ago, were nailed.
For our redemption, to the cruel cross,"

—that land we

the Huly Land. The particular places most closely connected with
call the holy places.
The men whom he chose to minister to and
for him we call holy ones, or saints.
The day on which he rose from the dead we
observe as a holy day. All this is but the result of that mighty influence which he
exercised over those who came under the spell of his wondrous personality.
Hence
one would like to have known him as he was in bis childhood, as he " grew in
wisdom and in stature, and in favour with God and man " in the midst of his
ministry, as he toiled and taught for thankless men ; as he htmg upon the cross ; as
he rose from the dead. But such vision is impossible to us now. All the more, therefore, do we hail with joy the promise of our text.
Let us try and tell a little of what
is contained iu it.
his life

call

on earth we

—

;

L That we shall sbb the Lord Jesus Christ himself. No doubt that in
that blessed future world : 1. There is very much besides that is hlessed.
The scene,
how glorious! See St. John's descriptions. The inhabitants, how illustrious, how
glorious, how holy, how blessed I
And some of them beloved ones of our own ; how
blessed will be the sight of them I
But, after all : 2. The chief joy will he our seeing
kin. For think what seeing Jesus, even in our present poor and imperfect way, hat

—
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for men.
At the beginning of their life as his disciples, when filled with fear
because they had seen somewhat of the iniquity of their sin, the seeing of Jesus
allayed that fear and. gave thern peace. During the progress of that life, when sin
has reasserted its cruel power, and they have been heart-crushed in consequence ; when
the cares of this world have well-nigh overwhelmed them ; when sorrow has saddened
their very souls ; when temptation has drawn near in its most deadly, because in its
most enticing, form ; at all such times the seeing of Jesus, by the quickened eye of
f^th, has given hope and help, strength and deliverance, according as the need has
And in the hour of death the seeing him has soothed the sufferings of that last
been.
time, and snatched victory from the last enemy, death, and given it to the dying
saint whose succour and salvation the sight of Jesus has then secureil.
If, then, our
poor vision here has been so full of blessing, what shall not our perfect vision yonder be?
II. Ann IT WILL BB A SEEiNa Hiu.
Not a mere hearing concerning him. 1.
Hearing is a great blessing. What do we not owe to the gospel story that we have
heard read or preached, so many times? "Faith" the faith that saves ^"cometh by
Word-pictures describing some fair landscape
hearing." 2, But seeing is far letter.
are Often interesting, and sometimes so well done that they help us much to realize
what the scene described must be. But how the best of Buch descriptions fails before
And even the gospel itoiy of Jesus will be as
the seeing of the landscape Kselfl
nothing to the seeing him-^seeing his face.
For we have not to
III. And his glorification will be no bae to oitb jot.
say of him now that he is a spirit. If he were that, if his glorification had transformed
him into an entirelj"^ spiritual being, then our Ijord would be lost to us, for we could
form no idea, no clear conception, qf him. But it is not so. He wears his humanity
he has glorified that, and still he is the Son of man. The pierced hands and feet, the
brow that was crowned with thorns, the side that was riven by the spear, he has
taken with him into heaven. Therefore we shall see hia face the very face that
sweat great drops of blood, and that was marred more than any man's. Literally our

done

—

—

—

—

text is true.

IV. And we shall know him. Not merely recognize him, but know him as hero
we have never done. His people will read his heart, will understand him as now they

Much there is here which hinders our understanding, our true knowledge of
cannot.
him. Sin, sorrow, worldly pursuits, earthly mi.ndedness of all kinds, serve to hide him
from our hearts, and so hinder our knowledge of him. But there these things shall
mot be.
V. An» it will be " A LASTING BIGHT." It will not be a mere glimpse a fitful,
But our "joy shall remain."
fleeting vision, which is all that we now enjoy.
For example; 1. That wt
VI. And it implies much that is veby blessed.
Were we not, the sight of that face would be unendurable. The
are really hia.
wicked cannot bear it. And yet they must behold it. Ah would that all such would
But the fact that we rejoice to see his
think of this, and now be reconciled to God
Whether
2. That we shall not see our sin*.
face is "an evident tolien of salvation."
or no we shall remember our sins in heaven, and if so, whether that memory will
sadden heaven for us, is a question that has often been asked. That we can actually
and entirely forget them is impossible ; but that the " remembrance of them " will be
" grievous to us, and the burden of them intolerable," as here we confess they are, we
caunot think. For, on a bright starry night, what is it that we notice, that arrests our
attention, as we delightedly gaze and gaze upon the magnificent scene? Is it the
black stretches of cloud through which the stars ghine down upon us? Certainly not,
but the stars themselves. And so " his face," as compared to our sins, will be as those
In that beatific vision the darker memories will be swallowed
stars to the clouds.
up and, as it were, unseen. 3. 2%ai we shall be like him. For seeing assimilates.
" We shall be like him," says St John ; " for we shall see him as he is."
Conclusion. Are we of the number who shall enjoy this beatific vision? How
can we tell ? St. John supplies the answer. " He that hath this hope in him purifieth
himself "—that is the test. Are we thus striving after Christ-like purity?— S. O.

—

I

!

Ver. 11. Permanency of character: a sermon for the closing gear. These very
solemn words have been used again and again to illustrate and enforce the lessoni of
2 O
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permanency of character the fact that after a while character
and therefore unalterable; bo that he that is
unrighteous remains unrighteous still, and, thank Qod, he that is holy remains holy
But this is uot their true meaning, though by their form and sound they seem to
still.
teach this. But their purport is to exhort and encourage the faithful, by bidding them
this great truth of

becomes

fixed, stereotyped as it were,

for the time of recompense, the Lord's coming, is at hand.
Let the unrighteous, since they are so determined, be unrighteous still and let the
foul, since they love to be so, be foul still ; let them, if they will have it so, if men will
be wickid they must ; but let you righteous and holy ones be righteous and holy still
your trial will soon be over, and your day of reward have come. The parallel passage
in Dan. xii. 9 confirms this interpretation, and seems to have been in St. John's mind
when he wrote our text (cf. also Ezek. iii. 27). But because what a man wills to be he
eventually and increasingly comes permanently to be, therefore we may yet use our
text as teaching that tendency of character to become permanent, let the character be
what it may. He that is righteous will go on doing righteousness ; whilst he that is
filthy will go on making himself yet more fouL
Both will have it so, and it comes to
be so, blessed as is the fact for the righteous, terrible as it is for the unrighteous. Now,
this is a subject appropriate to the closing year.
For at such times we are wont to look
back along the way we have come, and to ascertain where we stand. We do so in
regard to our business, our health, our position in society, our attainments in knowledge, etc.
And such review is right. Look back, then, on the paths along which we
have gone during the past year. There have been some in which we have made too
Utile progress, in which we have halted too often, and at times turned back
the
paths of prayer, of trust, of obedience, of love to God and man, of service, of charity,
and the like. And there have been others in which it would have heen well if we had
not gone at all, or had halted in them, and come away from them paths sinful,
foolish, injurious to ourselves and others.
Halt now, if any be in such paths, and
forsake them at once. But there are others in which we cannot halt.
This dying year
tolls of one such
the path that leads to death and eternity,

yet hold on, yet persevere ;

;

—

—

—

" Our hearts, like muffled drams, keep beating
Funeral marches to the grave."

Along that path, whether we

and here
will or no, we must go, without halt or pause
a long stretch of that way left behind us in this past year. And another of
these paths along which we are ever proceeding is that one which leads to fixity of
character, the peimanent bent and bias of the will. It is to this that our text specially
summons oiir thought. We are ever engaged in gathering together the materials
which go to the formation and fixing of character, no matter whether it be good or ill.
All our pursuits, pleasures, companionships, books, work; all our thoughts, words, and
deeds are busy, like a very colony of anta, all at work, and all tending to that ultimate
result in character which binds us down to be ever still the same.
Each day finds
that work nearer done, and a year must make, does make, a great difference.
The
walls of the building may have risen hardly above the foundation a year ago, but now,
at the year's end, they are a good way up; and a year hence, if we be spared so long,
the whole structure will be much nearer completion. What inquiry, then, can be more
important than this, as to the direction which our character is taking? It would not
matter so much, though even then it would be serious enough, if our varied, separate
acts were isolated and ijidependent, without linking on the one to the other ; and not,
as they are, all tending to fix and stereotype character in one direction or the other, for
good or for evil. It would not matter if at any time we could, as we say, " turn over
a new leaf; " if it were "never too late to mend." But there comes a time when that
new leaf will not be turned over, and it is too late to mend.
time when, like Esau,
we find no place of repentance, though we siek it carefully with tears, as he did (cf.
Prov. i. 24—32).
When the great suspension bridge over the Niagara Palls was built,
first of all a slender wire was carried over by a kite to the other side; that drew over
a stronger one
that a chain ; and that, one heavier ; and so by degrees the bridge was
put together and completed. So is it with our characters. Some slight, insignificant
action, as we deem it, draws after it some others which are not so insignificant; and
these draw others moi e important still ; and so at length the whole structure of our

we

;

are,

A

;
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completed character, whatever it be, is brought together and remains permanently
There are barhours round our coast within whose shelter large and numerous
fixed.
ships were wont to gather, so that important towns grew up on their banks, and much
trade was done. But livers that flowed into those harbours brought down with them,
year after year, such amount of sandy deposit, though only a very little each year, that
after a while the accumulation became so great that a huge bar began to stretch across
the harbour mouth ; and this increased until at length the port was blocked and all its
prosperity at an end. That result was brought about by the sum of small and trifling
And so
additions, each one but little in itself, but together accomplishing so much.
with the myriad minute acts that go to make habits, and habits form character. Well,
then, looking hack over the year, what does the retrospect declare ? How is it with our
souls ?
The year cannot but have done much in regard to them. Is it leaving us
nearer God, more in sympathy with his will, more desiring to be, and more actually,
what he would have us be ? With some, no doubt, it is so, and let such give thanks
for, indeed, they have cause so to do.
Others may have mournfully to confess that
they are further off, that they have gone back, have lost much of their religion, its
joy, strength, and peace.
Let such cry unto the Lord and turn unto him with all
their hearts ; for they have need so to do, lest they fall further away still. " I remember,
some time ago, hearing a remarkable circumstance related by a public speaker to whom
It happened that a ship was being towed across the Niagara river, in
I was listening.
America, some little distance above the well-known falls. Just as she got into the
middle of the stream the hawser parted, and the unfortunate ship began to drift down
the river, stern foremost. Efforts were made to save her from impending ruin, but
every effort failed, and the unfortunate ship kept drifting further and further down the
stream towards the terrible abyss below. The news of the disaster spread along the
banks of the river, and in a very short time there were hundreds of people, and they
soon swelled to thousands, looking on in breathless anxiety to see what was to become
of this unfortunate crew. There is a point that stretches into the river, which bears
the name of 'Past Redemption Point,' and it is believed in the neighbourhood that
nothing that passes that point can escape destruction. The current there becomes so
strong, the influence so fatal, that whatever goes by Past Redemption Point is inevitably lost. The excited multitude upon the banks of the river watched the helpless
ship drifting down further and further, till she was within a few hundred yards of the
One after another were efforts made, but of no avail ; still she drifted on.
fatal point.
Only a few moments, and she passed the point. There was a kind of sigh of horror
from the va,st multitude as they saw that she had passed, for they knew she was lost.
But just as they rounded the point the captain felt a strong breeze smite upon his cheek.
Quick as thought, he shouted at the top of his voice, 'All sails setl' and in almost less
time than it takes to tell, every stitch of canvas on board the ship was stretched to
catch the favouring gale. A cheer broke from the multitude on shore as they witnessed

But would it succeed ? The ship was stUl drifting,
though the wind was blowing against it, and she was still moving downwards, stern
foremost, though the wind was bulging out all her sails. It was a battle between the
wind and the current. With breathless anxiety they watched the result. She slacks
Yes, that terrible,
Another moment they scarcely dare whisper it she stands I
downward course was actually stopped. There she was, still as a log upon the water.
Another moment, and inch by inch she began to forge her way up the stream, until
the motion was perceptible to those on shore, and one great shout of victory burst
Thank God, she is saved I
forth from a thousand voices, ' Thank God, she is saved
In a few moments more, with considerable headway upon her, she swept right up the
stream, by Past Redemption Point, right into the still water, saved from what appeared
to be inevitable destruction, just because in the very moment of moments she caught
the favouring breeze " (Aitken). Now, if any have, like this all-but-lost ship, drifted
ruinwards and away from God during this past year and, doubtless, some have and
if conscience be now rebuking and the Holy Spirit pleading with you by quickening
in you desires after a truer, better life, do not delay, but at once take advantage of the
favouring breath of the Spirit of God, and let him waft you away from where you ara
to where you fain would be. "On yovir knees &11 down and pray," lest you ba
hardened by the deceitfulnesa of tin. 8. 0>
this last effort for salvation.

—
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The day of recompenie. "My reward is with me, to give every man
work shall he." It is related of Daniel Wehster, the regality of whose
moral endowment no one disputes, that when once asked what was the greatest thought
tlat had ever oocupifd his mind, he replied, "The fact of my personal aocountahility
to God."
And yet this thought is one not frequently present in men's minda, because
Ver. 12.

iiccording as his

one that ia but little welcome. The very phraseology rf the text, its several
words, seem to point at one and another of the hindrances to the reception of this
thought. As, for example
I. iNDiifFBRBNOE.
How many minds are wrapped up in this They feel no concern
they are spiritually asleep, as was Jonah literally, tboQgh the ship and all ia It were
nigh to perishing ; and though the great day of Christ's award is hastening on. Now,
Thus does
to arouse such as these, the text begins with the startling word, " Behold 1"
it " cry aloud."
"
Many, Pelix-like, put off to " a more convenient season
II. PKOORASTtNATioN.
the consideration of a fact like this. It was this very fact that Paul reasoned about
and at which Felix trembled; but, nevertheless, the consideration of which he, as
thousands are ever doing, put off. Now, as if to protest against and to prevent such
sonduot, Christ says, "Behold, I come quickly." There is no time for delay; " now is

it is

!

the day of salvation,"

There were, there are, those who counted
III. Notions and ideas of privilege.
themselves God's favourites. The Jews did, and, in a very real sense, so they were ;
but not in such sense as would suffer them to be indifferent to the moral demands of
They, however, flattered themselves that God would not judge them as he did
Qt)d.
others.
And there are those who have persuaded themselves that they are God's elect,
but who pervert the doctrine of God's election to allowance of themselves In eviU Now,
as if to meet these, the Lord here makes no difference, but says, ** I will give every

man

ac;:ording," etc.

IV. Abuse of doctrine of faith. The doctrine of justification by faith has come
in many minds to mean little more than a mere mental reference to the atonement of
They think that a passport to eternal life. Such people say, " Ob, we believe,
Christ.
we trust in Jesus," and with this their faith ends. But Christ here declares, not only
the rewardableness of works, but also that his reward will be according to each man's
work. No profession of faith only, or talking of " casting deadly doing down" see .the
well-known but mischievous mission hymn— will avail where the question of what our
" work " is will be the all-important, all-decisive one.
V. Reiiancb on past experiences. It is said of Cromwell that on hla death-bed
"
he asked one of his chaplains, " If a man were once in grace, would he be always so ?
And his chaplain answered, " Yes, certainly." " Well, then," said Cromwell, " it is
We presume not to judge him or any
well with me, for I know I was unce in grace."
man, but these words of the Lord do not countenance any such reliance on the past.
For his reward is " according as his work shail be." Not according as it once was, but
Thus does he beat down these " refages of lies," and
as it is when the Lord comes.
take away " these battlements which are not the Lord's." But our real refuge is to
awake now and turn imto the Lord as they who have no hope but in him, and at once
to manifest the reality of our repentance and faith by doing those works which he has

—

— 0.
—
Ver. 13. " The First and

commanded.

S.

the Last."
So Is Christ. The text is one of those clear,
strong statements which compel the mind of him who accepts the authority of
Scripture to assign to the Lord Jeaus Christ that position of Divine dignity and rank
which the Church has ever ascribed to him. He ia the First and the Last. Like as
some vast mountain, towering aloft into the clouds, is the first object that catches the
eye of the voyager on board a ship approaohing the land, and, when again she sails, is
the last that lingers in his view ; so the Lord Jesus Christ, when wo approach the
study of God's revelations of himself, is the first Object that arrests our view, as he will
be the last when we look back from the ocean of eternity. And as in our illustration,
Not only first andlas^
sii in hum to whom we have ventured to apply the illustration.
but in all the interval between. As the mountain dominateB the whole landscape, and
is seen from all points, go where we will, so the Lord Jesus Okrist occupies and fills

—
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Up the chief place iil our dtudy, no matter from what side we contemplate the way«
and Works of Godv We b^old " him first, him midst, him last, him without end."
So is it
I. In thb universe or God.
For i 1. He is first tft timt. " In the beginning was
the Wordi" Ere ever aught was he was. 2. In position and ranh. None so great as
"Let all the angels of Gud worship him." B. As being the Object of all. Oreatloti
be.
is to show forth his glory.
Mtaj to subserve his WilL EvBiitSj to further his purpose.
4 And ke is tke Ldst a,ls&. OmegEl as well as Alpha. When man and the uniVerSe, as
we now know them, shall have passed away, " his years shall have no end." " They
shall perish^ but thou renlainest."
II. Is THfi Holt SdEiPTunES.
In their opening statettient we read, " In the begin^
ning Elohim created," etd.-^the plural futm suggesting, if it does not declare, the then
existehde 6f the Son of Godi
He is " the Seed of the woman," the promise of whoiii

up the first prophecy. The first sacrifice, the first death, speak of him. And
from these earliest teachings eoncerning him right down to the last utterance of the
Word of God, in what book, chapter, or page is he absent ? Patiiarchs saw his day
types told of him; laws led to him; psalmists sung of him; prophe>» prophesied Of
him J princes tod riilets^ an the eveuts which the sacred history records, prepared the
way for him j and the Nfew Testament is all of hiftii He it is who gives unity to the
Scriptures, which otherwise would be a mere collection of ancient writings, having no
point, or aim^ or plan.
He is the Keystone of the arcli, without which it would have
lights

j

1

neither

symmetry nor

strength;

IIL In 'fHE LITE or Thk bjIlIevee. He is " the Author and Perfecter of our faith."
He begins the work, having made it possible by his death, his resurrection, and the
" All things " thus being " ready," he gives rfgenefikting grace,
gift of his Spirit.
whereby we are grafted into him as our second Adam then eonvertillg grace^ leading
us to believe then sanctifying grace and, finally, grace for the hour Of death, gracie to
meeten its for the Divine presence and at last glorifying graces Think, then, all these
things being so, what: Ik Must he not be in himself ? 2i Ought he not to b« to us !
S. 0.
3. Will he 5b to us if " we will not have him to reign over us " ?
;

;

;

;

—

Ver. li.^^The blessed ones. In the Revised Version and the Authorized Version there
a notable difference of reading.
In the former the testt reads, " Blessed are they that
wash their robes;" in the latter it is, " Blessed are they that do his commandments."
But there is no real contradiction for they that wash are they that will therefore obey,
and they that obey are those who by their obedience ikovi th&t they " wash their
robes."
For note
What does the expression mean? Some copies
I. What is it to thus " wash "?
add on what is found in ch. vii., " in the blood of the Lamb," and no doubt such
Let it be remembered that by
washing is meant. But what does it all mean ?
"Christ's blood is meant the spirit of his whole life— his love pOured forth in sacrifice
for men, his sdf-devotion unto death for truth and righteousness' sake, all concentrated,
fulfilled', and brought to the point when, on the cross, he bo\Ved liis head and died.
Drink in that spirit, and you possess, not only hereafter) but now, eternal life. It ia
Bathe your heart and inttelligencej iniaginatioii and spirit, in the spirit
life, and it alone.
of that life and death, till aU it was and means flows throiigh your whole nature and
life as blood through yotir veins ; wash all your outward life, your habits, your manners,
your doings at home and abroad, all the robes of your life, in the spirit which made
Jesus pdur forth his blood upon the cross, and make them white and pure thereby,
Then you will understand^no, not understand, but know-^for ever, and live for evei
by the truth that ' the blood Of Jesus Christ cleanseth firom all sin.' " Iti short, thi
possession of, and yet more the being possessed by, the mind and spirit of the Lord
Jesus Christ when he shed his blood for us, is to be washed in his blood, and to have
our robes made white therein. Tliis, surely, is the meaning of this much misunderstood
but precious word. Then note
1. The^ were such as needed ckaAting.
II. Who thet are that thus wash.
Th«
blessed were not always holy, but sin-defiled as are we all. 2. They sought thii cleatisitig.
If we have no love for the cleansing it brings, we Shall
It does not come unsought.
not have it. It cannot be hurried up in a inonu nt at the last extremity of ike^ as tu«
is

;

—
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think it can, and so leave seeking it till then. 3. And have obtained it. For it
said " they wash," that is, they come to him whose it is to impart this cleansing, and
they gain it. 4. And this they continue to do. It is not an act done once for all. It
;
" there is the beginning
is not true that " there is life for a look at the Crucified One
of life in such look if it be genuine and real, but if the life is to continue and grow

many
is

and develop, and become eternal lil'e, we must be ever "looking unto Jesus; " it must
be the habitual posture of the soul. Such are the blessed.
1. " They have right to the tree of life."
III. Whebbin their blessedness consists.
(1) To its fruit, which in some mysterious way nurtures and preserves the life of the
spiritual body as did the original tree of life, told of in Genesis, the life of the natural
body. After man had sinned the perpetuation for ever of that life would have been
a fearful calamity, and therefore man was driven forth from the place where that tree
stood, for the express purpose, so we are told, " lest he should put forth his hand, and
take of the fruit, and eat, and live for ever." But now that man, as seen in our text, is
restored, because washed in the blood of Christ, perpetuated life may be given him,
and it is given him. All that he lost by the first Adam is given back to him through
the second. Paradise is more than regained. How can he, then, be otherwise than
" for the healing of
blessed ?
(2) And to the leaves ; those leaves which are said to be
the heathen." They are without the city ; for it is they who are told of, by their common characteristics, in the next verse. Without the city is not the same as the lake
of fire, but within reach of the light that radiates and streams forth from the city.
They yet need healing, and to minister to that shall, it is piobable, be part of the blessed
employ of the blessed in the holy city. 2. Their entry " through the gates into the city."
As in triumphal procession, not in any concealed or forbidilen way. But through the
gates of pearl the new and living way, which is Christ. Theirs is the greater salvationsalvation in fulness ; an entrance " administered abundantly " into the kingdom of the
Lord. For others there may be, there seems to be, a lesser salvation, a place without
the city ; a walking in its light, though not admitted within as its citizens. Thus is
the living God in Christ the " Saviour of all men, but especially of them that believe."
In other parts of this book, and of this and the forej^oing chapter, many of the elements

—

of the joy that belongs to the citizens of the holy Jerusalem are set forth ; the ills that
Shall we be
are here, but are not there ; the blessings that are not here, but are there.
of these blessed ones?
Have we come to Christ, and do we keep coming? That is to
wash our r»bes, as is here said. God help us so to do ! S. 0.

—

We

are perpetually bidden in God'i
Ver. 16.
The Soot, the Branch, and the Star.
All manner of means are employed to lead us so to do.
to look to Christ.
Amongst others, the vast variety of names that are given to our Lord serve this purpose.
There are some two hundred of these, and they cannot but arrest attention, excite
Here we have three of them.
inquiry, and impress the mind, of any thoughtful reader.
I. The Root of David.
So is Christ named here, or rather so does he name himself.
What is the meaning of this name? The reference is to Isa. xi., where we read,
" Behold, there shall come forth a shoot from the stock of Jesse, and a scion shall spring
forth from his roots
.
and in that day there shall be a root of Jesse." Hence the
meaning Ib: 1. Not that our Lord was the Author, the Source of the family of David,
as well as its Offspring.
It dues not mean that before David was, Christ was, as he
Many, however, have so understood these words as if they
said concerning Abraham.
were equivalent to what we mean when we call our Lord " the second Adam," as St.
Paul does. No doubt Christ is, in this sense, the Root of David, as he is of us all.
Unless we belie le matter to be eternal, man must have sprung from some spiritual
are told that God by Christ "created the heavens and the earth," and that
root.
" the things which are made were not made of things which do appear."
and all
men and things are the product of his Divine essence. No doubt these words are
It is "by faith" we accept them.
Therefore, in this
beyond our comprehension.
But it is not the triitl taught here. That truth
sense, Christ was the Root of David.
2. Christ Uas a stem springing from the root of Daoid.
Oftentimes there m«y be
is
seen springinij up from the root? of a tree which has been cut down or broken off, and
which has disa[)peared all but its roots, a vigorous but slender stem, which may grow
up to be itself a stalwart tree. Now it was when the bouse of David had fallen low,

Word

;

.

.

We

We

,

:

—
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glory all gone, that as a stem out of the ancient root Ohrist appeared. True, he
was of the house and lineage of David, but the fortunes of that house were at their
lowest when Jesus was Iwrn. The crown of Judah had left the line of David, and had
passed into the Asmonean, and then into the Maccabean, and then into the Herodiau
dynasties. And now when the noble tree had fallen, and nothing but the roots were
left, and these hidden, buried, altogether unnoticed by men, lo
there springs up a
stem, a shoot, out of that ancient root, small and insignificant to the eye, but destined
And in a spiritual sense Christ is the Hoot, not only of David,
to be great indeed.
but of many others also. How often, when all men's earthly pride and greatness h^ve
been taken away, the tender plant of grace springs up, and Christ becomes in and to
them "the Hope of glory"! What an encouragement this fact is I Nothing seemed
less likely than that the house of David should flourish once more.
But in Christ it
does so still. Yes, out of the roots, when all else is gone, this new, blessed, and Divine
growth may spring.
That Christ was so is shown ; L By many Soriptures.
II. The Oftsprinoof David.
Continually is he called the " Son of David." 2. JBy the silence of his enemies. Could
they have shown that he was not descended from David, they would have gained a
great advantage against him. But they tacitly admitted it because they could not
disprove it. 3. By the genealogies given in Matt. i. and in Luke. The former gives
its

!

our Lord's legal descent, the latter his witurai descent. Jesus being adopted by
Joseph, whose descent St. Matthew gives, took the place of his son, and was reckoned
legally as such. But St. Luke gives the descent of Mary from the elder branch of the
house of David. God had promised that it should be so, that Christ should be born
of his house, and when it seemed as if the promise had failed, lo 1 it was abundantly
Learn : " He is faithful that promised."
fulfilled.
This august name declares our Lord to be
III. The Bright akd Mobnino Stab.
Stars have been chosen by all nation* as fit
1. Tlie Brightness of the Father's glory.
symbols of majesty, and especially by the nations of the East, where the stars shine
out with a glory of which we in our cloudy climates little know. Hence they were
regarded as symbols of kingly rule (cf. Numb, xxiv., "A star shall rise, and a
And their majestic appearance led to their worship (cf. the Magi).
sceptre," etc.).
The kingly glory of Christ, the brightness of the Father's glory, is there meant.
" Thou art the King of glory,
Christ." 2. The Pledge and Bringer-in of the perfect
day. Not only is he the Star, but the Bright and Morning Star. The Star which
And Christ is this.
foretold the day-dawn ; the " Day Star," as he is elsewhere called.
The shadows of night rest on man and his dwelling-place ; but Christ has come, and
what treasure-store of hope is there not in him for us all ? S. C.

—

—

J%e good will of Ood to man. It is all-important, would we win men's
Ver. 17.
If we let
hearts for God, that we represent him as having good will towards them.
men think of him as hard, unloving, indifferent, or unjust, not aU the threatenings in
Man can only love that which he conceives as lovable.
the world will win them.
Now, this well-known and most precious verse renders great service in this direction.
Were a man to pick it up from off the streets, he would gather this much at any rate,
even supposing he knew nothing of its writer or meaning, that whoever wrote it was
And studying it attentively,
in earnest for the good of tliose for whom it was written.
with the added light of other Scriptures, the evidence of thb good will becomes full and
clear indeed.

For note

gift offered. "The water of life." It is the constant symbol of the grace
of the Lord Jesus Christ. That grace which : 1. As water, cleanses. It is a river of
water of life ; no mere circumscribed shallow pool or tiny rill, but a river, full, flowing,
Now, the putting away of our sin, our
in which a man may " wash and be dean."
" We have
spiritual defilement, is through the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.
redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of our sins." 2. As water, revives
and strengthens. In hot Eastern lands, where water was so much more precious than
with us, because they had so little whilst we have so much, this emblem of water had
more force of meaning than it has to us. The wearied traveller, faint aud ready t«
perish, "drank of the brook by the way," and "lifted up his head" (cf. Hagar and
Ishmael). And the meaning, therefore, of this word is that Christ's grace, as water
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A

pool, a
3. And, as a river of living tuater, abidee,
shallow stream^ dries up, but a rirer goes on for ever. The permanence, therefore, of
the grace of Christ is thus set forth. 4t And (his
is the very one man needs.
gift may be ever so valuable, but if I do bot vrant it I do not feel the love which offers
it.
But if I do need it, if it be the very gift of all others which I need, then he who
comes to me with just that does show his good will. And thus is it with this gift. It
is no mere temporary and temporal gift, but one eternal and spiritual, suited to me as
an immortal being destided to dwell in the presence of God. Seeing what a shred of
my entire existence is my life here, would it hfive been a token of real love for me if,
instead of that which is given, I had been granted all manner of mere earthly good ?
But " God commendeth his love towards us," not only in the gift he offers, but in^
11. The manneb of the offebino.
For: 1. 2%e invitation is repeatedly given.
The Spirit, the bride, and every one who hears, is to say, "Come." An immense
significance lies in the manner of an invitation.
One can learn much as to the sincerity
of him who gives it by noting how he gives it.
If, then, he repeat it again and again,
as this invitation is repeated, I cannot doubt as to the real desire that it should bo
accepted. And this is seen : 2. ih the messengers who are entrusted to give this invitation.
They are so well qualified to give it effectually. (1) The Spirit. He is in full
sympathy with the Giver of it. He is the Holy Spirit of God.
messenger may
nullify the effect of a message if he have no sympathy with him who sends it; but if
he have such sympathy, is, as the giver) deeply desirous that it should be accepted,
then with what force will he urge it
And so it is here. Does he not urge it on us,
plead vrith us to accept it?
know he does. And he has skill and tact to urge it
wisely and effectually. Ah 1 what clumsy messengers we often are who have to give
What mistakes we make How faultily and imperfectly we do our work I
this message
But he, the blessed Spirit of God, makes no such mistake. He knows when, where,
and how to best urge on us this messnge of God's great love. And he has, too,
knowledge of our character and Circumstances. He will not address one character in a
way suited only to another, as we often do. He will not come at a most unfit time^
but will choose the best time. And heJmseoristant access to us. When the doors of the
church are closed, the Sunday over, and the sacred services have come to an end ; when
the preacher and those to whoilA he speaks have separated
he shut off from them and
they from him ; then the Spirit of God can come to us, does come oftentimes, in the
silence of the night, in the intervals of business, in lonelyi quiet hours when none but ho
can come. Thus qualified is one of these taesseugers who are sent. Does not the sending of such a messenger prove the sincerity of him who sends the message? Then
She also is to say, " Ootne." And wlio is the bride, but the company of
(2) The bride.
Christ's redeemed, they who know ly acttud experience the preciousness and the power
of this " water of life " ?. He who hath taken of this water knows its life-giving power.
They can tell what Christ has done for them. It was the healed ones who, when our
Lord was here on earth, sent multitudes more to him. And they are bidden do the
like now.
They are to say to the yet unhealed, " Come." And they are prompted to
do this by mighty motives gratitude, compassion, desire for Christ's approval, which
depends upon their fidelity to this commission. (3) And him that heareth is to repeat
the message. If this direction had but been obeyed, heathendom would not now he
so vast as it is, nor will it long continue so if we now will but obey this word.
What
more could he, whose message it is, have done to secure ils promulgation and its
acceptance? S. The form of the message. It is "Come," not "Go." It ineans that they
who deliver it are first to go themselves, and then bid others come likewise. Many
are perpetually saying to others, "Goj" but if they do not come themselves, those
others are not likely to heed their word. The Scotch mother, in the well-known
engraving, wanting her child to cross the brawling stream, goes first herself, and
•hows her where to put her trembling feet, now on this stone and now on that and that,
and so the timid little one, seeing her mother go first, comes after her. tarents, so
mnst it be with you and your children if you want them to be brought to Christ.
rerirei, strengthens the soilL

A

g^

A

I

We

I

I

—

—

and say, " Come," and then they will follow.
in which hindrances to its beino acckpted are met and provided
AOAiNBT. Such hindrances are 1. Doubts as to who are invited. But such doubts
are met by " Whosoever will." None can shut themselves out of that " whosoever.* But

You must go
III.

first,

The way
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added, " aniHet him that is athirst." Such are very often the last to believe that
the water of life is for them. Their very need and longing make them think such an
offer as this is " too good to be true."
And by this special reference to them thi»
doubt is met oF. the angel's word on Easter iDay, " Go tell his disciples and Peter"
He was the one who most of all needed and longed to know that he had not lost
utterly his Lord's love ; and the Lord knew that, and so sent a special message to him.
And so it is here; the "athirst** are specially called. 2. Bequirement of qual\/icaHont.
Were such demanded, many could not come, but everybody can take a gift. Hence it
i8 toid, let him take " freely."
3. Doubt as to motives.
How many distress themselves
" Have I
by scrutinising the motives which lead them to desire the Lord's grace
it is

;

I

repented Enough, prajed enough, felt the evil of sin enough," etc.? But no question
will be asked as to motives.
It is " whosoever wUt"
No matter how you came to
*i1), to desire, the water of life, whether it were hope or fear, or you know not what,
all that is needed is that you should desire it, and there it is for you.
Cokoldsion. 1. Does not Glod by all this commend his love to us ? 2. Shall we
not come at once ? 3. If we never come, whose fault will it be ? S. 0.
.

—

Ver. 20. Longing for Chrises advent. As to the expression " quickly," it is to be
Understood either on the principle (1) that one day is with the Lord as a thousand
years ; or (2) that there are many advents of Christ besides that last glorious one of
which the New Testament says so much. In support of this it is to be noted that
the prophecies of this book, as other prophecies, refer to classes of events, and not
exclusively to any one event.
Hence, wherever there is like conduct, whether good or
evil, there will be like recompense.
Persecuting governments, and religions upholding
them, will bring down on themselves Divine judgments. Such conditions of things
were present when St. John wrote, and the punishment of them was speeding on to
its fulfilment.
So we prefer to understand the words of our text. Now, of the comings
of Christ there are four, though not to all of them can the *' quickly " of the text be
applied, except on the principle first named above, and which St. Peter teaches us.
The destruction of Jerusalem was then, when
I. To PUNISH NOTORiouB WRONO.
St. John wrote, nigh at hand.
The overthrow of the persecuting, pagan Soman
empire was not far off; and, again and again, in the judgments that have befallen
nations and wicked rulers and Churches, of which the records of history tell so much,
may be seen fulfilments of this word. And without any vindictive spirit, from pure
love of tfuth and righteousness, and from concern for human well-being, the faithful
Church has responded, and will respond, to the announcement of Christ's advent for
this end : " Amen.
Even so," etot What a soletnn reminder does this give to those
who, in daring, presumptuous way, sin against God
In the midst of their proud
defiance of the Lord, he may it is likely that he will come and judge them for
!

—

—

their sins.
II.

To EBiaN ON EARTH. That he will thus come the Scripture statements plainly
Atd these statements are very numerous. This coming of the Lord i«

declare.

perpetually referred to in the New Testament, and is predicted hkewise in the Old
Testament. No doubt the apostles believed it would be in their time. The Lord had
not said it would not, and hoping that it might their wish becoming father to their
are distinctly forbidden to look to
thought they spoke and wrote as if it wouldw
them for infortnation as to the date of this advent, for the Lord said to them, " It is
not for you to know." Therefore any words of theirs that seem to imply, as they do,
the speedy coming of Christ, are to be read with this remembrance, that it was not
given to them to speak authoritatively on this matter. And in the later Epistles it is
evident that their earlier thoughts had become modified, and they had learnt to
coht&tnplate as probable the fact that the Lord's advent would not be in their time
and hence thejr gii^e directions for the ordering of the Church after they are gone
And the declarations concerning our Lord's
(cf. Second Epistle to Timothy, etc.).
advent to reign on earth are to he understood literally. Many, no doubt, afiirm that
they are to be all interpreted of a spiritual reign, and to be explained as fignres,
metaphors, and the like. But we have a princijile of interpretation laid down for us
What was there said of him
in the predictions concerning our Lord's first advent.
large part of the gospel history may be compiled from those
to pass.
literally

—

—
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ancient prophecies which told of what literally came true in the life and death of oul
Lord. The Scriptures were fulfilled in him in no figurative, but in a literal sense. So
wag it, and, therefore, we believe, so will it be. And when we think of what iii
involved in the coming of our Lord to reign of glory to God, of good to man how
can the Church do otherwise than say, " Amen. Even so," etc. ?
Por death is for \iB practically a coming of the
III. To BEOBiVE UB UNTO HIMSELF.
go to be with him ; he comes to receive us. And this, at the furthest, will
Lord.
be "quickly." "Brief life is here our portion." Few and evil are the days of our
pilgrimage.
And to this coming the believer assents. Not from any fretfid longing
such longing is always more or less morbid, though
to have done with this life
explicable and excusable under the distressing circumstances in which it is felt and
uttered— but to Christians, as to others, life is and should be sweet, precious, clung to.
But his "Amen" here is that of submission, of cheerful assent and acquiescence to
the Lord's will. For him death has no terrors, but is the entrance on eternal joy.
Nevertheless, the ties of earth, the claims and needs of those we love, are many and
strong, and therefore for their sake life is precious.
Otherwise death has no sting.
17. To JtrsoE THE WORLD. This is not the same as his coming to reign. Then he
shall come for his saints, but in this last advent he shall come with them.
Then shall
the great white throne be set up, then shall be gathered all nations, and then the final
judgment take place. And this, too, for each one of us, comes " quickly." For after
each go to our "own place." But can we each one
death it virtually takes place.
say concerning this coming of the Lord, " Amen. Even so," etc. ? S. C.

—

—

We

—

We

—

—

Ver. 21.
" Uie grace of our Lord Jesus Christ." The Lord's ministry on earth
ended with benediction. It is fitting that this revelation, which he gave by his servant
St. John, should end in like manner.
I. The mbaning op these words.
1. To the careless they are but as the playground
bell to the schoolboy, which tells him that he may cease from his drudgery and go to
his games again.
So, because these words generally form part of the sacred formula
with which our Christian worship is wont to end, they are to the careless who may be
present scarce any more than the welcome signal that at last the dreary service is all
done, and they may go back to the world again. 2. To the many amongst Christian
worshippers. These have no precise, definite meaning attached to the constantly heard
words, but they know they mean blessing, and blessing from the Lord Jesus Christ,
and therefore they delight in them and their heart answers "Amen" to them. 3. Their
real meaning.
No doubt they have primary reference to that " grace of God which,"
through the Lord Jesus Christ, " bringeth salvation " to us and to all men. But this
is not their exclusive meaning.
Yet they tell of blessing in which all can share,
which may be asked for and pronounced upon all. Hence, blessings which only some
need, such as temporal relief from poverty, perplexity, persecution, and the like ; or
even spiritual good, such as conversion, or deliverance from some special temptation,
or the bestowment of some particular form of Christian excellence and character,
not
even these, or any one good of any kind, are what is comprised in this much-meaning
word " grace." But if we go back to the root-meaning of the word, we find it denotes
that which causes joy ; that is grace.
All the uses and forms of the word spring from
this root.
Therefore "the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ" is that gift from him,
whatever it be, that will minister joy to us. Hence it may be one thing to one person,
and another to another, and something still different to yet others. Therefore note
II. Its application.
Consider this : 1. In reference to those to whom St. John wrote,
the Churches of Christ in Asia. Amongst them there wore those who needed temporal
relief because of their poverty ; others, to be thoroughly converted to Christ ; others,
to be endued with a holy courage all, a higher degree of Christian life. Now, according
to the need of each would be the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ to them. 2. To ourselves.
Varied are our wants, none needing exactly the same gift, none finding the grace of the
Lord Jesus Christ in what is so to another. Whether it be Christ's ministry to our
present temporal need, or to our spiritual condition. One needs one thing, another
another. And this benediction is for each according to the want of each. That from
Christ which will truly gladden and give joy to each one U the grace of the Lord Jesua

—

;
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—
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in. Its apfabbnt oontbadictionb. For though " grace " means that which brings
always appear so. At the time it may seem not at all "joyous, but
grievous." It is often disguised so that we do not know it.
Christ's grace in the form
of earthly good comes to us frequently by strange ways, and in strange and often
repelling aspect.
And yet more in regard to spiritual good. Newton, in one of his

joy, it does not

byaons,

says—
" I asked the

Lord that

I

might grow

In faith and love and every grace

Hight more of his

And seek more

salvation know,
earnestly his faca.

* I hoped that in some favoured hour,

At once he'd answer my request
•

•

* Instead of this, he

.

•

made me

feel

evils of my heart
the angry powers of hell
Assault my soul in every part

The hidden

And

•

*

•'Lord,
'

,-

let

why

is

.

.

•

this?' 1 trembling cried.

in this way,' the Lord replied,
I answer prayer for grace and faith.'

Tis
'

As from the tnlry, foul soil the fairest flowers spring ; as the mother's travail precedes
her joy ; as our Lord's own bitter sorrows and death went before, and were needful to,
" the joy set before him," so is it that grace must often come out of, pass through,
and for a time assume the form of, grief.
IV. Its bbnbdiotion. The blessed Scriptures, and the holy apostle who wrote this
Are we willing
closing book, bid us farewell with this blessing pronounced upon us.
to receive it? Do we not need it: you, yet unsaved; you, weak, feeble, halting in
the Christian way; you, tempted and sore beset; you, drawing near to death; you,
weighed down with sorrow and care? Yes, you do need it; nothing can compensate
for it, though the world and sin and the wicked one are busy with their suggestions
that you can do without it. And it waits for you. The apostles who first uttered it
invoke it on us now. Let our hearts respond, " Amen." S. 0.

—

—

—

The eondittons of llessednesi. These must be thought of as first on
Vers. 1 6.
The river of the water of life must be the life-giving and
earth, afterwards in heaven.
sustaining power of the Holy Spirit. It is life life indeed and of a truth. But man
has no life apart from God, and most truly no spiritual and blessed life. " The fountain
of life is with thee." It would not be improper to include here the idea of " the Word
;
of life " for by the Word only are the seeds of life sown in the heart, and by the Word
This life-giving
the ever-present Spirit refreshes and revives the weary and dying.
Word, made powerful by the heavenly life-giving Spirit, spreads healing and joy, loveliness and verdure, wherever it comes. But we cannot separate these elements; they are
And beautiful is the figure of the life-giving river, " bright as crystal, proceeding
one.
out of the throne of God and the Lamb." But the issue of the above is presented to

—

us in the following verses.

In the uttkb destruction of the oursb and consequence of sin. The first
the complete idea of the evil results of sin, is to be found in " the curse." It is
now removed. Blessing prevails. Happy they over whom the shadow of a curse falls
not I So far of the negative results. The positive follow; and the blessedness of the
I.

and

last,

righteous

is set

forth

In the bupebme authority of the Most Hish. In obedience is life and
His laws are holy, just, and good. The perfectness of life is reached
blessedness.
II.

when God

reigns perfectly in the hearts of his people;

when

there his throne is set.
" His servants shall da

IIL Ih the unvabting obedience of the holt people.

him

service."

—

—

'
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"
rV. In a GBACI0U8LT pfiRMiTTBD APPROACH TO GoDi " They shall 866 his fac« [
they know him. It is the approach of love. It u the child before the faee of tha
Fathen
V^ In the siHtiiABiTT OF NATDBK. The Divine Name ii on the forehead. This la
at uiice an attainment and a reward.
VI. In the dispersion op ignoranob and the deceptions of erboe. No night.
No mere earthly illumination. The Lord God himBelf, by his ovm direct illmnination,
giveth them light. They who follow the light of life walk not in darkness.
VII. In eveblastino exaltation and honoub.
"They shall reign for ever and
ever."—B. G.

—

Vers. 7, 12 15.
7%e final word qf Uesaing> The holy book opens with a vision
Alas 1 soon the feet of men tread the sands of the wilderof pararlisaical blessedness.
ness. But the purposes of the Ever-Blessed are to lead men back to a regained Paradise.
This is the mission of the Eedeemer, In his great sermon on the mount he opens
his mouth and pronounces as a first wOfd, " Blessed.'' It was his piogramme to restore

men

His last word corresponds witk Ids first, and is in harmony with
to blessedness.
the spirit of his whole life-work. E'er the comfort of his Church in all ages of her
struggle with the powers of evil that from the first have brought only cursing upon
men, he has pictured to the eye of faith and hope the visions of his own conquest over
With these
evil, and has appended the ptohiise Of the highest estate of blessedness.
words Cometh the end. In the keeping of the words of this book that blessedness is
gained (ver. 7). And so the righteous one Is urged to continue in his righteousness,
and the holy to seek a perennial holiness, eVen though the filthy and the unrighteous
remain in theii" filth and uticlcanness (Vef. 11)4 " The Alpha and the Omega " who
spake the alptia of blesBiiig ribw- utters the ofnega^ It is a final word^-the last till
" he eometh." This blesfeedness is to the pure-^they who " wash their robes." He
has opened the fountain where
consists

—

all sinful stains

niay be cleansed away.

The

blessedness

Ik the ATTAiNMfiNt DP tRuE LtFB,

The tt^B oif life is no lohger unapproachable.
" eat and live for everj" The tree is " in the midst of the Paradise of
God." It is the sacramiiiitU pledge of a life gf eteMal blessedness. " Neither can they
die any more " is fulfilled in them, "the pure only truly live. For the true life of man
is only to be had in fellowship With God-^the Pure.
The unholy cannot see Gk)d ; they
cannot wiilk With God; they cannot sh^re the blesSedness of the holy communion.
Separate from him, they die as a branch brt^eo frOm'& tree> Now the pure live, " I
1.

Now

they

in them,

may

and thou in me."

IL In Tub 1-ellowbhip ot the holt coMMUNrrv, amidst the sanctities and
sEQtjRtTY of the hoLy oitt. They are separated from the impure and the vile.
These are " without." The luvS of God has issued in the eternal life with God the
;

loVe Of man in tlie everlastidg cotnoiutiioh of the holy.
Personal and individual life
in its UtrnoSt bleSscdheSBi and the Communal life restoied peace, truth, and love
I'ligning.
Blessed, blessed lot Of them who are wise enough to hear and to keep the
sayiiigs bf this book ! Wherefore let us beud our he&ds lowlily over its sacred page, and
read, mark, learn^ and inwardly digest, th£tt by patience and comfort of the Scriptures
We may embrace and ever hold fast the blessed ho{ie of everlasting life which we have
in our Saviour Jesus Christ. Now Uhto him who hath begotten us to ihis hope be paid
the praise Of eternity. Amen.^-'It. G.

—

Ver. 1.
UhriitlaMity a tniMcetldentttl iysfem, "And he Showed me," etc.
Philosophers have their transcendental theories, but Ghristianit}' transcends their highest
speculations.
Taking these words as a symbolic representation of it, we make two
remarks.
I. It is transcendental
its value.
It is "water."
What on earth, what
throughout the whole material universe, so far as we know, is of such worth as water ?
So impressed were some bf the greatest sages of antiquity with its value, that they
regarded it as the first principle, the fontal source of all things.
But what is the
chaiaCter of this WAter?
It is not a stagnant pool, a sleeping
It is a "river."
lake, or a purling brook; but a river, profound in depth, majestic in vuluine, resietle i

m

U

—

OH.

;
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movement. 2. It is a "pure" river. No impuritieB hava been drained into it. Tts
channels are clean ; it is fresh and pure from the holy heavens. How pure is ChrisHow holy its morals, how morally perfect its leading character, Christ I 3.
tianity!
It is a " pure " river of 2^<.
It not only diffuses life through all the regions through
which it rolls its waters, but goes up into the air, forma clouds, sails through the
heavens, and discharges itself upon the barren hills, thus giving life to the world.
Christianity is a quickening system ; it quickens intellect, conscience, heart.
4. It is
"Clear as crystal." This river, like a
a "pure" river of life that is transparent.
perfect looking-glass, mirrors the bright heavens above, and all the objects around it.
How transparent is Christianity 1 It can be seen through and through. What character
was ever so transparent as the character of Christ? You see with a glance the one
ruling principle that worked all his faculties and explained his life—love.
Here there
is a transcendental system that rolls in the moral domain of earth like some mighty
Amazon in the material. What would man's moral world be without it ? Ah, what ?
Whence does this river take its rise ?
II. It is transcendental in itb obiqin.
Where is the fountain-head ? Not un earth, not from any particular province of the
universe, but from the " throne of God and of the Lamb."
It proceeds from the
" throne." It comes from the centre of universal authcoity. Christianity is a system
It is a code rather than a creed; it is more regulative than speculative.
of authority.
There are many thrones. We read of thrones
2. It proceeds from the throne of " Ood."
and principalities, etc. But this is the throne from which all other thrones derive their
Christianity is a Divine
authority, to which all are amenable— the throne of God.
system ; its congruity with all collateral history, with our moral intuitions, with all our
a priori notions of a God, proves its Divinity. 3. It proceeds from the throne of God omd
of tl^ Lamb. Christ has to do with it. It contains his life, it mirrors his character, it
bears on its majestic bosom hig provision for the world.
Such is the gospel. Value thi» river. What are other books compared to the gospel ?
Mere puddled pools to the Mississippi. Kind Heaven, speed the course of this river!
May it penetrate every region of the world, and roll its waves of life through every
in

L

heart!—D.T.
Ver.

1.

psalmist,

Divine love a river. " He showed me a river." " There is a river," sayff the
"the streams whereof shall make glad the city of God." Divine love is

indeed a river.
It rlses from the Infinitude of the Divine nature—a source
I. ExHAUBTiiEss.
unfathomed and unfathomable.
This river rolls everywhere. It rolls under the universe, and all
II. Universal.
things float on its waves. It refreshes and beautifies all. The ancient sages considered
scarcely wonder at this when they saw water everywhere In the
water v i^pxh.
But water is but the symbol of love. Love is indeed ^ i/>x4.
material world.
The inexhaustible fountain is always acting outpouring itself.
III. BvBE-FLOWiNO.
Creation is a work never finished, for the river of Divine love is overflowing.
IV. Rbstobativb. This river to human souls is restorative. It at once resuscitates
and cleanses ; it quenches thirst and removes defilement Christ is the channel throitgb

We

—

which flows this soul-restorative

love.

" Flow down, thou stream of life Divine,
Thy quickening streams deliver
Oh, flow tliroughout this soul of mine
For ever and for ever I
" Flow down, and cause this heart to glow
With love to God the Giv«r—

That love in which oU virtues grow
For ever and for ever.
<•

Flow down, as flow the ray and rain.
In vital work together,
0«freshiug roots and qniokening grate
For ever and for ever.

—

—

;
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" Slow down, as flows the living sun

Upon

the sparkling river.

nm

Which, chanting to the honndless,
For ever and for ever.

* Flow down,

revive this famished sool,

And hear away all error
And I vrill praise thee, <3od
For ever and

of all,

for ever."

D. T.

A

" And he showed me a pure river of
Ver. 1.
Svhjectivt Ohristianity : 1.
river.
water of life, clear [bright] as crystal, proceeding but of the throne of God and of the
Lamb." All along this book of gorgeous imagery and symbol we have been looking at
Christianity as a subjective reality.
Objective Christianity is limply a speculation ; a
thing of criticism, imagination, and logic ; a thing for men to quarrel about, and even
It is a creed nothing more.
to fight about at times.
But subjective Christianity is a
life ; it is the creed eaten, digested, and transmitted into the blood and fibre of the
oul. In this verse this life appears in three aspects.
I. As FLOWING.
It is a "river," not a stagnant lake, confined within certain banks,
without any progressive motion, but a river flowing on, winding its way through every
faculty of the soul, and giving to all new freshness and vigour.
" Pure river of water of life, clear as crystal." What object
II. As TBANSLUCEKT.
in nature is more sublimely beautiful than a deep-flowing river, so pure as to mirror all
the pearls and .shells and living creatures that lie fathomed below, and all the shifting
clouds and brilliant orbs that circle above ? Vital Christianity is essentially clear and
cleansing ; it flows through the soul, and leaves no " spot " or " wrinkle," or any such

—

thing.

" Proceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb." It
III. As IMPERIAL.
does not spring from any human fountain. It is from the primal force of all life— God
and the Lamb. It is a river, " the streams whereof make glad the city of God." " The
water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of water sprinsine up into everlastinolife."— D. T.

A

" In the midst of the street of it, and on
Vor. 2.— Subjective Christianity: 2.
tree.
either side of the river, was there the tree of life, which bare twelve manner of fruits, and
yielded her fruit every month : and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the
nations."
Here is organized life " a tree." Here are the various elements and gases
brought into an organic whole a tree ; the product and provision of vital force. Look
at this tree in th^ee aspects.

—

L As OBNTBALLT BOOTED. "In the midst of the street of it." Between the street
and the river on each side there grows this majestic tree, well fed and well protected,
in the very midst of the holy metropolis.
Between the water and the street the whole
side is lined with the tree of life. Christianity is a life well rooted and well guarded.
It is an incorruptible seed, that " liveth and abideth lor ever." " The sun will not smite
it

by day, nor the moon by

night."

It is the " tree of life."
It is not the mere form of
or the product of life ; it is life itself. Life of all kinds, even vegetable and animal,
is, say men of science, inextinguishable.
It is a spark that can never be put out, that
will burn through the ages.
This is true of this spiritual life, this life of Christianity
II.

It

is

essentially vital.

life,

There is no indivisible atom nor any unquenchable life.
It is mabvblloublt fbditfdl. " Which hare twelve manner of fruits." It
has twelve fruit seasons; that is, it yields twelve crops instead of one. How abundantly
fertile is living Christianity in the soul I
What new thoughts, affections, resolves, are
constantly evolved, one growing out of the other in rapid succession and endless variety,
grain coming out of grain, and boundless harvests sleeping in their shells
IV. It is always bbasonablk. " Yielding her fruit every month." All life everywhere has its seasons, and in all seasons its particular fruits spring, summer, autumn,
winter. The fruits of living Christianity in the soul are always seasonable.
" Be not
weary in well-doing : for in due season ye shall reap, if ye faint not."
in the soul.
III.

—

— —
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V. It is ukivebsallt HEAiiiNO. "The leaves of the tree were for the healing of the
nations." Even the leaves of this tree are salutary to all. All the nations of the earth
are morally diseased. Their disease is a leprosy the leprosy of sin. Living Christianity
in the soul is the antidote.
D. T.

—

—

—

Vers. 3 5.
Subjective Christianity ; 3. An empire. " There shall be no more curse:
but the throne of Q-od and of the Lamb shall be in it ; and his servants shall serve him,"
etc. Here is a state, not a mere lire, but a state in which that life is found
an empire.
" The kingdom of G)iod is within you." The words lead us to look at this inner kingdom

—

in three aspects.

" There shall he no more curse." The
I. As BNTiEE FBEBDOM FROu MALEDICTION.
soul that comes under the living reign of Christianity is freed entirely from the curse
the curse of guilt, corruption, and bondage. "Being justified by faith, we hare peace
with God."
II.
all.

As CONSCIOUS BEALizATioN OF THE DiviNE. In this
He is 1. Their Sovereign. " The throne

It is all God.

:

blessed state God is all in
of God and of the Lamb."

His authority everywhere recognized and his servants rendering him homage. He fills
the horizon of their being. All is seen through him, and all is done /or him. 2. Their
Image. " They shall see his face." Everywhere he is mirrored before their eyes. As
to his Name, his character, it is engraved on their foreheads. " Beholding as in a glass
the glory of God," etc. ; " Changed into the same image," etc. 3. Their Light. " There
shall be no night there," etc. Their state is a bright one ; no clouds roll over their
sky ; no secondary orbs convey to them the light. Neither the radiance of the sun nor
the beams of candle are there required ; " for the Lord God giveth them light."
Conclusion. Thus I have given three phases of subjective Christianity ; a Christianity which, being a matter of consciousness and experience, is intelligible, and which
gives to us a somewhat rational view of all these gorgeous symbols, of which some of
our most distinguished expositors and pulpiteers make arrant nonsense, arid sometimes
impious blasphemy. Perhaps some may think I have spoken of objective Christianity
as utterly worthless and unnecessary ; but this I would not do. Christ himself is the
pure Bread of life, and this must be eaten and rightly digested, in order to get and
sustain this subjective Christianity. When, indeed, the loaf of objective Christianity is
corrupted, as is, alas 1 generally the case, the eating of it, and the digesting of it, if indeed
it can be digested, only generates a subjective life, that is full of evil passions and
wickedness ; -it makes men fiends rather than angels, and fits them more for Pandemoniums than for Paradises. ^D. T.

—

Ver. 6.
Glimpses through the barrier: God's eommunicatums to humanity. "And
he said unto me, These words are faithful and true," etc.
"He said unto me [John]." Jehovah, the
I. God speaks to individuai, man.
" God of the spirits of the prophets," is not a Being that sits mute in his universe.
He speaks, and speaks to individual men. He speaks in nature. His voice is gone
out through all the earth, and he speaks to human souls through nature and also through
the written Word. " God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake ... by
the prophets," etc. To every individual man he communicates his eternal ideas.
II. God speaks of the absolutely o^bdiblb. "These words are faithful and true."
His words agree with unalterable facts and unchangeable principles. They are the
revelations of things that have been, things that are, and things that might be. Heaven
and earth shall pass away, but not one "jot or tittle" of his Word shall perish.
III. God speaks the things that must be shortly realized. "The things which
must shortly come to pass." His ideas are practical, and must ever take their actual
embodiment and form in human life. D. T.

—

Ver. 7. Glimpses through the barrier: the moral advent and mission of Christ,
" Behold, I come quickly," etc.
" I come quickly," or, " I am coming quickly."
I. The moral advent of Christ.
There are four advents of Christ. 1. Bis incarnation. God was manifest in the flesh.
The destruction of Jerusalem, as well as the
2. His dispensation in human history.
death of individual man, are spoken of as the coming of Christ. In fact, every event in

—

— —
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a Divine advent. 3. To his tpiritual mjtuence on the human mdnd. He
not leave you comfortless ! I will come to you," ete. He comes to convince the world of " sin, righteousness, and judi^meiit;" comes to establish his reign
over human souls. 4. The finai day of retribution. There is every reason to believe
there is to be a grand crisis in human history a crisis that shall usher in the ultimate,
the permanent reign of universal retribution. All these advents are going on in every
department of human life, and going on quickly. There is no suspense, no delay.
II. His mobal mission.
"Blessed is he that keepeth the words of the prophecy of
" Prophecy " does not, of course, mean prognostications or idle fables, the
this book."
The testiinventions of imposture, but didactic truth, veritable facts and principles.
mony of Christ is to eternal facts and absolute principles. Hence he himself is the
Truth. He himself is the Word of God.
CoNOLusioN. Brothers, let us profoundly ponder the constant comings of Christ to
us.
Indeed, his constant visitation preserves our existence every moment. Let ns
mark well that in all, in each event, be has a moral mission, some mighty testimony
to the immutable realities of human life, duty, and destiny.
D. T.

human

life is

"

I will

says,

—

—

—

Vers. 8 10.
Glimpses through the harrier ; revelation. " And I John am he that
heard and saw these things. And when I heard and saw, I fell down to worship," etc.
These verses bring under our notice two or three very suggestive circumstances, which
we shall merely state in the briefest manirer.
" And
I. Eternal rkalitibs beouoht to tub consoienoe of individual mas.
" I John," the beloved disoiple
I John am he that heard and saw these things," etc
of Christ. " I myself heard and saw these things." How did he hear thorn ? And how
did he see them ? Was It with the outward ear or with the outward eye ? I trow
not ; for have we not read, the whole was a vision, a kind of dream a long, grotesque,
terribly suggestive dream ?
In truth, all outward vision and sight are but emblems of
the mental faculties of sight and sound which are within us, and which are ever active,
voluntarily and involuntarily.
What are the creations of poetry, the inventions of
romance, and the revellings and riotinss of our visions in the eight, but sights and
sounds? In visions John saw this, as I have elsewhere indiaat(d.
IL The instinct of wokbhip wbonqlt dibectbd. Psychology, as well as the
history of our race, show that deep in the centre of our nature is the hunger for
worship, Man must have a dod, whatever else he may lack. He has been called a
worshipping animal. The wonderful things which came within the njind of John
seem to have aroused this religious instinct to a passion. " He fell down to worship
before the feet of tlie messenger." Superstition has ever been, and still is, one of the

—

regnant curses of the race.
" See thou do it not," etc.
III. The eecoil or gen0ine saints from flattery.
This angel, or messenger, a man, was superior to that vanity which will do everything,
almost, to attract attention, to win a cheer or receive an empty compliment. What
does he say ? " See thou do it not I am a fellow-servant with thee and with thy
brethren the prophets, and with them which keep the words of this book
worship
God." This genuine saint, whilst he repudiated the idea of being a Gkxi, humbly
identified himself with truly good men of every order, sphere, and time.
IV. The pkaotioal alleotance or Chbistly men to one God. " Worship God."
What a name The Cause, Means, and End of all things in the universe—but sin.
God I The Supreme, not only in might and wisdom, but in all goodness and truth
the one Being in the universe around whom all thoughts and sympathies should revolve
in all reverence and devotion.
Conclusion. Here, then, are subjeots for thought most quickening, elevating, and
devout.—D. T.
:

:

I

Mor(d eharaoter becoming unalterable. " He which is filthy, let him be
Detaching fhese words from the context, they suggest the dawning ol
a crisis in human history when moral character becomes unalterable.
Notice
I. That the moral chabacter of man sometimes becomes unalterable befobi
DEATH. There is reason to believe that this crisis occurs in this world. We find in
Ver. 11.

filthy still."

the Bible, for example, such expressions as, "

My

Spirit shall not

always strive with

—
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" " Ephraim is joined to Idols : let him alone ; " "If thou hadst known . . . th«
;
things that belonged to thy peace 1 but now they are hid from thine eyes ; " of men
having their conscience " seared with a hot iron ; " of souls being " twice dead, and
placked up by the roots," If these passages mean anything, they mean that in this life
a corrupt character may become unalterable. The alteration of character requires deep
thought and earnest resolve. It requires effort of the most strenuous and determined kind
II. That if it is not altbbed befobe death, it ib hot likely to be altbrel
AT death. There is no opportunity afforded at death for such a work as this. The
character that has been built up by a lifetime cannot be altered in a few hours or days
True,
at most, and that in most cases amidst physical agony and moral forebodings.
death does effect great changes in men. The greatest change is the breaking up of
the bodily organization, reducing it to its primitive elements ; but there is no power
in this to alter character.
There is no tendency in bodily changes to effect a positive
reformation.
Such changes in the body are constantly going on here. Once in
every seven years every man receives a new body, and yet the moral character remaink
unaltered.
Wrong moral principles and habits do not pass away from us as the
Death, therefore,
particles of our body depart day after day, and year after year.
seems to us powerless to effect any change in moral character.
III. That if it is not altebed befobb death, it
not likely to be altebed
change in moral character can only he effected hy the ferret of
AFTER DEATH. 1.
moral truth. Truth alone can expel errors, and generate true motives and impulses of
action.
2. We cannot conceive of moral truth in a mightier form than we have it here.
Truth in example is truth in its mightiest form, and the gospel is truth in the highest
example ; hence it is " the power of God unto salvation." Christ says, " If they hear
not Moses and the prophets," etc. 3. The longer theforce of truth is resisted, the less likely
If truth does not succeed with souls who come into the world free
is it to succeed.
from all prejudices and tenderly susceptible of impressions, its probability of success in
Supposthis life, we know, weakens as habits are formed and the heart grows harder.
ing that a soul who has passed unrenovated through all the influences of moral truth
in this life enters eternity, and comes under a system of truth even as powerful as the
one that has worked on him here, its chances of ffulure on him are perhaps greater
Now is the time for moral reformation. Earth ift the scene for
there than here.
regenerating corrupt souls. D, T.

man

m

A

—

—

Three facts in the moral empire of Qod, " Behold, I come quickly
Vers. 12 15.
and my reward is with me, to render to each man according as his work is," etc.
These words suggest to our notice three supreme facts in tiaa moral condition of mankind the requital, the beatified, and the execrable.
" Behold, I come quickly ; and my reward is with me, to render
I. The beqttital.
to each man according as his work is." " When the light of the world shines fully
'
The
forth, then will each man be found to have the thing for which he has toiled.
wages of sin,' ' the gift of God ' each will be received in its fulness. We are continually
fancying there will be some reversal of that law that somehow we shall not reap what
we have sown " (Maurice). But the fact is, the law of a requital goes on inviolably
from the dawn of our moral life through all the years and ages of our existence ; the
sowing and the reaping are settled facts in our biographies. " With what measure we
mete, it is measured to us again." Every voluntary action vibrates and reverberates
through all the hills and vaUeys of our conscious Ufe. Three remarks are here suggested concerning this law of requital. 1. Its action is prompt. " I come quickly."
No sooner do you discharge the act than the retribution is at hand. There is not a
moment's delay. " Sin lieth at the door." No sooner is the blow struck than its
" Each man according as his work is." It is
2. Its action is just.
vibration is felt.

—

—

—

with every man individually ; not man in the mass, but man in the unit. 3. It* action
"Alpha and Omega." He who originated and who every instant
is immutable.
administered this law, is the " same yesterday, to-day, and for ever." The Beginning,
the Means, and End of all things but sin. Thus, brothers, none of us can eztricat«
ourselves from our deeds, or break our shackles of responsibilities. Nemesis is always
at our heels. Though it walks with woollen feet unheard, it approaches " quickly,"
without a pause.
revelation.
2 e

——
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" Blessed are they that wash their rohes, that they may have
II. The beatified.
the right to come to the tree of life, and may enter in by the gates into the city."
Wherein does the true blessedness of man consist ? Not in his professions, or theories,
or ceremonies, but in his " deeds." " Show me thy faith by thy works."
are
the men that are going constantly into eternal life? Those that do the works of
"
the Father. " Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these," etc. The " deeds
of a man are not formal or occasional accidents, but the /ntj'i of his life ^the exudation
and fruition of his whole life. Herein, then, is the beatification of our whole nature
keeping the commandments. Mark this beatifying ^keeping the commandments.
Working out the will of Grod involves our moral cleansing (" was their robes ') ; the
high, moral right to the highest life as a right to come to the tree of life and to enter
" Blessed are they who do his commandments " the commandments
into the gates.
of Christ that the authority may hereafter be continuously over the " tree of life,
that they may have the right given them to eat for ever the tree of life, and that they
who have entered in may, once for all, enter in by means of the gate-towers ; that is,
openly and without challenge, not surreptitiously or by climbing up some other way
into the city.
Not all shall possess this knowledge" (Vaughan).
" Without are the dogs, and the sorcerers, and the fornicators,
III. The execrable.
and the murderers, and the idolaters, and every one that loveth and maketh a lie." All
souls who are outside this truly beatified state
this state of practical obedience to the
Divine will are truly execrable. For outside that blessed realm of experience are
"
" dogs
the unclean and ravenous appendages of Eastern cities, types of all that is
rapacious in human nature. And " sorcerers " ^those who practise imposture in arts
and religions, and trade on the credulity of ignorant men. And "fornicators" the
dissolute and immoral.
And "murderers" private assassins, hireling soldiers, and
malignant spirits. And " idolaters " those who bow down before the empty fashions
of vanity, the parade of wealth, and all the pomp and glitter of titled fools.
Whatsoever in the human mind rules the sold is idolatry. There is but one true CKxi and one
true worship.
The true God is the one supreme Object of worship. Oh, the awful
world that lies outside the realm of the good 1 D. T.
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Ver. 16.
The self-declared titles of ou/r Lord Jeim. "1 Jesus have sent mine
angel to testify unto you these things for the Churches. I am the Boot and the Offspring
of David, the Bright, the Morning Star." Homiletically, we employ these words in
fastening attention upon two subjects of thought.
I. He calls himself the "Root and Offspbino or David."
What does this
mean ? Is it to be taken in a lineal sense ?
are told that he came from the line
of David.
He was the " Son of David." He came from the same ancestral line (Luke
ii. 4; iii. 31).
He was the " Son of David." Or is it to be taken in an official sense?
David by the peruiission of Jehovah became a king.
are told that he was a " man
A misunderstood passage, I trow, meaning only that he was
after God's own heart."
BO from Divine permission.
In kingly ofBce Christ may be said to have sprung from
David. But whilst lineally and officially Christ may be represented as the " Boot and
Offspring of David," the supposition that he sprang from him nwrally, or in respect to
character, is an idea that must be repudiated with abhorrence.
Morally, David was
confessedly a very corrupt man. Christ was holy and Divine, and "separate from

We

We

'

sinners."
II.

He

calls himself the "Bright and Mornino Stab."

This

is

the "light

that lightetli every man that cometh into the world," reflecting all the rays of him
who is the Light, and in whom is no darkness at all. This is a Star whose orbit
encircles the moral universe, whose revolutions are without pause or cessation, and
whose beams no clouds can obscure, no time can quench. " Christ was the Brightness
of his Father's glory."—D. T.

Ver. 17.
God'» mercy towards a tovi-thirsting world. " And the Spirit and th«
bride say, Come," etc. Men's souls everywhere bum with a thirst for a good they
have not. " Who will show us any good ? " Qod has attended to the cry, and ia

doing so we discover his wonderful mercy
L br THE PBOVisioN as has MAUfS FOB

rr.

"

The water

of life."

L n»
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vition i» easquisitely suitable.
What can qnencli the thirst like water ? What water
to the thirsty body, the gospel is to the ever-craving soul, exquisitely fitted to meet
the case. 2. The provision is absolutely free. It is free to us all. " Whosoever will"
All ti'ibes and classes of men are included in this "whosoever." It is free, ivith out
payment, " without money and without price." The provision is as free as the air we
breathe.
is

In the pressino invitation to the provision. 1. The Divine Spirit says,
He is constantly wooing souls to this water of life. 2. ITie Ohrisiian
Church says, " Come." The Church takes up the invitation of the Spirit, repeats, and
spreads it. 3. The mere hearer is commanded to say, " Come!^ He on whose ear the
distant echo of the word " Come" may fall, should take it up and voice it on. Thus
infinite mercy has not only made such a provision, hut sounds the invitation through
the Spirit, through the Church, through all that hear.
Cornel cornel cornel H«
(peaks to the world through a thousand voices. D. T.
II.

" Come."

—

Vers. 18, 19.
The possibility and penalty of a great crime. " I testify unto every
that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man," etc. In thes*
very remarkable words we have two things the possibility and the penalty of a great
crime. The great crime is adding to and taking from the Word.
I. The possibility op a obeat obime.
What is the possible crime go solemnly
addressed to all who peruse this Apocalypse this Apocalypse of unseen and eternal
truths? 1. There is a sense in which things can be added to this book. By giving
interpretation which misrepresent it. 2. There is a sense in which things cannot bo
added to or taken from this book. What are those things ? The absolute truth, the
immutable love, the eternal rectitude, and the moral excellence of God. You cannot
add to these. They are the spirit, the essence of all the all-pervading and indestructible element of the whole book.
Who can destroy or add to the rudimental
elements of the material universe the elements that build np and remove moimtains,
that create rivers and oceaus, that spread out the landscapes, plant the forest, and
cause the atmosphere, the waters, and the earth itself to teem with untold millions
of living things, the forms of all we see in the heavens above, and around, and
beneath us ? Were they all to vanish away, the rudimental element that produced
all will remain indestructible
remain to produce all these objects, and ten thousand
more. So in the moral domain of truth, rectitude, and love. Tou cannot add anything

man

—

—

—

—

—

—

them, nor can you take anything from them " not one jot or tittle."
The penalty of a qbe&t obiue. " If any man shall add unto them, Qod
shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book," etc.
What does h«
put upon this book ? Vain and fanciful glosses ; makes it speak of things trifling, or,
still worse, makes it speak things untrue to fact; or yet worse still, makes it curse
those whom God has not cursed, those whom prejudice and party spirit alone have
Does he not add to the words of the prowilfully and uncharitably set up as foes.
phecy ? And what, again, does he who closes his Bible at the Epistle of St. Jude, and
never studies or ponders the solemn or momentous pages which follow? Does he not
practically take away from the words of the prophecy, and forget, at least, the blessing
of those who keep and love it ? From these, and all such errors, on the right hand
and on the left, may God of his great mercy preserve us all 1 (Dr. Yaughan). ^D. T.
to

II.

—

Man

Ver. 20.

There are four
indifferent to

deny

it,

" Amen. Even so, come, Lord Jesus."
mind amongst men in relation to the last day. Some are
were the antediluvians in relation to the Deluge some scornfully

hailing the Judgment.

states of

it, as
as did the infidels in the days of Peter

;

some are horror-stricken at it, as were
and some welcome it, as John did now. Thre*
;

the demoniacs in the time of Christ ;
things are implied in this last state of mind.
I.

A

conviction that such a day will dawn.

A conviction of a PBEPABEDNBS8 TO £liT£B OH THE TBIAL.
lU. A CONVICTION THAT THE BESULTB OF THAT DAY WILL BS

II.

PBBSOHAIi OOOD.
Yet. 21.

^D.

Supreme

rBACOHT

vm

T.
btnedictiqn.

"The

grac« of omt Lord ^«an» be wlt« Ut^ miJxW
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What an inexpressible Messing Is hero anxiously desired for kll mankind I
higher wish for the whole human race cannot be imagined.
Maurice takes the expression to mean * graceI. The chigv good.
It is " grace."
fuInesB of character—graoefulnesB of Jesus Christ." This means, I think, something
more than favour. Even the favour of God conferred on one who lacks a gracefm
However valuable in
disposition is not likely to be rightly received or appreciated.
itself, the gift bestowed, if it is not bestowed freely and unrestrained, can never be
Great favours
appreciated. But a graciousness of nature or character is in itself a boon.
are often bestowed in an ungracious manner ; therefore, if received at all, it is with
reluctance and pain. The grace of a Christly character is delicately and tenderly alive
to all that is beautiful in form, and tender and courteous in our intercourse with men.
Indeed, all nature is gracefuL How graceful are the movements of every form of
life, etc. 1
And all art struggles to shape itself into the gracious.
From all beings that have ever entered
II. The chief good fbou the Highest.
" He is our Lord "
this circle of humanity, Christ in goodness transcends them all.
our Master, " King of kings, and Lord of lords," exalted above all principalities and
powers, etc. He is Jesus, " Lord Jesus," Saviour of mankind, Christ anointed of the
all things the preFather, consecrated to the highest functions under God, having
eminence.
"
III. The chief good feom the Highest to all.
Be with you alL" Not only all
the Churches in Asia Minor, but all mankind everywhere. He is good to all, and " his
tender mercies are over all the works of his hand." St. Paul told the savages of
Lycaonia that God was sending the rain from heaven for a fruitful season. Beal gracefulness is not artificial, but natural.
Take trees of the same order ^let it be the oak,
the elm, or any other. From the one the vital sap has departed and life is extinct.
It is cut into artistic forms, stained with beautiful hues ; to the eye it has a charm of
special beauty.
The other tree, of precisely the same order, grows on the same soil
from which its young roots sprang up at first. It has reached maturity ; the vital sap
streams through all its veins, its green and leafy branches bow down in circling forms
to the mother-soil. It shivers in the strong breeze, but gently moves In the zephyr.
It is perpetually changing in shade, shape, and size.
And then a delicious aroma pervades the whole, and scents the air with fragrance. Which of these trees, say you, is
the more graceful ? Not the/orj»er, however exquisitely artistic. From year to year
it stands, bearing the same aspect.
It wakens within you no fresh inspiration.
But
the latter is all gracefulness; it is graceful in all its lines, curves, and shades; graceful
in all its motions, whether it bends violently to the hurricane or poses peacefully on
the silent air. It is somewhat thus with men. This is the made gentleman, shaped
according to all the niceties of conventional etiquette, like the sssthetic timber, without
heart ; and there is the true gentleman, born of all that is truly gracefiil in sentiment
and sympathy. The snobs and flunkeys are at best but highly ornamental furniture,
utterly destitute of that inner graciousness which touches all unsophisticated natures
into a blessed kindredship of heart.
CoNOLDSiON. What can we desire more than this gracefulness of Christ ?
This
gracefulness of Christly character pervades his whole history, character, life, and death.
His spirit is the quintessence of the gospel. D. T.

Amen."

A

m

—

—

In conclusion, I would heartily recommend readers carefully to
Bipon's Excursus on the whole of this book as given below.

pemie the Bishop

of

ExotTBsns A,
Th« angels of the Churehet. The most nsual interpretation regards
the angels of the Churches as the chief ministers or presiding elders of the congregation.
This interpretation is so very widely adopted that it has been mentioned in the notes;
but the reader will have perceived that it is not a view which can be considered
altogether satisfactory. In the first place, whatever date we accept for the Apocalypse,
it is at least strange to find the titles " elders " or " bishops," which were in common
use, exchanged for the doubtful one of " angel."
A common explanation is that the
term is derived from the synagogue sta£f, where the messenger, or " angel of the synagogue," was a recognized officer but the transference of such a title to any office in the
Christian Church is at least doubtful, and as the officer so styled was only a subordinat«
;

—
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In the gynagogne, a " clerk " or " precentor" to conduct the devotions of the worshipperg,
it becomes very improbable that such a term or title would have been employed to
Turning to the Old Tetitament,
describe the presidiog elder of a Christian Church.
it is true that the word " angel " is used in a higher sense (Hag. i, 13 ; Mai. ii. 7),
being employed to describe the messengers of God; but the usage here is different.
" It is conceivable, indeed, that a bishop or chief pastor should be called an angel,
or messenger of God, or of Christ, but he would hardly be styled an angel of the Church
over which he presides " (Lightfoot, ' Epistle to the Philippians," p. 197). Thus the
interpretation under eonsideration appears scarcely satisfactory. -Others have thought
the word "angel" is not to be applied to the individual presiding elder, but to the
whole ministry of the Church treated as one. This view, though in some senses
approaching nearer to the truth, can hardly be sustained without considerable modification.
Others, again, fall back upon Jewish authorities, and see in the angels the
guardian angels of the Churches. " In Daniel every nation has its ruling angel ; and,
according to the rabbins, an angel is placed over every people." The angel, then,
would be a literal real angel, who has the guardianship of the Church in question. In
popular thought, then, the angel would be one of the good angelic beings whose
special duty it was to bear up the Church under its trials, by such providential ministries
as were needed and ordered. There are some diiiiculties in accepting this interpretation.
In particular, the language of rebuke which is addressed directly to the angel himself
the threatening to remove his candlestick, for example sounds meaningless. But here
it is that we may inquire whether the angel of a' particular community, nation, or people
is to be understood always of a good and powerful being sent forth by the Almighty to
It is believed that this view does not satisfy the case.
It is
love and watch over it.
certain that Daniel represents the guardian angels of nations as opposed to each other,
and not co-operating always for the same great and good end. " The prince [guardian
angel] of the kingdom of Persia withstood me," is the language addressed to Daniel by
him whose face was like lightning (Dan. x. 13). Such passages seem to suggest that
the "angels" are the powers in the spiritual sphere corresponding to the peoples or communities in the earthly. If the Church at Ephesus has left its first love, the angel is
spoken of as sharing the same fault. The influences seen on the spiritual side correspond with those at work in the actual earthly community. The angel of the Church or
For all
of the individual thus becomes their manifestation in the heavenly sphere.
our life is thus double ; oar actions have an earthly meaning, and also a heavenly
what they touch of worldly interests gives them their earthly meaning, what they touch
of spiritual welfare is their heavenly meaning. Like the planets, we lie half in shadow
and half in light. From the earthly side the world meaning of our actions lies in the
light, and their spiritual value or force is only dimly seen as it lies in at least partial
shadow ; but, seen from the heavenly side, the position is reversed, the worldly significance of human action is cast into comparative shade, the actual spiritual influences of
them are brought into clear light, and it is the spiritual signiflcance of our actions
which reveals what we are ; in this is concentrated the true force which we are exerting.
Seen from the heavenly side, the angel of our life mingles in the great spiritual war,
and takes its part as a combatant there ; while on the earthly side we are seen carrying
on our daily occupations. Measured on the earthly side, the balance is not struck
there is inconsistency in us; we are partly good and partly bad, sometimes helping,
sometimes hindering the work of God on earth, as we judge; but the actual resultant
of these inconsistent powers is seen in the heavenly sphere, either helpiiig or thwarting
the cause of good. Thus we are double combatants in the world, for our livelihood, for
our ease, for our advancement ; in the heavenly, for good or for eviL And it is on the
spiritual side that we lie open to spiritual influences ; here, where our true self is seen
more clearly than anywhere else, are the appeals to our better nature, as we say, most
powerful ; here he who holds the stars in his right hand makes bis voice to be heard
when he addresses, not merely the Church or the individual, but the angel of the
Church ; here he calls them to see that there is a war in heaven, in which all are combatants, but in which he is the Captain of our salvation. Here too, on the heavenly
side, are the wounds of the spiritual and better nature more plainly seen ; the offence
or blow given to the little one of Christ is not noticed on the earthly side, but the inner
nature !• wounded, and the wound is seen in it* real dimeniioni in the preieno* o|
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for the angel-nature beholds God's face.
It is this thought which gives force and
solemnity to our Lord's warning (Matt, xviii. 10).
The angel of the Church, then,
would be the spiritual personification of the Church; hut it must not he concluded
from this, as Lillig does, that these angels are in " the mind of the poet himself nothing
more than imaginary eziBtences," or reduce the angel " to be just the community or
Church itself." It is no more the Church itself than the " star " is the same as the
candlestick. " The star is the supra-sensual counterpart, the heavenly representative ;
the lamp, the earthly realization, the outward embodiment." The angel is the Church
seen in its heavenly representative, and seen, therefore, in the light of those splendid
possibilities which are hets if she holds fast by him who holds fast the seven stars.
Space forbids any treatment of the wider questions on the ministry of angels, or the
nature of angelic beings. That such are recognized in Scripture there can be no doubt,
and nothing written above is designed to militate against such a belief; but it seems
well to remember that where we are dealing with a symbolical book it is more in harmony with its character to treat symbols as symbols. The forces of nature are God's
messengers, and we may regard them as truly such, and feel that the expressions, " the
angel of the watei s," " the angel of fire," " the angel of the abyss," and so forth, are
designed to remind us that all things serve him, and are the ministers of him, to do his
pleasure ; we may even believe that the various forces of nature, so little really understood by Tis, are under the guardianship of special personal messengers of God ; but
there is nothing in tlie imagery of the book which necessarily demands such a belief.
It is, moreover, surely not inappropriate in our own day to reassert with some pertinacity
the lofty thoughts of ancient beUef, that winds and storms, ocean and fire, do in truth
belong to him round whom are the clouds and darkness, whose is the sea, and whose
hands prepared the dry land.
On the literature of this subject, see Godot's 'Studies on the New Testament;'
Schaff, ' History of the Apostolic Church ' Lightfoot's article on " The Christian
Ministry," in the ' Epistle to the Philippians,' pp. 193 199 ; Hengstenberg's lengthy
note on ch. L 20; Professor Milligan's article, "The Candlestick and the Star," in the
Expositor of September, 1878 ; Gebhardt, Der Lehrbegriff der Apokalypse,' article
" Die Engel," p. 37, or p. 36 in the English translation (' The Doctrine of the Apocalypse'), pnblished by Messrs. Clark, in the Foreign Theological Library.
Also
" Excursus on Angelology " in the ' Speaker's Commentary ' on Daniel, p. 348 ; article
" Angel," in Smith'i • Bible Dictionary.'
;

—

'
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ExouBBUsB. Th» wild ieast. It is to be noticed that the Interpretation of the
whole Apocalypse is coloured by the interpretation given to the wild beast. The book,
as we have seen (see * Introduction '), is one of hope, but it is also one of warning ; not
without a struggle would the foe be driven from the earth where he had usurped power
The devil is cast down ; in the higher, the heavenly sphere, he is regarded
for so long.
as a fallen and defeated enemy; but this conflict has its counterpart on the arena of the
world. The Apocalypse gives us in symbol some features of this conflict.
It shows
four powers of evil the dragon, the first and second wild beasts, and Babylon the
harlot.
It is with the beast that we are now concerned, but one or two remarks on this
family of evil will not be out of place.
I. The familt of etil.
1. The four antagonists of good are related to one another.
The resemblance between the dragon and the wild beast (comp. ch. xii. 3 ; xiii. 1
xvii. 3, 7, 10) is too obvious to be passed over ; it seems designed to show us that the
same principle and spirit of evil is at work in both. Again, the way in which the first
wild beast gives place to the second wild beast, or false prophet (comp. ch. xiii. 11, 12
xvi. 13 ; xix. 20 ; xx. 10), and yet retains its ascendency (comp. ch. xiii. 14
17), makes
pliun the close connection between them ; and lastly, the appearance of the harlot, riding
on the scarlet-coloured beast (ch. xvii. 3), completes the chain of association between
them. The same principles and spirit of evil make themselves manifest in different
spheres.
2. The four antagonists of good are arrayed to meet the /our corretponding
manifestations of good. For every power of good we have the three Persons of the
blessed Trinity
the Throned One, the Lamb, and the Holy Spirit ^besides the Church,
the bride, the Lamb's wife, the heavenly Jerusalem we have on the side of evil, th«
dragon, the beast, the falsa prophet, as a sort of trinity of evil, beaidei the harlot
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Babylon. The dragon being a kind of anti-God, the wild beast an anti-Christ, the
false prophet an anti-Spirit, the Babylon an anti-Church.
The minor features in the
same way correspond ; the true Christ died and rose again ; the anti-Christ, the wild
beast, was wounded unto death, but his deadly wound was healed.
The crucifled Christ
wa» exalted to be Prince and Saviour, and the outpoured Spirit upon the Church
glorified him by taking of the things of Christ and showing them to the disciples.
and by convincing the world of sin because Christ went to the Father ; the second
beast, or false prophet, works wonders, causes an image of the first wild heaat to be
made and worshipped. The followers of the Lamb are sealed with the Holy Spirit
of promise ; the worshippers of the wild beast receive from the false prophet the
mark of the beast (see ch. ziii. throughout). It is desirable to keep those lines of
parody and correspondent antagonism in mind.
II. The wild beast, oh anti-Chbist.
It is with the wild beast that we are concerned
in this Excursus; but we cannot altogether dissociate the first beast from the second,
though their work is diverse. 1. The first wild beast is dearly to be connected with the
vision of Dan. vii. 2
The identification of the beast described by Daniel with four
7.
great empires is unquestionable ; it is hardly our purpose to inquire whether the four
empires are Babylonia, Medo-Fersia, Macedonia, and Borne; or Babylonia, Media,
Persia, and Greece. The former, which is the more ancient opinion, appears the more
probable; but it is enough to remember that these four beasts represent four great
world-powers. St. John saw rising out of the sea (comp. Dan. vii. 2) not seven diverse
beasts, but one seven-headed beast.
Now, it is perfectly true that to the early Christians
pagan and imperial Rome was the one great world-power whose shadow darkened the
earth, and that a seven-headed monster might well depict this pagan Rome, as a fourheaded beast had represented to Daniel an earlier empire (Greece or Persia) ; and the
wild beast of ch. xiii. from one aspect undoubtedly represents this great tyrant power;
but it seems to the present writer that the genius of the Apocalypse is concentration
^that which to earlier prophets was seen in detail is to the Christian seer grouped.
Daniel saw four beasts rising one after another; St. John saw one wild beast uniting in
himself all the early, present, and future manifestations of that world-empire which has
ever been hostile to the spiritual kingdom. Two reasons may be noticed one from the
Book of Daniel, and the other from Revelation. This concentration of different worldpowers into one representative body was not foreign to the thought of the earlier
prophet. Daniel relates the vision in which the diverse monarchies of the world were
represented as one huge human figure oast out of gold, silver, brass, and iron (Dan.
ii. 31
49) ; the diverse powers were thus seen as one, and the little stone, which represented the true spiritual kingdom, in smiting upon one, caused the whole image to falL
The world-kingdoms were thus seen in prophetic vision as one great age-long worldpower, which must be smitten by Christ's kingdom. The Book of Revelation also gives
us a hint that the sevenfold aspect of the wild beast must not be given too limited or
too local an interpretation. The wild beast, with seven heads and ten crowns, is in
these features reproducing the appearance of the red dragon, who is also represented as
having seven heads and ten crowns (comp. ch. xii. 3; xiii. 1). Now, the dragon is
surely the type of the great arch-enemy, the devU, the anti-God; the seven heads and
ten crowns denote that he is the prince of this world, who has more or less animated
the successive great world-powers by hostility to righteousness the empires of the
world have been his in so far as they have been founded oa force or fraud, oppression
When, then, the seven-headed wild beast rises from the sea, must wa
or unholiness.
not see in the seven heads the counterpart of those which the dragon bore? The
dragon carries those seven heads, as he is the great spiritual prince of this world, the one
who is practically worshipped in all mere world-made empires. The wild beast carrie»
these seven heads because he is the great representative of all these world-powers themselves ; and what may give almost certainty to this interpretation is the fact that the
wild beast unites in himself the appearances of leopard, bear, and lion, which were the
emblems employed by Daniel to represent earlier monarchies. Actually at the moment
St. John saw the vision, the wild beast was to him Rome, because through Rome tha
great world-empire was then working. The seven heads might also look like types o<
successive emperors; but the more imnortant, because age-long, reading of the vision
•eta before as the concentration in one great monstrous wild beast of «U these powers,
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Powers which were diverse and even politically hostile were yet ethically one power
opposed to the fundamental principles of righteousness and peace, of purity and true
godliness.
The first wild beast, then, becomes the symbol of confederated and agelong world-powers. 2. The second wild beast as allied with the first. His origin is not
He is more peaceable in his appearance than the first beast,
of 6ud ; he is of the earth.
but his speech bewrays him ; the dragon-voice is his, and he revives the worship of the
In him, therefore, are combined the powers of the dragon and the
first wild beast.
first wild beast.
Yet he yields homage to existing order; ualike the first wild
beast, which rises out of our ocean of disorder and tumult, he springs out of the
These
earth. He assumes in part, also, a Christian appearance; he is as a lamb.
indeed, ia some
features would lead us to expect a power not wholly irreligious
features Christian, yet practically pagan; observing order, yet arrogant; a second
power resembling the first, yet possessing a more specious appearance to mankind. It
It is
is on this second wild beast that the seer bids us fasten our marked attentiun.
this second wild beast who deceives by false wonders and false worship, and introduces
a great and grinding tyranny.
It is this second wild beast to whom is attributed the
mysterious number 666. It is well now to turn back to earlier writings. In Dan.
Tii. we read of a "little horn," and in the description there we find much thit i^ parallel
with the description here (comp. Dan. vii. 8 with ch. xiii. 5 ; Dan. vii. 21 with ch.
This " little horn " of Daniel has been identified (comp. ' Excursus on Interxiii. 7).
pretation of 2 Thess. ii. 3—12') with the "man of sin" spoken of by St. Paul (2
Thess. ii. 3). Some think that the little horn of Dan. vii. is identical with the honi
Into this question we not have space to enter ; it will he enough here to keep
of ch. viii.
in mind that St. Paul looked for the manifestation of an antichrist, a man of sin, whose
type in all likelihood he found in the little horn of Dan. vii. ; and that the picture
of the antichrist painted by St. Paul is that of a power not professedly irreUgious,
but yet claiming from mankind the homage due to God (2 Thess. ii. 4). This seems
quite in harmony with the characteristics of the second wild beast, who, it is to be
remembered, is described (ch. xvi. 13 ; xix. 20 ; xx. 10) as the " false prophet."

—

We

may, then, take the second wild beast as the picture of a power, cultured, quasireligious, borrowing much from Christianity, yet built upon anti-Christian principles,
and animated by an anti-Christian spirit. 3. The identification of the wild heast, false
" Ye have heard that antichrist shall come " (1 John ii. 18).
prophet, or antichrist.
This is St. John's acknowledgment of the widespread belief that a great falling away
Here he is at one with St. Paul, but it
shall precede the second coming of Christ.
is consistent with the spirit of St, John's thought that he should remind his hearers
that the spirit of antichrist was abroad already, and that in a present antagonism to
this spirit lay true Christian duty accordingly he indicates in more than one place
what were some features of the antichristian spirit (1 John ii. 22 ; iv. 1 3). It ia
also significant that he uses the phrase, "false prophet, reminding us of the Apocalypse,
which identifies, as we have seen, the wild beast, or antichrist, with the false prophet.
St. John thus appears to regard the spirits and false prophets abroad in his day as at
Actually there
least anticipations of the great future antichrist and false prophet.
were antichrists then in the world; but the prophetic ideal of all these was as one
In the Apocalyptic vision the scattered spirits grew into one great
great antichrist.
representative opponent
the wild beast, the false prophet. Is there, then, uo personal
antichrist? It has. been ably argued (see 'Excursus on Prophecy of 2 Thess. ii.')
that the man of sin must be an individual. There are certain expressions which seem
;

—

—

to point to a single person, notably the remarkable use of the masculine gender when
the wild beast is referred to (see ch. xiiL 6) ; but it seems more consonant with the
symbolism of the Apocalypse to regard the wild beast as the figurative embodiment of
the false, seductive, anti-Christian principle and spirit, which belongs to more ages than
one, which reveals itself in diverse aspects, and yet always manifests the same hostility
to the Divine Spirit. It must not, however, be supposed that this view denies s
personal antichrist.
On the contrary, ;t is perfectly in harmony with this view to
note that the wild-beast spirit has often culminated in an individual ; the typical forecasts of antichrist have often been individuals.
Antiochus Epiphanes, Herod, Nero,
might fairly be regarded as the incarnation of the ungodly spirit. Similarly, in later
ages, it is not to be wondered at that holy, Christ-taught men, groaning for the sorrows
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of the world and the corruptions of Christianity, saw in many who occupied the papal
chair the very representatives of the false prophet, the antichrist. Not more need it
surprise us to find the same thought passing through men's minds when pretensions
which would be ridiculous if they were hot blasphemous have been advanced on behalf
of the Eoman pontiff, till the Church becomes a parody rather than a witness of Divine
It follows that the view here maintained does not exclude the possibility of a
truths.
future personal antichrist, in whom the typical features shall yet find clearer and fuller
But though all this may be, and though
manifestation than in any previous age.
godly men tell us that all these things must be, it appears to the writer infinitely more
important to notice the principles which may constitute the antichrist in every age the
denial of the Father and the Son (1 John ii. 22) ; the denial of the Mediator and
incarnate God (1 John iv. 2, 3); the arrogant claim of Divine honours, the specious
resemblance to him who is the Lamb of God, the disregard of sacred ties (2 Thess. ii.
10; 1 Tim. iv. 3); the possession of wonderful power and culture (ch. xiii. 11 14).
The spirit which is depicted is one which might well develop one of the elements
•round us. It would not be impossible to imagine the rankest materialism allying
itself with a gorgeous ritual, to see the high priests of science acquiescing in the most

—

—

elaborate of ecclesiastioisms, and the agnostic in creed becoming so ceremonialist in
worship, till the satire should be only too sadly true, " I found plenty of worshippers,
should then have every element in human nature allowed its
but no God."
nutriment for the mind, science; for the emotions, worship ; for the conduct, direction.
The tripartite nature of man would be thus provided for; but the unity of his manhood
would be at an end, for the worship would be unintelligent, the moral tone lifeless,
because deprived of the vital sense of personal responsibility, and the intellect uninspired,
because godless. Such an age would be the reign of that climax of antichristian spirit

Wo

—

is the perfection of man's powers without God, foreshadiwed by the mysterious number 666, which is seeming exaltation of all human powers, but which is,
in truth, their degradation and their discord.
It would serve bnt little purpose to recapitulate
III. The number of the beast.
the various solutions of the number of the beast. An account of them will be found in
The most ancient, and perhaps most general, solution sees in the
Elliott (vol. iii.).
number the equivalent of Latenios. Others see in it the numerical equivalent of

which

one of the

Roman emperors. Nero, advocated by Benan; Otho, advocated by an
who accounts for the reading " 616" instead of "666" by the alteration

Italian writer,

the copyist to suit the name of another emperor, Caligula; Taios Katirip, 61S.
these numerical solutions appears to the writer adequate to the whole depth
of the seer's meaning, though they may be included iu the significance of the symbol,

made by
Kone of

—D. T.
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